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What a winterl

TJees flying a little Dec. 1.5.

What splendid kindling old wood separators
make!
SuB-VENTiLATOKS are still in high favor with

Mrs. Harrison.

I don't know how Rev. W. F. Clarke can make
such good poetry about what he doesn't know.

A7neric(tn Bee Jouniai for 1891 is to have
1(564 pages. How does friend Newman expect
us to bind it?

Winter days have come.
Bees no longer hum:
They hibernfite some.

If 3 lbs. of honey make 1 lb. of wax, wouldn't
it be better to raise wax at 20 cts. a pound than
to raise .o-cent honey?

A writer in the British Bee Journal, who has
' both straw skeps and movable-frame hives,
likes the latter better.""

Closed-end frames, according to W. Camm.
in Tlie Guide, do not have the combs fastened
as well to the end-bars as open-end frames.

Heddon says that one of the reasons (and he
puts the reason in capitals) that he sold his
honey so (]uickly. was. that he kept the priees
down.

I have four colonies of bees outdoors—the
first in perhaps 20 years. '• Why haven't I tried
it before?"" Well, I don't know whether it was
more prejudice or laziness.

Rev. W. F. Clarke and Bro. Newman are hav-
ing quite a controversy as to whether Canadi-
ans are Americans. When they agree on it,

w(^"ll know for sure just how it is.

Hill and HrxcuiNSON are down on the cor-
ners of the Dovetailed hive. Is there any law
to prevent the two H.'s from making the same
hive with an improved corner, like a common
store-box?

Cover Picti're.—That of the Review. It"s

ahead—neat, appropriate, beautiful. The only
chance for any one else to beat Hutchinson is

to copy his cov^r, and then sew it with colored
instead of white thread.

' LorK-.j()iNTED Hive-corners" is the head-
ing to an item in the Review about the "so-
called Dovetailed hive." Say. W. Z., why didn't
you, years ago, lift up your voice against the
"so-called dovetailed " section ?

Hasty thinks 3 lbs. or less of honey will make
a pound of wax; Simmins, less than (3}^ lbs.;

tradition. 20. Don't we stick to that 20 from
mere habit? I do. Has there been a single ex-
periment of late years to confirm it ?

Whether your cellar needs ventilation for the
bees or not, if your wife and children are worth
keeping you will do well to see that the air in
your cellar is sweet and pure at all times. Pure
air won't hurt the bees, at any rate.

Japan clover is sijokeu of in the American
Bee Jouriial as a kind that flourishes well, at
least in tlie South, doing well even on the poor-
est. stoni(>st land. It is highly praised as a
plant for grazing, but nothing is said of its val-
ue for honey.

Upward ventilation, according to tlw Brit-
ish Bee JoiiriKtl. is not desirable. It says,
" Personally we prefer to keep the top close

—

just as the bees will make it if left to them-
selves—and to ventilate from the bottom. We
have come round to this view after trial of
both methods.""

Black bees the British Bee Journal decid-
edly prefers to the Italian, for profit and for
all-round superiority. It says, "After several
years' trial, our most experienced and success-
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ful bee-kpepers have generally discarded Ital-

ian (or Ligurian) bees in favor of the old black
or brown variety." How's that ?

A British writer recommends having extract-
ing-co7nbs 3 inches from center to center, to

prevent the queen going up into them. I think
there Is something in it. With 3-inch sections
I never had much trouble with the queen going
up. even when I used neither separator nor
honey-board.

Joshua Bull, in the American Bee Journal.
thinks, "when we have frequent storms, with
heavy discharges of electricity in the form of

lightning and thunder, the honey-flow is apt to

be light; but when there is less thunder and
lightning, there is more honey in the flowers."

Well, what can you do about it?

Isn't contkaction beginning to expand a
little? Dr. Tiiiker says, in the Canadian Bee
Journal, that contraction "is now admitted by
all the ablest producers of comb honey in this

country to be necessary to the best results.
'"

But he has decided, that "it does not pay to

carry the contraction too far." He thinlvS " the
equivalent of (J L. brood-combs is the best."

And now it's Hasty I am mad at. I like

Hasty, he's always so fresh and briglit. But in

the Review he hints that the venerable false-

hood, that it takes twenty pounds of honey to

make one pound of comb, is kept alive by the
bee-journals in the interest of the foundation
business. Hasty, did you ever know any of

them to suppress any evidence that 3 lbs. of

honey make a pound of wax? That hint wasn't
nice. It was hasty—almost with the top knock-
ed ofl" the h.

Foui. BROOD in Canada is not likely to be
kept hidden. Any ])erson, whether bee-keeper
or not. who knows of a case and does not repoi't

it to the proper authority, "shall, on summary
conviction before a justice of the peace, be lia-

ble to a flne of $5 and costs." That's right. It's

different here. At a bee-convention a public
official announced the existence of a large num-
ber of cases of foul brood; and when I pressed

for the names, he said lie would not teU, because
the parties did not want it knoicn!

Artificial incrp:ase is practiced by E.
France to prevent swarming. He runs out-
apiaries for extracted honey, with no one to

watch foi- swarms. He visits them every week
to ten days. When they get, so strong that
there is danger of swarming in a good honey-
flow, he takes from each sucii colony about two
combs of honey and brood—mostly brood—tak-
ing bees with it but no queen, and puts in place
empty corahs or foundation staiters. Thus
from 3 to () colonies he gets enough to All an
empty hive, which in a few days makes a strong
working colony. Next visit he cuts out queen-
cells.

AMOUNT OF STORES FOR WINTER, ETC.

G. M. DOOLITTLE GIVKS US SOME FACTS GLEANED
FROM YEARS OF EXT'ERIENCE.

The following from a correspondent is just at
hand: "How much food does each colony of

bees require, in order to winter successfully ? I

find Mr. Hasty telling in the Review of starting

doubled-up colonies with as little as five or six

pounds, while some of the ' doctors' say that fif-

ty pounds in a hive is better than any thing less.

Which am I to believe? and what am I to un-
derstand by this great dift'ei'ence of opinion ?"

Well. thes(» things are often very confusing to

a beginner, and I do not wonder at it: but, as a

rule, the writer of an article in any of our peri-

odicals can not well go into all of the minutiae
connected with his or hei' subject, because it

would make too long an article for one niunber
or issue of such periodical: and continued
" stories " do not seem to be just the thing for a
bee-paper. That none need be thus confused,
my advice to all beginners would be, that they
ptirchase one or more of our valuable books oii

bee culture, and in these they will find the
most if not all they want to know about spoken
of at length, and the reasons for the writers"
opinion given, so that they can form an opinion
at once whether the writers' views are correct or
not. Witli this prelude I will proceed to answer
as best I can.
While I do not think that 50 lbs. of honey

should be required to winter a colony of bees,
under any condition, yet the amount required
depends very largely on the location, whether
the bees are wintered in the cellar or on the
summer stand, and upon what is meant by
"winter." It will be plain to all. that more
stores would be required to winter a colony wh ere
winter lield its sway from the middle of October
to the middle of April, as it does in some of our
most extreme northei'u localities where bees are
kept, than would be recjuired in some of the
more southern localities where winter does not
last over two months.

If I undei'stood Mi'. Hasty aright in the Re-
view, his idea of so little honey was to give only
enough honey during the winter montlis proper
to supply the '" fuel " reciuired to keep the colo-
nies warm, and not to supply them food for
brood-rearing in the sjjring. He argued that
this scanty supply of food tends to make the
bees retrench, and so they would use this supply
07) ly for fuel, and thus early brood-rearing,
which is considered by many to be of no advan-
tage, would be done away with, thus wintering
our bees at little cost, and at the same time
place them in a condition which is most condu-
cive to their prosperity. But Bro. H. did not
calculate that the supply he gave them in the
fall was to last them till honey was gotten from
the fields in the spring, for he plainly told us
that he had a supply reserved, to fall back on
when the supply given in the fall gave out.

The only thing I see against this " short-store "

plan, as given by Bro. H.. is, that in our locality

the bees might run out of supplies at a time
when it would be impossible, on account of pro-
tracted cold, to supply their wants, thus increas-
ing the ])robability of loss to those who are a
little inclined to be careless with their pets.

Yeai-s, ago, when I first began to keep bees, I

thought that each colony wintered on theirsum-
mer stand should have at least .30 lbs. of honey
to cany them from the first of October to the
first of May; but after repeated trials I am fully

satisfied that 20 lbs. is just as good as 30, and I

find that not one colony in 35 will consume 15

lbs. during this time. The only reason for giv-
ing the 30 lbs. instead of 15, lies in the fact that
the bees will retrench when their stores are get-

ting low. just as Bro. Hasty tells us; and if this
reti'enching comes when the bees ought to be
reaiing hiood. then we are losing largely by
not having honey enough in the hive to keep
brood-rearing prospering as it should.

I claim that all colonies wintered on the sum-
mer stand shotild have at least ten pounds of
honey in their hives the middle of April, in this

locality, to give them the confidence they need to

start out aright with for the season; for with
this amount of stores they will not feel the need
of retrenching, but will push brood-rearing on
rapidly. If they can be wintered on 5 lbs. up to

this time, so much the better: but, if at this

time they do not have plenty of honey it should
be sup])lied to them in some shape. For cellar

wintering I allow 5 lbs. less honey than for out-
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door wintering, finding that, as a rule. IJo lbs. of
stores per month is the average amount con-
sumed by the bees while in the cellar. Now.
where we feed our bees, no matter how done, I

find that it can be done to better advantage in

the spring than in the fall, for the bees will go to
brood-rearing with renewed vigor where fed:
and for this reason 1 would say, give the bees
only enougli to safely carry them through to

May. then supply their wants by feeding tlie

amount you would otherwise have given them
in the fall. The amount which I think right in

this locality, I have given above.

INTRODUCING QUEENS TO Ql'EENLESS COLONIES
IN THE SPUING.

Another correspondent wishes to know wheth-
er he can successfully introduce a queen to a
colony which has bef?n \\intered without one.
He seems to fear that such a colony would es-
tablish laying workers during the winter sea-
son, and thus make the introduction of a queen
a perilous undertaking. I do not know that I

ever placed a colony in winter quartei'S. know-
ing that tliey were queenless. but I have sever-
al times had queenless colonies in the spring
which I believed had been queenless nearly all

winter, and had no especial trouble in getting
them to accept a queen at that time. I can not
say for certain, but I do not think that the bees
would establish laying workers while in winter
quarters; at least. I never knew of a laying
worker, in this locality, earlier than the first of
June. Can any of the readers of Gleanings
give us any light on this subject? It would
have much to do with our trying to winter over
queenless colonies. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 17, 1890.

[I heartily agree with you, friend D., in every
thing you say. only you do not consider at all

the strength of the colony. When we used to
try to winter nuclei, say with a quart of bees or
more, if we succeeded in getting them to pull
through, they consumed, of course, but a small
quantity of food : and if they dwindled down so
there would be but a pint of bees in the spring
to build up with, it took only a very small
amount of stores for them to build up. I think
I have wintered nuclei with not to exceed 5
lbs. of stores : and this took them clear up to
the bloom of the soft maples : and at the same
time I have had powerful colonies, say with
four times as many bees as the nucleus men-
tioned, that would consume 20 lbs. It is true,
however, that less stores will be needed in pro-
portion for a powerful colony than for a weak
one, especially during winter time. As the
powerful colony will, however, start a tremen-
dous sight of brood before the nucleus has com-
menced brood-rearing at all, they will need
stores correspondingly. And the amount of
brood reared, and the time when brood-rearing
commences with a certain colony, has very
much to do with the amount of stores needed.
We therefore finally arrived at the conclusion
of many of our veterans, that each full colony
should liave from 20 to 2.5 lbs. of stores, in order
to be (ibx(Autely safe, providing they were not
looked over in the spring especially lo see how
their stores were holding out. But with this
large amount of stores, many will often liave
sealed stores left when work commences in the
boxes: and this is an argument in favor of
ten-frame hives instead of eight-frame. The
two extra frames may contain surplus stores
the year round, as a sort of reserve force to fall
back on in case of drouth or famine, or excessive
brood-rearing.

I can not remember that I have ever had
any trouble in introducing a queen to a colony
found queenless in the spring : and we, in such

cases, turn them right loose, the bees often re-
ceiving them with a roar of applause. I do not
know that I ever saw them " swing their hats,"
but they make a loud buzz with their wings,
and the news passes from one to another very
much as shouts of applause go through a crowd
of human beings.]

WHITE SNAKEROOT (EUPATORIUM AGERA-
TOIDES).

DOES IT CAUSE THE DISEASE CALLED " IHLK-
SICKNESS "?

Friend Ro(jt: — Prof. Cook pronounces the
plant sent by Mr. Hastings (see p. 79.3) " the
common boni?set. or thoroughwort, sometimes
called white snakeroot." Although I am not a
botanist, I can tell the professor, that, although
they may be ranked with the same family of
plants, there is quite a difference. Boneset is a
much larger, stronger - growing plant than
snakeroot: and the leaves that spring from the
body of the main stalk entirely encircle it. so that
they connect with one another, and the stalk has
the appearance of growing through the blades,
while the snakeroot is entirely destitute of the
band that encircles the other. The seed-ljlos-
soms on the top of the plants resemble each
other very much. There is a mistake some-
where. Mr. Hastings may have sent thorough-
wort instead of snakeroot: and if he did. the
professor made a mistake.
In regard to the "• trembles " in cattle, and

milk-sickness among those who use the milk of
cows that eat it, I have had a pretty sad expe-
rience, but not as bad as some of my neighbors.
When I came to Ohio in 1844 I heard that
there was a section of country on the road from
Medina to Seville where the settlers had been
afflicted with a strange malady that the doc-
tors could give no name to, and several deaths
had occuiTed the year before: but the general
opinion was that it was somehow caused by the
water. I took up a new farm on the road one
mile west of the main road to Seville, l5ut my
neighbors' woods and mine joined, and then
everybody's cattle ran in the woods; but it was
so much trouble to hunt mine up that I cut a
"slash row "'around my lot. Well, we would
hear of sickness ca^t of us; but with tlie excep-
tion of a little ague, one year, we enjoyed good
health for ten years: but the year 18.5.5 was a
dry one in the latter part of the summer, and
the water failed on my farm. I let my cattle
into the woods for water, and, of course."among
the snakeroot. Soon a sucking colt died; then
my oldest boy was taken ill, and then there
was a general bad feeling, among us all; but I
did not send for a doctor, for I dreaded them
more than any disease. I was then 46 years old,
and my wife 41: but neither of us had "ever tak-
en a dose of medicine of any kind/rojji a f7oc-
tor. A week passed; wife sick; yearling steer
died with trembles: shut the cattle out of the
woods, and cut corn for them. Stephen, my
boy, had been seven days without any tiling
passing his bowels—could eat nothing, drank
but little, and generally threw that up.

I would say here that we had abandoned the
use of milk and any of its products. Stephen
said that he wanted some ice. I took tlie old
jumper from the stable, mounted her, and took
a pail and went to the village and got a good
big •' hunk," and cut it up so he could get the
pieces into his mouth, and he " crunched " it up
and swallowed it before it had a chance to melt.
After a short spell he commenced to vomit, and
threw up not only the water but the contents
of a very foul stomach; and from that hour he
began to mend. Suffice it to say, that, of the
seven of us in the family, we were all sick but
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the six-yi-ar-old boy (the youngest), and he had
generally eaten much more maple su<jnr tha,n
he had butter. I was called a stubborn, stingy,
ignorant, wicked man becaus(> I would not
have a doctoi': but we all lived, whih^ several
of my neighbors died, with the doctors all

around them.
I have written these lines so that any one

sick with that complaint may have the benefit
of my (experience. I consider Dr. Tyrrell's I'e-

marks on page 779 of Gi.eaxixgs to be like
'"apples of gold in pictures of silver " to any
one who will heed tliem. Jesse Hakiungtox.

^Medina. Ohio. Nov. 2^.

[Friend H.. do not be too severe on Prof. Cook.
We find, by the botanies, that the thoi'ough-
wort. or boneset family, includes a vei'y large
luimher of varieties; and although the white
snakeroot looks very different indeed from
what we in our locality call boneset. or thor-
oughwort. it is still (me of the species included
under that name. Years ago I sent a sample of
the plant to Samuel \Yagnei\ and my sample
was taken from the vei-y woods you allude to in

your article. He at once pronounced it white
snakeroot. or Eupatorium (ujeratoldcs. The
piece of woods has always been of great interest
to me. from the fact that, as cattle and all oth-
er stock have been for so many years excluded,
it is becoming a dense thicket of trees, plants.
and shrubs—quite a contrast, in fact, to most of
the timber land througliout Ohio. From the
fact that stock has been for so many years ex-
cluded from the woodlands where this plant
seems to thriv(>. I am inclined to think that it.

or some other one. has som(>thing to do with
milk-sicknes.s. Years ago I thought it richly
deserved a place in our greenhouses on account
of the beauty of its snow-white mass of bloom,
and 1 remember well when I first found it in a
greenhouse. Now almost (n'cry florist has one
or more varieties of EKpatoriuin with their
downy tassel-shaped flowers of snowy white-
ness. Recently a tinted vai'iety is found in

some collections. The little fiowers and the
mass of bloom have become developed by
greenhouse culture to tnuch greatei' size and
magnificence than they are in their native
woods. Bees get an amber-colored honey, of a
peculiar rich flavor, some seasons, from this
plant. Perhaps I should mention that thor-
oughwort has a strong. s\\eetish perfume

—

sometimes so great as to be almost sickening,
while the snakeroot-blossom has no trace of
this distinctive pei-fume at all. It has. how-
ever, a delicate sweet i)erfume of its own. but
not at all like the thorouffhwort.l

BEE-KEEPING FOR WOMEN.

A FEW TinX(iS THAT HEM" MATEUIALIA- To
ETGHTEX TI1P:IK EABOIJS.

Tnder favoring circumstances I can put in a
long day's work witli bees—often, in the busy
season, getting up at four o'clock: and, when
at work in the out-apiaries, not reaching home
until nine o'clock in the evening, liut I feel
pretty sure that, under some cii'cumstances. it

would be very little work I could do with bees.
Take, for instance, the matter of shade. If I

were obliged to work in some apiaries where
they arrange their hives in an open plat with
only shade-boards or vines, and the operator is

obliged to take the full i-ays of the hot sun. I am
afraid it would be a very short time that I

could stand it. In our apiaries the hives ai'e so
arranged that they are in the shade at least
part of the day: and in planning our work for
the day we always, so far as is possible, see to

it that those hives which w ill be in the sun in
the afternoon are worked in the forenoon, and
vice iwrsa. Sometimes we don't plan just right:
then Dr. Miller takes the sun. I suppose men
are better able to stand the heat than women:
but I can haidly see why it is necessary for ei-
thei- to do so. What objection is there to ti'ees.

providing the shade is not too dense? They
help the b(^es to mark their location: and. oh
they are such a comfort to the bee-keeper if he
keeps them trimmed properlyl
Last spring we were very busy, and neglected

to trim the branches in the Wilson apiary.
Wheiuncr I heard an ejaculatory "oh!" I
knew what the matter was. and would look up
to see Dr. ^Miller's hat jammed ovi>i' his eyes,
and both hands full. One day. after having
been tried in that way a number of times, he
stopped shoj't with a remark something like
this: "I'm going to trim these branches, even
if I don't do another thing to-day." He did
trim them and it didn't take so verylong either,
and they had been a big nuisance for some
time. You see. I rather had the advantage of
him. for I could pin my hat on firmly.

It's the little things that help to make our
work hard or' easy. I should hardly like to
work with bees if I were obliged to do all the
heavy lifting. But Dr. Miller kindly favors me
in that direction—so much so that I remon-
strate sometimes. He generally assures me
that it is pure selfishness on his part, as he
wants to get as much help from me as possible,
and knows I can accomplish a good deal more
if I don't overdo. Eveiy lady bee-keepei' will
find a pair of rubbei' boots and a good gossamer
(one with sleeves if ])ossible) a great help—in
fact, almost a necessity. Showers sometimes
come up when work is pressing, and you are
obliged to keep on. I have in mind twice this
last summer, when we worked in a jjouring
rain because we had a lot of queen-cells that
must be attended to at once.
Again, you can not wait in tlie morning for

the grass to dry off. and you will find your rub-
l^er boots a great convenience. Now. (ion't say.
as I did. that they are entirely too heavy and
warm, and that you know you nevei' can wear
them. Well. I }i(((l to. as Dr. Miller got me a
pair and insisted on my trying them. I like
them. So will you. Emma Wilson.
Marengo. 111.. D(>c. 1.5.

[Good shade in an apiary is indeed a luxury,
even to a )nnn. and to the poor bees, also, wlu^n
not too dense. It is very hard to be obliged to
work in the hot sim, over hives all day. without
at leasi a little shade a ])art of the day. Shade-
boards are inconvenient, as you say. About
the best thing. I think, is small trees, or trees
that do not have a very dense foliage. Large
apple-trees are rather bad: small ones are just
riglit. Grapevines are hardly the thing, in my
estimation. They require such constant trim-
ming, and that (luring the busiest part of the
time in the apiary, that either one or the other
of two things happens—they are eith(M- neglect-
ed, or they stick out in the way unless attended
to so that they take valuable time away from
the be(es. A small boy can do it, it is true: but
somehow or other it does not get done at our
home apiary. I never had my hat crammed
down over my eyes as you say Dr. ]\Iiller has
had. but I have had an ugly shoot from a vine
that had been cut off. punch me in the face:
anci I have felt more than once as if I wanted
to tear the whole thing up, root and branch.
This matter of shade is one of the important
questions, and I hope our coiTespondents will

discuss it.

\'ou \y\\\ remembei', three or four years ago I

recommended light rubber boots to work with
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in the apiary, and I am glad you have spoken of
their convenience to ivoiiien. Very often, dur-
ing the morning, the grass will be soakiug wet;
and if your yards are like oui'S, somehow or
other the grass will become long, so as to malce
common rubbers an iiisafticient i)rot(x*tion.

After I had recommendi'd light rubber lioots we
had quite a numhci' of orders for tliem. I would
say to our good friends, that we sell a good
many things: but boots are among the articles

that we do not wish to handle just yet. The
kind I mentioned can be obtained at any of the
stores.] E. R.

RAMBLER IN PROVIDENCE.

ilOFFMAX FRAMKS AXU 15KK-SPA(KS: NO
BUKR-COMBS.

r We performed the duties required of us on the
apiarian exhibit: and not seeing much anger
inthe faces of the exhibitors, we concluded it

was safe for us to stop a few days in Kliodc Is-

land. We learned that Mr. t'u^hnuln was tloing

a good work at the Experiment Station, and it

was through the unremitting labors of Mr.
Miller and Prof. Cushman that the premium
list was extended and tlie exhibit enlarged: and
if the people of Rhode Island remain in ignor-
ance upon bee-keeping and the methods of
honey-production, it will not be tlu' fault of
the bee-keepers. The exhibit from the Experi-
ment Station was intended to be instructive:

ment is mostly in tlu^ morning and evening.
The rest of ids time is devoted to banking busi-
ness in the city. It is a delightful run out of
Providence to Barrington. ^Ve follow down
NarragansettBay: and the many beautiful cot-
tages along tlie shore and upon the islands re-
minded us strongly of our own loxely Lake
(icoige. Mere, however, instead of tisliing for
pickerel, larger game was sought aftei'. Only
swordfish. sluirks, and kindred tish, will satisfy
the ambitious fisherman of Rhode Island.

Stakes protruding from the water all along
down the l)ay were point(>d out as the boundary
lines between the oysti'r-beds, from which the
Rhode Islander derives a large revenue. When
we left the lails. and rolled peacefully along in
a chaise Ijcliind the jict luirsc of the family, we
remai'kcd about tlu' hardness and pearly white-
ness of the roads, and were informed that they
were made so by the liberal api)lication of
oyster-shells: and when informed that there
were miles and miles of such roads, and thou-
sands of loatls of shells wei-e used for other pur-
poses, we began to realize the magnitud(> of the
oyster-business. As you may suppose, these
beautiful roads are a veritable paradise for the
bicyclist, and we found Mr. Miller owned such
a pet. and was expert in its use.

Mr. Miller has a commodious and pleasant
home, with a wife and three little ones to wel-
come him after the cares and fatigues of the
day. In the rear of the house is a large yard
and kennel for the pet blood-hound: and be-

AKTIIUR C. MII.I.EK'S HOME A?fl> HOBBIES.

and at almost any time of day we found Mr.
Cushman patiently answering questions and
correcting erroneous ideas.

Several of the exhibitors acknowledged them-
selves to be merely amateurs, and had taken it

up for its diverting effect. Mr. Tlios. M. Pierce,
of Wickford, lost his health by too close appli-
cation to business, and had gained a very good
degree of vigor among the bees and flowers.
Mr. Pierce and family adopted, the novel plan
of eating as much honey as they could, and
giving away the rest. One youth, with a taste
for sweetness, got away with over 40 lbs. It

proved a sure way of using up the surplus: but
when he changed the order of things and put
the usual price on his goods there was a sort of
reaction. The recipients of past favors were no
better customers than outside parties.
ijAt the close of the day's labors we were
whisked off' by rail to Barrington, and the resi-
dence of Arthur C. Miller, several miles out of
Providence. Mr. Miller's time at bee-manage-

yond, the poultry-house with the pet rooster.
A cow has been added recently to give pure
lacteal food for the little ones, and to give Mr.
Miller necessary recreation in the early morn.
A cow is always an oljject-lesson of patience,
and there is not a family in the land that does
not venerate tln' family cow. The manipulator
of the lacteal glands is also taught the virtues
of patience, especially when flies abound.
A few years ago Mr. Miller had a Hue apiary;

but sickness necessitated a change of climate,
and he spent the winter in California, leaving
his bees in the hands of inexperience. A severe
loss followed, and the apiary has to be built
up again under the master's hand. This will
soon be accomplished, if future seasons equal
the present. With three full colonies and two
nuclei in the spring, an increase to ten has been
made, with abundant winter and spring stores,
and 38.5 lbs. of surplus, both comb and extract-
ed: and, under careful management, the honey
is of a gilt-edged order, and commands a good
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price. Rhode Island bee-keepers, as far as we
observed, sell all their honey in the home mar-
ket, and we saw no piles of special shipping-
crates in their apiaries.
The Hoffman frame is used in this apiary,

and the spacing of frames, and from frame to

honey-board or crate, is large enough to give
the bees easy access, and no larger—we should
say a scant t%; and when the ci'ates are remov-
ed, not a brace-comb is visible. Italians and
Carniolans are in the apiary: but Mr. Miller
favors the Carniolans, and often laments the
loss of a valuable strain of them when he was
absent. He has not replaced them, but hopes
to find ere long a Carniolan with all the desir-

able qualities.
As your readers will remembei-, Mr. Miller is

the inventor of the best foundation-fastener
yet devised. We here saw its practical working
for the first time, and foundation can be secure-
ly stuck to the sections with rapidity, leaving
no thick rib next to the section. Tlie ajMary
is comfortably located under the spreading
branches of apple-trees of the Roger Williams
variety. We did the town of Barrington, and
found many elegant residences. City people
live out here, and spend their surplus dollars in

adorning their grounds, and they are good to

look upon; but the greatest comfort a Rhode
Islander can attain to is a clam- bake; and
every cottage and club-house along shore is

provided with the necessary appliances to pro-
duce the effect. It was a little late in the sea-

son for bakes, but we heard so much about them
that we feel quite well posted on clams.

makes the man love home and family more. A
man who loves pets, and is kind to them, will

necessarily be kind to his family. What you
say regarding the Hoffman frames, and their
freedom from burr-combs, is literally true. I

saw the same state of aft'aii's in more than one
apiary in the East; and I confidently expect it

in our own yards at an early date.} B. R.

A CLAM BEE-KEEPEK OF THE "BRIMSTONE" DAYS.

The clam is a very conservative animal, and
is seldom influenced by outside considerations.

The clam is considered selfish, as he shuts his

door in the face of all fntruders, and even his

aunts, his uncles, and his cousins, are served
the same way. The clam will not open his

doors to the interviewer, and all he wants is to

be let alone, to pursue the even tenor of his

way just as his grand-dad did. If Mrs. Clam
wants to put on an airy back kitchen, or a front

bay window to their old shell, Mr. Clam gets in

a rage, and closes his front doors closer than
ever. Scientists do not agree as to whether the
clam is a biped or a quadruped. Usually just

after Mrs. Clam has given him an extra good
dinner, he has a faint resemblance to a biped;
at all other times he has all the qualities of a
quadruped. " Don't be a clam," is the advice of

the Ramhleu.

[I have a great respect for a man who has
hobbies, particularly if they are of a kind that

THE DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVE.

()B.JEfTIONS TO THE OUTSIDE AVINTEK I'KOTECT-
ING-f'ASE.

There are decided objections to such an out-
side case as is suggested by Ernest on page <598.

If made the size mentioned, there will be too
little space for packing. There will be some
difficulty, I think, in adjusting the cushions so
that one can always feel positive that there are
no unoccupied spaces left for the free circulation
of air.

The adjusting of cushions and case will re-

quire a skilled workman, and will consume
more time than would be required to tuck up
the same number of colonies in regular chaff
hives.
There are too many pieces that will need stor-

ing for a part of the year, causing too much
carrying back and forth between the stands and
the honey-house. A little extra cost of a hive,
when used for a term of years, is a snuill thing;
but a little extra work, often repeated, is of
some importance; and the longer tiie hive is

used, the sniallci- is the importance of the cost
and the greater the importance of the time con-
sumed to manipulate it.

If it were possible, there should be no part of
the hive requiring storage at any time, except-
ing the supers. These we want stoivd during
the 'Winter, so that they may be filled with
sections for the following season.

It is true, tliat such a temporary winter case
can be used by those who already have their
bees in the Dovetailed hive. This is some ad-
vantage, but not as great as at first appears;
for if we adopt an eight-frame chaff' hive, the
Dovetailed hives tlius relieved from service will

not be lost, as, with such a hive, we shall need
a number of just such bodies for summer use.

with which to form nuclei, to hive swarms, and
to form second stories for extracting, if such
should be needed. If there were a greater
number than would be i-equired for these pur-
poses, they could easily be ripped in two. and
thus be converted into supei-s.

Another advantage of such a case is, that it

could be used early in the honey season to
protect the supers from cold. Later, as the
hot weather comes on. they might be con-
verted into quite efficient shade- boards by
removing the cushions. Foi- this purijose they
would require to be a little larger than sug-
gested—lai-ge enough, in fact, to slip over the
Dovetailed cover.
The advantage of cheapness, which Ernest

urges. I am not willing to admit. His state-

ment of the cost reminds me of a woman of my
acquaintance, who regularly, every Monday
morning, says to her little boy, " Now. Johnny,
mother washes to-day, so you must bi'ing a pail

of water before going to play." Johnny will-

ingly Ijrings the stated amount, when his

mother says. " Now another." After that has
been brought. " Now another;'" then. "Now an-
other:" then. "Now another:" then. "Now just

one more." It is fortunate that the mother al-

wavs stops at the sixth pail; for about that time
there comes a look on -Johnny's face that leads
me to think there might be a small rebellion

were she to call for the seventh. To keep us
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good-natured, tell us right at the start how
much this 3o-cent chaff hive will cost, when you
have figured in all that will be required to make
it a complete one-story chaff hive. Let us see.

There will be one dovetailed body; one Irottom-
board; one piece of duck to cover the franu's;

one cushion to cover tiie duck, and one long
cushion, over five feet, to surround the dove-
tailed body.

If, after thoroughly discussing the matter,
the committee find sufficient advantages to

overbalance the disadvantages, why not com-
promise the matter a little and construct it so
that it can be used either in the way mentioned,
or converted into the permanent outside shell of

a one-stoi-y chaff hiv(>? Make it of 9^-inch
lumber, dovetailed at the corners, as proposed,
but somewhat larger, so that it will take thick-
er cushion's. Instead of a complete cover, put
on a rim-piece somewhat similar to those used
on the other chaff hiv(>s. When the rim-pieces
are in place, th(( shoulder should be just like

the upper edge of a dovetailed body—flat— („

inch wide on the side, and i.j' inch on the ends,
and should stand sufficiently above the rest of
the rim to admit of the use of the regular dove-
tailed cover. To use as a removable winter
protection, adjust the case and side cushions,
nist as you would the one proposed by Ernest.
Now you have access to the top, and can tuck
in the top cushion so tiiat you are positive
every thing is snug. Then just slide on the
regular hive-cover, and make it useful winter
as well as summer. You may not wish to ex-
amine your bees at all from the time they are
prepared for winter until the next season; but
it is worth something to know that you can do
so if you wish, without tearing your hive all

apart.

Fig. 1.

To make a chaff hive with permanent pack-
ing, there will be needed an inside shell made
of ^-inch lumber, and dovetailed at the corners,
and bottom-boards similar to those used in the
other chaff' hives, if it is thought advisable to

have packing under the brood-nest.

a

FIG. 3. KING S PKOPOSEIl OUTSIDE PROTECTIXG-
CASE FOK THE DOVETAILED HIVE.

Since it has been decided to use sucli a large
entrance, winter as well as summer, what is the,
use of extra protection at the bottom ? Why

not use only one bottom-board, leaving simply
a dead-air space beneath ?

Figure 1 shows a longitudinal section of a
Dovetailed hive, with the protection and cush-
ions, a. (I, a, in place.
Figure 2 shows the case made into a chaff

hive, in which a. is the chaff' cushion; b. />, chaff
packing, and c a dead-air space.
Marysville, O., Dec. 15. W. A. King.

[Criticisms are always in order, friend King,
and I am free to acknowledge that you make
some good points. Let us consider some of them
seridthii. Allowing me to be the judge (for I

have tried them), the adjusting of the outside
cases, as you supijose. will not take nearly as
much time as the same number of colonies in

regular chaff hives, and there is going to be. I

think, nothing to lug back and forth. These
outside cases will be needed in summer for comb
honey, as a jn'otection from the hot sun. El-
wood, with his thousand colonies, uses just such
an outside case for shade, and he did not con-
sider it a superfluous affair, if I remember cor-
rectly. Of course, the cushions would have to
be put away; but then, we have to do that with
our regular chaff' hives. We can not aff'ord to

have great lumbering cushions on the hives
during the entire summer; and in the produc-
tion of honey tiiey must necessarily be removed
to make room for the supers. You say, a little

extra cost of the hive, when used for a number
of years, is a small thing. Very true; but the
smaller this extra cost, the smaller this thing
becomes. A regular chaff hive is not ada|)ted
for moving, but a single-walled hive is. Toward
winter the outside cases can be hauled to the
yard and set over the hives.
The committee had already in mind such an

outside protecting-case as you outline in your
diagram above; and there is no getting around
it, there are some good things about it. But
such a case would assuredly have to be stored
away in the summer, and, besides, it could not
be niade to answer for shade. It would not do
to leave it on during summer, because that
would destroy the liee-space; that is. the space
(I, in Fig. 1 above, would be anywhere from two
to three inches—hardly enough to allow room
for a super, and too much room without a thing
in which tlie bees can store honey. It is true,

in Fig. 2, that you can put on a super; but then,
there is about a two-inch bee-space under it.

For extracting, this can be remedied by using
frames a little deeper. But you would then
have two sizes of frames in the apiary, the one
so near the depth of the other as to make it a

nuisance. I do not see any practical way of

making a water-table to be used in a regular
hive, so that it will not destroy bee-spaces. Of
the two arrangenuMits, I think the outside pro-

tecting-case, such as I outlined in Gleanings
some time ago, is much preferable. Reports
now coming in show that it has already been in

use, and is giving good satisfaction.] E. R.

MRS. AXTELL'S EXPERIENCE AT THE KEO-
KUK CONVENTION.

CONTINUED FKOM LAST ISSUE.

I felt amply repaid for my trip to Keokuk, if

for no other reason than to meet so many of

our editors and bee-keepers themselves, and
exchange the friendly greeting, some of whom
I have known for many years, and been greatly

benefited by reading their articles, but have
never been permitted to meet before. Why, it

would have almost paid me for going, just to

hear Dr. Miller, who is the very embodiment of

music, render his sacred and comic music. If
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any boe-keeper is troubled with indigestion, or
the blues, let him attend these conventions and
hear Dr. Miller render his side-splitting comic
pieces (as Ernest calls them in Gleanixgs):
and I miss my guess if he does not return home
very much improved in health as well as
spirits.

Among the supplies shown at the conven-
tion was a section foundation-fastener, which I

purchased and brought home with me. I like

it very much better than the Pai'ker machine.
It does its work much more accui'ately and more
rapidly than any other process I have evei'

tried. I feel sure I can trust my help to put in

starters with this fastener, which we never
succeeded in having done accurately with oth-
er machines. This is Mr. Bittenbender's ma-
chine. I think he told me he had it patented,
but I am sure no one will hesitate to expend 50

cents for so good a fastener when he has tried
this. He is quite an enthusiast in his work.
His wife was intending to come with him had
not his little child got badly burned a day or
so before.

QUITE A .JUKE ON US.

The night after the convention closed, we
thought to remain at the hotel where it would
be quiet, rather than to travel on the cars, as
we wei'e going over into Iowa; but about 10

o'clock, dancing and music began, and it was
kept up until about 2 o'clock in the morning.
Doors banged every two minutes, it seemed to

me. all night, and people kept up a continual
tramp, tramp, by our door, until I thought sure
I was in bedlam for once. We had just fallen

asleep when the lady of the iiouse called us at
4 o'clock to take the train west. As I passed
along by farmhouses I kept on the watch for

bee-hives, but saw none until we reached about
the middle of the State, where we found one
small apiary on the north side of a steep hill.

Probably there were bees, but not in sight of
the cars, until we reached Afton. and there we
passed a beautiful little apiary of 50 hives.
They looked real pretty, standing in straight
rows, and hives so white and clean, on a side
hill sloping toward the railroad track.
As our friends we went to visit lived in Afton.

we found the owupr of that apiai'v was Mr.
W. R. Hunter. Mi'. Axtell called on him and
found him to be quite an enthusiastic bee-
keeper. He had just invented a foot-power
saw that Mr. Axtell said was ahead of any saw
he had ever tried. With this saw he sat down.
To work it he used both feet. He had ai)plied

for a patent upon it. He winters out of doors
in double-walled hives, and seldom loses a col-

ony if propei'ly ])repared for winter with good
stores. His bees were all pure Halians except
two or three hylirid colonies.
About a mil(> from Mr. Hunter lives Mi-. Sype.

who has about 50 or (K) colonies. They both re-

ported a fair crop of honey from colonies that
were in good condition in the spring. They
both use a double-walled hive without chaif
])acking. which, he claims, is almost air-tight,

or almost holds water on all four sides. The
corners have tin strij^s tightly nailed on. He
claims for them that they are almost a non-
swarming hive, as the dead -air space keeps
them cool, even in the hottest place: and just
before they swarm he takes out the combs that
have the most honey in, and removes the center
combs full of brood to the two sides, and puts
three or four empty frames with starters in. in

the center, or uses empty brood-frames if he
has them. With that treatment he said he
seldom had a swarm: but he has not been in

the bee-business many years, and it has how
been several years since we have had many
swarms: but let a heavy honey -flow come
again, especially early in .June or the last of

May, and I believe he too would have a plenty
of swarms.

If we can be prepared to care for swarms, and
hive them so as to return tliem after the colony
has lost its swarming fever (especially all col-

onies that are not very strong), I think it just as
well to let swarm, as it seems to be nature's
way: and a colony that has swaiined. and gets
settled down to work, works with much energy
and vim.
Our last shipment of honey to Chicago

brought us 18 cents wholesale, and we are sell-

ing cut-out honey in new tin pans with glass
shades over it. in Koseville groceries, at 18

cents, and take it in trade. Mrs. L. C. Axtei.l.
Roseville. 111.. Dec. ISltO.

CANE SUGAR.

PKOF. COOK TELI.S US A GREAT DEAI, AISOUT
SUGAR OF ALL KINDS.

Since you ask me to state whether there is any
difference between beet sugar and sugar made
from cane, you must excuse me if I am quite
scientiiic. I see no way to avoid it: but I prom-
ise to be as brief as possible, and to try hard to
make all plain to all.

There are several tests of sugars: First, their
chemical composition: :^ their reactions with
various chemical reagents: 3, the way they ro-

tate the xjolarized ray of light: and. lastly, their
solubility and assiniilability. Now. so" far as
we have any knowledge, the sugar from beets,

from cane, from maple, and from the nectar of
flowers, is precisely the same in all these re-
spects. It is know n as cane sugar, or sucrose.
It has the following chemical composition: Cjo
Ho, On. C stands for carbon, H for hydrogen",
and O for oxygen. It will be seen that the H
and the O are "in projiortion to form water, the
symbol of which is H.O. This is true of all

tiie sugars and starch, as such substances are
called carbo-hydrates. The same is true of
lactose, or milk sugar. These siigars rotate the
ray to the right, but do not decompose the cop-
per salts. They are not as soluble, not as easily ab-
sorbed, nor as easily assimilated, as are other su-

gars. Thus wemaybelievethatsugarfrom beets,

from cane, and from maple, is identically the
same. In the manufacture, beet sugar and sugar
from cane are perfectly refined, or clari tied, and so
seem alike. Maple sugar is not so. The sugar is

the same, but there are other substances present
which modify the color and flavor. By the re-

moval of these we should make maple sugar
exactly like beet sugar. All water is precisely

alike: but all •so-c((/7e(? water is not so. Some
is full of lime, some impregnated with iron, and
some saturated with a mixture of saline sub-
stances: but these are foreign substances added.
The water is always the same. The same is

doubtless true of these cane sugars. As cane
sugar will not act upon the copper salts, it must
be reduced to glucose before it can be analyzed
by the use of Febling's test. The bee does this

with nectar in changing it to honey. We do
the same with cane sugar when we eat it. Tlius
it seems very probable that honey is a safer

sugar for one with feeble digestion than is our
common cane sugar. Cane sugar is not so solu-

ble, not so easily absorbed and assimilated, as is

honev or otiier glucose sugars. We know this:

for, if the same amount of cane and grape sugar
be injected directly into the blood, at different

times, it is found that but very little of the
cane sugar will be used by the tissues, but most
will be eliminated by the kidneys. Much more
of the glucose will be appropriated. This proves
that glucose is more assimilable, and explains
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why cane sugar must be digested before it pass-

es to the blood. Liver sugar is like glucose in

this respect. It is formed in the livei'. and is

probably just adapted for use or assimilation.

The glucose, or grape sugar of the glucose-

factories, is chemically the same—that is. all

have this formula: L\ Hi-, (),;. Yet I think this

corn or starch glucose is not the same, else why
do bees dislike it, even at its best, and why is it

fatal as a winter food, when honey or digested
cane sugai- is perfectly wholesome? It might
seem that the chemical composition would
alone determine the character of such sub-
stances; but this is not the truth. Thus, fruit

sugar, the most abundant sugar of honey, and
dextrose, the sugar of starch, have the same
chemical composition: yet one turns the polar-
ized ray to the left, and the other to the right.

All the glucose siigars are identical in chemical
composition: vet. as we have seen, they are
physiologicallj' quite different. We see the
same truth illustrated in starch, dextrine, and
glycogen. They have the same chemical com-
position—Cg Hio O5: yet starch is insoluble in

cold water, and gives a blue color with iodine:
dextrine gives a brown, or purple color, with
iodine, while glycogen, or liver starch, is soluble
in cold water, and gives a brown color with
iodine. While chemical composition is a sure
test of inorganic compounds, it is not so with
organic.
Thus we conclude, so far as we now know,

that all cane sugar, of whatever origin, beets,

cane, maple, or flowers, is the same, but that
the glucoses, or grape sugars, though chemical-
ly alike, are not so. I think we may further
add. that glucose, when of organic origin, like

honey, liver sugar, and digested cane sugar,
from any source, is easier of absoi'ption, and a
safer food than is starch, glucose, or cane sugar.
While this last may not be positively proved, it

is certainly a reasonable conclusion from the
facts as explained above.

THE NATUHE OF A SOI.UTIOX.

One of the brightest bee-keepers of our
country asks me if the centrifugal machines that
are so effective in separating milk from cream
might not be utilized in the separation of water
from thin honey. Our friend, though an ex-
pert in all that pertains to practical apiculture,
is (nidently not informed as to the true nature of a
solution. The reason that the centrifugal ma-
chine s<*parates milk from cream is due wholly
to the different specific gravity of the two. The
same fact causes the lighter cream to I'ise to tlie

top and leave the heavier milk b(>low. In a
solution the soluble substance is held by the
water or other liquid, and all is liquid, and uni-
form in weight, except that the liquid is more
than saturated—that is, it contains more of the
substance than it can dissolve, and l)oth will re-

main intimately combined indefinitely. The
wat(M' or liquid will not rise to the top. For the
same reason a centrifugal machine would be
powei-less to separate the liquid from the sub-
stance in solution. The sugar that settles at
the bottom of the ciip of coffee does so only be-
cause so much was added that it could not all

be dissolved.
A liquid will hold only so much of any special

substance in solution. If then the liquid is sat-
urated, and we in any way reduce its quantity,
we shall secure the substance previously held
in solution. Boiling drives off a liquid as steam:
hence by heat we thicken our honey or secure
sugar from its solutions. liy freezing we can
also separate a liquid from the substance it

holds in solution, as every boy who has worked
in a maple-svTgar bush well knows. Thus, to
reduce our thin honey we have only to api)ly
lieat. If this latter is mild, we can thicken the

honey iust as well as it can be done by the bees
in the hive. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College. Mich., Dec. 1.5.

[Friend C, I am afraid you are getting in a
good deal of chemistry for a good many of our
readers. You have, however, brought out sev-
eral valuable truths. First, we do not want
maple sugar refined like beet and cane sugar,
for then it would be worth no more. The ma-
ple aroma must be kept. Beet sugar and cane
sugar are exactly alike because they are chemi-
cally pure sugar. Usually it costs a good deal
of money to get any substance chemically pure.
Even common water, when it is wanted chemi-
cally pure, is expensive. Since, however, the
demand is so great for pure sugar, it is done on
such a large scale by such expensive apparatus
that the cost, after centuries of experiment, has
become only very trifling, per pound. Water
from wells and springs is never chemically pure,
and seldom anywhere near it. Even rain wa-
ter contains moi'e or less foreign substances.
Since you have suggested it, I feel quite cer-

tain that sojnc hinds of honey might be im-
proved by the centrifugal machine. A good
many of us have seen honey that was thin and
watery on top. and thick and heavy at the bot-
tom. "We have used it, by drawing off from the
bottom until it became too thin, and then
evaporating what remained. Perhaps a cen-
trifugal machine would not be of much advan-
tage after all over gravity in the ordinary way.]

ABOUT GETTING OUT BEESWAX.

FRIEND FKANfE GIVES TS SOME VAI-UAHLE
SU<;(iESTI()XS IN WORKING WAX ON A

LARGE SCALE.

F^or several yeai'S I have used a large iron

kettle in which to melt up old combs, scraps of

wax material. capi)ings, etc. But I have been
verv much dissatisfied with the locks of the
wax. It was too dark in color. I studied over
the matter a long while, to find out where the
trouble was. I thought pei'haps that I burned
the wax. as the kettle was hung so the blaze

from the fire canu^ np all around the sides of it.

The wax could c^asily be burned on the sides of

the kettle above the water. I was always care-

ful about having my fire small, and well under
the kettle, to guard against burning on the sides.

But, do the best I could, I think sometimes the
wax got scorched some. But I found out that
there was another I'eason why the wax was
dark.
Last spring I thought I could spare some 300

lbs. of wax. and sold it to Dadant. He said to

me, after he got the wax, that it could be a good
deal nicer. Now, I did not like that kind of talk

about my wax—not because it was not a fact,

but because I did not know how to do any bet-

ter: so I wrote back to Mr. Dadant for informa-
tion how to go to work to make a first-class

article of wax. I askt^d if a solar wax-extractor
was what I wanted, etc. He wrote me that the
solar wax-extractor was not what we wanted.
He said it was too slow for the amount of work
we had to do. but advised me to get a copper
boiler made. He gave the dimensions of a
boiler that he thought would be about right. It

would cost, he said, six or eight dollars, and
would last a lifetime. I went through our hard-
ware stores to see what I could do. First. I

bought a second-hand stove—a very large, flat-

topped one. costing .«().0(). Then I found two
sheets of tin. verv heavy, and sent off for copper
to make the bottom. I had a boiler made.
36x','4 inches, and 22 inches deep, with a good
cover. It cost »1.'5.00. and weighed, empty, over
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40 lbs. Then I built me a shanty for a wax-
room, and set the stove up in there, took olT all

the lids, set my boiler on, put in 6 pailfuls of

-water, heated it, and then began to pile in the
combs to melt. My! how much the thing
would hold! As the "first melted. I put in more
until the boiler was three-fourths full of water
and wax. Then I took a dipper and dipped off

the wax. about 30 lbs.: then as I had about all

the wax out that I could dip off. I let the tire go
out. and left it until the next day to cool off,

when I found a crust on top of the water about
11.; inches thick that contained considerable

wax. Below that there was a great amount of

rubbish and dirty matter which I threw away.
The top crust I put back into the boiler, to be
melted with the next batch. The color of the
wax was nice, a rich yellow.

One thing more I want to speak about. Mr.
Dadant told me that it would l)e well to have
a wire-cloth screen sunk into the boiler, over
the old combs, to keep the impurities at the bot-

tom of the boiler. As there are a great many
light impurities that float with the wax. being
nearly as light as the \\ax. these are the most
difficult to get rid of, and I succeeded in doing
away with them most readily by the use of this

screen. All right: we shall have one for the
next batch, and so we did. It worked well.

The first time I used it the wax was nice. Then
it was four or five days before I made another
batch: and during that time my wire sci'een had
got badlv rusted. Not thinking of any thing
wrong I iised the screen as it was. ISut when I

took off the wax I found it as dark as any that

I had made in the ii'on kettle, all caused by the
rust from that screen. So I did not use it again.

T intend to get some copper-wire screens to use

in place of the iron, as the screen is a big help.

Now. I find that iron rust will make wax
dark—in fact, black—if there is enough rust. I

find it pays to make nice wax. INli'. Dadant
wrote me that he would like to get hold of my
wax next time, if melted according to his di-

rections. "Well, after I had got through making
wax for the season I wrote him that I had near-
ly 200 lbs. of very nice wax. I asked him how
rhuch he would give. He answered that he had
a large stock on hand, and he did not wish to

buy any more at present. I then sent the wax
to A. I. Root, and asked him how the quality of

the wax compared with the average. He wrote
me, "Your wax was a good deal better than the
average, and you see we have allowed yoti two
cents a poundextra on this account.'" So you
see -it won't take long to pay for my boiler, in

the extra price of wax. It pays to make a nice
article. E. France.

Platteville. Wis., Dec. 6.

[We are greatly indebted to you. friend
France. Although all you tell us is not exactly
new, it helps us greatly in the arrangements
for working on an old plan. We have discover-
ed, as well as yourself, that iron rust is not a
good thing for rendering wax. We have also
found out that nothing in the shape of galvan-
ed iron or zinc should be used about hot wax.
It will turn the wax a peculiar dark green.
Copper seems to be the only metal in common
use that has no effect on hot wax. Tinware,
after the coat has worn off. is almost as bad as
the kettle, especially if it gets very hot. I fear
you will find trouble in getting wire cloth made
of copper wire. You can. however, get brass
strainer wire cloth of almost any tinsmith, bttt

it is pretty fine for your purpose, and rather ex-
pensive. Perforated copper would answer nice-
ly. But wouldn't it pay you to put the residue
under your wire cloth, in a press? You know a
good many claim that they get an additional
quantity of wax by applying pressure when the

wax is hot. We are very glad to get informa-
tion from anybody so well posted as the Da-
dants. Very likely it will pay bee-keepers with
a number of out-apiaries to have a rig in some
little shanty outdoors, for rendering wax. I

am sure the women-folks will be ready to give
us plenty of advice, and may be " three cheers "

besides, "when they see us take up our duds and
move out of the kitchen, into the wax-house
away off in the yard.]

MANUM ON A VISIT.

HE CAI.LS OX IRA BARBER.

Having pi-omised myself the pleasure for sev-
eral years of making INIr. Ira Barber, of De
Kalb"Junetion. N. Y.. a visit, as he is one of the
most successful bee-keepei'S in the land, espe-
cially in wintering his bees in the cellar with-
out loss, year after year, I have felt a desire to
learn his method of wintering: and having re-

ceived notice that a friend living a few miles
from Mr. Barber was a1)out to depart for the
West. I thought it a good opportunity to "kill
two birds with one stone:" therefore, on Nov.
8th I boarded the train: and after making my
friend a few days' visit, on the 13th I landed at
De Kalb Junction. Not having notified friend
Barber on what day I would appear, of course
he was not at the station waiting for me: btit

on inquiry I learned that he lived only two
miles away: and on consulting a liveryman I

found that .Sl.(X) was his price to take me the
two miles. The price was low enough: but I

decided that 1 could save that much by going
on foot, so I started: and in 40 mintites I was
standing near friend Barber's hatchway, hav-
ing just seen him and two other men go into
the cellar with bees. As Mr. B. came out and
looked at me a moment he exclaimed, " Hello,
Manum ! is that you ?

"

' I believe that is my name, Mr. Barber, even
though I am some distance from home."
•Well. boys, this is Manum. the Vermont

bee-keepei-. and I guess we will do no more to-

day. We have the bees about half in, and we
can finisli them some other time. I want to

visit with Manum while he stays; and. by the
way. how long can you stay?"
"I must return to-morrow, sure."
"Well, you are as bad as Ernest with your

short visits. Did you learn that trick of him ?
"

" Now, Mr. B.. don't compare me with Ernest.
I am not editing a bee-journal nor manufactur-
ing supplies. I am just simply a bee-keeper,
and nothing more: and. besides, were I tore-
main here long I fear I should be homesick
without any mountains to rest my eyes upon.
W^hy! it looks strange here to me without a
motmtain in sight. Surely I would not dare to

travel very far alone in this country without a
good guide, as there are no mountains to serve
as landmarks. Why! I should think your bees
would get lost if they had to go far for honey.
But, as I observed while coming from the sta-

tion, you have clover so very plentiful here
all around you, I don't suppose your bees are
obliged to go out of sight of their hives at any
time. Surely I never saw clover more plentiful

than you have it here."
" Yes, Manum. we have plenty of clover here,

white and alsike. Those large fields there
across the way are all seeded with alsike; but
this year there was no honey in it, hence I have
had "to feed my bees sugar to winter them. I

finished feeding last night."
"What: feeding so late as this, and putting

them right in the cellar? I have always
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thought bees should be fed early enough so they
could cap over their stores."
" Well, that is the proper way, especially for

outdoor wintering; but I have had no bad re-

sults from lat(> f(M>ding. Yet I would advise
feeding a little earlier than this."

•'Mr. Barber, how do you manage to feed with
these single-walled Simplicity hives?"
'1 feed with ten-quart milk-pans—here is

one right here. There, you see 1 break up old
comb into inch-square pieces for floats, and I

put in what syrup the colony needs, and cover
the syrup with the floats; then I raise up a hive,
set the pan on the Iwttom-boai'd—just at night
—and set the hive over the pan, or, rather, the
hive rests on the i)an: and by the next morning
the bees have taken up all the syrup; and by
having pans enough I can feed pretty fast in

that way. Now, Manum, my friend Charles
Hallegas, who has about 1(X) colonies, wanted I

should be sure to take you over to his place
when you come; and as it is only six miles we
have just about time to go and get back before
dark, and I think you'd better take your camera
along, as I think he will want a picture of his
yard; so I will go and harness old Tom, and
we will be off."

" I see you have stakes stuck down, with
numbers oil them, where you have removed the
hives; why do you do that?"
"Those numbers correspond with the number

of the hive that stood there. In the spring I

set the same hive whei-e it was this fall."
" Do you think that is necessary?"
" Yes, I do; for before I practiced it, and when

I set oat my bees they seemed to be lost for a
day or two, there being much commotion in the
yard; and some hives would get more than
their share of bees, while now all is quiet after
an hour or two."
•'What are these machines with these great

tin drays? They are something new to me."
• Well. Manum, this is where I feed in the

spring. You see. I have these great boxes made
with a small door at the side, where I put in a
lamp, and these trays are set over to close the
top, and I pour my sugar syrup into them.
They hold about 10 gallons each. Then I put
in these wooden plates, made by tacking to-
gether narrow strips in the form of a I'ack. My
lamps keep the syrup warm, and the bees come
here in swarms to take the feed."
" Well, but are you not feeding your neigh-

bors' bees also, as well as bees in the woods?"
"Well, I presume so; but I find this the best

way foi" me to feed in spring, as it stimulates
breeding better than any other way of feeding
that I have tried: but the feed should be very
thin. Let us be off."

On the way to ]\Ir. Hallegas' place, Mr. Bar-
ber says:
"There, Manum, you see all those fields are

covered with clover; and how far should you
say it is across that meadow there on the left?"

' Oh! I should say three-fourths of a mile."'
•' Yon are wild. It is all of a mile and a half,

and this one on the right is all of one mile, so
you see I have a large range near by."

" So I was right, Mr. Barbej', when I said
your bees must have plenty of forage within
sight of their hives. Now, if I had such a loca-
tion as this I could get rich in two years—two
good seasons. I mean. How long have you
kept bees, Mr. B.?"
"Since 18.5?. My brother and I started with

four colonies in box hives: and I had since, at
one time, 500 colonies, but now I have only 140."

"During these 38 years have you ever had as
many poor seasons in succession as the past
four or five years have been ?"

" No, Manum, I never have. Two poor years
running is the most; but this terrible setback-
does not discourage me in tlie least; and, don't
let it discourage you, for there is surely a good
time coming, and I feel very sure that next
year will make us all happy. Why! just look
at the growth clover has made this fall; see
how rank it is; and, furthermore, next year is

our basswood year. So, then, my advice? to you
is, be hopeful, and ready for a large honey
crop."

" Well, Mr. Barber, your talk encourages me
very much indeed. I had been of the same
opinion; but to hear it from an old bee-keeper,
one with such an extensive experience as you
have had, is surely very pleasing."
" There, Manum, the next house is where Mr.

Hallegas lives."
Approaching the house I saw two men stand-

ing in the yard, and I heard the older one ask,
" Who is that with Barber?"
" Well, father, that is Manum that you have

heard me speak of."
I jump from the carriage, and Mr. Hallegas

takes me by the hand, and says:
" Well, Manum, when I met you at the con-

vention at Albany I never expected to see you
here; but I am very glad to greet you."
"You see, Mr. H., I am everywhere, like a

poor season. Whei'e are your bees ?"
" Right out here, back of the house. Have

you come prepared to make a picture?"
"Y^es, sir, if you would like one."
" Y^'es, I should; but step into the honey-

house here, and see my new clamp. There,
what do you think of it ?"

" It is a very good clamp, though quite simi-
lar to Crane's, Wright's, and several others,
only yours is not complete. For me to vise, 1
would either use a screw or wedge to hold the
sections in place; and I should want a groove
here and one there, and insert a tongue to rest
the separators on. How many bees have you,
and what are they?"
"I have 9(5 colonies, nearly all blacks; and I

find the blacks do better in a poor season than
the Italians—at least, mine do."

After a short but enjoyable visit we return
where Mr. Barber serves up a tine supper. I
will say here that he does his own housework,
having" buried his wife four years ago. He has
done his own cooking since; and I assure you,
Mr. Root, that the ladies are not plentiful who
can outdo Mr. B. in the kitchen. The evening
was spent in talking on various topics pertain-
ing to bee-keeping, such as chaff' hives, single
hives, strips, and full sheets of foundation, as
well as the much-talked-of thick top-bars and
broad-end frames, p'inally the subject of lo-
cating out-apiaries was brought up by Mr. B.
asking:

" Manum, how far apart do you think out-
apiaries should be located so they will not en-
croach on each other's tenitory? and do you
have them all strung along in one direction, or
do you locate them all around your home api-
ary ?"

"Well, Mr. Barber, owing to the fact that
there is a higli range of mountains on the east
of me I am obliged to locale my apiaries north-
west and south; and now if you will get me a
piece of paper I will make a pencil sketch of
my apiaries and the surrounding country; then
you can see for yourself how I am hedged in by
hills and mountains."

" See here, Manum, did you know it is after
11 o'clock? It is time w(^ were in bed. You
can make your map in the morning while I

cook our bi'eakfast."
Bristol, Vt., Nov. 38. A. E. Manum.

(To be eoiithuied.)
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ERNEST'S NOTES OF TRAVEL.

OVEK THE MOrXTAIXS AGAIN.

I promised, some time ago. to s^ive you a view
of O. R. Coe's liotel and mountain surroundings
at Windliam. In response to tliis. you see he lias

loaned me an electrotype showing his place.
The engraving hardly does justice to it. In
fact, no effort of man can adequately represent,
on paper, mountain scenery as it is. Windham
is a very pretty mountain town, tree from ma-
laria, as a matter of course. At the lime of our
visit, one or two parties from Florida were
stopping here to get the malaria out of their
systems: and it was coming out. too. with a ven-
geance.

as well as the apiary, are in the rear, just back
of the buildings, and therefore they do not
show in the picture. You will remember that
this is the apiary where the bees die every win-
ter, although box-hive bee-keepers all round
about are successful in wintering. ]Mr. H. H.
Harrington, otherwise known as " Neighboi-
H.."' told me he thought he could solve th<"

trouble. Said he. " In box hives you will notice
that the combs always radiate from a common
center, something like the spokes of a wheel:
and there is a central passageway through the
mass. In thisopeningthe bees clusterand radiate
from the center to the outer edges of the hives,
as they run short of stores. In the movable-
frame hive, the modern bee-keejjer spoils all

this: and in Mr. Coe's case the bees were

]!. (OE S MOrXTAIX HOME.

I should have been glad to spend a week at
this delightful place: but I iiad to hurry away
after I had been there a couple of days. Ilong-
ed for the privilege of climbing up the moun-
tain in the rear of the hotel. While I was there,
several ladies, unbeknown to anybody, had
made the climb, and. for a wonder, had got
back safely without getting lost. It is hardly
wise for strangers to attempt to go up the
mountains unless accompanied by a guide, es-
pecially if there be no footpath or roadway.
Indeed, our friend Coe, just the day before we
arrived, had himself, after a residence of many
years in this region, got lost on the mountains.
He had taken a party of tonrists up sightsee-
ing: and after directing them to go up a famil-
iar pathway, he himself concluded to take a
short cut across through the woods. He lost
his bearings, and for two or three hours he
wandered about not knowing which way was
north. He climbed a tall tree, looked over, and
then learned where he was. On reaching the
company they were much alarmed because of
his long absence: and. not daring to attempt
to go home without a guide, they began to feel

themselves in a predicament indeed. May be
they feared the bears.

THE MOUXTAIX BEAKS.
Yes. there are bears on these mountains, but

they are harmless, and will run from the genus
homo before the latter can even recover his
consternation. They are I'arely seen except
during winter, when they are kind enough to
come down and carry oft a sheep or a pig or two
for the farmer—a kindness which th(^ latter for
some reason or other does not appreciate.

WHY BOX HIVES AVIEE WIXTER BEES SOME-
TIMES AVHEN FRAME HIVES WIEL XOT.

Mr. Coe's honey-house and winter repository.

obliged to pass up and over the combs, and
consequently the bees in box hives would sur-
vive while "those in his modern hives would
die."
This same matter has been brought up before.

I believe. I am glad to give it here, as it sug-
gests a very probable cause of Mr. Coe's winter
troubles. I myself have never dissected box
hives enough to know just how combs are built:

but Mr. Coe can tell if this be true. My im-
pression is that they are built just about as Mr.
H. says.

A VISIT TO THE DADAXTS.

Well. now. I am going to jump from the east-
<'rn part of York State clear over to the valley
of the Mississippi, and I can do it on paper, I

am happy to say. in a good d(^al less time than
I can do it wheeling it across the real territory.

At the close of the convention at Keokuk, we
were invited by the business men to ride over
and visit the Dadants. ample conveyances be-
ing pi'ovided for the occasion. We crossed the
immense railroad bridge at this point, some-
thing over—I don't dare tell now: and after
crossing we reached the suburbs of Hamilton, a

town of 1.500 inhabitants. The p(>culiarity of it

is. that it is a very long town. I think you can
ride on one road for a couple of miles without
getting out of its suburbs. After a very pleas-
ant drive over beautiful roads we finally reach-
ed the home of the Dadauts. At several points
along the route I wished for the Kodak, which
I did not have on this trip. With this little in-

strument I could have shown you a line extend-
ing perhaps a mile long (it might have been
only half that), of teams carrying bee-keepers
to the largest foundation-factory in the world.
On arriving at the Dadants" we hopped out

and were freely invited to go anywhere and
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everywhere we pleased. I\Ir. C. P. Dadant told
me that they had no "secrets;" and although 1

believe I represented their most formidable ri-

val in a business way, he very freely and kindly
showed me all their kinks of the trade; and be-
fore I forget it I want to say they have got the
business down fo a fine art and a most perfect
system. Every operation or method seems to
have been wrought out by careful study, both
as to economy of time and labor— a condition
in which employes and employei's are intei'ested.

When we went into the shops the workmen
(a nice set of people they were) were turning
out foundation in full blast. They are paid so
much a day; and then, as an additional stimu-
lus, they are given a bonus on the amount of
foundation they turn out: that is, they work on
the co-operative plan. This is so arranged that
it is to the interest of the employes to turn out
not only qjiantity but qiialitij. Although the
men worked rapidly, yet there was painstaking
care exercised through it all. If there was a
doubt as to whether a sheet would be suitable,
it was east into the waste, to be remelted and
made anew; and 1 do not much wonder that
every inch of the Dadants' foundation is equal
to the sample sent out. I was surprised, how-
ever, to see that they should turn their mills by
hand power, when steam is so much more ex-
peditious. ]iut then, for all that they manage
to turn out SO tons a year.

The rooms were crowded with bee-keepers, to
witness all the different operations. In one
corner I noticed quite a circle of people; and
peering over their shoulders I noticed that a
couple of Mr. C. P. Dadant's little girls were
what we call "papering " foundation: that is,

they were putting a sheet of paper between the
sheets of wax. I took out my Waterbury and
began to time them, for their hands moved so
rapidly it was a difficult matter to follow their
movements. If my memory serves me rightly,
they papered about forty sheets a minute; and
if a big crowd had not been looking on. they
might have averaged a sheet a second. These
two do not do this during the busy rush, but
they know how.
After we had wandered all through the dif-

ferent apartments we were invited to the honey-
house, and there took lunch, after which quite
a number of us could not refrain from going out
and looking at those large Dadant hives. No
doubt for their locality, and for extracted hon-
ey, these big hives are decidedly an advantage,
and it would be hard to concludes otherwise, in
view of the tons of honey obtained.

As it was beginning to be train time, the
teams were commencing to load, and oflf the
long train of conveyances started. It was my
pleasure to be of the party with C. P. Dadant.
Just before getting into the buggy, an old negro
brought the horses and hitched them in. I

could not help noting in particular the frank,
honest look on liis face. He seemed to know of
the different bee-keepers, and Mr. Dadant in-
troduced him to me as " John." He has been
with them a good many years, and is on(^ of
those faithful, trusty employes whom it is a
pleasure to have. After Dr. Miller and I got
into the buggy, the venerable Charles Dadant
(and it's a genuine pleasure to look into his
genial fac(») came forward and pressed us hard
to stay over: nothing would have furnished me
more enjoyment p(>rsonally; but as usual I had
to make time.

He is indeed one of the veterans in tlu^ busi-
ness; and now at an advanced age (73) he
seems to retain all his bodily vigor and strength
of mind. We finally bade our old friend good-
by and started oflf for Keokuk, where we all

took our several ways.

ftTJEEN-REARING.

Dli. MILLER TELLS IIIS EXPElilENfE Wmi THE
DOOLITTLE AND ALLEY .METHODS.

I tried Doolittle's artificial cups for (jueen-
cells last summer. I made perhaps ;.'00 of them.
I tried to follow his instructions to the vei'v let-

ter; but after leaving them in the cai'e of the
bees for :.'4 hours my spirits wei'i> saddened to
find the bees had emptied every cup and clean-
ed it out bone dry. There were a few excep-
tions in which the grubs were kept a day or
two. but only two that continued to maturity.
Th<'se two were. I thought, the nicest 1 ever
saw—th(> cells so perfect, so easily detached, no
daubing in cutting them out, no extra comb
about the base, I'd like to know what the trou-
ble was. Possibly the very poor season had
something to do with my failures.

With tlae x\l ley plan t had less troubk': but
even with that there were more failures than
in former years. A great advantage of the
Alley or Doolittle plan over that of simply tak-
ing away a queen and letting the bees have all

the brood to start queen - cells, is that you
know something about, and have some control
over, th(> grubs used. With several frames
from which to select, the bees )/if/;/ use lai'vje

too old to nuake good queens. Still. I must say
that my own experience in this respect hardly
corresponds with the impressions I had gained
from reading. As a general rule, where a queen
has been taken away and the bees left to their
own devices, no queen has hatched until 12

days aftei- the queen's removal—in some cases
II days after, and in rare cases 10 days after. I

don't like, however, to run the risk of these
rare cases, and there is another factor which
enters into the problem. Suppose a queen
hatches 12 days after the old queen's removal;
are we sure that the bees started the queen-
cell just 4 days after the egg was laid—in other
words, just as soon as the queen was removed '?

You see, they may not have discovered their
queenlessness for some little time. At any rate,

if they have brood in all stages you don't know
what they're using.

With the Doolittle cups you may know to the
hour just how old your grubs are, i-f you get
the bees to respect them. With the Alley plan
you can also know to the hour the age of the
grubs given. Suppose at noon, on Monday, you
give to your best queen a brood-comb without
eggs or brood where you think she will lay in it.

On Friday, at noon, take away that comb and
you know to a certainty that there is nothing
in it older than four days from the laying of the
egg. Take some of it and use it for starting
cells on the Alley plan, and you may look for
queens to hatch In 12 days. What chance can
there be for failure ?

Well, by that plan I have raised some of the
finest queens, and also a few of the very
poorest. Suppose that the bees start cells as
soon as the material is given them, and that all

are of the same age, I should expect very few
poor queens. But queenless bees do not always
start all the cells into queen-cells as soon as
given. Some of the grubs are likely to be con-
tinued as workers for two, thi'ee, or four days.
Then, having got their queen-cells fairly under
headway, they conclude they want to start
some more: and if they have nothing but grubs
four days old—or seven days from the laying of
the egg—these will be used. So they may use
grubs so old that there is not time to feed them
up into good queens.

A remedy in this case lies in destroying all

grubs that are not started as queens within 24

hours, perhaps giving younger brood in their
places.
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I feol sure of good cells if they are started in

strong colonies; but after the cell is sealed, is it

any better off in a sti'ong colony than in a nu-
cleus, if it is kept just as warm in the nucleus?
There may be a difference. At any I'ate, I look
for a queen to lay a little sooner in a full colony.

If, however, two nuclei be in a double hive,
and a thin partition between them. I do not see
why a queen may not be raised just as well in

either as if the partition were taiven away and
the two thrown into on(\ And if that partition
is no detriment, may not more than one parti-
tion or division-boai'd be used without hurt.
thus increasing the number of nuclei in the
hive?

GETTING RID OF LAYING WOKKEKS.

Very often it isn't worth while to fuss much
with a colony having laying workers. It's

likely to be a weak thing at best, the bees most-
ly old: and if honey is yielding well. I've had
no trouble in distributing the combs and bees to
colonies needing them.
Lately I have found a way to get rid of lay-

ing workers in a very easy manner. I take a
young queen just hatched, or one that I have
just pulled out of a cell; drop her right among
the bees, and in the usual course of time I find
her laying, and the laying-worker business is

stopped. I have not had a single failure; but I

have not tried enough cases to say that it will
always succeed. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., Dec. 6.

[Friend M., your italic if, when speaking
about putting cells in a nucleus or in a strong
colony, is just where the point is, especially if

you have cells started very early in the spring.
The nucleus may seem all-sufficient to cover
and keep the cell warm, until a heavy frost or
a cold storm comes along. Then I think the
queen is oftentimes injured by the cell being
chilled or partly chilled. I am sure your plan
of getting rid of fertile workers will not always
work. When we first got our queens hatched
in the lamp-nursery, we fondly hoped that it

would help us to get rid of fertile workej-s. But
on several occasions we saw the bees cling to
their fertile-worker queen, and refuse to ac-
knowledge the one newly hatched. She would
get out around the entrance and ' go dead,"
sooner or later.]

HOW TO BE YOUR OWN CARPENTER AND
JOINER.

SOME PRACTICAL HINTS TO THE YOUN(i WOOD-
WOKKEi:.

The above sounds sometliing like the title of a
book, doesit not? Well, I am not going to write
a book on carpentry and joinei-y—just yet, at
least, although I have often thought that I

should like to do it. Several things have re-
minded me of the importance of such a work
just lately. By the way, did you ever have a
carpenter or a joiner work for you? and did you
ever feel disgusted because he took a great
amount of time, and made a botch of his work
after all? If you have not, pci'haps your »'//<;

has had some such experience. Yes, very likely
you have at some time in your life tried your
own hand at carpentry: and may be your wife
has tried the same thing. P<M'haps you have
felt your own helplessness in so doing. Well. I

have pass(Kl ihrough these exiK'riences again
and again. In later years I have had a good
deal of experience in hiring carpenters and join-
ers, and wood-workers generally; and I liave
been many times greatly disappointed to find

that experienced wood-workers, many of them,

had never learned common -sense short cuts, or
little •' tricks of the trade," that enable one to
make veiy pretty-looking work, oftentimes,
without very much time or expense being re-
quired. I have so often felt this, that it occurs
to me that I should like to give a few simple
hints to those who like to do their own car-
pentry.

In the first place, you need some tools, al-
though not very many, for most ordinary jobs.
These tools need not be very expensive, nor very
elaborate; but they must be in good working
order. In fact, you must hecp tliem in good
working order; and you must learn better than
to run your saw or plane against nails. Do not
be guilty of such blunders, whatever you do.
In the first place, you want a good pocket-knife,
and you want to keep it perfectly sharp. How
many of the hundreds I have working for me,
do you suppose, have a sharp knife in their
pockets, whenever I tell them what is wanted ?
Why. lots of great big men and tolerable work-
men do not have any knife at all. Others have
a knife that is so dull it is almost as good as
none. If you find your knife dull when you are
in a hurry, and no whetstone is near, go to the
nearest stone you can find, of any sort. I some-
times sit down on the doorstep and give a knife
or other tool a rough sort of sharpening that
will make it take hold of certain kinds of work
even better than a fine smooth edge. Even
garden tools can be greatly improved, often, in
a very few minutes, by sharpening on tlie near-
est sandstone. A good many say they can never
keep a knife. WHiy, my friend, you ought to be
ashamed of yourself. If you can't do any bet-
ter, do as I do. Put a ten-cent knife in each
pocket. If you lose one you will have another;
or if you lend one you will have another. After
your pocket-knife you want a saw, or, rather,
two saws. Almost any sort of saw will answer
if you keep it in order, oi' away from nails or
gritty lumber. Then you want a good hammer
and a good assortment of nails. Be sure you do
not spoil what might otherwise be a good job
by driving a big awkward nail into a light piece
of wood. When you get a hammer that suits
you, with a good assortment of nails, you want
to practice until you can drive a nail exactly
where you want it. If the nail is right, and the
hammer is right, and the man a liold of the
handle is right, the nail can be made to go with-
in a hair's breadth of where it ought to go.
You also want to learn by experience (by look-
ing at the nail and looking at your work) when
there will be"a liability of splitting. I can en-
dure almost any thing better than boards split up
by unskillful nailing. If there is any doubt about
it, have a brad-awl handy, and make a path
for your nail so it must go right. A great many
times, screws and a screw-driver must take the
place of nails. You also want a good sharp
hatchet, to be kept sharp like the saw; a chisel
or two. and a couple of planes. In these days,
when mechanics handle nothing but planed
lumber, it is very seldom that there is any need
of planing rough boards by hand. Still, you
want a smooth-plane and a jack-plane. Then
you want a try-square, a carpenter's square, and
a bevel square. The two former must be ac-
curate. If they are not so when you buy them
you must hie them vnitil they are accurate. See
directions in the A B C book. Then you want a
sharp lead-pencil in each pocket. For very ac-
curate work, use the point of your knife instead
of a pencil. Learn by practice until you can
saw so close to the mark made by the point of
your knife that the path of the saw is just level
with the knife-cut. after your board is cut off.

Never saw a board off' without a mark made
with your try-square. Lay the try-square on
the edge of the board, so as to have it square
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both ways. Always plane the edges of your
board, and lay on your try-square to see that
they are planed squarely. When carpenters put
up shelves or other work, leaving the rough
edges of the boards unplaned. it vexes me ex-
ceedingly. You can do a rough job quicker
with planed boards and planed edges than you
can cut and slash without rule or pencil, simply
because you are in a hurry. Haste not only
makes wastein carpentry, but you will tind that
•• lazy folks " oftentimes " take the most oains

""

eventually.
Where you are to hitch on to other work, some

judgment and discretion are necessary: but as
a rule I would make the new work level and
plumb. Keep constantly by you a plumb and
spirit-level: and when you ptit up a shelf, door-
step, or any thing else, that is supposed to be
leveh make it absolutely level—level north and
south, and level east and west: and if any thing
is supposed to be perpendicular, have it abso-
lutely so. putting the plumb on both sides. Few
carpenters will take the pains to do this. Many
accidents, and much loss of life, even, have oc-
curred by having steps awkwardly put up. If

what yon do is put up square and level, you
will have the satisfaction of knowing that your
work is right so far as you have gone: and if at
any future time other work is to be added or at-
tached to it, it will be plain, clear sailing.

Do not go to cutting up your lumber until you
know exactly what you want and what you are
going to do. Wlienever I set a new carpenter
at work it is always interesting to me to watch
him. and see if lie will not take more time in
remedying blunders tlian he does in doing the
work. A man who can go straight ahead, with-
out balk or blunder, will accomplish a surpris-
ing anio\int of woi'k in a day. But men who
can do this are very scarce. This is why it often
pays to employ a competent architect, and give
him five per cent of the whole amount of money
invested, when the job is of any magnitude. It
is his business to lay the work out so it can be
pushed along rapidly by ordinary mechanics,
without running into any snags.

Have your lumbeialldressed to an even thick-
ness. Insist on this at the planing-mlll: that
is, have all your inch boards dressed to the usu-
al K- and have your two-inch stuff also dressed
to an even thickness. If you are using scant-
ling, have them all sawed or dressed so all are
alike. It will pay you to have it done before you
commence. When your lumber is all on the
spot, sort it or classify it so you know just what
you have. Before cutting, decide what lumber
is to be used to the best advantage for a certain
place. Never cut oiT a board or stick until it

must be cut off. Over and over again, men will
go to work and saw off a stick when there is no
need of sawing it off at all. and then discover
that they made it too short, or spoiled it for the
work intended: and then there is some botch-
work in splicing it. A great many times the
stick or board can be put in place, or nearly in
place, before it is cut at all. Cut one end, if it

must be cut, and then take your stick or board
and nail it in place temporarily, leaving the
nails projecting so they can be drawn with a
claw-hammer. Almost every carpenter I get
hold of will nail things in fast.driving the nails
clear down, and then discover that the board
has to come off again. He will sav that he can
get it off again without splitting the board: but
the board i.s split, and made ungainly-looking,
if not spoiled, before he gets through.
How many carpenters pound their work all

up with their hammer, by pounding a nail after
it has gone clear home! One of the first lessons

nail is down level, without leaving a single
hammer-mark.
Sometimes, when you are undecided just how

things are going to come out. you can put your
work almost all in place by means of nails driv-
en part way in; then if a change is to be made,
it can be made easily and nicely. After every
thing is in place, just as you want it, and it all

looks right, then drive the nails home to their
places.
Do not measure with a rule or square, and

then go and cut your stuff, saying it is so many
feet and so many inches Jong. Why, I have
seen a great pile of lumber all cut up wrong,
because somebody madi^ a mistake of a tiuarter
or half an inch. Instead of using the square
or rule, have some light strips of wood. Lay a
strip on tiu; place to be measured, and mark it

with your pencil, or cut a notch with your
knife.
Do not think of going to work without a ten-

foot pole. When you get it all cut up or mark-
ed up. take your plane, plane it off, and mark it

over again.
In taking dimension.s, where you can not get

a stick or pole in handy, say in getting the dis-
tance between two walls which ai'e four or five
feet apart, take two strips, say two pieces of
lath. Lay them against each "other, and slide
one along the other until it touches the oppo-
site wall. Now drive a nail through them, or,

better, two nails, and you have the exact dis-
tance. It is taken quickly, and there can be no
possibility of a mistake. If those who have
worked for me, had, in taking dimensions in
yeai's past, done this, it would have saved me
hundreds of dollars. Where somebody takes a
rule or square, and measures, and then says it

is so many fe(>t and so many inches, it seems as
if snch a one (iluytyfi makes a mistake, especial-
ly when I am around. Oftentimes the dimen-
sions are given to somebody else, and the sec-
ond man does not understand.

If you are sending for a pane of glass to fit

some place, give the boy two sticks to take to
the hardware store. Tell him the glass is to be
as wide as one stick, and as long as the other:
and if you cut your sticks exactly right, your
glass will be exact, and the same way in taking
the dimensions of any thing. It is quicker, and
absolutely safe. Many mechanics seem to think
cutting things wrong, and sending boys for the
wrong thing, f.hould be counted on as a matter
of course in every day's progi-am.
Do not be in hasie to saw oft' everything.

Many times people waste their time and
strength in sawing off sticks or boards that do
not need to be sawed off at all. They do it on
the same principle that the girls did who were
wasting their time in scraping and peeling la-
bels from some glass jars. When I asked them
why they wished to get the labels off. they
said they wanted to put on some new. fresh-
looking ones.
" Well." said I, " why not put the new labels

right over the old ones, letting them be where
they are? "

Nobody could answer or give any reason, and
yet they were consuming valuable time.
A great part of carpenter work is simply to

please the eye. It does not matter how your
boards look where the work conceals it. By the
skillful use of cheap slender molding you may
make a botched job look artistic. Let the mold
ing cover the joints and general unsightliness. I
saw a very pretty ceiling, made of boards one
foot wide, dressed on one side. These boards
were not even sawed oft' at the ends, and the
cracks between them were, some of tliem, an

„ ., , , inch wide; vet strips of molding, put on skill-my father taught me was to avoid pounding up fully, covered all the cracks and joints, and d -

nice soft lumber. Strike your last blows so the vided the ceiling into pretty oblong squares.
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THAT DARK HONEY FROM ARIZONA.

pp:ace axi) good will comixt out of some
OF our tkoubles.

Peril aps eveiy reader of Gi-eaxixgs took a
deep interest in Onr Neighbors in oiir issue
for Dec. 1; and I am very glad to see that all

parties concerned have "taken hold «ith a will
to straighten up. so far as may be. the damage
done by letting honey go out on the market
labeled as a betti'r grade than it really ought to
have been. The first letter comes ' from the
brother who inspected the honey wh<'n it was
loaded on the car.

Datr Brother:^! call you " brother" because
I think you are a brother in Christ, from the
acquaintance I have had with you through
Gleaxings. I do not know when I liav<' felt
as bad as I did last night when I read in
Gleaxixgs of Dec. 1 about the honey that
G. E. 8helton received from you that came
from Phcjenix, Arizona. I can't see how there
could be any honey in the car like that repre-
sented by Mr. 8. I am inspector of the Bee-
keepers" Association of Salt Run Valley, and I
tried to be honest in the matter; for if there is

any thing that I do love it is justice. This is a
great honey-producing country, and we have
more honey than the local market demands:
and we are compelled to find a market in the
East for our honey, and it behooves us to sell it

only as represented, if only from a business
standpoint, leaving out the honesty and justice
of the matter.
We load a car in two days when we ship. All

the bee-keepers of Phoenix load the first day.
and then the car is run to Tempe and finished
up. I take oflp the screw cap on th(^ can, and
examine the honey as to flavor and color. I

use a pocket-knife with a blade about tiii'ee inch-
es long. I had others, who Avould not be inter-
ested in the pei'son's honey that I was inspect-
ing, examine the honey as to color and flavor.
I confess that I did not look at every can: but
wheii 1 looked at most of the honey, if it was of
a uniform grade I would ask the party whether
the lot was of the same extracting, and he
would answei- yes. Then I would grade it 1. 2.

or 3, as the case might be. I fought against
any honey being shipped in old cfinx. but was
ruled out for this year.

If the cans were badly rusted inside it would
make the honey darker, and give it a bad flavor,
if it had become granulated and was melted in
the can. Some one of the shippers may have
been mean enough to put bad honey in the
bottom and good on to|j: but I trust not. I

want you to find out. if you can. whom the
honey belonged to. and let the association know
all about it. W. L. Osuoisx.
Phoenix, A, T.. Dec. 15.

Here is another, written in an equally kind
and fair spirit, from out- friend Shelton. who is,

perhaps, the pi-incipal sufferer:

De(tr Friend:—Yonv very kind letter of the
l:>th inst., requesting me to make out my bill

for damages, was received in due time, and I

siiould have answered stxjnei', but 1 have been
very b\isy. Now. my kind friend. I do not see
how I can make out a bill for the damages on
this dark honey, for I can not tell just what my
actual loss is. I do know, however, that I care
very much more for the injury done my reputa-
tion in the honey-business than I do for the
actual loss in money. I will try to make all

satisfactory with the" men I sold the honey to.

but I feel sure that I shall never be able to fully
satisfy them and regain their confidence.

I must in turn tlumk you for your very kind
and Christianlike letter, and 1 do try to be.

and hope that I am, worthy to be called your
brother in Christian love.

Brownsville, Pa.. Dec. 22. G. B. Siieltox.

The following is from the corresponding sec-
retary of the association in Arizona:

Friend Root:—I have been a reader of Gleax-
ixgs for three years, and have not written a line
intended for publication in its pages: but now
the time has come for me to have my say. which
will be principally in defense of Arizona honey,
and of the Bee-keepers" Association of Mari-
copa County. I have read a short letter writ-
ten by you to our recording secretary, after
the receipt of the second car of honey from us.

I have read carefully, three thnex. your sermon
in Gleaxixgs of Dec. 1st—to be sure that I

comprehended fully the gist of the mattei' there
set forth. I am fi'ee to say that I consider that
sermon one of your best, in the way it connects
religion with business, and pleads for fair treat-
ment of customei's in trade. I think I can com-
prehend why you should seem to write under a
fit of "the blues,"" after receiving those dis-
couraging letters from (r. B. Shelton and the
firm at Cleveland. (). When a man's honor is at
stake, it is something to be woi'ried about. I

must confess that I have felt some satisfaction
in the reflection that " misfortune loves com-
pany." I knew you were having some trouble
with the first car of honey fi'om Arizona: and
when T learnt^d that you had received a whole
car of comb honey from one man, friend Ball, of
Nevada. I thought to myself, "Now Bro. Root
will have clear sailing. This car is uniformly
of even grade and high quality, and it will go
off without trouble, at a high price, and the
buyer will be well pleased with his goods.""
Imagine my surprise to find that some of

friend BidVs goods were rejected and returned,
which goes to show that some of us who are
compelled to combine for shipment, in order to
get our honey on to the market, do not have aU
the trouble that comes from dissatisfied custom-
ers.

I must say, too. that, when I I'ead your ser-
mon the flrst time. I thought. " Bro. Root is

wrong in making public through (Jleaxixgs
that which could have been better settled by
private correspondence.'" I conclude that you
thought it well to give the matter a thorough
ventilation foi' the good of the shippers in par-
ticular, and the honey-trade in general. If so,

the thing is ont. we are all in for it. and here
goes.

In the first place, no complaint can lie against
the Arizona siiippers of comb honey in either
car on the ground of willful dishonesty in put-
ting the white sections on the outside to show
off, while the dark were put in the middle of
the crate. Noglass crates have been used. We
had to use such crates as we could make or got
made here, without glass. If any mistake was
made it came from imperfect grading nHthoiit
intent to defraud. There was no inspection by
our association inspector. Each man crated
his honey to suit himself as to his own notions
of what would best suit the case. exi)ecting the
honey would be sold on its merits. Some ship-
l)ers "in the last car mai'ked their ci'ates with
•' light"" and "dark." as an indication to A.I.
Roofs men whei'e they might look for the light-
est honey and where for the darker shades, ex-
pecting, however, that such care would be taken
at your end of the lini' as would enable you to
know just what kind of honey you were sending
to a customer. I am quite .sure that I said in

my letter accompanying the invoice of the last

car, that we expected the lioney to go on its

merits, and any expense necessary to ]jut the
honey on the market in a fair and square way
would be cheerfully boiiie by tiie shipper: and I
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say now again, grade, assort, inspect, and
sample at o»re.rpeji.sT. sufficiently to give every
buyer as nearly what he buys and pays for as
human diligence can provide.

In I'egard to extracted honey. 1 am free to say
that 1 believe no one of our shippers attempted
any fraud oi- sharp practice on anybody. Every
thing was left to the insi)ector to grade accord-
ing to his best judgment. One customer says
our inspector must have " an elastic conscience."
In defense of W. L. Osborn, 1 want to say that
those who best know him will, to a man, re-
sent this charge. I believe there is not a more
honestor conscientious man in Maricopa County.
He desires to do the square thing every time.

Furthermore, we do not claim that the in-
spection was faultless. We admit its defects.

It is quite impossible to examine 500 cans of
honey fi'om 20difFereiit shippers, and pass upon
its merits as to color and flavor, critically; load
and invoice it in one day. the inspection to be
made by one man. Yet this is what we at-
tempted to do. Of course, there was force enough
at hand to do the nailing. Iiandling. and mark-
ing: but the rub comes in on the tdstUuj. to de-
termine flavor. 1 know of no way of determin-
ing flavor except by tasting. By the time a man
has tasted honey two or three hours his tongue
becomes so demoralized that all samples taste
alike.

It is not necessary to go into details further as
to what might happen and possibly did happen
between the carelessness of the shipper on the
one hand and the exacting demands made upon
the inspector on the other. Suffice it to say,
that every can went from liere with the inspect-
or's certificate pasted upon it, which was su])-

posed to show what kind and grade of honey it

contained. Most of it went as first-class, some
second, some third.

Now let us come to the real gist of this honey
trouble. We desire to know whether Bro.
Shelton really got that bad honey that he com-
plains of out of the first carload from Arizona.
If he ordered honey by sample, why did he not
get that which was as good as the sample?
Furthermore, we want to know whose honey
Mr. Shelton got, if it came out of our carload.
We want to know \\hose honey it was that
created advei'se criticism from oihey customers,
if any. This thing should be fathomed to the
bottom. If you kept track on your shipping-
book, of the marks on the cases as they were
sent out. you can. by comparing with the; in-
voice sent from here, determine the name of the
owner. We have a copy here which can be used
in an emergency. . Follow it up and report.
We desire it for two reasons. On(> is. to do
equity in case any one has been wronged to the
advantage of the shipper: secondly, to teach a
lesson to him who has erred, for the benefit of
his future work as a bee-keeper.
And now as to the future. Our bee-keepers'

association has come to stay. We can not af-
ford to do without it. Owing to our situation
we are com])elled to market oiu' surplus product
in carload lots. Not many of us are large
enough producers to load a car alone: but by
combining we can ship out of this valley sever-
al carloads diu'ing the season. If there are de-
fects and objections in our i)lan. we i)i'opose to
go to work to overcome them so far as human
ingenuity can avail. In one letter some time
ago you said we could succeed best to market
our goods tlirough commission houses in large
cities, where the buyers could inspect person-
ally the goods they bought. While there may
be some force in this point, 1 will say that we
desire to encourage and foster that kind of
trade made by samples. We believe it can be
done to the satisfaction of both buye^- and sell-
er, in most cases. At our bee-keepers" meeting

on Satui'day I said that our association had
now reached a critical point in its history. We
commenced shipping late this year, under some-
wliat difticult conditions. We did the best we
could, learned some lessons, struck some siuigs.
and are now getting the ebb from the first tide
of success. 1 made the point, that it would
prove to be wise to commence now and lay
plans for our work for the year 1891. The sub-
ject was referred to our boai'd of five directors,
to be assisted by an advisory committee of three
from stockholders. The committe(> will get to
work soon and do their level best to lay plans
for the benefit of our members, and for the con-
sumers of Arizona honey everywhere. 1 can
not suggest all that will be done, but will indi-
cate something which I believe* will be as fol-
lows: Require the universal use of new cans,
each can to have upon it the name of the ship-
per or producer: also the Inspector's certificate,
stating kind and grade: similar marking as to
kind of honey on the outside of the case: sten-
cils to be used for marking cases and crates:
comb honey to be marked with pi'oducer's
name, and probably graded as to color, etc.
Neatness of package, care in straining honey,
accuracy of weight of extracted honey, nota-
tion on crates of gross, tare, and net weight of
comb honey will be insisted on; also some plan
for promoting more thorough inspection.
Any suggestions from A. I. Root will be glad-

ly received. J. H. Bkoomelu Coh. Sec.
Phtenix. Arizona, Dec, 18TO.

[Many thanks, dear friends, for your fair,

kind, and frank letters. There certainly can
be no trouble in adjusting every thing pleas-
antly where a disposition of this kind is shown.
We did have the name of the producer on the
label of those cans; but perhaps we have had
publicity enough so that all may see the lesson
that it so plainly teaches. Light-colored hon-
ey is almost always pleasant-flavored honey,
unless there is something so extraordinary as to
give it a bad taste; and I fear these rusty sec-
ond-hand oil-cans may have something to do
with it. The trouble is, somebody will let a can
go that has not been perfectly freed from the
taint of oil. Tliere is a difficulty, as we have
'found here, in tasting such a large number of
samples of honey: but I do not believe it is nec-
essary to taste it nil. If poured into a little

vial, or even into a saucer, the color and trans-
parency will show pretty plainly the quality:
and if the honey is nearly all good, when a
sample of bad taste shall present itself it will

be readily thrown out. The white-sage honey
from Califoi'uia is so perfectly alike all through
that there is no need of tasting or sampling.
You may take any can you choose, and it is ex-
actly like the rest of the carload. This is cer-
tainly a great advantage when such a state of
affairs can be secured, and I do not know why
alfalfa honey should not run as i-egular—that
is. if a locality can be found ^^ilere nothing
else is mixed with it.

Hei'e is something further in regard to the
matter:]

IS AI,FAI,FA HONEY EVER DAKK.

Friend Root:—I notice that F. A. Salisbury,
page 89.5. speaks of having received some of
that dark extracted alfdlfa honey, and you
speak of it in your foot-notes in the same way.
Now. I wish to say that there is no dark ex-
tracted alfalfa honey. While it is possible for
it to become dark in appearance while in the
comb, if left on the hive too long, when extract-
ed, if gathered from alfalfa.it is bound to be
white. You might just as well say, '"dark
white-clover honey." AVe who are producing
alfalfa honey want to get it so understood, that.
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when we offer alfalfa honey, wo mean white
honey, as it invariably is. Th(>re is no danger
of real alfalfa honey being called New Orleans
molasses. Yon might call it " i)artly" alfalfa,
or mixed, as it surely is. if dark. Any one ac-
quainted with it would understand what dark
alfalfa extracted is, but the majority would
not. Chahi.es Adams.
Greeley, Col., Dec. 23.

[Friend A., I think you are right. The pure
extracted alfalfa we have had is just as white
as any white-clover honey, and just as uniform.
The problem seems to he. then, to avoid having
the bees gather honey fi-om otliei' sources that
may get mixed with it. We ct)nclude this sub-
ject with a letter from friend Ball in regard to
the honey that showed best on the outside.]

Mr. Moot:—I see in Gleanings there has
been some complaint about some of the honey
you got fi'ora me being poor—dark in the mid-
dle of the cases, and white outside. Now. Mr.
Root, I don't know what to say about this, as
you say sometimes. There were a few sections
that looked yellow, caused by leaving on the
hive too long: and I should have put them by
themselves: but I find i«'o|)lc sometimes that
prefer the yellow cappings to the white. I

never could see any difference in the honey.
I packed but very little of my honey myself,
but I charged the ones who did. to be very
careful and not put in any thing that was not
nice. Mr. Root, if you have lost by any of my
honey, please let me know, and T will try to
make it all right. I shall be inore careful
about assorting and packing mv honey after
this. W. K. Ball.
Reno, Nev., Dec, 2.3.

[Many thanks, friend B.. for your kind offer.

With such a proposition we ceilainly can have
nothing to complain of. I know, as you say,
that the stained or yellow sections ai'e just as
nice honey, and may be a little better, than the
white ones: but there are many retailers who
would not accept honey if they found the white
sections on theputside and the dark or stained
ones inside.]

CLOSE SPACING.

MOKE miOOD AND KEGULAU COxMI!
TANCES.

FLXED DIS-

I wish to add a word on clos(> spacing and
fixed distances, as these I regard as very impor-
tant matters, and they have been my hobby for
a number of years. It is folly to use frames
hanging hap-hazard, and hand spacing is a
sort of guessing at one of the most needed parts
of correct bee-keeping. We may space frames
ever so nice at the top. but the bottom is sure to
be out of true, and a frame can not be made so
but it will warp and twist. If there is more
weight of honey or brood on one side it will
vary the frame I4 inch. It has long been my
belief that we all must come to fixed frames.
You may end up a hive of hanging frames

enough to see the "bottom-bars below, and you
will see them all distances apart (except what
are close together).
One cause for so many drones is those wide

gaps; and I feel very sure the cause of bare
spots of no brood is caused by two combs so
close that the queen can not get thei-e. I have
seen a fourth of an L. frame without honey or
brood, and the cell not more than half depth:
and I am very sure that if they had bee-i spac-
ed and fixed at % apart, there would have been
no such trouble. These shallow cells may be

caused by being cut oft' too close: and if a comb
is crooked th(^y should be pressed back into

place before shaving oif for close spacing.
Thri'o vears ago I made a number of stays of

wood, hair the length of. and as wide as the
end-bar. and tfe thick. Tiiese I tacked on to

the side of the upper half of the end-bars,
which made a nice stay: and as I had used a
number of hives with ^h spacing, and was so

snre it was the best distance, I found those a
I could ask. All the now hanging frames can
be easily made exact, and it seems to me there
should be no stay on the top-bar. as there is no
need of it, and it means so much more gum and
crushed bees. It is very important that the
frames be wedged at each end: that is, on the
outside of all. for they all are twisted more or
less, and all the little openings will soon be fill-

ed with ijropolis. and nice even spacing is out
of the question. In fact, there is need of scrap-
ing the edges of the stayed frames once in a
while.
You speak of a follower, to be wedged up.

To be sure, they have some good features, yet
are (piite a trouble. If there is much space
back of it. if the bees can get there they will,

and they -aw quite apt to find a way tliere. If

a ease happens a little out of place, down goes
a lot of bees to play the loafer (I know, for I've

had the same thing).
If there is a good '^k allowed at the outside,

and the combs are kept shaved down, or, rath-
er, shaved to start with, and stayed only half
way down, there is not much troiible in getting
out the first comb. It seems to me not enough
to take the i)lace of a follower. lam satisfied

there shouldn"t be ()ver'*„ space between combs,
and a little less between the bottom of the
frames and bottom of the hive; and for losing

no bee time there should be only % at the end
of the frames. More space than the little bee
can reach across is loss to their valuable time,
and just so much to us. Don't you remember,
friend R., of cutting out chunks of honey from
box hives, and what a narrow passage there
was between tliem—yes, less than ?^—with the
honey scmietitnes ?, inches thick?

I would say to those who never use fixed dis-

tances and •*« spacing, just try one hive: and
when you get the combs shaved down and all

in order, see what sheets of brood you will have,
and how the honey will go (upstairs), and. too,

whei-e you used ttui combs seven or eight will

suffice." E. P. Chukchill.
Hallowell. Me., Dec. 25.

[You have given us some e.xcellent reasons for

close spacing: but .^s inch between comb sur-

faces—isn't that rather close? Why, that is

only II4 inches from center to center. At the
National Association, Dr. A. B. Mason and
some one else argued for that spacing, if the
spaces were exact. But the majority seem to

prefer \% inch. Your spacers amount virtually

to a modified Hoffman frame, or the same as
was suggested by J. F. Mclntyre. See Glean-
ings, page 780, last year.]

MIGRATORY BEE-KEEPING.

43 COLONIES GIVE AN AVERAGE OF 47 LBS. PER
COLONY IN ONLY 8 DAYS.

Friend Root:—This is a subject that is cer-
tainly worthy of the consideration of that por-
tion of our bee-keeping brethren who are not so
favorably situated as to reap the benefit of both
summer and fall harvest. Situated as I am, on
the verge of large areas of land subject to over-
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flow from the Illinois River, thereby rendering
it useless for agricultural purposes, and a large
per cent of the territoi'y a swampy waste, yet it

never fails in the fall of the year to yield up a
world of bloom, and hundreds of acivs become
as yellow as gold, chief among which is the
golden coreopsis: and it is here that 1 have
become conscious of the fact that tons and
probably hundreds of tons of honey of the very
best quality are "lost upon the desert air"' for

the want of enterprising bee-keepers who will

accept of the golden opportunity and place
their bees where they will gatlier and stoi'e the
precious nectar: and I will just state, that the
"golden coreopsis." or S|)anisli needle, stands
at the head of all the honey-producing plants
with which I have had any experience. It is

not only the richest in nectar, but the quality is

par excellence, and sells in my home market
equal to, if not better, than clover honey. Its

weight is fully 13 lbs. to the gallon, and it seems
to need little if any curing by the bees when
gathered. I have never yet seeii any crude or
unripe Spanish-needle honey, notwithstanding
I have extracted it from the same supers three
times in two weeks, and on one occasion twice
in Ave and six days. One colony netted 73 lbs.

in 5 days, and the apiary of 43 producing colo-
nies, in 8 day,sproduced 2033 lbs., being upward
of 47 lbs. per colony: and this is not true of that
particular year only, but it has proven the
surest honey-producing plant we have in this
locality. Nothing short of cold rainy weather
will spoil the harvest from this plant. But to
return.
Having occasion to establish out-apiaries I

found it impossible to locate them so as to get
the benefit of both clover and coreopsis range,
and it was no pleasant feature in the trade to
see my home apiary outstrip the apiaries is-

olated from the reach of the coreopsis 2 lbs. to

one. if not more, when there wei'e thousands of
acres as yellow as gold, and tons of honey going
to waste. This seemed to me to be not in keep-
ing with a progressive age; and I reasoned
that, could I btit successf\illy move my bees at
the close of the clover harvest into the region
of the fall-blooming plants, I certainly would
add a new impetus to the business, and make
the trade more lucrative.

I communicated my ideas to some of my bee-
keeping fi'iends, and received oold comfort in-

deed. "It is a practical impossibility.'" said
one bee-keeper of no light reputation: "and
you will be but too glad to give up the under-
taking, should your experience be any thing
like ours," he further added. Some three or
four years have elapsed since this conversation,
and 1 now stand ready to prove that the mov-
ing of bees at any time in the year is a practical
possibility.
In vindication of the above I will state that I

have moved from 100 to 190 colonies fi'om one
to eleven miles, twice, and three tiiu(>s a year,
for the last three years, without the loss of one
single colony from the transit. Four years ago
1 lost 13 of my best colonies, which gave me a
pointer that led to my complete success. It is

indeed an evil wind that blows no man good,
you know: and should your many readers be
interested in this subject 1 may give you my
modtis operandi in a future letter.

Soring. 111.. Dec. 24. .1. M. H.\mhaugh.
[Friend H., we are exceedingly obliged to you

for the facts you give us above. I have thought
of it a good deal since our talk with you on the
cars wiien we wei'e at Keokuk. Your sugges-
tion just now comes like an oasis in the desert,

for it indicates that we need not go to Arizona,
nor California either, to find undevelop(^d fields

for the apiarist. Hy all means give us the fur-
ther particulars.]

A NEW IDEA.

GIVING BEEi^ A FLY IN A WIHE-CLOTII CAGE
IN THE WINTER TIME.

Being an apiarian, a subscriber, and a corres-
pondent of the bee-journals, I would suggest
that, for the advancement and general progress
of bee culture, there ought to be a premiiuu
offered of small amount, say $.500 or flOOO, to
any one who would present a new idea upon
this subject. You see, I am of quite an inven-
tive turn, and want to be among the " premium

-

seekers." However, I am very liberal, and 1

presume I want to "quack'' about as bad as
some others, and think that I have a new idea,
and .so for this time I will offer it and not charge
a cent. In order to hit upon a new idea, I have
always found that we have to look where no
other person has already been hunting the
ground over. That is the reason why that,
when the new idea is first presented, it usually
gets so ridiculed, and all the folks think that
somebody is going crazy. But as it will not do
to ask you to read an acre of introduction, I

will proceed to ofl'er the new idea, and see how
many "knowed it all the time."
Much discussion has been had on wintering,

and there are very diversified opinions as to the
best way. I conclude (naturally) that my way
is the best, but as yet I have not seen it advo-
cated. Prepare a room, large enough for your
bees; make it very light, also very warm; have
it so you can keep it warm with a stove or
heater or furnace, as your convenience will best
pei'mit. My room is 30x24 feet, and is just above
my store, where it keeps quite warm during day
and night. When your room is ready you will

want my licit' Idea—to place at the front en-
trance of each hive (which will cost about 20
cents to the hive), which allows each colony a
space to fly in. of about 10 square feet. In this

you can feed them, give them water, and sit

near and enjoy them in their flight as long as
you pjease. I tell you. it is delightful. The
way to tell whether they are doing well is to
notice whether they are dying oft' faster than
those in the cellar. I have 74 colonies in all,

some in the cellar; in fact, almost all; but from
what I now see, I wish I had almost all in my
bee summer-i'oom. I have a cellar 30x40 feet,

expressly for my bees, as dry as a powder- house,
and probably not surpassed by any in the State:
but my summer-room, with the iiew idea, from
the present outlook, is decidedly the best, and I

feel quite certain that I will' adopt it in the
future, whether anybody else does or not.

Y'ou will vei-y naturally ask whether it is

necessary to keep a fire all night. By no means;
for if it freezes in the I'oom ev(>ry night, as long
as you have a fire every day it will not hurt the
bees at all; neither will it hurt them if it freezes
in the cellar, if the cellar is dry; but if it is

damp, and it freezes much, you are going to
lose your bees. When your tsees begin to look
shiny with moistui-e, then look out.
Nirvana, Mich., Dec. 23. F. D. Lacy.

[It is just as you say, friend L. The thing
you describe is very old. While some colonies
have doubtless been .saved by giving them a fly

in the manner you describe. I beli(>ve that all

who have used it finally discarded it as being
more bother than the bees were worth; and as
a rule, the bees that are given a fly in this way
for any considerable length of time dwindle
down woi'se than those that are left in the cel-

lar, or outdoois without being meddled with at
all. I congi';;tulate you on your pleasant, genial
way of presenting the matter; and this, in fact,

was the principal I'eason why your coiumuni-
cation on a discard(>d idea found a place in oui-

columns.!
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0a^ QaEg3Fi6N-B6^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 175. 1. Atthc rlosr afthc irJiitc-hoii-

cy harvest, /.s It better to tuluuiff (tU srrtions <ni<l

secure (iny later KiirplusJ)]i cxirdctiiKj. or innihl
you use sections throughout f 2. What surplus
do you /loi'e after clover and ha^sivood. and
ivhat proportion does it bear to the white honey '

We -have no fall or dark honey hfre of late

years.
New York. C. (t. M. Dooi-itti.e.

2. Our best croj) is clover. We can not give
any figures on the relative proportion of both
crops.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Sox.

1. I would take the si^ctions iill off at the end
of the white-honey ci'()|). :.'. We have no sur-
plus after the bass\\ood.
Wisconsin. 8. W. E. France.

1. I should act as my market suggested was
wisest. 2. (ioldenrod, asters, etc. Often we get
as much or moi'e than we got earlier.

Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

This is a good question to ask. but a hard one
to answer. With us it would probably be as
well to take them off, as only a small propor-
tion of our surplus is dark.
New York. C. P. H. Er-wooi).

I would use sections to the end of the season.
In this locality, when we have plenty of rain,
white clover from the seed blooms almost to the
close of the season.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mks. L. Harrison.

I have had very little expe.ri(!nce witli late
surplus honey; but with the experience I have
had, I should be in favor of exti-acting it and
feeding it back in the spring.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

1. I think it best to use sections through the
season. 2. Helianthus, or wild sunflower, gold-
enrod, tireweed, and occasionally buckwheat.
Usually more than half of my surplus is from
these sources.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

1. My practice is to remove all sections at the
close of the white-honey flow; though in some
localities, where dark honey is plentiful, I pre-
sume it is advisable to secure some of it in sec-
tions. 2. None worthy of mention.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

1. Having every thing ready for it, I prefer to
keep on with the sections, and then the brood-
uest is always in good shape. An extracting-
super might be better. 2. Not very much of
any thing, except some years cucumbers and
occasionally buckwheat.

Illinois. N. C. C. Mii-ler.

1. I can sell dark extracted honey to better
advantage than dark comb. 2. Sweet clover,
bonesets (several varieties), asters, goldenrod

—

sometimes moi'e than ten to one over white
honey, always more. T have had as many as 70
lbs. of sweet-clover lioney per colony, and as
white as white clover.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

All comb honey produced for mercantile \>uv-

poses should be wiiite, and all dark honey sho\ild

he extracted. Tlie latter can always be sold,

but not so with dark comb honey, which often
can not he disposed of at any price, and is of no
other value tinin strained honey. In the south-
ern part of Ohio there is hardly ever more fall

honey raised than is necessary for winter stores.

Ohio. S. W. ' C. F. MrTH.

1. 1 would not advise raising comb and ex-
tracted honey from the same colonies—not in a
locality like my own. It is a question of econ-
omy of labor. 2. After clover and basswood we
have pleurisy-root, buekwlieat, goldeni-od. and
boneset. any and all of which may and usually
do give us a surjilus croj). and usually we exjx'ct

to get from one-half to two-thirds the amount
of honey from these plants that we do from
clover and buckwheat.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Here there is usually a fall yield from hearts-
eas(\ lasting until fi'ost kills the plants. <»r cold
W(>ath(M' keeps the bees in the hives. This is

sometimes moic almndant than tlie early honey
harvest. The uest yield I (iver knew came in

the fall. I prefer to "taper off" by giving ex-
tracting combs to as many colonies as possible,

so as to reduce the number of unfinished sec-

tions to the minimum.
Illinois. N. C. .1. A. Green.

1. This is a (iu<'Stion for the comb-honey man
to answei-; but it occurs to me, that, if rigged
up for comb honey. I should prefer to run the
entire season in that line rather than be at the
expense and bother of providing myself with
the two outfits. 2. Fall flowers, and occasion-
ally mint and buckwheat: probably the propor-
tion would be one-fourth as much as compared
with white honey.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

I always take oft' sections of white honey be-
fore the advent of dark honey, for a very thin
border of dark honey in a section spoils the
whole for sale as a No. 1 grade. If my fall yield
was usually large I would run for comb honey
until the close of the season. In my locality I

have a trace of buckwheat, but in a favorable
season I have a bountiful yield of " bug-juice"
for a sei'ies of years. Probably fall honey is five

per cent of tiie whole yield.

New York. E. Rambler.

[As I expected, most of the friends say. " Let
the bees finish up what surplus they are going
to give, in the sections." Friend Heddon sug-
gests, however, that it is a question of economy
in labor; and Rambler breaks over our rules,

and speaks of " bug-juice,'" when it was agreed,
as I had supposed, that no one was ever to use
the disagreeable words any more. But when
the brethren were talking about taking their

chances of having their white honey spoiled by
a streak of dark all around the outside, I began
to wonder whether a good many of them had
not forgotten the dark, disagreeable honey-dew
that ijestered us so, only five or six yeai'S ago.
For my part, whenevei' I find this dark, cheap,
molasses-looking stutt' dotting the combs all

through the hives, I would pull off the sections
of white honey as fast as possible, even if some
of them were not more than half filled. Friend
Muth hits it exactly when he says that dark
comb hon(>y oftentimes can not be disposed of

at any price. We have got a good lot on our
hands now; and if there is anybody who wants
to make us an offer he can have it very cheap.]
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT. AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

A Vl.r.X FOI! OUI! SEKDSMKX. AND OUR CATA-
r.oGCEs AS THEY ai!e: bv one who

HAS HAD YEARS OF EXPEKIEXf'E
IX MARKET -GAI!1>EX SEED-

STORES.

Frioid Root: — Having been a reader of
Gleaxixos for several years, I, of course, take
some interest in its make-up. and particularly
so in regard to cutting down the varieties iii

seed catalogues: but at the same time I can
not indorse all you and Mr. Green say on that
subject, \yhile I agree with you. that we
have too many kinds, yet the seedsman has
points to look after that INIr. Green loses sight
of entirely. From his standpoint he would
Jiave nothing in a seed catalogue except the
kinds lie had tested and found to be the best

—

losing sight of the fact that a seed establish-
ment is not a local concern. It is national.
Catalogues are going from Maine to California,
and all the isles of the sea. Now. while the
kinds he would catalogue may be the best for
his particular locality, how is it with his neigh-
bor in California? The climate there is very
different: the varieties that do best here may
be and often are entirely worthless thei-e. while
the very kinds Mr. Green condemns will be jtist

what he must have to make a success. The
seedsman is constantly getting reports from his
customers from different parts of the country,
and knows this to be a fact: ajid as long as he
has tlie financial,end of this problem to handle,
it is safe to say that he knows what he is doing.
Now. if the seed establishment is to be a nation-
al concern, the seedsman must carry varieties
adapted to all parts of the country; but if he is

just going to keep a countiy store, the case is

very different. Which is it to be—shall we
adopt Mr. Green's policy, and thereby reduce
all the big seed establishments down to the
same footing with the country store, or shall
we consider that seedsmen know their business.
and conclude to let them run it as their experi-
ence has taught them is best? I believe there
is not a seedsman in the woild who would not
gladly cut very materially, if he could do so,

and satisfy his customers.
Suppose we come right down to the local as-

pect of the case—the local market. If Mr. G.
had followed gai'dening and attending market
for a living for. say. ten years, as I have done,
he would begin to talk like this, perhai)S: •' Yes.
in thcnnj it's all right: but as a ?*/T'»(?-tr(/i/K'r

it is nat a success."' The man who attempts to
make a living on marketing very soon discovers
that there are different tastes to consult be-
sides his own: and a customer who wants a
head lettuce, for instance, will have a head let-

tuce, if ifs on the market, while probably the
very next customer would not have that kind if

you gave it to him. You may rest assured, the
market-gardener knows better than to cut
down his list to the extent I\Ir. Green recom-
mends: and if his seedsman doesn't keep the
seeds he has found to be the most profitable, he
will send to some other part of the country and
get them. It is not theory the market-gardener
is after: it's hard, solid facts in the shape of
dollars and cents: and he knows what brings
them in, better than any outsider can tell him.
One more point and I will close: but in that

one point I beg leave to differ with Mr. Green.
from the word go. He says, in Gleanings of
Oct. 1.5. "The new kinds and sorts are mostly
made by the seedsman in order to have a novel-
ty to introduce."' Shades of Moses I Did he
ever stop to consider how long it takes a seeds-

man to get up a reputation, and that the repu-
tation represents just that much capital? The
better it is. the more it is worth. It certainlv
takes more than tirn years. Now. I ask you in
all candor. Do you think that, after a seedsman
has gotten up a pretty good reputation, he is

going to be either knave or fool enough to
throw it away for the few paltry dollars he
would get out of it as a novelty ? Oh. no! it's
worth too niHch nionei/ for tliat. even if he
were inclined to be dishonest, and I believe
very few are. I think if Mr. Gi'een had. say.
two years' expei'ience now in some good reputa-
ble seed-house it would modify his views con-
siderably as to the honesty of seedsmen, and
also as to the cutting-down process. Study this
question over on both sides, friend Root, before
you make up your catalogue: and I think that,
if you expect to lun any thing more than a lo-
cal store you will not cut down so severely.

Yours respectfully. .

:My good friend, I am very glad indeed to get
the above communication, especiallv because it

enjoins the very virtue (charity) that I have
been exhorting to. I am glad to liave somebody
sp(>ak well of the seedsman, who is in noway
interested, and j-et one who knows all about
the inside machinery of the establishment of a
seedsman who issues a nice catalogue. Rut.
my good friend, your experience has been most-
ly with one of the best and most honorable
seedhouses in the United States. Our Experi-
ment Station, represented by our good friend
(Jreen. knows very well that all you sav is true
of the seeds where you work. If vou take all
the seed catalogues that are put out. as friend
Green and I have done, you will see a good deal
that sadly needs the very work that friend
Green and myself are trying to do. The same
thing is over and over again catalogued undei-
different names: and no attempt is made, seem-
ingly, to reduce the number. Many times
there is only a shade of difference in varieties,
and yet year after year the two are catalogued!
Again, there is the greatest misrepresentation.
Let me give you an illustration. It will come
in very well, for I have been thinking to-dav it
devolved (m the bee-papers to show up affahi
this fraud in regard to the Rocky :Mountain
bee-plant: viz.. calling it byanew'and flashv
name: repi'esenting it as heretofore unknown,
and telling most preposterous falsehoods in re-
gard to the amount of honey it yields. We ex-
posed it a year oi- two ago. and I wrote to the
proprietor of the seed catalogue. It is true. I
got a reply fiom him. but he neither seemed to
want to be set I'ight nor did he make anv nrom-
ise of correcting his false statements when thev
were plainly pt)inted out to him.

A TRIIUTE TO " WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO BE
IIAPI'Y WHILE DOING IT.""

I send you si.oo for your excellent Gleanings.
It is as good as the liible in manv respects. I
can just cry with joy over a great" part of vour
talk, of the garden as well as the Home talk.
From experience 1 know just how dear Mother
Earth fills you with joy and wonder. Oh how
wonderful those berries are ! I had a crop last
year that surprised the people about here, and
also with my early and late work in the garden.
God smiles over me with love when in the field.
I always feel like shouting when I .see the way
you get at it. which is the true way to be happv.
May you live long to encourage all.

Hallowell. Me., Dec. 2.5. E. P. Chukchill.

Why. bless your heart, dear brother. I did not
know before that the world contained another
man who loves (rod and nature so exactly as I
do. And then your wonderfully graphic way of
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telling it—" God smiles overiiic in love /'' There
is inspiration in the very thonght. If I ever get
away down in Maine, won't we have a visit ?

A KIND REPOUT FOE GLEANINGS, AND A GOOD
KEPOKT FKOM WASHINGTON.

I can't do without Gleanings. Why, do you
know the Dec. 1st issue was worth- to me more
than ten years' subscription '? I have had cel-

ery on the brain for the last year. We have
sold over flOCKJ worth so far this season, and
find ourselves with 12,000 plants on hand, and
no place to store it, when here comes Glean-
ings and tells us to take the pigpen. Good for
you! W^e have just got the pigpen, 30x25 feet:

but who but A. I. Root would have thought to
make use of it ? The boys are at it now. The
floor came handy to line the sides with, leaving
a 6-inch space all around, which we till with
earth from ground underneath: and now with
three or four loads of manure on top of the
roof, we are fixed with a celery-house that will
hold at least (5000. Celery here in our moist cool
climate grows wonderfully large and tine. We
have thousands that will weigh 4 or ,5 lbs. to
the single stalk—Golden Self-bleaching, 2}4
feet tall, with leaves that are two inches at the
base, and as brittle as an icicle.

Fidalgo, Wash., Dec. 12. H. A. March.

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

OB.JECTIONS TO THE 60-LB. SQUARE CANS, FROM A
IIONEY-DEALER.

I notice considerable discussion in Gleanings
about the 60-lb. tin cans for extracted honey.
My observations are, that they are not the best,

for they are very tender, and easily made to
leak, especially if out of the cases, and nails are
so apt to be driven into the tin through the
cases. They are too frail, and not solid enough
for the weight put in them. When they are
leaky it is difficult to tell where the leak is,

and you can not stop it without the tinsmith.
The pine fish-kegs holding 7.5 and 1.50 lbs. each
are the cheapest and most sensible packages for
extracted honey: for, if leaky, the hooi)S can be
driven and quickly coopered. Another objec-
tionable feature of the tins is. that buyers get
the impression that all honey in those cans is

California honey, and are more or less preju-
diced. What say other honey-dealers ?

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 2.5. H. R. Wright.

[We should be glad to hear from the other
dealers.]

THICK AND thin TOP-BARS.—ONE WHO HAS
USED AND DISCARDED CLOSED-END

FRAMES.
The new catalogue is at hand. It is a very

neat one, and quite an improvement over for-

mer editions. I have used top-bars varying from
J^ Inch to 1 inch in depth, and from ,^1 inch to

1^ inches wide: but I have always had more or
less burr-combs after the second season. I have
some of Roofs S. frames that have been in use
two seasons, and have never had burr-combs
built above them, though I have had sections
filled over them each season; but, judging from
experience, I am sure that burr-combs will
come, in time. Exact spacing, by using fixed
distances, can be maintained only by having
every comb perfectly straight, and the septum
exactly in the center of the frame: in fact, each

comb must be perfect and an exact counterpart
of all the others; if not. you will very likely
change the spacing every time you change a
frame. Fixed distances have advantages for
those who move their bees often. They also
have disadvantages: and the point for each one
to decide is, whether th(^ advantages will out-
weigh the disadvantages. I used two thou-
sand closed-end frames two seasons, and have
decided in favor of hanging-frames.

Robert E. Ashcraft.
Brookside, Mich., Dec. 8.

[That's right; let's have both sides of the
question. You do not tell us what sort of bee-
space you had when you made your experiments
with tap-bars. In Elwood's apiaries I saw no
burr-combs, or almost none, and he used a J4-
inch bee-space, scant if any thing. The same
condition of things I saw in other apiaries
where the i^-inch bee-space and fixed distances
were in use. There are several things that go
to prevent brace-combs; and not the least im-
portant is the right bee-sp<icc above the frames.
I am glad you have spoken out in regard to
closed-end frames. There are and will be oth-
ers like you: and, on the other hand, there are
just as many who would use nothing else. It's

a good deal in knowing how to handle them.
We can't (no, we won't) all use the same kind
of frames or hivesj E. R.

WHAT THE editor OF THE TELLER SAYS OF
OUR REPRODUCTION OF THE FRANCE

BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Root:—I notice with pleasui'e your re-

production of the assembly of bee-keepei'S re-
cently at Platteville. You could hardly have
been prompted to the underta^ving by that spirit
which usually goes under the head of " enter-
prise," for there surely is no money in it. The
Root of j'our motive must be in your " good will
toward men '"— a virtue that blossoms profuse-
ly in Glj:anings. The faces of the group are
nearly all familiar to me. They are of worthy
citizens who are mostly friends and patrons of
The Teller. Edward Pollock.
Lancaster. Wis., Dec. 20.

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THAT " SN1"FF-BOX,*'
ETC.

Friend Root:—I think your "snuff-box"' il-

lusti'ation on page 757, in connection with those
delicious gems, was very unfortuiuite, as one
does not like to be reminded of the filthy thing
every morning at the breakfast-table." Why
did you not think of the humble clam, or the
more iBsthetic oyster whose bivalved shell opens
like your " hinged gems'"? In the South your
illustration would not be appropriate, as the
snuff-box in common use among the "ladies"
at home, in company, and at church, is the or-
dinary small tin can in which itis packed forsale.
The cover is removed, and the can passed
around for each who desires, old and young, to
"dip" in their little "tooth-brush" (a small
stick chewed at one end), with whicli tiie snuff
is " rubbed " upon the teeth. It is certainly an
evil habit, injurious to both body and mind, if

not degrading to the soul. I often think, in
connection with the tobacco habit, to which I

was atone time addicted, of that terrible sen-
tence, " He that is filthy, let him be filthy still."

Some one, long since, asked in Gleanings,
whether a person could be a " consistent pro-
fessor of religion and be a user of tobacco.'" I

should say yes; for a "professor of religion"
covers a broad ground, and not well defined.
But if the question were asked, " Can a person
be a Christimi and a habitual user of tobacco?"
I should say no. A Christian will strive to
overcome all evil habits. C. F. Parker.
Mentone, Ala., Dec. 21.
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I therefore, the prisoner of the Lord. I leseech you
that ve walk worthy of the vociition wherewith ye
iire called, with all lowliness and meeliiiess, witli

long-suffering-, forbearing one another in h)ve; en-

deavoring- to keepthe unityof tlie Spirit in the bands
of peace.—Eph, 4:1-3.

This is a wonderfully interesting world to me.
I love the plants and the flowers: I love the
moon and the stars, especially when the plants
and the flowers are held in their icy bondage.
During these shortest days, there is a wonder-
ful interest to me in marking the course of the
shadow, especially as it approaches noontime,
and comes to its highest point northward. As
the sun slowly comes to its fni-thest passage in

its journey .south, and rests awhile, apparently,
just before Christmas, then gradually starts
northward to bring us a new spring and a new
summer, and a new jear, it becomes to me a

HEXKY WYAND, KEOKITR, lA.

matter of intense intere.st. I love. also, to see
the sun rise and set—to see how it hitches a
little further every day northward, and thereby
gives us days a minute or two longer. But
amid all the studies of the things I see. nothing
interests me more than the study of humanity.
I especially love to meet with people having
peculiar attainments, graces, or individualities.
In my recent visit to Keokuk I met many
friends I had never seen before. One of them
interested me so much that I have asked for his
picture. He has granted me ijcnnission. but it

was only when 1 explained to him why I want-
ed it, and I take pleasuie in intioduciiig to you
my good friend Wyand. of whom I have pre-
viously spoken.
Those who have seen friend W.. and talked

with him. will agree that the picture is a very
faithful one. but still it does not show the pe-
culiar vein of pleasantry that he shows when
talking; in fact. I feared we should never get
that in any picture unless the artist should take
him unawares by the instantaneous process. I

am not going to give friend VVyand's biography,
because 1 have not got it to give. He is quite "a
modest man, and says that he does not think he
would have granted my request had it not been
•for the outside pressure in the family," It
was friend Wyand, you may remember, who
cai)tured Ernest and myself and several others
by promising to show us artesian wells, their at-
tendant water-motors, dynamo, etc. I judge he
is a man fitll of life and energy; and one thing
that interested me in him was that he is, like
myself, very much inclined to be impatient
\\hen things do not move off in harmony with his
stirring nature and disposition. I should not
wonder if his wife and children would smile a
little when- they read this. He is not only a
rapid walker, but he is a rapid talker as well;
and if you are not close by him. and listening
attentively, you may not catch all he has to say,
for he is full of ideas and projects, and especial-
ly full of quaint dry jokes that surprise one and
get him to laughing until he gets in a mood of
being pleased at any thing that may be said.
As I was to leave on the 3-o'clock train of the
last day, in order to make home before Sunday.
I. with several others, made my visit to the
Dadants the day before. Then when the con-
vention adjourned to go in a body to the
Dadants', during the last afternoon, it was ar-
ra ng-cd that I should go with friend Wyand to see
tlic jjjreenhouses. strawberry-patches, zoological
gardens, etc. At the adjournment of the con-
vention, the various vehicles drew up and rapid-
ly loaded up the members. Friend W. was on
hand promptly, according to appointment: but
his horse and buggy, for some reason, had not
""materialized." My good friend began to be
greatly annoyed, because every minute short-
ened the time we should have for visiting the
various places that he knew would intei'est me.
He had planned a pretty good-sized program for
only two or three hours, and it was very desir-
able that we get to moving. One of his daugh-
ters, so he told me, was to bring the horse and
buggy. Ten, fifteen, twenty minutes passed—
no daughter came in sight. He went up and
down the sidewalk with manifest impatience,
and would insist on going to the livery for a rig;
but I urged him to be patient, and also assured
him there was some excellent reason for the un-
explainable delay. While we were waiting I

made the acquaintance of another daughter of
his who is head saleswoman in a flne drygoods
store near by. It always pleases me to be able
to take an expert business woman by the hand.
The proprietors had tried repeatedly to get a
man to take charge of their store. Miss Wyand.
however, seems to sell more goods, and to please
customers better, than any of the male clerks
that can be found around Keokttk.

Finally the missing vehicle, with its nice-
looking young lady driver, makes its appear-
ance. Now, it was a very easy thing for me.
under the circumstances, to see that my good
friend ought not to scold in the presence of
company. At the same time, I was well aware
that, under the same circumstances, I should
have been very likely to scold, even in the pres-
ence of company. May God forgive me, and
may my good patient friends and relatives for-
give me. for the many times I have forgotten,
neglected, or i-efused, to follow the same course
which I am trying to teach you. dear friends,
as I talk to you this morning. I knew tliat
friend VV. felt a good deal like scolding, and I
was afraid he would scold before he gave his
good daughter time to explain. The reason I
was afraid of it is because it would probably
have been just like myself to do such a thing.
As she drove up, looking bright, ruddy, and
happy from her exercise in the cool autumn air,
she presented a very pretty picture. Very like-
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ly she has read (tleanings and these Home
papers. Slie knew that the man by her father's
side was A. I. Root: and if my good friend W.
had made up his mind that he would scold lier

for being late. I was equally determined that
he should not scold a word, if I could stop it.

I am not naturally inclined to pusli myself for-

ward among strangers. It is not at all easy for

me, in one sense, and I am afraid it never will

be: yet when I can push forward for Christ's

sake, I hopi' I am ready and glad to do it. Yes.
I can look back to many times when I have
really enjoyed being seemingly rude, for the
time being, when I did it for Citrist Jesus' sake.
Friend Wyand started, in his rapid way, to

the buggy a"s it rounded up to the curbstone.
But I can'walk fast too, and I pushed ahead of

him, introduced myself to his daughter before
lie had time to say a word, and talked so fast,

at the same time taking pains to stand between
the two, that he could not even get a word
in " edgewise." Perhaps he did not notice it at
all. May be he thought it a little strange that
I did not' wait to be introduced in the orthodox
way. But I hope that, when he sees this, he
will forgive rae. Yes, I am quite sure he is glad
now that I did just as I did: and I am sure, too.

that my good young friend will forgive me. I

am inclined to think that friend Wyand's fami-
ly, all of them, girls and boys, are in the habit
of working outdoors and indoors. I had decid-
ed, in my own mind, that Miss Wyand was
quite a pretty young woman; but as I finally

gave her father a chance to speak he ventured
just a little \\ord of remonstrance, asking her
why she did not get there sooner. My talk with
his daughter had disarmed him, and he had
doubtless got over most of the impatience he
felt, and under the circumstances he did ex-
ceedinglv well. I have not a word of fault to

find with him. mind you. for he did a good deal
better than I should have done. I fear. There
iv(ts, however, a faint shade of fault-finding in

his tone, and it brought a beautiful rosy spot on
•either cheek as his daughter replied:

" Why, father. I hurri(^d the boys up all I pos-
sibly could, but I r(!ally could not make them
bring the horse up any quicker, and I drove
just as fast as ever the horse could go."

She glanced at me as she said this, feeling the
same kind of pain, no doubt, that you or I

would if you, my friend, were found fault with
when you are first introduced, say, to the editor

of one of your family papers. We soon learned
that Mr. W. owned a horse that was in the hab-
it of making the gravel fiy, much after the dis-

position of its owner. W'e held our hats, and
clung to the buggy-seat for fear of being
bounced out; and when we stopped to look at
interesting things the horse had a habit of

starting without orders, as horses belonging to

quick, nervous people, often do have. In fact,

while in the zoological garden, one of our good
bee-friends was knocked down and run over

—

onlv by the light buggy-wheel, however, just
on account of this peculiarity. Let me digress
enough to urge you not to permit hoi-ses to get
into this habit of starting until bidden. It will

pay you in dollars and cents to teach your
horse not to move until you draw up on the
reins, and tell him to go. Not only has money
been lost, but also valuable lives as well, in

this very way. Y'ou can teach the most spir-

ited horse you own to stand until you tell him
to go. if you will only take the pains, and you
will save time by it in the end.

Friend Wyand's wonderful flow of pleasantry
and good nature was somewhat checked by be-

ing late in starting. There, again, he is just

like myself. A little thing of this kind will up-
set rae" for an hour or two unless I make a great
effort to overcome it. At such times I need to

say over and over again my little prayer.
' Loi'd. iuMpl " He took us first down to the
wonderful Government Canal, a structure that
cost over two millions of dollars, made on pur-
pose to permit boats to go by the rapids on the
Mississipiji River. It has the usual arrange-
ment or locks, like ordinary canals, but on a
much grander scale. Steam-engines are em-
ployed to work the locks, and the machinery is

of the most beautiful kind. I was not only
gi'eatly astonished but much amused to sec
friend Wyand address the Government officers

as if they were men in his employ. In fact, I

rather expected to see some of them resent his
familiarity: but one of his comical smiles, after
he had given one of his peremptory commands,
made it all straight, and they went through all

the operations, and explained every tiling to me
in a way that made me feel still as if I were at
home, and among my neighbors. The Govern-
ment Dry-docks were a wonderful thing to me
—a place where they brought in great steam-
boats, and then let the water off so the cari)en-
ters could do necessary repairing. A little fur-
ther on. we saw some beautiful rows of straw-
berries, and a man at work neai' them. Fi-iend
Wyand made this man stop his work on the
other side of a field, and answer questions about
the strawberries, at the top of his voice. Then
we pulled around to friend W.'s home. He evi-
dently had looked forward with pleasure
to introducing your humble servant to the
different members of his family: but he was
somewhat vexed again to find not a soul at
home. It was a beautiful day for outdoor
work, and every one of them was busy some-
where. His whole premises on the top of the
hill show<Hl industry and hard woj-.k. He loves
bees, fruit, and flo\\'ers as well as the rest of us.

Pretty soon we stopped in front of a good-sized
greenhouse. He made himself at home here
too, and bossed the people around as if they
were all working for him, just as he did before.

I was greatly delighted to find a house heated
entirely by overhead steam -pipes. The person
in charge was a pleasant-faced woman, and I

could hav(^ spent an hour in talking with her
about plants, soil, new methods of heating, etc.

She said they had recently taken out the pipes
under the beds, and had placed them ovei'head,
and were much pleased with the result.

Friend W. has taught me a useful lesson, and
it is this: That one may go about among
friends and neighbors, among business men and
people, even among officers of the government,
and may make them do every thing he asks,

providing he has grace enough in his heart to

keep up a vein of pleasantry and good nature to

disarm all unpleasant feeling. This man cap-
tivates and makes friends by a sort of droll

way. Perhaps he has cultivated it, and per-

haps it is a gift of (Jod largely—a gift that
many of us might have, certainly, in a much
larger degree if we would only strive hard for

it—a faculty of seeing something pleasant, per-

haps I miglit say in every thing, in all the du-
ties of every-day life. It was on this account I

was a little'glad to se(> him tried by the delay
of his horse and buggy. I did not want him to

have trouble, but I wanted to see how far his

native grace would bear him out in the hour of

trial. I do not know whether he ever lets his

temper come out. and scolds like fun. or not. I

am sorry to say. that, with the amount of busi-

ness we had on hand when I was there—that is.

one kind of business. I did not find out whether
he was a Christian or not. It may be I asked
him the question— I hope I did: but if I did, I

have forgotten what he said. It has occurred
to me since, though, that this good friend of

mine would have a wonderful power in bringing
souls to Christ Jesus if this special gift of his
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were enlisted in the cause, ami if his quaint
smile and vein of pleasantly could all be laid
(it the ftiot of the Master. \Vhen I see a man
with this gift I often wonder how he will

"Stand tire." When Satan bringsall his artillery

to bear, how long will he stand unflinching,
and without being demoralized? Dr. Miller
has a wonderful gift in this line. 1 asked him
a few days ago whetlier he could go into busi-
ness, real liard work, and keep that steady good
nature constantly about him. I wanted to
know how big a reserve he held back for cases
of emei'gency. ^[rs. Root lias a great mania for
large cisterns. When the masons and others
ask her what in the world she wants a cis-

tern so big for. she says she not only wants one
that will hold water enough for oxr use during
a dry time, but one that will bear drawing on
for the neighbors. She says she never wants to
tell a neighbor that they can't have all the crit-

ter they have a mind to come after. Now.
friends, it is not th(' cistern water I need, but it

is grace from on high. I want a great big lot of
grace—not only enough to keep A. I. Root go-
ing, but enough to give the neighbors all

around—enough to give the children at home.
Yes. if my good wife should ever be worn out
by many care.s. so that she needs a little help in

that line. I am earnestly praying that God may
give me this reserve force of grace to help her.
Nay. further: May (rod give me grace in such
unstinted supply that I can pour it out to yon.
dear readers, and not bi' impoverished. And
what is it we want tinally but the gift of the
Holy Spirit? And have we not the promise?
And this brings us to that verse I have loved to
read over and over again:

If ye. then, being' evil, know how to give good g'lfts

unto your children, how much more sliallyour heav-
enly Father give the Holy Spirit to theni that ass
him?

I wish to refer again to this matter of scold-
ing before folks. Your children need exhort-
ing: and they often need, perhaps, a severe
reprimand: but do not do it on the impulse of
the moment: do not do it from impulse at all.

Do it from cool, steady princijjle. from a sense
of duty. Only yesterday a man was slicing off

wooden separators. One boy picked them from
the machine, and laid them in piles of 2.") each.
Two more boys took these packages of 3.5 in
long baskets to the dry-house, and piled them
up with sticks between them, so they would
dry out smooth and straight. The boys who
were carrying them to the dry-house got a lit-

tle ahead of the slicing. While they were wait-
ing for a basketful they amused themselves by
throwing splinters and spoiled separators on
the large driving-belt. It was funny to see them
whip around the pulley. The man who ran the
machine was called away for a few minutes:
and when he got back, some of these refuse
pieces of wood were in the gearing, or large iron
cog-wheels, throwing the belt off. and spring-
ing the main shaft. The boys said they were
cleaning off the machine, and a handful of
splinters fell into the gearing. They had been
instructed, before going to work near the ma-
chine, in regard to the danger of being around
such machinery, and had been cautioned to be
very careful. They were certainly very much
out of place in even throwing shavings on the
belt—still more in cleaning off the chips and
shavings while it was in motion. I reprimand-
ed them pretty severely, but I did not feel quite
satisfied that the whole truth had come out.
The next morning, the smallest of the three boys
came to me. saying that his conscience troubled
him. and confessing that he not only put pieces
on the belt, but he also put some in the heavy
c^g-wheels. to see it "chaw them up.'" This,
you see, threw considerable additional light on

the matter. Had I yielded to imimlse I should
have made the boys pay all damage caused by
getting the machine started again. It seemed
pretty hard, however, to ask the one who so
frankly confessed his fault to do this. I decid-
ed to let the whole matter rest until I could see
each one of the boys alone. I am now very,
very glad that I did'so. I am glad that, when
I had time to think the matter over, I could .see

very clearly that the loss of time and money
was but a small matter compared with the
falsehood that seemed connected with it. I
have been anxious to bring these boys to Jesus
Christ: and after I had waited half a day I
could keep this thought in mind far better
than if I had spoken about it when I was pro-
voked. I do not know even yet just where the
truth does lie—that is, it "is not very clear
whether the shavings ran from the belt into the
gearing, whether they dropped from the ma-
chine into the gearing, or whether some one of
the boys put in so large a handful as to stop the
machinery with a sudden shock, and spring the
shaft. Many of you will doubtless say. " Mr.
Root. I would not have such boys (iin/iv'hcre on
the premises-" Gently, gently, dear fritMul. I
have tried boys by the "hundreds, and these boys
will certainly average as well as any of them.
It is boy nature to try experiments.' and have
fun, especially when he has to wait for some-
thing. If I should turn them off and try oth-
ers. I should have to go through the same ex-
perience in teaching others: and these boys
iiave been with me for some time, and are get-
ting pretty well taught. I don't think they will
play with dangerous machinery any more.
Some years ago, when I had a store on the

street up town, I came home from prayer-meet-
ing and found several customers in the store,
and nobody there to wait on them. The two
clerks whose business it was to take charge had
each left, presuming the other was there. One
of them was a professor of religion, and tlie oth-
er was becoming quite a young skeptic. He
claimed that church-members and professing
Christians do not do any better—perhaps not
quite as well—as those who make no profession.
I was anxious that he should have plenty of
proof to the contrary. But I was so vexed to
find the clerks so indifferent to the plain de-
mands of business, especially in the middle of
Saturday afternoon, that I scolded—well, more
than I knew, till I came to think it over after-
ward. It was the young skeptic I found first.

He took it very meekly, and did not offer a
word of apology": and when I afterward begged
his pardon he said he did not try to make any
exi)lanation then, because he thought it would
be better to keep perfectly still until I had
" cooled off.'" I presume there was wisdom in
what he said. He. a non-professor, showed
more wisdom than his employer, who had just
returned from pr<iycr-meetih(j. and who did a
good deal of exhorting. Whenever I see him or
think of him. a feeling comes up. "Oh that I

could have those few minutes back again to do
overl"' He accepted my aijology. and said it

was all right, and that, under the circum-
stances, he thought very likely I was excusable.
But my conscience did not tell me .so. He is not
a Christian yet. and something seems to say to
me that my words during those five or ten min-
utes may possibly stand in the way of his ever
becoming one. I do not know whether he has
ever told his relatives about it or not. They
are very kind, good friends of mine. Very like-
ly he had manliness enough never to repeat to
anybody what I did say to him. Perhaps you
say I am too sensitive—that a clerk who desert-
ed his post at such a time (HKjJit to be severely
overhatiled. Dear friend, nobody has ever cen-
sured me for that act. It is only the still small
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voice that bids me let reason rule, and not im-
pulse; that bids us all, in the language of our
text, be " worthy of the vocation wherewith we
are called, with all lowliness and meekness,
with longsutfering, forbearing one another in

love." The last caps the climax of it all.

When you feel it is your duty to reprove, re-

buke, or remonstrate, let me beg of you to do it

in these words—" Forbearing one another in

love." . .

Now may God's Holy Spirit help you, as it is

helping me. to be slow, and to wait until you
can use just the words, just the manner, and in

just the place, that will count strongest for

Christ Jesus.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The annual meetins of the Ontario Bee-keepers' Assoeiation
will be held Jn the city of St. Catharines Jan. 7 and 8. 1891. All

interested are invited W. CousE, Sec. Streetsviile, Ont.

club rates—that is, the American Bee Journal
and Gleanings for $1.75, or both and the Illus-
trated Home Journal for 82.15.

The Vermont Bee-keepers' Association will hold their annu-
al meeting in the parlors of the Addison House. Middlebury,
Vt., Jan. 28. 1891. J. H. Larrabek. Sec'y-

Larrabee's Point, Vt.^

The 8th semi-annual meeting: of the .Susquehanna County
Bee keepers' Association will be held at Montrose. Fa.. Thurs-
day. May 7. 1891. U. M Sekley. Sec'y.

Harford, Pa.

The annual meeting of the Indiana State Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation will be held in the Agricultural Rooms. State-house.
Indianapolis, J.tn 16 and 17, 1891. G. C. Thompson. Sec'y.

Soutnport, Ina.

The annual meeting of the Ohio State Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion will be held in Tidedo, Ohio, on Tuesday ana Wednesday.
Feb. 10 and 11.1891. Full particulars as to railroad and hotel

rates, and place of meeting, will be given later. Let all inter-

ested in bee-keeping make an extra effort to be present.
Bedford. O. Miss Dema Bex-neit, Sec'y.

The Nebraska State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its

annual convention in Nebraska Hall. State University, Lin-
coln. Jan. 13— lii. 1891. Take a receipt from your home agfnt.

and have it read. •' To attend horticultural associat.on." which
meets at tue same time, and this will entitle you to a return
ticket at one-third fare. J. N. Hkater. Sec'y.
Columbus, Neb.

The22d annual meeting of the New York State Bee-keepers'
Association will he neld in Agricultuial Hall. Albany. N.Y..
Jan. 22—21. 1891 Reduced railroad rates. Pay full fare to Al-

bany, and we will give you a return certificate over any road
coming into Albany (except the Boston & Albany) at one-third
the regulai- fare. A cordial invitation is extended to all.

Come, and bring your friends with you. A complete program
will be published as soon as completed.

G. H. Knickerbocker, Sw'v.

The Eastern Iowa Bee keepers' Association will meet Feb. 11

and 12, 1891, in Maquoketa. Iowa, at the Dobson Town-clock
Building, to commence punctually at 10 a.m. There will be a
large turn-out of the prominent bee-keepers of the State.

There will be a question-box, free to all, in w hich any question
that you wish discussed can be presentcil and answeied. L'!C

all be on hand, and bring in youi report for l.sSO spring count,
or from Mav 1. The people of M.iquoketa kindly furnish us a

free hall. kNK CilVKKDALE. SeC.

PRICE LISTS RECEIVED.
J. G. Kundinger. Kil.nanagh, Mich., sends us his 24-page list

of apiarian supplies.

C. P. Bish, Grove City, Pa., has published his annual cata-
logue oc bee-keeper,-' supplies.

We have printed for Jenkins & Parker, Wetumpka, Ala., a
60-page list of every ihiiig pertaining to apiculture.

A COMrLI.MKNTAKY XOTICK OF GLEANINGS.

The editor of the American Bee Journal
gives us the following very kind notice in his

journal, page 8:30:

We congratulate Brother Root upon the fact that
Gleanings has reached, and even passed, the ten
tliousaud circulatlou, which it set out to do some
months ago. Gleanings richly deserves tills mark
of public favor, for it is beautifully in'inted and care-
fully edited. If the reader desires to false another
bee-periodical besides the American Bee jDuniil. we
shall be pleased to send it and Gle.\nings for $1.75 a
year, or both these and the IUuM)atcd Hume Journal
for $2.15. This is a rare opportunity to secure three
good periodicals for about tue regular price of two.

As we have before stated, we make the same

EDITOl^I^Ii.

The discretion of a man deferreth his anger; and it is his
glory to pass over a transgression —Pkov. 19: 11.

Stray' Stkaws is no longer an experiment.
'• It takes."' and we're going to make it lead off.

THE NEBRASKA BEE-KEEPER.
This is the title of a new bee-journal, edited

and published by Stilson & Sons, York, Neb.
It is issued monthly, and contains 12 pages and
a cover. Its general appearance and make-up
are good. The price is .50 cents per annum.

THE MICHIGAN BEE-KEEPEIIS' ASSOCIATION.

By' some inexcusable oversight on our part,
we omitted to give notice of the State conven-
tion, to be held in Detroit. January 1 and 2.

This notice will hardly be in time to be of any
use: but its non-appearance can not be attrib-
uted to the secretary, Mr. Geo. E. Hilton. The
senior editor will be present.

THE BEE -KEEPERS' REVIEW.
The December issue of that sprightly month-

ly is now on our table. It is enlarged to 28
pages, with a tinted cover. The price is .?1.00

per annum. The frontispiece, or the design on
the cover, is superb, and ]\Ir. Hutchinson is to
be congratulated upon the tine appearance of
his paper as well as the general excellence of
its subject-mattei\

MORE ROOM.
We find that the demands upon our space are

excessive: a:Kl for the present, at least, we
have decided to make all answers or " toot-
notes," as they are called, and editorials, solid,

like the correspondence. Tbis will give us over
one whole extra page every issue, or one whole
extra issue during the year. For distinction,
foot-notes will always be put inside of brackets.

LIFE-MEMBERSHIP IN TUE N. A. B. K. A.

Bro. Newman, of the American Bee Joi/c-
?i((?, savs that it is ten vears since he paid the
fee of ^ilO.OO for life-membership in the N. A. B.
K. A., and he says: "We already have our
nione.y back in annual fees for the -^lO.OO." The
following is the present revised list.

D. A. Jones. Beeton, Ont.
Thomas G. Newman. Chicago, III.

A. I. Root, Medina, O.
E. R. Root, Medina. O.
J. T. Calvert. Medina. O.
Charles Dadant. Hamilton, 111.

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

Eugene Secor, Forest City, la.

Dr. C. C. JNIiller. Marengo. 111.

O. R. Coc. Windham, N, Y.

Remember that, after becoming a life-mem-
ber, you are not necessarily obliged to attend
the meetings: but you do thereby give the so-

ciety a big leverage for the accomplishment of
much good to bee-keepers.

CASH COMMISSION TO LOCAL .VGENTS.

To any one who will take the trouble to can-
vass his neighborhood, and call the attention of
bee-men, hy personal intervieir. to the merits of

our journal, we will allow a cash commission of
2.5 cts., providing that all names so obtained are
taken for not less than $1.00. and that he does
not advertise for less than that price. No one
can be agent unless he can send in at least one
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name besides his own ; in this case. SI.50 pays

for the two names. At least one-half of the

names must be new.

THE COMBINATION HIVE.

A NEW bee-journal, under the caption of

The Queen Bee, is just out. It is edited by
E. L. Pratt. Beverly. Mass. In the editorial

leader the Combination hive is described as

simply the Dovetailed hive with an outside

winter-protecting shell, or Alley winter case.

Jivo. Pratt speaks very highly of both, and the
two he calls the Combination hive. He says:
" We are all aware that the New Dovetailed
hive is a well-made, cheap, and excellent hive,

but is not adapted to wintering out of doors in

cold climates. We have adapted the Alley
case to this hive, and can guarantee them per-

fect winterers when arranged in this manner."

MEDALS OF AWARD.
There has been, for a couple of years back, a

provision in the constitution, entitling affiliated

societies in the North American Bee-keepers'
Association certain privileges, among which
was, that said .societies shall be entitled to the
services of a judge to award premiums at bee
and lioney shows, and that they shall also be
entitled to receive two silver medals, to be of-

fered as prizes, open for competition to all their
members. So far. the national oi-ganization

has conferred neither of these privileges.

While on the sleeper, en route for Chicago, just

as we left Keokuk, this matter was brought up
by Mr. R. McKnight. One of tiie executive
committee of the soci(!ty was present, and a
couple of the ex-presidents—Mr. T. G. New-
man and Dr. C. C. Miller. We all admitted this

matter had been overlooked so far, and that
something ought to be done. After consulta-
tion, the executive-committee man present (E.

R. Root) agreed to bring the matter before the
other ofhcers. and the same is now under con-
sideration for more definite action for the fu-

ture.

IS THE USE OF FOUNDATION PROFITABLE TO TIIE
BEE-KEEPER?

On page 313 of the Bee-keepers' Review for

Dec. 10, friend Hasty uses the following words:
"Tlie foundation business is a big busin&ss; and it

would be reduced very seriously if the truth were
g-enerallj' known."

There is more on the same subject, but the
above will be sufficient. I fear that friend
Hasty has been staying at home so long he is

becoming a little " hasty." I trust, however, he
is not getting uncharlUihle as well, toward his
fellow bee-keepers. Had he been present at the
Keokuk convention he would certainly have
written differently. I expressed a fear at that
convention that bee-keepers were purchasing
and using more foundation than was really
profitable, and I asked the president to call for
a large number of rising votes on the matter.
I expected that many present would give us
facts to show that so much foundation is not
needed. Now, I hope that friend Hasty will be-
lieve me, even if some who do not know me so
well will not, when I say that I have felt really
troubled to see orders come in, especially during
the past season, for such enormous quantities
of foundation, especially for the brood -chamber.
I like to do business where I can furnish my
fellow-men with something they really need
and that will be to them a profitable invest-
ment; but when it becomes necessary to keep the
truth from being generally known, in order to
push sales, I do not ivant to do business any
longer. If friend Hasty is better prepared to
give us the truth in regard to the matter than

were the veterans at the above-mentioned con-
vention. I will gladly give him space in Glean-
ings, and also pay him well for his time in writ-
ing it up. I can not believe that our journal
would have reached its present circulation, nor
otir business its present magnitude, were it true
that myself or any in my employ had tried to

build up business by repressing the truth in re-

gard to the things we have to sell. Ever since
foundation began to be used by bee-keepers,
there have been certain prominent writers who
have been experimenting. and writing to the ef-

fect that it does not pay to use it largely; and
the matter has been under experiment and close

scrutiny for at least ten or fifteen years. Our
friend Doolittle has been prominent in this line.

Now, if it is not profitable, especially for novices
in the business, to invest so much money in this

commodity, by all means let us have the truth
out before another season opens.

A simple way of getting an adjustable
SPEED ON printing-presses OR OTHER

machinery.
The ordinary way of doing the above is by

countershaft and cone pulleys. One of our boys,
however, three or four years ago, arranged a
belt-shifter, so that he could, with his foot,

throw the belt partly from the loose on to the
tight pulley. By holding this belt-shifter

where he placed it with his foot, he found he
could get a very slow speed, and gradually in-

crease it at any given point, clear up to the full

normal speed of the press, simply by sliding the
shifter a little further. We recently purchased
an Armory press—a good deal larger than the
one allude"d to above: but he succeeds just as
well in regulating the speed of this large press

by the same cheap and simple device. In fact,

his invention, if so it may be called, has saved
us a set of cone pulleys that would have cost us
$27.00. and the cheap arrangement is much
simper and easier. One advantage is, that a
green hand may run the press very slowly,

while he is learning to feed, and then he can
gradually give it a little more speed as his skill

increases. I have wondered why this arrange-
ment has not been used and mentioned before.

If it has been. I have never heard of it. I in-

vite the attention of our typographical period-
icals to this labor and money saving device.

BURDENSOME NOMENCLATURE ; GIVING CREDIT
IN A NAME.

Mr. Heddon wishes to know why we do not
give him credit by calling the Dovetailed the
Dovetailed-Heddon hive. In the first place, it

would make confusion with the New Heddon
hive. More than that, to be fair to others we
should have *^o call the hive the Langstroth-
Blanton-Heddon - Danzenbaker - Hoffman-Hall
Dovetailed hive. Life is too short to go through
with all this. When the hive was brought out
we gave credit, to all four of the first named ;

and would any of our customers desire us to

hitch on such a long-tailed appellation? We
borrowed as much from INIr. Blanton and Mr.
Danzenbaker as from Mr. Heddon, and more
than all from Mr. Langstroth. Surely Lang-
stroth's luxme should be attached if any. Eve-
ry feature of the hive is old, and we do not
claim for it any novelty in invention. The
dovetailing has been in use for twelve years in

liives, and the new hive itself is simply a com-
bination of the old features that bee-keepers
recognize and demand. In this connection I

have always thought that the name of a well-

known article, the Bingham & Hetherington
uncapping-knife (a most excellent tool, by the
way) was too long for convenience. Again,
there used to be a hive sold which bore the
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name •• VauDtniscu-Ncllis Simplicity Hive."' It

is a great convenipncc to use short names ; and
as we can't verv well give credit to all in a

name, whv give credit to (iini/ \ sJuirt name
wliich sliail indicate some i)redomiiiant or

sti'iking feature has i)retereiice and utility.

E. R.

TAKING A PAKTNEK.
'

In our work of following and studying the

habits of many thousands of individuals on our
ledgers, as the years pass by we learn many les-

sons. For instance, we see a young man start-

ing in business, and we rejoice to see him stead-

ily, year after year, build up a name for being

prompt and reliable. We have also chronicled

others who have their ups and downs, and a few
who seem to be alwavs in trouble. There is

another class \\'ho start right, and do well for a

time, but thev have evidently become weary in

well doing, and tinally go all to pieces; and
this lattt'r class is what prompts this editorial.

A good many, when they begin to get uneasy,

or perhaps feel cramped for the time being,

take in a partner, when the amount of business

does not need any partner at all. but just the

contrary. In fact, we have had so many letters

telling sad stories as a consequence of going

into partnership, that I have felt prompted to

give this warning. When you 'take somebody
in as a partner, vou trade oft a part of yourgofx?

name—at least, you place it in somebody's
power to spoil the good name you have worked
hard for, for years. And a great many times,

like partnership in bees, or bees on shares, both

parties feel so sure they have each been swin-

dled by the othei', that they stick to it for the

rest of their lives. When you have a great

business—more than one man can control—it

?n((i/ be best to go into partnership. Uut even
then I think it is far better to .frr.sf employ your
contemplated partner at a salary. When you
have proved by experience that you can work
together in harmony, then, but not before, go
into partnership. liy the way. why not make
your ivife a partner—yes, and children too?

Friend Terry most earnestly enjoins t]iis sort of

partnership in his talk at farmers' institutes.

Now, remember Uncle Amos "told you so.""

SHAIX I'KFUODICAI.S HE COXTINt'ED AFTEK THE
TIME I'AII) FUI!?

It seems to me, dear friends, that there has
hoA'U a great deal of useless discussion in regard

to this matter. Most things of this kind are

settled on the rule of the greatest good to the

greatest numlier. Now. we can not decide

what other pul)lishers ought to do; but as we
have found that at least nine out of ten of our
subscribers prefer to have GLEANiN(is kept go-

ing, we think we secure the greatest good to the

greatest number by so doing. The tenth friend

can easilv be accommodated in two ways.

First, he can say. when subscribing, " Send it

only so long as the money pays for it.'" If he
does this, and the publisher disobeys orders, he
does it at his own risk, for he can not collect

pay for sending it longer. If, however, this

tenth brother omits or foi'gets to say any thing

about stopping when he subscribes, and wishes

to have it stopped, he can do so by writing on a

postal card. " Please discontinue Gleanin(js."
That will stop it. A good friend writes us that

people are sometimes wi'onged in this way:
Somebody makes you a present of a certain

periodical. If the pulilisher keep-* right on

sending it. this friend is calh'd upon to pay for

something he never ordered at all. What shall

you do in such a cas(> ? Weil. I should say it is

the publisher's loss if he continues t\)send his

pai)er to anvbody who never orderi'd it at all.

The principal reason why we have been induced
to send (tLeanincis longer than the time paid
for is this: A great part of oui' readers mean to
have Gi>EAXiX(iS kei)t going; but they neglect,
and put it off. and then in the same way neglect
and put off having it started after it Ims been
stopped. vSuch people always thank us very
kindly for having it kept going without orders
—that is, they do when they get around to it,

say when they are ordering bee-hives or some-
tliing of that sort. The world is full of people
who neglect and put off things they meant to
have done. Now, this weakness of humanity is

a large and prevailing element in all kinds of
business. Please note: If we stop the paper for
everybody at the time paid for, this weakness
harms the publisher and harms the subscriber;
but by keeping th(> paper going until we have
orders to stop it, this same unfortunate ele-
ment is then on the other side of the scale. It
then operates to the advantage of both publish-
er and readei'. The only trouble about it is.

the man who does not want the paper any long-
er must say so. If he continues to take it out
of the office, and does not say so. the law, and it

seems to me good common sense, dictates that
he must pay for it. I omitted to say. in the
proper i)lace. that he does not even need to
take the trouble to write a postal card. Let
him just leave his journal in the office, and in-
form tiie postmaster that he does not wish to
take it any more. The postmaster is then re-
quired by law to inform tlie publisher that so
and so does not want the periodical any longer.
So in reality no one is obliged to pay for a peri-
odical unless he takes it out of the postoffice
regularly; and exactly the same way you would
be required to pay for any kind of goods you
take regularly of the common carrier. If you
or any of your family take a pint of milk of the
milkman every day when he comes past your
house, you are bound to jiay him for it; and I

believe'it does not matter whether you ordered
it or not. If you receive it out of his hands, you
are responsible for its value. I have several
times thought of mailing a postal card to each
of our 10,000 subscribers, this postal card to be
plainly addressed to us. On the opposite side
we would have printed in large letters. "Do you
want Gi>EANiNGS continued?'' All that bur
negligent friends will have to do in that case
will be to write "yes" or "no" opposite the
(luestion: then we could go ahead with a fair
understanding all around, and we should have
all orders in black and white. The difficulties

are that it would cost over siOO for the postal

cards. Then it would cost over another hun-
dred to place them in the hands of our readers,
besides the large amount of laborious work on
the part of our clerks and book-keepers, and
very likely nearly half of our postals would
never get dropped into the postoffice at all.

But we do this, which is the next best thing to

it: In every expired journal is put a circular
letter, together with an order-blank and an en-
velope addressed to ourselves. Th(> circular
letter gives notice of expiration of subscription,

and says, if you want the journal continued,
till out the blank and inclose it with one dollar

in the addressed envelope. If you desire to

have till' journal stopped, write on the blank.
" I'lcase discontinue." If no notice is taken, the
journal is continued, and in thr(>e months' time
another notice is sent. If that doesn't " fetch

'em," another, in the course of time, is sent;

and if still no response, we stop the journal,

and send another notice to that effect, with a

request to remit for the time not paid lor. If

our dropped subscribe]- still won't pay any at-

tention, we don't trouble him further, as we do
not care to waste more time. If we can afford

to dro)) it there, he surely can.
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productive, aud an excellent pea In every respect, except that
the pods look ready to pick before the peas inside are large
enough to amount to any thing. It you pick them when they
LOOK plump and full you will disappoint your fu-itomers, and
have trouble. Get careful pickers; tell them not to pick a pod
until they know bv squeezing it that there are good-sized peas
inside, and you will then call it. as we do, ahead in q0alitt of
anj' other early pea in the world.

American Wonder. M pt- 10c; pk. S1.75.

This is a cross between the Champion and the Little Gem.
The vine grows from 6 to 8 inches high. It is the first to rip-

en among the gi'cen wrinkled sorts. On account of its dwarf
habits it can be grown very easily under glass.

Stratagem. Vi pt. 10c; qt. 35c; pk, $3.00.

This has made its way rapidly in public favor. It is not on-
ly of rare excellence in quality, but the pods and peas are so
large and fine looking the.v call attention at once from any
thing else in the market. It has given us excellent satisfac-
tion.

Champion of England. Pint, 15c; pk. fl.OO:

bushel, S3.50.
So well known as to need no recommend here.

Peas hy mail will be at same rate as beans for postage.

PEPPERS.
Spanish Pepper. Oz. 2.5c. ; lb. $3..50.

-•V new variety, so large that the natives of warm climates
slice them up and fry, as an article of food.

BnllAiose. Oz. 25c; lb. $3.60.
A larger variety than the above, but in every other respect

the same.
Cayenne Pepper. Oz. 35c; lb. $2..50.

Much calle or, for seasoning soups, pickles, etc.

POTATOES.
Early Ohio.

The Experiment Station, Columbus, O., says therejis noth-
ing earlier.

Early Puritan.
Nearly as early as Early Ohio, and much more productive.

Highlj- recommended by our Ohio Experiment Station.
Prices: 1 lb. by mail, 25c; 3 lbs. 60c; 1 peck by express or
freight. 50c; 1 bushel, 81.50. ^

Lee's Favorite.
This is a few days later than the foregoing, but jields

better still. In our locality during 1889 It gave us over 100
bushels, from one-fourth of an acre.

Beauty of Hebron.
This is preferred by Terry because it gives as good, or bet-

ter yield than any other, and comes off early enough to admit
of getting in wheat in good time. It is a standard early sort.

Monroe Seedling;.
Here is what T. B. Terry says in regard to them:
Last season we had more perfect tubers in a bushel than I

think I ever saw in any other variety of potatoes. They are
strong growers, and do not spr.jut early: better quality than
most late potatoes. I have returned 42 orders in one d.ay
since thev were all sold. T. B. Terry.
Hudson". O.. Oct. 22. 1890.

Prices of any of the above : 1 lb., by mail, 18 cts. ; 3
lbs., .50 cts.; 1 lb., by express or freight, 7c; 1 peck
by express or freig-ht, 60 cts.; 1 bushel, $3.(X). Bar-
rel, $5 00. If potatoes are ordered in the winter, we
will do our best to protect them from frost, but
purchaser must take all risk.

Potato-eyes. Any of the above varieties by mall
postpaid, 1.5c for 10; or 61.t0 per 100.

PUMPKIIV.
Early Sugar Pumpkin. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.

This was selected from 13 different kindsof pumpkins. They aro
specially designed for the first i)umpkin pies of the season.
Our strain rif seed has been heretofore a good deal mixed.
Last fall we had. however, a patch of many hundred, without
a single large pumpkin in the lot. They are much earlier
than the ordinary pumpkin, sweeter for pies, and so small in
size that we sold them all along in the fall at the rate of two
for a nickel. In many places people will pay more for earlj'
pumpkins for pies than they will for any kind of squashes.

'

Connecticut Field. M pint,.5c; quart, 15c; peck,
75c; bushel, §3.00. If wanted by mail, add at the
rate of 16c per quart for postage.

RHUBARB.
tt's Victoria. Oz., 10c; lb., $1.50.

KADISHES.
Early Scarlet Globe. Pkt. 5c; oz. 10c; lb $1.00.

This is the radish that Vick gives such a beautiful chromo
of in his catalogue for 1888; and for forcing in the green-
house, it is ahead of any other in the way of forcing rad-
ishes. They begin to form a bulb almost as soon as the second
leaves come out. They are very hardy, and of exceedingly
rapid growth.

"Wood's Early Frame. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.
The very best long radish for raising under glass, or for

extra early.

Beckert's Chartier Radish. Oz. 5c. ; lb. 50c.
A novelty, and one that has given us the greatest satisfac-

tion; of rapid growth and good size, both at the bottom and
top. In favorable soil it will grow to a large size, and still be
excellent in quality. They are remai-kably certain to make
a good bulb.

Chinese Rose Winter. Oz. .5c; lb. 50c.
These not only stand cold weather until toward Christmas,

but we consider them really a most delicious radish, and the
most free from being corky, of any ratlish known. They are
not as strong as radishes ordinarily are, but are of a sweet
turnip flavor. Usually sown at the time we sow turnips.

SALSIFY, OR OYSTER PLANT.
New^ mamniotli. From Sandwich Islands. Oz.

10c ; lb., §1..50.
We have grown this side by side with the common salsify,

and we find the roots larger, better shaped, and equally
good in other respects; they are, therefore, without ques-
tion an improvement. Finely grown specimens are almost
.Ts large and smooth as parsnips.

SPINACH.
Bloomsdale Extra Curled. Oz. .5c; lb. 2.5c.

It combines as many of the good qualities as any other.

SQUASH.
SUMMER VARIETIES.

Golden Summer Crookneck. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.

Giant Summer Crookneek. Oz. 10c; lb. fl.OO.
This squash is as early as the ordinary crooknecks, and in

every way equal; but are of such size that one squash will
make a dinner, even when soft and tender; and one good
thrifty plant will almost supply a family.

WINTER VARIETIES.
Hnbhard. Oz. 5c; lb. 60c.

Too well known to need comment. We have tried nearly all
the new squashes, but have not yet found a better one.

TOMATO.
Golden Queen Tomato. Pkt., 5c; oz., 35c; lb.,

13.00.
This is no special novelty, that 1 know of. over other to-

matoes, e.xcept its beautiful golden yellow color; but at the
same time the tomato is good-sized, and remarkably smooth
and regular. The quality is equal to any. Many specimens
of the fruit have a rosy tint toward the blossom end, giving
it something the appearance of a beautiful yellow peach
with a slight blush of red.

Ignotum Tomato. H oz. 10c; oz. 30c; lb. $3.50.
During the year 1889 we sent out about 3000 sample pack-

ages of the Ignotum tomato; and the general testimony of
those who have grown it corroborates the decision of the
Michigan Agricultural College, that it is, all things consid-
ered, the best, and they gave it a test side by side with over
100 different v.arieties. It has no rival that I know of in size,
except the Mikado. There are, however, several kinds
(among them Livingston's Beauty) that are rather hand-
somer in shape, but they are behind in size and earliness. In
solidity the Ignotum is behind none: and for slicing up for
the talile we have never found any thing better.

Livingston's Beauty. Oz. 20c; lb. $2.00.

This is a production of the same Livingston who brought out
the .\cme, Trophj-, Favorite, and Perfection; but he pro-
nounces this superior to them all. They are better shaped
and smoother than the Mikado, but not so large.

Pear-Sliaped Tomatoes. Oz. 30c: lb. $3.50.
These are handsome for pickles and preserves. They are

immense bearers, and of good quality.

TURNIP.
Extra-Early Turnips.

We have tested some of these which are advertised in the
different seed catalogues; and while we find them some
earlier than the staple turnips, they are, so far as we
have tested them, inferior in quality, very strong in trste,
and sometimes bitter.

Purple-top W^hite-g lobe Turnip. Oz. 5 c.;

lb. 40 c.
This turnip has given us the best results of any thing we

tried; the quality seems to be unusually fine for table use, es-
pecially when they are about as large as fair-sized apples.
They gi'ow nearly as quick as any other turnip known, and
aie very handsome. When washed they are almost as white as
an egg. with a beautiful purple around the top. They are
smooth and round.

Yellow Aberdeen. Oz. .5c; lb. 40c.

We consider this one the best table turnip grown. When cook-
ed it is so yellow that it will sometimes be mistaken for
squash.

Rreadstone. Oz. 10c: lb. $1.40.
During the past season this turnip was so much superior to

any of the Swede turnips for table use, that those who ate
them at our lunch-room came to me not only for turnips,
but for seed to sow next year. The fiesh is yellow, and tne
quality exceedingly rich and delicious.

White Egg. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.
Verv showv and handsome, as well as quite early, and fine

quality. In "1890 they sold for lOe more a peck than the
Purple-top Globe.

Southern Prize. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.
For many years I have wondered if it were not possible to

get a real turnip as strong growing and as hardy as the
Seven-top. This we have finally secured, in the " South-
ern Prize." It stands all winter, even in Ohio, without pro-
tection: and, in fact, it seems to grow all winter; and, best
of all, it has a good-sized bulb (of fair quality) that winters
over as completely as a pai-snip.
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BROOD FRAMES WITH TOP-BAB DIVIDED.

Instead of fastening' comb t'oundation to the wood
comb-g-uide. s )me prefer to have the top-bar divided
vertically, and place the sheet of foundation be-

tween the two sections; drive three ov four one-inch
nails through, and the foundation is secure. We
can furnish i hick-top Hoffman or closed-end frames,
witli divided tops, without extra charge, if mention-
ed in the order. Of course, no comb guide will be
included with these frames.

REMNANT PIPICES.

Some six months ag-o we advertised some remnant
pieces. 11 inches long by 'Z% wide by H tbicli, planed
on one side, at 3.ic per 100. They went off like " hot
cakes," and were soon gone. We have since accu-
mulated quite a good many more, which we offer, as
long as they last, at the same price. If any of our
readers have use for such pieces, here is a chance to

g-et them cheap.

DISCOUNT FOR EARLY ORDERS.

A discount of 3 per cent is being allowed on all or-

ders for g-oods listed on papes U) to 37 of our new
catalogue, received ln^fore Frb. 1st. During- Febru-
ary, 3 per cent is allowed; after that date, no dis-

count. Quite a number are iivailing- themselves of

the discount; others would do well to do so also. If

any of our readers in Southern California intend to

take advantage of carload rates of freig-ht they mu.st
send their order at once, as the car we are now mak-
ing up will start about Feb. 1.

5% DISCOUNT ON WIRE NETTING TILL FEB. 20.

By advice just received from the manufacturers of
wire netting and fencing we are able to offer you a
special discount of 5 '' on the new prices in our Jan.
1st catalogue, until Feb, 2i)th. This is an inducement
offered to get as many orders filled as possible before
the rush of spring orders begins, and many should
avail themselves of it. Send f'<;r our 3n-page netting
and fencing catalogue, and remember that on all

orders received by Feb. 3.ith, an additional discount
of 5 % may be deducted as well as those given on the
discount sheet sent with the catalogue. This special

b% may be deducted also from the list of remnants
on another page, for orders before Feb. 20th.

A NEW EXPRESS COMPANY IN MEDINA.

Trains have been running on the P., A. & W. from
Medina west since Jan. 1. and the rnited States Ex-
press Co. has been d( ini;- business since the lOch.

Connection has not yet been made from here east to
Akron, but it will SOI )n he eonipleteil. We are now
able to send your exi)ress shipments by either the
American or United Slates Exp. Co's; and if you
have a preference, plea.se .state it in your oi'der, or
ttU out the blank on the order sheet, telling what ex-
press eomiiaiiy does business at your ottice, and we
can decide which one to give tlie business to in order
to secure you the best rates.

WIRE CLOTH FOR PROTECTING FRUIT-TREES.

One of the men in our packing-room, Mr. H. A.
Horn, who has a little place of his own, and raises
fruit, tells me that young trees can be pterfeetly pio-
tected from rabbits, etc., by the use of our cheap
wire cloth, so that the wlole expense, including labor

and material, will not cost over a cent and a quarter
per tree. Get the cheapest green wire cloth—even
remnants will do. Cut it into strips 3 inches by 3 ft.,

or as near it as you can without much waste. Take
one of these strips and wind it spirally around the
tree from the ground up. No sti'ing, wire, nor anj-
thing of the kind, will be needed to make it keep its

place. Wind it on snug, and saueeze the last end
closel.v around the tree with your hand, and it will
stay. As the ti'ce grows, the wire cloth will stretch
as long as the protection is needed. He says he pro-
tected 3.50 trees in ,iust two hours and a half. The
cheap remnants ottered in our table are .lust as good
as any for the purpose.

SUGAR -MAKERS' SUPPLIES.

Maple-sugar-making time IS at hand, and some are
inquiring the price of supplies. First, you should
supply yourself with that excellent book by Prof.
Cook, "Maple Sugar and the Sugai'-Bush;" price 36
cents; by mail, 3Sc. By studying this you may save
many times the price of it. Notwithstanding the ad-
vance in the .cost of tin, we are able to offer you sap-
buckets and spiles and cans at last year's prices, as
below:

Above cut shows a bucket hung on wire loop, with
hinged tin cover, and manner of emptying.

IMPROVED RECORD SAP-SPUUT.

Record sa])-spouts. f 1.00 per lOO; S8.0 ' per 1000.

10-(|t. buckets, I(^ tin, fl.'i.OO per 100; IX tin, $17.00.

12-( t. buckets. IC tin, *16.on per IfO; IX tin. SIS.CO.

Patent hinged covers. $6.00 jier lOil .Hcversible wood
covers. MSM per 100. Wire loops for wood pails. 30e

per 100: for tin pails. 2.ic per 10;). 1 g-al. square cans.

50 or lOO in a crate, $13.00 per 100. Boxed 10 in a box,

for re-shipment when filled, $1.50 per box; $14.00 for

10 boxes.

BACK NUMBERS OF GLEANINGS CHEAP.

We have quitealargequantity of old back numbers
of Gleanings, containing much valuable reading-

matter. As our list of readers is constantly growing
larger, there are no doubt a good many who have
been readers but a comparatively sliort time. It any
of these desire to use these long winter evenings by
reading up on the sub.iect covered by Gleanings,
here is an opportunity to get a good deal of leading-

matter for a small amount. We can send you a large

variety of back numbers, no two alike (unless you
are not particular, and want to use them foi- distrilm-
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tion), at one cent each, in lots of 10 iiumbersor more,
by mail postpaid, or by freight witli <jther goods, as
you choose.

FRUIT-TREE PRUNERS.
It is time you who have fruit-trees were prepai'ing

to prune and trim them, ready for next season's cn)p.
Authorities differ on tlie best time for pruning; but
it is generally conceded tliat it is better to prune any
time than not at all. Pi'obably more pruning is done
in February and March than any otlier time of yeai'.

smith's combined pruning shears and saw.
Above we show a very convenient tool for prun-

ing. The shear is used for cutting off small limbs up
to about ''s inch. For those larger, the saw is used.
The regular price is $3.00; but we will sell samples,
to introduce them, at $1.50; oi' to those who will can-
vass their neighborhood we will make a special price
of $13.3' i)er doz., net, cash with the order. The
handle is « ft. long. A single one will go best by ex-
press; M dozen or moie, by freight. If any prefer to
furnish theirown poles we will send them for 10c each
less without the pole. A little iiamphlet of instruc-
tions about pruning is included with each machine,
and they are all siiarpened ready tVtr use when you
get them.

price of comb and extracted honey.
We have received onlj- a few orders for honey since

our quotations of a mouth ago. This is largely due
to the holiday season; but it has occurred to us that
may be we make too much difference in the price of
large and small quantities; we therefore make re-

vised quotations as follows:

Less I 5 or
No. of cases of two 60-lb. cans. th'n 3 3 to 5 more

10
9

8^
8

19
18
17
16

81/2

m 1
ax

16%

14

White Sage, extracted, liquid
Light Amber, " candied s'l'd

Amber, "

No. 3 amber, "

Choice white comb honey, 1-lb. sec.

Good ' "
Fair " "
Dark comb " " " "

The same grade of 3-lb. sections, 3 cents per lb. less
than lib. Some seem to be afraid to order comb
honey during cold weather. In lots of .5 cases or
over, we put it in a crate with straw in the bottom,
and handles to carry it by. so that it can not be
roughly handled. The 1-lb. sections are in 13, 34, and
48 lb. cases. The price quoted above is on 34-lb. cases.
Two 13-lbs. will count one, and one 48-lb. counts two
toward the quantity price. Samples of any grade of
extracted honey mailed free to intending purchasers,
so that you may not be disappointed in what you are
getting, but may know exactly what it is before
ordering. Those who haven't sufficient honey to
supply tlieir own neigliboihood will do well to supply
themselves. We had a letter from a pioneer in the
business of peddling honey among consumers, which
we are not allowed to print. We can not foi'bear to
say in this coiniection, tliat he, with two helpers,
bought and disposed of enough lioney in aliout 314

months to clear .f3.5U0. He got a large part ot his
supply from us, and praises the white-sage honey
vei'.v highly. Some of our readers who have the time
mig'ht he improving it to tlieir profit in the same
way during these winti-r mouths.

I on I
EARLY ITALIAN QUEENS from bees

lUtjl '"ed for business. Try my strain of 7 yrs.
breeding. The extra honej' stoi'ed will

more than pay her cost. Each $l.u0: six, $4. .50.

Ready in May. If you prefer, order now and i)ay
wlien' queens arrive. W. H. LAWS,

3tfdb Lavaca, Sebastian Co., Ark.
I^In responding to tills adveitisenient mention Oleanings.

NEW SPACERS for L. frames; accurate, \%. 92 to the pound.
N Fully practicable for frames in use Prices, 1 to 5 lbs. at

16c; 5 to 10 lbs. at 1.5c ; 10 to 2.=) lbs. at lie. Send stamp for sam-
ple. Address G. L. TINKER, New Philadelphia, O. 24-l-2d

WANTED.—To exchange hand-made crayon Por-
traits, 18x33 size, for 100 lbs. good honey. S.itis-

faction guaranteed. Send your plioto. to 3-3-4d
J. M. Wells, 1553 Mousey Ave., Scranton, Pa.

STORE AND APIARY FOR SALE.
Store finely situated for doing good business.

First-class apiary of 1.50 colonies of clioice Italians.
Every thing necessary for getting tlie best results in
extracted honey—bees in self-spacing hanging frame
hives. Also two Bee-Wagons, Honey-Extractors,
Wa.x-Extractors, Honey-Kegs, one Given Foundation-
Press with two sets of dies, one large Store-House
near bee-yard. Two good boats, with interest in
boat-house on lake. For iiarticulars apply to

C. G. FERRIS, Miller's Mills, N. Y.
2tfdb Please mention this paper.

The Bee World is published monthly at 50c per
year. Itisdevoted THE BEE tions, arid discovei^
tocoUectiiigthelat- ,..^_. _. ies throughout the
est INKWS, inven- WUiiLD. bee-keeping world.
If y()u want to keep posted, vou cannot afford to do
with(jut it. Snbsc-rlbe uow. Sample copies free.
3 7d Address W. S. VANDRUPF, Waynesburg, Pa.
t^"In responding to this advertisement mention Qleaning&

He SuQar^me Sugar-BosQ
THIS IS A NEW BOOK BY

AUTHOR OF THE

BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE, IN.JVmOlTS IN-
SECTS OF MICHIGAN, ETC.

The name of the author is enough of itself to rec-
ommend any book to almost any people; but this
one on Maple Sugar is written In Prof. Cook's hap-
piest style. It is

-« PROFUSELY * ILLUSTRATED.e^
And all the difficult points in regard to making the
very best quality of Maple Syrup and Maple Su-
gar are very fully explained. All recent inven-
tions in apparatus, and methods of making
this delicious product of the farm, are fully

described.
•H-JbtlCIBs 33 C±s.i toy aSeiil, 3« Cts.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

HAND CUBTIVATORS AND SEED-SOWERS.
The "Special Department for A. I. Root" is the

most interesting part of Gleanings for me now.
I wish he would tell what he knows about the Plan-
et .Ir. tools, in that department, soon. It may In-
terest others as well as me. Will the drill sow
beets, carrots, parsnips, and radish seed, and drill
peas evenly'? Are the other tools practical? They
cost too much to buy and not use them. I have
been doing all my sowing by hand. It is taking too
much of my time. I should think the cultivator
would take a good bit of strength to push it.

Butler, Pa., Jan. 1. J. J. Shanor.

[Friend S., we are special agents for all the Planet
tools; but for all that, I will try to answer you with-
out bias. The Planet seed-sowers, we regard as the
best of any thing there is in the market; in fact, it

is the only seed-sower I know of that will sow every
thing, and never get clogged or make a failure: at
least, we have never had such a thing happen. The
hand cultivators, like all othertools to he!worked by
hand, need considerable strength unless your
ground is in very nice order. Where there is
ground enough, and your rows can be far enough
apart, I would by all means use a horse. For un-
even ground, or for ground that is not thoroughly
pulverized, a wheel-hoe with a larger wheel we find
easier to manage. We are using one made by one
of our bee-friends. It has awheel perhaps '2X feet
across, that we like better than the Planet fools, but
only on account of the larger wheel. The tool
mentioned is made by G. W. Cole, Canton, 111., who
expects to advertise it in our next issue.]
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tyili respondintr to tin> udvt rti^eiiK-nt mention GLKANING8.

NOV^ SKK HERE!
Friends, I have tliree neiv varieties of Pota-

toes, orig-inated by me. wliich were liighly reeom-
meiided by the Michigan Agricultuial College in
1889; and to every persi)n oidcring tlieii' queens now,
either Five-Banded CJolden or Imported Ital-
ians, and sending- cash with order, I will give .5

eyes, my choice of variety, for an order for a war-
ranted queen at f1.00, or 3 eyes of each variety, on
an order tor a tested queen at $1.75; and to those
who send cash or mone.y order I will include one or
more packets of seeds free. Queens are to be sent
In June or Julj'; potato-eyes and seeds in April; and
to the person growing- the largest potato, I will give
one 3-frame nucleus on each variety, with a 3S.5.00

queen; and to the person suggesting the most ac-
ceptable names I will g-ive a 3-frann' niuleus for each
variety of either strain of bees, with a $.').IIU queen.
Suggestions for names are to be here bj- Aug. 15, and
premium bees will be sent in time for tlie fairs.
Only a limited number will be given free, and first

come first served. Send stamp for catalogue, ready
Peb. 15. JACOB T. TIMPE,

Grand Ledge, Mich.
l^"In responding: to tliis ad\ If nitiiiiun Glkanings.

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's Goods can be liad ,at PesMoiu

Iowa, at Root's Prices.
Tlie largest supply busintss
in the West. Established 18!-5

Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation, Ex-
tractors, Smokers. Veils,
Orates, Feeders, Clover '

Seeds, etc. Imported
Italian Queens. Queens
Bees. Sample copy of our
Bee Jonrnal, "The West- '

ern Bee - Keeper." and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDEE, DES MOINES, IOWA.

I^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkaning.s.

SFSCZAIi CROPS.
For 75 cts, we will furnish the above paper with

either of the following, both for full year: Boston
Globe, weekly; Golden Censer, weekly; Family Herald
and Weekly Star; or for f1.00, Balloirs Magazine or
American Agriculturist; or for 90 cts. any dollar
paper in U. S. To secure these rates cut this ad. out
and send to SPECIAli CROPS,

Nkaneateles, N. Y.
\7In responding to this advertisement mention OLBAKIMOa.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES!
The Nonpareil Bee-hive and Winter case. White

Poplar Sections, Wood-zinc Queen-Excluders, and
the finest and best Perforated Zinc now made.
Send for catalogue of pi'ices, and inclose 25 cts. for

the new book. Bee-keeping for Protit.
Address DR. G. 1^. TI]NK«hR.

21tfdb New Philadelphia, O.

BARRED

|^"In responil

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Birds and eggs in their

season. Cockerels $3 to

$5; choice hens |3each;
eggs f3per setting; 2 set-

tings, S5.

MRS. r. P. HISH,
TOWEE HILL,

SHELBY CO., ILL.

tisement menliun rSi.KANINfJS.

7n^ AMERICAN

Beejour
32 pages—$1.00 a year—Sample Free.

The oldest, largest and cheapestWeekly bee-paper

THOMAS G. NEWMAN & SON.
246 East Madison Street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

COMB FOUNDATION.
I will work Beeswax, when sent to me. Into founda-

tion at tiie lowest price in the world. Send for
samples and price to Jacob IWolier^heini,
3d Kaukauna, Wis.

DISCOUNTS FOB, EARLY OHDEHS.
As is our usual custom, ive are allotoing a liberal discount on orders sent in nowfor goods to be

used next season. After the vexatious delays last spring, it is needless to explain the many
advantages secured by those trho order early. Not only do you gain by having your goods to put
together and get ready for use during leisure time in the winter moiiths all readij for business ir^

the spring, but you secure a sufficietd discount to make the investmetit a py-ofitable one. You also
run the chance of getting better goods, made lohen tve etre not so rushed, than some iceivere obliged
to se7id out last spring, made by unskilled workmen on the night force during the " great rush'' '

for supplies, nith the increetsed capacity that our new two-story brick building, 37 x 100

feet, gives us we hope to be better prepared than ever for such an umisual irtcrease of business asice
have had. the past season. Still, the experience of the past tw<> years has taught that it is not seife

to rest with too much confidence on this reasoneibly good prospt-ct. It is much safer for you to

OBDEB EARL Y. We have secured from Michigan over ino.OOOfeet of bassivood, out of 'which
we are making the whitest and nicest .sections we ever turned out. To verify our word., send 5
cents to pay postage on a sam.ple. With a demand equal to leist year, the sections madefrom this

lot will he gone by April 1. We may get more equally good, but the chances are in favor of those

who order early. Our new revised catalogue is ready to mail on application.

DISCOUNTS.
The discounts xoill apply to every thing m our catalogue ordered for next season's use. They

can not, of course, apply to large orders for counter goods or honey-packages; but if only a few of
them are included with an order for hii'es, etc., then the d.iscount may be taken from the whole bill.

Up to Dec. 1st, discount will be 5 per cent. After that date, one per cent a month for each
month before March; i. e., 4 per cent in December, 3 per cent in January, and 2 per cent in Feb-
ruary. A. I. BOOT, Medina, O.
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NE\Sr FACTORY-
On oraV)Out Feb. 10. 1891, we will move into our new

factory, built exclusively for the manufacture and
sale of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
located in Ottuniwa. Wapello Co.. Iowa, where we
will manufacture and sell all kinds of Apiarian Sup-
plies at the lowest po^^sible prices, after tlie above
date. Write tor illustiated catalogue, to Itfd

GREaORY BROS. Si SON,
Farragut, Fremont Co., la.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To e.xchang-e apiary of 150 colonies of
bees. Will take any kind of farm stock, goods

or groceries. Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To correspond with parties having
potatoes, onions, api^les, and honey for sale.

Prompt attention given to correspondence. Con-
signments solicited, l^romijf returns made.
Earle Clickenoek, 121 So. 4th St., Columbus, O.

WANTED.—To exchange a new foot-power saw for
honey. Send f6r a descriptive ciicular.

W. S. Wright, Battle Creek, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange my home apiary near
Letts, la. 180colonies, everythingcomi)leteand

in readiness for coming season. Location first-class

—no apiary nearer than 4 miles—for clear city or
country property, merchandise, or offers. Address
until Feb. 15, H. L. Graham, San Diego, Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange one Gauge lathe, and 1

lathe for turning handles; want sawmill (port-
able) or engines. W. S. Ammon, Reading, Pa.

l-2d

WANTED.—Four men that can give good I'eference
to take entire charge of 1.5ii colonies of bees

each. Will have to run bachelors' camp, and keep
sober. Address Wheeler & Hunt,

l-2d Redlai]ds, Cal.

WANTED.—A man 28 to 30 years old. who is used
to working with bees, one whounderstands run-

ning for comb or extracted honey; also understands
queen-raising; a man who knows the business. An
American and church-member pieferred.

C. S. Lewis, Temecula, San Diego Co.. Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange for extracted honey, one
World typewriter. 1 Crystal creamer, 4 Cooley

milk-cans, 1 No. 8 Buckeye churn.
2d S. H. Musselman, Blue Ball, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange 1 lb. thin Vandervort fdn.
for 2 of wax. Samples and testimonials free.

2-7db C. W. Dayton, Clinton, Wis.

WANTED.—A situation by a smart boy nearly six-
teen years of age. Address John R. Jones,

2d Duquoin, Perry Co., III.

WANTED.—To exchange brown bees in frame
hives, for a first-class Safety bicycle, or offers.

2d J. M. Ovenshire, D. D. S.. Dundee. N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange 2 trios of fine Wyandotts
for 414x4^4 sections. Address L. Werner.

2d Edwardsville. III.

WANTED.—To exchange Acme harrow, swell-body
cutter, and Planet ,Ir. horse hoe and cultivator,

for Barnes saw, bees, honey, or otters.
2-tfdb M(JDEL Stamp-works, Shenandoah, la.

WANTED.—To exchange Excelsior hand-inking
press, 25 fonts tj-pe, material, etc., also 5 vols.

American Encyclopaedia, for honey (crop 1891). A rare
chance for smart boy to make money. Write for par-
ticulars. S. S. LAWING.

2-3d Henderson, Webster Co., Mo.

WANTED.—An active Christian who understands
the management of bees, etc., to take one-third

less or more, interest. Location better than—well, I
will not say; write any way. P. O. Lock B. N,

2-tfdb Williamson, N.Y.

WANTED.—To exchange, 1 saw, with counter-
shaft and belt. Will exchange for wax.

2-3d L. L. Esenhower. Reading, Pa.

WANTED.-At "Chatsworth Apiary," one hundred
and fifty pounds of bees, and fifty tested Italian

or Albino queens, to be delivered on or before May
20tli. 2d Horace Banks, 2103 Oak Ave., '

Baltimore, Md.

Job Lot of Wire Netting.
CUT PIECES AT A LOWER PRICE THAN FULL ROLLS.

Having bought from the factory, at our own price,
five or six hundred remnants, as listed below, we are
able to give you the choice of a great variety of
piecesat the price of a full roll or lower. Full rolls
of netting are 150 ft. long, and when they are cut we
have to charge nearly double the full-roll rate, be-
cause it is so much tiouble to unroll, measure, and
cut, and run the risk of having a lot of remnants on
hand. No doubt it is in this way that the following
remnants have accumulated. It costs a good deal
to get all this in shape so we can easily pick out from
the lot the piece you want. But to move it off quick-
ly, we put the price down so you can all have a
chance at it. Remember, first come, first served.
In ordering, therefore, name a second or third choice,
or say that we may send the nearest we can if the
piece selected is gone. On 5 pieces deduct 5 per cent,
on 10 pieces 10 per cent. These remnants are shipped
only fr(jm here. If any of you want to secure some,
and don't want them shipped till later, when you
will order something else, so as to save freight, pick
out the jiieces you want, send remittance with the
order, with request to lay by till called for, and we
will mark them as belonging to jou. We prefer to
ship them right out, however.

LIST OF POULTRY-NETTING REMNANTS.
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CITT MARKETS.
Albany.—Honey.—We liave received up to date

2144 cases of comb and 23~' packages of extracted

lumey. The demand is moderate ;it present, but we
look "for a good trade in extracted during February.
Prices remain unchanged. White clover, 1-lb. boxes,

16@18; same, 2-lb. boxes, 14Sil6; buckwheat, Mb.
boxes, 12@13c; same, 2-lb. boxes, llfT' 12c. Extracted,

light, 9@10: dark,7@8.
Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

Jan. 13. 339 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Cincinnati.— flonei/. — There is a good demand
for all kinds of exti-acted lioney, with a full supply
on the market of all but t^outhern, which is scarce.

It brings 6@8e a lb. on arrival. Demand is fair for

choice comb lioney, which we hold at 16@30c in the
jobbing way. Becswaa;.-There is a good demand at

24@26 for good to choice yellow on arrival.

Jan. 8. Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.-Honey.—Comb or extracted not
selling as fast as we should like to see it. Market
quiet. We quote white 1-lb. comb at 16@]8; dark, 13

(0,13; white, 2 lbs., 14(a).1.5; dark, 11@12. Extracted, 6

®1. Beeswax, 25. Clemons, Mason & Co.,

Jan. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Honey.- The situation Is unchanged.
Extracted and strained honey are in good inquiry at

from &H@6X. Comb, 15@16 for medium light; 17@18
for whit«. Beeswax, prime, 25i4c.

Jan. 8. D. G. Tutt Gbo. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Boston.—Honey.—While honey is selling slowly it

is well for us that it is so, for we have the smallest
stock on hand that we have had for years. Prices
are being well maintained, and the supply will be
entirely exhausted before the first day of March.
Best 1-ib. comb selling at 19@30c; fair to good, 18@19.

No 2 lb. in stock. Extracted, T/2®9. No beeswax.
Blake & Ripley,

Jan. 9. Boston, Mass.

New York.—Honey.—We have nearly sold out all

of our comb honey. Market very quiet. We quote
extracted basswood at from 8@9c; Pla., at 8@8Vic;
California, 7@7V4c. Beeswax scarce; 28@3Cc, accord-
ing to quality and color.

P. G. Strohmeyeu & Co.,

Jan. 8. New York City, N. Y.

Fob Sale.—1200 lbs. extracted white-clover lionej'

in barrels or 60-lb. cans, as desired.
Itfdb E. J. Baxter, Nauvoo, 111.

Albany.—Honey.—The hone.v market is quiet and
steady, with light stocks of any kind or grade. Comb
honey is selling at—white, ltj®18c; mixed, 14@15e;
dark, 12@14c. Extracted honey—white, 9(a>Wc; mixed,
7@8c; dark, 6@.7. Beeswax. 28(ffi33c. We just sold
what extracted honey we had from Iowa at 9;^c.

This seems to be the most staple honey nowadays.
Jan. 2. H. R. Wright, Albany, N. Y.

Chicago.—Ho«ey —Trade is slow at this date,
which is usually the case so soon after the holidays.
Prices are easier on anything falling sl.ort of choice.
Ccmib, 17®18c; off color, 13®1.5c. Extracted, 7@8c.
Beeswax, 27c for prime. Receipts are moderate, yet
quite up to this time last year. R. A. Burnktt,
Jan. 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago. 111.

Detroit.-Honey.—Comb honey is in better sup-
ply, and selling at ]5@17c; first quality white clover
scarce. Extracted, 7@9c. Beeswax in good demand
at 27@28.
Bell Branch, Mich., Jan. 9. M. H. Hunt.

For Sale.—500 lbs. white-clover extracted honey.
Price 9 cts. in 1-gallon tin cans. G. L. Jones,

Grand Ridge, La Salle Co., 111.

Wanted.—One or two thousand pounds of nice
comb honey. Write, giving amount on hand and
price wanted. A. D. Ellingwood, Berlin Palls, N. H.

• ITfdb

For Sale.—Choice honey in sections, cans, and
C. pails. Send for price list to Oliver Foster,

13-tfdb. Mt. Vernon, la.

PoR Sale.—3000 lbs. comb honey in 12 and 24 lb.

crates. 2d L. Werner, Edwardsville, 111.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Vermont Bee-keepers' Association Avill hold their annu-

al meeting in the parlors of the Adflison House, Middlebury.
Vt., Jan. 28. 1891. J. H. Larrabee, See'y.
Larrabee's Point, Vt.

The 8th semi-annual meeting o( the Susquehanna County
Bee-keepers' Association will be held at Montrose, Pa., Thurs-
day, May 7. 1891. H. M. Seeley, See'y.
Harford, Pa.

The annual meeting <>t the Ohio State Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion will be held in Toledo, Ohio, on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Feb. in and 11, 1891. Full particulars as to railroad and hotel
rates, and place of meeting, will be giyen later. Let all inter-
ested in bee-keeping make an e.xtra effort to be present.
Bedford, O. Miss Dema Bennett, See'y.

The Eastern Iowa Bee keepers' Association will meet Feb. 11
and 12, 1891, in Maquoketa, Iowa, at the Dobson Town-clock
Building, to commence punctually at 10 a.m. There will be a
large turn-out of the prominent bee-keepers of the State.
There will be a question-Dox, free to all, in which any question
that you wish discussed can be presented and answered. Let
all be on hand, and bring in your report for 1890, spring count,
or from May 1. The people of Maquoketa kindly furmsh us a
free hall. ' Frank Covbrdale, Sec.

PROGRAM OF THE NEW YORK STATE BEE-KEEPERS' CONVENTION.
First day. January 22, 2 P.M.

Call to order. Reports of secretary, treasurer, and stand-
ing committees. Reception of new members, and payment of
dues.

Exhibits of bees and honey at fairs."—Thomas G. Newman,
Chicago, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS.
7 p. M. " Outdoor wintering of bees."—J. E. Crane, Middle

bury, Vt.
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION.

'• The proper thickness of comb foundation."
" Is it advisable to use full sheets oi- starters in brood

frames'"
QUESTION-BOX.

Second day, Friday. January 23, 9 a.m.
Appointment of committees.
•'Shallow vs. deep brood-chambers; narrow spacing and

fixed distances."—N. U. West. Middleburgh, N. Y.
TOPIC FOR DISCUSSION.

" Are we ready to adopt a standard for the American Italian
bee! and if so, what are the dsirable characteristics?"

QURSTION-BOX.
1 : 30 P.M. Receiving new members. Election of officers.

PRESIDENT'^, ADDRESS.
"What constitutes a good l)ee-journal?"—W. F. Clarke, Gu-

elph. Canada.
" Queen excluders for comb and extracted honey. "—J. H.

Martin, Hartford, N. Y.
MISCELLANEOUS.

7 P.M. " How has the new tariff .affected our branch of agri-
culture? Free sugar vs. extracted honey for manufacturers."
—F. B. Thurber, New York.
" What our market demands."—Henry Segelken, New York.

QUESTION-BOX.
"

Saturday, January 24, 9 a.m.
MISCELLANEOUS.

"Artificial heat to prevent brood-rearing. "—Samuel Cush-
maii, Pawtucket, R. I.

" New uses of queen-excluding zinc boards."—F. H. Cyrenius,
Oswego, N.Y.

QUESTION-BOX.
1:30 P.M. "Bee-escapes: their uses and advantages."—C. H.

Dibbern, Milan, 111.

Reports of committees. Miscellaneous business.
P. H. ELWOOD, Pres. G. H. Knickerbocker, Sec.
i^^The Eastern New York Bee-keepers' Association will meet

conjointly with the above—same time and place.
THOS. PIERCE, Pres. W. S. Ward, Sec.

PRICE LISTS RECEIVED.
Since our last issue we have received

hives, and apiarian supplies in general,
parties:
Geo. E. Hilton. Newago, Mich.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. Mich.
M. S. Roop, Council Bluff's, Iowa.
The U. B. Lewis Co.. Watertown, Wis.
The following are from our press:

F. W. Lamm, Somerville, O.
Miller Bros., Bluffton. Mo.
G. W. Cook. Spring Hill, Kansas,

price
troni

lists of bees
oni the following

Alil- YOU
who are in want of Sei't ions. Bee-hives, etc., berry-
baskets, or crates, set up or in the Hat, please give us
a trial order. 2d J. B. MURREY, Ada, O.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

HoAV are your bees wintering?

Neav-Yi:ak"s day—rain; very unusual.

The American Bee J(>urnai>. in its new
form, is very neat.

Newman is calling the roll of the dead or
missing bee-journals.

Honey has 13 to 33 per cent—normally 18 to
21 per cent—of water: the rest is sugar.

My intkoducino - cage beats Mclntyre's
when you get a queen from abroad, or take a
queen to an out-apiary.

The British Bee Journal is a rather loose
affair. It is nev^er stitched together. It's not
loose in its views, though.

McIntyre's inthoducing-cage is ahead of
mine for changing a queen from one hive to
another in the same apiary.

Cyprians and Hoey-Lands are not much
talked about nowadays. Does any large honey-
producer use them exclusively ?

Tea-eeaves kept in pans of water are rec-
ommended for drinking-places for bees, by W.
Woodley. in British Bee Journal.

The index of the Aincrican Bee Journal
deserves commendation for giving with each
subject the name of the author.

Dooi.iTTLE says. **If you wish a large yield of
section honey, keep prolific queens, and let the
brood-combs alone, after they are once filled
with brood in the spring."

QuEENLEssNEss. according to Doolittle, in the
American Bee Journal, can never be detected
from the outside, if the bees have the means of
raising a queen. Thus the few things I thought
I knew about bees are diminishing in number.

Bees in celears are always quieter—at least
mine are—just after a windy time, whether cold
or warm. A still, muggy time is worst. Don't
tell me cellars need no ventilation.

Outside cases for wintering are among the
things that I meant to have tried this winter.
I'm " drefful "' anxious to know how those 28 at
Medina pull through the winter, if we have
any winter.

"Stkay swarms'" is what "'Observer,'' in
Canadian Bee Journal, calls this page. He
says, "I venture the opinion that it will be an
interesting page." I always did think "Ob-
server" was venturesome, and lacking in judg-
ment.

Bees hanging out can be made to '' go in and
attend to business, simply by the use of a smo-
ker," according to the A B C. I don't believe a
word of it. I tried it lots of times. They'll go
in, of course; but does it make any difference in
their work?
Adulteration in Australia was deprecated

at a meeting of bee-keepers there, where it

was declared, • Large quantities of an article
labeled 'honey' are manufactured here, in
which there is not a fractional part of real hon-
ey—in some ca.ses none at all."

British aveather has been unusually severe.
In England. Nov. 28, the thermometer 'marked
5 above zero

—"twenty-seven degrees of frost,"
as they call it—a very rare thing, and snow
covered the ground from two inches to two feet.
Tlie BritisJi Bee Journal says, "Indications
everywhere point to the probabilities of an ex-
ceptionally severe winter."

Binders for Gleanings and other papers
I've thrown aside. When the year is up, I put
the numbers straight together and get some
one to hold them so, while I drive in, and entire-
ly through, three two-inch wire nails, at the
right place to stitch them together. Each nail
is drawn out just as I want to .>*ew the cord
through the hole ra ade by the nail.
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A kp:cokd-i?c)ok Is a thing I shouldn't like to

be without. I've started mine for 1S91 already.

1 keep in it all sorts of niemoianda of interest.

Mine's about 1.3 by (i, costs 25 cents, and lasts a

year for 300 or 400 colonies. Each colony has

Its place in numerical order, three colonies on a

page.
••Obsekver," in Cauddlun Bee Jourmtl.

thinks too much time was taken up at Keokuk
with "tlowery nothings." I always did think
"Observer" was a person of good judgment.
But, "Observer." it isn't pretty to say. -Ameri-
cans pay but little heed to any thing Canadians
want." What do you want?
Incorpokation of the North American

under State laws, troubles the Canadian Bee
Journal. It thinks incorporation by Congress
would make it more what its name signifies.

Why, bless you, Mac. the point of incorpoi-ation

doesn't limit its field of occupation. Washing-
ton isn't as near Canada as Springfield.

A GOOD OXE on A. I. Root! Cheshire says,

'•My own bee-house long since came under the

chopper: but Mr. Root thinks well of the house-

apiary." and then quotes about a page in its

favor" from the A B C. Friend Root. I don't

pity you one bit. You've no business to let such
misleading things stand in a standard work.

Bee-jovrnals at cost is what the Review
hints every bee-paper but the Review is. Some
have undoubtedly been issued at less than cost,

but the standard journals, at least part of them,
either lie egregiously or they make a good thing

of it, independently of the supply-trade. I'm

sure they give us both sides of every question

too. Look here, W. Z.. you keep on making a

good paper, and let the others alone. If you
don't, I'll tell on you about advertising " cream

"

for sale, and then not even furnishing skim-
milk. The others furnish the supplies they ad-
vertise.

MocNTAiN laurei., Kalmla latifulia. is the

plant that yields poisonous honey. Cheshire
says it grows in "damp places.'' and adds,

•'Hapj)ily, our American cousins are now never
likely thus to suffer, thanks to drainage, the

plow, and the bee-farm." For a man who is so

exacting as to other authors, isn't that a bit

reckless"? If he were to see it growing among
the rocks of my native hills in Western Penn-
sylvania, he'd' change his views. "Damp
places." where the ground runs ncnirly straight

up ! Some of those pebbles 6 feet through would
hinder a plow.

Temperature ix cellars is higher at top
than at bottom. Macpherson, of Canadian
Bee Journal, reports a visit to Allen Pringle's

cellar, wh(>re two thermometers are kept, one
at top. the other at bottom. At top it was 48°:

at bottom. 42°: a diffcj'ence of 0°. I never found
so much difference as this and othei- reports

make. I have just been trying my cellar. I

put in two thermometers. Each showed 4()°.

Then the thermometers changed places. Top,
48°: bottom. 44°—a difference, you see, of 2° be-

tween the top and bottom of cellar, and a dif-

ference of 2° in the thermometers.

[Now, look here, doctor. You have been thus
far verv quiet and peaceable, and, as a rule, re-

spectful, bundling around among your "straws;"
but when you say that you do not believe a
word of something I tell you. and which has
been told for years in the ABC book, I think it

time to stir a little myself. A good many times

a new swarm will hang on the outside of the
hive, and not go to work. In such a case I

would put a comb with a little unsealed brood
inside, then with a smoker make them crawl in:

and when they find the brood, and find what a

nice place they have, they usually pitch in and
behave as the orthodox have always done with
the "shining" hour. Another thing, our good
friend Cheshire made a mistake and you tui'ned
right in with him. If both of you will read the
opening i-emarks in regard to the honse-apiary,
you will find a string of objections, and some-
thing like the following: "Most apiarists pre-
fer to woi'k in the open air, to being cramped
up in a building." Again, "In a building we
are obliged to get the bees out of the room
every time we open a hive, and bees are very
untidy when crushed by careless footsteps,"
etc. What rickety thermometers you must
keep in your cellarl I hope yon did not buy
them of any respectable su])ply-dealer.]

gENER^Ii 0©RREgP©NDE]^CE.

SEVERAL QUESTIONS IN ftUEEN-REARING
ANS'WERED.

doolittle reviews the matter.

The following questions have been sent in

for answers; and to simplify matters I will
number the questions and answers.

1. Why does not all the progeny of a black queen,
mated with an Italian drone, or an Italian queen
mated with a black drone, show the same marking's?

2. Will the e^ga and larvae of a queen two inouths
old produce as g-ood queens as if she were one or
two years old ? If not, why not V

3. If we make a colony queenless. removing- all

the egg's and brood, and g-ive this <iueenless colony a
comb containing lOOii eggs, not nearly as many
queen-cells and cells of cai>ped brood will be found
on the tenth day as we gave eggs. What becomes
of the eggs? If destroyed, why? If used in the
.ielly given the queen larva, would the eggs of a
black queen affect the coloring of the young queen
reared from Italian larva ?

4. What is the least number of days after hatching,
the weather lieing favorable, required before a
young queen will leave the hive for fertilization ?

.5. Will there be any difference in the time of
leaving the hive for fertilization, between ;i queen
hatched in 10 and one hatched in 16 days?

6. How manj- days after hatching, before the
worker-bee leaves for labor ?

7. In what does their tlrst outdoor labor consist-
gathering honey, pollen, water, or propolis ?

8. Will a (jueen reared from an old queen about to

be superseded be as good as when reared flom the
same queen in her piime?

1. For the satue reason that no "blood " of

two different colorings can be mixed and have
the progeny of the mixture show a uniform
coloring. Take any of our animals, the sheep,

the hog, the cattle, horse, dog, cat. etc.: birds

of all colors as to feathering: or the vegetable
kingdom, and we find the same laws governing
them in this matter of coloring, just t lie same
as w(> find regarding the bees. Plant Marble-
head and Hubbard squashes side by side, so

that the bees can mix the pollen in the blossoms
of each, and see what a mixture of color you
will get as a result. If the progeny of a mis-
mated queen should show a uniformity of col-

oring, bees would be an exception to the laws
governing the most of animated creation.

2. According to the prevailing opinions of

others, no: but according to the most careful

observation on my part, yes. After years of

careful watching along this line, I fail to see

any difference between a queen raised from the
very first eggs laid by any queen, and those

laid by the same queen two years later: and I

do not believe there is any difference. Will

those who doubt this fact tell us wherein the
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difference lies, giving facts to support tlieir

ideas? Has any one noticed tliat the first

worlcers hatciied from any queen were in

the least inferior to those produced by the
same queen later on in life, every thing other-
wise being in a normal condition? The size of
the cradle and the amount of food given govern
this matter, it seems to me. rather than the age
of the queen.

3. Some of the eggs are removed to give
place to tl'.e larger and more commodious
queen-cells. Why more than these are remov-
ed I do not know, unless it is because the colo-

ny is thrown into an abnormal condition. As
to what becomes of the eggs. I have no hesita-
tion in saying that the bees eat thetu; fori
have repeatedly seen bees eating eggs as they
came from the queen. Because the bees eat
eggs, it does not necessarily follow that they in

any way enter into the food given to the young
queen larva, for, according to my observations,
thousands of eggs are eaten by the bees when
they have no idea of rearing queens. And if

they did enter into the royal jelly they conld
only form so small a part of the whole that lit-

tle or no chance as to coloring could b(^ given.
But if. as nearly all claim, this royal .jelly is an
animal secretion, how could it po-^sibly affect

the color of the young queens, even if the royal
jelly was formed wholly fi'oiu a diet of eggs
from black queens? 1 had supposed the old

Kii'by theory was exploded long ago. From
many years of experience, I iiave failed to find

that black nurses, or eggs or larv;e from a black
queen, in a hive froTii which Italian queens
were being reared, had any thing to do with
the coloring of such queens.

4. Five days after maturity is the least num-
ber that I ever knew to elapse before the queen
went out to meet the drones. But a queen
does not always hatch on her maturity, for very
many are held in their cells from one to five

days by the worker bees, after they would have
gnawed off the capping to tlii'ir cell and come
out, could they have had tlieirown way. Queens
are more often held in their cells in this way
than is generally supposed. In one instance I

opened a hiv<' and found a young queen piping
away wltii a vehemence I had never known be-
fore. After looking th<' hive over I found a
queen-cell with a queen in it which I had over-
looked when cutting out cells from this hive
some tim(> bt^fore. As there was plenty of bees
in this iiive I took the frame having this cell

upon it. bees and all. and set it in an empty
hive, together with a fraiue of honey, thus
forming a nucleus. The queen fi'om this cell

took her wedding-tlight successfully the next
day: and in two days more, or three days in all

frotu the time I set the sealed cell in the hive,
she was laying worker eggs regularly in the
comb which her cradle was on. This is a fact,
and is as I have it down in one of my diaries.
I told it at a bee-convention once, not explain-
ing the aforesaid maturity part, and no one
would believe it. Thus it will be .seen that the
days froiu Imtchiitii are not a safe guide to go
by.

."). Yes: the queen hatched in 10 days will, as
a rule, be slower in going out. In round num-
bers. 3 days in the egg fortu. (J days in the
larva form, and 7 days in the sealed state, is

the rule for all queens from a colony in a nor-
mal condition. Thus it will be seen that the
queen which hatches in 10 days must have been
from a larva at least 3 days old, when the bees
commenced to change it from a worker to a
queen. Nine-day queens are very slow in be-
ing fertilized, while, out of a batch of (jueens
which once hatched in 8^j days, only two be-
came fertile at all: one being fertilized after
she was 20 days old. These queens could

scarcely be told from a worker, and neither
lived to be over three months old.

6. They can be forced out at three to four
days old; but when the colony is in a normal
condition. K) days is the rule. For observations
along this line, proving the saiue to be facts,
see back volumes of the different bee- papers.

7. Either or all. just according to the wants
of the colony, and according to the supply
to be had froiii the fields.

8. Yes: and I would add, that some of the
best queens I ever had in my apiary W(M-e I'ear-
Qd by this superseding process, the old queen
living from one day to one y(>ai- after the young
queen, or the queen-cell for her. was started.
The answer to question 2 will hold good here.
I have never seen any difference in queens or
workers reared from queens about to cease
life, as compared with the same from the same
queen when in her prime. Has any one else ?
If so, will he please tell us about it?
Borodino. N. Y., Jan. 1. G. M. Doolittle.

[In regard to Qu. 3, where queenless colonies
aregivenacomb full of eggs, the latter are surply
not (lUvays destroyed; for at one time we prac-
ticed this plan for getting cells, nearly a
whole season: and I did not particularly notice
the disappearance at the time, although I have
noticed something of the kind since. Will oth-
ers who have experimented particularly in this
line let us know about it?]

THE HOFFMAN FRAME.

thp: new heddox hive.

Friend Root:—According to my promise to
you at-the Keokuk convention. I will give you
my experience for the last 8 years with the
"Hoffman frame." My first bees were hived
on Root's metal -cornered frames, in Simplicity
hives. I soon found, however, that they were
too light and frail. They would sag down
when well filled with brood or honey, and I

soon replaced them with the Hoff'man frame, of
which I ijrocured a sample to work by, from
friend Hoffman himself, or friend Nellis, I have
forgotten which. I found them far superior to

the metal-cornered frame— no sagging, and,
what was of decided advantage to me then, as
I was engaged in migratory bee-keeping, was
the ease and dispatch with which I could pre-
pare full colonies for transportation; and, later

on, when engaged largely in raising and ship-
ping queens and nuclei, I found nothing to equal
them for safety and convenience in shipping;
and at the present, while I am engaged in rais-

ing comb and extracted honey in out-apiaries,
they fill the bill to my satisfaction, though they
are not quite so convenient as the closed-end
frames in the horizontally divisible brood-
chamber, as used by friend Heddon in his new
hive, of which I have 50 or more in use at present.
While using the Hoffman frame for the past

eight years, as stated above, 1 have used all-

wood dovetailed frames of diffei'ent thickness
and width, some sawed for wiring, some piei'ced

for wiring, and some without wire, and none
have given the satisfaction the Hoff'man frame
has. Why. th(>n, not adopt it exclusively ? For
this reason; Their cost. My principal business
for the last six years has been that of raising
and selling queens, three-frame nuclei, and full

colonies of Liees: and the prices I have been
compelled to sell at have prohibited the use of
so costly a frame as the Hoffman.
Now, however, :is I am raising honey on the

out-apiary plan, I shall use the Hoffman frame
and Dovetailed hive, in connection with the
new stvle of Heddon hive, with its fixed frames:
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and I may say here. that, with specialists who
make handling bees their sole vocation, the
new Heddon hive is one of the best, if not the

best, ever devised, so far as my limited experi-
ence goes. Why not adopt and use it exclusive-
ly, then, instead of the Hoffman frame and 8-

frame Dovetailed liive? Same reason—cost.

Another is. the new Heddon hive and frame are

not standai'd, and the Hoffman frame and
Dovetailed hive are, and you can not till orders
for nuclei or full colonies as readily as you can
with the Hoffman frame. This may look like

advertising the divisibie-brood-chamber hive;

but I do not mean it so; but fricMid Root can
strike it out. if he thinks best, though, as friend

B. Taylor, of Forestville, Minn., has used for 20

years such a hive, and demonstrated by great
crops of honey its advantages, its merits should
be more generally known.
Another and great advantage of the Hoffman

frame is the ease and certainty of correct spac-
ing: and this, to one who handles many frames
(and especially at out-apiaries, where the time
to work with the bees is limited, if you return
home the same day, and the distance is great),
is of great advantage, as I have proven to my
complete satisfaction, as one can do more than
double the work in a given time, and do it far
more coi'rectly.

I think I have said enough on this subject to

convince any one of the advantages of a fixed

frame that is a standard L. fi'ame also, and I am
sure none who gives it a fair trial will reject it.

The only objection is their first cost; but they
are well worth all they cost, to one who expends
to make a living by raising honey, and espe-
cially those situated as I am, who. in order to

get a fair crop of honey, lutve to run out-
apiaries. E. T. Flanaciax.

Belleville, 111., Dec. 2(i.

[The Hoffman frame used to cost anywhere
from S3.00 to $3..30 per 100; but now they can be
obtained for §2.(X) per 100 almost anywhere, or,

in quantity, for less money yet. The matter of
cost, then, does not figure as largely as it did.
I would rather use a (/oof7 frame at double the
cost than a poor frajne that costs half the money.
That's all right about the new Heddon hive.

We want the truth. If it has merit, let it be
sung.]

THE SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR AND HONEY-
EVAPORATOR.

at an inclination to the sun. for its heat. The
combs are thrown into this box, when the wax
is melted and runs down the inclined bottom,
leaving the residue. The wax can be drawn off

or allowed to cool, when it can be removed.
The lower end of the extractor is covered, so

that it leaves it in the shape of A. I. Roofs
bread-pan feeders with sloping sides, so that it

really combines the wax-pan with the extract-

or.

II. E. BOAi;i)MA.N S DEVIfK.

In Gleanings of Oct. 1, Mr. S. F. Newman
notices. In a very complimentary way, my "im-
proved solar wa^x-extractor." 1 almost think I

ought to apologize foi' not resijonding sooner to
your request to tell all about it in Gleanings;
but I have been delaying in hopes of being able
to send a picture of it or a model. I made a
mammoth solai' extractor about two years ago,
that was illustrated and described iii Glean-
ings. This did the work well, but had no veiy
easy means of adjustment. It was imperfect,
heavy, and clumsy to handle. I was satisfied
with the principle, but not with the manner of
its construction. After s])ending considerable
time in dre'&ming and experimenting I wrought
out the "invention"' to which Mr. Newman
calls your attention.
The improvement consists in mounting upon

rockers instead of wheels, by which means it

can be adjusted, or tui-ned. with perfect ease.
It also dispenses with tlie (•haml)er at the lower
end. for holding the wax-pan. In fact, it is lit-

tle more than a plain shallow box with a few
modifications, covered with glass, and adjusted

H0AKDMAN"S solar WAX-EXTRAf'TOi:. KM

-

PKOVEl).

There are ventilatorsin each end covered with
wire cloth, that can be opened or closed at
pleasure, when used as an evaporator.

I am sure that Mr. Newman does not over-
rate its merits. It has been a success witli me.
not only as a wax-exti-actor, but for evaporat-
ing and melting honey.

It is an old ciiestnut. that granulating is the
test of purity in honey. I am using honey on
my table now tiuit is clear and limpid, tiiat lias

been treated only by being placed in this evap-
orator for a wiiiie at the close of the lioney sea-
son. This is the only extracted honey I have
evei- been willing to say I thought equal to
comb honey. Isn't this "the secret of some of
the California honey not candying? I suspect
it is.

No. I have not got them to sell, but I could
make them on short notice, if wanted. lean
not say definitely what they would cost, but
they would not be expensive. I think they
would cost some less in propoi'tion to their size

than the small ones now in use. Of course.it is

not patented.
I have had some difficulty in finding just the

right material for tbe inside, or lining. AVood
seems to do as well as any thing I have tried. It

must be of narrow stuff, matched, and well
painted a drab color. The only objection I

have found to wood is, it shi'inks. from the con-
stant heat it is subject to. Tin does nicely, but
does not absorb ln'at as does something of dark
color. I have tried paint on tin and iron lin-

ings, but they do not hold paint as well as woodi
The hot wax dissolves or softens the puiiit. and
it scrap(s loose in cleaning out th(> residue, or
•'slum gum," as our California frienils say.

Mr. Doolittle advise^ the use of Russia iion:

but iron will not do. I have I'ejected a lining
of Russia iron, after giving it a thorough trial,

on account of its discoloring the wax. It won't
do to use iron when it comes in contact with
melti^d wax. H. R. Boakdman.
East Townsend, Ohio, Dec. 5.

[You have no doubt presented the bee-keeping
fraternity with a valuable implement: and al-
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though the idea is not now. you have simplified
its manner of construction. As a soktr wax-
extractor and honey-evaporatoi'. it is probably
ahead of any thing else before the public, in

the way of cheapness, utility, and convenience.
For a small solar wax-extractor alone, we like

the Doolittle style the best: but for wholesale
melting, youi's is perhaps the better. We shall

probably get ordeis for them: but if friend
Hoardm'an has any idea of making them, and
will make them and offer them for sale, we
shall be glad to leave the field entirely open to

him. so far as we aie concerned.]

PAINTED VS. UNPAINTED HIVES.

WHITEWASH AS A SIBSTITUTE: WHY THE
DOVETAIT.ED JOIXT IS SUPERIOR TO EVEIIY

THING P:I.SE IX CAMFORXIA.

In March 1.5th (tleaxixgs, 1889, Mr. Doo-
li.ttle has an article advocating unpainted
hives, saying that, as the paint prevents evap-
oration of moisture. ])ainted hives are much
more damp and cold, and that bees in the un-
painted ones will swarm from one to two weeks
earlier in the spring. A. I. Root, in his foot-

notes, recalls the fact that he had often seen
water running out of painted hives, and says
he is pretty sure there would have been no such
ice and condensation luid the hive been un-
painted. Thinking over tin' matter I I'enicm-
bered that, in my painted hives. I had had
many combs rotted by mildew. I was increas-
ing my apiary rapidly at that time, and had
many "hives to build. I decided not to paint
theni. The interior valleys of California are
hot. Wliei'e my apiary is. the niercui-y often
registers in the "shade 110° Fahrenheit for eight
hours a day and eight days at a time. Well,
this heat on my black unpainted hives causes
the combs to melt down en in(isf<c unless the
hive is shaded or very much ventilated. One
day in July, one of these hot days came. I had
wilted in the morning as soon as the sun hit
me: and, though knowing that my bees needed
extra ventilation. I lay under the dense shade
of an oak and read " King Solomon's Mines."
In the evening I crawled oft' to look at the bees,

and it seemed to me there was a civek of honey
running out of the entrance of all the tuipaint-
ed hives in my apiary. I lost some forty colo-
nies outright, and there were many others bad-
ly damaged. The white painted hives stood
the ordeal vastly better, though even in tiiem.

when the entrance was not full width of hive
(like your Dovetailed hive), there were some
combs melted down. ]My combs were mostly
new ones, and very full of honey. After that
disastrous experience I whitewashed my hives,
and I now believe that that is the proper treat-
ment for them, as it combines both the advan-
tages of the painted and the unpainted hives.
The whitewash does not prevent evaporation
of moisture: and by giving a fresh coat each
spring the hives much surpass in whiteness,
and therefore in coolness, a painted hive, es-
pecially if it has not been painted for two or
three years. Mr. Doolittle, too. seems to have
had some unfavorable experience with un-
painted hives since writing his article of INIarch
15, 1889: for. May 15, 1890. one year and two
months after, he closes a letter by saying he
now • prefers to paint his hives and let them
stand in the sun."
Your Dovetailed hives, both in body and style

of cover, are well suited for this climate, as
nails alone will not prevent boards from warp-
ing here.
This has been an unfortunate year for me in

several respects, commencing with the going to

pieces of my fine a|)iary from excessive .swarm-
ing, so that I got less than half as much honey
as I should have done. Next a Dago sets out a
brush fire one hot .Vugust day, and in the con-
flagration which ensued. 31 of my hives of bees
were burned, and many more m<'lted down. I

saw the fellow set out the fire: and as he re-

fused to pay danuiges. which he was well able
to do, I prosecuted him: but he came to court
with some of his countrymen, and. by perjuiy,
convinced the jury that he was asleep under a
tree at the time the fire started. He has re-

cently served a notice on me. telling me to keep
mv bees from coming on his land, claiming that
th'ev destroy the qniss. Wm, G. Hewes.
Newhall, Cal., Dec. 30.

[Vou have given us a valuable article. The
evidence that you present for hives painted
white or whitewashed, as against hives un-
painted, is convincing: for certainly no one
could have had a better opportunity to observe
the comparative dift'erences. Dr. C. C. Miller
does not paint his hives. He argues, if they
will last him fifteen years, he can afford to

tlii-ow away his old hives that have never been
painted, aiid buy another set. because the mon-
ey saved in paint and time will buy the new
hives. Besides that, he would have all the
advantages of modein improvements in the
new hives. The testimony of bee-keepers gen-
erally is against having hives uni)ainted. It is

generally supposed that whitewash will not
Ijreserve wood. If prepared right and put on
right, I think it will. At this point I stopped
and talked with an experienced mason—one
who served an apprenticeship of seven years in

England. He says that whitewash will pre-
serve wood. Its inode of preparation for out-
door work is as follows: To three pounds of

lime add one pound of cheaj) grease, and then
add hot water until it is of the right consisten-

cy. It should be put on the wood while it is

hot. If put on when it is cold it is liable to rub
off and soil clothing. :Many years ago we used
a whitewash made of water lime and skim-
milk, to cover our old American hives. This
seemed to hang to rough unplaned wood very
well, but we discarded it because it did not
look as neat and tidy as hives that were planed
and painted. Whitewash will perhaps prevent
melting down of combs as effectually as white
paint. It is not only very cheap, but it can be
apidied with a whitewash-bru^h.

If anv hive will stand it without painting, it

is the Dovetailed: and I have no doubt that
the lock corner, as some i)refer to call it, will

stand a great deal more than any other in a
climate like that of California. Some of the
bee-papers argued that there was no need of a
stronger corner. Our own apiary, and my ob-
servation of other apiaries, show that there is

such a need: and in California it is a necessity.

It is too bad that you could not get hold of that
Dago. They are rather "• tough " citizens, and
it is often better to get along with them with
as little trouble as possible.] E. R.

THE BEET-SUGAR INDUSTRY OF THE UNIT-
ED STATES.

OXE OF OUK COKKESPOXDEXTS GIVES V
GLIMPSE OF WHAT IS GOING OX.

Friend Root:—In a recent issue of Gleax-
IXGS, some one intimated that beet sugar is not
as pure as that manufactured from cane. We
have been using beet sugar made at Grand Is-

land, this State, and it is good enough for us

—

in fact, we think it is much whiter and sweeter
than granulated sugar obtained elsewhere. I
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have taken pains to get a sample of beet sugar
manufactured at the factory at Grand Island,

and send the same to you to-day by this mail.
If you do not pronounce it equal to or at least

as pure as any in your market, I am mistaken
in your good judgment. I know by actual ex-
periment that it will do for feeding bees: it is

fully as good as cane sugar.
At Norfolk, in this county, a beet-sugar fac-

tory has been erected, which, when completed,
win be the largest in the world, and perhaps
the day is not far distant when you and your
readers'will cciU for Nebraska sugar-beet sugar.
Nature has not been very lavish with her

gifts, but she has given us soil in which are
grown the finest beets in the world: and ac-
cording to government analysis they contain the
greatest amount of saccharine matter.

I send you a paper containing an account of
the great enterprise at Norfolk. A. C. Tyrkei..
Madison. Neb., Dec. 30.

[The sample of sugar received is certainly
equal to any thing I have ever seen or tasted.
The granules are perhaps a little larger than
ordinary, but they are as clear and white as
pieces of the clearest ice. and remarkably pure
to the taste, and free from any thing suggest-
ing the brown or cheap sugar. As so much in-

terest has been expressed in this matter, we
have thought best to make an extract as fol-

lows, from the paper which friend T. was so
kind as to send us—T7ie Norfolh News:]

HOW BEET SUGAR IS MADE BT THE DIFFUSION
PROCESS.

The News can perhaps give a better idea of the
" diffusion " process of sug-ar-niaking; employed by
the Oxiiards, and of what the new factory at Nor-
folk will do, by hiviting' its i-eaders to follow the
beets from the farmers' wagons and c;us, througli
the various processes, until the beautiful granulat-
ed sugar drops in thiee grades of tineness into bags
or barrels ready for the table or othei-wlse.

Tlie beets are stored in huge bins, with a V-shaped
bottom terminating abruptly over a canal that runs
along its entire length, the bottom lieiug ccjmposed
of short planks which can be lemoved when it is de-
sired to let the beets drop down into the canal.
As wanted, the short planks are lifted up, and
tlie beets drop down into the canal. A rapid stream
of water floats them along, soaking and washing
them as they go, until they reach the building.
Here they are dijiped out by a great bucket-
wheel which spills the water back into the canal,
and cairies the beets up and drops them upon a
chute, which takes them througli tlie wall of the
main building and into one end of a long cistern,
say three feet deep and wide. In tliis a shaft with
wooden arms, set in a si)iral. stirs tlie beets in the
water and keeps moving them toward the other end.
Here a broad-bladed screw, set slanting, lifts the
beets out of the water; carries them up and drops
them inside an immense cylinder, whicli gives tliem
many whirls in water and drops tliem out at its ele-
vated end. Next they pass over a long i)latform
made up of cylinders covered with stiff bristles re-
volving in opposite directions. These brush out the
last vestige of soil in the depressions of the beets as
the beets glide over them, and they drop off clean
into a chute whicli carries them through a wall and
lands tliem in a periiendicular elevator with buckets
which carry the beets to the top of the main room,
where a chute conducts them into a receptacle,
standing on scales, which tips them out as often as
32()0 i)oands drop in. Thence they slide into tlie mill,
which cuts them, a ton in three niiiiutes. into little
corrugated strips as large as a hen's quill, and two
to four inclies long. These strips are called "cos-
setts," a technical French name which answers as
well as any. If ground tine or into thin shavings
they would pack in the diffusion cells and not let the
water riui through freely. Next tliey slide into the
diffusit)n cells, which may be tlu-ee or four feet in
diameter, and eight or ten feet high, and hold one
to one and a half tons of pulped beets. A nuinl)er of
these cells arranged and connected with eacii other
is called a diffusion battery, just as several tups
used in galvanic electricity are called a battery.

The successive cells are usually numbered 1, 2, 3, 4,

etc. Each cell has a cap, or cover, which can be
turned to one side, or be closed air-tight when put
in place, with rubber under the outer rim, and
brought down with a powerful lever screw. The
fiat bottom is similarly closed, but has a false bot-

tom a little above it— a strong copper plate full of
fine lioles. A metal hot-water inpe enters the top
just below the cover. Another similar pipe below
runs out from the open space between the bottom and
the perforated false bottom. This ascends and en-
ters the top of cell No. 2, and in doing so passes
through a steam pipe or chest. From No. 2 a simi-

lar pipe runs to No. 3. and so on through any num-
ber of cells iu the battery. The tops of the cells be-

ing opened, they are filled with the cossetts, or strips

of beets, and the covers are fastened down. Hot
water is then let in through the pipe, the recjuired

pressure being obtained by placing the hot-water
tank at any desired height. As will be seen, the hot
water passes down through the contents of celll;
then out at the liottom and up over into the top of
cell No. 3. and down through its contents, and so on
throufih the other cells. The water, being cooled in
passing through the material, is heated in the steam-
chests. In practice, thermometers on these indicate
by a dial on the outside when the liijuid is of the de-
sired temperature, and the attendant turns the
steam on or off from any steam-chest as needed.
The same water passes through all the cells, often
obtaining all the sugar it can dissolve before reach-
ing the last one. By the time ten or twelve succes-
sive waters have passed through cell No. 1. all the
sugar is extracted, its bottom is opened, the ex-
hausted cossetts are dropped into a large receptacle
below, and new material is put in. The fresh-water
inlet pipe is changed to No. 2, and No. 1 becomes No.
12. or the last of tiie series, the saturated juice leav-

ing this. Cell No. 3 having already had 11 doses of
water passed through it, the first supply of fresh
water passing through it removes its last vestige of
sugar. It is then refilled with fresh pulp, and be-
comes No. 12 of the series. No. 1 becoming No. 11. So
the process goes on round and nnnid. The sugar-
saturated liquid from the dittusion battery and its

receiving-tank is carried into great tall tanks, in

which the sweet liquid is mixed with milk of lime,
which unites with and destroys native acids in the
beets, and other impurities. After a while tlie car-
bonic-acid gas which was caught from the kilns
which burn the lime on the spot (outside), to make
the milk of lime with, is let in through the liq^nd,

and unites with and solidifies any excess of lime
not already solidified. This liciuid is then carried off

into the filter room, where it i)as.ses through a re-

markable series of filtei-s, which remove the lime
and other impurities. The clear liquid-looking-Iike
thin molasses tlieii flows down into shorter tanks,
where a little more lime is added to remove any
acids escaiiing the first liming. It is then again
])umped to a set of clean filters in the filtering-room,
and comes b;ick into the main room to be pumped as
re(iuired into the great condensing boilers, four in
number. The great air-pumn lemoves the air and
steam produced inside the first boiler, so that the
litiuid boils down verj- rapidly at a low temperature,
135° to 140° Fall. After partial condensatit)ii the liq-

uid passes to the second for further concentration;
then into the third and finally into the fourth. The
heat and pressure of each succeeding boiler are regu-
lated to the increasing density of the sj'rup. From
the last condenser, the concentrated syrup passes
into large reservoir tanks, and is next pumped into
the "vacuum pans," which are really great aii'-

tight, upright cylinders, from which air-pumps ex-
haust the rising .steam. In these vacuum pans the
syrup becomes a thick mass of .sugar crystals and
molasses. From these, buckets carry the mass and
drop it into the "centrifugals." These are iron
cylinders, say 3 feet high and 4 feet in diameter, the
outer rim covered with fine bra.ss wire clotli. Part
are working while the others are being emptied and
re-supplied. They revolve about lOtiO times a min-
ute, the outer rim traveling lO.OOO to 12.l)(X) feet, or
over 2 miles a minute! The sugar flies against the
outside, and in two or three minutes all the molasses
is thrown through the wire gauze, and drops into a
receptacle below, to be further treated and concen-
trated, and to produce another lot of crystallized
sugai-. The sugar, now white, is sprayed with a

forcible jet of mixed air and cold water, all of which
flies tlirough the gauze, leaving the sugar a mass of

clean white grains, a trifle damp. The bottom is

o])eiied. the sugar drops into a receptacle below.
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whence it is talien by a screw elevator into the diy-
ing-room.
Here is a SVfeet-loiig' revolving- cj'linder. 5 or 6

feet in diameter, slojjing downward. Its inner sur-
face is fall of little slielves. while in the center is a
small cylinder ke|it warm witli steam inside of it.

As the sugai- is Itroug-ht up from tlie centiifu^als, it

drops into the elevated end of the great cylinder.
It is piclied up by the little shelves, and when the.v
come around to the to)) las the cylinder slowly re-

volves) they drop the sujrar off upon the inner warm
cylinder, which dries it, and it falls olf to be picked
up by other shelves and carried up ag^ain. As this
cylinder stands sloping, the dry sug-ar works down
toward the far open end. This end terminates in
a rim of fine brass wire, next to which is one of a
coarsei- mesh. All the flne-jri'ain sugar, composing- a
great deal of it, now entirely dry, falls throug-li the
tine wire and goes down a chute into barrels or bag's
in the shipping--roora below. The next grade in fine-

ness passes through the next screen, and falls down
another chute. The coarsest grains fall out of the
end into a third chute.
An interesliugr arrang-ement is tlie current of air

sucked througli the long- cylinder from the far end,
which takes up moist vapor from the drying- sugar
and some fine sug-ar dust. This air is driven
through a long room with partitions nearly across,
first from one side and then from tlie other, twenty
or thirty of them. These chec-k and cool the cur-
rent of air. and all the fine sugar dust drops on the
floor as pure sugai- flour. It is usually re-dissolved
and concentrated. :ind crystallized into coarser
grains thi-ough the centrifugals, so nothing is lost.
Even the molasses is mainly worked into sugar un-
less it shall be worth more in the syiup form.

[To indicate something in regard to the pres-
ent demand for tlie seed of sugar beets. I will
mention that, wliile visiting Fcri y's immense
seedliouse in Detroit. I saw staclced up in one of
their great rooms sucli a vast quantity of seeds
in bags that I asked the guide in astonishment
what it was for whicli tliere could be such a de-
mand. He told me tluit it was sugar-beet seed
from France, and that tliey had just put in two
shiploads. We liave for several years past
raised the beets on our own grounds, just for
the fun of it. As visitors go tlEii-ough our fields

I frequently cut off a piece of beet, and cut it

into little strips, and pass it around. The vis-
itors always malce exclamations of surprise.
The real stigar be.-t. in the right kind of soil, is

almost as sweet as tl\e licorice-root which cliil-

dren get at tlie stores. No wonder tliey get
sugar from it in immen.se quantities by simply
washing it out from the beets with pure water,
by the diffusion process, so- plainly described
above.l

THE STEWART HOME-MADE SAW TABLE.

PLAIX INSTPa'CTI()X.S HOW TO MAIvE ONE WITH
A TUKXING-LATHE AND SAW ATTACHMENT.

Mr. Root:—As per your request I send here-
with a sketch of my home-made saw-table, with
latlie and scroll-saw attachments. The frame-
work of my saw-table is made of :3x:.'i.,-inch

scantling, and is 2S in. sqinire. The sills are 18
In. longer in front, for hinging the treadle. The
frame is mortised together, and pinned. The
tread-liinge consists of a piece of scantling witli
a hole in each end. and is just long enough to go
between tlie sills. A hole is boi-ed in each sill,

and a hickory pin driven thi-ough the sill and
into the end of the tread-hinge. The treadle is

made of a ^4 -in. board. S in. wide, securely nailed
to The liinge, and is tapered to 3 in. wide at tlie
end where the pitman is attached. A block in
tlie shape of a wedge is securely nailed on the
under side of the narrow end of the treadle,
with a mortise for the pitman. The pitman
is hard wood, with an iron cuff. The crank-
shaft is a %-inch iron rod. The crank has
a six-inch sweep. The drum that runs the

mandrel is 32 in. in diameter, with a three-
inch face. The wheel at the left is 1.5 in., and
runs the lathe and scroll-saw. They are
fasten(^d on with taps and washers. The' table
is made of inch boards nailed to two pieces of
scantling. 4 in. longer tlian the frame. The
parallel bar is so hinged that it can be raised

A HOME-MADE SAW-TAUI,E.

and turned over, and will hang down on tlie

right side of the table when not in use. A space
Uo in. wide is left in the table for the cut-off
gauge, which is made of two pieces, one the
length of the table. IxUo in., the other lx<i in.,

tapered to 3 in. at the end to the left, and nailed
securely together at right angles. The table is

held in place by a pin in each corner, and can
be lifted oft' or on in an instant. The mandrel

SCKOLL-SAW AND TURNIN(i-TATHE ATTACH-
MENT.

is the one you sell for .?3..50. and is fastened on
to two pieces let in at each end in the top pieces
of the frame. The saws are six-inch rip and
cut off.

I have some home-made cutter-heads for
beading, and making small molding.s. They
have but one bit. They are made of a block of
hard wood. 2 inches square, and an inch thick,
with tliree corners cut oft' (see A at the left of
the saw-table). The bit is fastened on with a
screw. Through the center for the saw-arbor I

bore with an incli bit, }ii inch deep, and tlien

bore through with a ^-inch bit. Tlie washer
tliat goes on between the nut and the saw must
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be left off. as this block would not let the nut
go ou if yon use the washer. There is a stnd
set on the piece of framing that crosses under
the treadle and under the top piece of the
frame. This, and the front corner-post are the
hangers for the crank for the scroll-saw. A U4 -

inch hole is bored in the top i)iece of tlie fi-ame

for the pitman for scroll-saw. This stnd. wheel.
and pitman, are not shown in the drawing. I

use Rogers' saw-clamps. The arms are fasten-
ed on with bolts threaded to within one inch of

the head: one tap between the arm and stand-
ard, and one tap on the other side of tlie stand-
ard. The table, and also the saw, 'are removed
when using the scroll-saw or lathe attachments.

Sonoraville, Ga.. Dec. 3. R. W. J. Stewart.

[Many thanks, friend S., for your excellent
and explicit instructions, together with the
sketches, which show almost at a glance how
the whole thing is made. There are many of

our geniuses who will readily be able to make a
home-made buzz-saw: and many of our farm-
ers, of a mechanical turn of mind, during the
odd days of winter, when theii' time is not
worth much, can construct one to advantage.
There are others who would make one. even
though the machine would cost more in the
end. just for the fun there is in it. and the aft-

er-satisfaction of showing it to their friends.

W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Rcvirir. a few years
ago made a home - made saw-table. Others
have done so. But the one above is perhaps as

simple as any.]

GOLDEN' S CELL-HATCHER.

now TO COXSTKUCT AM) ISK.

Friend Root:— I send you to-day a photo-

graph of mv queen-hatcher and piotector. This
I believe to be the handiest and most con-

mon-sense device ovvr used. One glance at

the device as shown will uiuloubtedly convince
any queen-breeder of its utility and feasibility,

from the building of a cell to the disposing of

the queen. Having used a number of them the

past season, and to some extent last year, and
from a practical knowledge. I can heartily rec-

ommend them as above claimed.

the back. Befoi'e putting together, the bars,

are spaced, and tw o holes are bored to each
compartment. The little trays to hold the
good candy or honey are made by dipping a
square- pointed stick in cold water, theninmi'lt-
ed resin and beeswax, equal paits. then i)n>ss-

ing to the bottom of the vess(d of water, mak-
ing a flat bottom to the little ti'ay. \Vhen put-
ting them into the compartments, warm them,
and press them in plac'\ They will seldom get
loose, and will not leak or get out of shape.
The wire cap is fastened at the back side of
the frame by a small wire, which answers as a
liing(\ The cap protects the cell from the bees,

and, whena hatched, the young queens are oft-

en fed through the meshes, by the bees.

The hole with tiie cork in is used to drop
honey into the litth^ trays, and to dampen the
Good candy when it becomes di-y. To liberate a
queen, thi'ow back the wire cap: lay your cage
over the hole, and the queen will immediately
ascend thereto.
The device is easily constructed, is always

ready, and is adapted to all stages of a q\ieen,

from" the egg by the Doolittle plan to its matu-
rity, and may be kept an indefinite time in any
colony.
The device answers most admirably in feed-

ing sugar candy, or stimulating for early brood.
For feeding, place squares of soft candy in each
comiiartment. and tack on a one-inch strip of a

wood separator in place of the glass front. The
wood is warmer than zinc, and the bees have
better access to the candy.
Some one may say that the bees will build

comb in the spaces above and below the cages.
I answer, they might do so: but in two seasons'
practice I have never had a partich; of comb
built or even started. ,1. A. Goo)p;x.

Reiuersville. O.

[Your device is very similar to one used by
Henry Alley and also by A. E. Maiuim. You
will tind the latter described and illusti'at(>d ou
page (WU, Aug. 1, 188it. Instead of using the lit-

tle wax-tray. Mr. Manum takes bits of combs
and cuts one side clear down to its base. This
rests horizontally on the bottom of the cage,

the sliced-otf sidi' down. It is more convenient
to get the queen out of one of your cages, and
also. I think, to insert a queen-cell. All these
devices liave been used for years, and are on
the same general plan. They answer their
jjurpose very well.] E. R.

GOLiDEN'S IIATCHEI!.

To make, take a brood- frame: remove the
bottom-bar. Fasten horizontally, as above, 4

bars ^ inch wider than the end-bars, spaced
two inches, the Ift inch protecting on one side,

or front of the frame. The upright division

pieces are the same width as the end-bars.

and spaced, also, two inches apart. A strip of

tin is tacked on each lower bar, and forms a

sort of groove, or rabbet, for the glass fi-ont to

rest in. held in place by a small button at each
upper corner. A wood separator is tacked on

OUTSIDE WINTER REPOSITORIES.

IIDW TO I'KKVKXT TIIK liOOF-liOAUDS FROM HE-
CO.MING .MOIST, AXD SO KOTTIXfi.

I wish to thank Mr. Doolittle for his kind
comments, in Gi-e.vxixgs of Dec. 15. page 870.

I desire to sav to Bro. D.. that I believe our cel-

lar will last longer than he apprehends, for two
reasons: 1. Because thei'e is no dampness as

yet. noticeable on the sides and top: :.'. Be-
cause I used very heavy oak timbers for cover-

ing. There are four 4x6 stringers laid on edge
lengthwise on the top, and across these I laid

two thicknesses of oak slabs, that are from two
to three inches thick. On these I placed a

layer of rye straw, to keep the dirt from rattl-

ing through. Up to date the bees are wintering
nicelv in it. The roof timbers are dry. as I

proved by scratching matches on them. W\^
keep the temperature at 40° by opening or clos-

ing some of the doors. Our eight-inch ventila-

tor seems to draw out the moist air. Perhaps
the fact that Mr. Doolittle's cellar was two
feet lower in the ceiling than ours, and that he
did not have as much ventilation, will account
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for its being so moist as to rot the timbers. It

may be that, wJien very cold weather comes,
and we shall be obliged" to close our ventilator,
the moisture may then collect as it did in his.

I think the discussion of such repositories is

profitable, for the reason there are so many bee-
keepers who need something of this kind. I

am ashamed to tell it. but it is true, that I have
lost in the past what I believe would have
amounted to hundreds of dollars in bees and
honey by trying to shift along without proper
facilities for wintering. In the futuic I expect
to place about two-thirds of my stock in out-
cellars, and winter one-tiiird outside in Kristol-
Langstroth hives. I am trying twelve of them
this winter.
Now, Mr. Root, every once in a while some

bee-journal gives Gleanings a dig, or criti-

cises some of your methods. With all its faults
I would not give up Gi-EANiNGS for the whole
of them. (Ji.KANiNGS is the friend and helper
of all bei!-keei)ers, old and young, big and little.

All such Squibs remind me of a fly attacking
an elephant. The best thing they can do is to
let • that corner " alone. Harry Latiirop.
Browntown, Wis., Dee. 35.

[The reason that moisture condenses upon a
surface is because the latter is colder than the
surrounding air. We find evidences of this al-
most every day on the windows in winter. If

these surfaces can be keijt as warm as the air in-
side, no moisture will condense. The lioards form-
ing tiie I'oof. or support 1o the dirt, of Mr. Doo-
little"s r(^positoi'y. wei'e leather thin compared
with the great mass of dirt above. This con-
veyed its lower t(Hnperature through the boards,
and caused them to be colder than the air in-
side, and conseqiuMitly l<i collect dioi)s of ^\att>l•.

The llagging-stones, sul)sequently adopted by
Mr. Doolittle, being a better conductor of heat
or cold, were little if any bettei-—in fact, I

think worse, on account of the moisture, al-
though, of course, they would not rot. Your
roof, being f) inches through to the dirt, would
form a good non-conductor, and henc(> would
collect no moisture, even without the ventila-
tor. At any rate, it would be interesting for
you to try it and I'cpoi i.!

DEVELOPING A HOME MARKET.

THK EFFECT OF A ]Io\EY ADVERTISEMENT IN
<; LEANINGS.

While some advocate building up home mar-
kets for honey, I should like to tell my experi-
luice. Several years ago I undertook to increase
the demand for lioiu'y by leaving some with
nearly eveiy mcrcliant in tlie towns around me.
so as to bring it before the eyes of everybody.
1 wa:^ delighted at the ju'ospect of selling large
cr()i)s in the fiitui'e. But what was my sur-
|)ris(' wiu'u. one year ago last Septemlier. I

found evei'y one of those merchants well sup-
plied with lioncy before there was a demand
for it. Evidently I built up a market for others
which left me out in liie cold, with a large crop
on hand. Von see, the year was a good one,
and the farmer had honey, and sold it for what
he could get. But 1 learn<'d through Glean-
ings that the croi) was short in the; East, so I

told the editor that 1 had honey to sell. Before
hjug ] had impiiries and offers fi'om 7or>< ditfer-

<uit .States, and I soon sold more honey than I

had. I bought, and sent away all I could get;
and befoi'e spring I had a demand for my partly
filled sections.
This year would l)e a good time to build up a

home market, as very few farmers have honey
to sell. But I still receivi' calls fi'om that ad't

in Gleanings, and some of them are such that
I can't refuse, while I have honey: neither can
I keep still and not let you know what is ex-
pected of the readers of Gleanin<;s. Credit to
whom credit is due.
A few months ago I had a call for honey from

a firm in Indianapolis. We agreed on the price.
He offered to pay cash in advance. I was
afraid the quality of my honey was not what
he expected, so I wrote him like this:

" I suppose you have looked me up in regard
to my standing, or you would not have made
that cash-in-advance offer. If you will send
me the price of 10() lbs. I will send that amount
—a fair sample of what I have."

In a few days the money came, and with it a
letter saying:

'• AVe never inquire into the standing of a
bee-keeper who reads Gleanings and raises
honey to sell such a year as this."

I think all who responded to that advertise-
ment gave credit by saying, ' I saw your ad-
vertiseiiient in Gleanings." One neglected to
sign his name. I had no more honey to sell,

but wanted to answer that letter, and" did not
know how.
now TO KEEI' THE ENTI'.ANCE CLEAR IN TIIE

CELLAR.
If th(! back of the hive is 4 inches higher than

the front, slope 4 in 20, the entrance will not
clog with d(>ad bees. The hives can be tiered
up by sliding the next back three or four inches.
I have three cellars tiered that way, and they
never need looking after. I hav<> practiced it

several years. .1. Handle.
Savanna, 111., .Jan. 2.

BEES AND FRUIT.

A'AH'ABLE TESTIMONY OF A FKl'IT-GROWER.

De(ir Bro. Root:—The question was recently
asked me by a neighbor of my friend Dj'. N. Q.
Higbie, "Do i^ees injure fruit?" Now, Bro.
Higbie keeps sonu^ 60 swarms of bees, while
the neighbor in question keeps none; and there
seems to be a very prevalent idea among those
who are unfamiliar with honey-bees and their
nature that their presenci". in large numbers at
least, works an injury to fi'uit-blossoms which
very materially lessens the following ci'op of
fruit. My answei' to the gentleman was a very
emphatic " No. <?ir." " But." said I. " on the
contrary I considei- the bees a very important
adjunct to the various natui-al agencies which
are brought to Ijear in the developing of a
bountiful fruit crop. Having been for a num-
ber of years engaged in growing small fruits for
market. I have come to see the value of bees
to such an extent that I have purchased a few
coloiii<!S. and intend to increase the number."

If fruit-growers understood the botanical
structure (^f fruit - blossoms thoroughly th(^y

would ri'cognize more readily the agency of
bees in the fertilization of blossoms. Many of
us are familial- with these things, but by" far
the greater numlx'r know or think but little

about them; and it is for the good of the latter
class that I wiite this.

If, for instance, we takt; the blossom of the
common cherry, as an illustration, we find it is

compos(>d of the calyx, or outer coveiing of the
b\ul: immediately inside of this comes the cor-
olla, with its several petals of white. Now,
when this flower is opened and spread out in all

its beauty and natural perfection before us, we
shall notice, in the center of this, numerous
small haii'like projections, called stamens; and,
exactly in the center, the pistil, which termi-
nates in a small bulb at the bottom, which is to
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become the fruit. Now, the inimerons stamens
produce pollen, which is inclosed in minute an-
thers at the head of the stamens, and is the
fertilizing matter which must be brought in

contact with the stigma, or top of the pistil.

Thus the ovules, or seed-vessels, are fertilized,

or impregnated, and develop into perfect fruit.

One of the agencies for the proper distribution

of pollen is the wind; but sometimes if we hap-
pen to have a few still days during the blos-

soming period this would be inadequate to the
designed purpose: so nature has ])lacid a little

drop of sweet deep down in the flower, at the

base of the stamen; and our little friend the

bee comes flitting about in search of nectar for

his future winter store, and, discovering the
tempting morsel, he literally stands on his head
in an effort to reach it, and in so doing his back
becomes dusted with pollen from the stamens;
and as he reaches down into the flower his back
is brought in direct contact with the pistil of

the flower, thus i)erfoi'ming a very important
work in nature's gicat i)aii()i'ama.

Who has not noticed bees coming into their

hives, in the season of fruit-bloom, with their

backs so covered with pollen from the flowers

that they had the appearance of being adifferent
race? Truly there are wonderful things in na-
ture, and it seems as though no individual can
fail to see the agency of a higher po\A'er in the
design of these things. Verily, "All things
work together for good to them that love God."

Elsie, Mich., Jan. 3. I. A. Wooll,
Proprietor of the Oak Grove Fruit-Farm.

[Friend W., this is a matter that ought to be
strongly emphasized and most emphatically
taught. Right in sight of where I am writing
is a strawberry-bed of strong, I'ank, thrifty

plants. They are Jiubachs; but there has not
been a decent berry in the whole patch for two
years, just because there are no perfect-flower-
ing plants near them that they may be fertiliz-

ed. They were red witii berries, but they were
all stunted, twisted, poor, insigniticent speci-

mens of strawberries. Now, my opinion is,

that many of the poor. inii)erfect cherries,

plums, apples, etc., that we see in various local-

ities is becaus(! there are not bees enough kept
to insure perfect fertilization. Market-garden-
ers have tested this matter so thoroughly that
they now invariably keep one or more hives of

bees in every greenhouse where they nndeitakc
to raise fruit, cucumbers, or any thing that re-

quires the agency of the bees.]

ERNEST'S NOTES OF TRAVEL.

A VISIT WITH DK. C. f. .MII.I-ER.

After leaving the Dadants, Dr. jNIiller and I

took the train for Marengo: and such a tiine

as we did have visiting! On the sleeper thiit

night we talked till the " wee sma' hours" of
the morning: and after sleeping for two oi-

three hours we again commenced it. We
changed cars and then began to argue about
some of the new fixings, and the probable out-
come of thick top-bars, flxed distances, outside
winter cases, and width of sections. Although
I was very sleepy, Dr. Miller would, every once
in a while, say, " Now, about that width of
section. Ai-e you sure that it would be wise to

recommend to your trade 1%' instead of 1{-^ next
year?"

I was so sleepy that I did not know what
was wise, and, in fact, I did not care very much.
I finally began to revive a little bit under the
temporary stimulus of a good crisp apple which
the senior Dadant handed me just before we

left. Dr. M. would not eat between meals, but
I felt a good deal better, whether it was in ac-
cordance with the laws of health or not. In
response to his question I said. "' Yes, sir: the
trade demands a section a little less than a
pound; and we, as supply-dealers, are obliged
to cater to theii- demands, more or less. Be-
sides," said I, "docto)-. don't you see that with
IK sections you can use a follower and wedge
in a super ISVs wide inside? From what I saw
in my trip in the East I am thoroughly satisfied

that the sections wc'dged up in supers save a
great deal of afterwork in scraping. All the
big guns ' in the East do it. Almost all L.

supers are 13,V^ wide, and in these you can not
wedge up sections l^ii thick with a follower and
wedge."
The doctor nodded his head with a somewhat

doubtful assent.
"But, see here, Ernest," said he, "do you

think it is right or fair to sell a section, that
weighs less than a pound, for a pound section ?"

"No, I don't." I replied; "but sections are
sold by the piece largely, nowadays."
So on we argued. I do not quite remember

how we came out. Every once in a while our
conversation broke off with, " Oh I by the way,
Ernest, I want to know about those Hoffman
frames;" or, " You haven't said yet how your
bees are wintering in the cellar;" " Say, doctor,
you did not tell me how your thick top-bars
work, that you • doctored ' up with pieces of
separator stuff."
Whenever friend M. cornered me in argu-

ment it was convenient to change th(> subject.
Soon we discussed persons and things until we
reached Marengo. I had fixed out in my mind's
eye that the to\\'n was so and so; but every
thing was just the other end to. As we stepped
oft' the train the doctor said, " Y>,s, there's Em
with the horse."
Most of our readei'S know that " Em " is Dr.

Miller's sister-in-huN'. the one who helps him in

the bee-yard. Although I felt as if I knew her.
of course I had to go through the formality of
the usual iiiti'oductiou.

We drove for about half a mile, till we arriv-
ed at Dr. Millei''s home. It is situated quite a
little distance back from the street, upon a con-
siderable knoll overlooking quite a stretch of
country. The doctoi' had told me that I need not
(>xpect to see any thing very orderly; that his
hives were such as nobody but himself would
tolerate, etc. He evidently did not intend that
1 should raise my expectations vei'y high.
Just as I alighted from the buggy I turned

about, and there was his apiary, ready to go
into the bee-cellar soon. This, if I remember
correctly, comprised all of the home yard and a
part of an out-apiary. The apiary looked very
neat and oiderly, and the hives—why, they did
not look bad at all. It is true, they-were not
painted, and never have been. They had for-

merly been old ten-fratue Langsti'oth portico
hives. Gradually the doctor had imbibed the
idea of eight inst(»ad of ten frames, like the
rest of us. To make them eight-frame he pried
oft' one side of the hive, cut olf about two inches
of the ends, replaced the side removed, and
narrowed the cover of the bottom-board, and
it was not such a very long job either.

The hives looked veiy much like ordinary
Dovetailed hives without the dovetail. At the
time of my visit, the; bottom-boards had all

been reversed, and sci'(>wed on upside down

—

that is, in such a way as to leave a two-inch
space under the frames for winter. A lai-ge-

mesli wire cloth was let down into peri)endicu-
lar grooves In the bottom-board, closing the
entrance to rats and mice while in the cellar.

Bees, of course, could [tass in and out.
While the doctor was putting up th(^ horse I
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was thus engaged in the apiary. It was a little

cold out. and so we went in to waj'm. whei-p I

had the pleasure of meeting Mis. ^Miller. She,
like her sistei'. is a true type of one of those
whole - souled. kindl> - faced Scotch women
whom it is a genuine pleasure to meet. Both
of the wo7nen-folks know liow to handle bees,
and Dr. INliller asks for no better assistants in
his yards.

DK. MILI.EU'S 13EE-SIKU' AND HONEY-HOUSE.
If there is anything that gives a fair index

to a bee-keejjers notions, and of his methods of
work, it is his workshoi).oi'. rather, its contents.
Over in one corner you will tiiid things that he
has tested and found wanting. And then,
there are other conveniences that he could not
dispense with. Over on that shelf maybe some-
thing new under the sun, for which he has very
great hope. Periiaps the shop is orderly, and
perhaps it is full of useless truck.
Now. I had expected to find Dr. Miller's shop

a model of—disorder, and perhaps my expecta-
tions might have been realized; but it so hap-
pened that the women-folks have a hand in the
work in the shop, and the doctor says it is " real
handy " to have them around to straighten
things up once in a while. Why, no. his shop
was very orderly. He did not have a lot of ex-
pensive tools, but I noticed that he had good
hammers, good saws, and a good assortment of
nails arranged in very conventent boxes. These
boxes the doctor has promised to describe, and
his description will appear in a forthcoming is-

sue soon.
We fell to arguing on the subject of T supers

versus wide frames. He is .still very much
pleased with T supers: and the more he uses
them, the more he seems to like thcMU. But
then, he says he does not know when he will
cast them aside for something better. Of
course, I argued for the topless wide frame;
viz.. the section -holder.

" Why," said I. " it i)rotects three sides of the
sections from the travel of the bees. I always
noticed that the exposed surfaces of sections
become a little bit yellow in time. If honey is

coming in rapidly, and the sections are removed
as soon as capped over, this yellow soiling is

not so apparent."
The doctor insisted that it was not so bad but

that his customers would tolerate it, and. be-
sides, he could secur(^ a crop of honey in T su-
pers with less work. He had tried a few sec-
tion-holders, and did not like them; and in evi-
dence lie showed me a few of them that I had
sent him to be tried.

We pulled over several ])iles of T supers. In
all. I noticed the bees had chinked in consider-
able propolis between the edges of the sections.
"Now. doctor." said I. "I want yon to try

wedging them up tight anothei' year, and see if

you do not save time in scraping projjolis off.

By the way. doctor, did you use thwse thick
top-bars I sent you ?"

'You sent them too late," said he. "audi
hadn't time to put them in the hives then."
• Yes. I remember we were very much be-

hindhand, and could scarcely fill our regular
orders."

•• I will show you the top-bars that I reinforc-
ed with separator stuff later, in the apiary."'
Then the doctor showed me his double-tier

shipping-cases. He used thin veneer boards
between the two tiers of sections. This vir-
tually made two single-tier cases, and at quite
a saving in expen.-;e. Two strips of glass are
used to display each tier. Turning from this
we went upstairs.
"What does all this mean over in this bin?"

said I.

" That is where we put oui- cast-awav Clark
smokers."

"That looks bad." I said. " Either you are
very hard on smokers or else the Clark smoker
is a very poor one."
Picking one u[) I observed that it had the old-

style small blast-tube.
"Yes." said the doctoi'. "they are the ohl

style of smokers. They did not last very long,
and it was cheaper to get new ones rather than
to fix the old ones up. Your new smokers, with
large blast-tubes, are a very gi'eat improvement,
and they stand hard usage in the apiaiy well."

" Do you use them in preference to the Bing-
ham ?''

" Yes. on some accounts we like them better.
Em is partial to them because she can blow
smoke with them at a long range, and she can
force it clear through the tall piles of supers on
account of the strong blast."
The doctor showed me an improvement,

which he had made. With a wire nail he had
punched 2.5 or 30 small holes in the sliding fire-

door of the smoker, and said sliding door was
made to shut tight so the sparks could not di'op

out. The rear diaft has. to pass through the
aforesaid perforated holes, and these are too
small to drop fire. This made the smoker al-

most faultless. The improvement plea^^ed me
so well that I said we would put it on our new
smokers.
'•What is that hanging up against the ceil-

ing?"' said I.

"That is a foundation-fastener that some-
body kindly sent me. I do not know that I

shail ever use it.'"

There w(>re other things that had been sent
him in the same way, and which he had neither
the inclination nor time to try. Among them
were some things that I had sent.

We then went out into the apiary. As usual,

on the matter of covers we could not agree. Dr.

M. wanted his cleats nailed without grooving
on the cover-board, and he did not want the
cover itself to stick over the hive. I insisted

that a board is less liable to warp if let into a
groove. Besides, in making hives in large
quantities, these grooves are an easy thing to

make. Some of the doctor"s covers, I noticed,

were a little wai'ped. hut then they had been
long in use.

'But there is one thing I must have." said

he. and that is end cleats on the hives for

handling them. Your handholes are hardly
sufficient.""

"But those cleats stick out in the way. and
are an extra expense." I urged: "and if you
would once get used to handhcles I think you
would like them.""

•'But. see here."" he said; '"in carrying hives
into the cellar, all I have to do is to catch an
endless roi)e over the ends of the cleats, and.
with an assistant, the hives are easily picked
up and carried into the cellar: and. when set in

their i)laces. the rope is easily removed. Your
wii'e bails can't be disengaged so easily."

•'Oh. vesl"" said I. forgetting all about the
handholes. ••let me be your assistant in this

job."'

Dr. ^Miller went down into the cellar and |)ro-

duced a large soft rope. Lest some of our read-
ers have forgotten how he picks up his hives
and carries them into the cellar. I will here re-

produce the engraving we made a year or so ago.

He quickly slipped the rope over one of the
ends of a hive, and "' There," said he, '•get hold
of the other side."

I did so. It was certainly very handy. We
carried in a few colonies, and put them in the
cellar.

•That's fun."" said I, but don't yon like

those bails which I sent you. for lifting up bot-

tom-board and all?"
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•' No, I don't tliink they are nearly as conven-
ient."
"And now," said I, "'if I could have you at

Medina, as you have me here at Marengo, I be-
lieve I conld make you think they ai'e at least
good, but perhaps not quite eqnal to your ropes,
with cleats on tiie ends of the hives to carry."

THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXHIBIT.

DK. MILLER S METHOD OF CAISKYIXG HIVES
INTO THE CELLAK.

He has two bee-cellars—one Under the house,
and one inidei' his workslujp. Both are good-
sized—about 15x15x7 feet, each capable of hold-
ing from 1,50 to 200 colonies, I should think.
Neither was grouted, and tlie bottom was sim-
ply i)ounded clay. It had a hard diy surface,
and could easily be swept. Th<' walls had just
been whitewashed—not so much for appearance"
sake as for a puriliei-. It is well known, that
whitewash is a puriiier of walls. After a cellar
has had bees in it over winter, it needs not only
good airing but cleansing.
After we had stepped from the cellar I asked

to see his thick top-bars. He did not know ex-
actly where the hives were; but by a little

hunting we found them. There was no burr-
comb on top of them, and so far he regarded
them as a success; but he was not so positive
as I that they would take the place of honey-
boards entirely. Dr. Miller, you know, is never
positive about any thing. He is always open
to conviction.
We then went into the house, for it was a lit-

tle cold outside. After we sat down we talked
queens. I was quite interested in his experi-
ments in raising queens. He had not been suc-
cessful with the Doolittle method, but Alley's
plan had worked very nicely.

" Doolittle," I said. " makes it work to perfec-
tion. Why can't you?"

' I can not tell."' said he; "and we were very
careful to follow his instructions to the letter."

Dr. iVIillHr now produced his recoi'd-book.
His hives are all numbered, and each number
corresponds to a s])ace in the book. As we sat
there that evening looking the book over, I was
very much interested in reading over the mem-
oranda of the several colonies.

Having been up late for several nights, I re-
ti red early. I sjjent a delightful Sabbath with
Dr. Miller and his family, and had the pleasure
of seeing him ohiciate as supciinlcndeut of their
.Sunday-school. The doctor is considerably in-
terested in Sunday-school work. As most of
oiH' readers may know, who have attended con-
ventions, he has a big talent '"along that line."

7'o he ((intlniicd.

SUGGESTIONS IN KEGAKD TO THE APIAIUAN DIS-
PLAY, FROM 1>I!. A. 15. MASON.

Friend Root:—My " noddle " has done lots of
thinking about the apiarian exhibit at the
World's Columbian Exposition for 1893; and
yestei'day, Dec. ;.*9. I thought of this plan for
State work:
Let each State bee-keepers' society appoint a

committee to look after the sectu'ing of an ap-
propriation by the State legislatures or assem-
blies, for the making of a suitable exhibit. Also
another committee to see that the honey, bees,
beeswax, foundation, and every thing relating
to our industry in their vState. is collected and
made ready for exhibition; also choose the best
man or woman they may be able to secure, to
go to Chicago and put every thing in the best
possible shape and position for the best possi-
ble display, and look after the State's exhibit
during the exposition, and then repack every
thing and return to the owners.

" Now, this all looks easy enough on paper.''
some will say, " but how are we to be paid for
otu' trouble and expense?"
Well, that is just what has bothered me, and

is what I have been trying to " grasp by the
hoi-ns." This very subject helped to get me
5(10 miles from home to attend the convention
at Keokuk, in the hope that some one I might
meet would solve the dit'ticulty for me. Vain
hope I No one I consulted knew more than I

did about it. They were all like the mischiev-
ous boy .John, in school. ^Ve have all heai'd of
him. if we've nofseen him. When the teacher
asked .Mm what he was doing, he replied.
" nawtliin'.'" The teacher then asked .Tohn what
he was doing. The reply came promptly." Help-
ing .Tim."

Till yesterday I've not been able to think of a
plan, and found no one who could give me
any " aid or comfort." I've thought over and
over the offering of premiitms in some shape,
but nothing satisfactory presented itself. With
the prcMuium plan, somebody (and probably
several somebodies) would " get left." By the
plan 1 suggest, each would get just tin? amount
he will be entitled to.

The plan is this; Let each one who is will-

ing to help make his own State exhibit what it

ought to be, notify the committee above sjioken
of as to what and how much he will exhibit,
making an itemiz(Hl bill of what he is willing to
furnish. For example, some one says. " I will

furnish

—

500 lbs. comb honev (basswood) in 1-lb.

sections, 2.5c per lb.. 100 lbs S'LS 00
100 lbs. comb honey (buckwheat) in

1-lb. sections.
.500 lbs. extracted honey (white-clover)

in 2-lb. Muth honey - jais; single.

35c ; dozen 3 75

1 straw bee-hive, 50 years old.

1 smoker (Bingliaiu's) 1 75
1 colony bees^ (Italian) in Langstroth

portico hive 8 00
1 colonv bees (Carniolans) in Simpllcitv

hive...., <3 00

Ever]] juiclutfje. or article of every kind, to be
dlstmrtly marked with the owner's name and
postofiice; and if for sale, have the price also
nuirked on it. Then let the committee say
what they think best to have ])laced cm exhibi-
tion, and then the owner can prepare and ship
all to Chicago, with all charges paid, directed
to the party having charge of the arranging
and caring for the exhibit.
The reason I suggest that the connnittee say

what should be sent is this; Perhaps ten or
twenty might be willing to send one or more
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bee-hivps. colonies of bees, etc., when but one
of a kind would be needed: but the more honey
and beeswax sent, the better.
Now foi' the most important part—the ixiy

for all this work, risk, and expense.
From the amount appropriated by the State,

l)ay all expenses inenn-ed at Chicago, including
the pay of the party having charge of the ex-
hibit, unless otherwise provided for by the
State.. Then divide the lemainder among the
exhibitors according to what they have on ex-
hil)ition. so that one exhibiting a colony of bees
(jr a crate of honey or other articles, will get
the share to which he may be (Mititled.

A i)erson sending :.'()0() lbs. of honey would be
entitled to twice as much pay as (me sending
1000 lbs., jjrovidi'd other things ar(! equal: for

certainly no reasonable person who S(mds a
thousand pounds in tin cans conld expect as
much pay as one who sends th(^ same amount
nicely i)ut up in glass receptacles of diffeivnt
styles, lint there are unreasonable peoi)le in

all pursuits, and ours is not an exception.
When the exposition is over, the person in

charge should i-ej^ack. without cluu'ge, and I'e-

turn to the owners every thing not sold.

With such an arrangement, all things would
be in common for the display from each State.
The honey belonging to A, B. and C, would be
used just as though itall came from one person,
so as to make the best possible disi^lay: and
each package being marked with the owner's
name would tell to whom it belonged.

It is more than probable that parties placed
in charge of some of the State exhibits will
know but little about ari'anging things so as to
make the best display, and perhaps have less

taste than knowledge. In such cases, some one
who Jids the taste will have to be hired to do
the ari'anging.
Perhaps the next N. A. B. K. A. meeting will

formulate some plan for general adoption: but
in the mean time, woi'king and planning should
go foi-ward. A. B. INIason.
Anburndale. ().. .Jan.. 1891.

I..\TEK.

The secretaries of some of the State bee-
keepers' societies have written me for sugges-
tions to be submitted to their societies at their
coming conventions: and yesterday, Jan. 5, I

answered three of them, giving the above plan
in brief, because their societies meet before this
will appear in Gleaxings.
Since writing the above I have attended the

Michigan State bee-keepers' convention at De-
troit, and suggested tlie above plan to them,
and they have started " the ball rolling." and
appointed the needed committees.
Another suggestion might perhaps not be out

of place. Some States have no bee-keepers' so-
cieties to organize the work. Would it not be a
good plan for the leading bee-keepers of such
States to get together and organize, oi'. by cor-
respondence, agree upon some plan, and ap-
point suitable persons to look after the needed
legislation and appropriation, and fordoing all

other needed work"? fof if tliis mattei' is left

ovei- till next winter it inav be too late.

A. B. M.

MAKING SINGLE-"WALLED HIVES OUTDOOR
WINTER HIVES

BY THE USE OF mTILDIXG-l'Al'El!.

Apropos of the discussion concerning double
or single walled hives, I suggest a simple, in-
expensive, and practical plan for the construc-
tion of hives.
Tack one or two thicknesses of building pa-

per all around the inside of the hives, which is

to b(^ kept in place by tacking on narrow' strips
of wood or tin. Put a layer or two on the bot-
tom-board, and over that nail half-inch lum-
ber the size of your bottom-board. It will cost
but 1.5 oi' :.'0 cents extra. To pre])are youi' bees
for winter, all that is necessary is to put on the
upper story, [ilace over the brood-frames some
cobs or a llill device: lill a small gunny sack
with leaves, press it down tightly so as to pre-
vent h(>at escaping upward, and your bees are
in the best possii)le shape for outdoor wintei'ing.
The sacks can be stored in a dry plac(^ when
not in use, and used for years without replen-
ishing. I have found that there is no necessity
whatever for dead-air spaces and great bungle-
some hives. This I have demonstrated by act-
ual expeiiment. Paper Is a non-conductor of
heat and cold. Wrap your feet in a piece of
strong paper, and you can ride all day in the
coldest weather with warm feet. Put a news-
papei- around your body and you can withstand
the most intense cold. I put paper covering
ovei' my bees to keep them warm till I pnt
them in the cellar, and for a number of seasons
I did not remove it until I plac(^d them on the
summer stands. A. C. Tyukel.
Madison. Neb.. .Jan.. 1891.

[Very possibly the bujlding-paper will answer.
If you mean tarred paper, it would be rather
distasteful to the bees. Paper itself is very
warm; and when Mr. Danzenbaker was here a
year ago he was continually advocating layers
of paper instead of chaff packing. He argued
that it was just exactly as good, and a great
deal cheaper. It is hard to say just yet what
will answer for our northern localities; but
(mough has been suggested to set us to experi-
menting in earnest.]

[In addition to what Ernest has said. I will

say that paper lining for hives is a very old
idea, and has been taken up and dropped sever-
al times within the last :i'> years. One great
objection is. that it gets damp and wet. The
hives become soggy, and they can not be dried
out as can a chaff-packed hive. I should like

to have Doolittle and otliers. who once used
paper, to tell us why they gav(^ it up. Our
house-apiai'y was made with several thick-
nesses of building-paper, with air-spaces be-
tween them; and although it is above ground,
it is a cold, damp, soggy structure, even in the
summer time. Perhaps a very loose, porous
paper might be found that could be pnt on in

such a wav as to let it drv out as chaff does.]

FORETELLING THE 'WEATHER, ETC.

Pt)I'UI.AK SU]'EI{STITIONS

Mr. S. Morrett. Akron, Ind.. wishes me to an-
swer through Gleanings the following ques-
tions:

1. "Would killing chickens by a mink make
them in any way unlit for table use?"

I see no possible reason why it should.

2. " Do any of our animals, like the insects or
higher animals, by their preparation for winter
or otherwise, show that they are in some way
forewarned as to whether the winter will be
severe or mild ?"

I have no idea that there is a grain of truth
in such views, although I know that they are
current among many, especially of the last

generation. The same people plant in the
moon, think Hreweed grows spontaneously,
that chess turns to wheat, and that patent
medicines have startling virtues. I believe a
better education dispels such views.

3. "Many claim, that, when the muskrat
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builds high, there will be severe winter or high
water."
Very likely: this is just as likely to occur as

though the little rodent built low. Happily the
muskrat does not make the weather.

4. " Some bee-keepers say, if the drones are
killed early, the winter will be severe, and vice
versa. Is there any truth in it?"
The past season, di-ones were killed in early

summer, and yet the wc^athei- is and has beeii
remarkably mild. The same was true a year
ago. The weather at the time, in affecting the
harvest, leads to this premature destruction.
There is, howevei', no pi)ssil>le I'clation lietween
such events and the future. When men knew
little of nature they were ripe for such super-
stitions. With the development of science,
such beliefs will become wholly a thing of the
past. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., Jan. 3.

[I want to say amen to Prof. Cook's replies:
Our nation is full of rural people, especially
those well along in yeai'S, who insist that ani-
mals have foreknowledge of the weather; and
the amount of time spent watching these sense-
less movements, if turned in the line of scientif-
ic investigation, would enrich the world. Let
us do away with superstition, and tuin our
brains to the solution of real problems.]

ARRANGEMENT OF OUT-APIARIES.

dadant's systf:.m along the Mississippi
lilVER.

Friend Rijot:—The very interesting article of
Mr. France, on out-apiaries, page 88.3, has in-
duced US to give you our own experience in this
matter, not because we can throw any more
light on the question, but because our practice,
which extends back to 1871, in the mattei- of

In the accompanying diagram you will per-
ceive that these apiaries are all located on land
sloping toward tlie Mississijjpi River, and are
sepai'ated from one another by creeks and
groves of timbei- land. The Gr'ubb apiary is

owned by D. W. McDaniel, who has had chai'ge
of our apiaries also for a few years past. Of all
these apiaries, the Sherwood is the best in the
product of both spring and fall crops, although
there are seasons like the past when the fall

croj) fails there altogether.
The Villemain apiary has the poorest location,

to all appearances; but it is located near the
only basswood grove there is in the counti-y,
and has also quite a fall pasture from blossoms
that grow on the islands near it. But what
will you think of the Sack apiary, which is lo-
cated a little over two miles south of the La-
met apiary, with another apiary close to the
latter, and not shown on the diagram, and only
one mile and a quarter north of another apiary
of <)() colonies, owned by A. Dougherty? Yet
this Sack ajnary gives us the best average of
honey of all, excepting the Sherwood apiary.
The reason of it is, that the pasturage is all

west of it on the river bottoms, and very abun-
dant. It is probable that the bees in this
apiary go as far west as the river, about three
miles, while they perhaps do not travel over a
mile <>ast on the bluffs. Their course north and
south, in the direction of those other apiaries,
is over a hilly country covered more or less with
timber, which makes their flight more difficult.

The two small circles in the north ])art of the
diagram show spots on which we have had
apiaries formerly, and which, you will perceive,
were furtlier away from home than the present.
At that time the Sherwood apiary did not ex-
ist, nor did the (Jrubb apiary; and yet we must
say that we can see no difference in the yield of
the home apiary. We are satisfied that the
Grubb bees go east, the Sherwood bees and the
home bees northeast, for their crop. When we

HorrpffX
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THE DADANT SYSTEM OF OUT-APIAKIES ALONG THE MISSISSIPPI IJIVER.

out-apiaries, confirms the views of both ]\Ir.

France and Dr. Miller, and will add weight to
their statements.
Under ordinary circumstances it is not advis-

able to place apiaries nearer than four miles
apart; but Dr. Miller is undoubtedly right
when he says that the configuration of t^he land
has a great deal to do with the greater or lesser
distance tiiat the bees will travel in certain di-
rections.

say the bees go in a certain direction, we do not
mean all the bees, but the greater part of them.
We can give you one convincing instance of the
correctness of this opinion.
By glancing at the diagram you will notice

that the home apiary is just about a mile and a
half from the north point of an island in the
river. In certain seasons these islands are cov-
ered with water in June; and after th(! waters
recede they become covered with a luxuriant
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vegetation, and the yield of honey from them is

very larg(\ In one of these seasons \vi\ found a
colony, belonging to a neighbor, located half
way between us and the river, hai'vesting a
large yield of honey from this source, while our
bees harvested nothing. Is it not evident that
our bees had not gone that far? Yet we have
seen them two miles and more from home in
another direction.
Had we kept as careful records as Mr. France

did, we should probably also be able to derive
some good lessons from these records; but we
are soi'ry to say, that, although we have har-
vested enormous crops of honey from our bees,
we have been I'ather careless about keeping a
record. If we had things exactly as we ought
to have them, in the matter of location, we
should spread all the upland apiaries a little

more, and place them, say four or five miles
apart: but ther(> ai'e lands like those Mississip-
pi bottom-lands which can support apiaries
very close to one another, and make money for
their owners. C. P. Dad.^nt.
Hamilton, 111., Dec. 23.

[Thanks. These drawings are exceedingly
heli)ful and valuable. The Sack apiary, in the
diagram, is a remarkable illustration of the
fact that the lay of the land has sometimes a de-
cided influence upon the bee forage, and that
we can not always lay down rules that an apia-
ry should be just exactly three or four mile"
from each otliei' in all cases. These exceptions
are interesting, and there is no way that we
can decide where we can locate apiaries profit-
ably except by trial. Of course, we can be
guided to a large extent by swamps, ranges of
hills, proximity to water, etc. You do not
give the size of the circles in miles; but from
reading your description I can gather pretty
nearly that they are about 2}:^ miles in diame-
ter. P^rom this the reader can gauge pretty
fairly the relative distances. A great many
interesting facts are being developed. A. E.
Manum has sent in a diagram which we will
present to our readers in the next issue.]

THE MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION AT
DETROIT.

HELD JAN. 1 AND 2.

While this convention was not largely attend-
ed, those present were perhaps among the best
and brightest bee-keepers, not only to be found
in Michigan, but I think they compared well in
intelligence with any we have in the world.
One who is accustomed to attend conventions
will very readily pick out those who are in the
habit of attending either bee-conventions or
conventions of any kind. It seems to be some-
thing like this:
The man who has never attended conven-

tions, or who has not done so for a great while,
is the more apt to be hasty in coming to conclu-
sions. He is also, as a rule, more ready to think
evil. He imagines that the world is full of cor-
ruption, and that even bee-keepers are more
intent on finding a chance to steal and not get
caught than they ai'e to find some way whereby
they can be helpful to their fellow-men. The
worthy president. Prof. Cook, has, perhaps,
done much to bring about this better state of
affairs. How natural it sounds, to hear him
say, when some absent member is violently at-
tacked, "'Oh, no, my friend! If you knew the
brother as well as I'do, you would not think of
charging him with such a thing."'
Sometimes, it is true, he is obliged to admit-

that some brother has done a very foolish and
possibly a very wicked thing. In such a case

he repi-oves the guilty on(> in such a gentle,
kindly way. and in a way that stirs him to a
ti'emendous resolution to do better n(>xt time,
that the sjjirit is really contagious. Please do
not imagine that he ignores and smooths over
all the wrongs that exist in society, or in bee
culture, if you clioose. He will sometimes
speak right out in the convention, something
like tliis:

'• Now. Bro. , since this matter has come
up right befoi'e us as it has lo-day. will you just
let me say that I have felt greatly pained,
many times, to see you go to such extremes in
this direction? Here are all these good friends
of yours who disagi'ee with you. Now, will you
not, foi' tiieir sak(>s, and out of respect to their
opinions, withdraw a little from your vehement
views, or, at least, put it a little milder?"
The kindly look in liis face, at the time he

speaks, prevents anybody from taking offense:
and, in fact, jangles or hard words at bee-con-
ventions are unknown when Prof. Cook is ores-
ent. During our last convention we discussed
many matters where there was pretty strong
disagreement; but it was from first lo last char-
acterized by a spirit of brotherly love that I am
sure every one of us carried home: and I feel,

too, that its influence is going to make us better
men for a long time to come.

DOES IT PAY TO USE SUCH LAIJGE QUANTITIES
OF f'OMH FOUNDATION?

You will I'emembei' that this subject has Deen
up in the bee-journals, and there has been some
intimation that editors interested in the sale of
the article may, at least unwittingly, have kept
purchasers in the dark. Our good friend R. L.
Taylor was called upon to open the subject;
and by some means it fell upon myself to ask
him some questions. I was somewhat surprised,
and a good deal amused, to hear him insist so
emphatically that we can not afford to have
combs built without foundation. He said that,
inasmuch as combs would last us a great num-
ber of years, the first cost is but a small consid-
eration. He would have the sheets fill the
frames. When it came to a I'ising vote, the
bee-keepers were almost unanimous in indors-
ing his view. Foundation for section boxes
brought forth much the same decision.
The number present who had out-apiaries

showed very conclusively that there is a wide
difference in the honey-yield in localities only
two or three miles distant. A man may have a
good yield of honey, while his neighbor three
miles away gets almost nothing. This indicates
the importance of testing different points in
your locality, say three or four miles away.
When you strike a point where bees seem to do
best, gradually increase the number of colonies
until you ascertain how many can be profitably
located at a certain point. This will also help
us to avoid the disaster of bad seasons. It is a
little on the plan of not putting (ill your eggs in
one basket.

ADUI-TEKATEl) LIQUID HONEY.

It is a sad fact, that there is once more con-
siderable spurious honey offered for sale. Sam-
ples were on the table, brought from some of
the Detroit groceries. One could readily judge
by the taste that both cane sugar and glucose
were used in getting up the mixture. It was
labeled "Michigan Honey." but. of course, the
name and address of the party putting it up
were not to be found on the label. This alone
is a plain violation of the laws of the State of
Michigan: and some of us were vehement in
demanding that the guilty parties be prosecuted
at once. As friend Taylor, however, sat in a
thoughtful attitude with his head down upon
his hands. I suggested that we hear from him.
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As he did not scom inclined to say any thing,
we bantered him somewhat; and in response to
a question of mine he said lie would cheerfully
answer any questions I might wish to aslv.

Now, as there is mueh wisdom in his reply, es-
pecially as he is a lawyer of experience, and a
member of the State Legislature, I will try to
give his replies here.
•'Friend Taylor, have we not ample proof

riglit here before us, so that it will be an easy
matter to bring tliese guilty parties to justice?''
"Well, the proof is i)hiin enough, friend Root:

but I am sorry to say that it will not probalily
be an easy matter to deal with the otf(>nders.

They have plainly violated the laws of Mich-
igan, it is true, in putting honey on the market
without the name of the producer, yjroviding we
can prove that which we all hnoiv very well

—

that this honey is not the product of the bees.
Unfortunately, our cheiuists are at fault. Our
good worthy president, Prof. Cook, took some
honey out of his own hives, at the college apia-
ry, and sent it to Prof. Wiley, at Washington,
who pronounced it, aft<'r a chemical analysis,
adultcnited."
This raised quite a btizz. and I guess there

was some indignation in the buzz. I turned to
Prof. Cooli. and asked him if it was the same
Wiley who started the story about manufactur-
ed comb honey. He assented, and then J com-
menced to boil over. Now, here is a sample of
Prof. Cook's gentleness, and, I think I may say,
wisdom. He replied something as follows:
' Friend Root, Prof. Wiley h<is made some

mistakes. It is true, he did pronounce the
honey impure that I took frotu my own hives:
but before we condemn him too se\'er(>ly. let us
remember that the best cheiuists we have in
the country have made the same blunder. Per-
haps we had better acknowledge that cheiuistry
is not to be trusted with absolute certainty a+.

the present tiiue, between manufactured glu-
cose and the glucose, or grape sugar, that is

found in flowers. Before we condemn friend
Wiley too severely, let us bear in luind that he
is an excellent man. and one who has done ex-
cellent service in many departments of science
for our country."
Friend Taylor added further, that he presum-

ed if we, as a body of bee-keepers, were to take
oath that, according to the best of our knowl-
edge and belief, the samples of honey before tis

were cotuposed largely of cane sugar and glu-
cose, something might be done. The otfenders,
however, were said to be a rich manufacturing
institution, who put up pickles, jellies, and
other things, in glass ttimblers. One man would
stand a rather poor chance in opposing them:
and I believe our best advi.sers incline to the
idea that tlie Bee-keepers' Union had best take
the luatter in hand.

I tell you. friends, the great reform ^ of the
present day are conducted by those who work
slowly and carefully. Instead of boiling over,
and condemning those who have capital, as a
whole, shall we not bottle our indignation for
the present, and send Bro. Newman a dollar
to make us a member of the Bee-keepers' Union,
and let liiin manage these matters?
Now I fear I lunst dir(>ct you to other bee-

journals for fuller reports of the proceedings of
this convention. For the present I want to tell

you about my visit to

D. M. FERKY & CO.'s GKEAT SEEDIIOUSE,
DETKOIT, MICH.

I started to get up as usual, somewhere about
six o'clock. Somebody in the next rooiu called
out to know whether myself and friend Hilton
(my room-mate) were starting out for green-
houses. I answered eagerly, " Why, to be sure,
we are. Get on your duds quick, and go with us.''

''But, may be when you find out who it is you
won't want him along."
"Yes, I do want you to go along. There is

not anybody in the world, who wants to go,
whom i do not want to go along."
After I had said this I began wondering

whether I told the truth. Oh how glad I felt,

as I searched my heart, that I had told the full

plain truth I If I ^Hrve an enemy in the world,
he is just the man I should like to take by the
hand and show him the greenho-us(!S in the
early morning. (Yes, I should rejoice to take,
on such a trip, even our poor mistaken friend
Hill, of the Bee-keepers'' Oiikle, who has labored
.so long and hard to hold up before the world
both my fancied and real weaknesses and im-
perfections.) I thought the voices in the next
room sounded somewhat familiar, but I could
not quite make them ottt, and they had a good
deal of meiTiment at luy expense. Well, they
were no other than two of my best friends, M.
H. Hunt and R. F. Holtermann. It was friend
Hunt who suggested going to Ferry's new seed-
house instead of to the greenhouses. I owe
him a big debt of gratitude for a lot of other
similar deeds of kindness.

This wonderful structure has been built only
about two years, on the site of the one previous-
ly burned. It is 300 feet long and !:.'() feet wide^
and has between seven and evjht acres of
floor space. Now, when I tell you tiiat it is sev-
en stories high, and every floor occupied, you
may wonder as I did, that so little has been
said about such a tremendous enterprise. Like
our own establishment, this one is. a great part
of it. in charge of women. A woman gave us a
pin'niit to go through the rooms. Crowds of
t)right, intelligent-looking women, passed up
the stairs with us, put their cloaks and hats
nicely away in cupboards made especially for
them (a separate cupboard for each cloak), and
then took their places in the handsome offices

that filled a part of one of the great rooius.
These offices are finished ofl' iii the handsomest
style of present office architecture, and it was
a great study for me. Decorated wire cloth
separates the clerks from each other, so each
one has really a little room of his own, as it

were, where they can not be annoyed by visit-

ors or by each other. The bins, drawers, pig-
eon-holes, and other arrangeiuents for the rap-
id classifying and mailing of seeds, showed
wonderful skill and ingenuity: and, further
on, the rapid movements of the girls as they
took up their woj'k put to shame any sleight-
of-hand performance I ever saw. One of the
girls worked so rapidly in pasting up packets of
the seeds that I asked her to please go slow
enough so I could see what she was doing. She
smiled as she did so. The paste they use is

about the con.sistency of butter, only not quite
the color. A little bit is taken on the end of the
finger. In their rapid movements this finger is

stuck straight out when not needed, so as to be
out of the way; and one is astonished to see
that the paste gels just where it is wanted, and
nowhere else. At another table dozens of girls

were dipping npseeds with teaspoons, and put-
ting them into the open tnouths of printed
paclvets. It looked for all the world like feed-
ing ducks with a spoon. Each duck, however,
got only one spoonful. A luan sat at a raised
desk in the center of the room. By the way,
where there are so many hundreds of young
people, it is not any wonder that an elderly one
is needed for a boss. A good many of the young
eyes sintrkled with fun and mischief, especially
if they could catch sight of any glimpse of a
smile lurking around the corners of the mouths
of the visitors. And I tell you, there does not
want to be very much fun or "cutting up" when
you are putting up seeds. Remember what 1
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said about 20 cents' wortli of cabbage seed, on
another page. Tliere are between 8(X) and 900
people employed in this one building. They
have the same Grinnell system of sprinklers
we have. The rooms are wanned by steam, as
ours are, and lighted by KXX) incandescent lamps.
Surplus seeds are stacked, tons upon tons, in
bags piled up in neat square tidy piles. I won-
dered whether rats and mice ever found a har-
lioring-place in this immense institution. My
kecni olfactories did not advise me of the prox-
imity of any of these mischievous rodents.
Ferry's specialty is, as you may know, fur-

nishing the groceries and country stores of the
United States, and perhaps the world, with
garden-seeds. In order to do this the boxes are
sent out on commission, and called in before
Jan. 1. Our visit was just in the nick of time.
Their plan of giving their customeis the best
seeds is something like the one I have indicat-
ed elsewhere. Old seeds are not (lUvays infe-
rior. But they protect their reputation by a
careful t<^sting, winter and summer. I was
pleased to notice how they manage to keep
tlieir seed-cases clean and bright, after taking
their chances in transportation, and lieing kept
during spring and summer in the average show
window of the village store. Their boxes and
cases are all dovetailed, like the Dovetailed
hive. The bottoms are put on with a
nailing-machine, or with screws. These lat-
ter are also driven liome with macliinery.
All nails and screws are sunk below the sur-
face of the wood: then when the box comes
back it can be run thrungh a suitable plan-
er or sandpapering - machine, and made new
all over quicker than you could wash it all

oflf with bru.sh and soapsuds. New labels are
then put on: new seeds (or old ones that stood
satisfactorily the test) are theu put in new
packets, and the cases tilled up with such an
assortment as the great world demands, and
sent otf to do duty. Now, do not find fault, or
complain of .sending seeds out on commission.
If they did not do their business honestly and
well. th(!y would never have built up such an
immense institution. If nearly KMX) are em-
ployed in this building, how many people do
you supijose D. M. Ferry & Co. keep at work
during the .summer time? Here we have illus-
trated the wonderful way in which nice work
and accurate work can be done at a compara-
tively small expense. Those girls could never
acquire that wonderful swiftness did they not
put up thousands upon thousands of packages:
neither could the other enormous machinery of
such a business be used with so little expense
in any other way. I should like to tell you
more, but space forbids. ju,st at this time.

6a^ QaEg3Fi0]\[.B@^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question' 170. Do you thhi}; hee-kecpen< }uiv<t

secured (itiii advaiiUKje from the Government
Expcri^ncnt Stuttini :' 2. /.*>• it desirable to
nuikc (in\i effort to 'nidnccthe (jovernment to do
any t}iln<i more for our indu-sti-y f

No.
Ohio. N. W.

1. Yes; every little helps.
Vermont. N. W.

H. R. BoAIJDMAX.

Yes.
A. E. Manum.

1. Very little. 3
beeswax.

Illinois. N. W.

Remove the custom duty on

DadANT Sc Sox.

No, not as a general thing. 3. The Lord helps
those who help themselves.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mks. L. Hakkison.

1. Perhaps a little. 2. I think the advantages
are not enough to make the effort desirable.
New York. C. G. M. Doolitti-e.

I don't know what they have done or what
they will be likelv to do.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

I do not know of any important advantage
gained. 2. Not until we clearly see some ad-
vantage ahead which the government could
readily secure for us.

Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

I should suppose very litth;. Only one or two
stations are doing any thing with bees, and two
seasons are too few to secure any important
results. Yes, every State should woi'k to aid
bee-keepers.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

No. 3. Yes, I think it is. In Canada their
societies have aid from government, and hoiti-
cultural societies are helped by our State. Ex-
periuKMit stations are of immense value in other
departments—why not in lx>e-keepiiig?

Illinois. N. ' C. C. Miller.

Yes: the experiments to test whether bees
will puncture sound grapes was a good move in

the right dii'ection. and ought to remove much
prejudice. 3. Most certainly, get the govern-
ment to do all it will for us. There is not much
danger of our getting too much.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeroiix.

Prof. Cook lias been much more valuable to
our specialty than the experimental station,

but it was 'a good "backer." 3. Yes. if the
work can l)e put in tirst-class hands. A thor-
ough, practical, and scientific bee-keeper should
hav(! charge of such work.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Masox.

Yes. The government analysis- of honey
shows us that some of the best chemists are not
able to recognize pure honey. 3. If you have
any surplus energy you want to work off. here
is a chance. You will probably earn more than
vou get.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

I think not. 3. The less the government has
to do with our industry, the better off we are.

The more we induce, the more lies we stir up.

Smart professors and clerks imagine wonderful
things wlien bees are mentioned to them, and
something funny must tie said aliout the "busy
bee." The government is doing very well by
us now. Let us let well enough alone.

New York. E. Ramrler.

I have not seen any yet: have you? 3. I

think likely, if it were done in the right way,
but I doubt'whether it can be. The first thing
the government will do will be to plac(^ it in the
hands of somebody who does not know any
thing about practical apiculture, and who,
either through favoritism or ignorance, will

place it in the hands of one just as ignorant as
he is. That is all it will ever amount to, I guess.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddox.

Perhaps: as. for instance, from the report of

experiments on bees vs. grapes. The position

gives authority, in the minds of many people,
, to statements which, coming from a more care-
ful experimenter in another position, would not
have so much weight. They have also received
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harm from it. as. t'oi' instance^, in the "siu'p
cure " for foul brood emanating therefrom. :i.

Yes. the right man might do a great deal of
good.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

[I suppose the question has no reference *o
any reflection on our experiment stations that
belong to the different States, for these have
certainly given us some gi-eat -helps; and I

heartily indorse Prof. Cook's ])Osition, that
every Stat should help its bee-keepers. I be-
lieve the Government Experimen . Station will
doubtless do much for all our industries.]

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

honey taken by robbt'r bees from colonies affect-
ed by said disease will carry it home, and soon
it will break out in their hive. At any rate, it

has with me. I expect to try taking all the
combs of honey away from the colony so affect-
ed next year, and give them empty combs, and
see if that will cure it. I have tried taking
away queens, and failed nearly every time.

JosiAii Eastburn.
Fallsington, Pa., Dec. 22, 18C(0.

[Friend E., this matter came up at our recent
Detroit convention. Almost every one present
claimed that changing the queen was a perfect
cure: and Prof. Cook said he had recommended
this remedy to great numbers, and had never
yet heard of a failure. If the disease you have
is carried from on(» hive to another, as you de-
scribe, I think it must be something else.]

BUYING AND SELI.IN(i HONEY: (JRADING A
NECESSITY.

Allow me to extend my sympathy. Your
troubles in regard to buying and selling honey
are the common troubles of all bee-keepers. I

would suggest, as a remedy, that all honey be
graded as other products are; and I think that,
if A. I. Root or some other prominent bee-keeper
would bring it n\) at the convention at Albany,
something coukl be done. I would suggest, as
a starting-point, something like the following
grades:
No. 1. Extra pure white, in No. 1 sections or

cartons, no candied honey, capping free from
stains.
No. 2. Pure white; slightly stained cappings

should be admitted to this grade.
No. 3. Slightly shaded and stained honey not

good enough foi" No. 1.

No. 4. Dark honey, partly tilled sections, and
badly stained.
No. .i. Leaky sections, wormy and broken.
Exti'acted honey could be graded in about

the same way. These grades could be printed
on slips; and bee-keepei's could inclose one to
their customers, when shipping, and so establish
a uniform grade to buy and sell hy.
Saratoga, Wis.. Dec. 7. Thomas Em.iott.

[Y"ou are right. If honey were properly and
honestly graded and honestly named it would
do away with half the trotible in buying and
selling. When a buyer receives honey of a
poorer quality than lie c.rpcctcd. h(> has some
grounds for c()ni])laints. Pcc-kceijers are dis-
posed to be honest: but a little self-interest (the
kind that puts the best out) sometimes slips in.

Carelessness in grading, or, what is worse, no
grading at all. meets its reward, and a mighty
poor rewai'd it is sometimes. Those producers,
as. for instance. Manum. Crane, and a good
many others, who grade their honey, get a good
price.]

nameless bee-disease not cured by
removai. of the queen.

I agree with friend Doolittle, in what he
states in Gleanings, Dec. 1. page 855, of the
nameless disease. I have removed the queen
several times through the summer, and it did
no good. Those that were badly affected with
it last summei'. ISS'i. showed no signs of the dis-
ease after cold weather, nor did they show any
signs of it until hot weathei' came in earnest;
then the disease broke out again in some of
those that were affected last year, but not all,

but started in some healthy ones, and kept with
them until freezing weather c;imc: but I have
not seen any signs of it since, although the bees
have been flying freely. I believe yet. that

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF BOTTOM VEN-
TILATION IN HIVES.

Will my bees winter in dry cellar with per-
manent bottom-boards on. with top ventilation?
My bf)ttoms are all fastened, and I have a gable
roof with a H-i'ich hole at each end, with a
piece of burlap over the brood-nest. I have
only ten swarms. Why is it necessary to have
the" bottom open? Hiram B. Winslow.
Mahopac, N. Y., Dec. 8.

[Your bees may winter with the top open, but
the tendency of the times is emphatically
against top ventilation of the hive in the cellar.

It should come from the bottom, either through
a good-sized entrance kept cleared of dead bees,

or, better, from the whole lower part of the
hive, the bottom -board being removed. The
reason is this: If the top is open, all the heat
rises and escapes. On the other hand, if the top
is closed the heat rises and is contined near the
top. and the surplus, if any. " overflows " at the
bottom. Bees need plenty of ventilation in the
hive, but they must not have it at the expense
of heat.]

those register - boards of mutii-rasmus-
sen"s, again.

In your foot-note to my article, page 850, you
proi)ose printing numbers on the date-cards,
running from 1 to 100. I must strongly object
to this. How many bee-keepers have exactly
KM) colonies? If one buys a package of 100 num-
bered date cards, but has less than that num-
ber of colonies, what is he going to do with the
rest of the cards? Or if his number of colonies
exceeds 100. what then? No: i)lease leave the
l)lace for the number blank, and let the pur-
chaser himself write the number as it may be
wanted. Print the cards just as the sample,
only )>mhe the <l<ite _tiiiurc.'< as large as possible,

and T am sure it will be thus most satisfactory.

The cards might be (for convenience) put up
in bundles of 25. like postal cards. When you
get them i)rinted, send me 200 cards, without
furtluM' order. As apiaries and millinery stores

are not always close neighbors. I would suggest
that you, for the accommodation of your cus-
tomers, obtain and keep for sale suitable black
pins for these cards.

Wm. Muth-R.\smussen.
Independence, Cal., Dec. 9.

MRS. I>. HARRISON INDORSES THE STRAWBERRY-
BOOK.

I was slightly ill of late: and. casting about
for something to alleviate my aches and pains,

my eye fell upon your strawberry-book; presto I

they were soon forgotten. How I dug. raked,
and planted, and delighted in seeing them bud
and blossom, and gathered tlu^ luscious fruiti

It is a grand panacea for an invalid. Let him
have a small straw berry -bed, and he will soon
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take a new lease of life. If he can not walk,
roll him out in a whed-chair and put a light
tool in his hands. If he can not dig and plant,
do this for him. and let him cultivate them.
The blood will soon be bounding through his
veins, and he will be a boy again.
Peoria. III.. Dec. ."i. "Mk.s. L. Hakrlsox.

0U^ P0MEg.

But one tiling' is needful;, and Mary hath chosen
that g-oodpart, vrhich shall not be taken awaj- from
her.—Luke lU:t:i.

Bunyan. in the Pilgrim's Progress, gives us a
picture which he calls "The Man with the
Muck-rake. A poor, needy old man. poorly
clothed, and bent with age. stands stooping
over with a poor, miserable, rickety rake, with
which he continues to pull up toward him the
straws and the leaves, and the dust and the
rubbish: and while he is thus busily engaged,
an angel of light holds tpiiove his head a celes-

tial crown. The old man. however, is too busy
with his sticks and straws to pay any attention
to the celestial crown: in fact, he "won't even
look up toward it. He is too busy. The straws
and the sticks, the dust and the rubbish, are of
too much importance, in his poor feeble judg-
ment, to take the time to cast even one glimpse
toward the crown of gold. The angel even
tries to make a trade with the poor old man.
and offers to swap the crown of gold, "even up."
for the poor, miserable, dilapidated old rake.
But the man stubbornly refuses to trade. Did
you ever think, my friend, what a wonderful il-

lustration that is? I hai'dly need tell you that
the man with the muck-rake is ourselves—you
and I—and our neighbors. Bunyan, by his fig-

ure, means to remind us that there is a shining
crown just above our heads, and that it is held
there by an angel of light. This angel is plead-
ing for attention. He is calling us to look up
from our busy cai'es. and to see the golden
crown. 1 wish I could look into the faces of
the readers of Gleaxixos this new year, and
see how they receive the picture I have tried to
place before them. Some of them. I know, will

say it is true: others will admit that it is a very
pretty fable, but will rather conclude that it is

mostty fable. Still others, who are dissatisfied
and disgusted with the straws and leaves—yes,
and perhaps with the miserable old muck-rake
too—will admit the fore part of the illustration,
but will deny that there is a crown—a celestial
crown, for each one of us: and I am afraid that
we are all, in fact.moreor lesslackingin faithin
regard to the crown of glory that awaits us.
The question is. " Is Bunyan's figure a truthful
one?"' Is it too extravagant? Is it real? Let
us turn 'to God's holy word, and see what au-
thority good old John Bunyan had for his won-
derful figure. He was a student of the Bible,
and his wonderful illustrations came right
home from the Bible itself. In fact, he had
nothing to work with except the word of God.
and the inspiration of God"s Holy Spirit. May
that Holy .Spirit be with you. friends, in my
talk to you this morning, and enable me to un-
fold the Bible promises in this very line.
We will first turn to Proverbs, fourth chap-

ter, where it speaks of Wisdom. We read:
" She shall give to thy head an ornament of
grace: wi crown of glory shall she deliver to
thee." These are the words of Solomon. He
knew what it was to wear a crown. He had
wisdom beyond the average of humanity, and
he says that this wisdom shall give us an" orna-
ment of grace—an ornament for the head, mind
3'ou. We like to see grand meia and beautiful

women. It is the duty of all of us to look well
before our friends. Our wives and daughters
give considerable attention to ornaments, es-
pecially for the head; and they do well, provid-
ing they forget not this ornament of grace
which Wisdom gives. Wisdom is used in the
Bible sense as tin- opposite of folly. One who
listens to Satan, and gives way totemptation,
has forgotten wisdom. Wisdom directs us to
be pure in heart: and it also directs us to seek
first the kingdom of God and his righteousness,
and in-omises that the sticks and straws, and
the things that we need, shall be added: and
the Bible promise goes further, and says. ''A
crown of glory shall she deliver unto thee."
Let us now turn to first Corinthians. 9th chap-

ter. Paul, in exhorting us to godliness, uses
the figure of the races, and says, " Know ye not
that they which run in a race run all ? but one
receivetii the prize." You see. they had prizes
in those days, as they do now. In their con-
tests of skill and phy.sical strength, but one re-
ceived the prize. It is not so in God"s service,
however. There are cro.wns enough for all, and
there is no partiality and no respecting of per-
sons. Paul conliimes :

" So run that ye may
obtain: and every man that striveth.for the
mastery is temperate in all things."' In those
days, as well as now, they had discovered that
a man must be temperate to obtain a prize in a
physical contest. No drinking man can expect
to excel. Now comes the point of our lesson:
" Now. they do it to obtain a corruptible

crown: but we an incorruptible." Paul tells
us that the crown held out to tis by the angel of
light is an incorruptible one, "which fadeth
not away.'"
Let usnow turn to James, first chapter. We

read: "Blessed is the man that endureth
temptation: for when he is tried, he shall re-
ceive a crown of life, which the Lord hath
promised to them that love him.'" Bunyan calls
it a celestial crown. In the text atjove it is

called a crown of life. It also tells us that it is

given to the one that endureth temptation: and
it comes, too. whim he is tried. We sometimes
think it is hard to meet trials. Some of tis have
prayed, perhaps, that God would remove these
temptations that beset us and pester us contin-
tially. Our last text, however, seems to indi-
cate" that it is a good thing to be tested and
tried. In fact, we could not have a crown of
life otherwise. I sometimes think that it can
not be possible that others are called upon to
meet temptation so continually as I am. As I
look out upon the world, it seems to me that
nobody ever had such terribly hard work in
trying to be good as I have had. I once heard
a minister of the gospel say in his sermon that
Satan himself, the prince of the powers of
darkness, could be in only one place at the same
time. I was tempted to question this theology.
Yei'y likely the lu'eacher gave it as his own
opinion, in an off-hand sort of way. Why
could I not accept such a doctrine? Well, it

did not seem to be possible that the prince of
evil should leave all mankind, and turn so
much of his attention to my poor self: and then
came a helping thought: If it were true. I
might feel glad that the rest of humanity had
a respite a good deal of the time.

I used to think that Revelatiou was a dry
book: but of late I have learned to turn to it

and get much comfort and consolation. Espe-
cially do I like that second chapter that has so
many promises to him that overcometh. For
instance: "He that overcometh and keepeth
my works to the end, to him will I give power
over the nations."' And again: "To him that
overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden
manna, and I will give him a white stone, and
in the stone a new name written which no man
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knoweth save him that receiveth it.'' Well, in

that same chapter, about tlie middle, we read:
" Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give
thee a crown of life." You see this crown is

promised to those wlio ai-e faithful. It is Jiot

enough that we he faithful a little while; we
want to be faitliful unto death, and then have
we the promise of a crown of life. Did our
friend Bunyan put it too strongly ? Let us turn
to First Peter, tifth chapter: ""And when the
chief Shepherd shall ai)pear. ye shall receive a
crown of glorv that fadeth not away." By
reading the hrst part of the chapter we find this

wonderful promise is to those who " feed the
flock of (Jod, not by constraint, but willingly;

not for tilthy lucre, but of a ready mind." The
promise of a crown of glory is to those who are

trying to make the world better; who " rejoice

not in iniquity;" who "think no evil." Fur-
ther along we read. "Be sober; be vigilant; for

your adversary the Devil as a roaring lion

walketh about, seeking whom he may devour."
The " adversary" will most surely entrap you

into wasting the" precious moments in fussing

with straws, leaves, and the dust of the earth,

if he can do so. He will leave no stone un-
turned in his schemes to get you to look doivn
and notrup, if it can be done. If your face, like

that of the man in the fable, looks constantly

downward toward the earth, you will never see

the shining crown nor hear the angel voices.

Now, my friends, during this coming new
year let us see to it that we look out for him
who comes "as a roaring lion." Did you ever

feel yourself in a bright, cheerful mood, ready

to work for the good of humanity, ready to lis-

ten for the angel voices, when all of a sudden
something drove out the good spirit and pulled

you down to earth? Perhai)S it was some little

trouble with a neighbor. May be he borrowed
something and did not return it. May be he
showed a greedy, overbearing, and unfeeling

spirit. Away go thoughts of union meetings,

good resolutions to keep bright and hopeful,

and, before you know it, you are led away,
down amid the I'ubbish once more. I know
what it is, dear friends. I have wondered
whether there were anybody else who felt the

truth of two lines in one of good old Dr. Watts'

hymns as I have felt them—
Prone to wander—Lord, I feel it;

Prone to leave the Lord 1 love.

At such a time it does me good to repeat men-
tally, " Wherefore do you spend money for that

which is not bread, and your labor for that

which satisHeth not?" I say to myself, " Well,

how is it, old fellow? Is this thing that is just

now stirring you up, and that seems to demand
your immediate attention, whether any thing

else is attended to or not— is thdt the 'bread'

that the prophet Isaiah speaks of? and is it the

kind of labor that •.s((t(.s'/!Ct7(,"f" Sometimes I

think for a while it is; but after a few hours

have passed by, when the turbulent sea of my
turbulent nature has calmed down, then I

think, with oh so much remorse and regret

!

" No, no; it does not satisfy." There is only

one thing in this whole wide universe that does

satisfy, and that is told in our opening text.

'• Mary hath chosen that good part which shall

not be taken away from her."

Now, to wind up my short Home, talk to-day

I want to turn to PauTs second letter to Timo-
thy. The veteran saint says, when near his

end, " I have fought a good fight. I have finish-

ed my course; I have kept the faith." Has any
one lived since the time of Paul who could con-

sistently take such words upon his lips? And then

he adds: " Henceforth then; is laid ui) for me a

croivn of rinlttomsitcss, which the Lord the

righteous judge shall give me at that day; and'

not to me only, tnit unto (tU tliern oIko tlutt hrve

/lis appearing."

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

STAKTING ONIONS IN THE GREENHOUSE.
We first commenced this in 1886. Landreth's

people had an onion called the Bloomsdalc
Pearl, which they said was specially adapted
to the South. I was so anxious to see some of
them that we sowed them in the greenhouse
some time in January. We had beautiful
pearly-white onions long before any were seen
in the markets. They sold so readily we let

them all go when they were about the size of
hens' eggs. Next year we planted more, and
some of them got so large that we sold them by
the pound for 10 cts. apiece. Finally our Ex-
periment Station at Columbus took hold of it,

and last season they tested almost all the new
large foreign onions offered in the catalogues.
Like myself, they decided it was a wonderful
success. The point is something lik(^ this

:

With ground very mellow, enriched, and
brought up to its highest state of fertility, it is

exceedingly inii)Oi'tant*that we have a full even
stand of any kind of crop. Now, it is very hard
to manage this where we depend on sowing the
seed and thinning out. By transplanting you
can have exactly as many onions as you need
on the ground, and no more; and it can be done
cheaper than to sow the seed. Secoitilln, where
you sow the seed and weed by hand (for weeds
will grow as fast or a little faster than onions),
there is an immense amount of labor involved.
If there were no little onions mixed in with the
weeds, we could with the rake, or by horse
l)Ower. destroy as many weeds in an hour as we
can pull out from between the onions in a whole
day. or may be several days. By the trans-
planting i)rocess this may be done as follows;
Work the ground up nicely, and let it stand
until the weeds germinate. Just before you set

out youi- plants, rake the whole surface thor-
oughly, so as to kill every weed. Now plant
your big onions—that is, onions that have pass-
ed the weedy stage. They may have bulbs the
size of beans', and be perhaps from 3 to 5 inches
high. Stretch a string over your fine mellow-
ground—or, better still, a clothes-line. Run a
roller over the line, so it will make the cord
leave its print in the soft soil. Now make holes

two or three inches apart along this line, and
put in your onions. For making the holes, we
take a hoe that has been broken from the han-
dle, or. rather, we take the handle part with
the shank attached. We grind this shank to a

sharp point, and then we have a dibble that can
be used standing up. A man can make holes
with it on the mark almost as fast as he can
walk. A boy goes over with a basket of onions,

and puts an onion in each hole.

Onions are so easy to transplant that they
will grow almost any way. They should be
taken up from the greenhouse or seed-bed, as

we do cabbage, celery, and tomato plants.

Saturate the ground with water, and dig out
the onions with a fork so as to get every one of

the fine fibrous roots. We have done trans-

planting with only smrdf boys, and had every
onion grow. In fact, the boys get along so

fast that thev have the ground all covered
before I know it. You can plant t,hese onions

even quicker than you can plant sets. Of
course, you want nice onion gi'ound-sott, mel-
low, and rich. I do not know how many onions

can be grown on an acre. Our ExiJeriment
Station suggests that, with these large varieties,

you may get over 1000 bushels. Our friend

'Joseph,'* who writes for many of the agricul-

tural papers, has been working in the same line.

Be careful about planting mayiy of the large
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foreign onions, for they are not, suitable for

keeping: and with much wet weather they may
rot on your hands, or even while in the ground.
Our Experiment Station gives the preference to

the Spanish King, or Prize-taker, onion. Tliese
will grow as large as the oniuns that are im-
ported in fancy crateS.

I notice in the agricultural papers there
have been several claims as to the originator of

this new method of raising onions. Like most
of these new (?) things, however, it often trans-
pires they are not new at all. The Oliio Farmer
gives an article from some one who has been
for many years doing this same thing by start-

ing onion seed in an ordinary hot-bed.

If you are going into the business you had
better arrange to commence selUng the onions as
soon as you can pick out one here and there the
size of a hen's egg. Peel them, cut off the roots,

tie them in neat bunches, and deliver them
around to the houses before they have a chance
to get dry. If you get them real early you can
commence by putting- only half a pound in a
bunch. In almost any neighborhood they will

go off at a nickel a bunch—that is, if nobody is

ahead of you. When they begin to go slow,
give three-fourths, and then a whole pound for
a nickel; and finally, if you get a nickel for a
2-lb. bunch you are not doing a very bad busi-
ness, especially if you have a yield of any thing
like a tlionsand bushels per acre. tSnch onions
will sell almost every month in the year. The
Experiment Station lias tested this plan for rais-
ing ordinary onions, to be sold by the bushel
or barrel in the dry state, and think it a suc-
cess. You can have your rows absolutely
straight, and you can have just enough onions
in your row without any thinning, and you get
rid entirely of han (l-ircrding I am inclined to
think they are right about it. It will, however,
necessitate some sort of hot-beds, cold-frames,
or greenhouses: and if you are going to use the
onions green, you ought to be near a town or
city.

HOW TO BE SUKE OF GOOD SEEDS.

When our good friend Landreth inaugtu-ated
the plan of cremation, or burning up all the
seeds before the 1st of January, I thought it

was going to be a wonderfnl advance; but I

have changed my mind somewhat. There are
a few sorts of seeds that had better be burned
up—parsnip, salsify, and perhaps onion. All
the rest are nearly if not quite as good for an-
other year. Instead of burning up the onion,
however, I would use th(un to raise onion-sets,
or so\\' them thick in the greenhouse, as men-
tioned above. We have sowed onion seed two
years old for several years, for the above pur-
poses. I have been surprised to find that, many
times, thev grew just about as well as new seed.
Parsnip seed you can not use in this way.
Beans and corn rarely germinate as fully when
two years old; but by sowing them thicker you
may get a very tolerable stand. Tiiere is a dif-
ficulty, however. If they should all happen to
grow, we should have to thin them out; and
thinning out corn where it is a good deal too
thick is very expensive business. In fact. I

have found it to take more time than all the
hoeing and cultivating. On the other hand, if

only half the seeds grow, and we have many
vacancies, that is bad. It-is true, we can i)lant
in some more: but if you do this, unless you
have vei'y careful hands to gather your ears for
market they will be all the while giving cus-
tomers some that is too hard or some that is not
mature enough. By the way, I have practiced
transplanting corn, and have sometimes thought
that, for extra early corn, it paid verv well.
You can get rid of tlie weeds, get rid" of the
frosts, and get a perfect f^tand.

Now, then, I want to say something in favor
of 0/(7 seeds. Almost every season we have
more or less seed that pleases better than any
other we ever had before. We had the finest

White Plume celery this last season that I ever
saw or heard of. The seed was purchased of

Livingston, of Columbus. I almost quarreled
with him because he charged me so much. I

even talked of sending it back. vVhen he as-

sured me, however, that the seed was extra, I

consented to keep it. Well, we have now about
4 lbs. of that seed left. What do you suppose I

would take for it? Why, I should hate to sell

it for twice the regular price, and take my
chances on something I had not tested. Peter
Henderson said, a good many years ago, that
he did not dare to offer celery seed for sale until

he had first tested it one season, and I am be-
ginning to agree with him exactly. Some years
ago we were greatly pleased with a nice lot of

White Egg turnips. I Ixiutrht a bagful of the
seed, and put it in our catalogue. We sold it

three years. But our turnips were always bad
shaped, tough, and stringy. I kept trying these
on different land, thinking the soil was not
suitable. Last fall, however, we sent to Liv-
ingston for some White Egg turnip seed, and
were rejoiced to find beautiful bulbs, tender
and sweet. In fact, they were sweeter than the
Purple-top Globe. But right here comes in an-
other trouble. These last were sown on that
beautiful piece of ground where I turned under
the Sharpless strawberries (and put on so many
ashes)—the ground that gave such beautiful
radishes in just thirty days. Now. I did not
.sow any of my old White Egg turnip seed on
this nice ground. I became disgusted, and tried

only the n(nv. So you see we are all at sea. I

do know this, liow'ever, that Livingston's seed
is good with nice ground.

Under the circumstances I do not dare to use
the old seed again until I have tried a row side
by side with the new. I have been afraid that
some of our large seedsmen (especially where
they offer seeds at a very low price) save their

seed indiscriminately from every plant that
produces seed. Suppose they should save seed
from a turnip that jM-oduced scarcely any bulb
at all: or from radishes that just ran up to seed
the first thing they did. Last season we sowed
a lot of carrots very early. Well, in the fall a
great lot of them ran up to seed. Our celery
does this more or less every season. Suppose
somebody should save seed and offer it for sale,

from celery that shot right up to a seed -stalk
the first thing. I do not know positively, but I

presume such .seed would not be worth much if

any thing. We want to be slow, however, in

drawing conclusions. I will tell you why. I

once condemned some radishes because they all

ran up to seed without making any bulbs at all.

I called the seed -giower a fjvMfc/. Well, I was
so much disgusted that I let them go and ripen
their pods. The seed fell out and dropped on
the ground, during the cool fall weather, which
seemed to be just suitable, and brought forth a
great quantity of most beautiful radishes. I

judged it was the dry hot weather that made
the radishes behave so badly in the spring,

and that it was the cool fall weather that made
the seed from these same radishes do so nicely
afterward. Still, it will surely pay to be very
careful about the seeds you sow. Let me give
you an illustration.

About the first of J)me we received an order
for 20 cents' worth of Fottler's Brunswick cab-
bage seed. Our friend sowed the seed, and I

guess about every one grew. He put out the
plants and raised a fine field of cabbages. He
says, however, that the cabbages made nice

hard heads of Jersey Wakefield. He wanted
large cabbages to put away for winter. Nobody
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wanted those little ones in the fall, so be fed
them to his cows, and they were probably worth
.?!5.00 to him. Had they been the real Fottler's
Brunswick, he would i)rohably have received
S2.5.00 or .?30.(X) for them. I think his estimate
of only .?.5.00 on a tine ci-op of Jersey Wakefield
cabbage, even in the fall, was very low, for we
often raise them for winter cabbages, and nev-
er had any to keep better, or give better satis-

faction to our customers. But,, of course, we
did not get as many pounds of cabbage to the
acre. Did our clerk n^ally make a mistake and
go to the wrong bag? Well. .s7)r thinks it next
to impossible, and I do not see how it /•».• possi-

ble. An ounce of seed costs just 20 cents, and
the ounce packages are all put up, a lot of them
at once. What is to be done? Candidly, I do
not know. If I am to pay §<~'5.00 damages to a
man who bought only ;iO cents" worth of seed. I

think I should prefer to give up the seed busi-

ness entirely. I would buy seeds to plant, of

course, but 1 should be afraid to offer seeds for

sale. I mention this little incident to illustrate

why it is that most seedsmen decline to be re-

sponsible for the crop. If it were possible that
a peculiar state of thi^ soil and weathei- should
make Fottler's Brunswick look like Jersey
Wakefield. I should say this was the explana-
tion of it. I have not had experience enough to
know.

OUR I>IST OF SEEDS FOR 1891.

You will remember how determined I was to

cut the list down. Well. I have cut it down
some. I have cut off all our long string of to-

matoes but three, and some other things in pro-
portion. But the correspondence tliat was
brought out in regard to the subject rather dis-

couraged me. For instance, I was going to

drop Louisville Drumhead cabbage: but this

brought a wail from a good friend who had
been buying of us for years, who said there
was nothing like it for his locality. Last sea-
son we tried dropping Early Summer, in order
to get rid of so many varieties: but we had
more Early Summer plants ordered than al-

most any other kind. The biggest and finest

cabbages on our grounds were from a few Early
Summer plants left ov^er after filling orders.
They looked so fine that we just put in a couple
of rows, and so it has transpired with other
things. We also dropped the White Egg tur-
nip in our 18ttO catalogue: but the White Egg
was, during this past season, called for all over
town, and was the best early turnip we ever
raised. Our Experiment Stations have certain-
ly done a very wonderful work in weeding out
duplicates. Friend Green, in this issue, says
that Shoepeg corn is the same thing as Ne IMus
Ultra and Banana: and we had some on our
grounds that was called, I think. Sugar Cream.*
We compared it in looks, and put it on the ta-
ble, and it was so near like Shoepeg that cer-
tainly there is no reason for cataloguing the
two under different names. This makes live

different names for one kind of sweet corn.
The Osage melon was introduced with quite

a flourish, and it is really worthy of adoption;
but it is now pronounced the same thing as
Miller's Cream, which came with an equally
great flotirish. and some of the catalogues have
described both without any intimation that
they are even alike.

Where are we going to get our seeds the com-
ing season ? Well, this also becomes complicat-
ed and complex. It would save us a good deal
in freight and express if we could buy all or
nearly all of one seedsman; but we can't do it.

*Burpee's catalog-ue is just at hand, and he grives
stUl another name to the Shoepeg-; namely, Quaker
Sweet. He also pronounces tlie much-lauded Polaris
potato the same thing- as the Puritan—u^Ticii;.'

As I get acquainted with our various seedsmen.
I rejoice to see that they are, for the greater
part, good, honest, faithful, hard-working men.
We find excellent reasons for getting a certain
line of one man and a certain line of another,
and so on. There are certain seeds we greatly
prefer to raise our.selves. Others come from
men who. we know by past experience, raise
exactly what we want. Some might happen to
come from one and some from another. If you
wish to intrust your ordeis to me, I will do "the
very best I can for you: but I can not, under
any consideration, undertake to guarantee that
the seeds we furnish will (ilwans give a crop.

RAISINCi I^ETXrCE IX A (JREEXHOUSE, AXD THE
LETTUCE DISEASE.

I built a small greenhouse, llj<$'x48 feet, last
fall, to grow lettuce in, but my first crop is

nearly all gone by damping off. I understood
that the Grand Rapids lettuce was proof against
that fault. There must be something wrong
with the treatment I give them. What do you
suppose is the matter? Jxo. Major.
Cokeville. Pa.. Dec. 24.

[Friend M., for several years back there has
been universal trouble in raising lettuce in
greenhouses, in just the line you mention. But
the Grand Rapids lettuce is so little affected in

this way that it has been called rot-]jroof. My
opinion is. that it is mainly caused by imper-
fect drainage, and too much dampness in the
atmosphere. The trouble occurs mostly in De-
cember or January, when we have the least
sunshine. Sudden drafts of chilly air also—at
least at times—have something to do with it.

Opening the ventilators so that frosty air may
strike directly on the plants will cause them to
begin to damj) off', say the next day or two, or
three days afterward. Taking the sash off en-
tirely when we have a spell of warm \veather
seems to do the plants a great deal of good.
One kind of dampening off is often caused, evi-
dently, by having the plants too close together
—say where they are crowded in the seed-bed.
I have had the opinion that plenty of air, so as
to dry the plants and the soil out, just as they
will get dried out between showers outdoors in
summei'. might remedy it, and I have wondered
whether warming the greenhouse by a blast of
heated air might not help to get rid of damp-
ness in the winter time. Now, if some of the
veterans in growing winter lettuce will tell us
more about it, I shall be glad to give them space.
When I last visited Peter Henderson he said
his neighbor John Hudson, who built six large
greenhouses, mostly for lettuce-growing, had
been obliged to give it up on account of the
dampening-oft' and rot. He could grow rad-
ishes, without any trouble: but he could get
lettuce only by making hot-beds in the old-
fashioned way, in the open air, stripping off

sash to give them sun and rain when the
weather permitted. You can get a glimpse
from the above of what I expect to do with my
new-fashioned greenhouse when I get it figur-

ed out. I have already ever so many plans, but
they cost too much money for theordinary mar-
ket-gardener.]

WHAT IS THE CAUSE OR ORIGIN OF A " SI'ORT
"

IX VEGETABLES?
For the last five years I planted but one kind

of pumpkin. In 1889 one vine had an entirely
different kind from the parent stock, and, being
better. I saved seed from the best one to plant
in 1890. This year I had at least six or seven
distinct varieties from the seed of that one
pumpkin, and only one vine from 80 or 90 had
fruit like the one "saved from. If I plant seed
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from only one kind the coming season, will it

be the same, or go on increasing? Was it a
sport or not? I thought they produced the
same as the sport. I liave some of tliem yet,

just as sound as when picked from the vines.

They are a sweet pumpkin. Ben.t. Passage.
Stark, Mich.. Dec. 25.

[Friend P., you have struck upon something
of great interest to me. and perhaps to others.

You can. without question, by careful selection,

get a distinct variety of pumpkins from the
sport you mention: but. if I am correct, a sport

is always inclined, more or less, to sport still

further": thei'efore your pumpkins will sport
still further unless you by selection hold them
down, as it were, to something you have decid-
ed on. I wish Prof. Cook would tell me wheth-
er I am correct.]

EDITOl^I^Ii.

Wherefore do 3-e spend mone3' for that which is not bread !

and vour labor for that which satisfleth not;—Isaiah 55:2.

Reduced rates to the Ohio State Bee-keep-
ei-s' Association (to be held at Toledo, Feb. 10 and
11), will be given on all the roads—at least IK
fare, and possibly better. Dr. Mason has the
matter in charge.

XEW CATALOGUES.
What is the matter with the new catalogues?

If you want them noticed, send them in: and if

perchance we overlook it. please jog our mem-
ory.

GAKDEXING AND BEES.

E. L. Pratt says, in the ApiejtltKrist. that
there is no pursuit that can hv worked with
bee-keeping to such advantage as gardening
under glass.

THOSE OUTSIDE WINTER CASES.

These seem to be doing nicely so far in our
apiary. The bees seem to be in just as nice
condition as those in large chaff hives. So far
we feel very much encouraged as to their ulti-

mate success.

THE SLATTED HONEY-BOARD.
The slatted honey-board is now scarcely or-

dered, and we havi^ almost ceased making them.
Fixed distances and thick top-bars are running
it out entirely. Of course, queen-excluding
honey-boards are as popular as ever.

HOFFMAN frames.
These are growing exceedingly popular, judg-

ing by the way orders are coming in for them.
It fans E. R.'s conceit mightily to think that he
helped to call attention this fall to something
so manifestly good and useful in the bee-hives.
Mr. Julius Hoffman is a benefactor.

SILO and silage, by pbof. cook.

The third edition is now out, and more than
25,000 copies have been sold in less than two
years. The book will be worth many times its

cost to any of our readers who have even a
small interest in this wonderful invention in

agriculture. Mailed from our office for 25 cts.

We will send Gleanings and the silo book to-
gether for $1.15.

the new dress of the AMERICAN BEE
JOURNAL.

The Jan. 1st number of the '' old reliable,""

always-on-time bee-publication is before us.

While its pages have been reduced to a size

slightly smaller than these, the number has
been increased to 32 instead of 1(5 as formerly.
Its general appearance and make-up. as usual,
are good, and it is printed wholly Irom new
type. With this number the Anicrlcdn Bee
Journal celebrates its 30th year of existence,
and we wish it many more happy New Years.

A NEW BOOK BY FRIEND COWAN.
•'The Honey-Bee" is the title of a new book

by Thomas William Cowan, editor of the
British Bee Jcniriidl. It contains over 200 pages,
detailing the natural history, anatony. and
physiology of the bee. Some handsome origi-
nal engravings adorn the pages of the book.
We have not had time to review it. but we will
do so a little later, reproducing a sample of one
of the enlarged engravings of the honey-bee,
showing the internal organs.

PRINTING PRICE LISTS.

Our facilities for printing apiarian price lists

were never better than now. We have an
enormous selection of electrotypes from which
to choose; and having put in another new
press, we are enabled to do work cheaper and
more expeditiously than ever before. A cata-
logue is now before us which was evidently
printed at some local printing-office. A cut of
the one-piece section is upside down, and the
size of the sections is given at 4K,x4i4. We tind
other errors that would have been corrected by
any one who knows any thing about bees.

PAINTED MUSLIN VS. PAINTED TIN FOR COVERS
TO HIVES.

Some one has said, we do not know where,
that painted muslin answers excellently in
place of tin for covers to hives. Muslin or com-
mon cloth is stretched over the board cover,
and nailed around the edges. It is then given
two or three good coats of paint. Of course, it

can not be quite as durable as tin: but if it can
be made to answer for several years, we could
afford to re-cover the hives. Who has had lots
of experience in this matter ? If outside winter
cases can be covered with painted cloth instead
of tin it will make them cheaper still.

queen-excluders, AND WHEN TO USE AND
WHEN NOT TO USE THEM.

Our best bee-keepers seem to think that
perforated zinc queen-excluders are not a ne-
cessity in the production of cotnb honey. The
instances in which queens enter the supers are
so rare that it is not worth the expense and
time in putting them on the hives. For extract-
ed honey, excluders are fast being regarded a
necessity. Queens are much more apt to enter
extracting-combs than the sections. The rea-
son is, because the foimer are more nearly of a
natural thickness; and in the latter, the cells
are so deep that the queen is quite discouraged.

THE AMATEUR PH0T<>GRAPHER"S HANDBOOK.
We have had a call at various times for a

good book on amateur photography; but here-
tofore we have not been able to furnish some-
thing that was up with the times, simple in
style, and reliable in instruction. ]Most of the
books are too complex, and suited onlv for the
professionals. Recently our attention "has been
called to the Amateur Photographer"s Hand-
book, by that very fascinating author, Arthur
Hope. It is easy to see that he has been
through all the "experiences." His style is so
captivating, and so simple and plain, that al-
most any boy will be enabled to turn out good
work. In fact, if he is inclined to run into hob-
bies he will be carried clear away with the
book, and with the subject with whic h t deals
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The work is so excellonl that we liave decided
to place it on our booli-list. and can furnish it

postpaid by mail, in paper cover, for 7.5 cts.

THE C'.VPPIXGS DEPAKTMEXT
Of the Canndinn Bee Journal is interesting

and well edited. It gives the best thoughts of

bee-keepei'S. no matter whei-e uttered, with
substantial credit, not only of the writer, but of

the bee-journal as well.

YELLOW CAKXIOLAXS.

A GOOiJ deal is said in the Ainculturist about
yellow Carniolans. If they resemble the Ital-

ians at all, how are we to distinguish them
from the bees from sunny Italy? The typical

Carniolans we have tested seem dift(n-ent from
Italians only in color. Make the color the

same, and we could not tell which from t'other.

Who will be the lucky man to inti-oduce yellow
black bees'?

A VISIT FKOM A VEKMOXT BEE-KEEPEK.

Our friend and correspondent. J. H. Larra-
bee, of Larrabee"s Point. Vt., and secretary of

the Vermont Bee-keepers" Association, made
us a pleasant call last week. He is one of the

parties w ho helped to get up the bee-keepers'

camp on Lake George last summer. He is a

wide-awake and i^rogressive bee-keeper; and
the name "Genial .John."' as given him by
Rambler, seems to tit him well. Perhaps we
shall hear more of him later.

THE BRITISH BEE JOUKXAL TO SUBSCRIBERS TO
GLEANINGS.

Until further notice we will furnish the

British Bee Journal, published weekly, at the

same price as Gleanixgs—fl.OO a year. The
regular price of the British Bee Journal is $1.50.

We are enabled to do this by exchanging a cer-

tain number of Gleaxixgs for the same num-
ber of the B. B. J. After the number to be

exchanged is taken up. the price will be as

heretofore—*'3.40 for both.

THE NEW YORK STATE BEE-KEEPERS'
ASSOCIATION.

This meets Jan. 2:1. ;i3. and 24. The charac-

ter of the discussions and essays, together with
the prominent bee-keepers whose names ai-e

attached, bespeak a si)lendid meeting. This
three days' session, together with its prominent
bee-keepers, will make this convention rank
in importance next to one of the N. A. B. K. A.

See published program elsewhere. Ernest or A.

I. R. expects to be present.

QUEEN - EXCLUDING HONEY- BOARDS MADE OF
WOOD.

These have been made before with the slots

parallel to the grain, but they were discai'ded

because of the shrinkage of the wood and con-

sequent moisture of the hive. But the G. B.
Lewis Co. are now making them with the slots

to go across the grain, and they predict their

success. By the way. this firm has lately made
a dovetailed hive out of ;'« lumber, and th(^y

sell it at a very moderate price. The testimony
of all apiarists has been against any thing less

than % inch for the walls of the hive; but here
will be a chance for somebody to test the mat-
ter.

TWO NEW BEE-JOURNALS.

Two more new bee-journals were issued Jan.
1. this year. The first that comes to our table

is the American Bcc-Kceper, edited and pub-
lished by tiie W. T. Falconer Co.. Jamestown.
X. Y. It is nicely printed, 16 pages, with a nc^at

arid attractive tinted cover. Such bee-keepers

as Dr. Miller, Dr. Tinker. Mrs. Harrison. E. L.
Pratt. Mr. Holterniann. and others, have writ-
ten for it. The othci' jouinal is the Bee World,
edited and published by our old friend and cor-
respondent, W. S. Vandruff. Waynesburg. Pa.
The latter is a 16-page monthly. Price 50 cts.

per year. It starts out well. Success to the
new publications, is the wish of Gleanings.

THE PROJECT TO MOVE A AVHOLE APIARY IX
WINTER TO COLORADO.

Our friend O. R. Coe, still at Windham, X. Y..
who, it will be I'emembcred. was proposing to
go to some alfalfa tields with his apiary, has
settled upon his location, which is Fort Collins,
Col. He has ascertained that it is in the midst
of the Rocky Mountain bee-plant and alfalfa
bloom, and proposes to get his bees into the
field early, and be ready for the honey-tlo^-.
He is going to move a carload of bees to his
new location this winter. In a letter just re-
ceived he expresses a fear that he may not be
able to move the bees as soon as he desires, on
account of the almost impassable condition of
the roads to the railway station, by reason of
th(^ great depth of snow, and the consequent
drifts. He writes, under date of Dec. 21:

Never, since I can remember, have we been so
completely blocked in by snow early hi the winter,
as now. Our roads, many of them, are utterly im-
passable from drifts—as much so as they were in tlie

great blizzard of three years ago next March.

BALL S ALFALFA AND SOIiE THROAT.
A MEMBER of the Root family was suddenly

taken in the night with a distressing sore throat,
followed by coughing, and difficult and painful
breathing. Trask's ointment and gargling of
salt water had no effect. Xow. there happened
to be in .the house about half a tumblerful of
Ball's alfalfa. This honey was liquid, and of
beautiful body and color. Without much faith,

this was given to the patient. Almost instantly
came relief. That rich and beautiful honey
acted like a soothing oil upon a throat raw with
coughing. After a little the distressing symp-
toms returned, and again the honey was ad-
ministered, with like results, and so we kept up
the program until it was gone. Then we trapsed
around the house until we found a bottle of
white clover. We tried this, but it had no ef-

fect. We next gave the patient the scrapings
of the alfalfa jar. and, like oil to a hot box, it

went to the spot. T(»mporary though it was, it

relieved a great deal of suffering and no little
" scare." It seemed to cut the mucus, and pro-
tect the raw sores in the throat.

[The above from Ernest sounds pretty strong
for alfalfa honey: and although I confess I do
not understand why alfalfa honey should have
any particular virtues over other clover honey,
the facts in the case given seem to decide that
there must be a difference somewhere. If this

be true, then may it not reasonably be presum-
ed that honey from other plants may have
special virtues for paiticular ailments.]

, STATISTICS.

The other day a correspondent, having in

view the preparation of an essay to be read at a
farmers's institute, desired us to furnish him
with statistics as to the number of colonies in

the I'niti'd States, the number of pounds of

honey and wax produced, etc. There have been
no reliable statistics made, although some pret-

tv good guesses have been given. It was esti-

mated, two or three years ago, that there were
,3()0.()()0 bee-keepers in the land, and that the
number of colonics, if each owned not less than
ten, would be :}.(KK).()tX). Allowing 10 lbs. per
colony, the annual product would he 30.{X)().(K)0
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lbs. But the probabilities are. at this date,
that the number of bee-keepers has Increased
to 500.000, and that the annual product of their
hives has increa.sed at least in proportion. The
government statistics as touching honey which
we have had so far would be too unreliable to
quote.

DISCAKDINC; Or,D TIIIXGS AXD TAKING UP NEW
OXES.

FoK a good many years Gleaxixgs has been
slow in adopting improvements in bee culture.
One reason of this is, that, more than a dozen
years ago. there was quite a protest against in-

troducing so many new fixtures. The pro-
test was just, and I confess I feel now a good
deal of anxiety when so many new things are
coming up, being illustrated and offered for
sale: and I do believe that we should always be
slow in bringing to our apiaries different ar-
rangements. It is well to present these things
and discuss them: but l)efore adopting them I

would let our Question-box corps give their
opinions. If a change is to be made, let us
have the reasons in full for demanding the
change. Let us take the Hoffman frame as an
example. It is by no means a new thing, but
its revival is new. While I feel somewhat
doubtful as to whether it is going to obtain a
permanent place in our hives, there are two
reasons just now for its adoption. Out-apia-
ries are taking a place in our industry that
they never did befoic: and there is also a
strong demand for something to do away with
the buiT-comb nuisance. If the bees wilJ build
combs, have them build them where they are
worth money instead of where they are a" nui-
sance. To do this we want fixed distances: and
if we want fixed distances, perhaps nothing bet-
ter presents itself than the Hoffman frame.
Please remember, friends, that A. I. Root,
while he lives, is going to protest and hold back
against the introducMon of any thing new un-
til there is some very good and ijlain reason for
burdening the brotherhood with new and ad-
ditional expenses.

THE XATIOXAI. BEE-KEEPEIiS" T'XIOX.

The <)th annual report of the General Man-
ager. Mr. Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, 111., is

before us. Mr. Newman says:
•• When attorneys are defending cases in

courts, they often cite the suits previously de-
cided, which favor their argument, or are anal-
ogous to it. * * * * AVhen bee-keepers are
their clients, they should be able to point to de-
cisions or points of law in favor of the pursuit.
* * * * In the first case defended by the
Union. Judge Clemen tson remarked: "This
case involves new points of law upon which
there are no rulings of the Supreme Court. We
have no law upon which to instruct a jury.'
That was in the Freeborn case, in Wisconsin,
which the L^nion had defended so vigorously
that the complainant lost his grip in the first

round, and it was literally kicked out of court.
We have now secured several decisions, notably
the one in the Supreme Court of Arkansas.
These not only save trouble and annoyance to
bee-keepers, but also expense to the Union, by
the prevention of petty lawsuits.

'• Now. if city councils or town boards are any-
where troubled by a complainant, and asked to
pass an ordinance declai'ing l)ee-keeping a
nuisance, and to prohibit it within the corpor-
ate limits, etc., every member, together with
the mayor, the city attorney, and the one mak-
ing the complaint." are all dosed with copies of
the Supreme Court decision, that 'bee-keeping
is not a nuisance" perse, and the matter is at
once dropped—killed by the decision of the Su-
preme Court of Arkansas!

""

In the one point of establishing precedents,
the Union has performed a grand work: and
even should it now be disbanded, these prece-
dents will go on. having their infiuence just the
same: but there is no likelihood of the Union
being disbanded so long as T. G. Newman re-
mains back of it: and under his efficient man-
agement we have no doubt that it will continue
its good work. It has two more cases on hand,
and the General Manager is in hopes that they
will be landed in the Supreme Court of their
respective States on account of the valuable
decisions that will be. without question, ren-
dered in favor of the bees. The Union has a
balance on hand in the treasury of .*(yi.l8. It
has engaged attorneys for the defense of the
several cases above mentioned: but Mr. New-
man says we shall have use fo*- all the money
on hand, and the dues for the next year, as the
cases are reached on the docket. To become a
member, send ^^l.oo to the General Manager, as
above.

OI-D SQUARE CAXS FOH CALIFOKXIA HOXEY :

HOW CALIFOKXIAXS ARE BREAKIXG
DOWX THEIR MARKET.

It is a well-known fact, that square cans are
used almost exclusively for shipping kerosene
from the East to the Pacific coast. After being
emptied they are filled with other liquids, and
shipped back again. The worst part of it is.

they are being used largely for extracted hon-
ey. It is true, they are scalded out, and then
the first quality of extracted honey is put in and
sent by the carload to the East. Some cans
that our men have examined leave us in doubt
as to whether they were ever scalded. Some-
times the flavor of the hon^n- is seriously deteri-
orated, and at other times it is scarcely per-
ceptible. Our friend and correspondent. J. F.
Mclntyre. a Californian. it will be remembered,
has written against the use of oil-cans for
packages for honey.
The great difficulty in the way is, that the

California markets, at present, will not pay the
difference between honey put up in new square
cans, and that put up inthose formerly used for
kerosene. And still another thing is. that these
oil-cans can be had for 50 cts. per case less than
the new ones; and some of our Western bee-
keepers, looking to immediate gains, buy the
cheaper packages. If they will reflect a mo-
ment, they will see that, in time, they will ruin
the Eastern markets for all California honey,
or, at least, make it so it will drop a cent or two
—a thing that California bee-keepers can not
afford to have happen.
Now. if you Californians must use coal-oiJ

cans, use some alkali to cut the residue of
grease that clings to the inside of the cans.
Hot water will not remove it: but a very little

weak ammonia \\ill. Yesterday we cut the top
off from one of those oil-cans in which had
been shipped us some first quality of honey.
We were suspicious of the flavor, arid hence de-
cided to investigate. The top being removed,
we found that a thin deposit of black grease
clung to all the six sides of the can. Hot water
would not budge it. I then told one of the boys
to get one of our 20-cent bottles, holding nearly
a quart of ammonia. It is rather weaker than
the ordinary commercial article, and is used for
washing purposes. Two taplespoonfuis of this
were thrown into the topless can. After shak-
ing it around for a minute, the black grease
came off entirely, and the sides of the can were
as bright and clean as a dollar. I am not sure
but that a single tablespoonful of commercial
ammonia, mixed with about half a cup of wa-
ter, would do the same. Remove tlie cap. pour
in the liquid, screw the cap down, and then give
the can a good shaking. If this does not re-
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move a lot of black, greasy, inky-looking sub-

stance, then it will not do as it has done for us

here at the Home of the Honey-bees. I should
like to have some of our iViends in California

try this, and then scaUl out with hot water, and
let the cans stand upside down to drain.

It may be argued, that, on a carload of cans,

it would make the amnu)nia rather expensive.

A day's time, and about a dollar's worth of am-
monia, according to onr market;*, in its original

form, will make enough to renovate a whole
carload of cans. This expense is small in com-
parison with the ultimate reduction of a cent a
pound on California extracted honey. Unless
old cans are renovated by an alkali, like ammo-
nia, or new cans are used, the bee-keepers of

California will be doing liiemselves irreparable

damage. E- R-

SUCCESS IX MAILIXG A QUEEX TO AUSTRALIA;
THE BENTOX MAIIJXG-CAGE AXD GOOD

CANDY PUT TO A SEVEUE TEST.

About a year ago, one of our customers, Mr.
.Eneas Walker, of Queensland, Aas., sent us an
order for two tested queers. We put them up
in the regular Benton cage, and provisioned

them the best we knew how. but with very
little hopes, however, of even the cages ever

getting through to their destination, to say

nothing aboiU the queens arriving alive in the

event they did. There are some restrictions in

the Australian mails, and we feared the mag-
nates over there would hold them when they

got into their jurisdiction. The cages went
through all right, however, but the queens
were dead. Our customer. Mr. Walker, wrote
to us that the bees had, by their general looks,

died within only a day or two — starved to

death—their food having been entirely used up.

We regarded this at the time as a success, in so

far that we delivered two queens in ordinary
Benton cages, clear into the country of Aus-
tralia, alive, and that, if we had just put in a

little more candy to have lasted them two or

three days more, we could have reported entire

success.
" On the 10th of last October we replac-

ed the two queens, sending them this time in

larger Benton cages. One was a tested honey
queen, and the other an untested. You will

see by the letter below that the tested honey
queen arrived in safety, after a journey of 37

days. The untested, for some unaccountable
reason, with her attendants, died. Mr. Walker
writes:

My Dear Mr. Rnot:—l am very much pleased in-

deed to be able to report that the tested honey queen
and lier atteiidauts arrived here in safety on the 15th

inst., having- thus had a journey of 37 days. Tliey

liad consumed only about lialf of their candy, so that
either the nuiiil)er of lieos sent with tlie queen must
have been considerably less than in the first in-

stance, or the weather must have been cooler; but
any way, it is now satisfactdrily denidnstratert that

queens can be sent safely by mail from America to

Australia. The untesled (lueen and hei- acfompany-
i ng- bees, I resret to say. were dead ; and they must
have died early in the jouiney, as less than a quar-

ter of their candy had been eaten.
^NEAS Walker.

Queensland, Redland Bay, Nov. 24.;

DBoth queens were put into'jthe same kind of

cages, and the candy was made from the same
batch. It is one of those things that we can
not explain, why. under precisely the same con-
ditions, one lot of bees should die, and that the

other should live. It is very possible (a fact

which our correspondent may have failed to

observe) that^a single bee might have stuck to

the candy, directly in front of the opening, and
thus prevented the others from obtaining the

food. The journey through the mails may in

time have aislodg(^d the bee from the candy,

and, of course, all apparently died from some
unknown cause. This has, in fact, happened
seveial times, as the returned cages showed. The
more I think of it. the more I am inclined to be-
lieve that this must have been the causeof death:
for c(n-tainly an untested queen is supposed to
stand more in the mails than an older tested
one.

IVIr. Walker has ordered four more queens, all

to be s(mt in Benton cages. The size of cage to
which we are limited in the mails is .ixiixlji'

inches, and it is to be covered with a wire
screen, protected by a movable wire lid. The
Benton cage which we sent conformed exactly
to that size. The number of bees whic?! we
put in ea,ch cage was 35. It is well known that
the Benton cage proper has three holes. In the
center one we put a thin wooden partition. We
filled one of the end holes and half of the cen-
ter partition with candy, the bees occupying
the rest of the space.

I am explicit in all these details, in order that
ail queen -breeders may accomplish the same
thing if they desire, or, at least, attempt it.

By way of a feat, I hope that some of our ex-
tensive queen-breeders will ti-y the same ex-
periment. They can afTord to throw away at
least one queen to see what they can do. and
Mr. Walker certainly will not complain if he
receives a nice Italian queen-bee from America,
in good order, especially if no charge is made.
The Benton cage is capable of wonderful re-

sults: and if others are equally successful, or
more so, it will be a great boon to Australians,
and to bee - keepers living in other remote
parts of the world from us.

I omitted to say, that we are obliged to put
on h'ttcr postage—that is, 13 cents per half-

ounce, or fraction thereof. This will make the
postage on a package such as we sent, 11.04

per queen. Queen-bees in the size of packages
indicated above are not admitted to all coun-
tries; but the Postal Guide says that we can
send them to the Argentine Republic, Belgium,
Bulgaria. Chili, Columbia, Cougp, Dutch West
Indies (Curacoa, etc.). Egypt. Guatemala, Hay-
ti, the Hawaiian Kingdom (Sandwich Islands),
British India. Italy, Liberia, Mexico, Paraguay,
Portugal and the Portuguese Colonies, Rou-
mania. Siam, vSpain, and Switzerland, as " sam-
ples of m(>rchandise;" and to Austria, Hungary,
France. Germany, Greece. Luxemburg, the
Netherlands and Netherlands Guiana, and
Sweden, provided postage is fully prepaid
thereon at the letter rate: viz., 5 cents per half-

ounce or a fraction thereof.

You will observe that Australia and her prov-
inces are not included: but I think there will

be no trouble when full letter postage is put on.

Later.—Hince the' above was written, a letter

comes to hand, from Mr. John Sench, under
date of Dec. 18, acknowledging the safe arrival

of two queens at Port Morant, Jamaica, West
Indies. Nov. 25, last year, we sent two select

tested queens, put uj) in Benton cages, the same
size as above given, and put on letter postage:
namely. 5 cts. per half-ounce in this case. Our
customer does not say just when the queens
arrived: but presuming that he wrote imme-
diately, or soon after their receipt, the bees

must "have been nearly a month on the way.
We have tried sending queens several times be-
fore in Peet cages, with Good candy, but there
was a failure in every instance. We must at-

tribute the secret of this success to the Benton
cage, for the candy, namely, powdered sugar
and honey, mixed to a stiff j dough was used in

the Peet cages before. Perhaps I should add.

that the queens were first;sent to a forwarding
house in New York, and from there they were
sent direct to the address as above. E. R.
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EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR
simple, Perfect nnd Self-Keeulntlne<
Hundreds in successful operation. Guar-
anteed to hatch a larger percentage of
fertile eggs at less cost than any other
hatcher. Send 6c. for Dlus. Catalogue.

«&™ GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy, III.

ll^"ln resiiontlin^' to tlii.. itidll (iLKANINUS.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
Ill May and .Tune, eacli

Ill July and August, each—
In September and October, e;i

Money must be sent in

g'uaranteed. Queens that di

in the letter, will be replaced
order for less than 8 queens /»

ed. €I1A>*.
1-lld
|t^"Iii responrllnsr to tliis advt'iti.-<e

fS.OO
1.80

ich 1.60

adv'ance. Safe arrival
e en route, if returned
by mail, postjiuid. No

1/ crpirss will lie accept-
BIANCO>€llM,

Boloi;na, Italy.
rileill IllrllljOU GLKANINIiS.

1891. 12th Year.

HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH
For the manufacture and sale of

BEE-HIYES AND BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,

Early Nuch'i, and Italian Queens.

Send for Price List.

P. L. VIALLOIT,
Itfd EsLyoiA Go-u-la, La..

t^"In responding to this adveitifement mention Gleanings.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BROOD-FKAMES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No Fisli-boiie in Siiri»lus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN i»KUSEN & SONS,
Sole Maoufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

^"In responding to this advfiusement mention Gleaninos.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

WHY SEND : LONG > DISTANCES ?

SEND YOUR ADDRESS (DON'T FORGET
THE COI'NTY) FOR MY NEW PRICE

LIST FOR 1891.

C. p. BISH, Grove City, Mercer Co.,Pennsyra.
ESTABLISHED IN 1884. 7tfd

Please mention this paper.

HIVES AND FRAMES-
8-lrame hive, with two supeis, iWc; 10, .fS.UO. Thick-

top brood-frames, with top-iiar split to"reeeive I'du.

guide, per 100, 9Uc; other styles, $1.00 per 100. No. 1

sections, $3.00 per M. ParKer fdn-fasteneVs, 30c, this

month only. Circular free. 19-17d

SPECIAL RATES TO DEALERS.
Write us. \W. D. SOPER A: CO.,

118-130 Washington St. E., Jackson, Rlicli.

Please mention this paper.

lOni EARLY ITALIAN QUEENS from bees

I
QH I bred for business. Try my strain of 7 yrs.**" breeding. The extra honey stored will

nil,re than pay her cost. Each $1.00: six, $4,50.
Ready in May. If you prefer, order now and pay
when (lueens arrive. W. H. LAWS,

3tfdb Lavaca, Sebastian Co., Ark.
I^"ln responding to tliis advertisement mention GLKAunfas.

STORE AND APIARY FOR SALE.
store hnely situated for doing good business.

First-class apiar.\- of 1.^0 colonies of choice Italians.
Every thing neccssaiy for getting the best results in
extracted honey—-bees in self-spacing hanging frame
hives. Also two Bee-Wagons, Honey-Extractors,
Wax-Extractors, Honey-Kegs, one Given Foundation-
Press with two sets of cUes, one large Store-House
near bee-yard. Two good boats, with interest in
boat-house on lake. For particulars apply to

C. G. FERRIS, Miller's Mills, N. Y.
2tfdb Please mention this paper.

rRRQI Brown Leghorn, White Leghorn, $1.35.bUU0. Black Minorca, Plymouth Rock, Pekin
Duck, $1.50. Light Brahma, Langshan, Game, $3 per
13 eggs. Strictly pure-bred. Ship safely anywliere.
Illustrated circular free. GEER BR«»S.,
Itfdb St. Jnarys, IWo.
t#"lu responding to this advertisement mention f. LKyiNiNOH

189i NEW BEE-HIYE FACTORY, m.
Root's Dovetailed Hive a specialty. Price List free.

Save your freight, and order early of
Itfdb GEO. W. COOK,

Spring Hill, Johnson Co., Kan.
I^rin responding to this ,1'lveitise.. lent mention GLEANINGa,

The Bee World is published monthly at 50c per
year. It isdevoted THE BEE tions, and discover-
to collecting the lat- ,„-___ ies thro\igliout the
est NEWS, invcn- WURLC. bee-keeping world.
If you want to keep posted, you cannot afford to do
without it. Subscribe now. Sample copies free.
3 7d Address AV. S. VANDRUFF, Waynesburg, Pa,
t^fIn responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's Goods can be had at Des Moines

Iowa, at Root's Prices.
The largest supply business
in the West. Established 1886
Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation, Ex-
tractors, Smokers, Veils,
Crates, Feeders, Clover
Seeds, etc. Imported
Italian Queens. Queens and
Bees. Sample ropy of our
Bee Jonrnai, "The West-
ern Bee - Keeper." and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDEE, DES MOINES, IOWA.
tS"In responding to this advertisement mention Glkaning.s.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. Parent, of

ChakliTon, N. Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
noney-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with th s Saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List Free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-

Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.
23tfd

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATIOIT MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

Itfd JNO. VANDERVORT Laceyville. Pa.
^"In responding to this adverti: nent mention Gleanings.
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Pl^NBY GeMJIN.

CITY MARKETS.
Milwaukee.—Ho (try. —Tlio demand for honey,

both comb and e.\ti;icte<l. lias been ruling' dull, and
supply has accumulated somewhat. But during- the
past week a better trade has been enjoyed. Can
quote market fairly easy. For 1-lb. sections, best,

18@19e; good, 16@18; common, 10(a.iJ2. Extracted, in

barrels, kegs, and cans, white, 8>o(2'9i4; amber, 6>^@,
8. Beeswax, 2."@28. A. V Bishop. «

Jan. 17. 142 W. Water St.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Cincinnati.— i?o?icj/. — There is a fair demand for
comb honey at lP(ajl8c a lb. in the jobbing way for
choice white. Demand is good for extracted honey
at 6(Sj8c a lb. on arrival. There is a good supply of
all but Southern honey, which is scaice. Beeswax.
—Demand is good toi- beeswax at 24@.26c a lb. for
good to choice yellow on arrival.
Jan. 16. Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, O.

New York.—Honey.—Market quiet and unchang-
ed. We quote extracted light Fla. at from 8@8V2 ets.

per lb., and California from TOTVjc per lb. Beeswax
from 27@29 cts. per lb.

F. G. Strohmeyer & Co..
Jan. 2d. New York City.

Albany.—Honey.—We have received up to date
21.50 cases of comb and 234 packages of extracted
honey. As we expected, there is an increased de-
mand for dark extracted honey, and we are nearly
out of stock. Comb honey is moving otf slowly with
no change in prices. White, 16@18c; mixed, lifffloc;

buckwiieat, llSiac. Extracted light, 9@10: dark,
7@8. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Jan. 21. 339 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

St. Louis.— Wo/icy.—We quote to-day's honey-mar-
ket: Choice white-clover comb, 1-lb. sections, l8c;

good, 17c; fair, IStSuB: broken comb, l(i(gil2. Ex-
tracted, white clo\er, in cans, 9@lUt; dark, "©"'c;
Southern, in barrels. Ti^gitii^. /Jecsu'air.—Se ecied,
25X@2H; prime. 25@2.5>^ ; dark and hui-aed, less.

Jan. 10. W. B. VVestcott & Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

San FHANCisco.—Honcy.—Extracted honey firm
5%@6>^. Comb honey scarce; :Mb.. 12@14c; 1-lb., 14

@16. Beeswax in demaml a. '24 't.24i«c.

SCHACHT, LeMCKE & StEINEK,
Jan. 12. San F'rancisco, Cal.

Detroit.-Ho?ietf.—Comb honey is selling slowly
at ]5@lBc; white clover and ha.sswood scarce. Ex-
tracted, 7@8c. Hei.-w<ix. 2T@28c.

Bell Brand), Mich., Jan. 19. M. H. Hunt.

St. Louis.—Honey.- Market unchanged. Demand
quiet f(/r comb. Extracted in good inquiry at 6@7c
ill barrels, lieesuax, prime, 25c.

Jan. 19. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co..
St. Louis, Mo.

C(JLUMBUS.—Honey.—White clover in demand at
19@2uc. Extracted himey very dull.
Jan. 19. Earle Clickengeh, Columbus, O.

For Sale.—4 60-lb. cans white-clover and basswood
extracted honey, on cars at Morrison, Mo., at $6 per
can. Miller Brothers,

3-4-5-6-d Bhitfton, Montgomery Co., Mo.

For Sale.—50 cans of light extracted honey, at 8X
cts. per lb. Entire lot at *d.UO per can.

S. A. Shuck, Liverpool, 111.

For S.A.LE.—1200 lbs. extracted white-clover honey
in barrels or 60-lb. cans, as desired, l

Itfdb E. J. Baxter, Nauvoo, 111.

For Sale.—Choice honey in sections, cans, and
C. pails. Send for price list to Oliver Foster,

12-tfdb. Mt. Vernon, la.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Northeastern Michigan Bee-kt'epers' Association will
hold its annual meeting on Wednesday. Feb. 4, at the Commer-
cial House, Port Huron. W . Z. Hutchikson, Sec'y.

The 8th semi-annual meeting of the Susquehanna County
Bee-keeper.s' Association will be held at Montrose. Pa.. Thurs-
day. May 7, 1891. H. M. Sekley, Sec'y.
Harford, Pa.

The Eastern Iowa Bee keepers' Association will meet Feb. 11
and 12. 1891, in Maquoketa, Iowa, at the Dobstn lown-clock
Building, to commence punctually at 10 .\.M. There will be a
large turn-out of the pniminent bee-keepers of the State.
There will be a question-box, free to all, in which any question
tuat you wish discusseti can be presented and answeied. Let
all be on hand, and bring in your report for 1890, spring count,
or from May 1. The people of Maquoketa kindly furnish us a
free hall. Frank Covbbd.\le. Sec.

Albany.— 7-/o?ic.i/.—The stcck of lioney here never
was so lif.ht as now so early in the seas-on, and nowis
the time to .sell. Light comb, 1.5@18c; dark, 12@14c.
Light extracted. 9@lUe; dark. t@8c.
Jan. 15. H. R. Wright, Albany, N. Y.

The following is the program of the proceedings of the an-
nual convention of the Ohio State Bee-keepers' Association, to
be held at the Merchants' Hotel, Toledo, Feb. 10, 11.

First Day, Tuesday. Feb. 10.

Convention called to order b.y the President. Reading min-
utes of previous meeting. Receiving members, and payment
of annual dues—50 cents.
How can this convention be made interesting and ptoflta-

ble?—Volunteers. Recess.
"The relation of honey-eating to longevity.—E. E. Hasty.
Appointment of committees.

AFTERNOON.
Address of the President, Dr. A. B. Mason.
Bee-laws.—Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111. Recess.
Getting used to a thing.—E. R. Root, Medina, O.
Question box.

EVENING.
The principal cause of the failure of the honey-crop in my

neighborhood.— C. F. Muth. Cincinnati. Recess.
How can honey-producers best reach the trade? or. Do we

need a Union trade-mark?—Miss Dema Bennett, Bedford, O.
Question-box.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.
Queen-rearing.—Dr. G. L. Tinker. New Philadelphia, O.
Spacing of frames, and its relation to brood-rearing and

swarming.— J. B. Hains, Bedford. Recess.
Reports of committees. Deciding place of next meeting.

Election of Officers.
Freight classification for bee-keepers.-J. T. Calvert, Medina.
.Advantages of foundation.—W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

AFTERNOON.
Moving bees to catch the honey-flow.—H. R. Boardman, East

Townsend. O.
Perforated zinc in extracting—Volunteers.
Unfinished business. Recess. Question-box.
Bedford, O. Miss Dema Be.vnett, Sec'y.

The Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-keepers' Association will

hold its next convention in the Court-house, at Lancaster,
Grant Co., Wis., March 25 and 26,1891. All who are interested
in apiculture, and conventional work on the same, are cordi-
ally invited to attend. The following are the topics for essays.

1. Spring dwindling and cure—Edwin Pike, Boscobel.
•2. Enemies, and how to avoid—N. E. France, Platteville.
3. Foul l)iood and cure-N. E. France.
4. What are the most destructive birds that kill beet—Edwin

Pike, Boscobel.
5. Queens, introducing and raising—A. E. Coolie, Mt. Hope.
6. What is the best way to ventilate a cellar for bees to win-

ter in!—H. Evins, Wauzeka.
7. How shall our membership manage to sell our honey crop

to the best advantage?—Edwin Pike.
8. Does it in.iure a queen to be clipi>ed?— M. M. Rice, Marion.
9. Which will produce more honey — a colon.v allowed to

swarm, counting in the work of the swarm, or one kept from
swarming?-Delos Ricks, Boscobel.
10. Which is the most profitable way for increase—by artifi-

cial swarming or by natural swarming?—M. M. Rice.
11. Robbing, cause and cure—H. Gilmore, Georgetown.
12. Is it profitable for a farmer to keep bees!—E. S. Morse,.
Fennimore.
13. Location of apiary and stands, tools, etc.—B. E. Rice.
14. Other occupations for bee-keepers, that pay well to com-
bine with apiculture—Mr. Prideaux, Bloomingion.
E. Pike, Pies. B. E. RiCE. Sec'y.
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PfllCE LISTS RECEIVED.

Since our Iftst issue we have reeeivecl price lists of bees,

hives, and apiariau supplies in general, from the following

J. B. LiMontigne. Winter Park, Fia.

S. F. & 1. Trepro. Swedona. HI.

Gresorj- Brothers, Ottumua. la,

M, Richardson & Son, Port Colborne, Ont.
W. D. S >per & Co.. Jack<on. Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo Co,, Mich.
The following are from our press:

Colwick & Colwiok, Norse, Texas.
Walter S. Ponder, Indi inapolis, Ind,
W, H. La%vs, Lavaca, Texas.
John Xebel & Sun, High Hill. Mo,

^PECI^Ii ]S[0WICEg.

We will pay 2.5c each for a limited number of cop-

ies of Gleanings for Feb. 1, 1882.

OUR E.^RLY PURITAN POTATOES.

By an error in our seed list, publislied in our la.st

issue, the above potato was advertised at last year's

prices; whereas the price in italics at the bottom ot

the list should refer to Early Puritans as well as to

all the others. Potatoes are worth more than f1..dO

in Medina, at present, for table use.

PANSY SEED FOR SUBSCRIBERS.

We have a new supply of papers of mixed pansy
seeds such as we had la.st season. Any one who sends

a dollar for Gleanings can have a packet free, pro^

viding- he mentions it at the time, and his name is

not entered for any other premium; otherwise the

price will be 10c per packet. Thase packets of pansy
seeds are usually sold for 2,5c, By the way, I should

be glad to get a rejiort from those who sowed the

seed last season,

THICKNESS OF TOP-B.\R, IN OUR FRAMES,

A great many of our patrons seem to have the im-

pression that our so-called thick-top frames are the

only ones having thick top-bars. These have top-

bars 'a in, thick; but wliere frames are accurately

spaced, as in the case of the Hoffman, closed-end, or

Van Deusen frames, top-bars 's thick are .lust as

much a preventive of burr-combs, and are abun-
dantly heavy for strength, Tlie added )i inch to the

top-bar of the thick top fi-ame is necessary only
where frames are not well spaced, as they are not
likely to be without some kind of self-spacer, Re-

mem'ber, then, tliat all our frames have thick and
wide top-bars, e.xcept the old-style all-wood frame
and metal-cornered frame, which have top-bars %x%.

]:.eahy }ITS Go.,

Undoubtedls the Largest Plant in the West,

Built exclusively for the iiianufaclure of Api-
arian Supplies. One and One-Half Acres Floor

Space. We sell as Cheap as the Cheapest, and our
goods are as Good as the Best. Parties will do
well to write us for estimates on large orders.

We will send you our catalogue for your name on

a postal card. Address LEAHY MFG. CO,,

Higginsville, Mo.
Srin responding to this advertisement mention Gleakdjgs.

NOW, FRIENDS, LOOK HERE

!

I sell the Nonpareil Bee-Hive, White Poplar Sec-

tions. Italian Bees and Queens. Price List free.

AVrite for one. Stfdb

A. A. BVARD, TVe«t Cliesterflelcl, N. H.
i^ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

Comb-Foundation Mills.
Made bv W. C. PEl.HA]«,

l-5db ITIaysville, Ky.
t^'In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honey, iiy Moore's
Strain of Italians, the result of twelve years' careful
breeding. 1 am now booking orders for the coming
season. Send for circulars for lb91. and see what my
customers have to say. M
J. P. J^IOOKU, .Tlorgan, Pendleton Co.,Ky.
t^^"ln respondintr to this adverti-sement mention GLEANlNGa.

LOOK HERE! Do you want a grocery with
ffood liusiness, in good location?
fitfdb BOX 40, German, Darke Co., O.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED,—T() exchange 1 lb, thin Vandervort fdn.
for :i of wa.\. Samples and testimonials free.

2-7db C. W. Dayton, Chntou, Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange fruit-trees, for a 10-inch
foundation-mill.

James Hallenbeck, Altamont, Albany Co.. N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange Acme harrow, swell-body
cutter, and Planet Jr. Iiorse hoe and cultivator,

for Barnes saw, bees, honey, or otters.

2-tfdb Model Stamp-wokks, Shenandoah, la.

WANTED.—To exchange Excelsior hand-inking
press. 2.5 fonts type, material, etc.. also 5 vols.

American Encyclopa3dia. for honey (crop 1891). A rare
chance for smart boy to make money. Write for par-
ticulars. S. S. L.twiXG,

3-3d Henderson, Webster Co., Mo.

WANTED.—An active Christian who understands
the management of bees, etc., to take one-third

less or more, interest. Location better than—well, I
will not say; write any way. P. O. Lock B. N,

2-tfdb Williamson, N.Y.

WANTED.—To exchange. 1 saw, with counter-
shaft and belt. Will exchange for wax.

2-3d L. L. ESENHOWER, Reading, Pa.

WANTED,—To exchange hand-made crayon Por-
traits, 18x22 size, for 100 lbs. good honey. Satis-

faction guaranteed. Send your photo, to 2-3-4d

J. M, Wells, 1.552 Monsey Ave,, Scranton, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange apiary of 150 colonies of
bees. Will take any kind of farm stock, goods

or groceries. Anthony 0pp. Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To correspond with parties having
potatoes, onions, apples, and honey for sale.

Prompt attention given to correspondence. Con-
signments solicited. Prompt returns made.
Earle Clickesger, 121 So. 4th St., Columbus, O.

WANTED.—To exchange tested or untested Italian
queens for sections or 6-inch Root foundation

mill, J, W. TAYLOR.
34d Ozan, Hempstead Co., Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange strawberry-plants, the
leading varieties, for poultry.

3-4d Douglass Bros., Hamburg, Mich.

WANTED. — Situation with a bee-keeper, fi-uit-

grower, or market-gardener.
3d R. H. Bricker, Slate Lick, Pa.

WANTED.—Situation, by a single man, with some
one in the South, to work in apiary; willing to

do other work. Can give reference. Address
3d A. J. HusKEY. Marystown, Johnson Co., Tex.

WANTED.—To exchange Black Cochin chicks for
first-class magic lantern. They are No, 1 birds,

and the best of winter layers; and should like to ex-
change bees for Golden Wyandott chicks, I would
keep bees until spring. Good reference given,
Stfdb D, F, Lashier, Hooper, Broome Co,, N.Y.

QEND 10c and the names and addresses of 10 bee-
O keepers and we will send you a monthly pa-
per. " Buckeye Farmer " for one year.

3-4d Buckeye Bee Supply Co.,
New Carlisle, Ohio.
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NEW KODAKS.

Mt\uw\?v\f^

tS"IiL respondintr to tins ath itloll Rl.KANINGS.

INCREASE YOUR HONEY-CROP
10% to 2.5% byg-ottinji- the Fivi-Ratided Goklen Ital-

ians. Took First Prenalmn at Illinois State Fair in

1890. Tlie judge said: "Tliey were the quietest bees
on exhibition; the diones weie almost pure yellow."
Warranted queens, f 1.3.5; Te.sted. $2.00; Selected
Tested, $3.00. Order now, pay when queens arrive.

Send stamp for price list. Itfdb

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS FOR SALE.
Good reference given.

S. F. & i. Treco, Swedona, ill.

spoiKlintr t»> this lit Ulfriliiill (i

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLY CO.
f)FFlCES:

65 CLARK ST., ROOM 14, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
and TOPEKA, KANSAS.

Manufacturers of and dealers in liee-keepers' sup-
plies. For prices of bee-hives, sections, shipping-
crates, frames, foundation, smokers, etc., write for
circular and special prices before placing your order.

./, H. Ji-LUSJH, Sec.
Itfdb Please mention this paper.

ALLEY'S IMPROVED AUTOMATIC

SV^ARM-HIYER.
Tlioronghly tested, and guaranteed to SELF-

HIVE every swarm that passes through it.

Sample mailed for $1.0(1

AMERICAN APICULTURIST one year and
Swarmer by mail, $1..50. Sample APICULTURIST
with full description of SWARMER, illustrated,

free. l-4db H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
lyin responding to this sulveitiKenient mention Glkanings.

NEV/ -*- FACTORY.
Bee-Hives, Sections, Frames, Etc.

We have mi ved into our new fiictory, which is

the largest and most complete in the world, we
make the be.st goods, and sell them at the lowest
prices. Write for free illnstratcd catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS CO.,
ntfdb WATERTOWN, WIS.
|3fIn responding to this aUveiiiaeiiieia liieniiun Glkakings.

^i^THE CANADIAN^^

Bee Journal
Edited by I). A. ,tt>nvH

75c. Per Year.

PoultryJournal
Kditidby W. C.G.Peter.

75c. Per Year.

These are publislied separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited by live pi'actical nien, and contribut-
ed to by the best writers. Both Journals are inter-
esting, and are alike valuable to the e.xpert and
amateur. Sample copies free. Both Journals one
year to one address $1. Until June 1st we will send
either Journal on trial trip for 6 months for 2.5 cts.

77?^ D. A. Jones Co., Ld., Beeton, Ont.
tS"Please mention Glbaninos.

'''•You press the

button
,

ive do the rest.''''

SEVEN NEW STILES AND SIZES.
A1.T, LOADKD WITH TRANSTARENT EIL31S.

For sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.
123-id THE EASTMAN COMPANY,
Send for Catalogue. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

|t^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleaningsl

The SEE-
KEEPEI^S'
l^EVIEW
has been
enlarged,
a covep
added
and th
ppiee
raised
to $1.00.
fJeveP
mind
i you
have
seen
copies of
iopmetf
in responding to this

issues,
send
fof a
copy

of the
last

number,
sent fpee,

fead it,

adniire it,

and
then

subse f ibe.

Rddness
W. Z.

jlatehinson>
piint,
^ieh

advertisement mention Gleanings.
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NEW FACTORY. LOW PRICES.
Eight-frame C'liaff Hives. Closed-end, oi' Hoffman-

Frame.s, a specialty. One and Ftmr piece Sections,,
etc. Send for circular.

Tinn. BURDSAL.,
l-4db liebauuu, Oliio.
rt^"lu responding to tin'" "' •" fimiu ]...-iiii.,ii cji.kanings.

FOUNDATION & SECTIONS aremy specialties.
No. 1 V-g-roove Sections at f3.00 per lOCO.

Special Prices to dealers. Setid foi' free-
price list of every thinji' needed in the
apiary. ITI. H. Hll^T.

Itfdb Bell Brsiiieli, Midi.
lS"In responding to this advertisenii-nt niHiiticn <;i ].,.m.-^i.-.

JUST OUT.
SOMETHING ENTIUELV NEW IN

HIVE ST
Address

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWAGIflC, ^VIICH.

l^lease mention this paper.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Bees had best be broodless yet.

The Apiculturist for Jaiiuarj' is a souvenir
number with a nobby cover.

If Aixev doesn't stop fooling with that self-

liiver he may make a success of it.

The Ramblei: thinks there is a bonanza be-
fore us in developing a bee that will work on
red clover.

" To SELECT WELL among old things.'" says
Aineriatn Bee Journal, "is almost equal to in-
venting new ones.'"

Bait .sections in supers are strongly recom-
mended, in Apl.. by A. C. Tyrrel, as a partial
preventive of swarming.
Axothek in the dairy business. The Bee

World is going to give, "as it were, the cream
of apicultural literature."

Dziehzox, at the age of SO. is living a quiet
life, at Brieg, Silesia—just the age of Lang-
stroth. who was 80 last Christmas.

UxiTixG bees by spraying with cold water is

recommended by C. B. J. It cautions against
the use of flour if the bees should get wet.

An Austrian bee-keeper has invented an ar-
tificial comb made of tin, having cells the nat-
ural size. Didn"t Quinbv do that long ago ?

The Xatioxal Bee-keepehs" Uxiox is in
good shape financially—•?621.18 in the treasury.
It's a power, for all it" has only 331 members.
The Amekicax Bee-keeper is beautifully

gotten up. Let's see. We've had A. B. J.,

B. B. J., C. B. J., and now we have A. B. K.
The C. B. J. has started opposition to the

Review in the dairy business. It's going to
give "the cream of all apicultural literature."

Wide spacixg in the super, to keep the
queen from laying there, R. M. Reynolds says,
is all bosh. He has tried it 14 years with 275
closed -end frames.

In the month of January,
Likewise the month of February,
The busy bees they store nary

A drop.
" Ix Cuba."' says A. W. Osborn, in A. B. K..

".500 colonies can be kept in one apiary anv
time of the year, but they must be hybrids, not
pure blacks or Italians."'

Artificial comb is one of the just-going-to-
be things in Cincinnati this time. Allen Prin-
gle, who tells about it in C. B. J., doesn't en-
thuse over it to an alarming extent.

The '• Heddox pollex - theory," Heddon
thinks, "is now a practical, settled science."
May be: but sometimes he calls a thing settled
just because it agrees with his opinion.

Mrs. L. Harrisox, in A. B. J., resolves to
"endeavor to have one-pound sections weigh
one pound." When you get 'em all to weigh
exactly a pound, Lucinda, tell us just how you
do it.

The Bee World is the name of a new 16-
page monthly. .50 cents a year, published at
Waynesburg, Pa., by W. S. Vandruff. A paper
of the same name was published years ago,
wasn't it ?

DziERZox says: "The want of air fit for
breathing, and perhaps also of water, is the
cause of bees becoming restless, which ignorant
and superficially informed people attribute to
excessive heat."

Number Two. in Canadian Bee Journal.
wants to know about "close-framed friends,"
in Gleaxixgs, page 891. It's " closed-frame
friends," Number Two. There is no such thing
as " close-framed friends."

Some say ventilation of the callar is not
needed: that upward ventilation of the hive
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will koep the air pure. Now look here: how
much ' upward ventilation will make the air

pare in a cellar tilled with rotten cabbage?

Mouse poison, as prepared by P. Lattner
(American Bee Journal), is a tempting dish.

Make dough for a sweet cake, mix in it pow-
dered strychnine, and bake. Must be capital:

but, my! if the children should, get hold of a

piece!

Cold, according to Heddon, is the prime
cause of bees consuming pollen, and tlie

consumption of pollen in winter the sole

and direct cause of diarrhea. Wouldn't it be
shorter to say that cold is the prime cause of

diarrhea?

The C. B. J. is going to have, after Feb. 1,

•'machines whieirwill cast every line of type
as it is set, and will do about three times as

much work as an ordinary compositor." Say,

Mac, will it have an automatic proof-reading
attachment?
The Manager of the Bee-Keepers' Union

says, "It will take money to do it, but it is the
Supreme Court decisions that we need, for they
will do more to guarantee to bee-keepers their

rights and privileges, than any thing else!"

Wouldn't it cost less to get some good laws
made?
Dibbern's Hive-carrier is much the same

as my rope. Instead of being all rope, it is

•• two square hard-wood sticks, a little longer
than the hives, with pieces of stout cloth tacked
between the ends." Carry by the cloth. His
will be fitted on the hives more readily. Mine
Avill stir up the bees less.

The Nebraska Bee - keeper is making
trouble. American Bee Journal inquires if it

has met its death, and Gleanings announces'
its birth on the anniversary of the same. It's

too good looking to die unregretted. Nearly
every one of those which died had a look as if

somebody made it himself.

Germany is ahead of us. Instead of try-

ing to secure for bee - keepers their rights

through a series of tedious decisions, they have
got a square law: '" We, the king, decree: The
privilege of bee-keeping to all inhabitants on
their own property:" and. '"Apiaries will be
protected by civil right and law." How much
of that Union's $600 would it take to get us such
a law ?

Tapeworm Remedy.—The Medical Brief
says: The most successful pumpkin-seed rem-
dy is made as follows:

Peeled pumpkin seeds, - 3 ounces.
Honey, 2 ounces.
Water, • - - - - 8 ounces.

Make an emulsion. Take half, fasting, in

the morning, remainder half an hour later. In
three hours' time two ounces castor oil should
be administered. Used with great success.

gENEJ^^Ii C0RREgP0NDENCE.

QTJEEN-REARING, ETC.

about those ceee-cups, and why dr. miller
failed avith them.

On page 19 I see that our friend Dr. Miller
made nearly an entire failure in using my plan
of rearing queens in artificial cups during the
past year, and says: "I'd like to know what
the trouble was." Beside me, also, lies a letter

from another person, residing in Bloomington,
111., in which he says that he has "utterly
failed in getting a single cell built out from the

cups,"' and closes his letter by saying. "Could
you not give us an article in Gleanings that
"would throw some light on the subject?"

I am very much surprised at these failures,

for I have letters from Texas to Canada, and
from Maine to California, telling of the success
the different individuals have had in rearing
line queens by this artiticial-cup plan, used over
queen-excluders. If the complaint had been
about getting the queens fertilized when tried
out of the honey season, I should not have been
surprised : for I find that success can generally
be obtained only during a heavy honey yield,
in getting tiueens thus fertilized, although some
colonics will keep laying queens in botlij^tories
through the whole season.. r.^j

uNow, not knowing all of the circumstances
connected with these failures reported above, I

do not know that I can give the reason why. I

have never had less than three cells built from
a single trial of from twelve to twenty cups, in
all of my seven years' trial of the plan ; and
during the last tive years I have reared all of
my queens by this plan at all times, except very
early in the season and late in the fall, at
which times there will not be bees enough
above to make a success of queen -rearing.
While I have never had less than three cells

completed, I have, time and time again, had
the whole twelve oi- twenty, according to the
number of cups put on a stick, completed, and
the average number for the tive years could not
have been less than two-thirds of all the cups
started. I think that Erntst will bear me out
in this last, as he saw an average of the work
done, he selecting the hives he wished opened.
To those who do not meet with success when
trying the plans given in Chapter VII. of my
book, I would suggest that they try the plan,
using a colony made queenless and broodless,
as given in Chap. VI., only using the artificial

cups instead of the queen-cups, as there spoken
of, and put royal jelly in these as I directed in

Chap. VII. If they fail then, I shall not know
how to account for it unless they are not able to
handle the little larva carefully enough so as not
to injure it. After being successful with the
queenless colony, next try it over the queen-ex-
cluder, always remembering that unsealed brood
should be above when the prepared cups are
given, and that the bees should be liberally fed
if no supplies are coming from the fields. It is

also well to allow these two frames of brood to

stay "upstairs" 24 hours before the prepared
cups are given to the colony.
Now, dear reader (any one who should hap-

pen to fail in using the plan ), don't think hard
things of Doolittle. for I have no more interest

in "scientific queen-rearing" than I have in

the A B C or any of the other bee-books, except
that it is my " baby." I let the manuscript for

the book go for less price than I get for this
manuscript which I am at this moment writ-
ing, giving the whole thing to the world free,

except the compensation for my time in writing
the manuscript, and sent out the matter with
the only wish that it might bless the bee-keep-
ers of the world, many of whom are being
blessed, if their words are a criterion to go by.

Some seem to think that the size of the per-
forations in the zinc excluder has something to

do with the success or failure of raising queens
in an upper story ; but I think this is a mis-
take. The larger part of that in use in my
apiary is the old Jones make, which is large
enough to let many smallish queens through,
while the rest in use is that sent out by Dr.
Tinker. The Tinker make is the; finest of any
thing I have ever seen, and is simply perfect

:

but, so far as I can see, it gives no better re-

sults in queens than do the old uneven perfora-
tions of former years.
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BEES KOAKING.

Another correspondent writes: "It has been
cold of late, and has now warmed up to quite
an extent. Upon passing about among the bees
I tind some colonies which are roaring in a way
similar to what they do in the summer. Can
you tell me what the trouble is? and is it a sign
of diarrhea?"
Bees having the diarrhea to an extent suffi-

cient to spot the hives on the inside, generally
give forth th(» roaring sound spoken of by the
correspondent; but it is a rare thing that any
single colony becomes thus uneasy so early in

the" season, much less a large number of colo-
nies. From former experience along this line I

should say That, during the cold spell preced-
ing this roaring, the bees consumed nearly all

of the luisealed honey inside of the cluster ; and
when the warmer weather occurred, tlie cluster
broke up and the bees went out around on the
sealed honey, uncapping it and taking more
honey into the cluster, or what will be the clus-

ter when re-formed again. This always causes
a merry hum to be heard ; and, if 1 am right in

the matter, it could be no sign of diarrhea.
.Should the roaring be long continued with but
slight abatement, the bees will gorge them-
selves with honey, and diarrhea will very likely

result. Should itcontinue, Iwould look into the
matter some warm day to see whether I could
tind out what the trouble is, experimenting on
only one or two at a time, to see if matters
could not be improved. It may po.ssibly be that
a mouse has got inside of these hives, and, by
his running about, the bees are disturbed. If

so. get him out and fix the entrances so that
none can possibly get in again.

G. M. DoOI>ITTI>E.
Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 13.

[As I have said before, I repeat again, that
the artificial cell-cups that I saw at Doolittle's
were accepted and built out by the bees to per-
fection. In our own apiary we did not have en-
tire success with the cups, but some were com-
pleted, and hatched queens.] E. R.

MANUM'S VISIT CONTINUED.

OVEBSTOCKIXG ; HOW TO I>Of'ATE OUT-APIAEIES;
IMPORTANCE OF WIXD-BKEAKS: MOUX-

TAINS AND HILLS, AXD THEIR
P:FFEC'T ox APIARIES.

•'Good morning, Mr. Barber; this is a beauti-
ful morning."

• Good morning. Why. Manum, you came
near getting the start of me. I am not accus-
tomed to sitting up so late as we did last night,

and I overslept this morning. Well, here is the
paper you called for last night; and while you
are mapping out your apiaries I Avill get break-
fast.'"

Breakfast over—and a good one too—Mr. B.
takes the map, and, after looking it over care-
fully, asks a few questions.

•• Manum. how high is that range of moun-
tains east of you, that appears so very near?"

•• I believe, Mr. B., that they are 1300 feet

high."
•• I suppose the whole side of that mountain

is covered, more or less, with basswood. is it

not?"
" No, not by any means. If it were, I should

not care to exchange locations with you. There
are, liowever, a few basswoods scattei-ed here
and there on. the mo>intain-side, and at the
base they are more plentiful; but the hills, as
we call them, that you see scattered over the
country, have a good many basswoods on them;

and as my apiaries are nearly all located near
such hills, I have a fair basswood range."

' What do these double circles indicate,
where there is a circle within a circle ?" asks
Mr. B.
"Those indicate apiaries belonging to other

parties. For instance, Nos. 1 and 3 are owned
by Mr. Charles McGee, who, by the way, is one
of my boys, or was a few years ago, and he is

the Charles I was talking to in Gleaxixgs of
Dec. 1. Nos. 3 and 6 ai'e Mr. H. Stilson's apia-
ries. No. 4 is Mr. Fi-ed Dean's; No. .5, E. Cox';
No. 7, T. Fish's; No. 8, E. A. Hasseltine's; and
Nos. 9 and 10, Mr. L. O. Thompson's. The sin-
gle circles indicate my own apiaries."

' Well, Manum, it seems to me that your
territory is pi'otty well occupied, and, I should
think, ovei'stockcd."

" Yes, Mr. B., I think there are bees enough
on this little territory, especially in a poor sea-
son. When I started in the business there were
none within 30 miles of me, except a few box
hives here and there."

" What are all these marks, zigzagging from
one apiary to another?" asks Mr. B.
" Those are the highways which I travel

over in going to my apiaries."
" How far from your home are vour apiaries.

Mr. M.?"
' They are from 3 to 15 miles from home.

These little squares on the diagram represent
square miles; hence by counting the squares
between each apiary you get the distance they
are apart; and the circles, as you see, represent
a radius of two miles from the center."
"I notice that your Meach yard is nearly

surrounded by hills. Do you consider the hills

of any advantage ?"
" Yes. most certainly. In the spring the hills

are a protection from winds; and as there are
many basswoods on them they ai'e an advan-
tage in that respect, as they afford good forage
all around and near by. I consider this my
best basswood i-ange and my poorest cloveV
range. This year in August. I had 7 colonies
starve in this apiary before 1 was aware they
were so short of stores."

" How happened you to locate two apiaries so
far from home; viz., the Ferrisburgh and Var-
ney yards ?"

"I was obliged to go that far to get beyond
and out of the range of my neighbors, as you
see I was completely hedged in."
" I notice, Mr. M.. that some of your apiaries

are so near each other that they overlap each
other's territory. Do you think they do as well
where they are so near together ?"

"No, sir. I do not, especially in a poor season:
but in a good season I see no difference, all

things being equal. I should prefer to have my
yards five miles apart if I could so locate them:
but owing to the formation of the hills, and the
difticulty in finding just the right spot, and also
permission to set an apiary, I was obliged to
locate some yards nearer and some fui'ther

apart than I really wished tc. Bee-keepers
who have never located out-apiaries can not
fully comprehend the difHculties one has to con-
tend with in selecting a suitable location. When
selecting one I aim to acquaint myself with the
surrounding country, after securing the spot
for the yard. I go out prospecting through the
fields and woods, to satisfy myself whether the
location is a suitable one or not; and by the aid
of a strong field-glass I am able to determine
whether I am in a good basswood range with-
out very much traveling, if I do this prospect-
ing during or soon after the basswoods bloom,
as then the blossoms and blossom-leaves ena-
ble me to see a basswood-tree at a distance."

"Do you always select a sheltered spot for

your yads?" asks Mr. B.
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" I always aim to. that my hives may be pro-
tected from cold winds in the spring: for I no-
tice that, where my yards are most protected,
the colonies in them are the strongest when the
honey season opens; hence from these I get the
best results, especially in poor seasons. To il-

lustrate: My Williams apiary is on a sidehill.

the upper half being well protected from the
southeast and north wind. The lower half is

protected only from the south Wind, and that
not fully. Now, it is a fact that the upper half
always winters better, and the colonies are al-

ways strong at the approach of clover bloom;
hence I always get much more honey from the
upper half of that apiary. It is very seldom
that I lose a, colony in winter or spring from the
upper half: and another feature that is very
noticeable is, I very rarely have to feed those
colonie.s in the upper half, as they usually have
enough honey for winter, or nearly so; hence,
from my experience with this apiary, I am sat-

isfied that protection is very essential, and
I am building high tight board fences, as fast

up the moisture. He aims to keep the temper-
ature up to 50. and at no time does he allow it

to get below 45. Mr. Barber tells me that his
loss in wintering very rarely reaches 3 per cent.
He is a very careful manager, and has made
bee-keeping' a success, and, I understand, is

quite forehanded, having made the most of his
money in the bee-business.
In order that we might have a longer time to

visit, and a better opportunity to view the
country. ISIr. Barber took me to Canton, a dis-

tance of six miles from liis house, where I took
the cars; and, as I bade him adieu, I did so
with the feeling that from him I had received a
vast amount of knowledge which well repaid
me for my iourney. A. E. jNIaxum.

Bristol, Vermont, Jan., 1891.

[Your map. Mr. Manum. is suggestive and
interesting—the more so because it shows the
mountains, hills, and roadways, and how you
have to drive to reach each one. The first

thing that attracted my attention, when I ar-
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even though the proximity of your several
apiaries must cut otf. to a certain' extent, your
earnings from each apiary. When we get our
apiaries down on a map we find out for the
first time, perhaps, iiow close we ai'e together.
Say, Dr. Miller, what would you do in such a
locality '? Would you preach bee legislation.

prioritV claim of "localitv. or would vou move
out?]

"

E. R. R.

THE DOVETAILED HIVE.

SUGGESTIONS AXD CI5ITICISMS.

Friend Root:—I have studied your Dove-
tailed hive well. I think, especially in connec-
tion with the subject of frames, i. e., thick top-
bars, closed ends, etc.: and since you ask for
criticisms and suggestions, and I have some to
give, here goes:

I am thoroughly dissatisfied with the hive I

have been using. I think, after nine seasons'
experience, together with my study of hives
through the medium of books, journals, etc., I

have a pretty good idea as to what kind of hive
I do want. Your Dovetailed hive comes nearer
to that idea than any other now on the market,
so far as I know. I have had a few in use the
last year similar to it. and, after a year's trial,

I am sure I have not miscalculated my prefer-
ence, unless it may be in the matter of a brood-
frame. But I do not like your iiive in the fol-

lowing particulars:
1. I think that, although I have never used a

closed-end frame, it is. nevertheless, the style
of frame I want. But in two i"espects tlie com-
bination of that fram(> with the Dovetailed
hive is faulty.

{a) If I understand your description of the
hive, the frame is of the same length as the
"swinging" frame, having a bee-space at the
end. I don't know what anybody wants of a
bee-space back of closed -end frames. To me it

would be a most prodigious nuisance. The
frame should be about j^^ of an inch shorter
than the brood-chamber inside, leaving ^v of a"
inch play at each end. This would insure ease
in manipulation where there is apt to be slight
irregularity in length.

2. When you have a hive and frame so nearly
adapted to reversing, either in part or en-
tirely, why not have them quite so? The hive
would be made with the ends rabbeted so that,
if any one wanted to hang a frame in the hive
he could do so. but have a stick of the right
size to fill it up if desired. A single wire nail
would hold it in place, and it could thus be eas-
ily removed. I would not make the frame to
hang, but to sit on rests fixed on the bottom-
board. Either one of two devices would do well
for rests. One would be a tin T. % of an inch
high, tacked on to the bottom-board, front and
rear. The one in front would have to sit back
about an inch flora the entrance. The other
device would be a metal strip at each end, ,V
inch thick, by ?^' wide, set its thickness in
notches in theside cleats of the bottom-board,
and just inside the ends of the brood-chamber.
If there should be any danger of these strii)S

bending from the weight of the combs, about
two small blocks could be placed under each
for props. We should thus have a brood-cham-
ber and a frame, either one of which could be
easily reversed. To reverse the entire hive we
could simply turn it upside down, loosen the
wedge or screw, press the frames to their place,
and then key up again. Top and bottom bars
should, of course, be the same thickness, and
that not more than -^ of an inch, perhaps less.
Secondly, you make your top-bar 1^ inches
wide, leaving only I4 inch between them. Is not

that rather close? I should think one would
frequently want to take out a fi'ame without
moving other frames or wedges. There would
be a poor chance to g<'t a finger-hold. I know
the object of such a top-bar is to pievent burr-
combs. This brings nie to my '" thirdly."

I am not pr(>pared to give up the honey-
board. I have worked several years without it

and a few vears with it. and I am quite in love
with it. That, you know, will go fai' toward
preventing burr-combs. But, aside from that,
the honey-boai'd has three valuable features:

{(() I would have it queen-excluding always.
It is comparatively seldom, it is true, that a
queen will go into section boxes. Still, she is

liable to go with a cluster anywhere when the
brood-chamber is crowded, especially when
there is a paucity of drone comb below in
swarming time, as I desire there should be. I

have known it to happen half a dozen or more
times a year, and that is often enough to spoil
considerable honey. When working for ex-
tracted honey especially, the queen will always
go into the upper story unless prohibited, and
I do not want her there.

(5) When hiving in contracted brood-cham-
bers, much pollen is carried into the sections
unless something is done to prevent it. A
queen-excluder reduces the quantity to such a
minimum as to;amount to practical preven-
tion.

(c) Bees will often gather up the cappings
of honey or brood as tliey are gnawed off the
combs below, and work them into the combs
above, which mars the honey greatly. I have
never heard any complaint of this from others,
but I have often noticed it. But I have never
known it to happen above a queen-excluder.
The young bees are also less prone to travel
over and stain the lower part of the sections.

Wide and thick top-bars, of course, will have
the same effect to some extent, but I think the
honey-board is better,

(d) I would have the depth of the frame re-

duced at least two inches. This would be too
great an innovation to urge upon you; but I

wish the standard frame were not more than
seven inches deep.
There, you Jhave my idea before you. Intro-

duce the modifications I have given, and I be-
lieve yon will have the model hive for comb
and extracted honey. Geo. F. Robbixs.
Mechanicsburg, 111., Jan. 10.

[If yon will refer again to our description and
engravings of the improved Dovetailed hive,
shown on page 74.i, Oct. 1.5, last year, you will

see that, where the closed-end frames are to be
used, the ends are to be enough thicker to take
up the extra space, but leaving a playjsufficient

to remove the frames. Note carefully the sec-
tional drawings on 74.5. No, it would not do to
leave the usual ^4 inch between the closed ends
and the end of the hive. As we construct them
for the Dovetailed hive, they can be used eith-
er to stand or to hang. A hanging closed-end
is a little better for the ordinary hives in use.

It will not topple over, and will kill fewer bees.

Of course, if it is desired to make it reversible,

all you have to do is to draw the nails, or. bet-
ter, leave them out and use instead the bottom-
rests.

In regard to queen-excluding honey-boards
for comb honey, you are against the great ma-
jority of comb-honey producers, who say they
do not want the excluders. For extracted hon-
ey they are a good thing.
Are you sure you are right about the exclud-

ers keeping pollen from the sections? Of the
great representative^ bee-keepers that I visited
last summer, not one, if I remember correctly,
used excluding honev-boards for comb honey.
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Pollen ill the sections Is usually the result of
too much contraction in the brood-nest: and
the tendency of the times is against contraction
to less than 8 L. frames. It is far better to have
a big. rousing colony on 8 frames than a medi-
um one on 4 or (5 frames. If perforated zinc will
keep pollen out of the sections, it ought to out
of the brood-nest when drone-guards are on.
r^ What you say regarding cappings from old
brood-combs is.to a certain extent, true; but I

don"t quite see how perforated metal will make
much difference, unless it be the slight obstruc-
tion f]-om the perforations. Some of the pretti-
est and « hitest comb honey I evei- saw was pro-
duced in Vermont and York vState. without
perforat<»d zinc houey-boards. As supi)ly deal-
ers, and the largest manufacturer, of "perfor-
ated zinc, we ought to boom that article,
whether for comb or extracted honey: but we
don't want bee-keepers to buy it for comh-hon-
ey ])roduction if it is not needed.

I know that top-bars l^V inches wide leave ratli-

er scant room for the fingers. With a follower
and fixed distances, either closed-end or Hoff-
man, it gives no trouble.
After you hiiVe used closed-end frames for a

wliile. you may modify your views somewhat in
regard to the plain, slatted honey-board. Fixed
distances will ixMniit of narrower and thinner
top-bars in the riddance of burr-combs.j

E. R.

THE TINEID MOTH.

PROF. COOK TEI.T.S I^S ABOUT THE LITTLE EGG-
SHAPED COCOONS ON THE APPLE-TKEES.

Mr. Chester Olmstead, East. Blooihfield, N.
Y.. desires to hear through Gle.^nings of the
eggs (?) which "'literally cover"" the twigs of
his apple-trees. These are not eggs, though
they look so much like them that it is not
strange that ^Ir. O. mistook them for eggs. He,
however, seems in doubt, for he adds, •" I take
them to be eggs."
These are the cocoons-of a beautiful little

moth. Bucciilatrix pomifoUelln, Clem.
As we see by the cut below (the single one is

shown natural size), they rest side by side on
the twig, often as many as eight together.
Sometimes they are so abundant that they do
"literally coveJ- the twig," as Mr. Olmstead
states. They are a quarter of an inch long,
white in color, and elongated, as seen in the
figure. The cocoon is ribbed, and firmly attach-
ed to the twigs. Next spring a beautiful tiny
moth will come from each of these cocoons, un-
less the pupa has been destroyed. This moth
is less than an eighth of an inch long, and
measures but litth; more than a fourth of an
inch from tip to tip of the wings when the lat-
er are spread. The fore wings are white, with
yellowish reflection. There are three brown

^pots on each wing—one a mere dot at the tip of

the wing— as seen in the figure. The posterior
wings are triangular, and beautifully fringed.
as is generally the case with the Tincid moths.
The moths lay their eggs early in tlie spring.
In June the caterpillars may be seen eating the
leaves. If disturbed they fall from the leaf,
letting themselves down by a thread of silk
which they spin for the pur])ose. They are
nearly half an inch long when full grown; are
dark yellowish green, reddish toward the head,
which is brown. This first brood—the insect is

double-brooded—spins its cocoons on the twigs,
but among the leaves they are not so conspicu-
ous as are the winter cocoons. The second
moths come forth in late snmmei-; the second
larvte feed in autumn, and the brown pupie
pass the winter in the elongated cocoons. Thus
we have the life-history of this beautiful and
interesting little Tincid moXh.
The^e moths are so called because they belong

to the family Tiiicida'. As we should supijose.
the moths of this family are very small. Thus
they are sometimes calh'd Micrnlcpidopteni.
Our common clothes-moths, some of the worst
grain insecis. and leaf-miners also, belong to
this family.
In looking at these cocoons I find many with

holes either at the end oi- on the side. These
holes show that some parasite has eaten up the
insects, matured, and gone forth to destroy
other of our insect enemies. Again, on the buds
of the twigs, and crowded in between the co-
coons, many plant-lice eggs are to be seen.
These are minute black eggs. They will hatch
in the spring just as the leaves unfold: and the
plant-lice which come from them multiply so
rapidly that, unless checked by other insects

—

which is usually their fate—or the orchardist.
they will do much harm.
These tineids are so small that they usually

do little harm! If so abundant in June as to
seriously damage the trees they would quickly
succumb to the ar.senites—the' same that so
speedily destroy the codling-moth and the can-
ker-worms. A. J. Cook.
Agricultual College, Mich., Dec. 22.

WEARING GLOVES.

DUESS FOi: LADIES AVHEN AMONG BEES

In working with bees I always wear gloves.
I think Dr. Miller has mentioned it in some of
his articles, also, that he thought I would give
them up some day. You need not tell him that
I said so, but I don"t believe I ever shall. Aside
from the saving of stings (and gloves have sav-
ed me a good many stings), it doesn't seem to
me as if I could ever fendure the sticky propolis
on my fingers.

I sew a pair of white sleeves securely to the
top of my gloves, leaving no opening for the
bees to enter. I use white, because the bees
seldom, if ever, sting white. I used to fasten
the sleeves to the shoulder with a safety-pin,
but I found that very cross hybrids managed to

get in a good many stings on my shoulders
above the sleeves, as the sleeves did not reach
(juite far enough. I now make the sleeves very
long, so they will reach well up on the shoul-
ders, and fasten them together in the back with
a little strap, buttoning them together in front
with a similar strap. It takes much less time to

put them on in this way.
One objection to wearing gloves is the time it

takes to get rigged up for work. But I really be-
lieve I can work faster and better with than with-
out them, for I do not feel so nervous about stings.

Another advantage is, that they materially
help to keep your dress clean—or, rather, the
sleeves do.
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There is one thing I decidedly do not like to
do with glove* on: and that is. to clip a queen.
I ahvays draw a long breath when the opera-
tion is over; and 1 confess tliat. if Dr. Miller is

witliin reach. I always carry them to him to
clip.

I have never been able to get a glove that quite
suited me. I have never tried rubber, as I

imagined I shonld not like them, for the smell
of rubber is vei y disagreeable to me. For some
time I have used buckskin: but they are very
heavy and warm, and decidedly uncomfortable,
and. when well stuck up with propolis, are not
very handsome, to say the least. I wish some
one who has had some experience with rubbtT
gloves would tell how he likes them, or any
other kind of glove, for that matter. The sub-
ject is a very interesting one to me.
Perhaps if oui' bees were all pure Italians it

might make some dirtVrence in my views. We
have requeened all our colonies, giving them all

Italian queens, so next summer I may have a
chance to see how much difference it will make.
Anothei' thing that bothers me is, to know

what to make my aprons of. I have tried ging-
ham, calico, and oil cloth. I don't like any of
them. I want something that honey will not
Soak through readily, as I should like to keep
my dress clean. By wearing two aprons at a
time, and changing them very often. I have
managed pretty well. Hut that is troublesome,
and makes lots of washing, and 1 should like
something better. I dislike the oil cloth, for it

has such a disagreeable smell. I am thinking
of trying bed-ticking this summer. It doesn't
seem to me that honey ought to soak through
very easily. I am afraid the objection will be,

that it is so heavy and clumsy. Have any of
the ladies ever tried it? If so. please tell us
how you liked it. Emma Wii.sox.
Marengo. III., Jan. 13.

[My good friend, you are striking on real
practical matters in your suggestions, and this
is just what we want. By tiae way, why not
have paper aprons, and burn them up as fast as
they become soiled—something like the Japa-
nese paper handkerchiefs? Honey and prop-
olis, to say nothing of beeswax, are very trying
on one's clothes. Like yourself. I always feel

nervous when my hands are daubed with "either
honey or propolis. Our remedy is a clieap
wash-basin and a towel. If it were not for the
looks of the thing, some sort of apron would be
a very convenient thing for men as well as for
women, during the honey season. Can we not
not iiear from more of the women-folks who
have lieen helping among the bee-hives?]

KEEPING EECORD.

HOW IT CAX BE DONE HY MEANS OF A BRIfK
ox THE HIVE-COVEK.

Friend Root:—Allow me to offer a few sug-
gestions, in line with ^\m. Muth-Rasmussen's
article in Dec. 1 Gleanings. The general crit-
icism to all such plans is, that they are too
elaborate, taking too much time to iearn the
system, and then the chances of the stones or
bricks being moved out of their position by vis-
itors or children: and even dogs and cats jump-
ing on the liive might do it. l-'or the bee-keep-
er who has but few colonies, some such ijlan
might be best: but for him who numbeis his
hives by the fifties or hundreds it is too cum-
bersome. I have been thinking of a plan
adapted to such by using bricks, which I think
are much to be preferred to either stones or
number cards, for the reason they can be turned
in three positions, each of which can have its

meaning. These three positions in which a
brick may be laid. viz.. side. end. and flat down:
by dividing the hive cover into three positions

—

front, rear, and centei-. would give nine points:
and by dividing each of these positions into
three parts, we have in all 18 points. Nor is

this all. The brick may be placed on any one
of these divisions in two ways—lengthwise of
the hive or crosswise of the same, making in all
over lifty different arrangements of the brick
on a hive, which would certainly satisfy all the
requirennnits of the most exacting.
The information needed or desirable in re-

gard to the contents of a hive may be grouped
under three general heads:

1. Of bees. This would include brood, eggs,
and larviB in all stages: also quality and quan-
tity.

2. Stores, referring to both honey, pollen, and
wax.

3. Queen, referring to quality, age. condition,
etc.

Those for these three natural divisions of top-
ics correspond with the three divisions or gen-
eral places on the hive-cover: and. for conven-
ience, say we call the front third the bee divi-
sion: the central third the stores division,
and the i-ear pait the queen division. Then
a biick placed anywhere on the rear third
of a hive would mean something about the
queen: on the central third, always something
in regard to the stores: and one on the front
third, always something in regard to bees or
brood: and the absence of a brick from any of
these places would signify that all is right, "and
no particular attention is needed.
Again, we might generalize and simplify our

system by having the brick standing on end
always mean immediate attention, and its posi-
tion on the hive indicate in what particular
point the attention is needed. Each bee-keep-
er can elaborate the system to suit his or her
special needs.
Here is a figure of a hive-cover and its sug-

gested divisions, which will make it clearer.

BEES

__i.
quEE^ ' quEEHCELL^^ &,<"

1^^

HATCH S SYSTEM OF HIVE - REC()H1> BY BRICKS.

It might seem, at first glance, that one would
need three bricks for every hive: but in prac-
tice it is not so: we have used a plan something
like the above for years, although not so com-
prehensive, and find that one brick for each
hive is usually ample. For keeping track of
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queens, our plan is to mark the date of her
birth at the time of clipping, which is done
only in the spring of each year, usually in May,
on the front of the hive, in small figui-es; thus,
•' 89" would indicate that the queen in the hive
thus marked is clipped, and that she was raised
in 1889. Next year, when time to clip comes
around, and I find a clipped queen in a hive, I

simply make a dash under the old" mark. This
shows that the queen has been found, and al-

ways shows how old she is. If a queen with
undipped wings is found, this shows she was
raised after the spring clipping was done the
year befoi'e. and therefore must be of last sum-
mer's raising. The old date is rubbed out. and
the new one substituted, leaving off the 18, as

that is always understood. When the clipped
queen comes out with a swarm, the date is

rubbed off the old hive and put on the hive in

which the queen is put. The fact that the date
is erased from a hive shows it has swarmed.
If one wishes to know which the swarms are,

some othiu' mark is necessary. I have used
this queen-record for years, and lind it better
than any other I have tried or seen in use.

As to keeping a record of each hive as to
times of extracting. I have never found it prac-
tical, preferi'ing rather to go ovei- the hives
with supers on. and removing some frames from
those which are full, and substituting empty
frames from those not full, putting the full ones
in their places, thus getting all or nearly all

ready to extiact at once, which means economy
of time and labor, and usually the honey is

none the worse for the longer time on the hive.

I speak from an extracted-honey producer's
standpoint, for I have never done much with
comb honey, twenty colonies in one season be-

ing the most I;have ever run for comb.
Ithaca. Wis., Dec. 1.3. C. A. Hatch.

[Friend H., I like'the idea of bricks, for sev-
eral reasons. They are clean-looking, are not
affected by the weather, uniform in size and
shai)e. and stay securely where you ])lace them.
SdUK'tlung a little lighter, say half of an ordi-
nary brick, would perhaps do as well; but as
we have not got it, perhaps we had better use
the brick. I have always felt that stones, from
their awkward, ungainly shape, give the apia-
ry a disorderly appearance; then when you
lift off the cover they'are almost sure to roll off.

Thanks for your suggestion.]

EXPERIENCE IN CARP CULTURE.

ONE OF OUlt BEE-FKIENDS TELI.S OF HIS StX'-

CESS.

Friend Root:—When you first began to pub-
lish notes on carp culture I at once became in-

terested, having a line site for a small pond. I

had long contemplated building a pond for rais-

ing some common fish, cat or perch; but now I

turned to the carp. I built a pond by making a
dam across the valley, and another at the upper
end 100 ft. distant, thus turning the brook,
which is kept running by a spring, around the
pond; but a second and smaller one is pouring
into the pond, just strong enough to keep it full,

or nearly so. When full of water it was 3K feet

deep; but I soon learned that this was not suf-

ficiently deep. In November. 188(1. I introduced
10 carp, 18 months old. Shortly after this a
severe winter set in. and I cut the ice to save
the fish from suffocation: but I learned after-
ward that this was not necessary.
The spring of 1887 opened, and I kept a close

watch upon my breeders, as I was anxious to

have them lay; but I determined not to feed
them, and that they should shift for themselves.

just as I would have treated common fish. I

would notice the fish only on rare occasions;
but I found out that they were all alive later in

the summer, as some boys while in bathing
kicked up so much dirt that all came to the sur-
face, and appeared to gasp for breath. liiit no
sight of eggs or young fish could be found. Not
draining the pond, I can not tell absolutely
whether any fish were hatched in 1887, but I be-
lieve not.
The winter of 1887 was very severe, and I kept

cutting th(; ice as before; but the pond began to
leak. Fortunately the leak was stopped; and
when the spring opened, the pond was fnll of
water.
This time I decided to feed them, and coax

them to lay. I accordingly fed about 3 qts. of
corn at one time. I would di'op it down in a
certain place, and every day I rolled up my
sleeves and felt down to the mess, and it would
disappear in tu'o or three days; but I could
never see the carp play about the feeding-place:
but when it was all gone I w ould replenish it.

Thus I fed them for nearly four weeks, when I

saw them spawn. May 11, 1888, and in a few days
the ])ond was just thick with eggs. I had
tlirown some willow branches into the water,
and these wvrt' all covered with eggs. I then
discontinued leeding tliem. and have not fed
any thing since. I began to think that these
eggs might not be fertilized, and failed to hatch,
so 1 broke off' some of the branches with the
eggs adhering, about enough to make a button-
hole bouquet, and placi'd them in a fiat-shaped
gallon jar filled with water, and set them out in

the garden. In two days I found them all

hatched. I counted about 40 fish: but they were
so small, and had so much of a water color, that
it was difficult to see them.

I left them in the jai'. and in a few days they
were all dead; but I had the satisfaction of
knowing that the eggs in tln^ pond weie nearly
all hatched, and no doubt the whole water was
full of little fish. The cattle and hogs had ac-
cess to the pond, and the latter would wallow in

it to their hearts' content. I felt satisfied, for I

wanted to test the carp in this way. The cows
would stand in the water, and I was obliged to

fence them off. as the water gave them soi-e legs.

In August we began to notice young fish. I had
tlie boys catch a few with hooks, and they were
from five to six inches in length.

Late in October, 1888, we made an attempt *o

seine out some fish: but the seine was not long
enough, and we happened to land a few oj the
spring hatch, (i to 7 inches in length, and some
of those I introduced in 1887. These fisli (intro-

duced in 1887). in the month of August, were
stunted by their pond drying out. There were
about 30 carp 5 inches in length, from the pre-
vious year's hatch. We also caught 5 of the
larger ones, which we prepared for the table,

and we thought them very palatable. Also a
few very small perch were found. The winter
of 1888 was very mild, and 1 watched for more
eggs in May, but I did not lind one. During
these three years the pond had filled up with
sediment so that but 18 inches of water re-

mained, and I concluded that it was unsafe to

let them winter in so shallow a water. I con-
tracted with a neighbor to take all the carp that
we might find. Dec. 4. 1889, we seined the pond,
and landed, to our sui'prise, 180 young carp, of

the 1888 hatch, measuring 10 to 1~ inches in

length, being very uniform in size. Also o of

the old breeders, introduced in 188(1, were caught.
;.'::.' inches in length, and weighing from 4 to 5

lbs.; and :*4 of those introduced in 1887, weigh-
ing from l'._. to 3 lbs., and measuring from 14 to

r.'o inches, and a solitary one of the 1889 hatch,
about 3 inches in length, thus showing that
some eggs were laid and hatched. Six perch.
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•about f) inches in length, with 200 young, about
.' inches in length, were also landed. Those six
perch. I think, found their way to the pond by
accident. They weri' only about 1 inch long in

October. 18S8. It is these in company witli the
carp that no doubt ate all the eggs or young
carp if any hatched. But why did the 2(X)"perch
survive ? I think they are somewhat more spry,
and dodge the larger lish, and thus escape from
the cannibals. Not feeding the breeders, and
the chilly weather during May. may also have
caused the shortage of eggs. You will notice
that the growth of the carp does not approach
that of luany other breeders who take extra
pains in feeding them and weeding out other
tish.

The neighbor's ponds were very low during
the latter part of ISIK). Dec. 24 we seined one
pond, which was too shallow to risk any fish in,

and transferred them to another: and we find

that the year's growth with all the different
sizes is even smallei' than it was with me.
Along witii the carp\\(' found Imndreds of jjerch

and cat-Hsh. but could not tind a single carp of
this year's hatch. I believe if tiiey had been
undisturbed for yeai'stocome. with 270 breeders,
no young carp would svn-vive. even though some
might hatch. Another ni'ighbor introduced 30
cai'p 7 inches in length. In 1887 the pond was
flooded. Later, and when we seined it in No-
vember. 18SI0. we found only 4 left. They
weighed 7 lbs. each. Also sevei'al thousand
oommon fish were found, hut not a siugle young
carp. No doubt these four cai'p lived on the
wild fish, which accounts for theii' weight.
Mr. Root, I do wish you could have seen

these four fish. They were as fat as hogs.
After these careful observations I have come to
the conclusion that the safest way for an ordi-
nary farmer is to make a pond deep (7 feet or
more), and proof against overflows. Then stock
the pond with young fry in September. I think
thisbyfar thesafest way to go into cai'p culture.
I shotild be glad to hear fi'om others who have
•experimented with carp. L. F. Dixtelmaxx.

Belleville, 111., Jan., 1891.

[Friend D.. we should also be glad to hear
from others: but inasmuch as tluuv is a jouiiuil
devoted to carp cult inc. we think it best not to
give very much space to it here. You biing out
in your communication a fact of great interest
to me: nanu'ly. that if the eggs be removed
from the pond, and [ilaced in a glass jai- out in
the sun, young carp nuiy be hatched out by the
million, perfectly secun^ from their voracious
foes. My impression is. that the principal diffl-

oulty with carp-ponds in general is that com-
mon fish get in and eat the eggs and young fry.
Our own pond lias no communication with any
other body of water; and yet common fish make
their appearance as fast as we can get them
out. They ai'e probably brought in by the eggs
adhei'ing to the feet of wild water-fowl. Of
course, di'awing the pond off and soi'ting them
out from time to time will keep these enemies in
check. But it needs stimebody with a good deal
of enthusiasm in the l)usin<'ss to follow it up.]

ERNEST'S NOTES OF TRAVEL.

AT DK. MII-I>EK S, COXTIXUED; liEVEKSIBI.E BOT-
TO.M-B()ARDS; MICE IX BEE-CELLARS, ETC.

The next morning. Monday. I arose, fully re-
freshed. The doctor wanted me to stop another
day: but I told him I must take the train at
noon.

Well, then, we can not afford to waste any
time,"' said the doctoi'.

I had a curiosity to know more about those

deep bottom-boards he is using, and so down
into the cellar we went. He had already put in
some 2.5 or 30 colonies, and tiie rest were still

out. The doctor had told me, if he could only
get me into his cellar he could convince me
that his revei'sible bottom -boards were a good
thing, and when there I had to assent that they
were: although, of course, I insisted that
Boardman's plan of leaving bottom-boards off

entirely was just as good, and cheaper.
"But,"' said the doctor, " / can not caiTy

hives of bees into the cellar with no bottora-
boai-ds. without the bees dropping out and fly-

ing all over."'
" If you select a rather cool day, I do not

think you will have vny much trouble: at
least. Tdo not liave. Still, I admit that there is

a little trouble, occasionally, esiiecially with
the hybrids. Latterly we have cairied tiu' bees
into the cellar with tiu^ bottom-boards on the
hives. Our carrying - bail catches under the
bottom-board, and hive and all is carried in.

When there tiie hive is lift(>d off its bottom,
and placed in i)Osition. and so we bring in each
hive. The bottom-boards are piled up in one
corner of the cellar, and the bodies of the hives
are stacked uj). (( la Boardman. So you see,

doctor, we liave no trouble about bees flying
out.'"

•• Yes." said he. " but don"t you have trouble
by a lot of bees clinging to the bottom-board '?

"

•• We should have,"" I replied, " if we carried
the bees in on a warm day. We wait till the
temperature goes down to 20 or 2.5. and then
the clnsterwill have contracted enough so that,
when the hive is lifted off its bottom, there will

be no bees adhering. I will make an exception
for hybrids. The least disturbance will make
them expand their cluster, and boil all over the
bottom-board. As we do not keep hybrids to any
great extent, and do not propose to. tliis trouble
does not figure veiy largely with us. I admit,
doctor."" I said, •• that the reverisble boards are
a splendid thing. As you do sometimes have a
few hyluid colonies, your plan would have that
advantage.""

•• But it won"t do for me." said the doctor, '"to

pile the hives up a hi Boardman. You may
say it is not necessary to have mice in the cellar;

but I have them, and can't very well keep them
out. As I explained to you, I use this coarse-
mesh wire cloth to close the entrance to all

such vermin. It has a coarse mesh, you see, so
the bees can easily pass out."'

"• Y"es."' I said, circumstances do sometimes
alter cases. My cellar is made entirely mouse-
proof. .Still, there was one little chap that
crept in last winter. One Sunday evening while
Mrs. Root and I were sitting before the grate
fire, over the bee-cellar, we heaid a peculiar
sort of noise. The cat picked up her ears, and
seemed interested, and cautiously crept to the
point whence the noise proceeded. I said that
would never do to have a mouse in the bee-
cellar, so down I went with the lantern. I ex-
amined a number of bees on the floor, and
found that the mouse had been eating at them.
It was pretty dark in the cellai'. but I ran my
hand up. as well as I could, where I had heard
the mouse. By holding the lantern up I dis-

covered a sort of black hole. I thrust my hand
into it. and was somewhat horrified to find that
there had been a fire there at sonu? time or oth-
er, though it was. evidently, from no fault of the
I'odent. This hole was directly under the grate
tiling, and it was evident that the heut had
been at sonu' time so intense as to burn out the
woodwork. I did not care any thing about the
mouse; but I made up my mind that our com-
foi'table gi'ate should not run any more that
winter. Although I was deeply grateful to the
mouse for causing me to investigate the prem-
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ises in the cellar. I set a trap and caught him.
returning evil for good: so you see. doctor, if it

hadn't been for the mouse I might have lost all
the bees. No, sir; mice do good sometimes,
even to bees."

I would say to our readers here, by way of
parenthesis, that I had the grate I'epaired.'and
now Mrs. Root and I enjoy the comfort of sil-

ting before it again evenings. Although open
fire is warm and cheerful, we want it piitnaiily
for ventilation. It is well known thutagrate
is one of the best ventilators in the woiid: and
our house, almost at all times, feels as licsh as
a spring morning. As the grate is not sulhcient
to entirely heat all the rooms, we have inde-
pendent heat besides. T di'op this simply as a
•nint to some of our reados who may possibly
have in mind the building of a new home or
the reconstruction of an old one. If the grate
is set by an experienced man theie will be no
trouble from tire. My fiist grate-setting was
veiT jjoorly done: in fact, I might say, put up
with criminal cai-elessness.
Well, to retuiTi. The doctor and I strolled

about the bee-yard, talking about any thing
and every thing. Our thoughts finally reverted
to bee-conventions. As the air was'chilly, we
thought we could discuss this matter a little
more comfoi-tably in the house, before Dr. Mil-
ler's open -grate stove.

I will remark here. that, if I hadn't a grate, I

would cei'taiuly have an open-grate stove. You
will be suiprised to see how it will freshen up
the atmosphere in the house.
Well, when we had seated ourselves comfort-

bly, I said to the doctor:
'"You have a big talent in helping 1o liven up

a bee-convention. I have been wondering for
some time whether we could not employ this
gift in some way in Gleanings. In reading
your articles, doctoi-. our readers do not get
half a glimpse of your fund of good nature.
Now. I have been thinking for some time that
it would be a good scheme for you to have a de-
partment of short items, where you can give
some of yoni' little spurts of fun' and friendlv
clips once in a while."
The doctor very modestly admitted that he

did have a talent in that direction, and that h(^

would be glad to use it if we could devise some
way whereby he could. To make a long stO)T
short, the upshot was that we started a depart-
ment in our journal, entitled. " Strav Straws."
You know the rest, and of its meritsand char-
acter yon are to judge.
As it was approaching the honi- of Train titr.e.

after an early dinner I bade adieu to Dr. Miller,
and took the train for Chicago.

A VISIT TO THE OFFICE OF THE AMEItKAX
BEP; .JOUHNAL.

By looking at my railway guide I found that
I had a little time in the city befoi'e niv westei'u
train would take me honu'. On arriving at the
city I made direct to the business place of T. G.
Newman it Son, 246 Madison St. On reaching
the place I took the elevator and foi'thwith was
ushered to the top floor: and befoi-e I was
hardly aware of it I was in the presence of the
editor of the Aincriatn Bee Juiirnitl. xA.s usual
he was hard at work at his post, and so like-
wise was his son, Alfred IL. in his department.
I wonder whether anybody ever found them
other than busy. And being in the lieait of tl.e
city, I wondei- if they ai'e not more or less ])es-
tered by visitors. Evei-y thing had the appear-
ance of that clock-work i-cgulai'ity and system
that makes the o'd American Bee Jour tutl al-
ways on time. They have vei-y pleasant and
commodious quartei's. and occupy the whole top
floor of a large building. After a pleasant chat
with both the Newmans, we W(>nt back to the

oflHce. when, whom should I meet butour friend
W. F. Clai'ke. of (luelph. Ontario, the former
editor of the ^4(iicri>r/}i Bee JouriKtW He was
on his way to his liome. Guelph. Out., Can. I

was obliged to make my stop shorter than I

wished: and after a short visit of perhaps an
hour, I took my leave.

DOES GLEANINGS UPHOLD TRUSTS, RINGS,
AND MONOPOLIES!

A REPLY TO A DISSATISFIED SrESCKIBEK.

Please discontinue Gleaxtngs. as I do not
wish to take a journal that upholds trusts and
rings and monopolies, as I see you did in Gleax-
iNGS for Dec. 15. Aevix L. Pottek.
Milan, N. H., Dec. :.'0.

[Friend P.. we will discontinue your journal,
of couise: but you surely do not state it fairly
or truly. (Jeeaxings strives to avoid unchari-
table extremes: and our country is certainly
siifferinej because of the extreme views taken
by some of our people in regard to this matter
of labor and capital. The Bee-keepers' Union,
which has been such a piotection to more than
one of us, might be called by a certain class a
"trust." It is a combination of bee-keepers to
maintain our lights, and to protect us from
spitt or prejudice. Where men of wealth com-
bine together to wrest from any class of people
theii- jjist rights. CJleaxixgs" would by no
means uphold them: but when the laboring
classes make grievous mistakes in I'ushiug to the
hasty conclusion that some of theii' best friends
are enemies in disguise, Geeaxixgs can not
well do otherwise than to utter a voice of warn-
ing. One extreme is anaicliy. and the other is

plodding along and letting everybody who is so
disposed run over you and help themselves to
the frnits of your hard laboi", without a protest.
The fainiers'who sold their butter for 10 cents a
pound when it was justly worth 25. are a fair
illustration of this latter exti'eme: and small
be(^-keepers who take their honey to town and
sell it for what anybody is pleased to offer them,
also belong to this extreme. Just let me give
you a i)oint right hei'e.

Most of the readers of GLEANiX(is are ac-
quainted with Dr. A. B. Mason. He is a man
who has been largely a sei'vant of the public.
He is constantly called upon to i)reside over as-
semblies, and. in fact, to manage ci'owdsof peo-
ple when nol)ody else can manage them. He
lias wonderful ability in that line, as you well
know: and yet Dr. Alason is a poor man. He
makes his living by keejiing bees, and by his
daily toil in his business of dentistry. He is a
devoted Christian, and a good man in every
way. Well, at our Di'troit convention somebody
spoke of the piece of newspaper pleasantry that
is going the romids. to the effect tiiat the poor-
est crop that America ever raised is her
"crop" (?) of millioiKtirex. Almost everybody
says amen to this, and seems to think it is true.

Why. I myself have often felt sad about it.

Well, perliajis we ought to feel sad: but here is

Dr. Mason's reply, as nearly as I can remember
it. Said he. "I do not agree. I do not believe
a word of it. I wish there were ten tUiies more
of them."

I protested by saying, " Why. Dr. Mason, I

am astonished at you.''

He replied. •
I repeat it: I wish there were

ten tlnieyi as inantj ;/i(»cc of tliein."

Now. I presume Dr. Mason means this: That
it would be a blessing to America if there were
ten times as many men with the brains and
ability, judgment and wisdom, the skill and ex-
perience, to manage large enterprises so as
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to make them successful. It is these large bus-
iness enterprises that give our American peo-
ple work. Now. a man lacking in brains, or
a man lacking in virtue, can not. as a geneial
rule, manage such large enterprises. An iii-

tcmperdte man may manage people and cap-
ital a little while: but it can not be for long.
The man who becomes a millionaire must be a
temperate man. and. to some degree, it seciiin tn

me. a libenil and hdiicst man. or he can not
succeed. If men become millionaires by trick-
ery and fraud, then ail good men and women
ought to combine in a ring, trust, or monopoly,
and tight them to the bitter end. The fighting
should, however, be done in a legitimate' and
orderly way. We must lie law-abiding citizens.

and we must have faith in each other, or we
shall surely jump from the frying-pan into the
fire.

Now. if any readtir of Gleanings wishes it

stopped because of tlie above position, we will
stop it with the kindest and pleasantest feel-

ings, and we will refund all money due. It is

quite likely that (tI.eanixgs irill lean strongly
toward chdrity and faith in mankind, for it

does seem to me that our greatest danger lies in

too little faith ineach other: and this faith and
love should he broad enough to reach from the
IMiorcst day laborer to our richest millionaire.]

verity. The family supposed it would succumb
to the usual remedies, and a little patience on
their part. But old and tiied remedies had no
effect, and the fever was raging clear beyond

THE RAMBLER IN WARREN.

ME ENCurNTEKS A SEVEIiE CASE OF UEE-FEVP:)!:
MOKE HOFFMAN FRAMES AND NO

BVRK-f'OMB.S.

Rhode Island hospitality did not end under
the roof of Bro. INIiller. We rambled to the
thriving town of Warren, and to the residence

HARD CASE OF BEE-FEVER.

all expectations, and now had developed the
alarming stage of running in instead of out.

After a tliorough diagnosis of tlie malady we
traced the germs tf) that t'uthusiastic Miller
over in Barrington. and promptlv advised that
the doctor be not allowed to cross the river.

This was as promptly decided to be out of the
question, as the doctor had a very strong mind

DR. MERCHANT S APIARY BY THE B.^PTIST CHl'RCII.

of Dr. J. M. Merchant. Mrs. Merchant desired
expert counsel in relation to the doctor's mal-
ady, the bee-fever.
We found that the doctor had for many years

been subject to feverish attacks, some longer
some shorter, but none severe. For instance,
the hen-fever had a very thoi'ough run: but
the usual appliances of pills, plasteis. a sweat
(or its equivalent, a little curtain admonition),
had resulted in an effectual cure. But now the
bee-fever had taken him witii the utmost sc;-

of his own. From careful observations we
should judge that the fever has yet a long time
to run.

Dr. Merchant is an active physician, with a
large and lucrative practice. His apiary is lo-

cated in his hack yai'd. and it has a splendid
bacising in tlie form of a Baptist churcii. It is

in tlie center of th(> town, and is not a nui-
sance to liis neigiibois or to the church-going
l)eople. Tbe field here will sustain only about
twenty colonies, and the doctoi' has accordingly
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a little less than that number. Like all down-
east Yankees. Dr. M. is very ingenious: and
every thing in the yard and in the hive is as
near perfect in construction as possible. The
hives and crates wei'e of the cabinet-shop order
in nicety, and many pi'obleins have been patient-
ly worked out hei'(>. If the i)rol)lem is found to
be a hard one. he just thinks it out or goes over
to Barrington and gets another addition to his
bee-fever by thinking it out with Bro. JSIillei-.

MJ{. MlIXEi: AND DK. MKKCHANT THINKING
IT orT.

The closed-end Hoffman frame is used with
wide top-bars, and hen^ we again saw the crates
and honey-boards come off with not a brace-
comb between. Aside from the frame, the hive
was an invention of his own, and was pi'ovided
Avith a side-opening feature, allowing the use
of division-boards for contracting the brood-
chamber, and allowing spaces on each side for
the rork filling, which the doctor found an
effective method for wintering. For summer
use, the supers are provided with an extra cov-
er, and the wintering cover is turned back
against a proper support—in this case, a fence.
This plan allows storifying to any extent. We
find the practice here is to' get one crate of sec-
tions nearly filled, then raise them and insert
under a half-depth extracting-supei'. The pho-
to of the hives by the church shows this plan of
woiking, very clearly.

Dr. M. was quite enthusiastic over Alley's
drone-trap. Being away from home at all
hours of the day. dispensing pills and powders,
traps ai-e applied to every hive liable to swarm,
and thus far they have been a success in pre-
venting the loss of valuable queens.
Dr. M.'s crate was a little different from any

we ever saw, and several points about it struck
the Rambler very favorably. We were in hopes
to give your leaders a sketch of it in connection
with this ramble, and will pi-omise to do so as
soon as we receive a sample crate from head-
quarters.

Prof. Cushman's large exhibit from th(^ Ex-
periment Station gave us a desire to visit him
at Kingston; and though we weie cordially in-
vited to do so, our time was limited, and we
had to refuse this and several other invitations.
While in Warren the Rambler had the i)lea-

sure of visiting with the doctor the town of
Swansea, Mass.. and the ancient home of our
ancestors. The Rambler's grandfather emi-
grated from Swansea to York State about 179;")

;

and the old homestead, about 185 years old.
where four generations of our ancestors had
lived, was still standing. Near by was the

family burying-ground, now sadly neglected:
and as we tried to decipher the moss-covered
inscriptions, how forcibly the following lines
came to mind I

They died—ah! they died—and we thinjis tliat are
now.

Who walk on the turf that Lies over tlieir brow,
Wlio make in their dwellings a transient abode.
Meet the changes they met on their pilgrimage road.

Tis the wink of an eye; "lis the draught of a lu-eath
From tlie blossom of health to the iialeness of death ;.

From the gilded saldon to the liier and the shroud

—

Oh 1 why sliould the spirit of mortal he proud V

RAMIU.EK.

FULL SHEETS OF FOUNDATION, ETC.

ARE WE USING THEM TO EXCESS? THICK TOI"
BAKS.

After reading a good deal about the thick (or
heavy) top-bar, in which Ernest seemed to-

take considerable interest, and after using the
light ones for some time and being bothered by
their sagging down and getting frames and
combs out of shape, I ordered 300 frames in the
Hat. ready to nail. The top-bars were to be %
inch thick, bottom-bars J-a inch thick, and the
ends the same as the last named; and when
they were nailed together they made a frame
that was strong and durable, and hard to beat,
in my estimation. Such a frame, made like the
above, with a full sheet of foundation well wir-
ed in, when once diawn out by the bees niakes^
a beauty of a comb. I consider foundation in-
dispensable to the bee-keeper: and for the last

few years I have used full sheets in all of the
frames that I use, both for lower hives and sur-
plus box (or extracting-box). These are well
wired in, so there is no chance for sagging: and
I am fully convinced that it well repays the
bee-keeper to do so every time, although it

costs him considerably more just then.
I really believe there is more benefit derived

tinanciaily to the bee-keepei-. from the excessive
use of coinb foundation, than any other thing^
he can use about the apiary. And I must say.
I have not been so surprised in the last five or
six years as I was to read what friend Hasty
said in regard to foundation, page 33, whei'e he
says, " If the truth were generally known, the
sale of foundation would be greatly reduced."
Now, if such were the case (although I can't
see it in that light) I should be very much
obliged to friend Hasty if he would explaiii
through Gi-E.VNiNGs wherein thei'e can be less
used, and at the same time be as much of a
benefit, in a financial way. to the bee-keeper,
as though it were used still more extensively
than at the present time. By using whole
sheets of foundation the apiarist can control
his brood-rearing mostly to his own liking (for
there are not many of us who make it our busi-
ness to raise drones), at the same time running
for extracted honey. I would ask you all.

What is there more perplexing to the bee-
keeper, when he is running exclusively for ex-
tracted honey, than to now and then find combs
filled with brood in the surplus boxes, where he
expected them to be filled with honey? Now, if

they are drone combs, the space so filled is

worse than a dead loss. But, on the other hand.
if all are worker combs so filled, th<-y can be
taken to some weaker swarm and put in theii"

hive, and strengthened.
Some titne ago, before I purchased some of

A. I. Root's queen-excluding zinc that I used to-

keep the queen from going up in the upper sto-

ry. I made some fine swarms artificially by
having all worker combs in this way: IMy hive^

and surijlus box hold 8 frames each: and when
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I found in tlio siii-plns box fi'oni four to six

combs well rilled with brood I would set it oft

and remove the old hive to a new stand: then I

would take a new hive (empty of course), and
transfer the eight frames from the surplus box
into it. and place it on the old stand, not caring
which one retained the queen, for one had to be
queenless.
There are very many more good points in

favor of the excessive use of comb foundation:
and it is a subject that is often brought up at

our conventions, and fully discussed, and 1 for

one have yet the rirst time to hear any one
claim that we can get along just as well with-
out it. Ben.i. E. Rice.
Boscobel. Wis.. Jan. (>.

BEE-KEEPING IN TUNIS.

ANOTHER LETTER FROM P. H. HAI.DEXSPERGER.

When I first landed in Tunis I had to put
aside the impression which I. had always had
in regard to '"Afric's sunny fountains." for I

had to put on every warm bit of clothing. It is

true, it was the beginning of November: still,

about the same time in Palestine we are gener-
ally suftering for want of rain, which was the
case this year again, while in the North of Afii-
ca, Tunis'and Algeria have had a great deal
too much.
Owing to the want of vegetation in the imme-

diate vicinity of Tunis (town), very few bees
are kept. I have seen only a few flying about
the sweetmeats one finds in all Oriental towns,
put before the public on large trays, in front of
the shoiJS. Always accustomed to see the yel-
low Easterns, the' sight of those black ones'ex-
cite my curiosity. I had been told to look lor
bees on the other side of the gulf of Tunis. A
small sailing vessel took me over in a couple of
hours. On the point of the cape, and com-
manding the entrance, covered by divers de-
structions, lies the once mighty rival of Rome,
so thoroughly destroyed. Seldom did ruins af-
fect me so mightily as those of Carthage.
Though in Palestine ruins abound, yet this
ruler of the Mediteri'anean makes you feel that
we are all but dust. The archbishops of Al-
giers and Carthage have built a beautiful ca-
thedral on the ruin: and from the ruins in the
excavations, beautiful marble statues and col-
umns have been brought to daylight, showing-
the art of this ancient place.' Thousands of
olive-trees on the surrounding mountains make
the sceneiT more beautiful.
The Tunisians keep numbers of bees out in

the country, and they themselves also consume
a good deal of honey, as the Mohammedans do
not use any alcohol noi' any preserved fruits in
tins. They are fond of dark honey, and do not
take very much to white oi' light-colored honey.

All over Algiers and Tunis the bees are kept
in hives made of wickerwork. where willows,
pomegranates, and such trees abound. The
hives are long and square, made out of fennel-
stems where those abound. These fennel-stems
are about ten inches long, fastened tog(>ther by
passing a stick the whole length of the stems,
placed sidewise together, and thus the four
sides are again fastened together, the hive being
about 3 feet long. They place them on a log of
wood to keep them from the immediate damp-
ness of the soil. The hives are smeared over
with manure and sand, only one i-ow at a time
being placed beside another. Th(» hives are
again covered with stra\\'. to keep them fi-om
the heat and the rain. The next row is placed
in front, a few feet apart. They have general-
ly one or two swarms from a good hive in April
and May. and thev take out the first honev

chiefly from wild clover, etc. Later on. in fa-
vorable places they have a second cropof carob.
thyme, and other ai'omatic plants. In some re-

gions the roscMuaiy abounds. There are also
orange-groves: but up to this time they know
nothing about oi'ange-blossom honey, as the
greater pait of the apiarists are Arabs, going on
iu their primitive fasiiion. In Algeria they sel-

dom or never mov(» their hives expressly for
pasture: but as the country people are all no-
mads they now and then are obliged to move
the hives with the general move of the tribe.

The North African bee is about the same in
color as the Maltese—black, with yellow fuzz.

They seem to be a good honey-gathei'ing bee,
very prolific, and less inclined to sting than the
Eastern bees. They are great I'obbers. but, as
a rule, are not so active as the Easterns in at-
tacking, and defending themselves and hives
both against men and bees. We were transfer-
ring some hives a few days ago fi'om a box hive
into the bar frame: but no sooner had the bees
smelled the honey than on they came, rushing,
robbing away, and beginning to sting a little

bit too. We could transfer only two hives at a
time. The Palestines. though fierce ix)bbers,

would have left us in peace for at least four or
five hives, but woukj have then been very ugly
toward us too. The queens of this black race
are not so easily found as our Easterns, as they
differ much less in color. This queen is dark
brown, and at this time of the year a good deal
smallei- than she is in spring when she is laying
away with all lu'r might.
Like all the Eastern nations they know very

little about queens, drones, and workers. They
believe that the bees gather the eggs from the
flowers to produce young bees: or. again, that
the queen is simply ieigning and giving orders
while the workers are really the mothers. They
have a great veneration for bees, as the Koran
tells tiiem they are holy animals. On this be-
lief a certain tradition is current among the Al-
gerians. A young barbarian. Joussef Ben-
Taschefin. succeeded, in 10.3(). to the throne of
the last fatimite khalif of the Maghreb Abu
Bekr. This Joussef was the founder of the Al-
moravid(^s (European corruption of the word
^?)«o)Y(7>i(?i—the iiriests—now corrupted into
French as Marabnt.) The father of Joussef
was a potter, and \\ as wandering about in the
gorges of the Atlas Mountains to sell his wares.
His wife followed him eveiywhere, carrying
Joussef on her shoulder, as is the custom. A
swarm of bees settled on the head of the boy.
Astonished at this, the parents set to counting
the bees, and found a hundred. They immedi-
ately knew it was some extraordinary event,
and asked a d'wim^ (tnlehu) of great renown.
The divine now explained to them that the will

of God very clearly manifested itself, and that
this child would become great, and i-eign from
the Occident to the Levant: that he would
have a glorious and long reign, and that each
bee represented a people, and the swai'm the
whole of the nations united into one under his
hand to form one large empire. He became
lieutenant of Al)u Bekr. who confided to him
the command of the Ldinptuncs. a mighty
ti'ibe. Joussef took Fez and Mequinaz. the
khalifat of the Edrissites. at the head of 80.()0()

horsemen, then marched toward Themcen, and
subdued all to Beni-Mezegrena. in Algeria.
After his return he founded Maraquesh (Mo-
rocco), and was thus prince of ^Morocco and the
greater part of Algeria: but, unsatisfied with
this, lie succe(^ded in subduing all the north of
Africa to Egyj)!. He then took the title of
•• Prince of the Musselmansand Defender of the
Religion. Arab chroniclers say he built a
vast bridge fr.wn Africa to Europe across Gib-
raltar, and took Mohammed-ben-Abd, ruler of
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Mohammedan Spain, i)i'isoner. without one
singlo lost battle. Jousscf died at the age of a
hnndred years, exactly the number of bees that
were counted in the swarm.
The Arabs are very fond of honey, and this is

a great cause why Algeria does not export a
great deal. Here. also, they have manure to
make the hives. The only time they visit the
bees is to take out the honey, which they put in

earthenware trays, and then press out the hon-
ey, simply by forming a ball out of the honey-
combs and squeezing it out as fast as possible.
Comb honey is nevei" ke]jt for sale. Some fine

comb may be had if oi'dered beforehand. The
wax is purified and brought to the market. In
the Kabyly Mountains are the Kabyles (a dif-
ferent race altogether from the Arabs, for they
are fair, and have a different language). They
are vei'y likely descendants of the Vandals, and
may even have been Christians before Moham-
medanism reigned here. The women of this
tribe have a cross tatooed on the forehead, some
also on the cheeks or chin—an old tradition
they have probably carried thi-ough for centu-
ries. These Kabyles are a good deal more in- ,

dustrious than the Arabs: have divers arts, as
soap-making, pottery, and others. They live in
stone houses in their wild mountains. Their
women are unveiled, and they have a kind of
shoes or boots made of cloth, resembling very
much the old Germanic warrior's or Roman's
foot clothing. They move their bees, too, to
bett<'r regions when they find a good place of
pasturage. Their land is better cultivated than
the Arabs', and they raise a good 7nany olive
and fig trees. They are as fanatic Mohamme-
dans as the Arabs, and in 1871 they w(>re tiie

fiercest I'ioters against the French, massacring
all Europeans they could get hokl of till the
regiments coming back from Prussian captivi-
ty immediately checked the insurrection. The
punishment has been very severe, but they
leai'iied to support the easy French yoke, and
are even glad to call themselves French as soon
as they are away from home.

Ph. J. Baldenspehger.
Algiers, Africa, Dec. 18.

[Friend B., your legend about the little

swarm of bees (just 100) reminds me vividly of
my early days in queen-rearing. I had a great
number of little hives with three or four combs
three or four inches square. Well, when these
little nuclei got their hives full they would
swarm out; and SAvarms of bees, about as large
as a goose-egg, got to be such a common occur-
rence during the height of the honey-yield that
they were the sport of the neighborhood; and a
queen with perhaps a hundred bees was likely
to alight almost anywhere or on almost any-
body, so that it is quite likely that so much of
the legend was absolutely true.]

Wisconsin, Ohio, and Illinois. We receive large
quantities from these States, and have always
received it in kegs or half-barrels, and some-
times in barrels, holding 500 lbs. For our mar-
ket we favor the use of kegs, half-barrels, or
even barrels, because these jiaekages find ready
sale, and our trade prefers them. Ucsidcs they
are less expensive, and cheaijer for tlie pi'oducer
than the tins. We can not advise the use of
them when there is absolutely nothing gained.
Honey in kegs, half-bari'els, or barrels, will sell

just us readily, and at as good a price, as when
packed in tins. The same may be said for

Southern honey. Kegs, half-barrels, and bar-
rels, are the packages our market demands for
extracted honey, with the exception of Califor-
nia. HiLDKETH Bugs. & Segelkex.
New York, Jan. 10.

[Square cans miiM be used in California be-
cause the climate there will shrink the wooden
packages; in fact, kegs would be utterly useless
with them. We have always advocated the tin

cans for all sections of the country, but perhaps
there are good reasons why kegs should be used
instead in this part of the U. S. They are
easier' handled, and, in some cases, can be ship-
ped on a lower classification. While square
cans will not shrink they are liable to spring a
leak if the boxes in which they are put are too
roughly handled. Kegs are stronger, but they
also take more storage I'oom, and, worst of
all, they are very apt to give the honey a slight
taint of the wood, which clean tin cans never
do. In fact, the principal ivason why we have
abandoned the use of ban-els and kegs is, we
have so many times had a very fine article of
honey so tainted by the barrel as to make it

second or third quality. We should be glad to
have bee-keepers and other commission-houses
give us a little more light on this subject.]

KEGS INSTEAD OF SQUARE CANS.

AVHY A COMMISSION HOUSE PKEFEI!
MER.

TIIE FOR-

We note the discussion regarding the (50-lb.

can, and the use of the same for extracted hon-
ey. As a rule, they are used exclusively in Cal-
ifornia: and all the honey we i-eceive from
there is put up in these cans, two cans in a case.
This fact is generally known among the trade;
and when they order California honey they ex-
pect to get it in these cans. For basswood,
clover, and buckwheat honey, we have always
advocated and advised the use of kegs holding
about l.nO to 200 lbs., or half-barrels holding
about 300 to 3.")0 lbs. We believe these packages
q,re generally used in this State, Michigan,

CLOSED-END AND HOFFMAN FRAMES.

A WORD ON THE OTHER SIDE.

Friend Root:—As closed-ends, thick top-bars,
and bni'r-combs seem to hold first place in the
bee-journals at present, I feel it my duty to add
a few words; fii-st, because I fear some articles
(written in good faith) are misleading; second,
with so much testimony on one side, and little

or nothing on the other, it may lead some to dis-
card their convenient, well-proportioned frame
for something they know little about. Of
course, one who has had experience in bee
culture will not be easily lead into changes; but
the beginner, who is reading, and being guided
by the teachings of the various bee-journals,
often makes changes which his means will hard-
ly allow.

I have had six years' experience with closed-
end or one-half-closed-end frames (the original
Hoffman frame), and have worked them nearly
all out of the apiary. When 1 say six years, I

mean I used the Hoffman frame exclusively that
length of time. Exact spacing, by using a fixed
distance or closed end. will work nicely so long
as we take pains to have each frame in its orig-
inal place and position. But we want our
frames all interchangeable; and when we can
get every comb perfectly straight and true, then
we can use closed <'nds and be well pleased with
them. But in our experience, combs will differ.
We can not keep evei-y hive exactly level at all

times, and that of necessity throws our combs a
little out of true; and I find that many combs,
when changed from their original position, we
have to change the bee-space at the top to get
the right distance in the center of the brood-
nest. Now, it will often happen that our ends
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are left -/^ of an inch apart, or we can't get
them quite close enough. If left apart, the bees
inuiiediateh- fill the space with bee-glue: and
after repeating this a few times, the apiarist
will have tostop manipulations, and scrape bee-
glue before his frames will tit and give the
propel- bee-space.

I have used the hanging frame, made of Js
lumber, top, sides, and bottom; and from actual
experience I am fully satisfied they are far su-
perior to a closed end in many respects. Before
discarding (four years ago) the closed ends I ex-
l)erimented with colonies of eciual strength and
working qualities: also with the two frames in

the same colony: and eveiy time the hanging
frame gave the best satisfaction. There are
many reasons I might write why I favor the
hanging frames, small in themselves: but bee-
keeping is made upof small things: and he who
overlooks the small things will come far short
of being successful in this world, whether it be
bee-keeping or other business matters.
In regard to buri'-conibs. I have used both

thick and thin top-bars, and can see no differ-

ence. I am of the impi'ession that burr-combs
are due largely to the race of bees, and the right
bee-space above the frames. I find \\itli me
that I4 inch, scant, isabout right, and with that
bee-space I should prefer a frame just heavy
enough to prevent sagging, as I like to get the
sections just as near the brood-nest as possible.

A. E. WOODWAKD.
Grooms Corners. N. Y., Jan. 1~'.

[I am glad to get your testimony, friend W.

—

not that it proves that the closed-end or Hoff-
man frames are impractical for the uiajoritii of
bee-keepers, but because it shows that there are
some bee-keepers like yourself, who. after try-
ing them, would discard them for the hanging
frames. Bee-men can not all be induced to use
the same kind of frame, by a long way; and. if

my judgment is worth any thing. I should say
that neither the loose hanging nor fixed-dis-
tance frame will be u.sed exclusively. Both will

be used, and have their firm adherents. But
your testimony, friend W.. is diametrically ojt-

Fosed to that of a good many bee-keepers whom
know—those who have tested both the fixed

and the unfixed, and have finally decided most
emphatically in favor of fixed frames. I feel

pretty sure that the difficulty you speak of.

about combs not being interchangeable, must be
due to some fault in your manipulation. Capt.
Hetherington,Mr. Elwood.and Mr. Julius Hotf-
man. do not experience this trouble—to say
nothing of the hosts of the smaller following.
While I watched ]\Ir. Ehvood manipulate his
frames, he alternated them as much as you and
I would the loose hanging frames; and. remem-
ber that these gentlemen own something like

an aggiegate of 5000 colonies. There is a gieat
deal in getting used to a thing. Although your
article above shows that you have had consider-
able experience with fixed distances, there is

possibly some factor that does not appear on
the surface, and yet nevertheless is the cause of
youi' trouble. Perhaps ]\Ir. El wood will enlight-
en us on this point a little, later on.

In regard to thick and thin top-bars, your ex-
perience is also diametiically opposite to our
own. as well as to that of a good many othfrs
who have sent in reports. It is one of the
>^tr((vge things in bee culture, why good compe-
tent bee-keejjers should have (experiences so
different, and it is not much wonder tiiat it does
confuse beginners. Mr. A. says he has had such
and such expei'iences with a certain devic<'.
Mr. B. has had just the opposite. But that does
not prove that the article in question is value-
less.

You are correct about the right bee-space. It

should be a scant (juarter inch. and. by the by.
this may explain why you say you see no differ-
ence between the thick and thin top-bars. This
small bee-space, I know from experience and
observation, makes a good deal of difference in
the matter of burr-combs.l E. K.

JlETIDg 0F Sl^^I]^

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS,

WHY THE QUEEX.S WEKE CAKIUEI) OUT.

I introduced two queens into hives in Octo-
ber. In about a month after they had been in-

troduced I found them both in front of their
i-espective hives, almost lifeless. They were
straight and plump, but their bodies were not
distended. The colonies had natural stores
and granulated-sugar syrup; The queens were
reared elsewhere. What cotild have been the
trouble? J. C. Atkinsox.
Nelsonville, O., Nov. 28.

[No one can give the reason, any more than
to conjecture: but my impression is, there was
a queen already in the hive when you intro-

duced one: and if you are only a novice, friend

A.. I should not wonder if they were not queens
at all. but simply bees with elongated bodies.

I once mailed such a bee to father Langstroth,
saving that I had lost my twenty-dollar queen.
But I was greatly r(>joiced when he wiote back
that it was not a quei>n at all. but only the body
of a distended bee. I found It outside of the
hive, as you did. and warmed it up. and it came
to life a little. J

SEf'TIOXS SOLD BY THE PIECE; WIDE AXI>
THICK TOP-BARS A SUCCESS.

I have been back East through York State
and Connecticut. I have read about selling

sections of honey by the piece. Now I will tell

you about what I know. I sent 823 lbs. to Con-
necticut. I had one crate of 1.5 boxes, of 12 lbs.

each. It was hard work to get rid of them, a.s

they wanted about 10 lbs. to 12 sections. I did
not find one man that sold honey by net weight,
always by the section.

I have tried seven different kinds of brood-
frames. The best I have tried is with top-bars
lis in. wide and K inch thick. They give the
best results, for there are no burr-combs be-
tween frames. I space just I'^s inches from cen-
ter to center. I will take wide and thick top-
bars every time. A. N. Whiti.ock.

Dovt-r. Mich.. Dec. 15.

WIXTERIXG in an OUTKIJ CASE A SUCCESS: A
DEAD-AIK SPACE SATISFACTORY'.

I never could see wiiy burlap or cushions were
better above the brood-nest than a boai'd that
the bees could seal down air-light, or why saw-
dust-packed hives were better than double-
walled hives \\ ith a dead-air space. I winter
on summer stands, and still have five different

hives for expei'iment. The hive I principally

use is the Heddon (for want of a better) with
an outer case of K lumber. In these hives I

rarelv lose a colonv (I lost one out of twenty in

three years). Ifl'should happen to loosen the
cover after being glued. I use a paste to make
It tight. Mv bees bi'eed up fast in the spring,

and are readv for business when the honey-flow
comes, and I always get the best-iipened honey
from those hives, selling my honey as fast as

taken from the hives, in my town.
In expei-imenting with double-walled hives, a

hive with a one-inch dead-air space all around
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it is warmer inside tlian a liive with si)ace
l)acked. The same is cooler in summer. What
has become of the veiitihition theory? I settled
this theory in a few words. Why do bees seal
down the cover air-tight if they should have
ventilation? J. T. Fi.ETrnEH.
Clarion. Pa.. Dec. 8.

DO DAKK COMBS AFFECT TIfE COEOK AM)
(^TAEITV OF THE HONEY ?

The question, " Do dark combs affect injuri-
ously the color of honey they contain?" was. I

believe, answered in tlie negative at the Keo-
kuk convention. I believe this answer to be
correct, if the honey is allowed to remain in thf
combs but a short time. But if allowed to re-
main in such combs a few months, its color and
flavor are both very perceptibly impaired.
A year ago last March I warmed up and ex-

tracted several gallons of Spanish-needle hon-
ey for a neighboi' from combs that he had ta-
ken out of upper stoi'ics in the fall and stored
away in his hous<^ until he could get some one
to extract them, as he had no extractor. The
combs were not paiticnlarly dark, yet the hon-
ey was decidedly off in flavor and color when
compai'ed with my own honey gathered on the
same range, but extracted as soon as well ri-

pened. T. I'. Anduews.
Farina. 111., Dec. :Hk

OUTSIDE SHOW, WITH THE INSIDE NOT IN
KEEPING.

Friend Root:— I have seen a little of the same
kind of work you speak of, imtting the best on
the outside, or on top. You are doubtless
aware that Utah has had a good rei)utation
for the quality of j>n^(f((c.s produced, but per-
haps you are not aware that her good nanu'
has been greatly injured by this outside-show
business. Now, I will omit names: but Mr. 1{.

being a business man. and in the shlp|)ing busi-
ness, and having a reputation foi' square deal-
ing, receives numerous applications for those
noted potatoes. Mr. B. goes among the (honest)
farmers and tells them what he wants, and will
pay so much a bushel for them, sacked and
loaded on the cars. Now, probably there are
half a dozen men loading a couple of cars. A
few of the sacks are opened in the hurry, and
fine potatoes are seen on top. and very likely
five of the six men have been honest, and put
just as good ones all the way through: but the
sixth one is the Judas; and as the sacks are
loaded promiscuously, withotit being marked,
all must bear the blame of those small and
some frozen and inferior potatoes. The ship-
per, of course, is held responsible: and when he
has trusted too much to the honesty of the pro-
ducer he "gets left."" Can anybody say this
is right? I for one am not sorry that friend
Root is starting in to let the blame fall on the
shoulders where it rightfully belongs, and not
on the innocent, notwithstanding it may " cut
close."" And I think ninety-nine out of every
hundred of your ten thousand subscribers will
be willing to stand by you: for when a man oi'

woman has labored diligently for a good repu-
tation it is not pleasant to have it tarnished by
Iscariot.

I think you are right Avhen you think each
package of honey must have its producer"s
name on it. Although we arc a brotherhood of
bee-keepers, and could, and perhaps should,
work more for each other's interest than we do.
still, until we become a little more perfect, we
shall have to look to oni'selves for a good name.
In fact, that same little individual self is one
that we must keep watch of, for he is prol)ably
as liable to go wrong as any one.

Taylorsville, Utah, Dec. 9. Homeu Hroavn.

A KIND WOUD—UOAD-MAKINC, ETC.

Mr. Root:— I have read with great a])precia-
tion your article under the head of" Myself and
My Neighbors." in your Dec. 1.5th issue. In this
new country I see so much shiftless manage-
ment, and hear so much complaining about
railroads and banks and monopolies, and big
crops and low prices, and big prices and no
crops, to all of which your remarks are so pat.
that I feel like responding, as I once heard an
earnest listener in a Methodist church. He
sat close up undei' the pulpit: and as the min-
ister clinched ev(>iy argument he was ready
with a response, as* is quite usual in tha,t de-
nomination. Finally, as a still more profound
truth was utter(>d, he shouted out, "A—men I

true as preachingi""
A])ropos of your illustration about the way

road work is done, don't you think that people
w'lio work, particularly farmers, need, above
every tbing, to learn and act up to the old max-
im, •' AVhatever is worth doing at all is worth
doing well '"? To use a current slang expres-
sion, it makes me "tired:"" yes, very tired, to
see the way, when a low ]uece of gi'ound is to
be piked, they will go into the very lowest spot
and plow deep holes on each side of the road in
ord(u- to get dirt out of whicli to make the em-
bankment. There is an old saying, " Let well
enough alone."" I could n(>ver see any sense in
it: but too many interpiet it in this fashion

—

that, when a thing is done so as to answer for
the time being, it is done well enough. As you
say. what a vast amount of time, labor, and
money is wasted by doing things over year aft-
er year! Ev(u-y one seems to be striving, not to
do as well as he can, but to do as )niich as he
can. The other day a man came to me and
asked if I knew of a farni to rent. I suggested a
place, a good farm containing eighty acres. No.
that wouldn"t do—there wasn't land enough.
Just think, of iti only himself, no boys to help
him. one team of horses, and eighty acres wasn't
enough. He must have one hundred and sixty
acres to scurry over. Yes. indeed it does make
one " tii'ed."" Hok.'Vce N. Jones.
Clay Center, Neb., Dec. ;j;J.

BOARDS or quiets; WHICH ARE BEST TO COVER
SUPERS?

Until the present season I have always used
quilts placed directly on top of the sections in

the super. jNIore and more I became dissatisfied
with tluMu. because of the great masses of pro-
polis i)ut iK'tween the sections and quilt. Some-
times the quilt was shoved up enough to let the
bees pass over the sections, and the whole top
of the sections «as smeared with glue.
This season I handled 12,5 colonies in two

apiaries, run for comb honey only, and all in

ten-fi-ame Simplicity hives, slatted honey-board,
and Miller T super. On about half the colonies
we used t he quilt to cover the supers. The rest
we covered witli board covers, just a plain ^^
board cleated on top to prevent warping.
With tiie sui)er holding :.'8 sections we have

on top 3:.» openings, every one of which will be
lined with propolis, making 16 ft. of line pro|)o-
lized: but with the board we have al^out 1:2 ft.

of line propolized; viz., the outline of the super.
5 lines across between row and row, and row and
super, and a little at the corners of the sections,
where they touch tbc super on the side of the
super. The board being rigid, it is simply glued
down: but the quilt, being flexible, is crowded
up, consequently receives two to four times as
much glue, and is stuck right on top of the
sections, which, when scraped off, have a streak-
ed, motley appearance, while tliose covered
with a board will be somewhat discolored all

over the top, and have just a small line of glue
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on each upper corner, to knock off. The whole
top of the section being sliglitly discolored, it

looks better than the spotted oiie. The heat
will rise to the board, and equalize much better
than with quilt.

COMB HOXEV SOII.KD BY PROPOLIS.

We seldom had less tiian two supers on each
hive, and sometimes foui- and live, and had fre-

quent occasion to inteiciiange. putting the top
super down, or else putting a new one on top of
those already on. Now. those, being covered
with quilts, when placed below, must have
those great piles of propolis scraped off. which
takes up much valuable time, and. when done,
will have to be smoothed down by the bees.
This extra glue that the bees smooth off' must
go somewhere, and much of it goes into thecap-
piiigsof the honey near its location in the super.
.Some will think it is only travel-stains. Even
if it were, we don"t want so much glue tramped
in our nice white combs, liut careful observa-
tion, in nuiuy instances, showed great spats of
this extra glue placed rigiil on the combs.
Fort Collins. Col.. Dec. :-4. E. C. Aikin.

SPIUXG DWINDLING—A GOOD .SUG(ii:STIOX AS
TO ITS CAUSE.

I havenotseen thesubject of spring dwindling
explained as it has occurred under my observa-
tions, which are these: Once in three or four
years we liave a late flow of honey, mostly from
aster: and the bees that should (and. under or-
dinary circumstances, would) live until others
appeared on the stage in thespringtiu'u out and
wori< early and late after the weather has be-
come so cool that one is surprised to see them
out. in consequence of wliich many die through
the winter, whether wintered in the cellar or
outdoors: and when commencing work in the
spring they die off like "old sheep" before
others can be raised to take their places. The
result, many know to their sorrow. Well, what
is the remedy? I wish I knew. Feeding to keep
up brood -reai'ing after tlie close of the stirplus
season would be all u rong when the late honey
failed tocome. Some stocks with young queens
keep up brood-rearing late, and get through all

right, when, if the late flow had not come, they
would require heavy feeding sometimes, while
the others would be in much the best shape.

Bartlett. ()., Dec. 15. E. S. Fowlek.

[It is well known that spring dwindling does
not come every spring: and as it appears irregu-
larly, your suggestion is a good one—as good as
any' that have been given. Has any one else
observed that a late honey-flow is apt to be fol-

lowed by more or less spring dwindling?]

AN f:XPEKIMp:NT WITH IIAIK FOB PACKING.
I am trying an experiment this winter with

four chaff cushions tilled with hair, such as is

used for plastering. Our folks run a tannery,
and they are troubled with bumble-bees build-
ing nests In the hair-house, and I think honey-
bees will not be offended if we till their side-
walls with good dry hair. Of course, there is

some lime in it. but that will absorb some of tiie

moisture from the hive, and become dry again
without rotting, as chaff' will. I will send you
free samples, large enough so you can till four
side cushions. \Ve use the Falcon chaff hives.

Mits. J. W. Kbodie.
Warsaw. N. Y.. Dec. 1.

this year, "sXItV- ti'id there was not a s|)Oonful
of wax on the top of about 200. I like them
much better than the light ones. We used the
T super ovei- them without any honey-board

—

put a strip under each end of the super, and
there was no wax nor brace-combs to bother.

F. L. Hankins.
Blandinsville. 111.. Dec. 8.

A good beport fbom the hoffm.xx frame.
The past season was entirely too wet to be

very favorable to the bee-keepers of New Jer-
sey." Mv honev ciop this vear is slightly over
1(500 lbs., all bu"t l.")0 of which is comb, from (50

colonies, spring count. Clover sold at 17 cts.,

and buckwheat at 1.")—better prices than for
some years past.
In speaking of the Hoffman frame, when, in

1885. 1 bought the apiary of my brother. John
B. Case, now of Poi't Oi'ange. Fla.. he was using
both kinds of frames, the Hoffman for experi-
ment, with gratifying results. Now. if any one
will use both styles. Hoffman and common, not
only in the same yard, but in the same hive, as
I have done. I think he will very soon discard
all but the Hoffman. They can be handled
just as rapidly as the common, and spaced in a
flasli. A good way to test the matter is to put,
in a hive, lialf of each kind of frames. There
are but few other kinds of frames used in this
.section at present, and they are imported from
New York. Ohio, and other foreign parts. I

should almost as .soon think of going back to
the old box hive as to give up the Hoffman
frame.
There is a hive manufactured not more than

a thousand miles from here, in which the
frames are permanently spaced: i. e.. nailed in
fast and tight: and some declare, after using
them, that they can not see much difference
between a frame hive and a box hive. Strange,
isn't it? W. W. Case.
Baptisttown. N. J.. Dec. -.'ii.

[Thanks for your very valuable testimony.
Comparative tests are what we want. In only
one instance that I know of was the Hoffman
frame adopted and afterwai'd discarded. In
this case it was not for the hanging frames, but
for a frame .still moi'e fixed—the closed-end
Quinby. I feel morally certain, that, where a
fair comparative test is made, like the one re-
ferred to above, the Hoffman will come out
ahead in nine cases out of ten. The man who
shuts his eyes to these improvements, and
won't try them, is the one who will be the loser
in the race, in the long run.] E. R.

DOVBLE-WALLED AHEAD OF SINGLE-WALLED
EIVES: THICK TOP-BaRS A SUCCESS.

We got some honey from all of our chaff hives,
but there was not a pound of surplus from the
single-walled hives, ^^'e used heavy top-bars

WHY L. FRAMES AltE PUT LENGTHWISE OF THE
HIVE.

Friend Root:—Why do you and most of the
bee-men, so to speak, advise tlie frames being
hung lengthwise instead of across the hive?
I ask for information. It can't be so warm in

winter, and I should think they would be more
difficult to handle. C. H. Peabodv.
Providence, R. I., Dec. 18.

[This matter has been pretty thoroughly dis-

cussed in times past, frif^nd P. The L. frame is

always used running from front to I'ear. or pret-
ty nearly always. Where the entrance is the
whole length of the front, a bee coming in from
the field can go between any two frames in the
hive, without passing over any. In very hot
weather, the air coming in at the entrance can
also go between all of the combs. In handling
the comijs, the operator naturally stands at
one side or the other of the hive, and never in

front, so as to cut off bees from getting in any
of the entrances. If we wish to divide the hive
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by a division-board, so as to make two or more
colonies for quepu-rearing, the entrance Is

readily divided, without the necessity of cutting
new entrances in any of the hives. Other n^a-
sons may. perhaps, be given. Very likely there
are other reasons liesides tlie one you mention
for having the frames go crosswise.]

OB.JECTIOXS TO RENT-POINT AVIKK NAILS FOH
WIKING.

Last season I tried th(» wire nails in wiring
brood-frames. I don't like the plan of bending
the points, as they do not make a neat job, and
it takes considerable time also. I have a plan
that seems good if we can get the nails made
that way. It is, one-inch wire nails with eyes
punched through about ^ or ^4 inch back from
the points. Iron wire nails would do. or nails
somewhat flat; or, how would nails with beards
cut a little way back from the point do? What
would the first-named cost per lb.?

Nye, Ind., Dec. 29. C. A. Bunch.

[Friend B., the only way to get a nail with
an eye in it would be to get up the machinery
and make them. The nail companies would
not take it unless an immense order were given
them. There is no nail in the market with a
barb long enough to catch the wire securely. A
barb would be much handier than an eye, for
the wire could be hooked over it. I am inclined
to think that hooking over the point would be
the cheapest way at present. If you use a very
slender nail, and have the right kind of round-
nose pliers, it need not take veiy much time.]

in blooiu over a month, and the bees are work-
ing on it every day. They are bringing great
loads of pollen and some honey. I know they
get pollen from the pine bloom'; but do they get
the honey from it too? J. H. Hilt..
Venice, Manatee Co., Fla.. Dec. 27.

[If you like extemporized Hoffman frames—
that is. those made from common frames, you
certainly will like the Hotfman made exactlv
as the inventor recommends. The regular
Hotfmans are easier and more satisfactory than
something fixed over.]

WHAT FKAME TO ADOPT—THE VAN DEITSEN OR
HOFFMAN.

I have decided to adopt a fixed frame, and
can not decide between the Van Deusen rever-
sible and Hoffman. I sui)pose you have thor-
oughly tested both by this time, and I should
like to know your preference. I think I should
prefer the Hoffman if it were reversible. Do you
think this much advantage, or enough to adopt
the Van Deusen in preference to the Hoffman,
regardless of cost? C. E. Layman.
Troutville, Va., Dec. IL

[Both frames have their points of advantage.
For a fixed fi'ame we prefer the Hoffman. If
you want the reversing feature this will not do.
and you had better select the Van Deusen. The
safer way is to try a few of each.] x

CLOSE spacing a DECIDED ADVANTAGE.
I have read Mr. Board man's suggestions in

December 1st Gleanino.s. Our hives are the
same kind as those used by Mr. B. Three years
ago next spring I put an extra frame in the few
hives we then had. and have continued to do
so. Our bees have done splendidly, wintered
well, and we are scarcely troubled with burr-
combs. I think Mr. B. will find tiie extra
frame quite a help to him. We had a good
yield of surplus honey the past season, and the
hives were very heavy when we put them in

the cellar for winter, about Dec. 1st.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT—50 BUSHELS PEB ACltE.

In regard to Japanese buckwheat, here the
past season it has shown its superiority over
the old black variety. While many pieces of
the black were badly blasted by three or four
hot windy days, the Japanese was scarcely af-
fected at all. We had fifty bushels to the
acre. Several of our neighbors who came to
look at it said it was the nicest piece they ever
saw. B. T. SCOTHAN.
Rogersville, Mich.. Dec. 24.

[These are the kind of facts we like to get.
Close spacing has only to be carefully tried to
prove its advantages.]

THE modified HOFFMAN FRAME- A GOOD
REPORT OF IT.

I acted at once on Ernest's suggestion (page
780). and changed th<^ hanging frames of one
hive into Hoffman frames. It did not seem to

work right. I could not lift even two frames at
once, so I pulled the spacers oft' and cut the top
ends square, as on page 425: nailed them on,

and they did better. I can lift three or four
frames easily, and they work nicely so far. I

also found thefe has to be a spacer nailed in

one corner of the hive, and one on one corner of

the follower.
My bees have done well this fall, and are in

good fix for winter. The spruce pine has been

.JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT TOO LARGE TO GO
THROUGH ORDINARY SIEVES.

What will you give for 30 bushels of Japanese
buckwheat? The miller here thinks he can
not well grind it, on account of its size.

Miss Libbie Williams.
Delavan, Wis., Dec. 24.

[The above and similar letters indicate unmis-
takably that the Japanese buckwheat is larger
than the common. Tell your miller, that, if he
wants to be up with the limes, he should get a
sieve that would accommodate the new buck-
wheat.]

HONEY LIKE WET SUGAR.

Our bees in this settlement this fall made
honey like wet sugar. What is the cause? It
never was so before. We have had the driest
summer and fall we ever had.
Aumsville, Or., Dec. 12. W. W. Brooks.

[Friend B.. such honey has been several times
reported, and it almost always comes during a
dry season or fall. We have had several re-
ports from candied honey-dew from your local-

ity—the kind that makes little balls of candy on
the twigs of the fir-trees. As this candies on
the trees, it would be nothing strange to see it

candied in the combs.]

SPANISH NEJ:1)LE.

I was visiting in Iowa during August and
September, and I saw the large flowering Span-
ish needle for the first time. It is different from
what we have here. Some of the fiowers are
two inches across the petals, and of a beautiful
yellow color. I saw tlie bees at work on them.
They are a different kind from what we have*

in Ohio. W. S. Imi.ay.
Zanesville, O.. Dec. 8.

[Friend I., we are glad of what you tell us.

One of the first things for bee-keepers to do
during this coming season is to work up this

great field along the Illinois and Mississippi
Rivers.]
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SUCCESS BY THE ABC OF BEP: CII.TURE.

I must tell you how well I succeeded with my
bees with the help of your A B C book. Last
fall I bought thi'ee ordinary hives, and did not
know a queen from a di'one. I studied the
ABC all winter and thi> sumniei'. I increased
my bees to Ki good hives, and extracted 40 lbs.

of honey, besides learning a great deal that I

wouldn't take money for. I have bought
enough to increase my number to 30 hives, and
expect to do wonders next year in the bee-busi-
ness. We have thousands of acres of alfalfa for
pasturage: and although we live at an altitude
of 7.500 feet, our bees flourish.
Mancos, Colo.. Nov. 10. Mks. A. J. B.akbeis.

THE NEW DOVETAILED HniS WITH A FOLEOAV-
ER AXD CLOSED-END FRAMES JLLST THE

THING FOR OREGON.
In the Dovetailed hive you have struck a

keynote in adding the " follower and wedge""
to key up the frames and sections. Tiiis key-
board (as I have called it) and wedge have
been in use in my apiary for ten years, and are
considered indispensable. I have used a sec-
tion-holder during this time, made by nailing
these same inset slats "" to 34 x 'a -inch strips,

the saiue resting on tins as in the dovetailed
super, but without the end pieces. This gives
a vacant space of an inch or so at one t'ud.

which gives easy room for handling sections.

t*' and the follower "holds all snug.
? ' The Dovetailed hive, if wide enough to ad-
>' mitof. say. a half-inch division-board on each
" 'Bide, with closed-end frames, virtually making

I '' a^double-walled hive is just the hive for our
. V' Oregon and Washington climate, where it is

'• never extremely cold, but where we have damp-
ness to contend with. The heat from the bees
will drive the moisture througli this half-inch
wall to the oi)en-air space, where it will con-
dense and run down out of the hive, leaving
the bees dry—a most favorable condition for
wintering successfully. E. S. Brooks.
Silverton, Ore., Jan. 13.

FAIR RENTAL FOR AN OLT-APLARY.
As I have more bees than I think I should

keep at home, I intend starting an out-apiary
this season: and having had no experience my-
self, and as there is no one here to consult. I

write to ask you what is customary or right
compensation to pay the parties owning loca-
tion, as rent, etc., for privilege. In other words,
what arrangement is usual between the bee-
keeper and the owner of the land?
Florence, Kan.. Jan. 5. T. J. Conry.

[Rental for grounds on which out-apiaries
stand is usually rated at $10.00 per year. It is

just as you can agree. A good many pay no
rent: they make gifts of honey.]

M<)RE ABOUT THE NEW IDEA.

Friend Root:—I see, by the way you headed
my article on page 25, that my New Idea was
not well understood by you. It is nota wire-cloth
cage in front of the hive, for wire is hard
for bees to fly against—also a conductor of
caloric, therefore not good, besides too expensive
and cumbersome: neither is it mosquito-bar,
as might be inferred, as the feet of the bees
will entangle in it.

My bees are doing grandly under this treat-
ment, and are less restless than those in the
dark cellar. Among those placed upstairs, un-
der protection of the new idea, was a colony,
robbed on the last of September. I feed them
in the New Idea, and every two or three days
they have a grand festival and carry some
stores into the hive. They well know where to

find their rations: but it is wonderful how they
assemble to enjoy their festivities.

During the month and twenty days that I

have had these colonies upstairs, the dwindle is

next to nothing, while tliose in the cellar can
be gathered up by the quart. P'rom present in-
dications I am confident that the New Idea
solves the enigma of wintering without loss:

and if success attends until they reach the sum-
mer stand, upstairs will supplant down cellar,

universally, in less than one decade.
The character of this device is a riddle not

easy to gues^^, and I retain the knowledge to
myself until success attends it. at which time I

will send you a sample one. whereby the fra-
ternity will be made to wonder at its simplicity.
Nirvana. Mich.. Jan. l'.». F. D. Lacy.

AGAINST INCORPORATING THE Bf;E-KEEPERS'
UNION WITH THE N. A. B. K. A.

On page 8ii4. Dec. 1.5. Dr. Miller makes a prop-
osition to merge the N. A. B. K. A. into the
Bee-keepers" Union. I think that sliould not
be done without the consent of a majority of
the members of the Union: and as a member I

wish to hand in " no "" to the plan. I do not see
where it would benefit jthe Union in any way, so
I object to it. E. D. Hoavell.
New Hampton. N. Y.. Dec. 1.5.

report of THE YEAR.

In the spring of 1889 we set out 80 stands of
bees. During the year we increased the num-
ber to 200. which w(Me all alive in the spring of
18^)0. but some of them were weak. There were
185 when the fruit - trees blossomed, and we
were highly pleased with the prospect for the
last year. We received over 7000 lbs. of honey
from 80 swarms. For ]8i)0 we received only
about 700 lbs., and have onlv about 175 stands
left. R. H. Randall.
Big Rock. Iowa. Dec. 20.

CALIFORNIA HONEY IN OLD OIL-CANS.

The honey is very rich, but I don't like it in

oil-cans, for it spoils the flavor, for it tastes so
strongly of the oil. I would rather pay a cent a
pound more to have it in new cans.

Frederick Hund.
Casco, St. Clair Co.. Mich.. Nov. 30.

150 LBS. OF honey from THE BEST COLONY.

My bees have done fairly well this summer,
my best colony giving 1.50 lbs. extracted honey.
I had 12 colonies, spring count: increased to 22;

sold one. and took 400 lbs. comb and 400 lbs. ex-
tracted honey from them, and left plenty for

winter stores." A. E. Snei^grove.
Camborne. Ont.. Can.. Dec. 13.

ALFALFA-ROOTS—HOW DEEP DO THEY GO?
On page 401. A B C. you intimate that the

cut of the alfalfa -root is probably exaggerated.
From an extended visit to Kern Co., Cal., this

season. I can testify that the statement, that
the roots reach a depth of 20 feet, is correct;

and for feed for stock, it has no equal.
Maroa. 111., Dec. 4. F. D. Lowe.

A REMEDY FOP. BLACK ANTS.

My hives were covered with ants, and now I

don't see them at all. The bottoms of my chaff
hives are pail^ted with coal tar. It cost 10 cents

a gallon. One quart warmed and spread on
quite thick, with a brush-broom, will paint the
bottoms of 10 hives. The mice do not trouble
them either. It is cheaper than tarred paper:
besides, it preserves the wood. R. A. Tobey.
Caton, N. Y., Jan. 6.
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eai^ QaEg3Fi0]\[.B0^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 177. 1. When a cellar gets too cold,
is artificial heat, such as tlutt from, a stove in
the cellar, injurious? 2. If you tliiuk it advis-
able to use a stove, wo^ild yoii try to keep a
steady heat, or warm up hy spells f

Warm up by spells
Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Haimusox.

I will let the cellar men answer this.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

1. No. 2. Bring the temperature up to 40, or
about, and then close the cellar and try to keep
it at that.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

1. Not if you are cai-eful. 2. A steady heat,
with facilities for turning it off in warm spells,
would probably be best.
New York. C. P. H. Emvood.

1. I think that artificial heat may be used to
advantage. 2. Warm up by spells, and then let
the bees become quiet.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

It Is claimed by some, I believe, that the tem-
perature of a bee-cellar should be between 4.5

and .50. The steadier your temperature, the
better.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

I. No, but I'd try hard not to have it get too
cold. 2. I would keep an even temperature:
and a cellar that is tit to winter bees in may
easily be kept warm enough with an oil-stove.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

1. No. At least, it won't do as much harm as
too much cold. 2. I don't know. I suspect it

doesn't make much difference. If you could
keep them just right, the steady is probably
hof to.- The occasional is (>asier.

Illinois. N. C. C. MlIXER.

1. The temperature in a cellar should be
maintained at 45°. as nearly as possible. I

should prefer a good oil-lamp, rather than a
stove, to warm the cellar, by coloring the chim-
ney with smoke, or using a tin cliimney, in or-
der to exclude the light. 2. Keep up the heat, a
steady heat.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Not if very carefully managed; but great
caution is imperative. I should prefer a uni-
foi-m heat, so as to ke(>p the cellar just about
right; but I have no hesitation, as the temper-
ature goes down toward freezing, in putting in
a fire; but I carefully watch, and remove as
soon as the temperature gets to 45°. or even up
to 50°, if the weather is veiy cold.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

From my practice I can readily answer that
stove heat is not injurious; and the best way to
do is to warm up by spells, unless you have a
very large cellar, say under a building as large
as a store. I divided my cellar with -a board
partition, putting the bees in the big part and
the stove in the small one. The stove heat I'a-

diates through the board partition after mak-
ing the little room and stone wall around it very
hot. In this way I avoid excessive immediate
heating of the bees.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddox.

My bee-cave needs no artificial heat. If I

had a cellar which was too cold I would experi-
ment with artificial heat to see if I could better
it thereby. So much depends on the mo/t, and
his thorough or shiftless ways, that what might
be a success with one might prove only a fail-

ure with others.
New York. C. (x. M. Doolittle.

1. While I have never tried warming a bee-
cellar by artificial heat, I feel very sure it would
do no harm, provided pi-oper care were taken
not to excite the bees by too much noise or light
in caring for the fire; or if a smoking stove or
an uneven temperature were guarded against.
1. By all means keep a steady, uniform heat
when heat is needed.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

If a cellar had the habit of getting down to
the freezing-point, I would first try to remedy
the defect in the cellar. If I could not do this I
would partition off' an ante-i'oom. and put in a
coal-stove. The ante-room, though small,
would shield the bees fiom dii'ect heat and
light, and secure an even diffusion of heat. I
would keep a steady heat during the cold term,
or diu'ing zero weather. The rise and fall of
temperature would cause uneasiness.
New York. E. Rambler.

I have had very little experience with indoor
wintering. Those who have tried it. I believe,
mostly say artificial heat won't work. Not
having tried it. it is easy forme to suspect ii

might be made to work if one would get at it

just right. An uneasy owner might easily im-
agine his bees were suffering greatly from cold
when a quiet letting-alone would bring them
through all I'ight. 2. Nothing succeeds like
success; and nothing fails so miserably as fail-

ure. I suspect succ(!ss could b(^ had on either
line; and failure on eithei' line, I am pretty
sure, could be had.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

1. Hard to tell. It has not been satisfactorj^
with me. The trouble is to get the heat evenly
distributed and keep it so. To do this it would
require something in the furnace, steam, or hot-
water plan of heating, and would require more
of an outlay for fixtures than one would wish
to incur, and more skill and patience to tend
the plant than most of us possess. 2. I have a
stove in my bee-cellar, and I have found it

handy to dry out moisture befoi'e putting bees
in. and to heat up honey to feed or extract
where some is left late in the fall. What we
should aim at in the construction of cellars is

to construct them so that the heat of the earth
and bees will keep them warm enough without
resorting to fire heat.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

[I am glad to see so much of an agreement in

regard to the above. In our locality—at least,

as our winters have been for a good many
years back—I feel certain that it does not pay
to winter bees in cellars, all things considered;
and if I lived where it is cold enough to war-
rant cellar wintering, I think I should follow
friend Freeborn's concluding remark. In fact,

I did it y(^ars ago, and brought them out in

good condition. Now. then, comes the question,
' Would they not have come out in good condi-
tion had they lieen left entirely alone?" I

rather think they would, in the majority of
cases. There are times, however, say when the
bees have poor stores to winter on, when, by
warming up the cellar occasionally by the aid
of a stove, we get them through until they can
be put out in th(> spring, where they would not
have come through otherwise.]
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Your adversary the devil, as a roaring- lion, walk-
eth about, seeking whom he may devour.—1. Petek
.5:8.

We read in the Holy Scriptures, that " the
fool saith in his heart, there is no God;" and I

believe that all mankind, as a rule, assent to
this proposition. It is only the foolish, or those
who are stubborn and contrary, who absolutely
deny the existence of any overruling power:
and the attitude of the leading minds of the
present age, if I am correct, is toward a more
general belief in God than they ever have had
before in any age. I believe the tendency is

greater, also, to respect and reverence the
Maker of all things in a way the world has nev-
er done before. It is true, there are tlio.se who
talve God"s name in vain: and one is often
pained to hear men of culture and learning use
profane oaths. But I believe a reform is com-
ing, and tliat speedily, right along in this line.

Well, I have been thinking that it is not only
wise to accept the Bible statement in regard to
God, but that it is also wise and well for us to
recognize and believe in one who " goes about
as a roaring lion, seeking whom he may de-
vour." The world is fully aroused in regard to
dangers of different kinds that threaten hu-
manity. Societies without number array them-
selves against intemperance: and some who de-
clare they do not believe in the Scriptures at all

ai'e still energetic workers in the cause. It
seems to me, however, through it all we should
recognize that sin is really the one thing to
fight against. The Bible is peculiar, inasmuch
as it lumps all sorts of evil and iniquity under
the one term

—

sin—and plainly designates Satan
himself as the father of siii. I believe it is a
good thing to recognize Satan as the adversary.
I believe it is a good thing to recognize at once,
when some friend or neighbor has gone to tlie

bad, that he has come under the dominion of
Satan. Like the rest of you I often hear cer-
tain ones vehemently denounced for their vile
conduct. S(mieti]nes I try to check those harsh
words that come forth: and I then suggest:

'• My friend, are you not sorry for this neigh-
bor of ours ?"

•Sorry? Why, no: I am not a bit sorry for
him. He did it of his own accord with his eyes
open."

" But he is under the power of Satan—he is

not himself. He has been lead astray, and has
yielded. "While he may be greatly to blame, in
considering how we may do him most good is

it not laest to i-ecognize that it is Sdta )t's work?''
•'Satanl fiddlesticks! When one deliberate-

ly acts as he does, I do not think it is worth
while to waste pity on him."
Now. these friends who reject my way of

putting it (that it is just simply Satan's woi'k).
it seems to me are not in an attitude to do the
most good: and we as Chr'u<ti.((n people often
entertain this wrong attitude. Satan gets hold
of somebody else, and leads him astray. In our
indignation with the brother or sister, we let a
wrong spirit get into our hearts, and Satan gets
hold of us all if we do not look out. If he can
get us to fighting intemperance or gambling, or
lying and theft, he is much better satisfied than
when he linds out that we recognize the cloven
hoof in the whole matter, and denounce him as
the father and author of all sin.

Only a few hours ago a good friend of mine,
and a devoted Christian, dictated an answer to
some one who showed a wrong spirit in discuss-
ing accounts. 1 carried the letter back to her
and said:
" You know this good friend of ours who

writes this letter, do you not?"

She assented.

•'Well, you do not wish this answer sent to
her. do you ?"

••But indeed I do. It is just exactly what
she deserves.'''

" But is it the kind of answer that will do her
the most good, and be most likely to get her otit
of the wrong position she seems to have ta-
ken ?"
" No, Mr. Root." hesitatingly, " I do not sup-

pose it is. I do know tliat the best way in an-
swering anybody is to strive to use such words
as will do them the most good."
An answer was then dictated in quite a dif-

ferent spirit.

Now. instead of blaming and censuring these
neighbors of ours when they do wrong things,
will it not be far better to lay at least a pntt of
the blame on Satan, the atith'or of all mischief?
And if we do this, will it not be easier for us to
make such a reply or take such action as will
be most likely to bring them to Christ Jesus?
for is it not true that our greatest work here on
earth—the most important work that any of us
have to do—is to get our friends and neighbors
out from under the dominion and control of the
evil one, and to bring them, by gentle words
and mild measures, under the power of Christ
Jesus. •• the Lamb of God that taketh away the
sin of the world '?"

There is one special line of sin in which Sa-
tan is constantly at work. We seldom hear
much of it, however, until it bursts on us and
startles community with the suddenness of a
thunderclap or an earthquake: and yet the
steps that Satan takes to bring these victims to
ruin and despair are very simple, and of such a
nature that one might almost be excused for
not thinking or even suspecting that a cloven
hoof was anywhere concealed. It is a matter
about which we seldom hear much said, or of
which much gets into print, unless it is among
the sensational news of the newspapers. It has
often been said, that we. as a body of bee-
keepers, are especially upright and moral in
character and standing. While this is true, I
feel that it were well that a danger-signal were
raised aloft now and then, especially since,
within a short time, two prominent brothers
have fallen. When the papers came out with
the sad story of friend Betsinger. I thought
best to have as little said about the matter as
possible. But our silence in the matter has
troubled me some evei- since. It trouliled me
because he was a prominent official in one of
our universally recognized orthodox churches.
In fact, his awful crime became possible be-
cause he was a deacon in the church. Now. by
keeping silence we give scoffers good grounds
for saying because he was a member of the
church it was hushed up. I do not believe that
any thing should ever be hushed up—that is,

any thing in this line—because the guilty per-
son is a church - member. On the contrary,
church-members should be made to feel and to
pay the awful penalty and consequence of tak-
such a fearful step across the wide gulf be-
tween Christ Jesus and the evil one. If any-
body thinks that, because he is a church-merh-
ber. or even a menibei- of parliament, he can
overstep God's holy command, the sooner he
discovers his mistake the better: and I rejoice
that the world at large decided quickly on the
proper thing to do in the case of Parnell. Our
friend Betsinger went to an orphan-asylum,
and became constituted guardian of a" poor
homeless, friendless, and defenseless child, be-
cau,se he was a deacon in the church; and the
first offense was long kept from an unsuspect-
ing public, simply because he was a professor
of religion, and he was allowed to go on and
repeat a thing that fairly makes one shiver to
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think of. No. all this, friends, was simply the
work of the adversary. Satan, little by little,

got hold of him. Perhaps he may have strug-
gled, and I think there is no question but that
he did. for months and may be years, as the
poor fly lights and struggles in the spider's web.
Probably no human being knew of those strug-
gles. I have told you before, that I think it is

exceedingly bad for us lo try to tight evil alone.

Go to vour wife: go to your pastor; go to your
best friend, and tell him that Satan is striving

hard for youi' soul. Ask them to pray for you
or with you. and just see how the scales will

fall fromyoui' eyes. When an intemperate man
can eontide his struggles to some good Chris-

tian friend, he is. for the time being, freed fi'om

the toils of the spoiler.

The second sad case is of recent occurrence.
The following from the Boston Herald tells the
sad story from Lew iston. Me., dated Dec. 30:

The neigiiboriiig- village of Mechaiiie Falls is excit-

ed over an alleged elopement. For years a neat sign

bearing the inscription, "Home of the Honey Bee,"
has pointed out tbe entrance to a cozy cottaae,
which has of lute been transformed into somewhat
of a hornet's nest. It is the home of J. B. Mason,
editor of the Bee-Keepers' Advance, the only paper
in Maine devoled exclvisively to apiarian interests.

Ml-. Mason is 53 years of age, and h;i8 been promi-
nently connected with tlie c>econd Advent Church
since his youth. He has fi)ur sons, two of whom are
ship carpenters in South Boston, and two small boys
at iiome; also a daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Bray, a widow
who is stopping at liome on a visit from Boston.
Mrs. Mason is a genial woman, and their home has
been a pleasant one. at least until witliin six months
ago. Then it was that Cliarles H. Cotton, wife, and
two small L-hildren went to board with the Mason
family. From that time Mr. Cotton alleges his wife
and Mr. Mason were too intimate.
About five weeks ago Mr. Mason and his wife went

to Bosttm to visit their sons, and Cotton claims that
his wife received a letter from Mason, asking her to

meet him at the Boston & Maine depot in Boston.
On the afternoon of Dec. 22 Mrs. Cotton took her little

girl and started for South Paris, telling her husband
she was going to visit her sister. Mr. Cotton, being
suspicious, harnessed up his team and followed her.

only to learn that she had started toward Boston on
the"exi>rcss train.
The next afternoon, he says, Mason left Boston,

and has been heard from since only by a letter post-

marked AVhite Hiver Junction, Vt.. addressed to Mrs.
Mason in Boston, in which he said she might have
his bee business, but that he would never i-eturn

until he could pay his debts. Mrs. Mason is now in

Boston.

The Bee-Keepers' Advance has already ab-
sorbed hve other bee-papi^rs, the last one being
the Bee-Keepers' Magazine, which was long
published in New York. Notwithstanding
these consolidations, the paper does not seem to

have prospered very well. We have been in

frequent communication with friend Mason,
and have felt more or less acquainted. He, too,

was a church-member, and had been from his

youth. However, this does not necessarily re-

flect on our churches, even though the world
may think it does, more or less. It indicates
this: That a man may be a member of a
church, and at the same time not be a Chris-

tian. He may be a professor, but not a possess-

or. The promise is,
'• He that endureth to the

end shall be saved. In our last issue 'we spoke
about the celestial crown that stands just over
our heads, as a promised reward to those who
tight the good light and overcome all of Satan's
allurements. When our poor friend decided to

let go of his religion, and to bid adieu to his

Savior, to desert his wife and children, to give
up his standing among men, his all and every
thing, he deliberately agreed to forfeit all pros-

pect of gaining that immortal crown. There is

an old hymn that reads,

Jesus, I my ci o.ss have taken.
All to leave and follow thee.

This tells us what a Christian must do to fol-

low Christ. All the world and all it has to
offer must be dropped and given up for Christ.
The thought has been an inspiring one to many
a poor soul, since old Dr. Watts gave us the
hymn. It rings out like the life and drum to
the fainting soldier.
Now, just for a minute take a glimpse of the

awful contrast between one who leaves all for
Christ and one who gives up all, as did friend
Mason, for what? Yes. let us pause a min-
ute. What did the adversary hold out to our
poor misguided, infatuated, and crazy bi'other.

to induce him to leave friends and home, and
all thoughts of eternal life? He probably de-
liberated long and earnestly in regard to his
bee-friends and his bee-journal. Perhaps he
said within himself, more than once, " O my
God! I can't doit! I can't c\u \t\ IcAx'xdoit!"
Perhaps he added my own little praj-er, " Lord,
help! Lord, helpl"' Some of you may ask why
the Lord did not help. Alas, my friend. God
has made us free agents. While life lasts we
have tb(^ power of choosing. Jn talking a few
days ago with a prominent minister, a man of
large experience, we were lead to speak of a
case something like the above: and he added.
' Perhaps the poor man was suddenly overcome
by such terrible temptation that he could not
help himself."

I stopped and raised my hands in horror.
"Why,, Bro. P., you are surely jesting. No

man was ever yet, since the days of Adam,
overtaken by a temptation that he could not
resist. In fact, we have Bible statements to
the contrary. See what Paul says:"

There hath no temptation taken you but such as is

common to man; but God is faithful, who will not
sulfer you to be tempted above that je are able;
but will with the temptation also make a way to es-
cape, that ye may be able to bear it.—I. Cor. 10: 13.

It is possible, perhav^s. that one who has giv-
en way to Satan (as an intemperate man does)
again and again, may find his will power so
impaired that he can not of himself resist any
more. The trouble is, in this casi;. away back.
One who prays for help, and then does not help
himself, must expect to be lost.

It is possible that these words I am dictating
may meet the eye of friend Mason, somewhere
in the wide world. As the matter now stands,
what is to be done? Can any thing be done?
O ye of little faith, who ask such aquestioni
While there is life something can altvays be
done. What shall he do? Why, go back
home and take that guilty companion back
home. Undo all the evil, so far as human pow-
er can undo it, then commence a pure, honest,
upright life at the foot of the cross. Satan's
greatest hold is in making his victims believe
there is neither help nor remedy. Just as soon
as he gets one a little way into the meshes of
sin, he commences making great capital of the
point that there is no turning back. A boy in

his teens is now in otir county jail, with the
penitentiary before him. He went with a lot

of other boys to a neighboring town, and
bought a bottle of whisky. Under the influence
of the stimulant he stole his employers horse.
Before he had got away many miles, however,
the effects of the liquor wore off, and he began
to suffer the terrible pangs of conscience and
i-emorse. It would have been a very simple
matter to go back and confc^ss the whole thing
to his employer. Satan persuaded him that he
would surely be arrested if he did. So he turn-
ed the horse loose, and went to his home, qidte
a few miles away, and for three or four days he
suffered as no one can suffer who has not been
through the same trial. Common sense should
have told him that he would certainly be ar-
rested, unless he went to his employer and con-
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fesspcl at the very eai'liest moment. But he was
crazy and foolish. So is every one foolisli and
crazy wlio gets into the toils of Satan. Almost
every one who commits crime loses his good
common sense, and insists that lie can not stay

at home and live it down. Although it is the
blackest lie that Satan ever gotuj). poor human-
ity insists on listening to Satan and not to good
common sense. Perhaps friend Mason wcmld
not he (illowed to set foot again in his own
home. Well, even if this be true he should
make the attempt, and do the best he can to undo
the mischief. It takes only a little while, com-
paratively, for the worst criminal to regain the
conlidence of the friends he has lost, and tore-
gain the confidence of the whole world. I have
sometimes thought that mankind are only too

ready to for-get and to forgive, and to take back
every truly penitent sinner. The tirst requisite,

however, to being thus taken back, is to own np
and confess. An attempt to evade or slip out,

or to make believe that the thing is not so very
bad after all. does not answer. A discriminat-
ing public detects the difference between true
penitence and make believe, with a keen and
unerring judgment.

I w(>ll know, however, how loth those who
hav<' fallen into crime ar'e to believe what I say.

May God in his infinite mercy and goodness
bear me out in it. May the Holy Spirit attest

the truthfulness of what I say. There are no
exceptions: there are no possible conditions
that should prevent the prodigal from going
back at once. Christ Jesus himself, the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sin of the world,
has left a standing invitation, and the promise
of pardon. He says, " Come unto me, all ye
that are bowed down by the burden of sin and
crime. Come unto me, and I will give you rest.

My yoke is easy, and my burden is light." Oh
that the penitent sinner could know Jtoio light

and liow easy, compared to carrying through
life those burdens that are not only a sni

against (?o(? but a crime against humanity!

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS
FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

GAKDENING FOIJ FEUKUAKY.
I presume that many of our readers think

there is not much to be done in the month of

February; but where the heart is full of love
for working in the soil, I tell you there can be
found plenty to do. In the tirst place, you can
do underdiaining; and it is not often that the
market-gardener has nothing to do in that line.

Just across the street from where I am writing
is an acre of ground newly purchased. It was
bought with the view of putting on buildings,
and for use as a lumber-yard; but the boys say
they are not ready to use it yet, and may not
for' a year or more; therefore I am going to

make garden on it—yes, even though the land
cost me more than |!.3(X)0 an acre. Of course,
some may say, "Why, can you make it pay to

garden in land that cost so much as that?"
My reply is, "How can we afford to let groiuid
lie idle that cost so much as that?" Peter
Henderson tells us of gardening close to the
city of New York, wliere they pay more tlian
this amount et'ery year for re7U. This is close
to the highway, right where there is a large
amount of traffic. Some beautiful beds of cab-
bage, tomato, and celery plants, right where
crowds of people are obliged to see them, will

make a better advertisement of our plants and
gard<!n-stuff than the most expensive sign—yes,
or advertisement in the papers. My friend, if

you wish to sell garden-stuff, remember there
is no sign or advertisement equal to the stuff
itself. If you put it in front of the groceries,

without care, it w ill be w ilted in a few liours;

but in neat beds, growing right by the highway,
especially if you have water in abimdance, as
we have, you can make an adverfisement that
will not only be a thing of ])eauty and a joy for

ever, but it will pay you in dollars and cents.

Well, the first thing to be done is to under-
drain this piece of ground. We are putting the
drains 'M inclies deep, and only 20 feet apart.
They are to run up and down the slope the
steepest way. All The l)ooks and agricultural
papers teach that the quickest way to get water
off from ground is to take it straight down liill;

and I guess they are right, although I have felt

lilie objecting a good deal. 1 am willing that
the underdrams shall go straight down hill,

but the surface drains must go diagonally to

the slope. Tlie Rural New-Yorker recently
had a series of articles, in regard to wliich way
tire furrows should run on a sidehill. I was
deeply interested in those letters; and I believe
the general decision was, that straight up and
down the hill is not the best way for tlie fur-

rows, aeitlier is it best to have them at right
angles across the slope. The furrows sliould

have fall enough to carry off' the water when
there is a great excess ol rain, and no more.
Tliey ouglit to run so as to carry the water with
a very slow current off the land, when it is fully

saturated. At the same time, there should be
no hollows wliere water will stand, even for a
few hours, in a low place in the fun-ows. If it

is left tills way during a very heavy rainstorm,
it will be likely to break through and cut gul-
lies across the furrows. Underdrains running
at right angles, or nearly at right angles to the
furrows, would be likely to take the water off

unless the amount of rain were very great. I

think we may learn a lesson in this matter fi'om

our friends in the far West, in the way they
work for irrigation. When in California I set

out a thousand strawberry -pi ants for ray broth-
er. I was going to set the rows up and down
the slope.

•'Oh, no, Ame!" said my brother Jess; " that
won't do at all. The ground lies too steep.

The water will run right straight down the liill,

and not wet the roots of the piants at all."

As the soil was a good deal sandy and quite
porous, I was inclined to think tnat I knew
uetter than he did; and you ought to have seen
the laugh they liad at my expense, to think tliat

a tender- foot," who hadn"t been in California
two weeks, should attempt to teach them any
thing about ii-rigation. Now, their strawberry-
beds, gardens, and every tiling else, are so laid

out that the water has just enough fall to run
slowly. If the fall is not enough, it would soak
into the ground before coming to the end of the
furrow; if too great, the water would run oft' the
ground and get away without soaking down to

the roots of the plants. The golden mean of

fall must be arranged according to the porosity
of the soil. Well, m fixing our grounds so as to

avoid the disastrous ett'ect of drenching rains,

we want to have our furrows run on just the
same kind of plan we have them run for irriga-

tion. Last season we had our furrows up by
the windmill run straight up and down the hill.

During a very heavy rain I watched how it

worked. The ground had just been cultivated
and worked up fine, and the rain was needed.
For an hour or two it seemed to work just
right; and while the water was coming down
the sides of the road like a small millrace, evei'y

particle disappeared in the freshly worked soil,

to my great satisfaction. Finally, however,
the shower closed with a tremendous dash.
The underdrains and the soft loose ground took
it all for a while, but finally every thing was
saturated and soaked, and the water commenced
going down the furrows where there was a
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hollow. In fifteen minutes morf, dark inky
streams were coming down almost every fur-

row, showing that the strength of the manure
that had been put on so lavishly was going
down to the roadside, and mingling with the
torrent which was fast hastening on to Cham-
pion Brook. Not only did the dark water go
down to the roadside, but several loads of my
finest and richest composted soil wei-e piled ni)

in the ditch: so you can understand why I do
not want my furrows to run straight down hill

any more. Witii the furrows arranged so as to

cross the underdrains at nearly right angles,

with just a gentle slope. I believe I can avoid
wash and losing the strength of my manure,
unless the rain should be so excessive that the
manure-water should come out at the month of

the underdrains. Where these drains are not
less than 30 inches deep. howev(>r, and a deep
loose soil over them. I do not believe that the
water that comes out will be colored by the
manure. lam going to watch carefully, how-
ever, and see.

HEDUCIXG THE NUMBER OF VAKIETIES OF GA1{-

DEN SEEDS, ETC.

Frl€)ul Root:—In Gleanings for Jan. 15. a
person whose name is not given, but who. for

convenience" sake, I will call " Seedsman,"'
gives the oth(>r side of the question of reducing
the number of vegetables in a seed list. I can
agree with him in n<'arly all he says; but I

think that he has made a mistake as to the ef-

fect of cutting down the list or varieties in a
seed catalogue. While he does not say so in so

many words, yet it is plain to be seeii that he
thinks the object in the seedsman in not reduc-
ing the number of kinds of seeds in the list is

because it will reduce his sales—that is. the ob-
ject of the seedsman in cataloguing a large
number of varieties is to sell the greatest
amount of seed and thereby put the greatest
amount of money in his own pocket. I do not
think that Seedsman will dispute me in this

point: and if he did, a glance at the seed cata-
logues would convince one of the fact. Take
the point of locality, which Seedsman makes a
good point, and look in the catalogues and see
whether you can find it mentioned: and yet he
says that "seedsmen are constantly receiving
reports from different parts of the country, that
certain varieties do well there."" But, now.
Seedsman, if you"ll look at Gleanings for Aug.
15, 1890, you will see that A, I. Root as a buyer
and ni^er of seeds sees the i)rotit and pleasure,
the economy and satisfaction, of planting and
selling fewer varieties of vegetables; and then,
as a seller of seed, he is trying to have his cus-
tomers do the same thing, not to increase his

sales of seeds, but for the benetit of the custom-
er. This, perhaps, may seem to some a rather
unbusinesslike way of doing things; but if

more business were done on this plan, the world
would be better; and it may, and I sincerely
hooe will, largely increase the sales of .seeds by
Mr. Root.

i can see many reasons why a catalogue can
not be cut down to the extent that has been
suggested, especially for the good of the seller;

but for the buyer, the reduction would be a
great saving.

Now, the objection tiiat Seedsman makes to

my saying that "the new kinds and sorts are
mostly made by the seedsmen in order to have a
novelty to introduce."" I will say that I said

what I meant in that, and still hold to it, and
hope that during the coming season I shall

have proof of my assertion, for the garden de-
partment of the Experiment Station will make
special tests of varieties, and perhaps issue a
bulletin on them.

But to think that Seedsman thinks that, foi-

a seedsman to send out a novelty that was an
old thing, would hurt his n>putation, makes
me laugh. Why. bless your soul, that is the
very way some of them take to make a reputa-
tion, taking for their motto the oft-repeated
saying of Barnum, that " Americans like to be
humbugged."' If all of the seedsmen who have
sent out a novelty that was not a novelty
should have their reputation blasted, we should
have a sorry set of seedsellers. And it some-
times happens that the introduction of an old
thing for a novelty is not a bad thing, for some
of oiu" older varieties are ovei'looked, and are
good things in their place; as, for instanc,e,
Henderson"s bush lima bean, or Maule"s Prize-
taker onion. E. C. Green.
Columbus. ().

[Friend G.. the point you nuike. about seeds-
men not saying in their catalogues what things
are suitable for certain localities, is one that
ought to be emphasized. We are continually
testing things that may do somewhere, but they
will not for us—John Lewis Childs" Pepino. or
Melon pear, for instance. Thepicture and de-
scription are exceedingly taking, especially
when he says it is as easily grown as a tomato.
W^hen he first announced it I sent 50 cents at
once for a plant. I gave it the very best culti-
vation I knew how, but nevei' got even a blos-
som. The next year I tried again; and as I got
a larger plant I succeeded in getting blossoms,
but not a sign of fruit. And now somebody
tells us that they do not bear fruit aiiyichere,
except in Florkld or some tropical climate!
Notwithstanding this, the advertisement in the
catalogue reads just as it has for the past three
years—"As easily grown as a tomato." Last
season we had a watermelon that really " as-
tonished the natives." It was so large I could
hardly carry it. and it readily found a purchaser
at a good figure. When he came to cut it, how-
ever, it was so green that it hardly had .seed.v

inside, and yet it was growing the whole season,
and we covered it with a carpet until after one or
two frosts. It was a California watermelon, and
not adapted to our season and climate. I won-
der how many others have paid out money for
the Melon pear. Now, in regard to bringing out
old and well-known varieties under a new
name; Among the catalogu<'S before us I find
seven different names for the Shoepeg corn, and
two or three different catalogues i)ictiu-e it and
describe it as a wonderful "'novelty."" If the
Experiment Stations will tell us just how many
of the things advertised in our seed catalogues
are veal novelties, and what are old things un-
der new names, they will save our people who
love gardening, thousands of dollars. Just an-
other point: Some new thing is so near like
something well known, that nine out of ten
people pronounce it exactly the same thing.
Where something is brought out with a differ-

ence so very trifling from some old well-known
vegetable or fruit, is it right to coax people to
buy it without telling them that it is almost
like the well-known so and so? The Ontario
strawberry was advertised and scattered far
and wide until the universal decision was that
It was just our old well-known Sharpless under
a new ncunc. Our real honest and upright
seedsmen not only have no objection to allow-
ing the Experiment Stations to do this work,
but many of them furnish the seeds gladly, and
free of charge, and offer them to the public only
after the Experiment Stations have given them
their recommend. May the Lord be praised
for our Experiment Stations, and for the fear-
less, faithful, hard-working young men who
have these matters in charge.]
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EDI¥0RI^Ii.

1 will arise ami go to my father, and will say unto him. Fa-
ther. I have sinneil against heaven and before thee.—Luke
15:18.

Renewals are coming in fast. Thanks.

EIGHT vs. TEN FKAME HIVES.

In the Question-box of the American Bee
Journal, page "2, the respondents vote strongly
for eight-frame hives, altiiongh a few favor the
ten-frame.

SI'B.SCKIPTION ItECEIFTS.

We never send a receipt for money received
for renewals. After you S(^nd the money, watch
the little label on the wrai^per of your journal;
and if the date has been changed a year ahead,
that means that your dollar has been received.

At this time of the year, liowever, it sometimes
takes a month or more before the dates on the
labels are changed.

HOPEFri..

GvR subscription clerk informs us that sever-

al who have written, requesting Gleanings to

stop, have repented of doing so, and asked to

have it kept going again. In fact. I have no-
ticed quite a few such letters myself. You see,

there is a delicate compliment. They began to

feel lonesome, even at the proaiieet of bidding
adieu to an old friend. Thank you.

PKEMIUIMS FOE NEW SUBSCKIBEKS.

Any subscriber who will take the pains to se-

cure a new name besides his own for Glean-
ings may retain 2.5 cents and send us 75, provid-
ing he agrees not to take any subscriptions for

less than the advertised price, si.OU. If he ob-
tains more than one name besides his own, a
part may be renewals and part new names; but
at least half of the names must be new.

LOOK OUT FOi: THEM.

OvR friends Miller Bros., of Bluffton, Mo.,
wish us to caution bee-keepers in regard to the
Indiana Paint and Roofing Co. We have writ-
ten the above firm at two different times ; and
although they replied, they certainly do not
seem disposed to make good their waiTant on
their rooting. And. by the way. is there any
sort of roofing that is really reliable, and worthy
of notice, unless they use shingles, slate, tin, or
iron? I have seen so much dissatisfaction from
all kinds of cement, paint, and paper roofing,

that I confess I am a good deal incredulous.

DEATH OF MR. ALFRED NEIGHBOUR.

We learn from the Britinh Bee Journal, that
Mr. Alfred Neighbour, of London, England, died
on the I'Jth of last December, after an illness of
considerable duration. Mr. Neighbour was a
prominent bee-keeper in England, and the old-

est of the appliance-makers. He wrote a bee-
book, entitled The Apiary. It passed through
several editions. The B. B. J. says. *' He was
extremely affable, and always ready to assist

one in bee-keeping. His strict integrity caused
him to be trusted by all who knew him."

THE DOVETAILING IN HIVES IN DEMAND.
We have just received a letter from a corres-

pondent in Utah. Mr. Willard Bishop, of Kays-
ville, Davis Co., to the effi'ct that a dovetailed
corner on hives will be a great advantage in

their climate. He says that ordinary nailed
joints are not strong enough to stand their cli-

mate: that the nails of an ordinary lap joint do

draw because of the drying out and \\ arping of
the boards in the sun. The dovetailed joint is

not only chi'uper. but there is a demand for it

in several of the Western States, where the cli-

mate is such as to make the ordinary box joint
insufficient.

honey FKOJI the sandwich ISLANDS.

One of our old acquaintances, Mr. Chauncey
N. Pond, of Oberlin, ()., has just returned from
a visit to the Sandwich Islands, and has left

with us a sample of honey from that part of the
world. We expected to tind something dark-
colored and poor in fiavor, as the honey from,
the islands of the sea usually is. We were
agreeably surprised to find, however, that it is

not only of a beautiful color but of exquisite
flavor. It reminds us very strongly of alfalfa,
which is so jioijular at oui' house. We should
be very mucli pleased to have one of our sub-
scribers in the Sandwich islands tell us more
about it, and of the progress of apiculture as^it

is on those islands.

HOW TO winter bees.

On page 3(5 of our catalogue, for the benefit of
beginners and others we have given the very
latest there is in regard to wintering, in doors
and out; how to pack in chalf on summer
stands; how to carry bees into the cellar, and
how to stack them up there. In fact, they are
the same instructions as are given in the A B C
book, boiled down. We hjive also given in-
structions on how to feed and how to do a great
many other things. Our new catalogue is not
only a price list and description of implements,
but it contains a good deal of instruction for the
benefit of bee-keepers. It will be cheerfully
sent on application.

the number of queens we import from
ITALY.

I SEE it is reported in one of the bee-journals
that we import annually about 300 queens from
Italy. If this figiu'e were split in two it would
be more nearly correct. We do not kno\V how
the mistake occurred, but perhaps thi'ough our
fault in some way. In 188.5 we imported 130;
and during successive years our importations
went down to nearly nothing while we had foul
brood. In 188ii we imported 50; in 1890, 98.

The fact is, one imported queen can be the
mother of hundi'eds of daughters; and as they
will live on an average about three years it does
not take many queens to supply the prominent
breeders, to say nothing of the importations
that are made by other parties.

WHAT A VISITOR SAYS OF THE HOME OF THE
HONEY-BEES.

We have just had a very pleasant call from a
couple of bee-keepers, one of them an Iowa
man and the other a native of our own State.
Said Mr. Firman, the gentleman from Iowa,
after we had shown him about our premises,
" Why, I had no idea you had such an immense
plant. We get glimpses, occasionally, of some
of the improvements in (Jleanings, but there
are few subscribers who lealize the number and
size of your buildings." This remark has been
uttered so many times by visitors that we
thought possibly some of our customers and
other subscribers might like to get this bit of
news. Our plant has been very much enlarged
of late, and we are always glad to welcome our
bee-friends; and while we can not always take
the time to show them around, we want them
to feel perfectly at home, and free to go through
all the departments, and ask all the questions
they wish. Our establishment is open from
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half-past six in the morning till seven at night,
every day in the week except Sunday, and some
times it is open and running night and day.

Our list of sulisci'ibers now nuTuhers 10.054.

SEW YOKK STATE BEE-KEEPEKS ASSOCIATION.

E. R. HAS just returned from a meeting of
the said association, in Albany. We will tiy to

give a report of it in our next issue. Although
an off year, there was a good attendance, and
tiie discussions were pi'actical and to the point.

BEE-KEEPIXG IX DIXIE.

We have just printed a 60-page catalogue,
with tinted cover, for Jenkins «fc Parker (for-

merly J. M. Jenkins), Wetumpka, Ala. This is

not only a catalogue of implements, but it is

quite a little text-book besides. Over Jialf of it

is descriptive, and is especially designed for the
instruction of the Southern bee-keeper. Apply
to the address as above.

THE OHIO STATE BEE-KEEPEIJS' ASSOCIATION.

Remember the time and place of the meeting
of the association above—Feb. 10, 11, Toledo, at
the Merchants' Hotel. It is expected that quite
a number of Michigan bee-keepers will be pres-
ent, and, altogether, we sluill probably have
one of the most ])rolitabl(' mertings ever held in

the history of the association. The program is

given elsewhere. ^Dr. A. B. Mason will be the
presiding officer, and that bespeaks a good time,
and lots of fun ^nd profit for all who attend.

ADVERTISEMENTS THAT SAVOR OF LOTTERY
SCHEMES.

We can not accept any advertisement that
gives one purchaser any advantage over anoth-
er by any scheme of luck or chance. Of course,
this would not include special prices to those
who made their orders early before the rush of
business. But we must refuse to accept any
thing that even indirectly encourages a taste
for getting money by chance or luck. This sort

of craze gets hold of people fast enough with-
out any encouragement on the part of respecta-
ble journals and periodicals.

temperature for cellars.

The temperature for our bee-cellar this win-
ter has been in the neighborhood of 40. Last
year it was from 4.5 to .50. The bees are in very
much better condition than they were a year
ago. Prof. Cook said, at the late Detroit con-
vention, that he now pi'efers from 38 to 40. E.
R. believes he is right. The old standard has
has been all along about 45. Is it not possible
that we have been mistaken? Last winter I

noticed that, when the cellar went down to 40,

the bees were quieter. Because the books said
45, 1 made efforts to raise it to that point, and
keep it so, as nearly as I could. Last year at
this time there was about an inch of dead bees
on the floor; but now there are not more than
200 or 300. After all, are bees doing well in the
cellar when there is an inch or so dead ones on
the floor?

give your postoffice.

When you are renewing, be sure to sign your
name and give your postoffice address. Every
year, about this "time, we receive a lot of renew-
als, with the mere signature, and nothing else.

Most of tliem, with a great deal of trouble, we
can hunt out on our books, and the rest have to
lie until the subscriber "growls." Sometimes
a subscriber will write from a postoffice other
than the one to which his journal is sent.

Another big hunt has to be started to find out

where his journal goes. If our friends would
be a little more careful it would save us a great
deal of work. We have scolded about this so
much that it sounds like a mere repetition: but
it is one of the things that publishers ai'e oblig-
ed to harp about more or less all the time. Re-
member, our subscription list is indexed accord-
ing to postofflces, and not according to names.

REDUCED R.YTES TO TUK OHIO STATE BEE-
KEEPERS' CONVEXTION.

The following, from Dr. A. B. Mason, will be
of interest to Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan bee-
keepers:
Friend Boot:—Please say in next Gleanings tliat

a IH rate of fare has been secured for the rcjiin^ trip
on railroads in Ohio and Indiana, to attend tlie Oliio
State Bee-keeiiers' convention, to be held in Toledo,
at the Mercliants' Hotel, on the Ititli and 11th of Feb.
Kates at good hotels vary from one dt)llar up. In
order to secure reduced rates of fare, let all buy cer-
tificates of their railroad ag'ent, to attend the Ohio
Republican League convention and banquet, and I
will fix them so they will be good for one-third return
fare. Tickets can be bouglit on the Kitli, 11th, and
12th, and will be good for return up tii and imluding
the 14th. For parties coming from Michigan, the
rate is two cents a mile each way, when parties of
ten or more come and return together on one ticket,
wliich must be bought as above for the Republican
League convention and banquet. Write me for any
further information that may be desired.
Auburndale, O., Jan. 33. A. B. Mason.

I

life-membership in the n. a. b. k. a.

Since our last mention of the number of
names that were already enrolled as life-mem-
bers only one has been added. What's the mat-
ter? To make the association a power for good
we need many more substantial life-members.
One of our correspondents writes, that, if we
"will merge the Bee-keepers' Union into the
N. A. B. K. A., here is $10.00 for life-member-
ship." We have scarcely given this matter a
thought as yet, and consequently are unable to
express any opinion as to the wisdom of such a
course. We rather prefer to see what the Gen-
eral Manager thinks. If he and the other offi-

cers approve, it might be advisable to consider it

in convention at the next session of the N. A.
B. K. A. in Albany, but Manager Newman
should still be at the head of the present Union.
The following is the list of life-members:

D. A. Jones, Beeton, Ont.
Thomas G. Newman. Chicago, 111.

A. 1. Root, Medina, O.
E. R. Root, Medina. O.
J. T. Calvert, Medina. O.
Charles Dadant, Hamilton, 111.

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, III.

Eugene Secor, Foi'est City, la.

Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, III.

O. R. Coe, Windham, N. Y.
C. F. Muth, Cinciimati, Ohio.

HOW TO GET gleanings FOR LESS THAN A
DOLLAR A YEAR.

A LAR(iE part of our subscribers are those
who have been with us for years, and who, no
doubt, expect to continue with us for years to
come. To favor these and others who will lib-

erally patronize us we have decided to make
them this offer: We will send Gleanings for

one year for $1.00; two years for $1.80: three
years for f2..50: five years for 13.75; but to do
this we must have cash in advance. If you
have been so far pleased with it and the im-
provements it has inaugurated from time to

time, you will probably wish to remain a sub-
scriber; and the best thing for you to do, if you
want to save money and do away with the
bother and machinery of renewing annually, is

to send 13.75 and we will make you a subscriber
for flve^ years. If your address is right, the
journal will go to you uninterruptedly for that
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length of time. We propose to make this a
standing offer. Any subscriber, new or old. can
take advantage of it. Now. perchance you
have just sent in your dollar for renewal, and
you wish to take advantage of this offer. If

you will send the balance at once, say -^^.T.i. we
will send it four years longer: or^L.^o two
years longer: or SU cts. one year longer.

IJECESS AT BEE-COXVEXTIONS.
We attend conventions to hear the essays and

subsequent discussions, it is said: but after a
session has been held for a couple of hours, it is

a great rest and pleasure to have the president
announce a short recess. How pleasant it is to
feel the warm grip of one whom we have long
kno^^n through the printed page, and whom,
for the first time, we now meet face to face I No.
we do uot attend conventions simply to hear
the essays and discussions. AVe go to see, hear,
and feel'the personality of the good brothers
and sisters who attend. Some of the most val-
uable ideas gleaned, oftentimes, are in the be-
tween sessions; and our presiding officers

should give ample opportunity for hand-shak-
ing, and this dual exchange of ideas.

A VISIT TO THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES,
FKC>M DR. O. I,. TIXKEK.

We had a very pleasant call last week from
our genial friend Dr. G. L. Tinker, of New
Philadelphia. O. Many of our readers will re-
member him as the very tine workman who
makes such perfect queen-excluding zinc, and
such beautiful four-piece white-poplar sections.
He was kind enough to give our saw-filer some
hints in filing, to do smooth work I'apidly—

a

secret he had heretofore kept to himself. He
seemed to enjoy his visit very much, being
agreeably surprised at the size and equipment
of the Home of the Honey-bees, and many times
complimented us on our work by the remark
that it was much better than we used to do.
He was on his way to Ashtabula to visit his
brother and bring home a ne\\' zinc-perforating
machine by which he would be able to make,
sheets of his zinc as large as 24 by 36 inches.

MOKE rNCHARITABLEXESS.
This time it comes from the Philadelphia

Cash fri'ocer. of Jan. 12. This journal purports
to be devoted to the best interests of retail mer-
chants and country storekeepers: but I do not
see how their best interests are subserved by
statements like the following:

" The profit in teas is simply great. The tea
sold by retail tea-dealers at (50 cents costs them
18 cents a pound: and other teas sold at .50 and
.5.5 cents per pound cost 20 cents. There is big
monev in the tea business, if the trade can be
had."'

And here is another:

"The explanation of the great amount of ma-
ple syrup and honey in the market is found in
the enormous product of the glucose factories,
amounting to a million pounds per day. There
are not trees and bees enough to produce the
syrup and honey in the hands of the trade."

I wonder whether the Grocer folks judge oth-
er people by themselves \\ hen they say that the
retail dealers charge (30 cents for what costs
them only 18, and a staple article besides.
They should be ashamed of themselves. In re-
gard to honey and maple syrup, there may be
some adulteration: but the statement that
there are not trees and bees enough is not true.
Perhaps it will astonish them somewhat to
know that there are bee-keepers nowadays who
raise honey by the carload: and I imagine that
there are maple-trees enough too. If there is

really any adulteration in syrup going on. as
well as in honey, which is to some extent true,
why not say so in moderate terms, and then let
us all join and fight it, without flings like the
above, against large classes of honest trades-
men?

HOW TO MAKE THE GAKDEX PAY.
This is the title of a bright new book just

published by Wm. Henry Maule, written by T.
Greiner. author of the new onion-book, men-
tioned just telow. This is certainly the ablest
book, clear up to the present time, before the
world. The description and comparison of the
variety of methods of gardening under glass,
commencing with cold-frames, then taking up
cold-forcing- houses, next forcing-houses with
steam-pipes or flues, and finally discussing the
respective merits of steam and hot water, is

worth to me a ten-dollar bill, to say nothing
about the rest of the book. The engravings are
beautiful: the print is second to none: and.
best of all. the author is a practical gardener

—

one who loves the dirt, especially when it is en-
riched up to its highest capacity, and who evi-
dently loves every tool used in the garden. He
is not only conversant with all the new seeds,
plants, and fertilizers, but he evidently has
read up almost every thing written in the agri-
cultural papers on the subject of market-gar-
dening. The book is 6 inches wide. 10 inches
long, "4 inch thick, and contains 272 pages, and
ever so many pictures. I have not had time to
count them yet. If you have any notion of
building a greenhouse, either for flowers or veg-
etables, or even if you want to make a hot-bed
or cold-frame, it will pay you to have the book.
We can furnish it postpaid for 82.00: or vou can
have it with Gleanings for ?;2..50 for the two.

THE NEW ONION CULTURE.
This is the title of another good book by our

good friend T. Greiner. better known through
the agricultural papers as "Joseph." It gives
almost exactly the plan of raising onions de-
scribed in our last issue. The book is finely il-

lustrated, and is written in one of Joseph's
happiest veins. In fact, the story is so taking
that almost anybody might read "it from begin-
ning to end without a thought of being weary:
and to one who loves gardening it is a gem
among books. The only fault or criticism any
one could make is. I think, that there is not
enough of it. especially for the price. .50 cents.
There are only (i2 pages in the book: the tvpe
is large, and the work very open. The paper,
however, is heavy and fine, and the print beau-
tiful. If bound in cloth instead of paper covers,
the price would not be an objection. The au-
thor admits that the price may seem high, but
he thinks the discovery or secret i-eally cheap
at the price. This latter is true: but we should
remember that the whole thing is given in our
Ohio Experiment Station Bulletin for October,
1890. The Bulletin, however, does not go into
the minutiaj in legard to everv point of the
work that the book does. We can furnish the
book postpaid for .50 cents. If wanted bv freight
or express with other goods. 5 cents less. Or we
will club it with Gleanings for S^l.lO. The
Bulletin is furnished free of charge to all Ohio
people: and I presume it will be furnished to
those outside of this State for a very small sum.
I think it will pay many times the cost for
every one who sows a paper of onipu seed, to
use these helps. Joseph recommends that we
start with an ounce of onion seed: and vou may
make enough on this single ounce to" pav the
cost of the book flfty times over. This s"eems
like pretty strong language: but those who
have tried starting large onions under glass
will. I think, bear me out.
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So Quarto pag-os—50 cents a year.

AN Elegant Monthly for the FAMIIiY and
FIRESIDE. Printed in the highest style

of the art, and embellished with mag-nificent
Engraving-s. Sample FREE. Agents Wanted.

tiidlKAS G.Newman rt'5 Zm^
J-i*"-"'** P U B LI S H ER S ""^s

246 East Madison St., - CHICAGO, ILt-

li^ln responding to this etdvertlsement mention OLEAMlNoa.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES!
The Nonpareil Bee-hive and Winter case, White

Poplar Secti(ins, Wood-zinc Queen-Excluders, and
tbe finest and be.sl Perforated Zinc now made.
Send for catalogue of prices, and inclose 35 cts. for

the new book. Bee-keeping lor Prolit.
Address DR. ti. I^. TINKKK,

21tfdb IVew^ Pliiladelpliia, O.

ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL, AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVERY
CIVILIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham & Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, S'A in., postpaid .. .$3.00

Conqueror " 3 " " ... 1.75

Large "
3i4 " " ... 1.50

Extra (wide shield) 3 " " ... 1.25

Plain (narrow " )3 " " ... 100
Little Wonder, 1% " " ... 65
Uncapping Knife 116
Sent promptly on receipt of price. To ''*'

sell again, send for dozen and half-dozen rates.

Milledgeville, 111., March 8, 1890.

Sirs:—Smokers received to-day. and count cor-
rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as I do
your trade will boom. Truly, F. A. Snell..

Vermillion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.

Sirs:—I consider your smokers the best made for
any purpose. I have had 15 years' experience with
300 or 400 swarms of bees, and know whereof I speak.

Very truly_; R. A. Morgan.
Sarahsville, Ohio, March 13,1890.

Sirs:—The smoker 1 have has done good service
since 1883. Yours truly, Daniel Brothers.

Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itfdb BiNaiAM Si HETHEBmaTOiT, Abronia, Mich.
|^"ln respondini? to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS! SECTIONS!
On and after Feb. 1, 1890, we will sell our No. 1 V-

groove sections, in lots of 500, as follows: Less than
3000, $3.50 per 1000; 3000 to 5000, $3.00 per 1000. Write
for special prices or larger quantities. No. 3 sec-
tions at $3.00 per 1000. Send for price list on hives,
foundation, cases, etc.

J. STAITFFER & SONS,
16-tfdb Successors to B. J. Miller & Co.,

Nappanee, Ind.

UR

USrCALi
^INSTRUMENTC
URRAY Sc HEISO

c„ CLEVELAND OHIO. (

OEND FOR CATALOGUE

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Is kept for sale by Messrs. T. G. Newman &
Son, Chicago, 111.; C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.; Jas.
Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.; O. G. Collier, Fairbury,
Neb. ; G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia, O.. E. Kretch-
mer. Red Oak, la.; P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.,
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.; C. H. Green,
Waukesha, Wis.; G. B. Lewis & Co., Watertown,
Wisconsin; J. Mattoon, Atwater, Ohio, Oliver
Foster, Mt. Vernon, Iowa; C. Hertel, Freeburg,
Illinois; Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Mich.; J. M.
Clark & Co., 1517 Blake St., Denver, Colo. ; Goodell &
Woodworth Mfg. Co., Rock Falls, 111. ; E. li. Goold
& Co., Brantf'ord, Ont.. Can.; R. H. Schmidt &
Co., New London, Wis.; J. Stauffer & Sons, Nappa-
nee. Ind.; Berlin Fruit-Box Co., Berlin Heights, O.;
E. R. Newcomb, Pleasant Valley. N. Y. ; L. Hanssen,
Davenport, la.; C. Theilman, Theilmanton. Minn.;
G. K. Hubbard, Fort Wayne. Ind.; T. H. Strickler,
Solomon City, Kan.; E. C. Eaglesfleld, Berlin, Wis.,
Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis, Ind., E.T. Abbott,
St. Joseph Mo., I. D. Lewis & Son, Hiawatha, Kan.,
and numerous other dealers.

LANGSTROTH on the HONEY-BEE,

Th*' Book for Beginners, the Most Complete Text-
Book on the Subject in the English Language.

Bee-veils of Imported Material, Smo-
kers, Sections, Etc.

Circular with advice to beginners, samples of
foundation, etc., free. Send your address on a
posteito qhas. Dadant & Son,

HAMILTON, HANCOCK CO., ILLINOIS.
C^In respondintr to tins advertisement mention OT.F.ivrwns.

MUTH'S
HONEY - EXTB.ACTOII,

SQUARE GI4ASS HONEY-JARS,
TIN HCJCKETS, BEE-HIVES, HONEY-

SECTIONS, &c., &c.

PERFECTION COI^D - BLAST SMOKERS.

Apply to CHAS. F. MXTTH & SON,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

P. S.—Send 10-cent stamp for "Practical Hints to
Bee-keepers." V^^Mention Oleanings. Itfdb

TAKE NOTICE]
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE, KEITH & SCHMIDT CO.,
31-13db Nevy London, Wis.

"HANDLING BEES." Price 8 Cts.

A chapter from "The Hive and Honey Bee, Re-
vised," treating of taming and handling bees; just
the thing for beginners. Circular, with advice to
beginners, samples of foundation, etc., free,
ittdb CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co., Illinois.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per m. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures clieup. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.

Please mention tliis paper.
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p«NEY GeiiajaN.

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—/7f)neiy.—Tlie demand for comb

honey is more liberal. Keceipts and supply are very
liglit. We quote 1-lb. comb, white, 16@18; dark, 12®
U; 3-lb. California, white, l-t@15: same, dark. 12@1.3.
Extracted, 6@7. Beeswax. 23@25.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Feb. 11.

'

Kansas City, Mo.

St. LoTTis.—Honev. -No extracted honey in market.
It would bring-, if brig-lit, 6>^@Tc. Comb in lig-ht

demand at 13 for dark, 16@1T for bright. Beeswax,
prime, 26@2Tc. D. G. Tutt Gko. Co.,
Feb. 11. St. Louis, Mo.

Cincinnati.—Wouey —Demand is good for extract-
ed, with a liberal supply on the market of all but
Southern honey, which is still scarce. It brings 6@8
cts. a lb. on arrival There is a fair demand for
choice comb honey at 16@17calb. In the jobbing way.
No sale at all for dark comb honey. Beeswax is in
good demand at 24@3«>c a lb. for good to choice yel-
low on arrival. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Feb. 14. Cincinnati, O.

Chicago.—Honpf/.—Maiket continues to be weak
in tone, only small lots beiny- taken by the trade, and
that which falls bek)w a choice article is very slow of
.sale. Be.st grades bring ITfT' 18c; fair, 1.5(^16c; dark,
12@13c. Extracted, steady at 7@8c, and in fair de-
mand. Beeswax is selling at 38c for yellow to mixed.

R A. Burnett, 161 S. Water St.,

Feb. 10. Chicago, HI.

Albany.—Honey.—The demand for comb honey is

good for this season of the year, and stock on the
market is small. Extracted buckwheat in good de-
mand. No change in prices.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Feb. 11. Albany, N. Y.

New York.—Honey.—Extracted dark in good de-
mand at 7@7i/4c per lb. California light amber, 7^4;
white, 71/2. Comb honey all sold. Beeswax, 29c; sup-
plv small. F. G. STROH^rEYER & Co.,
Feb. 11. New York City.

Boston.—Honey. - Fair demand for honey ; supply
very short. Fancy 1-lb. combs. 19@20c; fair to good,
18@19c; 2-lb. combs, I6@17c. Extracted, 8@9c. No
heesvmx on hand. Bl.\ke & Ripley,
Feb. 11. Boston, Mas.

San FR.A.NCISC0.—iJooey remains firm and in good
demand, and we quote: Extracted, h}i@,Q}i; comb,
12@15. Beeswax, 25c, and in good demand.

Schacht, Lemcke & Steiner,
Jan. 22. San Francisco, Cal.

Detroit.—Honey.—Comb honey is selling slowly
at 14@15c per lb. Extracted, 7@8c. 5ee.su'a2;.27(rt28c.

Bell Branch, Mich., Feb. 11. M. H. Hunt.

For Sale.—Choice wliite-clover extracted honey,
in 120-lb. cases; per case, $12,110. Autumn honev, per
case, $9.00. J. A. Green, Dayton," III.

For Sale —700 lbs. of clover honey in home-made
kegs holding 5-5 lbs., for 8>^ cts., delivered on cai-s at
Farley. Can ship by I. C. H. K., or Chicago, St. Paul
& Kansas City, or the M. & S. P. R. R.

4d Jas. Scott, Farley, la.

For Sale.—Six 60-lb. .5-gallon tin cans of clover
extracted lioney, at »;.5 per can, F. O. B. cars at Ot-
sego. Calvin Lovett, Otsego, Allegan Co., Mich.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. comb honey in 12 and 24 lb.
crates. L. Werner. Edwardsvllle, 111.

For Sale.— ."iOO lbs. choice extracted honey, at 10c
here, pkg. included. W. H. S. Grout)

Kennedy, Chautauqua Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, in 70-lb. tin cans, at
10 cts. per lb. f. o. b. Lewis Haines,
4d Moons, Fay. Co., O.

For Sale.—1200 lbs. extracted white-clover honey
in barrels or 60-lb. cans, as desired.
Itfdb E. J. Baxter. Nauvoo, 111.

For Sale.—Choice honey in sections, cans, and
C. pails. Send for price list to Oliver Foster,

12-tfdb. Mt. Vernon, la.

PfllCE LISTS RECEIVED.
Since our last issue we have received price lists of bees

hives, and apiarian supplies in general, from the following

Leahy Manufaeturine: Co., Higgiusville, Mo.
W. A. Chrysler, Chatham. Ont.
D. A. Jones Co., Beeton, t)nt.
G. M. Doolittle. Borodino. N. Y.
A. A. Byard. West Chesterfield, N. H.
J. W. Rouse & Co., Mexico, Mo.
Luther & Horton, Redlands, Cal.
E. Kretchmer. Red Oak, la.
A. L. Kildow, Sheffield, 111.
B. Davidson. Uxbridge. Ont.
Jacob T. Tiiupe, Grand Ledge. Mich.
W. J. Row, Greensburg. Pa. Queens only.
Burdsall Apiary & Supply Co., Lebanon, O.
The following are from our press:

J. D. Goodrich, East Hardwick, Vt.
Levering Bros.. Wiota, la.
E. J. Shay, Thornton, W. Va.
J. F. Michael. German, O.
J. E. Stewart, Prophetstown, 111.

THROUGH AN ERROR,
My advertisement in Gleanings, Feb 1st Insideback cover rwhich please see), failed to say For
$2.00 I will send 1 lb. each of Timpe's Seedlings Nos
1,2, and 4, postpaid; or for $2.2.5 1 will send 1 lb each
of Nos. 1 and 2, and 2 lbs. of No. 4, prepaid (give your
express office). Remember, I am giving one fullcolony and tteventeen ;}-frame nuclei of mv five-banded Italians, for largest yields, largest'potato
and liest names suggested. And to everv order re^
ceived within 30 days from tills ad't 1 will givefrom a to 3 packets of choice garden-seeds (nov-
elties) free.
Order nonr, before the stock is exhausted Po-

tatoes and seeds will be sent the last of March or
first part of April, all charges paid. If possible
send express or postoffice money order. Cataloguenow ready, mailed for l-ceut stamp.

Jacob T. Tlmpe, Grand Ledge, Mich.
' -"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

75 Pine Tested Italian and Albino •» *
* * * Queens For Sale at $1.75 Each.
Select tested golden Italian queens, $2.50 each

Select tested Albinos, $2.00 each. First come first
served. Untested by April 15, $1.00 each, or 6 for
$5.00, or 12 for $9,00. Orders booked now, and nav
for queens when received. I guarantee safe deli-v-
ery and satisfaction on every queen by mail. Thanks
for last year's patronage.
4^8db J. w. TAYLOR, Ozan, Ark.

t3'"In responding to this advertisement mention GLKANWoa.

ROOT'S comb-foundatWmillsT
We wish to say that we are handling Root mills

this sea.son, and can furnish them to the bee-keepers
of Canada less than you can buy a single mill from
Ohio. All mills warranted. Write us if you want to
buy. Tou will save money by doing so. We shall
sell comb foundation, brood, at 40 cts. per lb • sec-
tion comb at 45 cts. All wax will be bought from
Eckermanii & Will, Syracuse, N. Y., and evervpound warranted pure wax. or $5.00 will be given for
every pound that is not right. R. E Smif-li
Bo^ '2- Tilbnry Cg^g^n.

I7OR SALE. The walls and water power of an» abandoned gristmill, 10 acres land in a good loca-
tion for a bee-supply business. No factory nearand large apiaries in every direction, or will tairp
partner. Address GEO. W. RANDALL^^ Big Rock, Iowa.

POR SAL.E:. Three or four S. C. B. Leghorn
*• cockerels, as good stock as can be found in the
world. Come and see them. Write for prices withyour address on postal, and you will receive bv re-turn mail my new descriptive circular, free.
4-5-6d RoBT. C. Smith, Swlssvale, Pa.

ANTED FOR CASH. From .50 to^i^'^^^^^^
of Italians or hybrid bees, to be dehvered

about first of May. Langstroth hives preferred
4tfdb E. C. ELVER, Mt. Horeb, Dane Co., Wis.

DARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK COCKERELS $1 00-" hens, 75 c. Also Quinby-hive corner-clasos for
sale 20tfdb L. C. AXTELT- Rnc^^^rff r.f*"^

vu'nuj'-iiive corner-ciasDs fo
L. C. AXTELL, Roseville, 111
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.eahf in g Co.,
— ITNIJdUHTKDIjY THE—

LARGEST PLANT IN THE WEST,
Built exclusively for the manufacture of Api-
arian Supplies. One and One-Half Acres Floor
Space. We sell as Cheap as the Cheapest, and our
goods are as Good as the Best. Parties will do
well to write us for estinuites on large orders.
We will send v<in our catalogue for your name on
a postal card.

" Address LEAHY MFG. CO.,

Higginsville, Mo.
t^"liiresi>iiMiliii_' ti> iliis advertisement int-ntion GLEANINGS.

The Bee World is inililislied monthly at 50c pet-

year. It is devoted THE BEE tions, and discover-
to collecting the lat- ....___. ies tln-oufihout the
est NKWS, inven- wURJjD. bee-keeping- world.
If you want to keep posted, you cannot afford to do
without it. Subscribe now. Sample copies free.
3-7db W. S. VANDRUFF, Waynesburg-, Pa.
tSSrin respondint? to tliis aavetT^i.-iemeiit nieiition Blkaning*

rpPQI Brown LeglKn-n, White Leghorn, $1.2.5.
tUUtf! Black Minoica, Plymouth Rock, Pekin
Duck, !|1.50. Light Brahma, Langslian, Game, $3 per
13 eggs. Strictly pure-bred. Sliip safely anywliere.
Illustrated circular free. OEEK BROS.,
Itfdb St. ITlarys, Mo.
|t;g'"lii respoiuUiiir to tliis advortispiiieiit iiieiii ic.ii i.., ^i

De-wey's Peet Cage.
During- the sciison of '91 wc shall ship (jucens from

imported stnik dircrt from Italy in our new and
SAFE SHIPPING and IHTKODUCmG CASE. Sample and de-
scription of tills cage by mail. 10c.

F. H. &L E. H. DEWEY,
55 Mechanic St., WestfieU^, Mass.

|^"ln respomliriK t'> this ailvfrO.seineiit iiienrwik 4>LEANUIG3.

NEW^ FACTORY-
On or about Feb. 10. 1891. wc will move into oiu- new

factory, built exclusively for the manufacture and
'''''"*

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
located in Ottumwa, Wapello Co., Iowa, where -we

will manufacture and sell all kinds of Apiarian Sup-
plies at tlie lowest possible prices, after the above
date. Writefor illustrated catalogue, to Itfd

GRE&ORY BROS. & SON.
Farragut, Fremont Co., la.

^^"111 responding to tliis -. (Jlkanings.

JUST OUT.
SOMETHING ENTIKELY NEW IN

HIVE ST
ClKCUliflH FHEE.

Address

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC, JWICH-

Vlease mention this paper.

NEW KODAKS.

^^Yoxi press the

Imttov

ice do the rest.''''

SEl^EN^ NIJW STILKS AND SIZKS,
ALL LOADED AVITH TKANHl'ARENT FIIjMS.

For sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.
123^1 THE EASTMAN COMPANY,
Send for Catalogue. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

t^ln responding to this adverti.sement mention C-iLEANlNGa.

D

ON'T FORGET
To send for my
descriptive
catalogue of flLBiP :: BEES.

A. L KILDOW,
Please mention this paper.

Sheffield, III.

INCREASE YOUR HONEY-CROP
10% to 2.5% by getting the Five-Banded Golden Ital-
ians. Took First Premium at Illinois State Fair in
1890. The judge said: "They were the (luietest bees
on exhibition; the drones were almo.st pure yellow."
Warranted queens, fl.35; Tested, S3.(X); Selected
Tested, f3.00. Order now, pay when queens arrive.
Send stamp for ])rice list. Itfdb

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS FOR SALE.
Good refeience given.

S. F. & I. Treco, Swedona, III.

t^m respoiMliiiir t.i 1 .lis .Klviin iiiK-nt mention (ii.KANINGS.

RARRED
PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Birds and eggs in their

season. Cockerels f3 to

$5; choice hens $3 each

;

egg-s fSper setting; 2 set-

tings, S").

MRS. F. P. HISH,
TOWEE HILL,

SHELBY CO., ILL.

ailvertisement mention Gleanings.E^ln responding to iii

OHIO-A.C3rO
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLY CO.

OFB'ICES:

65 CLARK ST., ROOM 14, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
and TOPEKA, KANSAS.

Manufacturers of and dealers in bee-keepers' sup-
plies. For prices of beehives, sections, shipping-
crates, frames, foundation, smokers, etc., write for
circular and special prices before placing your order.

J. li. Ii.JLlNJi\ Svc.
Itfdb Please mention this paper.

ALLEY'S IMPROVED AUTOMATIC

SV\^ARM-HIVER.
Thoroughly tested, and guaranteed to SELF-

HIVE everv swai'ni that passes tiirough it.

Sample mailed for $1.00.

AMERICAN APICULTURIST one year and
Swarmer by mail, #1..>0. Sample APICULTURIST
with full desci-iption of SWARMER, illustrated,

free. l-4db H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
l^ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkakings.
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Fi?03f DJ?. C. C. MILLER.

A State society is beginning to be tall\ed of
in Illinois.

HuTcniNsox calls jne a "gossiper." Wait
till I catch him away from home.

A TKAr)p>MARK for a body of bee-keepei'S is

talked of. It might be a good thing. It might
be a bad thing. I don't know.

Drones. Prof. Cook thinks, depend on the
nnrse-bees for their albuminous food—an addi-
tional argument against tolerating them.

Ii>iJNOis doesn't pi'ojxjse to be left in the rear.

She has a bee-keeper in her legislature—J. M.
Hambaugh. Spring. 111., a good square man.
FiKE IX BEE-f'Ei,LAKs is needed if too cold.

I use it oftener for ventilation. Heat the air,

and the cold outside pure air will rush in to
take its place.

Heddon says the black bee is most amiable
of all, but stings more, because it takes wing
more readily. I'd rather have bees that don't
take wing so" readily.

The editorial " we " has been banished
from the columns of the Review, and Hutchin-
son slings around his I's as easily and graceful-
ly as if he had (tJirays talked good English.

I swept out the shop cellar for the first time,
Jan. 13. I got about two quarts dead bees—not
many from ll;2 hives after 66 days' confinement;
time enougli for bushels, though, befoi'e spring.

Painted muslin is not advisalile for hive-
covers unless it is better than oil cloth. I tried
;.'00 covej-s of extra good oil cloth, and th(!y

lasted so short a time that tin is much cheaper.

No FIRE in my bee-cellars this winter tillJan.
10. Then I saw some mold on dead bees on
cellar bottom: didn't smell just the best. Tem-
perature 42°; raised it to 53°. This was in shop
cellar.

A SMALL BEE-SPACE between top-bars and
sections was considered, at the Northern Illi-

nois convention, of as much or more conse-
quence, in preventing brace-combs, as thick
top- bars.

Poison for mice is thus daintily served up
by E. C. Eaglestield (A. B. J.). He says, '!
take a cooky and moisten one side, then place
the crystals of strychnine all over it, and lay it

where nothing can get at it but rats and mice."
" OnsERVEK," in C. B. J., wonders what I'll

think when I hear that " steps are being taken
to put a stoj) to the im|)ortation of bees by the
pound from Uncle Sam's, unless they have
passed tlirough quarantine." I think that

Canadians will show good .sense to take any
steps to make the danger from foul brood less.
If I had smallpox at my house. I shouldn't want
any of the family to go to a neighbor's.

Lamps and oil-stoves have been used to
warm cellars, but I never tried any thing of the
kind till this winter. Then I piit a gasoline-
stove in the shop-cellar. It's better than none,
but I don't like it. The combustion fouls the
air.

" Bees visit only one kind of flower on the
same trip." That's old but not always true.
When forage is plentiful it may be true; but
when scarce they'll change fi'om one kind to
another several times on the same trip. I've
seen 'em do it.

A HONEY house OR SHOP, a number of writers
in the Review agree, should be at the.sicZcof
the apiary, never in the center. Heddon makes
a good point in preferring it at the south side,
that you needn't look against the sun in watch-
ing for swarms.
Taylor's secret is out. The Review says

he keeps his honey in a wai'm honey-house,
with tire in winter. Of course, it's a good plan.
More than that, I suspect if the place is kept
hot enough long enough in the fall it will do
with little or no tire through the winter.

" Do BEES eat EGGS?" That's the question
up now, and I hope we'll learn when they do
and when they don't. I know I've had bees
starve to death, leaving eggs in the hive; and I
know if I remove a queen from a hive, I expect
nearly all the eggs to disappear within 24 hours.

The Review is getting down to business, re-
viewing. Hutchinson knows how. Now that
I've had my fling at him. I must own up that
he has furnished jjlenty of material from which
good cream could be liad. He did a good job
of skimming, too, on the new books that were
published last year.

Another idol fallen. I've always had
such faith in Prof. Cook, but I've found him
out at last. Friend Root tells (p. 61) about a
man being hasty, and imagining evil of otliers,

and then .says "Pn)f. Cook has done much to
bring about this state of affairs. And to think
that I had loved the professor as a brother!

Manager Newman says: "Suppose now,
that in America it were once established by
law, that, to wantonly kill bees, were a punish-
able ci'ime! How (luickly the owners of the
deadly cider-press and sugar-refineries would
have to screen out the bees—or the Union
would be after them!" Well, " suppose now"
the Union gets such laws made.
Legislation is coming to the front as one of

the needs of bee-keepers. Daniel VVyss. in
American Bee Jo«rnat, calls for laws forbid-
ding poisonous spraying when trees are in
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bloom. Different States are asking legislative

aid to help the honey show at the World's Fair.

Prof. Cook, in his president's address at the
Michigan convention, urged a law against
spraying fruit-trees in bloom. About three-

fourths of the convention were with him. They
appointed a permanent committee on legisla-

tion.

SoKE-THKOAT REMEDY, from the Mcdiccil

Amm. tinct. guaiac - - - 4 drachms.
Comp. tinct. cinchona? - - - 4 "

Potass, chlor. ' " " " *^ !!

Extracted honey - - - - 4

Powd. acacise - - - - q. s.

Water ------ 2^4 ounces.

To be used as a gargle, and a teaspoon ful

may be swallowed every second hour.

gENElR^Ii C01^^EgP0NDE]SICE.

RENDERING COMBS WITH SULPHURIC ACID.

HOW TO GET THE MOST WAX POSSIBLE OUT OF
OLD COMB.

After reading E. France's article on render-

ing old combs into wax, on page 15, I thought
I could give you a better plan, and one
which would take that dark-colored wax and
make it into as nice wax as any vou ever saw.

It will be so clear, that, when melted, you can

see to the bottom of a dipperful, looking like

wine. By this plan you can take the refuse of

cakes of wax, that which is scraped off the bot-

tom after cooling, and looks like sand, and
make it into as nice wax as can be made. This

last season we had a barrel of this dark stuff,

which looked like dirt, and you would have
said it was not worth the trouble; but I put it

through the process, and got from it 60 lbs. of

yellow wax, worth at least S15.

APPAItATUS FOK RENDEKING REFUSE WAX AVITII

SULPHURIC ACID.

I know that iron or galvanized iron will turn
wax a dark color. I went to quite a little ex-
pense rigging up steam-pipes, and tanks of gal-
vanized iron for my foundation business. The
first melting did not show much, but after

melting the scraps over three times I stopped
making and tried to find out what was the
matter. I knew the wax at first was all right,
and concluded, after a while, it was either the
galvanized iron or steam of too high pressure.
I then went to work, tore down all the fixtures,
and went back to melting in a large wooden
tub. This wax, whicli was almost a dark green,
I put through my pi'ocess of melting, and had
yellow wax again. My plan, whereby I can
render 100 lbs. of wax from old combs in three
hours, is as follows: Get a barrel that is good and
strong, and '^s steam-pipe, long enough to reach
from a steam-boiler to the bottom of the barrel.
Copper pipe would be better, but I l^nd the
small surface of the pipe touching the wax does
not make any appreciable difference. You
want a valve to shut off the steam, four pieces
of pipe five inches long, an elbow, a cross, and
three caps. In the pieces of pipe five inches
long drill three ^V^inch holes, spaced about two
inches apart: screw an elbow on the bottom of
the pipe coming from the steam-boiler: then
one of the short pieces of pipe in the elbow:
now screw on the cross, then the three pieces of
pipe, and put a cap on the end of each. Turn
the pipes until the small holes point all one
way, so the steam in issuing will set the water
whirling. Now fill the barrel one-fourth full
of clear water. Put in one pound of sulphuric
acid: turn on the steam, and when boiling put
in the old combs. Let all boil until heated
thoroughly, and stir with a large stick at the
same time.

Now you will want a press. Mine is simply
a box made lai'ge enough to hold three racks,
made of ?g^x3-2-inch square sticks 15 inches long,
nailed to two end pieces 15 inches long, so there
will be V inch between the slats. In the bot-
tom of the box I have a tin dish one inch deep,
and it just slips down inside nicely. At one
side the tin is turned down, and a hole is made
in the bottom of the box for the wax and water
to run out. Get a rim two inches wide and
twelve inches square made from ,?^-inch stuff,
and three pieces of burlap three feet square.
Lay one of the racks in the tin dish in the bot-
tom of the box: on this the two-inch rim; over
this one of the pieces of burlap. Press the bur-
laps down in the rim, and dip the melted wax
over into it until full to the top of the rim.
Bring the burlaps over the top: take out the
rim; lay another rack on top of this, and so
proceed until you have the three filled: then
place a follower on top of all, and a common
jack-screw on top of the follower. Make a
frame out of 2x4 scantling to go under the box
and come to the top of the jack-screw. You
will want two bolts to go through the top and
bottom pieces of the frame. Have them of 'X
round iron, and sci-ew the nuts up tight. Put
the top piece of the frame over the jack-screw,
and turn the screw slowly so as to give a chance
for the wax to run out. After it has stopped
running, take out the refuse, and you will find
the wax nearly out. You could not get out of a
barrel of comb, after pressing, if it wei"e possible
to get it out, over a teacupful of wax. We have
tried a number of ways, but the above is the best.

I tried an arrangement inside of a barrel to
continually stir the comb: and over the comb,
under water six inches. I had a screen to keep
refuse from rising. I thought all the wax
would in time rise to the top, but more stayed
under the screen than came to the top. I also
tried keeping two barrels of comb, that was
thoroughly broken u]), moist with water for two
years, to see if I could not rot the cocoons and
pollen so it would he like dirt. If I could rot it.

I could get out all the wax, and not make me a
press, but simply melt it in water, and the dirt
would settle. This was a failure. The smell
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of the stuff when melting would fairly knock
a man down at ten rods. I was very sick
with malaria shortly after. Some thought I

caught it from that bad-smelling boiling mix-
ture. The wax I did get out of it was all right.

I had to use the press to iinish up. No more
jobs like that for me. I can take cakes of wax
that come to me dark, and, after rendering,
they will be a nice yellow color. You simply
want to melt them in the acidulated water,
cover the barrel over tight, and throw an old
horse-blanket over the whole: let it stand five

Ixours, and then dip out in pans carefully, so as
not to disturb the dirt at the bottom. Save all

the refuse from scraiMng the bottom of cakes,
and put through the same process.

F. A. Salisbuisv.
Syracuse. N. Y., Dec. 5. 1890.

[Thanks for your valuable article. When I

visited the Uadants a few weeks ago I learned
that they treated their refuse, that would not
refine by ordinary methods, with sulphuric
acid. I do not remember just exactly the pro-
portion of suljjhuric acid they use with the
water, but I think their method and plan was
very similar to the one you describe. If 1 am
wrong they will please correct. Mr. Dadant
told me when they first used sulphuric acid, the
man who used it earned for them S'Ta the first

day. and a smaller amount the second day, un-
til all the cast-away wax refuse which could
not be refined by ordinary methods was used
up. The price at which wax now sells renders
this a very important matter. Mr. C. P. Da-
dant told me not to throw away old refuse; that
a great deal of fii'St quality of wax can be got-
ten from it by the use of the solar wax-extract-
or and sulphuric acid. The action of the acid
seems to be to rot or disintegrate the cocoons
and other matter, so as to free the wax.] E. R.

MANUM'S VILLAGE APIARY,

HOW FHIEND MANUM MANAGES TO AVOID HAV-
ING HIS BKES TKOUULE HIS NEIGHBORS.

Mr. Editor:—Kaving often been asked by
bee-keepers and others whether my bees in the
village were ti-oublesome to my neighbors. I

will give you a little of my experience in this
respect, as related to my friend J. H. Larrabee.
in answer to his questions while visiting me.

" Manum. do your neighbors ever complain
that your bees are troublesome here in the vil-

lage'?'" asked Mr. Larrabee.
"No. not very much. In fact, nearly all seem

to be interested in the success of my business.
and they show a very friendly disposition to-
ward the bees. There ai"e times, however,
when I have to be on my guard to prevent any
annoyance to my nearest neighbors. Forim-
stance. in the spring of the year, when the bees
have their first flight, if it ha])pens to be on
a washing-day, the ladies in the vicinity of the
apiary scold a little if their clothes get spotted,
as they most certainly will if put out to dry
when bees are flying: but many of them have
learned to wait until the bees have had their
flight, before putting out their clothes. especial-
ly those who have had their clothes soiled once
to the extent that they were obliged to wash
over again."
•'Suppose they are thoughtless, and do put

out their clothes, and they get spotted : how do
vou manage an amicable settlement?" asks
jSIr. L.
"Oh I that is quite a simple matter. When-

ever I learn that my bees have soiled my neigh-
bors' clothes, or annoyed them in any way. I

just present them with a few boxes of honey.

which has never as yet failed to sweeten and
harmonize their natures."
"I notice one of your neighbors has a nice

lot of fruit-ti-ees just over the fence from your
apiarv. Does he ever complain that the bees
annoy him?"
"No: he has never complained of being an-

noyed; but when I first started in the business,
and when an occasional swarm would cluster
on some of his fruit-trees, he would watch—
from a distance—and request me not to cut
limbs unnecessarily: but when he found that I
never cut a limb nor branch he became quite
interested in the bees; and now. whenever he
finds a swarm clustered he notifies me of the
fact, but I never fail to present him with honey
in such a case."

" Do your neighbors ever complain that your
bees injure fruit, especially grapes?"

" Y^es, a few years ago I had two neighbors
who had a nice lot of grapes; and it being a
very dry season, the grapes cracked open when
ripening: and there being a dearth of honey
at the time, the bees visited the grapes in large
numbers, and were really a great annoyance.
One of these men once spoke to me about
it, asking me if I could not fasten my bees in
their hives until after his grapes ripened and
were gathered; but a few words of explanation
convinced him that it would not be best for me
to do so. He thought the bees punctured the
grapes: and all I could say on that subject
failed to convince him that they did not. I final-
ly went with him into his grapery, where we
watched: and by much watching and experi-
menting. I succeeded in convincing him that
the bees worked on only such grapes as were
already punctured or cracked open, caused by
the severe drouth. I told him that if we could
only have a shower, the trouble would be ended;
and it so happened that it did rain the very
next day. and sure enough the bees did not vis-
it the grapes any more that season. This man
is now a friend of the bees, and has never been
troubled that way since, owing to the fact that
we have not since happened to have a drought
at that season of the year. The other neigh-
bor, who. by the way. is of a very difl'erent tem-
perament, said nothing to me about the bees
working on his grapes, but tried to get even
with the bees by destroying them. One morn-
ing he called to his nearest neighbor, 'Hill,
come over here; I want to show you something!
There. See those boards there? Well, now,
you just keep quiet and I will show you how I
fix Manum's bees that are eating up my
grapes.' He had two hoards, each four feet
long, arranged fly-trap fashion, the inside of
which was covered with syrup to attract the
bees: and, slam went the boards: and then
with a shingle he scraped off the bees. 'There."
he says to Hill. I shall keep that trap at work
till I kill every bee Manum has got, unless they
let my grapes alone.' It happened that Hill
knew something about bees, and he laughed at
this good man for his folly, telling him that,
instead of doing me an injury, he was doing me
a good service; because, as the honey season
was over, I had many more bees in each hive
than I wanted, and that those he was killing
were the old ones that I wanted to get rid of,
and. besides, that young bees were hatching
much faster than he could kill the old ones.
He advised him to talk with me on the subject.
That day I chanced to meet Mr. Hill, when he
told me what he had witnessed, and we had a
good laugh over it. But I called on mv good
friend and tried to settle with him for the dam-
age the bees had done, but he would take noth-
ing. I explained to him as well as I could the
condition of things, and related my experiment
with the other neighbor that very morning.
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Tliis good man seemod to have gained new
knowledge of things, and adniittiHl tliat he
had acted a little hasty. That evening I pre-
sented his wife a few bo.xes of honey, and in re-
turn he sent me a tine selection of choice
grapes. Since then all has been peace and har-
mony between the bees and fruit-men in this
place, so far as I know."
"Do the ladies near you ever complain that

the bees trouble th(nn while they are canning
fruit, making pickles, etc.?"'

"No particular complaints have come to me,
and yet some of my neighbors have mentioned
that, on such occasions, the bees would enter
the house: but, surmising the cause of their in-
trusion, they closed the doors. But these in-
stances are now very rare, as nearly every
house is provided with screens, which prevent
the bees from entering, as wfU as flies. Let
me tell you, Mr. Larrabee, that I believe that I

am in an exceedingly favoi'able locality so far
as regards kind and sympathetic neighbors, for
I have not, to my knowledge, a neighbor who
is not intei'ested in my success, for there is

hardly a person of my acquaintance but that,
when I meet him. inquires after the bees, and
expresses a wish that I may be successful. I

will give you the experience of one day with my
neighbors, as I noted it down. In the morning
I went to the office to mail a few queens, when
I met a neighbor, who asked, ' Manum, how
are your bees doing this season?' My answer,
of course, was, 'Not very well j-et.' 'Well,'
says my friend, ' I am sorry. I hope they will
yet make you a lot of honey. I have been
thinking of you for some time, and wondered
whether you were getting much honey.' In a
few moments I met another neighbor who ask-
ed, ' Manum, are your bees doing any thing this
summer?' 'Well, Mr. Wright, they are doing
just about nothing.' 'Well, what is the mat-
ter? You have had several poor years now in
succession, and I did hope they would do well
this year. Do you salt them enough? I re-
member when I was a boy my grandfather used
to salt his bees, and he said they worked better
when salted.' The next person who hailed me
was a lady. ']\rr. Manum, your bees must be
making lots of honey now, for I see so many
clover-blossoms everywhere ; and yesterday
there was a lot of bees getting honey from the
clover on our lawn, and I forbade the children
from playing there for fear they might disturb
the bees, for I am so anxious that your bees do
well for you this year, you have had such bad
luck for a few years past." On my return from
the office. I harnessed a horse and started for
one of my out-apiaries. I had gone but a short
distance when I met a farmer who inquired
about the bees much as the others had, and
asked whether I thought bees would get as
much honey from Japanese buckwheat as from
the other varieties, and remarked that, if they
could, he would sow live acres instead of one,
as was his custom, and said that he thought
that, inasmuch as my bees were a benefit to
buckwheat, farmers ought to sow more and
reap the benefit from the bees, and at the same
time help me.
"I soon met another farmer who asked, like

all the others, how the bees were doing, and
then asked whether it would be any damage to
me if he should cut his alsike clover, which I

had induced him to sow, while it was in blos-
som. I told him, that undoubtedly it would rob
the bees of so much pasturage, and, besides, it

would damage him : for, unlike the red va-
riety, alsike clover makes better hay if allowed to
stand until nearly all the blossoms turn brown,
because it is finer than red, and of such a na-
ture that it is much hardier when allowed to
mature; and, again, that, unlike red clover, it

seeds with the first crop; hence, if allowed to
nearly mature, the seed furnishes much addi-
tional nutriment; whereupon he decided to let
it mature. On that day I met 11 persons who
manifested a similar interest in my welfare and
success, as did those whom I have mentioned.
In fact, I do not know of a person of my ac-
quaintance who is not friendly to the bee-busi-
ness: hence. I say, that, judging from an occa-
sional article that appears in the bee-papers
regarding the enemies of the business, I feel
that I have a favored locality in that respect,
for I have most excellent neighbors."

Bristol, Vt. A. E. ManUxM.

RAMBLE NO. 37.

THE BAY STATE APIAliY.

We reluctantly bade our Rhode Island friends
good -by, and sped on our way toward the Bay
State Apiary. Our route conducted us through
the city of Boston, and here our patriotic blood
became so stirred up that we lost our reckoning.
But Boston people have erected a massive
stone tower on Bunker Hill, where the traveler
can climb up 294 steps and get a wide view.
This view enabled us to get our reckoning
again in a manner highly satisfactory. We
immediately ran downstairs and followed our
reckoning, and were safely landed in Wenham,
about 11 o'clock. A street-car was standing

BUNKER HII>L MONUMENT; THE KAMBI.ER GET-
TING HIS EYE ON HENRY' ALLEY.

near, and an inquiry elicited the information
that Mr. Alley lived half a mile from the depot.

We journeyed by street-car until the conductor
pointed out the residence of our friend, and we
were soon exchanging our identity with Bro.
Alley. Our identity seemed to be satisfactory,

and we were invited to rest a while in his den,

and we gratefully accepted a rocking-chair.
We found Bro. A. just giving the finishing

touches to the October issue of the Apiciilturist,

and his letters and :MSS. were in a i-ather pro-

miscuous heap u]X)n the table. We also noticed
a large pile of" Thirty Years Among the Bees,"
ready to mail, besides quite a number of^pi-
cultiirlsts. There were also sevei-al crates of
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fine comb honey and cans of extracted honey
which had just been brought from a local fair
which Mr. A. had just be(Mi attending. Both
quantity and quality showed that Eastern
Massachusetts had enjoyed a good honey-yield.
A call to dinnci' transferred our talk to the

dining-room. While engaged in doing justice
to Bay State substantials, who should come to
share them with lis but Bro. Pratt, of Beverly,
Mass.? After dinner we all felt remarkably
well and good-natured, and we adjourned to
the bee-yard. Bi'o. A. had just put up his last
shipment of queens: and as they were piled up
nicely on the cover of a Bay State hive we
brought our camera to bear upon them, Bro. A.,
and the queen-rearing portion of the Bay State

I.AST SHIPMENT OF QUEENS FROM THE BAY
STATE APIAHY, SEPT., 18tK).

apiary. He is manipulating a Bay State hive,
and we caught a very good view. Forty full

colonies are in the honu^ yard, besides over two
hundred queen-reaiing hives. The little hives
and tin feeders were scattered promiscuously,
with entrances toward all points of the comjjass.
We expressed a desire to see, the yellow Car-

niolans, and were immediately shown a colony
that would ordinarily pass for very good Ital-
ians. But these bees, when the hive was opened,
showed all the traits of the dark Carniolans.
No veil uor smoke was used. Quick motions
near the comb or over the hive were not resent-
ed. As to honey-gathering qualities, we should
think that Eastern Massachusetts is not the lo-

cality to test them for prodigious yields: but
Bros. Alley and Pi'att both have great confi-
dence in the superiority of this strain over all

others.
We were next shown the colony in which was

installed the celebrated siOO queen. This colo-
ny had thrown oft a swarm quite early, and
during the season sixty frames of brood had
been drawn from the parent colony alone for
queen-rearing. But whatever prodigies the
colony had done, w(^ noticed that they wei-e
very active: and though it was during the last
days of September, they were busy at work:
and. allowing the Rambler to judge, it was the
best colony in the Bay State apiary.

now Ar,I,EY INTRODUCES A FERTILE QUEEN
WITHOUT CAGING.

While talking about introducing queens, Hro.
A. said he would show us how to do it. Taking
a fine large fertile queen from a nucleus he
stepped to a full colony, removed the covei',
and dropped her. in an unceremonious mannei'.

among the bees. We watched her a few mo-
ments. The bees were fi'iendly, and she marched
straight down between the combs, the reigning
majesty. The colony had been queenless three
days, and it ^yasjustUir proper time to intro-

.
duce her. Mucii eai'iier ur much later than 72
hours would have resulted dift'erently.

HOW TO INTRODUCE A VIRCilN.

We will now go with Bro. A. and introduce a
virgin (pieen to a nucleus. The tobacco smoker
is lighted, and the caged queen, perhaps just
from the nursery, is taken to the queenless
nucleus. A green plantain leaf is inserted in
the entrance, the cover removed, and a couple
of whiflfs of tobacco smoke, and another as the
queen is dropped, and the cover is replaced.
We thought that was doing things qnit(> rapid-
ly, and removed the cover to look a little longer.
Bro. A. says. '• Wait a few minutes, and we will
examine them again." He keeps a record of
the condition of the nucleus, with a shoetack
system. The Rambler will not undertake to
describe the vai'ious positions, slants, and an-
gles, and what they mean.
About this time we returned to the nucleus,

and found every bee in the bottom of the nu-
cleus in a stupetied condition; and when their
senses i-etni'ued. the virgin queen was accepted.
The plantain leaf soon wilted, and the bees
could pass to their work. It struck the Ram-
bler all of a sudden that these 300 nuclei, so well
stocked with bees, would make several good
colonies, and we asked what was to be done
with them.
'•Oh," said he, "some frosty morning I will

brush the bees off into the grass. It doesn't
pay to unite and feed up. The bees usually die
during the winter, and they might as well die
now, and save all of the bother. I purchase
bees in the spring to supply the waste."
The little combs are packed away in barrels,

and secui-(^ly headed up to keep mice awav
from them.

MR. AULKY. MR. PRATT (AN INVETERATE CIG-
ARETTE SMOKER), AND THE RAMBLER,

TALKINfJ BEES. AND THE TWINS
EATING HONEY.

The full (o'onies were wintered outdoors in
double-walled Bay State hives. We now and
then found a di'one-trap kicking around in the
grass. In fact, we should judge that the grass
had got a little the start'of Kro. Alley while
raising his 1300 queens and editing the ApL
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His apiary was. however, about as tidy as the
average run of bee-yards where there is much
work done. We have noticed that these gilt-

edged apiaries are the ones that do not bring in

a large amount of surplus cash.
While in the Bay State apiary we did not talk •

so fast and get so absorbed as to fail to notice a
very pleasant feature in the apiary. Two wee
bits of granddaughters were upon his lap or fol-

lowing his steps when at a safe distance from
the bees. They were indulged with sauce-
plates, and spoons and honey: and while we
were talking bees, the honey was distributed in

various directions. Bro. A. is positive in his

views, and believes his method of (lueen-rearing
is the method. His claim, that queens should
be reared from the egg, though not much dis-

cussed at the time, liad the effect of setting the
Rambler to thinking about the matter, and the
results of our cogitations will be given in our
next. Ramblek.

[Now, look here, old friend: while we are
greatly rejoiced at this pleasant glimpse of
friend'Alley's place of abode, when you tell us
you "ran downstairs" on Bunker Hill monu-
ment we think yon are getting decidedly in the
way of skipping along almost too fast. I have
been up and down those "stairs," as you call

them, myself, and I did not feel very much like

running. In fact, I sat down and blowed sev-
eral times between the top and bottom. I am
very glad if you can see friend Alley's ranch
from the top: but when I was there I did not
know of friend Alley's place nor about bees
either. In my next visit I will be sure to hunt
him up—yes, even if he does, as I have heard,
manage to get a good deal of tobacco out of the
way. While we are in the open air, I suppose I

should not mind it very mucli. That idea of a
plantain leaf for closing an entrance is certain-
ly unique. By the way, didn't I have a little

hand in that discovery ? You know I told you
that Dr. Miller threw some green leaves on the
top of any hive tiiat needed attention. If they
forget to I'emove the leaves when they go away,
the leaves dry up and blow away. In any case,
they know at a glance (by the looks of the
leaves) about how long ago the mark was made.
Now, then, if we wish to close an entrance, say
for a few hours, a green leaf will till the bill.

In regard to introducing a queen by just letting
her loose, I suppose some of you know yon can-
do this at almost any time, about three times
out of four. When honey is coming briskly,
and the colony has been queenless long enough
to start queen-cells, we can do it certainly nine
times out of ten. I hope friend Alley will ex-
cuse me for remonstrating against brushing the
bees off on the grass. Brnsh them into a hive,
give them a comb or two, and some sort of
queen, and let them be happy while they live.

Keep them, like the old horse, for the good they
liave done. We do not like your reflections on
gilt-edged apiaries, exactly, friend R. It is

true, there are apiaries where the gilt-edged
feature is carried to extremes. I have seen some
of them myself—some of those professional men,
for instance, who have lots of money. A real

nice attractive apiary wants to be the woi'k of
somebody who has to scratch and scrape, just
a little, to make both ends meet. This will
keep out of sight superfluities (just for show),
and yet have things neat and in order, arranged
so as to give the greatest facilities for rapid
work. I am very glad of that glim])se you give
of the twins. We would not have missed them
for any thing. By the way, we wonder how
mmiy of the veterans have arrived at the dig-
nity of being called "grandpa" by some little

"new edition." Friend Alley, we lift our cap and
extend our congratulations.]

HOW TO BIND A VOLUME OF GLEANINGS.

PLAIN DIIIECTIONS, AND HOW TO DO IT SUB-

STANTIALLY AND NEATLY.

I have just finished binding the last volume
of GLEANiN<is: and the thought comes to my
mind, "What do its ten thousand readers do
with the back numbers'?" To many of them it

is no doubt as interesting, entertaining, and
instructive, as it is to me: and I wonder how
many preserve them as carefully as I do, and
how they do it. Some, no doubt, take them to

a book-binder, have them bound substantially,
and then give thcun a good corner of the book-
case or library. Another way is to lay them
aside, on a shelf, or in a drawer, where they
will be handy to re-read, or "for reference. But
we all know what becomes of unbound journals
and magazines— or. rather, we don't know.
They are mislaid, borrowed, and never retui'ued
—disappear mysteriously during some house-
cleaning raid, or are carried out of sight and out
of mind to the garret oi- lumb(>r room. Another
method, iiiy way, and so I think it a good one.
is to bind them in tough paper covers at home:
and, with your permission. I will tell your read-
ers how to do it neatly, cheai)ly, and well.

You will need some brass wii'e, as heavy as or
a little heavier than a stout pin; a hammer, an
awl, a tile, or a pair of snips to cut the wire:
pliers to bend it: paste, and some heavy tough
paper.
Gleanings is ten inches long. Get a piece of

soft wood that length, an inch or more wide,
and a quarter of an inch thick. An inch and a
half from the end, and one-fourth inch from
the edge, make a hole through this stick with
a small gimlet, or with the awl: and, a half-
inch further on, another. Make a like pair at
the othei' end, and another pair at the middle.
Now take the cover and advertising pages, and
the little wires tiiat hold the leaves together,
from the issue for Dec. 1."). Lay it, last jjage
up, on a soft board: lay the stick on it, the edge
with the holes in it parallel with the back of
the magazine: and, putting the awl in the holes
in the stick, punch similar holes in the paper.
Lay it off, last page down, and treat Dec. 1st in

the" same manner, and so on to July 1st. Twelve
numbers make a handy volume to bind or to

read. Now cut three pieces of the wire, three oi'

four inches long, and bend them in the shape of

a double-pointed tack, the points half an inch
apart and an inch and a half long. Cut two
pieces of the heavy paper about '7}4x\.0}4; and,
three-fourths of an inch from one edge, punch
holes like those in th(^ journals. Put the bent
wires in the holes in one piece, and lay it on the
table, wire points up. Then take the issue for

Dec. 1.5th and put the wires thi'ough the holes
in it, and so on until you have as many num-
bers as you wish to bind in one volume. Put
the other piece of heavy paper on top of these,

and hammer the whole down ai'ound the wii-es.

Don't be afraid to strike hard: get it solid,

and then cut the wires down to within one-
fourth inch of the book, and clinch them, bend-
ing the points toward each other. Now paste
the extra half-inch of the covers over the back
of the book, first one: and when that sticks
well, the other: and across the back, and ex-
tending an inch or two on the covers, paste a
strip of thin linen. Take the cover pages of
Gleanings for July 1st, and cut off the last

leaf close to tlu^ pi'iiit. and another cover cut
close to the print of the lirst page, and paste
these over all. putting on the back cover first.

Now i)ut it under a press of some kind until

dry: then if you want to trim the edges, and
can't get to some printing-office where they
always have machines to do this work, clamp
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the edge tightly in a vise, with a smooth
straight-edged board between the jaws and the
paper, and with a sharp draw-knife you can
shave the solid paper almost as easily as wood.
But remember that I said, a sfuirp draw-knife.

If you have handy lingers, and follow these
directions carefully, I am sure you will turn out
a job you will be "proud of; in any event, you
will have your favorite Gleanings in a shape
to make reading and reference easy.
A good paste is gum tragacanth. softened in

pure water, with a few drops of spirits of cam-
phor or carbolic acid added, to keep it from
molding. It should have only enough water
to thoroughlv soften it. E. J. Baird.
Orlando, Fla.. Jan. 10.

[The method you describe is the same as that
used by professional book-binders on books
bound in paper, with the exception that they
employ machinery, and you make use of com-
mon simple tools in the possession of most bee-
keepers.]

PLANNING.

STUDYING OUT PROBLEMS IN BEE CULTURE
WHILE Yf)U .SHOULD BE LISTENING

TO THE SERMON.

I hardly know whether to say that planning
is one of the inalienable rights or one of the es-

sential requisites of a bee-keeper. I have
sometimes thought I should like to have eveiy
thing settled, so that I could know just what
was best to do in every thing, and have no
more studying or planning to do than a team-
ster hauling cordwood. But I don't know that
I'd be happy then. I"m afraid I'd be planning
how to have something else to plan about.
When do you do the most of j^our planning?

I think a great deal, if not the most of the
planning of bee-keepers, is done in bed. I

judge so from so often liearing them talk about
lying awake nights figuring over something,
and also from the amount of night planning I

have done myself. When is your best time for
planning? that is. when do you seem to do the
quickest and clearest work at making plans? I

don't think I can ans\v(n' that question so well
for others: but for myself, to be entirely candid
about it, my mind seems to be in the best shape
for it when sitting in church trying to listen to
a sermon. Please don't understand me as rec-
ommending that time for you to do your plan-
ning, nor even as saying that I ever deliberately
sit and consciously spend my time planning
through a whole sermon. Ordinarily I give the
sermon my whole attention; and I think my
pastor, if asked, would say that I was one of his
helpers by keeping my eyes steadily fixed upon
him. But suppose some bee-keeping problem
has been in my mind for several days. I've
been working hard upon it, sometimes "thinking
the answer just within reach, then linding my-
self overcome by some new difficulty. Satur-
day night finds me still working on it: and
after going to bed I keep turning it over in my
mind until I drop asleep. Perhaps I wake up
in the night, and the first thing that comes in
ray thoughts is that problem. Just then the
question comes, is it before or after 12 o'clock?
in other words, is it Saturday or Sunday? If

the clock doesn't happen to strike about that
time to settle the question. I conclude it's bet-
ter for me to go to sleep anyhow—if I can. If I

wake in the morning before it is time to rise, up
comes that problem: and after making an ef-
fort for some time to think of something else I

arise in self-defense and take to some good
reading. Then I get along perhaps all right

until I get to church and get settled to listen to
the sermon. Directly some word switches my
mind off upon a track that leads directly to
that problem, and. before I know it, I am chas-
ing it up full speed, and am surprised to see
how easily I can get over some of the difficul-

ties that "before seemed insurmountable. In a
minute I recollect myself with " Hold up,
there! I thought you were listening to the ser-
mon!'' and the re'ply comes, "Well, isn't it too
bad not to follow it up when following it up a
little further would finish it up, I feel pretty
sure, in nice shape?'' But I bring myself up
with a round turn, and, with perhaps an occa-
sional slip, let the problem alone till Monday
morning, when I am likely to find myself in
pretty good shape to handle it.

Now, I have a word of advice for the younger
members of the fraternity. You are likely to
do a great deal of planning, and more depends
on the quality than on the quantity of such
work. Don't decide, from what I have said,
that Sunday is a better day for planning than
any other. It isn't. Why, then, did it seem so
in my case? Simply because for a time my
mind had been kept free from that kind of
work, and was rested. If I should keep to work
right on through Sunday, the same result would
not follow. The point I wish to make is. that
you are not wise to hold your mind too closely
to any plan till it is too tired to work well.
Many a night I have lain thinking till too tired
and drowsy to think very much about any
thing, and then, having a sort of feeling that
the thing must be settled then and there, have
roused myself by a strong effort, only to find

tliat I was then simply wakeful, without the
power to do any good headwork.
On' the whole. I think you will be the gainer

to refuse resolutely to do any sort of planning
after you go to bed. Just for the time, you
may seem to lose by it, but not in the long run.
When you find your mind tired, stop, and go at
it some time again. Don't try to be too abstract
in your planning. If you are planning to do
something with a hive, don't tire yourself try-
ing to imagine how such and such things will
look when you have placed them so and so.

Get the things right before you and it will be
easier and better for you.
Before you do a great deal of planning, read

up what has been done by others in the past.

Not long ago a beginner showed me a house
which he had built for wintering bees, and ask-
ed my opinion about it. It was nicely built,

costing about STO.OO ; but if he had possessed
himself of the books a bee-keeper ought to
have, and also the back numbers of the leading
bee-journals, he would have seen that he had
nothing new or approved. C. C, Miller,
Marengo. 111., Jan. 17.

[Well. well, old friend: and is it really true
that you are fighting temptation so e.xactly
along the same line that I have been for some
time past? It has been one of the mysteries to
me, why my mind (or, rather, my ""planning
machinery") should always start with such
tremendous energy just as soon as Sunday
morning comes, and especially when the ser-
mon commences, I have a great many times
noticed that, when older people want to talk,

say at the breakfast-table, it is just the time
when the little ones, and perhaps the baby who
can not talk at all. begin their prattle; and I

have seen canary birds that would be as quiet
as you wish until somebody commenced conver-
sation, then they would almost split their little

throats in the effort, as it appeared, to drown
the conversation. The business of talking
seems to be infectious. Well, in studying the
matter ov'er it has occurred to me that thisinvol-
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uiitai y thinking machinery is lil<e the canaries
and the little honsehold prattlers. Just as soon
as something of importance is going on, it just
puts in its level best to be heard; and in this
matter of the worship of God I am sui-e that
Satan makes an cffoit to divert our attention
and to draw us away, if possible, from holy
things. He can not hear to see us take up the
Bible. He will keep us away from church
if he possibly can: and he will help us to make
all manner of excuses, and he does not give it

up even then. If he finds we are bound to go to
church any way. he follows up. keeps close at
hand, and just as soon as the man of God com-
mences something that is leally spiritual and
elevating, then he pushes in week-day trattic.

He holds up a thousand and om^ allurements to
draw us away, if it be a possible thing, from the
subject in hand, and to make us lose the great
spiritual truths that have been so carefullv
prepared to do us good. Many and many a
time I have with resolute will put away green-
houses and schemes for gardening during the
Sabbath. I have said to this planning machin-
ery. "Now. look here, you just shut up and
keep still. When it comes Monday morning
we will have a good timi- in working out these
problems, and pei'haps have a good time in put-
ting them in practice; but not another ivonl of
it on God's holy day." Why. I have sonu-times
even longed for ]\l6nday morning, that I might
plan and build with a cleai' conscience. When
Monday morning came, however, the thing
that looked so (uiticing during the sermon had
little or no attractions at all. and possibly it

was all dropped until another Sunday morning,
when it was sure to start out anew. Some-
times I have been foolish enough to follow
these plans out. at least somewhat on Sunday;
but they never turned out well. If we are to
enjoy God's spiritual gifts to the fullest extent,
we must obey his holy command, and forbear
not only physical but mental work on the Sab-
bath. I confess that I fcu'l more encoui-aged to
fight these battles wIumi I know that somebody
else has had tcmijtations along the same line;
and who knows but thei'e are others besides Dr.
Miller and myself among the readers of Gi.eax-
ix(;s who have like trials and temptations?
Let me say to such. " He not wearv." In the
7th chapter of Revelation we have the follow-
ing words: '• These are they which came out of
great tribulation, and have washed their robes,
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.
Therefore are they befoi-e the throne of (Jod.
and serve him day and night in his temple."]

MORE ABOUT THE HONEY FROM THE CACTI.

CACTI-BI.OSSOMS AS LARGE AS COWBELLS, AND
HONEY BY THE SPOONFUL.

In the Dec. 1st i.ssue of Gleanings, p. 8.')8,

under the heading of "One of the Cacti.'' Prof.
Cook asks, " Who will inform us in the matter?"
The i-eaders of (JLKANiN(iS would not. as a
whole, be any more than amused were I to
wi'ite up the cacti (the 31 varieties) of Ai'izona,
and the amount of honey secreted in the flow-
ers, from the fact that a true statement would
simply be taken as a wonderful exagijeration.
B. F. Johnson, of Tempe, now a i-i sident of
Mexico, tells me that the cacti m Mexico have
more honey than ours in Arizona. Mr. Editor,
you have long been acquainted with the pen
of Mr. Jolnison; and as to his truth and
veracity, I leave the readers of Gleanings to
judge, when he tells us that in Mexico some of
those cacti have a bloom as large as a cowbell,
and honey lying in that bloom till you can
gather it up with a teaspoon. It won't be long

before the readers of Gleanings will read.
" Pure cacti honey, from the deserts of Arizona,"
on the eastern market. But we expect trouble
in getting it on the markets, as it grains in the
bloom. It grains in the hive too: and when
yon people strike it in the condition of Yankee
maple sugar in the can, you will ci'y out. "Adul-
teration 1" But. buy just a little: try it; and
next time you will hunt the mark(!t for Arizona
cacti honey. Geo. K. Millek.
Tempe, Ariz., Jan. 11.

[Thank you, friend M. In passing through
Arizona, nothing, perhaps, interested me more
than the wonderful class of vegetation you have
mentioned. It was not the time of flowers when
I was there, but the fruits not only interested
me but i-efreshed me greatly. I looked over in
the direction of Mexico, and longed for liberty
to go down and investigate. Providiuice i)er-
milting. may be I shall some time have that
pleasui-e.]

SURPLUS ARRANGEMENT.

DOOLITTLK METHOD OF SECri:iN(;
HONEY.

As we go back ovei- the i)ast in memoi'y. we
can not help seeing the great strides made in
bee-keeping during the last thirty years. We
have many new things to-day that were hardly
thought of at that time, such as comb founda-
tion, the honey - exti-actor. (pieen - excluding
metal, etc.. which are often mentioned as the
"great advancements;" but it seems to me
that the improvements regarding some of the
things that wej'e used thiity years ago should
call forth our admiration fully as much as do
the many new things. I think, in no other one
thing has the advancement been any greater
than in our mode of taking comb honey. Thir-
ty years ago the smallest section, oi' honey-box.
as it was then called, held six poiuids of honey,
or thereabouts, the same having three combs.
Soon followed the two-comb box, then the one-
comb box. next the two-pound section, the 2}:^-

pound section, the one-pound, and finally from
the half-pound down to the Harinei' two-ounce
package, all coming in rapid succession, when a
want for any or all of these was felt. Well,
with the advent of sections came the want of
something to hold them, keep them clean, etc.;

and many have been the inventions for this
purpose, such as wide frames, single and double
tier; honey-racks, crates, T supers, etc.. all of
which have had their advocates. Aft<>r testing
inany of these different arrangements I decided
on the one-tier wide frames as being the best:
and in using them I adopted the jjlan known as
"side and top storage combined," with which I

was very successful for many years. I never
did like the tiering-up piaji. used so successful-
ly by many, for the ivason I'lat, in this locality,

it so often happened that tlie season would
close before many if any of the sections were
finished, leaving me with a large lot of unfin-
ished sections on hand, witli few if any com-
pleted for mai'ket. With the side and top stor-
age plan I could take the sections off the top as
fast as finished, raise the partly finished ones
from the sides to the top, and, by putting in
empty S(>ctions at tiie sides, keep the bees on
new work there and finishing it on top. When
the season drew toward a close, no more was
put in at the sides, and thus I had nearly all

the sections which were used duiing the season
finishi'd at the end of the honey harvest. In
this way remarkaiile results can be secured: in

fact. I do not believe there is any other plan
known whereby as much nice white comb hon-
ey can be obtained as by the above, where any
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one has the time to carry it out: but it requires
time and close attention to all of the minute de-
tails connected with it.

D(»OMTTI>I': S SUKPIA'S aki;ax(;ement.

While I sometimes think that enough more
honey can be obtained to pay for all this exti'a
tniuble. yet of late I have adopted a somewhat
ditfeient plan whereby nearly if not quite as
ranch honey can be obtained with much less
work: and for want of a better name I have
called it •• the lateral plan." Befoi-e adopting
this lateral plan I obtained and tried nearly
all of the different cases and supei'S in use. and.
after a careful testing of the whole. I came to
the conclusion that, taking all things into con-
sideration, this had moi'e advantages and few-
er disadvantages than any of the others. That
the reader may know just how the wide frames
are used by this plan I have had an engraving
of them made, so as to save the talk necessary
in telling them what I wish to.

My hives are all chatf hives, and I use on
each, when working for surplus honey, a queen

-

excluding honey-board, which extends out over
the chaff at either side of the brood -chamber,
so that I can put on from three to ten of these
wide frames, just as I wish. On most of my
hives I place five wide frames at the beginning
of the season, fixed and held together as shown
in the lower part of the cut. The center wide
frame contains sections with combs left over
from the previous season, used as "'baif" sec-
tions: and as these go directly over the center
of the brood-nest, the bees go to work in them
at once as soon as there is any honey coming in
from the fields. As soon as the bees get well to
work in these five wide frames I load my wheel-
barrow with wide frames, having sections filled

with foundation, as shown in the center of the
engj-aving. and. airiving at a hive. I unwind
the string from around the flat-headed nail,
shown at the left of the lower part of the en-
graving, which allows the coil-wii'e sj)ring to
assume the shape yon see them at the top part
of the cut. when the wide fi-ames can be han-
dled as I please. Instead of handling tliem as
some do. putting the added wide frames be-
tween the others. I simply take off the side
board and add wide frames to each side to the
amount needed, when the side boards are

placed back, the springs drawn to a strong ten-
sion, the strings wound a little more than one
turn around the nail-heads to hold them, when
I am ready to move on to the next hive. In a
week or so I start out in the same way again.
I now find from one to five frames of sections
finished, out of those put on at first, which are
taken off and the bees shaken off the four sec-
tions by taking hold of the ])rojecting ends of
the wide fi'ames. the same as they are shaken
off from a brood comb. The remaining wide
frames of unfinished sections are now drawn
together ovei" the center of the biood-nest.
when the necessary number of wide frames of
sections is added to each side. In this way I
keep working till the season begins to draw to-
ward a close, when, instead of adding more sec-
tions at the side, the unfinished ones are drawn
together, so that at the end of the season I
have no more unfinished sections than I wish
as bait-sections to commence the next year
with. In this way the bees are kept at work in
a natural manner, building their comb outward
all the while, and finishing their work at the
center, which has a tendency to reduce swarm-
ing, and give a greater yield of finished honey
than by any other method with which I am ac-
quainted. The iilan also allows of adjusting the
amount of suri)lus room to the wants or size of
the colony, so that no colony is discouraged by
too much surplus room being given at first, and
none ai'e crowded for want of room. It also
keei)s the wide frames drawn tight together at
all times, so that, as the lumps of propolis soft-

en with heat, which may be on the wide frames
or sections, the slack is always taken up: and
they can be tieied up by those who wish to
tier up. by sinii)ly making suitable slots in the
tops of th(> wide fi-ames. like those in the bot-
tom—reversed or handled as a whole, cost lit-

tle if any more than any good arrangement for
surplus comb honey: and as a whole it takes
no more time to prepare and manipulate them
and the sections than it does any other ./!rsf^

rhiN.s arrangement: while the sections are kept
almost entirely free from propolis. If the read-
er will refer to the upper part of the cut he will

see how the propolis trouble is obviated on the
outside of the outside tier of sections, where the
gi'eatest annoyance comes by way of propolis,
where the outside sections are clamped against
any flat surface. A rubber band or a wire, or
even a string, can be made to answer in place
of the springs: but as they cost only 25 cents
per dozen, and are so much better than any
thing else, they are much the cheapest in the
end. I still use 114-pound sections, the same
being two inches wide, and glass all my sec-

tions. This will help the reader to tmderstand
the cut better. As long as these 114-lb. glassed
sections find a ready sale in our Eastern mar-
kets at the same i)rice as one-pound sections
ttnglassed. I shall continue to use them: but I

am always ready to acce])t any real improve-
ment as soon as 1 find it out.

G. ]\L D()OI>ITTT,E.

Borodino. N. Y.. Feb., 181tl.

[Friend D.. you will, by your plan of work-
ing, get nicer honey than by the usual way of
letting the cases remain on the hive until they
are all sealed. But you will also have more
laboi'. I think, than by some of the other meth-
ods that do not give as nice a product. Then
the question is. "Does the extra price received
pay for the extra amount of work?"" For a
market that wants nice glassed sections, I am
inclined to think it does: and if yon can ar-

range things so as to maKe your way of taking
out all sections, as soon as finished, but little if

any expense, more than the other way. you cer-

tainlv are ahead. I believe the best results will
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also be obtained by having a spring, or some
equivalent, to constantly pull the sections (and
wide frames if they are used) tight up against
each other.]

THE SPIDER-PLANT.

If we could give'the appropi'iate colors to the
blossom and stem. "weDshould have a well-nigh
perfect representation of our common red clo-

NEW ENGKAVINGS FOU THE A B C OF BEK
CULTURE.

By Ernest R. Root.

While looking over the seed catalogue of one
of the prominent seedsmen, W. Atlee Burpee, we
ran across a very accurate engraving of the
spider-plant—the best representation that has
ever been made, so far as I know. As we arc
now revising the A B C of Bee Culture, making
new engravings and such other improvements
as will make the work more valuable, we con-
cluded to re-engrave it ; and for the benefit of
our journal readers I here submit it.

The bees on the wing, going to and from the
blossom, is characteristic of their behavior
toward the plant. But there is just one thing
that the cut does not show, and that is the little

drop of honey sparkling in the blossom, but
which the reduced size makes it impossible to
show.
Aside from being a honey-plant, spider-plant

is one of the most ornamental shrubs ever
placed in a flower-garden, and so advertised in

Burpee's catalogue. As we state in the ABC
book, it is not of sufficient value to a bee-keep-
er, however, to warrant planting them on a

COMMON HEX) CLOVEK.

ver. The stem has the usual characteristic
fringe of hairs, and the shape of the leaves is

also characteristic. It may seem to some of
our readers almost unnecessary to represent

any thing so common; but there are
>«t. places where even red clover does not

^^ grow, and for the benefit of the bee-

i(if
keepers who are unacquainted with it,

I am glad to show them what it looks
like. Perhaps I should remark that
peavine clover is just the same, only
the stems ai'e much longer.

CLEOME PUNGENS, OR Sr]I)Ell-ri,AXT.

large scale. But a few of them will adoni the
dooryard, and give you a chance to see liow
the bees fairly swarm upon the blossoms. Those
large crystal drops of nectar and the greed of
the bees'in the early morn, is a sight to behold.

RED AND WHITE CEOVER.

BF While I am about it, I might as well present
you with two engravings that we have adapted
for the A B C book.

WHITE CLOVER.

" f This engraving shows the most val-
uable of all honey-plants to the bee-
keeper. Without it, bee-keeping in the
United States and Canada would as-
sume hardly half its present propor-
tions ; and but for it we should be
without one of the finest honeys in the
world—the very finest, if we except the
alfalfa. Our artist, it seems, caught a

bee while in the act of appropriating the de-
licious nectar.

BASSWOOD, OR LINDEN.

By the by, we have also had another engrav-
ing of basswood made expressly for the A B C
book : and its importance as a honey-plant is

second only to the white clover as above.
Our artist, who was looking over some beau-

tiful plates in a standard work in one of our
public libraiies, accidentally ran across a rep-
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resentatioii of basswood. It was so accnratc
that we instructed him to copy it. as faithfully
as lie could, by a wood engraving, and we give
the result below.
The same thing is what the Canadians call

"linden." and we across the line, as a genei-al
rule, term it basswood. There is no difference,
but climatic influ-

ences have their ef-

fect upon it. Among
the hills of Yorl
State the leaves
assume mam-
moth pi'o-

portions.

not more plentiful than it is. It is one of the
main stays, where it grows, of the honey-pro-
ducer, and one of the most valuable woods in
manufacture. It will hardly do for outside ex-
posure to the weather; but it is admirably
adapted for packing-boxes, and is used in inv-

mensc quantities in the manufacture of furni-
ture, forming the bottoms and sides of
drawers, the backs of bureaus, dress-
ing-cases, etc., and it is also employ-
ed extensively in the manufacture of
paper; in fact, the envelopes that
are sent out from the Home of the
Honey-bees are said to be made from
basswood "pulp."

It has often been said that we ai'e

cutting off "our own noses in using it

for one-piece sections—that we are
"killing the goose*that lays the gold-

en egg." Well, it is true that
apiarian-supply dealers may
use quite a little; but still,

the amount that they
use is very insignifi-

cant in comparison
with that employed by

furniture mak-
ers, packing-box
concerns, and
paper-makers.T
After all, there

is one redeem-
ing feature. The
basswood is a

very rapid
grower. We
thought at
one time
that we had
used about
all the bass-
wood in this

I measured one,
you remember,
that was 14 in.

long. While this
leaf was among
the largest, yet
the leaves were, on the average, about
twice the size of those in our own locali-
ty. In Illinois I noticed that the bass-
woods seemed to be less thrifty than in
Ohio. The leaves seemed to b(^, smaller,
and the bark of the trees of a little

different appearance. The engraving
above represents quite accurately the
typical forms, however. The European vari-
ety has smaller leaves, and differs from Tilto
ADiericana in a .few other minor respects.

It is rather to be regretted that this tree is

section, to say noth-
ing of the enormous
quantities shipped
in from Michigan
and other States.
But somehow the
farmers are now
bringing in beauti-
ful nice white bass-
wood lumber; and
where they get it in

our viciuity is a sort

of puzzle to us. Our
superintendent, Mr. Warner, assures me that
at least some of this lumber is from a second
growth of trees that sprouted ten years ago
from the stumps of old trees—said trees having

AMERICAN BASSWOOD, OR LINDEN.
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been cut for us ten years ago. If basswood will
replace itself in ten or even twenty years, so
that it can be used again for lumber, there is

yet hope that it may continue to bless the bee-
keeper.
There is one thing certain—that basswoods

do not do nearly as well away from the shade
of other trees. In our basswood orchard there
are trees that are protected by some large oaks,
that made a growth from three to four times as
large as those out in the open Held. Those
trees that are in the shade of oui- factory are
much moj'e thrifty than those along the road-
side without the shade of buildings or of other
trees.

THE NEW YORK STATE BEE-KEEPERS'
VENTION.

NOTES, BY EKXEST.

CON-

On the morning of the first day it rained fu-
riously, and the streets of Albany were literally
puddles and streams of water—so much so that
it was very difficult for a pedestrian to make
his way from one point to another without get-
ting wet feet. When I registered at the Globe
Hotel I looked to see whether I could tind the
names of any bee-keepers I knew which were
recorded before mine, but nary a one. I was
afraid the large amount of rain the night pre-
vious would dampen the spirits of a great many
who possibly had thought of coming. In fact,

after breakfast I sat down in thp hotel and
waited for the bee-keepers to come in.

While thus employed, my thoughts reverted
to the time when, last fall, I had arrived at this
very same hotel after a bicycle run of 50 miles.
I came in, I remember, muddy, wet, and tired,

and my clothing was S(jmewhat torn by the ef-

fects of that bulldog encounter, an account of
which I have already given. For curiosity I

thought I would ascertain whether the clerk
remembered me. "Oh, yes I" said h(^; '• you are
the chap who came in so dilapidated from that
fifty-mile run through the mud from Durham. I

coiild not forget that."
He was very glad to see that I had survived

the journey, and inquired whether I expected
to take a similar run again.
"Never," I replied, '"over such roads, nor

through such mud, and, much les<, by the
house of the box-hive bee-keeper who owned
that ferocious bulldog.'"
After a pleasant chat with tlu^ clerk I asked

where to take the electric motor over to Troy.
"Just a couple of blocks down the street.'" A
ride on the electric car brought me to Troy. I

made a short visit with relatives, and then re-
turned to Albany and thence to Agricultural
Hall. I incjuired of the janitor where the bee-
keepers' convention was. He hadn't seen any
bee-keepers. He was told that they were to
occupy that hall, pointing to an unoccupied
room on the second floor. As I looked out on
the streets running with wat(>r. I concluded
that York State bee-keepei-s had l)ecome dis-
couraged—even the president and secretary.
Pretty soon, in came a gentleman, and after a
little I began to inquire whether /le knew any
thing about a 7)ec-convention in that building.
No. He had been looking for the same tiling

all the afternoon. We •' exchanged ouridi'Uti-
ty," as the Rambler puts it, and tell to talking
about bees, as to how they would winter, etc.

I am such a poor hand to remember names that
I can not now even remembi-r who he was. "At
any rate, I wonder what is going on in that
room down there," I said, pointing downstairs.
" I saw a couple of men go in a moment ago.'"

I inquired of the janitor, who said it was an
agricultural meeting. " I don't care very much
about agriculture,'' said I, turning to my friend.
" but let's go in and see what they are doing.''
Cautiously I (opened the door, and, presto! there
sat President Elwood in the chair, the secretary
at his table, and a whole convention of hee-
heepers. In various parts of the room were
familiar faces whom I first met on my bicycle
tour. My first thought was, "Why in the
world didn't you people have a sign out and let

folks know where you were?" I learned after-
ward that the place of meeting had been
changed to another- room—a room that had
previously been occupied by an agricultural
meeting; hence the janitor's mistake.

ARTIFICIAL PASTURAGE.

I aiTived just in time to hear the discussion
in regard to artificial pasturage. Among the
plants discussed were the Chapman honey-plant,
alfalfa, and sweet clover. The reports in re-
gard to the first named were not very favorable.
It seemed to be remarkable as a yielder of nec-
tar, but its difficult propagation renders it im-
practicable for bee-keepers at large. George H.
Ashmead had sown the Chapman honey-plant
seed broadcast by moonlight.

" Why did you do it after dark ?" some one
asked.
"Oh! I did not want everybody to know

what I was doing. It has not been called a bad
weed; but some folks, if they had seen me sow-
ing it, would have declared that I was sowing
something that would work mischief to the
farmers. But there was not one of those seeds
that ever came up."

Ml'. Thomas Pierce, of Gansevort, had tried
sowing sweet clover, but none of it came up.
Referring to the moonlight sowing, he banter-
ingly said he would have some compunctions of
conscience. That did not distress our 'friend
Mr. Ashmead at all. H(! sowed upon waste
places. He knew that the plant was not a bad
weed, and Ik^ was not going to give his neigh-
bors even a c/i((Nfr to think so. In regard to
sweet clover, he had seen dirt thrown from the
bottom of a well 30 feet deep, and sweet clover
and mustard started from it.

The discussion then turned to alsike. In
some parts of York State the fai'mei's were in-
troducing it, at the advice and suggestion of
bee- keep fs. In some cases they lik(^ it, and in
some they don't. Where they did not take to
it. it was ascertained that it grcnv up rank, and
then rotted and died. It was recommended by
some that it be sown with timothy or red clo-

ver. It is then not ai)t to lodge, and it makes
a fine growth. Testimony was not wanting, to
the effect that it is a splendid honey-plant—su-
perior to ordinary whit(^ clover; and. as some-
body said. " Bees work on it iinmensi'.'"

George H. Ashmead said that the farmers
were going hack on alsike in his locality. They
complain that tliere is no after, or second
growth. He thought that, if he could giit them
to sow it eaily enough, they would have two
crops. Another thin^,^ farmers comi)lain that
alsik'e turned their liutter whitf. They had
tried it. pasturing their cows two week's on al-

sike and two weeks on white clover. The al-
sike, every time, they reported, would turn the
butter white. When cows were pastured on
common red clover the butter resumed its nat-
ural color. But t\)<'Vo was one strong point;
and that was. that alsike hay will not give
horsi'S the lieaves as does rcKl clover. Alsike
has no fine fuzz tiiat rattles down through the
hay.

J. C. Stewart sells alsike seed to farmers, and
distributed Mr. Newman's alsike ]iamphlets;
and he discovered that the pamphlets helped to
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sell for him a good deal of the seed, besides giv-
ing him a little larger percentage of honey.

It was generally agreed, that, whei'e farmers
do use it. they regard it as the finest hay In the
world. Mr. West said that his cattle would
paw through the snow to get at it—a thing
they would not do for any other clover or veg-
etation.
Referring to the scattering of seeds by the

roadside or upon other waste places. President
Elwood thought, as a matter of expediency and
abstract right, we should be careful not to scat-
ter upon the lands of others. We have a per-
fect right to do it on our own gi'ound.
Somebody asked why clover seemed to yield

honey at some times and not at others. Mr.
W. L. Coggshall said that, if the atmosphei-e is

right, we get honey: but if not, we do not.
that's all.

EvcniiKj Scssidii, First Day.

The matter of the use and abuse of founda-
tion was brought up. Some argued that we
were using too much, and that only starters,
even in the brood-frames, were more profitable.
There were not wanting others who insisted'

that they wanted full sheets every time. Mr.
Ashmead thought that a good deal depends on
how we work the bees, and the time of year in
which the foundation was built out.

WIinXG FOUXDATIOX.

As is usually the case, a good many wired
their combs and they could not get along with-
out it; and a good many did not wire, and
could not see the need of it. The latter, as a
general rule, seemed to be those who do not
move their bees very much. W. E. Clark w iied
his frames horizontally. I asked him how it

could be done, and not have the combs wavy.
W. L. Coggshall replied by saying, "Don't
stretch the wires too tight."
Our genial friend Mr. J. VanDeusen, of

vSprout Brook. N. Y.. who turns out that beau-
tiful flat-bottomed foundation, was present,
and he was called upon. He did not see the
need of wiring .f;v((/if.s' at all: but he would use
the light-weight brood foundation wired—that
is. wii-ed in the foundation. This prevents all

sagging, and his customers, as a general rul(\
seem to be pleased. I noticed that a good many
nodded assent, and I was surpri-sed that theie
were so many large bee-keepeis who use the
flat-bottomed article. They like it, and prefer
it to the natural base.
The discussion finally tnrned as to how to

fasten foundation into sections. Almost every
bee-keeper had a little different method, and
/lis method, of course, was the best. After re-
solving it down. I found that the methods of
all could be classed under two heads—those
who use the melted-wax plan, and those ^^ho
use a machine whereby tlie edge of the founda-
tion is pressed into the wood. W. E. Clark, of
smoker fame, had bought one of Bro. Roofs
(Jray machines. He liked it very much. He
subsequently purchased one of his improved
Clark machines, and that was very much bet-
ter yet. This machine was simply perfect, and
with it he could put in foundation as fast as he
could count.
Mr. Thomas Pierce. N. D. West, and quite a

number of others, used the melted-wax plan,
and they could do it very rapidly. They did
not see the need of any machine to do it witli.
They just dipped the edge of the foundation
into some melted wax. and then quickly set
it right down in the section. Mr. Chai'Ies Stew-
art had used both the improved Clark ma-
chine and the melted-wax plan. He had got
well used to both ways, but preferred the
melted-wax method. He could do it a good

deal faster and a good deal better. George H.
Ashmead and several others nodded assent.
Some one asked whether the three-cornered

starter was as good as full sheets. W. E. Clark
answered that climbers," as they are called,
are not as apt to be built clear out to the edges
of the sections as full sheets of foundation.
There seenud to be a general agreement on
this point.

Morninij Session, Jan. 24.

•• Shallow versus deep brood-chambers: nar-
row spacing and fixed distances." was the topic
of a paper by ^Ir. Noah D. West. " Narrow
spacing." he said. '• is something less than \y,
inch. We want that spacing that will give us
the most brood." His expei'ience was in favor
of 1?8'. As to bee-space, j^ has the preference:
but he admitted that he had burr-combs, and
had to use honey-boards.

"DO AVE AVANT FIXED DISTANCES?"
"Yes, sii'," said he; and he gave me a sly

twinkle as he peered over the edge of his paper.
Twenty years ago he began using the Quin by-
frame hive. He now uses ordinary hanging
frames spaced with wire nails driven into the
sides: and on some accounts he liked them very
much, but they wei'e unhandy for extracting.
He exhibited a modification of the Hoffman
frame wnich he preferred. This had straight
tob-bars, and the end-bars were enlarged to-

ward the top. As to deep frames, the bees did
not breed up soon enough in the spring. He
referred to the fact that he was obliged to use
a honey-board on account of burr-combs: but
he would like to dispense with it, as he ob-
served that be(is did not enter the sections as
readily as when they were out.
Seveial intimated, at the close of this paper,

that the )eab.on he had burr-combs was be-
cause his bee-space was too large. Mr. Sco-
tield said, "Use a top-bar one inch wide, with
a bee-space above -j*,; inch, and you will have no
burr-combs." Sevej-al others put in that they
wanted

-i*;
sffnif.

As to tlie matter of deep or shallow frames, a
considerable number seemed to prefer the
Quinby depth, although there were not want-
ing those who thought they could do just as
well with the L. frame, one of them being
prominently Mr. Scotield. Mi-. Elwood had
been around considerably in the spring of the
year. His observation was. that bees were do-
ing their best on the deep frame. They would
winter just as well on the L.. but they would
not breed up (jnite as well as they would on the
Quinby depth. Mr. Coggshall said the reason
was. deej) frames have more honey in them:
and this honey is directly over the bees, not oft"

at one end. Ttie moie honey over the bees the
better they will breed.
Mr. Ashmead thought the bees bred equally

well in deep and shallow frames, but he prefer-
]-ed the L.. for the bees go into sections earlier:
and I noticed that several nodded assent to
this. As to fixed frames, there did not seem to
be very much disagreement on this point. Most
of the bee-keepers present seenunl to prefer
them. Mr. W. L. Coggshall. an exti'acted-hon-
ey man. and one of the largest bee-keepers in
the State, however, does not use them and does
not want them, neither does Mr. Thos. Pierce.
Quite a number testified in favor of the Hoff-
man fiame. and there were not wanting those
who prefeired the (Quinby. But there was one
man in the convention. Mi'. A. E. Woodward,
of Grooms Corners. N. Y.. who had used ;.'(X)0

Hoffman frames, and had now discarded them
all for the plain loose hanging T^. frame. Quite
a number looked over toward me with a comi-
cal twinkle in their eyes, as much as to say.
"There, young man, how does that strike
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you ?" I asked our friend why ho discarded
them. One reason was, tlie bees would propo-
lize in between the uprights. Another reason,
the brood did not seem to be built out along
where the end-bars began to enlarge toward
the top. I then called upon several of the
closed-end-lVame people, and asked them if

they had had any trouble about brood being
built out the length of the end-bars. They had
experienced no such trouble. Another reason
why our friend had discarded them was be-
cause he could not alternate the frames. Again
I called for the testimony of the closed-end and
Hoffmen men. Neither had they experienced
this trouble. But for all this, 1 am very glad
to give this testimony right here, because it

shows that not every one will be pleased with
the Hoffman frame; and I hope that some of
the enthusiastic admirers of them—those who
have not yet tried them—will be a little slow in
giving them too extensive a trial.

I would say right here, by way of parenthesis
that I do not want any of our friends to think
I do not welcome adverse testimony to some of
my "'pet ideas,"" as some might call them. I

am exceedingly anxious that both sides shall
come ou t.

Somehow or other this matter of cellar ver-
sus outdoor wintering came up. Mr. Ashmead
said, that, with an apiary of 100 colonies, he
could save, by wintering in the cellar, from .500

to 700 lbs. of stores. I told Mr. Ashmead, that.
If he lived in a locality where the winters are
rather more open, he would not notice this dif-
ference in results. In cold localities there is

quite a saving in wintering in the cellar. In
warmer localities, say in about the latitude of
our own, the difference is not very great: al-
though I have noticed that there is a slightly
less consumption, even in Medina, of stores per
colony, in the cellar.

A paper from Dr. Tinker was read, on the
subject,

" ARE WE READY TO ADOPT A STANDAltD FOR
THE AMERIC'AX ITALIAN BEE ? IF SO, WHAT

ARE THE DE.SIRABLE C'HARACTEI!-
isTirs ?"

Taking it all in all, the matter was well con-
sidered. The doctor alluded to the fact that,
up to the present time, the three yellow bauds
seemed to be the only standard of purity for
Italians. But Cyprians and albinos have come
in; and for their crosses we need a little differ-
ent standard. But little has been said of the
color of the hair. The doctor thought the best
strains have white hair. The white hair shows
black blood with the bad weeded out. The
yellow hair shows that the pure Italian blood
has the pi'edominance. He called attention to
the fact that, in making exhibits of choice
bees, the judges have no standard from which
to make their awards of premiums, and he rec-
ommended that the association adopt some
standard.
W. E. Clark is one of those dry jokers in con-

ventions, and generally makes a pretty good
point. He thought it might be all well enough
to make a standard for show: but what he
wanted was bees i'ov business. He had a cat at
home that he would not ti-ade for any ten other
cats he ever saw. She is a splendid mouser,
and kept the premises clear of the rodents; but
a very homely cat was she, and neither had she
any distinctive markings or tine pencilings.
He also had an old speckled hen that he would
not trade foi- any othei- hen he ever saw. Sh(^
was a cross between several other strains; but
she would beat any well-marked pure-blood in
egg-laying that he ever had. He also had
some bees that were splendid workers, but they
were not very fancy in color. " This standard

business," said he. "is just for exhibition.
These standard hens and standard cats and
standard bees, with just so many shades or
markings, do not amount to very much for bus-
iness.'"

Mr. Knickerbocker agreed, and further said
he had carefully tested these golden-yellow
bees. The honey that they gathered "had a
water-soaked aiii)ea ranee, and he thought they
were not as good workers as his leather-colored
strains. He emphasized the point that he
preferred bees for business.
Mr. Elwood and Mr. Hershiser. however, in-

sisted that it was necessary to adopt a standard
for cxhibitinit purposes, and that Dr. Tinker's
point was well taken. Mr. Elwood said that,
if he ordered an Italian bee, and got a hybrid,
he would be disappointed. He wanted to get
just what he ordered, as to markings, no mat-
ter whether the hybrid would be a good deal
better bee for business than the regulation
three-banded Italians or not. Our judges at
honey shows he thought should have some
standard whereby they can mark the bees. As
it is, there is a good deal of complaint in regard
to the way bees are awarded premiums by the
judges.

Afternoon. Second Day.

We first listened to a paper by President El-
wood. It discussed the poor season, and its

causes. A full crop of honey, as a general
thing, means a good crop of grain. The fertil-

ization of blossoms by bees is certainly necessa-
ry. As to out-apiaries, we should be a little

cautious about advising everybody to start
them. If a small business does not yjay, then a
larger one will not. There are some who have
a capacity for running a series of apiaries, and
there are others who have a capacity for run-
ning only one small apiary, and sometimes
poorly at that. He lamented the fact of raw
sugar having been placed on the free list, and a
bounty of two cents a pound being paid on all

produced at home. He was not certain just
what effect this would have on the honey-
trade, but he thought it would work injury.
Bakers and confectioners had been using cheap
honey, but now they would be likely to use
sugar. He thought there was a need of bee-
keepers adopting some sort of trade-mark, and
that the Honey-producers" Exchange should by
all means be continued. The Honey vStatistics

in Geeaxings had been sent out free, and had
rather conflicted with the operations of the
Honey-producei's" Exchange, whose bulletins
were sent out to mc^mbers only. As to the Co-
lumbian Fair, the bee-keepers of New York
should make some arrangement to make an ex-
hibit; but if the manag(;rs were to open it on
Sunday he recommended that the bee-keepers
of York State let it severely alone. I was pleas-
ed to notice the general assent to this point,
shown in the faces of those present. The dis-
cussion of the paper was not brought up at
that time, but it was considered later in the
form of committees.

Evening Session, Second Day.
The evening session was given over to the

commission men. and two papers were I'ead.

Both were so valuable and so vital that I am
glad to give them entire—not that the other
papers in the convention were less valuable,
but because the commission men have had but
comparatively little to say to the honey-pro-
ducers. The tirst paper, by F. B. Thurber him-
self, was read by a representative of the great
firm of Thurber, Whyland & Co., of New York.
It is as follows:

THE IXFI.VEXCE OF FREE SUGAR ON THE fON-
SUMI'TION OF HONEY.

After April 1st next, the present duties on
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foreign sugar, whicli average 2^4 cents pei-

pound, will no longer be imposed, and a bounty
of 2 cents per pound will be given to domestic
producers of sugar, which includes the cane
sugar of Louisiana, the sorghum and beet sugar
of the Western States, and the maple sugar of
the East. This will undoubtedly stimulate
production in these lines, increase the supply of
sugar, and largely decrease the price, although,
with low prices, consumption will be larger,

and there will be doubtless more or less fluctua-
tions in price, due to this cause.
Just how much lower sugars will be on the

1st of April than they are at the present time.
it is impossible to say: but probably not less

than I'o cents a pound, or. say. about 4n cents
a pound for granulated sugar at wholesale.
What influence the cheapness of other sweets

will have upon the consumption of honey, is a
difficult thing to estimate. Honey is an article

distinctive in character, appearance, and flavor.

People who are accustomed lousing honey want
honey and will have it, unless prices should be
held at exorbitant figures: but as cheap sugar
will undoubtedly stimulate the production and
consumption of attractive fruit-preserves in this
country, just as it has in England, and the
manufacturers of these preserves will undoubt-
edly continue to advertise and push them, it

will have some influence on the consumption of
honey.

I would advise a continuance of the same in-
telligent study of the business that bee-keepers
have given it in the past. I know of no line of
business that has received more careful or stu-
dious attention than your business has during
the past few years. Every suggestion made by
distributors of your product, tending to make
it more attractive and convenient for consum-
ers, has been met. and the little busy bee has
been educated to work in a form calculated to
extend the consumption of his product.

I have always felt much interest in ajiicul-

ture: and the" Thurber - Whyland Company,
of which I am president, will be glad to do all

in its powei- to forward your interests. With
regards and best wishes. 1 remain

Faithfullv vours.
New York, Jan. 'iO. 1891. ' F. B. THritBEK.

The second one was read by Mr. Segelkin
himself, and is as follows:

SHIPPING AND GRADING HONEY.
Mr. President (ind Gentlemen: — I welcome

this opportunity with great pleasure, and will
describe, as definitely as possible, wliat our
market deuutnds. It is certainly to the interest
of the producer to put his product on the mar-
ket in the most attractive and salable style:
and we. as the sellers and distributors, are nat-
urally in a position to know exactly the wants
of our market. Receiving comb honey in large
quantities from all the honey-producing cen-
ters throughout the country', we get it in all
styles and shapes, and. in many instances, we
find there is room for vast improvement and
changes. In these days of sharp competition
in nearly all the branches of industry, it has
been found necessary to put the goods on the
market in very attractive style. Tiiis is mainly
the case with all kinds of food products, such
as canned goods, preserves, etc.. all of which are
handsomely labeled: and those which are put
up neatest will find the quickest sale. The
consuTni'r will always buy that which looks the
most appetizing. As these facts can not be
denied on staple goods, it is all the more neces-
sary to use the utmost care in putting up comb
honey in the most attractive style, because this
is regarded as a luxury—if not altogether, cer-
tainly to a very large extent.

We give due credit to a large number of our
shippers who are up to the times, and who put
their honey up in first-class style. Their goods
always find ready sale at the highest market
prices. If they do not sell their product out-
right, they are sure of receiving returns within
a short time, and need not fear having their
honey carried for months or carried over the
entire season. We very often receive comb hon-
ey which is put u]) in bulky, awkward crates,

not even glass on the side of the crates, the
combs built without separators, so that it is al-

most impossible to take the combs from the crate
without injuring them. Such goods do not com-
pare favorably with first-class ones. They find

but slow sale, and prices have to be shaded con-
siderably to move it off. Still, these shippers gen-
erally expect highest prices, and are very often
dissatisfied and disappointed with the returns,
when the fault lies with themselves only.

SINGI,E-TIEK CRATES KECOMMENDED: MARKING
WEIGHTS.

For one-pound sections we recommend a sin-

gle-tier crate holding 24 or 25 sections. While
we are not opposed to the doubh^-tier crate, we
believe the single-tier is the more desirable—at
any rate, for unglassed honey. If some of the
combs in the upper tier start to leak, they will

drip over the combs in the bottom tier and soil

the whole crate.
We often receive comb honey which is not

weighed at all. Others have only the gross
weight marked on the crate. Again, others
have gross and tare, but not the net weight;
and. again, some is marked in such small and
faint figures that the marks are scarcely legible.

We received one lot this season in paper boxes,
which we supposed was not weighed, as it did not
bear any marks, nor could we find any marks as
to the grade of the honey. To determine which
was first and second grade white and buck-
wheat we started to open up the crates. Un-
der the cover we found a slip of paper, stating
the quality and weight. What the shipper's
reason was for putting the marks under the
cover, we are unable to say. No doubt he
thought it the right way to do.
Very often the shi])pers will figure the weight

down to ounces, and mark the crate, for in-
stance. '-Gross. 28:06: tare, 4:04: net. 24:02.

'"

These two ounces we have to throw off every
time: in fact, in some cases we are compelled
to throw off quarters in order to effect a sale.

All this can be and should be avoided by the
shii)per by simply changing some of the combs,
until the ci'ate will weigh an even pound or
half-pound: and by doing so he will receive
pay for every ounce of honey. We would rec-
ommend putting o)ily the net weight in plain
figures on the end of the crate.
For glassed or unglassed honey we advise the

use of heavy paper in the bottom of tlie crates,

turned up about half an inch on the four sides.

If some combs should be broken down, this will

prevent the honey from leaking through the
crate. In addition to this it would be advisable
to lay strips of wood about '4 inch thick on the
paper, from side to side, for the combs to rest

on. This will prevent the honey which has
leaked down from broken comos from soiling
the good combs. Of course, it is not necessary
to go to this trouble when the honey is shipped
in paper boxes.

PAPER BOXES FOR COMB HONEY: FOLDING
.STYLE NOT RECOMMENDED.

For a paper box we recommend those now
used by nearly all the largest producers, who
use a paper box called, we believe, the original
Scofield box. of which you will find samples on
exhibition. It is made of heavy pasteboard,
and is strong enough to prevent breakage unless
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the honey is handled unusually rough. This
box is the best e\er adopted, and has the pref-
erence in our market. We receive honey in
many other styles of paper boxes, but none of
them take as well. Take the folding box, for
instance, which is also largely used, and made
of light ])aper inst(>ad of pasteboard. These
boxes are not strong enough, and the majority
of them will tear by trying to take the combs
out of them. You can convince yourselves by
samples on exhibition.
Where honey is put up in paper boxes we

would advise using a single-tier crate holding
24 sections 5 by .). The middle section on each
side of the crate should be glassed, tt) slu)W the
<iuality of the honey. Honey put up in this
style, clean white crates, and boxes neatly la-

beled, will always sell at highest prices.

WHAT PKOPORTIOX OF COMB HONKY SHOI'LD
BE GLASSED AND PITT TN PAPEH BOXES?

The next important question is. " What part
of the honey should be sent to market in paper
boxes—glassed or unglassed?" Up to last year
we have said, about one-third of each kind, as
the demand was about equally divided. We
now say, .50 per cent glassed, 30 per cent paper
boxes, and 30 per cent unglassed. as nearly as
we are able to estimate. During the season of
1889 we had more demand for glassed honey
than for unglassed or paper boxes. We thought,
that perhaps that year was an exception: but
we have had more calls foi' glassed lioncy this
last se.ason than the year before, and the de-
mand for the same is fast increasing. We could
not nearly til! ordei's this year, and could have
sold thousands of ci'ates moi'e. We tried to
substitute paper boxes and unglassed honey,
but the trade \\ould not hav(* it in place of the
glassed honey. We are of the opinion tnat this
demand for glassed honey will be permanent,
and we would therefore advise pi'oducers to
glass more of their honey.

GLASSED HOXEY KECOMMEXDEI).

It is certainly more profitable to glass the
honey tlian to shij) it unglassed oi' in paper
boxes. The producer receives the piice of hon-
ey for ev(;ry ounce of glass; besides, glassed
honey will bring better prices than unglassed,
and as good a price as pajjer boxes. The reason
why glassed honey has the preference seems to
be that the I'etailer can take every comb fi'om
the crate and make a handsome disijjay of it.

This, of course, can also be done with the papei'
boxes, but the glass will show up every comb.
The dust can not settle on the honey, and the
glass will prevent curious and inquisitive cus-
tomers from sticking their fingers in the comb.

KIND OF SECTIONS TO BE USED FOU G1>ASSED
AND UNGLAS.SED GOODS.

Next comes the kind of section to be used.
For unglassed oi' papi'r boxes, it does not mat-
ter which one is used—nailed, dovetailed, or
one-piece section. Foi' glassed honey we should
say the nailed or dovetailed section is the most
desii'able, as the one-piece section does not seem
to be strong enough to be glassed. Some pro-
ducers will fasten the glass to the section with
small tin tags: othei's witli snutll wire nails:
and, again, others will glue them. Any one of
the methods will answer the purpose, if proper-
ly done. If glued, a glue should be used which
will stick and hold the glass to the section.
We sometimes receive shipments of glassed
honey glued: and, as soon as touched, the glass
will fall from the combs, and very often hurt
the sale of the honey.

PKOPEI! AVEKJHT OF SECTIONS.

Another item of great importance is. to have
th(! sections weigh not over one pound each, but

less if possible. Our market demands light
weights at all time.s, be the honey glassed, un-
glassed. or in paper boxes. The two latter gen-
ei'ally weigh a little less than a pound, while
glassed sections, in many cases, will weigh over
a pound, especially if the standard section is

used. 4^4 x4i4Xl9:(. We would advise i)roducers
to cut down the section in width and adopt a
nariower one, say 4i4x4!4Xl,io or even U4 : so,

when glassed, the section will not weigh over
14 to 16 ounces. Heavy sections are generally
rejected, and we find it slow work in moving
them off.

GRADING HONEY.
We would call your special attention to the

grading of the honey, which is as important a
question as any of the former, and in which not
too much care can be taken. Very often we re-
ceive honey which is not properly graded, and
off grades mixed in with the first grade, and
marked. "Not white honey." The outside
combs will appear all right: but inside of the
crate will be the poorei- grade.
We can not take the trouble to open and ex-

amine every crate and comb. l:>ut have to rely
on the shipper, and go by the mai'k and the
appearance of the crate. We sell and ship the
honey: and the first thing we know, the party
who bought it will complain about the quality,
and hold the honey subject to our order. Here
we have the alternative, either to have the
honey shipped back to us or make an allowance
satisfactory to the buyer. This is certainly not
very pleasant. It hurts our reputation, and we
are apt to lose that customer. Not only this,

but the shipper is also dissatisfied, as generally
he expects the highest market prices, and often
will not admit that the honey was not properly
graded, while no one but himself is to blame.
All this can be avoided if the honey is properly
graded.

TWO GRADES OF WHITE HONEY'

are sufficient for our market. For a fancy
white, selec* only what is fancy white. For a
second grade, or fair white, take combs that
are stained, or a trifle off in color, and combs
scantily tilled aiound the edges. Any combs
mixed with dark or buckwheat honey should
not be put in with the second-grade white.
Such honey can not be sold for wliite, and will
not sell for more than buckwheat; in fact, a
straight buckwheat finds readier sale than mix-
ed honey. It should be crated by itself, and
marked accoi'dingly.

TWO-POUND SECTIONS.

Our market demands a limited quantity of 3-

Ib. sections. About 10 per cent of the hoiiey we
receive is in 3-1 b. sections, which is sufficient to
.supply the demand. These should be glassed
altogethei'. and put in single-tier crates holding
from 13 to 1.5 combs.

KEGS AND BARRELS IN.STEAD OF SQUARE TIN
CANS.

For extracted honey, basswood, white clover,
or buckwheat, we prefer a keg of about 1.50 lbs.:

half-barrels of about .300 lbs., or even bari'els of
.500 lbs., whichever can be obtained cheape.st.

We would not advise the use of (iO-lb. sqiuire
tins as used exclusively in Califoi-nia. Our
trade is accustomed to tlie wooden jjackages for
all kinds of northern, eastern, western, and
southern honey, and we see no necessity for a
change. The cans are more expensive than
kegs or half-barrels; the honey in cans will not
sell for any higher price, consequently nothing
can be gained.

COMB HONEY AI-WAYS BY FREIGHT, AND WHY.
I should like to make a few remarks yet re-

garding the shipping of honey. Comb honey
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should be shipped by freight altogether. Some
of the bee-keepers seem still to think that comb
honey must be sent by express only, believing it

to carry safer. This is entirely wi-ong. Honey
is carried just as safely, if not more so. by
freight—at least this has been our experience.
Owing to the short crop last season we received
a large number of small shipments by freight,

ranging from 10 to .50 crates each, and we had
bat two or three lots which arrived broken
down more or less. In one of these cases the
shipper wrote us afterward that the honey had
already leaked when he took it to the depot.
"We reship it in lots of all sizes, often in single

crates, and very seldom have a complaint. So
far as the responsibility is concerned, all of

them — the railroad, steamboat, and express
companies—will take comb honey only at own-
er's risk, and will i^ot listen to any claim if the
honey has been broken down while in ti'ansit.

Why", then, pay the expivss companies three
times the rate of freight lines? We would ad-
vise bee-keepers to load the honey in the car
themselves, properly protected. If this is done
they may feel s;ure that the honey will ai-rive at
destination in good order, under ordinary cir-

cumstances.
Anothei' point we should like to call your at-

tention to: namely, comb honey should be ship-
ped in the original crate only. We received
one lot of honey from CeiUi'al New York this

season, where the shipper had gone to work
and crated six or eight original crates into one
Utnjc crate. This certainly was too heavy a
packag(> to be handled with care. and. no doub*.
received rather rough handling. What was
the result? We received the honey all broken
down, and the shipper was out from 4 to fi cents
a pound—a sad lesson indeed.

BEST TIME TO GET GOOD PKICES.

Last, but not least, when is the I'ight time to

ship comb honey to market? We have always
advised early shipping—during September and
the first ]jart of October. Our experience
teaches us that the early shippers obtain best
prices, and get quickest returns, be the crop
large or short. In all our experience we have
never known the market to advance during
November and December: but it usually de-
clines as the season passes.
One woid for ourselves. We have now been

in the honey business six years, and flatter our-
selves that" we have the" confidence and good
will of nearly all bee-keepers througliout the
country who have intrusted goods to our caie.
We always endeavor to obtain as good prices
for consigned goods as if they wei'e our own.
and make prompt ivturns, and I think there are
many here who will bear me out in the asser-
tion." We wish to tender our thanks to our pa-
trons (many of whom I recognize on this floor)

for past favors, and respectfully solicit a con-
tinuance of your patronage in the future.

Henry SsciELKEX.
for Hildreth Bros. i<: Segelken.

New York. .Ian.. 1891.

A lively discussion followed the reading of

these papers, in which both honey-producers
and commission men joined. For my own part
I was greatly surprised that there was such a

demand in the New York markets for glassed
sections of honey; and after the discussion Mr.
Elwood arose and said we should be very care-
ful about going to extremes. It would not be
best for us, as bee-keepers, to glass all oiu- hon-
ey next season. It would make a glut in the
market. The wisest thing was to glass a cer-

tain amount of it. put a certain amount in pa-
per cartons, and a certain amount in 3-lb. sec-

tions. What we bee-keepers need to avoid is a

glut in the market in any one style of package.
As an example, several bee-keepers had. at the

advice of Mr. Wright, put their buckwheat
honey into %-\h. sections—these sections being
considei'ablv taller than wide. The result was,

they glutted the market with that kind of sec-

tion": and at this, several bee-keepers nodded
assent. A couple of years ago the New York
market demanded unglassed sections, and all

bee-keepers produced and sent to market that

kind. The I'esult was. that the glassed brought
a higher price. And. furthermore. Mi-. Elwood
said that the Western market would not use

glassed sections, while the New York market
would. A great deal of oui- honey goes west,

and we must be careful to put it up in such
shape that a part of it will be salable anywhere.
As \o the effect of low pi'ices in sugar. Mr.

Segelkin. like Mr. Thurber. did not anticipate

that it was going to affect the honey-trade
seriously.

Forenoon, Third Day.

REE -ESCAPE.S—THEIR ^^SE AND BENEFITS.

An essav that should have been sent in on
this subject did not appear: but George H.
Ashiuead said that his bees were near the high-

wav—too near, indeed, to be pleasant to the

passers-bv. But latelv. by the use of bee-es-

capes, he could take off every pound of honey
without anv disturbance whatever. He uses

them for both comb and exti'acted honey.

I was not present at all of the morning ses-

sion, and hence mv note-book has not much re-

garding it. The afternoon session was brief,

and simplv took up matters of business.

Although there had been heavy rams, I

counted at lea*t a hundi'ed in attendance at

one of the sessions. For practical discussion on
important themes. I do not know that I ever at-

tended a better convention. Outside of Cali-

fornia, the State of New York. I heUeve. has

the largest and most extensive bee-keepers in

the United States if not in the world: audi
tell vou it is a great pleasure to take the hand
of those who count their colonies by the hun-
dreds, and, I might almost say, by the thou-

sands.
. , -.

I told the members of the convention that 1

had a warm spot in mv heart for all York State

bee-keepers. And now that I have returned

home, that spot is a good deal warmer yet. I

shall not soon forget mv pleasant memories on

the bicvcle tour, and the renewal of acquain-

tances "at that convention.- I am doubly glad

now that the- North American is to be held in

Albanv. and that its jiresiding officer is to be

P. H. Elwood. I anticipate that its next meet-

ing is going to be one of the grandest bee-con-

ventions ever held in the United States. The
last meeting of the North American was an ex-

cellent one: and. unless I am very much de-

ceived bv indications, the one yet to take place

in Albany will eclipse them all.

SOCIAL CUSTOMS, ETC., IN SINGAPORE.

ANOTHER GLIMPSE FROM BRO. MUNSON. OF
CHRIST'S CAUSE IN HEATHEN EAXBS.

Dear Mr. i?oof.—Many days and months
have passed since mv last letter. I have long

waited for time, but time hasn't waited for me;
so if I don't "take time by the fetlock'' (since

I've not taken him by the forelock) I fear that

18W will die by without a single letter written

to you.
This has been a very busy and important

year to this mission; and. having all its inter-

ests to attend to, I have had to let many a let-

ter go unanswered, many an interesting book
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unread, and many a pleasant acquaintance un-
cultivated, for the King's business requires
haste.
In my last, about the Indian money-lenders,

I used an unfortunate expression when I said
the Chitty was "' soulless, ov as near it as he
could well be." The meaning I intended to
convey was, " merciless, pitiless." He has ini-

doubtedly a soul for which Chj'ist died, that is

capable of being transformed into the likeness
and image of Jesus Christ.
In the picture I send you this time you behold

one of the institutions of the East, and just in
front of it a sample of one of the institutions of
this world—the former a jinricksha, the latter
an almond-eyed inhabitant of the land of Si-
nlm, or In, common parlance, a " heathen Chi-

a considerable revenue to tlie government. The
chief means of public conveyance here is the
hackney carriage and the jinricksha. It costs
but Hve cents to go a mile in one of the latter,
and you can ride to your own doorstep at that.
They are much more comfortable than the
hackney carriages, and four times cheaper.
In Hong Kong and other towns in China,

they are beautifully finished, and are used by-
gentlemen of every rank. Here they are pat-
ronized chiefly by the native community and
Europeans.
Every vehicle is licensed. A 'ricksha pays

one dollar a year, and a hackney carriage one
dollar and a half. The municipality registers-
both the carriage and the driver. You will see
a number on the side of the 'ricksha in the

THE .IINIUCKSIIA, THE COOLY, AND THE MALAY.

nee." This man is one of the " cooly " class,

or a common laborer. Let me first tell you
what I know about tlie jinricksha.
One of the early American residents on the

China coast lived in a city (Hong Kong it may
have been) where there were no wheeled vehi-
cles of any kind, and no horses or ponies. The
only means of locomotion was by foot or in se-

dan chairs. This Yankee verified the old adage,
that necessity is the mother of invention. To
carry a sedaii -chair, two chairmen were neces-
sary"; but when a very light little carriage like
the one in the plctui'e had been constructed he
found that one man was able to make better
speed, with greater comfort and greater econo-
my to the travelei', than two in the old way.
The result has been tens of thousands of these
tiny road-carts in all the towns from Singapore
to Pekin and Tokio: a lucrative employment
for thousands of wheelrights and laborers, and

picture, and one on the arm of the Chinaman.
The man in the 'ricksha is a Malay from the
island of Java. His head gear consists of a
piece of cloth made expressly for the purpose,
and twisted about the head, often leaving the
crown entirely exposed. Tlie most singular
part of his dress is the garment that supplies
the place of pantaloons. It is called sa-rong.
and is a piece of figured cotton a yard or more
wide, sewed togeher at the ends. This encircles
the waist, and, after being folded over, is held
in place by means of a belt of some sort. Most
Malays wear under this a pair of short close-
fitting drawers. They go bai'efooted, as all the
Chinese coolies do, unless they have a small in-
come, when they sport sandals or European
shoes.
By far the most promising race are the Chi-

nese. They are sometimes one thing and some-
times another in religion, but always ancestral
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worshipers. This is about the only thing you
can be quite sure of. The wealthy Chinese
have very fine houses, and there are few poor
ones that do not live in good ones. They man-
age to live very well on a little, because so many
live together in a single house. As a race they
are vei-y energetic and thrifty. It is plain to be
seen that they will ere long crowd out the lazier

and less hardy races. Thi' Malays and Indians
stand no chance, for they can not and do not
even try to compete with the Chinese. Ninety-
nine hundreths of the government revenue
comes from them. They have been well called
the Anglo - Saxons of the East. Sir (Garnet
Wolseley has expressed the opinion recently, in

an impoitant article, that, in the future, thei'e

will be but thi'ee great powers in the world

—

England. Russia, and China. The Chinese un-
doubt<'dly possess the elements that go to make
up a great nation: and, when refined and ex-
alted by Christianity, or. rather, by Christ,
there will hardly be a limit to their possibilities
of greatness.
But I must tell you about our mission to the

Chinese. About "two years ago Dr. West, from
Ci'awfordsviile, Ind.. latterly from Iowa, open-
ed a medical mission in the Chinese quarter,
and immediately began to treat the sick bodies
and sicker souls of the poorer Chinese, the
coolies particularly. Almost the first man who
came was an opium smoker who wanted med-
icine to cure his opium habit. The doctor
pointed him to the Great Phj'sician as his only
hope. He looked, as did the bitten Israelites
upon the brazen serpent, and lived. He gave
up opium, found Christ, and is to-day walking
in the light of tlie gospel.
Not many weeks ago I baptized several Chi-

namen, and organized our first Chinese church.
It numbers eight, and ten baptized who will, in
a few months, be received into full member-
ship.

In our Anglo-Chinese school we have not a
few true disciples of Jesus. Some of our
brightest and most promising boys are firm be-
lievers, and. so far as we can judge, truly con-
verted to God.
Thei'e is great joy in this work. It must

make the angels' harp-strings ring again as
they behold the sight. Native lands and all

earthly ties are nothing if they would keep a
true missionaiy from thi.s grand service for our
God.
A year ago Dr. West went to China to study

the language. So many dialects of Chinese are
spoken here along with the Malay. Tamil, and
English, that a man must go to the district in
China where a particular dialect is spoken in
oi'der to learn it in its pui-ity. When the doctor
returns in March, and gets well settled down to
his work, we expect great things. There are
100.000 Chinamen here, and surely the Lord has
some hundreds of people among them wlio will
be gathered out very soon, we hope, and unit-
ed into Christian churches. Prav for us.

R. W. MuNsox.
Singapore, S. S.. Malaysia, Nov. 30, 1890.

[Friend M.. you can not tell how interesting
the picture you send us is to me. But I must
confess that, were it not for the places occupied.
I do not think I should be able to tell by the
dress which is the I'ich man and which is the
poor one. When you spoke about cariying
passengers for five cents a mile, it occui-red to
me that we might possibly bring the jinrick-
shas into our own countiy.thus furnishing em-
ployment for some of those who beg so hard for
something to do. But I am afraid that our
American people would make a protest. It is
true, we have poor men, and we have million-
aires; but for all that, it would be hai'd to find

men in America who would submit to the posi-

tion of the coolies. A man might peddle milk,

possibly, with a cart, and not mind it; but he
would not draw his rich neighbor: neither
would the rich neighbor submit to be drawn by
his poorer neighbor, and I thank God for it. I

am looking for and praying for the time when
there shall be still more neighborly feelings be-

tween the rich and the ooor: and I am praying
with a pretty bright faith too. The answer is

to come just where you are looking for answers
to your troubles, dear brother—through Christ

Jesus. 1

WOULD THE TRUTH INJUEE THE FOUNDA-
TION TRADE!

FKIEXD HASTY EXI'LAIXS HIS I'OSITIOX.

I see that, on page 94, friend Rice desires that
I should explain. The state of the case is. that
I have no quarrel with foundation in the hands
of those who use it and know why. My com-
bat is with the musty old untruth, that a pound
of wax costs the bees twenty pounds of honey
to make it. This misstatement makes a multi-
tude of beginners in our art think they must
use foundation, whether they can see any profit

in its use or not. Many of these beginners are
in localities where apiculture can not be pur-
sued with profit, except in the most economical
ways. Foundation costs money, and very fair

brood-combs can be secured with only the ex-
pense of a little time and cai'e. Moreover, in

many lean locations, my own included, it is

plain that full sheets of foundation in the sec-

tions very seldom pay for themselves. Where
the bee-keeper can see plainly that they do pay
for themselves, let him use them; but let there
be no assuming that it must />e -so, on account
of a big story about wax secretion. Let there
be no hiding of our faces from the facts. I re-

joice to see that Langstroth's work, as at pres-

ent edited, comes down "several cats" from
the old wild statement. In the last edition,

bees are credited with being able to make a
pound of wax from seven pounds of honey. I

am pretty well convinced that there is room to

come down considerably more; but I can be
thankful for the concessions we already have.
Both brood-combs and super combs foi- extract-
ing, in the hands of careful keepers, are per-
manent fixtures, or nearly so: and thus the
trade demand for heavy foundation is quite
largely to supply the \\ants of beginners. As
for those careless folks who let their combs be
eaten up. and then buy sheets of foundation to

rei>lace them, I guess they are always beginners
—beginners who seldom know whether the ma-
terial they buy pays for itself or not. I did not
mean that a liee-keeper in a good location in

Southwestern Wisconsin would necessaj'ily use
less foundation if he knew the facts. I meant
that the total amount used, the country over,
would be much less if the stimulant to its use,
which an absurd statement furnishes, were
withdrawn. You see. I am very fiee to retract
what I didn't say: but as to this last assertion,
I think I shall be hit by a good many stale cab-
bages and tui-ni]js first before I take it back.
Richards, O., Feb. 3. E. E. Hasty.

[It now becomes our duty to make a little

apology. Over a month ago. friend Hasty sent
us the short tem which ajjpears below: but
instead of going into the journal promptly, it

got laid away somewhere and was not used.]

FRIEXD HASTY MAKES THE " AMENDE
HOXOKABLE."

Friend Root:—It seems to be a proper time
for me to eat a little "humble pie." I do not
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think tliat Gleanings (or either of the other
leading journals) would suppress evidence on
the honey-wax question, or wantonly falsify to
bolster the foundation trade. If my ai'ticle
which is complained of amounted to such a
charge, I retract it to that extent. I think,
however, that a public joiiinal can do more
mischief by keeping silence and letting a prof-
itable error have full swing, when it has gained
that advantage once, than it can by t he grosser
forms of ill doing. Kut, hold on! if I keep on
saying what I think, this will be another ket-
tle of hasty-pudding, and not a humble pie at
all. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, O., Jan. .5.

All right, fi'iend H. There will not be any
trouble with the " pudding " so long as you talk
or write in the above spirit. And, by the way,
the best remedy I have (>ver known foi' unchar-
itableness is a good bee-keepers' convention.
Those who were present at the recent Detroit
convention will, I am sure, bear me out in this;
for each and every one felt as if we were under
bonds not to judge hastily nor uncharitably of
any absent brethren, especially if such have
been unfortunate.

0a^ QaE33Fi0N-B6^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 178. Is it a good plan to fasten
bees in their hives by mea^is of wire cloth, while
in the cellar f

No.
Illinois. N. C.

I think not.
California. S.

J. A. Green.

R. Wilkin.

I don't think it a safe jjlan.
Ohio. N. W. IL R. Uoaiidman.

No. It is worse than useless.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

No, sii'. It is done at great risk.
New Yoik. C. P. H. Elwood.

No, and there is no need of it in a dark cellar.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

No, never, according to the opinion of I)oo-
llttle.

New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

It is not necessary unless you have too much
light in your cellar. P. L. Viallon.

Ivouisiana. E. C.

No. The old must die. and it is their nature
to leave the hive when the end draws near.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mus. L. Harkison.

No, not if they find it out. If you can fasten
them in, and not let them find it out, it may
work all right.
Wisconsin. 8. W. S. I. Freeborn.

It is not, unless the fastcming is in the shape
of a cage of, say, two quarts' capacity. Close
coiitinemeut with wire cloth causes uneasiness.
New York. E. Rambler.

I do not know. Under some conditions I
think it might be, although I never practiced it.

Michigan. S. W. Jamp:s Heddon.

Now, that's one of the things I think I know.
It's not a good plan. I'd a good deal rather
have them on the cellar bottom than on the
bottom -board.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

I should say no. When bees find that they
are prisoners they want to get out, and will'
worry and work to do so. Bees should be quiet,
to do well.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

I do not like to do this. If the cellar gets a
little warmed up. the bees become active; and
if shut in they will be much injured if not de-
stroyed.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

No, emphatically. Keep them in the dark:
but if any bees become so restless that they will
not stay in the hive it would only cause them ta
disturb the others if they were shut in.

Illinois. N. W. ' Dadant & Son.

Bees should never be fastened in their hives
by wire cloth or other means, excepting on a
journey. The knowledge of their captivity
creates a great alarm among bees, and is a dan-
gerous experiment at any time of year.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

I should say botii yes and no. Sometimes,
yes; usually, no. If you choose to cover the
whole front of the hive with a big wire-cloth
ante-room, in which uneasy bees can come out
and promi'uade, I think there would seldom be
any ill results.

Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

[ I admit, friends, that it looks a little

"cheeky" in me to disagree with such a re-
spectable body of men when they say " no, no.''

with such emphasis. I think a good many of
you, however, say no, because you have got
that idea in your heads without having ever
tried it very much. In moving bees, or in ship-
ping them, we always shut them in a hive by
means of a wire cloth, and sometimes they are
weeks shut u]) in this way, withotit very much
deti'iment: and it is certainly much .worse to
confine bees to their hives when they are bun-
dled oflf in warm weather than it would be to
thus confine them in a cool, quiet cellar. While
I would not advise the average beginnc^r to fas-

ten his bees in the hives with wire cloth, I want
to tell you that I wintered tifly or sixty colonii'S

very successfully, and had them all fastened in
their hives. The cover was removed, however,
and the whole top of the hive covered with wire
cloth. They were in a sawdust-packed bee-
house. Pai-t of them, instead of having wire
cloth over the whole top, had it over the whole
bottom. It was low enough down so the dead
bees could be a couple of inches below the
combs. In some of them there were no dead
bees of any account on the wire cloth when
they were set out toward the last of March. I

do not know of any reason why my experience
should have been so much ditferent from that
of others, unless it was at a i)eiiod when I kept
most of my stocks rather weak in numbers. A
nucleus would get along much better when fas-

tened in a hive than will a rousing colony. I

rather think I hadn't a real good rousing colony
in the whole lot.]
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CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WK GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who have given up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read In this
department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smolier. Third, he must be a subscriber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses to-
bacco again, he (the subscriber) will pay for the smoker. The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub-
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one.
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

XEVEK TO USE TOBACCO AGAIX.

I have concluded not to use tobacco in any
way or form for life: and as you offer a smoker.
I should like one: and if I" ever use tobacco
again I will pay you the price of the smoker.
Mt. Horeb. Wis.. July 30, ISiK). M. T. Lowe.

KEPT FKOM IT FOR (J MONTHS TO STAltT WITH.

I have quit smoking tobacco for si.\ months.
Will you please send me a smoker? If I smoke
again I will pay you for the smoker.

T. C. Bkown.
Burnside, Mich.. Nov. 19. 1890.

A BOY OF 1.5 BKKAKS OFF.

I have been using tobacco, but have conclud-
ed to quit. Please send me a smoker, and if I

ever use it again I will pay you for the smoker.
I am 15 years old, and have 5 nice stands of
bees. Fred Bundy.
Birdseye, Ind., Aug. 31, 1890.

couldn't BKEAK the FETTERS.

Find inclosed 7.5 cents in stamps to pay for
the smoker you sent me. I have commenced
using tobacco again, and, according to agree-
ment, must pay for the smoker you sent me.

Eljier E. Sharp.
South Greece, N. Y., Sept. 36, 1890.

FOR TAVO YEARS A FREE MAN.
I have received Gleanings for about two

years, and through the influence of the Tobac-
co Column I have made up my mind to quit
chewing the filthy weed. You can send me a
smoker: and if I should break my pledge I will

pay for the smoker. N. A. Kre.mer.
Canaan, Ind., July 39.

A YOUNG CHRISTIAN S CONCLUSION.
I am now 31 years old, and have been in the

habit of using tobacco some, but am trying to
be a Christian. I have concluded to do without
it, and that I can put my money to better use,
and feel better over it.

" Please send me the
smoker: and if I should use tobacco any more I

will pay you for the smoker.
Peter W. Smith.

Ephratah, N. Y., Sept., 1890.

A WIFE GOES SECURITY' FOR HER HUSBAND.
My husband has been an inveterate smoker

for many years, but for some time he has re-
solved to discontinue its use. These good reso-
lutions have as often been broken. The last
three months he has been reading the Tobacco
Column, and I think his resolutions have been
greatly strengthened thereby, as he has not
touched the vile weed in that time. Please
send me a smoker; and if he should again
break over I will pay you for it.

Jennie Cherrington.
Pine Grove, Ohio, Sept. 9, 1890.

STILL " HOLDING THE FORT.
'

Through the influence of the Tobacco Col-
umn I made up my mind some 18 months ago to
quit the use of tobacco. I have used It the
greater part of my life. You can please send
me a smoker: and if I should ever chew or
smoke again I will pay you for the smoker. It

has been 18 months since I have used tobacco
in any shape. W. S. Fessenden.
Mountain Home, Texas, June 39, 18t)0.

A DOXniLE pledge.
I see that you give a smoker to any one that

quits the weed. Please send me one. If I ever
commence the use of the weed again I will pay
you Sl.OO for the smoker. Will Lane is a friend
of mine, and he has quit using tobacco also. I

pledge myself to pay for them if we ever com-
mence the weed, and will pay you $3.00 for

them. John J. Elliot.
Holden, Mo., Sept. 18, 1890.

"bringing in THE SHEAVES."
Friend Root:—I always speak a word in re-

gard to tobacco and temperance, and I got a new
convert to the cause, friend August Roesler, an
energetic man. who has for ever laid aside the
filthy weed. If you will send him a smoker I

will see that he gets it, and will also watch him
close; but he says he will pay for the smoker if

he uses the weed again. But no danger; he is

settled. Stephen Roese.
Maiden Rock, Wis., Sept. .30, 1890.

out of BONDAGE FOR 31 MONTHS.
I have been a reader of Gleanings for a long

time, and have admired your manly, earnest,
and liberal efforts to induce people to quit the
fllthy use of tobacco. I think it is due your in-

fluence, at least in part, that I have been able
to leave off the quid. If you see fit to send me
a smoker, I shall endeavor to keep it as a testi-

mony against the filthy habit. I have not
tasted tobacco for 31 months, and hope, by di-

vine favor, never to use it again, unless as a
doctor prescribes; but should I, in weakness,
take to it again, I here agree to pay you full

value for the smoker. S. L. Greer.
Disco, Tenn., Dec, 1890.

%n^ P0ME?-

And as Moses lifted up the serpent, even so must
the Son ot man be lifted uik that wliosoever be-
lieveth ui him should not perish, but have eternal
Hfe.—JOHNS: 14, 1.5.

Toward the close of the article from Bro.
Munson, in another column, he mentions a poor
opium smoker who came to the missionary doc-
tor for something to cure his opium habit. I

wonder whether there are any among the read-
ers of Gleanings who have had experience in
fighting this terrible thing. Physicians tell us
that, when one has once become a slave to
opium, the tobacco habit and even whisky habit
are as nothing compared to it. A good many
of them say that the opium eater or opium
smoker can not be cured unless his friends take
him in hand and keep him from it by main
force. Opium so paralyzes the will power that
the victim is, in one sense, powerless. A friend
of mine who was given opium by his physician
has told me something of the terrible struggle.
And, by the way, this physician administered
it without the patient or his friends knowing
what it was that he gav(>. Is it wise or is it

right to take medicine of any sort without
knowing what you are doing? Our physicians
are bound by the laws of the land to tell hon-
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estly and truthfully to the best of their knowl-
edge what it is they are giving their patients:
and I for one lielieve that a good many valuable
lives would be saved if the number were larger
who absolutely refuse to take opiu)n under any
circumstances. Do as a neighbor of mine did
wlien the doctor told him he would die if he did
not take whisky. "All right," said lie; "then
I will die: but I am going to die a sober man."
Did lie die? Not a bit of it.- A man who has
grit enough to tell his physician, "All right,
then I will die." generally gets well. And I

think instances are quite plentiful in most
neighborhoods where peoijle die because of the
medicines and not because of the disease. Our
most intelligent and soundest-thinking people
are coming strongly to this conclusion. Our
good friend Prof. Cook leads us. as you may re-

member. The last time I met him he told me
to go on preaching and teaching to let medicine
alone. He said I could not very well overdo
the matter just now.
Well, now. about this opium habit. The mis-

sionary doctor told the poor heathen, crippled
and stupefied as he was by the opium habit,
that no man in the wide world could cure him.
All the doctors and all the remedies known to
the present age are helpless. They can fuss
and experiment some with the patient, no
doubt; they can, may be. substitute one stimu-
lant for another: but the Satanic demand is not
satisfied. The inexorable craving will swiftly
drag the patient down to a grave that is much
the same as the grave of the drunkard. This
missionary doctor, mind yon, had other reme-
dies besides those known to the materia inedica.
When the patient needed spii'itual help he was
ready to give it in place of medicine. "He
pointed him to the Great Physician as his only
hope." Perhaps he did it with little faith.
The poor heathen Chinee, howevei', had faith,
even if the doctor had not. He followed direc-
tions as best he knew how.

And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilder-
ness, even so must the Son of mjui be lifted up:
that whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
but have eternal life.—John 3: 14, 1.5.

He looked to the Lamb of God who taketh
away the sin of the world, and was healed.
Was he then able to give up opium? Why, to
be sure he was. The Gi'eat Physician does not
make any half-way work about it: and our
poor besdttted heathen brother that was, is to-
day walking in the light of the gospel. Is it

anything strange or wonderful? Not at all.

Evidences of such wonderful healing are lying
all round about us. Those who are only partly
healed, or have afterward gone back, have
surely forgotten or neglected to look constantly
up to the Great Physician. The figure of Moses
lifting up the serpent in the wildei'ness is per-
haps the plainest that can be placed before us.
It shows us by a picture, or by an object-lesson,
how exceedingly plain and simple is the remedy
for aft sin. Of course, we must look in faith
believing — there must be no half-way work
about it: and we must keep our eyes constantly
on Christ Jesus.
A good deal is said nowadays about tobacco

substitutes. I should be very glad indeed to
know that there is a substitute that is not just
as bad as the tobacco itself. But. bless you.
friends, he who is looking to Christ .lesus n»>eds
no tobacco substitute nor substitute of any kind.
Besides, when we come to Jesus to be cleansed
from all sin. the Great Physician does in reality
cleanse us from (ill sin. A man with evil and
vicious propensities is not very much better off
when he gives up tobacco—that is, if he holds
on to those evil propensities and passions just
the same. We need to be cleansed fi'om (dl sin.

The use of stimulants is only a small part of

what goes to make up a sinful heart: and if we
lay all the blame to stimulants or intemperance
we are making a mistake. Although, as a rule,
we find the inmates of our penitentiaries and
jails using tobacco and liquors (when they can
get them), thei-e are quite a few of these who
practice total abstinence so far as stimulants
are concerned.
A few days ago I was talking with a friend

who is fighting against the tobacco appetite.
He said. " I would give a hundred dollars this
minute if I were clear of it." A bystander said,
"Oh! I would give more money than that." I

assured them that the terrible fight against the
old habit would not last always, and that it

would by degrees grow less aiid less. I told
them that these flerce temptations occur only
occasionally, and that very soon they would
discover that, a great part of the time, it would
not torment them at all. The first speaker then
mentioned a man by name—a mutual friend of
all present—who tried for two years to shake
off this habit, and he said he wanted tobacco
just as bad the last day as he did the first.

"Mr. Root, it is asking a man to shoulder a
pretty big task, if this thing has got to continue
right straight along for two years without
respite."
Very likely he did noi use exactly the above

words, but it amounted to that, as nearly as I

can I'emember. As our friend is a Christian—

a

member of th(> church—I exhorted him to bear
it for Christ's sake. Said I:

" Look here, my friends: there are boys all

around you. They are influenced more or less

by you. You are expert mechanics, each in his
own line. These boys have good reason to look
up to you with admiration and I'espect for your
separate abilities: and they will also, in spite
of all yon can do, be inclined more or less to do
as you do in regard to this matter of using to-
bacco. When you think of them, and think
that it is something that will follow them
through life, can you not for their sokes, or, as
I said before, for Christ's sahc, undertake to
bear this burden? When it becomes too heavy
for you to cai-ry, go down on bended knee and
ask help of Him who said, "Come unto me, all

ye that labor and are heavy laden.'
"

Then I tried to tell them that Christ Jesns
bore far heaviei' burdens than any of us are
called upon to bear. Foi' our sakes he said.
" Nevertheless, not my will, but thine, be done."
And as the Father did not see fit to let the cup
pass from him, he bowed his head in meekness
and submission. He extended his arms, and
meekly bore the anguish and torture of being
nailed to the cross. The first speaker remarked
right here. "Mr. Root, that is something I

never could understand nor comprehend. I can
not see why (rod should demand of his only Son
that he should undergo this awful torture for
anybody's sake."
Now. my friends. I want to tell you that, in

attempting to answer this, I unconsciously
brought new light into my own soul: and I

want to confess to you to-day that, through all

my life whil(> I was a skeptic, and since I have
become a Christian, there has been something
dreadful to me in regard to this spectacle of
the cross. It has seemed as if some mistake
had been made in bringing such a horrible
spectacle into the Holy Scriptures. It has
seemed tome like a relic of heathen savagery.
Can human imagination picture any thing more
revolting to sensitive and tender feelings than
the spectacle of driving great nails through liv-

ing flesh and blood, and of such a scene of slow
and horrible torture? God is love, so the Bible
tells us. What good can come by holding ui>

before our gaze constantly and frequently this

picture of a meek, innocent, inoffensive char-
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acter like that of Christ Jesus, going meekly
and humbly to an ordeal like this? My friends,

mind you, had just been telling of the crosses

they had to bear. One of them said, that, if he
gave up tobacco, he could not sleep nights—he
would be unlit for business: but notwithstand-
ing, I urged that it was the thing for him to do.

All at once it burst upon me that God had
chosen, for good and wise reasons, to hold up
before a sinful and struggling world a picture
of the hardest trial and most severe ordeal that
any human being could think of. In short, this

whole thing was arranged with the express
idea that no poor struggling soul should ever
say, " My burden is greater than even the So7i

of God was called upon to bear." Men are
often called upon to meet sudden death, and, in

some cases, a death of torture: but I can not
remember that civilization or Christianity ever
demanded that one should take up voluntariUj
a slow, lingering torture, such as that of the
cross. We are told by history that tlie victims
frequently lived, unless sooner killed with clubs,

for several days in a kind of anguish and tor-

ture which we sincerely hope are unknown at
the present time. Our Savior suffered about
six hours; and while he suffered the bodily
pain, he suffered in angish of soul in seeing the
whole world, comparatively speaking, choosing
wickedness, sin, falsehood, injustice, corrup-
tion, and crime. In this present state of affairs

he could realize that nothing but his death
and the shedding of his blood would answer.
He died, that humanity might evermore look
up to him as a model, not only in life, but as a
model in death—a sacrifice for us. He died,

that we might live. Now, then, my friend,

when your burden seems heavy—when you are
tempted to think you can not stand it any
longer, or when you feel like saying, "I (^'o/i"t

stand it any longer," remember the example of

the Master. It was as hard for him as it is

hard lor us. He shuddered and shrank at the
very thought of it. He looked in vain for some
outlet—for some other way—just as you and I

have been doing. He prayed even for God to

spare him; yes, we are told until the sweat like

great drops of blood stood upon his forehead.
But when God decided that the sacrifice and
the atonement must be made, he bowed his
head in submission. We, as a rule, suffer be-
cause of our sins: Jesus was without sin. The
thief on the cross hit it exactly when he said,
'" We receive the due reward of our deeds; but
this man hath done nothing amiss." A young
friend told me, not long ago, that his struggle
against a certain kind of temptation was just
about all he could stand. I knew of his former
trials and difficulties; and I noticed, too, that for
some time back he had apparently risen above
them all. His record has been for some time al-

most faultless. He attends our meeting, testifies

for Christ, and presents a cheerful and pleasant
face to all his friends. He is apparently " hold-
ing the fort nobly;" yet when I came to get a
glimpse behind this fair exterior he said some-
thing like this:
" Mr. Root, if this thing does not soon let up,

it seems as if the strings would break."
Do you ever feel so, dear reader? Don't be

lacking in faith. The strings will not break.
An all-wise Father has given his promise to
the contrary (see text in our previous Home
paper). "There hath no temptation taken you
but such as is common to man."
Be not weary, dear friend, in fighting life's

battles, and in fighting hard for the cause of
Christ Jesus, even though you have suffered
long and have been kind, without any special
blessing coming from it. Be steady, and hold
on; the reward will come soon. Ye shall reap
if ye faint not. Remember the words in Reve-

lation—"These are they which came up out of
great tribulation, and have washed their robes,
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."
Your old friend A. I. Root has had some experi-
ence in this line; and I tell you there are no
truer words in the Holy Scriptures than these:
" Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
hath entered into the heart of man the things
which God hath prepai'ed for those that love
him." It is the overcoming that does the busi-
ness. " To him that overcometh will I grant to
sit with me in my thi'one." I had been uncon-
sciously holding up to these friends of mine the
cross; and I want to tell you of the reward that
came to me for my poor feeble exhortation right
in that line. I too, as you may know, have
been fighting against temptations. It has seem-
ed many times to me as if. as my young friend
expressed it, the "strings" would break. But
I held on and kept on praying. Now and then
deliverance would come, as I have told you.
But when I had climbed ovei- one temptation,
another was sure to come. Well, the greatest
deliverance I have ever known in my life came
after that talking about the cross. The tenip-
tations that I had been battling with so long
and so fiercely on that morning seemed to fall
away and go away off' in the dim distance. In
trying to describe it, these words came to mind:
" So far as the east is from the west, so far hath
he removed our transgressions from us." I have
told you how I have for years avoided temptation
as the intemperate man did in going home by a
longer route so as not to take the street where the
saloons were. It just occurred to me that day,
tiiat I need not take the longer route any more.
I met old temptations face to face, without a
waver. It has all my life been hard for me to
take people to task, even when it is my duty to
do so. Yes. I usually dread for hours, some-
times, to talk with even the boys when they
need talking to. I have many times prayed
that God would help me to overcome this diffi-
dence in doing duty. I have wished and prayed
that I might be able to reprove, without a
shaking tremor in my voice, and an embarrass-
ment that made it seem as if I were the guilty
one; but God had not seen fit to answer the
prayer, and so I had come to regard it as a
thorn in the flesh. Once in defending myself a
man said to me something like this:

"If you are honest and sincere, what makes
your voice tremble so, and why do you get so
excited? Why don't you talk coolly and quietly
as I do?"

I replied, "My voice trembles because I am
excited and stirred up. I wish I could talk
coolly and quietly at times like this. God has
not seen fit, as yet, to give me coolness and calm-
ness, therefore I am doing the best I can."
Well, since I have got my mental vision fixed

on a crucified Savior, it has seemed as if that
prayer of these long years has been suddenly
answered. I have been through our whole es-
tablishment, and talked with our boys about
the tobacco habit as coolly as I would talk with
my wife about it. I have met with provoking
things, and have passed through many trying
places; but I have not once since that time
spoken a word hastily or that I would recall.
I have read over the words of our text, perhaps
hundreds of times, yet it never was plain to toe
until just now that it is our privilege to look
and be healed, just as it was when Moses lifted
uj) the serpent in the wilderness. Instead of
looking at the brazen serpent, however, it is
our privilege now, since Christ has come and
suffered, to turn our eyes toward the figure of
the cross. And thei-e is no mistake in the words
of the last of our text: '" Whosoever believeth
in him shall not perish, but have everlasting
life."
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EDIT0^mL.
Let ns run witli patience tlie race tliat is set l;e((>re ns. look-

ing unto Jesus llie author and finisher of ourfailli; "ho lor

tlie icy that was set liefore him enihired the cross, de-pisiu^;-

the shame, and is set down at the right hand of tlie throne of

God —Heb. 12:1,2.

We see by the papers that Di-. A. B. Mason
has been appointed postmaster for Auburndale,
Ohio.

A NEW DESIGN.

OuK engravers have just finished a new de-
sign for the title page of our journal. Turn
over the leaves and see how it sets off Stray
Straws.

IMPEEMENTS FOR BEE KEEPING.

Pkacticae bee-keeping is resolving itself into

fewer and fewer implements. The price at

which honey sells will not wairant us in pur-
chasing a lot of paraphernalia not absolutely
necessary for honey-production.

GEASSED SECTIONS.

The above seem to have taken th(i first, place
in the markets of New York city. A few years
ago we supposed, in fact truly, that glassed
sections had gone out of market everywhere:
but now they are starting up again in the East.

the amehican bee-kei;pe]!.

The seQond number comes out, like the first,

with the vigor of age. On page 30 there is an
illustrative article describing the Rhode Island
Nellis hive. This uses the Hoffman frame,
section-holders, etc. It appears to be a first-

class hive.

STBAY STRAWS.

It seems to please, as it is being copied in

other periodicals. By the way, we might as

well acknowledge the corn. We first saw the
scheme in the Apiculturist and in the Bee-Hive.
It is a good department, but you want a good
man to manage it^

five new bee-periodicaes.

The editor of the American Bee Journal
says, " Five new bee-periodicals have been
launched upon the sea of bee literature since

Jan. 1. It must have taken considerable en-
thusiasm in the publishers to do this, after the
failure of the honey crop the last season."

four-piece and nailed sections in YORK
state.

FotTR-piECE and nailed sections seem to be
used considerably among the bee-keepers of

New York and Vei-mont. The former are gen-
erally glued: and many of the bee-keepers whom
we visited had some sort of gluing-machine
whereby the putting-together and gluing could
be accomplished expeditiously and neatly.

the bee-keepers' union.
We learn from the American Bee Joitrnal.

by the returns up to Jan. 31, that the following
officers were elected:
General Manager, T. G. Newman.
President, James Heddon.
Vice-presidents, Prof. A. J. Cook, G. M. Doo-

little, A. I. Root, Dr. C. C. Miller, G. W. Dem-
aree.
We are glad that the officers were re-elected,

especially the (reneral Manager.

imGEASSED SHIPPINCi-CASES.

OccAsioNAEEY somebody will send us honey
in shipping-cases without glass. The fragile

nature of the contents can not be seen by the
freight-handlers, and the result is that it usu-

ally does not arrive in good condition. Again,
it does not show off in the markets. If bee-
keepers could only see it, it is money in iheir
l)()ckets to glass their shipping-cases. " A lot of
unglassed cases we have been fixing over. We
boi'cd three ^^.f-inch holes directly in front of
each row of sections, and tacked a piece of glass
inside so as to cover the three holes. The honey
in being sorted over was put back in said cases,
and the appearance is decidedly improved.

WHAT DOOEITTI.E THINKS OF GLEANINGS.
The following is a kind word from G. M.

Doolittle:

I am gliid to see tlie subscription list of Gleanings
grraduHlly increasing year by year; and it is nothing:
but whiit I expected, for you are maliing' Gleanings
so valuHble that no one can afford to do witliout it.

Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 30. G. M. Doolittle.
That our efforts are appreciated, is attested

by many letters like the above from some of the
best and most successful bee-keepers. Such
testimony is valued.

^ENLARGEMENT OF THE EDITORIAL DEPART-
MENT.

Some of our subscribers have doubtless notic-
ed that we have increased this department
from three to four times its former size, and we
find it is beginning to be appi'eciated already.
E. L. Pratt says: "1 hope you will continue your
gond editorial de])artment to the same extent as
in the Jan. l.'Jth issue." Thanks, friend P. It
is a great deal of work, but we will endeavor to
keep it up. While on the train, going to a bee-
conveiition, we said to Dr. Mason once, " What
department do you like best in a bee-journal?"
" I always go for the editorials," said he. By a
little inquiry we found that others do likewise.
We will endeavor to give the latest and best in-
formation from all sources.

AVHO IS TO BLAME—THE COMMISSION MERCHANT
OR THE PRODUCER?

A FEAv days ago we received a consignment
of several thousand pounds of comb honey.
The shipper called it first quality. When it ar-
rived we found that the combs had not been
sorted, and the sections had not been scraped;
in fact, the eggs and remnants of moth worm
were present on a nuinb(^r of the combs. The
honey had been stored without separators. It

was bulged in a good many instances beyond
the sides of the section. If bee-keepers send
out honey of this kind, and call it first quality,
and then complain to the commission men about
low returns, who is to blame? Not the commis-
sion man.

STAPLES AND THE BLUEBERRY SWINDLE.

From a private letter we extract the follow-
ing:

L. I). Staples was convicted on the second and
third counts of indictment; viz., for tiewberi'j- and
blueberry sclieme, and the fr;iuduIent-advortislng-
scheme. Sentence yesterday, 14 montlis at Deti-oit

House of Correction. J. McQuewan, Clerk.
Grantl Rapids, Mich., Jan. S8.

Truly, the way of the transgressor is hard;
but we may rejoice to know that the laws of

our land do reach such as he. For years he has
been shown up through the agricultural papers
since we first exposed him in Gleanings; but
by some means he has managed to find new
fields for his work, and new victims for his

swindles. He is, however, now stopped, for

some little time at least.

yellow carniolans.

In response to our editorial in our issue for

Jan. 1.5. E. L. Pratt writes: "You ask how to

tell yellow Carniolans from Italians. By their
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disposition and color. Do the Cyprians look
much like Italians?" Yes. Bro. Pratt. Cj^prians
do look a good deal like the bees from Italy:
and we have found, usually, that it is only those
who ai'e expert in such matters that ai'e able to
tell the difference. We have no difficulty here
at the Home of the Honey-bees, nor has any
one who has closely observed the matter. But
the average customer does not. Now. while
you are about it. can't you make the abdomens
of your Carniolans all yellow—that is. without
any yellow bands?

AVHO MADE THAT PHOTOURAPII OF TIIK
SOUTHWEST WISCONSIN BEE-KEEPEKS'

ASSOCIATION?
The beautiful photograph which we rei)i-o-

ducetl on page 886. last year, and ^\•hich has
been admired so much, and has since been
copied in two other papers, did not bear the
name of the i)hotogra|)her. otherwise we should
have been glad to give the name in the tirst

place. The photograph was an unusually tine

one. and for a group almost remai'kablc We
have since learned it was executed by Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. H. Perry. Platteville. Wis. They
will doubtless be glad to furnish other copies.

DISCARDING THINGS PIJEMATUKEEY.
We often hear it urged, as an objection

against a device, that it was invented, used,
and discarded, long ago. In spite of this fact,
in some instances the discarded invention seems
bound to assert its merits, and up it bobs, as
serenely as it did at tirst. The second time,
we begin to see the point: and bee-keepers
west, east, north, and south, become enthusias-
tic in its praise. An example of this is fixed
distances in frames. VVe can not conclude,
therefore, that, because a thing was once used
and discarded, it is therefore valueless after all.

The lesson that comes to us here is. we should
be careful about discarding things prematurely.
It is almost as bad to do this as it is never to
accept or recognize a new thing of merit.

ADDING INSUT.T TO IN.JUHY.

Of late, quite a few have been reported who
purchased honey, and then made an excuse for
not paying for it by claiming that it was adulter-
ated. We have one or two such customers our-
selves, and thiee or four more have been report-
ed. It is bad enough to raise honey and not get
any pay for it: but when it comes to accusing
the honest bee-keeper of being a swindler
besides, it seems to us that forbearance ceases
to be a virtue; and we hereby give warning
that we shall give name and full address of
every such person who introducesthissort of ex-
cuse, or tries to come this game upon us. It is

true, there may be adulterated honey found in

our land: but you don't buy it of bec-kecpers and
houey-ralsers. Before any man's name is thus
put in print, this slip will be sent him: and if he
nas any defense to make, we will give him
ample time to do so.

NEW ADYEP.TISING KATES.
Wp: have prepared a new schedule of adver-

tising rates. Whil(> in some cases it is stiffer

and in some a little more liberal than the old
rates, its application is much simpler, and al-
most anybody can tell with very little figuring
what his advertisement will cost. See rates on
tirst page, inside of cover. This, of course, in
no way alters existing contracts for advertising
for the current year: but all new contracts and
new estimates will be made from the new
schedule. We also give, for the convenience of
the few. what are called "• space rates:'" that
is, yoti can buy so many lines and use them up

in large or small advertisements, just as you
choose, in every number, in every other nura-
bei'. or in every three or four numbers. Send
for our "'Hints to Advertiseis." mailed free on
application. It tells when and how to adver-
tise apiarian supplies, nuclei, bees, queens, etc..
how to write an advertisement, and also how
to make a little money go as far as possible.

PROSPECTS FOR NEXT SEASON.
If the number of bee-keepers' catalogues of

bee-supplies which we are printing (to say
nothing of those done at other houses, noticed
elsewhei-e). and if the large amount of hive and
section making nuichineiy we are sending out
means any thing, it means there is going to be
an extra good season next year. We have never
before had such a I'un for machinery. Our ma-
chine-shop is having a big rush: and it is some-
what behind in consequence. This does not
necessarily signify that competition is going to
be any stronger on account of new supply-deal-
ers or the increased facilities of old oiies. but
that the bee-keeping industry is growing and
spi-eading. the world over. We wish all every
measure of success. We have a hirj counti-y, or.
if you please, a big world, and there is i>icnt}j
of room for all. even for the bee-journal.s.
though the rule of the survival of the fittest
will rather crowd some of them before the year
is up. we fear. Competition! so much the mer-
rier. We shall get better supplies and better
journals: in fact, they begin to sparkle already
in their new dresses and innovations.

WINTER WEATHER IN ENGLAND AND SPAIN.
We notice by the British Bee Journal that

they are having unusually severe weather.
They have had it as low as 27 degrees below
the freezing-point, oi', as we would term it in
this counti-y. five above zero. In the south and
southeast of England they have had sixty days
of frost, and during the whole of that time in
many part^ of the kingdom the bees have never
seen the outside of their hives. This is not an
unusual thing for the United States—at least
the northern part of it: but when bee-keepers
are pi-epared for a warmer climate, it makes
the pi-ospects for successful wintering rather
dubious in England. But if such weather has
prevailed in the latitude of London (51J., de-
grees), which is considerably north of the Unit-
ed States, the unusual severity of the last
month is realized when we read" in friend An-
dreu's Spanish bee-journal of the unusual prev-
alence of snowstorms, cyclones, and zero weath-
er in the south of "vSpain, sunny Spain."' The
orange-trees and kindred semi-tropical fruits
are all killed. Wolves have roamed the villages,
and even destroyed human life, as we learn
from other sources. Friend Andreu asks, phil-
osophically, "Is it possible for us to struggle
against the north pole?""

TRADE-MARKS FOI! HONEV-PRODICERS.
There is considerable discussion going on in

the bee-journals in refei-ence to a trade-mark:
and it has been suggested that the National
Bee-keepers' Union take hold of the matter.
The idea struck us as being a pretty good one.
But here is a note taken from a private letter,
which Bro. Newman very properly gives to the
bee-keeping world, although he lias withheld,
of course, the name of the writer:
In the matter of trade-marks, Bro. Heddon is en-

tliusiastlc—yea. ek)quent— in his idea of " whippuig-
the d 1 around the stump," as they saj-; but he
does not quite hit tlie nail on the head". A" '• mark "

of some kind may be taken (a hibel if you please) to
prove membership in tlif Union; but will the Union
wan-ant that every member sells nothing- but pure
honey? Would not one sale of poor honey spoil the
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whole? Now, I do not see, first, how a trade-mark
can be obtained from the Patent Office for the Union.
I can not see liow a private trade-marli can be a
Union mark; and, again, I can not see how tlie
Union can " back up " or warrant any member. We
know there are black sheep, and there may be some
in tlie Union. In fact, Bro. Newman, I do not see
how a trade-mark can help us as a Union; but I can
see how it may liurt us awfully. My idea, tlien, is,

to let tlie Union stand as it is—a bulwai'k of defense
for its pei'secuted members, but not as an advertis-
ing scheme for any of them. Let each honey-pro-
ducer stand on liis own reputation, wliicli he can
make good or bad ; for by his fruits we shall know
him.

These are things that we should consider;
and some of the points made by the writer
above are well taken.

the whole patch, I can not be sure that the
spinach would not have been as well off with-
out it. In raising vegetables under glass, it

would, of course, pay us to use very expensive
manures that we could not think of using for
ordinary crops outdoors; and at the pi'esent
wi'iting I know of nothing that equals guano
and lime for greenhouse work. I shall have
more to say in regard to this visit in some of
my future garden talks.

gPECI^Ii ]S[0¥ICEp.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

OUR OHIO EXPERIMENT STATION AT f'OLUMBlTS.

My good friend E. C. Green gave me a notice
that they had two greenhouses full of very nice
lettuce, which they were going to cut on the
39th of January. On the afternoon of that day
it was my pleasure to look over their work.
One of these greenhouses is warmed by pipes
underneath the beds, and the other by an
equal number of pipes overhead, hot water be-
ing used in each. The plan was to decide
which gave the best results for vegetables un-
der glass. So far as crops were concerned,
there seemed to be but little difference; but
from the fact that the overhead pipes kept the
frost off from the glass, thus giving the plants
more sunshine, and, in consequence, requiring
less fuel, this plan is preferred. Both houses
showed a degree of thrift that does much credit
to the young men who have it in charge.
Friend Green is a Medina Co. boy, and has ta-
ken up this work with no practical experience,
and with but little instruction from any one.
The work is under the charge of Prof. Thorne;
and I must say that I never saw a prettier-
looking greenhouse for garden-stuff' in any of
the large cities in any of my travels. Of course,
the work is principally devoted to testing many
things connected with this kind of work under
glass. One bed of lettuce, for instance, is wa-
tered entirely by sub-irrigation, something on
father Cole's plan. Another, right by its side,
is watered by sprinkling overhead. At present,
sub-irrigation has given the better crop. Vari-
ous experiments were performed to determine
the value of chemical manures—prominently,
the nitrate of soda: and although these experi-
ments wei'e made with the utmost care, there
was nothing in the greenhouse to indicate that
the nitrate of soda had been of any advantage
whatever. In fact, some beds seemed to indi-
cate that its effect had been detrimental. Prof.
Thorne said its effect on the wheat in the open
air had been wonderful, without question; and
he said that, if he could show the Ohio farmers
the difference in the appearance where nitrate
of soda had been used, lie could give the sale of
it one of the biggest booms that a fertilizer ever
had, provided he did not at the same time tell

them that the increase of crop was not suffi-
cient to pay the cost of the fertilizer. As the
nitrate of soda is being advocated through the
agricultural papei-s in pretty strong terms, I
think these experiments must prove valuable.
Although we have used it to a considerable ex-
tent on our grounds here in Medina, I have not
been able to see that it produced any effect
whatever, unless it was on a crop of spinach
outdoors; but in that case, as I put it all over

ENOUGH or FEB. 1, 1882.

Our offer in last number brought us an abundant
supply of the above number, so please don't send
any more.

SPECIAL 5 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON WIRE NETTING.

All orders foi' wire netting, either job-k)t pieces or
regular stock, received here not later than the 35th of
this month, will be subject to a special .5 per cent
discount. This Is with a view of getting as many
orders as p|ossible filled and out of the way before
the rush of spring trade begins. If in need of any
thing in this line, send on your orders and secure
the discount.

REDUCED PRICES ON THE TWO NEW BOOKS ON
GARDENING.

By buying in large quanuties we have obtained
special rates, so that we can sell " The New Onion
Culture" for only 35 cts. instead of 50, and the new
"How to Make the Garden Pay," for $1.50 instead
of $3.00. The above prices include postage. If oi--

dered by express or freiglit with other goods, the
price will be 30 cts. and SI.40 respectively. It seems
to me it will pay those who are to any extent en-
gaged in market-gardening to have both of these
new books. The larger one is the most complete
work on gardening under glass that has ever been
published.

THE OLD BACK NUMBERS AT ONE CENT EACH.

A good many who have ordered tliese have almost
entirely misunderstood our offer, and have specified
tlie numbers they wanted at this rate, instead of
taking just what we chose to send. The fact is, we
liave a wagonload or more of old numbers, mostly 8
or 10 years old, but we haven't much of a surplus of
late years. We could sell these old numbers as paper-
rags, but they contain very valuable matter; and by
asking a cent apiece for tiiem we should have about
enough to pay for our trouble in wrapping and for
the postage, and you would get a lot of good reading
for almost notiiing. Now, we will put the proposi-
tion this way. Old numbers of wlilch we have a
surplus will be one cent each, postpaid, in lots of 10
or more, if you take what ive chuDse to send. We will
send tlie numbers you specify, at 2 cents each, provid-
ed we have aniabundance of them, so they|can be spar-
ed witliout reducing our files so as to make it neces-
sary to buy them back again. Remember, the old
back numbers, our choice, will be one cent each;
your choice, 2 cents each, provided we have a surplus
of what you choose.

BUY YOUR EARLY QUEENS SOUTH

I will have on hand a stock of

CHOICE -» ITfllilflH -s- QOEEflS
as early as they can be raised down

here. Write for prices and
particulars.

OTTO J. E. URBAN, Thorndale, Milan Co., Tex.

lyin responding to this advertisement mention GLEAKtNOa.
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DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES:
The Nonpareil Bee-hive and Winter case, White

Poplar Sections, Wood-zinc Queen-Excluders, and
the finest and best Perforated Zinc now made.
Send tor catalogue of i)rices, and inclose 2& cts. for

the new book, Kee-keeping tor Prottt.
Address DR. «. I.. TINICKR,

Sltl'db IVew Pliiladelpliia, O.
I^lnrespondiiig to this advertisement mention Glkaninqs.

Job Lot of Wire Netting.
CUT PIECES AT A LOWER PKICE THAN FULL ROLLS.

Having bought from the factory, at our own price,

five or six hundred remnants, as listed below, we are
able to give you the choice of a great variety of
pieces at the price of a full roll or lower. Full rolls

of netting are 15U ft. long, and wlien they are cut we
have to charge nearly double the full-roll rate, be-
cause it is so much trouble to unroll, measure, and
cut, and run the risk of having a lot of remnants on
hand. No doubt it is in this way that the following
remnants have accumulated. It costs a good deal
to get all this in shape so we can easily pick out from
the lot the piece you want. But to move it off quick-
ly, we put the price down so you can all have a
chance at it. Remember, first come, first served.
In ordering, therefore, name a second or third choice,
or say that we maj' send the nearest we can if the
piece selected is gone. On 5 pieces deduct ,5 per cent,
on 10 pieces 10 per cent. These remnants are shipped
only from here. If any of you want to secure some,
and don't want them shipped till later, when you
will order something else, so as to save freight, pick
out the pieces you want, send remittance with the
ordei-, with request to lay by till called for, and we
will mark them as belonging to you. We prefer to
ship them right out, however.

LIST OF POULTRY-NETTING REMNANTS.

Length of eaoh piece. Multiply by the
width in feet to get the number of square
feet in each piece. Then multiply by the
price per foot for the price per piece.

18 in., 50; 72 in., 95, 27.

49, 85, 26, 6; 60 in., 47, 42, 32, 24.

42', 38, 32, 11.

131, 108, 103, 103. 100, 94, 88, 81, 73. 68,

67, 60, 50, 50, 48, 26. 2.5, 24, 20, 19.

23, 15.

122, 30 Inches wide, 63, 25.

100, ; 42 inches wide, 60.

61, 53, 48, 47, 37, 3.5, 22, 22; 60 in. wide, 67, 20.

42,23,15; 24 in. wide, 77.

78,53,32; 60 in. wide, 2.5.

59, 11; 18 in. wide, 72, 72, 40; 24 in. wide, 94, 88.

36, 34, 32, 23, 14; 30 in. wide, 46, 44, 24.

60. 58, .56; 48 in. wide, 70, 48, 46, 40, 26, 19; 60 in., 62.

87,61,30; 12 in. wide, 100.

120, 100, 90. 69, .52, 33, 33, 13, 12.

127, 21, 6; 60 in. wide, 21, 20.

, 17,13,7,7,7,6,5.
I
121, 35, 26, 23, 20, 8; 72 in. wide, 36, 33, 9.

I
72, 49, 48, 45, 38, 37, 30, 29, 26, 22, 14.

29; 42 in., 71.

I
39; 18 in. wide, 14; 30 in., 14.

33.' 33', 36 in. wide, 47, 47, 45.

56; 72 in., 64, 63, 10.

40;
60 in., 65, 34, 19; .54 in., 12.

79; 36 in., 14, 7; 42 in., 34; 48 in., 92.

22.

48,12,10; 24 in., 86,42; 30 in., 75; 48 in., 78.

15,11,10; 33 in., 0; 42 in.. 80; 48 in., 23; 72 in., 8.

.53; 72 in., 51; 30 in., 96; 9 in.. 40.

26; 9 in., 24; 42 in., .50, 34; 48 in., 100, 40, 25; 60 in,,

26; 18iM..82 ,50.

85,32; 9in..3i; 10 in., 20; 24 in., 23; 39 In., 69, 51
37; 48 in., 30; 60 in. ,.59.

33.7; 36 in ,75,5.5.

46.19: 36 in.. 86, 42 in., 14.

63; 48 in., 60.

160, 18K; 48 in., 45; 72 in., 100, 70.

166, .52,35, 23
107. 68. 35. 17, 15 10.

.52. 47, 36, 33, .30 29 19,18,13,9.
43,37.34 25.24 23.18.
144, 117. 68, 62, 62, 60, 23, 22, 22, 15, 12, 12, 12, 8, 6.

82, .50, 44 11,5.
68 ft. ; 36 in., 200 ft. at 4c ; 45 in., 247 ft. at 5c.

m
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P^NEY CeMjiN.

CITY MARKETS.
Albany.—flo»iey.—Tlie demand foi' comb honey is

more liberal since the Lenten season began, but
there is no cliange in prices. AVe have liad one con-
signment of 40 cases of comb honey and 30 iKickages
of extriicted since last report. No change in jirices
of extracted. We quote clover, 16(ad 8c; mixed. H@
15c; buckwheat, 13@13. E.xtracted, light, 8@9; dark,
7@8. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Feb. 20. Albany, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—Ho?i€i/.—Demand is good foi' all kinds
of honey, with a good supply on the market of all
but Southern honey, which is scarce. Choice comb
honey brings 16@17c a lb. in the jobbing way. Ex-
tracted honey, 6@8c a lb. on arrival. Beeswax.—
There is a good demand tor beeswax at 24@26c a lb.

for good to choice j'ellow on arrival.
Chas. F. Muth & Son,

Feb. 20. Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis. — Honej/.— Mild weather has affected
trade so that there is scarcely any demand for either
comb or extracted. We quote white-clover comb at
16c: dark, 13@14. Extracted, 6@&%. in bbls.; cases,
6X@7ys. Beeswaxr2&'A . D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
Feb. 19. St. Louis, Mo.

San Francisco. — Horjey. — Extracted lioney is

firmer, and several carloads have been sold East at
6J4@6>^c, f. o. b. Comb honey very scarce, and to be
had only in small lots. We quote 10@14c, as to quali-
ty. Beeswax in good demand at 34@2.5e, f . o. b.

Schacht, Lemcke & Steiner,
Feb. 14. San Francisco, Cal.

New York.—Honei/.—We quote extracted Cali-
fornia honey, light amber and white, at fiom 7@7V^c.
Florida honey in barrels at 7@8c. Beeswax, nice yel-
low Cuban, 38i/4c; Southern, 29i4c; selected Califor-
nia, 31c. F. G. Strohmeyer & Co.,
Feb. 20. New York City.

Detroit.—TJoriej/.—The market for honey is not
very brisk. Comb honey is selling at ]4@15c. Ex-
tracted, 7@8c. Beeswax firm at 27@28c.
Bell Branch, Mich., Feb. 19. M. H. Hunt.

Kansas City.—Honey.—We have a steady demand
for comb honey in 1-lb. sections, and if receipts con-
tinue light our market will soon be cleaned up. We
quote whitt^ 1-lb. comb 16@18; California 2-lb. comb
and extracted slow sale. We quote 2-lb. comb, white,
14@15; dark, 12@13. Extracted, 6@7. Beeswax, 25c.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Feb. 24. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—ifonc{/.—The season for the sale of
comb honey is well advanced, and tlie demand is
rather light. Choice white clover, ll'giL'c. Extract-
ed, in cans, choice white clovei', 7>^(a>8c. Lower
grades in both comb and extracted, lower as to qual-
ity. Beeswax, prime, 26c W. B. Westcott & Co.,
Feb. 13. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. clover honey, in 1.5-gallon kegs,
at 9 cts. a lb. by the keg. tare out.

Mont Wyrick, Cascade, la.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, in 70-lb. tin cans, at
10 cts. per lb., f. o. b. Lewis Haines,
4d Moons, Fay. Co., O.

For Sale.—1200 lbs. extracted white-clover honey
in barrels or 60-lb. cans, as desired.
Itfdb E. J. Baxter, Nauvoo, 111.

For Sale.—Choice honey in sections, cans, and
C. pails. Send for price list to Oliver Foster,

12-tfdb. Mt. Vernon, la.

The Greatest Invention of the Age!
BEES MADE TO HIVE THEMSELVES.

Full particulars free. Addiess
5-tfdb H. ALLEY. Wenham, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

SttS^MMt
FOR SALE.

Crude and refined. We have con-

stantly in stock large quantities of

Beeswax, and sui^ply the prominent manufacturers^
of comb foui}dation throughout the country. We
guarantee every pound of Beeswax purchased from^

us absolutely pure. Write for our prices, stating

(luantity wanted. ECKERMANN. & WILL,
Bleachers, Eefiners, acd Importers cf Beeswax,

5-i6db Syracuse, N.Y.
t?*Iii responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

TAKE HOTICE.
Our New Factory is Now Open

To receive orders for Bee-Hives, Franie*^ of alli

kinds. Shipping - Crates, Sections, Honey -

Cans, Comb Foundation, and Suioicers. Write
for price list to

GREGORY BROS. & SON,

5-tfdb Ottumwa, "Wapello Co., Iowa.
|^"In responding: to tliis .advficisenic iit mention (tLKandjos.

Bees St Supplies fop louua.
Send for my supplement for 1891, now ready (n»'

new catalogue). Say whether you have my catalogue-
dated 1889 and i89u. Address Oliver Foster,

.o-ifdb Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.
-3-4d Please mention this paper.

HAVE YOU READ MY
Ad. on Inoide Back Cover of Gleanings, Feb.

1st? Also my ad. on Page 117, Feb. 15tli 01ean>
ings, about "my New Potatoes? If not, do so at
once. W. Z. Hutchinson, on page ir> of the Feb.
Review, says, "They would almost pass for a
SAVeet Potato." If you intend to try them it is.

necessary for you to order soon, as they would
not go half way round to tlie readeis of Gleanings.
Potatoes will lie sent the first week in April. Safe
ai-rival guaranteed. .5tfdb

Jacob T. TImpe, Grand Ledge, Mich.
t^In responding to this adrertisement mention GLKANlNOa.

HO FOR CALIFORNIA!
FOR SALE. lOO Colonies of Bees. Full

colonies, $3. .50. Staiile.v Extractors, Vandei'-
vort Mill, and other flxtuies. Send ft)r descriptive-
piice list and realize the bai'gains. Address

J. H. MARTIN,
Hartford, "Wash. Co., N. Y.

HO FOR CALIFORNIA!
Itfdb Please mention this paper.

NEW AUTOMATIC

I am now able to.suijply zinc with tlio round-
end perforations in 1(5 styles of opposite and'
alternate perforating. The new machine makes-
any size of sheet, with a boi'dei- of any width
from ;.'x5 inch(>s ii)) to :.'4x44. The work done has

NEVER BEEN EQUALED,
is unifoiin. exact, and perfectly reliable. Prices,

vcrv low. Send .stamp for sami)les. Address
'

DR. G. L. TINKER, New Philadelphia, 0.

5tfd Please mention this paper.
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^Tl^^Y gTR^WS
FROM DR. C. MILLER.

Tjie STixG-TP.owEL tlicorj' lias goiie into hi-

bornation.

The old officers of the Bee-keepers" Union
are re-elected.

Divided tot'-uaks arc being repeatedly in-

vented nowadays.
Outdoor wixterixg had a majority of votes

at the Ontario bee-keepers' convention.

Reduced fake is a thing of first importance
in fixing time and place of conventions.

Where are the one or two government sta-
tions that Prof. Cook speaks of as doing some-
thing with bees?

Mr. G. DELAYEX'splan for an out-apiary is to
have very large hives, and visit them only
twice a year, spring and autumn.

WiLU E. E. Hasty please tell us whether he
succeeded in getting an iinpi'oved breed of red
clover? Hasty is the man to do it if any one
can.

The Ontario Bee-keepers" ^Association re-

ports 333 members for last year. Can you beat
that on this side of the line, you bragging Yan-
kees ?

Artificial heat in cellars is bad—costs too
much. Artificial cold (or natural either) is still

worse. If cellars get too cold, choose the least
of two evils.

Carbolic acid used for quieting bees, says
the B. B. J., was credited by the late Rev.
George Raynor as the chief cause of his immuni-
ty from foul lii'ood.

' Xumrer Two."' in C. B. J., thinks I'm af-
flicted with versatility. That's not what ails

me, "Number Two." Ifs the grippe thafs got
its—got its—gi'ip on me.
Larger bees are advocated in the Api.. in

the belief that doubling the size of the bee will
double the distance it will travel. Does a crow
fly any further or faster than a blackbird?

The British Bee Journal is publishing a
series of " Bee-papers for Winter Reading." If
the first number is a fair sample, the series will
be valuable. In effect it will be a practical
treatise on bee-keeping.

E. R. R. ASKS ME, on page 87, whether I

would " preach bee legislation, priority claim of
locality, or move out.'" if bee-keepers were too
thick around me. I wouldn't do either. I'd
shut my teeth tight together, and wish for the
day to hasten when bee-keepers would have
the same chance as farmers.

Prof. Cook found tliat bees fed on pure hon-
ey, or honey and syrup, half and half, lived five

times as long as bees fed on Good candy made
from coarse granulated sugar. Powdered sugar
is the thing for Good candy.

Heating bees in winter is discouraged by the
B. B. J. Tudoubtedly right where zero weath-
er is never known. But where for days it keeps
some .59° below freezing, give me a steady coal
hre. if my cellar is not warm enough.

A COLD DAY. E. R. R. says, makes it all right
to carry in bees without bottom -boards. Yes, I

know, if it"s cold enough. But I want mine in

the cellar before it is cold enough. So I prefer

to carry in the deep space with my hives.

An egg of a queen is ^^ of an inch in length
and 7V of an inch in thickness. If a queen lays
3000 In 34 hours, and they are laid in a row. end
to end. it will make a string about 18 feet long.

Even if she didn"t lay them in just that length
of time. I suppose they would measure the same.

Sections by weight is the safe way. I'm
beginning to favor less than a pound section;

for if all are less than a pound, the public will

soon learn it. and then there can be no cheating
by selling light weight. The weight is too un-
even to make selling by the piece always best.

Loose outside cases over hives are nothing
new, according to the B. B. J., and it pokes fun
at us for thinking they are. It says, • We trust

thev will give such hives a fair trial, and that
thev will also find them as advantageous as we
have don^ for the last fifteen years or more
back."

Honey, according to Prof. Cook, is digested,

ready for absorption, making it a safer food for

manthan cane sugar, and a safer food for bees
in confinement. Practice doesn't always con-
firm this, but there may be something wrong in

the practice. It's hardly right to give the name
of honey to some of the thin sour stuff that goes
under that name.
A STANDARD TEMPERATURE for CCllarS, I'm

afraid, is a bad thing. If you say 40°, some be-
ginner will freeze his bees. If you say 45°, an-
other will roast his. Cellars differ. Thermom-
eters differ. Each one must find out for him-
self what's best for him. Better tell the begin-
ner, "There is no standard. Hunt for a quiet
spot somewhere between 37 and 50."

The NAMELESS DISEASE is agreed to be cured
by changing the queen. I'd like to see some of

the ample evidence" of it. "A number of cases

and all recovered after changing the queen?"
I can give just as strong proof that red
paint on my shop has cured the numerous cases

that I have had. I don't say changing the
queen never cured a case, but I never saw satis-

factory evidence of it. Mine always got well

without it.
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"Make youi! hives and appliances by all

means if you can, but draw the line at frames

and sections. Buy them and save money, time,

and temper, and secure efficiency by so doing."

So says the B. B. J. Good advice, only I'd put
" hives and appliances" on the same side of the

line as frames and sections, in most cases. I'm

satisfied with i)utting togctiier and nailing.

Foui> UKOOT) can be cured by using naphthol
beta, so says Dr. Lortet in the Revue Internd-

Uonale. The B. B. J. gives a tr-anslation of his

article, and speaks approvingly of the remedy,
which, it says, is perfectly harmless. Dr. Lor-

tet says. "It is the adult bee which is first in-

fected." "Contaminated honey may be a cause

of the propagation." Cheshire denies the lat-

ter.

"The Honey-bee: Its Natituai, History,
Anatomy, and Physioeogy," Mr. Cowan's new
book, is just the thing for some of you begin-

ners to read up on. who want to be in the front

ranks. Ifs so nicely gotten up that it is a plea-

sure to leaf it over. I haven't had time to read

it yet; but from what I know of its author I am
safe in saying it is entii'ely accurate, and up
with the times.

The deposit system is an English kink.

The B. B. J. says, " When strangers are dealing

together, the purchase money of the articles is

deposited at our office. We acknowledge the

receipt of the deposit to huth parties, and hold

the money until we are satisfied that the pur-

chase has be(>n concluded." A small fee is

charged. Why wouldn't that be a good thing

to copy in this country?

gENEl^^li C^RREgP^NDENCE.

BEE-ESCAPES.

expeuimentixg with different forms : now
MR. DIHBERN came TO DISCOVER THE

hokizontai, styee.

During the 2.") years that I have kept bees it

has been a constant problem with me how best

to get rid of the bees in the surplus boxes. I

tried about all the different methods suggested

in all that time, but all proved more or less un-
satisfactory. But, let us try. and investigate,

to see, if we can, where and what the difficulty

to be overcome really was, for the thing is ac-

complished.
When I commenced bee-keeping we had no

bee-papers—at least I knew of none—and the

only guide I had was Quinbij. He recommend-
ed leaving the surplus boxes out over night,

about six inches in front of the hives, and plac-

ing a few sticks so the bees could run over the

bridge to their hives. Sometimes this worked
all right, but often the honey would be covered
with bees the next morning, ready to go for any
one coming to get it. Then, too, should a

shower come up during the night, the honey
would be damaged. It would also be a "shin-
ing mark" for nocturnal prowlers: and should
it chance to be forgotten, or left out too long in

the morning, what a picnic there would be!

The next plan suggested was to get several

large store boxes and pile the surplus boxes in,

bees and all, and cover over with a sheet, occa-
sionallv turning the sheet and liberating the

bees. 'In that way very many young bees

would be lost, never having marked their hives:

and it was a slow and tedious way at best. It

was also necessary to keej) a constant watch, as

a gust of wind might blow the sheet off at any
time, and make lively times among the bees.

When I began to use sections and cases, I

adopted the Heddon plan, smoking out all tin-

bees I could, and carrying the rest into the hon-
ey-house, allowing them to escape at the top of
the windows by having the wire screen extend
some six inches higher than the windows. The
objection to this plan was, that bees would be
"bumming around" the room all day: and if

any extracting was to be done tliey would be
getting into the honey, and be a constant an-
noyance. One day I carried in a good many bees:
and as it was almost unendurable to work in
the honey-house, I went away a while doing
other work. When I returned, there was
" music in the air;" and I noticed about a quart
of bees clustering at the top of one of the es-
capes at the window, and liees did find their
tO(ty hitrk into th(> room, and were actually car-
rying off the honey. This plan is also open to
the objection that young bees will become lost,

and it is a nuisance in every way. IIow strange
that some of our boss bee- men, even editors of
apicultnral papers, should still cling to such
methods I

Well, the next thing that s<Mnn('d to offer a so-
lution to this problem was the tent escape.
This I used by piling up eight or ten cases, and
placing a wire-cloth escape, fashioned like a
house-roof, with an opening at the apex, on top.
When I succeeded in smoking out most of the
ix'.es, it would generally clear out neai'ly all by
evening: but often the bees would all cluster iii

one case, where if became difficult to get rid of
them, and many young bees would get lost.

When many bees were left in the cases they
would often cluster at the top of the escape,
and they then seemed to have no difficulty in
finding their way back, carrying off the honey,
and attracting oth(M- robbers.

About this time my attention was called to
the Reese escape, and I was very favorably im-
pressed with it. When a hive was not very
strong with bees, it generally worked very well

;

but in removing cases from strong colonies,
when no more empty cases were needed, the
bees would often fill the entire space under the
escape-board, and build comb there. They
would also sometimes cluster on the wire-cloth
cones, and open up communication between
the case to be removed and the hive below. I

was not long in deciding, tliat, to make a perfect
escape, we should somehow have to get along
with only bee-spaces. I then constructed a
wooden rim ?« inch thick, tacking wire cloth on
both sides, allowing the bees to escape between
the cloth through a series of V-shaped escapes.
1 tested this to some extent in the fiiil. and It

worked well. I believe this was the tii'st hor-
izontal bee-escape even- tested, and I have it as
a relic yet.

Well, this idea opened up a whole multitude
of bee-escapes. I soon saw that this original
was larger and more expensive than need be,

and soon boiled it down into my pear-shaped
escape. This is really a very good form, and, if

rightly made, will generally prove satisfactory.

After I had published my invention of the hor-
izontal bee-escape, a multitude of similar es-

capes at once sprang into existence. Thinking
that perhaps I had not yet found the best plan
on which to make the escape, I studied various
designs, and finally adopted a four-pointed star,

with openings foi' the escape of the bees at the
points. I concluded that, as there were four
outlets, it would greatly increase the capacity.
It was also made removable, which I consider
an important feature. The four large open-
ings, however, proved a mistake, as I found
that, in warm weather, the bees had no great
difficulty in finding their way back through it.

This is really the great danger to be overcome
to make escapes perfectly successful. By close
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watcliiiig I found the bees would cluster on the
cones, filling them full of bees, and secnn^d to
be able to eonununieate to tjther bees the way
through the escapes. After satisfying myself
where the dilticulty lay. I at once commenced
experimenting to overcome it. I soon decided
that the escape tnust be so made that bees could
not readily cluster on it.

Remembering my original board. I again
commenced with a bdiwd the full size of the
hive, lii'st making a bee-space between two
thin boards, and making a series of runways
and stops in it. I found it to work all right. I

then began reducing the size of the escape, and
kept tcstingthcm all the time by removing part-
ly tilled supers and putting them on again. I

linally adopted a size 4'.jx6'^. beyond which I

could not well reduce it. and made it n^nov-
able. I experimented a good deal with them
and took off all my cases, some iiOO. I also sent
out more than :.'0i) to other bee-keepers, and did
not hear of a failure. Mine could not have
worked better, and 1 do not see that any thing
better can be desired. The idea that bees un-
cap any honey before leaving the surplus case
is unfounded. They sometimes do. when they
can go back through th(' escape, and will carry
honey down if they have time enough. It is

practically impossible for bees to return and
open up a highway through my new escape.
Sevei'al bee-keepers have lately reported using
my escape with unsatisfactory results. I have
investigated all that have coriie to my attention,
and invariably found it was the old four-point
escape that made the trouble.

THE HOIMZOXTAL BEE-ESCAPE.
This has come to stay: and if we have not yet

obtained the best forni. it will soon be here. I

want to say right here, that ""the war" as to the
rightful inventor is over, and it is free to all.

Many other bee-keepers have brought out hori-
zontal escapes that are ingenious, and will proba-
bly work all right. Some that I tested proved fail-

ures: but that was to be expected. I am sure
we have got something that will be appreciat-
ed more and more as the years I'oll on. Even
some of our great bee-men and eastern bee-ed-
itors will have to " acknowledge the corn" after
a while. I know the horizontal i-scape is a good
thing, and can abide mv time.
Milan, 111. C. H. Dibbekx.

[The star-shaped horizontal did not work
very satisfactorily in our yard: but your origi-
nal pear-shaped escape woi-ks well.]

SHADE FOR HIVES.

HOW THEY PKOVIDE FOH IT IX CAEIFUKXIA.

In foot-notes to Miss Wilson's article in Jan.
1st Gleaxixgs you invite a discussion as to
whether it is best to have our hives under
shade-trees or not. It is a matter I have been
giving some thought to of late, and I hope to
see it thoroughly discussed.
In California I have never seen an apiary lo-

cated undei- trees, though a good many" use
shade-boards, keeping them in place by laying
on them a heavy rock. This method is objec-
tionable, as it necessitates much extra and
fatiguing work, and affords no shelter from the
sun's i-ays to the apiarist. Permanent sheds
are much better. One .5 feet high in the front. 4
feet at the rear (which should be to the south).
3 feet wide, and 7.") feet long, can be built for
^r)..50. reckoning lumber at 3 cents a foot and
shakes at ^14 per thousand, allowing M cents
for the nails, and charging nothing for putting
it up. the roof to be one layer of shakes. This
makes enough shade, but does not shed rain.

By moving the hive to the southern side of the
shed in the spring, they will get the desired
sunshine. In summer, place them to the north
s[de. and they will be in the shade all day.
Under sheds, however, in order to economize,
we are apt to put our hives nearer together than
is good.

PECAX-TREES for shade IX THE SOUTH.
In Louisiana I once kept bees beneath a grove

of pecan-trees. They make a dense shade,
with branches liigh above the apiarist's head.
For that climate nt)thing can be better. In
California the difference in temperature in
shade and sun seems to me to be much greater
than in the East: and it is probable that, some
days in the spring, stocks in the shade would
be kept so cool as to do much less work than
those in the sun.
The peach is a nice tree to plant in the apiary.

It grows rapidly, and makes a shade of just
about the right density. Some varieties are
later in putting out leaves in the spring than
others. These are the best to plant, as at that
time of year the hives should have all the sun-
shine possible. In California. French prunes
might be better than peach-trees. They are of
slower growth than the peach, but more profit-
able \\ hen it comes in bearing. This tree has
been termed the lazy man's tree, as its fruit, in-
stead of rotting when not gathered, will dry
into a marketable commodity.
Build your honey-house in the center of a

two-acre orchard. Put two hives under each
tree, and it will be about right for a 4(X)-hive
apiary. Scattered over so large a space, young
queens will have no difficulty in locating" their
own home, and I believe that, in that respect
alone, it will more than repay for the extra
travel necessary where hives ai'e so scattered.
One very great advantage, where hives are

scattered among trees, is the lessened liability
of swarms uniting, which issue at the same
time. Last year, in my apiary (located on an
open plat), I had 1(5 swarms unite, making a
cluster as large as the body of a good-sized horse,
^lany other times I had from two to six unite.
The consequence was. that a majoritv of my
queens were killed at a time when the eggs laid
would have produci'd workers for the main
honey-harvest.
The tiees should be trimmed high, both to

get the branches out of the apiarist's way and
permit a free circulation of air. A neighboring
bee-keeper told me quite recently that his hives
in the shade melted down worse" than those in
the sun. He had set them in some low brush,
which grew thick from the ground up.

^^'here. from preference or necessity, hives
an' to be placed near each other, if the" ground
be planted out to a variety of trees it will bet-
ter enable the bees from the different hives to
identify their own home. In my apiary I am
planting grapes, apples, peaches", prunes, wal-
nuts, pears, and tigs. With the exception of ap-
ples and pears, no two trees look alike.
A year ago I purchased some 300 enameled-

cloth quilts for my hives. While they are good for
preventing the escape of warmth from the hive,
I believe those quilts have been the cause
of more profanity in my apiary than the 400
stocks of hybrids, though each of which (last
summer at any rate) seemed possessed of the di-
abolism of a thousand demons. If any wind is

blowing it is almost impossible to keep the
quilt spread out smooth while one puts on the
top. I have often had it go sailing off ten feet
or more, just as I was closing the hive. I have
thought of tacking them to the cover. A much
better quilt is a piece of canvas well daubed
with thick paint. Its weight being great, the
wind does not bother much. Wm. G. Hewes.
Newhall. Cal.. Jan. 13.
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OUTSIDE CASES FOR WINTER.

SltCCESSFULIA- USED BY .1. A. (iliEEX.

From the references that have appeared in

Gleanings lately in regard to outside shells for
packing bees that are to be wintered on their
Slimmer stands, the novice would almost be led
to think that it is a new and untried device. I

have used such packing-cases for four years:
and at present I have over a hundred colonies
protected in this way. In fact, with the excep-
tion of a few in your chaft" hives, every colony
that I am wintering out of doors is snugly
packed in leaves or shavings held in place by an
outer case. Besides this, thei'e is a great stack
of them waiting to be put over the bees now in

the cellar when they are brought outdooi'S.
'"What." you say. "do you go to tlie trouble

pieces should be nail(>d to the flat side of the
u])rights. and two or three left off at one end
for the entrance. Now put a "bridge"' over
the entrance, set the packing-case over the hive
so that the front rests on the bridge, holding it

firmly in place, and put in your packing mate-
rial. Tills may be whatever is convenient. I

generally use leaves. Soft leaves, such as those
of the soft maple, are excellent. Planer shav-
ings or sawdust are more easily handled, and
bettei-.

We now want a roof over it. Above all other
qualities it must be water-tight. Wet packing
is worse than none at all. I have given consid-
erable thought to the matter of making a roof
that would be cheap, duraiile, and effective.
All these qualities are hard to combine. A very
good and cheap roof may be made by nailing
barrel-staves crosswise to a three-inch strip a
little longer than the packing-case, putting

.1. A. GIiEp;N S AI'lAKY IX WINTER. SHOWING OUTSIDE I'Af'KING-CASES.

of packing bees that have passed through the
winter safely in the cellar?" Ves, that is just
what I am going to do. I lielieve that it pays
to protect bees, and I think there is no time
when they need protection more than in the
spring, when we want them to rear as much
brood as possible. Thin-walled hives are too
easily affected by changes of temperature at
this time, and brood-rearing suffers in conse-
quence.
To make my packing-cases I use ordinary

lath cut into two pieces, 20 and 28 inches long.
These are nailed to three-inch corner strips to
form the ends and sides of a box without top or
bottom. It is made of such height that, when
set over the hive on its stand, the outer case
resting directly on the ground, it will be five or
six inch(>s higlier than the hive. The end

over them a sheet of roofing-paper, then nail-
ing on another layer of staves so as to break
joints with the first ones. The most satisfac-
tory covering, though, and the best, all things
considered, is a sheet of corrugated iron, large
enough to cover th<' whole. An ordinary sheet
(9() in. long) makes three pieces just right.
Nothing further is required. Just lay the
sheet of iron on to]), and lay a stone on it to
keep it fi'om blowing away; or, better, lay a
short piece of board across the top, and the
stone on that. This makes a roof that can not
Teak; and with ordinary care it is practically
indestructible. With a coat of paint occasion-
ally, it will last as long as the owner. When
not in use they can be stored in a very small
space, as they nest into one another. They
make the best of shade-boards for summer, if
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any are desired. Cut the corners off rounding,
so clothing will not get lorn on them.
These corrugated iion covers cost me a ti-if1e

less than 20 cents each. A buncli of lath, cost-

ing 1.5 cents or less, will make two packing-
cases. I think these are practically as good as

if made of more expensive lumber. If you de-

sire, you can turn them into excellent chicken-
coops for summer use. If you want them more
oramental. paint them with a mixture of skim
milk and hydraulic cement, or other cheap
paint. Kealiy. though. 1 don't think they look
very bad unpainted. They ought to be of a

dark color, so as to absorb as much of the sun's

heat as possible whenever it shim-s. This helps

brood -rearing in the spring wonderfully. One
of the principal arguments in favoi' of unpaint-
ed liives is. that bees build up in them better in

the spring. I think this is mostly due to the
dark color. With a dark outer case you have
all this advantage, and more, as the packing
retains the heat.

I inclose a photo showing how the hives look.

packed as I have described.
I have given up the coal-mine where I win-

tered them foi- tlie past two winters, as it was
too hard to get at it.

My apiai-y is just ou the edge of a bluff.

There is a stream in the valh^y—Fox River-
running south. .1. A. (iHEEX.
Dayton. 111.

[I tliink you are mistaken. I did not mean to

convey tlie impression that outside winter
cases were new: on the contrary, all along I

have assumed that they were old. What I de-
sired to know was. how many bee-keepers were
using a similar arrangement now. and. more
particularly, how the so-called dead-air space
compared with packing.
With your corrugated covers I should think

the snow would beat in under and so dampen
the packing; and there is that 10-lb. stone and
board—doesn't that make a good deal of rig-

ging? The outside packing-case that I de-
scribed on page 698 last year was to cost only
.3.5 cents, and. besides, it would be much neater.
If painted muslin or rooting-paper will answer
in place of tin. the cost will not be more than
vours.l E. R. R.

SOMETHING ABOUT BEES AND BEE-CELLARS.

DOOI.ITTI.K COXTIN'UES THE SfK.JECT.

A correspondent writes thus:

My bees seem to be wiuterhig- poorly on their sum-
mer stands, and I have resolved to build me a bee-
cellar. How should it Vie l)Uilt ? Iiow ventilated ?

what is the rig-lit temperature to keep it while tlie

bees are in it V at what time of the year should they
be put in and taken out? T know you have told us
considerable about bee-cellars, and I know that an
article on this will be a little unseasonable; but will
j'ou not be so kuid as to give us some of the small
points necessary along this line, and tell us about it

soon, as I wish to build mine riglit after sjiring work,
so it may get all dried out and readj' for the bees in
the fall? Give the article in Gleanings, as I think
it will be of interest to many besides myself.

Well, I supposed I had written about all I

had to say on bee-cellars during the past; but
with the editor's permission I will try again.
To my mind, it matters very little how the

cellar is built providing it accomplishes the
purpose for which it is intended; i. e.. keeping
a uniform temperature inside, no matter what
are the changes outside. Of course, yon will
want it large enough to accommodate all the
bees you will ever expect to have to put in it.

If it can be built in a side hill it will better ac-
complish the keeping of an even temperature

than a cellar under a house can be made to,

and this is the reason why I prefer the outside
cellar, or cave. If your cellar under your house
can be partitioned off so that the apartment for
the bees need not lie disturbed by the constant
going after vegetables, etc., and so that an even
temperature can be maintained, such a cellar

is equally good with an outside cellar. The
trouble with the cellar under the house lies in

the fact that the cold and warm air. producinl
by the varying temperature of winter, passes
througli the floor of the rooms above, so that
no even tempernture can be kept below. If the
space under the tlooi-, between the sleepers, can
be tilled with chaff or sawdust, it will help
much to obviate this trouble. If the cellar is

dug in a side hill I would have it long and
narrow. ;Mine is :.'4 feet long. 7 wide, G high,
and is large enough to accommodate from 1(K)

to 125 colonies, according as they are packed.
From this you may know about the size you
want. The "cellar in the side hill has another
advantage, in the fact that the jjath into it will

be on a level with the ground outside, so that
the hives can be set on a spring wheelbarrow
and wheeled right where you wish them in the
cellar. This one item alone would almost or
quite pay for the outside cellar in the course of
20 years. Soiue seem to think that it is very
important that the cellar be dry, so that no
moisture nor drops of water ever collect on the
walls or about the bees or cellar: but all of my
experience goes to prove that, if the tempei'a-
ture can be kept between 40 and 15°. all the
moisture that will naturally accumulate in any
cellar will do no hariu. My cellar is so moist
that drops of water stand all about overhead
and on the side walls of the room, yet the bees
do not seem to be affected in the least by it. I

am coming to think nunc and more that the
matter of ventilation is non-iiuportant, as bees
winter in splendid condition with no special

provisio:i being made for any ventilation. By
way of explanation. I will say, that, when I

built my cellar, I constructed a sub-earth ven-
tilator 150 feet in length, in connection with a
direct upward ventilator of the same size. Eith-
er of these could be controlled at will, and
every change of weather found me changing
these ventilator.s. After a little I began to
leave the upper one closed all the while for a
month, while the sub-earth ventilator was oft-

en closed for days togetht^-. Not seeing that it

made any difference with the bees, I now left

them closed all the while; and as this gave me
a more even temperature in the cellar, neither
ventilator was opened at all during the winter
of 1889: so this fall, when I came to re-roof my
cellar with flagging, I left out the upper ven-
tilator entirely, allowing the sub-earth ventila-
tor to remain, but it has been closed all winter
so far. In this way I have no trouble with the
temperature, as it will vary only from 41 to 43°

degrees during the whole winter, or only two
degrees. If you hav<' a cellar in which the
temperature "falls lower than 40. I woiild put a
slow fire in it. or in an anteroom just off' from it.

so that, when there is much severe weather,
the temperature might be kept up at 43 to 45° if

possible. A change of 10° in temperature is

liable to make the bees uneasy, cause them to

go to breeding, get the diarrhea, and spring
dwindle. If the cellar is under a house, some
seem to think that a small pipe from the chim-
ney above the fire, running down to within two
inches or so of the cellar bottom, to be used in

a warm time, is a good thing in that it causes a
change of air during a warm spell, which re-

sults in keeping the bees quiet with a much
higher temperature than they would without
this change of air. I am not positive on this

point: but if I had a cellar that would run up
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to 50 every warm spell. I would try it. With
rae I consider a temperature of 4r.'° to be the
best for a cellar: but I would say that the tem-
perature which is best is the one in which the
bees are the most quiet. That may not be the
same with you that it is with me: therefore I

would advise you to keep watch closely: and
when you find where the bees are the most
quiet, control the temperature ju-sf there as
near as may be ever afterward". Bees will be
quiet in a much higher temperature during
November and December than they will be
during March; therefoi'e the cellar that will

cool oft a little as the winter advances is much
the best, providing it will not rise when the
weather begins to warm up in the spring. If

the bees are quiet in the cellar, do not remove
them till the elm and soft maple are in bloom,
about April :20 in this locality. Set them in the
cellar on the approach of cold weather, say
Nov. 10, and you will not be far out of the way.
Borodino, N. Y., Feb. 12. (i. M. Dooi.itti>e.

FOUL BROOD,

IKIW TO Bl'KN THE CASES WITHOUT DANGER OF
IXFEf'TION TO THE HIVES.

I tried every remedy you told me of. but found
nothing thatWould effect a permanent cure' I

would be much encouraged after applying a
remedy for awhile, but it would soon be as bad
as ever. I became perfectly disgusted with the
whole business, and nearly decided to quit it

entirely. I then had 36 colonies. INIarch. 188it,

and 16 of them had foul brood. Some of them
were so bad I could smell them 20 feet from the
hive. I knew it would be only a shoit time be-
fore it would be in the rest. So I decided to try

what virtue there was in fire. Don't laugh at
me. and say, "That man Keith is foolish." I

had become somewhat desperate. Every thing
in the bee line was going to the dogs, so I had to

try a desperate remedy. I dug a hole opposite
each aflfecled hive, a little larger than the size

of the hive, about 1^' feet deep, and filled the
hole half full of small split pine. Then I took
three hives off the bottom-board, and placed
them in the hole. I did this after sunset, and
put tire in the hole, and soon the hives, bees,

frames, and honey were all in flames, and they
made a good lii-e. " ^Vhile I was watching them
burning, my wife said it was a pity to lose the
hives. It was bad enough to lose the bees, but
to lose both was too bad. I agreed with her. I

got my smoker and filled it up with nice dry
wood, and got it in full blast, and put a hand-
ful of pulverized suli)hur in the smoker, and
went to the other affected hives and killed the

bees with the smoke, then I put dead bees,

combs, roney. and frames in tlie tii'e, and bui-n-

ed them up. Then I had the hives well scrap-
ed, then scalded with water, then well fumi-
gated with sulphur: so. at my wife's suggestion.
I saved 13 hives: and by the process mentioned
I am ejitirely clear of foul brood. I have not
seen the least indication of it since March, 18s;i.

And I believe it is the only effectual way to I'id

an apiary of the disease. I have now 37 colo-

nies in good condition, apparently healthy, and
I hope to inci'ease to .50: then I shall have as

many as I want, and hope to make a good crop
this year. Now. friend Root, if you can sug-
gest a better remedy for foul brood, let me hear
from you. J- J. Keith, u

Louisville, Ga., Jan. 1.5.

[It is not necessary to kill the bees. We have
cured all we had that were diseased, with the
exception of a few that we at first destroyed
with tire, by scalding the hive with boiling

water and putting the bees in clean hives on
fi'ames of foundation. After the bees have con-
sumed all the honey in their sacs in comb-
building, they are free from the last vestiges
of foul brood. If you discover that you have
one or at most two cases at the start, it may b(^

advisable to burn them as you describe.]

PAINTED MUSLIN VS. TIN FOR COVERS.

SUGGESTIONS FOU THE DOVETAILED HIVE.

On page (59, muslin versus tin covers are men-
tioned. You are the man who advanced this
idea way back in the 70's in Gleanings. Then
as now such covers were a success with us.

*A MUfTI CHEAPEI! COVER.
Muslin on a wooden stretcher, or frame, por-

tico like, with two coats of paint, is an excel-
lent cover, but it will not stand hailstorms.
The cover of the Dovetailed hive is just the
thing for a painted muslin protection. Then
the hive has the needed shade in summer, and
will be water-proof.
You should make some improvements yet on

the Dovetailed hive and closed-end frames.
The end- pieces of the frames should be i^ inch
from the hive. The frames should not rest on
the bottom-board: it will be a moth-nest if they
do. Could you not send a frame-rest with each
hive? This rest can be made of half-inch

Oi'^iW Jioop iron or steel. The main object in
setting the end pieces of the frames back 34
inch is to have a cooler hive in summer and a
warmer one in winter. Queen-excluders should
have quarter-inch passage-ways on the ends
also, to enable the bees to ascend and descend
from the super.
The other day I had a Bay State hive shipped

by Mr. H. x\lley. Indeed, it is a neat and su-
perior hive. It may become a pet hive with all

bee-keepers who keep bees on a small scale.

For others, too many screws! I can handle all

sections in a Dovetailed super before an ordi-
nary bee-keeper will have cared for one frame
i n the Bay State super. It may be because I

am a hard Democrat, or that the Bay State hive
has too many fixings. A bottom-board should
be one plane—all hills and valk^ys should be
avoided—and I fear the Bay State hive has
these uneven faults in some degree.

Rev. Stephen Stenger.
St. Meinrad, Ind., Jan. 30, '91.

[Yes, I knew the senior Root used painted cloth
years ago: but the Junior Root wished to as-
certain whethei' they were used anywhere
with success noir. So far the testimony for the
iniinted muslin vs. tin has been favorable. If
it will answer for outside winter cases to set
over in lieu of tin. it will not only be much
cheapei', but far bettei-. Tin is too good a con-
ductor of heat and cold: and some of our out-
side cases, on examination, showed early this

fall that great drops of water had collected on
tlic under side of the tin. To remedy this. I put
Simplicity covers on top. and that fixed it.

Well. now. painted muslin is a good ho» -con-
ductor of heat and cold, and, if sufficiently dur-
able, will be better than the tin. See? Both
the tin and muslin will have to be painted: but
the cloth holds the i)aint better than tin. As to

expense of matiu'ial. the cloth would cost about
one-fifth as much as the tin, making the ex-
pense of the outside cases from 35 to 333-:, per
cent less. But some will say. tin will be cheap-
er in the long run. Very likely, for regular
hive-covers: but for winter cases the cloth will

be warmei'. Of course, either the tin or cloth
should be supported by % lumber beneath.
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About till' boc-spacc between the closed end.*

and tlie hive end: Tlie majority of bee-keep-
ers would oppose you strongly on that point
(see page 87, last Lssue, for a sample). The
reason is this: If bees have access to both sides
of the closed ends, they will gum tiiem togeth-
er that much harder. To make closed -end frames
readily movable, the bees should have access to

the cracks between the uprights on x\\(' hisidc
only.
Your frame-rest for the bottom-board might

do: but isn't it too much I'igging'.'J

ABOUT CLOSED-END FRAMES.

TIIEIi; XTSE IN A TIGHT-FITTING CASK.
IIEDDON. NKW?

Near the close of the honey season of 1878 or
"79, while taking sections of honey out of a
super that held a single row of sections like one
apartment of Moore's crate, it occurred to me
that brood-frames could be constructed to tit in

a hive in the same way. In a few weeks after
I first thought of such a hive. I constr'ucted one
with closed-end frames, and with the ends of

the frames fitting against thi' ends of the hive.

In the fall of 1879 a hive of this kind was ex-
hibited at the Smithtield fair: and in the next
spring, about a dozen hives of that kind were
made and sold. I had used closed -end frames
prior to the construction of this hive, but they
did not fit against the ends of the hive, and
they were used for the extractor only.
Starting with one hive in 1880 I have added

to tlie number occasionally till I have probably
more than 2(1 of that kind in use now. I prefer
that the ends of the frames shall not exceed a
scant yV i"ch in thickness. That thickness is

all that is required for strength; and the thin-
ner the ends, the less trouble there is in the
way of pinching bees between the edges when
frames are replaced in the hive.

It is important that the frames shall have
very little "end shake." When a part or all of
the frames are taken out of the hive, bees will
crawl uj) on the end of the hive; and, in re-
placing the frames, if there is as much as fs or

i^B
end shake, some of the bees will be caught

and rolled in between the end of the frame and
the end of the hive. If the frames have not
more than

i^,;,
I prefer ^V P"d shake. The bees

will be shoved out of the way, and, with a little

care, the hive can be closed without crushing
bees. By using wire nails, and nailing through
the thin ends into the tops and bottoms, we
have a good, cheap, invertible frame. The
frames stand on a strip of wood nailed against
the ends of the hive at the bottom, and the tops
of the frames ai'e even with the top edge of the
hive. In tiering up the strips on which the
upper frames stand, cover the upper ends of the
frames below. The entrance is at one side of
the frames, and a follower is wedged against
the other side of the frames, the bees being
excluded from the space at the back of the fol-
lower. In connection with a top-bar of proper
width and thickness, this arrangement proba-
bly reduces burr-combs and propolis to a mini-
mum. R. M. Rkynoi,ds.
E. Springfield, O., Feb. 10.

P. S.—The details on first page ai'e important,
for the reason that Heddon claims that his
patent covers the close-fitting case. If you
don't care to publish this, please return it.

R. M. R.

[ I am free to say, that Mr. Heddon is pro-
gressive, and one of the few, I think, who are
able to pick out the few good things in the rub-
bish of bygone days. He was the first one to

give me an insight into the possibilities result-
ing from the use of fixed distances. But there
are one or two things which I feel need correc-
tion. If he is chiiniing broadly that he was the
first one to suggest the use of closed-end frames
in a tight-fitting case, he is gi'eatly mistaken.
I have known foi' some time that he was not a
prior user of this combination. I found one
place where it had been used in York State foi'

a good many yeais. and I heard all around that
it was an old idea. Mr. R. M. Reynolds, of East
Springfield. C)., whose letter appears above,
gives us amplt> proof of the oldness of the idea.
The two things—closed-end frames and tight-
fitting cases—are so suggestive of the combina-
tion that it would be strange if it were not
originated years and years ago. I have no
doubt that this letter "will call forth similar
ones from others: but I have no disposition to
stir up controversy, only that credit should fall
where it is due. That no one may accuse me of
hiding behind the editorial wc, 1 come out un-
der the singular form of the pronoun, and sign
mvself E. R. R.f

BEE-DRESS FOR LADIES.

TIIOSK DOOLITTLE CEIJ.-CUPS. AGAIN.

Since writing about aprons -I have found a
very pretty pattern for my bed-ticking aprons.
I send you a picture of it. Y"ou need not smile.
Even a bed-ticking apron will look much better
if made up neatly than if fashioned after a
clumsy pattern. I like to look neat, even when
taking care of bees. Don't laugh, Mr. Root; I

really do, although 1 had reached such a dilap-
idated condition the day you visited our apiary.

Front View—.3G9(;. Back View—3(39().

A V^'ORK-APRON FOIi THE APIARY.

While talking about dress I would suggest
that ladies working with bees make their work-
dresses with perfectly straight, plain skirts, and
just as light as possible—no unnecessary cloth
and no lining. I don't know of any thing more
exhausting than heavy skirts.

I never admired blouse waists; but last sum-
mer some of my waists gave out in the very
busy season and I made me a blouse, more be-
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fa use it was quickly and easily made than for

any other reason. I found it so very cool and
comfortable that I made several and "wore them
tiie rest of tiie season. They are very easily
laundried, which is quite an item, so you can
afford a clean one evei-y day if necessary. I do
not imagine they would be very becoming to

stout people: biit for slender ladies they do
verv well. At least, try one and see how yo\i

like it.

I nearly always wear a worsted skirt of some
kind with mine, having it made perfectly plain,

without lining, Hnished at the bottom with a
deep hem. Then they can be laundried if nec-
essary: but you will find they do not need it

very often if made of some good serviceable
color. If you get a spot or two of honey on. just
sponge them off, and it is all right. I find the
blouse waists very economical, as I can wear
out so many old di'esses in that way.

I am very anxious to know why we failed

with Mr. Doolittle's artificial cups, t can hardly
think it was because we did not handle the lar-

va? carefully enough, for Dr. Miller has success-
fully practiced for years the transferring of

larvie to queen-cells of the bees' own making,
when he wished them to rear from imported
stock. We tried as many as five colonies at a
time, giving to each from ten to twelve cups,
after they had been made queenless and broodless
for 24 hoiirs. The only two we did succeed with
were reared over a qneen-e.xclnder. with a good
laying queen below. We tried to follow direc-
tions minutely, and they certainly did look
nice enough, when ready for the hive, for the
most fastidious bees to use. But for some rea-
son they preferred not to use them. These
same bees started cells quite readily on the
Alley plan. Now, I have an idea that it was
either the cups or the royal jelly that was not
quite right: but what the ti'onble was, I am
sure I don't know. We used tiie jelly from cells

nearly ready to seal, and carefully stirred it

with a toothpick as directed, being very careful
to get about the amount in each cell that is giv-
en in Mr. Dooli tile's book. The cells were
carefully prepaicd according to directions; still,

there may have been something about them not
quite right. It sometimes takes very little to

throw things all wrong. I never for an instant
doubted that Mr. Doolittle made a perfect suc-
cess of it. The thing that bothered me was
that we couldn't, and we did try hard too.

Marengo, 111., Feb. 3. Emma Wilson.

[The picture which Miss Wilson sends us was
taken from J}utterick"s Delineator; and as it

seems to be just the thing, wt^ are glad to re-

engrave it. Any lady who desires to make it

needs only to call for uattern No. 3(596, at any of

the stores when^ Butterick's patterns are sold.

If they can not beobtain(>d in your village, write
to the Butterick Pub'g Co.. New York. The
price will be only nominal. We shall be glad
to have our lady bee-keepers try it, and report
what they think of it. The apron provides for

no sleeves, it is true; but I believe it is more
convenient to have detachable sleeves— if this is

what you call them—as described by Miss Wil-
son ina former article, page 10, Jan. 1.

No, Miss Wilson, we will not make fun of you.
even if you do make an apron of bed-ticking, of
such a neat pattern. Those large pockets will

be very handy for small tools, bee-brushes,
handkerchiefs, etc.

In regard to those artificial cell-cups, we shall

be glad to hear from those who have made them
a, success; and perhaps by discussing the matter
a little, we shall find where the ti'ouble lies with
some of us. Even our boys here at the Home
of the Honey-bees were not entirely successful
with them.]

THE HUBBARD SECTION-FORMER.

-VX EXCEI-I.KXT DEVK K.

A few days ago we received a letter from Mr.
G. K. Hubbard, of Ft. Wayne, Ind.. to the ef-
fect that he had sent us one of his section-
formers by express, prepaid. He also expressed
the conviction that we would be well pleased
with it, and desired us to give it a thorougli and
most careful trial. The machine came to hand,
and subsequent testing showed that Mr. H.
was not far from right.

HUBHAHD S SECTION -FOKMEK.

The engraving shows the manner of operat-
ing the device. The operatoi' should have an
empty basket on his light-hand side: and on a
stool at the left should be placed a box of sec-
tions ready to be folded. Both basket and box
should be near at hand, so that all unnecessary
reaching may be avoided. To opei'ate. pick up
a section, draw the two ends together, insert it

in the section-former, and with a quick, gentle
push, against the bridge, as it were, the corners
will be crowded together quickly, easily, and
neatly. Throw the section into the basket, and
pick up another blank from the basket. The
levers are so long that but very little power is

required: and we find, by operating it in our
establishment, that it is the best and easiest
machine we have ever used: and, besides, it

does the nicest work. Why. it is such a pretty
thing to operate that I could not resist the
temptation to fold up half a box of sections,
just for the fun of the thing. The machine is

so constructed that it is adjustable, so as to be
made to squeeze the sections hard or easy. P''or

particulars, apply to Mr. Hubbard, as above, or
it can be obtained of us. See Special Notices.

E. R. R.
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HOW TO BE YOUR OWN CARPENTER, ETC.

DK. MILLEK GIVES UK .SOME VALVABLE
THOUGHTS IX THIS LINE.

I like the '• Practical Hints " on page 20. May
I say sometliing in the same line? Eriend Root
says, " Put a ten-cent knife in each pocket."
Of course, lie means in one of the pockets of
each pair of pants, so that, if you forget to
change when you cliange youi- suit, you will
not find youseif without a knife. It may seem
a little thing to quarrel about ."> cts. in the price
of a knife, but I never saw a ten-cent knife that
was satisfactory. I generally liave two or three
of the tiftcM'u-cent Karlow knives, and you can
keep on them an edge as keen as a razor. The
only trouble is. they ai'e so high-tempered that,
if you are not careful, you will break nicks out
of' the edge in wiiittling hard wood. As they
have only one blade. I carry another knife for
its small blades.
"Almost any sort of saw will do if you keep it

in order." Yes, 'Mf you keep it in order." But
the trouble is, every "sort of saw can't be kept in
ordei-. I i)aid a dollar for a saw that isn't worth
a dime—so soft you can't keep it sharp. It's

economy to get good tools.

"A sharp leadpencil in each pocket.'' It

may be tolerably shai'|) just at the point, but
you can't carry in youi' pocket a jvucil with
any thing but a very siiort ijoint. If you do. it

will break off'.

"Xever saw a board off without a mark made
with your ti-y-square." I think that hardly
means to use a try-sijuare on a board a foot
wide. The carpenter's square for that.
Driving nails is so important a part of a bee-

keeper's work that it is woi'th while to say a
good deal about the minutia?. I have had
much expei'ience in it. and yet I suspect there

DK. MIELEK S >'AII,-BOX.

is much for me to learn yet. I'd like to tind a
good book on diiving nails. Friend Root speaks
of a hammer that suits you. and an assortment
of nails. I'm sure he'll tell you that you need
an assortment of hammers just as well as an
assortment of nails. A hammer tit for a six-
inch spike would be a poor tiling to drive a
half-inch nail: and a hammer just right for a
half-inch nail wouldn't drive a spike at all.

An adze-eye hammer is the cheapest in the long
run. So is a good- priced hammer. A cheap
hammer with a soft face is a nuisance. In a
little while it is all battered up and one-sided.
Have your nails where you can pick tiiem uy)

handily. Don't try to use them out of the pa-
per in which you bought them. If I am doing
a long job of nailing, I like a saucer to hold
them. For very small nails a plate is good,
having on it rather few nails, so that they will
lie scattered so as to be easily picked up singly.
Sometimes I am doing a long job of nailing,
having no convenient place to put my nails
without danger of tipping them over, and a lot
of spilled nails is somewhat trying on the tem-
per. In such case I often use the cover of a large
blacking-lx)x. Drive a % nail down through
the blacking-box cover, so as to hold it tirmly
in its place, even if it stands on the edge of an
inch board. But for a regular place to J<;eep

my nails I have a set of nail-boxes hung on the
wall. I got the idea from seeing some metal
ones in a tin-shop. I put nails in the wall to
hang them regularly upon, beginning at ^^, H,
%, and so on. I am sorry to say. that so many
have been handling them that they are not all

now in their places. Mine are made of wood,
just such as I had most handy. They can be
varied in any way. but the general principle, I

think, you will like. Mine are made of i^'-inch

stuff, division-boards of Heddon supers.
1 piece I()i,;x4i4.

2 pieces S.xifi.

1 piece 4^x414.
1 piece 4%x3.
1 piece ifiiXV^.
Xail the two pieces that are alike on the long

piece, letting them come ilush at one end. then
on that end nail the largest piece that is left.

At that same end. nail on the ])iece three inches
wide, and at theoth(>rend nail on the remain-
ing piece, letting it come close against the long
piece. I used ^^-inch wire nails to make them,
putting them in about H of an inch apart.
Then whittle out the sides where nothing is

nailed on them, and make a hoh^ in the project-
ing end of the long board, by which to hang it

on a nail on the wall. It is always ready for
immediate use. All you have to do is to take it

from the wall, and lay it on the long side, giv-
ing it a shake to bring some of the nails down
on the bottom (or back).

If you have a lot of stuff cut ready to nail to-
gether, the sooner it is nailed the better. The
ends dry out. and then it will split in nailing.
I once had such a lot of stuff that had lain a
year or more, and. no matter how careful I

might be. it would split in nailing. I then got
a tub of water, soaked the ends threi' or four
hours, and had no trouble. Of cour.se. all the
ends had to be .soaked aliki> or they would not
fit.

If a nail needs to be straightened a little in

driving, do it with the claw of the hammer.
If you have any difficulty in driving straight

enough so that nails will not come out at the
side of your board, let the board have its edge
towaj'dyou. Tlie eye will detect any variation
from side to side, but will not easily tell if the
head of the nail bends to or from you.
Marengo, 111.. Jan. 6. C. C. Miller.

[Well, well, doctor! who would have thought
that you knew so much about driving nails,

and making things? Why, I always supposed
that you kind o' stood around and let other
folks do the work—at least, when it came to

nice carpentering. Why didn't you show
me those nice nail-boxes? Who in the world
studied up that idea of tipping the nail-box
over on its back (like laying the baby on the
tlooi', for instance) so the nails would scatter
down, one at a time, and not prick your fingers?

I am sure you might have that nail-box pat-
ented. X'ow, doctor, the ten-cent knives that I

talked about have exactly the same steel in

them that the tifteen-cent Barlow does. You
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are just like ever so many bee-keepers. The
Barlow knife is your hohhy, and therefore you
have got it into your head that no other knife
will even whittle. Never mind: it is not a very
bad hobby, after all. In regard to saws, I do
not think I ever had one that would not do
good work if it were properly filed and set. It

may be. however, that hard seasoned wood like
oak might turn the teeth of a soft-tempered
saw. Carry an automatic pencil, of coui'se, and
just slip the sharp point back into the tube
when not in use. Your hints on driving nails
all comnumd themselves to good common sense.
Why, doctor, you have told me a good many
things that even I did not know before. Isn't

that wonderful? Your suggestion as to the
cause of the wood splitting when the nail is

driven near the end is also new to me. Noth-
ing vexes me much more than to see wood
split in nailing; and yet I have sometimes
thought that there was no help for it except to
get the bradawl, and you coolly inform us that
we can have a perfect remedy by soaking the
ends well in water. I presume you forget, doc-
tor, that our price list pictures a nice assort-
ment of hammers, all the way from one small
enough to drive a common pin its whole length
into a pine board, up to the size of one that will
drive a forty-penny wire nail.]

not project. The shells, or rims, are pushed
into sawdust around the bottom -boards. They
are working nicely so far, as also are the 28 in
the dead-air-space shells.]

HILTON'S LETTER.

STILL ANOTHER OUTSIDE CASE.

now IT IS MADE, AND ITS SUC'CKSS.

How to convert the Dovetailed hive into a
chaff hive quickly and cheaply: Make the bot-
tom-board U)x3.5, so it will project 2}u inches on
all sides. Now make a box 19x3.5 one foot high,
without top or bottom, of half-inch lumber.
Take off the summer covei'. but leave on the
honey-board. It is better than a Hill device,
for it excludes mice. Spread a piece of burlap
over the top: set this outside rim around the
hive, and there is- a space of just 2 inches be-
tween the walls all around for the chaft'. Of
course, a bridge should be fixed at the entrance
so the bees can come out and fiy.

Foi' a cover, use the gable cover and you have
a hive that is cheap yet handy.

I do not go into details, becaus(> it is not ne-
cessary. Tiie average bee-keeper is intelligent
enough to mak(! them to his own fancy. I have
packed bees this way for three winters, and
have yet to lose a colony; while those I win-
tered in the cellar would die in midwinter, or
spring dwindle if they happened to pull through.
It is less work to \n\.vk them in the fall than it

is to carry them into the cellar and o>it again,
and then pack them for spring protection.
They will eat more honey out of doors than in

the cellar, but they are stronger, more energetic,
and will gather enough more the following sea-
son to more than pay for extra food used in
wintering. Sti'ong colonies, ripe honey, chaff
packing, and upward ventilation, constitute
successful outdoor wintering in my locality.

UESULT OF THE SEASON.
I had eleven colonies, spring count: 2:: by

natui'al swarming. I obtaiinHl 200 lbs. of comb
honey, 400 lbs. extracted. All the bees are in
splendid shai)e for winter. Although I had less

than half a croj), I feel moir like ri'joiciiic; tium
complaining, cunsidi'ring tlie utter failure of
othei's. Captured 7 first and s(;cond premiums
atourcountv fair—$12.00. H. L. Hin-fniNsoN.
Mayville. Mich., Jan. 24.

[Last fall we put about a dozen colonies,
])ack(d almost exactly in llie way ycu do^clite
with the exception that the bottom-board does

WHAT! SAW AND IIEAKD IN OKAND TRAVERSE
COUNTY.

Bro. Root:— I think while we were at Detroit
you said you wished I would write up my visit
•• up north." Well, after looking over the en-
terprising town of Traverse City I wended my
way down that historical peninsula now known
as Peninsula Township. This wonderful piece
of God's footstool is eighteen miles long, and
will average perhaps one mile wide. There is

but one road, and this runs in a romantic way,
now on the ridge overlooking two of the most
beautiful bays I ever saw, tlie water being so
cleaj' that you can see the bottom at a depth
of twenty feet: then we are driving along close
to the water's edge, or, if you please, in the
water, for the shores are so shallow and pebbly
that you can drive almost anywhere. At the
extreme point is what is known in history as
"Old Mission." It is now one of the finest
fruit-farms in the State, and has recently been
sold for a fabulous price. The whole peninsula
is fast l)('coming one of the finest fruit and hon-
ey belts in this grand State of ours. One pecul-
iar feature to me was, that, the further down
the peninsula you go, the heavier the timber
and soil become.
My first stop was about two and a half miles

from the city where lives our genial friend J.
P. B(>rg. He has a bright family, consisting of
a wife and five children. I found them all as
busy as beavers, and I came away convinced
that they would never rust out, either in things
pertaining to this world or the next. Friend
Berg has about forty acres devoted to fruits of
every kind adapted to his climate and soil.

Space will not permit me to enumerate them
here. He also has about 7.') colonies of bees.
About half of th(>se are in single-walled hives,
in the finest cellar foi' the puipose I ever saw.
'The rest are in chaff hives on summer stands:
but he informed me he wt)uld (eventually put
all into chaff' hives, as they wintered better,
and were strong earlier in the spring. With the
short seasons they have there it is absolutely
necessary to have them strong at the beginning
of the honey-Mow. Mr. Berg has a numbei- of
your Dovetailed hives, and thinks that, as a
single-walled hive, they stand at the head.

THE IIO.ME OF MK. BEKfi.

At supper time I was asked to give thanks,
and was both pleased and surprised, as soon as
I said " amen," to hear the eldest daughter,
then the next eldest, down id the little tot that
could not talk plain, ask a blessing in their own
language, German. I stayed with them two
nights, and each morning was asked, after
breakfast, to read. I selected from my favorite
hook, L\ike, and occasionally stopped and talk-
ed of the events ther(>in recorded, after w hich
Bro. Berg offcn-ed a fervent and eloquent prayer.
This was followed bv the children, as at the
table.
As friend Berg is a subscriber to Gleanings.

and, if printed, this will come to his notice, I

hope he will not feel that 1 am intruding upon
the sanctity of his home. Would to (Joel there
wei'e more suchl
In the morning. '"old (Jrey,'" a noble aninuil,

was brought to the door before the fruit-wagon,
and I was started on my journey down the pen-
insula. My next stop was at Mrs. N. H. John-
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ston's. She has, I think, about 60 colonies of

bees in single-walled hives, and they were all

snugly tucked away in the cellar. I understood
her bees were blacks and hybrids: but she as-

sured me the greater part of her honey came
from red clover, and that her bees would leave
the white clover for the red.

After a pleasant visit here I journeyed on to

Mr. Wm. J. C. Davis' home. This is about
twelve miles down the peninsula, and situated
on the shores of the south bay. IMr. Davis has
recently moved from Wexford County: has fif-

teen colonies of bees, and shows his preference
for Italian bees and chaff hives. Tliey insisted

on my staying to dinner, and here for the first

time I ate red-clover honey gathered by the hon-
ey-bee. I have robbed bumble-bees' nests. Mr.
Davis fully confii'med all Mrs. Johnston said in

regard to the bees working on red clover. He
is an intelligent, well-read man, and he assured
me the floweret of the clover grows shorter
there than further south, making it possible for

any bee to work upon it.

Mr. Davis is well protected by high hills on
the east, west, and north, and is fast getting
his farm into fruit. His place is especially
adapted to early gardening, with no tear of

drouth, as he can turn a spring brook across
the place almost anywhere.
There are many strange and wonderful things

on and around this peculiar strip of land, that I

should like to talk about, but space forbids.

Perhaps I can at another time. On one little

spot out in the north bay lives the Robinson
Crusoe of Michigan. The land is not located
on the maps, consequently he pays no taxes,
and can not vote. His history as it comes to
me is an interesting one. I should have very
much liked to visit him and several others who
keep hees on the peninsula, but my time would
not pi'i'init. But I am going again some time,
and in the summei' if possible, for it must b(^ a
vi'ritable paradise then. (iKo. PI Hii/roN.
Fremont. Mich.. .Ian. :.'3.

[Friend H.. we are very much interested in

that wonderful peninsula: and it rejoices our
heai'ts to know of all such Christian homes as

you describe. And. by the way. we want to

know more about the Robinson Crusoe of the
State of INIiohigan. There ar(> (jnite a f(>w of us
who have not yet forgotten theenthuiasm witii

wliicli we lead the real Robinson Crusoe.

|

DEAD-AIl! Sl'ACE FOli KEFKIGERATORS.
You have no doubt observed the double glass

in some of the coach windows, and that no frost

will form on such double-glass windows, and it

is the same with the thin wooden walls. I

have also made a few small refrigerators with
thin walls with several spaces of about ^.j inch,
made by using building-paper, and I find that a
given quantity of ice will keep as long as in

any packed walls of even double the tiiickness.

I have also observed, in brick walls of dwell-
ings, where the walls were laid up with a hol-
low wall, or a space of about two inches, with
just suthcient tie-brick to keep the two walls se-

ciu'e, that the walls are drier in wet weather,
cooler in hot. and warmei- in cold weather,
showing, beyond a practical doubt, that dead-
air is a better non-conductor of cold, heat, and
moisture, than any packing that we can prac-
tically use, and certainly it is the cheapest.

CARKYING POLLEN IN FLORIDA. __
Our bees have been busy most of the time

since Christmas carrying pollen and honey
from the maple, which is in bloom. It lasts

here usually about six weeks, and starts the
bees to breeding very nicely. The willow
comes in about the first of February, and will

reach to orange bloom in March. This is a
very favorable location for bee-keeping along
the St. John's River. We have had considera-
ble cold this winter, with some frosts, but none
severe enough to damage the orange-trees or

the fruit on the triH's.

THE fOXTEMPLATEl) U. S. EXPERIMENT STA-
TION FOR THE SOUTH.

It appear.-; from reports sent out that the U.
S. entomologist contemplates establishing an
apiciiltui'al exp(>riment station somewhere in the

South. It would be a great help to Southern
bee culture, as we ar(^ left almost alone here to

work out our own destiny, and that of our bees.

We are unable to make experiments alone.

Here in South Florida are vast fields of re-,

search, open for the experimenter. The season
is much longer here for such work as breeding
and the crossing of the races, and early enough
to rear queens and send north to test as to their

good qualities: and. further, there could be

])laces where the dift'erent races could be reared

in absolute purity, as here are many islands

around the coast of 1:300 miles where their isola-

tion would be absolute. J. Crayckaft.
Aster Park. Fla., Jan. 17.

AIR-SPACE VS. PACKING.

KXI'KUl.MKNTS. with THE RESULT IN F.^VOK OF
THE AIR-SI'Af'E.

I made and used chatf and double-walled
hives for several years in Southern Indiana. I

nuule the best chaff-packed hives with three to

lour inch packing of oat chalT. aiul made
sonu' with dead-air spaces of the same spaces,
and I found that bees did as well in the air-

spaced hives asin the chaff-filled ones: and. fur-
ther, in damp weather the air-spaced ones
were the fliyest. and emitted no damp or moldy
smell. They wei-e all furnished with tin roofs,

well painted, and the walls of all wiu-e well
painted witli white lead and oil. Subse(|uently
I reduced the air-si>ace to two inches, using a
partition ol building-pa])er, making two si)aces
of one inch each, which I found did better than
either of the othei's.

I came south to Florida, and did no more in

experimenting with the make of hives until
lately, when 1 have been experimenting simie
again with double-walled hives here, and I find
them very profitable even in this climate.

[Friend C, I am very well aware that double
panes of glass, especially if the glass is puttied

in. will make an air-space that is better than if

the space were filled with chaff—or just as

good at least. A hollow wall made of bricks

and mortar is right in the same line. It is

practically air-tight. The air can not change
places with that on the outside. I suppose a

bee-liive could be made out of lumber, with a

dead-ail- space nearly air-tight. But if you
use boards wid(^ enough for the side of a hive,

they will be ([uite sure to check, sooner or later.

Then the frost gets through, and the air inside

circulates with that outside, so the tempera-
tui-e is about th(^ same. With our chaff hive,

as I have so many times said, we prefer the
walls made of narrow strips, somewhat corn-

crib fashion. This is to admit moisture to pass

out freely, just in the same way the old-fash-

ioned straw hive permits the moisture from the

bees to work througii. and just as woolen cloth-

ing lets the perspiration from our bodies get

through. Butwitiiout tlm chaff packing, the

air, moisture, and every thing else would get

through altoget.lier too fast. Now, by filling

this space with loose dry chafT. air can still get
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through, but very slowly, just as it gets through
the woolen clothing on our bodies, through the
fur of animals, the sawdust used in an ice-

house, etc. Now, if we can make hives with
dead-air spaces so as to answer just as well as

chaiif, will they not cost more money? and at

the same time do we not lose this desirable
quality in a bee-hive that we have in the old-

fashioned straw bee-hive, and all porous non-
conductors of heat, such as I have described?
If an ordinary chaff hive will winter bees, and
enable them to breed up in the spring during a

series of years just as well wWt the chaff left

out as with it in. then there is no use of putting
chaff in any longer. May be we had bettei' ask
the experiment stations to institute some tests.

Here is a point for friend Larrabee and Prof.

Cook.] A. I. R.

THE BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

SHALL IT HE UNITED WITH THK N. A. IJ. K. A.?

As a member of the Bee-keepers' Union, I say
no. The two associations don't belong togeth-
er. The N. A. B. K. A. is composed for the
most part of annual members who join when
the association happens to meet in their neigh-
Ijorhood. There ai'e a few who go every year,
but the number is very small in comparison to

the number that belong to the Bee-keepers'
Union, and the latter has not one-tenth part of

the members that it should have. I don't see
why it is that .so few bee-keepers ai'e willing to

join, when the Union has done .so much to de-
fend our rights. Every bee-keeper in America
is benefited by the Union. Then why not join
and help the good work? Just put in one dol-
lar a year, and be in a position so that, if you
get into trouble, you can call on the Union to
help you to defend your rights.
There is a great deal of prejudice and super-

stition about bees, and many think that the
bee-keeper is stealing his living from other
people's property. They claim the bees have
no right to come on their land to gather honey.
The land is theirs, the crop is theii's, the honey is

theirs, and we have no business to letour beesgo
on to their land to gather honey. If the bees take
the honey, the pasture is not as good, or the
hay has lost a valuable part of its nutri-
ment if the bees take the honey out. Some
men kick because the buckwheat failed. They
say the bees blasted it by taking the honey;
others say the bees have sijoiled the apple crop.
Some say the bees injure the corn crop by
working on the tassels to gather pollen, and
there are a great many other things that I hear
advanced every year—just such nonsense about
something in connection with the bees. Now,
let one of those supertitious men get mad at
you. He wants to spite you somehow, he
doesn't care how. If he thinks there is a pos-
sible show for him to make a case he will sue
you for damage done him by your bees. All
there was to the Freeborn case was spite and
ignorance. The man claimed that Freeborn's
bees worked on his clover, and kept his sheep
away so the sheep became poor, and died the
next winter in consequence. This was the first

case that the Union had to deal with, and was
thrown out of court, giving the Union its first

victory. The Union has had several cases since
then, all victorious. If you join the Union, you
are entitled to help in case you ai'e sued by any
of these ignorant chaps. We ought to have 5000
members; then we should have a sum in the
treasury that would command respect. Now is

a good time to join. Commence with the year.
Send your dollar to Mr. T. G. Newman, ;.'46

Madison Street. Chicago, and become a mem-

ber of the Union. Do it now. before you forget
it. In union there is strength. A man may be
a bee-keeper and be a poor man. Now, you see
some of his spiteful neighbors may take a no-
tion to pitch into him. knowing he is poor, just
to annoy him and make him expense. But if

they knew he belonged to the Union, and he
had an army of bee-men to fight the battle
with him, they would let him alone. Thei'e
have already been several threatenings hushed
up because the bee-keepers' enemy had to look
the Bee-keepers' Union in the face.
About the N. A. B. K. A.. I think it is a good

institution. I am sorry that I have not been
able to attend the meetings. But it costs mon-
ey to go. and this year money was scarce with
us. About a dozen of us tried to get cheaper
rates on the railroad, but failed, and so did not
go. Next year it is away down in Albany, and,
of course, but fcuv from these parts will be
there, and so it goes skipping about from one
place to another, all ovei- the continent. Well,
that is all riglit. The very name of the asso-
ciation calls for its moving about from place to
place. But, no matter where the meetings are
held, we can all get the proceedings in printed
form, and I value these very highly. But un-
less we attend we miss the social part of the
meeting, and the social part would be a big
treat to me. But I don't .see how we can mix
these two institutions together. They are very
different. The Bee-keepers" Union doesn't
have to meet anywhere to carry on its business.
We pay our dues, and elect the officers by ballot.
All is done through the mail. I don't see how
the Union could be benefited by a union with
the N. A. B. K. A. Will Dr. Miller, or some
other one who advocates the plan, explain ?

HONEY-rAC'KAGES FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

In Feb. 1st Gleanings, page 96, Messrs. Hil-
dreth Bros. »*t Segeiken recommend kegs, half-
barrels, and baiTels, except California, and I

don't see why California should be an exception.
The editor says, in his remarks, that square
cans must be used in California because the
climate there will shrink the wooden packages.
In fact, kegs would be utterly useless with
them. With the experience that I have had
with kegs and barrels. I am positively of the
opinion that it is a mistake thatCalifornians can
not use kegs or barrels for honey. If the bar-
rels are made from perfectly seasoned white
oak, or some other timber as good, no soft tim-
ber, and hooped with heavy iron hoops, then
season the barrels six months in an upper story
of some good weather - tigiit building, then
drive the hoops, and see that the barrel is tight,
air-tight (don't ])ut any water into it), you are all

right. Now. if your barrel is air-tight you can
easily find it out by blowing into it with your
mouth through the vent-hole. Blow in all the
air you possibly can. and then slip your finger
overthe vent and hold it thei'e tightfor a minute
or two; then take off the finger. If the barrel is

tight, the air will come out whistling. You
can put honey in that barrel in California, and
ship it or keep it as long as you please. I don't
think white-oak timber will give honey any
bad taste. I have used it for :.'0 years or more,
and have never heard any complaint. Ash
timber is not fit for honey-packages. The honey
will work through the grain of the timber. I

have tried pine and basswood timber for honey
packages, but I don't like either. There is

nothing that suits me as well as good heavy
white oak, with heavy iron hoops. I don't like

the <)0-lb. tin cans. I got ten pairs of them a
few years ago. and have some of them yet. Two
years ago I filled .some of them with honey.
They had to be filled full to hold the 60 pounds.
Then I had some of them the next winter, and
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wanted to g<r the honey out. I put one at a
time in a clothes-boiler over the stove, with
water in the boiler to melt the honey. I took
off the screw cap. The honey was candied.
When it began to melt it began to run over.
The hole was so small that I could not get any
honey out except with a teaspoon— too much of

a job. I would not ])Ut over 58 lbs. in tliem
again. I like a good barrel with a few .50 and
KK) lb. kegs, to retail. Barrels are easy to han-
dle: you can roll them, and save lifting. I

have" shipped a great many tons of honey in

bai-rels. and never had anv leak. E. Fi'.axce.

Platteville. Wis.. Feb. i.

[I think I can agree with you. friend France,
in regard to the iuadvisability of merging the
Bee-keepers" Union into the N. A. B. K. A.
Under its present management, and with its

small membership, the Union has done a mag-
nificent service. Could it do better under the
wings of the North American ? I doubt it.

It is true, there is a kind of ignorant preju-
dice that some farmers and others have, that
bees injure their apple-crops. At
our Shane yard, located in an or-
chard, an old farmer intimated
that, since the bees had been there,
they had not been able to get any
apples. I showed him that there
were others who had no bees near
them who got no better crops. The
facts were, if the bees were remov-
ed entirely the crop would not be as
good. It is a remarkable fact. that,
whenever theie is a good yield of
buckwheat honey, there is always a
good crop of grain. A poor yield of
honey is accompanied by a moder-
ate yield of grain. I am glad to
get your testimony in regard to
barrels. But I am of the opinion
that, if you were in that dry climate
of California foi' awhile, you would
find it would shrink almost anv
thing: but your hints about hav-
ing the barrels stored foi' six months
in a dry place and then testing them with air
instead of water are excellent.] E. R. R.

I have often thought that tlie young bees
that hatch from the five combs may be as suffi-

cient to perform the labors within the hive as
any larger numbi'i': or. in other words, they
may be able to prcpai'e the combs and store all

the honey the force of outside workers may
bring from the fields.

One of the principal aims of contraction is to
get a rousing eight or ten frame colony, and
then compel the l»ees to go into the sections.
Contraction is I'eally not much of a success until
we get a " big rousing colony."
Now. I am a firm believer in contraction:

still. I use a brood-chamoer with four frames
more than yours—that is. twelve frames. Up
to swarming last year. I tried my best to have
the queens fill all of the twelve frames with
brood. Eight frames proved to be an average
of the best they could do. At the opening of
the honey-harvest I arranged queen-excluding
zinc above and a queen-excluding zinc division-
board on each side of the four center frames of
brood, and placed the queen upon them. Then
as there was no brood in the two frames that

CONTRACTION.

THE RIGHT AXD WHOXG KIND.

Friend Uoof;—Gleaxix(;s for Feb. I has just
come to hand: and while looking it over. I find
some ideas near the top of page 88 that need
answering, or a little explanation, from a con-
traction standpoint. It says, " The tendency of
the times is against contiaction to less than
eight frames. It is far better to have a big.
rousing colony on eight fi'ames. than a medium
one on four or six frames."
Now, suppose you have a colony and I have a

colony, and the honey-harvest begins about the
.i.5th of June and lasts until the 15th of July,
you may give your colony the freedom of eight
frames all the time, and I (in accordance with
contraction methods) will give mine the free-
dom of eight frames all the time until June 15th
or'-iOth, when I contract the brood-space to five
frames. Would not my colony be as rousing as
yours at the time of contraction '? Would not
my colony continue just as populous as yours
for at least 21 days following the conti'action?

I have not known a honev-harvest in the
Northern States to last .'^0 davs—scarcelv ~'0:

but even if the harvest lasted 30 days", the
'.I days of brood production in the three ques-
tionable frames could not add to the storage of
honey, because of lack o; age of these bees.

DAYTOX S OUEEX-ItE.STIilC'TOi;.

were in the remote ends of the hive, they were
taken out and the two frames of brood on each
side of the excluding division-boards were
moved toward the ends of the hive, and a wide
frame of sections sandwiched between tliem
and the main brood-apartment. The sections
were filled full of foundation. It required only
about two days for these sections to be filled

with combs ready for the honey. When the
sections were half or two-thirds f lill of comb and
honey they were taken from the wide frames
and put ill supers on the top of the hive, and
new sections took their places in the wide
frames. Twenty colonies were managed thus.
At the close of a light harvest of seven days,
each colony had a crate of 38 sections nearly
finished, and five or six colonies had two crates
each in similar condition.
At the time this contraction was begun there

was also put over each of sixteen picked colo-
nies a rack of 28 sections, two or three of which
sections contained combs as "baits."' Of these
sixteen colonies, only one went into the super to

work foundation at all, and the rest came oflf

as dry as when put on.
A bee-keeper. Mr. Gue.st by name, called a

few minutes ago to talk bees, and said, " I think
contraction must be what I lack. I worked ten
days to make the bees go into the sections last

vear. and then failed.""

At the top of page 88 it also says. '• Pollen in

the sections is usually the result of too much
contraction of the brood -nest."" It is because
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of a wrong kind, or of not enougli contraction, which is a very good f(^ature foi- rapid manipu-
Keep tho queen upon four frames bv zinc divi- lation. The little frames, instead of hanging
sion-boards, then Iveep a brood-comb to catch in the iitth' hive, rest upon proper supports m
pollen on each outside of the zinc division- the bottom. Perforated metal is used over

boards, then put in wide frames of sections, and every entrance, thus ensuiing certainty of fer-

then frames of brood, and you will find the pol- tilization.

len near to the queen and the young bi-ood.

Clinton, Wis., Feb. 4. C. W. Dayton.

[As you put it, and in your case, I do not know
but I should have to make an exci iJtion: but
for the average bee-keeper, I "think that my
remarks still hold true—that a big rousing col-

ony on eight frames is far better than a medium
one on from four to six frames: and after all.

friend Dayton, it is considerable of an art to

manage so as to make contraction a real benefit.

If the season turns out just as we think it will,

and if we have the requisite skill, all well and
good: but too often contraction cncouiages
swarming. Reducing the capacity of cgsi-lay-

ing, as a genei'al thing, makes the bees tiissatis-

lied. An unlimited cai)acity is quite apt to

discourage, if not to prevent entirely, all swarm-
ing. Neither the Dadants nor Mr. E. France,
who work on this latter principle, have swarm-
ing to any extent, and they do get the honey.
yo\i know. Now. it seems to me there is a hap-

py medium between the two extremes—between
the ten or twelve frame colony and the four or

six frame colony; namely, the eight-frame
hive. But you mention one advantage, and it

is an important one too: namely, that by judi-

cious contraction at the I'iglit time, and tlu- use

of perforated zinc, we may be able to get a
large force of bees for the honev-tlow, and yet
very materially cut down unnecessary brood-
rearing following the honey-f1ow. Your quecMi-

restrictoi' will woi'k nicely, no doubt: but is it

not a great deal of work'.' Why wouldn't it be
easier and less work to use shallow Heddon
hives; and when you restrict egg-laying, do so

by means of horizontal divisions rather than by
perpendicular and horizontal divisions as you
do? You ai-e obliged to have zinc in between
the end-bars of the wii-e fi'ames and the top and
bottom bar. as well as the two sides. You can
'contract by the Heddon plan by simply putting
the pei'foi'ated zinc lioui'd above and below one
section, and the whole thing is done.] E. R.

I'UATT's QUEEN-KEAHIN(i IIIVK.

At the close of the queen-rearing season, the
little combs can be put into a large frame, and
several be given to a full colony, with no detri-
ment to thi^ colony, but a icindness to the little

pets that have lieen ai)roHtto us during the
beautiful summer days. Mr. Pratt has issued
a neat little pamphlet describing his methods,
which we judge he would be willing to send to
those who wish to give his system a furthei-
study.
But ti'ain time drew near. Bro. Alley, Pratt,

and the Rambler, arose from their very pleas-
ant triangular talk, and Bro. A.'s horse hustled
us over that half-mile at a lively gait. Our
farewells were spoken, and with a final wave of
the hand we were soon out of the pleasant vil-

lage of Wenham, pei'haps forever; but we shall
ever remember the pleasant houi'S we enjoyed
in the famous Bay State Apiary.

EAMBLE NO. 38.

K. I-. riJATT s SY.-'TK.M OF i,trKKX -in:

A

UIX(;.

Within a few years several young bee-keeijcrs
have come lo the front, and. by their activity,

are making quite a stir in the apicultural
world; and although it has a shade of uni)Ieas-
antness to us old dulifei's. we shall have, sooner
or later, to take a back seat. Among this class
of progressive young men is Mr. E. L. Pratt,
recently of Marlboro, but who has now located
at Beverly, Mass.. less than two miles frotn Hro.
Alley. M"i'. Pratt is well known to the frater-

nity as the vCnXoy of l\u' Qiiccw-Brccdcrs' Jiiiiv-

i}(iL which had a short but brilliant career.
But Mr. Pratt's pen is not idle, as we often see
his marks in the various journals. lie has an
apiary of 9() colonies, and will run them largely
tlui'ing tjlie coming season in rearing yellow
Cai'niolans. His system is much like Bi'o. .M-
l(!y's. but his nucleus lij\'(^ is conslructed upon a

different plan. The photo shows the hive ami
frame very plainly. The small frames are
madi' liy slilting in two a two-inch 414x4^ sec-
tion, and filled with comb cut from ordinary
frames. The little hi\-i' contains four of these
conilis. Eight, as seen in the photo, will lit into
an ordinai'y L. fram(\ thus enaltling the combs
to be changed from a nucleus lo a, full colony.

THE WAY ALLEY (iETS rilEIiE.

As stated in our last ramble, our thouglits
kept dwelling upon the subject of egg oi' larval
(lueen-rearing. and our cogitations led us into
the following leview of the question. My first

effort to get facts was to write to a large num-
ber of not<'(l quecn-brcMHlers. from Maire to

Texas, irrespective of race. sex. or previous con-
dition. Answers were very courteously return-
ed, and there was an almost unanimous answer
for the reai'ing of queens from the egg. or. what
is i)ractically the sanu\ just hatched larvio.

Only oiu> I'aised a voice of disagr<'<'ment. and
claimed the ;tfj-hour limit.
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I tliprefori^ found that, as far as practice is

concerned, the large majority were on or close

to the egg plan: and the reason advocated was
that the larv* should early receive an abun-
dance of food. The abudance of food is a very
good thing to advocate: but u|)on this point I

would giv(^ l)ut very little for an opinion or an
investigation that goes no f\u'tiiei' than the un-
aided eye can I'each. Upon turning to our
standard te.xt-books 1 found this visible abun-
dance prominently treated upon with more oi-

less modifying points brought out by closei- re-

searclies.
I also found two divergent lines of belief. The

lii'st class of writei's would lead us to believe
that es)jecial royal jelly is given to larv;c desig-
nated to be queens frotii the very iirst moment
of hatching. Class No. :.' advocates that all

larv;e are fed alike until ;i() ho\irs old, and that
a coarsej' food is given to the lai'v;e destined to

become woi-kei's. As to whicii of these twt)

classes is right, is. perhaps, beyond the leach of
any one to definitely decide, until further re-

seai'ches aie made: but we can quote opinions
anri tests as far as nuuie. and find indications
tluit point toward c<'rlaiu I'esults.

When the investigator considers the wonder-
ful changes that ai'e etfected. or. as Prof. Cook
says, the "marvelous transfoi'ination—ovaries
developed and tilled with eggs: mouth organs;
tlie \^•ings: the legs: the sting—aye. even the
size, foi'm. and habits, all are marvelously
changed,'" — that all this change has Iwen
wi'ought with nu^rely an abundance of food, or
a day's feeding, this." 1 say. is not a Sf tisfactory
explanation to him. and we find him studying
the bee structurally. oi)ening up to us a laby-
rinth of wonders which has been traced but a
short distance toward its most intricat(^ secrets.

Cheshire (piite conclusively shows that larval
food, or, at least, a portion of it, is a secretion
from the lower or head gland, and that this

food luis the singular power of developing the
generative faculty: but he is silent as to its

chemical qualities.
We now turn to Cook, and tind. on pages 89

and 117, Dr. A. de Planta quoted as showing
from cliemical tests that this royal jelly is dif-

ferent from the food of both the worker and
drone larv;e.

If the I'oyal food is different, as also hinted by
otlier writers, wlien is it given to the larvie?
Doolittle. in class No. 2, says, after 36 hours;
Cheshire, wliile substantially agreeing with
this elass. says, on page L'8'.t, Vol. :.', "The fact
thai ([ueens are started from the egg in normal
queen-cells is suggestive: but in addition it is

noticeable that the amount of food given in the
queen-cup (exceeds that supplied to a woi'ker,
even in th(> initial steps." And on page :J90.

"The laivie should be intended by the nurses
for a queen tVom the beginning.'" Cook, A H C,

and Alley, all stand in class No. 1. and would
agree with the above quotation. I, however,
lind that JNIr. Alley, who has been the most
strenuous advocate of rearing queens from the
egg. is tending toward class No. 2; for on page
171. last volume of the Apl.^hc. says, " When
eggs are placcul in a qu(H'nless eolony, the bees
will nf)t in all cases immediately commence to
feed the larva for a queen."' We also tind

Langstroth's Revised standing with class No.
'.'. As the case now stands, I find that class No.
1 ar(! in the majority, both in tlieory and in

practice; but I also tind strong evidence that
all classes arc? not satislied vvitli the investiga-
tions thus far, and would like still furth<'r ligiit.

Tluit good queens can be reared by both
classes is a fact not to be controverted: and I

think queen-breeders of every name and nature
can show a long list of testimonials.

lint the question ever recurs, Are we rearing

the best type of (pieens? and if not, how shall
we do it? The question can be answei-ed only
by a more searching investigation with the
microscope than has heretofoi'e ever becm made.
If we consult Cheshire we tind the wonderful
head gland No. I. while fully developed in
the woi'ker, is only rudinuuitary, if at all, in
the queen: but I (puite: "It is peculiarly im-
])ortant to observe, that the higher the quality
of the (lueen the further will she be removed
from the worker in this matter—poor ciueens,
huriiedly raised, really possessing this gland in
an extivmely rudimentary form, while those
with the largest ovaries have (wen the plate
impei'forate. and no trace of a duct is discover-
able." To the microscopist we must therefore
turn for aid. If this duct is entirely absent in

(jueens reai'ed from larvie 36 or 7"^ hours old,

then they are good enough.
A seiies of close e\aiuinations would certainly

teach us at what age to select larvie for queen-
rearing, whicli would be infinitely better than
tlie pi-esent guesswork. Let us employ the
mici'oscopist. Rambi.kr.

DO^WN BRAKES 1

I,. C. AXTI^;i.I. .\(iAl\ ON f'LOSED-KXI) FliA>yiS.

Extremes exist in almost every thing, and I

am not sure but we hear of as numy who go to

extremes in apicultuic as in any other inu'suit.

I do not wish to belong to that class, and I real-

ly do not think I do. I notice in Gleanings
that A. I. Root is wliistllng "down brakes" in

regard to changing brood-frames: and from let-

ters I have received relating to this topic since

mv article was printed in (iLKAXiNCis on that
subject, I am led to think he is right, and that
there is danger that some may be led astray at

the present time by what is said in the journals.

In the Iirst ijlace, I wish it clearly understood
that I do not go back on what was said in my
article on closed-end frames, and I firmly believe

they have all the advantages claimed for them,
and more might be said in their favor. Still, I

do not think it would be wise for evei-y person
who keeps bees to drop every other fr'ame.

Those who are keei)ing but a few colonies of

bees, as a general rule had better retain the
frame thev have in use, whether it be the clos-

ed-end or hanging frame, for the reason there
would be so little ditference in the amount of

honey stt)re(l. Such as have the tinn-. ample
means, and a desire to experiment, let such test

both kinds of frames, and give to others the re-

sult of their experience. But to all who are

fully in the business as a pursuit, having either

style ot frame, and but one kind. I would say,

(/o slow in indhiiKj tiinj rlutiKjr. at least un-
til making a careful test. If only a part were
changed, there would be the continual annoy-
ance of two kinds—such an annoyance as I

could not think of enduring. Hut in making
an entire change In one or more large ajjiaries,

it would involve a heavy expense. This, some
could not meet without being involved in debt,

while toothers the loss in money would be more
than all that ever would be gained in time sav-

ed or convenience.
Then, again, after using for years one method

and one set of implements, ev<'n though the

new were much sui)erior, for a time at least

they would be less wieldy and not satisfactory,

and probably a wish nuiily tinu's that they had
iu)t made the change would be the result.

Hut to such as are beginners, and contemplate
tnaking bee-keeping a business pursuit.th is point

of closed-end brood-frames should, along with
many other points pertaining to the puisuit. re-

ceive careful consideration and then be tested.
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Nothing short of an actual test should satisfy.

Obtaining the real hives with all that pertains
to them, place them side by side in the apiary,
put equally strong colonies in the difterent
kinds: in tliis way, after a suitable length of
time, each could decide for himself what would
suit him best. No supplies for sale. I do not
make hives, nor keep supplies for sale. Please
do not send to me for hives or frames for pat-
terns. L. C. AXTEI.I..

Roseville, Warren Co., 111., Feb. l:^

[I am glad of your cautiou. It seems to be a
fact. that, when the merits of a new thing or an
old thing revised are discussed, some one—yes.

perhaps a good many, will rush headlong into
it. I have suggested the wisdom sevei'al times
of going slow. Some one will say. " Keep out
the discussion altogether." That would not do.
It is the business of bee-journals to bi'ing up
these things.] E. R.

[Permit me to add my most emphatic emplui-
sis to the excellent points you make, friend A.]

A. I. R.

GLOVES FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

MRS. IIAURISOX GIVES US SOMK OF UKI! EX-
PEKIEXCE.

In Gi.EAXiXGs for Feb. 1. Emma Wilson re-

quests those who have had experience with
rubber gloves to tell how they like them. In
the early days of my bee-keeping I asked a
saleslady whom I knew, what kind of gloves
they had. suitable for me to wear in an apiary.
She placed before me a box of rubber gloves.
saying, • Mrs. Harrison, this is exactly wluit
you want—see how nicely they tit : just the
thing for driving, and they will sweat your
hands, i-emoving all tan. and make them so soft
and white." I paid the modest sum of •'?1. ".>.

and went home rejoicing, and told the Ix'es

that I had gloves now that they could not sting
through.
The weather was very warm, and I pulled on

my gloves with a deal of pomp and ceremony,
and went to work with tlie bees. In a short
time I realized that I was very uneomioi-table,
and knew not why. I was very much interest-
ed in my work, and paid little attention to my-
self; and when I had tinislied I drew olf the
gloves and found tiiem diip))ing wet. With a
few times wearing they rotted out: and when I

tried to mend them the stitches bi'oke out: and
ever since, when I se(> tiiem advtM-tised by sup-
ply-dealers. I feel like accusing them of fraud

—

they are a delusion and a snare.
I then procui-ed the best-titting pair of buck-

skin gloves, with gauntlets, that I could tiiid.

and sewed denim on ihem and an elastic.
which keeps them in i)iace. and bees from
crawling inside. When these gloves get heavy
with propolis I pick it off. whicii can be done
easily with a little practice. When they wear
through I mend them with soft leather cut
from an old kid shoe. The wear all comes in

the same place: and when th(> jjatches wear
through, rip them off, pick off the propolis,
mend up again, and they are good for another
long season of wear. Whenevei- 1 work in the
apiary without gloves I repent it: for if I am
not stung, my hands ai'e stuck up with propolis.
and under and around my fingei'-nails: ;inil u-^-

ing soap to remove it discolors my hands, and
makes them rough and uncomfortable.

I had a friend who always wore linen mittens
while working with bees, as bees do not sting
through brown linen. I prefer gloves, and I

would make them as a friend of mine did. She
ripped up a pair of old gloves, for a pattern.

Then she first cut out a pair from old muslin,
sewed them up and tried them on. When she-

had them to tit exactly, she used them for a
pattern and cut out a pair from brown linen.
She wore them for driving: they could be
washed and boiled: and as she had several
pairs she always drove from home with clean
ones. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Peoria. 111., Feb. 4.

[O Mrs. H.! you have closed up your article,

and did not t(dl us whether the rubber gloves
took off all the tan or freckles, or not. How
roulil you omit such an exceedingly important
item? and who knows what a wonderful trade
might have been worked up in rubber gloves if

we could only have had a testimonial from you
on this most exceedingly important point? May
be I am mistaken, however, after all. Perhaps
it was when I was a boy that our girls used to-

be so exceedingly afraid of tan or freckles.
Well, I hope so. If you will n'fer to our price
list you will see thai we have continually, year
after year, put in a protest. For some lime I

refused to offer them for sale at all. feeling so
sure they were not needed. Notwithstanding-
this protest, however, there is (piite a large
business in rubber gloves, indicating that they
are found valuable for at least some purposes.
The driving gloves. I know from personal ex-
perience, are many times worth all they cost,

where one is obliged to be out in cold wet
storms: and since the matter has come up, I

sho)ild be glad to have some brief testimonials
from a great many, especially those who con-
tinue to use rubl;er gloves when handling bees.
For keeping off propolis it occurs to me that
cheap cotton gloves might answer, and perhaps
tli(»y could be bought so cheaply that we cau
throw them away wlu^n they get badly soiled.

If tiu> (juality will wairant, they might be
washed in benzine and afterward in water, as
you suggest in your closing paragraph. I never
have bees sting my hands unless something
oliliges me to handle them at a time when
they ought not to be handled.]

THE OHIO STATE BEE-KEEPERS' CONVEN-
TION AT TOLEDO.

-V FEW NOTES HY ERNEST.

Very inifortunately, my note-book gives only
a few and scattering memoranda of the pro-
ceedings: and. moj-eovei-. oui- forenuin of tlu^

printing department says I must be brief, as
our space is all tilled u|) alicady: and then he
looked at the great pile of copy on the hook,
not yet set up. Our friends of tiie convention
will therefore please pai'don me if it is short. I

am comi)elled therefore to omit a good deal.
As soon as 1 airived at the convention room I

inquired whether Hutchinson and Hasty were
present, and I was answered by being presented
to the gentlemen in question. It was a rare
pleasure to me to meet the one wiio had in
years gone by made such b(>autiful translations
of VirgiTs treatise on bees, and one whos(» spicy
writings never fail to give delight. As for Mr.
Hutchinson, he is so full of enthusiasm and
practical sense, that there were many things
which I wished to talk to him about between
sessions and at other times. He had betaken
himself to an easy seat, and very evidently pro-
posed to have a good time. At almost every
convention he has ever attended, he has acted
as reporter, but this time lie pi'opo.sed to be re-

lieved.
These were not the only bee-keepers I hoped

to meet: but they were the ones I feared might
not be i)resent. and whose presence we could
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not afford to lose. After we had had a pleasant
little chat, Dr. Mason called the convention to
order. We then listened to a spicily written
paper by E. E. Hasty. I am unable to give the
gist of it. because a summary would very in-

adequately give a glimi)se of Hasty: but he
showed very conclusively, from many instances,
taken both from ancient and modern times,
that honey is conducive to longevity.
In the afternoon we listened to an address by

President Mason. After welcoming the bee-
keepers to the city of Toledo he called attention
to the fact that Ohio bee-keepers should take
some action in reference to the Columbian Fair
at Chicago. He alluded to the scheme that ho
had already made public, and published on
page 58 of our issue for Jan. 15. He read a let-

ter from J. W. Buchanan, chief of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Chicago, in which the
following questions were asked:

1. How many State associations will be rep-
resented?

:.'. To what extent will Canada be represented'.'

3. Should the entire exhibit in all its branches
be installed in one deitartment?

4. If so, how many square feet of space will

be I'equired?
To which Dr. iSIason rei)lied in substance, by

number:
1. From l:i to 15: p<'rhaps 20.

2. Largely.
3. Most certainly.
I. From :.'5.0()() to 30,000 square feet.

A committee was appointed to investigate
the matter, and make recommendations, and
this committee leported. later. adoi)tiiig the
suggestions of the i)resident, and recommended
Miss Dema Bennett as State superintendent,
undei' the advice of Dr. A. B. Mason.
A paper from Dr. C. C. ^Miller was next read,

in regard to bee-laws. He called attention to

the need of a few laws for bee-keepiMS, and re-

ferred to some that had ah'eady been enacted
in Germany, in the interest of bee-keepers, and
suggested the wisdom of our having something
similar.

In the evening we listened to a paper on the
subject of "How can honey-producers I'eacli

the trade? or. do we need a Union ti'ade-

mark?" by Miss Dema Bennett. The writer
called attention to the importance of putting
honey up in attractive packages, and exiiibited

some neat flint-glass screw-top jelly-cans. She
did not recommend extracting iioney from old
combs, as it discolors the honi-y. Conil) honey
should be sorted in three lots. It should be ap-
propriately labeled, and i)ut in caitons. Put
extracted up in tin iniils. Every woman has a
use for them. For groceries, a variety of glass
packages should b(> used. Don"t let glassed
honey candy w hile on their hands, or somebody
will call it castor oil: and don't allow the hon-
ey to get to leaking. Furnish groci'rymen with
photographs of your apiary, to show thein that
the product is" produced honestly. As to a
trade-mai'k, we do not need it. Some bee-
keepei's would abuse its use. She recommend-
ed an individual ti'ade-mark. Mr. Hains uses
some fancy printed cards, and on these cards is

an engraving of his home apiary. Consumers al-

ways know that this honey is all O. K.
In convention, thi' discussion that followed

showed that there was a diclded feeling

against a Union trade-mark. It would be of

no advantage to the honest bee-keeper, and
might work injury to bee-keepers as a class.

J. B. Hains read an essay on spacing brood-
frames, in relation to swarming. Mr. H. is the
owner of from 5(X) to (i(K) colonies. He has them
divided among some 13 dift'ei-ent out-apiaries.
His experience favored closer spacing. It re-
sulted In more surplus honey and brood. Wide

spacing gave more honey in the brood-nest, but
very little in surplus.

THE ADVAXTAiiKS OF rSIXG FOUNDATION
was the subject of a paper by W. Z. Hutchin-
son. It presented fairly both sides of the case,

and certainly no one can say that Mr. H. was
prejudiced in favor of the non or unlimited use
of foundation. With foundation, he said we
secure perfect combs: and if the securing of
perfect combs is not the first and chief advan-
tage, it is the next thing to it. If such combs
could not bf^ secured otherwise, it would pay to

buy foundation at considerable expense rather
than go without it. When he first wrote his

little book he used empty frames of full Lang-
stroth size in depth. The combs all grew at
once, and he got good worker comb. In the
Heddon hive, the i)lan does not work as well.

At the conclusion of the paper J. B. Hains
and others insisted on full sheets of foundation
for brood combs. Mr. Hasty argued for the
non or limited use.

The subject of perforated zinc was discussed
by volunteers. The opinion seemed to prevail

that it was necessai-y in the production of ex-

tracted honey, and some even urged it for comb
honey; and this brought up the subject of

UEK-ESCAPES.

Dr. Mason used the Dibbern style, and con-
sidered it a great boon to extracted-honey men.
It did awav with brushing combs, and made
extracting innch easier. In regard to perforat-

ed zinc, he must have it, because he did not
want brood in the upper story. He wanted to

have his extracting combs full.

In regaid to wooden queen-excluding boards.

Mr. Hutchinson i-enuirked that he was probably
the pioneer in theii' use. He said he had not
discaided them because of the shrinkage of the

wood, but because the bees would plug them
full of wax. We was not of the opinion that
those recently inti'oduced by the G. B. Lewis
Co. would prov(» to b(^ a success, for that reason.

Near the close of the convention we listened

to the I'eport of the committee on statistics. It

was ascertained that the average amount of

honey secured by Ohio bee-keepers was ^'5 lbs.

per colony.
.

Just before the close of the convention. J. \.

Detwiler. foi'merlv of New Smyrna, Fla.. beg-
ged leave to give the president of the conven-
tion a rough stick of black mangrove wood
fi'om Florida, and suggested that a good cane
could be made of it. The remarkable thing
about this wood was. that it was very heavy—
so heavv. indeed, that it would not float on
water. "iNIr. Detwiler requested that sonu^body
be called ui)on to duly present the same to Dr.

Mason. Some one called for Hasty. "What.""
said he. '-right on the spot?" "Yes. y(>s.'" they

said. Ml'. Hasty stepped back, secured the

cane, came forward, and then stood before the

president. I wish I could give you his exact
words, for he seemed to speak almost as if by
inspiration, although it was evident that he
had not had time for preparation. Said he. as

nearly as I can recollect. " I hold in my hand,
doctor, a piec(i of wood. Like yourself, it is a

diamond in the rough. It can be made useful

and ornamental. I see some blemishes in it.

We all have our blemishes. I observe that it

is very heavy—a quality that is indicative of

its solidity of character, and a quality that is

not altogether lacking in our president."

At the suggestion of Mr. Detwiler, that we
take up a collection to finish up the cane. Mr.
Hasty took out half a dollar, and several others

did the same, and Mr. Eaton passed the hat to

secure further collections.

Dr. Mason then responded in a very neat lit-

tle speech. He had been president of a great
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many different organizations; he had been the
executive for two years of the N. A. \i. K. A..
but no one tiling had honored him niore nor as
much as tliis toi\en of appreciation from the
convention. He would I'ciceive the cane; and
remenibei'it with thanks.
Those who att(^nd<'d the convention will re-

niembei- this as one of the jn'ettiest things that
ever happened at any convention, and I regret
exceedingly that no printed page can tell it as
it really was.
Th(( convention then adjourned to meet at

Cincinnati. Charles F. Miith was elected presi-
dent, and Mr. S. R. Morris, of Bloomingburg,
O., secretaiy and treasurer.

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

THE AHTTP^rriAL-irONEY SAVINDI.E CKOPPING
OITT AGAIN.

r inclose an advertisement cliiiped fi-om Tlte
Aiiicricdii A(iciit. Dec. 18SH). as 1 know your in-
terest in protecting the welfare of our bee-
keejxM-s and honey-producers, and your activity
in showing up such frauds as it tri(>s to perpe-
trate upon the public. I should be glad to see
your answer in Gleaninijs. W. Hingham.
Chapel Hill, N. C, Jan. 19.

Thank you. friend li. Here is the advertise-
ment referred to:

I liave a reciije for making- honey ecjual to bee
honey. I will send the I'ecipe for one dollar by reg-
istered letter oi' money order. Bis' profits.

F. P. Hakding, Kniglitstown, Henry Co., Ind.

We hardly need tell the readers of Glean-
ings that the above is a swindle and a false-
hood. Nobody ever yet succeeded in making
an artificial honey equal to that made by bees,
or any thing like it.

IMPOKTANGE OF GRADING HONEY. AND WHEN
TO DO IT.

Friend Root:— Always grade comb honey
when you are cleaning up the sections for mar-
ket, and never, under any consideration, put a
section of second-grade in your case of gilt-
edge. If you do, you will find, if you ship to the
large cities and your salesman linds that one
section, five limes out of six your honey will be
sold as second-grade, causing you a loss of
about 3 cents ])er lb. I have seen large ship-
ments of nice honey spoiled in tliis way by the
l)acker saying to himself, "One or two bad sec-
tions in a case won't make any difference."
lint it often makes a difference on the wrong
side of th(^ ledger. As I said before, grade the
gilt-edge all by itself and the second-grade the
same, and third-grade all by itself, and then
you can sell each grade by the case and get your
price according to grade every time. I am
pleased to see fViend JialTs kind offer to friend
lioot in regard to the shipment of iioney. Let
us all say with friend Ball, '"

I sliall b{> moi-e
careful about assorting and packing my honey
after this.'" P. R. Cypheht.

'

New Deny, Pa., .Jan. o.

[That is just it, exactly. On the principle
that a little leaven leaveiieth the whole lump, a.

litth^ second-grade comb honey in aca.se (only
one or two sections) oftentimes makes the
whole case, go for second-grade. It isn't fair,

right, nor honest to mark a case '• gilt-edg(^" or
first-grade, and then sli|) in one or two
.second-grade combs. If tlic dealer discovers

the second-gi'ad(^ sections in a first-grade case,
he can hardly with fairness sell the whole case
to his trade as lirst-grade. so he marks it sec-
ond-grade, as he hasn't time to re-sort the
honey.]

CO.MI! HONEY ONLY IN SECTIONS; ALLEGED
(iU'COSE HONEY.

I have been r<'ading Mrs. L. C. Axtell's letter
in .Ian. 1 GLEANiNCis. page 14. Toward the
close she speaks of selling broken comb honey.
Don't you think it a better i)lan to sell only
honey in sections, or extracted? A lady fiiend
was here visiting from Chicago. She said to
me. " Don't let me forget to take back some of
your comb Iioney." I said. " Can't you get it

cheaper there?" She said, " Yes, but it was
made stuff." The storekeeper she dealt with
had it in pails, and she had bought it. and it

would lie a small piece of comb floating in syr-
up. sometiiiK^s of a different color than was in
the comb, and she was sure it was adulterated.

liraceville. 111., .Jan. 5. Mrs. Btki!.

[Circuiristances are such that a lot of broken
comb honey is left in the hands of the b(!e-

keeper. He and his family can't eat it all. and
it's too good to feed to the bees. The grocery-
man can sell it for a little below the price of
comb honey in sections. What's the harm of
selling it in that way? T doubt whether the
honey to which your friend refers was glucosed.
It was probably pure honey. Did she have any
other proof than that she guessed so?]

PAINTED MrSLIN IN PLACE OF TIN: OVTSIDE
WINTER CASES, ETC.

As I stated in Gleanings last fall, I used a
good stout manilla-paper cover well painted,
and they so far have kept out all the rain, and,
besides, are much warmer for the bees. So far
my bees are packed with old newspapers and
drop cover over hives. Tliey are in fine condi-
tion—scarcely a dead bee. In fact, I thinlc the
packing superior to chaff: and it is cheap,
whicli is an item to most of us l)ee-keepers, es-
pecially after so many poor seasons.

I see" that PI T. Flanagan likes the Hoffman
frame, only the cost is too great. This winter
I have l)eeii making a closed-end frame which
answers all purposes, and is remarkably cheap.
I got good No. 1 pine lath, V}(i wide, and cut it

into lengths in a miter-box for ends, using wire
nails for the rabbet-rest. The frames are not
so smooth and nice as you make, but they are
good solid frames. One bundle of lath will
make ends for :.'.')() frames, or six bunches will

make 1000 frames complete.
We have had continued cold weather since

Dec. 1. and 48 days of sleighing—a real old-
fashioned winter. T. G. Ashmead.
Williamson, N. Y., Jan. 18.

[P'riend A., we are well aware that paper,
cloth, and a good many othei' substances, when
painted, will answer very well: lint when it

comes to handling hiv(>s. drawing them on
wagons, etc., tlujy are so apt to be torn and in-

jured that I think most will agree that it is

better to pay a few cents more, and use tin. I

told TCrnest'. when he mentioned it, that the
idea was once considei'ably used, and afterward
abandoned, years ago.]

kind words FliO.M A COLORED 15EE-KEEPEI!.

Mr. Root:— I never see or hear of any colored
f(jlks who have a little home aiul keej) bees.

I have 17 stands in the »Simplicity hive. I like

to hear my gal read your bee-paper. I don't
subscribe for it. A bee-keeper that has a big
apiary loans his paper, and tells me how to get
the riiost honey; hives four-story: no swarm.
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I love to hear Jane I'ead about Home and Our
Neighbors. One white man says. " Mr. Root
got no use for a negro : don't believe he will
take anj- notice of a letter from one."
Whistler. Ala. Doc Sixgi.eton.

[Friend S., your friend is very greatly mistak-
en in saying that I hav(^ no use foi- lettei'S from
our " colored friends." On the contrary, I

hav(^ been more pleased to get your letter and
kind words than any others that I often get
hold of. May God bless you and your people in

bee culture, in getting an education, and in

learning to take care of yourselves. We give
the letter just as it was received.]

Qa^ QaEg3Fi0]\[-B@^,

With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 179. Arc hccK H^hicli have been
ivintered in tlic reJhir (in ]i<trdij as those ii^intei-

cd outdoors f

I think so.

Louisiana. E. ('.

I think not.
Illinois. N. C.

Yes, if well wintered.
Wisconsin. S. W.

P. \j. VlAI.LON.

J. A. Gkeex.

S. I. Fkeeborx.

From all that I can ever see, they are.
California. S. R. Wii,kix.

I know of no reason whv they should not be.

Ohio. N. W. H.'R. KoAKDMAX.

I doubt it very much. They aie certainly
more subject to spring dwindling.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

I do not know: do you'.' So far as I can see,
they art!.

New York. C. (t. M. Dooi.rrn.E.

Yes. sir; the bees ai'e just as hardy. Cellar-
wintered bees may have more brood than they
can take care of after being set out.
Michigan. S. W. James Hkddox.

They say not. The few 1 have liad in the
cellar seemed to compare^ favorably with those
wintered out.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

I think noit: but if jjroperly wintered and
cared for in the spring, they will do as well, and
fi'equentlv better, than ihose wintei'i'd outdoors.
Ohio. N. W. A. n. Masox.

I think so. if wintei'cd as well. When they
seem weak, something was wrong with the cel-
lar, the food, or the bees.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

Hardly: yet there ai'e plenty of seasons when
they fare just as well as those, wintered out of
doors, hut we occasioniilly see a season when a
number of bees die shoi'1 1 v after being taken out
of the cellar.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Sox.

Those that winter both wavs the same winter
can tell better than I. But from what [ hear
ti-om others, those bees wintei'ed in cellars ai'e
more liable to dwindle in spring.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. Fhaxce.

Hardier, jn'ovided they have wintered better:
less hardy, provide(i it is the opposite. The
constitution of the bee will stand a certain
quantity of hardshi]): and when that has been
endured, it dies.

New Yoik. C. P. H. Eiavood.

Yes, though I once thought differently; but
if put into outer cases when taken out of the
cellar, they seem to do as well as those wint(^red
out. Hence, wintei'ing in the cellai' does not
seem to weaken theii- constitution, when treat-
ed the same as thos(^ wintered out.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Bees set out of the cellar in March may not
be; but keep tlKMu in until warm weather comes
to stay. One year a freeze came April 5th, and
killed outright a pear-tree in bloom, and many
colonies. Those in the cellar, put out after-
ward, were stronger than those wintered upon
t heir summer stands.

Illinois. N. W. C. Miis. L. HAimisoN.

I don't know. I don't know any reason why
not, if the air is good in the cellar. Indeed, if
the air is as good—but tliat "if"—I see no rea-
son why they should not be a little hardier in
the cellar, for endurance of too much cold en-
feebles. Still, I have an uncomfortable suspi-
cion that, for some leason, outdoors may be
hardier.

Illiiu)is. N. C. C. Miller.

I understand from the question. "'Are bees as
hardy t(i w ithstand spring changes'?" I think,
after wintering in a cellar with a temperature
of .50°. and ijlacing them upon the summer
stand before settled weather, the bees will not
withstand changes so successfully as those
wintei-ed outdoors. The secret is. to hold them
in until there is but little danger from those
changes. Chaff hives might enable them to get
along successfully, but I have but little faith in

that plan.
New York-. E. Ramblei:.

[Well, for once we have got a question where
there is Hof unanimity. It starts out. '" I think
so." and then, " I think not." and so on. Then
it becom(>s a|j|)ai'ent that locality has some-
thing to do with it. Our good ifriend Muth.
away down in Cincinnati, prefers his bees out-
doors. Doolittle thinks that, where he is, one
is as good as the other. Prof. Coolc agrees.
Friend France, with his gi'eat big tenement
hives, as I should suspect, prefers outdoor win-
tering. So you see it depends on the size and
kind of hive. And then friend Manum sug-
gests that, when taken out of the cellar, they
should have outside protection. And, by the
way. some good tViend declares that the best
way in the world to winter bees is to |)ut them
in chaff hives, and then cairy the chaff hives
into the cellar. When you carry them out in
the spring they will have' the chaff-hive pro-
tection. Mrs. Harrison says it de|>ends on how
late you leave th(Mn in the cellar. Taking a
thin-walled hive right out of the cellar, and
leaving it exposed to h(>avy frosts oi' severe
freezing, is not just the thing. Dr. Miller has
an uncomfortable suspicion. If he were in our
locality, 1 think this "suspicion" would be
still more unconifoilable. Rambler winds up
as if he had heard what all those have said
that go before him. Fi'iend R.. it must be on
account of so much " lambling " that you have
gathered up so much wisdom. You know
about the rolling stone. Well, if yon did not
get the "moss." jn'obably the ivisdo)n is worth
about as mucli.l
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

Our tru'iids will IK itico that the gardening- depart-
iricm. is very much larger lor this issue. Well, it
came about in this way : y()me<if on r older leadei'swili
lemember that I liiive always been in the habit of
becoming especially talkative in the month of Feb-
ruary. Aiiorher thing, quite a lot of queries lor this
department have been accumulating under a special
weia-htof mine; and to give us room, the printers
have kindly put in eight extra pages tor this issue.
If there is any thing in any of my talks that you do
not care to read about, you can just skij) pa.st it and
take the regular Gleaning.s matter.

THE NEW METHOD OF RAISING ONIONS.

The principal expense of this new method of
raising onions is the labor of transplanting. I
quote the following from the new book on on-
ion culture:

To plant one acre, we have to Si-t 130,000 plants, as
already stated. I can get boys, that, with some
practice, will set from 300U to 3o;iU plants a day, and
nimble-flngered persons, used to garden work, will
easily set 4000. The job of planting an acre is there-
fore equivalent to probably not less than 30 or 40
days' work, and in some cases this estimate may be
considerably exceeded, but the amount of $50.00
should be more than enough to pay foi' the whole
job.

Now, when I read the above it occurred to
me that it did not cost us much more than
Jidlf the above amount, and perhaps our ap-

pliances have something to do
with it. For some years we have
used a tool for making the holes,
which is really a long-handled
dibble. Whenever a high-tem-
pered hoe snaps off fi'om the
handle, we take the handle and
shank and grind the latter down
to a sharp point. This makes a
dibble like the one shown in the
cut. Well, although a jnan
would space the holes very well
by his eye, our small Ixjys could
not well be intrusted with this
work, even if they wanted to do
it ever so bad. Tliey would get
some of the lioh^s two inches
apart, and some six inches:
therefore I devLsed the spacer
shown in the cut.
A is the dibble, made of a hoe-

handle. The point, being steel,
is kept free from rust, and svill

readily fi-ee itself from dirt, pro-
viding the operator rolls it in his
hand before he undertakes to

withdraw it from the earth. This will be very
quickly learned after a few trials. D is a hol-
low point made of galvanized iron. It is at-
tached to a loose ferule encircling A by a stout
bent wire. By bending this wire you can make
the holes as far apart or as near together as
you choose. The point B goes a little below
the point A. Let V represent a hole in the
ground, which is made with A. Now our boy
sets B in this hole. This lets A drop down
through the ferule; and by giving it a slight
roll as it comes out, it leaves a hole like C, and
lifts out B. Then he can go on almost as fast
as he can walk, and have the holes as accurate
IS if made by machinery. Every little while
somebody suggests a wheel with cones on the
-ire, so as to piick holes as the wheel rolls over.
I have such a wheel that cost me several dol-
'ars. Of course, it will make marks in good
•*oil plain enough to show you where the holes
•ome; but it does not make a good hole to take
a plant. Another objection is. that it makes .so

much travel over the ground. When our
giound is in nice condition, we do not want it

stamped down by boys and men running over it

a great number of times. The implement
shown in the cut suits me best. Three boys
will plant onions with a rapidity that will sur-
prise you, and do it so well that every onion
will grow, even if some of the boys are quite
small. One goes along and pricks the holes.
Another caiTies the basket and drops the
onions, taken from the greenhouse, one in each
hole. The last one straddles tiie row, going
along on his knees, and lirms the dirt about
each onion. As soon as they get through. I

would run the wheel-hoe or rake through the
rows to mellow u\) tlie ground where they have
stamped it with their feet and knees. After
that, the wheel-hoe will do all the work, or
nearly all, until your crop is ready to gather.
The onions are so much ahead of the weeds
that the weeds seem to be discouraged, and
evidently think it is not worth while to try to
overtake them.

FIXING THE BOUNDARIES OF YOVU PREMISES.

In these modern days of no fences, it becomes
desirable, manyl times, to know just where the
line runs between your neighbor and yourself.
Without fences, you know we can have growing
crops clear up to the line or on the line; and as
we expect to work our land by horse power, of
course, not only is any sort of fence an obstruction
in the way of cultivating, but even a stake gets
in the way. or is knocked down, etc., unless,
indeed, we put in a great heavy post. But this
is expensive, and is in the way, besides. Now. I

will tell you what our men are putting down for
corners and boundary landmarks ai'ound my
high-priced lot across the way. We had some
rustless iron gas-pipe, an inch in diameter, that
had burst by freezing. I know we were very
foolish to let it freeze and burst; but as soon as
it happened I began to wonder whether it could
be utilized in some way so as to be worth almost
as much as it was before. Well, we cut it up
into lengtlis of 2 and 3 feet. Then we united
the :3-foot pieces to a 3-foot piece by means of
an ordinary coupling. On all of otir corners a
3-foot piece was driven into the ground just
level with the surface. Then a .'.'-foot piece was
screwed into it by hand. Now, in plowing or
cultivating, tlie ;.'-foot piece can be screwed
out until the horses are out of the way. Then
take a spade and lind the lower part, then screw
in the ;i-foot piece again. On our east boundary,
along by the railway, we have put one oi these
iron posts every .50 feet. A 3- foot piece of poul-
try-netting can be run on these pieces, if need
be, and this will make a sufficient barricade to
protect the crops to some extent; and yet when
it comes in the way of cultivating, just slip the
poultry-netting off the posts, and lay it back out
of the way. How many times does a surveyor
have to be summoned, and expensive surveys
made, to find the corner of a loti A piece of
ru.stless or galvanized iron tubing driven into
the ground three feet will make a landmark
that will stand for hundreds of years; and with
this r.'-foot piece screwed into the tube it can be
easily fotind at any time. If somebody should
drive over it and break it off. it would probably
result only in splitting the coupling, and a new
coupling could be purchased for three or four
cents. In view of the many troubles and quar-
rels that have resulted in n^gard to boundary
lines, will it notjjay you, my friend, toputdown
such a landmark on every corner of your prem-
ises? Even after the surveys are made, as sur-

veyors do not all do their work just alike, a
corner is apt to be located at a ditTerent spot
(unless very plainly marked) from where it was
oj'iginally. This leaves the way open for still
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another survey at some future time, aurl, may
be. a quarrel.

THE EAKI.Y PIE PUMPKINS.
Friend Root:—I don't think you half appre-

ciate the good points of the early pumpkins.
You speak of their being early, but they will
keep late too. We kept some until Feb. i this
wintei'. The best thing about them is their
tine grain, some of them equaling the Hubbard
squash in sweetness and texture. They will

cook as quick too. Our folks cooked some once,
and made pies and got them in the oven before
breakfast. Compared witli the old kind that
have to be cooked half a day to gi^t the water
out, this is a great advantage. Although small
there are nearly as many pies in each one, be-
cause you don't have to cook away so much
water, and there are more on each vine. I got
over 100 from about a quarter of a tive-cent
j)ackage of seed bought of you. They make the
most delicious pies that I ever tasted; but there
is just one trouble about them, they won't keep!
I wish some one would tell how to can them.
We have tried many times, but so far have al-

ways failed. It can be doiu'. I know, for the
canning factories do it. Chalon Fowls.

Oberlin, O., Feb. :ll.

FLORIDA GAKDENING.
Our gardens nearly all have cabbages here.

We have plenty of new cabbages now. and will

begin to ship somrt about the first of February,
if the market is favorable then. We can keep
our cabbages several weeks after they head up
by taking a plow and tumbling tiiem out just
so as to stop the growth: and it will harden the
heads, making them heavier: or if they are un-
even in lieading. we go along the row with a
long-handlcil spade and turn partly out of root
the overheatlcd by putting the spade down near
the stalk, and pi'ving it over. In doing this, al-

ways turn to the north, so the sun will not burn
the heads. Radish, turnip, and onions, are on
our bill of fare. Peas, beans, and potatoes, will

be along soon. I could tell you several other
things that might not be new to you, but still

are worth thinking over, when we have time to
reason with nature and her laws and products.

THE IMPOKTANCE OP GETTING GOOD CABBAGE
SEED.

I read in Gleanings about Mr. Passage hav-
ing trouble with his pumpkins. Well, we are
having far greater trouble with our cabbages.
In the Early Summer (Henderson's), in my
field of three acres, beginning to head, I can
show all kinds named, all from the same i)ack-
age of seeds. The greater par? are true Early
Summer, but there are many like the Wakefield
and York varieties, and some like the tall

Drumheads. My seed came from James J. H.
(Gregory. I have some of his All Seasons.
They show very little of the sport; but my
neighbor's fields near me (who used the Early
Summer, from Peter Henderson & Co.), show a
great many varieties, or types, of them, or
sports. This "sporting'' is very costly tons,
for many of the sports will not head up to be of
any use, for some of them will be several weeks
later; and, besides, there are only a very few
kinds of cabbage that will head up solid here.
I call this sporting "hybrids," or crosses of
various kinds. Could not our seed-growers
grow their .seed isolated, so there would be no
hybrids? J. Craycbaft.
Astor Park, Fla., Jan. 27.

[Frif'ud C, we have much the same trouble
(with the best cabbage seed we can get) here in
our locality. I think, however, that raised by
our good bee-friend H. A. March has less of
this sporting. Have you ever tried his Jersey
Wakefield and Fottler's Brunswick? A couple

of years ago we had some choice seed sent us
from Holland, that I believe gave a greater
number of uniform heads of late cabbage than
any thing else we have ever grown. With the
wet seasons we have had, however, for two or
three years back, I Vielieve we have had more
trouble fi'om heads bursting than from sporting.
Of course, we cut off the roots with the spade,
and '' unscrewed " th«uTi in the ground, so as to

snap off most of tlu; roots. In some cases we
treated them so severely they began to wilt;

but with plenty of I'ain they started out new
I'oots, and in a week or two began to burst
again. If there is a strain of cabbage in the
world that will neither burst nor throw out
sports, such as you describe. I presume we could
pay a d<ill<ir an ounce for it. and make money
then.]

RAISING STKAWBEKP.V-PLANTS FROM CUTTINGS.

The strawberry may be inci'eased-very rapid-
ly by buds or cuttings, and this is the way I do
it: Frames, nearly four feet wide, and any length
desired, are made of common fence- boards six

inches wide. The soil within them is made fine

and level. Of course, it is rich. The surface is

then covered about half an inch deep with
sand, and moderately watered. Screens are
needed, and I provide them by making lath
frames, three feet by four, and covering them
with new cotton cloth, fastened on with carpet-
tacks. We are now ready for the cuttings. The
best time to take Them from the beds is when
the dew is on ; but if it can not be done then, it

may be done at any time in the day by putting
them into a pail of water as they are cut. They
are at the right stage when the I'oots are just
starting. If too young, failure will result; if

too old, the roots are in the way. Sometimes a
runner is prevented from rooting until it has
several leaves, and in such a case all but one
must be removed. In trimming, the runner is

cut off within two inches of the bud, or embryo
plant, and the cutting is thrown into water.
This work must be done in the shade. It is

not best to trim too many at a time. If they
remain in water over night they are apt to fail

to grow. When ready to put them in the frame,
place a lath, or other straight-edge, across the
bed, on the surface, and run a thick knife along
the side of it, making a straight cut, perhaps
three inches deep. The cuttings are thrust
into this cut until the points from which the
roots start are half an inch below the surface of

the sand. The cuts should be four inches
apart. The soil should be damp, but not wet
enough to be puddled. If the work is done
when the sun is shining, it is well to water the
cuttings as fast as the rows are finished, and
cover at once with screens. They must not
wilt. They should be set two or three inches
apart, according to the purpose for which they
are being rooted. If they are to remain in the
frame until sold, a month later, they need more
i-oom; if they are to be taken out and potted in

a week, less will answer.
The frames need careful watching for a few

days. The shades are to be removed in the aft-

ernoon as soou'as the sun ceases to shine on the
beds, and replaced in the morning before the
dew is all dried off. It is usually well to give a
moderate watering when the screens are taken
off. and again before they are put on. If very
hot and dry, it is a good plan to spray or sprin-
kle tlie screens two or three times during the
middle of the day. If damp and cloudy, they
may be left off "all day. As the roots grow
deeper the tops can bear more sunshine, and in

a few days they will need shading only in the
middle of the day. Plants rooted in this man-
ner usually have longer roots, but fewer of

them, than those grown in the natural way,
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and they bear transplanting ninch better, hav-
ing been thrown upon their own resources
when very young.
Some one may wish to ask what is to be done

with the cuttings that have I'oots when tliey

are talven from the original bed. Treat tliem
as cuttings, if the roots are less than an inch
long, although, as before stated, they are not as
good as those taken oft' at the right stage. If

the roots are an inch long or more, treat them
as plants, heeling them in by themselves in the
frame, and shading and watering judiciously
until they are able to take care of themselves.
The method herein described has some ad-

vantages when used with care and judgment.
It enables those who sell plants in summer to
save the young plants and runners which would
otherwise go to waste. It enables market gar-
deners to have a large numbi'r of good, uniform
plants that can be taken up rapidly and set
where some early crop has been harvested, thus
making the strawberry a catch crop. It ena-
bles horticulturists at experiment stations and
elsewhere to have a large number of varieties
ready for planting at the same time, and all of
the same, age. Sometimes we want to plow a
bed as soon as the fruit is gatliered, and by this
method we can >ave the plants.
Cuyahoga Falls. O., Feb. 4. M. Crawford.

FORCING RHUKARB IN WINTEK.
We are just now getting 1.5 cts. a jjound for

rhubarb for i)ies. I presume the scarcity of
fruit exi)lains why i)eople are so willing to i)ay
so much more than usual. By the way, we
have learned a trick in forcing rhubarb. If
there is any place in your greenhouse that is

too /(Of foi' any thing else, it will be just right
for your rhubai'b-i)lants. Set the roots in very
rich soil, and then cover them up with manure,
either ninv or old—it does not seem to make
much difference. Keep them constantly wet. and
they will make the most astonishing growth of
any kind of vegetation that has ever come un-
der my observation. Another thing. It does not
make any difference how dai'k it is. They will
grow just as well in the dark as in the light,
and you can plant ihem right up close to the
boiler, furnace, or flues. The princii)al item is

to get great strong roots grown in the open air.

for forcing purposes. We have been buying
them for about S:>..->() per 100 roots. The roots
are of such size that 100 just till a barrel. If

somebody has some large i-oots for sale. I think
they would find it i)ro(iiable to advertise them.
It will be ([uite a little time before strawberries
com(>. and thei'e is going to l)e a great call for
'•

l)ie timber" meanwhile. AVhenever the
ground thaws so you can dig the I'oots out, just
l)utsome in your hot-beds, or. later, in simple
cold-frames. (4ive them manure enough, and
see what great stalks you get. If the demand
is going to increase for these roots.it maybe
well to think about sowing seeds pretty soon, so
as to have the roots in readiness for another
winter.

AIDS TO UEKKY-PlfKKKS.
Although it is quite a little time hefoi'c licrry-

])icking comes again, it may be well to consider,
during these wintci' montiis, api)!iances that
may help us to rush things when the season
comes I'onnd. The one illustrated below was
engraved from a machine which I saw at friend
France-s. in Piattcville. Wis. It is esi)ecially
designed for blackhenles. but it may be used
for raspb(>rries. currants, and'othei- like fruits.
The cut below almost explains itself.

The ai)paratus is made of tin, just large
enough for a berry-box to sit inside. '

It is held
around the walist by means of a belt. A hojj-
per-shaped cover dejjosits all the berries in the

center of the basket: and when they come up
so as to strike the mouth of the hopjier, the
picker has notice that his berry-box is exactly
full, with the to]) nicely rounded uj). In our
berry-picking, where they ])ick by the quart,
there is always moi-e or less discussion as to
how full the boxes should be. Some of the lit-

tle girls would hea]) them up so there was a
fourth more than good measure; and I am sor-
ry to say that some of the boys brought them
in scarcely level full. Th(> consequence was,
the boss had to tak(> some from the boxes pick-
ed by the little gii'ls and till out those brought
in by the selfish and greedy boys. Boys, aren't

MACHINE FOR I'ICKINO IJI.AC KI5ERRIES.

you ashamed of yourselves to be outdone in

honesty and liberality and fairness by the little

girls? Well, this machine fixes the whole mat-
ter as to how full the box should be. But. most
imi)ortant of all.it enables the picker to use
both hands: and with ///((f7i7K'rn/-bushes this is

most important. Fi'ieiui Fiance says, as soon
as he fitted out his berry-pickers with these
machines th(>y i)icked berries so much faster,

that, when they came in at noon, they volun-
teered to di'op a cent a quart on the ])rice he
had been paying them, if they could all have
the ])icking-macliines. Now. I tell you this is

a iiretty big testimony in favor of any imple-
ment to lessen hand labor. Th(> bottom to the tin

box is just large enough to hold the box secure-
ly. As I find the same device figured and de-
scribed in OTir gardening i^eriodicals. I juvsume
such arrangements are not exactly new. The
one given above, however, seems to be the most
practical.

A TREATISE t)N TOMATO CILTfRE.
The above is the title of a little pamphlet just

out. by J. W. Day, of Crystal Springs. Miss.
TluM'e'are three things that make this little

work of special interest tome. First, it is the
only book I ever saw or heard of. devoted en-
tirely to tomato-growing: and you know I am
greatly interested in any thing in regai'd to

special rui'al industi'ies. Second, it comes from
the South. Oui' Southern fi'iends have, as a
j'ule. been a little behind in books on horticul-
tui'e, gardening, etc. Third, tlu^ book was wri>'-

ten by a live, piactical man. Let me make a
little extract from a i)rivate hUter:

I have raised linnrlreds of aei'es of tomatoes, and
I slijill put out U)i> iicres this season. I am a sub-
scriber of Gi.K.ANiNOS, and like to liear you speak of
your beiT>-r;iisinf>", {i'ardeiiing-, etc. We grow largre

fields of strawboiiies. and bave a little over 400 acres
in peaeli-trees in this place alone, besides .some at

other places. I am a partner of Parker Earle at this
place.

Our readers will remember Parker Earle as
the introducer of one of our most promising
strawheiTies from which it takes its name.
Even in ^lississippi it seems tlu'y need hot-b<Kls

to start the tomatoes. The little book gives
directions for making two kinds—one with a
furnace with a long flue through the center of

the bed. and the other made of stable nuinure.
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These directions ai'e exceedingly practical. At
the outset one almost begins to wonder what
varieties would be recommended by a gi'ower
who raises tomatoes by tli<^ hundreds of acres,
and I think we will co|)y what the author has
to say in the matter:

VARIETIES.
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Resist the Devil, and \w will Heo from you.—James
4:7.

If the great Father above lias given me any
particular message to deliver to the children of
men, it is along the line of our text. I see peo-
ple all around me struggling against evil—not
the same sort of evil, by any means, for the
thing that tempts one has no attraction at all

for another: and Satan's ways of working are
so diverse and so many, that sometimes I think
it is only once in a while that we find two peo-
ple who are tempted precisely alike. A few
days ago Huber came home from scliool, with a
remark something like this:

"I tell you. pa. Miss Smith is having almost
as much trouble with the boys in the new
schoolhouse as you are with tobacco among the
factory hands."

" Why, you don't mean, Huber, that the boys
that go to the new schoolhouse—the little ones
—are using tobacco f

'

"No. they don't use tobacco; but the trouble
she has is because she can not get them to stop
using bad and naughty words."
You may be sure that my heart went out in

sympathy for my excellent, iiard - working
friend who is principal of the four juvenile
classes in our new schoolhouse. After prayer-
meeting was over one evening. I mentioned to
Miss S. the report Huber had given.

" Well, Mr. Root. I am vei-y much obliged to
Huber for his sympathy, if for nothing more.
We four teachers iiave been having a real time
with this matter of profanity and obscenity:
and it has obtained so persistent a hold among
some of even the veiy small boys, that we are
almost at our wits" end. I do wish you would
come down and see if yowr iniiuence in addi-
tion to ours may not amount to something."
Not very long after this, a little not(> inform-

ed me that they \\ould be v(M'y glad to S(^e me at
three o'clock tliat afternoon. 1 went, and was
ushered into one of the rooms, for school was
just closed, and pretty soon eight small boys
came in slowly, with downcast eyes and sad
countenances, evidently expecting punishment
or a severe reprimand which they evidently
felt they deserved. Miss S. remarked that these
were the ones who seemed to do no better, even
after they had been repeatedly admonished.
For a little time all was silence. I motioned
them to take seats, and I sat down as near as I

could well get to them. As I looked into their
faces I Inwardly prayed for wisdom to get a
real strong hold on those little hearts—yes,
even though Satan had already made sad in-
roads therein. I remembered my hobby about
getting acquainted, and in fifteen or twenty
minutes I felt happy to see them not only lis-

tening to all I had to say: but before 1 got
through, they asked me questions, a great
many of them. My prayer had been answered.
They looked up witli fear when I lirst cami' in.

but we were now all on very friendly terms.
They had given me a promise to try harder to
resist evil: and wh(>n I told them that God
heard that promise, and asked them to kneel
down while I prayed that he would help them
to keep it. every boy knelt down by me: and
during mv brief prayei' you could have heard a
pin drop. Their ages ran from seven to twelve.
The youngest said, in our confidential talks
about the matter, " Mr. Root. 1 can keep the
bad words back without much trouble unless
something gets me I'eal mad, and tlien I can't liel])

it. They will come.'" May God bless and hel|j this
poor ciiild of seveni I told him that great big
men iiad exactly the same experience he had.

and that some of them, with ail their strength
of mind and muscle, did not succeed much bet-
ter than he did. They told me, too, about big
men who set a bad exami)le, and. without
knowing it. i)erhaps taught them these bad
words. I promised them tliat I would talk to
the big 7nen too. and I have commenced it. I ex-
hoi'ted them, in the language of oiu' text, to kev\>
these words back, and hold them in with all

their might. I explained to them, that, al-
though it is bad and wicked, even to think
"swear words," it was a bundled times b(4ter
to keep them back and not let them out: and I

told them that, if they kept tlieni back reso-
lutely, by trying real hard, by and by the bad
thoughts would ste]) out, and I unconsciously
preached a sermon for myself at the same time.
Resist the Devil, and he will fiee from you. my
good friend. 1 asked the boys about their
mothers: and, oli how I do wish I could see
these mothers, and ha\'e just such a little talk
withtheml I would admonish them to whis-
per a kind helpful word in the ear of thes(> pre-
cious boys of tlieirs. just as they start for
school: and then I would exhort the motiiers to
be on tlu' \\ atch w iieii school is out: catcli the
anxious, restless chajj in your arms for just a
minute, and ask him if he has kept the prom-
ise that he gave you in the morning, to refrain
from bad words. Oh! if you will do this, dear
sister, tile schoolteacher will not feel her labors
are lilc(> casting pearls b(>fore swine. I know of
a mother who fought Satan k)iigand faithfully,
right along on this line: and, with God's help,
she triumphed. Her boy is now siip(»riiitendent
of a Sunday-school, and doing \\hat he can for
a great lot of just such urchins as he was a fe«'

years ago. After the boys had gone I asked t(>

see all the teaclii'rs. I sat down witli tiieni and
exhorted them to b<' not weary in well doing.
In s|)eaking of the i)arents. Miss S. told me that
she sent a note home by one of these same boys
—the oldest one in the lot. in fact—a note to iiis

mother. Shall I tell you wiuit the motiier did '.'

She gave the Vioy a tremendous whijiiiing—

a

whipping so sever<' that my good friend told me
she felt almost afraid to i-ejiort to the inothin-
again. Perhajis the iioor mother thought slu^

was doing lier duty. May be she iuid tried oth-
er means: but. O dear mothers, please lielie\-e

me when I tell you that with these t)ther ways
I have told you of, where followed up faitlifiil-

ly, week in and week out. I am sure the whip-
ping could, at least in most cases, be omitted
entirely. Very likely punishment is necessary,
but I begin to fear that it is given only when
the parent is otf from the track, as well as tlie

child. When ^^•eetls become so large that they
can not be killed with a rake, we must take the
hoe and choj) them uii: and sometimes, after
\'eiy long neglect and procrastination, the only
thing is to take tlie scythe and mow them off.

Do you see the application, dear fatiier or
mother? and do you know by experience how
much better and happier a parent fe(>ls who
lias conquered by love instead of the rod?
Wliy, we got so well acquainted in just that
little visit with the boys that one of them
said, as I told^him he might go home. " Why.
Mr. Root, Ijgo to your i^cliurch. Didn't you
knowjit ?'' '.

I told him I had seen him at our church, and
I was very glad he did go; and I told them, in

leaving, that I should watch for them when I

jiassed tluMii on the streets: and I hoped to catch
a pleasant look from each and every one of
them, assuring me they had kept the little

promise given that day to me, before the great
God above.
A few months ago a young man applied for

employment, and remarked that he had worked
at the machinist's trade some. As we were in
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neod of a niacliiiiist I talked with him more
than I usually do, and his manner and appear-
ance pleased me so well that I set him at work.
He did not use tobacco nor iuul language, and
was not intemperate. His brief history illus-

trates the i)oint I iuive mentioned in my open-
ing remarks (that our temptations are unlike).
He seenu'd to be a steady, faithful man: but
before he had been with us many weeks I

lieai'd he was boi'rowing nuiney of the hands,
and getting into ilcht for things around town.
Then somebody said he was going to get mar-
I'ied, and bring his wife to our place. Well,
about a week ago he d'ul get married, and he
married a girl (or child i'atin>r) only fourteen
years old. In order to get a license he took
oath that she was of age, and he is now in our
county jail for perjury. Almost as soon as he
cann* among us, some of our hands found out
he was not a Christian: but he seemed so good
luitured, however, and willing to join iu every
thing good, that, before tli(> event mentioned
above, iie had united with one of oiir Medina
chui'clies. When I visited liiin in jail he was
bowed down with grief and shann\ He put his
head on my shoulder. an<l wei)t so he could
hardly si)eak. I told him he could give b(>tter

jjroof of his penitenc<'. if it were raiUy genuine,
b\' drojjping the past and turning in rca? ear-
iwst to Christ .J<'sns for \n'\\). I assured him
that the Bible promise, " Come unto me, all ye
that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give
yon rest." was ti'ue in every minute ])articnlar,

and that it was open to every hunuin being, un-
der all circumstances, and eKiiccidlly to the
sinner. But I told him there was no help from
Christ Jesns, nor from his friends here in Me-
dina, unless he told the honest s<iH(irc truth
from beginning to end. He ijromised most
earnestly to do so. He had been engaged to
the young woman for only three or four months,
and I asked him why he could not wait until
she was of proper age. He reidied that he
thought so much of her that he could not bear
to be away from hi'r, and that most of the
money he had borrowed w as to hire livery rigs
to go and see her. And yet at this time he had
])(>en i^tying at least smnc attention to two or
more young women here in Medina. He said
he did not think of there lieing any thing par-
ticularly wrong about it. Now, boys, I w ant to
say a word to you right on this point. The
man or boy who is engaged to some giil or
woman should Ix^have himself toward all other
women exactly as if he were married. Of all

the solemn engagements in this world, none
should be held more solemn and sacred than
the pi'omise between two to become man and
wife. God sees as the world does not see: and
he who resists not evil in this line will surely
rei)ent it. " Whatsoexcr a man soweth, that
shall he also reap." The relation between man
and wife is sacred and holy, and the vengeance
of a just God will conn' down on the head of
him who trifles with this relation. Let me
whisper to my young friends of both sexes, to
be careful and cautious about making these en-
gagements, as perhai)S nothing else in this
world can so seriously aflfect one's whole life.

But after having once made it, let it be a sa-
cred and solemn comijact made before God. It
is a serious thing foi' anybody to triHe with
.such an engagement: but ten times nnire so to
the one who professes to be a Christian.

I next spoke to onr young friend about his
habit of borrowing money from people on short
acquaintance. Let me put in a warning also,
in regard to foolish extravagance and its at-
tendant, getting into debt, or borrowing money.
Of course, there are circumstances whei'e it is

right and proper to borrow; but for one who is

supporting himself by daily wages, and who is

liable to have his income suddenly cut off by
sickness or other vicissitude, to bori'ow mon(^y
for the purchase of things he could get along
without, is not only folly, but it is sinful: and
it is also wrong to lend money to such a one.
There are more or less of these shortsighted,
foolish individuals in every community, and
when pay-day or Saturday night comes', these
individuals are always wanting to borrow from
their comrades. Believ(> me when I tell yon it

is a Christian duty and a kindm\ss to such to
speak right out scpiai'dy, " No, sir. I liave no
right to lend you this money, and you have no
right to borrow it." Such a reproof is the kind-
est service you can do them. I kiujw it'is not
always taken as a kindness: but I can look
back now, and thank from the bottom of my
heart the friends of my boyhood who were
friendly euoiKjIi to refuse me, and to point out
to me the folly of my request. Now, do not
think unkindly of the one who refuses to lend
you money or to tiust you for goods. Very
likely he is not only the wisest but the very
best friend you have.

I told this young friend I felt sui'e that this
was a bad habit that had grown upon him little
by little. I do not like to compare sins: but
giving way to such a temi)tation is perhaps
fully as damaging on community as either
sw<'aring, tobacco, or whisky. He declared to
me that he had never been guilty of this sin be-
foi-e he came to our town—that "he was sqnai-e
with the world, and owed no man except in
Medina: in shoit, that he had resisted the Dev-
il until he came among us. I could not believe
it all. Sins like these are invariably of slow
gi-owth. The seed must first be '

planted,
and the we(>ds allowed to grow for at least a
time before it icsults in open crime. He de-
clared to me most positively, when I asked him
the question i)oint blank, that he had never
been mai'ried in his life, and had never been en-
gaged, even, to any woman before his engage-
ment and make-believe marriage with this
child. I say "make-believe:" for he was ai'-
rested within a short time after the ceremony
was performed, and the girl was sent home to
her parents, with the information that she was
not a married woman at all—that the marriage
was null and void. I was greatly astonished to
hear, when he came to be examined, that he
has a wife living in an adjoining State. Now,
notwithstanding my eainest talk—notwith-
standing his earnest ijrotestations that he was
trusting in Christ Jesus, he had not he courage
to confess to me the whole truth.
Although this young friend did not tell me so,

I am afraid he has not been resisting the Devil:
and the evil one did not come to him through to-
bacco nor strong drink, nor, perhaps, an uncon-
trollable temper. But for all that, the result was
just the same. O friends, I wish I could im-
press upon you the importance of resisting Sa-
tan's whispei'ings at the very outset; and be-
lieve nn'. I beg of you, wheni tell yon that he
M'f,// flee from you if you only hold 07i. Don't
give up: don't become tired: don't say, " I can't
stand it any longer." These trials are the
turning-point between life and death. They
settle the (piestion h< tween light and darkness—betw(M'n sorrow and joy, and grief and glad-
ness. These struggles with sin are for your
own good. They will woi-k out nlorious things
for you if you only overcome. You can not be
great and good, and \\ ise to hel]) others, unless
you resist and hold on. Stand steady and be
brave, until the evil one lets go his hold and
gives up and says. " That chajj is bound to be
good. He is so firmly planted on the rock
Christ Jesns that we might as well give him
up." And then, oh what joy comes to the jioor
l)ersecnted sinner when Satan flees away I
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We are nbligod to add eight extra i)ages this
issue.

ESSAYS AT CONVENTIONS.
Shokt. pithy, well-written essa-ys, suggestive

of several good points, are always in place at
conventions: long-winded ones, never. A long
essay, however, may be valuable in pi'oporti(jn

to its length. Rut it taxes the nerves a good
deal more to listen to something read than
something given ott'-liand. in animated convei-
sational style.

THE president OF THE X. A. H. K. A.

Mk. Ei-W()()i) is not only a successful bee-
keeper, aretined and educated Christian gentle-
man, but he makes an excellent presiding oHi-
cer for a bee-convent!on. He has a happy fac-
ulty of summarizing the l>cst points brought out
by the discussion: and when the discussion be-
comes a little lopsided he is pretty apt to call

out the other side, although that side be
against his experience and sympathies. He
will make a good presiding of'ticer for the N. A.
B. K. A. next fall at Albany.

he. "So you are interested in lixed frames?"
We meekly admitted that we were. " Well,
you will find that not all of our York State bee-
keepers use them. I don"t. and some others
don"t." We were about to ask the reason, when
somebody desired a hand-shaking, and the mat-
ter droi)]ied \\h(>re it was.

nXJSED-ENI) FRAMES IN A TIGHT-FITTING CASE.

On page 1(51 it is suggested that friend Hed-
don includes this idea in his patent. I trust
this is a mistake. Closed-end frames in a
tight-fitting case were exhibited on the Ohio
State Fairgrounds more than twenty years ago.
Another man had a patent on a similar ar-
rangement on the Centennial grounds in Phila-
delphia, in 187(), and somebody has been invent-
ing it and bringing it out every little while ever
since Langstroth brought out movable frames.

A. I. R.

THE GRIPPE AGAIN, AMONG THE BEE-KEEPERS.
It has had a little run here at the Home of

the Honey-bees, but for the present it seems to
have released its hold. We are just in receipt
of a letter troni Dr. C. C. Miller, and he says:
"I am pretty badly used up with the grippe.
Mrs. M. has been still worse, and mother Wil-
son is getting over the pneumonia. Em is laid
up with a sprained ankle." Well, well, doctor,
vou have been having misfortune in your
household. We extend to you our sympathies.
and are glad to know that you are improving.

I)A1)ANT"s L.\NGSTR0TH in FRENCH.
We notice, by the \a»t Revue Tntermttlonnle,

that this great wt)rk of our esteemed and cel-

ebrated co-laborer is at last ready for the
French-speaking people of the world. It will
be ready for sale on the first of March, just as
this reaches our readei's. We are informed that
this will not be simply a word-for-word trans-
lation, but an adaittation of the book as a
whole to the people of France, Mr. Dadanfs
native country. We predict that it will create
a great stir if not a revolution in at least some
districts of France. We have not leai-ned the
price of the book here in America. The price
is 73^ francs in Nyon, Switzerland, at the office

named above.

MR. THOMAS PIERCE AND FIXED FRAMES.
It was our special pleasure to make the ac-

quaintance at Albany of Mr. Thomas Pierce,
an enthusiastic bee-keeper of Gansevort, N. Y.
He is a slim six-footer, and quite fills the bill as
given us by Rambler on page 437, 188.S. Said

A CORRECTION.

Friend Secjeekin, whose article on grading
honey appears on page 134, calls attention to
the fact that the words "Not white lioney,"
under the head of "Grading Honey.'" should be
"A"o. 7 white honey.'" He says. "No doubt it

was the writer's fault :"" and" as it passed the
eyes of all here as it appears in print, perhaps
tile fault was not wholly ours. A second in-
spection of the manuscript shows that the woi'd
"not" was plainly written, but the t was not
cr(>ss(\d. The omission of the period after
"No." is what caused the whole trouble.

preconceived notions.

What a lot of troubl(> this commodity in hu-
man nature makes us sonietimesi We figure
out in advance whether a thing will or will not
work. Our experience with bees has been sucii
that we are morally certain that we are not de-
ceived, and we try hard to make all our experi-
m(uits come out so as to favor our views. With
enough bias of opinion we can make out a pret-
ty straight story for or against the idea: but
when such are reported it costs the fraternity
much. Let us be unbiased, and ready to have
our old notions broken down when facts and
subsequent experience wari'ant it.

HOW TO KEEP BEES AWAY FROM WATERING-
TROITGHS.

Among some of the good things we learned at
Keokuk last fall was a little hint worth remem-
bering, from A. N. Draper. He is an extensive
honey-producer—a man who owns several out-
apiaries. Said he, " People have had a good deal
to say about keeping bees away from watering-
troughs. I will give you a .secret that is worth
them all. Take a weak solution of carbolic
acid, and paint it around the edges of the
trough, and then they won't bother your neigh-
bors. If you get them out of the habit of visit-
ing such places, they will stay away." We
have used enough carbolic acid in the apiary tO'

feel pretty tolerably certain that this will
work. Put this down in your note-book, and.
try it next season and report.

HEE-KEEPIXG IN RUSSIA.

The olticial report of the Petrowsky Agricul-
tural Academy of Russia has just been sent us,
through the kindness of P. Ivuleshoflf, Professor
of Agriculture in that institution. The docu-
ment is devoted to apiculture, and gives a gen-
eral summing-up of bee culture in this country
and England, in order to show what the Mus-
covites themselves can do if they try. Al-
though our early education in Russian was some-
what neglected in our school days, we have
succeeded admirably in translating some of the
pict}i,res into ])lain English; and these, together
with some columns of figures, which seem to>

add up just the same in both languages, give
us a very good general idea of the nature of the
book, which is admirably printed — rarely
equaled by oiu' own government documents. We
see the familia.r name "Root" turns up in

Russian as Pyta (what a pity!) but the pro-
nunciation is the same as in "English. Friend
Graven horst appears under the Jiom c7c plume
of FpaBeiiropcT. Seriously, we shall be glad to
hear further about the growth of apiculture in
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Russia, and hope that friend Knleshoff will

writi' us an article on the subject, for we feel

sure it would hv very interesting.

W. E. CLAKK'S pickle 8TOKY: WHY EXTHACTED
HONEY SOMETIMES DOES XOT SELE.

Among Other good things given us by VV. E.

('lark in tlie convention at Albany was what
we will call his "pickle story.'* A groceryman
iuid had for a year or so luilf a barrel of pickles

under the counter. A new clerk was hired:

and, seeing tiie pickles, asked if they were sold.

His employer replied that they were a drug on
his hands.' The clerk very modestly volunteer-
ed the information that he could disjiose of the
whole lot in a few days. The employer told

him to go ahead. The clerk procured some nice

square bottles, tilled them with pickles, corked
tliem. neatly labeled them, and, last of all, he
put them in a conspicuous place, and. presto I

they went off like hot cakes, at a good big

price. Said Mr. Clark, in moralizing on this

point. "The customers did not know that the
groceryman had pickles for sale; and even if

they did, they did not have some neat packages
of them roiistantly in sight as a reminder of the
fact that these thi'ngswere for sale. That is just
the trouble with extracted honey in many of

our groceries," continued Mr. Clark. "It is

sent to the groceries in bulk, and then they are
not supplied with attractive packages to exhib-
it the article; and many times, if supplied, the
packages are allowed to become fly-specked,
and the honey to become candied." It should
have a neat, clean, and fresh ap])earance. If

people do not want to buy it in i)ackages, let

them have it in bulk, but let them see that
honey is for sale in attractive glass packages.
They make the best sign.

THE HAPPIEST MOMENT OF A HEE-KEEPER"S
eife—a eittle advife to those who

don't rp;ad bee-books.

The happiest moment in a bee-ki'eper's life

is not when he becomes the father of a new-
born babe of flesh and blood (although that is a
.sui)rcmc moment, so it is said), but it is when
he becomes tin- father of a baby in the shajK' of

a neiv-fnugled bee-hive that is "warranted to

revolutionize bee-keeping in the n(!ar futiu'e."

Very proud he is of that baby for a while, and
jealous is he that no other shall try to snatch it

away from him. and begets the United States
courts to protect him. liut his " baby. " after a
while, does not come up to his expectations.
Somehow, as the years go by, it doesn't take to

the bees, and the bees don't take to it. The ul-

timate r(>sult Is, that it is jnled up in the back
yard, along with a lot of others. Almost every
beginner has been through the experience; but
sooner or later he repents, buys a good bee-book,
and starts right. There is lots of fun in invent-
ing a hive that will beat any thing ever before
heard of. But we urge, don't. Don't waste
any time or money until you have thoroughly
read the A B C of Bee Culture, or, in fact, any
standard text-book on the subject. About every
week we receive a letter from one who has got
a hive, the special features of which he is not
yet prepared to divulge, but which he is .<iHrc

is something far superior to those devised by
the "fathers" of bee-keeping. By and by,
when it is divulged, a little inquiry elicits the
fact that it is older than the hills, and a little

better than the " old log gum;" and that the
happy (?) inventor has not even read a bee-book.

LAY'ING OUT AN APIARY'; SEASONABLE HINTS.

It is about time now that we should be think-
ing of locating our apiaries. Experience has
shown that we can not afford to go to any great

expense in providing suitable shade. There are
plenty of locations that afford shade naturally
for at least a part of the day. A young orchard
is an excellent place. It may be well enough at
our home yard to go to considerable expense in

putting up grapevines or othei- shrubbery; but
it certainly will not do for an out-yard. Ex-
perience has shown, in many instances, that a
yard that has in years gone by furnished tons of
honey is now pi'actically worthless, or so nearly
so that the moving of the bees to some location
more favorable is a necessity. For instance,
four or Ave years ago an apiary fin-nished an
abundance of basswood honey; but the bass-
woods have all been cutoff; there is no clover,

and the Held is Avorthless. Again, a locality has
once furnished immiuise quantities of white
clover: but extensive agriculture has set in, and
clover pasturage has given way to immense
wheat-flelds. The inroads of civilization some-
times damage the honey-bearing resources of
a locality: and, conversely, sometimes make
them more valuabh-. There are a few locations
in York State that formerly gave but very lit-

tle honey; but the farmers, in recent years, have
introduced buckwheat to such an extent that
these are now splendid buckwheat countries;
and the yield of this dark rich honey plays a
considerable part in the net proflts of the season.
In a word, we want our apiaries so we can load
them up at a moment's notice, and move them
at practically little expense to any new field that
may be more inviting. We can not always tell

at first whether it will be a favorable location
or not. If it does not come up to our expecta-
tions, we can "pull up stakes" and try else-

where again. If you can locate near swamp
land you are fortunate.

W. I,. C'0<JO.SHAEI>'S extractor; combs HANG-
ING IN THE BASKETS THE SAME AS

IN THE HIVE.

In between the sessions we had a very pleas-
ant visit with W. L. Coggshall. He is one of
the largest honey-produci-rs of York S^ate, and
runs for extracted honey almost exclusively.
Said he, as our convei-sation turned to extracted
honey, " I do not like vour extractor."
"Why?"
"Because the combs do not hang in the ex-

tractor-baskets the same as they do in the
hive."
" Why, that makes an extractor so cumber-

some and awkward," we interposed.
" Not at all," said he. " My can is only 30

inches in diameter and 30 deep. The baskets
are made to take the combs just as they hang
in the hive, and will hold four frames at a time.
When I pick a frame out of a hive I do not
have to turn it over endwise, and let it down
into a deep basket. I pick it up just as it comes
out of the hive, and put it squarely into the
machine. In reversing the combs there is an-
other advantage. Cpmbs pick up easier, and go
back into their respective places with less trou-
ble. Why," said he, " I can not begin to extract
the amount of honey with one of your extractors
in a day that 1 do with one of my machines, and
I have tried both.'"

" What gearing do you use?" we asked.
" The upright."
Mr. C. has the reputation of producing im-

mense crops of honey, and he also runs, in con-
nection, a farm; and with the help of one assist-

ant he does the work alone, practically. We
have not had calls for an extractor to hold the
Langstroth combs as they hang in the hive, to

any great extent. We are quite willing to make
whatever bee-keepers want, although it should
be remembered that such an extractor would
cost more, and very possibly would not please
some as well.
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Our subscription list is now 10.097.

WHO IS RAMBLKK?
"Wk will tpll you in our next issup, and give

you ono of those beautiful half-tone i)ortraits

of him.

• Dowx brakes!"
A MOST excellent article api)ears from the pen

of L. C. Axtell. on page W9. We commend it

to the thoughtful consideration of every reader
who is interested in new dev<'lopments.

CHALOX FOWLS.

We havi' just had a very i)leasant call from
Mr. Chalon Fowls, of Oberlin. O. He is one of

those enthusiastic and tlniioughly practical
bee-keepers whom it is a jjieasure to meet. He
is so full of bee-lore that even an editor of a
hee-journnl may get some new ideas in talking
with him.

RKFKESHIX(4 KAIXS IX (A LIFOKXIA.

The following littl(> gleam of news comes to

hand from one of our California subscribers:

Our long fliouth in Soullierii California is at last

broken liy a most refresliiiig- I'aiii of 3^^ to -1 indies
at this place. Of couise. wc feel wonderfully
thankful, for it not only puts oiu' lioney i)rospect
on a gt>od footin.tr. but ahnost insures a general va-
riety of crops. Alf.en Barxett.
Whittler, Cal.. Feb. 17.

SECTIONS .M.\DE OF KED WOOD.

Mk. J. W. Uttek. of Amity. N. Y.. sends us
sami)les of sections made of red cedar. The
wood is of a reddis!i-i)ink cast, and lias the
charactei'istic odor of an ordinary leadpencil.
Mr. U. says these sections set off the honey, and
mak(> the combs look whitei'. liy the way.
wouldn't that strong odor of red wood rather
give a flavor to the honey? It would be like

making butter in a new cedar ciiurn. The
butter would sui'elv taste of it.

TWO MOIiE XEW HEE-.H)UI!XAI.S.

The first one. a monthly, hails from Berlin
Falls, N.H., and is entitled the White MoimUiin
Apiiirist, and contains 12 pages. Tlu' second has
Ki pages and a neat tinted cover. It hails from San
Francisco. Cal.. and bears the name of the C<il-

iforniti Bee Keeper. This latter is very neat-
ly and tastily pi'inted. Lefssee: Mi'. Newman,
of the A. B. J., a few weeks ago counted up five

new bee-papers for the new year, and here ai-e

two more—seven in all. Still thiM-e is room.
Next 1

P. S. — One of our compositors suggests, on
seeing the above, the wisdom of starting an
obituary department for liee-journais. Two
have already suspended publication within two
months—not of the number, however, of the
new year. We were not mean enough to think
of such a thing: l^nt. say. if the new publica-
tions continue to start ui) at this rate we shall

have to have a department of " New Bee-
Journals."'

THE EDITORIAL "'WE" IX THIS DEl'AinMEXT.

Ot'R readers will observe that we have been
employing the plural form of the personal pro-
noun in this department, in spite of the fact
that Di'. Miller has urged in tho Bee-Keepers'
Review some very good reasons why the singu-
lar form of the word should be used. We like

the personality of '" I." but do no+- see how we
can consistently use it with justice to other
members of the Home of the Honey-bees who
use their brains. E. R. R. dictates most of the
editorials: but while in most cases the editori-

als are the expressions of his own opinion indi-

vidually, they are also very often the expres-
sion of three or four in our establishment. For
instance, take the matter of using square kero-
sene-cans for shipping California honey. E. R.
R. consulted INIr. J. T. Calvert, business man-
ager, and the shipping clerk in the express de-
partnnuit. as well as several of the boys who
have to do with the handling and testing of the
honey in these oil-cans. Now. we can't very
well say lie did so and so: luit we could say with
truth that wc did. Very often an editorial is

suggested by oui- superintendent, and an opin-
ion is rendered by him: and E. R. R.. in conning
it over, digests it and tinally gives it to the
stenographer: and it very often happens that
as he takes it down he suggests some othei-
ideas. E. R. R. fears that, if he were to use the
singular pronoun, he would be tmfairlv credit-
ed with an unusual amount of wisdom: and if it

seems necessary, for one r<>ason or another, that
the individual personal '" 1 " should be used he
adopts it, and then he signs his initials. For
instance, if he picks a bone with Mr. Heddon.
the latter knows who is responsible for the
statements.

GRAXD RAPIDS LETTUCE. ETC.

It is I'efresiiing to notice that my two chil-
dren in the line of garden products, namely.
Grand Rapids lettuce and tlu' Ignotum tomato,
are taking such prcnuinent places in the seed
catalogues of the world. Perhaps I should say
the two chihlren I hitroclnced. for of coui'se I

did not originate either of them. I beli(>ve that
few or none of the catalogues give me any cred-
it for my effoi'ts in that line: but so long as
they have met with great favor. I do not know
that it matters. I omitted to mention that our
friends at the ExperimcMit Station, at Columbus.
ha\i' nuule some \'er\" careful exix-riinents to
detei'niine how much of an improNcment the
Grand Rapids is over its parent, the Black-
seeded Simi)S(m. large beds of which were in

their greenhouses, side by side. The Gi'and
Rai)ids shows a nuirked superiority. It has a

better coloi'. and will keep longer out of gi'ound:
so the claims that oui- friend Eugene Davis
nuide for it aic certainly honest and dt^served.

By the way. quite a few do not seem to under-
stand that tlie (irand Rai)ids lettuce is just as
well calculated for outdoor culture as in the
gi'(HMihouse. As it does not form a heail. how-
ever, a good many prefer the IJoston Market or
Hendei'son"s New York for growing in tht^ open
air. A. I. R.

IirBEI! LE.\RXIX(+ TO 15EAD.

As the young hop(>ful is now nearing seven
years of age. and has never heretofore nuini-

fested any special liking for books. I began t(^

be a littlesurprised. If he is going to be a chip
of the old block, thought I. he must pretty soon
begin to get a glinijjse of the wonders this w orld

has to ott'er. especially in the line of literature.

Well, about a week ago In* took a great fancy
to a book calli'tl " Bible Pictures, and what they
Teach us:" and before we knew it iu' was
sijending all his leisure time poring over its

pages. When Suiulay canu". of course there
was no reason w hy he should not continue, with
such a book. His favoi'ite attitude is to si)read

the book and himself on the floor, in the centi'i-

of the room. In this way he can change his

po.sition. and sprawl (uit first one way and then
another, and thus he keei)S it going. After
dark he has a big bright lamp down on the floor

bv his side. I was a little curious at flr.st to see

what book he had selected among the multi-
tude of books that are to be found almost every-
when-. The book is the work of the author of

Storv of the Bil)le. A. I. R.
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A. NEW METHOD OF TREATING DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICINE.

WATEK CURE APPLIED INTERNALLY A!-

WELL AS EXTERNALLY.

Wassh ye. make you clean.—Isa. 1: 16.

With the present amount of interest in

this matter of internal bathing, or the use
of the '' drugless remedy," as it has been
termed. I feel as if I could no longer keep
still consistently ; and even though the
subject 1 take up may seem to some an in-

delicate one, when we take into considera-
tion the amount of human suffering that
may be relieved by it I think we are excus-
able for talking plainly, and even using very
plain terms, in print. In Titus. 15th verse
of the first chapter, we read, " Unto the
pure, all things are pure ; but unto them
that are detiied and unbelieving is nothing
pure ; but even their mind and conscience
is detiled.''

One reason why I feel moved to take the
matter up to-drt,y,'and make it as plain as I

know how, is that so many are, at the pres-
ent time, maMng capital of selling one of the
uses of pure water, to their fellow-men, as a
secret, as if it were right or proper to receive
money for telling Ihow to make use of God's
gifts, such as pure water, sunshine, pure
air, etc. It seems sad to me that at least a
por^ of the world should beistnmbled over
such a simple matter, or should imagine it

right to keep from our neighbors a knowl-
edge of a plain, simple ylan of removing
suffering by the use of water

;
yes. water,

and nothing else. 'If any one should feel
like questioning my authority or my moral
right to make this secret free and public
property, I will quote, at the outset, from a
little book .published by Fowler & Wells in
1S47.

The book"; referred^to is " The Water-cure
Manual," by Joel Shew. M. D.. copyrighted
in 1S47, printed by FoioUr d- Wells in 1850.
Speaking of these injections Dr. Shew
writes

:

•' They may be repeated again and again,
n as great quantity as desired. ... A
good mode,too,"is to take a small injection, a
tumblerful, more or less, that is retained
permanently, without a movement before
morning. This is very soothing to the nerv-
ous system ; aids in securing sound sleep,
and, by its absorption in the coats of the
bowels, dilutes acrid matters therein, toni-
fying and strengthening likewise those
parts, and aiding materially in bringing
about natural movements."
After naming various diseases for which

this remedy is invaluable, he says :

•' This statement will cause sneering, I
know ; but it is no fancy sketch. The
thorough washing out, so to say, of the low-
er bowels, by which the peristaltic, or down-
ward, action of the whole ^alimentary canal,
is promoted, and by the absorption or trans-
udation of water its contents are moistened
and diluted, and the whole' of the abdomi-
nal circulation is completely suffused by
that blandest and most soothing of all flu-

ids, pure'water. Whoever understands well
the sympathies and tendencies of these

parts of the human system will at once per-
ceive the truth of what I affirm."'

The above, you will notice, contains the
whole of the secret—or, at least, so much of
it that no reasonable individual can pre-
tend to call it new. or a real discovery of the
last few years. Uur older readers will re-
member vividly the time when Fowler «!c

Wells created such an excitement through-
out the world by what they accomplished by
the use of water and nothing else—water
used hot or cold as the occasion demanded,
or lukewarm. Vapor baths also was anoth-
er form of using hot water. While, per-
haps, all the claims made fifty years ago
have not been fully realized, yet f feel sure
the world has been made better as well as
cleaner ever since this water-cure excite-
ment. At different times the use of water
in large quantities, taken into the system
by way of the mouth, has had its advocates.
Dr. Salisbury for many years has been ac-
complishing a good deal by ''feeding" his
patients on hot water. We have all seen pain-
ful sprains and bruises cured almost as if

by magic by the use of water as hot as the
patient can bear it. It you want to get out
acorn, first soak your foot in hot water

;

and many surgical operations can be per-
formed with comparative ease where hot
water in sufficient quantity applied for a
sufficient length of time is used to relax the
muscles and to soften the skin and flesh.

Physicians have for ages (for aught I know)
used water, both hot and cold, in the form
of injections; and the wonder is. at the
present time, that they have been working
so close to a great discovery, as it has been
called, without realizing the wonderful
things to be accomplished right along in
that line. Perhaps my good brethren of the
medical fraternity feel like smiling a little

at this last remark of mine. Well, smile if

you like, my good friends ; in fact, I rather
think you had better smile, for a world of
suffering people are beginnim; to smile
right along on this line, and we are going to
smile and have more vigor and energy to
thank God for this new gift.

As near as I can make out, the discovery
consists in using more water—perhaps hot-
ter water in some cases—and using it for a
greater length of time. If we wish to wash
a jug, it is an easy matter to make the out-
side very clean. We can use hot water,
soap, and ashps, if need be. We can rub
and scour dirtv spots ; viQ can use a brush
and a cloth, and some sand, if need be, but
not so with tlie inside. You can pour in
hot water and pour it out again. You can
put in soap and ashes, and shake the jug
vigorously, and you can put in water again
and again, until" you judge by what comes
out that it is clean enough to be used for
food. Well, this matter of internal bathing
is a good deal as it is with the jug. We
want lots of water ; and in order to perform
its office thoroughly, it may be necessary to
let this water remain for some time, just as
we let it remain for some time in the jug,
that it may soak up and loosen accumula-
tions on the sides, where no man can see.
After this soaking-up process, a vigorous
shaking will probably do much to remove
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every last vestige of accumulation. A cus-
tomary way of introducing hot water into
the human body is by means of a rubber
tube and a little pump, or ordinary syringe,

sucli as we find in
great plenty at our
drugstores. But I

have found some-
thing not only very
much better but
even cheaper ; and
this little picture
will, I think, make
it all plain.

Fig. 1 represents
an ordinary screw-
hook, made of heavy
wire, such as you
get at the hardware
store for two or
three cents. This
is to be screwed
into the wall so as
to support a; pail of
water. Instead of
hanging the pail as
in the cut, however,

APPARATUS FOR IN- I would turn the
TERNAL BATHING hooka quarter

around and hitch it on to the pail at the ear
right where the bail is attached to the pail.

The rest of the apparatus is simply a piece
of rubber tubing (i inch, outside diameter)
about live or six feet long. Twenty or
twenty-live cents would cover the whole
<30st of the apparatus. Where the rubber
tube goes over the side of the pail, it must
be kept from slipping by means of a little

wire staple put across it ; or you can, if you
choose, tie it by a string at one of the ears
of the pail. It should go inside of the pail

so as to reach to the bottom, that it may take
out all of the water. To start the water,
throw the tube in the pail, so it sinks clear

under the water. Now take hold of one
end ; and as you do so. pinch the sides of

the tube so as to close it. Bring it over the
outside of the pail, and the water will run
of itself. If you bring it down below the
pail, as shown in the cut, the water will be
thrown from the end of the tube with con-
siderable force ; and it is just right to wash
out a jug, bottle, or any thing else, for the
force of the jet will make it strike every
part of the bottle. Now, you are to cleanse
the human body just as we wash out the
glass jar in the figure. I^lease bear with me
now, friends, a little, even if I speak very
plainly, in order that those who are awk-
ward 'with such appliances, just as I was
myself six months ago, may have no trouble
in managing the matter. When I spoke to

my mother about it, a few days ago, she
said, more than 50 j^ears ago she saved the
life of a neighbor in just this way when no
physician could be obtained. The doctor
told her, when he arrived, that the woman
would have been dead before he reached her
had she not used this simple remedy. The
only difficulty about the operation is in in-

troducing the end of the rubber tube into

the body ; and this, I suppose, would be an
impossibility with the average patient did
we not depend upon the good offices of the

hot water before mentioned, in its power
of relaxing the muscles. The pail should be
at least two - thirds full of water, and I
would have it about as hot as it can be and
permit you to hold your hand in it. Now
let this stream of hot water play for a little

time against the external part of the organ
that ordinarily closes itself involuntarily by
muscular contraction. In a very brief time
the hot water will have the effect of relax-
ing the muscles, and after the pressure
of the water has forced a little of the
liquid through the opening, all difficulty
in that direction has disappeared. The
question naturally arises, •' Is there no dan-
ger of injuring the delicate machinery of
the human system V" I am sure there is

none whatever. The more water you can
get into the colon, as physicians term it. the
better. More of this, however, anon. I am
told by members of my own family, how-
ever, that not every one can use a simple
rubber tube as I do. In that case, put on
the end of the tube a hard-rubber nozzle,
such as is used on an ordinary syringe. I
presume different people will need to vary
the plan somewhat. But I have never heard
of anybody yet who did not succeed finally
in getting the water to fill the colon in a
satisfactory w^ay. Introduce as much water
as possible. Two quarts is better than one ;

and if you can store awav a gallon you will
probably make more effective work than
with a smaller quantity. If it persists in
bursting out, use a cloth or other means to
restrain it. I would first wash the colon
clean from everything it contains. Get out
every thing that can be made to pass out
with the water; then fill up again with
clean water, retaining it while you walk
about ; or if there is difficulty in removing
all accumulations, get some friend to roll

you and shake you, kneading the bowels, if

need be, the same way I spoke of in clean-
ing the jug.

^Right here comes sometliing of my own
invention ; that is, I have not heard of any-
body else using water iniit-si the way I do.
It is well known that a running stream will
thoroughly cleanse many substances better
than any other means of using water. The
reason is, the current constantly carries
away all impurities, and fresh clean water
is constantly taking the place of that charg-
ed with the matter to be removed. Well,
I accomplish the above result by letting the
rubber tube remain in its place until the
colon is thoroughly cleansed, and the water
entirely emptied from the pail. The plain
rubber tube, without any nozzle of any kind,
gives a larger stream of water, and finishes
the cleansing much quicker, than where the
hard-rubber tube is used. If you do not
find yourself cleaner than you have been
before in years I shall be mistaken.

Let me give youXlittle of my experience :

During all my life I have been more or less

subject to what is called summer complaint
and trouble with the bowels. My wife,
years ago, recommended this water remedy
as ordinarily applied by physicians. But I
got a notion in my head that it was unnat-
ural, and tinkering with Nature's business.
The very thought of the thing, also, had
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something repulsive about it to me. I

thought it was well enough for old women,
and possibly for babies and sick people, and
so I went on suffering. After I had paid
S4.U0 for the secret, however, 1 could not
very well do less than to make a test of the
thing that was recommended so highly. Of
course, I succeeded without a bit of trouble;
and, to my astonishment, before 1 got
through I removed a vast amount of trash
of different kinds that my nose bore vivid
evidence to being unfit to lodge in the hu-
man system. Now at this time I was not
conscious of being in particularly poor
health. In fact, I did not suppose that I

needed any remedy of any sort ; but in my
eagerness to see whether the new drugless
remedy was what it claimed to be, I deter-
mined to give it as full a test and examina-
tion as I could. In order to see whether
any injury or even unpleasant symptoms
could result from a very frequent use of the
internal water bath, I used it for some time,
every day ; lately from two to three times a
week. I was agreeably surprised to And
that the very offensive smell given forth on
first using it did not manifest itself again

;

and I was led to conclude that this super-
fluous matter, if taken from tbe system at
once, need not be particularly offensive. On
waiting, however, for ten days or more, the
same peculiar offensive smell was present

;

and after having used the remedy for six
months or more, together with the testimo-
ny of great numbers of others, I am ready
to conclude that it is no more harmful than
bathing the body, or even washing the face.

Some may urge that it is not according to
nature. But, my friends, few things that
we do nowadays are " according to nature.''
I am not sure that washing the face is " ac-
cording to nature." I am sure, however,
that washing the whole body greatly assists

Nature in her efforts to ward off disease.

The Bible commends it in our text. When
you urge " nature," you should remember
that man is uneducated by nature. The
savages in the isles of tlie sea are a speci-
men of nature without civilization and the
restraint of Christianity. They are not
only heathens but cannibals. Now, I can
not tell why God left humanity through all

these ages without this knowledge which
seems at present so conducive to our health;
and when we come down to the real truth
of the matter, he did not leave us without it.

The thing has been before us for hundreds
of years. We simply have been dull in ap-
propriating the knowledge that was before us
so long.

I do not know how many forms of disease
this matter of internal bathing will remove.
I suspect, however, that people in general
will enjoy much better health in every way
if the waste matter of the system be thor-
oughly removed about as fast as it accumu-
lates. Typhoid fevers are considered at the
present day as being the result of bad air,

bad water, and unwholesome smells in our
cellars and around our buildings. Is it any
thing strange that the continued presence
in the human body, of the most offensive
matter we can imagine, should be the cause
of disease ? Physiologists tell us, if I am

correct, that the elements and juices of our
daily food are constantly passing into the
circulation, even after they have passed the
intestines and reached the colon. If this be
true, our systems may be poisoned by secre-
tions from this oll'ensive matter. In a state
of health, very likely nature takes care of
this ; but, unfortunately, few people are in
the possession of full health. A man or wo-
man who is thoroughly well in every way is
the exception and not the rule.

During the past year, quite a few testi-
monials have been given in these pages in
regard to this drugless treatment of disease,
and I could easily fill this present number
of Gleanings with testimonials, many of
them astonishing ones. I will, however, for
the present, content myself by giving you
simply my own experience. For several
years past I have been having occasional
distressing spells of sick-headache, some-
times accompanied with vomiting. I am
very apt to have these spells while traveling.
One such attack nearly spoiled my visit at
Dr. Miller's. While at Madison, Wis., dur-
ing a beautiful winter night, I suffered
from severe headache and sickness at the
stomach for more than four hours. Those
who have similar attacks know something
about the suffering that accompanies it. So
far as I know it was caused bv eating a fine
large apple during a buggy-ride across the
country, the afternoon before. I thought
that, if I was getting so I could not enjoy
even an apple without trouble in my diges-
tion, I was getting into a bad state. These
periodical headaches kept getting more and
more frequent, and I began to think my
health was giving way in that direction.
If somebody had told me, during that night
in Madison, that I could have perfect relief
in three minutes, without using any sort of
drug or medicine, I would willingly have
given ten dollars for the privilege of lying
down to rest, and getting the sleep I need-
ed, so as to fit me to enjoy the convention
next dav. Well, during these past six
months I have had a number of attacks of
this same sick-headache and distress from
indigestion. The new remedy has given
perfect and immediate relief every time. It
seems to be the result of accumulation in
the colon. When this is removed out of the
way, and the apparatus thoroughly cleans-
ed and put in working trim. Nature goes
buzzing along her way. Once upon a time
I used to run a small gristmill by windmill
power. The mill would occasionally be-
come choked, and it then had to be pulled
to pieces, and the surplus meal got out of
the way, and then it would go on as lively
as ever. It seems to me that the human
machine, given us by the great Father above,
occasionally gets in this fix. and then the
hot water gets it in perfect trim.:

A great part of my earlier life was de-
voted to clocks and watches. I have also
been more or less intimately acquainted
with the physicians of our town. You may
wonder what clocks and watches have to do
with this human machine. Listen : Once
or twice I have been invited to be present
during examination of the human body, to
determine after death where the difficulty
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lay. In one case that baffled the physicians,

dissection revealed the fact that the valves

of the heart had become ossitied. At an-

other time, a lady, a distant relative of

mine, was doctored and drugged for months
for a complaint that all doctors thought was
of the reproductive organs. An examina-
tion after death show^ed these organs to be

in a perfect state of healtli. The whole
trouble was what they call intro-suscep-

tion—a mechanical derangement of the co-

lon. Of course, the trouble w^as in the

neighborhood of the organ they were doctor-

ing ; but when the real truth came to light,

they found thev had been giving the most
powerful drugs known, in the attempt to do

something for an organ that had nothing to

do with the disease tnat produced her death.

N^ow, when a watch or clock is deranged we
pull it to pieces to see what cog is broken or chance for a circulation of
what tooth is bent. Then we can easily the worst arrangement we
confine our efforts to the precise spot where
the trouble is. How often I have wished
the human body could be taken apart in the

same way, that we might not be blundering

in the dark ! Well, the medical world is

making great progress in just this line. By
the use of the knife they go right to the

point of disease, and in many cases fix it as

w^e would fix a watch ; and I confess that,

when I first discovered that we could flood

and cleanse at least a great part of the in-

ternal body, it seemed to me a great step

toward what I had been so long looking tor.

I believe our physicians do not all agree

that this water thrown into the colon can

make its way into the bladder ; but when
they take that ground, they are certainly at

fault. Almost any one who has used the

treatment thoroughly will tell you that quite

a portion of the injected water can be pass-

ed off through the urinary organs. If this

be true, then vou can, by the same means,
rinse from all impurities, accumulations,

and secretions, the urinary apparatus as

well ; and I am sure that I have received

great benefit in just this line.

Of course, great things are claimed for

this new remedy. Some of those who sell

the secret have enumerated a long string of

diseases that may be cured by flushing the

colon. I suspect there is great exaggeration

in this line ; but for all that, I would recom-
mend that every person who is out of health

eral opinion seems to be that it certainly
can do no harm, even if it does no good.
Therefore let us be clean and keep clean, as
in the language of our text ; and when we
have done every thing we can along this

line, we have certainly paved the way for
Nature to go to work vigorously iii her
work of catching up and fixing up.

There is one unpleasant feature connected
with this drugless remedy. In my instruc-
tions I have planned to have the pail hang
up in the ordinary out-building belonging to

most rural homes. The trouble is this : Be-
fore you get through, your clothing will be-
come scented unpleasantly. A chimney at-

tached to the out-building, so as to carry
the bad-smelling air clear out at the top,
would be a remedy. The close out-build-
ing, with a vault underneath, with no

air, seems to be
gement we can have in this

one respect. A very open building, so that
the air can blow freely through and all

around it, would probably not scent the
clothing. A friend suggests that the form
of water-closets used in cities, where wa-
ter and nothing else is used to carry
away accumulations, is a perfect arrange-
ment for the drugless remedy. The Smead
system will doubtless work beautifully,
only they are not so arranged, usually, as to
dispose of so large a quantity of water. If

this new remedy, which commends itself

to every one who loves cleanliness, comes
largely into vogue, as I suspect it will, our
out-buildings must be planned especially

for them. It seems to me that this is a
matter that not only our health-journals^

but our rural and agricultural journals,
should take in hand. In our family, one
member has been perfectly cured of a
chronic diarrhea of years standing, that
threatened to be something very obstinate
and serious. Another has been receiving
great relief from a tendency in the opposite
direction ; and wherever it is used, so far

as I know there has been but one verdict.

A good many of my friends and acquain-
tances have paid $4.00 for the remedy ; and
in several cases no one knew they were us-

ing it until those around them began to no-
tice a wonderful improvement in the gen-
eral health. When questioned, this drug-
less remedy was the explanation. Our

from any cause should go to work carefully, printers are instructed to have several

andseewhateffectthis treatment will have, thousand copies of this paper printed for

If you are weak and in poor health, and free distribution. We will mail to any of

take cold easily, be sure you do the work in the readers of Gleanings, or, in fact, to

an apartment sufficiently warmed so that anybody else, just as many as they want, to

you may not take cold by drafts or exposure, give to whoever needs it; and the more
Although I have never heard of trying it calls you make for them the better I shall

for a patient in a chill, it seems to me it is be pleased. I have had, as you may know,
- "- '• "' '

-L-
' -^ '-—•-'— some experience in furnishing without pay

things that benefit mankind. He who is

working to benefit his fellows will always
find the wherewith. God himself will see

to it, when the work is done within the
bounds of reason, and in a Christian way. I

far ahead of bottles of hot water, hot bricks,

and every thing of the sort. I should say,

from personal experience, that the hot wa-
ter goes directly into the circulation ; for I

can feel the warmth clear to the ends of my
fingers, and toes, after using it for, say, five

or ten minutes. .Just think of the effect on

the system, of introducing into the body.
should be glad to answer any questions our
friends may see fit to ask. One great reason

say half a gallon of water just as warm as for writing this paper is the general desire

you can possibly bear your hand in it ! I for information in regard to this whole mat-

have counseled with quite a number of good ter—not only from my own acquaintances

physicians before writing this, and the gen- here in Medina, but from far-away friends.
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gPECI^L ]^0¥ICEg.

THE HUBBARD SECTION-FORMER.
We can furnish this machine, described elsewhere,

for ^2.50. It weighs 24 lbs., and its extreme length is

5 feet.

THE HONEY MARKET AT MEDINA.

Honey is g"oing- off some better of late, especially
to-day ("26th) wlien we are sliipping- 100 cases (12,000

lbs. 1, "in three lots. Most of this is for manufactur-
ing- purpcses, and goes at a special price. For prices
we refer you to page 43 of No. 2, current volume.

PLANET JR. CULTIVATORS AND TOOLS.

We have tlie new 1891 catalogue of these valuable
garden implements. A number of new tools have
been added to the list, and old iwies improved. Be-
sides, we can make bettei- i)rices than usual. We
have tlie catalogue ready to mail on apjilication,
and in each is a slieet gi\-1ng our net prices, wliich
are from 15 to 50 percent below catalogue prices.
If interested, write for catalogue.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.
Tlie maple season opened early this year, and the

sugar and syrup produced tlius far excel the aver-
age in quality. We have a limited quantity on
hand, which we can furnisli at tlie following prices:
Syrup in 1-gal. sq. cans at $1.20 each; f11.00 for 10;
$21. (XI for 20 cans. In .5-gallon cans, if preferred, at
5 c. per gallon less, wlien we liave it put up this way.
Choice sugar at 10 and 11 cts. per lb. ; 14 ct. less in .50-

Ib. lots; 1 cent less in barrel lots of 300 lbs.

WHITE-CLOVER SEED.

We have a nice lot of this, which we bought so as
to be al)le to make the following price: $8.00 per
bushel; $4.10 per X bushel ; $2.20 per peck; 18 cts.

per lb. White-clover seed has always been higher
than alsike till this year, but we can now sell it low-
er. The time to sow these seeds is during this and
the next month, according to locality. Alfalfa clo-
ver seed at $7.00 per bushel ; $3.60 per % bush. ; $1.90
per peck; 15 cts. per 11).

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT WANTED.
Those having choice clean Japanese buckwheat

seed to sell will do us a favor to mail us a small sam-
ple, and write how many bushels (50 lbs.) you have to
sell, and the price you ask for it. Remember, that,
as we are selling it lower than last year, we e.xpect
to buy it lower. As a rule, it is selling for about
what the millers pay for it to gi-ind. Choice clean
seed brings a little higher price.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.

We advanced the price of this the first cf January
to $9.00 per bushel; $4.60 per X bushel: $2.40 per
peck; 20 cts. per lb., bag included. Since then the
market has been very firm— at one time as high as
$9.00 wholesale, in large lots, bags extra. We ex-
pected to have to advance the price again, but the
demand has slackened, and the market is easier, so
that we propose to leave our price where it is, al-

though at this price we sell on a very small margin.
We have choice seed, ready to fill orders promptly.

CAULIFLOWER .SEED FROM H. A. MARCH.
We have just received by mail a pound of seed,

and here is what friend Maivh says about it:

It is of 1890 growth, and I cut and sold in market every he.ad
that was not •'perfection." It is really .stock seed that 1 grew
last year. My reports from the stations are better this year
than last; and all growers who used my Puget Sound seed are
sending for it again this year. H. A. March.
Fidalgo, Wash., Feb. 7.

The price will be 5 cts. per packet; ^8 ounce, 25 cts.

;

Ji ounce, 40 cts; one ounce, $1.50. Our friends will
notice that these prices are lower than they ever
have been before, and at the same time the qualitj^
of the seed is superior to any thingthat has ever be-
fore been raised. When you get an orthodox hee-man
to raising seeds, or any thing else, he generally "gets
there" sooner or later.

WHITE AND CREAM SECTIONS.
Owing to an exceedingly open winter in.Ohio a vear

ago, there was very little basswood cut till spring;
and this spring, cut lumber is not a clear white, but
more of a cream. Had we not secured about 1.50,000

feet of ex-tra nice white lumber in Michigan, we
should have been poorly supplied for wliite sections.
This winter we have alieady twice our usual year's-
supply of the nicest white basswood we ever had.
It will be a month or six weeks yet before any of
this is dry enough to work into sections, and we have
got to the end of our dry white from Michigan, last
year's cut. We have white 1-lb. sections in stock. 7
to foot, l?i and 1% inches wide; but, until our new
lumber is ready to work we shall have to furnish
other widths and sizes in cream color. Of course,
we will furnisli these cream color at a lower
price, and many of you no doubt would just as soon
have them at the lower price. We have just been
rigging up our dry-house so we can hurry up the
seasoning of the white lumber more than ever be-
foie; and as this comes to your notice this dry-house
is running full blast. We have only a limited quan-
tity of lumber for cream sections, and make this into
sections onlj' because of the present dearth of white.
As soon as our white lumber is dry enough we shall
discontinue the cream grade.

PRICE OF 1-LB. SECTIONS.

The price of a single thousand 1-lb. one-piece sec-
tions, with most of the manufacturers and dealers,
is $3. .50. In larger lots the price varies somewhat.
To be uniform with other large dealers we make the
following:

Cream, when
Quantity. No. 1 white. we have them.

Less than 350, per 100 $ 50 $ 40
250 1-lb. sections 1 00 80
.500 to 2000, per 1000 3 .50 3 00
2000 1-lb. sections 6 .50 5 50
.3000

" 9 00 7 50
5003

"
14 00 12 50

Prices of white sections in larger quantities made-
known on application. Cream sections are not sold
for less than above figures in any quantity.

VEGETABLE PLANTS FOR MARCH.
Well, I suppose we might as well confess we have

not any, unless it be Palmetto asparagus and straw-
beri'ies. We have a few cold-frame Jersey Wake-
field cabbage-plants, but not enough good ones to
offer them for sale. We have a great lot of plants
raised fi-om seed started in the greenhouse in
January and February, l)ut none of these will be
real nice to send out before the middle of March.
The same is the case with transplanted lettuce-
plants and celery-plants. Plants from the seed-
bed we have abundance, of cabbage, lettuce, and
celery. But these are so delicate, and need so
much care, both in shipping and transplanting,
that about half of the time they do not amount to
much. We can send them if you wish, at the prices
we have in former years; but unless in the hands of
an expert, they (seedlings) are often not a sue-
cess. We can furnish asparagus-plants and straw-
berry-plants at 10 cts. for 10; 75 cts. per 100, or $6.00
per 1000. If wanted by mail, add 5 cts. for 10 or 25-

cts. per 100. The four strawberry-plants we have
selected to offer for sjning iilanting are the Jessie,
Bubach, Gaudy, and Haverland. The Jessie and
Gandy are growing in the greenhouse, so we can
take tliem up at any time. The Bubachs are in the
open air; but as we seldom have much frost in
>Iarch, we can take them up almost any time. But
of the Haverlands, our stock is already exhausted,
and we are waiting for a shii)ment of .5000 plants
which we have engaged as soon as they can be tak-
en u]). We are going to put these out in our rich
plant-beds, under glass; but we prefer to have
them m.ike some growth before sending them to-

customers; therefore we can not furnish you
Havei-lands right oft' now. We can send all the
rest promptly.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION MILLS.

We have on hand to dispose of, the following sec-
ond-hand mills. As a rule we consider new machines
the cheapest tti buy, even at a much higher jn-icer
but tlieie are circumstances when a man wants to
make only foi' his own use, and can not afford a new
machine "when it may be profitable to buy an old one.
One 12-iiich Dunliam mill, formerly used by Da-

dant, and in faiily gin>d order; makes heavy brood
foundation with round cells. It sold when new at
$,50.00; will sell now for $18.00.

One 10-inch, our own make of several years ag<i, in
fair condition, will make faii'lvgood brood founda-
tion ; will sell for $10.00.

One 10-inch, of our make, in fair condition; used
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some more than tlio last, but well taken care of; a
brood-fouiidaiiou mill; will sell foi' $9.00.
One 6-incli mill, of oui' own make a number of

years ago; better adapted to brood tlian section
foundation; will sell for $6.00.
We have also a new 8-inch mill for thin surplus

foundation, hexagonal cell, which is a size we do
not advertise. It has not been used, and is fl^st
class. Price *17.50.

It seems as though we never liad such a demand
foi' foundation mills dui'ing- what we call the " dull
season" us we have had tlie past few months. We
planned to till all oiders, and get some mills ahead
so we could be more prompt in filling orders during
the rush. We hoped, also, to get a little chance to
experiment with a view to further fmi)rovement;
but no chance has come. Instead we are behind on
mill orders already, and have been more or less
behind for a month or two back. We are working
three men in this department, and turning mills
out at the rate of nearly two a day, so we hope
soon to be up and have some machines ahead. The
mills we are turning out now are iietter tluin ever.
On the ten-inch machines we now put only one pair
of gears, which answers the purpose fully as well
as two, as formerly used.

OUR $8. .50 BEE-KEEPING OUTFIT FOR BEGINNERS.
There are a g-ood many beginners who feel all at sea

when they get hold of an apiarian catalogue. They
want to start to keeping bees, but do not know
exactly what they want, and can not afford to buy a
lot of stuff they do not absolutely need—at least, un-
til they have a larg-er apiary or mt)re experience. For
the convenience of just such people we have select-
ed an outfit that gives a beginner all that he abso-
lutely needs as a start. He should have a few hives,
and the necessary tools for handling bees, and, not
less important, a bee-book. We append the follow-
ing table, selected from ou7' SS-page catalogue, mail-
ed on application.
One ABC book, bound in cloth f1.10
One No. 2 bee-veil 60
One Clark smoker .50

Five No. 1 Dovetailed hives, complete, in the
flat, for comb honey, including all in-
.side furniture, sections, separators, etc. 5.50

3 lbs. light brood foundation 96

Total $8.66
We will lump the whole in for an even $8.50

Directions for nailing and putting together will be
put in with each package, giving sectional drawings
showing each part. There possibly may be some
who would prefer to see a hive nailed up. Ft)r $1..50
more, or an even $10.00, we will send a No. 1 Dovetail-
ed hive, put up nailed and painted, complete, for
comb honey. The material in the flat or knock down
will be so packed that there will not be more than 2
lbs. of crating, and will g'o for third-class freight.
The freight in this and adjoining States will be from
50 cts. to $1.00.
The A B C of Bee Culture will give the necessary

instructions how to stjirt. Read Transferring. Nuclei,
Comb Foundation; and. as the season advances.
Comb Honey and Swarming. Along in tlie fall you
will need to read carefully Wintering. All of these
subjects will be found in their alphabetical order.

FEEDING BEES IN WINTER — SOMETHING OF IMPOR-
TANCE TO BEE-KEEPERS.

In England they advertise soft candy for placing
directly upon the brood-frames for early spring or
winter feeding of colonies where it is thought they
are or will be short of stores soon. Several have re-
ported that the ordinary Good candy (probably the
same thing), made in 1-lb. lumps, and placed directly
on top of the brood-frames, is just the thing- to pre-
vent starving. There are those who do not want to
bother with making candy, so we have decided to
furnish it in pound packages for 15 cts., by express
or freight with other goods. The packages are all
ready for use. The postal regulations are such that
we can not send it by mail. Ten packages will be
sent for $1.3.5, or, in bulk of 10 lbs., $1.30. Fifteen
cents, if it saves a colony, is money well invested.

BEES & SUPPLIES FOR IOWA.
Send for my supplement for 1891, now ready (no

new catalogue). Say whether you have my catalogue
dated 1889 and 1890. Address (tiivcr FoatT,

5-tfdb Mt. V^ernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

PRICE LISTS RECEIVED.
Since our last issue we have received price lists of hives,

queens, etc., from tlie following: parties:
A. A. Weaver, Warrensburg, Mo.
Roc & Kirkpatriek, Union City, Ind.
D. E. Jacobs. Long:ley, O.
F. H, Dunn, Yorkville. 111.

C. W^. Costellow, Waterboro, Me.
S. Valentine, Hag:erstown, Md.
Bittenbender & Jordan. Knoxville, la.
Chicago Bee-keepers' Supply Co., 6.') Clark St., Chicago, 111.

The following are from our press

:

J. F. Smith, Dalton, Pa.
W. S. Bellows. Liadora, la.
A. F. Fields. Wheaton, Ind.
W. D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.
J. J. Braaner, Findlay, Ohio.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Bee-keepers' Association of Sanilac, Tuscola, and Huron

Counties, Mich., will hold its fourth semi-annual meeting in
the Court house at Caro, March 11 and 12, 1891.

J. G. KuNDiNGER. Sec'y.

The Western Bee-keepers' Association meets in Ridetown,
Ontario, March 18. G. C. Scott, Sec'y.

The Bte-keepers' Association and Fair will be open May 6.

Open to all. H. Smith, Sec'y.
Ionia, Mich.

EVERYTHING
USED BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. Y.

^^ A

^k A^•^ L
O>«^^ C
F
R
E
ES

Please mention this paper.

SECOND-HAND TYPE FOR SALE.

J2A Great Primer Copper-plate. $1.25.

GHEAT Wll Egyptian Condensed.

12A 25a Great Primer Egyptian Condensed. $1.00.

preat Jrimcr ^in^ter.
8A18a Great Primer Minster. $l.'r5.

a1 (i See fulturc
5A 14a Two-line Pica Minster, $2.2.5.

1€)K© FKIMBK FIA'PB
12A Long primer Copper-i)late. $1.00

NEW KODAKS.
IIA 20a Great Primer Runic

.

LONG PRIMER ALDINE, with 1. .

34A i6a Long: Primer Aldine. $1.26

3A 10a Spencerian Scrii)t. $1.00.
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SEED POTATOES-
Catalogue free to all sending for it, or I will sead

it and one pound of either Early Albino, Lee's Fa-
voiite. New Queen, Perfection. Polaris. Puritan,
Sunlit Star, Summit, Barstow, Bonanza. Empire
State. Morning- Star. Sylvan, or White Flowers free

by mail for 10 3-ct. stamps; any 3. 50 cts.. or by ex-

press or freiglit. any six, entire list, f l.( 0. 6-7d

H. C. NlARKHAM, Ann Arbor, Mich.
t^ln retipuiuliiik'lo thisiiilverti m-iit iM.iiti.,11 <;LKANlN(iS

100,000 STRAWBERRY -PLANTS,
Best new and old varieties. Prices low. Also

G.apevines. Raspberry, and Blackberry plants, etc.

Send for price list. D G. EDMISTOJST.
e-T-Sd Adrian, Lenawee Co.. Mich.

Cole's Garden-Plow.
I will sell one or more g-arden-plows at 30 per cent

off from tlie retail price, to any one ordering- before
an agency is established in his place; said party must
send to me for circular and price.

G. W. COLE, Canton, 111.

piaplB Sugai^lB Sugar-Biist
THIS IS A NEW BOOK BY

FIEIOT^. ^^- J- COOI^,
AUTHOR OF THE

BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE, INJURIOUS IN-
SECTS OF MICHIGAN, ETC.

The name of the author is enough of itself to rec-
ommend any book to almost any people; but this
one on Maple Sugar is written in Prof. Cook's hap-
piest style. It is

-« PROFUSELY * ILLUSTRATED.e^
And all the difficult points in regard to making the
very best quality of Maple Syrup and Maple Su-
gar are very fully explained. All recent inven-
tions in apparatus, and methods of making
this delicious product of the farm, are fully

described.

A. I. SIOOT, Medina, Ohio.

^OTire Clotli.
For door and window screens, tackintr over hives

and nuclei for shipping, making hee and queen
cages, and a variety of purposes. We have the fol-

lowing list of green and black wire cloth which is

not exacrly tlrst class, but is practically as good for
the purposes mentioned, and at prices much below
the ordinary price. Vou can n<j doubt select from
this list a piece to suit your needs Price in full
pieces, \%, cts. per square foot. Wiir'n we have to
cut it, 3 <!ts. In case the piece you order may have
been taken liy some one else before your order
comes, please say whether we shall send the nearest
in size, or cut one the size ordered at 'i cts. per ft.,

or give a second or third choice.

0°
Pieces less than 100 ft. long. These
figures are the number ot square
feet in each piece. Multiply by
1^ cents for the price of piece.

10 green 8 | 100 I 67
25 green 12
2 green

j
16

5 green
1
24

33 green
|
26

14 green
|
28

1.5 green |
3il

I
mi

1
200

I

100
I

2.«
1

6 green
18 green
6 black
5 green
3 black
7 black
15 green

$1.17
1.75
2 33
3.50

1

3 50
4.08

I

4.S7
4 67
5 25

I

5.54
I

5.54
I

5.83
I

6 12
I

4 37
1

65, 64,63.63,63,62,33

140 8. green: 200 black.
This is below reg. pr. of IX c.

224. 224, green.

269. black
;
price 84.70

258, black
, price »4.50

317, black; price »5.54

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES!
The Nonpareil Bee-hive and Winter case, White

Poplar Sections, Wood-zinc Queen Excluders, and
the flne.st and best Perforated Zinc now made.
Send for catalogue of i)rices, and inclose 25 cts, for

the new book, Kee keeping for Frottt.
Address DR. «. 1^. TINKKR.

21tfdb New Pliiladelpliia, O.
t^"lnrespond)rig to this advertisement mention Glkantngs.

Job Lot of Wire Netting.
CUT PIECES AT A LOWEIt PRICE THAN FULL ROLLS.

Haling bought from the factory, at our own price,
five or six hundred remnants, as listed below, we are
able to give you the choice of a great variety of
pieces at tlie price of a full roll or lower. Full rolls

of netting are 1.50 ft. long, and when they are cut we
have to charge nearly double the full-roll rate, be-
cause it is so much trouble to unroll, measure, and
cut, and run the risk of having a lot of remnants on
hand. No doubt it is in this way that the following
remnants liave accumulated. It costs a good deal
to get all this in shape so we can easily pick out from
the lot the piece you want. But to move it off quick-
ly, we put the price down so j'ou can all have a
chance at it. Kemember, first come, first served.
In ordering, therefore, name a second or third choice,
or saj^ that we may send tlie nearest we can if the
piece selected is gone. On 5 pieces deduct .5 per cent,
on 10 pieces 10 per cent. These remnants are shipped
only from here. If any of you want to secure some,
and don't want them sliipped till later, when you
will order something else, so as to save freight, pick
out the pieces you want, send remittance with the
order, with request to lay by till called for, and we
will mark them as belonging to you. We prefer to
ship them right out. however.

LIST OF POULTRY-NETTING REMNANTS.

.f
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EVERYTHING

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED K. NEWCOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. ?.

^^ A

S
uuntion tliis iiaper.

BEES & SUPPLIES FOR IOWA.
Send tor my supplfnicnt I'or 18i)l, now ready (no

new catalogue'i. Say whether you have my catalogue
dated 1H.S9 and 1890. Address Olivi- host-r,

5-tfdb Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

;^"ln respoiKliny: to iliis i'-'vi-ni^t.-.i'i.. i..v..i.v/ii ULiiAj-iKOS.

Just Out-Something New.

ITot Another "Patent Hive" to Kaok Your Wearied Brains, tut

MEDJNA.0H10

»^"lii responUiiifc,- It

Household Repairing

OUTFIT.
This outfit will enal)le

any one wht) can drive a
nail, to do his own half-
soling-; boot, shoe, and
rubber repairing, right
at home. No peg's requir-
ed; simply wire clinch
nails. Saves ten times
its cost every year. A
convenience in every
family. Entire outfit on-

^_ ly f:i. Agents wanted.
1^ S'end postal ft)r descrip-

LEAiHyJ \%m3\ live circular to

ROOT BROS.,
Medina, OUio.

'incnt mention OleaniNGS.

TAKE NOTICE.
Our New Factory is Now Open

To receive oi-ders for Bee-Hives, Frames of all

kinds. Shipping - Crates, Sections, Honey -

Cans, Comb Foundation, and Smokers. Write

for price list tt)

GREGORY BROS. & SON,

.5-tfdb Ottumwa, Wapello Co., Iowa.

l^In resiiomliner to this advertisement mention ULEANING8.

ATTENTION, CALIFORNIANS !

I have for sale ]60(Xt 1-lb. V-g-roove one-piece white
basswood sections, Vi wide, made by A. I. Root.

Price $5.00 per M , init on cars at Kingr City, Mon-
terey Co.. ('al. For .nOOO or more, write for special

prices to C. K. EKCANBRACK, Jun.,
Lonoak, Monterey Co., Cal.

C»-Tn respoiidinu- to tins adverti-eniiMi iiieiiiioii Olkaninus.

BEE-KEEPERS
Send for my illustrated Catalogue of Bee-Keepers'

Supplies. Prices reasonable.
F.W.LAMM,

Box 106, Somerville, Butler Co., O.
3 gdb Please mention this paper.

PHILO'S AUTOMATIC

SECTION - BOX GLUING - MACHINE,
For Putting Together and Automat-

ically Cluing the One and Four-
Piece Section-Boxes.

This is the only machine on the market that will
put the glue right where it belongs witliout wasting
the glue or mussing the section.

Price of the combined machine, - - - $6.00
For four-piece only. ------ 5.00

E. W. PHILO, Half-IVIoon, N. Y.
t^"ln responding to tliis advertisement Dientiun Glkaking.s.

J. FOf^NCt^OOI^ 8t CO.,
MANUFACTUHEliS OF THE

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTIONS.

Will furnish you the coming season, one-piece sec-
tions, sandpaijered on both sides, as cheap as the
cheapest, and better than the best. Write for prices.
Watertown, Wis.. Mar. 1. 1H91. 6-7-9-lld

O^In nspoiidinir to this udveitisement mention Glhtanings.

HO FOR CALIFORNIA!
FOR SALE. 100 Colonics of Bees. Full

colonies, $:5.50. Stanley E.xtiactors. Vander-
vort Mill, and other fixtures. Send for descriptive
jtiice list and icalize the bargains. Address

J. H. MARTIN,
Hartford, Wash. Co, N. Y.

HO FOR CALIFORNIA!
Itfdb Please mention this iiajier.

75 Pine Tested Italian and Albino « *
* * * Queens For Sale at $1.75 Each.
Select tested golden Italian queens, $2. .50 each.

Select tested Albinos, S3.00 each. First come first
served. Untested by Ai)ril 1.5, $1.00 each, or 6 for
$.5.00, or 13 for $9.00. Orders booked now, and pay
for queens when received. I guarantee safe deliv-
ery and satisfaction on every queen by mail. Thanks
for last year's i)atrouage.

48db J. W. TAYLOR, Ozan, Ark.
t^In respond iner to this advertisement mention Gleanings

CRRQf Brown Leghorn, White Leghorn, $1.35.bUUO. Black Minorca, Plymouth Rock, Pekin
Duck, $1..50. Light Brahma, Langshan, Game, $3 per
13 eggs. Strictlj^ pure-bred. Ship safely anywhere.
Illustrated circular free. GFEK BR4»S.,
Itfdb St. niarys, l?Io.
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KARREIt

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Birds and e^gs in Iheir

season. Cockerels S3 to

$h; clioice hens f~eat'l);

egg-s ISper .'etting; 2 sef-

linjis. *5.

MKS. F. P. HISH.
TOWEE HILL.

SEELBY CO., ILL.

MUTH'S
HONEY - EXTHACTOE,

SQUARK OL.A<SiS HOIXEY-JAKS,
TIN BCJCKliTS, BEK-HIVES, HONEY-

SKCTIONS, &<•„ Arc.

PERFErXION COLD -BLAST KMOKERS.

Aitjily to CUAS. F. MUTH .t ."^OA.

4jinrinnnti. Oliio.

P. S.—Send 10-oent stamp for "Practical Hints to
Bee-keepers." V^~Meutii)n Oleaningn.. Itfdli

One Thousand Colonies
Of Black Bees in Box-hives, at $3.50 and $4.00, for
May, 1891. C. U. FKHRIS.

5-tfdb Miller'.s Mills. Herkimer Co., N. Y.

Es-fca.bliQh.ed 1073.

SMITH & SMITH3
Wholesale and Ketail Manufacturers of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
KENTON, OHIO.

Price lilst Free. MentUin Olcaningi<.

LOOK HERE, FRfEIMOS.
If you want Black oi' Hybi-id Bees from March 15

to May 15, at $1.00 per pound; Hybrid Queens, 50c,
Black, 250, as long as I ha\'e theiii, send to me. 1
guarantee safe arrival and satisfaction. Have
shipped bees successfully foi' lu years to the
northern States and Canada. 6 9db

ITIRS. JENNIE ATCHLEV.
Box \., Fariiien»vlMe, Tex.

(P^I., .-.-,>,>.xiinir to tliis advertisement mention fii,EANiN«s.

FOR SALE. Three or four S. C. B. Leghorn
cockerels, as good stock as can be found in the

world. Come and see them. Write for prices with
your address on postal, and you will receive by re-
turn mail my new descriptive circular, free.
4-5-6d RoBT. C. Smith, Swissvale, Pa.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per xll. Kee-Hives «nri Fix-

tures oHie.if. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois. 1

Please mention thi« paoer.

PRAf miR FRUIT TREES I YIHES
Wormy Fruit and Leaf Blight of Apples, Pears. Cherries, CVPCI QinU STIiAYING
Gr ipe and Potato Rot, Plum Curculia prevented by using LAULLdl Ufl OUTFITS.
PERFECT FRUIT ALWAYS SFLLS AT GOOD PR ICES. Catalogue show-
ing all iniurious insects to Fruits mailed free. I>arge .«itock of Fruit Trees, Vines,
and Berry (Mauts at, Bottom Prices. Address WM. .STAHLi, Qiiincv, Ills.

3 9Jb " 1. 1 responding to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

NICKEL-PLATED "LEADER" SHEARS.

Elegantly Nickel-Plated Steel Shears

At Less than Hail ths Usual Price.

TABLE OF 1*RICE!><>. -I'nce.s

Postage.
I

Name and size. Each. >^ doz. 3 doz.

5 16 incii nickel Leader Shears.
5 iex
6 7
5 IVi

" " " •'
.

5 8"
Vi

" " '• "
.

* -M
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ADVflHCED BEE-CULiTUf?E;
Its ]VIethods and Management.

I am now eiigraged in writing and printing a book tliat is to liear tlie above title. It is to take the place
of ray other book. The Productvin of Comh Honey, which will not be re-published. Although the new book
will contain at least five or six times as much matter as Tin: Pnuluction of Comb Honey, yet the pi-lce will be
only 50 cts. The book is already i)artly printed, and will luolmbly be out some time in April or May. If

any of the friends would like to " help me along" in meetinj;- the exjienses of getting out the book, they
can do so by sending their orders in advance. Such orders will be must thankfully received, and filled the
very day the book is out. I will send the Review one year and the book for §1 25. The Review will be sent
on i-ece'ipt of order (I have plenty of back numbers to send it fiom the beginning of the year), and the book
as soon as it is out. Stamps taken, either U. S. or Canadian. lOtf'db

W. Z. HlJTCHlNSOH, Flint, :|V[ich.
t^Tn respondiner to this advertisement mention Oi.kamngs.

DOWN THEY GO!
For the next few days SJ.25

will l)iiy our 8-franie chatf
hive, "with 3 T supers
and S heavy top-bar

brood-frames.

Send for PRICE LIST.

ROE & KIRKPATRICK,
Union City, Ind.

17*111 responding to this advertisement mention GLKAjiiNca.

DON'T READ THIS.
For ifyoudoyou vill send tu R. E. Smith, Tilbury

Center, (an., foi- ycur tins. I wish tusiiy tliat weare
making all kinds of tinware used by the bee-keeper.
Honey-extractors of all sizes to suit Jones and L.
frames, or to order. 6J-lb. square tins. Also a large
number of honey-pails, holding from 1 to lU lbs.,
with bails. We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers
of Canada with

ALL STYLES OF HONEY-CANS
this season of 1><91. No. 1 tin used in all these goods.
Send for price list of 1891, now out.

K. E. SmiYH, Tilbury Center. €an.
t^"Iii res|iondlny: to llii.s julveiti.M.'naul nieiiiK.i. <•

OAK HILL POULTRY FARM,
The home of the

bist general -pur-
pose lowl for the
tirmeis and the
lan< leis. the Barred
PLYMOUTH EOOES.

1 hi^ year, as in
1
111! past, I will de-
iite my five large

1 11)1 IS to Plymouth
Rot ksonlv, and try

till all orders
piomjitlyfrom first
( hiss stt)ck.
Eggs at $1.50 per

13, and $1.00 for
each additional set-
ting 111 the same
shiimient. 6d

E. J. KENNEDY, Troy, Pa.
I respondinpr to tliis advertisement mention Glea.sinrs.

Cast) for Beeswax!
Will pay 25c per lb. cash, or 28c in trade for any

quantity'of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 31c per lb., or 35c for best
selected vax.

Unle.ss you put your name on the bix, and notif.v
us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen-
eral thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

SILVERHULL BUCKWHEAT
for seed. Fi ec fioni all foul seeds. This buckwheat
will outyit'ld the Jajianese.

YIELDED FORTYBBUSHELS PER_ACRE_HERE1^
the last season. This buckwheat is protitable to .sow
for bees alone, to say nothing about the crop. De-
livered on board cars here, in new grain-bags, at
$1.00 per bushel. No order taken tor less than two
bushels. ESEA 0. SMITH, Manchester, Ontario Co., N. T.

.1 responding to tliis advertisement mention CtLUANiNGS.

HAVE YOU READ MY
Ad. on Inaide Back Cover of Gleanings. Feb.

Isty Also my ad. OH Page 117, Feb. 15th Uleaii-
iiitts, about "my New Potatoes? If not, do so at
once. W. Z. Hutrhinson. on page 45 of tiie Feb.
Review, says, "They would almost paSM for a
Sweet Potato." If joii intend to try them it is

necessary for you to order soon, as they would
not go half way round to the leadeis of Gleanings.
Potatoes will be sent the tiist week in April. Safe
arrival guaranteed. 5tfdb

Jacob T. Tlnipe, Grand Ledge, Mich.

tS"In responding to tliis advertisement mention GLEANlNGa.

ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL. AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVFRy
CIVI LIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham & Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
Standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, 'S){ in., postpaid ...$2.00

Conqueror '• 3 " " ... 1.75

Lar>re " 2H " " ••. 1-50

Extra (wide shield) 2 " " ... 1.25

Plain (narrow " ) 2 " " ...100
Little Wonder, \% " "

.. 65
Uncapping Knife 115
Sent promptly on receipt of price. To

sell again, send for dozen and haa-dozcn rates.

Milledgeville. 111., March 8, 1890.

Sirs:—Smokers received to-day. and count cor-
rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as I do
your trade will boom. Truly, F. A. Snell..

Vermillion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.

Sirs:—I consider your smokers the best made for
any purpose. I have had 15 years' experience with
300 or 4(30 swarms of bees, and know whereof I speak.

Very truly^ R. A. Morgan.
Sarahsville. Ohio, March 12,1890.

Sirs:—The smoker I have has done (rood service
since 1883. Yours truly, Daniel Brothers.

Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itfdb BiKQHAU Si HsTHESiKaTOH, Abronia, Mich.
t^"ln respi : lu this advertisement mention GLKANlNaa.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

VITILL exclianjie 2 tons of Lake Erie flsli g-iiano,

Vt best corn nhospliate in the world, for a good
incubator, egrgrs for liatcliiiig-, blooded sheep, or hogs.

6d A. B. BuRKHOLDER, Butler, O.

WANTED.—For 1891. as learners, two biisk young:
men desirous of perfeeting: themselves in mod-

ern apiculture. Must be strictly temperate, and
give good reference. S. I. Freebokn, Itliaca, Wis.

4 r)-6d

WANTED.—To exchange bees for a tubular boil-

er from 4 to 8 horse power. Correspondence
solicited. D. S. Bassett,

4-tfdb rarnumsville. Worcester Co., Mass.

w
!-7db

ANTED.—To exchange 1 lb. thin Vandervort fdii.

for 'i of wax. Samples and testimonials fi-ee.

C. W. Dayton, Clinton, Wis.

W.ANl'ED.—To exchange apiary of 150 colonies of
bees. Will take any kind of farm stock, goods

or groceries. Anthd.ny Oit, Helena, Ark.

wANTED.
6-"d

-To exchange bees for voung horse.
A. C. Waldron, Buffalo, Minn.

WANTED.— To
Leghorn eg;

otters. ]5d

exchange ]>rize-winiiing Brown
rs—§1 per 15—for Howeis, seed, or
Mrs. Ella Laws, Lavaca, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange agricuHural machinery
and implements for bees and comb foundation.

Address, stating what you want,
6(1 LowRY JoHN.S()K, Slasontown, Fayette Co., Pa.

\1*ANTED.—To exchange a saw. with C( aintcrsliaft,

»i licit, etc.. and an Excelsioi- force-immp.
6-7d L. L. Esenhowek, Reading. Pa.

rrrANTED.—Pure Italian queens, sections, nurserj-
\y stock, or otters, for pure P. Rock eggs or Quiiiby
hive-corner clasps. L. C. Axtell, Roseville, 111.

6tfdb

ANTED.—A Safety bicycle and Barnes combined
saw. Write for list of what I have to exchangew

WANTED.—To correspond with parties having
potatoes, onions, apples, and honey for sale.

Prompt atteatio.i given to cjirre.spomlence. Con-
signments solicited. Prompt returns made.
Earle Clickenoer, l:il So. 4th St., Columbus, O.

w7ANTED.—To exchange pure Brown Leghorn eggs
for tested Italian (jueeiis. Geek Bros.,

5-tfdb St. Marys. Mo.

WANTED.—To ( orrespond with parties who wish
to imin-ove their p )ultry. Fair dealing.

5-tfdb D. F. Lashikr. Hooper. Broome Co.. N.Y.

ANTED.—An apiarist to take )i inierest in an
ijiiary of IV colonies Write for particulars.

.]. C. Frisbee, 173 Maple St., Denver, Col.
w
5d

WANTED.—To exchange bees or this season's hon-
ey for Pekln ducks and Monroe Seedling po-

tatoes. Address H. O. McElhany,
5d Cediir Rapids. Linn Co., la.

for same. 6d F. H. McFarland, St. Albans, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchansfe McLaughlin tvpe writer,
woith *^9, for B. Spanish or W.C. B. Polish chicks,

or eggs from standard varie:ios. A. N. Rhodes,
New Casile, Iiid.

WANTED.—To exchange 4 acres of rich level laud
partly improved. Good dweling; Smiles from

depot. N. E. Ddaxe.
6d Breckenridge, Gratiot Co., Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange fruit trees and iilants
now, bees and queens in May and June, honey

from crop of 1891. for bee hives and tixturcs.
Address John \\. .viartin,

etfdb Greenwood Depot, Alb. Co , Va.

ILL exchange plum, pear, peach, cherry, and
quince trees, for eggs of pure-bred poultry.

6d A. B. BURKHDLDER. Butlei'. ().

W
WANTED.—To exchange a.5ii-in. Colum'iia tricycle,

ball bearings all around, good as new, a OX'S
view camera and outtit; a '^ -size C. C. Harrison lens;
a World type-writer; for small engine and boiler.
Barnes saw, or offers. W. H. Butler,

6d Clittord. Iiid.

VITANTED.—To exchange bees in Kl-frame L.ing-
VV stroth hives at ^5.UU per colony, for foundation
at maiket price. A. C. Bugbee,

6-7d Loohiel, Benton Co., Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange two new 7x10 prlating-
presses, with type, etc. Would sell cheap to

make room for larger prc-.s; would take Barnes saw
or supplies. Model St.\mp W^urks,

6d Shenandoah, Iowa.

IVrANTED.—To exchange a good double-barrel, 12-

VV gauge, breech-loading shotgun, weight 9 lljs.,

cost ?f24.tiL), loading tools, cartridge-belt, complete.
for Barnes foot-i)Ower saw, Heddon new hives,
divisible brood-chamiier, or offers.

fid Ezra G. Smith, Manchester, N. Y.

w HaT arc we ottered fora Woi'ld type-writer, new.
double case, cost §17? J. B. Alexandeh,

6d Hartford Citv. Ind.

WWANTED.—To exchange Roots Doved hives, sec-
tions, fdn.. f.ir Jap;;ne-;e liiickwheat or otters.

Od A. B. Burkholder, Butler, O.

WRANTED.—To exchange seme excellent otters for
bees b,v the pound, and foundation.

6-7d " L. L. EsEXHOWER, Reading. Pa.

BEES FOR SALE.
COLONIES, V li^v*

NUCLEI, ^%^/
and QUEENS yjK^"''
;it living rates. Send for / -Y-iJ' A
circular and price "*t to /^-'^j^
C. C. VAUGHN,'^ W

Columbia, Tenn. etfdb

G»*"ln responding to tUis advertiaeiuent mention Glkakxngs.

F.OK SA1.K (for 1891) cheap, for cash. Italian
Bees and Queens. Addiess

. h'Otto Kleixdw, Apiarist,
6-7d _. 150 Military Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

READY TO MAIL, TESTED ITALIAN QUEENS.
Reared last Aug., #1.75; after March. #1..50. Untest-
ed, from Doolittle"s Select Mother, raised by his
method, §1.00. Reduction on 3 or more. Orders
booked now; pay when queens are wanted. 6-7-8d

JOHN B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.
ISrin respoiunnu' 1" I ;...i--. •, .n -Lii,.!! oi^.-vxings.

FOR SALE.
My Carniolan and (lueen-raising apiaries, with the

agency of the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Supply Co. at
Topeka. with a large trade established. Reason of
change to take charge of our Chicago depot.

J. B. KLINE, Topeka, Kan.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

John 3:16.
Have you seen Evangelist Wolfe's new paper? Do

you w a n t a
bright, lively,
and out-spok-
en Gospel pa-

per, published in the (lierokee Indian Nation? Sub-
scribe for • Jolin 3: 16." Only 20 cts per year. Spec-
imen copies free. Address "John 3:16 "' Company,
Vinita. Cherokee Nation, Ind. Ter. 6-7d

£^-fn respondinif to tliis a(lveiti>eineiit mention Oi.eanings.

Printing,

Note Heads, Bill Heads, Envelopes,

ISi 250for$].00
Post Paid. Good honest work and

paper. 50 Xja.a.les Ca,ra.s in Steel Plate Script 25 c.

Xo Samples. V2 Years in Business. Send Copy and dollar to

BIKTON L,. SAGE, New Haven, - Conn.
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PwNEY C8MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

San Francisco.—H()?it'iy.—Since the hist rains, tlie

outlook for the cominjr crop is more tiattering-.

However, we do not exjiect to see as large a crop as
in the previous vear. We now quote: Exiractecl
honev, 5?4@6c. Comb, 2-lh. frames, 9@13; 1-1 b., 10®
15. iSeeswax, 23@.:i4.

SCHACHT, LeMCKE & StEIKEU.
Feb. 24. San Francisco, Cal.

Albany.—Ho?7CW.—Comb honey sellinK quite free-
ly, and stock on liand g-etting- quite small. Ha^•e re-

ceived one consignment of comb Imne.v siiici> last

i.ssue. Tlie demand for dark extracted honey is good.
There is not quite so much call for light. Beeswax
very scarce. We quote clover, ].")@ltic; buckwheat,
12@13. E.xtracted light. 8(aj9; daik, T@8.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Mar. 10. Albany, N. Y.

New York.—Ho?7ei/.— Our market is bare of comb
boney, and but little demand for any. California
extra'cted is in good deniaiid at from 6?i@7i4C a lb.,

and the market is well supi)lied with same. Ex-
tracted buckwheat is selling at fiom 7(a>"i4c a lb.,

and stock scai'ce. No Southeiu at present. Bees-
wax, 35(ai27c. Hildreth Bros. & Segklken,
Feb. 26. New York.

Detroit.—Wouei/.—Comb honey is quoted at l-lr@1.5

cts.: sales slow. Extracted, 7@8c. Beeswax &vm at
3T@28c.

Bell Branch, Mich.. Feb. 19. M. H. Hunt.

St. Louis.—Houcj/- Market unchanged: liave had
several inquiries for large (luantities, sa.v 15,000
lbs., extracted and strained. Prime beeswax. 27c.

D. G. TuTT Gho. Co..
Mar. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

Milwaukee.—Hojicy. -The demand for honey is

very moderate: supply of all kinds fail-. One-pound
sections, best, 18@19; good, 17@18; fair, 15@16; dark
or old, 10@,13. Extracted white, in barrels and half-
barrels, 8'/i@9; same, in tin cans, 8>^@9: dark, in
barrels and kegs, 6>^@7i4. Beeswax wanted at 28®
30e. A. V. Bishop.
March 6. Milwaukee. Wis.

Chicago.—Ho/)r{/.—Stock is not large, and for the
best white comb in desirable sbai)e there is a steady
demand at 17(s>19c; any thing ott Iti appearance is

slow at one to two cents less. Extracted, steady a^
7@8. Beeswax 27c. It is time now that all c(')mb
honev were on sale. R. A. Bukni^tt,
March 8. It-'l So. Water St., Chicago, III.

For Sale.— 6i)0 lbs. while-clover and basswood hon-
ey, in 6J-lb. cans; 10c, f. o. b. F. G. Penton.

Box 221, tiluttton, O.

For Sale.—"Choice orange-blossom" extracted
honey in 60-lb. tin cans, oi- kegs holding 14 to 15 gal-
lons. Price 8*1.25 per gallon, f. o. b. cars here.

AltTHUR F. BROAVN,
6 9db Huntington. Putnam Co., Fla.

For Sale.—1200 lbs. extracted white-clover liouey
In barrels or eO-lb. cans, as desired.
Itfdb E. J. Baxter, Nauvoo, 111.

For Sale.—Choice honey in seel ions. cans, and
C. pails. Send for price list to Oliver Foster.

12-tfdb. Mt. Vei'non, la.

For Sale.— 12() lbs. choice clovei' honev. in 20 11).

cases. F. H. M(F.4rlanij. St. Albans, Vt.

Bee - Keepers' * Supplies.
We are prejiared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
ofootte sent free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, 111. Address

\\!>1 OTcCUNE & CO.,
21-20db Sterling, Illinois.
t^-In re.spondinfr to tliis advcitiseiiieiit mention Gi.KANisiis.

5-BANDED GOLDEN ITALIANS
Beauties I The best workers we ever stiw. ^Vork

on red <-lover. \'er>- gentle. Drones ! to i yellow.
Won 1st Premium at III. State Fair in 1S90.

Nearlv ».0 booketl for 1891. Waiianted Queens, M;iv.
$1.25, for |;ti.OO; after June 1st. 81.00,6 for !if.").00.

Special discount foi- large orders as to dealers.
Have your order booked fnow in order to get them
when wanted. Satisfaction guaranteed. No foul
biood. Select Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs, fl per
13. Good reference given.

Itfdb S. F. & 1. TREGO, Swedona. Ill,
^^In respondinp lo this udvertisenient mention Gleanings,

QT7EENS, QUEENS.
GOLDEN CARNIOLAN AND ITALIANS.

Pi'ice List Free.
H. ALLEY, Wenliani, Ei^sex Co., Mass.

Please mention this paper. 6tfd

Bees 6t Supplies iop Iotjusl.
Send for mj- supplement for 1891, now ready (nO'

new catalogue). Say whether you have my catalogue-
dated 1889 and 1890. Address Oliver Foster,

.5-Tfdb Mt. Vertion, Linn Co., Iowa.
-3-4d Please mention this paper.

BttSMlMl
FOR SALE.

Crude and refined. We have con-

stantly in stock large quantities of

Beeswax, and supply the prominent manufaeturer.s-

of comb ftiundation throughout the country. We-
guarantee every pound of Beeswax purchased from
us absolutely pure. Wiite for our prices, stating-

quantity wanted. ECKERMANN & WILL,
Bleachers, Eefiners, aid Importers cf Beeswax,

.")-i6db Syracuse, N. Y.
rF"ln responding to this advertisement mention (tlkanings.

NEW^ FACTORY-
No. 1 Sections, S:5..")0; No. 2, ?2.'r.5. Fine Comb.

Ft>uudation a specialty.

Iwl. S- ROOr», 520 East Broadway.
6-17(11) Council Bluffs, la.

t^ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkaningji.

A PAYING CROP.
Grow Popping-Corn. We bought .50 carloads last

season, paying from 2>; to 3>2 cts. per pound on the-
cal-. 6-7-8.9d

Will Want 100 Carloads Next Season.
Write us, and will advise you as Xo l:est yielding-

varietv In ))lant and poj).

H. R. WKItiHT. 326 Bi'oadwav,
Albany. X. Y.

Reference: Albany Ctmnty Rank.
Please mention this paper.

I WILL GIVE 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT
on all orders leceived diu'ing March. Don't wait
luitil the busy re T "DTTVII^ you order your-
season bi'fore jTV JL' ij -' -^^ ^^ queens, for it

sometimes causes delav. 6d
A. L.. KiL.DO'W, Sheffield, 111.

Please mention this pai)er.

S5.00 IN MAY, AND $4.50 IN JUNE,
wir.i. Bi'v

A Strong Fall CoLnj" of Pure Italian Bees

in Hoofs new Dovetailed or the old Sini|>licity hive,

as yoii prefer. Each to contain a fine tested queeii<

anil ph^nly of beesandbrocd. Everything first-class.

Pure Jai'ianeSe Buckwheat, per bu.. .fl; >i bu.,t;Uc;

>4 bn., 3.')c, bag included. Scotch Collie Pups, $4 each.
N. A. KN aPP, Roeliesler, Lorain Co., O.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Don't you long to see the bees at work?
The tkade-makk isn't booming so much.
The Review wants no trade-mark. Right,

Hutch.!

Isn't that a neat engraving at tlie top of
the page?

Hon. Eugene .Secor is re-elected President
of the Iowa State Horticultural Society.

How TO GET a stand of melilot might be a
good subject for experiment at Michigan Agri-
cultural College.

J. H. Larrabee, a live bee-keeper from
down east, has been chosen to help Prof. Cook
in his apicultural experiments.

The California Bee-keeper is out—Vol. I.,

No. 1. It ought to live—gotten up in fine shape,
and the salutatory has the I'ight ring to it.

"Storifying" is what our English cousins
think we ought to say instead of "'tiering."
I'm afraid they're right. " Piling" might do.

" Net weight only" marked on the end of
the case, says Henry Segelkin (Gleanings, p.

133). Please tell us why only net, and why on
the end.

A NEW smoker, by A. G. Hill. Looks a trifle

like a Bingham upside down. Has the advan-
tage that it is always right side up, whether in
use or idle. «-«3ai_^ T*~#.i««^i^ c^'

Prominence is to be given just now at
Michigan Agricultural College to experiments
in wintering, improvement in bees, and plant-
ing for honey.

Old kerosene-cans, says the California
Bee-keeper, should not be cleaned out for honey.
Just leave them dirty, and then fill them up
with—kerosene.

" If God has made this world so fair.

Where sin and death abound.
How beautiful beyond comi)are
Must Paradise be found!"

An egg in a cell stands up straight the first

day; second day at an angle of 45°; third day,
it lies flat on the bottom of the cell. I learned
that from Cowan's new book, "The Honey-
Bee."

Geo. F. Robbins writes that he has tried it,

and knows that enameled cloth is better than
painted muslin for hive-covers. He puts the
enamel side down and then paints it. It doesn't
take one-third as much paint as muslin. Still,

tin is good.

Good for Wisconsin ! Here's a resolution at
their State convention: "That this Associa-
tion send one delegate to the next American
Bee-keepers' convention, and pay S^IO toward his
expenses."

Putting best premiums on light honey,
and little or nothing on dark honey, is scratch-
ing out our own eyes. So^says Hasty in an ar-
ticle in American Bee-keeper. The whole arti-
cle is excellent.

In hauling bees or honey in day time, A.
N. Draper tells in A. B. K. about loading up
close 10 the hives, and, by means of a 40-foot
rope, haaling the wagon some distance before
hitching on regularly. Good idea.

LiNDEN-TKEES aic auiong the most desirable
for shade on the streets. Wouldn't it be a good
plan to give them away to be planted on the
villags streets?—cheaper than to plant them on
your own ground, just as good for you, and a
kindness to your neighbor.

What secretive people those Michigan-
dersare! There's Prof. Cook. It was darkly
hinted that the government was doing some-
thing for the benefit of bee-keepers, and now
Hutchinson brings out the fact that an experi-
mental station is started, with Prof. Cook as
chief engineer—a grand choice.

German bee-keepers are all stirred up over
the matter of heating in winter. Its leading
advocate. Pastor Weygandt, is considered by one
party as an investigator to be placed alongside
of Dzierzon, while the other party looks upon
him as an idle dreamer. Details as to carrying
out his plans are so indefinite that at present
we can only wait to see what others do.

Prof. Cook says he wants suggestions as to
subjects for experiment, also as to the manner
of conducting experiments. Wouldn't it be a
good plan to snow him under with suggestions?
Out of the lot he ought to get some that would
be usable. WMth such men as Cook and Larra-
bee at the helm, it's a pi'etty sure thing that
the experimental station will be in close touch
with the rank and file of bee-keepers.

No SWARMING will generally take place, says
Dr. Tinker, in A. B. K., " if at the beginning of
a honey-flow we take an empty story with
foundation starters in the frames, and put on
the excluder, then a super of sections for stor-
ing, and the brood-chamber of any colony ready
to work in the sections on top of all. The
queen, of course, is to be put below the excluder
in the new story." In 1889 I tried a number of
colonies on this plan, but failed. Possibly the
season was too poor.

"The double -colony" plan, as he calls it,

is given by G. W. Demaree in A. B. K. In bi'ief

it is this: When a colony swarms, remove its
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queen and put it in a brood-chaniV)er on the old

stand, with empty combs, except one comb of

honey in which a queen-cell is grafted, on this

a queen-excluder, and then a second story with
the brood-frames and queen-cells, and then the
surplus cases. The queens above will be de-
stroyed before or after hatching, and the young
queen below remains reigning. Won't the bees
sometimes desert that single cell ?

A NEW STUPEFIER Is described in Lcipzujer
Bienenzettung. It is kept by supply -dealers,

put up in little bottles, and. under the rather
inappropriate name of "laughing-gas," consists

of solid white crystals the size of coffee grains.

Its fumes act like magic in immediately pro-
ducing apparent death, and, as magically, life

is restored, with no trace of effect, except that
all memory of the past is gone, allowing change
of queen, change of locality, uniting, etc. But
disastrous results weeks, and even months
afterward, are charged to its account.

Get heady for a big crop. If you'ie ready
for it and it doesn't conu\ there's no great haim
done. If you're not ready and it does come,
then there is harm done. You'll get all in a
stew right in the middle of harvest, and, in-

stead of being just running over with gratitude
for having such a big crop, you'll grumble at
the supply-dealers because they don't start your
supplies on the road about two hours before
you mail your order, snap up your wife when
she asks you to stop long enough for dinner,
and make yourself such a nuisance generally
that you'll' want to get away from yourself.

Get ready in time.

gENEI^^Ii Ct)Rr(E^P0NDENCE.

BIOGRAPHICAL.

WHO IS KAMBLEK?

The subject of this sketch was born in the
town of Hai-tford, New York, Dec. 30, 1839. His
grandfather came from the State of Massachu-
setts, and was one of those hardy Puritan pio-
neers who settled in that region near the close of
the last c(Mitury, and there carved comfortable
homes from the virgin forest. He was a man
of high nativ(» qualities and Yankee shrewd-
ness, and from him John H. st^ems to have in-

herited his full share. AsJohn was an only son
he was given good educational opi)oi'tunities,

spending some time at a neighboring academy,
and at the Fort Edward Collegiate Institute.

In 1868 he married Miss Libbie C. Edwards,
who died in 1881. leaving no children. She was
an estimable lady, and her death was a great
loss to the community.
For many years Mr. Martin followed agricul-

tural pursuits on his father's farm; but owing
to a somewhat frail constitution, and the death
of his wife, followed, in 18S;:i, by the death of
both his parents, ho gave up the farm entirely;
and bee culture, which had formerly been a
side issue, was given all his time and at-tention.

His gi'andfather was the first to introduce
into that section the Weeks (jatent hive, which
at that time was a great improvement. By ob-
serving his grundfathei-'s bees and methods, he
early b(icame intci-ested in the bees, and hence
he can hardly tell when his career as an apia-
rist began. As early as 1874 we find him with
.5.5 colonies of bees, and a contributor to (Clean-
ings. Since that time his apicultural cai'eer

has been plainly indexed by his contributions
to this paper. Since he has devot(;d all his time
to the bees, it has been his method to keep fi-om

200 to 30U colonies, running them for extracted
honey, and doing all the work himself, except
during the exti'acting season. At present his
colonies are somewhat reduced, owing to the
past successive poor season^ and bad winters.
One season his crop was 16,000 lbs. of honey, and
his average for the past 12 or 15 years has been
about 7000 lbs. of extracted honey pei' year.
Since the advent of the Heddon hive he has
adojited it and its methods, and the chaff hives
and outdoor wintering are being discarded.
Mr. Martin is a thorough student of the bee,

as the many bee-books, old and new, and bound
volumes of the bee-periodicals to be found in
his bookcase, all show. He is also a superior
workman in wood, and very ingenious in the
invention and application of apiarian imple-
ments. The old homestead, wher-e he now re-
sides with kind friends, is a most beautiful
spot. Abroad turnpike leads up from the vil-
lage, and for some distance there are, on either

THE RAMBLER.

side of the road, rows of thrifty basswoods,
planted years ago by Mr. Martin's own hand.
The house is a tyi)ical Eastern homestead, large
and square and white, among venerable maples.
Just beyond the house is the apiary with its high
lattice fence and arbor of grapevines, while all

around are the high hills and broad valleys of
an excellent honey location.
In person Mr. Martin is quite tall and slen-

der; there is not an ounce of spare; flesh about
him. In manner he is very modest and quiet,
yet continually, through his eyes and in his
words, one sees the humor of the man. He has
great love of the quaint and humorous side of
humanity, yet his humor never offends by its

coarseness nor galls by its acidity. The series of
articles written during the last two years, un-
der th(> Honi (le pfHNic " Rambler," has made
him well known to all the readers of Glean-
ings. His method of combining the entertain-
ing and the instructive in a manner to make it

read by all is very characteristic.
Mr. Martin is a true Christian—very zealous

in Christian work, and is a li^.uling member and
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<leacon of the Coiigi-ogatioiial chiireh of his

town. He has long served as superintendent of

the Sabbath-sctiool: and in all matters per-
taining to the spiritual and temporal welfare of

the society his influence is felt, and is always
on the side of right. .Ioun H. Lai!RABEp:.

Ag"l College. Mich., Jan., 1891.

[You have given us an e.xcellent sketch of our
mutual friend," and your next to the last par-

agraph describes his i)ersonaIily almost e.xactly.

Along on my bicycle tour I was frequently asked,
"Who is that Rambler? I like his style,anyhow.
But I want to know when that chap is coming
around to visit me. so I can kind o' slick up. you
know." I was asked so many times about Ram-
bler's identity, that.when I reached Lake George,
I told Mr. Martin that it might not be a bad idea
for him to let his real name be known, now
that we had abundant evidence that his Ram-
bles were appreciated and sought after by
thousands of readers. Dr. Mason once said to

me, " Ernest, I don't like this nom-de-plume
business. Now, there is Rambler—a rather nice
fellow, I judge, but I should like to know who
he is; and when he gives me a ' blackboard ex-
ercise ' I can give him another in return."
Again, at the Albany convention. I think it was
Charles Stewart who said to me, " Rambler is

John H. Martin, is he not?"
" Yes, sir: how did you laiow ?"
" He referred in one of his letters to his horse

'Nig,' and then I knew his identity at once."

Later.—Rambler is now going to California,
and our readers will get the benefit of his west-
ern rambles. See his advertisement elsewhere.]

E. R.

CONDUCTIVITY OF HIVE-WALLS.

EXPERIMENTS TO ASCERTAIN THE COMPARATIA'E
RESULTS BETWEEN THEM.]

With a view to test the relative conductivity
of different hive-walls I recently spent about a
week in conducting experiments, and in mak-
ing preparations for them.
Tire hives used were eight-frame Langstroth.

No. 1 was a single-walled hive, made of scant
X-inch lumber, sent to a neighbor as a sample
hive from the factory of Mr. Heddon. Nos. 2

and 3 were half an inch wider, and one-eighth
inch longer inside. Both of these were double
walled, with 1% inches for packing. The outer
walls were plump 9^ inclt. ship-lapped, and lin-

ed witli one thickness of building-paper to keep
the wind from driving in through the joints.
The inside walls were composed of picture-
backing, say about -^g inch thick. In No. 3 the
walls were firmly packed with cut straw, such
as is used for fodder, and in No. 3 they were
packed with granulated cork.
The bottoms were removed. In order to

cause the cooling to take place as much as pos-
sible through tlie sides, each hive was covered
with two cushions of wool tacked down with
strips, the cushions weighing together 39 oz.

There was a differences of only half an ounce in
the weights of the three covers. To prevent tlie

escape of heat as much as possible downward,
similar cushions were fastened on tlie under
side of the bottoms.
The first step was to verify my thermome-

ters. I tested five instruments simultaneously,
and. as it happened, the variations were so
slight that, in experiments of this kind, they
might be ignored. When evei'y thing was
ready, a tin pail containing l}^ lbs. of lioiling

water was set on each bottom-board, and the
hives set over them. The thermometers were
then inserted through slits in the quilts, so that
the bulbs extended into the water. After the

mercury began to fall in each instrument, read-
ings wei'e recorded every half-hour for ten
hours and thirty-hve minutes. At the end of
that time the temperatures, which at the first

reading were 170. 171. and 17;")°. had dropped to

40i 48, and 58° respectively. It was noticeable,
that at first the thermometer indicated higher
in the single-walled hive than in either of the
others, the heat in the latter being absorbed, I

presume, in warming up the thicker walls.
It would, perhaps, be interesting to the reader

to be able to examine the record of the readings
in detail, but it would take up considerable
space.
The outside temperature during tiie time the

readings were taken averaged about 1° below 0.

The following figures show the times of cooling
down 10(3°:

Single-walled hive 330 min.
Straw-packed " 4.50 "
Cork-packed " 4.59 "

When this experiment was finished, I was not
satisfied with the result. The double-walled
hives did not stand close on the bottom -boards.
I tried to fill up the cracks with oakum; but
with a wind blowing, and a zei'o temperature,
a very slight crack would vitiate the result; so
I resolved upon another trial.

In the second experiment I fixed up the bot-
tom-boards so that they would hold 2}{ inches
in depth of dry wood ashes, this being a very
good non-conductor of heat. On these beds the
hives were placed, and pressed down so that
they were comparatively air-tight at the bot-
tom. In this case the bulbs of the instruments
were not placed in the water, but extended be-
low the covers about two inches. During this
experiment the outside temperature averaged
about 10° above 0. The times of cooling down
through G.5° were as follows:

Single-walled hive .390 min.
Straw-packed " 4(30 "

Cork-packed " 475 "

In this experiment I found that, having the
hives close together, affected their rate of cool-
ing iJeiccptihTy. from which we may infer that,
by placing luves close to each other in clamps,
cellars, etc., they will keep warmer than when
a greater distance apart. I thought, too, that,
after all. keeping the bulbs in the water gave
safer indications of the rate of cooling, so I de-
termined to try it over again once more.

In the tliird experiment the hives were placed
on beds of ashes as before; but I now packed
soft wet snow around each hive, and crowded
it up against the walls every hour to prevent
air-spaces forming. The bulbs of the instru-
ments were placed in the water as in the first

case. This experiment I regard as the most re-

liable of the three. The times of cooling down
75° were as follows:

Single-walled hive .503 min.
Straw-packed " 570 "

Cork-packed ' 675 "

When Count Rumford made his elaborate ex-
periments on the conductivity of materials used
in clothing, about 100 years ago, his method
was this: '"A mercurial thermometer was sus-
pended in the axis of a cylindrical glass tube
ending with a globe, in such a manner that the
center of the bulb of the themometer occupied
the center of the globe; the space between the
internal surface and the bulb was filled with
the substance whose conductive power was to
be determined. The instrument was then
heated in boiling water, and afterward, being
plunged into a freezing mixture of pounded ice

,and salt, the times of cooling 135° were noted."
My experiments were imperfect in this re-

spect: Although the hives had been kept over
night in the kitchen, there was a great differ-

ence between their temperature and the tem-
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perature of the water placed in them. Owing
to the difference In the material and thickness
of the walls, the amount of heat absorbed by
the walls in each case was not the same. If I

could have placed the whole lot in a large oven,
so as to heat all the materials to the same de-
gree, as was done in Rnmford's experiment, the
result obtained would have been more reliable.

As it is, however, the experiments give some
indications of the comparative waimth of the
different hive-wails. S. Coisneil.
Lindsay, Ont., Feb. 30.

[Friend C, we are very much obliged indeed
for the report of your valuable experiment. I

wish, however, you had placed a similar pail

of water right outdoors, without any protec-
tion; then we could have told just how much
any sort of protection amounts to. Another
thing, a colony of living bees giving off mois-
ture from their respiration requires a covering
somewhat different from that needed to pre-
serve a vessel of hot water or a cake of ice;

that is, the arrangement that would hold the
heat longest for the brick or the ice would not
be exactly what we need for a cluster of living

bees. Your experiment demonstrates very
cleai'ly, however, the advantage and the pro-
tection that chaff' and cut straw afford to a
colony of bees during severe weather.]

FIXED FRAMES.

AN ILWNOIS MAN DISCUSSES SOME OF TIIEIH
FEATtTKES; HE CAN HANDI.E THEM

FASTER THAN THE UNFIXED
FKAMES.

Friend Root:—The discussion that has ap-
peared in Gleanings in the last six months in

regard to the different frames used in hives
should interest every progressive bee-keeper,
since Ernest's visit to the East; and he there
found a majority of the bee-keepers using a
fixed-frame hive. It has aroused an inquiry in

the minds of many of the bee-keepers of the
South and West: Does tiie tixed frame possess
advantages with which we are unacquainted?
and have its disadvantages been exaggerated?
The discussion has, I think, disrlosed the fact
that there are more using a lixed-frame hive
than was generally supposed—not from mere
choice, but because they were convinced, after
trial, that it possessed advantages not found in

the hanging or adjustable frame.
I believe it is generally conceded, that, in the

fixed-frame hive, there is less burr-comb built
than in the hanging frame, especially between
the hive and supei-; that it possesses superior
advantages when hives are hauled on wagons
to out-apiaries or distant fields to take advan-
tage of honey-flows not existing in their own
neighboi'hoods. The frames being lixed, they
are ready to load on the wagon without hav-
ing to stop and fasten them in the hive by some
device, and then unfasten them on arrival at
destination.
The disadvantages claimed for the fixed frame

are, that they can not be manipulated as fast
or as easily as the adjustable frame; but when
Ernest saw some of the prominent bee-keepers
of the East handle fixed frames easier and fast-

er than he could the loose fi'aine, he was con-
vinced that the disadvantages claimed for it

in this direction had been greatly overrated,
and so I think.

I have been experimenting with hives for 12

years, havjng tried most of the different styles
that have* laid claim to popular favor, being
desirous of obtaining the best hive invented.
Having tried many of them, I will say that I

can handle a fixed-frame hive, invented by Mr..
Armstrong, of Jerseyville, 111., who is now out.
of the business, with greater ease, and faster,
than I can any loose-frame hive that I am ac-
quainted with. But I have settled on a shal-
low fixed-frame hive, brood-frame 5 inches,
deep. Two cases filled with these frames make
a bi'ood-chamber. Here we have nothing but.
white clover to depend on for surplus, and it is.

gathei-ed in from two to five weeks. Now, in,

order to get throngh the honey-harvest with as.
few unfinished sections as possible, we must de-
vise some plan to keep the bees at work in the
sections from the time they commence until,
they are finished; for if we allow them to stop,,
which they usually do when they swarm, the-
harvest is likely to be ,over before the sections,
are finished. Now, in order not to have the
bees stop work in the .sections when they swarm,
I move away the hive that has swarmed, and:
in its place 1 set one case of the shallow hive;
put on a queen-excluding honey-board and the
supers from the hive that has swarmed; then,
run the swarm in the new hive. The bi'ood-
chamber being so shallow, the bees are forced,
up into th(> sections; the work goes on, and the
sections ai'e completed without delay. In four-
or five days the queen-excluding honey-hoai'd
can be taken off', if desired. The queen will not
go above in the sections. If, when tin; .sections,

are about completed, there is not time to fin-

ish another lot. raise up the supi'r and insert,
between it and the bi'ood-chamb;'r another
section of the bi'ood-chamber, which the bees
can proceed to fill for winter stores, or it can be
exiiaeted.
While the plan above is not new or original^

yet I think it worth repeating, as we sometimes,
have to read a thing two or tliree tinu^s before-
we think there is any thing in it.

Delhi, III., Feb. 5.

"

H. D. Edwakds.

[Yes, it appears that there are more using fixed,

frames than was generally supposed, and that,
too, when most of the books and journals for-

years have declared against them. Now that the
tide is changing, the fixed-frame users will in-
crease greatly, but the loose fi'ame will continue-
to be used largely yet. See page 224.]

R. F. HOLTERMANN ON A VISIT.

HE CALLS ON MK. AUPAUOH.

A visit to the home and apiary of Jacob Al-
paugh, St. Thomas, Ont., could not result in any
thing but material gain to an ob.sei'ving bee-
keeper. On every hand we find ingenious con-
trivances to lessen labor, and to do work in a
iDetter manner. To assure the readers of
Gleanings that these inventions are practical,.

I need only to mention that they are in use by
Mr. Ali)augh and others, and tlaat Mr. A. in-

tends running five apiaries the coming summer,,
and has at present ."570 colonies. 190 of them in

the cellar, the remainder wintering on their
summer stands. The bees wintered on their
summer stands are packed four in a box, two.
entrances at opposite sides. They are packed
with forest-leaves, no packing at the bottom;
at the top, a fresh quilt and about eight inches,
of forest- leaves; the entrance is left open to the
extent of about eight inches. A few colonies
are being experimented with for the second
year, the first having been an entire success.

An empty story is placed between the bottom-
board and the body of the hive; an entrance is.

left in each; an eight-inch packing of forest-

leaves is put above the body, with bees in it.

A new quilt is, of course, put above the bees.

No further protection is given to the bees. Of"
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course, we have had several mild winters, and
it would hardly be advisable to adopt this plan
generally at present.
In order to give the method of cellar winter-

ing, the cellar must here be desci-ibed. It is

18x11 feet and (5 feet high. The walls have no
connection with the outside. The entire cellar

is inside of another 3Ux25-feet wall made of

stone hi in. thick, and with a ct'm<'nt floor, the
latter common to all. The inner compartment
has for its walls half-thickness bi'ick. The
ceiling is boarded with nuitehed lumber against
the joists. The air, hot oi- cold, can, therefore,

pass clean over and about the inner repository,

all but the floor. Two v(!ntilators pass into the
inner cellar. One, 4x8 inches, is attached to a
chimney; the other. 4x4 inches, passes up
through the center of the house. Both general-
ly draw aii- from the top of the cellar; but by
adding a length to the pipes they can be made
to draw from the bottom. A door connects the
inner repository with the outside cellai". Either
wire or solid wood can be used. So far this

winter the screen only has been used. The
main cellar is further ventilated by means of a
door at one side, and on the; opposite side a
window. The door to the inner repository is

between the door and window of the outei', giv-
ing a free current to th(» bees when desired.
There is another compartment which con-

tains a large stove, used as a furnace. From
this the air around the inner repository can be
heated to any desired ti'mperature. The only
difficulty. Mr. Alpangh says, is when the out-
side tempeiature gets too higii. The bees are
packed almost solid, four tiers high. The bot-
tom tier is about four inches from the floor, and
this tier has an inch rim between the body and
the bottom-board. The greatest numberof col-

onies ever wintered here was 260, and the tem-
perature has been as high as 60°, seldom as low
as .50. No trouble has been found in regard to

spring dwindling, and there were not enough
dead bees to cover the cellar floor up to the time
of my visit. Feb. 7. We raised the quilt of one
colony. The bees were as small as in summer,
bright and clean. They certainly were not hi-
bernating, however. The ISK) colonies made a
slight hum, but one could scarcely detect the
odor of tlie bees—a very good indication of a
healthy condition. I feel satisfied that the bees
go into winter quarters in good condition. Of
course, this is a great step toward successful
wintering. I have for years felt that Mr. Al-
paugh had a very fine cellar for wintering bees;
and the only addition I might advise would be
a spring of water to assist in keeping down the
temperature in spring.
In a future number I propose describing a few

of Mr. Alpaugh's inventions in the bee-line;
and as your readers may be interested in one or
two contrivances about the house, not in connec-
tion with bees. I shall take the liberty of briefly

describing them, especially as I know you have
a weakness for pure watei-. The cistern, or
tank, for soft water stands on the floor of the
main cellar. It is 6 ft. in diameter and 6 ft.

high. The water is caught from the roof of the
house and pours into the top of the tank. The
overflow pipe draws the water from the bottom
and communicates with the house-drain. A
tube connects with the overflow-pipe, just
where it bends over the tank. This tube car-
ries all foul air from the drain to the chimney,
joining the kitchen stovepipe, I believe. The
water in the tank, by means of the above, and
being quite open at the top, is pure, and used
for drinking, frequently; so, Mr. Root, when
you go to Alpaugh's you will find waiting for
you soft water as well as a soft bed.

MR. alpaugh's device FOR DRAWING WATER.
I was attracted in the woodshed by a wire-

cloth trap-door covering a box. Asking what
it was I found it covered the box upon the well-
platform; and immediately above it, and sus-
pended to the rafters of the shed, was a wooden
roller with two light ropes attached. I knew
Mr. Alpaugh could afford a pump, but I receiv-
ed the following explanation: "I believe that
every well should be so arranged that the air
has full access to the water. That is why I

have the pump out and the pail to dip; also
the wire trap-door. The lattei' allows a con-
stant free circulation; the former takes a cer-
tain amount of fresh air to the water every
time we dip, and takes it from the surface at all

times. We could not use the water when we
had the pump in it; but now. as you can see for
yourself, it is very good, for surface water."' The
above contrivanci? is to make the drawing of
water easy. It consists of simply an eighteen-
inch roller, half of it two inches in diameter,
the other half four inches in diameter. To the
latter a rope is attached, long enough to strike
the water and allow the attached pail to sink
and fill. The pail is galvanized iron. To one
side is attached a weight, so that, when the
pail strikes the water, the pail is drawn to one
side and fills. The pail rights itself the mo-
ment the rope pulls on it. To the two-inch rol-

ler is attached a cord half the length of the one
attached to the 4-inch, and to this is fastened a
weight just the weight of the zinc pail when
filled with water; when the weight rolls up,
the pail goes down; and when the pail comes
up, the weight goes down. So it takes a little

pull (you can do it with thumb and finger) to
bring the pail down and about the same to
bring it up. With a proper catch to clasp the
bail of the pail, it is a pleasure to draw water.
It is fully as easy as pumping, and the frailest

woman can work it without much exertion.
When I think of all the places I visit where

they draw soft water, and sometimes hard, by
means of a rope or a stick attached to the pail,

I feel as if you should turn that simple roller,

and have it among your household conven-
iences, for such it assuredly is. It may be old to
some, and to many new. R. F. Holtermann.
Romney, Ont., P"'eb. 16.

GLOVES—WHAT KIND TO USE.

rubber gloves not SUITABLE FOR BEE -WORK.
FINGERLESS GLOVES PREFERRED;

DRESS FOR LADIES.

Friend Root: — I, for one, have used rubber
gloves in the apiary, but I did not like them.
They draw, and burn the hands until one can
hardly endure it, especially if the weather is

very warm; and when you take them ofif, your
hands will look as if you had been washing in

hot suds all day. Another thing is, they are so

clumsy in handling frames that one is apt to

drop one end of the frame on the hive with a
jar, and the result is—mad, stinging bees.

I like my fingers uncovered while working in

the apiary; but I prefer the backs of my
hands covered. As much as I dislike propolis

on my fingers, I would rather endure it than to

wear rubber gloves. I like fingerless gloves,

and I will tell you how I make mine. Take an
old pair of stockings; cut the feet off; cut a
small piece out of the sides about two inches
from the end where you cut the foot off. This
is for the thumb. Take a thread and needle
and whip the edge over and over, not too tight;

next whip over the bottom so it won't stretch

so much; then sew it together in three places;

that makes four finger-holes; then run a rub-
ber cord in at the top to keep them up on the
arms. The gloves keep the bees from crawling
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up tlie sleeves; protect the liands from the sun
and a little fi'oni stings. I will say (( little, for

the bees will sting through them; but do as in

the A B C—that is. slap your hand against your
person, and you will suffer very little from
stings. They ai'e so easily made, and so inex-
pensive, that, when one pair gets soiled, you
can burn them; or. if one chooses, they can be
washed and used again.

I think Miss Emma will find bed-ticking
aprons too heavy and warm for summer. They
will do very well in spring and fall. Last sea-

son I used seamless-sack aprons" with large
pockets sewed on flat made out of Indian-head
factory, also faced around, and belt of the
same. I liked them v&ry well, as the honey
does not leak through them. I found them
pretty warm in June and July. This coming
season I am going to try a soft pliable kind of

table oil cloth. I don't think paper aprons
would do, on account of fli'e from the smoker.
The apron and glove part doesn't bother me as
much as the head-dress. I don't like veils or
wire-screen hoods very well. They are hard on
the hair. Still, by wearing a net or a thin
muslin cap to protect the hair, I can get along
very well with the hood. I wear one made 'like

Mrs. L. Harrison's with a cape and draw-string
at the waist. With this kind of a head-dress,
and my tingerless gloves, and my long apron, I

think my dress is pretty well protected.
Mks. W. G. Tittswokth.

Avoca, la., Feb. 8.

[As practical and as extensive a bee-keeper
as W. L. Coggshall uses tingerless gloves. I

never wore any thing of the kind; but if I

worked with some of those York State hybrids
I should certainly want them. Hello! here is

another who prefers fingerless gloves. He
writes:]

I noticed an article in your journal about
buckskin and other gloves, and I beg to offer a
suggestion. I use gloves made like mits, cover-
ing the hand nicely, and just letting the ends
of Ihe lingers piotrnde. These are home-made,
made of white linen ordomestics. The reasons
for their use are, they are white; they prevent
the sun from burning the hands; are nice to

use, and, above all, can be frequently washed,
and thus kept nice and clean. If those who
use gloves will try those made of two thick-
nesses, as above stated, of linen or domestics,
they will lind them vastly superior to rubber,
and much pleasanter to weai' in every way.
Atlanta, (xa. T. E. Hanbury.

A HIVE.

Dli. MII.r.EU HAS GOXK AND INVKXTKD A
BKE-HIVE.

"Didn't know I'd been studying up a hive?"
Well. now. you listen. It's to " All a long-felt

want." Some people want a liive that is just
right for cellar wintering—a single wall, with
nothing inside but the frames—precisely the
one I'm talking about. Some want a hive with
a dead-air space, light enough to be easily han-
dled. Mine's just that. You see. it hits every-
body. It's an A 1 affair. I first called it"T/((;

Al Hive;'"' but the " 1 '' seemed so small a num-
ber I left that out, and I thought the name still

pretty long, and so I dropped the "T/ic." leav-
ing the name, "A hive." and then I changed the
big "A" to a little "a," so that, when anybody
ordered a hive without mentioning any i)artic-

Ular name, the supply-dealers would be sure to
send mine.

It's a summer and winter hive. I'll tell you
about it. An outside body just like the Dove-

tailed: inside of that, the framfs. These are
closed-end, the top-bar being closed at each end
like the Hoffman. A dummy, or follower, is

wedged up against each outsicU^ frame. That's
for a summer hive.
For a \\ int(^i' hive I have invented a stick in

manner and form as set forth, of just such size
and proportions as to tit in the spaces betwc^en
the top-bars. When the harvest is over, these
sticks are put in. You will now see that-we
have a dead-air space all around. At each end
of the hive there is a space lietween the closed
ends and the wall of the hive. At each side
thei-e is a space between the dummy and th(^

side of the hive. After the sticks are put in.

the bees will glue every thing air-tight, leaving
a dead-air space between top-bar and cover.
Now, don't you see that hei'e is a hive, warm,

light, good for any season of the year? What?
"Nothing original " al)out it? That's just like
A. I. Root. Lie awake nights thinking up a
big thing, only to be told it's " nothing original."
Well, anyhow I'd like to know who invented
those sticks in manner and form as hereinbefore
si)ecified.

LAYING WORKERS.
G. B. Rei)logle has given me his plan of get-

ting rid of laying workei's. It is based on the
fact that, in a hive containing laying workers,
th(> bees are all old enough to know the way to
their hivc^s. no matter where they are piit. So,
aftei' getting the bees of such a colony to fill

themselves with honey, he shakes them down
in front (jf a colony containing a laying queen.
Being lilled. they are received all light: but on
theii' first flight they will return to tiieir old
location, wliei'e a caged queen may be given
them. The laying worker or workers will not
fly out, but will be killed. The ])lan is ingen-
ious, and I don't see why it won't work. I
should think sonu' of the bees, at least, would
b(^ so much better pleased witii tiieir new quar-
ters that they would mark their location on
their first flight, and not retiu-u to the old place.
But there would be no great harm in that.

FIXED FRAMES AND CEOSED ENDS.

The matter of fixed frames and closed-end
frames has been i)retty tlioroughly discussed;
but some of us old fogies are a little anxious
yet, for fear wo shall b(^ driven with the cur-
rent into some i»lace we don't want to go. There
is no (pu'stion as to the desii-ability of having
frames always fastened in the hives, if we can
have the advantages with no accompanying
disadvantages. The prominent question that
comes uj) in my nnixl is this: "Can fram(>s that
touch togethe]' tlirnnghout t lie whole or a part
of their ("iid-bars be handled as rapidly without
killing liees?" We are asked to believe that
we can. and yet—and yet. Does it look reason-
able? Of course. I have confidence in the word
of those who say they can; but. have they tried

fairly both ways? I may be asked why I didn't
try both last sumnie)'. I did intend to. but fail-

ed to get the frames made at either of two |)rin-

cipal establishments to which I ajjplied, and
had not time to make any myself. I am not a
good hand to make experiments, for in the busy
season I am worked to the limit of my time and
strength, with little time for any thing but
straight work.
Assure me that fixed closed-end frames ai'e

not bee-killers, and I think I am "fixed." But
if the Hoffman frame, with the end-bars touch-
ing part way. kills no bees, why not go the
whole figure and have the frames come together
evei-ywhei'e except that part of the top-bars
which is directly over the comb? That would
allow no bees to get on the outside part of the
frames unless they entered at the bottom of the
frame-ends. In that case it seems to me there
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would be no glue on tho outside of the frames
unless at the bottom of tlie end- bars.

On page 87. G. F. Robbins asks that there be
only ^V of an inch play between the end-bars
and tfie end of the hive, and E. R. reiJJies, "No.
it would not do to leave the usual '4 inch be-
tween tiie closed ends and the end of the hive."
Yon nuiy be right, but please tell us why. With
any thing less than '4 ineii you can count for a
certainty on having tlii' lower ends of the end-
bars thoroughly glued to the iiive.

In days gone by. the insuperable objection
supposed to be against Hxed distances was that
combs were not all alike, and lixed distances
would thoroughly prevent interchanging. A.
E. Woodward brings up tiie same objection as
the result of experience (page 90). I must con-
fess I don't now believe there's much in it.

How much advantage do the loose hanging
frames really have? How much difference do
we make for inequalities of combs? I must
own that I don't pay any attention to them, and
I doubt whether others do. I try to space the
top-bars equally: and if I succeed perfectly in

Tuy endeavor, they are spaced jji-ecisely as they
would be with Hoffman or closed frames. The
only difference would lie. that, with such frames.
I could do easily and quickly what I can do
only imperfectly with loose frames, even after
spending much time at it. C. C. Mii,lek.
Marengo. 111.

[Well, doctor. I have been studying your hive
pretty carefully, and for the life of me I can not
tell whether you are in earnest or whether you
half mean what you say. There are some good
things about your hive, fooling or no fooling.
1 know it is ci'uel to say so. hut this method of
l)lugging u|) the sinices ijetweeu the top-bars
with suitable sticks was suggested by some
brother a year or two ago in Gleanings: and.
if I renu^mber correctly, he has put the thing in

practice, and says it is all O. K. But. doctor,
there is a better way than that. Throw away
the sticks, and lay an enamel cloth on the
frames, and the bees will seal it down tight, and
you will have your dead-air spaces and all—see?
The reason we do not want a bee-space back

of the closed ends, or. lather, between the closed
ends and the end of the hive, is to prevent the
bees from getting ])c]nii(l and propolizing in the
cracks on the bark of the uprights, etc. You
see, if these uprights are thick enough to fill up
this space, and yet leave sufficient play to be
readily removable, the bees can propolize them
where they come iu contact on tJie inside only,
and you will see this would make quite a differ-

ence in their mobility.

As to fixed frames not being interchangeable,
there ai'e only two that I know of who have
urged this as an objection. I questioned very
closely the York State be(!-keepei-s—pi-ominent-
ly, Ehvood and Hoffman—on this very point:
viz., whether fixed distances prevent the frames
from being alternated or interchanged from
one i)art of the brood-nest to the other. They
hai'dly knew what I meant; and when I ques-
tioncHl them further they said they had experi-
enced no such trouble. Closed-end frames on
the Quinby plan will not kill bees—in fact, not
as much so as ordinary loose hanging frames in
wood rabbets. I know some of you will be
somewhat suiprised. but nevertheless this is a
fact. Ml-. p]lwo((d will shortly explain ivlty thjs
is so. in an article, and so I will not attempt to
explain.
With the Hoffman frames there will be killing

of bees if there be careless or unskillful han-
dling. But Mr. H. himself avoids the trouble,
and I think the rest of us can. You know that,
when we put a fiat cover on a hive, we kill bees
if we set it tlat down on the square edges of the

hive: but witlr a s/(cli»f/ motion, in the hands
of those who use that cover, there is not the
least excuse for killing bees: and the same
thing is true, to a very great extent, in handling
the Hoffman frame.]" E. R. R.

KEVERSIBLE EXTRACTOR.

ANOTHER MACHINE.

As per request, I send you a photograph
showing my improvement in automatic reversi-
ble honey-extractors, taken from a rough mod-
el of my own construction. It will be seen that
the mechanism is such that reversing the mo-
tion will reverse all the comb-baskets, with
positive action. The comb-baskets stand and
reverse on a pivot at the centei' of their bottom
end, the top end being held in position and re-
versed by metal rings having cogs half way or
more on and around their outer surface, witli
large or stop cogs at each terminus of cogs.
The rings have a flange all the way around
from the base of the cogs downward, which
work against anti-friction rollers, as at F on
the end of the arms whicli Irold the rings in

position. The rings are secured to tlie comb-
baskets in such a way as not to interfere witli
tills flange working on the guide.

I.AWSON S REVERSIBLE EXTRACTOR.

The cog pinions are fastened together and
driven by the beveled wheel from the crank,
and revolve loosely on the shaft—the lower one,
or spur i)inion, working in the cogs of tlie rings,
and. when in contact with the large or stop
cogs, set the extractor in motion. The comb-
baskets with rings can be instantly removed
from the machine for cleaning, and just as
quickly returned to po-^ition. The brake A is

very powerful, and will stop the machine al-
most instantly. It is composed of a drum .se-

cured to the top of the main shaft, and encir-
cled with a strap secured to the cross-bar, and
tightened with a lever.
This machine is not mere fancy theory, as I

liave done all my extracting tlie past season
with one of about the same construction, and I

can truly say it gave me entire satisfaction,
a:Kl, in my humble opinion, is the extractor of
the future. Ali-en J. Lawson.
Brighton, Ont., Feb. 3.

[We at first did not see how the rings at the
top of the basket were held in position so as to
mesh into the gear of the driving-shaft: but we
notice the little rollers you speak of as F in the
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cut. and we liave no doubt they will hold the

I'ings in position. Your extractor offers facili-

ties for putting in and taking out the combs,
and the action of the reveising would be posi-

tive and certain. Tlie extractor will work, no
doubt: but we are inclined to think the expense
of manufacture would i)i'eclude its general use
among bee-keepers. So much gearing is ex-

pensive : and. besides, tho can will be large.]

WAX SECRETION.

DO CIKCUMSTAXCES OK THE BEES aoVERX THE
SECRETION OF WAX SCALES? AKE THEY

EVEK WA.STED'?

Many writers for our bee-journals, and some
of them our most cautious and able bee-keep-
ers, take the position that bees have to secrete

wax, and that if comb or foundation is used the

wax is lost. But, is it true that bees have to

secrete wax? I greatly doubt it. Natui'e has
not arranged things that way. The cow se-

cretes milk when there is a young calf that

must have milk. When the bees need wax to

form comb, then we find wax scales in the wax-
pockets, otherwise we do not find them. I feel

quite certain of this. I have hived swarms on
combs, on foundation, and on frames with nei-

ther comb nor foundation. In the first two
cases the bees would be very active, and it

would be very difficult to find any wax scales.

In the other "case, most of the bees were very
quiet, and almost every one woiild' have wax
scales in the wax-pockets. Even those flying

out would show the scales. Now. if, as some
contend, the bees in the flrst cases had to, and
did, secrete the wax, where were the scales? I

could find no signs of them, and do not believe

they had any existence. In case of using foun-

dation in brood-chamber and in supers. I have
often had great difficulty in finding a bee with
the wax scales to show my class; but, once
hive a swarm in an entirely empty hive, and
how soon we could find the scales'. Indeed, it

was hard to find a bee without them. It is

hard to explain just how the bees regulate this

matter. I have thought it was through activi-

ty. If very active, no scales are secreted: if

quiet, or active to only a limited extent, then
wax secretion was active. When we work
mares hard, the young foals get too little

milk. The mares can not secrete a full supply
of milk, and work hard at the same time. Is it

not quite possible that the same is true of bees?
When they need comb, they bang quiet in

graceful festoons from the top of the hive, and
wax secretion goes on rapidly: and the materi-
al for the beautiful combs is abundant. When
no comb is needed, true to their instinct they
hie forth to gather sweet, and wax secretion is

nearly or quite suspended. This hypothesis is

not without support from analogy. The wax is

much like our fat or adipose tissue. We know
that it is the sedentary men that become ro-

tund, while our Cassiuses—the lean and hungry
men—are generally active. This fact does not
necessarily prove that it is wise and pi'oHtable

to buy and use foundation. Whctlicr founda-
tion is profitable or not. must be determined by
actual trial; but that we should desist from its

use to save wax scales that else will be secret-

ed and lost, I think is not proved. I think a
little close observation will convince any one
that bees secrete wax only when, in the econo-
my of the hive, they need it. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

[Friend C I am very glad you have brought
up just this point. I once thought just as

you state it; but other things have tended to

change my opinion somewhat. For instance,

where we feed a colony of bees tremendously
with sugar syrup, if feeding is kept up for a
sufficient number of days wax scales will form
in great numbers: and if they are not permitted
to build comb, these beautiful pearly scales of
wax will fall on the bottom -board in gi'eat

quantities. You know I once fed, a single colo-
ny all the syrup that a barrel of sugar would
make: as I wanted them to fill and seal over
some combs to give to other colonies, they were
not permitted to build comb at all, except cap-
ping cells. Well, the great difficulty in the
way of the success of this experiment was. that
so much syrup was consumed in the secretion
of wax—wax that fell to the bottom- board—

a

good deal of it in the form of wax scales. In
hiving new swarms on a full set of finished
combs (or two full sets, if you choose) we did
not find very many scales on the bottom: but
the bees filled up all the corners, and built bits

of wax all through the corners and crannies of

the hives, and put considerable quantities of
wax on the top of the frames. As this matter
is one of great imi)ortance, I hope that we may
have more suggestions on the subject. Al-
though we have foundation to .self, my opinion
is, and has been for a long time, that, where
the brood-combs and honey-boxes are all filled

with foundation, more or less wax is lost. I

hope you are right, but I fear you are not
wholly so in your conclusions.] A. I. R.

RAMBLE NO. 39.

IN MASSACHUSETTS AND CONNECTICUT.

After a few changes on the many lines of

railroad in this portion of Massachusetts I ar-

rived in Georgetown just as the shades of even-
ing were falling. Here I met an ex-pastor of

our little Congregational church at home, and
who had given us the words of life for several

years. This brother was anxious to hear all

about our home prosperity. The doubling of

our church-membership through a long-hoped-
for and prayed-for levival, and the building of

a beautiful new church, were all pi-ecious

things for him to hear. Our talk was necessari-

Iv brief upon bee-matters, as the only acquain-
tance our friend had with bees was thi'ough a

THE SCOTCHMAN AND HIS SMOKER.

brother-minister who had lately taken up bee-

keeping as a recreation; and my clerical friend

was quite elated over the fact that this brother,

after studying up on bee-matters, went out

among the farmer bee-keepers and told them
more about bees than they ever knew before.
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" Why." said he. "it is astonishing how igno-
rant some p(>ople are of the common every-day
companions of their livt-s. To illnstrate,'" said

he, "a Scotchman in a remote county had
never heard of a smokei'. and to subdue bees he
carried a bllh-t of wool from the stove with the
tongs, and wafted it over tlie hive: and he be-
lie\-i'd that each drone laid an egg, and then sat

on it till it hatched 1" The idea was somewhat
peculiar, but as I had come across such an idea
before in my travels. I was not over and above
surpris. d at it. It was a pleasure for me to talk
with this clerical friend, for his moments of con-
verse weie packed with valuable information.
But. again the feet of the Rambler sought

pastures new; and as the shades of another
night enveloped the earth he was over 100 miles
away, and in the land of steady habits and
—wooden nutmegs! The town of Southington.
Ct., cliarmed me for two days. Several years
ago I visited this town and found it a growing
nianufactuiing village. This time it had been
incorporated into a borough, and the reason for

its growth I could readily comprehend, as I fre-

quently stumbled through a shoal of baby-car-
riages. I have no doubt this will soon be a
large city.

jasnrA bills and his apiaky.

In this lively borough I found a live bee-man,
Mr. Joshua Bills. To make all of his spare
time useful. Mr. Bills is proprietor of a store
for books and stationery: conducts the tele-

phone office, and is also collector of the water-
tax. He is connected with several other items
too numerous to mention. Mr. B. has a pretty
apiary of '21 colonies in Root and Falconer
cliaflF hives. The average honey-yield in this
locality is about 50 lbs. per colony: and at the
time of my call, the bees were at work upon a
flower of the aster family. The home market
consumed all of his surplus. The aforesaid
babies were rapid consumers of sweets, another
evidence that Southington is to be a large city.

Mr. B. has but little competition. His most
extensive rival, Mr. Holt, lives out several
miles in the country, and is a veritable Huber,
as he is a blind man: but for all that he is

quite successful, being aided, where eyes ai'e

needed, by Miss Holt.
The prosperity of Southington is derived from

iron-rolling mills, bolt and nut shops, manufac-
tories of novelties, cutlery, including the Yan-
kee boys' jack-knife, Britannia ware of many
beautiful designs, and common screws. While
in Pi'ovidence. ^Ir. Miller and the Rambler were
denied admittance into the extensive works
there located; but here, after passing the or-
deal of a few questions, George (that's my
brother-in-law) and I were allowed to pass, and
entered a vcn-y noisy room where over a hun-
dred machines were working (or. rather, bit-
ing) wire from large coils, and turning it out
into screws of various sizes. The work is all

done by automatic machinery. The little flat-

headed' pieces are picked up by steel lingers,
chucked, and the screw-thread cut. They are
then dropped into a box complete, and in an in-

credibly short time. All the workmen have to
do is to change boxes or lill the hoppers when
the automatic lingers seize tlie pieces. And
now when I drive a screw home with the screw-
driver, I think of the wonderful machine that
made it, and am thankful for the genius that
has given us so many useful things which are
made so rapid and at such small cost. Won-
derful are the days in which we live!

Rambler,

THE MILLIONAIRES OF AMERICA.

are our rich mex. as a rule, wicked men ?

Brother Root:—I have just read Alvin L.
Potter's letter in Feb. 1st Gleanin'gs: and I

must confess that, when I read what you had
to say in the December issue, I felt somewhat
as Mr. Potter has expressed himself; but " char-
ity sufl'ereth long, and is kind;" and I believe
you want to do what is right: but it appears to
me you are not posted in that line: and Dr. A.
B. Mason. I think, is a little oft' too. I should
like to quote you a few passages of Scripture:
Psalm 37:1(): '"'A little that a righteous man
hath is better than the riches of many wicked."'
Are not the rich nearly always wicked men?
Prov. 30:8: "Give me neither poverty nor
riches."' The Wise Man thinks it not best to be
rich. Dr. Mason does. Solomon says. " Labor
not to be rich.""—Prov. 23:4. "Deceitfulness of
riches choke the word."— Mark 4:19. "How
hardlv shall they that have riches enter the
kingdom of God. "" — Mark 10:23. Then why
wish for more millionaires? " Woe unto you
that are rich.""— Luke 6:24. "Woe unto you
lawyers also, for ye lade men with burdens
grievous to be borne, and ye touch not the
burden with one of your fingers"'—Luke 11:48.
Are not our legislative halls full of lawyers?
and are not many of them worth their millions?
I claim that no man has ever earned an honest
million. If that is so. how is it possible for this
country to prosper, and the people be happy
and out of poverty, when we have so many rich
men? Why. John D. Rockefeller is worth 135
millions: W. W. Astor. 120: Cornelius Yander-
bilt, 90: Jay Gould. 75: Henry M. Flagler. 60:

Charles Pratt. .55: Wm. K. Yanderbilt. .50: John
H. Flagler. 40: Fied W. Yanderbilt. C^eorge
Yanderbilt. William Astor. and Louis C. Tif-
fany, are woith 35 millions each: and I have
the list of hundreds more, running down to
three millions each. G. F. Heseltox.
Homeland, Mo., Feb. 3.

[Dear brother, the figures you give us, if they
are indeed true, seem to indicate, I admit, that
there is something wrong. But let us remem-
ber that, besides the good texts you quote from
the .Scriptures, there is another one that says,
" Why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy
brother's eye, and considerest not the beam
that is in thine own eye?'" Please bear with
me if I suggest that there is danger—yes, vei-y

great danger—of a bad spirit getting into our
hearts also, when we undertake to discuss these
matters. When we get to feeling bitter and
envious toward the jnillionaires, we are certain-
ly in the wrong, whether they are or not. Now,
it seems to me your mistake is in your sweeping
assertions. You claim that no: man has ever
earned an honest million. Please bear in mind,
d^ar brother, that George Muller. one of the
grandest missionaries the world has ever known,
and a home missionary at that, handles money
by the millions of tlollars. In fact, the Bank of

England has said, if I am not mistaken, that
thev would honor a draft with his name to it,

for 'a million of dollars. Surely you do not
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mean to say that he is a wicked man. This
vast sum of money that he controls has been
given Into his hands in answer to prayer, and
his life and work have been before the world
almost like a modern miracle. I admit that
this is not quite a pai-allel case, for in one sense
MuUer is a poor man. He uses this property
for the benefit of the orphans and destitute of

the great city of London. Now, is it not possi-

ble that some of these men of property you
mention are using their property in- a like way?
Ernest just infoi'ms me that our schools of

learning—our colleges and seminaries—were,
many of them, founded, and now kept going,
by our millionaires. In regard to your Bible
texts, if you will consult your pastor or our
doctors of theology, and the commentaries,
they will tell you that the word "rich "in a
scriptural sense refers to those who lead a life

of selfishness and ease; so in reality the word
describes the way a man lives, rather than his

standing at the" banks. We all respect and
honor a man whose word and signature are as
good as gold: but we as a people do not respect
nor honor' him who looks with disdain upon the
workingmen of our land, especially those who
work with muscle as well as brain. Let us
work and pray that our rich men may become
Christians, and the spirit of Jesus Christ will

manage the money matters.

You err, friend H.. in assuming that money
must be earned in order to be honestly owned.
Some years ago a babe was born in Hoboken,
N. J., and he was worth f40.000,000 before he
could use a cent. That money founded the
Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken—
one of the grandest institutions in this or any
other land. (Jrand old Pelei' Cooper was worth
millions ovei' and over; and yet every working-
man in New York loved him as "he did his

father. When he drove along Broadway, by
general consent the teamsters made way to let

the old philanthropist pass by in his plain old
shay. Why? Because he gave to the people
of the world the celebrated Cooper Institute in

New York, whei-e free instruction is given in

all the arts and sciences. George Peabody gave
817.."i00.000 to the poor of London, to improve
their homes. Vanderbilt gave half a million to

the Fisk Univei'sity, of Nashville. Tenn. Space
would fail us if we were to tell all the good
things that rich men have done for mankind.
Certainly, God designs money to move in large
masses, just as he collects the water in lakes
and seas. What would the world be if the
water were all equally divided ?

You ask, '• Are not our legislative halls full of
lawyers? Perhaps you do not mean to reflect on
the lawyers of the present day. The class in

the text you quote certainly does not mean
lawyers aswe know them at the present time.
Please remember that our fathers, sons, hus-
bands, bi'others, ai'e lawyers; and to condemn
them in toto would be as unjust and unkind as
to say that the grocers of our land ai'e all ras-
cals. Since I have been on the school-board of
our town I have become acquainted with more
or less of our lawyers, because we always find it

wise to have at least one lawyer on the l)oard;
and I hav(! learned to respect them and to look
up to tliem as I have never done before. As a
rule, they urge people not to go into law; and
several times I have seen tln^m give their time
gi-atis to point out to farmers, and other classes
of people uneducated in law. the folly and in-
justice of the tiling they had in mind. We
know there are many of them who ;ire not
Christians, and we lament it; yet I have known
even these to give advice that was very much
in line with what we might expect from the
pastoi's of our chut'ches. If we have the I'ight

kind of love toward oar neighbors we certainly

shall not be in haste to decide they are rascals,
even if they do happen to be lawyers.
Now, dear friends, had we not best let this

matter drop right here? 1 admit that I am not
posted, and that I am unable to handle politics
and finance: but I do feel that it is in my
province to say that these troubles, like all

others that threaten our land of liberty, are to
be remedied in the line of the text, "Not by
might nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the
Lord of hosts."]

THE REASON WHY.

A PLKA FOR THE CROSSAVISE L. FRAME; A
GOOD-NATURED SCORING OF SUPPIA-

DEALERS; Vi^ANT CLOSED-
END FRAMES.

Mr. Editor:—While the hive and frame ques-
tion is one main topic at present in Glp:anings,
and everybody is talking, will you allow me to
say my piece, as I see you sometimes allow con-
trary people to talk? AVhy is it. that, when
you were getting up a new hive (the Dovetail-
ed), you didn't embrace one more change, and
thus make it a perfect hive—that is. a change
in the frame, and make it to run crosswise of
the ten-frame hive, instead of lengthwise?
Aft(>r testing almost all of the sizes and styles
of frames in use, and for many years, I am ful-
ly persuaded that the regular ten-frame Lang-
stroth hive, with the frames ci'osswise, has
more good features than any other hiv(^ I know
of. I know, too, that many will "kick" at this
idea. Why? Because they are not the stand-
ard frame. But, hold! Why is the Langstroth
the standard frame? Because it started first;

and after the patent expired, supply-dealers
and hive-makers went to making and selling
them, and each dealer began adveitising and
puffing their superiority over other makes.
Editors of bee-joiu'nals puffed them. Why?
Because they were supply-dealers, and it was
to their interest to do so. Bee-keepers fell into
line, and began buying and using them. Why?
Because the bee-journals say they are the best.

Soon the bee-keepers who had never used any
other frame began writing for the journals on
the superiority of the Langstroth frame over
all others; then, when a standard frame is

talked of, it must be the Langstroth. Why?
Because there is most of that kind in use, and
all the fixtures, such as supers, foundation, sec-

tions, etc., are for that sized hive. Why, bless
you, nothing would have to be changed but the
trame, in length, that's all: and the many con-
veniences gained would repay for doing that.
Some of the points gained would be, no sagging,
no wiring needed, combs not so liable to break
in handling oi' extracting: straight combs;
easier to contract by a division-boai'd for weak
colonies in spring. With a division-boaixi in

the center, it is in the best shape possible for
two nuch^i in a hive. Combs will not break in

hauling to and from out-apiaries: aie much
nicer and easier for lady be<'-keepers to handle;
much better for stalling nuclei with few bees.

While the capacity for bees, brood, sections,

and comb surface will be exactly the same as in

the ten-frame Langstroth. I use wide frames
for sections, and a frame this size holds just six
4i4x4?4 sections: or. by putting two brood-
frames together, I have a wide frame, and it is

much easier to get sections out than if it were
one solid wide frame; then, when it is empty. I

can use them for combs. But now I am mak-
ing my frames closed-end, and they will not do
for sections.
Mr. Editor. I was a little amused when read-

ing your foot-note in answer to friend E.J.
Baird's question on this subject, page 453, 1890;
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'• I do not know of anybody now wlio uses tliem
to any extent. Tlie only objection is. they are
out of' the beaten track." Why are they out of

the beaten track, and not in genera! use. or not
the standard? Simply because supply-dealers
and bee-journals don't puff them, thafs all.

I can count at h^ast ten bee-keepers who do
use them, and like them too, and scores who
would use them exclusively if they were adver-
tised foi- sale. I have at present 50 colonies on
Langstroth combs, and 125 on the crosswise
frame. I know, by years of practice with both
sizes of frames, which is best for all purposes,
and I wish you had introduced your new hive
with the crosswise closed-end or Hoffman
frame, and bi-eak away from the beaten track
for something better.
This is an age of improvements, j'ou know.

Ernest speaks favorably of Mr. Manum"s
frames noL sagging. Not half of the large
honey-producers here in the basswood region of
Wisconsin use the long Langstroth frame; and
Wisconsin, you know, comes to the front in

honey production.
I could say much more in favor of adopting

the crosswise Langstroth frame, and also show
indisputable I'easons why the long frame is not
as good. I have no ax to grind. I am only a
practical bee-keeper, and not a supply-dealer or
hive-maker, except for my own use. But. let

us still be progressive in hives as well as in all

else pertaining to bee culture.
Orion, Wis.. Feb. 33. AV. T. Stp:wa]:t.

[I wish there were more contrary people who
would speak out their mind as good naturedly
as you do. You have given us some excellent
reasons why the L. frame is the standard: but
you have not named them all. No doubt, for
your locality and other places of a similar na-
ture, the crosswise L. frame is better: but don't
forget that localities differ. I know, that is, I

think, there are places where the Quinby frame
gives better results. I am also of the opinion
that the fixed frames are adapted for most lo-

calities, but there are some places wheie they
would not answer as well as the loose frame.
There is a good deal of twaddle about localities
making a difference in results; but when we
come to talk about the size of frames, there is

some sense about it.

Father Langstroth. years ago, experimented
with a great many different sizes, and finally
settled upon one in use by bee-keepers genei-al-
ly. The trouble with the crosswise fi'ame is.

that it does not hold comb enough to suit most
bee-keepers. We want a comb not too deep.
but one that gives plenty of brood-rearing sur-
face, and that we get in "the L. size.

With your ci-osswise frame you are obliged to
handle 13 instead of 10, as in an oi'dinary ten-
frame Langstroth body. There is quite a little

difference you see.

One gi-eat reason why the L. frame is so gen-
erally accepted is because it is a compromise
between the very shallow and very deep
frames, and because, lor most localities and
most bee-keepers, it gives good results.
You overlook one very important fact. If

the time has not already come it has almost,
when over half of the hives in use will be eight-
frame instead of ten-frame: so that the eight-
frame people could not use the crosswise, even
if they chose to do so: that is, the cross-
wise, if used at all. would have to be shortened
^then what? there would be another frame.

Still another thing: We have had scores of
testimonials to the effect that bees would gather
about as much honey, and do about as well on
the L. size as on any other, and that with com-
parative tests. But there are exceptions to all

rules. In this case, take, for instance, that of

the Dadants. Instead of using a svutUer frame
than the Langstrotii. they want a larger one—*
the Quinby. And they say they have made
comparative tests to prove the superioiity of
the larger frame. Now you call for a stnaller
one. Don't you think that the L. frame is a
very nice compromise between the e.Ktremes, for
most people?
Y'ou say no wiring is needed for crosswise

frames. Thei-e are very few who wiU agree
with you on this point: that is. those who have
tried wiring and not wiring. A ciosswise frame
needs wiring, else why do so many use wire for
square fi'ames? It is true, that a shorter top-
bar would be less liable to sag. but we compen-
sate for that in the longer L. by making them
%" thick now.
Perhaps two-thii-ds of those using other than

the L. frames would be glad to use a standard
size if they could make the change without ex-
pense. Why? Because, from the few compar-
ative tests they have made they get just as
good results from one fi-ame as another.

I do not overlook the fact that you represent
your own locality. You want a smaller frame.
The Dadants represent their locality, and they
want a larger frame. The fact can not be de-
nied, that bee-keepej's ought to have a stan-
dard, and that that standard ought to be the
one that most bee-keepers will agree upon, and
that is the Langstroth frame. The standard
in England is the crosswise L., or very nearly
that: but that is not this country. I "think I

can join hands with you in regard to the closed-
ends: but when you advise changing the size of
the standaid, vou will encounter a bigger job
than you think for.] E^. R. R.

THE NONPAREIL BEE-HI'TE.

Dl{. TIXKEK P:XPL.\INS HIS HIVf:.

The engraving for the accompanying illus-
tration was made four years ago. since which
time the cover of the hive has been improved
by making a square framework, similar to that
of the Simplicity hive, and covered with sheet
roofing steel, made here in New Philadelphia.
An improved clasp of malleable iron, similar to
the Van Deusen clamp, has been made to secure

the removable side of tlie section super. Other-
wise, the liive as now made is the same as the
original. Where the hive is to be set into a
winter case in the fall for winter, a very cheap
cover and bottom for temporary use has been
devi.sed for all increase during the working sea-
son. In tills locality, and further south, the
hive in two stories will winter as safelv as in
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box-hives, but at a loss in stores sufficient to

pay for a winter case in a few years. When
the hive is placed in the latter, the safety of

wintering, with proper care and good packing,
is insured in our longest and coldest winters.

The results of wintering in these hives have
also shown that there is far less danger of dys-

entery when the two-story hive and winter
case is used than in any other style ©f hive now
made. At least, several tests in the same api-

aries upon the same stores have shown complete
immunity from disease when the bees in other
hives like the American, the Simplicity, chaff,

and several other kinds of hives, some of which
were at least three times as large as the Non-
pareil winter case, either all died or were so

greatly reduced in numbers by dysentery that
the colonies built up too late to get a crop of

honey. In all of these instances the great dif-

ference in results seemed wholly due to the

greater depth of the two-story hive, or to the
free passageway between the stories.

THE NONPAREIL BKOOD-CHAMBER.

The chief feature of this hive is the size and
shape of the brood-chamber. It will be noticed

that it is a very plain and cheaply made stori-

fying Langstroth brood-chamber, with a quar-

ter-inch bee-space at the top above the brood-

frames, and an eighth-inch space at the bottom

inch wide by vV thick. The queen-excluder for
this hive ismade with continuous passageways;

THE NONPAREIL BROOD-CHAMBER.

below the frames. It contains eight Langstroth
brood-frames, notched at the ends of the top-

bars, similar to the metal-cornered Simplicity

frames, the size being 17 inches long by 7 inches

deep, outside measure. The top-bar is 18:*a

inches long, ^g" thick, and one inch wide. The
end-bars are Q% inches long by 3^ thick, by
one inch wide; and the bottom-bar is 17 inches

long, % inch wide, and )4 thick. To each of

these frames we now attach a spacer, made on
the principle of the Van Deusen frame-spacers.
They fix the frames without destroying the

movable function of the Langsti-oth brood-
frames. The bi-ood-chamber is 19^i inches long.

12K inches wide, and 7% inches deep. The in-

side measure is 17^' inches long by 11 14 vvide.

Owing to the small capacity of this brood-
chamber, which contains 830 square inches of

brood comb (and after making allowance for

bee passageways at the ends and bottom of the
combs, not ordinarily over 800 square inches),

it is impracticable in the production of comb
honey without a queen-excluder. The latter is

the wood-zinc combination, the strips of zinc

being K in. wide, and two-rowed, as in the cut.

The perforations are about % inch long, so

that the excluder contains about 300 of these

perforations, which seem to be essential to the

ready ripening of the stores in supers. The
framework of the excluder is made of half-inch

stuff, rabbeted to receive the slats, which are J-i

tinker's PERFORATED ZINC.

that is, the zinc is placed in the framework so
as to come over the spaces between the combs.
The break-joint queen-excluder is a disadvan-
tage: and when the stories of the hive are piled
up above 24 inches high it becomes a serious
disadvantage. As the system of management
with the continuous-passageway queen-exclud-
er almost entirely obviates all burr-combs, it

will be seen that the break-joint queen-excluder
can have no merit on this hive.

THE NONPAREIL SECTION SUPER.

This consists of a case with a removable side,

containing G wide frames holding 4 sections in

each. The frames are made with a center-bar to

prevent sagging, of the same shape as the sides

of the open-side sections. The live separators
are made of wood, and perforated. They are ^
thick, and -iH inches wide, and are placed'
loosely in the case, so that any one of the frames
of sections can be taken out, and the bees be
readily shaken oft', which can not be done
whei'e the separators are nailed fast to the wide
frames. As the separators come down to the
bottom of the sections they entirely prevent the
attaohm(>nt of the combs in the sections to

them. They are not only cheaper than tin, but
are. on account of the less liability to the at-

tacliment of the combs, greatly superior to tin.

They are also, when sawed, more durable than
tin, lasting an indetinite time. The cut of sec-

tion super shows the improved malleable-iron
clasp.

THE WINTER CASE-

This is made of very thin stuff, a little less

than ^ of an inch thick, making the case very
light and easy to handle, weighing not far from
25 lbs. The sides of the case are 22 inches long,

and are nailed to the fiamework at the top and
bottom, so as to stand upright, making the case
both watei-proof and very durable. The bot-

tom of the case is made of the same thin stuff,

as also a part of the cover. The fi'amework of

the bottom is 3 inches wide by one inch thick,

the two side pieces being rabbeted to receive
the thin stuff' for the bottom. Two braces are
nailed into the framework at the bottom, to

prevent sagging when a great weight of honey
is in the hive. The entrance is ^ by 11 inches,

THE NONPAREIL SECTION SUPER.

and is in a line with the bottom, so that any
refuse, in wintering, may be raked out. How-
ever, we have never found it necessary to do so,

as the bees will do it cheaper than we can.

A block Ihi inches thick, and wide enough to

support a qneen-trap, is nailed to the lower
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framework at the entrance, and a portico is

attached above to keep off rain and snow. The
top-frame is made of %-inch stuff. 1^4 inches
wide. The cover is a frame made of ^-inch
boards. 23.2 inches wide, like a picture-frame,
and rabbeted on the inner top at tiie sides to le-

ceive the thin stuff to support tlic roofing tin

•or sheet steel, whichever may be used. The
.size of the case is such that a sheet of 20 x :2S

roofing tin will cover it and leave room to lap
over tli(> sides so it may be securely nailed.
Thus this winter case combines a bottom and
cover complete in itself, and is prefei'red with
the bottom attached solid to i)revent the effects

of dampness from the ground and rain, which
is sure to affect the bees more or less where the
bottom is not made fast.

The management of this hive for comb honey
will be the subject for another article.

New Philadelphia, O. Dk. G. L. Tixker.

FOUL BROOD.

HOW TO TELI. WHETHEI! COMBS HAVE BEEN
INFECTED.

.[Read at tlie Michig-an State Convention at Detroit.]

Though I discussed the subject of foul brood at
our last annual meeting. I liave. at the request of
our secretary, prepared a sort of supplemental
paper on the same subject: and. first. I shall
add a further word to aid in the identification
•of the malady. Enough has lieen written
about sunken and perforated capping, and the
color and viscid cliaracter of tiie

brood recently dead of the disease.
In the case of weak colonies general-
ly, and of all colonies during the
breeding season, some of these indi-
cations will be found if the disease
is present, and will furnish certain
means of a correct diagnosis; but it

is to be noted that, after the breed-
ing season is well over, a strong col-

ony, though Ijadly diseased, exhibits k
none of these indications. The cap-
pings, if ever present, are all nicely
cleared away, and the dead brood is

entirely dried up—mere scales, al-

most of the color of the comb itself,

lying fast to the lower side of the
•cell, and drawn back more or less

from the opening. I have samples
of affected comb with me, one of
which illustrates tliis ))oint. though
the sample is hardly a fair one. as
the scales resulting' from the dead
brood are more apparent than they
usually are. being less drawn back,
and thicker, and ratlier darker than
they are often found.
To detect the disease in strong col-

onies, some little time after brood-
rearing has ceased, open the hive
.and apply your nostrils directly to
the combs as they hang in the liive.

If the disease is present to any ex-
tent, and your olfactrtiy organs are
sensitive, you will detect an odor
more or less strong, which may lie

described by the term "old."' But
not many, at least at first, could say
by this test with any degree of certainty wheth-
er the colony were diseased or not. It is to be
taken only as an indication.
Now take out three or four comics, one by one,

from near the center of the brood-nest, and
hold each with the bottom-bar from you, in dif-

ferent directions, until the light strikes well
into the lower side of the cells, when, if affected.

the scales I have described are very evident.
The sample makes this plainer than any
amount of description can do.
In contending against the evil there is noth-

ing so important as an active knowledge of the
sources whence the danger of spreading the
contamination arises. With tliis knowledge, I

am convinced th(>re is little necessity for fear
tliat the disease will spread to healthy colonies,

if only the sources are within reach of the api-
arist.' If many wild bees, among wliich it has
a foothold, are in the vicinity, it must become
eradicated there in the course of nature before
the apiary is safe; foi' every wild colony affect-

ed will, ill time, surely die. and its honey, if any
be left, will be approjjriated by other bees, and
the plague unavoidably disseminated. This
danger can not well lie guarded against; imt
those at home may easily be reduced to a very
small tiguie. They fall under three heads—
those from infected honey, from infected combs,
and fi'om infected hives.
Under the head of hives is included, of course,

all parapliernalia. I think the principal dan-
ger fj'om this source arises from infected honey
which may have l)een left on the parts of the
hive by daubing or otherwise. No bee should
be allowed to visit them: and, as soon as it may
be safely done, they should be Ijoiled in water,
scorched with flame, or burned up. Either
method is eft'ective. Infectedj combs are dan-
gerous, not only from the honey, but also from
the dead brood which they contain. Every
dead larva is a bundle of seeds; and when
moistened by honey, new lirood, or otherwise,
thev are releastHl. and carrv death wlierever

f4^_^^-''

i0'lim<i^^^^0!T'^VS

FOUL BROOD SCALE.S IX COMH. MAOXIFIED FIVE TIMES.

they go. Such combs aie safely rendered innoc-
uous by fire or boiling only. The extremest
caution in changing combs from one colony to

another should always be observed. There is

no more certain and rapid way of propagating
the maladv. Infected honey itself, however, is

the chief "medium by which foul brood is dis-

seminated, and so it IS the principal source of
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danger. The bees are sure to contract the dis-

ease thereby, whether they obtain it by deliber-

ate feeding on the part of the apiarist, or by gath-
ering up what is carelessly allowed to drip and
to be left exposed about the apiary or by rob-

bing. When once pointed out, every bee-keep-
er should be able to guard against the danger
arising from the feeding and the dripping of

honey; but to secure protection against rob-

bing, extraordinary care is often required. If

bees were deprived of their disposition to rob.

foul brood would soon be eradicated. This can
not be done. Indeed, to one who has had to

deal with the plague, this disposition seems to

be increased thereby. The more po\\eT-ful na-
tions of Europe keep their eyes upon the Turk
as the "sick man," waiting for occasion when
they may profit by his dissolution. The bees
emulate the example of the nations. As soon
as they catch the odor of the disea,se issuing

from a" hive, they promptly label it "the sick

man." and eagerly watch and wait: and at

length, unlike Russia, Austria, and the rest, in-

stead of holding each in check, they all turn in

at the nick of time to complete the work of de-
struction, and, like many a human individual
and nation, find the seeds of death wi-apped up
in their ill-gotten wealth.
From infected colonies that are reasonably

strong and in good heart, with sound hives
having moderate entrances, I should not ap-
prehend immediate danger, but I would keep a
sharp lookout for the impending decline. It be-
hooves him whose bees are infected, whether
or not he obeys the general injunction. "Keep
all colonies sti'ong," to be instant in his efforts

to keep all diseased colonies sti'ong. No one
will understand me to advise building up such
colonies. I mean, only, that no weak one in a
diseased condition should be tolerated for a
day; and. indeed, it is to be hoped that this ad-
vice will be seldom applicable; for it is to the
interest of every apiarist to banish the disease
by the most effectual method, as speedily as
possible.

I hardly need add, that the taking of bees
from a diseased colony, and adding them to a
healthy one, would as certainly convey the
disease in the honey carried as though it were
brought by robbers.

I shall close here, for I am sure that, if due
and timely heed be paid to the directions given
herein, and in my paper of a year ago. no one
need be greatly alarmed nor very seriously
damaged by foul brood; and I only hope that
none of you may ever iieed even to call them
into exercise. ci'llK,, C^—

J

R- L. Taylor.
Lapeer, Mich., Mar., 1891.

[I have carefully read your i)aper. friend T..

and I consider it one of the best that has ever
been given on the subject. Youi' method of
diagnosing diseased colonies after brood is

hatched out. and combs have, after a fashion,
been cleaned up. is an exceedingly valuable
one; and although I have read a good deal of
foul-brood literature, I believe you are the
first one to give it. The sample comb that you
gave at tlie convention was forwarded to us,

and I exhibited the same in person to our artist,

showing him the scales ami what we wanted il-

lustrated. Afterexaminiug it he answered that
it was a hard thing to illustrate. Then 1 said,
" Enlarge the drawing five times. This is such
an important matter that we want everybody
to see it." lie did so. and I am glad to jn'esent
the result above. The scaly api)earance around
the edges of the cells is perhaps a little exag-
gerated, but this was necessary in order to
show them. That you may understand it bet-
ter, I will say that the ijiece of comb was stood
on end, and a knife sliced right thiough three

or four of the cells, longitudinally. The other
row of cells is shown just back. A few scales
are seen at the bottom, but more of them are
attached around tlie edges, and that side or
sides of the cell which are the bottom wh(>n in

the hive. I shall be glad to have friend Tay-
lor tell us how near the engraving does justice
to the thing itself.

Your methods oi' precautions for preventing
the spread of the disease are excellent, all of
which we have tried. We can not place too
much em])hasis on hcing careful.
IVrhaps sonic may wish to know, in this con-

nection, what Mr. Taylor's method of cure is.

It is very similar to the one we give in the
ABC book; in fact, I believe it is just the'
same, because we followed Mr. Taylor.]

E. R. R.

THAT TRADE-MARK.

MK. HEI)IK)N ARGUES FOR rrS ESTABLISHMENT
IN THE BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

On page 143 I see you quote the words of an
anonymous \\riter in the American Bee Jour-
iud; and in your foot-note on the next page
you say tliat "some of the points are well ta-

ken;" but some way I fail to find much argu-
ment in the quotation. In the fii'st place. " Bro,
Heddon" has never been " enthusiastic" nor
has he yet " waxed eloquent" over the trade-
nuirk schiMue. but has said from the beginning
that it was only a sua]) idea gathered in a mo-
ment's time at the late Detroit State conven-
tion. You wer(> there, I believe. Mr. Editor,
and will recollect that, at the outset, it was ad-
mitted by all that consumei's of honey had full

faitli in the jjurity of goods straight from the
hands of producers. I think few will deny the
prevalence of such an opinion. Well, as pro-
ducers have, in the ])ast. placed lots of poor
honey upon the market, and surely as much
adulterated as they ever will, that washes
away that i)oint presented by Anonymous. The
Union will not wari'ant any thing, neither need
it: for already has the i)ublic full coutidencc in

the purity of all honey put uj) by producers.
The object of th(> trade-mark is to let the whole
l)ublic "know at all times just how to quickly
determine which is fiom the jjroducer. Mr. A.
can not see how a trade-marl< can be obtained
fi'om the gov(>rnnn'nt, for the Union. Well,
your gentle subscriber can see. as well as he
can see sonu> other things connected with pat-
ent laws and rulings, which many others can't
get even a glimmer of. The manager can get a
trade-mark of a 30-years' longevity for .!!40, and
then make out an individual right to any one
he pleases. This can be done at a cost not
exceeding one cent i)er p(>rson. I wish our
friend A. would t<'ll us how the tiade-mark
schemt' can hurt the Union "awfully:" that is

what I can't see. Will A. be as kind* to me as I

have been to him. and (^nlighten me? If the
Union doi^sn't handle the trade-mark scheme,
who will? Only some organization of actual
honey - producers can afford to give a gi'eat

numlxM- of bee-keepers such an advantage, at

cost. Ali'eady the luanagei of the I'nion has to
be on the alert to detect any atteini)t on the^

part of any l)ee-keeper to creep slily into the
Union fo)' its protection after ])ersecution has
already begun. It will be just as easy—yes,
much easiei'. to keep out of the Union, or keep
the trade-nuirk out of the hands of a city pack-
er of honey who happens to import a wasp-nest
into his garret in order to be classed as a honey-
producer. It will b(> much easiei- than to pre-
vent or detect perjury when a witness has ta-
ken an oath which gives his statements a hun-
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dred-fold weight. I iliiiik we shall have little

trouble in plugging u]) the small holes in this

dipper, the same as \v<' have to do in nearly all

of the attairs of this world. If our basic prin-

ciple is right, our details can be made to join in

the success. Are they ? So far I don't see that
they are not. Do you ? James Heddox.
Dowagiac, Mich., Feb. '.'l.

AIE-CHAMBERS VS. CHAFF PACKING.

S. A. SHl'CK DECIDES IX FAVUI! OF THE AIK-
CHAMHEH.

Considerable is being said about "dead-air
chambers" in double-walled hives, as against
chaff packing. The question arises. ''What is

known as to tlie difference between hives with
double walls packed with chaff' or other light
material, and those with double walls and no
packing?"'
Without calling in question the views set

forth by other writers on this matter, I wish to

present a few thoughts which I believe have
not been set forth heretofore.. In the first

place. I wish to contrast air-chambei's with
those packed with some light material. It is

well known to all those who iuive acquainted
themselves with the action of cold and heat
when applied to air. that heated air rises up,

and chilled or cold aii- settles down. A mo-
ment's thought in this direction will show that.

as soon as the temperature outside of hives
containing the so-called dead-air chambers be-
comes colder than that on the inside of the
hives, the air in tiie chambers becomes active,

and can not be said to be dead. As the outer
-walls of the hives become chilled, they in turn
chill the atmosphere adjacent to them on the
inside of the air-chambers. This chilled air

settles tothe bottom of the chambeis. while that
near the inner walls of the hives, being warm-
er, rises up to the top of the chambers, thus
starting a circuitous motion, which is continu-
ed as long as there is a difference between the
temperature outside of the hives and that with-
in the hives. It will be seen that, if these
chambers were tilled with some light material,
such as chaff, this circuitous action of the air in

these chambers is prevented, the jjrocess of

cooling is retarded, and the protection afforded
the bees in any hive is in proportion to the
retarding of this cooling process.

No little stress is being placed upon the su-
periority of air-chambers over chaff packing,
by some writers, while it is conceded by many
practical bee-keepers that bees can be packed
too warmly, even during our most severe win-
ters: while it is known, on the other hand, that
large air-chambers are not benelicial. As proof
of the foi'egoing. it is only necessary to mention
that house-apiaries have proven to be the poor-
est of winter ivposltoiies I'oi' bees, when no fiu-

ther ijrotection is afforded than that of the
building and the hives. But where the hives
are thoroughly and carefully packed in dry
chaff, bees winter as well, perhaps, in house-
apiaries as anywhere.
While it is easily shown that chaff packing

affords greater protection to the bees, there are
other facts to be taken into considei'ation.

Hundreds of bee-keepers have learned that the
effect of the direct rays of the sun on the hiyes
is as beneficial to the inmates as it is to our cat-
tle, hogs, sheep, hoises. etc. Hence, it w ill be
seen that, while the chaff' packing is a protec-
tion by retarding the cooling process, it also be-
comes a hindrance in the process of wai'ming
up the hives and their inmates. If the hives
were packed full of bees during all severe
weather, the benefits derived from the direct

rays of the sun would be greatly lessened, and
those afforded by the chaff packing would be
proportionately increased, owing to the protec-
tion given to the inner walls of the hives. But,
on the contrary, the hives are usually less than
half full of bees: and, not only this, the en-
trances being open they permit the unoccupied
portion of the hives to become nearly as cold as
the outside atmosphere. Owing to these condi-
tions the difference between tlie protection af-

forded by chaff packing and air-chambers is so
slight that it would be difficult to observe its

effects upon the bees.
There is still another difficulty encountered

in chaff' packing—that of keeping the chaff per-
fectly dry. If the chaff' becomes damp it is

more detriment than good; and the injury re-

sulting from moisture in this chaff' packing is

just in proportion to the degree of dampness
and the severity of the weather: as, the wetter
the packing and the colder the weather, the
nearer it approaches the condition of an ice-

chest; and the longer it is in thawing out. and
the less the influence of the sun's rays upon the
hives. Tnis, I think, is the principal source of
unsatisfactory results from chaff-packed hives;
and owing to the difficulty in preventing mois-
ture in chaff packing, it is highly probable that
air-chambers will give us moie general satis-

faction: notwithstanding, the degree of protec-
tion afforded by these air-chambers depends
largely upon their being absolutely tight, so as
not to lose the heat except as it is driven
through the inner walls of the hives by the ac-
tion of the cold on the outer walls.
Liverpool, 111., Feb. v». S. A. SiircK.

HERE AND THERE.

<HOI!T XA.MES FOR THIXftS. ETC.

CAP-KXIFE.

Whv not drop the long and aw kward name,
••uncai)ping-knife." and adopt the name I use
for it. the cap-knif<'".' You ari' welcome to it,

and why doesn't it fill the bill?

BINDIXG GLEANIXGS.

And now let me give you mj/ plan for binding
Gi.EAXiXGS. Get some of those T-shaped brass

paper-fasteners, which lawyers and others use
to fasten legal cap and other papers together.

Take eight numbers, four months Gleaxixgs,
leaving on them all covers and all advertise-

ments. The latter are often as valuable as any
other part. Ari-ange the eight numbers care-

fully, in nice even shape, and. with an awl,

punch tliree holes in the proper places—one in

the center and one near each end. Now drive a
T through each, having the point come through
into a gimlet-hole or other small hole in the
h<'nch. or in a board. Then turn the volume
over and clip off the shaip points of the T with
cutting-pliers or shears. Turn down and then
hammer down the jMiints of the T with a light

hammer, and it is doiu". You now have a nice

handv little volume about the size of a copy of

the Coiturij. and a year's Gi.eaxixgs makes
three of these little volumes, which are much
nicer and handier than a vear in one volume.
Bound thus, eleven numbers of the 1890 Eeview
will make a nice little volume: and the num-
bers for 1891. and the Dec, 18*K3, number, will

make two nice volumes.

CAPTIOXS AXD NAMES.

And no\v. friend R., permit me to hint to you
that G. M. Doolittle. Borodino. N. Y., wouldn't
look a bit worse if placed just under the cap-

tion than it does at the tail end of an article.

That is, I—I mean to say that it would look just
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as well under the caption. And if you would
only place it there, you would confer a special

favor upon every busy reader of Gleanings
who can afford to waste no precious moments
of his limited reading-time; and you would re-

ceive the heartiest thanks of thousands of such
busy readers. Also, please give plenty of catch-
line's. They are always helpful. And whatev-
er you have to leave out, please don"t leave out
any foot-notes. Do you fully realize that, with
the exception of a few of the ablest articles,

they are the most valuable and helijlul pait of

Gleanings'? And that is quite right, for so

they ought to be. By the aid of caption and
name, catch-lines and foot-notes, the experienc-
ed and busy apiarist will often be able to catch,
in a minute the gist of the ai'ticie, or be able to

decide whether it will pay to read the whole of

it, or how much of it he can afford to read.

THE QUESTION-BOX.

This is a very valuable addition, and even
Gleanings seems a little more spicy when tak-
en with a Straw in it. J. W. Murray.

Excelsior, Minn., Feb. 17.

[The "cap-knife" is shorter and just as good.
Accepted usag.\ however (and this is some-
thing we can't very well change if we would),
compels the use of the longer name, " uncap-
ping-knife.'']

EVAPORATING HONEY.

SUN HEAT, A I>A BOARDMAN, WON T DO. SO
SAYS A CALIFORNIAN.

On page 50 Mr. Boardman asks whether the
sun evaporator is uoi the secret of some of the
California honey not candying. I think if he
would travel around among California apiaries,
as Mr. Root did, he would come to the conclu-
sion that it is not the secret, because he would
find very few if any sun evaporators. I admit
that honey exposed in a sun evaporator foi' sev-
eral days will not candy, at least for a long
time; but oiu' sage honey will often lemain
liquid several years without candying. On the
other hand, some of our spring honey will some-
times candy in a week or two after extracting.
The carload of honey which 1 sold to Mr.

Root ran directly from the extractor into laige
tanks, from which it was drawn into new live-

gallon cans: and I do not think you will find

any of it candied yet. My exiK'jience with sun
evaporators has not been very satisfactory.
They make the honey darker, and change tlic

flavor, and do not evajmrate fast enough. I

should like to ask Mr.Boaidman wlietherhecan
take this iioney. extracted befoi i' any of it is cap-
ped over, and evapoiate it thick, without chang-
ing the color or flavor: and if he can. how many
of his evaporators would it take to reduce 2500
lbs. in one day? We all know it would be a
great saving of time and labor to ourselves and
the bees if we could extract all of our honey be-
fore it is capped; but the jjoint is. whether we
can evaporate it artificially, without injuring
the color or flavor, as economically as the bees
can. I say, no. not by the suu"s heat. It is too
unreliable, even in California. When your hon-
ey is thinnest, the weather is olten cloudy or
foggy. My only hope now is in "vacuum-
pans." 1 think honey should not be healed io

over l,50°Fah., and it will not evaporate very
fast at that teraperaluie unless in a vacuum. I

wish some one living near a condensed-milk oi'

sugar factory would. get them to condense some
of their honey, and see whether it att'ects the
color or flavor; and it not, find what it will cost
to reduce a ton of honey to l.oOO lbs. Perhaps it

will pay to have small vacuum-pans, and work
the air-pumps by hand or horse power. This is

extracting the water from honey by power in-
stead of h(;at. ,1. F. McIntyre.
Fillmore, Cal., Feb. 1(5.

[Friend M., I want to thank you for having
given m(i my first clear idea of what is meant
by " vacuum-pans." We second your request.
Perhaps somebody w ho has used the arrange-
ment will tell us more about it.l

DISCOURAGEMENTS OF BEE-KEEPING.

AN OLD veteran RECOUNTS THEM.

[Keart at the State Bee-Keepers' Association, Mad-
ison, Wis.]

As the bright side of bee-keeping is the one
generally presented to the public, some items
from the other, or discouraging side, ought to
be in order. When I commenced keeping bees
34 years ago. we had no bee-literature of any
account to aid us. but we had plenty of good
pasturage, any amount of basswood timber,
wild flowers, buckwheat, and but few bee-keep-
ers, and nearly every season seemed to be a
good one for honey. Honey bore a good price,
foul brood was unknown, and even the moth-
miller had not found us out. The prejudice
against bee-keepers by farmers, fruit-gi'owers,
and others, of late years existing, was then
never mentioned: but those good old times are
past, and the favorable conditions then existing
can not again be enjoyed. This thought dis-
courages one. The improvements and the ad-
vance made in bee-keeping since I began have
been marvelous. The movable frame, the ex-
tractor, comb-foundation mills, sections, cases,
smokers, veils, different races of bees, large fac-
tories for the manufacture of supplies, and the
excellent literature pertaining to bee-keeping,
now available, have booiued bee-keeping. All
items relating to big honey-yields and rapid
increase have been given, copied in agricultu-
ral and other papei's. These have advertised
the business till the result has been that we
harvested a countless ihrong of bee-keepers.
As the saying is. the woods are full of tiiem,
and. we might also add, the open ground too.

Of the thousands who have comnnuiced bee-
keeping in the last few years. 1 am satisfied

that, had they kuown fully the chances and
the actual conditions as they e\i^ted. half would
have turned tlieir attention to something else;

but. being captivated by the big reports of some
of the few most favorably situated, to achieve
success they embarked in the ventnr<>, not con-
sidering the much larger number who had
made a failure of the business.
This big ciop of lx>e-keepers is discouraging

to me. It may speak well for the advancement
of the pursuit and the cheapening of honey for

the masses: but every accession to our ranks is

one moie i-ival in the field to lower piiccs and
share with us the pasturage. A larg(> pa)'tof

the beginners are inclined to cut prices, which
ari! already low enough.
Another discouraging feature: While bee-

keepers are increasing, pasturage is not. Bass-
wood is fast disappearing; buckwheat is not
I'aised nearly as mueli as lormeiiy: wild flowers

ai'e disappearing befoic the plow, sheep, and
cattle. One honey source, white clover, is on
the increase, but is an uncejtain honey-plant
in our climate.
Filtcin years ago I had, including the home

yard, bees in six places, the furthest yard be-

ing ten miles from home, with scarcely a rival

yard tliat would lessen my crop; but for sever-
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al years past, bee-keepers have increased to
such au extent that last S(>ason I occupied only
the home yard, and that was badly trenched
upon by surrounding yards. The rest of my
bees. 200 colonies, outside of those kept at home.
I moved 3S miles, attempting to get them where
there was a reasonable chance to make them
pay expenses.
Another cause for discouragement is the ap-

pearance of foul brood at several places in our
State.
The price of honey is also discouraging. This

year, of all others, it would seem that honey
ought to sell on sight; but many have found it

hard to dispose of the little crop that they did
have at any thing of a fair price. Honey is not
like the staple farm products that have a fixed
market price, and that will sell any day when
taken to market. You have to look for youi'
honey customer, ,and then he is not always
easily found. I have looked for him sometimes
at home, and sometimes abroad; and I have
looked as far, even, as New York, and then not
found him.

Still another discouraging feature is, that my
bees went into winter quarters light in both
bees and stores. I am not sanguine of being
able to make a very good report for 1891. even
should the season be fairly favorable.
The Bee-keepers' Union has been a comfort

to me in the past; in fact, it sprang into life

through my need, and came to my defense for
its first work, and is still doing for the fra-
tei'uity and individuals valuable service. Long
may its officers live, and long may its banners
wave; but I am discouragi^d because it does not
number thousands where it numbei's hundreds.
In justice to ourselves as bee-keepers, it stands
us in hand to be as prompt to chronicle losses
and discouragements as we are items of success.
I know it is more pleasant to tell of success than
failure. We all like to tell a big story if a true
one. But our interests demand both sides; so.

let us see to it that we report both sides faith-
fully. S. I. Freeborn.
Ithaca, Wis.

[Friend F.. we are glad to hoar fioni you;
and we are glad, also, to have you give us plain
hard facts, gleaned from years of experience;
but even if it be all true, exactly as you state
it, bee culture does not differ very much from
most other rural industries. They all have
their ups and downs, and in one sense the field

Is pretty well crowded. A great army of peo-
ple are looking in vain for something to do that
is sure pay and has no discouragements, as you
tell of. They do not find it. While in your
State, and through the basswood region in your
vicinity, some of your neighbors were so enthu-
siastic as to say that tliey never had a failure
In basswood; but tlw failure has come ali'eady.
Now. I do not believe, dear brother, that it will
pay for many of us, at least, to become dis-
couraged and give up. One of oui' bee-men
was in to see us yesterday. He became dis-
couraged because bee-keeping did not pay. and
so he went into evaporating fruit. By the time
he had a good crop, and a great lot on hand,
the prices went down so he could not sell. Last
winter he sold his evapoi-ated apples for ."> c. per
lb. because he was discouraged. This winter
he said he could hav^e sold them readily for 1.")

cts., which would have made a good prolit. and
paid a good interest during the time he held
them. But he is now out of the fruit business.
Let us do the best we caii. yeai' by yeai'. leav-
ing no stone unturucd. as Doolittle says, to
secure a crop; and I think we shall, as a gen-
eral thing, fare aS well as the rest of mankind.
It is true, it is not well to have too many bee-
keepers so crowded together as to o\'erstock the

locality. But I think this state of affairs will
not continue long. The fittest will survive, and
the others will give it up.]

THE NEW DOVETAILED HIVES.

TOO MUCH OR TOO IJTTI>E FOUNDATION; A
SUGGESTION FOR EMMA WILSON.

Friend Root:—I have to-day finished nailing
up 2.50 dovetailed bodies. 100 dovetailed supers;
covers. 100 each, and bottom-boards, and 3000
Hoft'man frames, all of the latter nicely wired.
I have had only a boy 13 years old to help me,
and have gone out selling honey and vegetables
on an average of at least once a week; so you
see I have been quite busy. All the above is

for my individual use the coming season, and
I hope to till them with full swarms by natiu'al
swarming. I should like to say right here, that,
although I have dealt with you extensively
every year for over ten years, this last lot of
goods has been th<' best, and has given me more
satisfaction than any I ever bought of you be-
fore. You certainly are improving all the time
in workmanship.

. Now for a little chat in regard to several
topics. I should like to ask those who advocate
the use of less foundation, if they were oft'ei'ed

all they could use free of cost would they not
use full sheets of it in the brood-chainber, and
full-sized starters in the sections? I am sure I

would, for one. every time.
Your remarks on page 3-t, in regard to taking

a partner, tit my case exactly. Three times in

life I have been broken up by doing so. and I

propose hereafter to have only wife and chil-

dren as partners.
Tell Miss Emma Wilson to try an apron made

of the waterpi'oof cloth, recommended for hot-
beds—the lighter quality: I think she will like

it. It will be a little stiff at first, but soon gets
limber and pliable, especially after being
washed.

I have used bricks for recording the different
operations in the apiary for years ])ast, and
piefer them to a memorandum-book.

KEKNEY WIRING VERY SATISFACTORY.

As stated elsewhere, I have just finished wir-
ing :ifKt() Hotlinan frames, and I am surprised
that any one linds fault with the bent nails. I

think I have used, or tried, every method of
wiring mentioned in the bee - journals since
wiring frames has been invented, and non<' of
X\wm equals theKeeney plan, in my estimation.
Perhaps friend Bunch (see page l(3o) nailed his

frames together flrst. before putting in the
wire nails and bending them; if he did, let him
take 1^4 -inch No. 18 wire nails; drive them
thidugh at the proper place, and then with
snuill-sized pliers give tiiem a twist. He will

soon get the hang of it. and he will never nail

the frames together again before putting the
wire nails in. lean make them very uniform
and yet twist them faster than a smart man or
boy can drive the nails througli.

HONEY FOR CHILDREN; HOW TO GIVE IT TO
THEM ON SQUARES OF PAPER.

I have two little tots, aged 5 and 3 years re-

spectively. They take a great interest in my
work, and "want to help pa" every way in

their powcM-. I feel sure it would do you good,
friend R., if you could see them come into the
workshop every morning about nine o'clock,

each with a little scjuare of paper, and say.
' Honey, papa;" and then I go to the barrel of
candied honey and dig out a suitable quantity.
It makes me smile to hear their •" thanky,
papa," and .see them sit down by the stove and
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enjoy it. In the afternoon they repeat the
same, as regularly as clockwork, from day to
day. Some may think they might eat too
mnch of it, and so get tired of it; but care is

taken not to give too much at any one time. I

find that, when given honey in that way I'egu-
larly, they care little or nothing for the ordi-
nary candies we buy; and as for health, if you
can find healthier, rosier, or more active chil-
dren anywhere, I should like to see them; and,
by the way, friend R.. I have a theory that, if

they grow up accustomed to the daily use of
such pure sweets as honey, they will never re-
quire a taste or fondness for stimulants or in-
toxicating liquors. Have you ever observed
that any one given over to the use of intoxi-
cants seldom or never uses sweets in any form ?

When a young man I met at social gatherings
many friends and acquaintances: and when re-
freshments wei'e served I noticed on quite a
number of occasions that three of the young
men present never touched any thing sweet,
but were very fond of pickles and stimulating
dishes. In a few years every one of them died
of deUrlum tre»icns, from excessive use of in-
toxicants taken in secret. Since then I have
found it the rule that, in 99 cases out of 100,
those that use sweets rarely care for stimulants,
and vice versa.

SELLING EXTRACTED IIONEl' LOW, AND WHY.
I have just received a letter from friend Bal-

dridge, of St. Chai'les, Ills., in which he (in a
friendly way. of course), scores me for selling
extracted honey at retail at 10 cents per pound,
and says that he gets 20 cents for all he sells,

and that, if he had to take 10 cents, it would
drive him out of the business; and he further
states that it is more profitable to him to buy
extracted honey at 5 to 8 cents a pound than to
raise it. Now, I know that friend B. sells gilt-
edged honey, and he has, besides, a very tak-
ing way with his customers, and he keeps the
custom he makes, too, which shows that he
deals fairly and squarely; but notwithstanding
all this, I do not believe he could sell in my
vicinity at any better figui-es than I do. My
customers are mainly coal-miners, and laborers
in large manufacturing establishments; and if

you say to them 20 cents per pound for honey,
they will laugh at you and do without it. A
few will buy it at that price for colds, and to
use as medicine; but as food, never. I have
made it a point to go to every house, street by
street: and if this article were not too long al-
ready I could give some pointers too, as to how
to sell honey to those who think it too good,
and too high priced for food.
You have to suit your prices to the class of

customers you deal with; for there are some
few who will pay any price asked, provided
they get what they want. Another thing, too,
is that no basswood and but little white-clover
honey is raised here. Our chief source of hon-
ey is fall flowers, and it is necessarily more or
less dai'k. Though Spanish needle and smart-
weed yield clear nice-looking honey of excel-
lent quality, it is not gilt-edge or "superfine,
and must bring a lower price, both wholesale
and retail, than the liner-looking grades of
white clover and basswood I'aised elsewhere.
_Belleville, 111., Feb. 7. E. T. Flanagan.

[Friend F.. your suggestion is good in regard
to giving the children honey instead of candy.
For the ]mst four or five weeks we have been
having excellent maple molasses, and I fear I

have been using more of it than is conducive to
my health. A day or two ago I thought I

would substitute honey, and see whether it

answered any better, and I was agreeably sur-
jjriscd that, when taken in considerabl(» quan-

tities, with its complement, a glass of milk, it

seemed to be much more wholesome, at least to
myself, than the maple syrup. Very likely
both are nature's sweets, designed by God for
human food; but the holy Scriptures lay very
much more stress on milk and honey than on
any other kind of sweet.]

MOISTURE IN BEE-CELLARS.

DOOLITTLE REVIEWS THE MATTER.

On page 877 the editor adds quite a long foot-
note to what I have to say about the dampness
in my bee-cellar. On the whole he is perfectly
right; but his reasoning does not fully apply
to the cause of dampness in bee-cellars, as he
will soon see. I think, if he will stop to think a
little. As he says, the cause of moisture and
water collecting in drops on any surface is that
of warm damp air coming in contact with a
cold or cooler surface than the surrounding air.

From this he reasons that, at times when the
outside air is warmer than the air of the cellar,
this warm air will enter the cellai- through the
ventilatoi's and thus cover the walls with mois-
ture, making all damp and wet, and thinks it is

for this reason that I do not have any ventila-
tors to my cellar. Well, now, while this might
be the cause of dampness in a bee-cellar once
in a while, yet in 99 cases out of 100 it has noth-
ing to do with it. Without any ventilators
whatever in my new bee-cellar, the flagging
cover and the painted door at the entrance
have been running down drops of water on the
inside all winter, and no air from the outside
has been allowed to enter. The reader will re-
member that, at the front end, this cellar is 3

feet under ground, while at the back end it is 9
feet. Well, the air which comes from the
back end of this cellar, or. perhaps I should
say, the air wai'med by the lowei- back end of
the cellar and the breath of the bees, togeth-
er with the heat from their bodies, is warmer
than the flagging overhead or the door at the
entrance, which are affected by the cold and
frost from the outside, so that, when this
warmed air comes in contact with these cooler
surfaces, the moisture from it is condensed on
them; hence the moisture is continually trickl-
ing down on the inside. It is to be remembered
that the three feet of earth between the two
roofs is kept frozen the most of the winter, or
the upper half of it at least, and this is the rea-
son, or one of the reasons, that the temperature
of the cellar does not vary one degree inside,
although the outside temperature may vary
from 30" below zero to GO above. AVhen it comes
more steady warm weather, during the latter
part of April, then I have things reversed; for

at that time the inside of the cellar is cooler
than the dirt and temperature outside; hence
the moisture now condenses on the outside of
the door and flagging. Am I not right, friend
Root ?

SUNDAY PLANNING.

It was with gi'eat interest that I read tlie ai'-

ticle by friend Miller on " Planning,"' and your
comments on the same, especially that part
which touched on planning during Sunday and
while in church listening to the sermon.
Friend Root seems to think that Satan hasn?l
to do with it, but I think not all. There is a
great dilference in speakers, or in the way they
present the truth. I have sat in church trying
to follow a sermon which was presented so dry-
ly, and in such a sleepy way, that I had to use
all the powers which I was possessed of to keep
my mind on the discourse, at least half of the
time: and. again, I have listened to sermons in
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which the truth was pifsciited so pointedly and
interestingly that I could not get away IVom it

OHC .S'CcoHfZ.even to think of some horse-trade
or some other exciting thing that Itappened
onlv yestejday. that was the theme of the
whole commnnity. While I have the highest
]-espect for all preachers of the gospel of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, yet I have a lin-

gering thought about mo that some of them
might be serving the master better between the
plow-handles, over a bee-hive, or in other call-

ings in life — preaching the word by their

"daily lives and godly conversation," rather
than trying to preach it from the pulpit. But,
really, is it contrs>ry to Cod"s will to do any
planning about temporal affairs on Sunday? If

the Christian has placed his life and all his

ways in the hands of God. willing to be led by
the Spirit, and to use all of the things of this

world which come to him for the honor and
glory of (iod. so that all the success of his

planning is to be put into the cause of the Mas-
ter, may not his planning then be according to
God"s will '? What is God's will ? and what am
I to think about on Sunday? About heaven
and (iod in the way many people try to do? If

so, then I feel a good deal like the heroine in

"Stepping Heavenward." where she says she
does not wish to " sit on a bench in a row with
others, singing through all eternity;"' yet this

is abotit as high and enlarged views as most
people have of heaven. Jesus went about do-
ing good, healing the sick, lifting up the fallen,

etc.; and he did this on the .Sabbath as well as
on other days, and he is our great Exampler:
and if the outcome of our planning reaches out
wide enough to take in all this, why say, "Not
another 'Word of it on God's holy day"? Oh for
broader views and greater enlightenment along
the road toward heaven I views that reach out
till they can in some measure grasp the Infi-

nite.
BASSWOOD.

If I am correct, Ernest says that the bass-
wood is more luxuriant in growth here than it

is in Ohio, and I have so itnderstood by other
parties. This being the case, imagine my sur-
prise at seeing, on page 130, that you are receiv-
ing lumber cut from logs which have grown
from sprouts from the stumps of basswood
trees cut only ten years ago I I know basswood
is capable of doing great things; but this is al-
together aliead of me. Ernest spoke of the
thrifty growth of basswood near my apiary,
which has grown since the year before I canie
here, it being all cut off at that time (1874). yet
there is not a stick in all this growtli that is

more than seven to nine inches in diameter,
that growth taking 1(> years. Some, further
from the apiary, that are from 30 to 35 years
old. are a foot to fourteen inclies through,
which might do to cut; still.it would be very
wasteful to do so. Would it not be well to mod-
ify that statement a little?

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.

[I grant, friend I)., that these statements,
when put side by side, look a little contradicto-
ry; but one fact, perhaps, you have overlooked.
Tlie trees which we referred to as having such
a rapid growth, grew fi'om the parent stumps,
i. e., "on the old man's capital." The roots
were, of coui'se, strong, and gave the young
shoot a tremendous boost, and it is not much
wonder that they grew so rajjidly. If I remem-
ber conectly, the basswood -trees which you
showed me, and to which you allude in your ar-
ticle, grew from seed: i. e.. they had to build
up from their own capital. You will notice
sometimes, that young locust shoots will spring
up and grow with wonderful rapidity from the
roots of an old tree: but thev would not begin

to make half that growth if they had to depend
upon their own roots. The farmers who
brought us the basswood lumber in question
said they had cut it from the same roots from
which they had taken lumber ten years ago.
If your trees grew from the stumps of old trees,

then, of course. I am unable to explain it; but I

am sure that the trees of n(itnr((l giowth in

York State are much more thriftv than those
in Ohio.] E. R. R.

[I think you are probably right, friend D., in

regard to dampness in the cellar; but in re-

gard to Sunday planning, my test is this:

When I plan greenhouses or other week-day
matters, even though the sermon may be dry
and dull to me. I feel a loss of spirituality, and
conscience tells me that I am out of the
straight and narrow path. Like yourself there
are some sermons, or. i-athei-. times, when it is

no effort to follow the preacher at all; but
sometimes Satan pi'esses me sorely, even when
good sermons are being preached. Perhaps my
greatest temptation is to let my mind go run-
ning on some affront I have received. Then
befoi'e I know it I begin to plan the letter that
shall be wi'itten to so and so. Now. letting my
mind go on such topics on the Sabbath does me
harm, and I believe it is the Holy Spirit that
tells me I had better listen with all my mind to

the di-yest seimon I ever heard, rather than to

let my thoughts wander on week-day cares or
enjoyments. Every sermon, as a rule, contains
•more or less Scripture texts; and if we listen to
them, we shall be doing well. I agree with
you. that Sunday should not be ahtzy day;
and when I have a good-sized class in jail (as I

have now) I oftentimes do quite a little plan-
ning as well as praying in endeavoring to lead
them to the Master.]

CLOSED-END FRAMES.

TESTIMONY FKOM ONE WHO CONSIDERS THEM
"UNBEAKABLE AND ABOMINABLE.'"

Friend Iioot:—l am completely astonished at
so many testimonies in favor of the closed- end
or half-closed frames. I have tried them both
in Texas and Cuba, and, to own up. they are
simply abominable and unbearable: further-
more. I never have known any one to try them
who did not get a hatchet and reform them at
the first convenient time. They positively will

not do here in Cuba, no matter how expert the
operator may hav(» become in a colder coiuitry.

The main reason is, genuine bee-glue, or prop-
olis, that -abounds too abundantly, and of a
superior quality. In reality, it is so good for
glue that, when a colony is left gluing for half
a year on a stretch, its frames can be removed
only in pieces by a chisel; for, before the joints
will separate, the wood will split away off in

some other way. and leave the edges glued as
firmly as ever at the joint.

As for liandling the Hoffman frame rapidly,
it, of course, could be done by a Hoffman-frame
man: but I should feel shabby if I saw any
man handle Hoffnum frames as fast as the com-
mon frames (that are in general use) can be
handled by a man who has had practice enough
to work rapidly. Friend E. R.. the reason you
get only the Hoffnuin side of the question testi-

Hed to is because so many like myself have such
a contempt for a frame that kills bees and clogs
up so. that they don't even care to give in their
testimony. But it is now time that the other
side of the question were being spurred up: for

if it keeps as silent in the future as it has dur-
ing the past six months, all the beginners will

hav<' Hoft'man frames, and owe their thanks to
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E. R. Fi'lend Woodward's article on page 96
should be read the second time by Southerners
who think of ordering frames for "the first time,
for bees don't generally build perfect combs, for
beginners especially.
As far as spacing is concerned, when it comes

to extracted honey the Hoffman frame has no
advantage, for the simple reason that there
should be one or two frames less in the top box,
or extracting-super, than in the brood-chamber;
for example, if you use nine frames in the bot-
tom you want only seven on top to get tlie best
result with the least labor. Now, how about
changing frames from top to bottom without
first scraping all the wax and i)ropolis off' the
<^dges that didn't touch while in the (>xtracting-
.supei' (a sharp hatchet scrapes them for me,
and then it doesn't have to be done over again)?
and I have friends who advocate the same plan
at home, if not in print. VV. W. Somerfokd.
San Miguel de Jaruco, Cuba, Feb. 15.

[That's pretty hard on the closed -end and
Hoffman frame, friend S.; but this is what we
want—a ventilation of Jxjth sides of the ques-
tion, for all localities. .Such adverse testimony
is valuable. It proves that, in some localities,
the proj^olis may be so bad as to make closed-
ends '• unbearable and abominable." I have
never said that these frames would please
everybody. On the contrary, I have hinted
pretty broadly all along that the loose frame
would never be abandoned; that one frame
would be used about as much as the othei'. Be-
ginners won't be hoodwinked, as you intimate
—they will take what their supply-dealer I'ec-

ommends them to: and that, at the present
as well as in the past, is the loose hanging
frame. Our standard frame, the frame that is

sent out in hive combinations, is the loose L.
frame. For special orders only. w(> send fixed
fi'ames; i. e., closed-end or Hoffman, and gen-
erally those are in small lots for " samples to
test."

It may be you haven't acquired the knack of
handling these fixed frames; still. I should
more think your two localities wouldn't admit
of their use on account of the extra amount of
propolis. Dr. Mason insists that closed (>nds
wouldn't do for him. But all this cU^esn't ui'gue
that there are not a good many othei' bee-keep-
ers who can use them. No, 1 won't take Inick
one word that I said in favor of them wIkm'c I

saw them used successfully. In many hands
they are a grand success. If propolis is so bad
with you, 1 don't see how you can use sections
oi' even wide frames. ^Vhy. they would be
stuck together so badly that you would have to
use a hatchet to jn-y them apart. If that is the
case, of course you couldn't use closed -end
frames. Seep. 208 for the "other side."] E. R.

A CHEAPEE METHOD OF MELTING 'WAX.

HOW TO rONSTRUf'T A AVAX-BOILEH OtIT OF
WOOD, WITH A TIN BOTTOM.

After reading E. France's experience in melt-
ing beeswax I feel inclined to give your readers
an account of a much cheaper boiler that an-
swers the purpose very well. I have been using
for some years, for a wax-rendering boiler, a
wooden box about two feet square and one foot
deep, with a tin bottom. The box was made
several years ago, as pait of an outfit for mak-
ing foundation on plaster-of-Paris casts. It is

made of pine lumber; and in order to get the
corners water-tight, the end pieces are let into
gains or grooves, across near the ends of the
side pieces, and well nailed. The tin bottom
should be about an inch larger all around than

the outside of the box. To put the bottom on
so that it will not leak, paint the bottom edge
of the box heavily with thick white lead and
oil, before nailing on the tin. Then turn up the
projecting margin of tin and tack it securely to
Ihe wood, having previously used a liberal sup-
ply of white lead in this joint also.
The box. or boiler, is used on an old cook-

stove in the shop. The combs and cappings
are put into a sack of strainer cloth. And I
may remark heie. that a lai'ge bulk of combs
can be put into a moderate-sized sack when the
lower part of the latter is immei'sed in boiling
water. After the comb is all in and much of it

melted, the sack should be tied up. and a slat-
ted honey-board placed over it. This can be
kept down under water, and a strong pressure
brought to bear on the sack of comb by the use
of a small pole or prop cut just long enough so
that, when one end is pressed down tii-mly on
the honey-board, the othei' end will rest against
the ceiling above. At this stage of the pro-
ceedings, if the water is boiling I remove the
fire from the stove, as a precaution against the
wax boiling over, and leave it to cool. The
wax can be remelted in more clean water—the
more water the better—and allowed to cool
slowly, if a very light color is desired.
Farina, 111., Jan. 6. T. P. Andrews.

[We used to employ the same method of melt-
ing wax in a common second-rate wash-boiler.
A boiler could be made in the way you describe,
and such a receptacle would be a capital thing
in which to scald foul-broody hives. A boiler
made entirely of tin. and large enough for the
purpose, would be rather too expensive.]

GERMAN CARP AND CARP-PONDS.

SOME INTERESTING FACTS.

Evei'y pond should be so arranged that the
whole of the water can be drawn off, not leav-
ing a gill in any one place. The water should
be drawn yearly, between Dec. 1 and April 1,

taking out every fish, frog, tadpole, (!tc. Young
carp a year old will eat the fish-eggs; after
this, instinct teaches them not to eat them;
hence, breeding-lish should be kept by them-
selves. The large tadpole that lives through
the winter is a dear lover of fish-eggs, and will
leave but very few to hatch. From three pair
of breeding-fish, at two years old, in 188(j, I got
1500 young; and as I had more grass around the
pond, and these fish got larger, I had more and
more young fish, until in 1889, it was an innu-
merable multitude. Because of sickness in 1890,
the pond was not drawn off till June, and not a
single young fish was seen. This utter failure
was wholly chargeable to the large tadpole. I

have three ponds — one for breeding, one for
those I wish to eat, the other for small fry.

Last year one pond stood all the year without
water. This year it will be equal to a new one,
and another pond will go dry this year. etc.

One acre of new pond is worth as much for
growth of fish as four acres of three or four
year old pond. I can not agi-ee with my friend
that his fat carp were made so by preying upon
other fish. It was another breed that had
eaten the young fish. All the millponds, creeks,
and rivers in this country are getting well
stocked with carp from broken carp-ponds, and
many of them are very fine, weighing from six

to ten lbs. or more. It is very pretty to see the
young fish eating biscuits and light bread
thrown to them after they have been trained
awhile. Hundreds may be seen at a time, re-
minding me of bees swarming. Selling fish for
stocking other ponds has more than paid all
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cost. But to raise them for food purposes could
hardly be made a paying business unless the
ponds were very large, and could be rested
every other year. N. Jef. Jones.

Design, Pitts. Co., Va.

[We have given place to the above principally
Ijecause it speaks of the fact that the German
carp is now to be found generally in our brooks
and mill-ponds. If this is true, then tiie work
of the fish-commissioners, in scattering German
carp throughout our land, has been a good one.
Inasmuch as we have published a book on carp
culture, and there is a |)eriodical devoted to the
subject— namely, NatloiKil Jourmtl of Carp
Culture, Alliance, O., w(; think we shall liave
to devote our space to other subjects foi- the fu-
ture.]

0a^ QaEpTi0]\[-B6;^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 180. Please tell how much venti-
lation 5ees need when wintered outdoors, and
how you would secure it.

We Ifeave the full fly entrance open.
Illinois. N. W. C. Mks. L. Harrison.

The entrance is all the ventilation they need.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viaij.on.

Just how much they need is a question I am
not prepai'ed to answer. I have had them win-
ter well with much and also with little.

Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Only that from the usual opening, and this
should be restricted when very cold. To secure
this, keep dead bees out.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

We remove the cloth and use a straw mat
over the frames, with absorbents in the cap or
upper story. We give but little lower ventila-
tion.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

I never winter outdoors. If I did I believe I

would put a two-inch rim between the hive and
bottom-board, and close up tight, but open the*
enti'ance when warm enough for the bees to fiy.

Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

We leave, at the bottom, six j^^-inch holes
open all winter, just the same as we have in
summer. In summer we have a IJ^'-inch hole
through the front side of the hive, half way up.
That hole we close in winter.

Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

I don't know. I"m trying four outdoors, pret-
ty well covered up, all but the entrance, and
that's 12x2. Ought to kill them, oughtn't it?
Likely it will. But then, I can say it's the
climate.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

I have wintered outdoors successfully several
winters, with no other ventilation than the
summer entrance, which was % inch high
across the front of the hive, and again lost
heavily with the same treatment.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

We abandoned outdoor wintering some years
ago, consequently we are not up to the times on
this subject. I am under the impression, how-
ever, that they do not need nearly so much as
is usually given them.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

I have had excellent results by placing a rim
under each hive, having an air cai)acity of
about 500 cubic inches, and giving them a gen-
erous entrance. A close-fitting cover is on the
hives, but no I'ags or quilts.
New York. E. Rambler.

About the same as in wai-m weather, on the
summer stands, and secured in the same way
by having the entrance wide open. 1 think
favorably of an empty chamber below the combs
for wintering out of doors as well as in.

Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boakpman.

I ventilate by an entrance '^d by at least 8
inches long—usually the full width of the hive.
If upward ventilation is allowed—I want none
of it—the entrance should not be so large. The
hive should be air-tigiit on top, entrance large,
and hive well packed on all sides.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

Make the entrance ?/ by jo inches. Lean a
board up over the entrance, so that no cold
winds nor the sun can beat in at the entrance,
also to keep snow and ice from forming thei'e,

and you will have things fixed about right, ac-
cording to the opinion of Doolittle.
New Y^ork. C. G. M. Doolittle.

When I have seen many colonies of bees M'in-
ter nicely under a snowdrift in old box hives,
with no opening except three or four little tri-

angular notches sawed in the bottom of one of
tlie side boards, I do not know why a gimlet-
hole will not give air enough, and that may be
in the top, bottom, or side of the hive. I have
seen much of ventilation, but I do not know
much.
California. S. R. Wilkin.

I nevei- could discover that bees needed any
ventilation, in doors or out. At present I have
over i'lO colonies, of my .350, in a cellar which is

half full of honey bairels and kegs, and I close
it up tight without any ventilation whatever,
only as I open the dooi' to go down and see how
they are coming on. Tliis winter they are ex-
tremely quiet, and appear to be wintering ])er-

fectly. Bees flew lively outdoors yesterday,
December 22. the shortest day in the year.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Very frequently I secure it by leaving the en-
trance just as it was through the summei'. I

like pretty well to put a special bottom-board
under for wintering, which gives two inches
more space below. This space is filled up with
dry sawdust, except a little in front. In front
there is an open chamber about 2x2x(5. closed
from the outer world by a movable block. Be-
tween the block and the corner of the bottom-
board there is a vertical entrance, two inches
high by three-eighths wide, and fenced against
mice by a row of wire nails.

DOhio. N. W. E. E. Hasty._

nConfine your bees to the brood - chamber,
which cover with a board or boards, a honey-
board, or something like it. Keep these hoards
warm by putting on a straw mat or its et^uiva-
lent, because the bees clustei' below, and m ould
chill without this precaution. Have plenty of
honey in your combs, with the heaviest to\\'ard
the centei-, and a winter passageway through
everyone; full width of the enti'ance open, with
a two-inch sti'ip under the back of the hive, so
that all moisture is hound to run out; othei'wise
it will be al>sorh(Hl by the combs, sour the honey
and pollen, and ci'eate dvsentery.
Ohio. S. W.

"

C. F. MiiTH.

[From the above, the general tendency seems
to be giving at least as much room in winter at
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the enti'ance as they have in the summer time:
and. if any thing, rather more. To all this I

agree, only that I would not allow any sort of
entrance that would i)ermit mice to get in. I

do not believe it will pay to undertake to con-
tract and enlarge entrance's as the weather
changes. We once tried it on quite a good
many chaflf hives; and those that had the en-
trance open full width all wintei-, long did a
good deal better than where any kind of con-
traction was practiced. A very small entrance
will, of cours(\ answer, prox idiiig the bees have
upward ventilation—leaving the surplus ar-
rangeirients on all winter, and such like ar-
rangements. Friend (Jreen is very emphatic in
saying "the hive should be air-tight on top."'

Well, I think likely he is right, providing the
entrance be large enough, or that there are oth-
er larg(> openings througli the lioltom- board.
Several mention having an empty chamber
under the brood-combs. I am inclined to think
this is a very good arrangement where you
have movable bottom-boards. I rather think
that ordinary cellars or caves will answer very
well without any special arrangement at all be-
ing made for ventilation, and a great many
bee-hives will also have all the ventilating
cracks and holes that can be needed. There
should, however, be some opening for bees to
pass in and out whem-ver the weather is warm.
With a loose, poorly made hive, if this opening
is sufficient to let one bee pass, and does not
get obstructed, it will do very well.] A. I. R.

FROM DIFFERENT FlEl.n

SIIAIJ, WE CONTINUE TO SEND GLEANINGS IN
BEE CUI/rUHE ?

No, don't. I've got enough. The contribu-
tions of some of the writers for (iLEANiNGS are
good, and with them I lind no fault; others I

do find fault with—Rambler, for instance. The
Home talks are obnoxious. To take a passage
of Scripture, and branch off on to such boasting
about a $400 team, a big factory, and so many
hands to see after, and so much property, and
me and mine, and big I, doesn't suit me.
Burnville, Ark.. Dec. 22. H. C. M. Braeey.

[Well, good friend B.. the above would be
rather discouraging, to be sure, if it were not
for the great flood of aitprovliiff letters that
come in evi'ry mail; and. besides, theie is an-
otiier encouraging thought—you i)ut (nu- good
friend Rdnihler down with the author of the
Home Papei'S. I always did like lo be in good
company. Joking aside, however, I want to
thank you for your criticism, even if it be very
plain and rather severe. It has many times
occurred to me that those who do not feel es-
pecially friendly might look at my Home talks
in just the way you have. I did not mean to
boast of our big team. I simply wanted to en-
courage the idea of having horses adequate to
the work to be peifoi'nu'd, and giving them
good care. I do believe that many of our farm-
ers would accomplish more, and do it c/ieaji^er.

by having heavier horses, well cared for; and
instead of the big "I "it was and is my pur-
pose to exalt only Chi'ist Jesus. The Home
Papers, with all their impeifections (and I

see them as plainly, J believe, as almost any one
does), have been the means of doing good,
through Christ Jesus, and to liim alone be all

the honor and praise. My old pastor, in his
prayer one Sunday morning, said, '" O Lord, we
thank thee for our encsmies, becaus(> Ihey tell us

oiu' faults when our friends will not." Now,,
dear brother, I do not want to considfi" you as-

an enemy as we bid you good-by. On the con-
trary, may God speed you in all that is good
and i)ure and holy. May be we shall beconu'
better (icqiiuinted some timej and I hope and
pray that we may both become better men as
the years go on.]

HOAV TO KEEP DIUED FRUIT FROM THE MOTH
AND 51ILLERS.

Mr. Root:—We have had a great deal of
trouble every year in keeping dried fruit from
the millers, or moths. We should like to hear
through your valuable paper how to keep the
fruit until spring from becoming wormy. We
have been keeping them in barrels lined with
paper, and tightly covered, but have not had
any success. We are thinking of trying a new
plan of putting the fruit, first in a burlap sack,
then slii^ping it loosely into a bag madeofoit
cloth. We should like to hear the ex])erience
of some of the readers. Byron H. Wieev.

Fillmore, Cal., Jan. 27.

[We sent the above to Prof. Cook, who replies
as follows:]

If Mr. Wiley will put his fruit in paper sacks
and then tie tightly, he will escape the insects
surely, unless the eggs are laid before the fruit
is put into the sacks. He says he puts his
dried fruit in barrels lined with paper, and yet
suffers loss. I think in tiiis case the female
moths lay their eggs on the fruit before it is

I)ut into the barrels. In •^uch cases, if a small
hole were boi'ed in one end of the barrel, and
tightly corked, it would be easy to free the-
apples or fruit of iiisects by use of bi-sulphide
of carbon. Withdi'aw the cork, turn in half a.

pint of the liquid, and quickly cork up the hole.
The liquid would destroy the insects, and
would do no harm to the fruit. This would be a
very cheap and convenient cure for the evil.

It should be remembered that this liquid va-
porizes very quickly, and that the vapor is very
inflammable, and very explosive when mixed
with air. In this case the baiTels could be
easily moved out of doors, or be kept in a room
where no fire or lighted cigar, etc., is ever taken.
I would use i)aper sacks for storing, and, in case
of attack, I would use bi-sulphide of carbon to
destroy the mischief-makers. Bi-sulphide of
carbon very soon escajjes if permitted: audit
is so odorous that its presence, even in very
small quantities, is sure of detection. It vola-
tilizes so completely, that, even if thrown into
a flour-bin, it all evaporates and the flour is un-
injured. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., Feb. 6.

rambler's visit to the BAY' STATE APIARY,
Friend Root:— I have read Ramblei''s visit to

the Bay State Apiary with a good deal of in-

terest. As you seem to have a wrong impres-
sion regarding some things. I will try to correct
them. I judge by vour foot-notes to Rambler's
article that you have an idea that I am an in-

veterate smoker as well as Bro. Pratt. You are
wrong in this. I do not use tobacco in any
form, except to introduce queens. Although I

use several pounds each season of the vile weed,
it always has a bad taste to me.
You \xant to know whether we did notgetthe

" plantain leaf" idea from you. Guess not. We
have used it nearly 30 years, and used it. fiiend
R.. when you used to send orders to the Bay
State Apiary t'or queens. That. I lielieve, was a
good many years before you published a bee-
paper. I give you a cordial invitation, friend
R.. to visit the liay State Apiary whenever you
can find it convenient to do so. You will see
and hear about a good many things that have
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not been seen in print. You need not look for
Alley in a bar-room, nor will you find him in the
shade of a tree sucking an old pipe.

Say to Rambler that there is fourt(>en months
difference iu the ages of the "twins" he has
pictured "eating"' honey. These two little

queers take a good deal of my time. They get
• grandpa" up pretty early in the morning—

a

good deal earlier, sometimes, than he wants to

get up. n. Ali.ky.
Weuham, Mass.

[We are exceedingly glad, friend A., to know
that you ai'e not a tobacco-user. l*erhaps I got
my wrong inipi-ession fi-om the fact that some
one mentioned youi- using large quantities of
tobacco in smoking your bees. We ai'e glad to
know that you are on our side of both kinds of
temperance—whisky and tobacco.]

SOMETHING FOR FLORIDA BEE-KEEI'KRS.

As we bee-keepers in Florida have no paper
that reaches, perhaps, more bee-keepers inter-
ested in making an effort to pi-epare for an ex-
hibit at the World's Fair at Chicago than
Gleanings, if permissible I should like to hear
personally from each Florida reader who is a
bee-keeper, as to what he thinks of forming a
State Bee-keepers' Association atas early adate
as possible, to meet at the capital of the State
some time during the session of the legislature,
so that, if possible, we might prevail on it for
some assistance in making and caring for such
an exhibit; and.further,to state what amount of
honey and fixtures you each could prepare for
exhibition. We shall certainly have to unite,
first, in a State association of bee-keepers be-
fore we can arrange for an exhibit that would
call forth any thing like the resources of the
State. I should like to hear the views of all the
Florida bee-keepers in this matter. It is none
too soon to begin the preparation.

.John Crayckaft.
Aster Park, Fla., Feb. :.'8.

FEEDING BEES ARTIFICIAL POI,LEN WHILE IN
THE hive; an INTERESTING CASE.

It seems as if we were going to have a late
spring, and a bad time for bees to carry in pol-
len; and why not take a hint from the following
circumstance and put tlour on the top of the
hives for pollen ? My father is SO odd years old,

and he told me that one of his neighbors, some
70 years ago, set a log hive of bees in an old bar-
rel half full of wheat, to keep them out of the
cold; and when he took them out of th<^ barrel
in the spring they were all right, and had eaten
the wheat under the hive until the bran was
two or three inches deep.

J. D. Whittenburg.
Marshfield. Mo.. March 3.

[Friend W., your story sounds pretty strong,
and yet it may be true. When bees are desti-
tute of pollen they will take hold of a great
variety of substances ; and as they eat wheat
flour with avidity when put out in the open air.

it is possible that they learn how to dig the
flour out of the wheat and thus raise brood.]

PAINTED CLOTH AN EXCELLENT SUBSTITUTE
FOR TIN.

I see there have been some inquiries in regai'd

to painted cloth for hive-covers; and not seeing
any thing from any one who has used painted
cloths, I ventui'e to give my experience with it.

Four years ago I was making some chaff hives;
and not having lumber wide enough for half
the roof. I used narrow boards and painted
them. Then I tacked on some Atlantic A
sheeting on the green paint, then painted the

sheeting. I have painted them once since.

They have been exposed to the weather, winter
and summer, ever since, and I consider them
good for a good while yet, so far as the cloth is

concerned. In these times of high tariff' on tin.

I think it would be well for those who use tin

for hive-covers to try a few cloth ones and keep
them painted. If tliey do, I think they will be
pleased with the result. I also believe it would
make a better roof for dwellings than a good
deal of this roofing that is advertised. If Dr.
Miller will try painted cloth he will find it far

superior to oil cloth. John Anderson.
Oriskany Falls, N. Y., Feb. ~*8.

[You have given just the fact we wanted.
Now. who else can testify? So far the evi-
dence shows that i)ainted cloth will answer.
But the great thing in its favor is cheapness,
tariff' or no tariff'. Painting the wood first, be-
foie the cloth is tacked on, might have the
eft'ect of gluing it so firmly to the wood that it

would be less likely to receive tears or injury.]

MICHKfAN .VPIARIES; STATISTICS FOR 1889-'!)0.

According to the Michigan Crop Repoi't of
Jan. 1, 1891. the farm statistics for 1889-'90 re-

turned last spring by supervisors furnish the
following figures: The number of apiarists in

the State in the spring of 18VK) was 59(33. The
number of colonies of bees on hand in the fall

of 1889 was 77,(502, and the number at the time
of taking the assessment last spring was (58,404.

The number of colonies wintered in cellars was
17,169; in chaff hives, :28,4:*4; in bee-houses,
5(5(5; covered with sawdust, 31(5; otherwise pro-
tected, 1810; with no protection, 31,987; protec-
tion not reported, 7330.

In 1889.(58.440 colonies made 1,192,112 lbs. of

comb honey, and 23.349 colonies produced 271.-

.5(54 lbs. of extracted honey. The number of lbs.

of wax produced in 1889 was 9(525.

Compared with the statistics of the previous
year there is an increase of 141(5 in the number
of apiarists; of 23,744 in the number of colonies
on hand in the fall, and of 22,891 in the number
on hand in the spring. The quantity of comb
honey produced in 1889 was (532,310 lbs. greater
thanreported for 1888, and the quantity of ex-
tracted honey was 173,9(54 lbs. greater in the
latter than in the former year.
Concord, Mich. Manly Shotwell.

[There (if reliable, and we should think they
were not far from right), these statistics are in-

teresting and valuable. What is the reason
that other States don't do likewise? If they
did we could then know pretty accurately the
number of colonies, etc.. in the United States.
On an average, then, each Michigan bee-keep-
er owned, in 1890, 13 colonies. In 1889 he se-

cured on an average, from each colony. 17 lbs. of
C(nnl) linney and 11 lbs. of extracted per colony,
oi- 2S ll)s. of honey in all: but 1889 was a rather
poor season all over the conntiy, especially for

Michigan.]

THICK TOP-BARS USED SUCCESSFULLY FOR
EIGHT YEARS.

Tlua'B has been considerable said in tJLEAX-
iNGs for and against heavy top-bars. I will

give you my testimony in favor of them. When
1 comm<Miced be(;-keeping I made twenty-five
hives, all with heavy top-bar frames. With
-tlie increase of my apiaiy. and other work, I

did not have time to make the hives I wanted,
so I ordeied 30 Simplicity hives, so I had two
kinds of top-bais. The heavy wore >8 by 1

inch, spaced 1^ from center to center, with %
space between frames and super. I used it six

seasons and never was bothered with burr or
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brace combs. Tbo light frames were spaced
the same; and when I took the super off the
tirst hive, the whole of the brood-chamber
came with it. In taking off some of the supers
I had to lift them up with one hand, and pry
the frames loose from the sui)er with a screw-
driver. VV. J. Russell.
Philmont. Kan.. Feb. 8.

[You have given one valuable point; viz..

with thick top-bars one inch wide by % inch
thick, even with as large a bee-spa(;e as % inch,
no burr-combs will result, even after 8 years.
We now know that, by reducing the bee space
to a scant quarter-inch, and using lixed dis-
tances, top-bars as thick as 1.; inch will do, or
possibly less. Let those who do not like those
extra-thick bars, use a lesser bee-space and
note the result.]

REGULATING SPEKD BY THE SLIPPING OF THE
BELT.

On page 33 you give the experience of one of
your boys in changing the speed of machinery.
Is not that plan rather hard on the belt, as the
change in speed must be caused by the limited
amount of belt contact with driver? The
driver being constant, the belt speed must be
the same, or neaily the same, and the loss in
speed must b(; due to the slip and con.sequent
greater friction on one edge of the belt, which
would mean a shorter life for the same; and
while it might answer for a temporary expedi-
ent it would look to a man in the woods as
though th(; true economy would ri'sult in put-
ting in the cones. A. R. Kibbe.
New Richmond, Wis., Jan. 7.

[We have regulated the speed on one of our
presses—a small one—with a slipping belt, as
described in Gleanings, for over 10 yeai's, and
the sam(i belt is in use yet. We have adopted
the same ai-iangcmrnt on a lai'ger platen press
—a half-medium—with entire success. The
secret lies in the fact that low speed and small
power are required. Cones would cei'tainly
have to be usc^d when^ something ovei' one-
horse-])Owei- work or high siM'cd is lequired, or
on latiiework foi' screw - cutting. For small
presses the slii)ping of the belt answei's per-
fectly.] ^
A LAKY WHO NOT ONLY D0E;S NOT WEAR

GLOVES, BUT WORKS AMONG THE BEES
WITH BARE HANDS AND ARMS.

I see in (Jleanixgs that you wanted to hear
from other ladies wlio work among the bi!es. I

' put on a hat and veil, push my sleeves up as far
as they will go, so the bees can"t go up inside of
theuL They are not so apt to sting my arms
with my sleeves up as with them down. A few
stings on the hands and arms will get well any-
how. I don't wear gloves, for I want my hands
fret^ from any thing of the kind.

I think if .Miss Wilson will get some heavy
jeans and maki' an Jipron, the honey will not
run tlirongh luid s-oil the dress. It might be
' bunglesome " and warm. I do all kinds of
work tiuit are done among the bees, and help
put npsnpi)lies: in fact. ev(M-y thing but nailing
up the iiives. I do almost all of the painting
and all of my houscwuik—washing, and every
thing. I have four small childi-en to tend to.

Mrs. 8. D. Cox.
Washington. Ind.. Feb. 20.

[Very good. Mrs. C. I. too. should prefer to

have niy hands and arms bare of every thing,

providing I could vvork with bees when they are
gathering hoiu^y, and every thing is peaceful
and quiet. Oiu' who sells bees and queens, how-
ever, and is therefore obliged to overhaul hives
both in season and out of season, could not well
manage in the way you suggest.]

ANOTHER CLAM-SHELI- IDEA; USING SHELLS
INSTEAD OF SLATE TABLETS.

My plan for keeping record of bees is to use
two half clam-shells instead of a slate. I keep
one on the front of each hive, in which I write
th(^ age of the queen and such other data as I

want to go into my book. In the other, on the
back end of the hive, I write work done and
when, condition, etc. I use a leadpencil. and
when a shell is full I pick up another, or rub
out with a wet cloth or sponge, and begin
again. I live immediately on Lemon Bay,
where clams are more plentiful than any thing
else (unless it is tish). and clam-siiells are not
expensive. They are not flat, like a slate, be-
ing rounding, but are just as smooth inside, and
as nice to write in. I turn the flat (or open) side
down, which lies snug on the hive-cover, so
that no water nor any thing else can get under
them. They are light, not much in the way.
not easily knocked off, and are rather pretty
than otherwise. J. H. Hjll.
Venice, Manatee Co., Fla., Feb. 21.

\XU.\ JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT IS SUPERIOR TO
THE SILVERHULL.

I find the Japanese buckwheat superior to
the silverhull. After a trial of three seasons I

have concluded to sow no other kind. One
great advantage it has in this country i.s, that
we can raise a crop early in the season, and the
bees have the benefit of the blossoms when they
need them so much. In the fall they do not
work so much on it liecause they seem to prefer
to gather from heartsease. I raised two crops
last season— light crops, of course, on account
of dry weather, but it proves that the season is

long enough to raise iwo good crops if there is

enough rain. The common kind did not fill

any earlier in the season. It will also make
more flour jier bushel. The miller said it was
softer and ground liner. TIku'c^ is. however, one
drawback— it is not inclined to grow as tall as
the other variety. J. T. Van Petten.
Linn, Kan. Feb. 10.

A SMALL YIELD OF .JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT,
BUT REMARKABI>E UNDER THE

CIIiCU.MSTANCES.

My Japanese buckwheat made only ten bush-
(;ls to the acre, but I thought that was good,
for it never had a drop of rain after being sown
until cut. My bees did fairly well, but it was
so <lry they kept the dr(mes all killed oft'. Such
a thing I never saw, and I almost had a notion
to accuse the honest little fellows of killing
some of their queens in the teirible dry spell. 1

lost ten or twelve for some cause, and had to

give them brood and eggs three times. It seem-
ed as if they would hatch a queen all right;
but they did "not get fertilized.

Wichita, Kan., Feb. U. Edward Hiatt.

ALSIKE VERSUS OTHER CLOVER FOR WITH-
STANDING FROST.

My alsike clover came through in good con-
dition last spring, while seven acres of June
clover, sown in the same field, in another part,
mostly heaved out. It was all on the same kind
of ground, and sown at the same time, under
the sanii' conditions. Alsike grew too rank for

seed. It produced two tons per acre.

A SPORT FROM JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
JJro. Root. I have something new to tell you

in regard to iuickwheat. which will surprise you.
When I was cutting the acre of buckwheat I

grew from tlu' half-bushel of Japanese I bought
of you in 1888. I found one enormous plant, dif-

ferent from the n^st. tin; straw being a little

lighter in color, with more than twice as much
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grain on it, appai'ently a liybrid. Tlie berry
was darker tlian the regular Japanese. I saved
it separate, and got 350() from tliis one plant,
while 1.500 was the very most I conld get fr'om

any one of ten of the Japanese. I discarded
all the rest. I sowed it by itself in ISS'i), and
harvested one bushel. I sowed that on two
acres, away from any other, and harvested 100
bushels. Inclosed Hnd sample, which I have
named Martin's Pi'olitic. I will sow no other
kind another year. Wm. Maktin.
Cass City, Mich., Dec. 36, 1890.

[I will say to our readers, that friend Martin
wished to sell me the seed mentioned above. I

advised him, liowever, to offer it for sale at a
moderate price, and let the readers of Glean-
ings test it on a small scale. If it is really su-
perior to the original, it will soon make itself

known.]

JAPANESE BUCKAVHEAT.

I think the Japanese Buckwheat takes the
lead of any other variety. I bouglit four
pounds of you last spring, and sowed it on an
eighth of an acre, and harvested from it tliis

fall 6}4 bushels. Who can do better? It was
sown on loamy land, greensward, with a light
sprinkling of manure. P. W. Smith.
West Braintree, Vt.

EI6HT:VS.DTHE ten frame L. hives FOB3THE
.ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

May I askfthrough Gleanings whether
•eight-frame hives are satisfactoi'y in the Rocky
Mountain region ? Tlie length of time a colony
must depend on its stores extends from Septem-
ber to the middle of May, and I am of opinion
that stores less than can be made in a ten-frame
brood-chamber will not last through; and that
these, being short, the breeding will be corre-
spondingly limited. My own experience is, that
the largest hives yield by far the greatest
amount of super honey in tlie season. I should
lilve to know whether this is exceptional in Col-
orado and the Rocky Mountain district gen-
erally. J. A. Fekguson.
Loveland, Col.. Feb. 10.

[There are some localities where the 10-frame
L. hives are better than theS-frame. though for
the great majority of localities the smaller hive
is preferable. It can, of course, be made larger
by adding another story. The 8-frame hive
would be the better one for most localities
among the Rockies.]

,

THE IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING COLONIES FED
UP JUST BEFORE THE HAItVEST.

I made a blunder last spring, there being no
bloom for the bees until clover. I fed a good
deal, but not enough. In colonies not having
enough feed, the queens quit laying in some ten
days before clover came. Colonies that had
plenty of feed, gathered, some of them, as high
as 80 lbs. to the colony, while others that had
not the proper amount of feed hardly gathered
enough to winter on. L. H. Robey.
Worthington, W. Va., Feb. 30.

BEES EATING LAKV.E AND EGGS, AND THE
REASON WHY.

I noticed in Stray Straws, by Dr. Miller, that
he is puzzled about bees eating eggs, and the
remedy for it. Last fall, a few days after the
first heavy frost, I examined my bees and found
that the weak colonies that had been raising
brood had eaten the white larvae, but I saw no
traces of their having eaten any thing else, be-
because I did not look further. Each larvae was
.aboiit two-thirds eaten; the rest were disap-

pearing later. Cause. It is evident to me that
they wei-e surprised by th(^ cold, and concluded
to get rid of the bi'ood by eating it up, as they
could not keep all of it warm enough to hatch,
and possibly to use it for food. I noticed that
only the brood around the outside of the brood-
chamber was eaten, and the entrance entirely
open, letting all the cold wind in. I afterward
started them to laying by almost closing the
entrances and feeding. Don't you think they
would eat up bee-eggs under similar conditions?
Dr. Miller did not state at what time of the
year he would expect the eggs to disappear, nor
when the queen was taken away.

Geo. E. Fradenburg.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 33.

THE DOOLITTLE METHOD OF QUEEN-REARING
A SUCCESS IN CALIFORNIA.

We are rearing nearly all oui- queens from the
artificial cups, and, as a rule, have from one-
half to four-fifths of them built out in good
shape. We are not having as good success
with them this spring as we did last summer
and fall; but we hope feeding will make it all

i-ight soon. We may report results a little later,
as we are a little short of queens for the early
orders, and are rearing all queens by the graft-
ing process in upper stories, and count on get-
ting most of them by using the cups. Friend
Doolittle also spoke of its being hard to get a
queen mated fi-om an upper stoi-y unless there
was a good honey-tlow. We had one mated in
November, but she was in a third story, there
being two queen-excluders between her and the
laying queen below. H. P. Lutheb.
Redlands, Cal., Feb. 16.

YOUNG BEES IN SUPERS REMOVED.
I should like to ask, when you take off sur-

plus and carry it three or four rods to get out
the bees, what proportion of them will iDe

young bees that never will get back to their
own hive? J. B. Whiton.
Ithaca, Mich., Jan. 13.

[Friend W., I should say there might be ten
per cent, possibly twenty, that would not find
their way back. If there are other hives around,
however, where they can hear the bees hum-
ming at the entrance, these young bees will get
into them, and will perhaps do nearly as much
good there as in their own home. I think, how-
ever, I should prefer lettfng them go bacli where
they came from.]

ASBESTOS paint FOR HIVES.

In Gleanings for Feb. 1, page 107, we see an
article cautioning us against a paint made by
the Indiana Paint and Roofing Co. Have you
ever known any thing of a paint Ivuown as as-
bestos, as to how it compares with lead?
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 9. A. W. Lindsey.

[We have heard tlie asbestos paint talked
about, but can not now remember whether it

turned out favoi'able or not. Perhaps some of
our readers can tell us about it.]

HIVES FOR hatching CHICKENS.
I should be pleased to learn through Glean-

ings whether any one ever used a hive of bees
for the purpose of hatching chickens, or am I
the first who discovered it, or " hatched " the
idea—which? George James.
Willoughby, N. S. W.

[Yes, some of our neighbors have been using
some of our old hives, too old for bees—which
we sold them cheap for hatching chickens.
They reported that they were just the thing.]
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PAINTED MUSLIN FOR HIYE-COVERS : AN ILL-
INOIS MAN SAYS HE HAS USED IT FOR

FOUR YEARS, ANI> WANTS NOTH-
ING BETTER.

In Gleanings. Jan. 15, you want to know
whether painted muslin on covers of hives will

be as good as painted tin. For 4 years I used
painted muslin on my hive-covers: and my ex-
perience is. that you can find nothing better. It

keeps the inside of the hive dry in any kind of
weather. Paint and muslin will Stick to the
wood during the severest cold or warm weatlier.

You never want to re-cover the hive: but every
two years give it a coat of paint. But it will be
better, where, instead of nailing, the muslin is

pasted on the cover. Put the paste on the cov-
er, then lay the cloth on: brush over with a
hand-broom: cut the sides off wi*h a sharp
knife before they are dry: and. when dry. give
two coats of paint. The same can be done with
outside winter cases. I have muslin on the
roof of my honey-house, and partly on my hen-
house.
And now, friend Root, let me make a sugges-

tion about muslin on warm or cold bed-frames.
You have several objections to muslin-covered
frames, and you are quite right so far: but if.

before you nail the muslin on the frames, you
nail a piece of poulti y-netting (say four-inch
mesh) on. muslin over the netting.it will not
make the frame much more exjjensive or
heavy—just heavy enough so that it can't be
blown about: and duj'ing a rain the cloth will

not form a water-basin in the middle. I am go-
ing to try it this spring: and if you think it over
you wilTperhaps do the same.

Henry Schaverdtfeger.
Lincoln. Logan Co., 111.. Feb. 3.

OLD KEROSENE-CANS FOR CALIFORNIA HONEY,
again; a HINT TO CALIFORNIANS.

I see by Gleanings that the honey-producers
of California are complaining that buyers of

their extracted honey want new cans. Let me
tell them how old cans lost them one sale. I

sold nearly all my honey by Nov. 1.5. and wrote
to a commission house in Philadelphia for
white-clover extracted honey. I said I prefer-
red eastern clover to what tiiey called Califor-
nia white clover. When it came it was in old
rusted tin cans, and they had the word petro-
leum stamped in the tin on the top. No names
nor marks wei'e on the box. The honey was
light amber, but had an ugly taste. I couldn't
eat it. and would not offer it for sale. I return-
ed it. The color was such that the honey
should have been good in fiavor.

About how many pounds of paraffine wax will

it take to wax a barrel, one head out'?

Pottstown, Pa. W. W. Kulp.

[These old square <iO-lb. kerosene cans have
done a great deal of damage to California hon-
ey—not that all California iioney is tainted by
a'trace of kerosene: but the fact that .so»ie is,

operates against the honey put up in new clean
cans from the same State. The bee-keepers of
California should either use new cans or else

thoronghly cleanse old cans with an alkali, as
explained in Gleanings, page 71. Use for bar-
rels, about 10 lbs. wax or parafifine. Of course,
you will not need that much for a single barrel,

but you need that much to keep hot while roll-

ing the barrel about. Wliile you are about it

you can wax several barrels.]

admits trouble may come occasionally from hy-
brids. Now, if Dr.Milleror any one else will do
as I do he will not carry those bottom-boards
into th(> cellar, nor have any trouble from bees
flying out. Let me first say right here, that I
carry my bees into the cellar alone, as I have
never found a man for a helper who was as
good as I am alone. On a cool afternoon, when
no sun is shining, I go to my hives, put a half-
inch block under each corner, and in less than
an hour.they are in a good cluster. I then take
my strap and hooks, pick u|) my hive and walk
off with it to the cellar: and very often I have
to raise the enamel cloth to see whether the
bees are alive or not. In 7 years I have not had
the least bit of trouble in putting them in or
can-ying them out. My bees are hybrids from
the blacks. Italians, and Cyprians.

RUBBER GLOVES BETTER THAN ANY THING
ELSE.

If Miss Emma Wilson nutst wear gloves, I

would advise rubber by all means. We have
used them in our family foi- 8 or 9 years, and
like them better than all other kinds. Kid
gloves or dogskin come next: I would npt use
buckskin, for the liees will sting them, and
most of the time will lose their lives. There is

but one fault with rubber gloves so far as I

know: and that is. the tingers are too long. I

like to use ai)rons when I am working with the
honey, and 1 feel proud when 1 am covered from
my neck to my slippers with a nice clean one!
Orion. Wis., Feb. K). Fred. L. Snyder.

A COLONY OF BEES WHICH SECRETE NO PRO-
POLIS.

I have an anomaly in the bee-line. I have a
strong colony of hybrids whose mother is a ])ure
Italian, if I can judge by the markings. The
bees use, in a manner, no proi)olis. They gave
me two well-tilled :,'8-lb. cases. T supers, from
white clover. These were removed at the end
of the flow, and replaced by a super reduced to
14, which remained on until late in the fall.

Upon neither was any propolis. On the first,

the white clover, they were absolutely spotless;
on the latter, removed in the fall, only a bare
trace, not to b<> observed except by scrutiny.
Query: May I expect a conthiuance of this
good quality the coming season? If so. may I

expect queens raised from this queen to furnish
brood having the same peculiarity ? I would
attribute this to want of time by reason of the
flow: but all other colonies in the yaid found
time to glue things i)retty freely. We have an
ahundance of the conifene in this region.
Guys, Md., Feb. :.'. Wm. S. Adams.

[We hope that you will answer your inquiry
yourself, friend A., by trying some queens from
this non-propolis mother. Just as soon as you
know the results, please communicate the facts
at once to Gleanings. We should like to know
whether it is possible to breed a non-propoliz-
ing race of bees. But. hold a minute I Those
colonies that daub propolis worst are generally
excellent honey-gatherers, and usually come
through the winter in splendid condition. There
is this much for propolis. It seals the hives air-

tight—a thing quite necessary in the production
of comb honey, and for successful wintering.]

SNY'DER'S method of CARRYING BEES INTO
THE CELLAR.

In Ernest's Notes of Travel for Feb. 1. Dr.
Miller says he can not carry hives of bees into
the cellar without bottom -boards, and Ernest

ONE TON OF HONEY FROM TEN HIAES.

There was a great houey season here last
year. I took one ton of honey from ten hives,
and then had them in good shape for the win-
ter. How is that for an ABC man ? That is

more than you have ever done; but I tell you it

kept me busy all my spare time.
James Robinson.

Buffalo. N. Y.. Feb. 19.
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QrESTION 175 l!ECOXSIDEREI>.

Friend Root: -Your respondents to question
175 do not take into consideration cool falls or a

cold climate like this, which very seriously in-

terferes with the building of comb in supers.

I have Tiever been satisfied with my yield of

comb honey from fall bloom unless the season
was an exceptionally warm one. The bees will

gather the nectar, aiid store it in the comb fur-

nished them when they can not draw out foun-
dation in supers. For this reason I am buying
an exti'acting outfit, and will run my apiary for

extracted honey after basswood closes.

THE HOFFMAN FKAME.
I shall order the Hoffman fixed frame, as I am

thoroughly disgusted with the loose hanging
frame in "the Dovetailed hive. The division-
board which goes with the frame is a necessity
in every hive. Your addition of follower and
wedge in the super will make it perfect, in my
opinion. At our last State Fair there was not a
good super on exhibition.

N. P. ASPIXWALL.
Harrison, Minn., Jan. 7.

THE WISCOXSIX COXVENTIOX.
I inclose a clipping from a Madison paper,

showing a little of the business done at our
•convention, Feb. 4 and 5. .ZD -^

Officers of tlie Wiscousiu Bee-keepers' Association
have been chosen as follows: President, C. A.
Hatch, of Itliaca; vice-presidents. T. B. Turner, of
Sussex, and Ochsner, of Prairie du Sac; recording-
secretary, H. Latlu'op, Browiitown; corresponding
secretary, J. W. Vance, Madison; treasurer, M. J.

Plumb, Milton. The association decided to ask the
legislature for an appropriation of $10U0 to enable
it to make a proper showing- of Wisconsin honey at
the Woi-ld's fair, and otherwise advance the inter-
ests of the industry. It was also decided to secure
tlie incorporation of the organization under the
State Law.

You remember what a jovial time we had a
year ago when you and Dr. Miller were with us.

Our meeting this year was not as largely at-
tended, nor was there the same enthusiasm.
Our Wisconsin bee-keepers suffered a failure in

crop last year, and doubtless many of them did
not feel able to attend the convention. ^Ye had
the great good fortune to have with us ]Mr.

Thos. G. Newman, who made not a few friends
for the Bee-keepers" Union, in whose behalf he
addressed the convention. Notwithstanding
the small attendance, we believe that business
of great importance was transacted.

Hakry Lathkop.
Browntown. Wis., Feb. 11.

.TAI'AXESE AHEAD OF ALL.

I now put the Japanese buckwheat ahead of
all others. I sow it at three different times

—

June 15, June 21, June 29. I raised the largest
yield from that which I sowed June 29. On 3

acres I sowed l^S bushels of Japanese buck-
wiieat, which I got of A. I. Root, and on the 3

acres I had 74 bushels, making 247;j bushels per
acre. As to bee-pasture, they worked from
sunrise till 10 or 11 o'clock p.m. I will raise no
other. J. S. Buiers.
West Brownsville, Pa., Feb. 8.

ALFALFA FOR SORE THROAT, AGAIN.

Seeing in last Gleanings how good alfalfa is

for a sore throat, I will say a peddler, who stop-
ped this week, had a very sore throat. I fed him
on the alfalfa honey, and it helped him at once.
It works like magic. I tried it on myself yes-
terday, and it cured me at once. This certainly
is a valuable discovery, and ought to be in the
home of every family. My bees are wintering
finely so far. Edgar Briggs.
Manchester Bridge, N. Y.

A GOOD report FROM CALIFORNIA.
Bees are a new thing to me. as I never had

any thing to do with them till last April; then
I had one swarm enter at one side of a cracker-
box. The year before, the bees and I had made
an agreement, that, if they would let me alone.
I would let them alone. We kept that compact
till last April, when I transferred them to a
frame hive and commenced to build up an api-
ary. I will tell you how I succeeded. We
commenced taking bees out of the rocks in the
mountains. We took out 17, and ran our apia-
ry up to 31 strong swarms. We had 13 new
swarms come out. and sold .S93.95 worth of wax
and honey, besides what three families used.
It seems strange to read in Gleanings about
feeding sugar and packing them away for the
winter. Here our bees are as busy as at any
time of the yeai- to-day. I tried to time a colo-
ny that was going in loaded with pollen, but I
could not count fast enough. They would
alight eight and ten at a time. The manzanita
is in full bloom now, and will last about six
weeks. Joseph W. Bell.
Valle Vista. Cal., Jan. 19.

how I MANAGE MY HOME MARKET.
On page 55 is a letter from J. Handle, com-

plaining of others supplying the home market-
after he had built it up. I have built up all the
market for honey there is in Braceville. and
have sold all I had to sell here, and could have
sold more. I have had no trouble in the line
he complains of. I furnish each dealer with a
small show-case. The dealers here won't han-
dle honey without a case, and they would not
put other honey in my case. That helps to
hold the trade here. John Burr.

Braceville, 111.

AVHEX TO SPRAY FRUIT-TREES.
There seems to be a threatening evil to our

bees from spraying fruit-trees when they are in
blossom. Could there not be something done
to prevent it? I take the Farm Journal, and
that advocates very strongly the spraying of
trees. Would it not be well for some one to
write to the editor of that papei-. and tell him to
inform the people when to spray them—when
the blossoms are falling? The Farm Journal
has a large circulation throughout the United
States. George Baker.
Poplar Ridge. N. Y., Jan. 16.

FROM one TO four IN 30 DAYS.
Last summer I had a swarm shipped to me

the 19th of April. They swarmed the 31st of
May. and again the 27th of June, and the
young swarm swarmed the 30th of June, so I

got three good young swarms from one.
W. F. Naylor.

Wrightstown, Minn., Dec. 22.

THE EFFECT OF IRON UTENSILS ON WAX.
I bought some .50 lbs. of dark-colored wax

some years ago. supposing that I could clean
it; but I found it permanently colored, being
rendered in an iron kettle, and left to stand
therein for weeks, so it is not salable.
Hayesville, O. H. Butcher.

Please tell me what causes the bees to cut up
the comb. J. P. H. Wilson.
Temple, Tex., Dec. 29.

[If your combs are spaced too close, the bees
would be likely to gnaw away the comb. Space
1?8 inches from center to center—not closer

than IH inch. vVhere robbing is allowed to get
under a good headway, the combs of the robbed
colony are liable to be torn in to. J
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MY KEPOUT FOR ISltO.

I sold 318 queens, and spent ?18.0() in advertis-

ing. My receipts were probably meager for the
amount spent in advertising, but I have not

a dissatistied customer, nor a queen reported
impurely mated. Many have wondered, and
some have asked, '" How are your books since

you advertise 'to be paid for on arrival "? " I

am glad to say I have found bee-keepers, as a
rule, "gilt edge." and the best class with whom
I have ever dealt; and the result is so satisfac-

tory I shall advertise that way again another
year.

THE HONEY CROP

the past season was short, and from 100 colo-

nies I received IL'OO lbs. (half comb, half extract-

ed), which sold on an average at 1.5 cts. per lb.

Late in the season, owing to frequent fall rains

and mild weather, there was a profusion of

bitter-weed from which the bees tilled their

hives for winter stores—something that has not
occurred in several yeaj's. The honey is very
unpalatable, but has a good body, and is about
as dark as Spanish n(>edle. The bees are win-
tering well, and on the 29th of December they
were bringing pollen from elm. The discussion

on closed-end frames has caused me to decide

to use them with all new swarms another sea-

son. W. H. Laws.
Lavaca, Ark., Jan. 16.

RIPENING OF HONEY NOT ALWAYS A PROOF
AGAINST CANDYING.

In friend Beach's article, page 780, 1890, he
says if the weather is warm and dry while hon-
ev is being gathered, and remains so until it is

thoroughly ripened and sealed, in his opinion it

will rarely ever candy. If friend B. had seen

what I did last summer he would have talked
different from that. The month of July, 1890.

was very warm and dry here. Our bees at that
time were working in "the pine-forest and cot-

ton-fields. The honey (or sugar, if you choose)
would granulate just as fast as it w^as brought
in. It was impossible to extract it, as it was
just a thick mush. All the way it could be
used was to cut it out in the comb, or use it in

the building of new colonies. It is needless for

me to say that this honey was as good and nice

for the table as any honey ever i-aised. Friend
B. also says we know when cotton honey is

coming in. by the pollen on the bees' backs. If

he will notice when bees are working on cotton

he will see that very few bees go inside of the
blossoms, or at least they do not in Mississippi.

The honey is obtained from the outside at the
base of the bloom. J. R. Cleveland.
Decatur, Miss., Jan. 27.

remarks following, he asks for information of
others as to whether brace- combs are sometimes
built through the honey-board, as Dr. Miller
explains. I have had some experience with
thick frames: and if you can profit by an A B
C scholar's experience, here goes. When I first

turned my attention to bees, about three years
ago. I had no foot- power saw to make frames
with, so I had to make them by hand. I made
them the same dimensions as the Langstroth,
described in the ABC, with the exception of
the top-bar. I made this >sx%, so as to have a
shoulder at the end to nail the end-bars to.

Now, with these frames I have little or no trou-
ble from burr-combsor brace-combs either; and
I am inclined to think that a wider frame would
be better. In fact. I think if the top-bars were
wide enough, after being spaced they would be
queen-excluding; and then we could, I think,
dispense with the honey-board entiiely. I am
going to experiment with this problem the com-
ing season, and will report. J. H. Goe.
Mossy Rock. Wash., Nov. 2(i.

CLOSE SPACING AND FIXED FRAMES.

I am very sure that less than %. instead of

more, between the bottom-board and the bottom
of the frames, is very important. If more, the
bees must go up some other way; and, besides,

there is much valuable time lost by the bees by
too much space at the end of the frames; and
for me I want every frame full clear to the bot-

tom, so as not to allow any loafers. I know
what it is to move hives in and out with frames
loose or fixed, to say nothing of the trouble of

taking off cases from loose frames. I shall use

none but fixed ones of some sort, in the future.

It is a wonder there are any in use except fixed.

It's too much on the guessing-at-it plan.

Hallowell, Me., Jan. lo. E. P. Churchill.

WIDTH AND THICKNP:SS OF TOP-BARS.

On page 888, 1890. Dr. C. C. Miller gives us a
talk about the thickness of brood-frames and
the building of burr-combs; and in Ernest's

OB.JECTIONS TO THE T SUPER; WIDE FRAMES
PREFERRED.

As I never see any thing in Gleanings or
the American Bee Joiiriial about wide frames,
I should like to say a few words in regard to
their use. Supers seem to be all the go. I have
been using both wide frames and T supers, and
I am completely disgusted with the latter. Bees
very often build comb between the sections and
the top-bars of the brood-frames, and this all

has to be scraped off, and the sections are gen-
erally soiled or darkened on top by the bees
passing over them. Again, you can not take 1,

2. 3. or 4 sections from a T super withont taking
the whole case off. Now, with wide frames
there can not be any comb built on the under
side of the sections, nor are they soiled in the
least. You can take off sections where wide
frames are used, just as you want them; you
can take out a frame, fill with sections, and take
1, 2, 3, or 4, and just put empty ones in theii*

places. I have sections in wide frames that
have been in them for two years, and I am tak-
ing them out now, and they look as bright as
they did when I put them in. Who can say
this of T supers? W. S. Douglass.
Lexington, Tex.. Jan. 18.

[There is no need of having biHT-combs or
having the T super fastened to the brood-
frames if you use a honey-board, or, better still,

the right kind of brood-frames, with a bee-
space of not more than }i inch above. Your
greatest objection to the T super can be obvi-
ated if our osvn testimony and that of hundreds
of reliable witnesses can be relied upon. But
there is one thing which you have mentioned,
and which is very true. In a poor season, or
for any other cause that sections remain upon
the hive for any length of time, the sections
will discolor; that is, they will have a soiled,

travel -stained, yellow appearance. In wide
frames, or even in the section -holder's, if an
enameled cloth be laid flat (no bee-space) upon
the section tops, the outsides of the sections
will be clean and white, no matter how long on
the hive.]

ONE WHO LIKES THE RUBBER GLOVES.

In answer to Miss Emma Wilson's inquiry in

Gleanings for apron material, I would sug-
gest oiled silk, if not too expensive. The rub-
ber gloves are nice; and, every time they are
taken off, they should be pulled off' the hand so
as to leave them wrong side oat, so as to dry
the moisture in them, or they will soon spoil, as
they are air-tight. Mrs. C. A. Stebbins.
Churchland, Va., Feb. 5.
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0U^ P0ME^.

What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the
whole world, and lose his own soul ''.—Mark 8:3b.

Friend Root:—You may think it strange of me to
write j'ou such a letter as I have sat down to write,

and may te you will think I am interfering with
what does not concern me; but believe me, I have
given it no little thought, and am going to do just
exactly as I would wish to be dLne by under like
cireumstances. I am a Christian, though I am far
from being a perfect one. I know what the power
of temptation is. and it helps me to have charity for
others who make wrong steps. I think the more
popular any Christian becomes, and the mt)re good
he wants to do in the world, the more untiringly
Satan will work to tiip him; and so the more watch-
ful and prayerful he must be.

I will tell you what I refer to. I am a member of
the Southern California Bee-keepers' Association,
and at our meeting Jan. 8, at Los Angeles, bids were
sent in by the various supply-dealers to furnish the
association with needed supplies. You will remem-
ber you sent a bid, and then added a postscript, say-
ing that, if there were lower bids, let you know, as
you could furnish sujiplies as low as any one.
Now, can you see where that i)laced you? In the

first place, it looked very underhanded and dishon-
orable; then it looked very grasping, as though you
would wish to sell all the supplies used in the United
States, or perhaps in the world. A murmur psissed
througli the assembly. Some of tliem, in speaking
of it, said they were " glad to tind you out." Otliers
said the.v " almost knew youi- spouting on religion
was merel.v for the dollars it would bring you."
Now, I do not believe you thought twice before you
wrote tiiat postscript. I am very sorry, for I often
think that we who are trying to further tlie cause
of Christ are holding it back by inconsistent lives.

See Romans 14:21. Y'ours sincei-elv,
Redlands, Cal., Feb. 16. H. P. Luther.

May the Lord bless you for your kind letter,

friend Luther. By no manner of means do I

think you are interfering, dear brother; on
the contrary, nothing does me moi'e good than
plain outspoken words—that is. where they are
spoken or written with the spirit that I am sure
actuates you in the above. 1 do believe you are
doing exactly as you would be done by.' as you
express it. Your thought is a grand one. wliere
you speak of having charity for others because
you yourself know what "it is to be tempted.
And this is one of the good things about trials
and temptations—it keeps ns from being over-
bearing, and judging others harshly. •'For-
give us our debts as we forgive our debtors."
Your next thought, too, is an important one.
It is indeed true, I believe, that Satan perse-
cutes and follows more untiringly any child of
God who promises to become populnr. When
Finney was doing his great work tlirough Ohio
and York State, he was once overheard praying
by himself out in the ^^oods: and the burden of
his prayer was that God might help him to
bear prosperity in his spiritual work. And I

want to thank you again for telling me so
plainly and kindly just where you think I am
at fault. If you will go back "to that letter.
however, which was read at the meeting of the
association, you will find the expressions you
mention were not the \\'ords of A. I. Root him-
self. As all the correspondence, however, that
goes out of our establishment is supposed to be
authorized by myself. I accept the responsibili-
ty, and the rebuke that comes with it. Let me
say. however, in extenuation, that there are
circumstances connected with this matter
which I think your association failed to take
into account. In the first place, we were asked
to make a bid as early as the ^rst of January.
In fact, the letter referred to is dated Jan. 1.

Now, at this early season, in this locality, we
can not tell very well what we can do. We do

not know what the winter will be in affording
suitable weather to move logs. We do not
know how many aie going into the supply bus-
iness before spring: neither can we tell definite-
ly what the demand is going to be. Perhaps in
our bid we should have suggested something
like this, and added that we might be able to
do better a little later on. I have looked up the
letter you refer to. and the postscript, which
reads as follows:

" If our quotations on sections and some other-
items are not as low as you have received from some
otiier party, we should like another opportunity for
a bid. We think, taking it all around, we can fur-
nish you goods that will please you as well as, or-
better, than any other."

Now, if it were only one individual who ob-
jected to the above, I should be inclined to ac-
cuse him of a lack of charity. If. however, it

was the voice of an association, perhaps we
had better conclude they were right: for I have
great faith in the old saying, that " the voice of
the people is the voice of God." Permit me to
say here, that the writer of the above is our
business manager, and my son-in-law; and ta
Mr. Calvert is due, ijerhaps more than to any
other one person, the fact that our business has.
within a few years, extended and enlarged so.

that our goods now go to almost every habita-
ble part of the earth. Mr. Calvert's special
forte seems to be in compassing the whole-
earth; and he has a gift that I have never seen
equaled for keeping in hand, and under his eye,
business transactions not only of great magni-
tude, but scattered here and there until an or-
dinary mind would become utterly confused
and demoralized. Please, dear friend, remem-
ber that Mr, Calvert, like you and my.self, is a
follower of Chi'ist Jesus, and an enthusiastic-
supporter of missionary work throughout the
world, and one who gives so liberally of his.

earnings to these causes that I often feel like-

rebuking him. Now, let us remember that we
all have our special individualities. Mr. Cal-
vert does not write nor speak in that peculiar
way your old friend A. I. Root does; but I am
sure he feels just as kindly to his fellow-men as.

I do. Perhaps I may say. without any thought
of boasting, that God in his mercy and love has.

seen fit to give your old friend a peculiar gift

in talking to people, and in getting acquainted,
and especially in making friends; and it ofteii
happens that those who have done business
with me. and corresponded with me for years,
notice the difference when the magnitude of
our business obliges me to delegate to others
the task of dictating correspondence. Both
Ernest and John say. and with justice in their-
favor too, that it is impossible, with the pres-
ent amount of business, to explain at length in
the way I have been in the habit of doing with
ray friends. No other business house does it.

In fact, when any business begins to assume-
large proportions, people are obliged to take
for granted many things or to "read betweea
the lines" as it were. As an illustration:
When goods decline in value, every good bus-
iness house should, as a matter of course, make-
the price lower to customers, and I believe this
is generally done. When the recipient finds
that the goods do not cost what he expected to.

pay. he does not demand a letter of explanation.
He takes it for granted that there has been a
decline in price, but he does not find fault, even
if no explanation is made.* On .the other hand^

*A letter has just been placed before me, illus--

tratlng so well the above, and at the same time pay-
ing a just tribute to our friend Mr. Calvert, that I

have thought best to give it here in a foot-note:

Mr. Root;—Your letter of the 28th is received, in which you
say you give me an extra credit ot 81.65. because the goods,
had become so much cheaper, for which please accept thanks.
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suppose goods advance. In this case I do think
that every dealer should make at least some
sort of biief explanation, even if it be a class of

goods that is going up and down in value al-

most constantly. But yet a good many do not
do this, relying upon their notice that certain
goods are liable to advance without notice. At
the present time we are having considerable
jangle because alsike is 89.00 a bushel instead
of the price printed in our circulars last fall.

We write our custoiners, again and again, that
we gave notice of the advance in our January
Gleanixos: but quite a number stubbornly in-

sist that they got the price out of our catalogue
—$7.50, and "some say they will not pay any
more. You may suggest that we should have
written to them of the advance before filling

the order. But suppose the proper season for

sowing the seed is at hand, and the man wants
it right off. Then delays become expensive.
Now, if it were possible for me to write a pleas-
ant letter, explaining with every such order
when goods advance, I could almost always
prevent hard feelings. But, dear friends, it is

absolutely beyond my strength or powei-.

Every few days I come to the verge of

overwork, and sometimes this overwork is in

consequence of trying to pacify some offended
customer in a matter of less than a dollar

—

sometimes, in fact, only a few cents. He will

have it that we are greedy and grasping, and
that "A. I. Root's religion is only a shrewd
t^cherae to get hold of the dollars," as you ex-
press it. I have made all this explanation to

let you see how impossible it is for me to dic-

tate all these letters in regard to business.

Now in regai'd to the postscript I have given
above. I presume tliat, if I had written that
clause, I should have made it something like
this:
"My good friends, at this date, Jan. 1. it is

hard for us to tell exactly what we can do. We
do not dare, at present, to give the close ligui-es

we may be able to give a little later when we
see how our supply of basswood turns out. If

our good friends at the convention do not in-
sist on having exact figures right off now. we
should be glad to hear from you a little later:

and if you do not think it out of the way. we
shouldlike to have you tell us what bids you
get. before you close the bargain with any
one."

Well, the above is Ui substance ju.st what Mr.
Calvert wrote you. only it is told in my usual
familiar way, instead of in a brief, business-
like way as he puts it.

But, dear friend, luy spirit moves me. I must say I am com-
pletely surpiised at your lionesty—so much so that I said to
my wife. " Well, this man is surely honest enough. Certainly
not one in a hundred -nould give a man the lienertt ui a lower
price AFTER the goods had been sent and tht- liiil maiU- out.''
Of course, in the seven years I have been dealing with you I

have alwaj's found you to be square and honest, but I did not
expect it to go as far as that. Julius Johannsex.
IttPort Clinton. O.. March 2.

~Fei-iuips you may wlsii to kuow what lias brouglit
fortli such extravag-aiit expressions. Well, it was
simply sometluiig- tiiat our friend Mr. Calvert (tlie

vei\v mail wiio wrote the tetter to tlie a.ssociatioii»
wrote just as lie does almost every day. An esti-
mate had been given for some g-oods, tlie price
agreed upon. orUer made, and the goods sliipped.
But a decline in prices (a weeli later) made it possi-
ble to make friend Jtjhannsen's bill a little less; so
Mr. Calvert, iu a ueiglib;)rly and Cliristian spirit,
wrote as follows:

Fribkd J. :— .\swe are g.^ttiiiGr better prices on Planet Jr.
implements, we credit you with an cctra discount of 10 per
cent on $16.65. the amount charged you for goods which went
forward from Philadelphia on the 21st of February. Amount
of credit, II 65. A. I Root.
Medina, O., Feb. 28.

Now, tliis is the way we are trying to do business,
dear friends—not because it will prove to be a big
advertisement to us, but because we love Christ Je-
sus, and try to live in tfie spii-it of our opening text.

Yes, I know "that, as our business increases,
these Home Papers are going to be criticised and
assailed. I feel that it is all the more because
there is springing up all over our land a dispo-
sition to feel hostile toward those who handle
capital, and who have the attendant power
and influence that almost always accompany
capital. Here in our own town a bitter spirit
often comes up against me because I do not
employ certain people to the exclusion of others.
Of course, these friends do not look from my
standpoint, and they do not know the full cir-
cumstances of the case. I can illustrate this
by a little circumstance that happened only
yesterday. On account of a lack of seasoned
basswood we were obliged to suspend, for the
time being, several hands. One of these came
to me and said something like this:

•' Mr. Root, will you think it impertinent if I

ask you why you stop some of your older hands,
and keep others who are no better workmen,
and who have come later? Have I done any
thing to merit your disapproval, or is there any
way in which I can better serve you than I

have been doing?"
I assured him that he had not offended me,

and I had no complaint to make at all. But I

told him the individual we were talking about
was a stone-mason by trade, who, during a
great part of the summer, when we were at
work on our new building, refused to have his
wages advanced. As you well know, stone-
masons command a higher price than people of
many occupations who have work all the year
round. One day when I urged the matter, and
told him he ought to accept more pay for the
work he was doing, he replied sometliing like
this:

" ]\Ir. Root, you put yourself out of the way
to give me something to do at a season of the
year, and at a time when I could find no work,
and when I was needy. You have been giving
me work every day in the year, whether it

stormed or not: and now that you want some-
thing done right in my line, and I see a chance
of doing you a favor, just as you did me, I am
going to do it. You need not say any thing
more about it. I shall not take any more pay.
In fact. I rather enjoy showing you that I can
remember a favor."'

Now. friends, you see I had most excellent
reasons for doing just as I did: and yet the out-
side world looking on. knew nothing of this;
and ev(>n if I had the time, it was not my busi-
ness to explain all my motives for action. In
this conflict of capital and labor. I get glimpses
of just this very state of affairs. My friends
who are lawy«i's or bankers, or men who have
money to let or factories to run. are criticised
and called unjust. They are also accused of
being open to bribes: and people say nothing
can be done except by wire-pulling and •' get-
ting inside of the ring," etc. And yet. when
the truth comes out they have reasons for their
conduct much like the simple circumstance I
have given above.

I am afraid, dear brother, that my California
friends are disposed to be uncharitable when
they say that Mr. Calvert "s postscript " looked
underhanded and dishonorable;" neither can I

see that they were right in thinking it looked
" grasping." and that we "wished to sell all the
supplies used in the world.'" A little reflection,

it seems to me, should show them that this is

not true. Although we have been the pioneers, al-

most, in many things pertaining to bee culture,
we have no patents on any thing. In fact, if

any of you want to start an opposition business
to our own, and should write and tell us so, you
would get a prompt reply, to the effect that we
would give you all the assistance in our power.
Y^ou can come here to .our establishment, and
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take the dimensions of every machine we use.

You can bring your " Kodak,"' and take views
of the machinery and api)liances that we have
been long years in studying up. At tlie Detroit
convention a young fi-iend came to me in a
sort of bashful way. and told me he had been
making Dovetailed hives to some extent. I

assured him I was glad to know it. and looked
at the samples of his work. He finally told me
that he felt a little ashamed of having copied
us in the way he had done, without even ask-
ing for the privilege. He then asked me how
much money he should pay us so that he could
go home with a clear conscience, and make
Dovetailed hives out of ])ine-trees that grew on
his own farm, for lie already had a sawmill. I

indulged in a good hearty laugh, and told him
I was glad to know they had a man in ISIichi-

gan who was enterprising enough to make bee-
hives out of his own trees. \Vhen an oppor-
tunity offered. I held a sample of his work up
to the eyes of the convention, and told them
they could save expensive freights by sending
their orders to our friend in question. Now, do
you think it was any task for me, or that I

found any selfishness to overcome in so doing?
Why. bless your heart, no. My temptations do
not lie in this direction at all. I have doiK^ this
thing so many times (I was going to say all my
life, but I had better say, since I became a
Chrif<ti(in) that I have not a particle of fear of
the result. I have seen the little text, " Give,
and it shall be given unto you.'" verified so
many times right along in this line that I feel

as sure I shall not lose by it as I do that the
sun will rise to-morrow. The enjoyment of
helping somebody who is rt^ally honest and
hard-working is worth a great deal more to me
than the dollars and cents. I have my tempta-
tions, like yourself, to struggle with, and
scai'cely an hour of my life passes withotit a
regular tussle in overconu'ng some sort of evil.

But it is not at all in the line of wanting all the
business in supplies for e\'ery apiary in the
world. It is rather, that I want to be lielpful
to my felloic-meii. and, therefore, I wish to re-
spond with alacrity, and show myself wide
awake whenever somebody comes to me with
his wants. Do yon know how many people
there are in this world who fail in business just
because of the half-hearted way in which they
wait on customers? A grocer sits oh a chair
out on the sidewalk, waiting for customers.
By the \\'ay. I always feel suspicious of the
proprietor of a)iy store who thinks he has noth-
ing to do but to wait for trade. The grocer,
like the farmer, should always know a dozen
tilings that he can do profitably, no matter
what the circumstances ai'e. Well, suppose
you go to one of these chaps who is waiting for
trade to " turn up."' You ask him whether he
has any eight-penny nails. I liave seen dealers
who would say, "No. sir, I haven't any," and
go right on talking yKditics with his neighbor,
without another word to his customer. What
should he do? I will tell you what I would
have him do. If he really is sitting on a chair
on tlie sidewalk, he should spring to his feet
with alacrity, and say, "" My dear sir, I am sorry
to say that 1 am just out of cif//)t-peuny nails;
but i have some nice sevens and tens. Just
look at them. Perhaps you can make them an-
swer. If the tens are too long, you may drive
them a little slanting: and if you drive them
first one way and then another, they will hold
a great deal stronger than eights driven
straight in."

Now, I think this latter is the right way to

treat a customer. Of course, you should not
hold on so as to detain him. If he says he
rather thinks he will go somewhere else
to get the eights, don't hinder him another

minute. A man who wishes to sell goods
should strive to be (tccommodatin<i in the tru-
est sense of tlie word. He should try to be
lielpful to his customer: and even though some
people should say iltat he acts "grasping "" and
use such remarks. I do not believe he should al-
ter his plan on that account. Sometimes, when
I go somewhei'e to trade I tind the clerks over-
do the matter in tryimj to make sales. But
this does not happen one time in a hundred,
compared with the people who are so half-
hearted and sleepy and dull in taking care of
their business thali they cr//("t succeed. I have
never found more than one or two clerks in my
life wlio would wait on every customer as'l
would have them waited on. Our successful
drummers, mIio command a salary of fi'om two
to three thousand dollars a year, give us a fair
illustration of what is wanted. They will tind
out in a little while what a man wants, and
they will make themselves really useful and
helpful to him. They will give him hints, and
tell him things of value in his business, worth
many dollars to him: and they do it just as
cheerfully and pli'asantly, evenif they do not
succeed in making a trade at all. A man once
came into our machine-shop. He looked over
our work and our machinery, and finally show-
ed one of the men how he could have the lathes
arranged so as to keep two running instead of
one. and finally demonstrated to us so clearly
that we could save more than a dollar a day by
having an extra lathe, that he made a sale of
one worth ^loO. He was the 'proprietor of a
machine-shop in a neighboring city, and he
was obliged to wait here for a couple of hours
for the train. Now. he did a stroke of business
for himself in these two hours. He also gave
us some valuable suggestions in our business
that have been wortli considerable money to us
ever since. You see. friends, there is an ex-
treme both ways in waiting on customers and
in looking up trade: and is it not clear, too.
that a man may seem greedy where he is only
wide-awake, and full of energy and zeal to do
with his might what his hands find to do? But
inasmucli as the Bible admonishes us to beware
of even the appearance of evil, we thank our
good friend Luther foi' his timely caution, and
promise to be careful in the future about even
seen^ing to '"want to gain the whole world.

""

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

farmers" institutes.

We had a farmers' institute in our town on
the 4th and 5th inst. Among other things the
silo question was discussed. One of Crawford
County's progressive farmers stated that he
could raise feed enough on one acre to keep a
cow twelve months, in good condition. Teach-
ing agriculture in the common schools was dis-
cussed at length. Secretary Wood ^^ aid said,

"Put yourself in as boss of your farm: value
your services at one hundred dollars per month,
and make the farm pay it."" Your friend T. B.
Terry was present, and delivered an excellent
lecture on potato culture. All valued Mr. Ter-
ry's remarks highly. It made one feel as though
he wanted to plant i)otatoes right away, after
hearing him talk. Tlie bee-industry was touch-
ed- slightly, and some of our neighbors who
liave kept bees "•nigh onto forty years,'" gave a
few hints on tlie subject. By the way. friend
Root. I think if we could have more such meet-
ings as this it would be a source of health,
wealth, and happiness. Yerxe Free.
Townville. Pa., Mar. 7.
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TOBACCO AS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST REMEDY
FOE BUGS AND INSECTS THAT VEX

THE MAKKET-GARDEXEK.
When visiting the greenhouses at the Experi-

ment Farm in Columbus I asked friend Green
how it was that they had no trouble with the
green Hy. He replied:
"Oh! we do have trouble— or, rather, Ave

should have, if we did not keep them down
witli tobacco."

•'Uut. friend G., will tobacco really do the
business when they get well started, and get on
the under side of lettuce-leaves, where the
plants are thick and large?"

•'Oh, yes! I think tobacco will manage the

whole business, provided you use enough of it.

Let me show you how we do it, and how quick
it works."
He took a handful of tobacco dust, and found

some radishes where the green fly had made
something of a start. He sprinkled it on the

leaves, and put on enough to mulch around the
plants, and we kept on talking. In just a few
minutes he told me to look. Sure enough, the

green fly was over on its back in the dirt, and
had •' turned up its toes." I then began asking
where he got it. and what it cost".

'•Why, it does not cost any thing. It is the
dust they sweep up from the floor at the tobac-

co-shops, and they give it to us for taking it out

of their way."
Now, I had used this tobacco dust before;

but mine cost me something like ^6.00 a barrel,

and we could not alTord to use it as liberally as

friend G. had been doing. In their reports in

regard to the striped bug on melons and cucum-
bers, I remember they gave tobacco dust as the
cheapest and simplest remedy. Sprinkle it on
so as to make a mulching perhaps a quarter of

an inch deep, right over the hill, so the plants

must come up through it, and they will not be
touched. If a very heavy rain, however, should
wash it off and take the strength from the to-

bacco, give the vines another sprinkling. Now.
where you can get this dust cheap, it certainly

is the cheapest, quickest, and easiest remedy to

apply that has ever been invented.

SOJrE QUERIES ABOUT RAISING CELERY.

Will liquid manure do the celery good'?

What time of the day is best to put it on'?

Could I not dig a trench, say one foot deep and
four feet wide, and lay rails along the side of

the pit to raise it just above the tops of the cel-

ery, and throw some old boards across, and
some straw and some earth on top of it. leav-

ing both ends of the pit open so I could open
or shut, accordiftg to the weather'? Could I not
bind a dozen roots in a bunch and ship it on a
car, laving it one on top of another, without
jamming the celery or hurting the sale of if?

Unionville, Out., Feb. 15. John J. Griles.

[Friend G.. the cheapest way to apply liquid

manure to celery or to almost any thing else, is

to scatter the manure on the surface of the
ground around and among the plants; and then
when it rains, the water will wash the liquid

manui'e down around the roots of the plants

better than anybody can put it on; and it saves
all fussing with a barrel of manure, sprinkling-

pot, and water. Your plan for wintering cel-

ery will be all right if you have a roof overhead
that does not let the rain get through, and
plenty of straw around the sides to keep the
frost out. Most markets demand that celery be
nicely trimmed, washed, and tied in neat
bunches, and put up in clean, tight packing-
boxes. If it is exposed to the air it very soon
wilts, and in that case you can hardly give it

away. You had better visit some practical

man, and see just how he does it.]

CEOTH FOR HOT-BEDS AND COLD-FRAMES.
Will you please tell me liow to prepare cloth

to make it watei--proof for hot-beds'?
Willow Springs, Mo. J. N. Newcomb.

[Friend N., my experience is that I would not
prepare it at all. I would rather have plain,

strong cotton cloth than any with any prepara-
tion on it. The preparation may be a little bet-
ter for the time being: but instead of preserving
the cloth it makes it rot. I noticed that our
friend who writes the tomato book speaks of
only plain cloth without any preparation. If

any of our readers have had experience to the
contrary, we should be glad to hear from them.
The great difficulty we have in using cloth, say
in February or Marcli, is from wind, snow, and
rain. It raises the mischief with it, where
glass would be undisturbed.]

A HOE-HANDLE ATTACHMENT.
Friend Root:—Haven't you wished a great

many times, when you were tired, and perhaps
thirsty, that your "hoe-handle were not so dry
and slippery as to necessitate expectorating so
oftei\ on the hands? It has been the case with

BLOCK OF WOOD TO BE NAILED To YOUR HOE-
HANDLE.

me, as well as of thousands. I often think
there is a remedy for such complaints. Several
years ago a simple device came to my mind,
and I have often thought I would send it to
you, and so I send it by mail to-day. Simply
nail one on the hoe-handle near the end,
the other about 18 inches from that, with
"'s ^^ire nails. Get them even, and both on the
under side. They are first rate on a steel rake,
and on all kinds of pronged hoes, and you can
use such tools with mittens or gloves on when
too cold; and the hoes, etc.. won't be the wrong
side up. I know from experience that one will

not get nearly as weary as when he must grasp
with all 'his might, besides spitting his whole
life out, unless he is one of the spitting kind. I

know it is a little early to talk hoes, but every-
body ought to be happy once; and for so simple a
thing it will call out happy thoughts. I am not
ijoasting. but all should be improving and press-
ing onward. There is no patent on this, and I

haven't got rich out of it, in dollars; but my
feelings have been elevated by it very much.
Please put them on and try them at something.
You may see some way to improve them. I

simply cut out a square corner, and think they
are tlie right size. In digging potatoes with a
pronged hoe, I tell you they are grand.

I have a wheel-cleaner for wheelbarrows, and
I can not get along without one on hand-culti-
vators. You know a barrow-wheel is always
rolling up a lot of soil, especially on clay land,
such as you and I have. I will send you a sam-
ple later, if you wish. By the way, friend R.,

a large wheel on a cultivator is bad for working
close to raspberries and blackberries. I think a
12-inch, as a whole, is the best. I speak unself-
ishly. E. P. Churchill.
Hallowell, Me., Feb. 2.

[Friend C.,with our modern implements, both
for horses and for hand use, the old-fashioned
hoe is getting to be a good deal discarded, and
I think it ought to be. On our place we use
rake-hoes a good deal instead. But this imple-
ment will perhaps be a help with them as well.
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If we could always work our Medina soil at just
the right time after a rain, we could dispense
with very much of the hard work connected
with keeping crops clean. Yes. we have had
much trouble in having the wheel to our wheel-
barrow clog up after a rain, especially where
the load comes close to the wheel, as it ought to

do: and we shall be very much obliged to you
for a sample of your wheel-cleanei-. By th<'

way, friend C. if you have tlie machineiy for
making the?e things (and who else can do it

better and cheaper?) you slniuld nu\ke them
and offer them at a low i)rice by mail. It will

be a great deal cheapei- for most of us to buy
them of some one who makes a business of
making them, rather than to try to whittle
ihem out ourselves. If you put them at a low
figure we will give you a free notice of them.]

THE BELMONT STKAWBEKKV.

Two years ago a neighbor wanted to swap
some choice strawberries, and among them
were SOBelmonts. I very soon noticed that this
plant on our soil made better growth, and pre-
sented a handsomer and brighter foliage, than
any other. I began searching the catalogues to
see what they said about it: but I did not find
very much in its praise, except from the intro-
ducer, several years ago. The experiment sta-

tion said it did not
fruit evenly. Part
of a row would
give a good crop,
a n d a n o t h e r

scarcely any. I

judged from this
that probably it

wanted a very rich
soil. But the plant
was such an ex-
ceedingly fi n e
grower, and so
liamlsome in aj)-

pearance. that I

planted out two
ong rows at a ven-
ture. Well, it has
not borne as much
fruit, perhaps, as
the four I have se-
lected : but the ber-
ries we did get
were so very hand-
some, and of such
excellent Havor,

THE BELMONT. that I \\as Very
much inclined to fall in love with the Belmont.
Then its odd shape—the very sight of it is sug-
gestive of ' continued sweetness long drawn
out.'" or of a great drop of nectar ready to fall

if you don't catch it in your mouth. We are
giving it another trial on a larger scale: and if

they bear fruit even fairly. I think I shall put
the Belmont among my chosen few. The
beautiful cut was kindly loaned me by our
good friend and veteran strawberry -grower. Mr.
John Little, of Granton. Ontario.

COLD-FRAMES ANT) HOT-BEDS.

Perhaps you would think it a little funny if

all my inventing and speculating on green-
houses that can be made •• outdoors " whenever
desired, should finally come back to the old-
fashioned cold - framc^ or hot - bed. A great
many of the plans I figured out would woik
nicely, only they cost too much money: and
then expensive machinery is always in the way
when you do not need it. The ])resent result of
all my studying seems to be that the cheapest
machinery in the present state of our knowl-
edge, for moving sash, is two men—one at each

end of tlie sash. While I dictate this, my e.ve

rests lovingly on a hot-bed 1,50 feet long, just
across the street. We have some beautiful
light strong sash, :5 feet 4 inches wide, 6 feet'

long, and nuide of I'V lumber. The 8x13 glass,
instead of lieing la])pi'd. have their ends butted
together, and all the joints made tight with the
l)utty-hull) and sand. I am not yet satisfied
with a plac(> to juit the sash when it is not
wanted over the |)lants. What we are doing
just now—in fact, what we have just done this
morning, is to pile u]j the sash five high, right
on tiie bed. To do this, the men simply have
to take two sash and lay them on the top
of a third one: then put two sash from tlie

other side on th(» same pile. This is very
little work, and four-fifths of the bed is

uncovered. The next titue the sash are han-
dled we will shift them so as to put the pile in

a new i)lace every time. When we want the
idants to catch an Ai)ril shower, as soon as the
bed is thoroughly wet we shift the ])iles of sash.

CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF OUR NEW 150-FOOT HOT-
BED.

Explanation.—A is the sash ; B, soil ; C, manure: D. chestnut
strip: E. sui face of the ground: F. plank to walk on: G. 1-ineh
sewer-pipe, which should be shown under middle of bed.

To enable the workmen to work easily during
wet muddy weather we have two planks for a
walk, on each side of the bed. The north side
is 8 inches higher than the south: and on an
average the sash stand two feet from the
ground. The planks for the sides are nailed to
short cedar posts five feet apart: and the in-

side, next to the dirt, is covered with tarred pa-
per to keep out frost. On the north side the
cedar posts are sawed oflF square, and a 2x6
Norway plank nailed flat on the top of these
posts. This piece covers (5 inches of the ground
inside of the cold-franu\ so the plants on the
north side will have •> inches for the roots to go
over and under the six-inch piece. When
handling the sash it is very convenient to be
able to get the ends of your fingers under the
sash to lift it up. To do this, each end rests on
a strip of pine one each square. With this ar-
rangement for getting under the ends, and the
planks to walk on, two smart boys will uncover
a 1.50-foot lied very (juickly. The two walls are
prevented from spreading by strips of chestnut,
nailed from one cedar post to the opposite one.
These strips, to be out of the way for spading,
are about 18 or more inches below the surface
of the bed: and as there is no other connection
between the two sides, we can. if we choose,
put a horse and cultivator right into the bed.
when the sash are out of the way. so as.to fine

it up thoroughly, nuich cheaper than it can be
done by hand. About 18 inches of manure is

put in the bed. and from four to six inches of
dirt on top. lam now ready to tell you of an-
otlier feature of my new hobby.

USING EXHAUST STEAM TO WARM UP HOT-
BEDS. GREENHOUSES. ETC.

For some years I have been feeling uneasy
whenever I see steam puffing out into the open
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air from anv kind of steam -mills, factories, etc.

I have felt 'uneasy that this vast quantity of

•heat should not be' utilized for warming build-

ings, or. in the spring and winter, for heating
the ground and raising plants. Well, the en-

gine that runs our i)rinting-press and carries

the dvnamo for the electric lights is only about
1.50 feet fi'om my new hot-bed. ^Yhen the bed
was made I laid a four-inch tile about a foot

under ground, through its whole length, right

in the center of the bed. Then with a two-inch
iron pipe the exhaust steam from the aforesaid

engine was sent into this four-inch drain-tile.

I soon found the steam was heating the whole
bed, with a huge surplus, so I have given it

another line of tile about ;.'(X) feet long. It has
not yet gone to the end of this latter line; but
during the last few weeks it has prod\iced the
most beautiful and luxuriant growth in rhu-
barb and strawberry-plants that I ever saw in

my life.

Micliel's Early, put out perhaps three weeks
ago, have made such a growth that they are

almost readv to send up blossoms for frniting.

This hot-bed was planned particularly with the
end in view of getting our choice varieties of

strawberries to put out runners as early as pos-

sible, in order that we may have young plants

to send out. say in xMay or June. This will pre-

vent th(^ usual vacancy between plants grown
last year and the present: that is. \\v want to

be able to till orders for plants during the very
time when lh(> sti'awberries are fruiting. For
several vears we have had orders for plants
right during berry-picking. Of course, we can
cut oi¥ the fruit-stalks and take up the plants;

but this results in the lo.ss of fruit, and the
plant is not exactly what our customer ought to

liave. either. Wh shall see.

A KIND NOTICE FKOM THE A. B. K.

Hehe is a neat compliment from the .ilmej^i-

can Bee-heepcr. for which we extend thanks:

Old rebable Gleanings keeps on in the even tenor
of its way, growing- better and better every montli.
Dr. Miller is the " briglit particular star " in its fli^

mament of contriliutors at pi-esent.

The way of the wicked is as darkness: they know not :it

-what they stumble. But the path of tlie just is as the shining
ligiit, th.-it shineth more and more unto the perfect day.—
PROy. 4 : 19. 18.

The Ameriam Bec-Kccpcr believes that the
winter case will lie in g(>nei-al use in the near
future.

STERLING STHAWHEIiKY-I'LANTS AVANTED.

If you have any for sale, say how many and
how much per thousand.

THE Al'IflLTTKIST.

Theke is something in the Aplculturlst that
sparkh^s. It has lots of short, pithy items.

SHEET IRON VS. TIN.

INI r. ElWOOD says that sheet iron is cheaper
and better than tin for hive-covers; and. be-
sides, it holds the paint better.

THE TRADE-MARK.
So far, bee-keepers seem to be against the

trade-mark—at least, its establishm(>nt in the
Bee-keepers' Union, although friend Heddon
argues for it.

OUR TYl'E-WRITERS.

Five Remington type-writers are kept almost
constantly going in oiH' otfice, and still we are
behind iii our work. We are contemplating
putting in a new Hammond.

EXTRA MATTER.
In the last issue we stated that we were go-

ing to give 8 extra pages: but we found we
were obliged, at the last minute, to make it 12.

But we do not suppose that any will complain.
We give Ki pages extra this issue.

indications

POINT to a rt>markably big year for honey
Supply-dealei's are spiinging up all over the
country. A year ago the indications were that
we should have a splendid season,but yet it was
one of the poorest on record. ^Ve wonder
whether it will be so again.

PROTECTION FOR SIN(iI-E-WALI>ED HIVE.S.

The above is the special topic for the Review
for March 10. While there is not entire agree-
ment, yet tlie general testimony seems to be in

favor of a single-walled hive with some sort of
removable winter- protecting case, instead of a
hive having l)oth walls permanently fixed.

TINKER S PERFOBATED ZINC.

Dr. a. L. Tinker has just had built for him
a new zinc-machine that turns out the zinc
much moi'e rapidly than his old one. and yet
fully equal to the old samples that he has been
sending out. He has just sent us some of his
new zinc. It is simply perfect. That man
Tinker is hard to beat on nice work.

AVHY THE DOVETAILED HIVE IS SUPERIOR TO
ANY OTHER FOR LASTING PURPOSES.

Said our painter, who had just finished up a
lot of Dovetailed hives, "Those joints will never
gap to the weather, like halving and mitering,
and hence they will outlast any other joint ever
brought out. Keep the weather out of a joint,

and it will nevei' rot." There is a good deal of
l)ith and point in this.

ladies" DEPARTMENT.
Miss E.mma Wilson's two articles have called

forth so many more fi'om the ladies, that we
are going to renew the departm(>nt in the next
issue, as above. There seems to be a strong
bond of sympathy among the sisters. May it

continue! We shall be very glad to have the
subject of bee-keeping for ladies brought up
and discussed a little more.

DR. JIASON AND HIS CANE.
We leai-n from Mr. Detwiler that the " dia-

mond in the rough," spoken of on page 171, last

issue, is fast progressing to a nicely finished
cane. He says that the stick is dressed and pol-

ished. The design will be in imitation of comb
foundation, electrotyped in copper, and gold-
plated. We hope Dr. Mason will bring the cane
to every convention he attends.

FIXED frames in THE SOUTH.

It would appear, from the article on page 334,

that there are some localities where the closed-
end or partly closed-end frame will not answer,
on account" of the large amount of propolis.

We should like to know about how many of

our friends in the South use them now. or have
discarded them because of the propolis. We
want the exact truth, let it come where it will.
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THE BENTON CAGE SfCCESSFITI- AGAIN.

We are just informed of the sncccssful mail-
ing of a seloct tested qneen in a Benton cage,
•consigned to W. W. Somerford, San Miguel de
Jaruco, Cuba. This makes the second time
that the Benton cage lias been siiccessful in

mailing queens to the West Indies.

DOVETAILED .JOINT IN HIVES, .'50 VEAKS OI,D.

While looking through the"^lanual of Hee-
keeping." by John Hunter, we ran across a hive
with dovetailed corners. This, the author says,

•on page 88. was first described by Mr. Wood-
bury in the JournaJ of Horticulture in ISUl.

There has been some little discussion as to who
first introduced the dovetaih-d joint on hives,

that has since become so popular. This ought
to ))ut an end to the discussion.

THAT SHINY PAPER OF GLEANIN(iS.

Two or three have complained that our
journal paper is too glossy to be i-ead with ease.
This same trouble applies to the Century. Cos-
iiiopoliian. Scribncr's. H<tri>cr'>^, and other tirst-

class standard magazines. To be able to print
our half-tone work, and to bring the engravings
out with the best effect, we have to use this fine

paper. It will give no reflection to the eyes if

yon hold it at the right angle to the lamvJ- In
the day time it will give no trouble.

been opposed to conventions, but now I am half
converted." There was a time when the senior
editor of this journal was not a '' convention
man," but now he is altogether converted, and
he goes every chance he gets.

SANDPAPERING DOVETAILED HIVES.

As the new Dovetailed hive is now sold by
nearly all dealei-s, and by the carload, all over
the country, a hint on putting together may
come in place. After driving the dovetails
home, nailing and squaring the hive, you can
very greatly improve the appearance of the
corners by tlie use of sandpaper where the ends
of the tenons, as it were, come even with the
surface. When thus treated, and coated with
paint, the dovetails disappear, and the hive
looks as if it were made of a solid block of wood.

IIOAV TO HANDLE FIXED FRAMES.
We expect to publisii shortly some articles

from Mr. Ehvood and Mr. Hoffman, on how to
manipulate fixed frames. These articles will

be fully illustrated, and will explain many
points which may not be clear. The great mass
of bee-keepers do not yet understand how it is

that fixed frames can be handled as rai)idly as
the loose frame. We have some beautiful pho-
tographs which illustrate each step of the mo-
(his operandi.

BOOMING THE BEE-BUSINESS.

Bee-journals have been accused many
times of publishing only the Z)rw//(t side of bee-
keeping, such as, for instance, reporting big
yields, and letting the smaller yields go unpub-
lished. The trouble is not so much with the
\)ee-journals as it is with the hee-keepers them-
selves, who will not send in reports of poor
yields. If they have a big yield they like to
hand it in. Ijecause it looks well. A poor report
may mean a poor bee-keeper, in the eyes of the
public, they thinlv^

THE CHIPS AND SHAVINGS DKI'ARTMENT OF
THE APICULTURIST.

This is edited by E. L. Pratt, and the chips
are crisj) and full of hints and hits. Here is a
couple of them:
Father Root is acting- as "balhist" to Gleanings.

He thinks Ernest too progressive.

If all the journals are going' into the "cream"
business, where are they going to get their milk to
skim? Would a skim-milk bee-paper payV

The first one is a sort of compliment to us
both. Don't you see that it makes our journal
broader '?

hasty in convention.
Hasty is a valuable man in convention. He

is brimful of that same vein that appeal's in
his printed articles. He seemed to thoroughly
enjoy the last meeting at Toledo, of the Ohio
State Bee-keepers' Association. Toward the
close of the session. Dr. Mason said, bantering-
ly: "There, now. Hasty, don't you think that
conventions are a good thing?" Hasty seemed
to hesitate for a moment, and finally said, with
a sly twinkle in his eye, "I have heretofore

SURPLUS COMMUNICATIONS.
I'erhai's some of our correspondents ai'e won-

dering why their ai'ticles do not appear. The
fact is. we have a great stack of good articles;

and although we use only about half of those
sent in. there are others that we fear will have
to be left out. though just as good, and in some
cases bettei', than some we print. After they
have lain a couple of months, many of them are
out of date or behind the times; and to publish
them later when we have space would be too
much on the Rip Van Winkle style. We have
enlarged our space to 16 pages for the present,

but this does not let us out yet.

circular saws; how to file them and
KEEP them in OKDER.

The best treatise I have ever seen on this sub-
ject is a book by Mr. Henry Disston, entitled,
•• Handbook for Lumbermen." As the iiook is

also an advertisement of their saws and tools, I

suppose they give them away—at least they
sent us a hundred, and all we had to pay was
the express charges. They ought to have been
sent us by freight; but as they charged us noth-
ing for the books, of course we could not well
complain. Now, we will send them to any of

our friends who will send us enough to pay
postage and express charges mentioned, which
would be about 8 cts. In my opinion this book
is the best authority on this whole matter of

saw -filing of any tliiug the world contains.

WASHINGTON ALMOST A MILLIONAIKE.

Our friends of the Rural New-Yorker are re-

sponsible for the following:

After having been twice President, George Wash-
ington died, in 1799, worth $9J0.000, the richest man
in the United States. Could the richest man in the
United States be elected Piesident to-day? Is the
change in public opinion with regard to the holders
of great wealth due to a change in the cliaracter of
tlie millions or of the millionaires?

Had not the father of our country been so sit-

uated that he could advance money to the fee-

ble and struggling colonies at just the time he
did, can anybody tell what would have been
our condition to-day? History says that Wash-
ington accepted no pay for his Revolutionary
services of eight years, but simply allowed Con-
gress to refund the money he had advanced to

pay a starving and almost rebellious army. Of
this rich man, Hyron says he was

"The first, the last, tlie best.
The Cincinnatus of the West."

.JOHN H. I,ARRABEE AND THE APICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION.

Some months ago Prof. Cook wrote to E. R.
R., asking whom he thought would be a good
man to take charge of the apicultural experi-
rnent station at Lansing. After thinking the
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matter over for some liino. we finally recom-
mended Mr. Larrabeo as above. We stated
that, if he conld be obtained, he would be just
the man. We heard nothing more about it

until a few weel<s later, when Mr. Lai'i'abee

himselr steppc^d into the ol'tic(! of the Home of
the Ilonej'-bees. We asked him whence he
came and whither he was going: and on being
informed that he was going to Lansing we
knew the sequel, and were pleased to know
that our recommendation was accepted. Mi'.

Larrabee has been a successful bce-keepei- in

Vei'mont. He is educated, young, and enthusi-
astic. He combines all the (jualities ol^^ an ex-
perimenter. So far Prof. Cook is gicatly pleas-
ed with him.

DE.\TH OF MRS. I>. I,. VIAI.I.OX.

Our space is so crowded that we are unable to

give obituary notices generally: but we have
just learned that P. L. Viallon. one of the rep-
resentative bee-keepers of the South, a supply-
dealer, an old subscriber and correspondent of
Gi.P^ANiNGS, has lost his wife. He writes:

Friend Rnat :—0n tlie 3.1 iiist. I took my beloved
wife to her last re-tiiig-plae-e. Slie liad an affection
of tlie lieart for sevei'al years, aithoiifjli in toltrahle
health; but ahout three months since, she took the
prevailiiifi; influenza, the giippe, wliich bi'ought on a
complication, anrt involved tlie hnigs, and on the 2d
of March she bieatlied lier last, in her 49th year.
Out of eleven children slie leaves three sons and
tlireo daughters, and your unfortunate friend, to
mourn lier loss. Only on the 7th of August la.st, we
celebrated the 25th anniversary of our wedding', not
suspectinar the end so tiear for one of us
Bayou Goula, La., March .5. P. L. Viallon.

We extend to you oui' sincere sympathy. One
of our old employes, Mr. J. C. Olin. who was
also for a time in the employ of Mr. Viallon.
says Mi'S. V. was an earnest Christian and an
estimable woman. It is pleasant, fiiend V..
when .such dear ones ai'e taken away from
earth, to feel that they have gone to a better
land.

<)UT-.\pi.\Rii:s: advantagks of i)ivii)I\(; i'p
TIIK ror^ONIES INTO ()rT-Y.\RI)S. INSTKAD
OF CONf'ENTHATINO TIIKM INTO TWO OR

MOP.E IA)CAI,1TIES: A HINT FUR
NEXT .SEASON.

RepoPvTs at conventions, and testimonies
through th.' bee-journals, have shown, ovei-
and over again, tliat. wiiile one b(>e-yard will
not give a pound of sur[)lns. another, not more
than three miles away, may yield a big crop.
This is something that we can sometimes ex-
plain. In one section, the farmers have a big
rage for peavine clover. I'erhaps a few miles
away some non-yielding-nectar crop has a sim-
ilar i-age. The nvsult is. that the tirst locality
will give a crop of honey while the second will
not. Itsometinn>s happens, too. that one yard
is located neai' a swamp: and this source will
usually give some honey, even during a dry
season, while the othei- will give none at all.

And, again, an apiary may be located on up-
land, among basswoorls. and the latter will give
a good deal more honey than the swamp yard.
This shows the advantage in having out-yards.
In some sections it n\ay be advantageous to
divide a yard having only T.'J colonies. Mr. J.
B. Hains, of liedford. O., ha'; something like 1.3

apiaries, and the number in each vard vari(>s
all the way from a dozen to lifty. His locality
is such that no one yard can have profitably
more than fifty coloni(>s: and it pays him.
therefore, to scatter his bees into small yards
around the adjoining country. It is a signifi-
cant fact, that occasional yards will not suij-
port much over a dozen colonies with profit.
"While there are those that will suppoi't 1(K).

they are rath(n' rare east of the Mississijjpi.

The thing for ns is to determine just how many
a locality is good for; and then, when the colo-
nies increase, beyond the average right number,
put tliem in another location.

SIEVEi:-PL.\TIXG OUTFITS. ETC.: LOOK OUT FOR
THEM.

So many inquiries are coming in regard to
outfits for siU'cr-ijlating for a. few dollars, that-

are advertised ( 1 am sorry to say) in a good
many good papers, I feel called upon to make a
prot<ist. Good, durable silver-plating can no
more be done outside of a plating-factory than
one can manufacttire knives, forks, and spoons
at a profit outside of a factory. The very plan
of advertising should at once suggest to every
thinking mind that it is a swindle, reading e.x-

actly as if the editor took pains to tell of or to
encourage somc^thing commendable: whereas
the whole thing is a pa'tO (iilrertlxeinent. No
girl, no widow-woman, nor anybody else, ever
did any thing of the sort: and the i)eriodical
that lends its influence and good name toward
fostering and encouraging any thing of the sort
will surely repent it. The man who sells his
good name and infiuenci- in community for a
few cents or a few dollars, will, in a very short
time, find he has neither good name nor influ-

ence.
Here is a cotiple of theiiL taken from a county

paper. The heading, you notice, is pretty sure
to attract everybody's attention by its p(>cnl-

iarity:
A ni!{L WOltTH H.WING.

After readl'ig Mr. Gray's e.xiiei'ience in Iheplating-
business. I .sent S'3 to tlie Lake h'.lectrio V.tt.. Ein/le-
wiiifii, [IL, and cleared $~l in a week. Isn't this pi'et-

ty good for a girl";' '1 here is tableware and jewelry
to plate at every hoirse; then why should any person
be poor or out or employment with such an ()pi)or-

tunity at hand >
"

A Sithscribek.

Yini will ]n)tice that the above is signed, "A
Subscrilier." giving p;'Ople to understand that a
subscriber to th(> above paper sends in this re-

port, which is an absolute falsehood from be-
ginning to end : and the editor who accepts
such an advertisement and puts it in his read-
ing-columns is a !)arty to arfraud. In another
place in the same paper is another, which reads
as follows:

MONKV FOIl EVEKYBOUy.
Mrs. Wells asks, '• Is it ii fact that a person can

make $») to S4i) a week in the business y" Yes, I

make fI'om $.i to $7 a day, plating- and selling plated
ware. The Lake Electric Co., Eng-lewood, III., will

give you full instructions. In this business there
is money for everybody. A Reader.

Just for the fun o it we turned to Dun and
Bradstreet, but there is no such concern at En-
glewood. 111., at all. Very likely there is some-
body there to take the money out of the jiost-

ofhce, and possibly they send some sort of appa-
ratus. Perhaps some of our readers can tell ns
more about it.

THE world's COLUMBIAN FAIR.

The following is an editorial which we clip

from the A)nericn)i Bee Journal. As it con-
tains just the information that many State bee-
keepers' associations want, we are glad to give
it entire:

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association decid-
ed to ask the Legislature lo apjiropi'late $.5(1(10 ftir

the collection and maiiUainaiice of a suitable ex-
hibit of bees, honey, wax. and apiaiian aptdiances
at the World's Columbian Fair. The committee to
form the liill iind i)i'esent its claims are:

Thomas G. Newman, Chicag-o.
Col. Charles F. Mills. Siniiigfleld.
Hon. J. M. Handiangli. Spring:.
Hon. John S. Lvnian, Farndngdale.
C. P. Dadant, Haniilttin.
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A. N. Draper, Upper AUVm.
S. N. Black, Clayton.

All (itliev States sliould take similar action at
•once, so as to secni'c tlie approiiriations in good
time to command majsrnitieent e.xliibits.

P^)i' tlie benefit of commil tees in different States,
who will have to present the matli-r to tlie Leg-isla-
tures and ask for apprt)i)rialit>ns, we will here rei>l.v

to a Question.wliicli lias been propounded to us and
to others a s -oi'e of times. Tliat question is—

WHAT IS THE MONET NEEDED B'OR?

Tlie answer is easy. It is needed to procui-e, trans-
port, org-anize. and take ffood care of exhibits, and
may be particularized thus:
I.'To i)ay a competent jierson for time and dili-

gent work for a year or more, to procure, arrang-e,
and superintend an exhibit wliicli shall be a credit
to tlie State.

?. He will need many assistants during- the entire
time of holding the Columbian Fair, to care for, and
pi'otect from damage or waste, the manj' articles
^xhibited, as well as to keep them clean and in
proper condition for thorough examination by the
millions of visitors. These must be efficient per-
sons, and will liave to be suitably paid.

3. Products of the apiary, machinery, and appli-
ances, will have to he transported "to the fair-
grounds, and this will entail considerable expense.

4. We do not desire a sejiaiate building for the in-
dustry of bee-keeping, but it will it will be neces-
sary to ^f up n large space in one of the principal
buildings devoted to agriculture, horticulture, or
floriculture. To make it convenient, and have it

attractively decorated, will co.st money; but it will
be well spent, nevertheless; for the general verdict
at all fairs is, that the "Bee and Hr)ney Depart-
men" is the most atti-active thing on tlie gi'ounds.

5. At the close of the World's Fair all the goods
exhibited must l)e carefully packed and returned
to the owiiei-s. This item of expen.se for laboi-, ma-
terial, drayage, and railway transportation, will be
very large, on account of the care required in hand-
ling and packing, so as not to destroy tlie values.
Honey in the comb (in all forms and shapes imagin-
able) is delicate and fragile; and the utmost care
will be required to prevent its being damaged or
ruined entirely.

6. And last, hut not least, cash prizes, medals, and
diplomas, will of necessity be required to bring out
an exhibit which will honor the State. This item
must necessarily be a large one, for upon it will de-
pend the success of the entire undertaking.
These are a few of the tilings that will require

mone.v. and for which a liberal apiirojiiiation is de-
sired from the public treasury.

"THE REASON WHY.
On page 214 the writer of tlie above article

makes this remark: " Because they a le supply-
dealers, and because it was to their interest to
do so." Now. it has lately been getting to be
•quite fashionable to insist that large enter-
prises, either in ptiblishing a journal or dealing
in supplies, are built uj) by furthering .selfish

interests. No sadder blunder was ever made.
The publisher or supjjly-dealer who does every
thing for self-interest, never huilds up a busi-
ness. Honesty i.s the best policy: and candid,
honest truth, is a thousand times more profita-
ble than any sort of seltish, underhanded trick-
ery. We urge beginners to start out with the
standard fianie. just txactly as we would urge
a man who wanted to go somewhere, to drive in
the road, when he \\as meditating letting down
fences and going crosslots with his Iior.se and
buggy. We who have built up a business, or
who have control of a successful bee-journal,
ai'e laboring for the good of our patrons^
especially for the younger ones who are just
starting. It is our business to save them from
sad mistakes and blunders: and the insinua-
tions that are constantly being thrown out. that
success in business comes only to those \\ho are
sharp, tricky, dishonest, and selfish, and who
are only after the almighty dollar, emanate
from the evil one himself: and it will not only
be the ruin of our people financially, if persist-
•ed in. but it will be the ruin of us as a people.

body and soul. Hold fast to the little text.
'• thinketh no evil:" and for mercv's sake have
charity enough to oelieve that voiir neighbor is
at least (dmnst as good a man as yourself.

FLORIDA AXn ORANGE lU.OSSOMS.
A FEW moments ago a beautiful bouquet of

orange-blossoms, redolent of pei-fnme. cam
through the mails, with the following letter:
Mr. Roof.-—Please send me an extra copy of

Gleanings for March 1. I think I like Gleanings
bettei- every cop.\- I read. I read it through from
one end to the other, and then look over the best
things again. I took theflist honey of the season
on the 5th. It was fi'oni orange, peach, and plum
blossoms. I send you some orange-blossoms by this
m^Jl- Sidney Smith.
Lake Como, Fla., March 10.

The flowers are so handsome, and the per-
fume so exquisite, that some of our office girls
are thinking of going to Florida Mhen thev are
ready to get married—that is. if the groom" can
scrajie up the stamps for such a "wedding
flight.'" I do not mean that they said so. but I
judged by their smiles and uleasant looks that
they were thinhing of something of the kind as
they passed the bouquet from one to another.

THE PRE.SENT PRICE OF AL.SIKE.

Perhaps noone thing occasions more jangling
and hard feelings than the changes in the
lirices of alsike clover—especially the rise that
almost always comes about sowing time. Illus-
trative of this we give below a copy of a letter
just at hand, from one of the large" grass and
clover-seed dealers in Cleveland:
A. I. Bout, Medina. O.: Dear Sir;—Your favor of

the 10th inst. is received. We inclose small samples
of alsike. which we mark and quote f. o. b., subject
to prompt acceptance and unsold, as follows:

" Frens," 4 bags, jier bushel. $9.50.
"Lawson," No. 1, 3 bags, per bushel, $9.7.5.

Hoping to have youi- order, which will command
prompt attention, we remain

Very truly, etc.,
H. C. Burt & Son,

Dealers in Wool and Grass Seeds.
Cleveland, March 11.

Now. fi-iends. see where you would have been
had you raised a big crop of alsike and kept it
till the present time. We have not paid the
above price, because it is considerably more
than we have been .selling at retail, and we do
not propose to pay it unless we are obliged to.
All we can promise is this—that, if you send
us your* orders, we will do the very best we can.
If we are absolutely ohViged to pav the above
figures, of course we can not retail it for less
than from .?11 to -SIS a bushel.

THE NEW WATER CVRE, ETC.

One thousand copies of the above little
liamphlet were given away in about a week.
We are now printing a larger edition of .5000.

Many of our friends who sent for ten oi' a dozen
disposed of them so quickly that they have or-
dered another lot. All right. We believe we
can print and mail as many as can be given
away where they w ill do good. Several cases
have already been reported where they have
have gone into towns where agents were can-
vassing, at S4 foi- each secret: but ours soon
wound up the $4 business. It .seems to me
that every good man and woman should be do-
ing as much as possible to discourage or stop
this system of defrauding people of their hard
earnings, by false representation and false pre-
tense.

KNOWN AND I't'BLISHED IN GERMANY. OVER 40
YEARS AGO.

Our pi'oof-reader has translated the following
from a clipping taken from a German paper, the
name of which we do not know:
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Dr. Hall's medical pamphlet has made u.se of not
a few of oui- western exchang-es since the beginning-

of the year. Dr. Hall makes a good use of secrecy
in the application of liis highly recommended reme-
dy; but when he is pushed as to its discovery it be-

comes evident tliat he is not well posted in medical
lore; for there appeared a little book in Reutlingen,
more th m forty years ago, in wliich we saw all that
Dr. Hall puts f()rth with so much secrecy. Tlie Ger-

man la. of Milwaiikcr, took up at first a column of

his recommciuhilions; but tinding afterward that

there was nothina- original about it, it grave the
whole thing awav t) its readers. It contains only
about 3J pages, written with great verliiage, and is

sold to people for ^i.«>0 liy Dr. Hall and his agents.

Now. friends, there is a moral in all this. It

transpires, as you see, that the whole of Dr.

Hall's discovery was not only in print at the

very time in our own country, but in other

countries also; and with the multitude of books
and periodicals now extant, as well as the mul-
titude of thinking people and earnest students,

not only in medicine but in all other depart-
ments of science and art, shall we not be a lit-

tle slow in deciding that any one man has the

right to monopolize and make capital out of

any thing that comes up, that seems, for the

time, to be new?

gPEci^ii piewicEg.

ALSIKE CLOVEK SEED WANTED.

If any of our readers have any choice alsike seed

for sale thev will do us a favor by mailing us a small
sample, telling what they have and wliat tliey will

take for it. The wholesale price still continues
quite tirm, and our stock is almost exhausted.

TOBACCO DUST FOR KILLING BUGS AND INSECTS.

As some of the friends may wish to try some of

the tobacco dust spoken of on another page, we will

say that we can furnish it as follows: 1 lb., by
mail. 2.5 cts. ; .5 lbs., bv express or freight, 3 cts. per
lb.; 10 lbs.,2V2 cts. per lb.; 25 lbs., 2 cts. per lb.; 100

lbs., $1.7.5.

ADVANCE IN ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.

We aie compelled to advance the retail price of

alsike to the following, and may without notice have
to advance still more, but will always give as good a

price as it is possible to do. Hushel, SIO.OO; 1/2 Imsh-

el, $5.20; peck, $2.75; lb.. 22 cts. No (.liange is made
from the prices quoted in last issue, on white and
alfalfa clovers.

RUBBER TUBING, ETC.

So manv of the friends have cimiiilained that they
do not find the soft-rul)ber tubing I descrilied in

our last issue at their drugstores, 1 have taken
pains to purcliase a quantity that we can send by
mail at the rate of five cts. per foot. We can also

furnish the hard-rubber terminal tube at 10 cts. each.

The above prices will include postage.

SMOKER FUEL AT 75 CTS. A BARREL.

This is a kind of sawdust and excelsior mixed,
that comes from making bee-feeders and other work
of this class, that is the best smoker fuel of any
thing u'c have ever used, and we liave tried almost
every thing. We will dispose of what we have on
liand, for to cts. a barrel, barrel included. It can go
by freight. When you are ordering other goods you
can easily have a barrel of this Included.

OUR SEED AND PLANT CATALOGUE FOR 1891.

This is just out. and on many things we have been
enabled to make the prices even lower than they
were in our January numlier. Very few things
have advanced much, with the excei>ti()ii of alsike

clover. In our locality there is at present no oppor-
tunity to get plants outdi)ors, on account of the
continued wetness. In fact, we have had more win-
ter since the first of March than during all the win-
ter months.

FOR SALE.
Thoroughbred Cheshire Pigs, Plymouth Rock and

Light Brahma Eggs, Liglit Brahma Cockerels, and
Uiifei'mented Niagara Grape-juice. Write for
prices. V. J. BAL.DKII>OI<.,
6d Keiidalii, Noiiet-a Co., N. IT.

Please mention this paper.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it I we can furnish you a very neat

four-color label, with j-our name and address, with
the choice of having either " comb " or " extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts per thou-
sand; 50 cts. per 5(10, or 30 cts. for 2.jO. iHist|iaid. The
size of the label is 2)^x1 inch—,iust liglit to go round
the neck of a V)ottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Maple Sugar Supplies
Maple-sugar-making time is at hand, and some are

inquiring the price of supplies. First, you should
supply yourself with that excellent book by Prof.
Cook, "Maple Sugar and the Sugar-Bush;" price 35
cents; by mail, 38c. By studjiug this you may save-
many times the price of it. Notwithstanding the ad-
vance in the cost of tin, we are able to otter you sap-
buckets and spiles and cans at last year's prices, as
below:

Above cut shows a bucket hung- on wire lixip, withv

hinged tin cover, and manner of emptying.

IMPROVED RECORD SAP-SP' )UT.

Record sap-spouts, $1.00 per 100; $8.00 per 1000.

10-qt. buckets, IC tin, $1.5.0(1 per 100; IX tin, $17.00.

12-qt. buckets, IC tin, $16.00 per 100; IX tin. $18.00..

Patent hinged covers, $6.00 per 100 .Reversible wood
covers, $4.60 per 100. Wire loops for wood pails. 30c-

per 100: for tin pails. 2.5c per 100. 1-gal. square cans,

.50 or 100 in a crate, $12.00 per 100. Boxed 10 in a box,

for re-shipment when filled, $1.50 per box; $14.00 for-

10 boxes.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To exchange bees for :i tubuhir boil-

er from 4 to 8 horjse iiower. CoriesiKiiideiice

solicited. D. S. Bassett,
4-tfdb Farnumsville. Worcester Co., Mass.

wANTED.—To excliange 1 lb. thin Vandervort fdn
for :i of WAX. Samples and testimonials free.

db C. W. Dayton, Clinton, Wis. ^

WANTED.—To excliange Pekin ducks for maple
sugai'. Will exchange eg-gs for sugar. 7cl

Chas. McClave, New London, O.

WANTED.—To correspond with parties having
potati)es, onions, apples, and honey for sale.

Prompt attention given to correspondence. Con-
signments solicited. Prompt returns made. 19tfdb
Earle Clickengek, 121 So. 4th St., Columbus, O.

W ANTED.—To exchange piii-e Urown Leghorn eggs
for tested Italian queens. Geeij Bros.,

5-tfdb St. Marys, Mo.

WANTED.—To correspond with parties who wish
to improve their poultry. Fair dealing.

.5-tfilb D. F. Lashier, Hooper, Broome Co., N.Y.

WANTED.-To exchange fruit trees and ))lauts

now, bees and queens in May and June, honey
from crop of 1891, for bee-hives and fixtures.

Address John W. Martin,
6tfdb Greenwood Depot, Alb. Co , Va.

WANTED.—To exchange bees in lO-franie Lang-
stroth hives at $5.00 per colony, for foundation

at market price. A. C. Bugbee,
6-Vd Lochiel, Benton Co., Ind.

ANTED.—To exchange bees for young horse.
6-7d A. C. Waldron, Buffalo, Minn.W

WANTED.—To exchange a saw, with countershaft,
belt, etc., and an Excelsior force-pump.

6-7d L. L. EsENHOWEK, Reading, Pa.

W

WANTED.—Pure Italian queens, sections, luirserj-

stock, or offers, for pure P. Rock eggs or Quinby
hive-corner clasps. L. C. Axtell, Rtjseville, 111.

6tfdb

ANTED.—To exchange some excellent offers for
bees by the pound, and foundation.

6-7d L. L. Esenhower, Reading, Pa.

WANTED.— To exchange iirize-winning Brown
Leghorn eggs—fl per 16—for floweis, seed, or

offers. 7-8d Mrs. Ella Laws, Lavaca, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange pure Italian bees, queens,
or hives, for a gentle horse—one that ladies can

drive. Send for price list. Mrs. Oliver Cole,
7tfdb Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

WANTED. —To exchange Cutlibert raspberry
plants, for honey, comli foundation, onion-sets.

Globe artichoke plants, or any thing I can use.
Write for particulars,
7cl Wm. H. Weiser, York, York Co., Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange black liees and I'aspber-
ry sets, etc., for queens, bees, wax, or otters.

7d R. J. Nash, Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—For sale, or exchange for smaller farm,
100 acres of choice fruit, hay, and grain land,

all under good cultivation, well seeded and well
fenced, 3)^ miles north of Cass City, on State Road,
in a thickly settled neighborhood of mostly Canadi-
ans and Germans; X mile from new M. E. church;
one mile from school. Five acres of young, bearing,
grafted, apple, pear, plum, and cherry trees; 3i) Con-
cord grapevines, plenty of currants, gooseberries,
etc. A dwelling-house 18x26. with an addition 16x24;
1 barn, 32x70; also 1 barn, 24x32; sheep-shed, 12x32;
1 work-sho)), 13x16; four good wells; 40 colonies bees
In Simp, hives; team, stock, and farming tools.
Price of land, $4000. Reason for wanting to sell,
wife's health is poor. For further particulars
address W.m. Martin, 7-lOdb

Cass City, Tuscola Co., Mich.

mANTED.-To exchange comb foundation for
Ti tjeeswax.

J. S. Brooks, Silverton, Marion Co., Ore.

WANTED.—To Iniy bees, or exchange for bees,
apiarian supplies, secretai-y. hat^rack, bed-

room set, or aii.v piece of cabinet work desired.
Will send designs for inspection. All work guaran-
teed, first-class.
7d Chester Olmstead, East Bloomfleld, N. Y.

WANTED.-To exchange P. Rock and L. Wyan-
dotte eggs, valued at 15 for 7.5 cts.; L. & H.

foundation, l)ecswax, maple syrup, valued at $1.00
per gaUon, for bees.
7d F. W. Dean, New Milford, Pa.

W ANTED.—Your wax to work up at lowest living
prices. Write at once to 7tfdb

J. V. Caldwell, Cambridge, Henry Co., 111.

WANTED.—Man who understands the care of tees
in movable frames. A few swarms on private

place. $20 and lioard per month. References re-
quired. Jas. Horrockes,

7-8 Hyde Park, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

PURE •:• /TALMN V QUEENS.
TESTED, $7.50.
UNTESTED, SJ.OO.

Misses S. <£ M. Barnes,
Please mention Gleanings.

IMPORTED
MOTHER.

PiKETON, Ohio.
6-7-8-9-10-12(1

Cole's Garden-Plow.
I will sell one or more garden-plows at 30 per cent

off from the retail price, to any one ordering before
an agency is established In his place.
Send for circular and price.

G. W. OOIiE, Canton, 111.
Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE,
My Carniolan and qucen-iaising apiaries, with the

agency of the Chicago Bee-Keepei-s' Supply Co. at
Topeka, with a large trade established. Reason of
change to take charge of our Chicago depot.

J. B. KLINE, Topeka, Kan.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

BRONZE TURKEY EGGS, $3.00 per 13. Pe-
kin Duck eggs, $l.o;i per 13. Pure stock.

7-d J. C. Provins, Masontown, Pa.

FOR fsAI^E.—Eggs of Golden Wyandottes, $2.00
per 13. Silvers, $1.00 per 13. Japanese buck-

wheat, 90c per bushel. Sacks free. 7-10-db
P. F. Rhodes, New Castle, Ind.

I Have SEED POTATOES for SALE,
wliich I will put on l)nard cars for $2 per l)ush-
el. I have the Everett and Early Ohio in limited
quantities. A. J. Kieffek. Nevada, Wyandot Co., O.

Please mention this paper. 7(1

FOR SALE.—I bave about 30 choice tested Ital-
ian queens at $1.25 each, 3 for f3, $11 per dozen,

guarantee satisfaction and safe arrival. 7d
D. D. Hammond, Malone, la.

tfdb Please mention this paper.

CARN

I

OLANS
Are the gentlest, most industrious, and liardiest
bees known. Our Carniolans show no yellow bands.
Pure Carniolans do not. We have a fine stock of
tested queens for early orders. Descriptive price
list free; send for it. F. A. LOCKHART & CO.,
7-9d Lake George, Warren Co., N. Y.

Please mention Gleanings.

For Sale—Hybrid Bees.
O C GOOD COLONIES in shipping-cases, with 9 S.
^«^ frames, $3.00 each. Also 25 Chaff hives at $1.00
each. Delivered at R. R. station any time after May
1. Reference, A. I. Root. 7tfdb

Mabel A. Fenn, Tallmadge, Oliio.
Please mention this paper.
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PHILO'S AUTOMATIC

SECTION -BOX GLUING- MACHINE,
For Putting Together and Automat-

ically Clumg the One and Four-
Piece Section-Boxes.

5-BANDED GOLDEN ITALIANS.
Beauties I Tlu' best W(jrkeis we ever saw. Work

on red clover. Very gentle. Di-ones J to % yellow.
Won 1st Premium at III. State Fair in 1890.
Nearly JJOO booked for 1891. Warranted Queens, May.
*1.:.'5, 6 tor 3^6.00; after June 1st *l.t.O, 6 for $5.00.
Special discount tor larg-e orders as to dealers.
Have your order booked now in order to get tliem
when wanted. Satisfaction guaranteed. No foul
brood. Select Barred Plymouth Hock Eggs, $1 per
13. Good reference given.

Itfdb S. F. & 1. TKEGO, Swedona 111,
S^In respond in>rti^ tin- i.iv.i r i-emt- nt ni Glkanings.

^1 TAKE HOTICE.
i Our New Factory Is Now Open
td To receive ordei's for Bee-Hives, Frames of all

kinds, Sliipi>iiig - Crates. Seotloiis, Hone)' -

Cans, Comb Fouudatiou, and Smokers. Write
for price list to

GREGORY BROS. & SON,

5-tfdb Ottumwa, Wapello Co., Iowa.
^^In responding to this .iilveitisenient mention Gleanings.

This is the only machine on the market that will

put tlie glue right where it belongs witliout wasting
the glue or mussing the section.

Price of the combined machine, - - - f6.00

For four-piece only. - 5-00

E. W. PHILO, Half-Moon, N.Y.
. responding to this advertisement mention (Jleanings.

^BEST OIT EAUTII-I^
ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL. AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVERY
CIVILIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham & Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
Standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, 3>^ in , postpaid ...?2.no

Conqueror '• 3
" '"

. 1.7-5

Large ' 3i4
•' " ... 150

Exira (wide shield) 2 " " ... 1 "if*

Plam (narrow " ) 2
" " ... 100

Little Wonder. V% " " 6.")

Uncapping Knife 1 !•'>

Sent promptly on receipt of price. To
sell again, send for dozen and half-dozen rates.

Milledgeville. HI , March 8, 1890.

S[RS:—Smokers received to-day. and count cor-

rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as 1 do
your trade will boom. Truly, F. A. Sneli,.

Vermidion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.

Sirs:—I consider your smokers the best made for
any purpose. I have had 1.5 \ ears' experience with
300 or 400 swarms of bees, and know whereof I speak.

Very truly, R. A. Morgan.
Sarabsville. Ohio, March 13, 1890.

Sirs:—The smoker 1 have has done good service
since 1883. Yours truly, Daniel Brothers.

Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itt'db BmaEAM & HETEEBmaxoiT, Abronia, Mich.
L^I '•"p

ItalianFOR S.41.C: (for 1S91) cheap, for c:

Bees and Queens. Address
Otto Kleinow, Apiarist,

6-7d 150 Militaiv Ave., Detroit, Mieh

ATTENTION, CALIFORNIANS !

I have for sale 16000 1-lb. V-groove one-piece white
basswood sections, fs wide, made bj- A. I. Root.
Price f5.00 per M , put on cars at King City, Mon-
terey Co., Cal. For .5000 or more, write for special
prices to C. K. ERCANBRACK, JUN.,

Itfdb Lonoak, Monterey Co., Cal.
t^"In respoiiilin - ro tiiis iic1vcrii~|.|i,,.iii 'niei n<.ii fii.h:AM,M....

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per 711. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures clie^^p. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
^yin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

rppQI Brown Leghorn, White Leghorn, fl.35.bUUO: Black Minorca, Plymouth Rock, Pekin
Duck, f1.50. Light Brahma, Langshan, Game, $3 per
13 eggs. Strictly pure-bred. Ship safely anywhere.
Illustrated circular free. GEEIt BROS.,
Itfdb St. ITIarys. Wo.
•(m'Xw responding to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and rcdured [irice list.

ittd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
IFWln respondinir to this artverti.><ement mention nji. .^ v

DOWN THEY GO!
I'or the next few days $1.35
will buy our 8-fr;ime chatf
hive,"with 3 T supers
and 8 heavy top-bar

brood-frames.

Send for PRICE LIST.

ROE & KIRKPATRICK,
Union City, Ind.

Itl'db Hlease mpntion this paper

100,000 STRAWBERRY -PLANTS.
Best new and old varieties. Prices low. Also

Grapevines, Raspbeirv. and Blackbeiry plants, etc.

Send for price list. D. G EDM.IST01V,
6-T-8d Adrian, Lenawee Co.. Mich.

|Q'"ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkantngs.

READY TO MAIL, TESTED ITALIAN QUEENS.
Reared last Aug., $1.75; after March, «1.50. Untest-
ed, from Doolittle's Select Mother, raised by his
method, $1.00. Reduction on 3 or more. Orders
booked now; pay when (|ueens are wanted. 6-7-8d

JOHN «. CASK, Port Orange, V^oi. fo., Fla.
arin respoiuiin;,' Co il.i iv. ..r .-ii.. i.i iii,-iii i..ii fii.KANINGS.
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The Greatest Invention of the Age! The Burdsall Foundation Fastener
BEES MADE TO HIVE THEMSELVES.

Full particubiis Iroe. Address
5-tfd H- ALLEY. Wenham, Mass.

Please mention this paper.

NEW^ FACTORY.
No. Fine CombNo. 1 Sections. $3.50:

Foiindation a specialtx-.

2^. S. ROOr*, 520 East Broadway.
6-17db Council Bluffs, la.

^•In responding to this adTertiseiuent mention GLKAtfiNG.s.

Bees St Supplies foP louia.
Send for my siipplement for 1891, now ready (no

new catalogue). Say whether you have my eatalog-ue
dated 18S9 and 1890. Address Oliver Foster,

.'V-ifdb Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.
-3-4d Please mention this paper .

BEE-KEEPERS
Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of Bee-Keepers'

Supplies. Prices reasonable.
F. W. LAMM,

Box I06, Somerville, Butler Co., O.
3-8db Please mention this paper.

SEND ME YOUR

To be made into Foundation. Made on Koot or Van-
dervort mills. Samples of work free.

&6 C". A. HUFF, Clayton, ITIich.

SECTIONS
$3.00 per lOf10; all kinds of bee-supplies clieap. Send
for free illustrated catalogue.

J. J. BRADNER.
5-T-9d 600 Lima Ave-, Findlay, O.

HONEY A NEW DISCOVERY.
Differing from all others ever yet

made foi' tlie i)iii'posc.exthactoh.
It works strong, thorougli, neat, handy and

rapid, and is the cheapest Extractor known.
Send3-ct. .stamp for a circular of 18 pages to
REV. A. K. SEAMAN, Connellsville, Favette
Co.. Pa. o-iha

THE BEST MACHINE MADE.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for catalogue and

price.

The Burdsall Apiary and Supply Factory,

i-llclb Bos 7i4, Lebanon, Ohio.
t^"ln respondintr to this aiiverti L-lit llu:litlon (tLKAKINGS.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. 1. Pacent, of

Chaklton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 " chatf
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, .500 broad frames, 3,000
honcj-boxes, and a great deal of
otlier work. This winter w e
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we e.v-

pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, .545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

WHY : SEND : LONG ' DISTANCES?
SEND YOLiR ADDRESS (DON'T FoKCET
THE COUNTY) FOR MY NEW PRICE

LIST FOR 1891.

C. p. BISH, Grove City, Mercer Co.,Pennsyl'a.
ESTABLISHED IN 1884. 7tld

Please mention this paper.

PDR ^fll F
Crude and refined. We have con-

iUiv OnLL. stantly in stock large quantities of
Beeswax, and supply the prominent manufacturers
of comb foundation throughout the country. We
guarantee every pound of Beeswax purcha.sed from
us absolutely pure. Write for our prices, stating
quantity wanted. ECKERMANN &. WILL,

Bleachers, Hefiners, acd Importeis cf Beeswax,

T-i6fib Syracuse, N.Y.
I3"ln responding to tills advertisement mention Gleanings.

$5.00 IN MAY, AND $4.SO IN JUNE,
—WIL7. BUY—

A Strong Full Colonj of Pnre Italian Bees

in Rout's new Dovetailed or the old Simi^licity hive.
as you prefer. Each to contain a fine tested queen
and yilentyof bees and brord. Everything first-class.
Pure Japanese Buckwheat, per bu., SI; k bu., 6l)c;

ii bu., 3nc, bag included. Scotch Collie Pups, H each.
IV. A.KNAPP, Rocliesler. Loraiu Co., O.

6tfdb Please mention this paper.

HIVES AND FRAMES.
8-frame hive, with two supers, 90c ; 10, $8.00. Thick-

top brood-frames, with top-bar split to receive fdn.
guide, per 100, 9Uc; other styles, $1.00 per 100. No. 1

sections, S.3.00 per M. Parser fdn-fa.steners, 20c, this
month only. Circular free. 19-17d

SPECIAL RATES TO DEALERS.
Write us. W. D. SOPER A: CO.,

118-120 Washington St. E., Jackson, mich.
{^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

BEES FOR SALE.
COLONIES,

NUCLEI,
and QUEENS
at living rates. Send tor
circular and price list to

C. C. VAUGHN,
Columbia, Tenn. etfdb

Printing,

Note Heads, BUI Heads, Envelopes,

1-^^-250 for $].00
Post Paid. Good honest work and

paper. 50 Xja,d.les Ca-ra.s in Steel Plate Script 25 c.
No Samples. 12 Years in Business. Send Copy and dollar to
Bl KTON L.. SAGE, New Haven, - Conn.
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ADVANCED BEE^CUliTUt^E;

Its Methods and IVTanagement.

Apr. L

nt nf order (I have nleiit'v of b;»ck numbers to send it from the besiniiing- of the year), and tlie book

as it is out. Stamps taken, either U.S. or Canadian. Samples of Review sent free. lOtfdb

W. Z. H^TCHI^SOH, Flint, |V[ieh.

tfr]i\ respondint; to this advertisement mention Glkanh.gs.

Lealif IITg Co.,

— irNDOUBTEDLY THE—

LARGEST PLANT IN THE WEST,

Built exclusively for the manufacture of Api-

arian Supplies.
' One and One-Half Acres Floor

Space. We sell as Cheap as the Cheapest, and our

goods are as Good as the Best. Parlies will do

well to write us for estimates on large orders.

We will send you our catalogue for your name on

a postal card. Address LEAHY MFG. CO.,

7tfdb Higginsville, Mo.
Please mention this papei-.

TAKE ANOTHER LOOK
At mv "ad" on pa^e 242. Gleanings for Marcli

1.5. IT WILL PAY YOU. 1
'. M

C. J. BALDRIDGE, KENDAIA, N. Y.
Please mention this paper.

Medina. OHIO

HOOT'S
Household Repairingo TJ rr DP IT

.

A eoinbination of tried,
practical, common-sense
tools and materials that
will enable any one with
ingenuity enoug-h to nail
on a fence-board to do
his own half-soling, boot,
shoe, rubber, and harness
repairing. No pegs aie
used—simply wire clinch
nails. Saves time, trou-
ble, and expense. Entire

=^ outfit neatly boxed, only
^ $2. Supply-dealers should

_ J^ sell them. Send for cir-

lEAiel \miiA cular to

^SCl ROOT BROS.,
^ LTi\STS Medina, Ohio.

Mention Gleanings.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BROOD-FRAMES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No Fish-bone In Surplus Honey.

"

—

^_ Being the cleanest is usually worked
S^^^sn , the quickest of any Foundation made.
flK^?s;y|'j J ^^^ DEUSEN & SONS,

Si Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd
^ Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

BUCKWHEAT.
MARTIN'S PROLIFIC.

This l)uckwlieat undei' favorable conditions will
yield 70 bushels per acre, as it is an enormous yiekl-
er—stands up well and endures drouth lemarkably
well. Last season it yielded douljle the ijuantity
per acre sown, under the snine oi- rather worse con-
ditions tlian my Japanese, 1(10 lods distant, and did
not blast one-half as bad. I think it will supersede
the Jai)anese when better known. Price $1.50 per
bushel. tS")c per half bushel, bags included, fl.2.5 i)er
bii. for 5 to 111 liushels. Remit by P. O. order, liank
draft o}' registeied letter to the originator. 7-lOdb
WM. MARTIN, CASS CITY, TusCOLA CO., mich.

Please mention this paper.

GOLDEN ITALIANS.
AND THE BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW.

I^"In responding to this odveitisenient mention Gleanujos.

1 lia\c' purchased the queen th:it, together with
her bees, took tiv>>t premium last fall at the
Detroit Exjiosition. They are tlie Five-biinded
Golden Italitins. The liandsomest and gentlest
1)ees, and tlie yellowest drones I have ever seen.
Tliey are not inclined to rol), and it is claimed they
work on red clover. After June 1st I sliall offer tlie

daughters of this queen for $L00 each, or 6 for $5.0U.

I have a number of tested (lueens, reai-ed last season
by H. Alley from liis " one-hundred-dollar queen,"
that I will sell for 12.00 each. In order to secure
a few orders early, to all persims who send me, be-
fore May 1st, $1.7.5, I will send one five-banded
Golden Queen, and the BEE-KEKPERS' RE-
VIE %V one yean for $3.7.5 one of the tested Allev
queens and the REVIEW one year. The RE-
VIEW is published monthly bv W. Z. Hut:;hinson,
at $1.00 a year. The REVI KW^ will be sent on re-
eoipt of order. Untested queens will be sent after
Jvine 1st; tested queens the last of May. All orders
will be tilled in I'otation. Make monev oi-ders pay-
able at Flint, Mich. Address

ELMER HUTCHINSON,
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Please mention this paper.

L. C. ROOT ARIARY
FOR SALE.

A fli-st-class oi)ening for an energetic man. Nice
home.

BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPING.
Nice garden, plenty of fruit, etc. Room for out-

apiaries. 7tfdl)

J. C. HAINES, MOHAWK, N. Y.

&"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

FOR SALE.
^ 10 colonies of Italian bees cheap, if sold soon. 7d
!—

i

(Mrs. N. Marks, Newburg, Cuy. Co., O.

n PEKIN DUCK EGGS
$1.35 per 13, from large tine ducks. Now is the

time to buy. A few pairs at $3..50 per pair. Largest
breeder in Ohio. CHAS. MCCLAVE,

Box 40, 7d New London, O.
Please mention Gleanings.
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}I«]\[EY CeMMN.
CITY MARKETS.

New Yokk.— i/())ict/.—Maiket isenliielybaii', with
little or no deniaiici. except foi' some ~-lli. faiiey

white, which would reiidilv be taken. Calilornia ex-

11 acted lioney in fair demand at «?4@T; Florida.

7)<;(5'S. Bt'i'.siCirr.—Stocks and supply very small.

Prices gradually s'lowiiiir better. We quote, for

good yellow. :i7(S*"~8. F. G. Stkohmi'.yer & Co..

Mar. JO. New York.

Cincinnati.— //(H.r-iy —There is a good demand for

extracted honey at 6@,8c a lb. on arrival. Demand
for comb honey is fair at 1.")@17c a lb. for choice white,
in a jdbiiing way. Demand is good for beeswax at
•Z'i@ztiij a lb. for "good to choice yellow on arrival.

Cincinnati, Mar. 18. Chas. F. Muth & Son.

Albany.— Himey.—Have receivetV one consign-
ment of comb honi'y in pound sections since last is-

sue, and sold the clover at 16c and the buckwheat at

13c. \Ve are out of buckwheat in pound sections.

Dark extracted lumcy is moving off lively at T@8c.
Light sells slow at !I%1 c.

Mar. ^1. Chas. McCuLiiOCH & Co.

Detroit.—Huiif I/.—Comb honey is selling .slowly
at 14@il.5 cents. Extracted, 7@8c. Beeswax Arm at
28@29c.
Bell Branch, Mich., Mar. 30. M. H. Hunt.

Kansas City.—Hiuiciy.-Demand continues steady
for 1-lb. comb. Stocks very light, receipts light.

^Ve (juote 1-lb. comb, white, 16@18c; dark. 12@i13l-;

•2-111. California comb, ]4@1."k'. Extracted, 6@7c.
Beeswax. 23@;J.5. Clemens, Mason & Co.
March 23.

San FuANCiSCO.-Honei/. — Extracted lioney, 6c;
Comb. 1-lb., 12@1414c; 21b., lWV2c. Beeswax.— 'fio

supplies. SCHACHT, Lemcke & Steiner,
Mar. 18. San Francisco, Cal.

For Sale.—"Choice orange-blossom" extracted
honey in dU-lb. tin cans, or kegs holding 14 to 15 gal-

lons." Price $1.25 per gallon, f. o. b. cars here.
Arthur F. Brown.

6 9db Huntington. Putnam Co., Fla.

P'OR Sale.—1200 lbs. extracted white-clover honey
in barrels or 6J-lb. cans, as desired.
Itfdb E. J. Baxter. Nauvoo, 111.

gPECI^Ii fi0¥ICEg.

grapevines FOR SHADING HIVES.

By some misunderstanding, our ordinary grape-
vine advertisement was left out of our regular cat-
alogue, and also out of the seed catalogue. We
have a beautiful stock of two-year old Concord
grapevines, readv to ship. Price 10 cts. each; 8.5 cts.

tor 10, or $7.00 i)er 100. If wanted by mail, add 3 cts.

each extra.

VEGETABLE-PLANTS FOR THE FIRST OF APRIL.

Asparafjus-platits. We hav(> a nice lot of fine ones,
but they are only one year old. Price b' cts. for 10;
75 cts. per imi; luUO. $6.00.

Cahhane-plant.'t. We have only the Select Early
Jersey Wakefield. Price 5 cts. for 10; 40 cts. per 100;
$3.(Hl per 1000.

Cdld-framc plants, none to spare.
Snincliall cauliflower, same as asparagus.
Lettucr-plantti. We have Grand Rapids and Hen-

derson's New Y'ork. at tlie same prices as cabbage-
plants.
Celevy-planls. White Plumi-. Self-blanching, ready

to ship. Same prices as cabbage-plants.
If wanted by mail, add 5c for 10, or 2.5c per 100, on

all above lUaiits.
Strawhrrry-plaitts. We are .shipping dail.y. as per

edit<jrial or jiage 187, March 1.

ITALIAN BEES FOK SALE.
I will sell ]mre Italian bees in good L. portico hives

at $5.50. or two for $10.00. Also pink and white sweet
peas at 13 cts. per oz., or 76 cts. for 2 oz. 7d

C. G. Fenn, Washington, Conn.

NEBRASKA
For Nuclei Colonics and Italian (.iiu'cns. Circular
and price list now ready. 7tfdb

J. iTI. 10IIN«.
Box 874. I»lj.it».bur{i:, INeb.

Early Italian queens from bees bred
for business. Each $1.00; six $4..5lt.

Order now. i>ay when queen arrives.
7tfdb W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark.

DON'T FORGET
That I am now booking orders f"r th)se beau ifiil

ALBINO QUEENS, and the well-known Ital ans.
Send in your order and pav when (luecns are ready
to ship. A. JL. KILDOW, Sheffield. 111.

Plp.ase meiiticn this paper 7d

PRICE LIST FREE ON APPLICATION.

A. E. MANUM. BRISTOL.. VT.

VT^\l\^tl QviEtus.
Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE.
One double-drum. "Ledger Wood,'" hoi.sting-en-

gine, cylinders 7x9 in. Used one month.
7-8d W. S. Ammon, Reading. Pa.

FRIENDS, if you want three or four L. frame
nuclei full of nice Italian bees, queen, and cap-

ped brood, or queens, that will give satisfaction, at
reasonable prices, write to 7tfdb

W. A. Sanders, Oak Bower. Hart Co.. Ga.

IMPORTED ITALIAN f^UEENS.
I IV. C. FRAZIER, ATLANTIC, Wt IOWA.
7-17ilb Please mention this paper.

NEW OHLMNS APlAllIES
Italian and Carniolaii bees and queens for sale.

Send in j-our orders now. and the money when bees
or queens are wanted. Purity and safe ai--

rival guaranteed. Address 7d

J. W. WrNDER, 572 MAGAZINE ST., NEW ORLEANS.
Mention this paper.

SEND TO E. J. SHAY,
Thornton. Taylor Co.. W. ^'a.. for illustrated cata-
logue of bee-keepers' supplies, both in the flat and
set up. 7tfdb E. J. Shay.

100 colonies of bees, Ital-
ians and hybrids, in eight-
frame, Langstroth, portico,

movaljle hives. Price for Italian, $4..50; hybrids,
$4.00 each. I guarantee .safe delivery. "7-«-9d

CHRISTOPHER GRIMM, Jefferson . Wis.

Italian and hybrid liees in Dovetailed and new
Heddon hives. Price $6 and $4 respectively. One
reliable pit game cock, $3; two pair of steels, $4;
one hot-water incubator. 50-egg eajiacity. $6; oiie-
hor.se-power engine and boiler in good order, $25.

7-8d J. T. FLETCHER, Clarion, Fa.
Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE!

STOP/ THINK! ACT!
Griffith's Italian (jucens will give you strong colo-

nies, jijenty of honey, and nice bees. 7-12dli
Untested queens in May, $1.00.

in June. July, and Aug.. 75c.
Tested " in May, $1.25.

in June. July, Aug.. & Sept.. $1.00.
All queens reared from liest imported <uid clioice

home mothers. Safe arrival guaranteed. Address
all orders to B. €. GRIFFITH, Griffith. N. C.
Postoffice order on Charlotte, or reg. let. to Gi iffith.

Please mention this paper.
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PACIFIC-COAST

panciers' jVIonthly.

H:ive ytm seoii it V

FOWLS, DOGS, PIGEONS,
PETS, ORCHARD, HOME:

It is devoted soleh' to sucli subjects. It is beauti-
fully ilkistiated, is

BRIGHT, PRACTICAL, HANDSOME,
AND MONEY-MAKING.

Not an ordinary poiilt ry p;iper. Send 10 cts. for ii

sample copy, or *1.U0 for a full year; and if

you don't say it is wortli a frood deal
MORE than that we will refund your

money. TRY IT!

Address: T-Qd

THE FANCIERS' MONTHLY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

^9'Ijirespondingto tliisadveiti-fiiiiiii impi I'mi c-ikavs- -

1891. 12th Year.

HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH
For the maimfacturc and sale of

BEE-HIVES AND BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,

Early Nuclei, and Italian Queens.

Send for Price List.

P. I,. VIAIil-OlT,
Itfd BayoM Gioiala., X^sl.

Please mention Gleakings.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
In May and June, each $3.00

In July and August, each 1.80

In September and October, each 1.60

Money must be sent in advance. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Queens that die en route, if returned
in the letter, will be replaced by mail, postpaid. No
order for less than 8 queens hy express will be accept-

ed. CHAS. BIANCOIMCIINI,
l-lld Bolosua, Italy.

I^lu respoiiilini; to this advertisement mention Hlkaninrs.

EARLY QUEENS

^

z

0)

ALL ITALIANS.
1 Untested Queen, April, Sl.UO; May, Sl.OO.

3 " Queens, " 2.75; " 3. .50.

1 Tested Queen, " 3.00; " 3.00.

3 " Queens, " 5.00; " -100.

Very best Select Tested for breeding-, $3.00.

2-frame Nuclei, with any queen, S1.50 extra.

Safe arrival g-uarantecd. 7-8-9d

W. J. Ellison, Catchall, Sumter Co.. S. C.

tyin responiJinsr to tliis .adveiti^enient mention (Jl.KAXINOs.

ENTOMOLOGICAL NEWS.
This is the title of a mont hly ma.a-a/,iiie published

in Philadelphia at one dollar a year. It is man-
aged !)>• jnai'tical entomologists, and is a real help to
those interested in this most fascinating study.
Insects accurately named for subscribers, and

much valuable assistance given collectors.

GIVE IT A TRIAL. Address

E. T. Cresson, Treasurer,
V-9d Box 1577, Philadelphia, Pa.

t^ln respoiiilin;.- to uii,-< aiivcrti.-^eMieiit mention GLEANINGa.

BEES & SUPPLIES FOR IOWA.
Send for my supplement for 1891, now ready (no

new catalogue). Say whether you have my catalogue
dated 1889 and 1890. Address OHver FosU-r.

5-tfdb >It. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.
tr^-lo i-espondin^ to this advertisement mention Rleanings.

EVERYTHING
USED BV

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB.

Pleasant Valley, N. Y.

^^ A
^^ A

•m, o
c
F
R
E
E\

Please mention this paper.

Es-ba.blisli.ed 1Q7S.

SMITH & SMITH
Wholesale and Eetail Manufacturers of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
KENTON, OHIO.

Price List Free. 4tfdb Mention Olcanit^gs.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES!
The Nonpareil Bee-hive and Winter case, White

Poplar Sections, Wood-zinc Queen-Excluders, and
the finest and best Perforated Zinc now made.
Send for catalogue o£ prices, and iiiclos ;' 35 cts. for

the new book. Bee keeping lor Prottt.
Address DH. «. 1.. TINKKR,

21tfdb New Pliiladelpliia, O.
I^^fa responding: to this ailveili.-ement mention Gi.eakings.

Bee - Keepers' * Suppliel
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sui>

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
aloQue sent free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, 111. Addre.ss

\VJ?I ffleCUNE & €0.,
j

31-20db sterling, Illinois.
Cl^In responrtinc: to tiiis advertisement mention fJi.EANING.s.

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives,
Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.

We can furnish, at wholesale, or I'etail, Every thing of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices, Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Send for onr New Catalogue, '51 illustrated pages,
free to all. -Itfdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
C^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Makch 14, 1° below zero!

Feed, feed, if the bees need.

The first two weeks of March were the
severest of the winter.

Sepahatoks. according to replies in C. B. J..

are not so popular in Canada as on this side.

Tex cents' worth of honey contains more
nutriment than 30 cents' worth of fat pork, says
Allen Pringle in C. B. J.

The bammy breeze of spring
Is now upon -the wing.
When bees will sting
'Most any thing.

•'The Bee-keepers' Union." says Jas. Hed-
don in A. B. K., '"will soon take out a patent in

the shape of a trade-mark.'' I believe in pat-
ents, but not in that one.

And now E. R. Root has gone and written a
piece which Hutchinson has jjrinted in the Re-
view. If that sort of thing isn't stopped, the
rival editors will get to be friends yet.

A Hi'NGRY queen, I am.somewhat inclined to
believe, is more easily introduced. She's so
much engaged trying to get something to eat
that she doesn't go around raising a row.

Heddon thinks {A. B. J.) that, if the trade-
mark problem is abandoned, thei-e is "nothing
better than to keep still." and let adulteratoi-s
have their own way. James, you're off.

Doomttle suggests that the reason I did not
succeed with his cell-cups was that I did not
make the cups as fleep as directed. I tliink it

quite possible that he is right, and I'll ti-y again.

DooiaTTLE says, in A. B. i<C., "There is no
time in the whole year that it pays as well to
put a little money in feed for bees, where they
need it. as it does at this time." Doolitlle's
head is level.

Contraction. I was somewhat surprised to
.see th(! editor of the Review say, "With an
eight-frame hive I have seldom found it advis-
able to contract the bjood-nestof an established
colony." Hut he adds. '"I would contract the
brood-nest of a newly hived ssvarm."

And now No. Two (C. B. J.) wants to know
about "closed frame friends." Out west is a
family by the name of Frame, familiarly called
the Frame friends. When they get too much
tangle-foot, and ai'e shut up in the calaboose,
they are then called "closed Frame friends."

That description of the cut on page 17+
pretty nearly beat me. Finally I made it out
by putting B for D, making it read, " B is a
hollow point, etc." But it isn't up to A. I.'s

usual clearness.

Rev. W. F. Clarke continues to quote me as
authority for the statement that he is long-
winded. alth(jugh I've said I didn't say it. If

he keeps it up much longer, I may begin to
thinh what I haven't said.

The Illinois State Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation has been incorporated. The first meet-
ing was held at SpringHeld. The State Legis-
lature is to be asked for S,50(X) to help the bee-
keepers' show at the World's Fair.

Hutchinson says he. Dr. Mason, and others,
always read the editorials first. That's no way
—at least not in (Ileanlvgs. Always begin at
the first page. If you begin at the editorials,

you might foi'get to read tlie first page.

Macpherson. of the C. B. ./., has been laid

up with concussion of the brain from a fall on
the ice. Hope not for long. No Mac and no
"pollen-grains" in C. B.J. makes a bad hole.

•'Observer'" and "No. Two" liven up the pages
of the C. B.J. no little.

••Bother the salt"" That's what you say
when it's all packed together and won't shake
out of the salt-cellar at the table. Let me tell

you how to fix it. Put about a teaspoonful of
corn starch in a teacup of salt, and mix. That's
the way it is on our table, and it always yields.

Keep tools bright. I once saw a seedsman
care for his hoe after using it. He washed it

off clean in a pail of water, and then, without
drying it off in the least, he stuck it in a barrel

of wood ashes. ''There." said he. '"no matter
when I want to use that hoe again. I'll find it

dry and bright."

Something will have to be done pretty soon
about the editorials in Gleanings. They're
getting to occupy altogether too much room,
and are covering so much ground in an inter-

esting manner, that in a little while I'll have
nothing to manufacture " Straws " from. Some-
thing will have to be done.

L. D. Stilson. of the Nebraska Bee-keeper,
had a colony which woiked on red clover when
others did not, and wants to know if any one
else has had a like experience. He forgets

about the red-clover queens of Medina and
elsewhere. One year I had at least two colonies
storing white honey when all the rest were
storing buckwheat.

E. L. Pratt, in Api.. thinks I'm off in rec-

ommending full sheets of foundation in al)

cases—thinl<s I'm "old enough to know better
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than to hive new swarms upoii all full sheets of

foundation." He's I'ather got me there, for I

really don't know much about new swarms

—

don't hive one a year. Still, if I did hive one,

and had to use full sheets or empty frames, I

believe I'd be so afraid of drone comb that I

would use full sheets (if I thought brother
Pratt wouldn't find it out).

My thanks ai'e due Mr. S. Cornell for calling

my attention to an error of mine. I said Che-
shire denies that contaminated honey may be a
cause of propagation of foul brood (p. 1.56). I

was wi'ong. He says he has never, by the most
cai'eful search in the worst cases, found the
bacilli in the honey, and has discovered that it

is impossible for Imcilli to multiply in honey;
but he says, further on, that they "must occur
in honey as an occasional contamination." and,
still further, says, "My strong opinion is, that,
commonly, neither honey nor pollen carries the
disease, bnt that the feet and antennit of the
Ijees usually do."

PNER^L Ot)RI^EgP0NDENCE.

PREVENTION OF SWARMING.

THE liFFECT OF I.AKGE BKOOI) - CHAMBEHS,
EMPTY COMUS, AND THE ARTIFICIAL
REARING OF QUEENS, fONSIDERED.

On page 168, Mai'. 1, in answei' to C. W. Day-
ton. Ernest says: "An unlimited capacity is

quite apt to discourage, if not to prevent en-
tirely, all swarming. Neither Mr. E. France nor
the Dadants, who work on this latter princi-
ple, have swarming to any extent, and they do
get the honey, you know." Now, we may ad-
mit at the outset that contraction tends to
heighten, and expansion to lessen, the swarm-
ing instinct. Also, the facts concerning the
Messrs. Dadants and France are no doubt true.

But in drawing your conclusion I think you as-
sume too much. Are you sure there is no other
immediate cause to produce the effect? I think
th(M'e are two entities that conspire to pi'oduce
non-swarming, so far, at least, as the_^Dadants
are concerned.! > :

' '"^

WHY THE 1>AI)ANT BEES DON'T SWARM: NOT
LARGE HIVES, BUT RACE (}F BEES.

One is, that they have di^veloped a rather
nou-swarming bee. The other is a secret that
I learned from Mr. J. M. llambaugh, whom I

met for the first time in Springlicld last Decem-
ber. We were discussing large hives, and
working for extracted honey, in connection
with the prevention of swarming. I referred to
the discussion of the causes of swarming, con-
ducted in Gleanings in 188'.). by Di'. Miller and
others. I wish you would look uj) the papers
on pp. 412, 444, .5.W. .581. When I gave the gist
of their views as outlined further on. Mi". Ham-
baugh acknowledged that they were about so.

I then asserted that plenty of surplus room
above, with sections all the way from empty to
nearly completed, even over a larg<> brood-
chamber, would not prevent swarming, as I had
often proven to my entire dissatisfaction. He
readily agreed that such was the case. How,
then, could the Dadants prevent swarming, as
they never extract from the lower slory?
Then it was that Mr. Hambaugh said the r(>a-

son, perhaps, was that their apiarist kept a
close watch, and. as soon as the bees began to

get a little crowded for room, he would raise
the super and clap on a box of emi)ty combs. I

said, " I suppose, then, the idea is. that an en-
tire sujjer of empty cells, ready lo rush the lion-

ey into, keeps the bees occupied and satisfied,
keeps the honey out of the brood-combs so that
they never become crowded, and thus keep
down the swarming impulse." He I'eplied that
that was about it.

Now, please do not conclude that I am as-
suming too much. Just wait till I get thi'ough.
Here are two pro])ositions, as I have given
them, worth thinking about, and I ask you to
please follow me as I briefly discuss them. Let
us see whether there is not a great deal more
than mere capacity involved in this subject.

First, we must remai'k that, in simple terms,
it is natural for bees to swarm. It is nature's
plan to till the earth with bees. To bring
about swarming, the Author of nature has en-
acted certain laws. Here are some of her laws;
and, for the sake of brevity, I quote or adapt
from the series of papers 1 have mentioned,
without fuitliei' leference:

" The swarming impulse is the general rest-
lessness of jnosperity and enterprise, and the
consciousne.ss of powers within, which are not
being fully occupied." The thing that most
induces swarming is a " turgid condition of the
vessels in the bee-anatomy in which are stoi'ed

the supplies for future brood-rearing." This
tui'gid condition is due to the fact that there is

an undue proportion of house-bees to brood re-
(piiring feed, caused by the bees storing honey
in the brood-nest. Meanwhile, this state of
things causes a check of egg-production, which
in turn causes the blood of the queen " to as-
sume a peculiarly enriched character"—inten-
sity, I should say. These are some of the con-
ditions that impel bees to swarm out—a sort of
hydraulic pressure.

I cite these views because they appear to me
so evidently correct. If honey could be kept
out of the brood-nest, and leally allow the
queen unlimited capacity, this state of things
might not occur. But we know too well. that,
when honey is coming in to any great extent, if

there is no store room above, except as the bees
build combs they will store it in the combs be-
low—aye, and seal it up too. Who. that has
often examined a brood - chamber which a
swarm has lately left, has not generally found
a preponderance of sealed brood, freshly sealed
honey in the outskirts of the brood -nest, and
many cells, singly and in groups, amid cards of
S(^ak'd brood, tilled with honey"? This crowds
the lield-bees, and adds another eliMuent of dis-

content. It is altogether a cramming, ciowd-
ing. pushing, driving process.
Now, don't you see where the value of empty

combs comes in? Wiiy, tliere is a vast system
of storehouses above, already built, ready to

garner the inflowing riches. And what can
make a fleld-bee happier than a copious flow of
nectar and plenty of room to receive it? It is

not the disposition of bees lo hamper the queen.
That bees, when given combs above at a time
when they are crowding tlu' brood-nest with
honey, will remove it and store it above, even
much of that which they have already sealed,
I have ample proofs. Henc<' the queen is al-

lowed her full capacity: and to feed the larvie,

carry the honey above, ripen and seal it, seems
to give the house bees sufficient employment.
Thus the swarming fever is allayed, or pi'event-

ed altogether. Does it not all look reasonable,
probable, all but certain ? This system, over a
small brood-chamber, might not avail to pre-
vent swarming: but I am very certain that a
large hive, and working for comb honey, would
not do it.

Mr. F. S. Wallace, of Clayton. 111., like the
Dadants, is troubled very little with swarming.
I had several of his (pieens in my apiary last

summer, and not one of them exhibited any dis-

position to swarm, although iwo of them were
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run for comb hojicy. ami one of them never saw
more than six frames. vSiicli bees are apparent-
ly of more contented disposition, less aggressive
and enterprising, and therefore, perhaps, if the
truth must be told, of less account than the
b(M's of the opposite kind. Gko. F. Robhixs.
Mechanicsburg, 111., Mar. 10.

[You have given us a good article, and I hope
youi' position is right. Still, it does not seem to

ine that the two factors of race of bees and the
giving of empty combs at the right time would
account entirely for the non-swarming of the
Dadant and France bees. You know, that,
where bees have unlimited capacity in garrets,
they do not swarm much.

I "should like to have the Dadants and Mr.
Fi'ance enlighten us further as to their meth-
ods, and how much of ii figure their large hives
cut in the matter.] H R.

PHILO'S SECTION-GLUING MACHINE.

A MACHINE THAT PUTS TOGETHER AND GLUES
SECTIONS AT THE SAME OPERATION.

I inclose a description of my automatic glu-
ing-machine. for gluing and putting together
sections, which I hope will be of enough inter-

est to you and the bee-keeping fraternity to
jmblish in Gleanings.
About foui- years ago. in the spring. I found,

by the condition of my bees, that it would prob-
ably be necessary to use quite a number of sec-

tions: and after putting some of them together
by hand I thought it would be wise to look up a
machine for that purpose: and the only thing I

could lind was a "Manum machine." which I

found in my nearest bee-keeper's shop. After
using it a short time I could readily see the im-
provement over the formei' way of putting them
together with a mallet.

MACHINE FOR GLUING SECTIONS.

The Manum machine did its work verv nicely
indeed: and the thought struck me. if I could
devise some plan whereby I could place some
glue right in the little grooves of the dovetailed
part of the section, without making any extra
motions, the machine would come nearer per-
fection: and in order to do this I found it would
be necessary to change the plan and woi'kings
of the machine throughout. I soon had the
thing figured out in my mind, and went to work
to make a temporary machine of pine, which
did its work perfectly: and the same little ma-

chine made of pine has worked for the past four
years for three different bee-keepers, to their
entire satisfaction.
A year ago last spi'ing I bought 1000 V-groove

one-piece sections for a neighbor, and. after
looking the-in ov(>r, he concluded he would rath-
er have tiie four-piece sections: so I had the
one-piece sections left: and when I went to put
them together I found my machine was not yet
perfect—liecause I had nothing to glue the "V-
groove with. The next thing in order was to
make an attachment that would glue the V-
grooves with the same motion of the foot that
presses the box togeth(u-. I did this by placing
a rack in front of the machine that will hold
forty or fifty sti'ips with the grooves downwai'd.
Under the strips is a glue-pot with a roller in,

and three little beveled-edged wheels on it that
turn in the glue: and when the dovetailed cor-
ner of the box is pressed together, the bottom
one of the section strips is pushed over the
wheels, causing them to turn in the glue and in
the V-grooves at the same time, thus gluing
them perfectly.
The machine from which tiie photo was ta-

ken which 1 send you was nearly all made of
wood. I am now making all the small working
parts of the machine of metal.
Half-Moon. N. Y.. .Jan. 30. E. W. Philo.

[While I uas in attendance at the Albany
convention last December, my attention was
called to the fact that there was a man theie
who had got one of the nicest machines ever in-
vented by a bee-keeper. I have heard this so
many times on other occasions before than I did
not think much about it. But shortly afterward
I was shown the machine, and was introduced
to the inventor, Mr. E. W. Philo. as above. In
his hands it certainly worked beautifully. He
is a cabinet-maker, and a real genius. Well, I

have not tried the machine myself, and it is

possible that others could not make it work.
Mr. Philo is going to send us a machine, and we
hone then to trv i't.l E. R.

THE NONPAREIL BEE -HIVE.

ITS MANAtiEMENT.

It has become an axiom among bee-keepers
of experience, that, the more bees a colony lias
at the beginning of a honey-flow, the more sur-
plus it will make. So true is the axiom, that
the best hive ever made is worth little without
plenty of bees at the right time: and it can
hardly be the best hive unless it affords facili-
ties for extensive broud-rearing in spring, and
the early development of large colonies. And
next, after successful wintering, the most prof-
itable bee-keeping will ever turn upon these
points. The flowers nuiv bloom, and the nectar
flow never so freely : l)ut it will avail the api-
arist little profit unless his hives are overflow-
ing with bei'S at the opening of the harvest.
To get these large colonies, we must not onlj-

have protection for the brood against the cold
nights and days of spring, but we can utilize
the heat of the sun's rays to very great advan-
tage. The heat absoi-bed from" the sun by an
uncovered, well-protected hive, upon a few
hours of exposure at midday, will sensibly affect
a colony for days afterward. Heat has been
said to be life, and the sun's rays do certainly
stimulate the life energies of both the queen
and bees when applied in the manner stated.
Thus, we may promote extensive brood-rear-

ing as well as the economical use of the stores,
which will go much further where proper pro-
tection and care are given. I have estimated
that a third more brood and bees can be obtain-
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ed, at a saving of at least 10 lbs. of stores to

every colony in spi'ing by the management ad-
vised.
The protection given is by packing the

brood-chamber in the winter case with excelsior
sawdust, chaff, or forest-leaves. But it should
be steadily borne in mind, and not foigotten for

a moment, tliat any packing that may be used
must be kept dry. Active brood-rearing in

spring causes the packiirg to become damp,
which then, instead of conserving the heat, car-
ries it rapidly away, so that the colony would
be far better off with no jjacking at all than a
lot of wet mateiial about the bi'ood-nest. Here
let me say. I consider fine sawdust one of the
worst things that can be used, either in winter or
spring, for protecting bees, and all because it

will get damp, and can not be readily dried out.
The packing must be of some coarse material
that the air can readily permeate, and two or
three inches of such packing is enough.

UTILIZING THE SUNSHINE.
To get the full benefit of the sunshine, the

hive-covers should be removed every pleasant
day about 10 a. m., when the bees can lly. or at
least every few days, and the packing on top of
the brood-chamber taken out, as well as any
that may be found damp at the sides. The sun
should be allowed to strike full upon the cover-
ing of the bi'ood-nest, which I prefer to be a
thin (V-i'ich) board, cleated at the sides, placed
a bee-space above the frames. About 4 p. m.
the packing and hive-covers must be replaced.
Now. all this seems like a great deal of labor:

but with light covers, and the use of excelsior, I

find that it requires only about half an hour
each day for the care of .50 colonies, and I do
not think that in any spring my hive-covers
and packing have been removed to admit the
sunshine on more than ten days.
The extent of brood-rearing by this manage-

ment by the average colony is considerably be-
yond the capacity of the hives in common use.
in fact, the average queen is capable of occupy-
ing 1400 square inches of brood comb with
brood, while tlie ten-frame Langstroth hive
will contain but l.SoO. But there is required
also two or three hundred square inches of comb

The spring managenumt of bees requires care
and attention, aside fioni the foregoing, that
they have plenty of honey or its equivalent

—

sugar syrup. Every colony should have at
least 10 lbs. on hand all the time up to near the
time for the honey-flow to begin. Unless this
is attended to the bi'Oud -rearing will be limited,
and all the care givt^n will prove unavailing in

getting lai'ge colonies by the fii'St of June, when
the harvest usually opens in this locality. For
spring feeding. Cutting's atmospheric bee-feeder
is probably the b(!St in existence. It niay be
used at the entrance, oi' over the brood -cham-
ber. It is best used at the entrance to stimu-
late brood-reai'ing. No robbing or daubing or
di-owning of bees can take place, and I am sur-
prised that an invention so useful and handy as
this one should not be moi'e extensively used.
Owing to the fact that, in a two-storey hive,

the bees always begin brood-rearing in the
upper stoi'ey in the spring, the progress of the
egg-laying of the queen is the same as in the
old box hive. No spi'eading of the brood or
fussing with the brood-nest is ever necessary,
except where building up a colony in adding
a second storey. By the above management
our colonies will have from 70 to 80 thousand
cells of brood at the opening of the harvest, in-
stead of only 40 or .50 thousand possible in the
common hive: and every expert bee-keejx'r
knows what this will mean. My next will t(>ll

how to get comb honey. Dr. G. L. Tinker.
N(nv Philadelphia, O.

To he continued.

THE BRICK EECORD.

C.\RNIOI,ANs.

The article by C. A. Hatch. Feb. 1. reminds
me of one of many neglected duties; viz., call-

ing attention to this method of keeping a record
of the apiary. I have practiced it for about six

years, and will testify to its great valu(>. The
great advantage it has ovei' others is. that the
ai)iarist can .stand in one spot, and. by simply
casting his eyes along the line of hives, see
at once its condition: and if ho sees a swarm
emerging from a certain hive, he knows at once
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No. 4. brick on front, at 4.5°. " Quocn aceopt-
«'d.'" or "CpII liatcli(>d."

No. ."). parallel on front. "Swarmed."
No. <i. parallel on edge or front. "•Queen-

cells."

No. 7, brick on end. " Immediate attention:
needs feed: take honey: fertile workers."
No. 8. edge across rear of hive. "" Neither (pieen

nor brood."
Besides this, on one corner of the lid. in small

letters. I keep such a record as this: •"Tested
queen. June. 181)0." ••Swarmed June 1, 'iKJ.""

••Removed queen May 10. '[M." " Larva given.
May 28. "90." " Give i (it. syrup." Each season
these lids are freshly painted, and a new record
begun: but the age of the queen is always pre-
served.

It is scarcely necessary to give any system of
using the brick as a sign, only to illustrate the
method: for if any one will only begin by using
a brick in one position to indicate one thing, all

the system needs to indicate every thing the
bee-ke(^per desires will follow in tuiii.

CARNIOI,.\XS.

I am not now and do not e.xpect again to be
in the queen-rearing business. Hnving also
sold my entire apiary of Carniolans at Oxford.
Pa.. I can now give my opinion of Carniolans
as a disinterested person: The only fault that
has been urged against them with any show of

reason at all is. that they swarm too much.
Well, the same has been ciiai'ged to every other
race with j\ist as good reason, as 1 well know
from experience. I am very sure it is a more
prolific race, and they are better honey-gath-
erers. Give a colony twenty, or. better, thirty
brood-combs in a Simplicity hive alxiut the
middle of Api'il. and on th(> lii"st of July extract
all. and compai'e with any otiiei' race as to hon-
ey gathered: and if the start was fair, the jji'od-

uct of the Carniolans will be ahead.
S. W. MoKKisox.

Coloi'ado Springs, Col.. Feb. (>.

DAYTON'S ftUEEN-RESTEICTOR, AGAIN.

DAYTOX S KEPLY.

If I remember correctly. I sent to yon two ar-
ticles—one upon the queen-restrictor, and the
other upon contraction alone. You inibli-^hed

my article on conti'action. gave the illustration
K)f tlip restrictoi". and. in the foot-notes, wi'ote

in reference to the I'estrictor fi'om a contraction
view, and not from a restrictor view, as you
may see from my references. What my articl(>

•said about contraction doesn't do justice to the
restrictor.
You say (in foot-notes, p. H)8), '"It is consid-

erable of an art to manage so as to make con-
traction a real benetit." which I agree to: but I

think that, what is art or science now, will, iiy

use and i)ractice, become oi"dinary, and not be
deemed as extraordinary. The (^arlier the study
is begun, the sooner learned.
You say. ""An unlimited capacity is (piite apt

to discotuagp. if not prevent, all swarming."
You dill not notice that the restrictor is pi'o-

vided with a revei"sing device wherewith the
queen-cells may be inverted to pi"event swarm-
ing by their being destroyed ht'foi'e they are
mature. My restrictor is leversed th(> same as
your single combs are reversed—the live combs
being handled (and even may be considered) as
one comb. Forty colonies may be thus manip-
ulated in the space of one hour. If the frames
were inverted singly it would require four hours
for forty hives.
You ask whether my restrictor 'Ms not a good

deal of work." You have the (lueen-cells,

queen, etc.. all in a shape so as to reverse with
the same labor that is required to reverse one
single reversible frame.
Reversion causes- as much brood to be reared

i\pon my live frames as is usually contained on
seven or eight: and this brood is mostly includ-
ed in the restrictor.

You appear to think that my zincs between
the top. bottom, and end bars are numerous,
and require taking off often. AVhen the frames
and zinc strips ar(^ once put on they are (tlmost
never removed: but the sk7e .s7iccf.s- are easy of
manipulation, and require adjustment once
each year—just before and after the harvest.
A bee-keeper visited me a short time ago, to ex-
amine my restrictoi". and said:
"AVliy. Mr. Dayton, it would be a great deal

of work to take oft' and put on these hoop-like
sti"ips of zinc often."

I asked. ""Why would you take them off?"
He answered. ""To find the queen."
""What would you want the queen for".'"
"• To clijj her wings."
" Why clip wings'?"
""To prevcMit her going off to the woods."
' How could she get out of the cage to go to

the woods'.' and how could bees swarm when
the reversion of the combs destrovs the queen-
cells'?"
"I did not think to study that out. Why.

you would never have a swarm in the world,
with such an arrangement."
Let the queen remain undipped. The re-

strictor will reveise (piicker than you could clip

a quei'u's wing, even if you have her already
caught.
In the notes, the Dadants and Mr. France are

quoted as using unlimited space. But you for-

get that they are jirincipally producers of ex-
tracted honey — when reversion, contraction,
and exclusion, are more applicable in the pro-
duction of comb honey. Mr. O. O. Poppleton
was the most successful honey-producer in my
locality—using a 21) or .10 frame hive for extract-
ed honey: but when he changed to the produc-
tion of comb honey there was a very great
change in the size of his hives, to a small size.

1 find no reason for handling brood-nests
frame by frame, but all tog(>ther—several frames
at once." This handling the frames severally,

by learners, is more curiosity than necessity.

"As to Heddon hives being" less labor, it is as
easy to attach my sheets of zinc as it is to put
on the honey-boards you speak of: and my plan
enables me "to retain the old su*pend(>d frame
as ]Mr. ijangstroth gave it to its. which is the
fram<' in size or form that will outwear and out-
weigh anv other frame that will ever be invent-
ed. C. W. Dayton.

Clinton, Wis., March 20.

[The first paragraph calls for explanation.
By an oversight, the engraving appeared with
tlie conti"action article lather than witli the
one on queen-restrictors. As the latter did not
appear, and as the former involved the subject
of restrictors. I concluded that the cut belonged
to it.

I am vei'y glad to give place to Mr. Dayton's
article, as altove. As it covers most of the
l)oints brought out in the other article, it will

be sulticient. I thoroughly indorse the idea
that he emphasizes in tlie next to the last para-
graph: namely, that there is "no reason for

handling the brood-nest frame by frame." and
that they sliould be handled "all togethei—
seveial frames at once." Mr. Heddon deserves
credit for emphasizing a similar plan. In a
majority of cases, with the Hoffman frame, and
also the closed-end (^)uinby. I am satisfied that
a satisfactory knowledge of the interior of a
hive may be obtained by handling three or foui"
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frames at a time—that is, I mean in the produc-
tion of honey. I have no doubt that friend

Dayton can get along in a similar way witli his

restrictor.
If my memory serves me right, it was decided

in the Question-Box tliat reversing does not in-

variably destroy queen-cells. How is this.

friends?]
"

E. K.

KEEPING A RECORD OF QUEENS.

FRIEXD M IXTYRE TELI.S US HOW HK DOES IT.

Californians have been feeling a little blue for

a few months on account of the absence of rain,

hence a scarcity of articles from this quarter.
The rule is, no rain, not any thing—not even
words: but we have just had 8 indues of rain in
36 hours: and although bridges and roads are
washed out, and trains stopped, tlie faces of the
people wear a smile. We can go to work now
with s6me heart, to prepare tiie bees for the
coming season. Clean up your apiary and make
it look nice before commencing to overliaul the
bees. You will feel happier at your work if the
surroundings are pleasant. I find every queen
in my apiary in the si)ring, Ijefoi'c the bees get
very strong, and clip every on(> not clipped. I

know positively, that every queen found with-
out her wing clipped was I'cared last season,
and mark her in my record -book as oneyeaioid,
although her birth-day luis not arrived yet.

The age of every queen found witii her ^\ ing
clipped is advanced one year: and those marked
two years old are usually superseded near the
close of the season.

above the nuniln'i-s. The page almost explains
itself. The ditl'eicnt strains are marked with
letters—S for vSyiJau, H for Root's honey strain,

etc. The next cohunn gives the age. 1 or :.'

years. I often keep breeding-queens three
years. The nexi column gives the grade or qual-
ity. I mak(> 4 grades—X for extra, 1 good, 2 me-
dium..') ])ooi'. Remarks exi)lain themselves. The
brood and Iioik'v columns only serve to equalize
in the si)riug, and are not kept up through the
season. I should take 20 lbs. of honey from No.
I), and give it to No. ".'1. and a comb of hatching
biood from No. 20. and give it to No. 18, and
that row would be all right.

I have a system of book memoi'anda for
queen-rearing, which suits me much better than
slates, cards, stones, or bricks, on the hives.
My apiary is 150 feet wide and 300 feet long,
over an acre, and it takes too much time to find

the colony that needs attention by any system
of mai'king on the hives. But I can write about
anything better when I am working with it:

and as this article is already long enough I will
leave it for another timt,. J. F. McTntyre.

Fillmore. Cal.. Feb. 24.

d
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pretty closely associated at the table, with a lit-

tle butter thrown in. Besides milk, this well is

good to keep p|ork or other fresh meat in, in

summer, away from flies; also to keep any thing
fi-om fi'eezing in winter.
For ordinary use the well should be dug (i ft.

by 4 Square, with a gutter, or groov(\ down one
side, 18 inches square. It should contain two
or three feet of lasting water. It should be in

easy reach of the kitchen, and attached to the
house if possible. The curbing should he no
lai'ger than the well. A platform, which tits

inside of the well, slides up and dowu between
two timbers, which rest on the bottom of the
well, and are long enough to reacli up 3 ft.

above the curb. TIk^sc two timhei's should be
planed. The framework of the platform has a
board nailed on each side of it, forming a groove
which fits on the upright timbers at each end
of the well. This makes it I'igid, and keeps it

levpl. The circular black spots on the platform
represent openings for vessels. The i)iece that
holds the wheel, over which tiie rop(- passes to

the windlass, is prolonged so that, when the
platfoim is ju.st even with the top of the curb,
an iron pin is inserted through it and the top-
bar of the platform frame, and holds it there.
There is another rope, and two wheels. This
rope has a heavy weight attached, to assist in

raising the platform from the bottom of the
well, with heavy loads. These weights go
down into a box formed of four wide planks,
which occupy the gutter, or groove. One lid

opens up against the weight-box. and fastens
with a thumb-button. The other is hinged so
as to hang down by the side of the curb when
open.

I think what I have said, and the sketch, will
make it plain. R. W. J. Stewart.
Sonoraville, Ga., Feb. 2.

[Friend S.. you liave given us something of
very great value. I am sure. The custom of
letting down a jiail of l)utter and other kinds of
food into the well, to keep tlnun cool, is almost
as old as the hills, and I have se\-eral times
wondered why somebody did not invent a dum-
my or elevator to run i)rovisions into the cellar,

or, still deeper, into a well, where ice is not to
be had. or is inconvenient; and most farm
homes find it a good dcnil of trouble to have an
ice-house simply for their own use. It is my
opinion, however, that, to have the water real
cool and nice, it should be used for watering
stock or something of that sort. I saw a state-
ment recently in one of our agricultural i)apers
like this: A certain well gave such cool nice
water that it had a reputation for some dis-
tance around. As this well was close to the
house, liowevej-, and some distance from the
barn, the owner dug another on(> by the barn,
for greater convenience in watering his farm
stock. As soon as they stopped drawing heavi-
ly on the water near the house, however, it be-
gan to get warm and insipid, and the water at
the stables improved in the same proportion as
they began to draw on it. This taking water
away, or removing it from the well, jiroduces a
running stream or running si)ring. Of course,
the clicapi'St way to get this superfluous water
out of the way is to do it with a windmill, pro-
viding you can afford tiie first expense. By the
way. friend S., why would not tiie arrangement
you have given us take the place of a cellar to
a considerable extent, and at the same time
save the good wife the labor of running up and
down stairs? Another thing: A good many
have discovered that rain water is more whole-
some for them than the hard water from many
of our wells; therefore you can catch your rain
water fi'om a roof in clean vessels, and tlien let
it down into a deep well to cool.]

DEACON HOMESPUN AND HIS " KNOWIN'
BEES."

AI.SO SOME OF THE DEACON'S PLAIN-SPOKEN
OPINIONS IN REGARD TO " BKO. RUTE."

Having been a reader of Gleanings for the
last 13 yeai's, I have become very much pleased
with it and attached to it, and I often recom-
mend it to others, and have now and then in-

duced one to subscribe for it. But I found one
who did not want it at all. I went over to Dea-
con Homespun's to make a call, see his bees,

and I naturally asked him to take Gleanings.
He said that he did not want it. for the reason
that he liad decided •' not to read any more of

Rute"s writing till he wrote something kinter
interestin'."

I remarked that I considered it all very inter-

esting. Well, he said that he "had got Rute's
A B C book, and did not think much of it."

"Whv have you ari'ived at such a conclusion
about tiie A B C book ?"

" Wal. ile tell you. Now, he says a great deal
about interducih' of queens; and I don't think
much of his way. for I have got a way that
beats it all holler."
"Now, deacon, have you any objections to

telling your plan of iuti'oducing queens?"
"No, sir. I hain't. It is this: When you have

a queenless colony, jest hang in a keard of

brude, and the bees will raze a queen right there
in the hive. Now, don't you see that this way
will save all this fussin' about interducin'?"

•' Yes, deacon, that is very true. You can get
a queen in a hive by placing in the hive a card
of brood, and the queen will hatch there and be
there without much trouble, etc. But you see
the honey season is short: and while you are
waiting for your queen to hatch and get ready
to lay, much valuable time is lost so far as that
swarm is concerned; for, you see, it takes about
a month after the queen commences to lay be-
fore her bees are ready to work; therefore by
that time the swarm will be very small, and be
of little profit to you for that season, for the old
bees are all the time dying."
' Well, that ain't the case with my bees—they

dou"t die off fast at all."
" What kind are your bees?"
•'Well, they are a mixture of bees from the

Southern States, with my kind. \"ou see, a
few years ago I lost most of my bees, and in the
spring I sent south and bought some to make
up my loss in the winter."
"Did you get queens with your bees from the

South?"
" No. I only jest got bees, and put with mine.

I had queens."
" Well, don't you know that the bees you had

from the South soon died, and therefore you
had only your ]<iud as you had before you
bought?
"Now, deacon, I see you have the two-story

Root chaff hive. How did this happen ?"
"Well, you kno\\- I told you that I had Rute's
ABC book, so I took the book to a shop in

town and had all of my hives made accordin' to

the book."
" Well, then, you do think something of Mr.

Root's writing, after all; so I will leave a copy
of (tleanings with you; and when I come
again I hope you will have decided to have it

mailed regularly to you."
As I handed it to him he said, "I think that

Rute is a kinder of a big land a little n." at
the same time pointing to the foot-notes.

"Now, deacon, as to the remarks of Mr. Root
that vou now refer to, I think I can say, with-
out fear of contradiction, that his readers would
not have that part of the matter left out on any
account. But. again, in regard to the chaflf
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hives you use, I see you have them all luimbei'-
ed on the front side with large figures, wliich I

considei' a good plan on several accounts. One
is, if you wish to refer to any one hive you can
do so by its number."
"Wall, I will tell you what I had it done for.

It was so the bees could tell theii' own hives.'"
" I don't know, deacon, that I fully understand

you. Now, thei'e is 22 and 23 side by side; do
you think your bees can tell 23 from 2.3?"

"Well, I don't know about yoi(r bees or athcr
folkses; but rnlne can tell 22 from 2.3 every tline.

My bees know more than yon may think they
do. They know me when 1 come around, every
time. Sometimes I lay down on the grass,
watchin' for them to swarm, and sometimes a
bee will come and buzz all around me. They
will look in my eyes and in my ears, and look
me all over; then they goes away. Sometimes
wlien I am comin' fi'om town they will come
and meet me. and fly all around me."

" Well, I shall have to bid yon good-by; but
I want you to read Gi.kaninos; and when I

call again I hope you will like it well enough to
subscribe for it."

"

W. S. Wright.
Battle Creek, Mich., March 18.

[Friend W.. will you please make the deacon
a present of Gleanings for a year, and tell him
that "friend Rute" sends it willingly as a re-
turn for his very candid and outspoken opinion?
By the way, that last expression of the deacon's
is a gem. I can imagine every irader of Glkan-
iNGs. who has had a few summers' experience,
leaning back in his chair and taking a good
hearty laugh about those "'knowin' b(!es."
Sometimes they meet us on our way home, and
look into our eyes and enrs with more inquisi-
tiveness than is really comfortable; but if the
deacon enjoys it, we are very glad.]

NOTES ON RECENT DISCUSSIONS.

coarsp: wire ci.oth over entrance in win-
ter, BY REV. T. C. rotter.

A recent question propounded to the Solonsof
the apiai'ian fraternity, was as to whether it is

advisable to use wire cloth over the entrance,
when wintering in the cellar. After an experi-
ence of ten years with a small number of colo-
nies each year (I can handle only a few and be
faithful to my regular duties). I am led to the
belief that IJees winter nicely in a dry cellar
when coarse wire cloth is used over the en-
trance. About putting it across the bottom
and top, I can not say; but in my own case I
have never taken either bottom-board or cover
off. Simply put a good, dry absorbent cushion
over the frames, lay the honey-board over it to
keep it smoothly down, adjust the cover, bend
a length of wire screening to tit the entrance all
along, and it is done. At any time if you wish
to feed at the entrance, as spring approaches,
slip the screening away and lay your feeder
there. I have found (uily a little feed necessary
in spring, to start the queen to laying. For
two weeks before the date of this writing, our
thermometer has lieeti about zero every night:
and yet upon examination I And that I am well
stocked with brood. I have never lost a single
colony, nor observed any but good results.
Fixed thus, they have plenty of air. do not
ramble out and die on the cellar floor, and the
mouse-pest question is settled. Extensive api-
arists may And a removal of the bottom-board
necessary to crate the hives rightly in the cel-
lar; but for those having only tive to twenty
colonies, like myself, it is not necessary. If
there are some dead bees on tlie bottom-board.
as there usually are. I simply keep a bent iiook

of wire, and, removing the screen occasionally,
draw them out.

ARE CEI.LAR-WINTERED BEES MORE SENSITIVE
TO THE COLD WHEN SET OUT IN THE

Sl'ItlNG ?

I believe it to be a little more than a notion,
that bees wintered in the cellar wliere the
thermometer ranges from forty to fifty will be
more sensitive to cold and changes when taken
out in the spring. Apiarists must remember
that bees are not like human beings in tliis re-
spect, and so \vq can not judge them by our-
selves. The good Lord, who has made every
tiling right for its own conditions, has provided
our bees with an instinct as well as aptness for
hibernation; and when a cold spell comes they
pass into stupor such as renders them largely
insensible to the cold or cliauges. A good hive,
plenty of stores, and care upon tluvs part of the
keeper, are all the specifications necessary,
provided the queen is fruitful and the bees or-
dinarily numerous.

A PECULIAR EXPERreNCE WHILE WORKING
AMONG THE BEES.

For some years I have been studying my own
physique as it has been affected for • better or
worse by my woi'k among my bees. I have
found that breathing the strong, acrid odor
that comes from a newly opened hive in sum-
mer, when there is unripened honey in abun-
dance, gives me a catarrhal cold every time. I

call it this, although I can check it at once by
snufting tepid salt water up the nostiils. With-
out this treatment I should have a " cold in the
head " for two or t liree days. Some one may
fancy it is due to getting into a ixTspiration
and then cooling oft' too quickly. That occurred
to me at first: but with experience I have
lound that it is not due to any thing except the
acrid fumes from the bees and hive. Has any
other bee man or woman ever observed this
ett'ect? It is very quickly and invariably done-
in my own case, even if I inhale much of the
odor from an observing-hivo in the house.

ammonia for getting propolis off the
fingp:rs.

A lady recently spoke of the necessity for
gloves, because of getting propolis on her fin-

gers and under the nails, and having difficulty

in removing it. If she will take her bottle of
good strong ammonia, and a cloth, and rub
gently over the soiled finger, getting some of
the liquid under the nail, she will find that this

aikali will turn the propolis stain a sunflower
yellow in a moment after it is put on. After
this treatment, don't be in a hurry, or frighten-
ed at that worse stain. Let the ammonia act a

moment or two: then wash well with soap and
water, using a nail-brush if necessary, and all

will come off nicely.

A CAUTION AGAINST CATCHING COI>I) BY US-
ING THE WATER TREATMENT.

Is it not well to caution your readers about
taking cold, after making use of the warm-
water treatment, of which you addressed us at
length in Gleanings for March 1st, particular-
ly if it occurs in the ordinary place out of
doors? When hot water is used, perspiration
ensues—esijecially if more than one injection is

taken, and absorption through the kidneys and
internal memliranes is occurring. T. C. P.
Cedar Falls, Iowa, ^Nlar. 14.

[Thank you. Bro. P. I knew all the while
when our big guns (begging their pardon) were
telling us that wire cloth over the entrance
would not do, that they were not quite ortho-
dox. Tlianks for your suggestion In regard to
propolis, and also for your caution. I have tak-
en cold once in the way you suggest, but since
then I have been more careful.]
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OUTSIDE CASES FOR WINTERING.

.1. A. GltKKN KKVIEWS TIIF: MATTKH.

If there is one tiling inor« tlian anotlier tliat

1 have felt disponed to criticise in the way
(ii,i<;ANr>{fts is edited, it is. tliat, in your foot-
notcis to articles, you seem to tiiink it necessary
to iind some fault with the ideas thej'ein pre-
sented, and that, under the pressui-e of tiiis

seeming necessity, objections are made, that,
while usually real and vital oms. ai'c often un-
important, to say the least. Vour supposition
tiiat snow would beat under my covers of cor-
i-ugated iron is well taken. It would he a I'eal

objection if it wei-e true: but I am happy to say
that I have not had the least trouble from tliat

source. I might, jiei'haps, if it were not that
the cases ai'e iilled to ovei'tlowing with packing
material, upon and into which the corrugated
cover is crowded tightly, and tlicii liehl there.

But when you find fault with the board and
stone as too much rigging, I must smile. Tlie
stone is all that is really necessary, though
there are few bee-keepers who can not easily
find some kind of board eigiiteen inches or so
long for each hive, and duplicate them every
year if necessary. Some of my covers have a
strip Ixl'o, nailed across each end of the sheet.
\Vith tliese the cross-boards ai'e altogether un-
necessary, and the .-^tone may be reijlaced \\\\\\

liooks, or something similar: but I do not like

tluun, as they are moie expensive and because
they can not be nested together. With the
plain sheets, twenty-tive m^y be stored away
out of the weatlier in the space that one of vour
covei's will occupy. The stone, or its equiva-
lent. I regard as a necessary part of each hive's
furniture, summer and Winter. I have some
large paving-bricks that are a little more orna-
mental.
When it comes to looks, it may be that my

packing-case might be imiiroved upon—at pro-
poitioiiate expense. I must confess, though,
that, while I take some pride in the appeai'ance
of my apiary during the siimmei'. I do not care
(juite so much about its looks in the winter. A
mantle of snow softens and beautifies all harsh
outlines: and if there is none, the severe plain-
ness of the packing-cases is only in keeping
with the genei'al bareness and desolation of
objects of nature. vStill. it the cases are made
of better lumber, and painted, tliey may be
made to look very neat.

I doubt very much whether a good cover can
be made that will not cost much more than the
corrugated iron, especially w lii'ii tiurability is

considered. I'aiiited muslin may do. I have
never tried it: but I think it would be found
unsatisfactory, and. in the long run, (expensive.
Rooting-iiaper I have tested thoi-nughly. It is

undesirable, except for something cheap and
temporary. The material for a tin roof costs as
much as the ircjn. tiesides the expense of mak-
ing it.

S'our cases, allowing only ?4 of an inch on
each side for packing, are not nearly large
enough. It is well enough to talk about put-
ting tlie packing material into a cushion in the
shape of a thin ring, to go within this %-inch
space: but did you ever try it?

I do not think the "dead-air space" at all

practical. Theoretically it is all right when it

is a dead-air space: but in practice this can
never be secured, and can only be approximated
at greater cost than packing. One very real
advantage of packing is. that, in the spring, it

absorbs heat from the sun during the day time,
thus keeping up the temperature of tlie hive at
night. If you want to test this, take two ves-
sels of glass, tin, or any thing you clioose.
Tln'y should be air-tight to make the experi-

ment conclusive. Fill one with sawdust, and
leave th(! other empty. Put them in an oven or
otiiei' warm place until tliey are thoroughly
heated through: then put them in a cool place
and see which retains heat longer.

I have just received a letter from M. M.
Baldridge. in which he says: "The Oatmans
discarded cellar wintering (say ten years ago),
and thereafter left their b(!es on suminer stands,
packed in larg(> boxes w itli chaff on all sides.

Tlieir packing-boxes were made
large enough to hold four colonies, and they
had an entrance on each of the four sides.
They put up their bees thus veiy early—say in
September or October, and did not remove them
from the packing-boxes until June following.

The Oatmans wintereil bees thus
for several winters with tine success. They
are now nearly out of the bee-business: Init if

they were to begin again they would pursue the
same plan. At one time they had some TOO col-
onies scattered about the country
Their jiacking-boxes had bottoms, were made
of cheap lumber, and cost about SI.OO each."
The Oatmans, I suppose you know, wei'e very

successful honey - producers at Dundee, 111.

They are now owners of several creameries. I

believe. J. A. Gkeen.
Dayton, III.. Maich 10.

[If I criticise in' a foot-note I do not do so for
the sake of it. I do not Ititoid to make any
criticism unless there is something that appears
as a real objection. Very often, to call out
further discussion, I enter a criticism in order
to get the writer to elucidate a little more fully.

I did not do so with that in view in your last
article: but whatever the intention was, that
foot-note has called forth a valuable communi-
cation in defense.
This time, friend tJreen, I shall have to as-

sume the defensive, as you assume the offensive.
You have cornered me up in several places, and
I do not really know w iiether 1 can get out or
not. Now, then, to the points of your ai'ticle:

I am glad to know. that, while tlie snow
would appai'ently beat iindei' tln^ covei'S, it does
not in reality. So, my criticism No. 1 is washed
out.
About that board and stone. I may be wrong.

but I still lunui to the point that they make a
good deal of extra I'igging. I know there are a
good i]iany iiractical I; keejx'rs who u.se them.
They want them summer and winter. But
when you add to the toil of going through the
ii'hoJe apiai-y. by lifting off a ten or fifteen

pound stone for evcnj liirc, you add just so
much to the cost of producing a pound of honey,
to say nothing of the extra lal)or and wear on
the man. We have nev<'r used stones in our
yard. It is only rarely that we hav(^ winds that
lift the covers off' th<' hives: and W. Z. Hutch-
inson, of the Revieir, expr<'sses himself in a
similar way. Perhajis this ditt'ei'ence of opin-
ion might he explain<'d by locality.
As to looks, I do not know tliat I would urge

that point very hard. Voui- outside packing-
cases, I must admit, are rather jiretty than
otherwise, although I am opinion that a case
such as I have described would look neater.
After all. it is not looks, but dollars and cents,
w(f are aftei', in bee-keeping, so I will yield to
you on that point.
Now about that air-space. At (irst I did not

think it was possible to maintain practically a
f?Cfrd-air space; but those outside cases that I

described, made of % lumber, and dov(!tailed,
with a tin cover, will. I think, hold water.
When they were put together I told.the painter
to be sure to chink in paint wherever the joints
seemed to be possibly a little loose, and he did
so. Now, these outside cases are pushed down
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into a oankingof sawdust, which, being more or
less A'et, freezes around tlie outside bottom edge
of the case; so you see tiiat we liave, practical-
ly, a dead-air space. In time these cases might,
however, get a little leaky.
Now as to results. So far in our apiary we

can detect no difference between the air-" pack-
ed "and chaff-packed. Yet I will admit that.
Ijefore spring, we may see a woeful difference.

I might say further, that, on account of dysen-
tei-y. three colonies died in chaff hives, and one
died in dead-air-space hives. Still, one straw
does not show which way the wind blows. I

consider it only negative testimony: that is, so

far there is nothing particular agni)ist the dead-
air space. I have never tried the experiment,
but I believe the packed space will cool slower
than the air-space. But, mark this: We want
all the sunshine we can have. One writei'—

I

do not know who it was—intimated that air-

spaces were better because they would warm
up quicker, and so give the bees a chance to

turn over in their dose. You see, this fact will

partially compensate for the extra protection of
packed spaces.
About those rings of packing. No. I never

tried them—that is, not exactly that thing.
You know I spoke of this as being one of the
provisional things. If the thing worked suc-
cessfully here at the Home of the Honey-bees,
it is no sign that it would do so in other locali-

ties. I merely outlined a few things that I

wanted to test, and I wanted others to try, and
this was one of them.
Now, friend Green, I thank you for your crit-

icisms, and I am quite willing to have my air-

space idea snowed under. My air-space, did I

say? No. I do not quite mean that. It is a
very old thing that I have been reviving of late,

just as I did thick top-bars and fixed distances.]
E. K. R.

THE HAYES FOUNDATION-FASTENER.

A GOOD MACHINE.

Friend Root:—As per request I herewith in-

close a photograph of my foundation-fastener.
I can imagine some one exclaiming, "'This is an
improved Miller machine, as the principle is a
metal plate." But the fact is, I claim entire
originality, not knowing that any other persons
were working or had worked on the same line.

How true the saying, " There is nothing new
under the sun."' Really, I imagined I was go-
ing to present to the fratei'nity something that
would certainly place me in an enviable posi-
tion among the great in bee culture. I had al-
ready imagined myself in one of those beautiful
half-tones in the leading apicultural journal of
the world, including anautobiogiaphical sketch
of the inventor. But. alas for my fond liopesi
Miller gets there, and I am left.

But notwithstanding. I claim the only practi-
cal machine extant. The model was construct-
ed over a year ago. I have since manufactured
several for supply-dealers and practical apia-
rists, and they are pronounced by all an unquali-
fied success. The rapidity and perfection of its

work an^ astonishing. I can readily put in 10
full sheets in one minute. This is about as fast
as one can handle the pieces, beijig perfectly
centered in the section, and I defy one to be
loosened from the S(>ctioii without tearing it off.

For putting in foundation (t Ui C. C. Miller, 'il^

at top and % at bottom, it works to pei'fection.
It requires no warming preparation of the
foundation, it simply should be warm enough
to bend without breaking. Its work during the
winter months, when other methods are so an-
noying, is simply perfection.

The most important feature of the machine,
as compared with any other in the same line, is

the guide-block, which centers the foundation
without any effort from the oi)eratoi'. The steel
plate c is controlled by the treadle, not seen in the
picture; consequently it is*adjusted on the floor
at the right of the machine. The i)late projects
below the head-block a. sufficiently far to extend
beyond the centerrof the section. There is be-
neath the plate space, so that, when a section is

placed on the guide-block, it i)asses beneath the
steel plate. The contact of the hot plate with
the wood is controlled by the treadle, as you can
hold it back until you desire to use it. But I

HAY?:.S' FOUNDATION-FASTEXEK.

find the instant occupied in picking up the
foundation gives the section the proper warmth
to caus(> perfect adhesion. The foundation is

Iticked up betwe(>n the thumb and forefinger of
each hand, and the lower edge is pressed against
the guide-block, coming in contact with the hot
plate, which is instantly withdrawn by pressure
on the treadle; at the same time the foundation
is dropped on the section, firmly adhering to the
same. 1 consider this the only correct principle
bv w Inch to fasten foundation.

Mem, R. Hayes.
Washington. Kan., Nov. ;.'().

[Oui' experience with machines for putting
foundation into sections by the aid of a sliding
heated i)late or tongue has not heretofore been
satisfactory. But Mr. Hayes sent one of his
machines, "with a request that we give it a trial.

We did so. It does the work neatly, raiddly.
and accurately. It has this advantage over
machines that press the foundation into \\u\

wood, (( la Clark, in that there is no foundation
wasted—an edge turned o\er and pressed into
the wood. Youi- humble servant. E. R.. tiled it

a good deal: and although it worked rather
hard (through no fault of the principle, how-
ever, but because the working parts were a little

tight) I feltsatistied there was something in the
principle. I said, when I first looked at it, that
it was copied after Arthur C. Miller's machine;
but Ml'. Hayes' letter shows that he also was
original. It lias the advantage over the Miller
nuichine in that the block A guides the founda-
tion to the center of the section.

Briefly, the mode of operation is this: A sec-
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tion is slid under tho tongue C, and all around
the block A. the latter being just half the width
of the section. A strip of foundation is picked
up. and held against the surfac<' A. The foun-
dation is allowed to slide down and strike tlie

heated tongue C. which, being withdrawn by
the treadle, in connection with the cord F.
leaves the foundation witli a melted edge when
it strikes the section. In an instant it cools and
ndhn-es.
The principle is all right; but the machine as

made, it seems to me, is a little expensive, and
possiblv may be simplified a little more than
this.] ^ E. R. R.

^m t<n ^<

CONTRACTION AND COMB HONEY.

THK RIGHT AXP WRONG KIND AGAIN, A.S DIS-
CUSSED BY DOOI.ITTLE.

I \\ish every reader of Gleanings would
turn again to page 167 of the present volume
and read the first part of C. AV. Dayton's article
on contraction. It is a rare thing that so much
truth is brought out in so little space. I know
nothing about his queen-restrictor." and do
not refer to that part. I have been very much
surprised to see the grounds taken of late in
Gleanings by its managers, to the effect that
contraction methods tend to give only a me-
dium force of bees in the honey-harvest, while
all that I have ever written on the subject, and
the most I have seen, has been to prove that
the contraction plan, if rightly worked, will
give a rousing colony " during the honey har-
vest, as Mr. Dayton says, and as few bees at all

other times as is consistent with having this
rousing colony just when we want it. Uor the
benefit of th(» younger readers of Gleanings,
and to brush up your memory a little. ^Ir. Ed-
itor, let me say a few words as to how I manage
bees on the contraction plan, to secure a large
yield of comb honey. As the older readers of
Gleanings will remember. I formerly worked
my bees on the side and toit-box plan combined,
therefore all of my hives are two feet long in-
side, while the brood-chamber proper is only
IS}^' inches inside, 5^4 inches on either side of
this being set apart for the side boxes, which.,
added to the 13i^ inches, makes the two feet.
.Since I adopted the lateral plan of working for
comb honey, as described in a late number of
Gleanings, each of these side-box apartments
is filled with chaff, or has a chaff cushion in
there, so as to shut the bees out and prol(>ct
them for winter. When spring arrives, the
bees in these hives thus fixed are stimulated to
rear the greatest amount of brood possible, by
one or all of the known plans to accomplisia
this object, till the nine frames which fill the
brood-chamber proper are filled with brood.
As the weather is always changeable in the
spring and early summer, the chaff packing is a
great help to the bees, by way of enabling
them to maintain an even temperature, and
thus the hives are filled with brood a little ear-
lier in the season than they otherwise would
be, as all know who are now recommending
chaff-packed boxes for single-walled hives as
soon as set from the cellar. To digress a little:

I must say that I think those who are telling
that an air-space is as good as a space filled

with chaff or straw are making a great mis-
take. Let me prove it to you. On several oc-
casions, from ants working in my packing, and
for other reasons, the chaff or fine straw was
taken out of one side, or perhaps one side and
one end. during the summer and left out till

cold weather came in the late fall or early
winter. At this time, when I came to pack
these vacant spaces I invariably found the bees

clustered up against the side or sides which
were i)acked, and away from those where the
packing was removed. If the packing was re-
moved from one side I would find the bees clus-
tered in a half -sphere against the opposite
side: if remov(^d from a side and an end, the
bees would be clustered up against the inside
opposite corner, lying right up against the
wood along the two packed sides as far out as
the cluster came. If all four sides were packed,
then I found the bees clustered in the center of
the hive in all directions. If this does not show
the value of chaff packing, then I was wrong
in allowing it to convince me that it were bet-
ter to have my bees, all of them, in fully chaff-
packed hives, as they are now. But, to return:
When these nine frames are filled with brood

it is generally too early for swarms to issue to
the best advantage for the production of honey:
and desiring all the bees possible at this season
of the year (these bees are in reality our crop of
honey), I remove one of the chaff cushions from
one of the five-inch spaces, and place three
frames of brood, taken from the brood-chamber
beyond the .slotted I4 - inch division - board
(which was placed there when I used side box-
es, the bees passing through this slotted board
to the boxes) when empty combs are placed in
the brood-nest in place of the removed frames
of brood. In a week the other end of the hive
is served in the same way, which gives me, as
will ho seen, 1.5 frames in a hive, thus securing
a large force of bees right at the commence-
ment of the honey harvest, with little disposi-
tion to swarm thus far. As the brood in the
frames set over in the five-inch spaces should
be as nearly all sealed when set there as possi-
ble, it will "be seen that, in 1;.' days, the brood
from these combs should be all matured: and
as the queen rarely goes into these spaces to de-
posit eggs, I have these combs em])ty of brood,
or neady so. by the time the wide frames of
sections used on the lateral plan need to come
out over these side apartments. They can now
be taken out and reserved for new swarms, or
used for tiering up for extracted honey. If any of
the combs I wish to take out still have brood in
them.theyare just as good for the extracting su-
per over a queen-excluder, or they can be used in

forming nuclei or building up those already
formed. As the frames are taken out. the
chaff cushions are returned, they having. been
stored in the hive all the while, and the wide
frames of sections allowed to go right on out
over them, as I gave in my former article.
When this hive swarms, the brood, with enough
adhering bees to care for it, is set in a new hive
on another stand. Six frames of comb founda-
tion, or empty frames, as I think best according
to the time of year, together with dummies to
take the place of three frames, are set in the
brood-chamber, and the swarm allowed to re-
turn, or hived back in the same hive (when the
queen's wing is not clipped), when the work in
the sections goes right along without interrup-
tion on account of the swarming. I need not en-
large on this matter. All will see at a glance
that colonies treated as here given will far sur-
pass in numbers, at just the tune we want nuin-
hcrs, those^kept in an eight-frame hive, and re-
strict the •' mouths to feed '" after the harvest is

past, and yet give us sufficient bees for winter.
What we want is a rousing colony at just the
right time, and I know of no plan that will give
such, equal to the contraction plan as outlined
above. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino. N. Y., Mar. 16.

[You and friend Dayton are bound. I see. to
put me in a hole. Now, may be I had better
keep still, and, as Dr. Mason says, pull the hole
in after me. No. I won't keep stiU. Friend
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Dayton iisos a twelvc-fnimc L. liivc. wliile you
use a nine to fifteen frame Callup liive with or
witliont a five-inch pacivecl spaec on eacli side.

My i-(inarl<s were confined principally to tlie

eight-frame L. hive. Yon see the circumstances
were a little different. If all had liives. and
managed contraction as do you and friend Day-
ton, there would be nodisi)uting your grounds.
Hnt for some i-eason or other, the ft'/i(7<'/K'i/ of
the times is rather against contraction. Here
at the Home of the Honey-bees itjorced pollen
into the sections, and caused the bees to build
out and till the sections only over the contract-
ed bi'ood-nest. The sections projecting over
the brood-nest were liardly touched. If I did
very much conti'action I think 1 should jn-efer
to doita?f( Heddon. on the sectional brood-
cliamber plan.

Dr. Miller used to be an advocate of contrac-
tion; l)ut now he lias rathei- gone back on it.

Pei'haps he \a ill tell us why. Hutchinson, in
the Bevhir. says. " With an eight-fi'ame hive I

have seldom found it advisable to contract the
brood-nest of an established colony."
Yes. Dayton did make .some good points in

favor of conti'action. and you score some more
good ones: aftei- all. the more I I'ead your arti-
cle, the more I am inclined to believe that I do
not disagree with you very much as ijoii iiiaii-

n(je. If my printed statements do notagree.it
is because I have not made myself clear.]

E. R.

[Friend D.. I am greatly obliged to you for
the heavy testimony you have given us in re-
gard to chaff packing over an empty air-sjjace.
Perhaps your air-spaces were not air-tight:
but when I devised the chaff hive I made a
number of experiments vei'y much like those
you mention, to show the value of chaff. As
you stale it. it looks quite reasonable that your
method gives a larger force of bees: but I con-
fess I should have been better satisfied had you
mentioned that you tried several hives without
this plan of contraction you speak of.] A. I. R.

STRONG COLONIES FOR GOOD RESULTS.

I>rTTIN(i TWO Cor.OXIKS TOfiETHER IN SI'HIXO.

Howevei' bee-keepers may diff'er on othersub-
jects. I think all are agreed on this. I^ast sea-
son was a poor one: and although my colonies
were fairly strong. I thought I would liiake sure
of having at least ])art of them give good re-
sults, so 1 doubled up a nuinbei'. It was a very
simple matter to double then, for my hives stand
in !)airs. each pair standing close side bv side,
and it w as easy to take one away and move the
otiiei- a little, so as to stand in the middle of tlie
placi' where thi' pair stood. The retuining bees
from each hive seemed very little troubled by the
cliange. The hives had eight fi-ames, and "none
of the fiaiues were taken away, but a second
story given, one queen being taken away. The
question may b(^ asked as to what I should gain
so long as i did not increase tli(> number of
workers. Well, suppose each hive would give a
surijlus of 10 lbs., and the two united would give
:.'() lbs., there would be only one colony instead
of two to haiuile. Besides, there ought to he
ivwer luifinishcd sections.
Now forthe results. I can not sav for certain,

but. judging fi'om what other colonies did. I

think I didn't get as much honey from these
doubled -up colonies as I should ha%^e done if

they had been left separate. '•Why?'" I don't
know. Thafs one troul)le with my bees—they
have so little consideration for eitlier my tlieo-
ries or my feelings. I had counted on liiaking
(luite a splurge on reporting the considerable

gain by my scheme, and it is no little humilia-
tion to own u|) a failure. But the bees don't
seem to care. Nearly always, when I iilan

something smart, the bees spoil it all. liut 1

don't always tell about it. ] don't like to. I've

too much consideration for the feelings of other
people.
Altogether, I had some 3(J0 two-story affairs,

at least part of the season, although most of
them had only thi'ee or foiu' frames in the low-
story. A division-board was put beside th<>se

frames, and the empty space lilled up with hay.
To prevent comb-building between the two sto-

ries, a thin board was iiuf in some cases, but
generally a jiicce of cloth of some kind, iierhajis

an old bee-(juilt. This allows nocomniunication
between tlie two stories, excejjf a strip of one oi-

two inches, the width of the hive, at the front
or back end.

If the queen was left in the upi)er story. I'm
not sure that she ever went down to the lower
story of her own accord; but if she was left in

the lower story, she was pretty sure to go up.

«KAKIN(4 ror,ONIE:S UNDEK THE REOUI.AK
BUOOD-XEST. ETC.

By means of this two-story business I made a
discovery of some value. Put a cloth or a
board between th(> upper and lower story, leav-
ing free communication between the two at
front or back, having the queen in the upper
story, and you may rely quite sureljon having
the bees stait queen-cells in the lower story.
It is much the same as Doolittle's plan of hav-
ing queen-cells above a queen-excluder. Bj^
the way, if I'm not mistaken, the first public
mention of having queens raised in an upper
story with a laying (lueen below was made by
me in the columns of Gi.EANixcis, and I think
Doolittle refers to it in his book.
At first I was much elated with the idea of let-

ting a young queen be raised to supeivsede the
old one. But in this I succeeded. I think, in only
a single instance. The young queen, in all oth-
er cases, was duly hatched. Iiut disappeared lie-

fore laying. If I were allowed to guess. I should
say she got along all right till, in her wander-
ings, she got upstairs, when tlu^ bees killed her.
It might be worth w hile to see w hat would be
the outcome if an exchuler were used so that
th(^ young queen could not get above. In Doo-
little's experience, when the old and the young
queens got together it was the old one that was
kill(>d. No matti'i' whether tli(> young (|ueen
was i'ais(Hl in an npp(U' or low (»r story, she was
the one to be killed with me. What made the
difference? Could the bad seastm have had any
thing to do with it?

Let me tell you the use I made of the discov-
ery. It proved, in the first place, that a young
queen can be rai.-ed in a hive with a laying
(pieen. without the use of a queen-excluder. Such
queen se(uns to lie raised by the bees on the
same pi'inciph^ as superseding, and may be ex-
pected to b(> of the best quality. If I wanted to
save the queen I took her away just before oi'

just after hatching. If I wanted to start a nu-
cleus, all I had to do was to take away the low-
er story, bees and all. and set it in a new place.
Enotigh bees would adhere to it to take care of
the brood; and that brood, hatching out. would
make quite a colony by the time tlu' young
queen commenced to lay.

Of course, taking the brood away in this way
deprived the colony of the young bees it would
have had later. If I wanted these younger bees
to be left with the old colony, or, rathei. if I

wanted to return to the old colony all the field-

bees of the nucleus, aftei' the young que<'n be-
ban to lay. my plan w as a little different. In-
stead of taking the lower story to a new jilace. I

set it on top of the supers on the old place. Of
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courso. there was no communication witii tiie

hive below: and after the young queen began
laying I then set the nucleus in a new place,

and all its flying force would unite with tiie old

colony.
Here's a plan that might work foi- those who

want increase but prefer to have no swarm-
ing. Just l)efoi'e then^ is danger of swarming,
make the hive two-story, putting only one
frame of lu'ood in the upper stoiy, and the rest

in the lower story \\ith a cloth lietween. leaving
the queen in the upper story. In about twelve
days, set the lower story in a new location.

This latter will be so i-ediic.ed in bees by the re-

moval that I think it will not swai'in. and the
old cohmy will be left in nearly the same condi-
tion as if it had cast a s\\ arm. But that's only
my guess in the matter, and the bees would
have to be consulted about it before the plan
could be trusted. C. C. Mii.i,ki!.

Marengo, 111., Mar. lo.

[Friend M.. we decided, about as you have,
that uniting two colonies that are fairly started
in spring, is, if any thing, a detriment in results.
Of course, it is a good idea to unite two colonies
so weak in numbers they wonld not])ull through:
but where they are fairly started, and have got
things fixed to go right on when fruit-blossoms
open, I do not believe it best to break up their
arrangements, as we must do more or less to put
two together. If one has more bees than he
wants to care for. and no market for them, he
might thus reduce his number of stock.s, it is

true.
I

DEWEY'S PEET CAGE.

THE NEW SIIIPI'IXK AM) IN TKODUCING CAGE.

Mr. Root:—We hand you an electrotype for
Gleanings, which you kindly offered to insert.
If agreeable we would add a word to the read-
ers unfamiliar with the iinu)vation.

DEWEY S improved PEET CAGE.

This is a standard Peet cage, save in having
a wire-cloth slide beneath the tin slide, and
tliree openings u|)on the edge into the candy.
The original Peet cage is convenient in weight,
shape, and size foi- the summer transport of
queens. The objections upon different grounds
made to it in Gleanings by Dr. Miller, Mr.
Doolittle. and others, need not be repeated. It
may be recalled how they demonstrated that
time, combs, and queens, are too valuable to be
devoted and sacrificed to the use of the Peet
cage as originally devised.
The Peet idea of introduction, indeed, is ob-

solete: but the cage has advantages not inhe-
rent in the Benton, the Pratt, and other popular
cages. There is the chief objection, that it has
but one apartment. The new cage, as entitled
above, has received this criticism, with the ob-
jection of extra cost: but it bears lightly these
disparagements, trusting that time will show
them both to be more or less immaterial.

The improved cage will diop between the
coaibs, with very little spacing, into the midst
of the bees, where its two gauze sidles invite
speedy acquaintanceship. What other cage
has these two advantages—location in the clus-
ter, and publicity of the queen? The time of
liberation is dependent upon the number of
passages uncorked to the outside bees. The
Benton cage has itut one opening, and is too
thick to slide between the combs.
Will bees be shaken about moi-e by transit in

a shallow cage like the improved Peet. than in
high-walled compartments of the other trans-
mitters? There seems to be an answer- upon
theory. We will let experience give the ver-
dict. Again, the bees are not in immediate
contact with a chilling tin surface. Mr. I*. H.
Elwood suggests that wax applied to the inside
of the slide in cold weather might tend to re-
tain the warmth. This may be done, or a pa-
l)er may be slipped between the tin and the
gauze.
For those yet desirous of using an old and fa-

miliar method of introduction, the improved
cage will be a Peet cage still by removing tiie

gauze slide. On the other hand, when the tin
slide is di'awn away the queen may be intro-
duced by almost any method now in vogue, and
as soon, or as remotely as desired. All are free
to use the cage. It has good points: do not
sweepingly condemn it. The saving of queens
in introduction will cover its extra cost, which
is not large. The Falconer Manufacturing Co.
are now making the cage. It will probably
never come into luiiversal use, but has a place
to fill for a considerable class who desire at
once a fair shipping and a reliable intiodut*ing
cage. F. H. i^c E. H. Dewkv.

Westfield. Mass.. P'eb. 2r>.

[The cage as you have changed it is certainly
improved: hut it just occurs to us now. that,
if you had gone just one step further, you
could have improved it still more, and still

have retained many of the featui'es
valuable in the original and new
Peet cage: besides all this, it would
cost less. Why have the tin slide
at all ? This, you remetuber, is one
of the naughty featui-es of the old
Peet cage. The wood will shiink
or swell so the slide will he either
too loose or too tight. We would
make the cage this way: The tr ire-

cloth slide you have adopted is a
good thing. Go a little further and
make tivo wire-cloth slides, and
groove both sides of the cages
alike, and shove the wire-cloth
slides, one on each side, into the

grooves. Cover both sides with a light sti'ip of
wood \ inch thick, and the size of the cnge.
These are to be held in place by nailing. The
purchaser, on receiving his queen, simply pi-ies

off one of the wooden sides and then inti'odiices
by the candy or Peet method. If by the Peet
method, he fastens the cage against the comb,
in the regular way. and withdraws the wire
cloth in place of the tin slide. Why. friend
Dewey, you have given a suggestion that ena-
bles those who still like the old Peet method of
introducing, and still do not like some of the
disagreeable features of the Peet cage, to have
just what they have been looking for, without
most of the objections. Still, for all this we
think the Benton cnge is supeiior. It ix the one
cage thot has carried queens snrcessfnUij by
rtviil to A}istralia. bach and forth to Europe,
(tcroi^s continents, and to the i'slands of tlie sea.
One great reason foi- this is the tliree small
compartments instead of the oiu' lai'ge one.]

E. K.
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WASH YE, MAKE YOU CLEAN.

THE NEW WATER fl^RK AT THE PRESENT TIME.

When I proposed sending our little pamphlets
out by the thousand, as I did in our issue for
March 1, I expected a flood of testimonials from
a grateful people; but I confess I had no com-
prehension that we should get such astounding
testimonials in regard to its power in curing
disease and alleviating suffering a§ have been
coming for the past few \\eeks. I have been
saj'iug to mj'self again and again. " This is a
new thing, and it is fashionable. Everybody is

talking about it, and we must make allowances
for the efl'ect of imaginaticm." It is not very
many years ago since people wei'e buying elec-
tric medals, or buttons—yes. whole factories
were engaged in making them. Even the
hands in our establishment, in spite of all I

could say, wore these senseless trinkets, and de-
clared they felt stronger, had more vigor and
energy, etc. I tried to remonstrate, and proved
to them the device had no electricity about it

at all—that electiicity did not work in that
way, etc. I finally gave it up in despair, and
inwardly groanedin anguish to think that peo-
ple of good sense should have faith in a silly

trap that was just about on a par with nailing
a horseshoe over your door for good luck. I do
not know how long tiiey stuck to their electric
medals, but I think they are pretty much all

gone now, and the electric belts and all such
traps with them.
Now, the question that confronts us is.

".What part (tf the wonderful cures that are
told of in every mail, come from this same
queer trait of humanity, and wiiat comes from
downright actual relief?" I am sure that a
good deal comes from the latter; for it is as
plain as an o])eration in surgery, or as plain as
the remedying of a defect in a mechanical ap-
Ijliance: and along with the testimony comes a
great string of facts in regard to relieving and
saving the lives of (Jomestic animals in the
same way. For this purpose, any of the com-
mon fountain pumps to be found now in almost
every household will answer an excellent pur-
pose. One writer tells of finding a valuable ox
just at the point of death, from a stoppage. He
happened to know what could be done with
water, so he borrowed a cheap pump of a
neighbor, and the animal was relieved and on
its feet in just a little while. I sup])ose that
hundi'eds of valuable horses, cattle, and other
stock are lost every little while just through ig-
norance of tiie simple means in the reach of
every one to relieve them. You need not be
afraid of using too much water.
As I expected, the question arises continually.

" What shall be done with this large amount of
water, to get it out of the way and avoid un-
pleasant smells and laborious carrying?" Vei-y
few bee-keepers' homes are provided with
water-closet arrangements to dispose of this ac-
cumulation. The best arrangement I know of
is one I have described before, which we have
had in use for some years. The grpund back of
our outbuilding slopes downward for perhai)S
ten rods. Some years ago I dug a ditch, three
or four feet deep and two or three feet wide,
filling it within a foot of the top with stones.
tinware, and any old rubbish I could pick up on
the premises. Ovei- the top I put flat stones,
old tinware, sheet iron, and whatever else I

could gathei- up: then it was covered with
good rich soil. The covering was placed low
enough so the plow would not disturb it. This
is on the plan of father Cole's " new agricul-
ture." as you may remember. The upper end
of this covered ditch communicates \\ ith our
out-building: b)it. i)lease notice our whole

ground is thoroughly underdrained. and the
underdi'ains are just below this reservoir, so It

can not stand full of water. Right over this
covered ditch we have planted rhubarb, oi' pie-
plant: and it supplies our whole town with im-
mense stalks of " pie timber " almost the year
round. It anybody wislies to take excei)tions
to this way of raising garden-stuflf, he is at lib-

erty to do so; but I have never seen one who
could tell a particle of difference between this
product and that raised with an abundance of
stable manure. In fact, there (-v no difference.
Now. the above arrangement will dispose of
just as much water as you feel inclined to use.
The objection to Terry's plan of having heavy
buckets of galvanized iron. is. that they sooii
become full, and heavy to carry away. One
good friend suggests that Terry should "modify
his plans for an outbuilding, so as to accommo-
date the new water cure.
We have not space to mention a tenth part

of the wonderful cures narrated; but I may
s])eak of one or two. One friend was taken
with a pain in the back while out in the woods
chopping. He had great difficulty in getting
home. The doctor was called, and he pro-
nounced it rheumatism of the bowels. He did
every thing he could for his patient, but it

amounted to but very little. Other physicians
and different medicines were used, but to no
avail, and he and his friends began to think he
\\ ould nevei' be able to work any more. How-
ever, a thorough use of the new cure enabled him
to get up and go to work in less than three
(l((ys. His backache was the result of a stop-
page that the water removed. It took nearly a
month, however, to effect a permanent cure.

I must not fail to mention, that quite a num-
ber have testified to the effect tluxt the new
water cure has a wonderful effect in the modern
disease called "grippe." Sudden acute attacks
are driven away almost instantly by the use of
hot water. One friend says that, by using dai-
ly, he entirely escaped a series of severe colds
that affected the whole neighborhood around
him.
Several have suggested having a short tube

through the bottom of the pail, just large
enough so the rubber tube will slip over it. Of
course, there can be no objection to this plan,
but it spoils the pail for other puri)oses, and I

do not see that it is any more convenient. To
facilitate using the water, I have a light tin
pail, and the water is dipped from the hot-
water reservoir that stands on our Stewait
stove. This pail hangs on a hook right back
of the stove. The rubber tube is on a little shelf
(out of sight) right beside the aforesaid hook.
This is simply dropped into the water, and a lit-

tle bent wire near one end of the tube is slipjjed

over the edge of the pail. As soon as the other
end is dropped down the water begins to flow.
The length of the rubber tube and the
height of the pail determine the force of the jet
of water.

DR. Salisbury's method of treating dis-
ease. AND his use of HOT WATER.

Mr. Root:—In your article, "A New Method
of Treating Disease Without Medicine." in
(tle.\nings of March 1. there is a brief allusion
to Dr. Salisbury's method, which is somewhat
inaccurate. It is quite true, that the doctor
has accomplished and is still accomplishing
much for suffering humanity, but he doesn't
feed his patients on hot water. In his system
the hot water is used solely for flushing the
stomach and intestines, cleansing the former
from slimy, pasty growths, which interfeiv
with good digestion, and the latter from fecu-
lent deposits. To feed his patients, the doctor
prescribes beef—lean steak, free from fat and
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gristle, reduced to mince meat in a chopper,
and tlien pressed into calces or meat balls, and
then broiled. According to Dr. Salisburj-'s the-
ory, man is two-thirds carnivorous and one-
third herbivorous: and his food should follow
the same proportions. In some countries—In-
dia for example—the people, in the course of

generations, have become herbivorous, and are
able to live on a purely vegetable diet: but. few
people can digest a purely vegetable or farina-
ceous diet in the United States. The doctor
holds that most diseases are caused by a long
course of eating improper foods which ferment
in the stomach or bowels, and do not properly
digest. His remedy is. first, to wash away of-

fending and offensive matters by taking a pint
or more of hot water at about a temperature of
110°. an hour before each meal, and the same
interval before bedtime. Then lie prescribes
an exclusive meat diet, or as nearly exclusive
as the patient can take it, forbidding sugary,
starchy foods, and any thing prone to easy fer-

mentation. Medicine is given, if necessary to
help digestion. With good digestion the sys-
tem begins to make good blood: and with a
supply of good blood, all the organs of the body
perform their functions well, and normal health
is restored. This, of course, is not done in a
day, for nature works slowly, and the result of
a long course of wrong living can not be cor-
rected by a short course of right living. In the
case of serious diseases, like, for instance, con-
sumption, it takes probably a year or two of
treatment to get thoroughly well: but the im-
provement usually begins at once; and the end,
if slow, is pretty certain.
The doctor's" plan, you see, differs from the

one you describe, in that it is more extensive

—

flushing the whole of the internal man, and not
simply the colon, though the latter is good so
far as it goes—and more natural.

It may interest some of your I'eaders to know-
that Dr. Salisbury is an Ohio man, hailing.
I believe, from Cleveland, though now living
in New York, at 170 W. .i9th St.

New York. March 7. E. Coxxoi-i.y.

[My good friend, we are exceedingly glad to
hear something which comes so near being di-
rect from our old friend Dr. vSalisbury. Perhaps
I may remark, that I was at one time an enthu-
siastic patient of the doctor's—so much so, that,
for eighteen weeks. I scarcely ate so much as a
crumb of bread: thei'efore when anybody tells

you that a man can not live on animal food
alone you may know he is mistaken. At an
eai'ly period ofmy life, for almost four years I

ate only vegetable food. It were no more than
fair, however, to say that I used plenty of milk
and butter. I was a-t that time an ardent dis-
ciple of Fowler & Wells. In regard to animal
or vegetable diet, my opinion is, that the great
Father has given us a system so adapted to a
variety of foods that nature can, without much
effort, get along with eitlier the one or the
other: and I believe there are times, or special
conditions of the system when either the one or
the other almost "exclusively may be a benefit:
and I think one marked benefit I received in
both cases was that I got so tired of my food
that I was very certain not to overload the
stomach: and I believe that almost everyone
who is ailing may receive benefit by eating
sparingly. Find out. by careful experiment,
just how much food is needed to enable you to
get along comfortably, and then stop right
square off when this limit is reached, always
remembering that too little is far safer than too
much. Hot water, taken in large quantities a
full hour before meals, is many times an excel-
lent thing. For myself, however, I greatly
prefer it in the shape of hot lemonade. My

good friend Dr. Salisbury, however, with most
patients, would bid them omit the sugar part of
the above beverage.

I beg pardon for my pleasantry in regard to
feeding patients hot water: for if anybody
knows that Dr. Salisbury chooses for his pa-
tients the most concentrated and hearty food
there is to be found. I certainly ought to.

Hot water of itself, without any other diet,
would probablv prove to be a rather " thin

"

food.] "

INTERNAL BATHING—I.S A CAUTION NEEDKD?
Regarding your suggestions in regard to th(^

use of water in cleansing the body internally, I

should like to inquire whether, the use of water
once adopted, it is not necessary to persist in
it always thereafter. I have been told of cases
in which defecation has not occurred for years
without the use of water. H. M. Whkei.ock.
Fergus Falls. Minn.. March 14.

[Friend W., two or three physicians have de-
clared that there is danger in the way you in-
dicate. I am inclined to think, however, that
there can not be \'ery much danger, for we have
testimonies now from hundreds who have used
it for from several months to several years: and
I myself have used it daily for a week or two.
and then stopped, and I did not experience any
difificulfcy in the line you indicate.]

'• TIIHOW PHYSIC TO THE DOGS."

[I have several times felt that I should like to
be able to cleanse the whole small intestines, in
the same way we cleanse the colon. A good
friend who has been for many years an invalid
gives us a suggestion in this line in the commu-
nication below:]

In Gleanings for March 1st I notice a clear
statement of the drugless remedy, and the ben-
efits to be derived by its use. I have been a
great sufferer from sick-headache, having it

frequently, sometimes every week, and lasting
three and four days, without intermission—one
of the three or four days, often unfit for any
business, or even to see a friend. My ailment
was not like yours. Bro. Root—diarrhea, but
the opposite—constipation—and of the most ob-
stinate natui-e. so that pills and drugs of all

kinds, thought to be h(>lpful. were resorted to.

I was also very careful as to the regimen of
diet. These generally gave some temporary
relief: but after a while, each in turn would,
in a great measure, lose its power, until I had
almost given up all hoi)e of having any com-
fortable degree of health in this life.

When I heard of this "new method of treat-
ing disease without medicine " I gave it a
thorough practical test. With me it did its

work )rcU just as you described, but did only
half of the work. While the colon was cleans-
ed, and apparently entirely relieved, the small
intestines remained in their dormant and con-
sequently diseased condition. I tnld our faith-
ful family physician ray dithculty, and it is f(ir

the sake of giving to any who have suffered as
I have, the benefit of his reply that I now write
this article.
Take a hearty drink of water, cold or warm

(warm is best) on retiring at night. And as soon
as you rise in the morning, use flaxseed (that
which is not ground is best): pick all the
straws or other refuse mattei' out of it. of
course. Eat enough of it so that the bowels
will liave a free natural movement. It may
take three tablespoonfuls—with others, much
more, even to a pint a day. Be sure to take
enough: it can not do any hurt. It will cleanse
the stomach: and. as it passes the small intes-
tines, will clear thi'in; then, entering the colon.
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with the watpr treatnient their united action
will prove most effectual. The flaxset^d leaves
the whole system lubricated, so that the work
of digestion goc^s on more pei'tectly—at least.
this has been the result in ray case. My bowels
now move full and fi'eely; and although I am
55 years of age. my general health is much im-
proved. The headaches have almost entii-ely
disappeared. As my ailmtMit was of long stand-
ing, it is probable I shall have to keep up the
use of tiaxsei'd or the combined treatment for
some time, oi-, perhaps, more or less thi'ough
life. But if I shall I'ecelve as much benefit
from them in the future as I have In the past, I

can hardly say enough in their praise. L.

I have been using it for the past six weeks
foi' what tlie doctoi' calls neuralgia of the blad-
der and bowels, and ulceration of the bowels.
He gave me medicine to take internally, but I

did not take it. as I wanted to test the hot wa-
tei-. I find I am perfectly free from pain, and
am able to do my usual work. I used about
three (luarts every morning and night for the
pastmontb; since that the same quantity once
a day. There are large numbers of people who
have i)aid $4.00 for the cui'e, and they speak
very highly of it; but they are bound not to di-
vulge the secret, if It is a secret; but the public
will owe you a debt that money can not pay.
Alvinston, Can., Mar. 14. jAAtEs Okchaud.

We notice in the C(tn<t<U(U) Bee Journul oi
March 15, that the Montrenl Wltne>^x has [)ub-
lished tlie water-cure treatment exactly as
given by Dr. Hall.

llHDIE^' DRP^RTMEN^^.

BEE-KEEPING FOR WOMEN.

I.KillTER AITLIANCES FOK Ol'H LADV FRIENDS.

After I'eading the letter signed Emma Wilson,
on page 8.i. I thought, why can we not have a
corner to discuss gloves, aprons, etc.? There are
lots of questions we wonnni bee-keepers could
ask of one anotiuM', while the ukmi an^ discuss-
ing thick top-bars, closed ends, and dovetailed
hives, with which they till the paper, and I am
not the least bit inten^sted iii, because the thing
on my mind is section-cases for next season:
what shall I get? One that will hold :H sec-
tions, will with propolis and all compli>te. weigh
30 lbs.; this is too heavy for a woman to lift, es-
pecially when there are many and she Is in a
hurry. I have 33 hives, and have to do every
thing around the bees myself: as they are so
cross, none of the family will touch them. But
if they are cross they are good workers. Last
season they averaged 30 lbs. to the hive, while
many others got nothing. Those "Blessed
Bees" have been a success with me, for in the
very poorest years I always get a little.

I have used the wide frames.to hold sections,
six of them holding :i\ sections on the 8-frame
Langsti'oth hive, but they are too heavy; so I

took three of them and nailed on grooved stiips
and put in glass, or sometimes pieces of shingle
or wood separators, and tied them together
with cord. They are some ti'ouble to fix, but
when they are done they are very handy, as
they are easy to lift and jnit on the hives, and
they can be piled up two or three stories high,
or turned around. I have thought if A. f Root
could see them he would say: "'Oh dear! how
very shiftless and untidy I

" but I did it because
it was easy to lift them. Mhs. W. Giu^hb.

Deausville, Ueane Co., Wis., Mar. :.'.

[Years ago W(^ had what we called a Ladies'
Depai'tment, but for some reason or other it

was dropped. There is no reason why it could
not be resiimcKi // the sisters will be sure to
write for it. Miss Wilson has already made a
good start; and if the ladies will discuss some
things all by themselves, we men will not stand
in the way.
In regard to a suitable surplus arrangement,

why wouldn't a dovetailed section-holder sur-
plus case answer the purpose? Twenty-foui'
pounds is too heavy to lift all at one time, you
say. But. bless you. with the super as modified
with a follower, you need not lift juore than
four sections at a time. Say, now, what is the
use ofolifting 34 lbs. so much, any way? If you
don't want to bother with four sections at a
time, just have a light, handy wheelbarrow
close to the hive, and then sort o" tilt the case
up on the barrow. Yon know you can handle
a good many heavy things by simply getting
the advantage of them in the right way, and
still not be obliged to do any heavy lifting or
straining. You remember years ago, Mrs. Jen-
nie Culp used to produce some big crops of
honey, and she used one of A. I. Root's handy
wheelbarrows as her '* best man " in the apiary.
She made him (i. e.. the wheelbai'row) do all

the carrying, and managed the yai'd with
profit and pleasure. " There, there, now." some
of you will say, "just like all supply-dealers.
They like to get in an advertisement of some of
their implements in a foot-note." For con-
science" sake! Can't we mention a good thing,
even if we do sell it?] E. R. R.

GLOVES FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

liUKHEi; (iLOVES. COTTON <;LOVES, ETC.

Miss Emma Wilson wishes the experience of
some of her bee-keeping sisters with regaixl

to gloves in the bee-yard. In th(> beginning of
our bee-keeping we tried rubber gloves, and
promptly condemned them for reasons similar
to those' given by Mrs. Harrison.
Were it not that Miss Wilson expects to

handle Italians instead of hybi'ids next sum-
mer. I slumld not think it worth while to hiing
to her notice the gloves we us(% for they are by
no means sting-proof. But with Italians the
liands are in little dangei', except such as pro- .

ceeds from one^sown carelessness. We use white
cotton gloves, two or three buttoned, so that the
wrists ai'e prot<'cted. loose fitting, and with each
Hngei' cut otf—and the edges stayed—just above
the first fingi^r- joint. To tell the truth. I find

the unembarrassed use of my fingers soindlspen-
sible in handling frames and sections, that 1 dis-

like even this slight incumbrance, to which,
nevertheless. 1 submit for the sake of some pro-

tection from pi'opolis and a shade or two less of

tan. The gloves are very cheap— fifteen or

twenty cents per pair; and as they need fre(|uent

washing, half a doz(^n pair should be ])rovided

for a season. I wish Miss Wilson would try

these with her gentle Italians next sunimei'. I

can assun^ her that they \\\\\ prov<' moi'c com-
fortable than buckskin, and, moi-eover, she will

be able to place herself socomi)letely c» rapjxjvt

with her bees that she need fear no stings except
those that she may deserve. A pinched bee has
a right to sting.

DO DEES DISTINGUISH COLORS IX A HEE-KEEI'-
EIl's CLOTIIIN(i?

1 was Interested in Miss Wilson's remark, that
bees seldom if <wer sting white. That bees have
an eye for color, I learned in an interesting way
a few summers since. On one side of the broad-
brimmed hat I wore in the bee-yard, was a knot
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of cardinal ribbon: and I soon discovered tiiat a
certain colony of hybrids took it in high dudg-
eon if I approached" too near. That ribbon was
to them a red rag flaunted in their faces, and
they rose up at once to resent the insult. Some-
times, when necessary to open the hive. I woukl
make up my mind to (luietly ignore them, for

they never touched my liands nor tried to ci'aui

beneath Tuy veil. But to feel them hurling
themselves like shot against the side of my hat,
and to hear them siz-z-z-zing as they burrowed
into that knot of riblH)n. generally demoralized
me to such an extent that I would close the
hive and beat an igudminious reticat. I liked
the bit of bright color on my hat. and was un-
willing to part with it; so, in deference to their
feelings. I pinned over it a piece of tissue paper.
But a stn)ng breeze would sometimes tear off

the paper, or !)eichance release and expose only
a corner of the ribbon, and at once the bees
made me aware of the fact. So they conquer-
ed finally, and the objectionable color was re-
moved. Nkixy Linswik.
March 20.

[My good friend Nellie, you have given us
some very valuable facts at a time when we
wanted them, and I am glad of some suggestion
in the way of something cheaper and better than
rubber gloves. From what experience I have
had, I believe that cheap cotton gloves,
with the fingei's cut off, as you suggest, will be
the best and cheapest thing you can get. I

have always felt sure that a good bee-keeper
needs all the fingers God has given hi?n. and he
wants those so free and unobstructed that he
may not only have all his fingers but all his wits
at his fingers' ends. Your experience with that
red ribbon seems to settle the matter: and now
comes a question for our scientific friends: Why
do bees object to red? It has been said, that
our domestic animals recognize it as the color
of blood: and the sight of blood infuriates not
only animal kind, but even man in his savage
state. We are told that the American Indians,
at the sight of blood, often become raving
maniacs, especially when their worst passions
are stirred up by some quarrel among the tribes.

But our little friends the bees have no red
blood in their bodies. W"hy. then, should those
colors arouse their ire and promiJt them to
sting? Will Prof. Cook come to our help?]

WOMAN'S DRESS IN THE APIARY.

BEE-VEII,S. (il.OVES, ETC.

This is to me an interesting subject, because
I am always looking for improvements. But I

have not been led to make much changf in the
dress I stumbled on when I began working
among the bees. In making preparations I read
all that my small stock (at that time) of bee-
literature contained on the subject. My expe-
rience may help others.
From the A B C I got Mi's. Harrison's idea of

a hat: but I have discarded that, except the
cape, because I found that a straw hat, with not
too wide a brim, is a better protection from the
sun. I want the hat as light as possible, and
not to press on or cover my forehead, and to
have an air-sjjace at the top. I like the cape to
tie under the arms, and I generally fasten the
hat on my head with a long hat-pin", or an elas-
tic, because sometimes it will get disarranged
just when I can not put my hands uj) to fix it.

That was one objection to Mrs. Hari'ison"s hat
—it would slip about on tiie head.
For the dress. I wanted something to fasten at

the neck over the cape. I had in thi' closet a
linen duster, close-fitting, plainly gored, double-

breasted, with two coat-like pockets. I put i

on over the cape of my hat, and belted it at the
waist. It covered my dress entirely; it was neat
and tight, and the pockets were ever so handy.
As it is linen the bees do not object to it. and it

is light and cool. I have found it so exactly the
thing. I have never changed: but when it was
worn out I bought another, and last spring I

went to every large drygoods house in Chicago
for another, but they are no longer in stock.
They use mohair now, and I was obliged to get
the linen and make one. I have paid ?<2.flO for
the ready-made garments, but this cost a little

less.

For my hands, I have gloves, with gauntlets
to fasten over the sleeves with elastics, some-
times; if very warm, only linen mittens made of
the samemateiial as my coat; and it is rare that
I get a sting through "them; but I want some-
thing on to keep my hands clean, and to pre-
vent tanning. Some of my gloves have the ends
of the fingers off. I use these when I want to
work fast. I do not mind stings if they are not
on my face.
When taking off honey I usually put on an

apron to keep my dress clean; and. in fact, late-

ly, more often I tie an apron around my waist
instead of a belt. It answers the same purpose
—to keep the bees from crawling up to my head;
and. as I am so often on my knees when at
work, it gets the grass-stains and dirt, and can
be easily washed. Miss Wilson's apron is just
the thing, because it is so snug. Vou do not
want any thing that will blow alxjut. and catch
on hives and bushes.
As far as dress is concerned, I do not think a

woman need to get any more stings than a man.
In my armor I am almost sting-i)roof. It is an
exception to have one on my body. I know I do
not get the most stings in this apiary, unless I

am the only one at wcn'k. S. M. Stow.
South Evanston, 111., ]\Iarch 30.

SOME VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD
TO WORKING AMONG BEES DURING

VERY HOT WEATHER.

ALSO SOMETHING AHOUT REFRESHMENTS FOR
THE BEE-KEEPER.

I see in GLEANiN<is. March 1.5, that ladies
are to have a department. I like a mixed ses-

sion, as a general thing: but there are some
subjects that we can profitably talk over among
ourselves, that gentlemen have little or no spe-
cial interest in. As bee-keepers, we need differ-

ent clothing and far lighter implements. I'm
not young, and far from stiong: yet I can ac-
complish considerable by taking care of myself.
I have to be careful and not get overheated:
and I can not cany much weight in clothing,
either. Oiu' hives are so situated, that, during
some time of day. they can be opened in the
shade: but hiving swarms has to be done in the
sun. many times with the thermometer one
hundred in the shade. AVhat clothing is best
for m(^ to wear may not be best or pi-ojjer for
another. I keep my clothing, that I wear to
work in the apiary, in the honey-house, and go
out there and remove my outside clothing, and
hang it up. to put on again when I am through.
During June. July, and August, in this locality
I could not endure a ticking apron. ]My under-
clothing is the American costume, and is high
in the neck, reaching from my ankles to my
wrists: and if I have to hive be(>s when it is

one hundred in the shade. I put on over this
one skii't, a wet head cap. and then tie on my
bee-hat, and i)ut on a linen sacque, which keeps
all bees fi'om getting uiidei- the cape of the hat.
and gloves with gauntlets. As soon as I am
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through with active woik in the snii I wash,
and change to warmer clotliing. to keep from
chilling.

I always have an vnnbrclla at hand, attached
to a statf, such as artists use. so 1 can stick it in

the ground, to shade me when at work. When
I hear, " Bees are swarming !" the first thing 1

get is the umbrella, to raise and shelter me
while I am watching to see where they are go-
ing to cluster. With the staff I'esting upon the
ground, it makes it easier to hold.
Heat may not affect all heads as it does mine:

yet comfort and In^alth shonld be considered
before looks. If I worked at out-apiaries I

should have to wear much warmer clothing,
going and returning, than I could endure while
at woi'k.

It refreshes me very much, when I am hot.
to eat a pint bowl of ice with a tablespoon, or a
lemon cut up with the ice. and sugar. If I

should drink a glass of ice-cold water it would
make me sick: but the ice never does, melting
slowly. INIks. L. Harrison.

Peoria, 111.. Mar. ;.'l.

[Now. dear friend, we are quite willing to
submit, or. perhaps, to stay in some other de-
partment, when you are talking about clothing
for women in the apiary: but when you wind
up by talking about a i)lnt bowl of ice. with
lemons and sugar, to eat with a spoon, we
want to be around with the sisters. Why. my
good friend, you hit right squarely on my fa-

vorite beverage and luxury in the summer time.
We have a great big icu^-house of our own,
chock full of ice from the carp-))ond. Then we
got a little machine, for ai)()ut four or five dol-
lars, that turns with a crank. Put in a piece of
ice and set your pint bowl under the hopper:
turn the crank and the ice is broken up in

pieces about the size of peas. With a lemon-
squeezer, put in lemon-juice and sugar to taste,

then sit down in some quiet place to eat it with
a spoon, just as you would mush and milk. I

got the idea years ago from some of the health
journals, that one could eat pound<'d ice where
he could not stand a glass of ice water, and it

has been worth ever so much to me. But to
enjoy it. and have it do me nnil good. I want to

take it slowly. And now here is a suggestion
for poor unfortunates who at some tiiue In their
lives have been intemperate. I used to enjoy
greatly (at least I thought I did) a glass of beer
from a pitcher with a lump of ice in it: and a
great many times old memories will come back
and tantalize me: but after I have had my
bowl of " lemon ice,"' as I call it. I would not
give a fig for all the b(>er in tln^ world. Now. if

there are any among our read(n's who have
found it hard work to give up the be(>r. let them
try our plan. ]\Irs. H. and I do not propose to
monopolize the idea, by any means. A good
many times lemons and sugar are cheaper than
high-priced fruit: and my opinion is. that they
answer the purpose just about as well.]

RUBBER GLOVES.

SUITKD FOR BKE-WORK: MISS WILSOX DIS-
CUSSES CONVE.VIEXrES FOR EADIES.

J. No matter how dry one's hands may l)e or-
dinarily, the perspiration will condense inside
them, and the hands will be all the time wet.

3. They will almost always turn inside out in
taking them off'. In case they fail to tui'n, you
must turn thiMu to allow them to dry. and then
they must be tui'ued back again to weai'.

4. They are tolerably expensive, and do not
last long unless perfectly cared for.

5. (and biggest). The combined smell of rub-
ber and i)ci-spiration. after the gloves have been
used awliile. will leave one of tTie most horrible
combinations in the shape of an odor clinging
to one's hands that he ever experienced.

Foi' two yeais Mr. Thomas has used a glove
called sealskin. They are smooth and shiny
on the outside, like kid. but somewhat heavier,
whit«^ and pliable. He has never been stung
through them. After some little ditticulty I

have succeeded in getting a pair, and mean to

try them this summei-.
Mr. Coldwell. of Nebraska, has used dogskin,

which he likes very much. Mr. R. McKnight.
after exijerimentiug a good deal, has decided to

use kid. He also says that a cotton duck grain-
bag, costing about 2n cents, makes a very good
apron; and although a man, like a very sensi-

ble one lie weai'S such an apron himself.
Mrs. Slireve. of Ohio, has used calfskin

gloves, and likes them.
Although there is such a strong feeling

against using gloves, it seems a good many can
not get along without them.
As often said, it is the little things that make

our work hard or easy. Having every thing
convenient for our work is half the battle.

Tools convenient, a good supply of smoker fuel

in a handy place, etc.. all make a big difference
in our day's woi-k. Every step saved is a help.

I don't know of any one thing that is as great a
comfort in the apiary as a good seat, light and
strong—one that is easy to catch up when you
are in a hurry. Use it whenever it's possible.

That is my trouble—so many times I think I

am in too big a hurry to stop to sit down, when
I have no doubt I could save time by doing so.

But I might as well confess I would not do it if

Dr. Miller did not insist: and I am ashamed to

say I .sometimes feel fretted because he does in-

sist, when I ought to know at tlie time that it

is best. Although you may gain a few minutes
at the time, not to stop to sit down, you become
sotinnl that you will not accomplish as much
in the course of the day.
Whenever we have any special work that will

take some time to do. Dr. Miller will spend con-
siderable time in planning how to make that
work easier. For instance, if we are making
shipping-cases he has a form to hold the pieces

securely in place while we nail them: another
form for making supers, etc. In glassing ship-
ping-cases, unless you are very careful you will

crack the glass. You want to drive the nail in

just as deep as possible without breaking the
glass: and it is a difficult matter to tell when
that point is reached. Dr. Miller obviated the
difficultv for me in a very simple nutnner. He
took a piece of section, a little thicker than the
glass, cut it the width of the glass, with a little

notch where I wanted to drive the nail, some-
thing like this:

I have had so many good letters, and so much
valuable information, in regard to gloves since
my article on that subject, that I feel as if I

should like to give at least a part of it to the
readers of Gleanings. One and all agree that
they want nothing to do with rubber gloves.

By pressing this against the gla
drive my nail without fear, knowing

xney wani noining lo uo wiin luooer gioves. hammer would Strike the wood befor

Mr. Thomas, of Nebraska, gives five such good of the nail could reach the glass.

reasons for not using them that I will copy know how much faster I could work
them. of this simi)le arrangement. Emma

1. They are not handy about getting on. Marengo. III.. Mar. 7.

>s I could
that tiie

e the head
You don't
by means
Wilson.
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[W,o aiv glad to gia this testimony against
rubber gloves: and it has been agreed so nni-

fonnlv. that they are not suited for bee-woik.
There has been' a protest incur catalogue all

along, but still a good many customers buy
them. Something cheap would be better: for

when they get too badly worn or soiled they
can be thrown away. •

I always use a seat while working among the
bees: but I don't want any thing to lug around
all day. so I sit on the hive-covers, and I don"t

want any thing better. I will shortly illus-

trate how I manage.] E. R. R.

BEE-KEEPING AND HOUSEWORK.

SUNDRY ITEMS FROM MRS. AXTEI.I..

'Women who make bee-keeping a business, as

well as others, should learn how to make their

housework light and easy. No work is more la-

borious than our washing. I have tried many
ways of doing mine, and I find that a good
washing-machine that covers up and keeps the
suds hot is a great help: also borax dissolved in

the water, a piece as lai-ge as a hickorynut. for

a small washing, or a piece twice or three times
as large for a large washing, with plenty of soap,

will loosen the dirt and cause the clothes to be
white and clean, and not injure the fabric. It

causes flannels to be soft and clean. I buy bor-

ax by the pound, and u-^e it in preference to any
kind" of washing-lluid or patent soaps.

SHORT vs. ABUNDANT STORES.

The talk about short winter stores being a

saving seems very nice to the bee-keepei-: but
the bees are like a man with a pocketful of

money—he is in better condition to take advan-
tage of the times, and make more money, than
one living from hand to month: and just so I

think it is with the bees—they make us more
money with their jjockets tilled: or. in other
words", with plenty of honey at all times, when
not able to gather it from the (lowers. An old

and experienced bee-keepei' might be able to

make more from his bees by keeping them with
short stores at certain times of the year if he
has i)lenty of time to be tinkering with them:
but beginners would let them starve. They
would be m.ore likely to waste a pound to save a

penny: and also those who have much other
woi'k to do had better not try to see how short

of honey they can run their bees, or they will

forget and run them oveiboard.

out-apiarip:s.

Considerable has been written ujjon out-apia-
ries. The first object sought should be a good
location, which generally is best neai' swampy
or pasture lands: yet in this vicinity, where the
most of the land is worked and planted to corn
and oats, we often have rich fall crops of smart-
weed that comes up after the oats are harvest-
ed, and in thin places in the corn. The next
oljject should be to plant the apiary in a per-

manent location whei'e the man owns tiie prop-
erty, and is not likely to move away: also, that
the people are obliging, and likely to be patient
with the bees. It is extremely unpleasant if the
people are afraid of them, and all the time com-
plaining of them.

shade, and WH.\T MRS. AXTELL RECOJt.MENDS.

I would not be so very much influenced by the
matte)- of shade, as to where to plant my bees,

if all things else were satisfactory: but I would
secure it atonce: and immediately, whether fall

or spring, plant out quite thickly some fast-

growing trees, such as soft or ash-leaved ma-
ples—some call them box-elders. I would not
plant fruit-ti'ees. even in a home apiary, as
thev are almost sure to be barked and killed.

and are of too slow growth. I should plant the
tices twice as thick as I wished them to be
when grown. One will be surprised to see how
much shade they will make, even the lirst sea-
son, if they are" planted carefully, and. if dry
weather sets in. are mulched. The large Rus-
sian sunflower will mak(» a nice shade for the
first season, if planted so as to throw its shade
directlv upon the apiary in the InnU of the day.
The only objection to it would be the large
(piantities of propolis it secretes. It is visited

by the b(vs moi'e for its propolis than lion<>y,

I think, and more by the common small wild bee
than the honey-bee. One of our neighbois had
his apiary thus shaded, and, when in bloom, it

was quite picturesque. If the apiarist has any
doubts of being able to secure a i)ermanent
place for the apiary, he should not build a
house, but use empty hives to hold what arti-

cles need to be covered: or I would build a small
house that could be easily moved by placing it

upon a sled in winter time.

HOW TO MAKE THE WORK EASY FOR WOMEN.
But it is a great convenience, if a permanent

location can be secured, to have two houses

—

one a small plastered one. with a window, a
bee-escape, and a tight door, to keep all the
honey and combs in. and another that a small
stove can be set up in, where the apiarist can
warm his coffee and dinner, and rest in cool

days. It need be but a small room with only a
])ane of glass in the dooi-. with no furniture but
the stove and what can be made of the bee-fix-

tures: and yet it adds greatly to one's comfort.
Such a i-oon") we have. When we go to our out-

apiary to work \^•e do not try to rush through
the work so hard that our help will never want
to go again, but we take along our reading, and
rest awhile at dinner lime. and either read or
chat, and generally try to have a good dinner,

so that our li(>li) often say they would rather go
to the out-apiary to work than to woi'k at

home. Indeed, nearly all our girls (and I do
myself) look forward to a trip to the out-apiary
as' a soi't of picnic: then we try to get home so

early in the evening as to be not too much fa-

tigit"ed for the next day's work. In the course
of time we accomplish more irnrh by not crowd-
ing our help or ourselves too much. If we
push bee-w(.)rk too hard, and the help gets vexed
by the stings, it makes it more difficult to hire

help to work with the bees: but if they have it

rather easy, and a good time with the work, but
siiil have' the stings to endiu'e. they will be
more likely to excuse the stings, either in work-
ing with tiie bees at home or at out-apiaries.

HAMMOCKS. niTCHING-POSTS. ETC.

A hammock, too. is a great comfort to the api-

arist, or. what I like blotter, a small bench with
a raised head-board, that I can carry to any
part of the apiary. A hammock swings too eas-

ily—one can not rise quickly from it to catch
queens in swarming time: and in an out-apiary
it tempts children to come there for a swing.

Last, but not least, should a good strong feed

and hitching post be put up for the horses, un-
der tlie shade of a tree if possible. If a feed-

trough is just in front of the hitching-post they
stand miich more contented, and I know of

nothing more annoying in connection with out-

apiaries than to have the horses uneasy, and
sometimes break away, and oblige one to leave
the apiary with half a dozen or more bees fol-

lowing, to run to catch the horses. As Miss
Wilson says. " It is the little things that help to

make our work hard or easy."
Mrs. L. C. Axtelu.

[I heartily indorse what you say in regard to

these little conveniences in the apiary: and
they make all the difference between hard and
pleasant work. In regard to hitching-i)osts. I
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suspect that, if I had had a good one at our
basswood yard, I should have saved the life of
a valuable hoi'se. But you remember that,
contrai'y to what I knew was best, we were in
the habit of hitching oui' horse to a young sap-
ling: and you remember how he broke the thill

and pushed the jagged end of it into his heart.
For colts, at least. 1 would have a couple of
posts and a ci'oss-rail, so they can not catch the
thill around the post and snap it in two. A
feed-trough would be a good tliihg, and would
help no little toward keeping horses quiet. I

know how unpleasant it is to be working at an
out-yard, and to be obliged to look every few
minutes to see whether th(> horses are all right.
And while we are talking about hitching-posts.
I should prefer the side of a barn, with a ring
in it about five or six feet from the gi'ound.
Not even a colt then can get its foot tangled or
get into any trouble. I believe I would always
hitch with a strong neck-strap, passing the
5<trap through one of the rings of the bit. If a
stray bee should happen to sting him then,
there is much less danger tiiat he will snap the
strap or get into mischief. At our 8hane yard
we put our horse into a stable near at hand, after
liaviug taken him out of the thills. I tell you,
it is no Iittl(> comfort to know that a horse is

safely stabled, and away from Hi(>s and bees,
when working at an out-yard; and as this de-
partment is especially for ladies, it behooves
the men to see that there are good hitching ac-
commodations, and that all parts of thf harness
are secure. Never drive to an out -yard with a
pair of pool' thills. Whenever driving within
the vicinity of bees, or drawing loads of honey,
bees are inclined to follow, and, at best, acci-
dents are liable to happen; so it behooves us to
have every thing in good shape.] E. R.

00^ QaEg3FI6N-B6^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 181. ]. In cellar winterimj, hoic
much ventilation do the liiiies need, and how
would i/ou secure it f 3. Hoio much does the
/'cllar need, and lunr n^ouM j/ou secure itf

I don't know. We winter all out of doors.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. Fkance.

I would not bothci' with any ventilation at
all. Keep your tempei-atui'c up to 4.5° or ,50°,

and never mind the ventilation.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Raise the hives fi'om the bottom-board two
or more inches, paying no attention to the ven-
tilation of the cellar, provitling you can keep
the temperature at from 4:2° to 4.")°.

New York. C. (i. M. Dooi.itti-e.

No ventilation at the top, but all you can
readily secure at the bottom. Usually, leaving
the entrance wide open does very well; but to
have the whole bottom oflf would he better.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. (hjEEN.

I ought to have more experience before an-
swering. I should say. percli the whole hive
up on two pieces of scantling. Where this is

done I do not think the cellar needs any special
ventilation.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

My best wintering was in a cellar in old box
hives, inverted, standing entirely open, a hole
four inches square at bottom of cellar, and the
same at the top of the oi)posite side. These

holes were covered so as to ))revent strong
winds from blowing in.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

1. Raise one inch from the bottom-board, with
an inch block under each corner. I use loose
bottom -l)oards. 2. Three-eighths-inch venti-
lators runying through the roof, and one sub-
earth, same size.

Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Fkeehohn.

We remove the entrance-block, and some-
times the whole bottom-board. We also re-
move the caj) and a corner of the quilt. We
ventilate the cellar only by opening the win-
dows occasionally.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

There is no use in being too scientific in such
matters. The exact amount of ventilation for
hive or cellar would be only conjecture. Let
the air in your repositories of bees be comfort-
able for yourself, and then vou will be all right.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTii.

1. If the bottom-board is left on, leave the
entrance open full width for ventilation. I

winter with bottom-boards removed, '.l. Enough
to keep the air fairly pure. If I could I would
secure it by means of a stove set, in the cellar,

the draft of which would be ventilation enough.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

Leave the tly-entrance open. The cellar
needs enough to keep the air pure, and we se-

cure it with a sub-earth ventilator. Before
this was i)ut in. comb honey would become
watery and burst the cells; but now it does not,
and the air is as ])uie as in any room in the
house.

Illinois. N. W. C. Miis. L. Haukison.

1. I would remove the board cover, spread a
|)iece of cloth (ducking) over the frames and
cover with a cushion 3 or 4 inches thick, stuffed
with fine hay or chaff, or dry planer-shavings,
and give a very small entrance. 2. For a cellar
20x.3()x7. I would use a .")-inch ventilator con-
n(^cted with the kitchen or some other stove-
pil)e.

V^ermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

I think the usual summer ojjening enough.
If the hives are so made that they could be
raised an inch or two from the bottom-board I

should like it: then dead bees will not shut off

the ventilation. I doubt whether it is necessa-
ry to ventilate the cellar. I do think it very
imi)ortant to keep the temperature of the cellar
uniform, from ?,^° to 4.5° V.

Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

1. That depends largely upon the cellar—its
tempei'ature. moisture, etc. We usually give
20 square inches or more at the bottom, as that
in our hives is the most convenient point to

ventilate. 2. With a small number of colonies,

the natural ventilation in most cellars will be
sufficient. By natural ventilation I mean that
passing through the walls, crevices, etc. With
a larger number of colonies, more ventilation
luust be given. For more particular informa-
tion on this point I shall have to refer you to

articles I have written on that subject.
New York. C. P. H. Ei.wood.

Give the hives abundant ventilation at the
bottom. I secure it by placing the first row of

hives on stringers, with the hives (5 inches
apart; or, instead of the stringers, lay down
hive-covers (> inches apart, placing each hive
over the space thus left. This gives a similar
space between the iiives. over which i)lace the
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next tier of hives, and so on as high as you
choose to pile them. This is for open-bottom
hives. I should be at a loss to know how to se-

-cnre the needed ventilation in a fixed-bottom
hive. The cellar needs but little ventilation-
very little, so long as the proijer temperature
can be maintained.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boahdman.

I use the same rim mentioned in answer 180

—

M) cubic inches of air space, but with generous
ventilators upon the sides, covered with wire
cloth: a slot on each side 1x12 inches: the en-
trance is left open full size. I do not pay so

much attention to cellar ventilation as former-
ly. I think the ordinary cellar will have plenty
of means for the entrance of pure air. I believe

a rapid cnange of air is detrimental to the bees.

My i-ule is to test the air once a week with my
no-*e. If sweet and healthful, the ventilation
will take care of itself.

New York. E. Rambler.

1. None above, but all you can conveniently
give below. For the sake of the bees, I'd like

to have the bottom entirely open; but for my
own convenience I like a deep bottom-board,
leaving two inches of space under the bees,

and the fiont entirely open. On one account
this is better for the bees, for then they can be
piled straight up, and jarring of one pile will

not affect others. 2. ^lore than some think it

• does. It needs enough so that it will seem fresh
and sweet every time you go into it. In a
windy time it needs no" attention; but when
still, if warm enough I'd open dooi'S and win-
dows. A sub-ventilator helps, and a pipe open-
ing into a chimney is about absolutely necessa-
ry. A low tire in a st()\c \\iien weather is not
too warm, gets uj) \entilati()n.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miij.ek.

FROM DIFFERENT F-ELDS,

WAX QVESTIOX REVIVED AGAIN; HOW MAXY
I'OUXDS OF HONfiY TO ONE

POUND OF WAX?
Seeing so much in the bee-journals about how

much honey it takes to make a pound of comb,
I can not overlook all these articles without
saying something relative to my experience. I

rather cling to the old ti'adition of 20 pounds of
honey to make one of comb. Now for my rea-
sons: In the summer of 1878 I found an after-
swarm of bees on a limb of a small tree. It was
the 8th of July when I got them. I put them in
a raisin-box which I found. As I knew noth-
ing about bees, I thought it would do all rignt.
This raisin-box was 14 inches long, 10 wide, 8
deep. Now, you see this was a small hive. I

did nothing "more with them till September,
when a friend of mine, who understood bees,
•came to see me. He took the box up and looked
at them closely. He said they would need feed-
ing. The box was about a third full of comb,
but not much honey, so I began feeding sugar.
I fed ^r, worth of sugar, or 50 lbs. The water
that was added to this would make it over (iO

lbs. Now comes the test. When I began this
feeding, the honey season was all over. The
hive was only a third full of comb, very little

honey in it. Now. when I got through feeding
this amount, the hive was tilled with comb to
the bottom; and when I carried them into win-
ter quarters the hive. bees, syrup and all.

weighed 20 lbs. Now. I should like to know
what became of all this syrup if they did not

use a lot of it for comb-building. Suppose the
bees used 2.5 lbs. of this syrup for brood-rearing,
and 15 Ibs.foi' winter stores. You see how much
would be left. I hav(^ been keeping bees ever
since I got this hive, and I have had good suc-
cess. Some years I have had tons of honey.

Birr, Out, Jan. 26. Wm. Coleman.

[Your raisin-box, if we figure rightly, would
contain about 2 pounds of comb: hence the bees
must have built, after feeding, l):; lbs. If there
were 15 lbs. of stores, and the be(>s consumed 25

in brood-rearing (they probably did not con-
sume so much), there would be 20 lbs. left for
comb-building, or 15 llis. of honey to a pound of

wax. As the bees pioliably did not consume so
much in brood -n^aring, tiie proportion in this

case would come pretty near that of the " ven-
erable falsehood," as it has been called; but it

should be said, that there are many more re-

ports of experiments in this line that make the
proportion all the way from 1 to 3. to 1 to 15.

The geneial avei-age has been perhaps one of

wax to ten of honey. It has been shown that
pollen makes considerable difference in results.

You do not say so. but we judge that at the
time you fed your bees they were not gathering
much pollen, though it is evident they must
have had some for brood-rearing. If you were
to rej.eat the experiment at a time of year when
there is an abundance of pollen, using honey
instead of sugar syiup, yon might see a differ-

ence in results.]

the per cent of avax obtained by a solar
wax-extractor.

I made a solar wax-extractor last summer, and
extracted all my wax nicely: l)ut toward the
end of the summer I discovered that only about
<)0 or 70 per cent was exti'acted. I boiled a lot

(half a market-basketful) of refuse, and it yield-

ed almost a pound of second-grade wax: but I

had to squeeze it l)y hand through a cloth, and
then boil it in water to collect it and wash it.

Honey is up high now. 15 and 25 cts.

Ml'. Doolittle measured to get the distance
between combs in some box hives he had; but
he says that he measured the marks where the
comb was built on to the top-board, and found
the distance was ,% inch between the combs. I

bought some comb in old-fashioned box hives
from a neighbor last summer, and measiu'ed on
the top-boai'd and in the broud-nest, and I found
that the distance varied fi'om 34 to }^ inch all

over. They do not always build straight unless
the one next to it is straight.

Geo. E. Fraden burg.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 18.

[Your observation agrees with ours.]

esparcette; another promising honey-
plant.

I wish to call the attention of all bee-keep-
ers to what I believe is destined to be the most
valuable honey-plant known in the irrigated
district. It is the forage-plant called esparcette,
or sanfoin, and descril^ed in the catalogue of F.
Bai'teldes tt Co., Lawrence. Kan., page 7(), as be-
longing to the same family as alfalfa, and well
adapted to light chalky "soils, sands, gravels,
and bai'ren i'(>gions. where rainfall is not plen-
tiful and ii'i'igation is not obtainable. It is a
perennial. wii;h hard woody roots; but I am
told by those who are acquainted with it, that
it can be plowed under. And now for its honey
virtues. A small |)iece is under cultivation at
the Government experimental farm near my
apiary (about threes-fourths of a mile): and
while in bloom itwas more thickly covei'ed with
bees than any other blossoms I have ever seen.
This was at a time when they could get nectar
from othei' blos.soms. such as apples, a little
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white clover, etc. As it is iiientioned in Glean-
ings as a valuable hoiiev-lJlautiu Ensland. and
grown there for hay. I think it would be
valuable in tlie Eastern States, esp(!cially on
lands where other grasses do not succeed. Mr.
S. Simmins, of England, mentions the plant in

Gleanings, Vol. X.. page 4UU. It would take up
too much space here to mention all the good
things said about tliis plant. I hope to hear
from others in regard to its adaijtability to

heavy soils under irrigation. .1. B.' Colton.
Gaklen City, Kan., INIarch .">.

rambler's outside winter cases: yel-
low OIL CLOTH instead ()F WOOD

FOR OLTTSIDE CASES.

Herewith find photo of the hive winter cases

I described to you.

In November I pi'epared two Heddon hives,

each hive with two cases and a thiv<'-inch rim
under the cases. I then covered all with sever-
al thicknesses of newspapers, and put over
them a hood of yellow oil cloth. This oil cloth
is of the same material that oil-cloth coats are
made from, and is called " lish brand,"' as it is

prepared with some kind of lish-oil. Coats
made from this material will turn water much
better than an ordinaiy rubber coat, and do
not crack in cold weather. These two colo-

nies are in splendid condition, though the
weather has been quite severe. I give them the
entire entrance. This oil cloth can be prepared
by the bee-keeper by getting the lish-oil from
the manufacturers. I tliink tills is not a new
idea, for it has bei'u in use in some apiaries for

some time, only upon a different packing. The
cost of the oil-cloth case, as I purchased it all

prepared, is about :i5 to 30 cts., or 20 cts. if made
by the bee-keeper. Rambler.

[Won't those oil-cloth cases or sacks, after

several seasons, get rotten and torn? They are
cheap, I know.] E. R.

PAINTED CLOTH INSTEAD OF TIN FOI{ HIVES.

Friend Root:—You inquire in Gleanings,
" Who lias had lots of experience in cotton roofs

for hives? "' My experience is somewhat limit-

ed, as I i)urehas"e my hives and use the covers
as manufactured: but I have one chaff hive,

made as per A B C. on which, iiaving no new
cloth handy. I used an old piece of black calico

painted with two coats of white i)aint. It has
stood out six years: and although the i)aint is

all worn off it has never leaked a diop. and the
bees have occu])ied it the whole time, it being
the only colony I have not been obliged to feed

to keep alive. My experience justifies the as-

sertion that I would rather ha\e cotton cloth
painted than either tin or wood. It is lighter

and warmer than tin. and never shrinks or
swells, like wood. In Florida, the second floor

of two-story verandas are frequently covered
with 8 or 10 oz. duck, and painted, giving much
better satisfaction than wood, as it keeps wat(M'
out of the joints, prevents decay, and wears
longer than flooring if kept painted.
Pecatonica, 111.. Jan. 20. (i. D. Rodgeks.

[Thanks. These are just the facts we are
aftei'. Whom shall we liear from next?]

A glimpse from FLORIDA: HONEY AND
ORANGES FROM THE SAME TRI-iE

AT THE SAME TIME.

Mr. iJoot.-—Can you gather two crops off the
same tree at the same time? We are doing it

to-day. While we gathered the oranges, the
bees were much more busy gathering the honey
from the flowers. Two friends, one from Min-
nesota, the other fi'om New Hampshire, helped
us. just for the fun of it; and didn't they eat or-
anges I The trees are quite full of bloom, and;
the bees are just booming. They were so in-
tent in getting the sweets that they let us Ivuock
them around pretty roughly. Prospects for a
big crop are good. This time last year our bees
were starving, but now they have lots of full

honey, and ai'e storing now more honey than I

ever knew so early in the year.
W. J. Drumwright.

Sarasota, Fla., March 3.

CASSAVA—A NEW SOURCE OF HONEY.
send you a specimen pf cassava honey. As.

you are aware, cassava is grown as far north as
middle ^lississipjii foi' the root, which is an ex-
cellent fond for man and tieast. \\liich lattei' in-
cludes hogs, cow s.sheej). chickens, etc. From it

is made an excellentstarch, and tapioca is also a
pi'oduct. I had quite a patch, and ray bees
boomed on it almost like buckwheat. It is in

bloom from September till frost, or Jan. 1, at
least. I have never seen it mentioned as a hon-
ey-i)lant, and I think there can be no mistake
as to the source from which it was obtained.

Irving Keck.
Bowling Gnnni. Fla., March 14.

[Friend K.. I believe you have the credit of
being the fii'St one to mention honey from the
cassava, and we have no doubt that you are
right about it. If we can find plants that pro-
duce a regular ai'ticle of commerce, like tapioca,
we shall be getting ahead some. Will other
readersof Gleanings who live where this plant
is in cultivation, please give ns tlieir experi-
ence? Perhaps we had l^etter commence using
tapioca more largely, thatthere maybe a great-
er acreage of the plant grown. Tlie sample of
honey is very fair, though a little off in color,
and having a faint taste that would suggest
honey from the vicinity of the tropics. Alto-
gether, however. I think it would compare fa-

vorably with lioney from palmetto and other
similar sources.]

boardman's solar wax-extractor:
A correction.

In regard to the solar wax-extractoi- and hon-
ey-evaporator, described in Gleanings of Jan.
l.'>, make as many as you please. I do not pro-
pose to go into tlie supply-business, and shall at
most make but a few of the extractors, in an ex-
perimental way.

I noticed in the description two rather mis-
leading ei'i'oi'S. On page 50, second column. (Uh
line from the top. the description reads, " The
lower end of the extractor is covered." It
should read, "cornercc?."' The corner is taken
off. Again, near the end of the description it

reads, "painted a drab color." It should read.
" a dark color." H. R. Boardman.
East Townsend, ()., Feb. 2.
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JIOW TO GET HID OF A FEHTII.E WORKER:
AN EASY WAY.

I for one like to have Gleanings sent aftei'

the time paid for expires. I noticed in Glean-
ings for Dec. 1.5. one writer (C. C. Miller, I

think) tells how to get rid of fertile workers. I

read of a way in the Afd., I think, which I tried
last summer. No doubt you "old fellows"
know all about it. but it is an easy way for a
beginner. Set the hive with the fertile worker
on top of one of the strongest colonies you have.
My strong colony had a case of sections on,
which I took off and put on top of the now two-
story hive. I left them there about four weeks.
I had a good deal of troubhi in handling tiiis

double colony, not because the bees were cross,
but because there were so many of them. They
just hailed over whenever the hive was opened.
When I sepai'ated them the queen was with the
top hive. The lower hive started 14 queen-cells.
I cut out all but t\\'o. and in a few days one of
these, and I soon had a laying queen. Both col-

onies were in good condition for wintering with
a, little surplus. Joseph F. Barton.

Chicago, Jan. L

CLOSED-END FRAMES HANGING FROM THE
CENTER.

I use a closed -end frame that hangs fi'om the
•center, on tin rabbets on the ends of the hive.
This frame is cheap to make, and I think it is

perhaps easier to handle than some. It is real-
ly a hanging frame, and is also a very simple
reversible one as it rests (or hangs) from the
•center. Hanging, as it does, from the center, on
tin rabbets, out of the way of the bees, they do
not stick them down much if any. so yon can
slide a body of these frames apart and ascertain
the condition of the center of your colony with-
out distui'bing them much. I have used this
style of frame two seasons. At first I thought
they might be more objected to in handling
than a swinging or loose frame; but now I find
I can get at what I want to ascertain at the
center of a colony, in much less time than with
any other frame I have ever used. I think
there isn't any gain in handling a bi'ood-cham-
ber over too often; and for many advantages, I

think the closed-end frames will be of common
use. W. H. Norton.
Skowhegan, Me.

ANOTHER SWARM THAT LIVED AND PROSPERED
IN THE OPEN AIR.

Did you ever know or hear of a swarm of bees
building their comb in the oi)en air, in the limbs
of a tree, in this country? I believe th(>y do in
tropical countries. In going through my pear
orchard in November, after the leaves had fall-

<'n, I saw what I took to be a hornet's nest; but
on examination I found it was a large bunch of
comb, built by a swarm of bees. I got a ladder,
and took it down. It is quite a cuiiosity. and I

think it ought to be preserved. If you would
like to have it to show to your visiting friends, I

will send it to you. ' W. W. Young.
VVorthington, Ky.. Dec. 18.

[Bees don't very often build combs in the open
air, but we get reports of it from time to time,
but more particularly from California. The
comb might be a curiosity for the World's Co-
lumbian Fair. Dr. Mason, can't you use it? If

so, give our fri(Mid instructions how and whei'c
to send it.J

IS IT CHEAPER TO RAISE 15EES RY THE I'OINI)
THAN TO HUY THEM?

What will it cost to raise, say, 100 lbs. of bees
by feeding sugar to the reqtiired number of
hives, supposing the weather warm, plenty of
pollen to be gathered within a shoi't distance.

but no honey, or too little of it to be consider-
ed ? Or is it cheapei' to buy than to raise them
by the pound ?

Knoxville, Tenn. Adrian Getaz.

[It is cheaper to raise the bees by feeding,
usually, than tobuy: just how much, we can not
tell. A good deal depends upon locality as to
the price of bees. In a good many places, bees
that are blacks and hybrids can be bought for

a mere song after a poor' honey season.]

QUESTIONS REGARDING FIXED FRAMES.
1. In adopting the fixed distance with closed-

end-bar frame, will it interfere with the inter-
changing of frames thi-oughout the apiary? 2.

Is it possible to get combs built so true and
straight that they may be used anyivhere and
in anil hive, without i)inching bees, or uice versa
—widening the fixed distance between combs?
3. Will it be practicable at all times to clamp
the fi'ames tight together with follower and
wedge? I should like vei'y much to hear the
opinion of the Solons. E. S. Brooks.

Silverton. Or., Jan. 21.

[1. There is no trouble about interchanging
frames for fixed distances; at least, bee-keepers
who own colonies by the 500 seem to experience
no trouble.

3. Yes, sir. That is just the way to get combs
straight and true, by having fixed distances.

3. There will be no trouble if your hive is

made right. If the Solons of fixed distances
disagree with the answers made above, will
they please correct?]

SAWDUST IN PLACE OF CHAFF. ETC.

1. Is sawdust good packing for chaff' hives?
2. Is the Gallup hive as good or better than the
Langstroth ? 3. I have a larg<' underground
basement under the barn. Would it be a good
place to winter bees in one end, and have stock
in the other, by taking up the floor where the
bees are? It is a stone- wall basement, well
ventilated. It hardly ever freezes in it.

Lewis Leit.
Mayville, Tuscola Co., Mich.

[1. \''es. nearly as good, only it makes hives too
heavy. Wheat chaff is the lightest of pack-
ings unless we except dried leaves. 2. There is

no difference—at least, reports show none. It is

not so much the frame as the bee-keeper, and
the protection, he gives the bees. 3. We should
think so.]

MANUM's WINTERING.
My be(is had their first fly this season March

11. I opened them up in two apiaries, and
found them in good condition. They appear to
have wintered well. We Vermonters are very
hopeful that the coming season will be a good
one—at h^ast, the prospects ai'e good.

Bristol, Vt., March ]7. A. E. Manum.

A CAUTION IN THE USE OF SULPHURIC ACID.

Wiiydid you not caution th(! friendsabout the
danger of putting svilphuric acid into hot water
when commenting on F. A. Salisbury's article,

on page Til ? I call youi- attention to this, lest

some one should lose an eye, or be badly in-
jured otherwise. J. S. Hughes.
Mt. Zion, III., Feb. 1<).

[There have been a great many accidents
with sulphuric acid ; but, used as given in

<Jle.\nings, we think nothing serious will

follow.]

HOFFMAN FRAMES Ql'EEN-EXCLUDING.
Friend Root:— I am making an improved

Hoffman brood-frame. I am cutting out on
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each side of the top-bar scant ^\ of an inch,

^\hich leaves about -i%. which I thiiik will make
them queen-exchiding. I will try two or three
hives with these frames next season, if I live. I

should like to have some one else try this kind
of brood-frame, and report through (ii.KAN-
ixGs. H. Manspekgkk.
Lewlstown, Mo., Jan. 26.

[You will hardly be able to make Hoffman
frames queen-excluding in the way you sug-
gest. Propolis will accumulate be-tween the
edges so as to widen the spaces. You may be
able at first, with good workmanship, to make
it work.]

GLUE FOR LABELING TIN—ONE THAT GIVES
PERFECT SATISFACTION.

As I was unable, during the busy season, to

"keep up with the times," I have been reading
up Gleanings more thoroughly during the
winter months. I see in April 15th No., 1890,

your inquiry for a better plan for fastening la-

bels to tin. Here is a recipe for a glue that has
worked perfectly. I have used it five or six

years, and have never known a label to get
loose when properly applied with it. It was
given me by my friend D. E. Brubaker, now of

Mt. Morris. 111., while visiting me in 1886. He
says it has given him entire satisfaction for ten
years:

Stir 2 oz. pulverized borax into 1 qt. boiling
water. When dissolved, add 4 oz. gum shellac.
Stir while it boils, until all is dissolved. Apply
with a brush in the usual way.

I prefer using a little less water, especially if

the labels are small and stiff; then if it gets too
tliick to apply readily, warm it a little or add a
little hot water. Aft(>r applying the label I

press a damp cloth over it to press out and wipe
off any sui'plus glue that nuiy come to the edge.
Mt. Vernon, la., Feb. 14. Oliver Foster.

[The following is what Mr. Brubaker himself
says regarding it. in answer to a letter from
Mr. Foster:]

Oliver Fatder—Dear Sir;—In reply to youv inquiry
as to wlietlier 1 would have any objections to your
{j-ivinj^ the readers of Gleanings my I'scipe for
Killing- on labels. 1 will say, most assuredly, I liave
none, and I ftel that the readers of that excellent
paper are entitled to it. I have foimd the prepara-
tion to g-ive entire satisfaction for the past ten
years. From my experience you can reconunend it

with entire conlideuce. D. E. Brubaker.
Mt. Morris, 111., Fel). 11.

[We tried a sample of the glu<! sent by Mr.
Foster, made according to the directions above.
It makes the labels stick with a lirm grip on
tin. and is. perhaps, the best of any thing ever
given. We have long wanted some suitable
glue that would answer the purpose. Almost
anything will stick labels to glass; but when
it comes to tin it is anothei" thing.]

DO BEES prognosticate?

I will mention, in confirmation of your sug-
gestion, that bees do not prognosticate the com-
ing season, but are influenced only by present
conditions. About 32 years since. I lived in
Guernsey Co., ().. and kept bees. I think it was
the 4th of June, 18.5U, we had a hard freeze, kill-

ing the corn. The wheat that was headed out,
and all the clover that was in bloom, was killed,

together with almost all othei' bloom. The bees
had had many drones, and were ready to
swarm. Within three or four days after this,

the bees had killed all their drones, even de-
stroying the drone larvcO. But soon after, bloom
again became abundant, the bees reared a new
set of drones, and swarmed as usual.
Ventura, Cal., Feb. 10. R. Wilkin.

WHITEWASH again, FOR HIVES.

I see on page 51, in your foot-notes to Wil-
liam G. Hewes, you speak of whitewash for
hives. I would say that, to make whitewash
for hives, use whiting and glue, about ^4 lb. glue
to a common pail of whitewash. It will not
crack off, noi' soil one's clothes, and will last

much bette)' than lime. It is also good for fill-

ing old buildings preparatory to painting. It

should be used hot. John Burr.
Braceville, 111., Jan. 25.

[We have used glue considerably for white-
washing the inside of our buildings, but we
were informed by our "boss mason " that glue
would not answer for outdoor exposure—that
grease or oil would have to be used instead.]

clean graham fi,our.

Buy the wheat just as soon as thrashed, and
before it is put into a dirty bin and run over by
the rats and mice; then look it over by putting
a gallon or so into a large pan, and pick out the
bits of straws and hulls, and grind it on a small
machine attached to a hoi'se-power or wind-
mill. Mr. Axtell has one attached to his horse-
power. We can grind it very tine by grinding it

twice, or it may be ground very coarse, and used
as cracked wheat. If boiled until tender, and
eaten with honey and new milk or cream, it is

delicious and very healthful, especially to one
troubl(>d with indigestion.
A good many told me, during the past year,

they could not get good graham flour since the
roller process came into use for making white
flour, and that the graham they now get seem-
ed more like poor white flour mixed with bj-an,

which can not be nearly so healthful as to get
good wheat and make our own flour, which
mak(\s very sw(M't bread.
As it is difficult to get an oven hot enough to

bake graham g(uus made of only flour and wa-
ter, so as to be light, I usually make my graham
bread with yeast, as I do other light bread, first

setting the sponge of white flour, and, when
light, mix with graham flour. Mix just as stiff

as can be stirred with an iron spoon, or just as
soft as a loaf can be formed with the hands,
and place in pans to bake, or let it stand to

rise once after putting in the graham flour. In
that case a little soda should be added, as gi'a-

ham bread soui's more quickly than white. It

also rises more quickly, and should be kept
cooler while rising, if intended to be baked at
the same time as the white bread.

HOW TO COOK eggs.

Not until a few weeks ago did I learn how to
cook eggs so as to be healthful, so that the
white will be thickened like starch, but not
be hard and leathery, and at the same time the
yolk will be set also. Put fresh eggs into a cup
or kettle of cold water, and let it stand on the
stove till they come to a boil; then remove im-
mediately. If the stove was not too hot or too
cold vou will find them cooked very nicely.

Roseville. 111. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

SPRAYING fruit-trees.

I want to spray my pear, cherry, and plum
trees, when in blossom, with Paris green. My^
bee-stands are all aboutthem. Will the poison,

affect the bees or honey ? A. T. White.
Antioch, 111., Feb. 5.

[Spray your trees just after the blossoms
have fallen off —earlier or later will do but lit-

tle good to the trees. After the blossoms are
gone, of course the bees will not visit the trees,

and no harm will result.]
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:SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOE A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

A WONDKRFUI. AND STAIiTMNG niSCOVERY,
EMANATING FHOM OUR EXPERIMENT

(STATIONS.

Just now WO have something that seems in-

deed too good to be true. I do not know who
first suggested the idea, but our Oliio Bulletin
gives the credit of the experiment to the Cornell
University, at Ithaca. N. Y. Like many other
great strides, it seems tliat sevei'al of the Ex-
periment Stations have had a hand in it. For
some time back, reports have shown that va-
rieties of strawberries that do not bear pollen
have grown greater crops and larger berries

than the perfect (or pollen-bearing) varieties;
and it was suggested that this was due to the
fact that it requires mucli of the energy and
strength of the plant to perfect the pollen.
Recently our Ohio Station discovered that as-
paragus-plants are both pollen-bearing and
non-pollen-bearing, or male and female: and
that, if we select only the male plants, or those
that produce no ])lossoms oi' berries, we shall
get much stronger shoots. And now Cornell
comes in and tells us that we may cut the tas-
sels from every other row of corn in our corn-
fields; and that those stalks or hills not allowed
to bear tassels will give—what do you suppose?
Why, not only lai'g(u- and better corn, but 50 per
cent more in quantity. In the experiments,
the tassel was snapi^ed olt just as soon as it

could be done handily, and the field was gone
•over three times. In the Bulletin, a full record
is made of the experiments. That there might
be no mistake in the conclusions reached, "•the
aggregate results of '?A distinct duplicate exper-
iments" were taken, "'each of which alone
showed the same thing as the aggregate of all."

If this is really true, it bids fair to be one of the
greatest achievements the world has ever
known in agricultural science: and, of course,
the same thing, or something similar, may be
applied to all plants that beai- pollen on one
plant and fruit on another. In oi'der to test it

early we have planted some corn in our hot-bed
across the way: and just as soon as the tassel
is visible, "amputation "

is to be commenced.
Of course, enough pollen-bearing stalks must
be in the vicinity to insure perfect fertilization.
The success of the expei'iments is based on the
fact that nature furnishes a great surplus of
pollen, as plants are ordinarily grown and close-
ly cropped on our fields. A parallel case is the
restriction of drone pioduction in our bee-hives.
In their native state it is quite important that
every hive should rear many thousands of
•di'ones; but what would be thought of the api-
arist nowadays who would permit drones to
mature and issue by the thousands in every
hive of an apiary of 100 colonies or more? One
hive in a hundred could nearly if not quite rear
drones for them all: and the wonderful fact
that confronts us now is. that possibly one stalk
of corn can furnish pollen-dust enough for not
only two. six. a dozen, but may be tuienUj stalks

• of corn. Who knows? And is it not ])ossihle,

dear friends, that farming is going to pay after
all, when we just get the hanij of things, and
get acquainted with old Dame Nature?

Now, friends, this is serious business. Farm-
ers are complaining bitterly already that their
crops do not pay cost. If in addition to this
they are paying out their hard earnings for

commercial fertilizei'S that don't pay, it is a
fearful thing to contemplate. The trouble
seems to be, that so many experiments are
made without testing alternulc rows with no
fertilizers. The use of phosphate on rye and
buckwheat, on oui'own grounds, pays, without
(luestion. But I have never lieen able to dem-
onstrate to my satisfaction that any of the
chemical fertilizers do any good whatever on
sweet corn and most other market-garden crops.
Stable manure, guano, ashes, and, in some cases,
lime, pi'oduce marked results. But I have for

years been coming to the conclusion that it

paid us to put our money into stable manure:
and for vegetable-plants in our plant-beds,
guano often pays, unquestionably. Lime or
ashes used with guano, or with stable manure,
often make it act more promptly. The lime
also destroys insects, and, where used in suffi-

cient quantities, it destroys angleworms by the
thousands. Now then: Before you invest" very
much money in any commercial fertilizers, ex-
periment by putting the fertilizer on strips clear
through your fields. After you have shown
conclusively, by experimenting in this way.
that it is woi'th what it costs, then invest, and
not before. Two or thi'ee years ago I saw so
much said in the papers about the nitrate of
soda that I got a bagful. As we had a very
pretty lawn in front of the house I thought I

would astonish the family and the neighbors
by showing them what it would do. So I mark-
ed out the letters on the lawn, "'A. I. R." Then
I sprinkled nitrate of soda along the letters.

As I did not know just how much to jnit on. I

put it veiy heavily on some lettei's, and lighter
on others, and watched anxiously for the extra
growth and color where the nitrate was put.
Well, the lawn. got to be very nice and green all

over: but during the whole summer I saw
nothing that enabled me to detect a particle of
difference in the growth or color of the gi-ass

where the nitrate was put on the letters. Then
I tried the nitrate on other things; but at the
present writing I have never found it to pro-
duce any benefit pei'ceptible to the eye or to

other tests, exci'[)t on a crop of spinach. Just
now I have been testing it on spinach in the
greenhouse; but even thei'e no one can see a
particle of difference where the nitrate was put.
Since writing the above I have been reading

what "Joseph" has to say in the Furm and
Fircskle about the use of nitrate of soda. Here
is a sliort extract:

I have repeatedly spoken of the really wonderful
effects often noticed from tlie use of nitrate of
soda. 1 shall never fail to use it larsrely on spinach,
onions, cabbajie, celei'y-phiuts, etc., Iiereafter.

Other writers have spoken of it in the same
way. Now. there is something about this that
troiililes me. I wonder whether it is possible

that our poor success is on account of the heavy
rains we have l)een having for two or three
seasons back. Joseph speaks in the same ar-

ticle of thei]' severe and long- continued drouth.
Is it possible that nitrate of soda would over-
count to some extent a lack of moisture? Can't
our experiment stations explain these wonder-
ful differences in results?

DO COMMEUCIAL FERTILIZERS PAY''

In the report on corn of the Ohio Experiment
Station for February, 1891, we find the follow-
ing:

No practical benefit was received from the use of
commercial fertilizei-s. The increased yields from
the use of stalile manure probably repaid the cost
of the application, and left some piofit.

SOME HINTS FOR SOWING CELERY AND OTHER
SMALL SEEDS.

Cultivate your flower-g-arden

;

All weeds and thorns subdue;
Neg'lig'ence is bard to i)ardon.
And a ways will lx> cli;irg-ed to you.

Localities differ. This should always be
borne in mind. For instance, when celery is
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sown ill the open g-ioiuul. where it rains ciJerj/

d/fiy nothing wouhl be required but a border of

a few inches around the elevated seed-bed. to

keep the seed from washing away. In a place
where the seed-bed miglit get very dry, liow-

ever, a coarse fabric, say a coveiing made of

bran-sacks', should be us(>d. Vov the Hi-st few
days, until the seed germinates, lay it flat on
the ground, and it will keep the soil and seed
from being disturbed while using the sprinkler,

and guard against too heavy rains, and to give,

partly, sun and shade. The bed is also warmed
better by the sun, whei'e thus covei-ed. I have
observed that a great amount of seed, money,
time, and work, is annually lost because seeds
<lo not iicnniiKite. even though the seed is good.
The tiine is thereby irretrievably lost. While
the seed is germinating, small sti'ips of wood
should be nailed on the frame, near enough to

keep the cover a few inches above the bed.

The cloth should be nailed to the frame, with
laths at one side. It should be fastened with
loops on the other sides, in order to open quick-
ly and give Lhe full sun if need be.

Closer attention is requii'ed by delicate and
small flower seed. We sift on the seed about ^
of an inch of sandy loam, and press it down
with boards, in the fashion of using snow-shoes.
Tlie smallest seed does not require any cover-
ing, but only some pressure, and a shade for

some days with a piece of cheese-cloth. Of
course, the nature of the flower must be known
—some, require almost a full sun. and others
nearly full shade. If the seed is sown in neai'ly

dry soil it should not be immediately drenched.
Better wait 12 or 2-i houi-s. In wateiing wv
should imitate nature—water only when re-

quired, but then thoroughly. Imitate, dew,
with a syringe. Suppose seed is sown in damp
soil, and pi-essed down, and the bed is allowed
to become dry afterward: then a iiai'tial failure

is sure to follow. The seed will swell immedi-
ately; and, if allowed to dry. will shrink again.
The germinating power is then checked or de-
stroyed. The lesult is, feeble plants, or none at
all. Again, when seed is kept too wet at the
start, it will burst open, and the same results

follow. Theodore Lohf.
Denvei-, Col.. ^NlaiTli 11.

RAISING POl'COKN—A NEW IXDl'STRV FOR
THE BOYS.

Mr. H. K. Wright says: " We are hearing from
our advertisement fi'om every (piarter." In-

closed with the above was the following, which
we presume is in answer to inciuiries brought
out by his advertisement:

Dear Sir:—We bought last season .50 carloads
of popping-corn of all varieties, and found the
" eight-rowed " (or " vShaker ""

) variety gave best

satisfaction in every way, matniing earlier and
yielding more i)er acre, and, having long ears
and no nubbins, husks easier. Having a very
small cob, i tennis quicker and yields more shell-

ed corn than any other variety. It has a large
round kernel, and pops larger than any other.

It is very white when iiopped. as all popping-
corn should be. for no yellow, red. or any color-

ed corn looks well when popped. If this variety
of corn is properly cultivated it will yield per
acre equal to common corn, and we never
bought any less than ;3^; to 3'.; cts. per lb.,

which is about three times as much as coinmon
corn sells at. We buy all varieties, and will

make a price at any time on receipt of sample.
We want 100 carloads next season, at least. To
make a sure success of growing it, procure the
best possible seed. Plant early, and not near any
other coi-n. Leave in the field on stalk as long
as possible. Do not shock nor allow it to sweat
in husk or an v where else. Weather-cnre as

much as possible, and don't kiln-dry or force
dry by any heat. The only proper way to cui'e
corn is by freezing weather in a cril), or in an
open btiilding. spread out. It will always be
ready to pop satisfactorily by .January or Feb-
ruary. You can't plant too much. AVe will
buy all you raise, at good prices. We will se-
lect seed ears of any variety you wish, and send
you, on receipt of 10 cts. pia- lb. for any amount
you may want nnder .50 lbs., or 8 cts. for over
that amount. H. R. Wright.
Albany. N. Y.. March 21.

[Now, boys, here is a chance for yon: and I

suppose the "new discovery " (pruning off the
tassels) will work as well with popcorn as with
any thing else. Why shouldn't it'?]

RECIPE FOR CANNING PUMPKIN.

I have canned them successfully for two
years, and used a niixtuic of Held ijumpkins.
Cook till tender, i)ut through a sieve, cook again
as long as there is water in them. The secret
lies in thorough cooking. I used tin cans, and
.sealed them with sealing-wax.

Mrs. J. K. McCeury.
Lima. Allen Co.. Ohio.

PYgELF ni^D PY ]\[EI6PB0]^^.

Feed my lumlis.—John 21 :
1.").

Yesterday I had the toothache. I suppose it

is a good thing to have the toothache once in a
while. There are seveial lessons it teaches us.
One is, to be thankful when we do not have it.

Another is. to resist with all our might the
temptation to be impatient and hasty when
writhing under pain we can not escape. Anoth-
er is, it bids us have sympathy for others when
they are suffering. When it first came on I

stopped it with Porter's Cure of Pain. Now, it

has been so fashionable lately to go on about
drugs and patent medicines, and the like, I do
not know but I needed a little lesson of charity
in that direction. The above remedy I do think
a boon to mankind. It relieves pain almost in-
stantly—that is. in the majority of cases. Fi-
nally, during the severe attack yesterday, how-
ever, even my old remedy did not suffice. I

bathed my face until the tears ran from my
eyes, and my mouth smarted so from the hot
liniment that I could only walk the floor and
IJi'ay for patience.
"But. why didn't you have the tooth pulled,

Bro. Root?"
Well, I did not want to spare the tooth: and.

besides. I remembered how fearfully it hurt me
A\ hen I had just one tooth pulled, perhaps
twenty-live years ago. I had been staying in a
wai'm room, and keeping my face up by the
steam-pipes, for many times I have found re.-

lief in that way. I happened to look out of the
window, however, while suffering, and saw
something in the new hot-bed that needed my
attention. I jjut on my overcoat and rushed
out. and got so busy directing the boys that I

either foi'got the toothache, or else the tooth-
ache forgot me; and then I discovered that I

felt better out in the open air than I did in a
warm rooin. How many things there are to
learn in caring for these bodies of ours I and
liow often we blunder before we find out what
nature wants 1 I did not have any more of the
toothache until meeting-time. Revival meet-
ings are going on at one of our churches: but
as there was a cold damp east wind, my wife
urged that I had better stay at home. Some
way my conscience seemed to tell me, however,
that I ought to be there. So I started. It is a
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full half-mill' to the church. Before I got a
<iuarter of the way, the east wind started my
tooth to aching again, and I turned around, a
little sadly, and went back lioine. I tried to

have faith to believe that (iod had some lesson
for me to learn, in a line with this toothache.
But I could not see just how any good could
conie fi'om being kept from church. I went
back home with a rather small amount of faith,

I must confess. I took a book and sat close up
by the base-burner, and tJiis time the heat of
the stove seemed to drive the pain away. When
I had sat there for perhaps half an hour, and
finished the book I was reading. I looked at the
clock and wondered whether I hadn't better go.
even if it u'cre late. With my thorough toast-

ing by the stove I concluded I could keep pret-
ty warm until I reached the church. I felt a
little happier after I started. The sermon was
more than half over, and I disliked to disturb

• the preaching. But there were no seats except
away up in front. I started once to go up, but
I hesitated and turned back. The usher whis-
pered that I might get a seat among the boys
at the other door. Now. I had not a glimpse of

a thought that there was any providence in my
being late, or in the fact that I must ask the
boys to squeeze up together a little, and give
me a seat in that particular corner. There was
a great lot of boys all ai'ound me. some of my
own, and one or two among them that I had
not got along with veiy well. I remember won-
dering what had induced so many to come.
From what I knew of them I did not think they
ever had very many if any serious thoughts,
and they did not look then very serious either.
They wei'e not noisy, but there was quite a lit-

tle exchanging of glances, and smiling: and in

my poor feeble attitude of heart at jus* that
time I could not see that there was very much
in the sermon to interest them. It seemed away
above their heads. To tell the truth. I got
drowsy, and I meditated slipping out and going
home as soon as they commenced to sing the
first hymn atthecloseof the sermon. One reason
why I got drowsy was, that the only window
that afforded any fresh air had just been closed.
An old gentleman with a rather bald head
found the breeze rather too much for him, and
signified to the janitor to close it. As he shut
it clear up. I almost gave a groan, thinking
that my spirituality, for the evening at least,
was about extinguished with that last bit of
fresh air. Now, one of my crosses, as you may
remember, is to be obliged to listen to a sermon
when the room is full of bad air. It actually
makes me stupid and sort o' crazy. I do not
mean to find fault, because I am not now in a
fault-finding mood. But I made up my mind,
that, if I ever sat near a window, and found the
•draft was making me take cold, I would surely
take a seat somewhere else, instead of asking to
have the air all cut off from the rest of the con-
gregation. The sermon closed, finally, and the
pastors wife gave an excellent talk to'the boys:
but the air was so hot and close that I had not
much faith that even it could do anybody any
good. Perhaps I had better say, that Satan
suggested the above thought, and may be the
air was not so very bad after all. If others did
not notice it. then it was better for me to pray
for grace to bear it as best I could. Finally
they rose up to sing. The pastor's wife urged
them to come forward and bring their friends.
To my surprise, quite a young boy—in fact, the
youngest printer in the office where I am writ-
ing—commenced going to one and then to an-
other of his companions, exhorting them to
come right along that nujht. and make a start
in the Christian life. I was surprised at the
ease and self-possession with which he (usually
bashful and diffident) undertook a task that

would have been a hard one for myself. But
when anothei' young boy in my employ assent-
ed. and started" to go with him up to the altar. I

was still more surprised. A lot of young girls
started in the same way. I began to wake up.
I looked about me and catight fhe eye of one of
the boys I have been praying for. and who
works near me almost every day. Then I re-
membered .something that his auiit had said to
me some time before. It was something like
this:

' Mr. Root, you do not know what a high
opinion E. has of you. He thinks whatever
you say is law and gospel, and I do bcilieve that
a word from you \\ould have more effect than
any thing the minister or even his oivn relatives
could say to him."'

Could it be that this boy was thinking of go-
ing forward too? and was it possible that an
invitation from /»//.s-c/f was all that was needed?
But then I remembered that, only a few days
before, somebody had heard him swearing right
straight along, and that. too. when he was at
play, and not angry with anybody. Something
said. •• Why. Mr. Root, it is not of any use; it

will not be best, anyhow, to ask a boy to come
forward to the anxious-seat who does such
things as that. There can't be any real desiz-e
about him to be a Christian.'' Just at this
point, however, they started up

" Just as I am. withotit one plea."

I prayed that God would guide me. Then I

moved over to where my young friend sat. T

talked with him some, but he was bashful and
backward: yet something in his look seemed to
tell me that the Holy Spirit was at w'ork in the
child's heart. And t'nen I remembered how
earnestly / had prayed for the Holy Spirit that
morning, when I first got out of bed".

" E.. will you not come forward and make a
start for Christ, if I will go along with you to
the anxious-seat?"
He looked me square in the face as he replied

promptly and decidedly, "' Yes, Mr. Root, I will
go."

I went up with him. and whispered to the
pastor's wife that I had brought one of my
boys. You can not think how her face lighted
up as she took him by the hand. She and her
husband had been laboring for two weeks,
working hard and earnestly, to the end that the
result of the union meetings which we have
been holding all winter might not be Avithout a
general revival. I knelt beside my young
friend, and prayed for him. But another" boy's
face kept getting before me. It was the face of
one with whom I had had much difficulty.
That is. he had been reported so many times
for bad behavior that I had talked with him
again and again, and had even suspended him:
and he had been dismissed finally, as I had sup-
posed, only a few days before". After every
reprimand, however, he had confessed his
fault, and begged to be tried again. This had
failed so many times, however, that I had lost
heart. Just the day before, he said, with tears
in his eyes. " Mr. Root. I know that I do not de-
serve another chance. I know it is just as you
say. and I do not see what is the matter with
me. It does not seem to be of any use for me to
try to be good."
His principal trouble seemed to be. he was so

full of fun and mischief that he not only wasted
his time, but he hindered others more than he
earned, and I got to thinking that forbearance
had ceased to be a virtue—that he really did
not care very much after all. This boy, "how-
ever, had come to meeting: but I looked at his
face and decided that he had come more out of
a spirit of fun than for any thing else, and I

gave up thinking it would be best to ask him to
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come forward. Then I thought of my little

text—" O thon of little faith!"
I lefi the anxious-seat and went back, and

pushed past the otlu'r boys until I came near A.
"A., do you not believe that, if you and I

both should go forward to that anxious-seat,
and both take a start on the rock Christ Jesus,
we could get along together in our business re-

lations? Will you not come forward if I go
with you as I did with E.?"
" Mr. Root," said he, "' I am ready to try it."

And then I kncnv he was in dead earnest. I led

him up, amid a general rejoicing. " Now, dear
friends, several temptations beset me at this

point. I have been getting older and steadier

within the past few years. I hope I have been
getting where God can consistently trust me
with spii'itual prosperity. But after twfj boys
had come right along with only a little exhor-
tation, it seemed to me that I was going to get
all of the bovs in that corner—yes. whole seats

full of them.' Well, I am not sure but that such
a thing )nki]it have been possible, if nothing but
Christ Jes'as had shone from my face when I

went back to talk with them. The third one
had started, and I thought he was coming for-

ward. Then he hesitated, and said that he was
afraid that he was rather young to take such a

step. I talked with several more; but the ex-

ample of one holding back had at least some
effect on staying the rest. I was like poor Pe-
ter when he stalled to walk on the water, and
iDegan to get a little vain of my succ(^ss. Now,
somebody may ask i-ight here. "'Mr. Root, why
do you take it for granted that it was a wise
thing or the best thing to ask those boys to

come forward, under the circumstances, espe-

cially the very young ones? Is it well to have
them make such a start without counting the

cost, and then have them give up and go back,
as so many of them do ?"

Well, I have studied on this matter, and I

have prayed over it a good deal, and I have for

years watched the result on boys who have
thus started. " It (n well to have them start.

I never knew a boy to make such a start but
that it proved to be a safeguard and a protec-

tion round about liim. If he has been swearing,
the consciousness of having made such a public
promise is quite sure to keep him from it. Un-
less something extraordinai'y happens, the I'e-

sult of making such a start (in any of our
churches) has always been, so far as I know,
good and only qdoil ; and it almost always
proves the tui-ning-|)oint in the boy's life. It

often results in a complete change of compan-
ions and associates. The books he reads begin
to assume a (iilTerent character. His purposes
and desires at once begin to chiinge. He begins

to loiie righteous nesx and to hate ini<iulty.'"

As we knelt at the anxious-seat, a whole long
row of us, a heavy responsibility began settling

down upon my poor self, and I began to pray
most earnestly. '' O Lord, help me to remember
the exceeding sacredness and solemnity of the

step I have taken to-night. These young
friends have given me their confidence; they
have decided to be guided by my wisdom, and
the future with them largely depends upon my
poor self. Is it possible that I shall forget this

sacred time and place, and be hai'sh and severe,

as I have been in times past, perhaps, when
these poor boys were doing tiie vei-y best they
knew how ? Lord, help me to have more char-
ity and more willingness to overlook mistakes;
and help me to keep in mind more constantly
the fact that I was a boy only a few brief yeai's

ago. Lord, help me in this most imT)ortant duty
that now devolves upon me, of '• feeding " and
ministering unto the precioiis " lambs" of thy
fold. Help me to be more patient: help me to

be more kind; and if it be indeed true that

these (the lambs of thy fold) are looking to me
with more faith and confidence than toward
their pastor or relatives, O Lord, help me to be
worthy of this confidence they have seen fit tO'

repose in me. Help me to believe that, if they
do not liold out, it will be largely my own
fault."

I felt at once, as soon as I began talking the
matter over with these boys, that thetj greatly
feared they might not hold out, or that tliey

might do something that would be inconsistent
with even a young follower of Christ: therefore
we were, as it would seem, standing on common
ground. I am older than they, and I have been
years in Christ's service; I am a teacher and an
exhorter. They look to me with confidence,
and wish my opinion in regard to this matter of
starting out to be a Christian; therefore it is

far more important that my example should be
good and wise and kind. I feel to-day, it seems
to me, as I never felt before, how much we need
grace from on high. Yes, I need it just exactly
as the boys need it, for more is required of me.
And it is not the boys alone that live here in
iVfetZirui, or that work at our factory who need
praying for. It is the boys all over the United
States of America; nay, wider still—the boys
all over the wide woi'ld—the lambs of the flock.

And the J)oys are by no means the only sbniej-s
concerned. The ministers have a responsibility
to bear, and the pai'ents and teachers. Jesus
said to Peter. " Feed my lambs." Now. there
are not only lots of lambs to b(^ fed. but there
ai'e lots of Peters who are doing the feeding.
May God help the Peters! May God help you
and me, my friends!

I have been told that the children read these
Home Papers, and the young men: and I know
many pai'ents and spiritual teachers read them
also. In view of what I have said this morn-
ing, do you not, dear friends, all of you, feel the
responsibility and the need of a deeper work of
grace in your hearts? In view of this shall we
not pray ever so much more earnestly than we
ever have before, ' Give us, O Lord, of thy Holy
Spirit that we may discharge well and faithful-

ly this office that we can not escape, and that
so continually devolves upon us. of feeding and
caring for the lambs of thy fold "?

The next evening I succeeded, through Christ
Jesus, in bringing forward another of these
boys. But this was the close of the revival
meetings, and some way the boys had got a
start in this new life, and it did not seem best
to stop the meetings entirely: therefore two
more meetings were held the present week.
Th(>y were not so well attended as formerly,
but there were many young peo])le present.
The pastor invited me to talk 15 minutes the
last evening. Some way, when I planned my
talk those boys and the young people kept com-
ing up before me in my mind's eye again and
again. I chose for my "text, " The wages of sin

is death; but the gift of (iod is eternal life

through Jesus Christ our Lord." Before I be-
gan speaking, the pastor said something like

this: "Mr. Root, the people of Medina could
not liave paid you any higher compliment than
they have. See the youthful faces before you,
and especially a lot of boys who have come to

hear you talk. If we get the children we shall

have the parents by and by." At the close of

my talk, two more boys rose up and declared
before the congregation that it was their put'-,

pose to serve Christ Jesus henceforth and for

ever.
At the close of the meeting the good pastor

called them all up around him; and by encour-
aging words, each boy rose to his feet, one after

another, and gave his testimony in a tew simple
words. Manv of these boys were so exceedingly
bashful and timid that it was a very great cross
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indeed for them to speak in public at all. But
their bright and smiling faces, after they had
borii(> their cross in their own boyish way,
would certainly have convinced anyliody of the
honesty and sincerity of the work in their own
hearts. One young friend, who assists in the
counter store, spoke something like this: "It
pays to be a Christian, because it makes one
fee! happy while about his work, all through
the day." Most of the testimonies were about
as brief, and much in this line; and when I

meet these boys as I pass along through our
different departments, the very sight of them
does me good. The I'eport comes from the
bosses of the different looms, that they could
not ask for better boys than we have now.
And yet this is the repoit we get of some who
had made us the most trouble before our revival
meetings. Now, friends, does it very often, if

ever, happen that any one starts out to follow

Christ before he is old enough? Remember the
injunction, "Feed my lambs."

through their articles. We are much more apt
to choose such, when they are plainly written,
than we are articles with no head-lines and no
indication what tiiey are about. Very often,

by glancing through a manuscript, the head-
lines give a hint that the article should be used
at once, if at all. While there i's such a great
stack of uiHised manuscripts, and good ones
too, those published will usually be the ones
that are prepared and ready for the printer,
other things being equal.

C'IA)SED-KNI> FRAMES FOl! MISSOUKI.

TnK editor of the Missouri Bee-keeper says
that closed-end frames are his choice. He says:
" We can handle them better than any hanging
frame, and they are always properly spaced."
Elsewhere in the same issue he says: " We put
a few closed-end frames in our apiary three
years ago. and have been increasing the num-
ber ever since Our best yield has al-

ways been from colonies on closed-end frames.
They build up early in the spring. A hive with
closed-end frames and winter case is the com-
ing hive." Last issue we asked whether closed-
end frames were practical in the South, and in-

timated that possibly pi'opolis might be so bad
as to make them intolerable. As far south as
Mis.souri they are not as intolerable as they
might be. How is it further south, friends?

And when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren.
Luke 22 ; 32.

Bee.s in "our cellar" are doing well—none
lost so far, that we can see. April 1.5th may tell

a different tale, however.

Dr. Mili.ek tells how. without perforated
zinc, to raise queens in a colony already having
a laying queen, on page 270. It's a good sug-
gestion.

We learn from one of our French exchanges
that thei-e are in Germany over 2(),()0() members
in the various apicultural societies of that
country, and that the annual product of the
bees exceeds 22 million francs.

It takes extraordinarily good editing to boom
a bee-journal that uses poor papei' and ink, and
is otherwise slovenly in typographical appear-
ance. Perhaps some of the bee-journals that
have started this year may take a hint. Bee-
keepers are good judges of printing as well as
some other folks.

EDITORIALS AND .STRAY STAAVS.

Dr. Miller says, on the first page of the
journal, that the editorials are "covering so
much ground in an interesting manner that, in

a little while, I shall have nothing to manufac-
ture Straws from." Why, doctor, you are
crowding on one end of the journal, and we on
the other. We shall have to quit crowding you,
that's all.

ANOTHER NEW BEE-.IOVRNAL.

Vol. I. No. 1 of the Missouri Bee-keeper, a
monthly edited by E. F. Quigley, is before us.

It contains 16 pages, with a neat tinted cover,
and its first appearance is good, compared with
the way a good many bee-journals start. Let's
see: A month ago or so we said we counted up
seven bee-journals that had started since Jan.
1, and this one makes the eighth.

THE USES OF BASSWOOD IN LINN CO., IOWA.

We are informed that there is a county in

Iowa, named after the great number of bass-
wood (or linn) trees, and it bears, therefore, the-

name of Linn Co. Mr. J. S. Stoneking. residing
in that county at Bartram, says there is a plen-
ty of basswood timber in the county, and. in

fact, in all eastei'n Iowa. The railroad com-
panies bought at Bartram, his postofifice. 3,500

cords of wood, at $2.00 a cord, in 1891, a fourth
of which was basswood. It makes the heart of

a bee-keeper fairly ache to think of desecrating
basswood for cordwood. It is bad enough to
use it for sections.' furniture, packing-boxes,
and paper. Our correspondent says they also
use the wood very largely in his vicinity for
making kegs and barrels. This is certainly a
better use to make of such valuable timber.

A SUfiGESTION TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We should be obliged to the writers for

Gleanings if they would scatter head-lines

LARGE OR S.MALL HEE-KEEPPIUS: THE DIFFER-
ENCE BETWEEN THEM.

We do not despise the small bee-keepers—oh,
no! They often give us some of the best ideas
and short cuts: but when a large bee-keepei',

who owns over .-)(K), (iOi), oi'. if you please, over
1000 colonies, is enthusiastic over a certain de-
vice, and he knows from long practical experi-
ence of its successful working, we feel as if his

statement could not be lightly esteemed. Edit-
ors have been accused of overlooking the little

b(H^-keepers. and seeking articles fi'om the big
bee-guns. There is some truth in it, but they
naturally go where they can get the best infor-

mation—that which rings with experience, and
is redolent of the aroma of honey and the wax,
and of the much-despised propolis. If a man
with his thousand colonies finds a thing to be a
success that is a money-maker, it will pmhaJ)!}/
work pretty well, even with as small a number
as ten colonies: but, mind you, yon can not re-

verse this. What gives good satisfaction with
ten or even a hundred colonies may not neces-
sarily do for several hundred stocks.

foreca,sting re.sults IN experimenting: a
suggestion for experimental stations.

An experimenter should be unbiased. When he
starts out on a series of experiments to prove oi'

disprove, he should be just as willing to arrive

at one conclusion as another. The trouble with
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so iiuieli experiiiKnitingis. too much forecasting
of conclusions; and the expc^rinicnter himself
is quite inclined to make the thing come out
just as he wants it to. on the ijrinciple of '" I

thought so." or, " I told you so."' In other
words, he should be just as willing to have his

pet theories utterly annihilated as to have them
substantiated. The man who says. " I told you
so," or. '"I thought so,'' when a thing happens
to come out so and so, shows that he uuinted
the result to be so and so, no matter whether it

be good or evil. It is just this disposition in

human nature that makes the- world a great
deal of trouble; and, barring the one factor of

locality, it explains more differences of opinion
and more differences in conclusion than any
other thing in apiculture. E. R. R.

ALITMINRTM—THE NKW METAL.
We have just received 100 beautiful three-

inch machinist's rules, made of pure alummi-
um. divided into 8tlis. lOths, and 32ds of an inch.
This metal is almost as hard as silver, and so

light that the rule will lloat on water if laid

very carefully on the surface. Tliis seems al-

most incredible. In fact, \\'hen one takes it in

his hand he is almost startled to find that, al-

though it looks like steel, it is almost as light

as wood. It is as i)roof against rust and tar-
nish as gold itself, and even at its present price
(about SI.OO pel' lb.) you f/t;f .so much it already
promises to be a formidable rival to brass; and
when we recognize that it is better than silver

to hold its luster, it seems to be destined at once
to take the place—at least to a great extent—of
both silver and coi)i)er. We can send you one
postpaid by mail for only :.':") cts. Steel rules,

inade as accurately as these are, usually cost .50

cts. or more.

MOVING A CARLOAP OF BEES TO COLORADO
IN THE DEAD OF WINTER—A SUCCESS.

The project of sending a carload of bees from
Eastern New York to Fort Collins, Colorado
(see p. 70), in the dead of winter, proved to be a
success. We have just received a card to-day,
March 26, which reads as follows:
My carload of liees came through to this place

Saturday evening', and were iill unloiided tlie same
nigrht, and they liad ;i good fly yesterday. I had un-
expected success in getting thi-ni here in good con-
dition. I will rei)ort partictdars later.

Fort Collins. Col., March 'iS. O. R. COE.
This success is phenomenal, and our friend

Coe is to be congratulated. We were afraid he
might have trouble in the dead of winter. He
is not only now in a place where he is free
from losses in winter and spring dwindling, but
he has his bees where they commence gather-
ing alfalfa honey soon—quite a scheme.

HOLDING A GKl'DGE.

Our friend W. T. Chamberlain gives us a
bright thought in the Ohio Farmer, as follows:
Then here is another man whose name is a " com-

mon noun. Smith." He thinks T don't like him be-
cause he once criticised an article of mine in the
New York Tribune (which I hart forgotten if I ever
knew it), and once asked some hard questions at an
institute (which also I had foigottcn). Bless his
dearlieart! if I had laid up a grudgt' against everymm of that sort, my soul would need a thousand
pigeon-holes, all marked "grudge," and variously
classified.

How many times this comes up through our
correspondence! Somebody will have it that I

am prejudiced, or that I have a grudge over
something that has happened in the way of
business. It reminds me of what Prof. Cook
once said when I told him I feared I had hurt
his feelings by something I had said carelessly.
He replied: " Why, bless your heart, Bro. Root,
this world is too full of important matters for
us to take time to feel hurt, especially when we
know each other as you and I do."

AN INGENIOUS COMPLIMENT.
Sometimes we get orders to stop Gleanings;

but here is a subscribe!' who says he does not
want it any lorujer. See:

I do not want yon to send Gleanings any Iniicier;
l)Ut how I wish it were a little wider and a good deal
thicker'. Chester Olmstead.
East Bloonifleld, N. Y., March 28.

GOOD Np;WS AT t1(E HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.
Just at the last moment, as we go to jjress,

all things are brought to a standstill to an-
nounce the advent of a grandson to the founder
of the Home of the Honey-bees. Ernest is go-
ing around full of smiles, and is as proud as

—

well, as proud as a young man ought to be when
he first feels the thrill of being father to a eight-
pound boy. He arrived Easter Sunday. March
39. A. I. R.

SOMETHING NEAV. IN THE LINE OF SMOKERS.
Our friend Hill, of the Bee-keepers' Q-uide (it

just now occurs to us that he has not been quite
as friendly as he might have been, but never
mind), has just gotten out something in the line
of smokers, that, so far as we can judge by en-
gravings, is, in many respects, ahead of any
thing heretofore offered. The idea is so novel
and unlipie that one feels ashamed of himself
because he did not invent it long ago. My im-
pression is, at the present writing, that he is

entirely original in the idea. It is a cold-blast
smokei', but it has a straight barrel, like the
Bingham. The blast-tube is straight, so it is

the easiest thing in the world to clean it, and
yet it opens and shuts to put in fuel, handier
and easier than any thing heretofore brought
out; and the whole thing, when held in the
hand, comes in just the most convenient shape
for use. Send us an electrotype, friend Hill,
and we will give your invention the notice it

deserves, free of charge.

DADant's latest MASTERPIECE.
As if not satisfied with the laurels which he

has just won in the English-speaking apicul-
tnral world in his revision of Langstroth's book,
y\Y. Dadant has just given to his own fellow-
counti'ymen of France the same work, adapted,
as nearly as can be, to that land. Side by side,
the two books look exactly alike at first glance.
The English book is a little thicker than the
French, although the latter contains 7.3 pages
more than the English woi'k. One of the hap-
piest things about this great undertaking is the
just prominence which Mr. Dadant gives to
those who helped him—particularly Mi". Charles
F. Muth, of Cincinnati. In this connection we
beg leave to translate a few lines. After speak-
ing of Mr. Langstroth's inability to revise his
own book, on account of his brain troubles, Mr.
Dadant says:
Having had knowledge of his desire, and of his

futile attemi)ts to accomplish so heavy a tusk, we
thought (my son and I) that we would offer him our
assistance. By the aid of our friend Charles F.
Muth, who was enthusiastic over our project, the
plan was soon carried out. After our conferences
Mr. Langstroth was to pass in review all of our
work, pointing out our oversights, suggesting ideas,
etc. In consequence, the i-evision should have been
called "Langstroth and Dadant." Unfortunately
our friend's sickness rendered him incapable of do-
ing the work. We continued writing, nevertheless,
and, quite naturally, inserted Ins beautiful periods
without mai'king them, thinking always that his
name wonl(i appear in tlie title-page of the work.
Finally it hi'came necessary to do entirely without
his assistance, bvit the idea did not occur to us to in-

sert, in the English edition, published by us in 1889,

some mark to indicate what we bori'owed. Mr.
Bertrand, of Nyon, Switzei'land, having pointed out
this omission, we have made every effort todiscover
what we copied, and have insei'ted it in brackets in
tlie French edition, liai)pj' to render to our friend
the honoi' that belongs to him.
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HUBBARD SECTION PRESS,
HUBBARD BEE HIVE,

And other Apiarian Supplies.
Seiul for descriptive circular,

C. K. HUBBARD,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

This Section Press (Pat June 17,

1890) isfar in advance of anything
else ofthe kind on themarket. It is

practically automatic. Both hands
can be used to handle the sec-

tions, and a slight forward pusli
forces together the dovetailing,
thus completing the sections with
marvelous rapidity. Price 52.50.

Ask your supply dealer for it.

Supply dealers, send for whole-
sale prices.
The Hubbard Hive has been

in use 8 years, and has stood the
test nobly. I'rade has been con-
stantly growing, owing to the ex-
cellent satisfaction it gives. If you are ever annoyed by the .scraping
and breaking ofcombs; killing bees when setting a frame to one side
or hanging it in the hive; sagging at the bottom and getting waxed
fast; shaking about when moving a hive; in short, if you dislike to
pry and wrench your frames, brealc combs and kill bees while
handlinar them you will be pleased with this hive.
The Man AVho is 'Williiis to "Work cau make monev fast sell-

ing these hives S5.00 to SIO.OO <iften made at it in a day.
Send for Circular.

SECTIONS, SMOKERS, DADANT'S COMB FOUNDATION, ETC.
For revised "1st Principles in Bee Culture." 104 pages—the
largest and best work of the Hvdfor the price. First 68 pages
contain no advertisements,but are filled with such practical
information as how to divide, transfer, introduce Queens,

feed, unite, stop robbing, raise honey, etc The book receives many
compliments. If you do not like it, return it qnd get your money.

responding to this advertisement mention Gleakings. 5-6 7-8-9-lld

15c.i

NOW, FRIENDS, LOOK HERE

!

I sell the Nonpareil Bee-Hive, Wliite Poplar Sec-
tions, Italian Bees and Queens. Price List free.
Write for one. 8tfdb

A. A. BYARD, West €liesterfield, IV. H.
t^In responrtinir to tins afl\V'rti^erii.tir mention GLKANlN<is.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Fiames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE, KEITH & SCHMIDT CO.,
21-13db New London, Wis.

t -rin responding to tnis advertisement mention Gleanings.

DOWN THEY GO!
For the next few days $1.2,5

will buy our 8-frame chatf
liive, with 2 T supers
and 8 heavy top-bar

bruod-frames.

Send for PRICE LIST.

Please mention this paper.

ONE-PIECE

s,
both No. 1 & 2;

WOOD SEPA-
RATORS and
other bee-sup-

plies. Also
BERItY-CR.' TES,
BASKETS I nd

BOXES, made
up or in Hat.
Send for cata-

logue. Addi'css
as in cut.

5-lOdb

ROE & KIRKPATRICK
Union City, Ind.

Please mention this paper.

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's Goods can be iiadatPesMoints

Iowa, at Root's Prices.
The largest supply business
in the 'NVest. Established 1886
Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation, Ex-
tractors, Smokers, Veils,
Crates, Feeders, Clover '

Seeds, etc. Imported
Italian Queens. Queens
Bees. Sample copy of
Bee Journal, "The West-
ern Bee - Keeper." and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH OTS£WA1TI)ES, SES UOTMS, IOWA.

QUEENS, QUEENS.
GOLDEN CARNIOLAN AND ITALIANS.

Price List Free.

H. AliliEY, IVenliam, E ssex Co., Mass.
Please mention this paper. Otfd

o< Gentle • Carniolans. >o

To reduce my stock I will sell 50 colonies of Carni

olan bees. All with carefully bred, prolific young
queens. Prices reasonable.

.5-8clb T. E. TURNEK, Templeton, Wis.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS! SECTIONS!
On and after Feb. 1, 1890. we will sell our No. 1 V-

proove sections, in lots of .500, as follows: Less than
2000, f3.50 per 1000; 3000 to 6000, f3.(X) per 1000. Write
for special prices on larger quantities. No. 2 sec-
tions at S2.00 per 1000. Send for price list on hives,
foundation, cases, etc.

J. STAUFFER & SONS,
16 tfdb Successors to B. J. Miller & Co.,

Nappanee. Ind.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.
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Advanced Bee CaltuiT^e

;

Its Methods and Management.
I am now t'lifiagert in writing and
piintiiig a book that is to bear this

title. It is to talie tbe place of my other book, The Pniductum of Comb Honey, which will not be re-pub-

lislied. Although tlie new book will contain at least five or six times as much matter as The Prtiduction of
Vomh Honev, j-et the price will be only 50 cts. The book is already partly printed, and will probably be out
some time in April or May. If any of the friends would like to " help me along- " in meeting- the expenses
of g-etting- out the book, tliey can do so by sending- their orders in advance. Such orders will be most
thankfully received, and tilled the voy day the book is out. I will send the Review one year and the book
for f1.25. The Review will be sent on receipt of order (I have plenty of back numbers to send it from the
beg-inning- of the year), and tlie book as soon as it is out. Stamps taken, either U. S. or Canadian. lOtfdb

W. Z. HlJTCHlNSOfl, Flint, :|V[ieh.
t??"In respoiKjinir to this advertisement mention (Jleanings.

Leakf IITg Co.,

—UNDOUBTEDLV THE—

LARGEST PLANT IN THE WEST,

Built exclusivoJv for the manufactitre of Api-
arian Supplies. " One and One-Half Acres Floor

Space. We sell as Cheap as the Cheapest, and our
goods are as Good as the Best. Parlies will do
v^^ell to write us for estimates on large orders.

We will send you our catalogue for your name on

a postal card. Address LEAHY MFG. CO.,

7tfdb Hig-ginsville, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

$5.00 IN MAY, AND S4.50 IN JUNE,
—WII.I. BUY—

A Strong Fall Colons of Pure Italian Bees

in Root's new Dovetailed or the old Sinii'hcity hive,

as you prefer. Each to contain a tine tested cjueen

and plenty of bees and brocd. Everything- tiist -class.

Pure Japanese Buckwheat, per bu., fl; )4 bu., 60c;

X bu., 350, bag- included. Scotch Collie Pups, $4 each.
N. A. K.NAPP, K-ocliester, Lioraiii Co., O.

6tfdb Please mention this paper.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per M. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures clieup. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.

CPPQ! Brown Leghorn, White Leg-horn, $1.25.
C.UUO: Black Minorca, Plymouth Rock, Pekin
Duck, $1..50. Light Brahma, Lang-shan, Game, $2 per
13 eggs. Strictly pure-bred. Sliip safely anywhere.
Illustrated circular tree. GEKK BK4»S.,
Itfdb St. Marys, Mo.
Orin respondlni; to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

OAK HILL POULTRY FARM.
The home of the

best general - pur-
jiose fowl for the
farmers and the
tanciei-s, the Barred

PLYMOUTH EOCKS.
'this year, as in
he past, I will de-
ote my five large
lops to Plymoutli
locks only, and try
() fill all orders
promjitly from first

class stock.
Bg-g-s at $1.50 per

13, and fl.OO for
each additional set-

tnig- in the same
sliipment. 6d

E. J. KENNEDY, Troy, Pa.
i^In responding to this advertisement mention Uleanings.

BUCKWHEAT.
MARTIN'S PROLIFIC.

This buckwlieat under favorable conditions will
jield 70 bushels per acre, as it is an enormous yield-
er—stands up well and endures drouth remarkably
well. La.st season it yielded double the quantity
per acre sown, under the same or rather worse coii-
ditions than my Japanese, 100 rods distant, and did
not blast one-half as bad. I tliink it will supersede
the Japanese when better known. Price $1..50 per
bushel, 8.5c i)cr half bushel, bag-s included. #1.;25 per
bu. for 5 to 10 Inishels. ReiTiit by P. O. order, bank
draft or registeied letter to the oiigiuator, 7-lOdl)

WM. MARTIN, CASS CITY, Tuscola CO.. mich.
Please mention this paper.

GOLDEN ITALIANS.
AND THE bee-keeper:^- REVIEW.

1 liave purciiased the queen that, together witli
her bees, took fir»t |»reiiiiiiiu last fall at the
Detroit E.xposition. They are the Five-banded
Golden Italians. Tbe Iiaiid»iuiii) st and gentlest
bees, and the yellowest drones I have ever seen.
They are not inclined to rob, and it is claimed tliey
work on red clover. After June 1st 1 shall offer the
daughters of this queen for fl.OO each, or 6 for $5.00.
I have a number of tested queens, reared last season
by H. Alley from liis "one-hundred-dollar queen,"
that I will sell for }3.00 each. In order to secure
a few orders early, to all persons wlio send me, be-
fore Wlay Ist, |l.75, I will send one five-banded
Golden Queen, and the BEE-K.EEHERJ*' RE-
VIEW one year; feu- *3. 75 one of the tested Alley
queens and the KEVIEW one year. The RE-
VIEW is i)ublished monthly bv W. Z. Hut?hinson,
at fl.dO a year. The REVIKW will be sent on re-
••elpt of order. Untested queens will besent after
June 1st; tested queens the last of May. All orders
will be filled in rotation. Make money orders pay-
able at Flint, Jtlleli. Address

ELMER HUTCHINSON,
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Please mention this paper.

NEW^ FACTORY-
No. 1 Sections, |;3..50; No. :.', f3.75. Fine Comb

Foundation a specialty.

2^. S. ROOF*, 520 East Broadway,
6-l7tlb Council Bluffs, la.

t^"In responding to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

FOR 8ALE.-2:
Crude and refined. We have con-

stantly in stock large quantities of

Beeswa.x, and supply the prominent manufacturers

of comb foundation throughout the country. We
g-uarantee every pound of Beeswa.x purchased from

us absolutely pure. Write for our prices, stating-

quantity wanted. ECKERMANN Sl WILL,
Bleachers, Eefiners, and Importers cf Beeswax,

5-16db Syracuse, N. Y.
t^"In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANlNGSk
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" I tell you what, Jones, Lev-

ering Bros, sell the best goods

and at the lowest prices of any

one I've struck yet."

The LARGEST and

BEST EQUIPPED
BEE-HIVE FACTORY

IN THE WEST.

THE NEW DOVETAILED HIVE A SPECIALTY.
Every thing- used by prnctical bee-keepers by

wholesale and retail. Send for our '91 illustrated
price list :ind save money. Address 4-15dl)

LEVERING BROS.,Wiota, Cass Co., la.

tS'"In re.sinJiiilii'K to tlu> ni.KA.MNGS.

Please mention this paper.

SAVE FREIGHT
By buying your supplies near home. Catalog-ue for
your name on a postal card. Address
4-8db J. W. ROrSE & CO., Mexico, JWo.
d Please mention this paper.

NEW * FACTORY.
Bee-Hives, Sections, Frames, Etc.

We have moved into our new factory, which is

the larg-est and most complete in the world. We
make the best goods, and sell them at the lowest
prices. Write for free illustrated catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS CO.,
ntfdb WAT£RTOWN, WIS.
t^In respondiny to this advt-t Lj>eiin_iji Jin-uiuni (iLKaxings.

1891. NEW BEE-HIYE FACTORY. 1891.
Root's Dovetailed Hive a specialty. Price List free.

Save your freight, and order early of
Itfdb GEO. \V. COOK,

Spring Hlll,.rolinNoii Co.,Kan.
Please mention this paper.

Syracuse, New York,
IS A DEPOT FOR THE EAST FOR ALL OF A. I.

ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
FOUIVDATION ii!) Our Own Make.

Don't buj- foundation of us, for it would please you.

F. A. SALISBURY.
Our Foundation is kept for sale byHENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. Itfdb

Early Italian queens from bees bred
for business. Each $1.00; six $4..50.

Order now. paj" when queen arrives.
Vtfdb W, H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark.

pOK SAIiE. Black Minorcas and Pekin duck
* eggs, $1.00 per 13. Bear-paw corn. 7oc peck, $3.7.5
per bush. J. V. Hurless, Archer, Harri.son Co., O.

NEBRASKA
For Nuclei Colonies and Italian Queens. Circular
and price list now readv. 7tfdb

J. M. YOUNG.
Box 874. Piattemontli, Neb.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
We uiaiiufacture all kinds of bee-keepers'

supplies and novelties, for wholesale
and retail trade.

<i Best • Goods • at • Lowest • Prices. i»

Send for fkee illustrated catalogue for 1891.

THE BUCKEYE BEE SUPPLY CO.,
3-8db NEW CARLISLE, OHIO.

Please mention this paper.

i(T?)

Smokers, Foundation, and all kinds of bee-keepers'
supplies furnished at lowest cash price. If you
want the best Smoker in the market get one of the
Quinby old reliable—made the strongest; and al-
though the first cost is more than that of any other
made, the Jumbo is the boss of all. It has been used
constantly in yards for 8 years, and still it goes.
Send and get price list of Smokers, Foundation, Sec-
tions, and every thing used in the apiary. Dealers
should send for dealer's list on smokers,
4-lldb W. E. CLARK, ORiSKANy, N, Y.

?S"ln respondintc to t..i.-. ii.lv.j li. eMi.m mention Gleaninqs.

SUPPI.IES.
Standard goods, best shipping-point, reasonable

price. 3J-page catalogue free.
Walter S. Poudbr, 175 E. Walnut St.,

6-18db Indianapolis, Ind.

i^THE CANADIAN^^

Bee Journal
ErUtt-tl hi/ I). A. .luufH

75c. Per Year.

PoultryJournal
KUiuaby W.C.G. Peter.

75c. Per Year.

These are published separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited by live practical men, and contribut-
ed to by the bes writers. Both Journals are inter-
esting, and are alike valuable to the expert and
amateur, Sa pie copies free. Both Journals one
year to one iddress $1. Until June 1st we will .send
either Jou. nal on trial trip for 6 months for25 cts.

The D. A. Jones Co., Ld., Beefon, Ont.
EST lease mention Glkanings.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
GOOD AS THE BEST; CHEAP AS THE CHEAPEST.
Send for my new Price List of Hives, Sections,

Foundation, Queens, etc., etc. We are prepared to flU

your orders at once, and guprantee satisfaction.
Will v>aj- :.'3c cash, or 2.5c in trade, for fair average
BEESW'aX, delivered here. 3-8db

A. A. WBAVEE, Warrensburg, Johnson Co., Mo.

l^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleajstngs.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I bought one of j-our Popular Histories of tlie

Civil War last fall for 75 cts., and I would not take
$5 for it if I could not get anotlier. It is a fine book
for so small a price. W. A. Peck.
Brunswick, O., Jan. 9.

KIND WORDS FOR OUR 1891 SECTIONS.

The goods you shipijcd to me bj' freig:ht came
through all right. The freight on tlie wliole amount
of 81.5 lbs. was only $10.40. The sections are just

simply beautiful. Nothing- was damaged in the

least. Willie Douglas.
Lexington, Tex., Jan. 18.

The shears came to hand. They were for a Christ-

mas present for my better half, and she was so
highly pleased with them that slie has shown them
to lier lady friends, and they are so pleased with
them that"they all want a pair, so I oi-der ten pairs.

Hastings Minn., Jan. 4. Wm. Dyer.

OUR $13 sewing-machine.

Our sewing-machine came to hand in good order,

and uoes as good work as a fifty-dollar macliine. It

certainly is a marvel for the money. Freight was
$1.60. ' J- H. Archer.
Mt. Calm, Tex., Jan. 1.

gleanings FOR ADVERTISING.

Please discontinue my advertisement, as I have
received a consideralile number of replies, and can
surely make a selei-tion from them. I find Glean-
ings is a splendid i)lace to put an adv't to reacli the
eye of the public. Please accept thanks.
Monongah, W. Va., Feb. 28. S. Ray. Holbert.

WASH and be clean.

What you say under the head of " Wash and be
clean " is just what I have been looking for in every
number of Gleanings; for I felt sure that it

would come, sooner or later; and I thank you for it

—not on my own account (for I had found out the
remedy without the $4.U0), but for humanity's sake.
Leon, Wis., Mar. "L B. F. Fox.

HOW OUR compound ENGINE WORKS.
The engine works all right, except the bolts that

connect the boxing on the main-sliaft journal. They
will work loose wliile the engine is running, and I

have to stop very often to tigliteu them up. Per-
haps you can suggest a remedy. I wish to tell you
the good points about the engine that I have learned
so far. My boiler is onlj- 16 inches in diameter by
40 incties high. I have no troulile in keeping the
steam at 12j lbs., and we run our hive machinery
and a heavy 12-inch emery plow-share grinder at the
same time, without any trouble, only as noted
above. A. B. Herman.
Burnett's Creek, Ind.. Mar. I".

My goods were received in San Francisco Dec. 31.

Every thing was correct. I am esi)ecially pleased
with the section-former. It does beautiful work.
Rate from Reno, $1.18; only about $3.(X3 saved.
Bouldin Island, Jan. 26. H. S. Thomas.

THE NEW IMPROVED DOVETAILED HIVE.

You have made some grand improvements on the
Dovetailed hive, for I find the hone.y-board stuck
fast everj' time with the old hive. However, I think
the improved hive will do better. Don't go back on
that outside shell lor wintering. That strikes me as
just about riglit, if it is put up well so it can be
painted, as the senior said. A. T. McKibben.
Flag Spring, Ky.

A GOOD TESTIMONIAL FOR OUR ANEROID
BAROMETER.

The aneroid barometer came to hand in good or-
der. Tuesday last. I am more than pleased with it,

and ot)nsi(U'r it the best investment foi- the money I

liave made for some time. I have used both mercu-
rial and aneroid instruments costing several times
the amount; but I ask for no better than the one
you sent me. J. Y. Detwiler.
' Toledo, O., Feb. 28.

BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE.
16th THOUSAND JUST OUT.

Plain, Practical, Scientilic. Every farmer and bee-
keeper should have it.

PRICE REDUCED TO $1.00. Liberal discount to
dealers. Address

A. J. COOK, Agricultural College, Mich.
Pleu^e mention Glkanlnus.

UNTESTED QUEENS,
until June 1st. $1.00; after June lst,',75 cts.; $8.00 per
doz. Tested queens, after June 1st, $1.50. Select
tested, $2.00. Bees by the pound until June 1st, $1;
after June 1st, 75 cts. Can supply any demand froiu

first of May. Stfdb

PAUL L. VIALLON, BAYOU GOULA, LA.
^^In respond) rig to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

CHOICE ITALIAN
Queens reared in full colonies. Tested, $2.00;

Untested, $1.00; Select tested, $3.00. One lb. of
bees. $1 50; half lb., $1.0(1. 8d

I. L. PARKER, TRACY CITY, TEKN.
Please mention thit. paper.

ANTED.—To exchange apiar.\- of 150 colonies of
bees. Will take any kind of faim stock, goods

roceries. Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.
w

SUPERIOR COLD-EYED NEEDLES.
Cut shows the contents of the

ixickage, half size. The bod-
<ins, darners, etc., as shown,
ire, not gold-eyed, but there
ne besides these, four papers
of elliptic gold-eyed needles
uich as are usually sold at 10c
1 paper. Our price for the
pkg. 15c. 10 for $1.25, 100, $12.
By mail Ic each e.xtra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

IRWIN AUGER BIT.
CHARLES a mWIN. PAT. OCT. 21

This is a superior bit formed from a steel rod. The spiral is rolled out by very heavy pressure of
a special machine. They are guaranteed to always run free.

price list.

Sixteenths 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Price each 25 25 28 31 35 38 41 45 48 51 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
Postag-eeach 22233344445 5 555 5 5

The first row of figures gives the size in sixteenths, the second the price eacli, and the third the postage
each, if sent by mail. In lots of 5 or more, 5 per cent off, or a full set, 10 per cent off.

A. I. ROOT, medlna, O.
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New Orleans Apiaries.
Italian and Carniolan bees and queens for sale.

Send in your orders now, and tlie money when bees
or queens are wanted. Puritj- and safe ar-

rival g-uaranteed. Address 7d

J. W. WINDER, 572 MAGAZINE ST., NEW ORLEANS.
Mention this paper.

FOR SALE 50 colonies of bees in new hives.

Simplicity frames, at 1^5.00 per colony. One-half
cash, balance on time to suit the purchaser, with
BTOod security. 8-9d Thos. Gedye,

Kanglev, LaSalle Co., 111.

FOR SALE!
50 TO 75 COLONIES ITALIAN BEES.

Big discount on nailed hives for next 30 days.

Send for catalogue.

O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

Six fine mismated Italian queens, 40 cts. each.
F. C. Morrow, Wallaceburg, Ark.

I have 17 mismated queens in an out-apiary that
I will sell April 20th, at 3.ic each, 6 for |2.ml

W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark.

During- April I will sell 40 liybrid queens, all of
last vear's raising-, at 40c each, or 3 for for Sl.OO.

G. Oberkampf, New Braunfels, Comal Co., Tex.

Mismated queens at .50c each. Satisfaction g-uar-

anteed. D. I). Hammond, or Eden Valley Apiary,
Malone. la.

Twelve hybrid queens for sale. 60 cts.; raised last

fall, E. Greeley, Lorain, Lorain Co., O.

We have in the South some 15 hybrid queens and
some 12 black ones which we shall be grlad to dis-

pose of. We will furnish the hybrids for 75 cts. each,
and the black ones 35 ct>. each.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio,

^KTire Clotli.
For door and window screens, tackinu over hives

and nuclei for shipping, making- bee and queen
cages, and a varii-ty of purposes. We have the fol-

lowing list of green and black wire cloth which is

not exacily first class, but is practically as good for
the purposes mentioned, and at prices much below
the ordinary price. You can no doubt select from
this list a piece to suit your needs Price In full

pieces, lU cts. per square foot. When we have to
cut it, 2 cts. In case the piece you order may have
been taken by some one else before your order
comes, please say whether we shall send the nearest
in size, or cut one the size ordered at 2 cts. per ft.,

or give a second or third choice.

Pieces less than 100 ft. long. These
figures are the number of square

1 feet In each piece. Multiply by
1% cents for the price of piece.

10 green
25 green
5 green
35 green
14 green
1-5 green
6 green

18 green
6 black
5 green
3 black
7 black

15 green

m
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COr^THOli YOU^ SWAf^lWS.
M. D. AVest's coil wire queeu-cell protectors will do

it. and you can REQUEEN your apiary duiing
the swarming: season. Pronounced the BEST

by sucli nuMi us

Cart. J. E. Hetherington, Cherry Vauley, n. y.,

p. H. EL.WOOD, STARKVU-LE, N. Y.,

and others. Cell-inotcctors, sfJUid per 100, or 12 for

60e, bv mail. Cages, *5.00 per 100, or 13 foi' $1.00, by
mail. Samples of both, with circular explainuig-, 25

cts. See cut and description on page 321. Patent
applied for. Address

N. D. WEST, MIDOLEBURGH, SCHOHARIE CO., N. Y.

lyin respondinir to thisadveitisenieiit Tiientiem HLKANEGa

~lEEST¥PPLiES"FOR IOWA. ._
Send for my supplement for 1891, now ready (no

new catalogue). Say whether you have my catalogue

dated 18f-9 and 1890. Address Olix^<r Fostt-r,

5-tfdb Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

O^"!!! responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

YOU'RE TOO LATE!
If vou intend to try MY NEW SEEDI.ING
POTATOES and don't SEND IN IfOUK OR-
DER BEFORE the FIRST or MAY, as, alter
that date, I will not spare one, and may be all
gold out belore then. If you intend to try for

any of the premiums offered in this and the other
journals, send in your order without delay. Bulle-
tin No. 70 of the Mlcli. Agricultural College
again places them at the head. In connection
with mv former offers I will give all a certificate
that will be taken as part pay on orders for

ttUEENS as follows: For Sl.OO I will send 2 lbs. of

my No. 4, and a certiticate good for 50c: for $2.00 I

will send 1 lb. of each and a 75c certificate; for

*2.25 I will send 1 lb. each of No. 1 and 2, and 2 lbs. of

No. 4 and a $1.00 certificate. 1 want "YOU"
to tiv them and make you tliis offer. By you I mean
EVERYBODY until sold out. At these prices I

PREPAY THE CHARGES.. 8d

JACOB T. TIMPE, __
LOCK DRAWER 90. GRAND LEDGE, MICH.
J^"ln res|)oiKUn(^ to tliis advertisement mention Hlkamnos.

5-BANDED GOLDEN ITALIANS.
Beauties! Tlic hesi woi'kers we ever saw. Work

on red clover. \'ery gentle. Drones J to t yellow.
Won (St Premium at III. State Fair in 1890.

Nearly HUO booked for 1.S9]. Warranted Queens. May,
fl.2r), "O for .ffi.OO; after June 1st $1.(jO, 6 for $5.00.

Special dis-oiint for large orders as to dealers.

Have your order booked now in order to get them
when wanted. Satisfaction guaranteed. No foul
brood. Select Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs, $1 per
13. Good reference given.

Itldb S. F. & I. TREGO, SwedoEa 111,
t^"ln respoiidiiijr "^o uu.- .Mivi-iii anient iii.MU.)n Gi.ka.nings.

llOFFMAN
FRAMES.

By cutting the
top bar of mj^
si)acer, a hanging
frame c a n b e
worked on the
)rinciple of the

Hoffman frame. Price of sjiaccis, f lO.UO per 100.

8tfdb J. B. WILCOX, Manistee, Mich.

l[Wln responding^ to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

EVERYTHING
USED BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWOOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. 7.

^^ A

^^ A

>*^k. c

CO
J

SE'A/D '"O" '91 CIRCULAR
*

5 Dovetailed and Simplicity hives, Snow-

3 ) white Sections, Foundation, wholesale

O ) and retail. Golden Italian Queens, 265

2 ; colonies of bees, etc. We furnish every

5 ) thing needed in an apiary. Address

Ca ) JOHN NEBEL <£ SON, HIGH HILL, MO.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 3-8db

s
Please mention this paper.

Bee -Keepers' * Supplies.
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies prom])tly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
alogue nent free. Keference, First National Bank,
Sterling, 111. Addre.ss

WM McCUNE & CO.,
21-20db Sterling, Illinois.
It3-ln responding to tliis adverti.--enient mention Gi.eaninos.

FRUIT TREES I VINES
Wormy Fruit and Leaf Blight of Apples, Pears, Cherries, CypCI QinD SIMiAYING
Gr I pe and P.jtato Rot, Plum Curculia prevented byusin^ UAuLLOiUn

H^PERP^CT FRUIT ALWAYS SFLLS AT COOD PRICES.Catalogueshow-
M. ing all injurious insects to Fruits mailed free. I^arge Ntock of Fruit Trees, Vines,
^^and Berry I'lants at Bottom Prices. Address VViU. STAHL, Qiiincx, Ills.

tyin responding to tliis advertisement mention Gleaninos.

OUTFITS.

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATION.
The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING is -WIRING BROOD-PKAMBS^

^.^^^^^

OUR WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHE APER, and not HALF the trouble

touse that itlsto WIRE FRAMES Many may confound the two, but they are ENTIRELY
different. J. VAN OEHSEN «Jc SONS, Sole Manufacturers, Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. \ .

C^"lii le.spoiidinir to this advertisement mention Olfanthos.

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed

Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives.

Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.

We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. -Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Send forour New Catalogue, 51 illustrated pages,

free to all. -itfdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
lt^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Don't tinker with your bees unnecessarily.

Sugar has a two-eent bounty. How about
honey ?

A GENERAL CALL for State associations.
World's Fair.

B.E.Rice (A. B. ,T.) thinks painting hives
"a loss of both time and money."
Queen-excluders, says the B. B. J., are in-

dispensable in working for extracted hcmey.

A STANDARD FRAME may yet be adopted in
California, according to a report in C. B. K.

I WISH friend Cornell had included a double
wall without packing, in the experiments re-
ported on page 207.

.St. Patrick's Day. March 17. my four colo-
nies outdoors had a gdod fly—I think the first

full flight in four months.
Eggs are destroyed for me in queenless

colonies in the hottest weather, as well as cool-
er. This in reply to G. E. Fradenburg. p. 329.

Another. The Mi-^aouri Bee-kecpcr. Union-
ville. Mo. Nicely printed, in type big enough
for those hard of hearing. E. F. Quigley, editor.

Adulteration I St van says that xtvdws get
into the cream he fuiiiishi's in C. B. K. Still,
that may be borne if he doesn't water his cream
too much.
"A little mixed " is that last item on p. 239.

Mr. James uses hives of bees to hatch chickens,
but the Medina folks use hives without bees.
Isn't an old hen bettei?

A big country- this. I didn't realize how
big when I wi-ote my little hymn, " In January
. . . . the bees store nary a drop.'' The C«/"-
ifor Ilia Bee-keeper says that won't do down
there.

Wooden shoes are worn and liked by ]\Irs.
Hai-iison. They keep the feet warm and dry.
I had a pair. I don't know what became of
them. I think my wife didn't like the looks of
them.

An item on page 230 is headed, "A colony of
bees which secrete no pi-opolis,'' as if that vvere
something strange. None of my bees secrete
propolis. They just gather it from trees or
something.

Porcelain door-knobs get loose. One of
ours got loose the other day. and. instead of
throwing it away as usual, I put it into the fire
with the metal shank in it. took it out when
the lead melted, and it was as solid as when
new. But it cracked the porcelain somewhat.

Cowan's new book. I've read it all through,
although some of it was pretty hard to under-
stand. It was like taking a dose of medicine a
little, but I feel the better for it afterward. It's

a capital book.

That old Frenchman. Ch. Dadant. is not
in his dotage, by any means. A strong and
well-written article from his pen, of four pages,
in the Revue Internatiomile, defends Father
Langstroth against the charge of copying De-
beauvoys and others.

A NEW THEORY' of foul brood. A. Leech, in
A. B. J., says the moth-miller lays eggs in the
cells beside the queen's eggs, which hatch out.
suck the food from the bee larvte, which die,
causing foul brood. As the newspapers say,
this lacks confirmation.

The chickens scratch up the posy-beds
every now and then, and then your wife sheds
a few quiet tears. I'll tell you how to make
her happy. Fence in the beds with poultry-
netting two feet high. You can step over it.

but the hens don't know enough to fly over—at
least our Plymouths and Banties don't.

After putting my bees in the cellar I no-
ticed that they didn't hang in as large clusters
under the frames as in the preceding winter. I
didn't know why. To-day, March 18, the cel-
lar being colder than early in the winter, the
clusters are much larger than then. I don't
know why. Do you?
Here's a " wrinkle"' from Walter Marshall,

in B. B. J. He thinks the reason that some
have trouble in using, for the second time, sec-
tions partially filled, is because of propolis on
the edges of the cells. So he scrapes off the
surface of the comb to within '% of an inch of
the midrib, early in the season, when the wax
is brittle with cold. There's no slow working,
and no old look when done.

Melilot. Bignens, in Revue Internotionnle,
reports a ijrofitable crop of melilot. getting a
good crop of honey during its bloom, while sur-
rounding bee-keepers a mile oi- two distant got
little or nothing. It was sown with barley, and
sheep and cattle ate the straw greedily.' Mr.
Bertrand. the editor, says his pony ate'a mix-
ture of oats aud melilot. and the'pouy much
preferred it thus -perfumed" to the clear oats.

'•We" or '"I"? Bro. Newman savs ''we''
has the indorsement of Ernest on account of
the plurality of editors. Yes, it's all right to
say "we" for two. We do at our house. But
when it's I, say I. I see the "I" is used in
Gleanings in 1.5 different editorials where "I"
was meant. Bro. Newman thinks "we" looks
better. That's a matter of taste. He savs " we''
'has the indorsement of manv centuries."
True, and so it has for the chief ruler of a na-
tion, and yet to-day the chief ruler of the great-
est nation on earth savs " I."
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Wax scales ai'e found, plenty of them,
wasted on the bottom-board, when a swarm is

hived in an empty hive without foundation or
comb. Few or no wax scales a^re found on the
bottom-boai'd of a colony run for extracted
honey, if they have abundance of empty combs.
The case should be exactly reversed, if bees se-

crete wa\ whethei- needed or not. See the
bearing on page 213. friend Root? I'm with
Prof. Cook, but I can't answer your argument.

ForL BROOD. S. Cornell, in C. B. J., says
foul brood may be carried in foundation. Melt-
ing in a sun extractor will not kill it. and heat-
ing to 1(50° in making foundation will not kill it.

To be entirely safe, it must be heated to 257°, or
kept at 200° for some days. D. A. Jones thinks
this a case where "science and practice do not
agree." He thinks " the heat necessary in mak-
ing foundation is great enough to destroy the
germs of foul brood." The thing needs careful
consideration. See editorial, page 341.

gENER^Ii C^RRE^P^NDENCE.

MANTJM'S NEW METHODS OF RUNNING SEV-
ERAL APIARIES ALONE.

SIX OUT-APIARIES AND ONE AT HOME, AND
NO HELP TO BE HIRED.

"Why, how do you do, Henry? Walk in,

and have a seat. How do the chickens prosper,
and how many have you?"

" Well. Manum, I am pretty well; and as to
the chicks, they are doing well. I have now
.500, from two to six weeks old, and 500 eggs in

the incubator."
"W^ell, well, Henry: you are going into the

broiler business rather heavy, I should judge.
You must think it a profitable business, or you
would be more moderate in your new venture."

" Yes, I think it will pay better than the bees
have for a few years past, though I shall not
give up the bees, but work the two together;
for, you see, the main work and attention with
the chicks comes at a time when I can do noth-
ing with th(^ bees, as I start my incubators in

December, and aim to dispose of my chickens by
June 15th, after which my whole time is devoted
to the bees."
"I believe, Henry, you raised a few broilers

last year. Did you keep an account of the cost

of raising them, so you know for a certainty

that there is a proHt in raising them?
"

•' Yes. I kept both debit and credit, and 1 know
iust what profit was made. Myself and part-

ner cleared just SlOii.OO on 175 chicks, and ex-

pect to make a better average per cent this

vear with our new brooder-house, and better

facilities. But, Manum, I came over to talk

bees with you, and to ask yoit how you propose
running your bees without help this season, if

your method is no secret."
" No, Henry, I have no secrets pertaining to

the bee-business, therefore I will try to explain

to you, as best I can, just how I propose to

manage.
" First, I shall do all in my power, through

the month of May—by contracting and feeding

—to stimulate bi'ood -rearing, in order to get a
large force of workers hatched out by the time
clover blossoms, which is usually about June
lOth; and as then is the time swarming com-
mences, I shall remove the queens from such
colonies as have started queen-cells, or that
show any signs of preparing to swarm: then in

eight days I remove all queen-cells found in

these hives, except, perhaps, from one or two
that I wish to rear queens from. In these I al-

low the cells to remain until they are old
enough to transfer to the queen-nursery to
hatch: and perhaps at this second visit I re-
move fifteen or twenty more queens, and in six
or eight days more I again visit this yard and
cut out queen-cells as before, both from the first

lot where the queens were taken out—should
there be any—and the second lot, and remove
queens from as many more as I find preparing
to swarm. Now, by the time 1 make the third
visit I shall find a lot of young queens hatched
in the nursery; and the colonies from which I

removed the first queens will be in condition to
receive and accept a virgin queen, so that I will
run in a virgin queen in each colony. All this
time I must manage to have a supply of virgin
queens on hand, to introduce at each visit until
1 have gone over the whole yard: and. besides,
I have all the other work to do in each yard,
such as putting on and taking off sections, look-
ing after the nuclei in which I have many
queens fertilized for tlie market, caging ani
mailing queens, etc. In this way I can attend
to six out-apiaries by going to each once a week.
The seventh, being the home apiary of only (30

colonies, I can look after nights and mornings,
or as I can best catch the time. By this method
I can prevent swarming, and dispense with
high-priced help; and, moreover, I am sure
that each colony has a young queen in the fall."

" Well, Manum. do you think you can take
care of seven apiaries alone? "

"Yes, Henry, I think I could; but I expect
Fred to help me loolc after the sections and nu-
clei, and help other ways."

•• What do you propose to do with the queens
you remove ?

"

"I expect to sell a good many of them. As I

offer them at a lovv' price, many bee-keepers
will avail themselves of this opportunity to in-
troduce my strain into their apiaries. What I

do not Sell I shall use in making artificial

swarms; for I must increase a little—at least
enough to k<'ep my number of colonies good."
"'Do you think you will secure as much hon-

ey by this method as you would by allowing
natural swarming?"
"Well. Henry, that is a question I am not

fully prepared to answer. But my opinion is, I

shail not. and I shall have to work harder my-
self. But I think, after deducting the expense
of hired help, the result in dollm-i^ will be about
the same with one method as the other, in a
good season: while in a poor season I can save
money by this plan of removing queens."

" What if there should come a rainy day or
two—wouldn't that disarrange your visits to

the out-apiaries?"
" No, not very much, for I aim to have at

least one day's leeway, though I often am
obliged to visit my apiaries in the rain: but by
having my record-book constantly with me I

know every morning just what must be done
that day; and as 1 can, itpon a pincli, visit two
and even three yards in one day, I can many
times manage to avoid being out in rainy
weather, because I can work two yards in one
day when it is necessary, in order to catch up
with my work."

" How do you introduce viigin queens so suc-
cessfully as you do?"
'I do that simply by rendering the colony

hopelessly queenless, as I have stated above, by
removing the old queen and keeping all queen-
cells cut out until they have neither eggs nor
larvie with which to rear a queen, and then
simply run the virgin queen in without cere-
mony. I tisually run them in about the 1.5th

day after removing the old queen, though the
time varies from the 12th to the 30th day after,

according as I have the time and the virgins to

introduce."
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' Do you run them in at the entrance or at
the top of the hive?"'
"Usually at the top. At the time this work

is done the sections are on the hives, and I sim-
ply raise one corner of the enameled cloth that
covers the sections, and let the queen run down
among the bees in the sections. This is done
so carefully that the bees are not disturbed in

the least, and the queen is tisually accepted. I

inti-oduced over 500 last season, and did not lose

over a dozen."'
' Would it not be better to give them a fertile

queen instead of a virgin"'""

"No. Henry. 1 think not. because such a queen
would at once commence laying, and soon till

the combs with eggs, and there would be a large
amount of honey consumed in rearing the
brood, the bees from which would be useless to
me as honey-gatheiers. as the honey season
would be over before such brood would hatch:
while, on the other hand, by leaving them
queenless 1.5 days, and ten to tifteen days more
before the yoiing queen commences to lay,

makes at least 25 days, right in the best of the
honey season, that they are without biood to

feed: hence the honey they would have con-
sumed is stored in the hive, and the colony is

just as well otf (for bees) in the fall as though
a laying queen had been given them, because
they have a part of July and the months of

August and September in which to rear a stock
of bees to carry the colony through the winter."
'•Have you "ever triedother methods to pre-

vent swarming?"
"Yes. two or three of them, one of which I

think is practical, and I shall practice it some-
what this season, and I believe it is original
with me: and if you are in no hurry I will ex-
plain it to you. as I should like to have you try
it this season.""
"I don"t think I had better stop nosv. as my

chicks must be calling me by this time. I will

call again in a few days, and shall be pleased
to listen to the new ways: so, good-day.""
"Why. what is the ni after with you? What

makes you so lame. Henry? '"

"Ohl* nothing, only a corn on one of my toes.

I have sat here so long that it harts at first

starting off."
" Well, it must be a bad one, sure. You just

undress your foot while I get something to put
on that will surely cure it. There. I will satu-
rate this little wad of cotton batting with ex-
tracted honey, and bind around the toe—so.

There, now. dress your foot again, and I'll guar-
antee that to-morrow you will be thankful for

the discovery.'"
"Well. Manum, you beat all the men I ever

saw. I never have visited you yet without get-
ting some new idea from you."
"For any new thought I may give you, or

any one else, Henry. I take no credit to myself,
as "they originate with a higher intellect than
my own. 1 am, like all other mortals, simply a
medium through which an unseen force gives
to the woi'ld these new ideas. Though many of

these things I have gleaned from other mortals,
through whom the same unseen force has ex-
pressed itself for the good of all, yet we should
entertain no dispositit)n to keep any good thing
from our neighbors." A. E. Manvm.

Bristol. Vt.

[Vei-y good, friend M. I suppose we are to

understand by your concluding remark, that, if

you should make some valuable discoveiy in

regard to alleviating human suffering, you
would not be one of the sort who would want
?4.00 each from every man to whom you gave
the secret. Here is our hand. Shake! But,
hold onl While we are shaking hands cordial-
ly over this matter of curing a corn with ex-

tracted honey, I fear we shall not agree quite
as well on the probability that you can run six

out-apiaries, besides one at home, and do all

the work yourfielf. If there should not be very
much honey, and therefore not very much work
to do, perhaps you might get along very well.

But suppose we have a real old-fashioned sea-

son, whei'e the honey comes day after day. as if

it rained down, then where would one man be
with six out-apiaries and one at home? Wljen
I was in Wisconsin I saw an apiary of toward
100 hives, with the hives so full of honey that
the greater part of the bees were crowded out.

and lay on the outside and in front. The pro-
prietor said he knew the bees were losing their

time in the very height of the season: but he
had taken out honey all day. and it was then
after four o"clock. and he was not going to

work any more .for (tinjbody. I suppose that,

in the town of Boscobel. pi-ople could be hii'ed

to woi'k after supper as well as in other places.

I remonstrated with him some, because he
was going to let that harvest go to waste be-
cause of the lack of a little help. Never mind;
we will not argue the case with you. But
please tell us, thi'ough your notes, how you get

along. Many others are interested in this very
same problem of hiring help.]

CHIPS FROM E. FRANCE.

THE FLAT BOARD COVER AND ITS SLIDING
MOTION.

In March 15th Gleanings, page 211, E. R.

Root says, at the bottom of the tirst column,
"You know that, when we put a flat cover on a

hive, we kill bees if we set it flat down on the
square edges of the hive: but with a sliding

motion, in the hands of those who use that cov-
er, there is not the least excuse for killing bees."

Now, I just want to object to any thing being
put on over the bees with a slklinij motion. If

there are bees over the frames, or on the square
edges of the hive, that sliding motion rolls them
up in bunches and kills them. My hives are all

square edged on top. and we use a flat wood
honey-board. When we put ihe honey-board
on we use a little smoke to drive the bees down
between the combs, and with a brush we brush
the edges of the hive clean, and then put the
board on flat, and kill no bees.

RAPID GROWTH OF BAS8WOOD-SPROUTS.

About those basswood-sprouts (see page 223),

two vears ago I cleared ofT a yard for a new
apiary. About the center of the yard there is a

basswood stump two feet in diameter. The flrst

year spi'outs grew from that stump ten feet

high and ly, to 2 inches thi'ough near the
ground. We "cut them all off: but last year,

sprouts grew again nearly as tall and large.

Now. if only two or three of those sprouts had
been left to take all the gi'owth from the old

roots. I think 10 years would have made a fair-

sized saw-log.

ABSURD theories: a genuine chicken-
story.

Again, page 227. J. D. Whittenburg, did the

bees eat that wheat? No. What then? Mice.
There are lots of false notions about bees. I

have heard several men say, that, if bees we)-e

short of honev. if boiled chicken be placed un-

der the hive, they would eat it and winter on it.

Do I believe it? No. Mice again. My son

Newel has just got back from the bee-keepers'

convention, and says the chicken story was ad-

vanced there as a fact.

Several years ago a man told me he had a

swarm of bees wintering on chicken. I went to
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see it. They had eaten up one cliicken, and he
was going to put in anotlier. They were in an
old box hive, and were a new swai'ni, and tlie

hive was half full of combs. We tipped it up.
Chicken bones were thei-e, picked clean.
"There," he said, "see, meat all gone."
"Did the bees eat it?"
'"Yes," he said.

I said, "Let me take the hive down. I want
to investigate this case."

I took the hive off the stand and turned it

over.
"See, there is a mouse-nest up on the cross-

sticks, just at the bottom of the combs.'"
I put in my hand to takeout the nest. As I

took out the nest, out jumped a mouse—two or
three of them, and away they ran. " See," I

said, "mice eat your chicken."
"No," he said, "the bees eat the chicken."
We cleaned out the nest and mice, and clean-

ed off the bottom-board. This was in the middle
of winter. I could see a little capped honey up
in the combs yet. I told him I thought his bees
would live until about the tii'st of March, and
then starve.

"Oil, no!" he said; "I will put in another
chicken." He had one ready cooked and cool.

"All right, but let us keep the mice out this
time." We put the hive back, put in the chick-
en, and fixed the hive to keep out mice.
About the middle of March I saw the man in

town.
" Well, how are the bees ?"

"Oh! the bees are dead."
" How about the chicken—did they eat it?"
"No." And just then he saw a man across

the street whom he must see light off.

Now, this man was a bee-keeper, had 30 colo-
nies of bees, and had kept them a long time. He
was a man of good common sense otherwise;
but he was very superstitious about bees, and
had a good many notions just as absurd as his
chicken theory.

RENDERING WITH WAX AND STEAM.

In Feb. 1.5th Gleanings, pages 130 and 131,

Mr. F. A. Salisbury gives us an excellent article
on rendering wax with steam and acid. I am
satisfied that all he says is true, and am glad he
wrote that article; also E. R.'s comments about
the Dadants. All right; that will do first rate
for you chaps who have steam; but how are we
poor chaps going to raise the steam? Can a
man who makes from .50 to 100 lbs. of wax per
year afford to put in steam-works on purpose to
render out his wax? Now, give us some cheap
way of raising steam, and I am with you.

THAT TRADE-MAKK.
Let every tub stand on its own bottom. I

want my own trade-mark. If the name of E.
France & Son pasted on a package of honey is

not a sufficient guarantee of a first-class article,
I don't want to ride into market on some other
name, and I don'twant some other fellow using
our reputation. E. Fr.\nce.

Platteville, Wis., March 31.

[If I ever said any thing I felt sure of, fi'iend
F., it is the statement regarding the flat board
cover which you call in question. I generally
slide the cover on the hive, and so do all our
boys, and we don't roll the bees up and kill them
as you speak of. Of course, we use smoke to
drive down most of the bees; but there are al-
ways a few there that will run up around the
edges. By using a great deal of smoke we can
drive them «ft down; but it is cruelty to the
bees, and unnecessary. By your plan you have
to bother with a bee-brusli; but by our plan we
use nothing but the smoker. Now, I know that
I am not alone. Witness Dr. C. C. Millei-. W. Z.

Hutchinson, James Heddon. R. L. Taylor. Prof.
Cook, and a good many others who might be
mentioned, all of whom use their flat cover sub-
stantially as I have indicated. With your ar-
rangement, however, I hardly think you can
slide the cover on. You have and desire burr-
combs, and, of course, it would be impossible to
slide the cover with bridges built, to the top of
the frames and to the cover. With the right
kind of top-bars and the right bee-space and
right spacing, you do not need to have burr-
combs. But you say you want them for the
bees to climb up on. Call upon those who do
not have burr-combs, and ask them whether
they get any less honey than some of those who
do. I have investigated this matter quite thor-
oughly, and I do not believe that burr-combs
make any difference one way or the other.

I join hands with you in regard tothegrowth
of basswoods. You know that Dot)little, on page
'1:!'-',. seemed to ((uestion my statement that bass-
wood fioni old stumps would gi'ow large enough
in ten years to make basswood lumber. If trees
will make such growth in Wisconsin and Ohio,
I feel sure they would do so in York State,where
the basswoods grow equally thrifty, or even
more so. Young trees set out. or growing from
seed, will not begin to make such a growth.
The communication by F. A. Salisbury, on

rendering wax by steam and acid, was designed
for foundation-makers, and those who have a
large quantity of wax to refine. The articles in
Gi-eanings can not always hit all classes. For
instance, those on wintering are of no interest
to those in the Southland those in regard to
making foundation are of no value to those who
buy the article. Those about extracted honey
are of no particular moment to those who pro-
duce the product in the comb.
After all, it is not a very difficult matter to

produce a jet of steam. Take an ordinary
square tin can, and have your tinner attach to
it a tin pipe, and let the same communicate
with a barrel near the stove. I have tiled a
five-gallon tin boiler on the stove, and find that
it will generate quite a pressure t)f steam. In
fact, it will heat hot a coil of pipes in my bath-
room; but the probabilities are that the wax-
press and the ordinary methods of rendering
wax will answer perfectly well for those who
have only a hundred pounds or so.] E. R. R.

[Now, I too want to say a word about sliding a
flat cover on th(> hive. This thing was talked
of by patent-right venders more than twenty
years ago; and when the hives were new, say
during the first season, the whole thing worked
beautifully. Just visit the same apiary, how-
ever, say three years later, then how do the
sliding covers work, with every thing covered
with wax and propolis—covers and hives, per-
haps, warped and twisted ? Why, it worked
exactly as friend France has said; and I confess
that my experience with such arrangements
was such that I began to feel bitter and sarcas-
tic toward any one who talked about such an
arrangement. Now comes the point that makes
this difference in testimony. Of late, an cir/Zit-

frame hive is getting to be fashionable. The
cover is narrower and lighter than any thing
we have had heretofore. Another thing, these
lioys have gone and banished, or pretty nearly
banished, the burr-combs and bits of wax that
used to daub the covers, tops of the frames, and
every thing else. If the hives are made nice
and accurate, the bee-spaces just right, and
kept so, I begin to have faith that the careful
bee-keeper may keep his covers and the tops of
his frames so clean that he can. even after five

years of use, slide the covers on without killing
a bee—at least, I hope so. But there will have
to be a big reform. I tell you, in a good many
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apiaries. How many are there wlio liave hives
that have been in nse for five years, where it is

practical to slide the cover on without killing
or rolling up bees'? Raise your hands, please.
Friend F.. I want to congratulate you on your

Iveen, sharp observation and common sense in
having exploded that old humbug about feed-
ing bees a chicken. How stupid we have been
all these years ! Now. is it not possible, that,
after the mice had worked in th(^ wheat, the
bees also used the biiin ? The strong moral is.

that mice should never have access to a hive of
bees at all; and stores of sugar syrup are prob-
ablv cheaper and safer than wlieat, ov fliichens

either.] A. 1. R.

PROTECTION VS. NO PEOTECTION.

A VALUAIil.K EXPEKIENCP:.

Friend Botjt:—In tlic spiing of 1890 I conclud-
ed to test thoroughly the advantage of spring
protection for single-walled hives. My bee-
yard is laid out in three circles of 50 feet diame-
ter, with a smaller circle witiiin the large ones.
The hive-stands holding two hives each, are
placed around these circles. Hi on the outer cir-

cle, 8 in the inside smaller one. and all facing
outward. This is the mostsatisfaetoi'y ari'ange-
ment I have ever tried, as it gives a distinct
individuality to each stand. In setting out the
bees in the spring. I selected one of these circles

and tilled the 24 stands with 48 of my best
swarms as nearly equal in quality as possible.

I then took lath and made 12 handsome outside
cases large enough to set over t^^'0 hives, with
four-inch space on all sides for packing, and six

inches on top. I placed one of these cases on
every other stand, leaving one half of the hives
unprotected. The cases were then filled neatly
with excelsior sawdust from the section ma-
chine. There were double bottom -boards, and
bottom protection to the packed hives. Tiie
cases were made in four pieces, so that, by tack-
ing foul' small tinishi ng nails, one in each corner,
the whole case could be knocked down in a mo-
ment, and laid away in the flat when not in use;
and when the 12 stands were packed in their
neat cases, and securely covered with a water-
proof roof, I said to myself. "Well, this is just
splendid." The 24 other hives were left entirely
unprotected, except that each hive was covered
with a shallow rim three inches deep, with
building-paper nailed on one side for a bottom.
Each of these shallow boxes was tilled with
sawdust. A square of burlap was spread over
each hive, the boxes S(^t on these, and covered
with a good roof. The spring was excedingly
cold and late—just such a one as would give
spring protection its best chance to prove its

value. I then gave watchful care to all alike,
and awaited results with great interest. I re-
solved atthe start that I would let all those be(>s

swarm naturally, and then keep strict account
of the time of swarming as well as the honey
produced by each class of swarms. They all did
swarm somewhat late, as the season was the
poorest for honey in all my 45 years' experience.

I will not lengthen this ai'ticle by giving de-
tails of the I'esults of this experiment. It is suf-
ficient to say, that, wiiile the cost of material
for making the cases wasonly 25 cents each, and
the work of making them was lujt very great,
yet the incn-ased result was not greatenough to
warrant this small outlay. I shall try the same
experiment with some new ones again this year.
and again note results. But my present impres-
sions are. that plain hives, cellar wintering,
with spring protection in the shape of warm
bottom-boards, and warm covers for the top of
the hives, are the thing. The bottom is where

the cold enters, and the top is where the heat
escapes. Both of these points should be care-
fully protected. My observation has led me to
fear that the danger (jf enticing the b(>es to
leave their warmly packed hives on unsuitable
cold days, and perisliing in the cold- winds, will
counterbalance all the good they will do.

BaKNETT TAYLOIt.
Foi-estville, Minn., March 23.

[Look here, B. Taylor. You have given u->

the result of a very valuable ((xperinnuit just,

now; but as you i)repared your bees, I am sure
they all wintered pretty well; for, in fiu't, both
those that were chaff-packed and tliose that
were not, were in very good good sluipe for win-
ter. You have omitted to say to our readers
that you have them in these shallow half-depth
frames; but the fact is. in those shallow brood-
chambers, with a good warm tiottom-board, and
your chaff packing on toj). you I'eally have a
pretty good chaff hive; and I should not wonder
that, with such good protection for both top
and liottom, and then allowing the sun to strike
directly on the sides of the hives whenever it

shines, we shall have an arrangement pretty
nearly as good as a i-egular chaff hive.

J

BEE-ESCAPES.

THEIR REQUISITES, USES, AND ADVANTAGES.

During the season now rapidly approaching,
many bee-keepers will use the new bee-escapes
who have never tried them before. The hori-
zontal escape has passed the experimental stage,
and is an accomplished fact; and of its uses and
advantages there is no longer any doubt. When
I invented the horizontal escape I discovered a
syxteni rather than any particular form of es-
cape; and when I look over the many catalogues
now advertising the"Dibbern" (or horizontal)
bee-escapes I often wonder what they are really
like. There seems to be a general disposition
to simplify and cheapen every thing used in the
apiary, and the bee-escape is no exception. In-
deed, I expect to greatly simplify it myself the
coming season; but past experience has taught
me that it is entirely safe to "go slow" in the
matter. The pear-shaped escape between met-
al sheets was entirely successful last year, and
I shall make no radical changes till something
better, simpler, and cheaper has been fully test-

ed.
I fully believe this to be a great invention,

and I want all bee-keepers to have the advan-
tages that it secures; and all are free to make,
or buy them where they please; my only
concern is, that escapes sent out under my
name should be rightly made, and give good
satisfaction. With this idea in view, it seems
to me it would be well at the present time to
give a few of the requisites of a perfect bee-es-
cape.
The first thing required is the escape itself;

and it should be so made that it will fit into a
board without any projections, and no empty
boxes or supers should be required
The next thing is the escape- board, to cut the

bees in the super off from the main hive. This
should be made of boards not more than half an
inch thick, and should be provided with bee-
spaces, so that, when it is placed under the su-
per, there will be a bee-space on both sides. The
escape should be i-emovable from the board, so
that a piece of board can be substituted for the
escape; when desired. There must be neither
brood nor t]ueen in the super, or the escape will
not clear it entirely of bees. If a wood-zinc
honey-board is used, there will be no trouble on
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this point. The escape should be made with
not too many or too large openings, as the bees
are no fools, and readily find their way back
through them where there is a fair chance.
The escape should also be so placed that there
will be no more than a bee-space under it, for
the bees to cluster in, for I have learned that,
where they can cluster on the cone, they are
much more apt to find their way back through
it. I have also found that bees can not cluster
and hang on to a piece of smooth tin as they do
on a wire-cloth cone. If cones are made of wire
cloth I would place them on the upper side of
the board, with a piece of tin, with small holes
punched in it, for the bees to pass out, for the
lower side. This is a form of escape I shall ex-
periment with this season. I have many other
experiments in view on this line, having no less

tnan a dozen forms of escapes ready to try as
soon as there is any chance to test them.

I do not see that there can be any doubt as to
the advantages of the bee-escape. It makes it

not only easier and pleasanter for the apiarist,
but irritates the bees much less than any other
method. The escape-board can be slipped un-
der the super in less than a minute, and the
bees will escape into the super or hive below, so
gradually and peacefully that they do not seem
to know what has happened. Cases can be
placed over the escapes, and in a few hoiu's the
honey can be carried away without disturbing
the bees from their work in the least.

The escape is particularly useful in the man-
agement of out-apiaries. Last fall, when I got.
ready to remove what honey there wasin the su-

'

pers at my out-apiary, I found that robbing was
"just fearful," as there was no honey coming
in; and as I had neither shop nor honey-house
there, I hardly see how I could have managed
without the bee-escape. I was digging a "'bee-
cave"' at the time: and as I had many otiier
things to look aftei' when out, I had to make
good use of my time. When I got oat there in
the morning I would place these escapes un-
der as many supers as I could haul in my
light wagon, and then go about my regular
work. When I got i-eady to go home I would
load up my honey, with scarcely a single bee to
bother. Once I placed the escape-board under
a super that had a small knot-hole in it, that
had escaped my attention. A few hours after,
I heard the shrill note of the robber, and soon
found that the bees were robbing through this
knot-hole, there being no longer any bees there
to defend it. I fully believe that the escape will
prove as valuable for extracted as for comb hon-
ey. What we want is to get the "hang" of the
proper management. Last year some of our
California friends objected, on account of the
honey becoming too cold if leftover night on
hives over the escapes. But, why not put the
escapes on in the morning, and at intervals dur-
ing the day, so that there would be a succession
of supers that the bees had just vacated '? The
sun, which I believe nearly always shines there,
would certainly keep them warm enough. Of
course, the bee-escape presupposes a super of
some kind; and such bee-keepers as remove their
honey in single wide frames or sections, like
Doolittle, will not find much use for them. It is

not strange that all bee-keepers do not take
readily to the bee-escape. When we remember
that we are not at all agreed as to the advan-
tages of comb foundation, the extractor, and
many other things, it is not to be wondered at.
All the same, the bee-escape has "come to stay."
and many who arenowshaking their heads will
" jome into the agency" by and by.
There is yet another use for the bee-escape be-

sides removing the surplus, that is, in hiving
swarms, that promises good results. Last year
I tried a sort of combination Heddon-Tiiiker

bee-escape system, that pleased me greatly. I

simply hived the swarm on the old stand and
removed the partly filled super to it from the
old hive. I then put on the escape-board, with
escape in place, and the old hive on top of that,
giving them a small entrance of their own. I

would leave it there for seven days, during
which time bees were constantly escaping to the
new colony. On the seventh day the old hive
was removed to a new stand, and a hive-cover
laid on the escape-board, still leaving the small
entrance for th(^ returning bees ti> enter the bee-
space under the cover, and escape to the new
colony below. To my notjon this works much
lietter than the Heddon system, as you are not
required to shift the hives every day, and hav-
ing them standing around in all sorts of awk-
ward positions. Then, too. tlie bees from the
old hive are never at a loss to know where to go,
and tiie old hive is so reduced in bees that the
chances of any further swarming are very
small. Pei'haps there are yet other uses for the
bee-escape. Time only can tell.

Milan, III., April 1. C. H. Dibbern.

[Years ago, neighbor Dean and myself rode 20
miles to see a honse-apia^'y all complete and in
running order. The thing seemed to work very
W(>ll. with the exception of the difficulty of tak-
ing honey from the bees. During that whole
twenty-mile ride we two talked the plan over,
with the view of getting the honey away from
the bees, without shaking or brushing them oflf.

My neighbor thought it might possibly be done
by waiting until cold weather drove the bees
out of the supers. He said he didn't believe it

could b<' managed profitably in any other way.
I presume such a thing as a bee-escape was at
that time used to some extent; but we did not
think of it, or did not know one could be made
to do the work that they are now doing. Who
knows but that bee-escapes may finally revive
house-apiaries'? I suggest in the A B C book,
that one might have a hive of bees in one cor-
ner of the pantry, letting them go out through
the wall of the house. Then the good wife can
take a section of honey right out of the hive,
and put it on the tabh\ provided she can get it

without gettliKj the bees aUo. Can't a bee-es-
cape be arranged so as to accomplish this?]

RAMBLE NO. 40.

I5EE-ST1NGS AND RHEUMATISM.

While upon my travels I have found many
people afflicted with the various phases of
rheumatism; and many of the cases that have
come under my observation have really been of
such a nature as to call out all of my sympathy.
Rheumatism that will draw the limbs out of
shape, making great knots on the muscles and
joints, and inflicting const uit and torturing
pains! and rendering the patient as helpless as
a child, are cases that we can not think of but
with sorrow; and in their presence the joke
about bee-stings as a cure for rheumatism
would not bespoken; for nothing but the divine
hand of love could ever make those limbs
straight.
One of these rheumatic cases, who had enough,

but not of the severest kind, has been known to
the Rambler for several years.

I will, with the aid of the camera, introduce
you to Mr. John I. Finch and his apiary in
North Greenwich. N. Y. Mr. Finch is a black-
smith by ti'ade, and for many years wielded the
hammer industriously in the little shop by the
roadside. But rheumatism gradually slack-
ened the blows upon the anvil, and active work
was suspended. His attention was thereafter
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directed to bees, and he now has about thh-tA^ ing that it was only necessary to get the poison

colonies, which he thinks is about enough for into the circulation. Our neighbor swite,hear-

a man to care for who is obliged to get around
to all of his work upon crutches.
Mr. F. has had his ups and downs in the bee-

business, having the usual yields and the usual
successes and losses in wintering, and. on the
whole, for the number of colonies and the dis-

advantages under which he labors, he has been
quite successful. His colonies are run for ex-
tracted honey, and. with the exception of a few
in chaff hives, they are wintered in the cellar.

Though Mr. Finch has manipulated bees for
several years, and has been stung an immense
number of tiine.s, his rheumatism shows no sign

ine of this remarkable cure, sent to the Ram-
bler for bees in midwinter. Remonstrances

.JOHN I. FlXC'il AND HIS APIAKY.

•of abatement. He had heard so much about
the cure of rheumatism by the sting remedy
that he has been careful to watch the effect.
A few stings have no effect, except the usual
smarting and pain; but a large number, in his
case, caused nausea, which is not an uncommon
feeling with those having no rheumatism. Mr.
F. said that the sting of a single white-faced
hornet is more effective than a dozen bpc-stings,
and he attributed it to the depth to which it is

plunged, and thinks that Apis dorsaUi. oi' some
bee with a sting that would penetrate half an

APPLICATIOX OF BEE-STING.

against disturbing the bees at this time were
of no avail: and seeing it was a case of life
or death, the bees were procured and placed
in a cage, and directions given to applv one at
a time upon retii'ing. As usual, directions were
not followed, and the whole dozen were let
loose at once. Fi-om accounts i-eceived from
the family next day, I make the following
sketch; and if not literallv true, it must ap-
proach it. fi-om the nature of the elements em-
ployed. The next day she sent for Warner's
iSafe Cure.
Another case reported is where a lady who

was afflicted with rheumatism in the foot. She
had read .Ino. Nebel ifc Son's advertisement in
relation to their rheumatism bees. and. having
nothing els(^ to think about, a neighboring bee'^
keeper was sent for. and anxious inquiries were
made about the qualities of the Nebel bees over
others for the cure of rheumatism. The neighbor
argued that his bees were just as powerful as
Nebel's: '"And," said he, '-a sting is a sting
whether in Mexico or Canada, or on High Hill
Mo.; and to i)rove it I will run over and get a
few bees and cure your rheumatism."'
The bees were produced; and the patient,

being nervous at the approach of the test, tim-
idly asked the neighbor whether the sting of a
bee hurt much.
"Oh, no!" said he jocosely; "just a little

smart, and all is over. Just keep calm. My
bees are just as good as Nebel's."
The application was made, and the result, as

the sketch will show, was highly satisfactory
to all parties concerned, and has hot ceased to
be the talk of the entire neighborhood, even
unto this day.

BEE-STINGS AND RHEUMATISM; THEIK AP-
PLICATION AT BED-TIME.

inch into the flesh would possibly effect a cure.
A bee-sting, he thought, might cure a local
rheumatic pain, but his case was over too much
surface to be thus affected.

After studying Bro. Finch's case, several
others came to mind. A friend was greatly
troubled with local rheumatism under the
shoulder-blade; but after keeping bees a few
years the rheumatism disappeared entirely;
and, though the stings were never applied di-
rectly to the spot, he sang the praises of bee-
stings at all times and on all occasions, clalm-

I am happy to see, however, that Bros. Nebel
have dropped the rheumatic attachment to

their advertisement this spring, and it is fortu-
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nate they did; for it stirred up a t(>rrible rum-
pus among the nervous rlieumatics; and, as far
as learned, but little good has been accomplish-
ed, and the cure of rheumatism bj- the apjilica-
tion of bee-stings is a skeptical point with the

Rambi,ei:.

[But. friend R., why didn't ycm tell us wheth-
er the bee-sting cured the woman's rheumatism
or not? The picture tells us all about how your
neighbor got jjiled up in a heai): but after
things were restored to rights, the cat soothed,
and the bees had got out of the room, was the
rheumatic ankle ajiy bettei*. and did she look
happy and thankful, just as she does when the
application was being made? It is true, you
say. in a sort of general way, in your concluding
sentence, that you are skeptical in regard to the
whole matter." and may be that is intended to
answer the question.]

CHIPS FROM THE FEB. 1st NUMBER.

BY WUODCUOPI'ER.

R. M. Reynolds is right. Queens will lay in
supers just as soon with 2-inch sections as with
1}^. I have tried both.
Bait sections (page 83) nuiy prevent A. C.

TyrreFs from swarming, but they don't have any
effect that way on mine.

Tell Rambler to go ahead and develop the
best bee (see page S3), and the rest of us will be
ready to help reap the I'esults.

Yes. Quinhy did invent tin combs, but the bees
would not use them. Tliey were not ready for
metallic caskets then. Ai'c they yet ?

Dr. Miller. \\hy are bees better broodless in
February ? Nature sets queens to laying short-
ly after Jan. 1st. sometimes sooner. Doesn't
she know what's right ?

WIDTH OF TOP-BARS.
You are right about the width of your to])-

bars, but I would space an eigbtli further apail.
I have used thousands of them.- and they go in
and out much better.

EXTRACTED HONKY FROM DARK COMBS.
Dark combs do affect the color of the iioney.

friend Andrews (see page 98), if it remains in
them long; and if bee-bi-ead is stored in them it

will make the honey rank.

LEATHER APRONS.
Tell Emma Wilson to make aprons of leather,

as a blacksmith dofs: and it would look all

right for E. R. too; and liglit calfskin makes
the best glove. It must be smooth, or bees will
sting through it.

SHINGLES FOR HIVE-ROOFS.
These are much the best of any thing I ever

tried, costing less than any other good roof, and
making a neat job. They will last 20 years or
more, according to quality. Tin lasts well: but
it gets so hot if the sun shines on it that it

makes a regular furnace of the surplus arrange-
ments under it.

OUT OF THE BUSINESS.

J. T. Fletcher. i)age 97, is liable, with some
others, to tind himself out of the business some
fine spring morning, as I have seen a number of
others do. When we have a really severe winter,
the chaflf hives will winter bees, and the outer
cases will prove failures. The last three win-
ters have been no i-eal test.

HONEY FROM KEGS OR BARRELS.
I never saw any first-class honey come out of

a keg or barrel if it had been there any length
of time. It is much better in tin cans. I'erhaps
the New Yorkers prefer their honey half soured.
which it is pretty sure to be in wooden pack-

ages. I have several times bought honey in
kegs and barrels, but I never got any tluit was
really fine.

CLOSED-END AND HOFFMAN FRAMES.
I used closed-end frames 15 years, and I like

them first rate: but I discarded them for hang-
ing frames li<>cause they were not good to win-
ter in on summer stands. I did not use them
inside of a liive. but let them form the ends of
the hive. There \Aas no trouble about propolis:
and for interchanging they can not be su]-i)assed.
if they are made right so as to space l'^ inches
apart.

PAINTED MUSLIN VS. SHINGLES.
I tried painted muslin on a few hives some

years ago, but it was not worth the cost. It

lasted about six years. So far as the muslin is

concei'ned. it do(>sn"t cost very much: but. oh
myl as Uncle Amos S(mietimes exclaims, whata
lot of paint and time it took! I had to paint
about six times befoi'e I got them water-proof:
and a gallon of paint would cover only about
tw o hives—just the roof.

CLOSE SPACING. ETC.

Say, fiiend Scothan (page 1()0), do you charge
your good yield of snri)]us and heavy hives for
winter to close spacing? or did the clover and
basswood pan out better than ours? and that
nice field of buckwheat, didn't it help to make
the hive heavy in the fall ? If the close spacing
did it. we'll s|)ace up tight after tliis. for we got
no sui'i)lus. and some of the bees didn't have
any thing to winter on. and we had to double
up and feed, etc.

SF.LLING SECTIONS BY THE PIECE.

Friend Whitlock, that is a sharp trick of the
grocer, buying by the ])Ound and selling by the
l)iece. and so mak(» two profits: and are we as
])roilucers going to allow it? First, we have to
buy more sections. i)ut in foundation, then it is

more work to crate them: and when we are
done, what are we but partakt^-s of other men's
sins, foi' most of them sell them for pounds?
That little shoi'tage in weight is the reason they
don't want to weigh them. Isn't it time to call
a halt before we all get to selling short-weight
goods?

SPRING DWINDLING. AND THE CAUSE.
I think E. S. Fowler, of Bartlett, O., is partly

right about sjjring dwindling. There is another
cause more frequent. It is this: When we
have a long cold spell of weathei', say two
months or more of downright hard freezing,
then, unless the bees are in waim hives, tiieir

constitutions are used up in the endeavor to
ke(^p up the necessary h(>at in the hive: and if

they don't succeed in it they get cold and go in-

to dysentery, which I call " cold-weatherdysen-
tery."' and very different from that cau.sed by
])oor honey, but nearly as fatal, as they die off

as soon as they begin work in spring, simjjly be-
ing worn out by being obliged to fire u]) so much
in cold weather.
REMEDY FOR BLACK ANTS: HOW TO GET RII>

OF 'EM.
If they are the large ones, get a cent's worth

of tartar emetic and mix abouta quarter of it in

a little lioney (about an ounce or two), and place
in their haunts. After they have eaten it you
will see no more of them for about three or four
months, when they will begin to come back. A
second dose has cleaicd our house for three
years. It will not work on the small ants, for

they won't eat it: and if the coal tar (page 101)

will clean out the small kinds, then with both
you can be "ant clear," both in the hives and
the house. This recipe came from the House-
keeper. ^Minneapolis. Minn. Don't let the bees
eat it. for it may lay them u)) till the harvest is

over.
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THE WII.EY CAXAKI).

I should have supi)Osod tliat our friend Prof.

Cook woukl have known that he might expect
to raise a buzz of indijwiation at a convention of
l)ee-keepers by giving that wiley (liar) a chance
to put himself on recoi-d against tiie honey
interests again, and then he goes to apologizing
for him, and says he has done lots of good in

other departments of science. lie will never be
able to undo the mischief he has done the bee-
keepei-s of America, even if he lives to be 100

years old. The story of the machine-made
comb honey is still traveling. Only three
months ago I went into a grocery in a neighbor-
ing town, and the pioprietor said he was selling

lioney made without the aid of bees; and when
I asked him where he got it he said in Cleve-
land, and of a certain commission man. naming
a well-known honey-d(>aler. He said that said
commission man told him that tln^ honey was
not bees' honey, but manufactured by machin-
ery; and he took it all in dead earnest, and told

his customers the same story, and it took a good
deal of talk to get the idea out of his head; and
then I could see that, like the tree that is dug
up, the small roots were still there, ready to

come up again as soon as the weather was fa-

vorable.
Now, if this does not find the xvay into the

waste-basket, I may send another basket for

the next tire if chips are good kindlings.
WOODCHOI'PEK.

[Well, well, Mr. Woodchopper, if you can do
as well as this every time we hope you will send
us more baskets of chips. They are too good
for kindling-wood.
Never saw any good honey from kegs and

barrels? What were the barrels made of, and
what had they previously contained? Cypress
kegs, and oaken alcohol-barrels give no taint to

the honey—at least, so say some of the large
honey- producers.
We are glad to get your testimony in regard

to painted muslin; but there are some of the
other bee-keepers who say the muslin is good.]

E. R. R.

[And I, friend W., want to say that I really
felt glad to tind some one with large experience
and good sound judgment to so entii'(>ly agree
with myself on so many points. Let me correct
you, however, in saying that bees would not use
Quinby's tin combs. They used them right
along, and no fault was found with them ex-
cept expense, that I heard of. It is true, the
bees did not winter in them; but. you see, when
the boys weighed the hives to se(^ lu)w much
honey "the hive contained, they forgot about the
metal, and did not calculate; therefore, long
before winter was over, the bees had lots of tin

hut not a drop of stores in the tin cells.—My ex-
perience with kegs and barrels is exactly like

yours; also with painted cloth for covers.
Shingles are too heavy and untidy for hive-
roofs.] A. I. R.

^ I ^
THE PKOPER TIME TO SPRAY TREES.

BY A FRUIT-GKOWEK AND BEE-KREPER; VAL-
UABLE HINTS ON THE SUB.JECT.

According to my promise to you on my way
home from the Albany convention, I will write
an article on the above topic. I thought it

would be of most benefit app(>aringon the 1st or
1.5th of April, as May is the month in which we
do the most of our spraying.
The first thing to learn is the habits of the

insects we wish to destroy. Apple-trees are
sprayed to destroy the larva of the coddling
moth. The moth deposits her eggs in the calyx
of the apple, or blossom, from about the falling

of bloom until lOorl.") days after. The larva
hatches in a few days, according to the temper-
ature; and, if not "killed, it begins to eat its

way into the fruit. About three or five days
after blossoms fall is the best time to spray,
and continue so doing for about 20 days, as
often as rain washes off the poison. If, after
the first spraying, it should not rain for a week
or ten days, you will kill 75 per cent of the larva\
The cuVculio does not attack the plum until

the fruit is about the size of peas, which, in or-

dinai'y weather, is a week or ten days after the
blossoms fall. Spray plums the same as apples;
viz., with Paris green, at the rate of 1 lb. to 200
gallons of water, applied with a good spraying-
pump. Some use the same pioportion of Lon-
don purple on apples; but it should be avoided
on all fitoiic fndtx, as it is liable to injure the
foliage.
You will see by the above that it is time and

material thrown away to spray trees while in

bloom; for, nine times out of ten. the rain will

wash away the i)oison before the larva is on
hand to eat it. I have my doubts whether bees
can be poisoned in this way. I "don't know"
that it will Hot kill them. With such a deli-

cately constructetl tool for collecting nectar; I

think it highly probable that they can gather
what they want, and rej(>ct the poison. Paris
gi-een is insoluble in water, and I think the
bees can easily leave it in the blossoms, and
take the nectar. I have heard of several cases
of bees being poisoned in that way, but was not
satisfied with the proof that spraying caused
their death. My apiary is mostly under large
apple-trees, and I always spray, just as though
they were not there. The poisoned water will

stand on hives, alighting-boards, and grass;

and if the day is a warm one, I always see a
great many bees sipping it, and have never
noticed any bad results. I have impiisoned
bees loaded with such water, for 24 houi'S, and
they came out lively. Those writing upon the
subject should not say, "Don't spray while in

bloom, for it will poison the bees." but strive to

satisfy people that, by so doing, they will throw
time "and money away; and if you do satisfy

them to that effect, why, that ends it. In other
words, show them, not how it will injure other
people, but themselves. I live in one of the
greatest fruit-growing counties of the United
States, and I know of but one man who sprays
his trees while in bloom, and he wants to kill

the moth that lays the eggs, instead of ihe lar-

va from the egg. The matun^ motli does not
eat either the foliage or the fruit, and I hope
we shall make him see it soon. I have yet to

tind an entomologist who recommends spraying
trees while in bloom. We have arrived at a
point in fruit culture where we have got to use
insecticides and fungicides intelligently, or give
up the business. As bee-keepers we must lose

no opportunity to educate fruit-growers in re-

gard to their own interests, and by so doing
further our own. I raise both fruit and honey,
and never los(^ an opportunity of speaking a
good word for both pursuits, and showing their

dependence on each other when at our farmers'
club meetings, agricultural institutes, county
fairs, or elsewhere. (r. H. Ashby.

Sec'y Orleans Co. Farmers' Club.
Albion, N. Y.

HOME-MADE HIVES.

HOW TO MAKE THEM CHEAPLY'.

I think I saw a notice somewhere in Glean-
ings of a dovetailed hive some one was offering

cheap made of h lumber. The editor was afraid

it would be "too thin," but I rather like the
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idea. Being made dovetailed, It would be
strong enough; but its strongest point would be
its cheapness, for I believe the time has gone by
when bee-keepers can afford expensive hives.
But if the price were the same. I should still

prefer them made of thin lumber, say K or ^
inch. Flat covers of ^a and }.;: inch lumber are
much the best, as they are lighter, and keep
their place better, as I have proved in actual
use for several years; and this brings me to my
subject of

HOME-MADE HIVES.

I make hive bodies, bottoms, and covers, in-
stead of buying, preferring to put money into
foundation, as good straight worker combs and
sections tilled /u/7 of foundation, I believe, pay
every time. I also buy my brood-frames, sec-
tions, and supers. The materials are boot and
shoe boxes, generally Vi" and K inch in thick-
ness. The best boot- boxes are 3}.; feet long, and
will cut two lengths of hive stuff, while shoe-
boxes are short and will cut but one length,
leaving short pieces that will work in crosswise
in making bottoms. The boxes can be bought
here for 10 and 5 cents apiece for long and short
ones. The short boxes, if in good condition, will
each make a one-story hive with bottom and
cover, and the long ones a two-story hive for ex-
tracting. The ends of the boxes being thicker,
thev are used for ends of hives, rabbeting them
for the hanging frame. A rabbet-plane can be
bought for 50 or (iO cents; and some little strips
can be nailed on so it will cut just the right
width, and stop cutting at the right depth. Of
course, the stuff

NEEDS NO PLANING
unless you want to plane off the stencil-marks.
For my part I rather like to see them; for the
slight trace of the letters showing through the
paint reminds me of money saved; and I take
pride in saying to visitors, " See that hive? I

made it myself, and it cost me only Jive cents
out, except the paint." When I first made
them, six or seven years ago, I made them like

A HOME-MADE BEE -HIVE, MADE OF SHOE-
BOXES.

the Heddon-Langstroth, witii tight bottom; but
I now make them with Dr. Miller's reversible
bottom, so as to have upper and lower stories
interchangeable.

THE COVERS.

These are made of the sides of boxes which
are matched. They are made long enough so
they can be reversed, and the bees propolize the
joints so they will shed rain. They make a
light handy hive for carrying in and out if win-
tered in the cellar, but I have wintered in them
on summer stands with excellent results since
1884, by the following mode of packing for win-
ter: The bees are supplied with six frames con-
taining their stores, with a dummy or division-

board on each side. Corncobs are laid crosswise
over the frames, instead of the Hill device; but
latterly I use the large-sized wooden butter-
dishes turned bottom up over the cluster, and I

like them much better. A piece of burlap is
spread over, and then a thing I will call

THE HILL TRAY
is put on (see cut). I learned the use of this
from Mr. Hill, of Mount Healthv. Ohio, when
visiting at his h(Mne in the fall of 1884. It is

simply a light rim five or six inches high, with

SHOE-BOX HIVE, WITII BUTTER-TRAV AND TRAV
WITH BLTRLAP BOTTOM FOR WINTERING.

burlap tack(Hl on for a bottom. He ex])lained
that it would fit up in the corners better than a
cushion. He used them on old-style Langstroth
hives. I find them cheapei-, too, as tliey take
less burlap.
After covering the bees with this tray about

two thirds full of chaff, a five-cent shoe-box is

turned over the whole. It comes down over the
hive usually two-thirds or three-fourths the way
down, and so protects the hive a good deal.
They ai'e always longer than the hive, so they
are put up close behind, and left sticking over
in front. This gives a chance for ventilation
through the hole covered with screen in the
front end of the tray. It will be seen that this
makes but little additional expense in prepar-
ing the bees for winter, and but little packing
material is used. One thing I will mention that
I consider essential to success in wintering out-
doors in this latitude, and that is—ofcZ combs.
Oberlin. O., Feb. 21. Chalon Fowls.

[Hives made of thin stuff' had a run some 30
or 25 years ago. They wei'e discarded because
they were so liable to injury, and most of us
thought they were not as efficient protection
against the frost as hives made of inch lumber.
Some 12 or 15 years ago I revived the idea again
with what I called the " hoop " hive. These had
covers ^^ inch thick. But every little while_
somebody would sit down on these thin covers,"

and smasii them in. They also troul)led me by
getting split and coming to ])ieces. I decided
that they were not as good weather protection,

either in winter or summer. I have made some
very pretty bee-hives from boxes bought at dry-
goods stores; but unless one has much spare
time to pull them to i)ieces and get the nails
out, and considerable skill and ingenuity in

making things work together, I decided it did

not pay. Now. in contrast with the above, I

have several times thought that thin hives, sit-

ting right in the sun, work better, especially in-

the spring of the year, than thick ones. Such
hives will certainly answer very well, for many
of us have tried them when we could not get
any better.]
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BIOGRAPHICAL.

.TAMES A. GREEX.

Seest tliou a man dillg-ent in liis [bee-keeping-]
business? He sliall stand before kinprs; he sliall not
stand before mean men.—Prov. 23: 29.

James A. Green, the subject of this sketch,
while still in his teens decided to make the road
leading through the apiary his royal road to
fortune. Giving to his chosen profession the
close study and hard work always necessary to
make a success of any profession, bringing to it

the stimulus of a decided taste for bee-keeping,
and a natural aptitude for its details, he is

likely, before he is much older, to find ''plenty
of room at the top."
Mr. Green was born about thirty years ago in

the little town of Dayton, on the banks of Fox
River, in Illinois. While he has built up an
extensive business and quite a national reputa-
tion among bee-keepers, this town always has
been and continues to be his home.

JAMES A. GREEN.

His practical experience with bees began in
1878, during the absence of his father, who was
at that time a bee-keeper on a small scale.
Swarming-time came on. the colonies needed
attention, and James and his mother stepped
promptly into the breach. All went well with
the experiment: and when ]\Ii'. Gi'een I'eturned
from Colorado the boy had found his vocation.
He began with twenty swarms in old-fashion-

ed box hives. He found it hard to gather infor-
mation about his new business, and, for lack of
this knowK'dge. carried it on for some time in a
primitive way, which the modern bee-keeper
would consider very antiquated indeed. IJut
James was a very determined boy. and he did
not believe there was any need of standing still

or going back because the way ahead looked
rather difficult. So he diligently read on, gath-
ering from books and magazines some knowl-
edge, and a little insight into the ways of bees.
At last, in the ABC of Bee Culture he found
the solution of his difficulties, and the best and

strongest of foundations for a novice in bee-
keeping to build upon. The A B C of Bee Cul-
ture very wisely assumes that the beginner
knows as little about his future work as the
child does of written language. So he, like the
child, is required to begin with the alphabet,
and when he has gained a thorough mastery of
this he is also a long way on the road to the
mastery of the bee-profession.
James learned his A B C's thoroughly, and

henceforth his upward path became compara-
tively easy. " Progressive and determined ''

make a very good combination, and this boy
had both qualities. Gradually the old-fashion-
ed methods and appliances gave place to new,
improved, and scientific ones. The ingenious
hand of the master of the bee-yard supplement-
ed his tools with handy contrivances of his own,
and the apiary grew and grew until now, 1891,

it numbers 300 colonies, and the sale of its prod-
uct goes to many of the great cities of the
cou ntry.
More than this, while Mi-. Green is still, and

always will be, a student, his knowledge of bees
and their culture is so wide, accurate, and prac-
tical, that he takes i-ank among the best au-
thorities in these matters. His name was re-
ci'iitly sent in by the secretary of the Smithso-
nian Institute for admission to one of the great
scientific societies of France—a high honor for
so young a man who has been only eleven years
in the work.
Back of every good man is a good mother.

Hack of nearly every successful man is a sym-
pathetic mother or wife. Mr. Green is not an
I'xecption to this rule. From their babyhood.
]Mrs. Green took an interest in all that her boys
eared to do — an interest no less wise and
thoughtful than it was devoted. Each boy felt

that mother was his i)ai'ticular partner, giving
an iiiti'lliii-cnt appi'cciation to all the details of
his boyish plans for tiie future, and sympathiz-
ing with all his ups and downs. When Frank,
the chemist, hid his beloved bottles on the high
shelf of the dining-room cupboard, mother did
not scold, nor ever ask to have them taken
away. She only told Frank to be very careful
how near he placed them to the eatables.
When Kent, the bookworm, buried his face in
the dear volume, and shut out all the world
beside, she found out what he was reading,
and. just as much as her busy life would allow,
read with him. When Jimmy began to work
among the bees, she armed herself with veil

and gloves, and went with him. And she has
read so intelligently the books and magazines
concerning the honey-bee—she has studied so
carefully its habits—that she is very good au-
thority on the way of making it profitable to
its owner. So that it is certainly true that Mr.
Green owes much of his pi-esent"standing in the
profession, and his success financially, to his
best friend, his excellent mother.
Mr. Green is not a man of one idea solely, nor

does he believe in moving in the rut of one's
own business. As an extensive and successful
bee-keeper, he has been honored by his brethren
with the vice-presidency of the Northwestern
Bee-keepers' Association, and it is needless to
say that he fills the office well.

A justice of the peace in his native town, his
office gives him the power to bind in one two
loving hearts.

A graduate of the Ottawa High School, he
has supplemented an excellent education by a
course of careful and valuable reading. A lover
of, and also a judge of first-class poetry, Mr.
Green has many an apt quotation at his fingers'
ends, and he gives them on suitable occasions
with point and grace.

This love of choice and thoughtful reading led
him very naturally into the Chautauqua Liter-
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:uy and Scipiititif Cirele. of which h(^ is a very
faitiiful and conscii'iitioiis mcnibor. He belongs
to the class of 18'.i2. and has for .<onie years been
the president of the Ottawa Laurels (C. L. S.

C). INIi'. Green is an enthusiastic amateur
photogi-aphei'. ddijiiitingin liash- light pictures,

in whicii branch of photographic art he has
made some good hits, and is marching onward to
perfection.
Best of all, he is a quiet. eai'ue,«t. working,

every-day Christian: a member of the Congre-
gational church in Ottawa, and president of

the Young People's Society of Chi'istian En-
deavor, he is h'tting his "light shine before
men."
Take him all in all. and viewed thi-ough tlie

medium of other eyes more imi)artial than
those of a consin. James A. (Jreen. besides being
a live, progressive bee-keeper, is undoubtedly a
very nice young man. Lydia Strawx.
Ottawa,' III.. March 18.

[My good friend, we feel greatly obliged to
yon for all these things you tell us about our
valued contributor James A. Green. While
much of it is new, we long ago decided here in

the office that friend (Jreen was a young man of

no ordinary merit and acquirements. In fact,

he now stands among the chosen few whose
copy goes straight to the printers without read-
ing. But, my good friend, will you pai'don us
if, while reading the above excellent encomium,
our thoughts would keep wandering from the
subject of the discourse to the discourser her-
self, especially when you speak with such touch-
ing pathos of the part the mother plays in this

great machinery of human affairs and human
events? It was my mother who first took me by
the hand and led me to the garden on the hill-

side, and taught me to look for the beets and
radishes that were just ])eeping out of the
ground. Then she led my thoughts to Him who
holds all these things in the hollow of his hand.
She also led me to the bee-hives, little dream-
ing, perhaps (like many another mother), of

what the outcome would be. If it were anybody
«lse than friend Green, such kind words might
be apt to make him proud: but then, you know,
he is a working Christian. Who can tell all

that is compassed and comprehended in these
two simple words, " working Christian *' ? May
God bless the words of this short sketch: and
may they prove an Inspiration, not only to the
boys and youjicj iiiot. but to the mothers of our
land, young and old.)

POISONOUS SNAKES. ETC.

SOME "SNAia<: STOKIKS UY TKOF. COOK.

I am reminded by subscrib(>rs for Gleanings
that I iiave not yet written the i)romised article
on ])oisonous snakes, and so I will defer it no
longer, especially as it is a subject of unusual
interest to all.

As is well known, we had. thanks to Glean-
ings and its I'eaders. several rattlesnakes last
summer in confinement and under observation.
and with them we had two or three copper-
heads and one highland moccasin, or cotton-
mouth. These snakes are veiy interesting, as
being justly the most dreaded enemies of man.
Their concealment, readiness to bite, and the
terrible nature of a wound from their fangs,
make them peculiarly interesting.

All of our i>oisonoiis snakes have broad. Hat.
triangular heads, and two curved movable
fangs in the uppei' jaw. These are either hol-
low or grooved, and connect with a poisonous
sac in which is stored the venomous liquid
which is so much dreaded—justly dreaded—as

il is a deadly i)oison. This is said to be safe if

taken into the stomach: but once introduced in-
to the blood it bi'ings severe ])ain. paialysis, and
death. When a venomous snake strikes, it

straightens its fangs at the same time: and the
same muscles that raise the head and e.xtend
the fangs also compi'ess the i)oison-sac, and ex-
ti'ude the |)oison. It is said by some authors
that the snake may strike without extruding
the venom. I do not know that this is not so;
but I do know that they often thiow drops of
l)oison when they strike, even though they may
not bite at all. Last summer our moccasin
would strike at a stick, and we often saw the
venom fly, and also saw drops of poison on the
stick.
In the form of the head and structure of the

biting apparatus oui' poisonous snakes are like
th(> same of the Orient. But all otn- poisonous
snakes have a deep pit on the outside of the
head, between the eyes and the nasal ojiening
or openings of the nose. This pit is absent in
the venomous snakes of the Old World. Our
poisonous snakes, then, are easily known by
their broad, flat, triangular heads, movable poi-
son-fangs, and the pits between the eyes and
opening of the nose. These ai'e the only ready
means to distinguish the copperheads and
moccasins, wliile the several si)ecies of rattle-
snakes are further marked by the conspicuous
rattles that adorn their tails. These I'attles are
simply ovei'lapping ring-like scales, which are
connected some like the swivel link of a log-
chain. The rapid vibration of the snake's tail
causes these scales to move on each other, and
produce the jjeculiar whirr which gives the
common name to these venomous reptiles. It is

a veiy curious and interesting fact, that the
copperhead will vibrate its tail against a board,
stick, or box, so that one could scarcely dis-
tinguish it from a real rattlesnake. We noted
that specially last summer.
The only poisonous snake we have in Michi-

gan is the massasauga, or i)raiiie rattlesnake.
This is short, heavy, dark in color, and beauti-
ful neither in color, form, noi' habit. Usually
this snake, like the other venomous species, coils
when it strikes, but not always. It will strike
if circumstances pi'event its coiling. The
young of our massasauga are born alive—that
is, the eggs hatch within the mother. Such
snakes are called ovovivipai'ous or viviparous.
I think all of the venomous snakes are like
these in their reproduction. The young mass-
asaugas. when very small, will run, as I have
witnessed, when dangei- threatens, into the
mouth of their juother. It hardly need be said
that they seek a very safe place.
Rattlesnakes are grouped in genera from the

l)eculiar arrangements of the plates on the back
of the head. Thus our massasauga belongs to
the genus Candisona. It is C. tenieinliKt.
There are two other species of this genus in the
southwest of our country.
The rattlesnak'es of the East and South are

longer, slimmer, and handsomer than the mas-
sasauga. The lai'ge eastern one is Crotalus
horrldjis. and is aptly named. They vary from
yellow to black, and are marked with spots, so
that often they are quite handsome. They may
grow to be four feet long. There are several
species of this genus in the South. Southwest,
and West. One, C. (uhniKoiteus, or diamond
rattlesnake, is very handsome. We had several
from the Gulf States last season, and they were
beautiful. The color is yellowish brown, and
they are ornamented with thirty or more dark-
brown diamond-shaped spots. They are slim
and graceful, and are objects of great beauty
and interest as they strike—that is. if removed
at a safe distance from the observer. One of
these bit a cat in my laboi'atory last summei'.
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The poor cat seemed to be in terrible pain im-
iiiediately, and In less than two niiniUes her
hind :liinb—the one bitten—was so paralyzed
that she dragged her hind parts. She was in

snch teiril)le i)ain that \vv gave her chloroform
and placed her b(>yond suffering.
The copperhead is also a handsome snake. It

is light reddish brown, spotted with darker
Ijrown, and has a copper-colored head. It

seems less brainy tlian the rattlesnakes, for it

would strike, or strike at, a stick, and throw its

poJson, while the rattlesnakes could not be
fooled in any such way. They would attack
only n^al game. The moccasin, like the cop-
jjerhead, was easily tantalized to strike at a
stick. It .is darker, and not so handsome as
the coi)perhead and diamond I'attlesnake.
From our experiment with the cat I can not

but believe that thes(^ snakes are fearfully
venomous. Were I bitten. I would adopt radi-
cal measures to effect a cure. If on the hand,
finger, arm. or leg, I would tie a string very
tiglitly above the place, and try to keep the
poison from entering the circulation. If I could
get a hot iron, or some acid, at once, I would
cauterize the wound: but it would not do to
wait any. Sucking the poison out would al-

ways be in order. This is safe, for, as we have
seen, no hai'm would come, even if some of the
venom were swallowed, though this would be
.unnecessary. The advice to drink whisky
freely is so stoutly urged that I have only to say
ihat it 7naii do good.

THE CHAIN, OR KING SNAKE.
I am indebted to one of your Georgia subscrib-

ers, Mr. J. F. McCord, Covington, Ga., for a
beautiful chain-snake. This, one of the com-
monest snakes of the South, is also called king-
snake, and JNIr. McCord refers to it as the pilot-
snake. The scientific name of this handsome
snake is Ophibolus getidus. We see it belongs
to the same genus as the common milk-snake
of both North and South {OpltibolKK trimiijii-

l((.s), which it much resembles in form. It is

also about the same size, from 23 to 40 inches.
This milk-snake is often called house-snake, as
it is not infrequently found in cellars and out-
houses. Both of these snakes are entirely
•harmless.
The chain-snake is jet-black, and ringed with

narrow yellow lines which fork below, inclosing
black si)ots. Below it is white, spotted with
black. The intense black, lined with yellow,
gives a remarkably pleasing combination,
which, together with the slim elongated form,
jnakes this one of our very handsomest snakes.
The negroes are said to regard this snake
with respect, and even awe. They claim
that it rules the reptile world, and will
even attack and subdue the terrible rattler.
This is doubtless why they call it the king-
snake. The chain-snake feeds on lizards, mice,
.and other snakes. Like our milk-snakes, this
is entirely harmless. It can not do harm, should
it attempt to bite; and the probability is, it

would never essay to bite. The many teeth,
jn'ojecting from the jaw and somarine bones,
are too weak to do more than hold on to its

victim as it attempts to swallow its live and
Jively food whole. These teeth point back, and
so make every struggle of its prey help on the
operation of swallowing. I am very glad of
this specimen, as I always am to receive speci-
mens from the South. I will always gladly
])ay express, and shall be very grateful for new
specimens. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

[Some little time ago one of our correspondents
disked to have his Gleanings discontinued be-
.cause it was too " snaky." We think, however,
that no one will complain in this line after hav-

ing read the wondei-ful facts which Prof. Cook
gives us. They are all the more interesting to
me because I know they are true; but if it were
almost anybody else than oui- caieful friend, I

might be a little suspicious—especially in re-
gard to that startling statement that the young
seek refuge in their mother's mouth. Now, I

am just Yankee enough to want to ask a lot of
questions. Do not snakes breathe? If so, how
are thos(> young chaps going to breatfie when
the mothei- has swallowed them? and does she
swallow half a dozen or so at once? After the
danger is past, I suppose they turn around and
crawl out again. Do they hold their breath
all this time? I have heard this statement
before, but I did not believe it. Our proof-
reader suggests, how ever, that you only say they
find refuge in theii- mother's mouth. V.ut. dear
friend Cook, do you mean to say that the mouth
is large enough to give place to a brood of young
snakes? The story was told me that she swal-
lowed them to give them a place of safety.]

THE NOISE OF BEES IN THE CELLAR.

DR. MILLER DISCTSSES THE CAUSE.^

I wish I could clearly interpret what the bees
mean by the noise they make in the cellar. Do
they make the same kind of noise at all times?
Does a noise aluHiys mean that something is
not quite right? I have thought that, when
bees are making a noise because too cold, they
make a kind of sharp, rattling noise, different
from the noise made when they are wai'm. Per-
haps others can tell better about it. This rat-
tling noise must be made with the wings, for
bees have a true voice, aside from the noise
made by the wings. Cheshire says the wings
make the buzzing, and the humming is made by
the interrupted air passing through the spira-
cles, or breathing-tubes. This latter is the true
voice. Landois recognizes a third tone in the
flight sound—that made by the vibrations of
the abdominal rings. Differently from what
might be supposed, the most acute and intense
noise is that made by the true vocal apparatus.
These three tones are all made at the same time
during flight: and, if I undei'stand the matter
rightly, they are inseparably connected with the
muscular effort made in Hying. We all know
very well the difference there is in some of the
sounds made by a bee on the wing as it leaves
the hive or returns heavily laden, or flies scold-
ing about our heads.
Now, does a bee, or can a bee, make the same

variety of sounds in the hive as on the wing ?
When a colony of bees in the cellar are as quiet
and still as if dead, and are disturbed, they al-
ways seem to me to make a kind of sleepy
sound. If a colony is too cold, it makes a noise.
Does the noise make it warm? Hardly.
On a cold day a man slaps his arms around him
to warm himself. The exercise warms him, and
the noise he makes is a necessary accompani-
ment. Isn't it just the same with the bees?
But if the bees get too warm they make a noise.
Surely, e.xercise doesn't cool them, does it? If
you get too warm, do you go to jumping around
or slapping your arms together to cool off?
Well, you may use a certain kind of exercise to
cool off', and that is by plying a fan—precisely
what the bees do. only I suspect that, generally,
the only feeling they recognize is a desire for
pui'er air. Dzierzon intimates that the main
reason why bees are noisy in cellars is because
of impure air. If cold, do they ever get i^enj

noisy? But when warm, they do get very noisy.
It is generally believed, and I think it is cor-

rect, that, in summer, bees keep the air in their
hives pure by ventilating, and it is the same, I
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suppose, in the cellar. That ventilation is al-

ways accompanied by a certain amount of sound,

is it not, whether in summer or winter ? If the

bees recognize the presence of impure air in the

hive, the natural thing is to ventilate. If the

air in the hive is exactly the same temperature
as that outside, and there is nothing to create

any motion of the air either in or out of the

hive, then, as the air becomes impure by breath-

ing, the bees must necessarily purify it by ven-
tilating. If, however, the air outside the hive

is enough colder than that within, the greater

weight of the outside air will make it displace

that within, so that, if it be just enough colder,

there will be no need of action on the part of

the bees, either to get up heat or to purify the

air. That particular point of temperature is

supposed to be somewhere in the neighborhood
of 45°, possiblv a little above it. This is on the
supposition that the air outside the hive is pure.

Now. suppose a colony gets to work ventilat-

ing, and the air they introduce is just as im-

pure as that driven out. The effort to change
the air will become more violent, until the

whole hive is in a roar: and, if the cold does not

force them to stay in the hive, they will collect

on the outside, just where their instinct tells

them thev may find the purest air. Just this

state of things I have seen- many a time on
warm, muggy days toward spring. On the

evening of such a day, I have opened wide the
cellar-door, so a.s to let in better air. Did that
quiet the bees? So far from it. the noise in-

creased so much that the roaring could be heard
at a distance of sevei'al rods fi'om the cellar.

Why? Perhaps the bees had understood that

a stock of fresh air had been brought into the

cellar, and that now it was worth while to

work harder than ever to get some of it while it

was going. At any rate, they seenuul to go to

work with a will: but when they had filled their

hives with the precious breathing material,

they stopped ventilating; and by the nextmorn-
ing'the cellar was almost as quiet as death, and
not a bee would stir from the hives, though the
full light of day .streamed in.

So far. then, "we seem to have noise of two
kinds—that made when the bees are warming
up, and that made when they are ventilat-

ing. The noise of cold bees seems a little in the
cellai' like the sound of a soft wind blowing
through the pine-trees. Ai'e there any diffei--

ent sounds?
Are we to understand that, when a colony is

somewhat noisy, something is not quite right?
I don't know for sure, but I think not. Is it not
necessai'y for a colony, after sucli a length of

tim(>, to make a stir and take a lunch, and, pos-

siblv. make other changes? Did you ever no-
tice'them rousing u]) i)eriodically, and then qui-

eting down again? Unless you are quite close

to the colony you may not hear it, and it makes
hardly a perceptible difference in the mui'mur of

the cellar. So I would say you may find single

colonies noisy, without any harm; but if all the
cellar is noisy, something needs attention. Now,
am I right "in all this? Can any one tell us

more about it? C. C. Mii.i.ee.

Marengo, 111., Mar. (5.

[This noise in a bee-cellar has always been
somewhat of a mystery to me, and I believe
your suggestions on the catise are good. There
is one thing I feel pretty sure of—that is, if the
cellar is above 50 degrees in temperature, and
the bees are noisy, by lowering the tempei-ature
down to 4(3 they will become quiet. The only
means of lowering the temperature with me
has been to open the windows at night. That
did two things—let in ])ure air, and the lower
temperature creat(>d a circulation. Another
thing I have noticed: If the tempei'ature goes

down too low, bees are apt to be noisy again.
By closing the windows next morning, they
would be quiet. As you say, the noise in one
case is caused by a lack of ventilation, and in the
other the cause was a lack of warmth. Perhaps
some one else will argue that the temperature
was not right. I have not been troubled much
with extreme temperature in my cellar, but I

have allowed it to become low in ordei- to see
what the effects would be. I have noticed one
other thing: That one or two hybrid cokmies
that we had in the cellar would be making a
roar when all the rest of the bees were quiet. I

accounted for this on the ground that they
were so exceedingly sensitive to a slight dis-
turbance that they immcdialcly entered their
protest. These same bees, if outdoors, would
have done it in a rather more forcible way.]

E. R. R.^ I ^
OBJECTIONS TO FIXED DISTANCES.

C. A. HATCH KECOUNTS TIIKM.

While we are hearing so much about the ad-
vantages of closed-end frames and fixed dis-
tances, would it not be well to look at some
of the disadvantages of them, and the advan-
tages of hanging, or, rather, swinging frames?

Is rapidity of handling the only thing to be
considered? and is it really so that the closed-
end, or any frame having a device for keeping
them a certain distance from each other, can be
handled faster than common L. frames? It is

said that one can take three frames at o\w time,
and therefore can get along, presumably, three
times as fast. Can not three fi'amesof any kind
(if one wants to lift so much at once) be taken
at one time by putting your fingers between the
frames to keep them apart. I have done it

many times; but two heavy frames at once are
about all the average bee-man will care to lift,

and follow it up for any length of time.
If frames having end-pieces wide enough to

fill comi)letely the spac(>, like the Quinby and
new Heddon hive, I have foiuid it necessary to
loosen the frame at both ends, and simietimes
they are so glued with propolis that they are
fixed indeed: and in the Heddon hive I have had
to spoil the first frame in order to get at the
rest. Perhaps this may be owing to the frames
filling the hive endwise: but suppose a space is

left there, what a fine place for moth to hide, or
for more proijolis to be stowed I When bees
bring in propolis and fill every crack and cran-
ny with chunks as large as hazelnuts, and some-
times larger, we have to beware of the chances
for storage left around the hive. " But." says
one, " we are going to have the frames wedged
so closely that no crack for propolis is left be-
tween.'" Can any form of wedge and follower
bring them closer than a screw which was used
in my case? and what is to prevent that wedge
from being stuck solid with propolis? and can
you get frames made so square and true that
they will all come up chock against each neigh-
bor? If you can, you have found a better work-
man than we have, and we have had some good
work done. What is the matter with the
round-headed nails recommended by Dr. Mil-
ler?
You must always put the frame in the hive

the same way it came out, which makes an ex-

tra item to watch, and sometimes it is a real ad-
vantage to change ends with a frame. Thc^

nails are also always catching on the hive or on
other frames, and bothering, especially if one
wants to handle them rapidly, and that is just

the point we are after. We had several hun-
dred fi'ames fixed this way some years ago, but
used them only one year, when we nmioved ev-
ery one, at n(i little expense and labor. The
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nails are also much in the way abo\it using tlie

uncapping-ivnife. This last point would con-
demn them for all extracted-honey men.
The Hottman frame, which has closed ends

only part way down, as I understand it. is per-
haps open to less objections: but there are the
same ones in regard to being stuck with propo-
lis. What a tine place the V point between two
frames is for it ! Still, if the frames are wedg-
ed close.and tit snug, the part in contact is so
short that not much effort will be needed to sep-
arate them. It also has the end projection to
lift and handle it by. which with me is quite im-
portant. If we are to have frames fixing the dis-
tances automatically, li't us try to get a good
one, adopting the Jacksonian motto. "Be sure
y^ou are right, then go ahead."
Remember what a boom was made only two

•or three yeai's ago on reversing frames, and
then see hf)w many ai'e in use to-day. Are we
not too much like a flock of sheep—when one
leader goes, all make a ru.sh, regardless of what
we require. C. A. Hatch.

Ithaca. Wis.. Mar. 2<;.

f
I am glad of your article, friend H.: and be-

lieve me when I say I am just as much pleased
to have the other side discussed as to have the
one toward which I am leaning: the more so. be-
cause 1 know you are a successful bee-keeper,
and caudid and fair in your judgments.

I do not know that it is so in every one's
hands, that the closed-end or Hoffman frame
can be bandied faster than loose frames. I

know I saw Hoffman and Elwood handle their
respective fixed frames faster than the average
man will the loose frame. But as Mr. H(jffman
In the next issue will touch upon this point and
Ml'. Elwood in the present isstie, 1 will let

them speak for themselves.
Hanging frames with nails for spacers, and

such like contrivances, would be an intolerable
nuisance, and I do not wonder that you discard-
ed them.
To handle the closed-end or Hoffman rapidly,

they should be picked up in pairs, and some-
times in trios. If they are full of honey, two
will be enough to lift. If empty or nearly so, in
the spring, then you can handle as many as you
can span with your fingers. I know you can
handle loose frames after a fashion in pairs, but
not with the same facility that the Hoffman
frames can be thus handled. I liave ti'ied both
ways.
Those of tis who have defended fixed dis-

tances did not intend to convey the impression
that fixed frames could be handled in speed in
proportion to the number of frames handled at
once, as you seem to take it. We meant that
the handling in pairs and in trios assisted.
For rapid manipulation there is another very

Important consideration. For closed-end or
Hoffman frames a hive with a movable side, or,

better, one with a loose follower, should be used
and then you get lateral movement in its perfec-
tion.
Your experience with the Heddon closed-end

frame is different from ours, so that we shall
have to account for that on the score of local-
ity.

W'hat you say regarding closed-end frames in
close-fitting cases may be a serious objection in
many localities; and if so. we should be warned
of it in advance; but this does not apply at all to
the Hoffman frames or closed-end frames, used
as Quinby advised.
And now about tln' propolis between the

ci'acks. We have had no very great trouble on
that score. So far. compression has obviated the
trouble. But perhaps I should remark right
here, that the Italians do not deposit propolis
like hybrids or blacks. But in .spite of all you

say, everywhere in New York I saw every
thing smeared with propolis; and if there is any
place in the United States where propolis is de-
posited freely, it is in York State; Elwood says
he never saw any more propolis than in his lo-
cality, and yet neither he nor HofTman experi-
ences any trouble fi-om it with their frames.
You say. with fixed distances you must always
put the frame in the hive in the same way "it

came out. On this point I just won't agree.
This may be true, however, if you take old
hanging frames and make them into fixed dis-
tances with nails. But take frames that have
always been fixed (tbat is, those that have nev-
er been subiected to the hit-and-miss spacing),
and have always been handled properly. I am
pretty sure there will be no trouble. "Notice
what Mr. Hoffman says in the following article.
Mr. Elwood has told me the same thing.
Tliere was a boom made in revei'sing, and it

rather died out; but lam pretty sure that it is

going to come up when the proper appliances
permit of its more easy operation. Reversing
with ordinary loose frames is impracticable;
but with fixed frames inversion is not only more
feasible but practicable; and, as friend Dayton
said in the last issue, and as Mr. Chalon Fowls
and others have insisted. I believe that more
brood can be secured in a certain number of
frames by reversing than by not reversing. If
this is true—and our experience in the apiary
inclines me to this opinion—then here is a point
that we can not very well overlocjk. Fixed dis-
tances are going to make reversing possible
where before it was impracticable (because the
whole hive can easily be turned upside down
and the combs won't topple over either), and
there is nothing that makes such beautiful
combs as reversing. I am very glad to refer you
to an article from Mr. Hoffman, which appears
next: and I would also advise you to read an-
other from the pen of >[r. Elwood.] E. R. R.

THE HOFFMAN FRAME DEFENDED.

HINTS ON ITS MAXIPULATIOX BY THE IXVEN-
TOK HIMSELF—MR. .JULIUS HOFFMAN.

In Gleanings of Mar. 15th, Mr. W. W. Som-
erford is condemning closed-end frames in
quite a severe and jjositive way. I have but
very little time to write, and perhaps still less
inclination and ability to do so: but Mr. Som-
erford"s sweeping assertion, and the apparent
tendency in his article to warn beginners
against the Hoffman frame, induces me to
make a few remarks in your valuable paper

—

unless Gleanings has closed its pages to any
further testimony on the Hoffman side, as that
gentleman calls it,

I will begin by saying that I never made the
slightest attempt, in word or writing, to per-
suade or induce anybody to adopt or use my
style of frame until quite recently. When the
now so-called Hoffman frame was brought to
notice in (tLeanings I thought it best to state
how I make and use tbe suspended, partly
closed-end frame, and tried to explain what I
thought their advantages.
What induced the editors of Gleanings to

bring tliis fi-ame before the public, I do not
know: but I was much surprised, like Mr.
Soraerford, that my style of frame had worked
its way into so many apiaries, even to most of
the distant States.

I can assure Mr. Somerford. too, that I know
of a good many beginners who started with the
Hoffman frame, and are quite successful with
it. I also know of many good practical honey-
raisers who have worked with the common
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loose or swinging frame, and use the Hoffman
now exclusively. If Mr. !Somerford has used
the Hoffman frame as made by me, and de-
scribed in Gleanings, will he please tell the
readers of Gleanings in how many colonies
and for how many years he has used them ?

If he is of his friend Woodward's type, who
has sometimes to leave the close-fitting frames
apart a little, on account of ii'regular combs,
and can not interchange tlu^m vei\v well be-
cause his combs differ so. and as he can not
keep his hives level, the combs are out of true.
If he is that kind of bee-keeper it will. I think,
be better for him not to handle a spaced or
close-fitting frame: or. better yet. work the old
box hive. We have, in the working season,
from eight to t(ui thousand frames to handle
and in use, and any of them will fit in any col-
ony between any two combs. Is Mi'. Somerford
not aware of the fact that some of our most
practical and extensive honey - raisers have
used a close-fitting frame for a great many
years'? Please ask them whether the frame
they use is abominable and unbearable to them.

I have no doubt that these successful men can
handle their close-fitting frames quite as fast
and conveniently as Mr. Somerford his swing-
ing or loose frame. Has Mr. Somerford ever
moved several hundred colonies to different lo-

calities and back again every season? If so.

will he please tell us how he would fix his
swinging frames to load and unload to take his
bees to different localities over rough and hilly
roads, or take his filled combs home for extract-
ing from the different apiaries as we have
to do ?

My hired man (I often have a green or inex-
perienced man to do it) can. and has often done
all the moving of the bees to five and six differ-
ent yards in spring and fall, without any assist-
ance.

If I used a loose swinging frame it would I'e-

quire such an amount of time, laboi-. and car(>.

to move the bees evei'y year, that I should not
want to do it at all. It would be " abominable
and unbearable " business, and I would give it

up.

I>OES THE HOFFMAN FRAME KILL BEE,S ? I'KO-
I'OLIS: DOES IT HINDKR OK ASSIST

MANIPULATION ?

In regard to bee-glue, I will say that we have
no trouble from it with our frames and in our
climate, when the frames fit as well as they
ought to. and are always pushed togethei- well.

I, indeed, prefer the gluing together of the
frames by the bees to a loose shifting frame, as
I can lift and carry the hives more handily. I

hardly believe that Mr. Somerford gave the
Hoffman frame a fair trial: for if he had. he
would not say it kills bees.
In examining or working a colony of bees,

the frames ought not to be pressed quite close
together until the work with that hive is done,
when all the frames of the hive should be
pressed together firmly in a lot. If a little

smoke is used before, to drive the bees down
where the irames are not close fitting, no bees
will be killed. Any person at all fitted for
the bee-business will soon handle such frames
without killing bees.
In conclusion I wish to say. that, if a bee-

keeper can not become expert enough to handle
a close-fitting franu^. well, he should not dis-
courage others from trying them, because I am
certain there ai-e many in our great country
who are progressive and clever enough to make
a success in honey-raising by using improved
appliances or fixtures. Julius IIoffman.
Canajoharie, N. Y.. Mar. 33.

[I will say to our n^aders that Mr. Hoffman is

modest and retiring in disposition, and one who

is but little inclined to push the merits of any
of his devices. He has no interest in bee-sup-
plies, and, in fact, never had. that T know of.

What he says above, I am sure was influenced
only by his free-hearted disposition to dio the
bee-keeping world good. He has used exten-
sively the loose hanging frame, and I think he
can prove every statement made, just as he did
to me when I visiti'd his place some six months
ago. His success with 600 colonies, and his big
crops of honey, secured largely by his own in-
dividual labor, means something.
The reason why wo thought best to introduce

his frame was because, here and there all over
the countiy (when we were agitating fixed dis-
tances) bee-keepers were asking us to look into
its merits. So many of these came in, and they
argued with so much show of reason, that this
was largely influential in inducing me to make
a visit east, to see Mr. Hoffman handle his
frames; and the result was, that I was so thor-
oughly convinced of their mei'its I knew we
should be doing bee-keepers a good turn by of-
fering them to the public.

J. H. Nellis advertised Hoff'man frames some-
thing like ten years ago: and after his journal
ceased publication in 1882, comparatively noth-
ing more was said in regard to them: but it

seems they have during these years been silent-

ly working their way throughout the countiy
among bee - keepers, solely on their' merits.
Supply-dealers may boom a poor article, and
get it generally introduced; b\it when an arti-
cle, without any booming foi- ten years, works-
its own way into favor.it must have intrinsic
value, or it would die out.

I believe the Hoffman frame is better adapt-
ed to beginners tlian any other frame T know of..

They can not help getting their combs spaced
right: and I know by experience that begin-
ners seldom if ever space loose frames properly,
and then they write to know why bees bulge
their combs so badly, or why their combs are so
crooked, etc.

In the next issue Mr. Hoffman will show how
to handle the Hoffman frame, bv an illustrated
article.!

"

E. R. R.

THE HETHERINGTON QUINBY HIVE.

MR. ELWOOI) TELLS HOW TO HANDLE IT, ANI>
EXPLAINS ONE OF THE SECRETS OF ITS

RAPID MANIPUI-ATION.

The junior editor of (Ji-eanings has can-
vassed the subject so exhaustively as to leave
little to be said on fixed distances with closed-
end frames. I was glad of an opportunity of
showing the workings of our hive to a practical
bee-keeper familiar with the swinging-frame
hive in its various modifications: for I had sur-

mised, as Mr. Root admits, that my statements
as to rapid andlsafe work were, by many, disbe-
lieved. However. I am pleased to know that
my advocacy for these many years of fixed dis-

tances and closed-end frames, while counted a
serious blunder, was attributed to nothing
worse than ignorance.

THE TWO requirements OF A GOOD BEE-IIIVE.

A good bee-hive must fill two requii'ements
reasonably well to be worthy of that name. 1.

It must be a good liome for the bees: 2. It must
in addition be so constructed as to be conven-
ient to perform the various operations required
by modern bee-keeping. The first of these re-

(|uirements is filled very well by a good box or

straw hive. Bees will store as much honey in

these hives as in any, and in the North they
will winter and spring as well in a straw hive
as in any other. They do not. however, fill the-
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second ivqiiireraenl: and to meet tliis the mov-
able-frame hive was invented.

WHY yUINBY IXVENTED THE CLOSED-END
FKAME.

Mr. Quinby observed, soon after the introduc-

tion of the Langstroth hive, that bees did not

winter as well in them as in box hives, on ac-

count of the open frame: and he remedied It by
making his frames closed end. Dzlerzon also

dlscov<'red that the opi-n frame Infringed upon
the welfai'c of the bees, and says: -'These pas-

sages are unnatural, and they carry off the nec-

essary heat and moisture from the brood-nest

and winter ((iiarters of the bees, so that colonies

generally winter badly." Abbott, late editor of

the BrUisJi Bee Jouriidl. says: " There is noth-

ing more unnatural in hive arrangement than
the absurd practic(! of making or leaving
spaces round the fi'ame ends." Bees usually

close up the space between the combs and
frame ends or side walls of hives, as far down
as honey extends, and undoubtedly our frames
should be closed as fai- down as i-he instinct of

the bees teaches them to close this space, which
is often to the very bottom of the frame. This
close space saves much heat, and enables weak
colonies to build up in the spi'ing that in an
open-end frame would have no chance what-
ever.
Our division-boards, or panels, as we

call th(Mn. are close titling at toi). bot-

tom, and ends. Tiu'v are always at

hand, thus making it very convenient
to contract the brood-ni^st to suit the
requirements of the smallest colony,

or to enlarge it to suit thi- largest col-

ony. With a quilt over the top of the
frames, every space between the combs
is made so close that it is easily kept
warm, and really gives our hive nearly
all the advantagi'S of the box hive,

with the additional one of combs re- ..«_v_

movable at pleasure.

.MOVING BEES ON CLOSED-END FRAMES.

Our hive is portable. No cumber-
some rack is need<'d in moving bees,

for two hives sit side by side in the bot-

tom of the wagon, and one hive pih\s

on top of another, without need of

sticks between. In pre|)aring a colony
for moving, we shove out the entrance
slide in llie bottom uf the hive, and
put in its place a wire-cloth slide to

give the necessary ventilation. Then
two screws are put in—one through
each side of the bottom-board into the
edge of the hive. An average man will con-
sume about a hundred minutes from the time
he reaches a yard until he drives out with a
load of thirty- three swarms. The two screws
mentioned fasten the bottom on so securely
that we have had no accid(!nts on the road
serious enough to warrant luihitching the
team from the wagon. Our bees are usually
drawn over rough, stony, and hilly roads, but
we have no queens or bees killed from frames
flopping together, nor do we have any combs
broken. It is a long time since I saw a comb
that had been broken on the road.* When
our bees were housed in Nt)vember, two men in

the cellar and three outside with a team put
them in at the rate of two colonies per minute.

#'^

Witli the s^^inging frame they could hardly

have handled them so rapidly, saying nothing
about their safety.
Not only is our hive movable, but our frames

are also movable. In walking up to a hive, one
motion lifts the hive proper from its bottom-
board, and places it at the side of the exposed

frames, where it forms a seat of convenient
height. The ii'on roof is nailed to the hive,

and. of coursn. always goes with it. Only in

the hottest weathei' is there a shade-board to

be removed. Another motion with one hand
removes the quilt covc^i-ing the frames, and the

other hand blows a puff or two of smoke from
Jumbo, while the first removes the cord holding

the frames more lightly together. You are

then ready for business. If you are looking for

the quantity of brood in the hive, you can re-

move the frames in pairs; for they are easily

and rapidiv handled in this way, and one side

of a comb is usually a duplicate of the other

side. The bottom-i)oard is large enough so

that the frames removed can be hooked on the

bottom near you, and far enough away from

the others to have ample room to get a good
look at the next comb (see Fig. 1).* This is a

valuable feature of the hive, as you can have
always a good place for cotnbs without setting

them' upon the ground where you are in danger

*Mi-. Root lius told you something' about oui' roads,
wliicli were at their best wlieii he wjis liei'e. Per-
liaps tliej- \vere iu)t very smooth tlien, as, on ooming
down one steep hill. I caught liini holding' fast to the
seat with both hands. This was not \vhen our bees
were objecting- to having' theii' pietiues taken, for
his hands were busy tlien, and I remember that f
was <in foot.

FKi. 1. QUINBY CLOSED-END FKA.MES MANIPULATED.

of losing queens and damaging brood, besides

other annoyances. The hive-bottom as we use

it for comb honey is 18 inches across, while the

maximum number of frames used for this pur-

pose would occupy onlv ni4 inches. In remov-
ing frames, a small knifet will readily loosen

one end. when they can be unhooked from the

bottom. Quite often a knife is not necessary,

but it is advisable to carry one.

On looking over combs it is best to set them
together on the bottom, see Fig. 1. so that bees

can neither get in nor out between the ends of

the frames. This is best for various reasons.

*Mr. Elwood several times showed me the queen
l)y simply dividing' the hive in perpendicuhir lialves.

as shown in the engraving. Often this was all that

was necessiirv. and the hive was closed up. Many
times he han"dled and e.xamined into hives without
lemoving a single frame. This is why he often can
find a queen quicker than he could in a loose-

frame hive in a box.— E. R. R.

f'A good penknife will open any hive, and for

nearly fifteen years I cariied and used exckisively
the same light jack-knife, breaking- it only in taking-

off elamps of honey.
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In cool weather it saves heat, also annoyance
from robbers; and when looking for queens the
bees do nut bunch up when the combs are the
proper distance apart. Also when we have all

the combs looked over, they are ready to have
the cord and quilt put on them after a shove
(with both hands as per Fig. 1) slides them all

to the center of the bottom -board, ready for the
hive. P. H. Elwood.

Starkville, N. Y., Mar. 15.

Continued next issue.

[In the next issue Mr. Elwood will explain
why the closed-end frame as Mr. Quinby rec-
ommended it does not kill bees. This will also
be illustrated with suitable engravings. Mr.
Elwood has given very truthfully the two re-

quirements of a bee-hive—one suited to the
bees, and the other to the bee-keeper. We all

agree on the first requirement, but we do not all

agree as to what constitutes the second one. I

will say that the engraving. Fig. 1, was taken
from a photograph, and is very nearly accurate.
The manner in which the frame is hooked to

the strap iron is not entirely correct; but this
will be illustrated in the next issue, and shown
right.] E. R. R.

CLOSED-END FRAMES.

Mils. AXTELI. DISCrSSES SOME OF THEIR DIS-
ADVANTAGES.

Mr. Axtell has given you his views about the
standing closed-end Quinby frames and hive,
which features of the hive I like too; but there
are some things about it that even I do not like.

In the first place, one must be very careful to
push the frames up tight each time; and even
if they are pushed up tight, the bees will stick
on a little bee - glue along the crack that
was made when i)ried apart. Then next
time a little more will be put on. and the next
time a little more, so that they will unavoidably
get further and further apart—that is, spaced
further apart unless the apiarist will at least
once a year scrape between those combs.
My plan has been to get around once in two

years myself, at least, and take down the front
of the hive, and, with an old butcher-knife, I

pry each comb apart and scrape between the
two, then scrape oiT the front board of the hive,
with a scraper and the front end of the brood-
frames (I scrape the front end before being
pried apart). Then I go to the back end of the
hive and take down the board and scrape off

the back end of the fi-ames before prying them
apart; then I pry them apart and scrape be-
tween the combs; then scrape off the board be-
fore putting it up.

I have always made it a point, about once in
two years, to have the edges between the combs
where they come together scraped, and the front
board once in one year; and the back board,
which is often taken down, scraped oftener.
Now, if that scraping is neglected, in a few
years an immense amount of wax and propolis
would be put in. so that the combs would be
spaced much too far apart; and the frames, by
the addition of the propolis, would become so
long we could not shut up the hive. For that
reason, year before last I strained my arms
drawing the corners close together so they
could be clamped. We are about to fix all our
hives S or ^g of an inch longer than they wei'e
needed when new.
Always, in the fall, we have a large number

of brood -frames not needed in the hives, and
sometimes they are filled with honey, and often
not filled; but I generally take pains to have
them all cleaned of propolis between the edges
where they come togetlier, as it is very much

easier cleaned out of the hive than in the hive,
where the bees are constantly poking their
heads out in my way. and I have to use the
smoker to keep them back.
Now, anotht'r serious objection to the stand-

ing closed-end frames is especially serious in
the hands of our helpers or beginners. At the
front ends, if the bees run, they will generally
run down at the front end, and get just where
we want to set the frame. I can scarcely ever
sit and look at one of my helpers replace the
combs in the hive, because they will kill so
many bees at that front end on the bottom, so
there is danger of killing the queen also. Mr.
Axtell does not, nor do I. kill many bees in that
way; but we are careful not to get them to
running, and I know better how to i)revent get-
ting them down there; bur if tiiey do get down
too bad, then we loosen the front board a little

until the combs are returned; but in that case
the fiame must be caught by the hoop-iron
catch at the bottom, or they will have to be
watched pretty carefully, or they will tumble
over.

I have thought, if we were making all new
frames why not have the lower end of the front
bar a mere point? but then the bees would, a
few of them, get between the end of the frame
and the front board unless there was a bee-
space between the frame and front board.

I think we like the hive and frame we have
always used better than any other, because we
better know how to handle it. But there are
advantages in this style of hive. I am quite
certain, which we can not get in the hive with
a hanging frame not having closed ends.

Roseville, 111. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

[I do not know that I clearly understand just
what kind of a closed-end arrangement you
use. If I mistake not it is the original Quinby
without the iron hooks. You know that Capt.
Hetherington and P. H. Elwood use the Quin-
by system, slightly modified. As they use it. I

do not think they are troubled much with the
killing of bees in the way you speak of.

I know that propolis will build up between
the uprights or closed ends; but, if I am cor-
rect, this can be largely obviated by compres-
sion. This is so with the Heddon shallow
closed-end frames. Although we have used
one of his hives some three or four years, there
is scarcely more propolis between the uprights
than there was the first three months it was
used. The compression keeps it out. I shall
be glad to have this subject discussed, particu-
larly by Mr. Elwood and Mr. Hoffman, and by
others who have had experience '• along this
line " as Doolittle says.] E. R. R.

WAX SECRETION.

PROF. COOK STILL THINKS WAX IS SECRETED
ONLY WHEN NEEDED.

Frii'ud Root, it is pleasant to read the I'eplies

in tlu; last number of the Amcriaot Bcc Jour-
nal, to the query regarding wax secretion.

Nearly all think bees do not secrete except
when it is necessary in the economy of the hive.

In the March 15th number of Gi-kanings you
rememb(>i' 1 went a little further. I urged that
bees secnte only whi'u the wax is needed, as a
I'ule. and gave, as th(> best hypothesis explain-
ing this that quiet was the probabi(> explana-
tion. I should add. quiet under full nutrition.

That is, the bee is functionally active, eats
much, but exercises very little.

In your foot-note you remai'k that you for-

merly thought as I do; but you add. that abun-
dant wax scales, produced while feeding sugar
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syrup—so abundant that they fall to the bot-
tom of the hive—makes yon skeptical. I have
noticed the same thins that yon speak of, and
it the rather contirmed my view. If we feed
syrup in quantities, the bees are nervously stim-
ulated, and I think the functional activity is by
no means slight: yet. how little they exercisf-"!

There is no occasicm for much exercise. With a
chance they will build comb very rapidly. Sup-
ply them a full set of combs, and they liave no
use for the .scales, and the latter lie thick on
tlie bottom-board. This strengthens me in the
view that wax is secreted only under those con-
ditions which usually prevail when wax is

needed. That is. the bees are functionally ac-
tive undei- high nervous tension, and yet are
not exercising much, either from choice or be-
cause, as in case of feeding, there is little or no
occasion for much exercise. The fact that they
do not Secrete wax except when it is ueeded. I

feel certain is. as a rule, well grounded. If any
one can give a better solution of this piobleiii
than is affojxled in the theory of physical quiet
in conjunction with a stimulated condition, I
should like to hear it. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College. Mich.

E. FRAXCE GIVES ITS SOME SHARI^ FACTS THAT
WE CAIS' NOT WELL GET AROUND.

In March 15th Gleanings, page 212, Prof.
Cook gives us an excellent article on wax secre-
tion, and A. I. Root makes some good remarks.
Now, I don"t intend to criticise either of you;
in fact. I agree with both of you. But I have a
theory of my own as to when and why bees se-
crete wax. They secrete wax whenever they
have more honey than they have combs iii

which to store it away. At such times they
have to hold their honey in their sacs—they
have no other place to put it. The wax is se-
creted as a consequence of holding the honey in
their sacs. Now. this is the whole sum and
substance of wax secretion. Give a new swarm
of bees a full set of empty combs, and will they
secrete wax? No. not mi'ich; but give them ah
empty hive when honey is plentiful, but no
combs, then the secretion goes on rapidly.
Why? Because the bees" sacs are full of honey,
and they have to hold it until combs are built
to store it away.
Another case: Hive a swarm in an empty

hive when there is a dearth of honey. When
the bees have to eat all the honey they can get
to keep alive, will they secrete wax? Not any.
They have no honey in their sacs. I hived a
swarm last September—a good-sized one—and
they lived until cold weather, but never built
an inch of comb—then starved. Why did they
not secrete wax? No honey.

I have seen it stated in "the bee-papers that
only young bees secrete wax. Now. I think
that is a mistake. I have no doubt that young
bees do secrete wax; but that they never se-
crete wax after they are old enough to go to the
fields and gather honey is not so. I know that
bees will secrete wax and build combs until
they are six weeks old. Can I prove it? Yes.
Several years ago a bee-man near here hived a
swarm of bees in a frame hive that I sold him.
Just 21 days after, they had filled the hive full
of combs, and a set of boxes with honey, and
swarmed. That day the swarm was put into
another hive, and they filled that hive also, in
three weeks. Now. don't you see that this last
swarm of bees w(>re at least a part of the first

swarm? or in other words, every bee in the last
swarm was one of the first swarm, and was not
less than 21 days old. and they could not get
young bees in the second hive in less than 21
days more? So the same lot of bees were se-
creting \\ ax and building comb for six weeks.

I believe that, as long as a bee lives, it can se-
crete wax and build comb with it. and that old
bees can secrete wax as freely as young ones,
and that wax is never secreted to any amount
unless the bees have to hold their honey for the
lack of room to store it away, and they can not
secrete wax unless they are holding ' honey in
their sacs. E. France.

Platteville, Wis.

[Friend France. I congratulate you on the
point you make in regard to bees siKM'cting wax
when they are six weeks old. I never tiiought
of it before, but your argument is unanswera-
ble. A swarm that casts another swarm inside
of 21 days must surely.send out only old bees.
I have been satisfied for years that old bees can
secrete wax, nurse brood, oi- do almost any
thing else, on a pinch.] A. I. R.

DOOLITTLE TELLS US WHAT HE THINKS OF
MILLIONAIRES, AS WELL AS WAX.

I read with interest Prof. Cook"s article on
page 212 of Gleanings for March 1.5. and heart-
ily wish he were correct. He may be so during
a time of moderate flow of honey, with no de-
sire on the part of the bees to swarm; but with
a good honey-flow, and a disposition on the
part of the bees to swarm. I can only think him
in error, in the light of past experience. Take
his example of the "'cow secreting milk when
there is a young calf that must have milk;'" and
instead of proving what he wishes it to, it most
surely proves that wax must be wasted when a
swarm of bees is hived in a hive fully provided
with comb, when we come to apply that ex-
ample to the bees. The cow secretes milk ac-
cording to "nature's aiTanging"" before the
birth of the calf, so that it may have a supply
when it enters into the world; so the bees begin
to prepare for their future home some length of
time before they leave the parent colony by se-
creting wax, so that they may be prepared with
the needed material when they enter their new
hive, which, as a rule, is all "swept and gar-
nished,'" only as man's hand changes their usual
surroundings. If the professor has ever exam-
ined a swarm of bees as they hang on a limb,
waiting for the scouts to return and report "' a
future home,"' and failed to find wax secreted
in the wax-pockets, he has found a state of af-
fairs that I never did. With this wax already
secreted, what is to become of it when the
swarm is hived in a hive already fully furnish-
ed, unless it is wasted ? That it is not found on
the bottom of the hive is no proof that there
was no secretion, or that it has not been wast-
ed; for I have repeatedly seen bees leaving the
hive with wax scales in their mouth, and once
or twice have seen them drop them soon after
taking wing, although I believe that the great-
er part of this waste comes about by an unnec-
essary thickening of the combs, and a useless
daubing of wax about the hive. I have seen the
limbs of trees, on which swarms have clus-
tered, plastered over with wax. the secretion
was so great: and when swarms have been hived
on full sheets of foundation. I have scraped the
cells off the foundation, which most would call
'foundation drawn out."' only to find the found-
ation in as perfect condition as it was when it

was placed in the hive, the bees simply adding
their wax to the side walls of the foundation. I

may be wrong, but I can see in this only a waste
of wax, or a waste of the foundation: have it

which way you please. In times of a slow yield
of honey, and perhaps I might say at all times,
I do not think as much wax would be secreted
when the swarm was hived on empty combs as
there would be in an empty hive, for the contin-
uous secretion which goes on after the swarm is
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hived ill an empty liive till the hive is filled

with comb would be avoided, and thus a part of
the secretion would be stoi)i)ed. It is for this
reason that I have advised using only starters
in the sections if the hive is filled with combs
below, or using only starters in the frames be-
low, if the sections are tilled with combs or with
foundation. In this way the wax which the
bees have already secreted, and that which is in

the process of secretion, is saved, hence no
waste at any point.

THOSE MII.I.IONAIKES.

I was taken by surprise at what I found on
pages 313 and 214 of the same number of Gleax-
INGS; and, friend Root, as you took a column
and a half to reply to friend Heselton's half-
column, and then called a halt, perhaps you will
allow me to say a few words for both of you in
the column still due Bro. H. With yon. I agree
that a man is not necessarily wicked because he
is in possession of much money, nor is he in a
wicked calling because he is a lawyer: but if his
money comes to him through fraud or dishonest
practices, in which his poor neighbors are rob-
bed of tiie amount he gains, above what he
earns, then he can only be classed with sinners,
no matter how many charitable institutions he
helps or founds: and if he is a lawyer, and lends
his influence toward the framing of unjust laws,
laws which oppress the widow and the father-
less, then the ci'ies of these "laborers will enter
into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth." and hap-
py will you and I be, friend Root, if we are
found in opposition to such practices, and if we
lift up our voices and our ballots against a state
of things which allows of this oppression: for
then we are not partakers in these crimes, even
if they do not cease to exist. There are only
three ways in which money can be secured: By
earning, by charity, and by fraud (theft). When
"old Hutch."' secured his millions by the wheat
corner a few years ago, did he earn a cent of it?
No, he stole it: and by his becoming that much
richer, those who earned the money which ac-
cumulated in his hands were just so much poor-
er. If he had given all this pile to good instit\i-

tions, tlie Lord would not have blessed him for
the gift, although he might have blessed the in-

stitution. So of railroad wrecking, trusts in oil,

sugar, coal, etc.. which rob the laborer of his
hire, which things are allowed to exist in our
land by the votes of the people, votes which they
cast ignorantly, by allowing their minds to be
drawn aside from the right and real issuesofthe
day by scheming politicians. Then.by our pres-
ent tariflf laws the poor laborer of our country is

compelled to give charities to the rich, just in
proportion to what he is obliged to consume:
and so we see tliousands and millions of our
people suffering for the actual necessities of life

that a few thousands of our people may become
rich. John D. Rockefeller is reported to be an
eminent Christian gentleman, and yet thou-
sands of the poor seamstresses of our land are
spoiling their eyes, and have been foi' the past
years, because they could not earn the where-
with to buy oil enough to have sufficient light
to sew during the hours of the night which they
were obliged to work to keep soul and body to-
gether. Now. Bro. Root, sometliing is wrong
soniewiiere, and it becomes you and me to see
that we are on the right side, and tiuit is why I

write on this theme. I know a bee-paper is not
the proper place for a discussion of politics or re-

ligious doctrines: but as yon took a column ex-
tra on that subject. I thought you would allow
the same space to me, if I were not abusive, and
I have tried not to be. G. M. Dooijtti-e.
Borodino, N. Y., Marches.

[Friend Doolittle. Prof. Cook \\ill have to
answei- you in regard to the wax problem; and

if I really took a column and a half before. T

cei'tainly ought not to occupy any sjjace jnst
now. But we should ail be careful to look on
both sides of these great national questions, anti
we should also beware of uncharitable ex-
tremes. There is a safe ground, and a right one
in all these questions, and we who are striving
to follo\\' Christ Jesus ought not to be very far
from each other in our opinions.]

THE VALUE OF EMPTY COMBS: A VALIAULE
EXPERIMENT, SHOWING THAT BEES SE-

CRETE AVAX WHEN COMPELLED
TO BX'ILD COMB.

With Prof. Cook, I greatly doubt whether
bees have to secrete wax unless there is a great
honey-flow, and no place provided for them to
deposit it. A few years ago this same subject
was talked up in the bee-journals: and as I had
helped some in an apiai-y for over 20 years, and
had read so many different opinions and theo-
ries on the secretion of beeswax, I felt very
much like making a few observations, and it

was not long before an opportunity presented
itself. It was a very warm morning in the
smarming season. Mr. ISI. was called from
home, and I was left alone to care for the bees.
In a short time the swarming- note was sounded,,
and "the bees had swarmed." We were mak-
ing use of some drawn-out c(mibs at the time,
and I got a hive, tilled it with some of them,
and hived the bees: then I wiped the sweat
fi'oni my face, and returned to my labor. This
w as swarm No. 1.

I had hardly got settled down to work, when
"buzz, buzz."' and out came another swarm of
bees. " Ha. ha !"" I said to myself. " now is my
time to experiment a little."" So I went and got
a hive, tilled it with empty frames, and hived
swarm No. 2, and then awaited results.

The next day I went to look at them. Swarm
No. 1 I found very busy at w (Mk bringing honej-
from the field, and depositing it in the combs:
and on the alighting-board and bottom of the
hive there was quite a quantity of those little

wax scales; but it was very diflicnlt to find any
scales in the wax-pockets on the bees. Then I

went to No. 2 and found there were not more
than half as many bees going and coming from
the field as tiiere were from No. 1. I very gently
raised the cover and looked in, and found the
rest of them hanging in festoons to the top-
bars, quietly working at their trade of comb-
building, while those that came from the field

seemed to be bringing honey for them to con-
sume, to produce the wax to build the comb
from: and the secretion of wax was very plenti-
ful on the bees, but there was none onthe bot-
tom-board nor around the entrance to the hive.
They \\ orked on in tills way for a few days,

and built comb very fast: then the yield of hon-
ey in the Held diminished, so they could get but
a" little: and although they were still inactive,
the wax secretion diminished, and comb-build-
ing progressed very slowly. Therefore I think
consumption causes production; and if circum-
stances are such that the bees consume a lai'ge

amount of honey, they they will seciete a large
amount of wax. But this is no saving: for, if

the honey that they consume to fill the hive or
boxes were stored in surplus boxes or comb.it
would pay for combs or foundation to fill a
number of hives. Observer.

[My good friend, you have given us a most
valuable experience. First, it indicates beyond
question that a colony will store more honey
for the extractor when they have a full set of
combs. Sheets of foundation would i)robably
come next to full combs: bnt emjjty frames are
away behind. Our older readers may remem-
bei' that I made experiments in just this line
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nearly twenty years ago. A new swarm, witli

a full set of empty eomhs. does, however, se-

crete quite a little wax. They i)ut it on lop of
the toii-l)ars, extend out tlie length of the cells

wherever the space will admit of it. and often
put little tins around the end-hais. The point
of great value to liee-lvcepei's is this: A new
swann. hived on empty frames, will at once

—

at least the greater part of them—hang idly

until tiie wax scales are secreted: whereas, with
full sets of combs, nearly all these bees could
go at once to the tiekls for stores.]

WEST'S CELL-PROTECTOR.

A NEW AND VAr,UABI,E DEVICE.

The cell-protector was woi'th over $1(X) to me
two years ago in swarming-time, as I requeened
over 100 swarms with cells from my choicest
stocks, and at the same time stopped swarming
where the cells were introduced. My bees win-
tered well and came out strong the following
spring, while others lost very heavily all around
me.

I dare not say that it is a positive fact that
the method I practiced two years ago will al-
ways prevent swarming, but it did with me in

four different yards, and it was a swarming
year too. The hives that I did not treat that
way nearly all swarmed, and in many of them
we killed the queen while the swarm was on the
wing, and destroyed the cells in the hive and
gave them a choice queen-cell in the protector,
from a hive that had cast a swarm five or six
days before. This is easily done while the bees
are on the wing.
This way of requeening a yard of bees costs

nothing, and gives you a chance of doing it

when swarming-celis are plentiful, and this is

the time to do it. because we can get better
queens: and by going to a hive that has not
swarmed, and especially if for any cause the
queen is condemned, kill her anddestroy the
cells if any are started, and give them a choice
cell in the i)rotector at once.

Fig. 1.

D. west's spiral PIUXO CEI>I,-l'K()TECTOi;

If you want to I'aise any vii'gin queens, go to
a hive that has cast a swarm live or six days
previously, cut out carefully all the cells ycm
wish to save; place the min the protectors: lay
them in a box of cotton, or have a block with a
number of holes to set them in until you are
ready to use them. Now. when all cells are cut
out, j'ust place the cell, as it is already in the
protector, on the side of a comb in the same
hive. By pushing the spur of the protector

(see Fig. 1) into the comb it will stay thei'e: and
with the long queen-cage placed below (see Fig.

2). it, with its spur push(>d into the ccmib. will

also stay, and there is queen food in the bottom
of this cage, so that, when the queen hatches,
she will run down into this cage. In this way
you can have a queen-nursery in any hive, and
hatch out as many queens as you wish. Now.
after the cells are hatched you can make as
many nuclei as you have queens, by just taking
one frame with adhering bees, and place in an
empty hive: place another comb by the side of
this: give them one of these virgin queens; close
the hive, and so on until the cells are used up,
and wait until they lay: then do with them
what you please.

HOW TO USE THE CELI.-PKOTECTOR.

Hold the small end of the pi'otector between
the thumb and first and second fingers of the
left hand. Hold the queen-cell by the big end
in the right hand in the same way. Now you
are ready to put the cell in: and as soon as the
fingers of the I'ight hand touch the cage, it will

shorten up by pushing slightly, so as to fix the
point of the cell just through the small end of
the protector. Let loose with the rigiit hand,
and the coil will spring back and cover the butt
end of the cell: then slip the tin cover in be-
tween the wire coil, just above the butt end of
the cell: then you are ready to put the cell in a

hive. Then just spread the combs apart far
enough to put your hand in; now push the spur
of the protector in the comb where you want it

(see Fig. I). I leave them just below the top-
bar. Now place your frames, and you are done.
The top of the protector is in plain sight when
the hive is open. Care should be used to handle
the cells right side up, without a jar. It is a
satisfaction to look in a few days and find your
cells all whole except where the queen has
helped herself out. The bees can not destroy
the cell before she hatches, if properly put in:

neitherwill it be destroyed by spreading the
frames if you wish to do so. N. D. West.
Middleburg. N. Y., Feb. 3.

[Mr. N. D. West is one of those bee-keepers
at whose place I stopped in my bicycling tour.

He owns some -too colonies distributed in three
yards. Although I made at his place a very
brief call of only some fifteen or twenty minutes.
I became convinced of the fact, by looking
around with his son (the father was absent),
that he is one of the b(>e-keepers who ought to

let their light shine a little more. I met him for

the first time at the Albany convention, and
tliere he showed me a spiral-spring cell-protect-

or. Several bee-keepers who have tried them
said that they \\ere a good thing. I have since
been informed that Capt. Heiherington con-
siders them so good that he has ordered 500, and
that P. H. Elwood also wants a lot of them, and
that both say they are ahead of any thing else

they evei- saw for a piotector. ^Ir. W. L. Ten-
nant said he would rather do without comb
foundation than to do without these protectors.

This I'stinuite is perhaps a little strong.
I am well aware that this looks like free ad-

vertising: but when so many good bee-keepers
assure me it is a good thing. Ii; am ' glad to give
it this notice, particularly as Mr. West charges
a very reasonable jnice for them. As he pays
for advertising space t'iscwhere. he can not be
accused of taking advantage of this notice free.

We are well aware that the principle of the
protectors is old. and that Doolittle has used a

wire-cloth cone for years, but 1 believe the idea
of using a spiral spring is new. The point of

superiority over wire-cloth cone-protectors is.

that^the spirals adjust themselves to the size of

the cell, causing the tin slide shown in the en-
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graving to press down on the top of the cell, so

that the end. or point, of the cell is squeezed

against the apex of the cone. With the wire-

cloth protectors I have known bees to push the

cell up. crawl inside of the cone, and gnaw into

the side of the cell; but they could notverj' well

do it with INIr. West's spirals.

The point he makes, that the requeening can

be done during swarraing-time. is a good one. as

is also the point that an extra-long-cone can be

attached to shorter ones, the queen hatched
out. and be retained a day or two until a place

is found for her. The facility with which these

cones can be attached to the combs is another
point in their favor.J E. R. R.

EVAPORATING HONEY BY SOLAR HEAT IN
FLORIDA.

w. s. hart's device, and how he does it

ON A i.arge scale: he thinks solak
evaporated honey is not inferior

to that ripened by the bees.

By request of some of your southern corres-

pondents, backed by your own, I give you a de-
scription ofmy method of curing extracted honey.
But first let me say I had a short interview with
the editor of The' Florida Farmer and Fruit
Grower. The editor, in commenting on my
honey, said. "Not content with the desiccation
done by the bees, he reduces it in a sun evapo-
rator, in a lai'ge pan under glass, to a consisten-
cy so dense that it will keep a long time without
candying." The honey shown to editor Powers
was cured more than that which I usually send
to market. I cured it while testing the evapo-
rator to see what it would do, and to see wheth-
er thorough curing with solar heat would dark-
en the color. His description of the honey was
a correct one. and shows that there is no i-easou

for uneasiness on that point.

My honey-house is set upon a concrete base.
about two feet high, bringing tlie floor of the
lower room below the surface of tlie ground,
and the sills a few inches above ground. Here
in this lower room I store extracted honey in

barrels. From this room there is a lai'ge aii'-

pipe running out at the top of the building,
w'hich keeps up a circulation of air.

Work for the apiaiy, such as extracting, is

done on the next floor above, while the third
floor is used for storing empty hives.

From my large geared Stanley extractor the
honey runs into a tank capable of holding 13.50

lbs., that rests on the floor in the northeast cor-

ner of the extracting-room. The honey passes
from this to the evaporating-pan by way of a
faucet and a tin pipe projecting through the
side of the building. The evaporator is made
of heavy tin, and is incased in wood, as are the
tanks also. It is 8 teet long, 4 wide, and with
sides '2}4 inches high. Eveiy four inches of its

length "there is a tin partition ;.' inches high,
running from one side to within 4 inches of the
opposite side, and alternate ones soldei-ed to the
opposite sides, so that the honey flows back
and forth across the pan. a distance of about a
hundred feet, before reaching the faucet at the
lower end. through which it falls into a tank be-
low, of the same capacity as the flrst mention-
ed. Any one who has seen a syrup evaporator
will fully understand the workings of this one.
The tank below runs on trucks and a track,

and. when fllled.itis rolled out to the large slid-

ing-door that divides the evaporating-room
from lower stoi-y of the main building. From
the faucet in the tank, the honey runs directly
into the barrels, which are placed on end on the
floor of the storing-room.

I till all my barrels at the end, for several
good reasons. When full the bairels are bung-
ed up tight, and are ready for market, except
that I always di-ive up the hoops just before
sliipping, and put double-pointed tacks behind
them to prevent the possibility of slipping.

The evaporating-room is built on to. and runs
out 11 feet from, the north side of the honey-
house, and flush with the east side. The east
wall is 5 ft. (i in. high above the floor: the back
wall ft. 9 in., and the room is 5 ft. 4 in. wide.
Three sash, 3x(i ft., are used to cover the room,
except next to the main building, where the
shadow falls. The evaporator is arranged to
go close up to the glass, and can be lowei-ed or
raised at the north end to increase or diminish
the si)eed of the honey-flow according to the
heat and amount of curing desired. The evap-
orating-pan can be taken down and carried into
the storing-room wheii not in use.

In both the front and back wall of the evapo-
rating-i'oom there are two I'ows of 3'^-inch
holes, bored and covered with wire netting, to
allow a free circulation of air over the honey.
The past season I have also left the door of the
room open most of the time, as I And that, the
greater the circulation of air. the quicker the
honey cures.

The evaporating-pan is put quite close up to
the east side of the room, leaving a space on the
west side for a person to work over the pan to
scour it or clean honey out of it when a light
grade is following a dark one. The tank below
is laid on casings that raise them a foot above
the floor. This makes it more convenient to
handle the tank or to draw honey from it into
pails for home sales. The utility of the evapo-
I'ator consists in the fact that honey can be ta-
ken from the hives when not over a third capped,
and it can then be cured more thoroughly than
could be done in the hives by the bees, thereby
very hu'g(>ly increasing the crop. Capping hon-
ey is a slow and expensive process. By this sys-
tem an even grade of honey is obtained, with
much less labor and expense than when left

longer in tlie hives. Some able men claim that
honey is better flavored when ripened by the
bees. I can not agree with them in this, nor do
the returns and reports from those who sell ray
honey indicate the correctii(>ss of this theory.
Nor could any bee-keeper, who has ever tried,

tell mo with any certainty which sample of hon-
ey handed him was ripened in the hive, and
which by sun's heat. Usually they select the
latter for the former, as it is usually of a heavier
body. With the arrangement here described I

have no trouble in thoroughly curing my crop
of fifteen to twenty-five thousand pounds, and
I could handle still more without enlarging my
outfit, though a larger evaporating-pan would
be an improvement. I have to-day 113 colonies,
perhaps, of bees. W. S. Hart.
Hawks Park. Fla.. March KJ.

[Many thanks for the full details of your ar-
rangements, friend H. Although we have de-
scribed similar ones before, we have not here-
tofore liad such a report from dii-ect practical
use. My experience has been, that, for drying
lumber, evaporating fruit or vegetables, or any.
tiling of this sort, a very large volume of dry
air should be made to pass ov(>r or through the
product. You did not tell us how long it took
to evaporate a barrel of honey. Of course, it

would depend upon how thick it is to start with.
Very likely your locality would give you more
and stronger sunshine than we get here, espe-
cially in March and April. This present spring,

up to date of writing, April 4. has been cloudy
and rainy, as a rule, while smishine has been
the exception.]
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THE HONEY-BEE.

A REVIEW OF COWAX S NEW SCFEXTIFIC WOKK,
I5Y ERNE.ST K. ROOT.

Agreeably to my promise made some time
ago. I will now try to give you a taste of some
of the good things that appear in that new
scientific work entitled. " The Honey-Bee: Its

Natural History, Anatomy, and Physiology, by
Thomas William Cowan."' The book is a small
one, 632 hy l^i. and contains 192 pages; but it

represents an immense amount of painstaking
work. It is neatly bound, and api)ropriately
embossed in gilt. It is wholly scientlhc. and
therefore it has little or noth-
ing to say regarding practical

apiculture, that part being
entirely delegated to a former
work of the author's. During
my spare half - hours in the
evening I have been studying
the work with a good deal of

pleasure. It is not a book
that can be read like a story,

but it is one that requires at-

•tentiouand careful study. Un-
like some of the largei- works,
it is condensed, but still seems
to cover the most that is im-
portant from a scientilic point

of view regarding our little

friends the bees.

One thing that struck my
eye particularly, was the
beautiful frontispiece engrav-
ing, showing almost the en-
tire anatomy of the bee: and
I became so much interested
in studying it that I here re-

produce it for the lienetit of

our readers.

Now, if you will have a lit-

tle patience I will try to give
you the gist of my reading,
and at the same time avoid
the use of scientific terms, .so

fai" as possible. I may remark,
in passing, that the anatomy
of the bee is, in many respects.

similar to that of the human
body: and in describing the
various organs and functions
I will endeavor to call atten-
tion to those that are similar
in our own frames.

I will first call your atten-
tion to the alimentary canal
—that is. the organs of diges-
tion and assimilation. What
is digestion? Our author
says, '• It is the separation of
the nutrient part of food from
the non-nutrient, and the con-
version of the nutrient into a
liquid fit to mingle with the
blood, and thus nourish the
body of the insect." We all

know how the bee gathers up
his food thiough his wondei-ful and delicate
little tongue. It then passes into a little tube
just below the i)oint A. in the engraving, and is

called the o'sophagus. or gullet. We find a
similar organ in our own bodies, leading from
the mouth and communicating directly to the
stomach. This o-sophagns passes through the
waist of the bee, or thorax, as it is called, and
to the honey-stomach G in the abdomen. It is

in this little sac. although it can hold but a
tiny drop at a time, that millions and millions
of pounds of nectar are carried annually and
stored in our combs. This sac G is located in

the fore part of the abdomen, or " liinder " part
of the bee. as the boy said.
Several years ago I had a curiosity to know

what the bees were working on. I suspected
that they were gathering juices from over-
ripened raspberries on the vines. In order to
satisfy my.self I grasped a bee by her waist and
abdomen, and pulled until the parts were sepa-
rated, and then was nwealed the little honey-
sac, which had disengaged itself from the ab-
domen. This contained a light purple or wine-
colcn^d liquid. The size of this honey-sac. asn(>ar-
ly as I can ri>collect now, was a good big eighth of
an inch: and I should remark that the bee had
all that she could contain in her little pocket.

4-^

ECTION OF BEE. f^HOWING ITS INTERiN'AI> ORGAN.S.

Cheshire says that, when the honey -sac is full,
it is i of an inch in diameter. This would
agree with my observations.

STOMACH-MOUTH.
The next thing that engages our attention is

a sort of valve, which has been call the stom-
ach-mouth, and is located between the honey-
stomach and the trne stomach; viz.. at II. This
is one of the most interesting of organs: audi
suppose that no part of the internal anatomy of
the bee has been studied more, theorized about,
dissected, and examined, than this delicate and
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Ix-auliful littlr valvt\ At H its true structure

does not appear. It has been likened In api)ear-

ance to a bud just alwut to open. It is a st)rt of

valve, fringed on the inside with rows of bi'is-

tles, or hairs, the object of which seems to be

to separate the pollen grains fioni the nectar,

the former passing into the stomach L. \Vith-

out special engravings which I may yet copy
from ^lv. Cowan's book, I can not explain ex-

actly the manner in which tlii:> valve per-

forins its functions.

TRUE STOMACH.

This corresponds to the stomach in our own
bodies, and pei'forms the samt^ function in the

way of digestion in converting the nutrient

particles of the food into blood. The inside

walls of the stomach have certain cells which
perform certain offices; but without more defi-

nite engravings it will be impossible to describe

them in detail.

The next organ is the small intestine, or, as

it is sometimes called, the •' ilion."' In the hu-
man bodv the small intestines are much more
elaborate. It is in this that the food, after its

digestion, passes, and where, by absorption, the
nutrient particles not already absorbed pass

into the blood, and soon throughout the system.

You will notice, also, at L, some small radiat-

ing filaments. These are called the inalphy-
gian tubes. It is not certain what their office

is, but it is thought that these are the urinary
organs.
At the end of the small intestine, K. you will

notice an enlargement, M. This is what is

called the colou. Those who have been study-
ing the water-cure remedy, as given in Glean-
ings lately, will know something what this is

in the human body. Although the appearance
of the colon in the bee is ditterent from that in

the human body, yet its functions are very
much the same; and if allowed to become
dammed up by excreta (that is, by retention

during winter) it is liable to cause disease in

the bee, just the same as in the human body.

On page 112 Mr. Cowan says:

From tlie colon, what lemaiiis of the undigested
foiKl is expelled by the anal opening- (frontispiece,

o). For this purpose strong' muscles exist, l)y which
the colon is compre-sed and tlie excreta ejected.

The quantity of the exci-eta voided, usually of a
dark brown color, is regulated by the nature of the
food; bad honey, an improper substitute for honey
isuch as glucose) producing a larger amount, while
good hon^y and good syrup produce less, a larger
proportion of it being digested and absorbed. It is,

therefore, important that bees should have good
food, as, in a healthy condition, worljers never void
their fajces in the hive, but on the wing. In the
winter it is retained luitil voided on their flrst flight.

So you see, then, that bad food makes mis-
chief, just the same as it does in the human
body, and it is in this that the ovei'plus of fteces

is stored during winter.

HOAV THE BEE "MAKES" HONEY.

After the nectar is gathered, it is then trans-

ferred from the tongue to the oesophagus and
thence to the honey-stomach. G. It has been
shown repeatedly by experiment that there are
a great many more pollen grains in the nectar
than in honey; hence the little stomach-mouth
H comes into play in separating the grains
from the mouth. On arrival at the hive, the
bee regurgitates—that is, expels the contents of

the honey-sac into the cell; but during its stay
in the honey-sac the nectar has undergone a
change; that is, it has been converted, says
Mr. Cowan, from the cane sugar of nectar into

the grape sugar of honey, by the agency of a
certain gland. This sustains the position held
so persistently by Prof. Cook, and his view is

doubtless correct; for when two such doctors
agree, and cite the authority of almost all of

the eminent scientists of Eui'ope in its support,
th(> i-est of us will have to fall into line.

Hut the bee may not regurgitate the honey,
for it may pass directly into the chyle-stomach.
We see. tlierefoi'e. that, when a swarm issues.
the bees. ;ifter lilling their honey-sacs to their
full cai)acity (a veiy small drop), can caixy
with them a supply of food to last thein for sev-
eral clays: and even while on the wing, through
that little stonuich-mouth. II. they may take
nouiishmi'n.t. .So much for the alimentary ca-
nal, its office in digestion, and the honey-
stomach.

THE NEIJVOUS SYSTEM.

Let us now turn our attention to the nervous
system. By referring to the engraving you will
see parallel and medial lines passing the entire
length of the bee, and Hnally communicating
with the brain A. Along at iri'egular intervals
will be seen thickened masse-; called " ganglia."
These are really little brains, and, as in our own
bodies, preside over the involuntary muscles.
The largest ganglion is the brain, at A, and
is the seat of voluntary action and intelligence.
One is surpiised in reading through chapters 10
and 11 of Mr. Cowan"s work, how thoroughly
scientists have studied the structure of the
nervous system as found in the bee. Even the
tiny brain has been dissected, and its various
functions pointed out—that is. what parts com-
municate with the antennic. what part with
the eyes, etc. I was greatly interested, in look-
ing over the sizes of the different brains found
in different insects. I quote here a paragraph
from page 70:

It is generally admitted, that the size of the brain
is in proportion to tlie development of intelligence;
and Dujardin, who made careful measurements,
gives the following sizes: In the worker bee the
brain is the tU of the body; in the ant, .i^b; the ieli-

neumon, jflo; the cockcliafer, sg'so; the dytiseus, or
watei'-beetle, tj'oh.

In man the proportion is 1 to 40, 1 believe; but
we all know that he is of the very highest order
of intelligence. However, we are not very
much siu'prised to learn that the bee has the
largest brain of any of the insects, exceeding by
far even that of the ant, whose intelligence we
have admired over and over again.

THE RESPIKATOKV SYSTEM.

It is also interesting to inquire how the bee
breathes, and chapter 8 points out to us the
wonders of the nervous system in the bee. By
referring to the engraving given, we observe a
couple of large air-sacs, called the " trachea,"
and correspond somewhat to the lungs. These
are located on either side of the abdomen, as at
T. These are divided and subdivided into
smaller trachea, and these in turn ramify all

through the entire body. Instead of fresh air

being received in at the month, as with us.

fresh supplies are admitted through 14 little

mouths called " si)iracles."" Ten of these are
located on the abdomen— live on each side—and
are situated just about on the margin of the
scales, between the dorsal and ventral seg-
ments. Four others are situated on the thorax,
or waist, *^^wo on each sid(\ You may, there-
fore, decapitate a bee and he will continue
breathing as before. If you place a pencil dip-
ped in ammonia near his body, th(> headless in-

sect will struggle to get away: and if the pen-
cil touches his feet, the ganglia already spoken
of communicate the sensation to the other gan-
glia, and at once all the feet come to the
I'escue to i)ush off the offending object, or, it

may be, to take a closer hold so the sting may
do its work. Besides that, if bees are daubed
with honey they will die very soon from stran-
gulation, because these little mouths orspiracles
are closed. A bee may swim aroiuid in a trough
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of water, and. though his head be entirely out,

he will drown just the same, because these

spiracles, or breathiiig-inoutlis. are submerged
under water. On a hot day. if tlie entrance of

a hive be closed, the bees will soon begin to

t^weat: and. thus becoming daubed, the delicate

spiracles are closed, and the bees die.

KOYAI, .JELI.Y. AXD WHAT IS IT?

Nothing in the book interested me more than
the discussion in chapter 18 in regard to the
roval jelly. Cheshire insists that it is a secre-

tion from' one of the glands: but Prof. Cook has
maintained that it is the product of the chyle-

stomach: and Mr. Cow an proves conclusively
that this is the right view, and eminent author-
itv is not wanting to sustain them.
This chyle is produced in what is called tiie

chyle-stomach, shown at L. in the engraving:
and worker larva? are fed on this concentrated
food for three days, after which they are wean-
^d. "On the fourth day this food is changed
and the larva is weaned: for the first pap has
a large quantity of honey added, but no undi-
gested pollen, as Prof. Leuckhart had stated.

The drone larvie are also weaned, but in a dif-

ferent way: for. in addition to honey, a large
quantity of pollen is added after the fourth
day." And right here 1 can not do better than
(luote from Mr. Cowan:
Microscopic examination showed that, in tlie

<jueen and worker larva', there was no uiidig-ested
pollen; whereas in the choiie larvfe. after the fourth
day, larg'e numbers of pollen grains were found, lu
one milligram, no less than 1.5,000 pollen grains were
•counted, and these were from a number of different
plants. . . . This work of Dr. Planta's. we think,
conclusively jiroves that the food is not a secretion,
and tliat the nurses have the power of altering its

constituents as they may require for the different
bees. . . . Royal jelly is, therefore chyle food,
and this is also most likely the food given to the
queen-bee. Schonfeld has also recently shown that
drones are likewise dependent up<in this food, given
to them by workers, and tliat, if it is withheld, they
die after tliree days, in the presence of abundance
of honey. This, lie thinks, accounts for the quiet
way in which drones perish at the end of the season.
It will now be easily understood, that, if weaning of

the worker larvae does not take place at the proper
time, and that the first nourishing food is continued
too long, it may be the cause of developing the ova-
ries, and so produce fertile workers, just as the
more nourishing food continued during the whole
of the larval existence in the case of a queen devel-

ops her ovaries, or even in the absence of a queen
the feeding of workers on this rich food may tend to

have the same effect. Tliis, then, is tlie solution of
royal jelly and brood food.

I would say. in conclusion, that I enjoyed
greatly studying up this subject. It used to be
an old passion of mine: but it took such an im-
mense amount of time, and caused such a severe
strain on my eyes that I abandoned it.

In my ettort to put the whole of this into com-
mon parlance. I may possibly have stated some
things incorrectly. If so. I shall be glad to have
our author or Prof. Cook set me riglit.

THE CLOVER EXPERIMENT.

E. E. HASTY TELLS US HOW HE PROSPERS IX
TRYING TO DRIVE DAME XATURE.

mos. Never mind: just wait till we see what
we shall see.

I have some feartiiat my phenomenon does

not secrete nectai' as freely as the unimproved
clover. I do not see bees on it. But then. I be-

lieve bees rather seldom go to one phtntoin
thing that is new to tliem. I have never yet

had even a square yard of it in bloom at one
time. So far as length of tube is concerned, it

seems to be short enough.
I have had over a dozen sub-varieties of clo-

ver in tow: but tnie by one I have dropped
them, until I now have but four in training.

You see. it's like trving to drive the hens away
from their home. ' Y(ui can drive them a few
rods awav from the barn vei-y easily: but the

further you go. the more desperate they get in

the determination to get by you and go back
again. E. E. Hasty.
Richards. ().. .March :u.

STRAY STRAWS FROM PROF. COOK.

Friend Miller pokes me up with a " straw"
.abo\it those clovers. Yes. doctor. Pve got an im-
proved clover (that is. part of the time I have it)

:

but, just to pester me. it almost totally refuses
to bear seeds. And the seedlings, when I do
gel a few, about nine-tenths of them backslide.
The florets of this specimen of clover are double:
iind. as abnormal double flowers are usually
seedless, my tribulations are not miaccountable
happenings, but the regular course of the Cos-

shall WE GATHER FIGS FROM THISTLES. OH
WHEAT FROM CHESS? P:TC.

That was a very happy thought—securing
the ' Stray Straws."' (iood. too. to use this val-

uable letter on tirst page, as it saves time: for

your readers will soon pick for these grain-laden
straws the fii'St thing.
Does not Dr. Miller know^ that Michigan and

Rhode Island are both experimenting with bees

at their stations? They are both doing some-
thing with bees. and. I hope, for bee-keepers.

Was this among your •' Don"t knows." doctor?

It is nearly as easy to quiet bees by the use of

carbolic acid as by tlie use of smoke. If such
practice antagonizes " foul brood."' those inter-

ested may well adopt it. It is surely worth a
trial by those whoai'e sufferers.

Why does a writer in one of the recent jour-

nals say that it is proved conclusively that
•' foul brood '" results from chilled brood? I did

not suppose that there was a shadow of proof of

that statement. When figs come from thistles,

then we may expect foul brood from chilled, and
I think not before. That "• foul brood "" shoitld

be more common north, is easy to explain.

Disease alwavs readies for those of feeble

health. That" the microbe which attacks our
bees should form no exception is easy to believe.

The bee is native to a warm clime. North it is

apt to suffer from a ligorous climate—to become
enfeebled, and so form a ready seed-bed for this

dread malady.
Dr. Miller places a minute interrogation-

point, inferentially at least, after my statement
that honev is a safer food for bees in quiet than
is cane sugar. I know of no experience, doctor,

that contradicts it. Do you? Suppose you feed

cane sugar in the fall. When the bees are act-

ive they digest it and place it in the cells. They
do this when active, uncontined. and able to

digest it. The old saying, that""dyspepsiahates
a buck-saw."" applies here. Shut the bees up
and feed cane svru]). and you have a dilterenl

condition. I believe cane-sugar syrup, fed in

the fall, is superb for a winter diet for bees: but
fed in the winter, while they are precluded from
all exercise. I should fear it. As Dr. Miller in-

timates, there is that which is called honey,
which we would not care to eat, and better not
compel our bees to eat. at least during the time
of winter confinement. I am surprised at Dr.

Miller's big (?) regarding a cure for the " name-
less bee-disease."" I supposed it quite settled,

that removing the queen cured that ailment:

but here I quote the doctor: " I do not know.""

I am glad to hear Mr. Cowan's book praised.

It is excellent. He gives the history of most of
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our discoveries, and withholds no credit. He
does not say that the upper head glands secrete
the larval food, but, as I showed by actual ex-
periment, a year ago. the larval food is really
chyle, or a product of true digestion in the true
stomach. I fed bees syrup with pulverized
charcoal in it, and found the latter in the royal
jelly. This could not occur if royal jelly were
a secretion.
Our bees in the cellar seem to be doing very

nicely. We must praise the past" two winters
for bees, even if we can not boast of the sum-
mers and their product. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

[At the Detroit convention somebody asked
whether chilled brood i)roduced foul brood. I

answered. " Not unless corn gi'ows \\here corn
has never been planted." R. L. Taylor added.
"Or when wheat turns to chess." As good au-
thority as R. L. Taylor gave us experiments
that seemed to prove most positively that sugar
syrup is a safer winter diet than lioney. and I

supposed this was well settled more than ten
years ago. I have fed bees syrup all winter
long, both outdoors and in the cellar, just on
purpose to see whether it would hurt them.
They came out strong and healthy. I liave,
however, had bees die from spring dwindling
when it looked somewhat as if fettling during
cold weather aggi'avated the malady. That
expei'iment with pulverized cluircoal in the syr-
up was a bright idea. I congratulate you on it,

friend Cook.]

ILLINOIS PROPOSES TO HAVE A LAW TO PRE-
VENT SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES WHEN IT
MAY POISON THE BEES AND HONEY.

THK ADVANTAGE OF HAVING A IJVE BP:E-MAN
IN THE EEGISI.ATUKE.

Friend Root:—Inclosed please find two bills

which I hav<! had the pleasure of introducing
into our Legislature. Should they meet with a
favorable consideration from you, any com-
ments through Gleanings will be highly ap-
preciated by myself and the many friends de-
sirous of their passage. J. M. Hambaugh.

Springfield, 111., Mar. 31.

37th Assem. house—No. 607. Mar. 1891.

1. Iiitroducert by Mr. Hanibjiug-h, March C6, 1891.

2. Read by title M:nch 26, 1891, ordered printed,
and refeirerl to conHnittee on liorticulture.

For an act to protect bees from poison tlirong-h the
spraying or otherwise treating- of fruit or other
trees, shrubs, vines, or plants, with London pui'-

ple. Paris g-reen, white arsenic, or other viiulent
poisons, wliile the aforesaid trees, slirulis, vines,
or plants are in bloom.

Whereas, spra.ving of trees, shrubs, vines, or
plants at tlie proper time greatly improves the con-
ditions favorable foi- a crop of fruit, and
Whereas, sprajing should never be permitted un-

til the blossoms have fallen fwnii the latest bloom-
ing trees, and
Whereas, the insects injurious to fruit do not

make their appearance until about ten days after
the bloom, and
Whereas, the spraying of trees, shrubs, ATues, etc.,

while the same are in bloom poisons the bees and
seriously injures tlie bee-keepers and reduces the
signal benefits to the fruil-growi'rs, who have re-
peatedly demonstrated that tlie bees ensure better
crops, therefore
Section I. Be U enacted hy the People of the State

of Illinois, represented in the General Assembly, That
it shall be unlawful for any person to spray anj-
fruit-trees. shrubs, vines, or plants, with Paris
green, London purple, white arsenic, or other viru-
lent poisons, or to scatter upon such trees, shrubs.

vines, or plants, powdered London purple, Paris
green, white arsenic, or other virulent poisons,
while such trees, shrubs, vines, or plants are in blos-
som, and so may be visited by honey-bees in quest of
nectar or pollen.
And that any person who shall spray such trees,

shi'ubs, vines, or plants with London purple, Paris
green, wliite arsenie, or other virulent jioisons, or
shall scatter the poison upon the same while in blos-
som, shall l)e deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
foi- the tirst offense shall lie punished by tine in any
sum not less than five dollars, and for the second ot-
fense by tine ill any sum not less than twentj-flve
dollars; and, in default of payment of the same, by
imprisonment in the county jail not more than nine-
ty days.
Sec. II. The fines resulting from the operations of

this statute shall be jiaid to the State Treasurer by
the court imposing the same, and be placed by said
treasurer to the credit of tlie Illinois Bee-keepers'
Association to be used by said association in jiromot-
ing and developing the industrv of bee-keeping in
this State.
Sec. III. The Illinois Bee-keepers' Association

may in its discretion employ a competent pei'son as
an executive officer for service in enforcing the pro-
visions of this statute, whose powers, duties, and
title shall hv ijrescribed by said bee-keepers' associa-
tion, and whose eompensation shall be fixed by said
association suhjert to the approval of the Governoi'.
Said executive otticer shall be removable at the
pleasure of said association.
Sec. IV. The fines resulting from the opei'ation

of this statute, or so much thereof as may be neces-
sary for the purposes named above, are hereby ap-
propriated to defray the cost and expense of the work
contemplated by this act, to be paid by the State Trea-
surer from funds not otherwise appropriated, upon
warrants drawn otil.v upon itemized vouchers, and
bills signed by the president of the Illinois Bee-
keepeis' Association, countei'signed by the secretary
thereof, and ajipitwed by the Governor. And pro-
vided, further, that in no event shall the State of
Illinois be held or become liable in any amount in
excess of the revenue obtained through the opera-
tions of this statute.

37th Assem. house—No. 599. Mar. 1891.

1. Introduced by Mr. Hambaugli, March 25, 1891.

2. Read by title March 2:), ls91, ordered printed,
and referred to eommittee on appropriations.

For an act to provide for the participation of the
State of Illinois in the World's Columbian Exposi-
tion, autlioiized by an act of Congress (jf the Unit-
ed States, to be held in the city ot Chicago during
the year 1893, in commemoration of the discovery
of America in the year 1492; and for an appropria-
tion to paj' the cost and expense of the same.

Whereas, the lai-ge revenues derived annually
from the sale of honey by the bee-keepers of Illinois

make this important industry worthy of the foster-

ing care of the General Assembly, and
Whereas, a creditable apiarian exhibit by tlie bee-

keepers of Illinois at the World's Columbian Expo-
.sitiini to be held in Chicago in 1893 will call marked
attention to this growing industry and greatly assist

in the development ot the same, and thereb.v add
largely to the material prospei'ity of the State, and
Whereas, the Illinois Bee-keeiiers' Association, an

organization composed of the leading apiarists of
the State, and duly incorporated in compliance
with the statutes of this State, have petitioned this
General Assembly for an aiipropriation to defray
the exjjenses of making an exhibit of bees, honey,
apiaiy supplies, and appliances at tlie World's Co-
lumbian Exposition in 1893, therefore
Section I. Bi it enacted hij the people of Illinois,

represented in the General Assembly, That there be
and is hereby appropriated to the Illinois Bee-keep-
ers' Association, out of any mone.v in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated, tlu' following sums, to-

wit: For the payment of the expenses of making
an exhibit of bees, honey, apiary supplies, and ap-
pliances at the World's Columbian Exjiosition to be
held in Chicago in 1893, the sum of five thousand
dollars, or so much of said sum as may be required
to make a creditable display.
Sec. 11. The Illinois Bee-keepeis' Association may

in its discretion employ a competent person as an
executive officer for service in preparatory work
and care of the State Apiarian Exhibit, whose pow-
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ers, duties, and title sliall be prescribed by said
Bee-lieei)ers' Association, and wliose conipeiisaf ion
sliall be tixed by said assi)Ciation, subject to the ap-
proval of tlie Governor. Said executive officer shall
be removed atthe pleasuie of said association. Any
member of said Bee - keeiiers' Association, other
than said executiAe officer, rendering' service in con-
nection with said State exhibit, by insti-uction of
said association i/iay rec'ei\e as compensation there-
for only uecessai'y expenses and cost of transporta-
tion while actually employed in such service.
Sec. III. The sum of five thousand dollars, or so

much of it as may be necessai'y for the purpose, is

herel)y appropriated to defray the cost and ex-
penses of the woik contemplated by this act, to be
paid by the State Tri^asurei' from funds not othei'-
wise appiojiiiated, upon warrants drawn by tlie

Auditor of the State, which warrants shall be drawn
only upon itemized vouchei'S and I'eceipted bills
signed by the president of the Illinois Bee-keepers'
Association, countersifiiied by the secretary thereof,
and apjiroved by the Gt)vernor: Atid pruvidid
further. th;it in no event shall the State of Illinois
be held or become liable in any amount in excess of
the sum hereby appropriated.

[We publish the above for precedent for ac-
tion on the pai't of other States of the Union.
If your neighbor should undertake to spray his
trees while in bloom, 1 think if you would show
him the above he would be very likely to as-
sent to the jtistice of your request, and forbear.]

M'FAKLAND'S DEVICE FOR CAERYING HIVES.

HOW TO CARRY HIVES IX AND OUT OF THE CEL-
LAR; A SEASONABLE ARTICLE.

Having. not always found it an easy matter to
procure good efficient help to assist in carrying
bees to and from the cellar, I began some time
ago trying to invent some way by which I could
do the work more speedily and easily. Some-
times I would endeavor to do this woi'k alone,
carrying one hive at a time: but I found a hive
of bees rather awkward to get hold of to carry
any distance, and very tiresome when one has

^-71
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the liquid can not How; insert the nozzle in one
nostril, breathing through the nose, and let the
liquid flow. It will flow up one nostril and
down the other, cleansing and healing the
nasal passages as nothing else can. Use the
warm salt water and the suds (warm of course)
each once a day. and it will cure any ordinary
case. J. H. Hill.

Venice. Fla., March 31.

[Well done, fri(>nd Hill. While 1 was looking
over Dr. Kellogg's book In regai'd to the Hall
discovery, I noticed the apparatus you mention
illnslrated tliere. A few days ago I had quite
a severe cold, and toward its winding up it seem-
ed to me that it would just be fun to get Dr.
Kellogg's apparatus and give my nostrils a good
rinsing out. I did not know just how to go at
it, however, and I was afraid I might get stran-
gled, and therefore I let it go. Now yon have
made it as plain as A B C. But are you posi-

tively sure, my good friend, that there Is any
thing at all needed but pure water? Just listen.

A poor woman was grievously afllicted with
some kind of rheumatism. She and her hus-
band scraped np money, and she went to a cele-

brated water-cure. Sure enough, she began to
improve right away, and in a few weeks she
was comparatively well. After she went back
home, however, the old symptoms returned,
^nd finally she was about as bad as before. It

cost an awful lot of money to get to the cele-

brated springs, and they could not afford it.

As a drowning man catches at a straw, how-
ever, one of the twain, I do not remember
which, suggested that she take a daily bath
with the water that was at hand, using it in

the same manner she used tlie water at the
medical spring. What do you think the re-

sult was? Why. a daily bath, with simply
common watei', relieved her of her trouble just
as well in her own home as it did at the ex-
pensive watering-place. By the way, how much
does it cost to go to a high- toned medical spring,
and take a course of treatment, paying the doc-
tor, traveling expenses, high-priced board, and
all that? May be some of you can tell. And is

it not humiliating to be obliged to confess that
the whole thing amounts to nothing more nor
less, Ji/iaHj/, than the old-fashioned water-cure
treatment of Fowler & Wells, published so
freely all over our land more than forty years
ago?
On page 273 of our last issue, a friend, who

has been an invalid for years, tells us about
using flaxseed in connection with flushing with
water, for cleansing the small int(^stines as well
as the colon. By the way. friends. I have been
expecting all along that somebody would take
exceptions to the way in which we were dis-

cussing not only subjects that are usually con-
sidered delicate, but matters that might be
considered by some out of place, or lacking in

dignity. Well, thei-e has not been a single such
protest that I kno\\' of, unless it was a little bit

of pleasantry now and then. I suppose the
reason is, that so many of us have been longing
for relief in this vei'y line, and pei-haps longing
for any thing that would give us aid in this
matter of keeping the human frame divine
sweet and clean, "tit places for the dwelling of
the Holy Spirit. Well, I have been eating flax-

seed, as recommendf'd, and I am rejoiced to tell

you that, in my case, it answei-s the purpose
perfectly. Please bear with me if I tell you
just why I feel s(j certain that it is a valuable
adjunct. I diank a great lot of hot water about
S(>ven o'clock in the evening—so much, in fact,

that it mad(> me feel uncomfortable to some ex-
tent through the night. Then in the morning
I commenced, the fli'St thing, eating flaxseed.
It is not the pleasantest stuft to eat, by the way

and I kept thinking, while I chewed it up fine,

that I should prefer to have it cooked in some
way, if it would answer the same purpose. I

used the flushing rem(>dy the niglit before, so
that I could be s\ire that it was the flaxseed
that did the cleansing if there was any. Well,
within an houi' after taking it I began to feel

its effect. And now comes the whole point of
my story. The ott'ensive smell that I told you
of when I first began the flushing, has not been
noticeable for perhaps months. On this par-
ticular occasion, however, the old familiar and
exceedingly offensive smell was present, indi-
cating unmistakably that the flaxseed had
loosened up and brought away accumulations
that had been perhaps for a long while lodging
in the small intestines, and matter that the
water itself had not reached. We are surely
making progress; and is there any other sub-
ject, in the whole range of human intelligence,
of more moment and more importance than this

one of making ourselves clean—of following the
injunction found in the Scripture t(^xts which
I have so often quoted to you— "Wash ye,

make you clean " ? A great wave is going
through our land, and possibly other lands, in

this direction of thorough washing; and I tell

you, it is a hopeful sign. When we bend our
energies, and the intelligence of the thinking
people of the world toward this matter of clean-
liness, and of making our bodies not only clean
without but clean within, wherever pure water
can be made to go with the aid of all modern
appliances, I tell you we are on the highway to
some great achievement. One happy thing
about it is, that it is within the reach of all

—

the poorest as well as the richest, and there
should be no excuse hereafter for uncleanness
in any shape or form. Our country has been
given to booms— first one thing and then an-
other. Sometimes these booms are wholesome
and sometimes not. But if there is going to be
a great big boom all over the world in wasliing
the body more thoroughly than has ever been
done before since the world began, it is certain-
ly going to prove to be a good thing, and a great
many steps heavenward; for "cleanliness is

next to godliness." Let rus wash our bodies,

our feet, our hands, our heads, our ears. Small
boys can have a share in this latter. How my
good mother did used to exhort and reprove me
because my ears and finger-nails were not clean

!

After we have got the ears and scalp washed
and cleansed, then our noses must be overhaul-
ed, as our friend Hill advises. Then let us pro-
vide plenty of tooth-brushes, and wash our
mouths and our teeth. Very likely some nice

soap with the soft water, or perhaps some clean
sand or charcoal dust, might help along. We
want flesh-brushes and nail-brushes as well as
tooth-brushes. And, by the way, who knows
whether we shall not succeed in doing away
with this disagreeable thing of a bad-smelling
breath that atflicts some people? My dear
friend, how many do you know among your ac-
quaintances whose breath is offensive? May
be you have been told that your own breath is

offensive. If so, what would you give to have
it sweet,, pure, and clean, like the breath of a

baby? Well, I am inclined to think that, with
the information that has been given in these
pages of Gleanings, the whole thing may be
accomplished. Let us first put th(> whole body
in the right shape with energy. You see, your
friends do not always tell you when your breath
isoflfensiVe; but your wife will; and next time
vou give her a kiss (I really hope it will not be
three or four weeks before you do), just ask her
to tell you whether or not your breath is im-
proving. Oh! by the way, if you are in the
habit of using tobacco, after you get cleaned up
nicely, inside and out, you will be in excellent
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trim to leave oft' the foul weed. Why, it would
be ii great piiy to df'tilc the holy temi)k' after
having been made clean in the way we have
indicated. And all this great work in cleanli-
ness, and its resulting health, is to be accom-
plished in your own home, by means of ])ure

water, pure air, plenty of sunshin(>. and all the
rest of God's free gifts. What will the doctors
do? Why. bl(>ss you. we will pay them a good
salary, and aitpoint them as inspectors to over-
haul us, say twice a weel\. and see that we are
doing our duty on the aViove line.

GIVING AWAY THE WATEII-CURE SFX'KET AMONO
THE FAK.MEKS.

There is an agent in our neighborhood selling
Dr. Hall's recipes. He hasn't sold any in this
neighborhood, for I haven't been very still.

The farmers are oi'ganized all over this part of
the country, and it is an easy matter to get
news around in a very short time.

Solitude. Ind., March 17. .1. P. Utley.

WHAT A DOCTOR SAYS OF THE WATER CURE,
AND ITS OI.DNESS.

We have one of Dr. Hall's agents here selling
the "secret" for #4.0(). I am a graduate of the
Hygeio-Therapeutic College, of New York, of
the class of 18(35, and have used the drugless
remedy for 30 years. When I first heard of Dr.
Hall's '"secret" I said I could guess what it

was; and I told the agent that, if there was one
part of the water-cure system of more impor-
tance than another, it was the use of water in-

jected into the colon. I am not practicing now,
but I could give numerous instances of the re-

lief administered by the syringe. I know of no
better motto for health than "Trust in God.
and keep your bowels clean." Ezra Yoder.
Paola, Kan., March 11.

WATER CrRE—USING IT TO EXCESS.

I think you extremely modest in putting the
internal water tivatment before the public.
While others, through greed and avarice, are
making money selling this as a new and secret
remedy, I am glad that you are so magnani-
mous as to print and furnish it for distribution
free of cost. Only lately I paid four dollars
just to find that one Hall had learned this
treatment about the same time I did. Now a
word of caution. Old men sometimes ride hob-
bies, and it is said that old cranks are the worst
of cranks. Don't come to regard this as a uni-
versal panacea. Don't recommend it on all

occasions and for all persons. It is possible to
practice it to such an extent that nature will
cease to perfoi-m lier functions, and the person
be left dependent on artificial means for the
operations that nature is intended to produce.
I suppos(^ you remember a ease reported of a
typhoid patient dying by using this remedy.
Please send me oO to KM) co|nes of the treatment.
Philipsburg, Pa., March 10. .Inc. D. Chi.i..

WATER-CURE TREATMENT: WASHING OUT THE
STOMACH.

I wish to say a word about that "drugless
remedy." There is one point you have not
touched upon. An acquaintance of mine was
sick for a long time with a sUmiach trouble.
The usual prescriptions were administei'ed with
but little effect. Finally the doctor brought
a long rubber tube, about three or four feet
long, with a funnel atone (>nd. The small end
was introduced into the stomach, and warm
water poured into it until the stomach and tube
were full. In a short time the funnel end was
dropped low down over a pi'oper I'eceptacle, and
the contents of the stomach all came out
through the tube. All that was not digested

was removed: and when food was taken again,
th(^ man had a clean slomach to starti on. and
his improvement was jinmediate ami marked:
and thus what di-ugs failed to effect the water
accomplished. This doctor giv<'s the same
treatment to others alllicted in like manner. I

sujjpose this means is known to you. but I think
it should be nu'ntioned in connection with your
other "wash and be clean" arrangement. I

know that the us(! of water will relieve th(»

painful ettects of piles, and am not sure but a
frequent application will result in a p<M'nuxnent
cure. Kamrleh.

LIBIES' G0MVERSM1QNE.

MRS. HARRISON GIVES SOME ENCOURAGING
WORDS.

THE LADIES PARLOR.

I had l)egun to think that Gleanings was
not as good as it used to be. When a new one
came I would look it all through to see if any of
the ladies had wi'itten, and felt lonesome and
disappointed when I found ncjthing from them.
I do not believe that I take much interest in a
bee-paper where the other sex do (til the writ-
ing. The April 1 No. of Gleanincjs was a de-
liglit, a regular "conversazione." How nice in

the editor to fit us up a parlor to do our talking
ill!

I am personally acquainted with all in atten-
dance at the last "conversazione." with the ex-
ception of Mrs. Grubb. and to her I extend my
H^" in token of friendship, and I should be
glad to welcome her to our bee-conventions or
at my own home.

It is refreshing to hear from " Our Clearing "

again, and hojje that Nellie Linswik will come
often and bi'ing with her her sister, who wields
so graceful a ijen. I've long thought that I

could not go to that great city of Chicago if it

were not for my dear friend Mrs. .Stow to guide
me and keep me from being run over by the
grip cars which glide upon one unawares. And
now that T am the eldest, I will take the big
chair, and Mi's. Axtell can recline on tlie sofa,

as she is an invalid, and we will have a talk
about seats.

RESTING-PLACES IN THE APIARY.

The girls will no doubt say, " Uraph! I don't
want any." My advice is, that you had better
try them* at least. I've learned to do a great
deal of work sitting that I could not do at all if

I did not. A woman complained to a very self-

reliant neighbor that she was not able to stand
up to mix her bread. She replied. "Sit down,
then.'' That was not the kind of answer she
exyjected or desired, and she would not be apt
to apply to her again for sympathy. Our hives
stand upon the ground, raised at the back the
height of two hi'icks. and one in fi'ont; and if I

liad to remove the combs from one hive to an-
othei' standing. I could not do it; but I can en-
joy doing it sitting. Our hives are eight-frame
Langstroth, with cap and loose cover. The cov-
er is two boards, grooved together and cleated.

I've received a great many cui'tain lectures

from turning these caps upon their sides and
sitting upon them. I'm told that I rack them,
which I do when the ground is uneven; and
once I found myself sitting down suddenly upon
four little boards. "If youiflfZ sit upon the caps,

why don't you put the cover on .and sit that
way?" The cap is lighter, and of a height to

suit me better. If I should get down upon my
knees at the side of a hive, the rheumatism
would find it out in an hour, and move in. If I
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gel upon my knees around a hive. I put down a
cover and kneel upon it. It would be inconven-
ient to carry a chair around, and the height
would not suit me as well as the cap does. I

do not believe I could sit upon a cover, as Er-
nest Root does. Perhaps our young ladies can.
I use hives for seats in diffei'ent places around
the apiary, under the green ash, when I'm
watching for swarms, and sit down to eat a
bowl of pounded ice, or in my office scraping
out hives, which is under the leafy cover of a
grape-arbor.

I have, in my rag-bag, a ripped-up pair of
brown linen drilling pants. I intend to make a
pair of mits of these, extending to the finger-
tips. I know I can handle frames much quick-
er with these on, and the bees do not sting
through linen. Their stings appear to slide
over it and not penetrate it.

A GOOD DINNER.

That good dinner that Mrs. Axtell speaks of
is a desideratum dui'ing the busy season of the
apiary. But how to get it \^•hen there is no re-
liable help in the house is the question. I find
that I can not leave food cooking over a gaso-
line stove, as well as over a coal fire. It is so
much hotter, it boils dry sooner. If it is a cool
morning I make a fire in the cook-stove, bake
graham gems, and, if I want to cook snap
beans. I put them on over the remaining fii'e,

and they will cook slowly for hours; and if it

goes out I light the gasoline to finish. Vegeta-
bles that cook quickly, like green corn, aspara-
gus, etc., I get readyin the early morning, and
cook over the gasoline. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Peoria, 111., April 5.

[Ever since this matter of seats has been
mentioned in different letters, I have been feel-
ing a little uneasy because I have not told yi)u
my own experience. I have several times been
on the point of being used up through nervous
prostration; and perhaps some of my friends
think me notional even now, because I refuse to
consider an important matter without first sit-

ting down. The book-keeper will come tome
with a list of bills to be paid, wanting my ap-
proval. Now, a great many times when I am
putting on my nose-glasses 1 reach instinctive-
ly for a seat. As it does not look well for a
man to set down and leave a woman standing,
I often tell her to sit down too. But she says
she does not care for a seat. Well, a good many
times I don't; but when I am really suffering
from lack of exercise, and when I could walk a
mile through the woods and over the fields, I

often feel that I should be used up if I did not
have some place to sit down before I undertake
any mental effort. I know other people don't
care as much for a seat as I do, because they do
not say any thing about it. But any comforta-
ble place to sit down is to me. when full of care,
like a drink of cool spring water to a thirsty
man. or like an oasis in the desert to the fa-
tigued traveler. When I get my book written,
" How to Doctor People Without Medicine," I

assure you that plenty of handy scdts will be a
conspicuous figure in the work. It is not only
out in the apiary, but wherever people are era-
ployed where they are ohWged to f<ta ml still a
good deal, that seats are a saving of strength,
and I feel sure, many times, a saving of life.

One of the housekeeping journals advised the
housekeeper to have handy, light strong stools
of different heights. I often go through the
rooms where our girls and women are at work;
and I not only suggest but Insist, on their hav-
ing stools to sit down on, when their work ad-
mits of it. If I am to show them any thing
that occupies more than a minute or two, I

want a stool to sit down on; and I want my

pupils to sit down likewise. Now, stools some-
times play an important part in matters of
more import than business and success in life.

Sometimes I feel as if I should like to have a
good talk with some of these good friends on
their spiritual interests; and oftentimes I know
beforehand that they will perhaps evade, and,
may be, try to shift responsibility. At such a
time I want to sit doivn by them, and I want
them to sit down by me. in order that we may
fully understand each other. Sometimes just
the opportunity and circumstances seem to be
at hand, and the only thing lacking is a couple
of chairs or stools. If I could sit down comfort-
ably, and see my friend also seated in like man-
ner, it seems to me I could speak a word for
Christ Jesus in a way that would surely bear
fruit and bring happiness to the brother "or sis-

ter in question. Now, then, who shall say
again that a place to sit down is of little conse-
quence ?]

A HANDY SEAT FOR THE APIARY.

A PATENTED (?) ADJUSTABLE SEAT.

You ask, Mr. Root, for a description of the
seat we use in our apiaries. We have tried a
number of different kinds, but the one we have
settled upon as the most convenient is simply a
box 17x13x9 inches. For the end, take two
pieces of K-incli lumber, each piece 11x8 inches.
For the rest, use i-f-inch lumber, 17 inches long.
A box closed on all sides is not very easily pick-
ed up. To make it so, put a hole in the middle
of one side, Sxl^-i inches. For greatest conven-
ience, put one in each side. This makes a
strong, light seat, and one that is very easily
picked up. It gives us three different heights,
which is of considerable importance. Turn the
picture on one side, and you will see the seat
at a different height.

I don't know why it is. but Dr. Miller and I

never want the same height in a seat. He gen-
erally sets the box on end, using the 17-inch
height, although he sometimes uses it at 13

Inches. I prefer a low seat, and, if working at
the hiv(> when there is no tiering up, I like the
9-inch height. I can use the 13-inch quite com-
fortably: but the 17-inch would be very uncom-
fortable, unless working at an upper story,
when it is quite convenient. So you see the
advantage of having different heights.

HANDY bee-keeper's SEAT FOI! DIFFERENT
HEIGHTS.

Pine is good material for this seat; but some-
thing a little tougher might be better. It is

very handy indeed to have a number of them in
each apiary. It is nice to be able to offer com-
pany a comfortable seat, aside from the con-
venience it is to yourself to have an extra one
or more lying around handy. They are quickly
and easily made, and almost any bee-keeper
will have plenty of waste boxes or other lumber
that can be utilized in making them. So the
item of expense need not be counted. It's a
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good time to get them ready now. so as to have
them all ready when the busy time comes.
The way we came to use them in the first place
was bv having so many empty glass boxes lying

around, which we used for seats: but they were
not quite substantial enough with one open
side. Dr. Miller always sat on the (>nd: and
after being in use for a while they would split,

sooner or later, although the ends were of >i-
Inch stuff. Nailing up the open side makes
them very strong.

HOW TO LOSE TOOLS.

Do you ever have any trouble losing your
tools in the apiary? You are a model bee-
keeper if you don't: for brushes, chisels, etc..

have a habit of hiding just at the moment you
want them most. Dr. Miller is very orderly
about his tools (I'm not going to tell you how I

am with mine). He usually lays them on top
of a hive in plain sight: never on the ground.
If he accidentally drops one on the ground, he
stops immediately and picks it up. no matter
what he is doing. " He says if he doesn't he will

forget all about dropping it and it is hopelessly
lost. But even then, he sometimes loses them.
It is funny how you can look for something in

vain when it is right before you. If you have
any difficulty with yours, an excellent way is to

tie your brush, chisel, etc., to your apron, or
button-hole, with a good strong cord. Then
you are sure of them, and can drop them at
will. Dr. Miller had an arrangement which he
liked very well. He had a strong cord fastened
together so that he could slip it on over one
shoulder and under the opposite arm, and the
string of each tool was fastened to this cord in-

stead of the button-hole. Emma Wil.sox.
Marengo, 111., April. 1S91.

[Your box looks as if it might be real handy,
though I would about as soon use a hive-cover.
Yet if I were to use that light handy box. with
its patent adjustable heights. I might like it.

Yes, we do lose things, just the way you
speak of: but more oft<Mi one of our men in the
other depai'tments will borrow it without say-
ing any thing about it. because it belongs to the
big boss, and that is the last of it. This is one
of our serious troubles at the Home of the Hon-
ey-bees.] E. R.

MKS. AXTELL DISCUSSES SOME IMPORTANT
MATTERS.

CLOTHING THE FEET IN WET WEATHEK.

Women's light i-ubber boots are not enough
protection to the bottom of the foot, I think. I

like boy's rubber boots better, as one should
wear them only when the feet need protecting
from dampness! They are a great convenience,
even for persons who do not work among bees,

to slip on and care for chickens in sloppy weath-
er: and many times they will be found useful
and healthful.

WHY QUEEN.S ARE SOMETIME.S DESTROYED
AFTER HAYING THEIR WINGS CLIPPED.

Some say they lose so many queens if they
clip their wings. One reason, I think, is be-
cause the scissors were not strictly clean, and
had been used for other purposes, and so left a
scent on the queen, as bees have a very keen
smell: or the fingers were not perfectly clean, or
the wing was cut too close, or she was clipped
during a honey-dearth when bees are cross. I

believe that bees, oftener than we think, kill or
ball their queen when handled in a honey-
dearth (even when the queen is not touched),
early in the spring especially.

NEYER TASTED HONEY.

We took a little girl of ten years of age from
the New Y'ork Juvenile Asylum, to raise. She
had never seen nor tasted honey before coming
here.

WHY BEES don't PAY.

One reason some do not make bees pay. they
have so much work on hand just when bees are

needing care that the golden opportunity passes

bv. and the bees are not made strong enough in

time for the honey-harvest. ^Ir. Muth's arti-

cle in the American Bee Jourmil on that sub-

ject hits the nail on the head, and should be

read bv every one keeping bees. I believe that

to be one of the greatest reasons, if not the

greatest reason, we do not secure more honey
each season. If the bees are strong in numbers,
and have plentv of honey in the hive, and the

hive is contracted so that the brood can be kept
warm, such colonies need no feeding nor nurs-

ing: and in this localitv they should be set out
of the cellar bv April i. But if the colony is

weak, or short of stores, unless the bees have
extra care, their chances for gathering honey in

paving quantities, even in good years, are slim.

Some practice drawing bi-ood and honey from
strong stocks to build up the weak, but I think

that does not pay. neither would I unite two
weak ones unless one were queenless. I should

prefer to unite three or four, or else build up the

weak ones: as two weak colonies, both having a

queen, do not seem to be much if any stronger

after a few davs than before they were united.

I know of nothing that a woman can work at

and make pav better than to take those weak
colonies under her wing and niu'se them into

strong ones bv the time the honey-harvest
comes. Men-folks sav weak colonies don't pay
to fuss with—at least, some in their writings

sav so: but I think it does pay. They should

know how to do it aright, as it is death to weak
colonies to be handled in unsuitable weather,

and to be improperly managed.
Women as bee-keepers should plan to have all

house-cleaning and sewing done up. even before

time to work with bees in the spring, so that the

spring care mav not be neglected, as well as to

have all surplus receptacles ready that will be

needed, and hives ready: for, very often, other

work we do not think of will sandwich itself in;

and we find, with the care of our own house-

work, the extra care of the bees is too much;
and as it is with the housework which no
woman likes to neglect, nor ought to neglect, so

the bees are neglected in the spring, which
takes away the profit of the year.

OFF YEARS FOR HONEY.

When we are convinced that there is to be a

failure we do our painting and repairing of

house, barns, vehicles, etc.. so as to have as

little of such work to do good years as possible.

Though it has often been mentioned in our
bee journals and books, that it is the strong vig-

orous colonies that give the most honey, yet we
are prone to forget that we can not have vigor-

ous colonies unless we have vigorous queens.

Last June, when bees were gathering honey. I

could remember in almost every case where the

colonies were working nicely in sections, that

thev had reared a voung queen the year before;

and the colonies with old or failing queens did

but little in sections.

HONEY-DEW ON HOL'RE-PLANTS.

I noticed on mv house-plants this fall a sweet
stickv substance'that tasted like honey. I sup-

pose "it was honev-dew. The window where
the plants were was spattered with the sweet
substance. I washed it off then, and noticed,

underneath some of the leaves, a little red co-

coon about as large as the head of a pin; but I
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saw no living insect. Last week I again no-
ticed that some of the leaves on my oleander-
tree were a little sticky, and a f(>w of those little

red cocoons. I should think they were, under the
leaves.

BKE-FEEDEKS.

Last fall, when we fed up some colonies foi'

winter, we tried several feeders, and none gave
better satisfaction than cheap t^in milk-pans.
If one buys quite a number they can be bought
very cheap; and then we are sure of no loss of
the syi'up. We had cotton cloths over the top
of the pans, and we tilled them full and set
them on top of the frames and covered the rest
of the frames up, except large entrances for the
bees to go above: and in one night they would
take down two quarts or more, and worked vig-
orously until all was gone. We had some old
wooden feeders we tliouglit wei'e glued and pro-
polized so tight they would not leak; but if fill-

ed above, where tried. w(> found them leaking
in the hive; and one that stood outdoors in th(^

rain several days, out of which we had to pour
the water, when put into the hive they let a gal-
lon of rich syrup run out, and caused bad rob-
bing of that colony the next day ; indeed, it near-
ly ruined the colony, as the bees came in and
took all the honey they had in the hive before
we noticed the robbing was so serious. I men-
tion the abov(» fact to warn others to be careful
of wooden or leaky feeders. This spring we in-

tend to try large deep pie-tins, just shoved
under the brood-frames, as we shall have to
feed some. As our colonies are all set up an
inch higher than in summer, we can take down
a side board and shove the pie-tin under, first

laying in the pie-tin a cotton cloth to make
footholds for bees to walk out and in. A large
pie-tin will hold from two-thirds of a quart to a
full quait. and can be bought for three cents
each, and will last a lifetime.

Rosevillc. 111. Mks. L. C. Axtei,l.

[Your suggestion in regard to wliy queens are
destroyed after being clipped are, some of them,
new to me: but I think you are no doubt right,

my good friend.—I am glad to see that you agree
so nearly with Dr. Miller and others in this
matterof uniting weak colonies in the spring.
A weak colony that is making progi'ess. and is

pretty surely building up. should be let alone.
Two queens (in a very little time at least), will

produce more brood than one queen; and if they
are doubled up, one (pieen must take tlie place
of two.— I wish tocniphasizc t lie danger pointed
out, of opening and spreading the brood in

chilly weather. It is like taking delicate plants
from the greenhouse and putting them out into
the frosty air.—Yes, the bee-keeper should plan
certain kinds of woi'k to be done when the hon-
ey does not happen to come.—Probably Pi'of.

Cook can tell you the cause of the honey-dew
on your house-plants, fi-om the description you
give.—Yes, 1 know that a tin pan can be made
to answer the purpose of an expensive feeder;
and this is the point I had in view when we
made the machinery for making our bread-pan
feeder. It is some trouble to fuss with cloths,

etc. One day I found the women-folks wash-
ing out a lot of cloths that had been used over
the tin-pan feedeis. I soon figured up that the
labor of washing them was more than the cloth
would cost in the first place. Of course, where
one has nothing else to do this might not be so
bad: but we should be careful about letting
hired help do work that costs more than it

comes to. If you put your pie-plate feeders
under the frames, there is a way to manage
without being annoyed by the cloths at all.

Have your pie-tins made just as large as the
bottom of the hive; then have the sides reach

high enough so that,when tilled with syru|j, the
lower part of th<' frames will dip into it. A bee
will never drown in such a tin pan as this, and
you can till it up by pouring the syrup on toj) of
the frames, so as to run down between them.
You want to have the lowest side of your tin in
sight, however, so as not to get so much syrup
in as to run it over. We have used such feeders
very successfully; but it is a little trouble to get
them out of the hiv(! when you are through
with them, unless your hive has a movable bot-
tom-board. In that case, an assistant can lift

the hive while you take out the feeders.]

HONEY FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES.

A 8TANDAKI) XEEDED.

Mr. Root:—At the convention in Albany, the
desirability of a standard of comparison iu
awarding premiums on bees at fairs and exposi-
tions was touched upon. It is a good idea, and
I have long thought that a similar standard, oi"

scale of points, should be furnished the judges
of honey at such exhibitions. Better justice
would be done exhibitors, awards being many
times made* without intelligent inspection.
That is to say, they are made (with the best of
intentions on the part of judges) in an oflf-hand
manner. A case in point occurred at a State
fair. After an award had been made upon a
specimen of comb honey, some of the other ex-
hibitors decided to examine it. when it was
found that the case contained a few sections of"

white honey wiiile the remainder was dark and
inferior. The case was closed, and nothing, so
far as I am aware, was ever said; but certainly
the superficial examinafion of the judge result-
ed in injtistice to exhibitois of iietter honey.
If the idea should meet with approval it is per-
haps not too late to induce officials to put it

into the premium lists of fairs and expositions-
to take place during the coming summer and
fall. Brought thus to the notice of bee-keepers
it would have an educational value, the effect
of wliich would appear in the better grading of
honey for market. I submit the following
scale for amendments:

(
Color. .5.

Honey— - Body. 5.

( flavor, 5 15.

i vStraightness. n.

Comb—- Color of capping, 5.

( Completeness of capping. 5. . . 15

LTniformity 10
Style 10

Possible 50

By unifoi'mity " is meant the closeness of
resemblance in the sections composing the
specimen. " Style " includes the attractiveness
of section and case, also absence of propolis.

kecipe fob canning pumpkin, fob MB.
CIIALON FOWLS.

stew and sift the pumpkin, as for immediate
use. Add sugar, ginger, and cinnamon, to taste.

Return to the stove and add water if too dry. It
should be .somewhat soft to settle down in the
can without air-bubbles, and the water can be
evai)orated when wanted for use. When boil-

ing hot. pack solid in air-tight cans, and it will

keep well.

HOAV TO KEEP MOLD FBOM CANNED FBUIT.

Perhaps it will not be amiss to make further
comment on canning fruit. I have been very
fortunate in exhibiting canned fruit at fairs,

where many make inquiry as to my method. I

very seldom have mold on my fruit, while many
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wltli whom I havp talked regard it as unavoid-
able. Mold is a plant. When it is found on
canned fruit its germs were either in the can
when tlie fruit was put in or they got in aft(>r-

ward. If the can was air-tight, which can be
ascertained on opening it, the mold spores
could not have gotten iu. and must, thei-efore.

have been in the can wiien the fruit was put in.

! The majority of us use the Mason can with
porcelain-lined top. They are musty when
new from their straw packing, and. when emp-
tied of fruit and stored upon the pantry shelf,

there is abundant chance for them to iiecome
thickly sown with mold spores floating about in
the atmosphere. It is almost impossible to
thoi'oughly clean the tojjs and behind tlie por-
celain lining. Mold flourishes where it can not
be dislodged with ordiuary scalding. However,
hot strong borax water will desti'oy the ger-
minating power of the S[)ores. so I lnul the tops
and scald the cans in it the last thing before
the fruit is init in. I shall use. hereafter, the
Woodbury can. with glass top. made at Wood-
bui'v. New Jersev. Emii,y E. Wf;st.

Flint. Mich.. Mar. 12.

00^ QaEgTi0]^.g@;^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 183. Where I live v'e don't usual-
ly have settled weather till well along in April.
Sometimes my bees get uneasy early In March.
If a warm day comes idxnit that time, would
you set out the uneasy ones and let them .stay

out, or u-ould you put them bach after a flight,,

or would you let tlieii} to\tgh it through in the
cellar ?

We would not put them back at any time.
Illinois. N. W. Dadaxt & Sox.

If very restless, set them out; then set them
in. If not verv restless, leave them in until
spring.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

"Tough it through in the cellar,'" but give
plenty of ventilation and a drink. They get
too dry.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

I would take them out if the weather were
warm, and let them stay out, unless the weath-
er should turn cold again.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viai.lon.

I would let them "tough it" through in the
cellar, and not set them out until outside bees
weie gathering pollen.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

I would not set them back, and it would be a
bad cas<' if I set them out much before the
usual time.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

Set out tlie uneasy ones, and give them pro-
tection with an outer case, and jjack with chaff,
fine-cut straw, or hay. or an equivalent.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Ma.son.

It might pay in sonif instances to get the
noisy ones away from the rest, and sometimes a
flight will make them more quiet for a while. In
such instances it will pay to take them out for
a fly. and return. Early in March would be too
early to leave them out, here.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

I think I would try to cool them off somehow,
and let them remain until after the next cold
spell: that is. for this latitude.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

Give them water, and leave them in the cellar
if they are healthy. But if they have diari-hea,
setting them out for a flight! and returning
them, might give them relief.

Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Sometimes, and sometimes. If they were
daubing things up I should incline to set them
out for a flight, and put them back again. If

they were tidy I think I should make them stay
where they were, somehow or other.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

I don't feel entirely sure about it. but I think
I"d let them tough" it through. Last spring
mine got that way. and I made a lire, heated
the cellar, then opened every thing wide at
night, and bv morning thev were quieted down.

Illinois. N.
"

C. C. Miller.

In my climate, let them "tough it through in
the cellar." There is nothing gained by toting
out and back again. If it is really necessary
to put them out I would let them " tough it

"

outdoors.
New York. E. Rambler.

If I could take the uneasy ones out without
disturbing the rest. I would give them a fly and
return tnein. Usually this can not be done, so
it is best to let them take their chances in
the cellar.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

If I could not quiet them by cooling off the
cellar—opening up cool nights—I would take
the uneasy ones out and return ihem after a
good flight. I do not believe this wise or neces-
sary if we are cautious in our management.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

If the above party would give his location,
his question could be answered more intelli-

gently. It appears to me, that, if I were a cel-

lar winterer. I would try to quiet my bees in

some manner until it was time to set them out
for good. A saturated sponge on the entrance
or on top of the frames answers the purpose
sometimes.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. Mtjth.

After trying all the plans yet devised for
wintering bees in safety, my idea is this: Put
the bees in the cellar early: "keep the tempera-
ture at from 43° to 4,5° while they are in the cel-

lar, and leave them undisturbed till you are
ready to set them out for good—say when the
pollen from soft maple and elm is being gather-
ed by bees left on their summer stands.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

If the bees become uneasy in the cellar, and
a bad condition is likely to result from it, they
may be beneflted by setting out on a warm day
for a flight. But unless the weather is warm
they will be damaged instead of benefited. Up-
on the whole the chances are about as good to
leave them undisturbed until the weather is

warm enough to set them out and leave them.
If set out early, put back again, especially if
light.

Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

[Well, friends. I am a little glad to notice that
you do not recommend very strongly carrying
bees out and putting them back again, and I

believe I agree with vou. In fact. I think I
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would not take thorn out and put them hack,
even if it did no good. And, hy tlio way, I still

think that, for localities like oiirs, I would not
have any cellar or any out or in ahout it.

When Ernest brings his bees out of his cellar,

however, I may have more faith, for the past
winter has be(Mi a trying one.]

FROM DIFFERENT F*ELDS,

MASTER LELAND IVES ROOT.

cake of gkandfather amos ives root,

Medina, Medina Co., O.

My dear Leland hies:—Unless you have an
imagination beyond the ordinary, you can not
imagine my delight at hearing from you. I am
especially gratified that you have chosen for
your stopping-place the home of my very dear
friends, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Root. As you be-
come better acquainted with them I am sure
you will like them. Demure as Mr. E. R. no
doubt appears to you now. when he becomes
better acquainted that little stiffness of manner
toward you will disappear, and I think you and
he will be very fa?t friends. Being so very
nearly the same age. it is not strange that a
warm" intimacy should exist between him and
me, and our mutual friendship for you will bind
us still closer together.
Please give my love and best wishes to your

host and hostess, also to your grandmother and
grandfather, also to the circle of uncles and
aunts. Yours as of old,

C. C. Miller.
I'. S.—Do be careful of your health, my dear

fellow, and take particular care to wrap up well
when you go out. Don't go in the mud without
your rubbers. Have you seen A. I.'s windmill ?

a bill, before the MICHIGAN LEGISLATITRE
TO MAKE THE SPRAYING OF FRUIT WHILE

IN BLOOM A MISDEMEANOR.
Mr. Root:—Please announce as early as ])os-

sible in yotu' i)aper. that there is a bill before
the Michigan Legislature, which, if enacted,
makes spraying fruit while in blossom a misde-
meanor. There is some oppijsition on the ground
of justice to fruit-men. Yet our State Horti-
cultui'al Society and a second large association,
the ' (irand River Valley Association," have
luianimously resolved urging the passage of the
bill. Please urge all fruit-men to petition their
senator, and the State legislatures generally, to
vote for and pass the bill. The petitions should
come from fruit-men. They are interested in

preserving the bees, as well as are the bee-men.
All well-informed fruit-men believe this fully.

A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., March 37.

[We are exceedingly glad to see you moving
along in this matter, especially as the State of
Illinois has already got the matter well in hand.
See page 33().]

HOW TO TELL ADULTERATED AVAX.

What is the best way to tell adulterated bees-
wax, and in what way does grease or paraffins
injure wax? J. H. A.
Andes, N. Y., Feb. 10.

[Friend A., we detect adulteration by the
smell, and by ch(nving the wax. Beeswax and
tallow will make very fair chewing-gum. But
wax alone will crumble all to bits, and can not

be chewed—at least very long. The addition of
paraffin*' has somewluit the same effect: and
even a very little parafline makes the wax melt
at a much lower teniperatuiv. so that it is en-
tirely unfit for foinidation. If the sami)le in
question should, with very mild heat, become
soft and mushy, you may suspect paraffine.
Beeswax. how(W(>r, is tough and leathery, and
easily rolled at a temperature where paralffne
would have no toughness at all.]

ILLINOIS STATE BEE-KEEPEKS' ASSOCIATION.
The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association

A\as organized on the 2(M\ day of February, ISitl,

at Springfield. It officers elected were:
President. P. J. England. Fancy Prairie.
Vice-presidents, Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria;

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton: W. T. F. Pettv. Pitts-
field: Hon. J. M. llambaugh. Spring; Dr. C. C.
Miller, Marengo.

Seci'etary, Jas. A. Stone. Bradfordtou.
Treasurer, A. N. Draper. U])per Alton.
A constitution was adopted, fixing Sjtringfield

as its principal place of business. Thos. G.
Newman, of the American Bee Jowrnaf, was
made its first honorary memlier.

Its executive committee are the president,
secretary, and treasurer. The meeting at which
the organization was formed was one of enthu-
siasm, and all seemed to feel that a day had
been ])rofitably spent. Adjourned at a late
hour, to me(>t at the call of the executive com-
mittee. Jas. a. Stone.
Bradfordtou. 111.. March 39.

WHICH IS THE CHEAPER—GRANULATED OR
COFFEE A SUGAR?

I had occasion to buy a barrel of sugar for
feeding bees yesterday^ and intended to buy A
'sugar. The wholesaler asked for what purpose
I wanted it, and. aftei' saying for feeding bees,
he said I wanted granulated, as there was more
sugar for the money. Theii' sales of sugar, as
he showed me by their books, run .5 barrels of
granulated to 1 of all other kinds. Granulated
is () per cent water. A 19 per cent. They had
yesterday morning 27 carloads of sugar. I write
this as I was intending to try A sugar as you
sometimes use it. It is an (>asy matter to figure
out the cost of sweet by using the percenta'ge
given. F. A. Salisbury.
Syracuse, N. Y.. April 2.

BEES ALL RIGHT IN THE CELLAR.
Bees are quiet yet, and seem to be all right in

the cellar. Clover seems to be in good condi-
tion yet. Prospects are good for this season. I

am not discouraged yet. I am building a shop
1(5x24, two stories, in hopes of a good crop this
year. N. Staininger.
Tipton, Iowa, March 26.

CATCHING FISH THAT WEIGH OVER 100 LBS..
WITH A HOOK AND LINE.

Inclosed find a tarpon scale, taken from a
tarpon caught by John D. Wattles, of Phila-
delphia, publisher of the Sunday-School Times.
This fish was taken with a rod and reel, mea-
sured 6 ft. (5 inches, and weighed 130 lbs. An-
other was caught to-day by Leslie Pell Clark,
weighing 110 lbs. The silver t)U scale is all

that shows on the fish, giving it the name (by
some) of Silver King. Bees are booming.
Sarasota, Fla., March 21. S. C. Corwin.

DRAINING THE CARP-POND.
Tell Huber he should have been here in No-

vember when we drained our carp-pond, to help
to take out the thousands of carp, from two
inches in length to 20 inches. We now have
them in one supply-tank, 10x10 ft., by 10 ft. high;
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and some of the large fish we have iu a low
tank, so we can get them to eat. We had a nice
one for Christmas dinner. G. J. Klein.
Conrad Grove, la., Jan. ;.*4.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

COMMON DKAIN TILE FOR CAKKYING EXHAUST
STEAM IN HOT-BEDS.

When I first thonghtof this I greatly feared
that the dampness and wet of the steam would
keep the hot-bed not only warm, but wet and
soggy; that is, where steam is run thi'ough tile

of only one-foot lengths, every joint permits the
steam to get out more or less; but to my sur-
prise and joy I found it just the other way.
The ground dries over the tile a good deal as it

does over a hot-air flue. Where the tile runs
under a pathway between the beds, tlie ground
is dry, even now while it is raining. The ex-
haust steam warms perfectly a string of beds 6
feet wide and 250 feet long, and the waste sieam
goes out at each end—enough in quantity to do
considerable more work if needed. Strawberry-
plants are now in bloom; corn and beans are do-
ing nicely, even though we have had the most
severe weather of the winter within the past
two weeks. There has been no lack of bottom
heat; but once or twice, when we omitted to
ventilate promptly, the whole bed got so hot
that some of the plants were injured slightly.

A NEW WAY OF VENTILATING HOT-BEDS
AND COLD-FKAMES.

Now, it may not be new to the rest of you, but
it is new to me. Instead of pulling the sash off,

or even tilting them, simply spread them two
inches apart. When placed thus, there is noth-
ing that can be injured by the heat of the sun,
neither is there any danger from quite a freeze;

and in transplanting it gives the best results of
any I have tried—that is, unless the sun is very
hot. If we strip the sasli clear olT. the sun and
wind would often dry up the ground too rapidly,
and the plants look shriveled. A drying wind
is rather worse than the sun. Now, by spread-
ing the sash as I have mentioned, the wind is

practically excluded, and yet the plants have a
free circulation of air—almost equal to out-
doors. But for some reason which I do not
quite understand, these separated sashes almost
always have more or less dew on the under side
•of the glass. Sometimes the quantity is so great
that it falls in drops on the plants underneath,
and with this amount of dampness they do just
boom. To-day is the last day of March, and we
are having a veritable A])ril shower.

TREE TOMATOES.
As considerable has been said about these in

our catalogues and some of the papers, we have
thought best to give an extract from a little

circular, as follows:

HOW TO GROW THE WM. MANSFIELD TREE TOMATO.
Get s(raie ricb nlcl earth for boxes iu your house,

hot-bed, or jJitfuhoiise; sow seed, cover lig-htly,

wet down well every day, keep wirm with all the
sun possible. When up ten days, transplant to
other boxes, six inches apart, in dirt not less than
cfoiir inches deep. Keep tliein wet, give all light and
sun you can ; and by the time it is safe to set them
in the ground outdoors they should stand from
twelve to twenty-four inches in height, witli bodies
one-half inch tlirougli.
Now for the ground, and liow to prepare it. First

•select a spot as near your water as possible. Let
your rows run east and west. Tlu-ow out dirt two
spades deep, then put in tliree or four Inches of
iiig-ht soil, if you can get it. If not, use hen manure
.and wood ashes, equal parts, or some otlier strong

manure in the bottom of trench. Then fill up trench
with the best dirt you can get, well mixed with old
rotten stable manure; there must no strong, new,
raw manure come in contact witli the roots nm'
bark above the ground, as it will destroy them ; but
from bottom of the trencli it is sale, and will throw
up strength for the wliole season. Now your
ground is I'cady. Set out your plants (without dis-
turliiug any of the dirt around the roots) about
eighteen inches apart; have the dirt in your trench
a little lower tlian the sides. Have a strong staKe
for eacii plant, or a trellis, and tie tlieni to it as fast
as you set them. Water ininiediately, and ever aft-
er. Run a trougli or small ditch from your pump to
your plants; and every day, unless it rains, send a
stream of water into the trench where your trees
are set. Hard water, soft water, cold or warm wa-
ter, are all right if they only have enougli, eithei-
from the clouds or pump about once every day. As
your plants begin to grow, just above each leaf will
start a sucker. LettTietop of plant, and only one
or two of the best top branches grow so that you
have not over two or three stems to nin up. Now,
by close observation you will see always that the
buds for blossom show themselves on'thetopsof
the trees, and a few inches below them; and just
above each leaf the sucker starts. Nip off every one
of these just as fast as they appear; also, as tlie
lower leaves get brown and old, pick them off.

Train the fruit as it grows, to the sun. Tie often and
well. Let no useless wood grow. Give all the sun
possible, and water, water, water—then you will he
able to pick ripe fruit of the finest quality from
about the Fourth of July until frost comes.
Joluisons Creek, Wis. Wm. Mansfield.

The writer of the above has been, so he says,
working for a new strain of tomatoes, to be
grown like trees, for the last twenty years. Dur-
ing 1890 he said he had trees eleven feet high,
bearing tomatoes weighing 3 lbs. (i ounces.
There is one thing in favor of these tree toma-
toes, or tomato(>s trained on stakes: The hens
do not touch them, and they never get soiled or
muddy. During the past season it was quite a
task to wash and wipe perfectly clean our choice
Ignotums. It would jjrobably be rather late
now to sow the seed, if you want early toma-
toes. Very likely our friend Mansfield has
plants to sell, for thos(^ who wish to try them
the present season. We do not see any thing
about the price of seed or plants in tlie little

pamphlet from which the above was taken. I

think the Rural New-Yorker stated recently
that any tomato would make a tree tomato if

tied to a pole, and trained and directed as
above. During a dry season I am inclined to
think the dii'ectious given—"water, water, wa-
ter," a great help, provided we have the sun-
shine to go with it.

HOW BOOKS HELP.
I received the books I sent for, and I must say

it would have been dollars to me if I had known
of the A B C of strawberry culture. We bought
a small farm near the city of Alpena, two years
ago. There was something over an acre of
strawberi'ies on the farm. They did fairly well

;

but not knowing any thing about the care of
strawberries we did not manage right. My hus-
band is a sawmill man. and T do the farming
with the help of a boy 18 years old. We are two
miles from the city. I send the berries in three
times a day through the busiest of the picking.

Mrs. A. E. Montague.
Alpena, Mich., April 2.

TEKRY''S STRAWBERRY' CULTtTRE.

The strawberry book is a jewel. Every
farmer should have a copy, especially if he has
children. Friend Terry should live in Califor-
nia, where he can have strawberries at least
seven months in the year, and some, I hear, do
better than that. One great secret of his suc-
cess is his thorough cultivation, especially after
every rain, which causes the ground to retain
moisture. Many farmers east make a mistake
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in tliiiikiiig 110 need of cultivation unless there
are weeds to kill. Here in this long season of
dry weather we easily see the benefits of culti-

vation, which is. practically, mulching the
ground with tine (iarth for retaining the mois-
ture. The harder the rain the harder the
ground is packed: and the quicker it dries out.
comparatively, unless cultivated.
Lakeside. Cal.. Mar. 33. F. C. Crowell.

0ui^ peMEg.

Loi-d, when saw we thee a hungered, and fed thee '!

or tliiisty, and gave tliee drink y When saw we
thee a sti'anger, and took tliee in? or naked, and
clothed tiieeV Or when saw we thee sick, or in pris-

on, and came unto thee V—Matt. 25: 37—39.

I had it in mind to write something this time
in legard to the happy surprises that are con-
tinually falling to the lot of the faithful, ear-
nest Christian: and then the next thing was, to

find a text which embodied the thought. When
I found it in my well-marked Itihlc 1 saw the
very text I wanted was already so plainly out-
lined with a pencil that it must have been used
before. Never mind; I think it is just what I

want to-day.
For several years before I accepted Christian-

ity, one of the uppermost thoughts in my mind
(perhai)S I might say Die uppermost) was, that
the world was not giving me due credit. I

would say to myself, and even to my friends,
" Here. I have invented this, that, and the oth-
er, and here it is described in this and that bee-
journal, and no credit given me whatever."
Again, I would dwell on the fact of what I had
done for different people, and not a word of
thanks, and no expression of gratitude. Dear
friends, did you ever get into this attitude of
mind ? I might go on giving you quite a list of
the ways in which I used to think I was not
getting my just dues, or did not have a fair

chance; but the subject is so painful to me,
and, in fact, I feel so much ashamed to think
that I ever cherished such luigratefulness and
such preposterous egotism in my heart, that I

would fain let it drop. I remember once of a
distinguished lecturer from some of the great
cities, who visited our town. Some friend
brought him into our establishment, and intro-
duced him to mi^ Now, here was an excellent
opportunity for me to /icff;' a g2-eat man talk.

But I remember quite vividly how 1 occupied
the whole fifteen or twenty minutes he stayed
at our establishnuMit. by telling him what won-
derful things I had done. In fact, I hardly
gave the good man an opportunity to say any
thing himself at all, even had he been so dis-

posed. Very likely some of you will say, " Why,
my good fi'iend Root, are you quite sure you
have entirely gotten over that trait of charac-
ter even now '?" I know v(M'y well, my fi'iends,

I have not. It is not an easy thing for anybody
to get c/(ti/'c/i/ out of the ruts and failings tnat
have clung to them for a good many years.
The grace of God has helped me. however, so
much in this respect that I feel as if I wanted
to tell you something about it.

Before I became a Christian, if anybody trod
on my toes, or trespassed upon my I'ights, I was
ready to fight, or to go to law, "without a mo-
ment's warning: and the saddest part of it was,
that a good many times I Imagined they trod
on my toes purposely, or trespassed on my
rights purposely, when they had no such
thouglits or intention. By the way, do you
know of any thing much sadder than to have a
friend who laments that everybody is all the
while trying to steal what belongs to him? It

does not matter whether it is the corn in his
crib, or the eggs his hens have laid, or even the
thoughts of his bi-ain: if he gets into the idea
that he has got to fight continually foi- his just
dues all througli life, the spectacle is a sad one.
A great part of the exhortations of God's holy
word are exactly to the contrary. How many
t(>xts do you suppose I could quote right along-
on this line? "'Cast thy bread upon the wa-
ters:" '" (iive. and it shall be given unto you:""
'• He that tindeth his life shall lose it: and he
that loseth his life foi' my sake shall find it:"
"Thy Father which seeth in .secret shall re-
ward thee openly;" " Do good and lend, hoping
for nothing again.""

Before my conversion I was greatly disturbed
if people talked about me, especially if they
said any thing that was not true, and then I

thought it incumbent on me to follow up any
such report, and go to the lioltom of the thing.
When any thing got into tiie papers reflecting
on me, I was ready to fight the editor, and pros-
ecute the man who told the untruth. I re-
member when a rival in business put in some-
thing abusive, and I could hardly sleep the
whole night after. Now. please do not think I
am bragging when I tell you of how I was
helped out of all this " miry clay." Remember,
I did not do it of myself, therefore the credit or
the praise can not in any sense belong to me;
but to Christ Jesus shall we ascribe all the glo-
ry and praise. After my conversion I fDrgot
about self: in fact. I did not care about self.

Why should I? The promises of the Bible,
without number, exhorted to the contrary. He
that loseth his life shall find it. I did lose my
former life, and I did find the new; and this
Hnding of the new life constituted " the happy
surpi-ises " that I wish to tell you about to-day.

In a great measure, the desire to tight back
was gone; and, in real truth, it was not very
hard to love my enemies and to do good to tliem
that hated me. I did not find it very hard to
do fjoof?. and lend, hoping for nothing again, for
I was trusting in Christ Jesus, and 1 fully be-
lieved he would take care of the outcome and
the result. Many of you who have read
Gleanings kiioiv how it turned out. " When a
man's ways please the Lord, he maketh even
his eneTuies to be at peace with him." and it

happened just so. Many of the pleasant sur-
prises I have had come in the way of kind
words from those who have formerly been at
enmity toward me. People said I was queer
and odd and eccentric, and that they did not
understand me at first; in fact, I was not tryi,n(j

to have them understand n)e. I was trying to
have them understand Clirlst Jesus and the
holy Scriptures. A few days ago our good
friend Dr. Tinker paid us a visit. He said to
me, " Bro. Root, you may remember that I have
not always felt as friendly toward you as I do
now. I did not understand you. Since I have
b(»come acquainted, and know you bettei-, it

makes a vast difference; and thei'e are a good
many who do not understand you. even now^
H' they could come here and go all around, and
see you when you are at work, they would,
change their minds, just as I have done."

In that new life, instead of being afraid of be-
ing jnit in the papers, I did not care whether I

was put in th(» papers or not. Now, please do
not misunderstand me. Do not imagine that I

was one of the "don't care" sort. My care
was, however, that I should in no way dishonor
the Master. I was in great fear every day of
my life that I might not betruthful and honest,
aiid pure in heart. But after T had worked and
prayed through these temptations to be un-
truthful, or dishonest and greedy. I did not care
for the result, for that, in fact, rested with Him
whom even the tvinds and waves obeyed. Why
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should I trouble myself? Before convei-sion I

was afraid that thegreat outside world might
point out some things about nic that I would
not liave anybody know for tlic world: but
itftcr conversion I had notliing to conceal.
Wlien there were rumors that sometliing in my
past life might get into the papers. I decided,
as some of you may remember, to put it in print

iniiKClf. and then I should never be afraid that
it might come up at any future time. About
tliis lime I was in pursuit of information of a
certain character, and was dii'ected to a certain
place. My informant added, also. " Yon had
better not be -src/i goiug there. Mr. Root: for if

you are, you may get " talk(Hi about,' and you
know you could never stand that."' And then
tiie bystanders had a big laugh, as they sup-
posed, at my expense.- There was a moral to it.

however, for every one of them recognized that
(ill fcdv In that direction was gone. My atti-

tude was tlien, and I hope and pray is still,

that, when tlie tiiith will do harm, let harm
cmne. We r(>ad in the ll-.'th Psalm. " He shall

not be afraid of evil tidings: his heart is fixed,

trusting in the Lord: his heart is established,
he shall not be afraid." And then in the 91st

Psalm we read: "He shall give his angels
charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest

thoii dash thy foot against a stone.'"

One of the great hindrances to these happy
surprises I have been telling you of is the dis-

position, not only to lose faith in God. but to

lose faith in your fellow-men. And. by the way.
there is something really wonderful in the way
this temptation to be uncharitable will follow
one. and continue to hang to him. even after he
has had experience again and again that should
teach him better. I have been between fifteen

and twenty years battling against this beset-
ing sin of mine. If anybody should ever have
learned by abundant ('Xperience to look out for
danger and delusion right here. I am that one.
Let nie give you an experience of yesterday:
Circumstances seemed to indicate that a cer-

tain individual was purposely planning hin-
drances in our way. 1 watched him narrowly,
and finally I had proof of it (or at least I sup-
posed I had) in plain black and white. There
could be no mistake about it. I had his own
handwriting in my fingers. It fii-st gave me a
feeling of pain that he should, for any reason,
real or imaginary, be so perverse and wicked.
Then I began planning unconsciously what I

should do to stop it. It disturbed me so I could
hardly talk or eat my supper, yet I decided
that it was not worth while to trouble my wife
about it. Then I remembered the many "griev-
ous mistakes I had made just in this line, and I

finally submitted it to my wife's better judg-
ment. She said at once, '"lam sure you are
mistaken."

" But, my dear wife, how cnn there be a mis-
take? Oh. how I wish there irere some chance
for him I But right heri' are the /arts."

'"I can not help it. I am sure this friend of
ours has not deliberately and purposely done
this thing.'"

I felt a little relieved: but the facts were so
straight and clear, I placed the matter before
another good friend. This friend said inst as
Mrs. R. did.

" It can not be, Mr. Root. I do not know
what it means, and it is hard to explain: but
there is certainly a reason for it that we do not
see."

I had decided, therefore, out of respect to
these two good friends of mine, that I would
ask the one who seemed to be going wrong, for
an explanation. I decided, too, to put it very
mildly, and to assume, for the time being, that
no wrong had been premeditated. What do

you think the result was? Why, it was just
the old. old storj—nothing was wrong at all:
or, i)eih^l)S I should say. nobody was \\ rong at
all. except my own self, and the bad. uncharit-
able condition of my nw n heart. In the piece
of handwriting I had looked at so suspiciously
tliere were two little characters I had overlook-
ed, and these made it all plain and simple. Oh
how thankful I felt tiiat I had listened to the
advice of these two friends, whose minds were
in no way biased, as mine was for the time be-
ing by my old fo(> and old enemy. Now. then:
Jesus knew all about this. He knew exactly
wh(>re we should be likely to be ti'ipped and en-
trapped; tlierefore he said, as a preventive—as
a safeguard—perhaps I might say as a note of
warning, " Love ye your enemies: do good to
them that hate you,"' etc.. knowing beforehand
that we should be prone to look for enemies
where none exist, and tliat we should be very
likely to imagine people iiated us when no such
hatred existed: so you see that, if we listen to
these woi-ds of Scrlptiue, we shall, irithout
/iHOH'inr/ if, escape Satan"s snares: and in this
way we shall meet with the happv surprises
that I have been telling you of. We shall find
warm friends where we had been looking for
foes, and we shall discover good loving hearts
where .Satan whispered only envy and enmity
existed.
In our issue for March 15, page 23(3, I publish-

ed a letter from friend Braley. I did it with a
feeling that there had. perhaps, been too many
kind words in Gleaxixos. and not enough o"f

the opposite sort. I feared the impression was
going out among my good friends that the bee-
keeping world were all pleased with our estab-
lishment, whereas that is not true. There are
quite a few who do not agi-ee with the majoritv,
and justice and trutJi demand that they have'a
hearing. I did not feel unkindly toward friend
B.. but I felt sorry to know that he did not un-
derstand me better, sol replied to him in afoot-
note. By the way, may I suggest that editors, as
a rule, are afraid of adverse criticism? We put
in plenty of notices in regard to the value of
our journals, and how well they pay as advcr-
ti.simj mediums: but when somebody writes a
complaining letter, and says he '" never got a
ce/it ' in response to his advertisement, it is a
little against human nature to publish it. Now,
it seems to me that our pati'ons have a right to
all the information we can give in the matter.
If we wisii to be honest and square we should
give both sides: therefoi'e 1 rather enjoy giv-
ing both sides. Why, bless you. dear friends, it
never hurts one nor hurts his business to be
Jionest. See the promise in Isaiah .54: 17:

No weapon that is formed ag-ainst thee shall pros-
per; and every tongnie that shall rise atiiiinst thee
in judgment thou Shalt condemn. This is the Iieri-
tag-e of the servants of the Lord, and tlieir right-
eousness is of me. saith the Lord.

But. please believe me. I had not the remotest
thought, when I published friend Braley's criti-
cism, that it would be the means of bringing
me the kindest expressions of abiding friend-
ship, high esteem and gratitude, that I ever got
in my life. Had I been xcckinrj praise I c-ould
not have invented a better scheme than the
one I innocently and unconsciously took, of
publishing that letter. In fact, it "brought a
series of •• happy surprises.'" and quite a few
from good friends whom I longed to hear from,
but whom we could not get to write. I did not
feel hurt nor troubled because he accused me
of being a hypocrite, for I am greativ afraid
that hypocrisy docs get into my com"position
now and then: but I certainly was not bright
enough to recognize that nothing in this world
brings to light one's friends like unjust perse-
cution: and I suspect that herein is one of the
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truths at the bottom of one of my old favorite

texts: "Blessed are ye when men shall perse-

cute you and revile you, and speak all manner
of evil against you falsely for my sake." Es-

pecially if the one who is persecuted unjustly

takes it quietly and pleasantly, and does not

say a word back, nor retaliate in any way.
May be I am letting out a great secret here; in

fact. I rather hope I am; for if I can make
plain to you the wonderful secrets embodied in

the Bible texts and uromises—if I can, in short,

point you to the Lamb of God, -who, when he

was " reviled, reviled not again,'" why, it is just

the work I love to do rather than any thing
else God has ever called me to in this whole
wide world. And now let me finish by giving

you some extracts from kind letters that have
come since the above was published:

Friend Root:—I have been thinking- of wiiting
to you for a Ioiik tiniu, as I have good evidence that
you still retain recollections of j'our brief visit with
me, and mig-lit lie inteieste(i in kaowing about my
welfare; but many cares have prevented, and might
still do so but for some tilings which appear in tlie

March 15lh issue of Gi-eanings. They " sort o' riled

me," and I will refer to them later. Providence has,

since my mother's death, griuited me a boon which
does not fall to the lot of very many, to judge from
appearences—a good wife, wlio is, in the true sense
of the word, a helpmeet. Home is, once more, more
than "a place to stay;" and 1 am sure tliat, if you
conclude to come to California again, you will find a
happy spot when you visit us. I have about as
many bees as formerly, but the strawberry patch
has given way to a thrifty young orange-grove, and
a three-acre orchard of figs and apricots is growing
finely above the house.
Now, in regard to the articles of criticism which

appear in Gleanings. It does seem a little peculiar
that some people do not use more good sound sense
in arriving at conclusions; for instance Mi. IJraley,

who gets the shoe on the wrong foot rHtire/j/ with
liis " big 1." It would seem tluit the individual who
demands that any publication shall be gotten vip

exactly in the line of hix likes and dislikes (irrespec-

tive of what its other readers may ie(iuire>, bristles

all over with egotism, or "big I"-ishness; and in

writing as Mr. B. did, he shows about as much con-
sistency as the peison who goes to the butcher's
shop after beef steak which he likes, and proceeds
to abuse the i)roprietor for keeping Sditsofifc, which
he does not like. Tiiere has been information in

the last few numbers of Gleanings wortli a dollar

to any bee-keeper; and. for tliat matter, valuable to
all; and if one finds something "obnoxious" occa-
sionally, I know of no law to compel him to read it.

As to Mr. Lutlier's article, I am also a member of
the association mentioned, and was present at the
meeting Jan. 8th. I take issue with liim. If Mr. L.

takes his honey to market and receives a bid of 4

cents, does he consider it "dishonorable " to inform
another buver that he has such an otfer. and then
sell to hini at .5 cents " Ceitainly not. Wlien busi-

ness throughout the country is run on principles as
nearly parallel to the Golden Rule as is A. I. Root's,

we shall lie a long way nearer the millennium than
at present. S. B. Woodberry.
Verdugo, Cal., Mar. 23.

DearBro. Root:—l feel it my duty to address you
to-day as a Christian brother; and if we do not buoy
each other up in this Christian warfare, and fly to
each other's assistance, we do wrong, and 1 consider
it a sin. God is our refuge and ever present help in
trouble. I believe it; but we do like our fellow-
men to understand why we so talk, why we so act.
But they can not and will not, and then fling mean
and sniiill words at us. How can a Greek and
Fi'enchman understand each other's language y

How can one who is not a Christian know of tlie

love that God lias placed in his soul for Christ and
his fellow-men V But to know and feel tliat you act
and say all for Christ's sake is a great blessing in
itself.

I have, as an officer in my church of 300, given my
views most emphatically against all fairs, banquets,
and concerts in God's house, to raise money to car-
ry on his cause. I don't believe in it. The Holj-
Spirit moved me to take this stand, so vcr.v contrary
to my former views, that it has called down from

the members sucii words as to trouble me; but I
can stand with Christ's aid, as I know it cometh
not from the Devil, but from Him who gave his Son
for us. The power of the Spirit worKCth wonders;
and 1 desire it, oh so nuich ! Now, this sympathetic
bond is why I write to j'ou. After I'eading Mr.
Braley's letter, page 226, I feel tliat you mu.st
want some sympathy. It relieves me to give it.

They don't undei'stand you. Let tliem talk. It
makes you stronger for Christ's service. It all re-
dounds to the glory of Christ. You are a great in-
strument in Ids hand. Your Home Payiers have
ever been a helping hand to me in my liusiness. in
luy prayer-meeting, and in my home; and I shall
pray now for you and yours, that you may continue
to Serve Christ in your way, under the guidance of
his Holy Spirit, all your days, and at last be united
with Him who loves you—loves lyoit—more than you
ever dreamed of, and has now a place ready or pre-
pared for you. This letter requires no answer, and
is not for publication.

The last brother who writes, says the letter is

not for publication; and it is quite evident to
all that he had no thought of its being used in
that way when it was written. I trust, how-
ever, he will pardon me when I tell him that it

strikes th(» point I wish to illustrate, much
more fully than any of the other kind letters
received in answer to ottr good friend Braley.*
Perhaps I should also apologize to our readers
for permitting any thing to get into print con-
taining such extravagant praise of myself as
the last few words. But it is these few words
that bring out the wonderful truth in the text I

have quoted: " Blessed are ye when men shall
revile you and per.secute you." etc. Now, please
note, the blessing is promised when this perse-
cution is U7ijust or untrue, and \\heu it comes
because of Christ Jesus, or for his sake. If you
are guilty of some wrong act, and you are per-
secuted and reviled because of that, no bh'.ssing

is pi'omised. It is only when we are entirely
innocent. And, now, please note again, the
greater the injustice you suffer, the greater will

be the blessing. Many of you, probably, will re-

fuse to believe this; but see how it has been
verified in my own case, in the promise before
us. Friend Braley said some spiteful things
about me, because of the Home Papers, because
T, in my poor way, tried to hold up Christ Jesus
as an examjile for the world. Did it hurt me?
or did anybody think the less of me? Quite
the contrai'y. It stirred up friends from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and induced many to
write encouraging words who ju'obably would
not have said any thimj otherwise. Several
have seemed to fear that I might be induced to
drop the Home Papers, and sent in vehement
protests and kind words like those I have given
you. The 22d and 23d verses of the 6th chapter
of Luke contain some words that have always
seemed to nu^ to be a little extravagant—at
least, I have been tempted to think there might
be some mistake about it. They are as follows:

Blessed are ye when men shall hate you, and
when they shall separate you from their company,
and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as
evil, for the Son of man's sake. Rejoice ye in that
day, and leap for joy; for, behold your reward is

great in heaven; for in like manner did their fathers
unto the prophets.

The words I allude to are, " Rejoice ye in

* Perhaps I may add, that the writer of this last

letter has been well known to us for sevei-al years.
Ernest and John have met him personally, but we
were greatly astonished, all of us, to receive such a
letter from one whom we had hardly any reason to
suspect was even a professor of religion. And may
I just drop a word of caution right here to our
brother in regard to church fairs? Even if he is

wholly in the right, would it not be well to heed the
injunction, " Not by might nor by power, but by my
Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts '"r' Tliese tilings are
much more easily set right by a loving and gentle
hand.
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that day. and leap for joy." What a contrast!

My friend, if yon liave ever lain awake nights
becanse somebody accused you of something
of which you were entirely innocent, do not do
so any more. Have faitii in tlie Bible i)romises.

If th'ei'e is any truth in the unkind woi'ds, then
bestir yourself to make them untrue. If some-
body has accused you of somcithing that you
never did at all, look into your own heart and
see whether you ever thought of so doing. If

you did. there is where you are to tight your
enemy. Jesus said, in connection with this

very thought, " But I say unto you. That ye re-

slstnot evil."' Do not trouble yourself about
the evil at all, and do not waste your energies
in even making a reply. Turn all your
thoughts, and do all your lighting, against the
evil in your own heart. Keep Imsy in resisting

every enci'oachment of the evil one, and then
shall come these happy surprises that I have
been telling you about to-day. Then will you
feel like saying, when the dear Master sends
you—yes, here in this world—more wonderful
blessings than you ever thought of or dreamed
of-
Lord, when saw we thee u hung-ered, and fed thee?

or thirsty, and gave ihee drink ? When saw we thee
a stranger, and took thee in ? or naked, and clotlied

thee? Or wlien saw we tliee sick, or in inison, and
came unto tliee V

T6B^CC0 GdhUW'
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WE GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO

STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate mu'^t be one of those who have given up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this
department. Second, he promises to pay for the snKjker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving tlie smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he. give us his

Eledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses (o-
aeco again, he (the subscriber) will pay for the smoker. The

one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one.
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full name and address of evei-y one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

OBJECTIONABLE PICTUKES IN PACKAGE.S OF
TOBACCO.

Mr. Root:—I inclose with this two pictures
givcMi to me by men in the shop where I work.
They come in papers of tobacco that are sold to
anybody who wants them, old or young, and are
circulated everywhei'e. No doubt you will tind
the boys, if not the girls, in your schools, are
too well acquainted with them. I believe they
are suppost il to repre.sent theatrical costumes,
and may be inside of the law; but if so. the law
needs to be changed, and I thought perhaps you
might be able to start an effort in that di-
rection.
New Jersey. B. C. W.

[Now, then, if there is any man (of course
there is not a woman) who would defend the
use and sale of tobacco after the point made by
our good brother in the above, we should be
glad to hear from him. The veiy fact of itself,

that evil, vicious men have chosen tobacco
packages as a vehicle for their Infamous work,
is enough to condemn it. The Christian man
(or. perhaps I should say, the profes.soi'S of relig-
ion) who sell tobacco, knowing that the pack-
ages contain these objectionable pictures, should
hide their faces in shame if they do not give up
at once and for ever this trattic. The plea that
there is money in it is no excuse at all, but rath-
er the contrary. A good fi-iend of mine who got
hold of some of these vile sheets, put them in a

letter and mailed them to a grocer who adver-
tises prominently that he makes tobacco a spe-
cialty. She asked him if he could consistently
sell any class of goods that included things of an
immoral tendency like these, telling him at the
same time that the pictures she inclosed came
out of the packages of tobacco bought at /lis-

store. At the present writing he has never
made any reply whatevtn'.

Bi'o. W., you are right about it. If these
things are not against tlie law, the law certainly
needs mending. Only last week a Medina Co.
boy was arrested for printing and sending out
obscene literatui'e made on a little amateur
press. I was told that the full penalty of his
crime would be live years in the penitentiary.
His father got him clear, however, by the pay-
ment of $.500. This boy scattered his infamous
pi'oductions among the schoolchildren. Now, if

it is five years in the peiiitA-ntiary for printing
and disseminating vileness and obscenity, why
is it that our tobacco-dealers (providing they
have no conscience) are allowed to go scot free
in this matter of putting out, with their tobac-
co, obscene pictui'es? The pictures are e.xactly

the kind calculated to stir up the worst and the
most dangerous pas.^ions in human nature. I

know by experience the extreme harmfulness of
like picture.s—pictures shown me by thoughtless
or vicious schoolmates, which have haunted me
—or at least the memory has—thiough life. And
even since I have become a Christian I have
prayed again and again that God would wash
away and obliterate the recollection that has
followed me for to\\ard forty years.
Friend W., I thank you for the confidence you

place in my ability to do something in this line:

and may God help us to use our privileges. If

Prof. Cook. Dr. Mason. Dr. Miller, R. L. Taylor,
and a host of others whose names have weight,
would start a petition to make it a penalty to
put this stuff' in tobacco packages or any\vhere
else. I think there is no doubt but that we
might succeed. Our excellent Postmaster-Gen-
eral, Mr. Wanamaker. is wide awake and in

dea d earnest in excluding every thing of this
kind from the mails. Therefore the enemy is

making every attempt to reach boys and young
men through other av(>nues: and with Satanic
aptness and ingenuity, they have decided to put
it in packages of tobacco. May God help us.

My son, Wiley H. Barbee, has quit the use of
tobacco, and he thinks he is entitled to one of

your smokers. If yovt think he is worthy of
one, please send It to my address, and I will see
that he gets it. Daniel Bakbee.
Glenwood, la.. Feb. 20,.

Please send a smoker to Albert Donaldson.
Courter, Miami Co.. Ind. He has tiuit the use
of tobacco. If he ever uses it again I will pay
for the smokei'. I have not broken my pledge
yet, and never expect to. Ciias. Craning.
Courter, Ind.. Jan. ;3(5.

Through the influence of the Tobacco Column
I have concluded to quit the use of tobacco. If

you will send me a smoker I will never use the
weed again; but if I should fail to keep my
promise, and ever use tobacco again in any
form I will pay you foi' the smoker.
Morgan, Ky'., Feb. 33. Henuy C. Clemons.

Inclosed find ^2.00. Take enough out to pay
for a Clark smokei', and the rest apply on
Gleanings. The smoker is one I ordered sent
to a man some time ago wht) had quit the ust^

of tobacco; but as he has broken his pledge I

shall have to pay for the smoker or break my
pledge. E. C. Eaglesfield.
Berlin, Wis,, Feb. 2C>.
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Oreat peace have thev wliioh love thj- law, and nothing shall
offend tlieni.— Ps. 119: 165.

Ox account of the quantity and excellence of

available matter we enlarge again to 52 pages.

Be sure to read the discussions pro and con on
fixed distances and wax secretion in this issue.

The advantage of having a practical bee-

keeper in the halls of our legislatures is illus-

trated on page 32(j. A fcnv such laws will iiave

a wonderful educational influence in favor of

our pursuit.

During our spare evenings we have been
reading with profit and delight the " Mysteries
of Bee-keeping," by Quinby. We have been
charmed with the magnanimous spirit of Fa-
ther Quinliy.

We must really apologize for calling our
friend Georgia H. Ashby. of Albion, N. Y.,

George H. AslujicaJ, in our N. Y. State conven-
tion report. The former says he has been get-

ting a great many letters directed to the latter.

Fixed frames have been and are used In

England almost exclusively, among bee-keep-
ers; and in looking over the back volumes of the
Br(ti.s7(. Bee Ji)uni<il we noticed that our British

cousins have tested and tried almost every
thing conceivable in the line of fixed distances.

We have just had a call from Mr. R. F. Hol-
termann, who has recently attached himself to

the bee-keepers' supply department in the firm

of E. L. Goold & Co., Brantford, Out. Mr. H.
was former Secretary of the International Bee-
Keepers' Association. He is a bright and pro-

gressive bee-keeper, and will be a valuable ad-
dition to the Brantford firm.

One of the biggest pieces of folly is to send
for bees long distances, by express. Yon can
just as well get improved strains by getting
queens bv mail, and introducing them into your
hybrid or black stocks. Haven't got any com-
mon bees? Buy some of a neighbor—that is,

if you want to start in bee-keeping; get a few
hives In the flat, of your nearest supi)ly-dealer,

and then get your pure Italian stock by mail,

wlierever you like.

Hope is the word engraven on the heart of ev-

ery bee-keeper at the beginning of every sea-

son. " We are going to have a good season this

year," and so preparations are made. Without
hope or e\|»i'c(aucy there would be no prepara-
tion, and consequently no honey crop. Without
bees and proper appliances at the right time,

a big honey-flow does not amount to much; and
so it behooves us to be ready for whatever may
come.

OuK yellow five-banded bees were the first to

be numbered among the dead in winter losses.

Our apiarist says the three colonies we had of

them had evidently died very early in the win-
ter. After all, it may have only happeneil so;

but still there seems to be a sort of opinion pre-

vailing, tliat the darker bees are better for win-
tering and better for honey. The next two
years will tell us more about it. A. E. Manum
attributes his successful wintering largely to

his leathe'r-colored strains.

Thp: Hubbard section -former is a good ma-
ciiine—the best of the kind we know of. We
let the one we had in use go for an order—the
only one we had. and. oil my I wluit a scold the
girls made! They didn't like to go back to the
old way of folding sections. We now have
plenty in stock.

' Some patent-hive men," says a correspon-
dent, '"are like a dog with a bone that has no
meat on it—ready to snarl and bite, the more
especialh' when the bone is entirely worthless.""
This is a very true saying. Does some i)atent-
hive man take offense at this? Well, he mustn't
put the shoe on, if it doesn't fit. Observe that he
doesn't say all patent hive men " are like," etc.

Mr. F. H. McPiiekson, of the Canadian Bee
Journal, whose fall upon the ice was mention-
ed recently in Stray Straws, is still unable to
resume his duties, and is at present under the
medical care of an eminent physician in Toron-
to. The accident was more serious than was at
first anticipated; but it is hoped that, with a
complete rest for a time, he will soon be himself
again. We extend our sympathies to Bro. Mac.

Perhaps some of my friends may accuse me
of idaying second horn for Mr. El wood and Mr.
Hoffman. Well, if I am. I am in good compa-
ny. They are both intelligent and extensive
bee-keepers, and they have no ax to grind.
Outside of their general interest and the wel-
fare of the pursuit, it matters very little to
them whether their suggestions are adopted or
not. E. R.

Quite by accident, this seems to besometliing
of a topical issue. Notice the discussions, pro
and con. on wax secretion, and on fixed dis-
tances. No more valuable subjects could be dis-
cussed than these. On tiie solution of the wax
question hinges the much or little use of found-
ation, or the value of a surplus of empty combs.
It may not be possible just at present to settle

the fixed-distance question; but the discussion
shows how honest and good men see things dif-

ferently.

We have received scores of congratulations
from friends and bee-ke(>pers all over the coun-
try, over the advent of our Easter offering, a
baby boy, Leeland Ives. To one and all we ex-
tend our hearty thanks. You will pardon us,

but we want to copy a little bit from a letter from
Mr. Elwood. who, after extending his congrat-
ulations, adds:

Speaking: after tlie manner of bee-keepers, I trust
you will find tliat a moderate increase is not only
best in .securing- to you tlie greatest iimount of the
hiiney of life, but equally g-ood in maintaining- the
old stocks in tlio gieatest vigor. P. H. Elwood.

Starkville, N. Y., April 4.

DEATH OF MR. COWAN, SON-IN-LAW OF I,. L.

LANGSTKOTH.
Dar Friend:—My soii-in-law, Hugh C. Cowan, left

us this Sabtiath morning- for tlie better woild. His
health gave wa.v more than a jear ago, and for the
la.st few months lie has been couflned to the house.
His disease was eonsuniiition. He died in the bless-

ed expectation that, when alisent from the body, he
should be "present with the Lord."

Yours attectionately,
Dayton. ()., March 23. L. L. Langstroth.

Dear friend, it is not a sad thing to die when
one dies in the blessed faith, as mentioned in

the above. Neither is it, in one sense, a sad
thing to bid adieu to these friends—certainly
not when we think of what severe trials it must
be to those who live and die without any faith

whatever in a kind and loving Providence.
May God be with you and sustain you all, as I

know he will. We are very glad, friend L., to
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know tliat you arc feeling well enough to send
us this message.

I-OOK OUT FOIS them!
SoMio time in November last we received the

following:

Mr. A. I. R()ot:~Please send us ten copies of A 15

C of Strawberry Cuitui-e, by Terry, at yoiu' earhest
convenience, and at lowest rate.

Our CouNTuy Home.
88 Pulton St.. New York, Nov. 13, 1890.

Along with it came a very neat-looking rural
paper, styled Our Coimtry Home, affirming that
they had a guaranteed circulation of over 100,-

000 copies monthly. W(^ therefore tilled the
order. Sinc(> then we have sent repeated state-
ments, and tinally drew on them, as a last re-

sort, telling them that we should publish them
unless they settled up their little account of
$3.05. As they do not even yet so much as "peep"
by way of reply, we think best to give this cau-
tion. Perhaps we might add. that neither Dun
nor liradstreet quotes any such institution.

NO MOUE HELP WAMTED.
Please do not write us asking what the

" chances " are for employnuuit in our estab-
lishment if you move to Medina. It is not pos-
sible for us to give places to a quarter of the
applicants right here at home, and I have re-

peatedly so stated in oi'ir county papers. Not-
withstanding, people do move here and bring
their families, sometimes waiting a year, and,
in one or two cases, even two years, for a possi-

ble vacancy. Then they move away, and I

fear tlit^y sometimes feel hard toward me. In
view of this it seems to nie the kindest thing I

can do is to tell you that we have quite a book-
ful of applications all the tiuK;. If these [)eople

who apply for places were skilled mi'chanics in

almost any line of trade, the prospect would
not be so poor, lint I believe that skilled work-
men in any department usually have plenty to
do, with good pay. I do not know what is go-
ing to happen to our people if this matter of
serving an apprenticeship and learning a trade
is to be abandoned entirely.

THE MICHIGAN FARMER, ON BUCKAVHEAT.
An exchange says:

The Michigan Farmer says tliat " it is very appar-
ent tliat Japanese l)uckwlieat is not ^oin^- to take
tlie place of American varieties." Tliis conchision
is based, in part, on tlie ex])erience of a correspond-
ent wlio says. "The flour is dark, and will not bake
g-t)Od cakes;" and he can "sell it only for chicken
feed." He adds: "I have raised it for tlu-ee 'years,

but am tlu'oug-h now."

In commenting on the above, friend A. C.

Bugbie, of Lochiel. Ind., asks us:

What do you think of thisV I liave raised about
1500 lbs. of buckwheat flour this winter, raised from
the Japanese variety, and it is of prime quality.

Well, friend B., I will tell you what I think
the corresijondent of the Mkldgan Fanner had
better do. I think a change of cook for three
years, rather than a change of buckwheat,
would change his mind in the midst of these
changes. The Japanese flour has been used,
not only in our lunch-room, but all over Medi-
na, for two winters past; and, besides that, we
have reports from it from almost all over the
world, and it certainly is not true that the Hour
made from it is in any respect inferior to the
common.

A VISIT FROM MR. PARKS, OF THE G. B. LEWIS
MANUFACTURING CO.

We have just had a very pleasant call from
Mr. Chas. E. Parks, who is manager and largest
stockholder in the G. B. Lewis Co. at Water-
town, Wis. He has just been on a business trip

to New York. On his r<'turn iiome he stopped
at W. T. Falconer's, in .Jamestown. N. Y., and
after making them a call he dropped in upon us
unexpectedly. Mi-. Parks is a man of busin(^ss.
and a hustler. We were somewhat surprised
to learn that they were turning out fi'om lOO.OOO
to 120,000 sections a day. These are all sawed
on four automatic machines, tin; first of which
cost the comi)any •^:i()()(>, and the next three
about half as mucii each. They probably make
twice as many sections per day as any other
firm. Our out])ut is fi'om 40,000 to 7.5,000 per
day. But the G. B. Lewis Co. make hives,
frames, sections, and shipping-cases only, those
being their specialties, while the rest of us who
make a smaller number of sections per day are
making every thing used by the bee-keeper,
whether wood or metal. The company now em-
ploy about 135 hands. We are glad to add that
the sections made by them are second to none in
the market.

FOUL BROOD SPREAD FROM COMB FOUNI).\TION;
IS IT A CAUSE FOR AI,ARM ?

On page 447 of the Airiericnn Bee Journal,
Mr. S. Cornell, of Lindsay, Out., Canada, holds
the opinion that the disease may be spread in
that way. He gives some interesting figures,
showing the temperature at which spores and
fully matured microbes may be killed. He says,
it has been ascertained that the death-point of
the most resistant fully matured microbe is llO-

degrees, and that the spore of said mjcrobe
could not be killed under a temperature of 3.57

degrees. Wax, he says, melts at a lower point
than 145 degrees, and he adds that, in sheeting-
it for foundation, the wax is kept at a temi>era-
ture as near the congealing-point as possible;
and he concludes by saying, "There is good
reason for believing that foundation has been
sent out which has never been heated up to 1!K),

much less to 357. It is highly probable that
such foundation would contain germs of foul
brood, if made from the wax of foul-brood
comb." On the face of things this appears to
be a pretty serious state of affairs; but, happi-
ly, the facts come to our rescue, and prove that
there is no cause for alarm.
We have melted th(^ worst kind of diseased

combs in our large heating-tank, made founda-
tion, and put it in our own yard, but no trou-
ble ever came. And there is not wanting tes-

tiinony from other experimenters to prove this.

But if INIr. Corncnl's theory be true, would not
foul bi'ood have been universally spread all

over the land with the advent of comb founda-
tion, years ago ?

Now, fi-iend Cornell, we do not wish to dispute
you point blank, so we will explain why the
disease will not propagate with foundation.
All our wax is melted by steam, in a large vat
holding over a ton. This vat is inclosed in an-
other, and is thei-efore siu-rounded by water.
We have just been down, and found that the
temperature of this surrounding water was 300
degrees. After the wax in the inner vat is

melted, this temperature is allowed to go down
to about 180. We aim to keep the wax itself in

the melting-vat at about 170 degrees, and this
temperature is maintained for days. The sup-
ply of wax is kept up by putting in cakes at a
time, and it is dipped out as fast as we want it.

As Mr. Cornell himself admits, a long-contin-
ued high temperature is equivalent to a much
higher temperature for a few minuti's; and not
only the microbes but fhe si^ores themselves
have got to succumb. A few hours of 170 de-
grees, we know from long experience, will kill

all sorts of germ life. While the wax in the
rneltmg-vat is kept at 170, that in the dipping-
tank is kept very near the congealing-point,
140, sometimes as low as 130. But before it has
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arrived at the dipping-tank, it has long ago
been thoroughly disinfected by the long-con-

tinued heat of 170 degrees. The Dadants have
a similar melting-arrangement, and we feel

sure that their foundation is perfectly free from
any live germs. Perhaps we should remark
further, that the wax melted in a solar extract-

or might not be disinfected, and it might be a

wise precaution to remelt all such wax that has

come from diseased colonies. But as there are

very few apiaries indeed in the- United States

that have foul brood, no one need have any fear

about the solar wax-extractor. It will proJxi-

hly kill the germs, but may not.

WHAT WE USE IS THE BEST.

We like to think that the things ive use are

the best. It is not comfortable to think that

somebody else is using devices or implements
vastly better than our own. We use and rec-

ommend the Victor Spring-fork Safety bicycle.

We think it is the best of all machines of that

description. But it may be it is because we
own one, and do not like to tliink the other fel-

low has a better one. Those of us who have
heew using loose frames may feel a little uneasy
in the thought that Hxed frames may one day
be the frame. It would be very expensive to

change, and so we like to persuade ourselves

that what we use is just as good, and a little

better. Be that as it may. it is well we do not

change at every breath of wind.

closed-end frames, and changing over
whole apiaries.

Now that the advantages of fixed frames are

being set forth, do not let any bee-keeper own-
ing KM) colonies on loose frames be foolish

enough to change over his whole apiary to

that style of frame. It has been demonstrated
over and over again, that bees will make honey
for their owners, in loose frames and in fixed

frames; and the frame we should use is the one

that affords the most convenience and accom-
modation. The frame that the apiarist can
manipulate the easiest and the most rapidly,

will, of course, make a little more money for him,

because less labor is required. We have men-
tioned this two or three times already; but for

the sake of some who are too enthusiastic, or in-

clint^d to be hasty, we think it will bear repeat-

ing again.

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH OUR PATENT OF-
FICE ?

The other day an attorney sent us drawings
and specifications of a patent that had just

been issued to his client, on a bee-keeping ap-

pliance. Just out of curiosity we thought we
would look the matter up. as we were sure it

was old. We discovered that there were two
other patents on the same thing, and the dates

of the three patents are not more than a month
apart, in the same year.

Somebody is going to lose money if one of tne

trio " goes to the courts." Now, this is not one
instance, but one out of many that have come
to our knowledge; and if any of our readers

wish to know what the three patents arc on we
can inform them by letter; for, to make the

thing public hei-e, might make something of an
uproar in camp. E. R. R.

LOOKING over BACK VOLUMES OF BEE-.TOUR-

NALS; A HINT TO WOULD-BE INVENTORS.

It is real fun to look back through the old

volumes. Problems that now seem to be quite

fully solved, were, years ago, discussed, and
seemed to be in a maze of mystery. Verily the

world is moving, in spite; of the fact that some-
limes we do not seem to arrive at the solution

of many old problems. It is interesting to see

how the Italians were opposed. By some they
were accounted as almost worthless. Founda-
tion was another thing that had to tight its

way inch by inch, until it is now regarded as
one of the indispensables. Even the honey-
extractor was called a " honey-slinging ma-
chine," and was regarded as worthless. A
glance through the old volumes shows us that
what we regard nowadays as entirely new was
invented, desci'ibed, illustrated, praised, and
condemned, years and years ago. When our
editors declare a thing to be old, it almost gives
offense. Those of us who aspire to be invent-
ors, and to be the originators of something
new, should first purchase a set of old bee-
journals and look them over, and see what has
been invented. A mere skimming will not an-
swer. We must scan page by page and para-
graph by paragraph.

SILVER-PLATING OUTFITS; MORE ABOUT THE
LAKESIDE ELECTRIC CO., P:NGLEW00D, ILL.

Some of the friends thought I was a little

hasty in pronouncing this whole business a
fraud and a swindle from beginning to end.
When I put in the caution on page 240, March
15, I felt satisfied that the whole thing emanat-
ed from J. M. Bain, Zanesville, O., as it had so
plainly on the face of it the ear-marks of his
plan of swindling. Just as we go to press we
are informed that Postmaster-General Wana-
maker has forbidden any mails to be delivered
to W. H. Griffith & Co., Zanesville Chemical
Co.. Bain & Co., and J. M. Bain. All letters ad-
dre^ed to any of the above are to be returned
to the sender, with the word " Fraudulent

"

stamped across the envelope. In one single
day over ^800 was paid out to Bain. The Engle-
wood, 111., institution is only a branch of the
same concern. Bain has started out with so
many addresses and so many different places,
that one needs to look carefully before sending
him money. As the U. S. courts are after him,
his swindling is probably nearly if not quite at
an end.

PBICE LISTS RECEIVED,

J. M. Young. Plattsmoiith, Neb.
W. H. Biigrht, Mazeppa, Minn.
.A. G.Hill. KendallviUe.Ind. ,

W. H. Norton, Skowhegan, Me.'
J. M. Kinzie. Rochester, Mioh.
J H. M Cook, 78 Barclay St., New York.
W. J. Valentine, Hagerstown. Md,
N. D. West. Middlebur^h, N. Y., cell-protectors.
The following were printed here:
Leininger Bros., Fort Jennings, O.
S. R. Holbert, Monangah, W. Va.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Central Michigan Bee-keepers' Association will meet at
Pioneer Room, Capitol, Wed., May 6, 1891. All are inv ted.

W. A. Barnes, Sec, Lansing.

The Bee-keepers' Association and Fair will be open May 6.

Open to all. H. Smith, Sec'y.
Ionia, Mich.

gPECI^L ]\[0WICEg.

THE HONEY-BEE.

The price of the above work by Thos. Wm. Cowan,
mentioned elsewhere, will be $1.00, instead of 75 cts.

as formerly announced.

FIGWORT, OR SIMPSON HONEY-PLANT SEED WANTED.

If any of you have any, even a little pinch, we
should 1)8 glad to get it, as we are not able to furnish

even the five-cent packages.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Plant posies for your wife.

No NEW BEE-.iorRNAT- lias Started for a week.

Those reports on p. 389 are very intei'esting.

Dwindling in Medina makes me keep my
bees longer in cellar.

EsPARCETTE, spoken of on page 279. is called

the honey-plant par excellence in some parts of

France.
That skeleton hand on page 2.58 has one

joint less on its forefinger than on its little fin-

ger. Has it been fooling with a buzz-saw?

Who can tell, with some show of authority,
which is worth moi'e for spring feeding, a dol-

lar's worth of granulated or brown sugar?

Locating hives on the south side of a build-
ing, very properly says W. S. Ponder, in Tndl-
nna Farmer, "is liable to give bees the swarm-
ing fever.''

Phacelia tanacetifolia is making some
stir as a honey-plant in Germany. I believe it

comes from California. Can any one tell lis

about it?

Foul brood. Chas. Dadant gives, in A. B.
J., convincing evidence that there is no danger
of foundation carrying foul brood. I've breath-
ed easier since reading it.

Dr. Tinker ought not to tinker with our
spelling. ' Storey " is all right in England, but
It looks funney here. It's too much labour.
The spelling of our language is horrible, any
way.
Maple bloom, my former guide for taking

out bees, is unreliable. March 30 it was in

bloom here, following which was cold weather,
including a snowstorm which left the ground
covered three days.

Winter cases, on p. 289, seem to beat chaff
hives. But I'd like to see them compared in a
hard winter, or in a colder place than Medina.
Still, if the proportion were changed, and 14 in

winter cases had died toll in chaff hives, I'd

take the winter cases.

The packing-boxes of the Oatmans, refer-
I'ed to on page 2(57, I saw last summer. Cer-
tainly not all of them had bottoms, I think.
They were three stories high, making 12 hives
in a i)ile. If I am rightly informed, they lost
heavily during the last of their wintering.

The NON-swARMino system met my eyes in
reading. I felt curious and interested. Then I

saw it advertised by Geo. A. Stockwell. and I

felt glad. I sent a quarter, got a pamphlet
with less than would go on three pages of
Gleanings. I read it and felt—humbugged.

"Uniformity should he the rule in sections

and crates, and any departure from that rule

should be disapproved and frowned down."
That's what the A. B. J. says in an editorial

inviting a full discussion of the subject. Broth-
er Newman, you've struck a good note.

Coarse wire cloth over entrances in winter
is approved (p. 26(5) by Bro. Potter and the ed-

itor. Why, bless you. don't you know that I

am with you, friend Root? I even go further

than Bro. Potter, and have my wire cloth so

coarse the bees can go right through it.

John SxMitk, in Nebraska Bee-keeper, doesn't

believe in "fixed distances." He says: "lean
set my hives near or far apart, and it doesn't

matter to other folks either. If they don't like

the looks of my yard as I fix my distances, they
can go and fix their own distances in their own
yards."
A new pro.iect is on foot in England to start

a bee-paper. A stock company is to be incor-

porated with a capital of *50,000, in 10,0(D0 shares

of $5 each. Among the movers are J. Hewitt
(a Hallamshire bee-keeper) and T. Bonner
Chambers, of Sheffield, where the paper is to be

located.

Cooking eggs, as given on page 282, is good.

Here's the way our folks do. Pour boiling

water on the eggs, at the rate of a quart to a

half dozen; cover, and set on the reservoir. In

10 or 1.5 minutes the yelk will be done soft, and
longer will make it harder; but the white will

not get hard in all day. It doesn't need such
close watching as your way, Mrs. Axtell.

Starting seeds, particularly fine seeds, in

boxes. Bake the soil to kill weed sepds. Fine

it, level in box, lay seeds on top, .sprinkle fine

soil over, just covering the finest seeds; lay

bi'own wrapping-paper fiat on it. and keep al-

ways a little moist. The paper holds the mois-

ture, and prevents the seeds washing out when
watered, besides the other good it does as a

covering.

Robbers sometimes clean out a weak colony

in spring. Whatever you do, don't take a hive

away that the robbers are at work on. If you
do, they'll only attack a neighboring colony.

Take most of the contents out of the hive, but

leave at least one comb with a little honey to

finish. If you must take the hive away, put
another in its place, with something for the

robbers to work on.

Piping of the queen, says Henry Alley, "is

made by the rapid vibration of the wings before

the queens leave the cells." He should have
added, that the sharpest piping is made by the

young queen at liberty. Wouldn't it be best to

continue the old-fashioned way of saying that

the queen at liberty "pipes," and the queens
still in the cells with the coarser voices

"quahk " ? Cheshire says the wings have noth-

ing to do with the piping.
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REyuEENiNG. Alley says, in April ApL, " It

will pay to reqiieen colonies each two years."'

Rambler says, in same ApL. "When a honey-
producer advocates the requeening of all his

colonies the second year, it seems to be an evi-

dence of the inferiority of his system of queen-
rearing and of his queens." That's rough on
Alley, but he has lots of good company on his

side, and I guess he can stand it.

6ENE^)qi£ Ot)RREgP0NDENCE.

THE CAUSES OF SWARMING.

DADANT TELLS US WHY HE PREFERS
HIVES.

About 40 years ago a friend of mine told me
that he had seen a swarm s(4tling on a rock in

a waste land, about half a mile outside of the
city in which I lived in France. It was at the
beginning of April, and had I not known my
friend as unlikely to tell lies I would have
thought that he intended to make an April fool

of me. After finding the swarm I covered it

Avith a hive, and the next morning I brought it

home. My business prevented me from looking
at it before evening, when, to my surprise. I

saw that most of the bees were gone, and that
the few hundred Mhich had not followed the
•others were unable tofly. They were starving.
Then I concluded that this colony had deserted
its hive for want of food; and this view was
contirmed by several other similar experiences.
On a Sunday afternoon, while glancing about
my home apiary, I saw the alighting-board of
one of the hives covered with fighting bees.
The ground in front of the hive was already
covered with dead ones. 1 stooped down, and
racked my brain to find an explanation of the
fact, for I had never seen anything like that,
when, on a sudden, a lump of bees lai'ger than
my fist dropped on my liat, and thence slipped,

' upon the fighting bees. Raising my eyes 1 saw
a swarm suspended under the limb of a tree
just above. These bees \\ere so weak that
they were unable to cling together, and were
killed by the bees of the hive in front of which
they had fallen, little by little, in small bundles.
I procured a hive into which I shook the
swarm. They took the food that I gave them,
and. after having regained strength, they de-
parted. Had I given them one or two combs
containing honey and pollen they would have
stayed.

I have seen several colonies deserting their
hives for want of honey, and especially of pol-
len. T returned them after having attended to
their needs, and they were happy to stay. I

have seen, also, bees deserting as soon as they
were brought out of a cellar which had been
too warm. For several \;eeks these bees had
been anxious to have a good flight; their hives
had b(>en for them a prison, and they availed
themselves of the first chanc(> to depart.

All these occurrences, showing that bees
swarm to find better abodes when they are dis-

satisfied with the circumstances in which they
are, induced me to investigate the causes of
natural swarming, which, so far, had been con-
sidered as a natural impulse given to bees in

order to replenish the earth.
As bees generally swarm when their hives are

full, the first thing to be considered was wheth-
er the lack of room was not the cause of
swarming, especially as it is well known that
bees in small hives swarm more than in larger
ones. Now, the question arose: '"How much
room is needed to accommodate the most pro-

lific queen?" For several years I kept an ob-
serving-hive, and liad noticed that a good
queen can lay about six eggs per minute, or 360
per hour. If we suppose that she lays half the
time, or 13 hours in :i4, we have 360x12, or 4320
eggs per day, during the best time of the sea-
son.
A well-known German bee-keeper, Mr. Von

Berlepsch, having hivud a swarm on empty
combs, counted the eggs laid by its queen dur-
ing the first 24 hours, and found a few more
than .3000. But, having probably considered
this number as unusually large, he did not draw-
any inference from it, for he did not enlarge
his small hives. Yet, since a queen taken at
i-andom can lay 30OO eggs to-day, I can not
see why she did not lay the same number yes-
terday, or why she will not lay as many to-
morrow, if the circumstances have not chang-
ed. To verify whether a queen is able to lay
3000 or more eggs per day for several weeks, it

is indispensable to give her colony a number of
cells sufficient to receive her eggs for 21 days,
besides the cells coijtaining the provisions of
honey and pollen.

I had several large hives built to produce
comb honey in small boxes placed at both sides
of the brood, after the idea of Jasper Hazen. I

resolved to use them for my experiments.
These hives could accommodate 14 Quinby sus-
pended frames, 18x10'^ inches inside: and my
enlarged American hives could accommodate
H) frames. I filled these frames with worker
combs and watched the results. We have
these hives yet in our home apiary. I soon as-
certained that these hives were too large, even
for my best queens, whose laying, during: the
best seasons, exceeded 4000 eggs per day for 21

days, and I concluded that a Quinby hive, with
lOfranu's and a pai'tition-board, would be suffi-

cient. These 10 frames, containing 104,,500

worker-cells, can accommodate the laying of
from 3500 to 4000 eggs, leaving 20.000 or 30.000

cells for the provisions. All the Quinby hives
that we have made since have 10 frames and a
partition-board. These hives are larger than a
12-frame Langstroth; yet, every year, when the
white clover begins to bloom, nearly every one
of them is full of brood and of bees, ready to
bring honey into the upper story, or to swarm,
if we delay, even for very few days, the enlarg-
ing of the room.
In the spi'ing of 1880 we had put our upper

stories on the hives, as we usually do in the last

part of J^Iay: but the bees, for a week or more,
did not bring any honey, when, the wind hav-
ing changed, we noticed a booming in the apia-
ry. Two days aftei-. although \\e had raised
tiieii' hives from the bottom-l)oards. several col-

onies were gathered outside of theii' hives.
Their upper stories, containing each about 50

lbs., had been filled in less than three days. We
liastened to put a second story undei- the first;

yet some swarmed — dissatisfied, doubtless,
with these large hives which had proved too
small to receive their daily crop. As it was im-
possible for us to enlarge the space in our six

apiaries on the same day, we had an unusual
number of swarms, 15 or 20 per cent, if I am not
mistaken; more in our Langstroth hives, and
such swarms! One of them was so large that
we had to give it two npyjer stories on the even-
ing after it was hived. The bees in these large
hives were therefore as much crowded as a col-

ony in a small hive; for it is not the size of the
hive which excites the bees to swarm; it is the
comparative narrowness of their abode: it is

the lack of empty cells to receive the harvest
and the eggs of the queen. When the honey
comes in slowly, the enlarging of the room with
empty frames may suffice; but when the crop
is very abundant, as the workers do not lUve to
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remain iiibidc to build combs, while the nectar
abounds in ilie lields. they swarm.
Most i)c<'-k('('p<'rs ihinlv that our hives are too

large to raise comb hoiu'y: furthei'inore, a gi'eat

many iiave reduced their Langstroth hives to
<'iglit frames. IJut when we made our experi-
ments, tlie extractor was not yet invented; and
for sevei'al years after its invention, as extract-
ed honey was diCticult to sell, we raised comb
honey, in small boxes first, tlien in 3-lb. vVdair
sections; and our crops wei'(! not smallei' in

quantity than those of bee-keepers using small-
er hives, whose apiaries were in the same lo-

ditionas ours.
One of the advantages of large hives is, that

their queens, during the summer, have a great
many empty cells in which they can lay,
and the workers a large space in which they
can lay up a quantity of tine summer honey for
winter.

I know that both these propositions are in di-

rect opposition to the new doctrine which ad-
vises the bee-keepers to contract the brood-
chamber so as to stop the laying of the queen,
and to compel the bees to bring all their har-
vest in the sections; but I know that our crops,
even when we raised comb honey, gave us more
profit with less work, and few(^r chancers of loss,

than the narrowing method to its partisans. A
queen, from July to August, can lay very little

in a small hive; and as tlie workersVlo not live,

on an average, more than 35 days during the
working season, the number of be«'s is very
much reduced in the fall. When winter comes,

. the population, which is small, suffeivs propor-
tionately more from tlie cold than a larger one.
In spring tlie bees are slow in recovei-ing a
number of workers sufficient for the harvest,
and their owner is compelled to narrow up the
brood-chamber to force them in the sections.
Thus the advocate of small hives turns in a cir-

cle. His colonies are small in winter and
spring, on account of his summer contraction:
then he is compelled to contract his hives again
to get a crop. On the contrary, not only the
queens in our large hives are not hindered in
their laying; but the workers have a large
room in which they lay up an abundance of the
best provisions. Then the population well fed,'

able to keep well warmed, coming out in spring
numerous and healthy, fill their hives with
workers ready for the honey-harvest.
A successful Italian bee-keeper, who was

converted to the large hives by my writings,
wrote, last year, in UAplcoltore: "To obtain
good crops of honey you should prepare your
colonies during the preceding summer." Con-
traction does just the reverse. Our experience
on the question of the size of hives continues
the same. In our Lamont apiary (see Glean-
ings. January 15, page (iO), we have about 30
large Quinby hiv(>s and 23 ten-frame Lang-
stroth. Last October all our Quinby hives but
three had sufficient stores for winter, while 19
of the 23 Langstroth had to be fed. Vet we did
not take an ounce of hoiKiy from their brood-
chamher in summer. For several years we had
intended to transfer their colonies to Quinby
hives, and we have resolved to do it this spring.

Uut, to return to my subject: Natural
swarming can be caused, also, by the death of
the queen during the honey season. Then the
workers, if they have eggs or young larvae,
raise several queens; and the first hatched, be-
ing hindered by the bees from killing her rivals,
is dissatisfied, and goes out with a swarm. This
swarming we designate as a "primary swarm
with young queen." Such swarming with
young queens amounts, on an average, to two
or three per cent of the number of our colonies.
It shows that it is impossible to prevent natu-
ral swarming completely, unless you watch youi-

colonies to prevent them from replacing thcur
queens during the honey liarvest; but it con-
firms my theory, that swarming is always caus-
ed by the uncuxsiness of the bees.
Hamilton. III., Apr. Ki. Charles Dadant.

[Friend D., I am well aware there are many
things to be said in favor of large hives; and
where one works for extracted honey, as you
do, I rather think I should prefer them. As
this laige amount of room is needed, however,
during only a part of the year, there are some
vei'y good i'easons for (nlarging, when needed,
by an upper story; and if we do this, it be-
hooves us to have our frames rather shallow.
This is why Langstroth decided on the frame
he has. Using ten combs belosv and ten moi'e
above, we have a hive about as large as mo^
bee-keepers care for, and it comes in good com-
pact shape, pretty nearly a cube. It is true, the
boys have of late very strongly favored an
eight-frame hive; and for comb honey, where
we wish to oblige the bees to initall the surplus
into the boxes above, an (Mght-frarae hive may
not be so bad. And, again, for those who sell
bees and ship whole colonies, eight frames are
about all that is really necessary to ship and
pay express charges on. I have for years notic-
ed that bees do swarm, both in season and out
of season, when their home is not to their no-
tion. I have seen nuclei desert their hives, ap-
pai'ently because they were pestered by a nest
of ants. I have seen them do it, also, when I

could see no other reason than that the en-
trance had been carelessly left too small for
them to go out and in comfortably. They
swarm out when the hive is overcrowded, when
out of stores, and in glass observatory hives
when they have too much light, or if the sun
makes them uncomfortably hot. etc.]

UNITING WEAK COLONIES.

DOES UNITING PAY DITKING SPUING DWIN-
DLING?

On page 290 of Gleanings for April 1st I see
that some spring dwindling is experienced at
the '• Home of the Honey-bees," and in this
connection I see that the editor advises uniting
weak colonies which have the " spring dwin-
dling," unless the weather is warm and pollen is

abundant. This is going back to the plan of
the "books" on bees of years ago, wh(u-e they
told us the time to unite was when it was discov-
ered that any two colonies were too weak to be
of use alone. There is no question but that the
uniting of two weak colonies to make one strong
one is profitable to the apiarist; still, that unit-
ing must make the one better than either of the
two would have been when the honey harvest
anives, or our labor of uniting is worse than
useless. That the uniting as proposed by the
editor does not, as a rule, make the united colo-
ny better at the end of three weeks than each
would have been if left separate, is why I ob-
ject to the advice there given. Years ago I ex-
perimented along this line to my entire satis-
faction, and I have put as many as seven such
"spring-dwindled " colonies into one hive, the
seven making a good rousing colony at the time,
and in a month all were dead; vvliile some, no
stronger than some of the best ones put into
this hive, which wer<' left separate, pulled
through and built up into colonies. The idea
seems to be, that, where two or more sucli colo-
nies are put together, the bees seem to think
that they can do something " big," and so work
themselves up to great activity in starting a
large lot of brood, which wears out the little vi-
tality there is left in them tx'fore enough young
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1)(H'S hatch to take the place of those wearing
out daily: iience all perish; while, if they had
been left to themselves, they would have been
less active, the few young bees which hatched
would iiave taken the place of those which died,

and, when settled wafin weather came, the few
young smart bees which wei'e in the hive at
that time would and could care for a large lot

of brood in proportion to their numbers, so that
the colony would build up for the next winter if

nothing more. I once had a colony get so low in

this way that then^ were, by actual count, only
eighty odd bees the fore part of June: and yet
this little colony, without any assistance from
any other colony, built up into a good colony
for winter, and gave two of the large old-fash-
ioned sections of nice sealed buckwheat honey.
Qr. Miller and several other of our best bee-
keepers have reached the same conclusions re-

garding uniting spring-dwindling colonies that
I have, if I am not mistaken. By confining
these small colonies to as few frames as they
can cover, and building them up as fast as pos-
sible when it comes warm weather, and then
uniting them just before the honey harvest, has
given me splendid results in honey, as I have
given in back volumes of our bee-papers.

LARGE SWARMS TO PREVENT SAVARMING.

I see Mr. Robbins, Mr. Dayton, yourself, and
others are discussing the swarming question,

along the line of large hives, etc.. you claiming
that it is the large hive used by the Dadants
and Bro. France which give them so little

swarming. Now, it seems to me that, from the
light of the past, no one can deny that your po-
sition is right: for, away back when our la-

mented Quinby wrote his •' ^lysteries of B(X'-

keeping Explained," he told us" that a hive of

4000 or more cubic inches filled with comb was
almost an absolute non-swarmer. bees staying
in such hives for years without swarming. I

quote from memory, and have not tried to get
the exact words. No one, so far as I know, has
any trouble, to any extent, with swai'ms when
working for extracted honey, which working
always demands a large amount of comb space,
if we are to have the best results. But the real

point at issue, as I look at it, lies in the fact that
no best results in eomh lioneycau be secured and
use a hive containing from .WOO to 4000 cubic
inches in the brood-chamber, orthat amount of

space filled with empty comb in farly spring.
Quinby told us that a 4600-cubic-inch hive fill-

ed only a third full of comb the previous sea.son,

would just as surely give a swarm before more
comb of any amount \^as built, as would a hive
filled with "comb one-third this size, and this

brings the thing down to just where we find it

in working for comb honey. We have the small
Inve filled with comb, and the sections without
comb: oi', if you please so to term it, a thi'ee or
four thousand-cubic-inch hive, one-third of

which is filled with brood-combs and the rest

with sections, in reality empty as the bees view
it, and swarming is the result. Should we fill

our ',*.")00 cubic inches of section room with sec-

tions filled with empty comb, on the "continu-
ous-passageway" plan, we should not have any
swarming. Biit. alas, we do not wish, to do
this, for reasons too numerous to mention here,

and so it comes about that he who works for

comb honey must expect to have swarms: and.
if 1 am correctly informed, the Dadants and
Mr. France are as subject to them as any of the
rest of us with the few bees they work for comb
lioney. whenever they work for th<^ same. The
trouble seems to be. that we sometimes con-
found the working for comb and extracted hon-
ey, so that the reader is perplexed to know our
meaning. If my memory serves me rightly. I

have never had' more than three swarms from

all the colonies I ever worked forextracted hon-
ey with my small brood-chambers: and years
ago I produced extracted honey by the thousand
pounds. A non-swarming hive for comb honey
is a desirable thing, but something not yet
brought about. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., April 15.

[Friend D., I have had just the same experi-
ence you have in putting a number of sick or
diseased remnants together. At other tim(>s I

have surely saved weak colonies by \initing.
Where one has quite a few bees, and no queen,
and the other has a queen but not the bees, it

will surely pay to unite them, and we may often
discover weak colonies that may be united with
queenless ones: for during dwindling, queens
have a way of disappearing suddenly, as well
as bees.]

SWAEMING AND THE HONEY-HARVEST.

HOW MAY AVE GET THE MOST HONEY' WHEN
BEES SW.\RM DURING THE HONEY' SEA-

SON, AND KEEP DOWN INCREASE
AT THE SAME TIME?

Does swarming during the honey-flow neces-
sarily diminish the quantity of surplus gather-
ed ? that is, can we get as much comb honey as
we could if they would work right on without
swarming? I think I can. but it is not as
easy to tell how to do it as it is to tell how not
to. When a swarm comes oflf, hive it in a full-

sized brood-chamber, and set it on a new stand.
When the lower story becomes full, put on
empty surplus arrangements. Let the unfinish-
ed sections on the old colony remain there.
Hive tlu> after-swarms, and treat them as you
do the first ones. Tlie chances ai'e that the
sections given the new colony will be finished
long befoic those on the old stock, and very
likely the latter will never be finished at all".

Just follow up that system, and I promise you
will get less than half a crop: and if the season
is a very short one you will get little or nothing,
when I "may get a very fair retiu-n.
* I would rather my bees \\ould not swarm
very much, because of the watching and labor
involved. But they will swarm, and that right
in the midst of the honey harvest, as I presume
is the case wherever clover is the principal
source of supply. And as I can not prevent it,

I have been driven to study and pi'actice meth-
ods to ovei'rule it and the effects thereof. I

have been so successful, that, so far as the
quantity of honey they will give me is concern-
ed, I would as lief have my bees swarm as not;
and at the same time the incn^ase in size of my
apiary is very mode-rate.
A swarm of bees embraces much the larger

share of the field bees of a colony, and are. in

fact, mostly of that class. Quite a sprinkling
of bees of a younger age are, of course, present:

and, when hiv(^d on the old stand, that number
and the number of field-bees will be somewhat
augmented. All this, together with the fact

that being thrown out on their own resources
appears to give them an added incentive to ac-
tion, puts them in the very best condition to

make every lick count. They will accomplish
more then foi' a while than at any other period.

I hive my swarms on some old stand, of

course. The original purpose of that was to

prevent after-swarms: but it becomes. In fact,

but one of its two principal purposes. The
other is to get as large and permanent an avail-

able force of workers in the new colony as pos-

sible. I consider the stock from which a swarm
has issued as virtually of no account for comb
honey the rest of that season. If they swarm
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again they arc of but little use, and they are
worth no more as a colony if means ai'e pursued
to prevent swarming. Hence I want to get all

the bees I can into the swarm. I then shall
have recruits there to take the place of the old
ones as they drop off. But in place of setting
tlie new swarm on the old stand, I carry it to
the stand of some other colony that has lately
swarmed, or that of some weak colony. In
either case I set the displaced colony down be-
side it. with the entrance turned at right angles
to it. I adopted this method in the effort to
prevent absconding of swarms. Now. please do
not laugh at me. but I do believe that bees look
up a location before they go off. From the evi-
dences. I think this is often done, if not usually,
after the swarm issues. While I find the expe-
dient does not always prevent them from com-
ing out of the hive where they are put. so far
in the two seasons I have practiced it, none
have shot right off for the woods. Removing
the swarm to another stand gets them where
the prospectors can not find them to lead them
off.

Having disposed of the swarm, I remove the
case or cases of sections to the new colony. If

the swarm is very large, or the cases pretty well
filled. I put on an empty case underneath.
The size of brood-chamber into which we put

our swarms is an important item. My verdict
is emphatically for contraction. I am "troubled
much with absconding of swarms: but while I

have suspect(>d. I can not find any good evi-
dence that contraction has any thing to do
with it. I generally hive on five frames, with
foundation starters. I have not tried frames
filled with foundation enough to know whether
that would affect the honey-yield. Hutchinson
has tested both methods, and he says use only
starters. Wired fi'ames and full sheets have
objectionable features to me. I like my system
—contraction—so well that I should "be" very
loth to give it up after six seasons" practice.
The above I believe to be in detail the two

great essential principles of the only profitable
system of comb - honey production Avhere
swarming must take place during the honey-
flow. For me, swarms thus treated give as*

much honey as colonies that do not swarm at
all—the latter, however, being greatly in the
minority.

Now. what do I do with the old colony? Well,
if I do nothing else with them I remove them
in a few days to another stand, or set them on
top of another colony. I take a great many of
them to pieces, and use them by frames to form
nuclei, or to build up other nuclei or weak
stocks. But more than any other one thing. I

carry the fi-ames or hives to the upper story of
some other colony, and run it for exti'acted
honey. 1 find it necessary to raise honey in
botli forms to supply my trade. But I keep
veiy few empty conibs for that pui'pose. I

think it much belter to do as I have stated. It
keeps down increase to some extent, and I get a
benefit of the combs I could not othei'wise. I

confess it is slower work to uncap these combs,
as the surfaces are more or less uneven. Some-
times I unite two old colonies, after a queen
gets to laying, by shaking the bees off one set of
combs on to the other hive, then put on sections
when thei-e is a pi'etty good pi'osjtect of getting
something from them. But more often I go
through these old colonies some three oi' more
weeks after swarming, and extract the honey
from all combs half or more full, and they have
usually gathered considerable by that time.
After the clover harvest is over and the sur-

plus cases are all off. I take out the dummies
and fill ui> with fraiues from these upper stories,
nuclei, and old colonies that I have yet left in-
tact. The bees then have full breeding capaci-

ty, and room to store honey for winter. And.
by the way. I can not see but that my bees win-
ter as well on fall honey as that gathered early
in the season. I unite more or less in the fall,

as conditions seem to demand it.

CLOSED-END FUAMES; WHY NO BEE-SPACE IS

WANTED BACK OF THEM.
Ernest, on page 211. hardly states just the

reason why I want no bee-space back of closed-
end bars. It is simply this: I do not want
them there when manipulating frames. They
are of no use there, and they are a nuisance.
In removing hanging frames, especially with
one hand, it is a wearying effort, when a hive
is pretty full, to avoid crushing bees, and then
I can not always do it. One end is pretty apt
to be heavier than the other, and then they
will not hang even: and even if they would, to
raise or lower a frame in exactly the right line
to retain the true bee-space is the hardest mat-
ter of all. Now. if I can just slide the end
along the end of the hive, especially if one end
overbalances the other very much, it makes it

more easily and quickly done.

COST OF TIN AND ENAMET.ED - CEOTH HIA'E-
COVEKS.

I have just been figuring up the relative cost
of the two styles. I find that, exclusive of paint,
the enameled-cloth covers will cost about 33^
cents, and tin about 6H each, aside from freight
charges. The former will take more paint and
more time to fix, which may make it cost from
f to 73 of the latter. In addition to that, paint
will not adhere to tin or any other very smooth
non-porous surface very well: whereas, spread
on the wrong side of enameled cloth it is a fix-

ture, making the latter much more durable.
Still, 1 have have not actually tested tin. In
the main I have nothing over my covers, just
because I do not need any thing.

Geo. F. Robbins.
Mechanicsburg, 111.. Mar. 23.

FLOATING APIARIES.

FURTHEB TKIALS OF THE SCHEME, AND THE
KESUETS.

Several facts in regard to the ups and downs
(especially the clown.s) of migratory and non-
migratory bee-keeping have recently come to

my kno\\iedge that may be of interest to those
inclined to try the experiment of obtaining more
than one crop of honey in one season. Some
time in December. IS'.K). friends Stevenson and
Deemas. of near St. Charles. Mo., started with
aljout 12.5 colonies of bees, mostly Italian, in ex-
cellent hives, and well equipped for gathering
a fine crop of honey, and increasing to any de-
sirable extent, with some imported and Doolit-
tle queens, for New Orleans or vicinity, on the
steamer City of Baton Rouge. By the way.
that is the very boat on which I. on several oc-
casions and on different trips, shipped from 3(X)

to 400 colonies of bees at a time fi'om New Or-
leans to St. Louis. On the way the steamer
struck an obstruction, and boat and bees went
to the bottom, our bee-friends barely escaping
with their lives. I sincerely sympathize with
our unfortunate friends, fori have been through
the mill myself, and know just how it is and
how they feel; for, among other great losses,

one of thes(> same Anchor Line boats was the
cause of the loss by fii-e of neai-ly .3(X) two-story
Simplicity hives filled, with fine Italian bees,
witii 20 frames to each colony. Nothing daunt-
ed they procured a fine lot of about 150 colonies
of bees from friend D. McKenzie, of Camp Par-
apet. La., and took them to .a point on the
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river, at or voi-y near the same spot where Per-
rine, of Chicago, once had a large apiary. Tlie
prospects for a good crop of honey were fair,

when, a few days ago. a brealt occurred in the
levee from tlic great pressure of the high water.
A crevasse was formed, and it was with difficul-

ty that our friends saved their bees by hastily
moving tliem to the levee. Of course, their
prospect for a crop of honey now is a very slim
one. with water from r> to 15 feet deep for miles
in every direction ai'ound them, and they will
certainly have to move the bees to some other
locality, and quickly, too. involving more labor
and expense, if they expect to get any honey
down there this spi'ing.

Some of your readers may remember that, in

a former article, some time ago, I mentioned
friend E. Stahl. of Keuner. La., as having 1000
full colonies of bees, in one yard, and as having
secured a large crop of honey from them. Well,
it seems that the flowers down there last fall,

while blooming profusely as they do up here quite
frequently, yielded no honey: and the result is.

that friend Stahl (so I aiu informed) has lost

800 out of 1000 colonies, by starvation. This is

a good illustration of the uncertainties of mi-
gratory bee-keeping; for had any one taken
several carloads of bees (as I once did) down
there, prepared to secure a big crop from the
fall flowers, he too would have had to feed his
bees to keep them alive (at a loss, of course), or
let them starve, as friend Stahl did; and let

me say that this is one of the snags that our
bee-friends, who favor migratory bee-keeping,
will )-un against much more often than they
think for.

As regards friend Stahl's loss, from which I

know personally of him he will not care great-
ly, he will simply cut the combs out of the
frames (not try to save them from moths, and
fill them with bees again as we would do up
here) and render them into wax. and stack
hives and frames away (to use again), and in
an incredibly short time have them all roaring
with bees again; for if there is one man in the
extreme south who understands southern bee-
keeping, and understands how to make it pay
at the least cost of material and labor, and who
is always enthusiastic in regard to bee-keeping,
and seldom discouraged, that man is (as I knew
him) friend Stahl. E. T. Fi-ANA(iAX.

Belleville, Ills., March 28.

BEARING QUEENS UNDER THE REGULAR
BROOD-NEST.

ANOTHEK HAS TKIED IT, AX1> FINDS IT WORKS.

I have reared a number of fine queens this
spring, under similar conditions to those given
by Dr. Miller, on page 270. To explain more
fully, I will state that I usd a two-story eight-
frame hive for a brood-nest up to the time our
harvest comes, when I contract to one section
by means of a plain zinc queen-excluder, and
at the same time raise the upper story and place
between it and the lower one a set of empty
combs or frames of foundation, always seeing
that the queens are below. Now to the point.
This spring, not having enough queen-exclud-
ers to go round, I placed upon some 18 or ;.'0 col-
onies a case of partly drawn sections (left over
from last year) between the two upper stories
and the brood-nest below, thinking this would
cause these sections to be filled quickly, and
also discourage the queens from going above.
I was right as far as getting the sections filled;

but about half of the queens went up and es-

tablished their brood-nest in the upper stories.

and in all these cases the bees built from three
to a dozen queen-cells below. Most of these I

removed and saved, but left one cell in each of
five or six colonies, and in due season I found
laying queens in these; and it was surprising
to see how quick they filled those eight combs
with brood. At this point queen-cells were
started. So I removed this lower brood-nest
and placed it upon a new stand, giving it a
case of empty combs, and in the course of a
week those new colonies were in good shape to
store honey. Now, all the while these young
queens were below, the old ones were doing
good work abov(>. You may be sure this gave
rousing big colonies just when they were need-
ed; but during our orange bloom it set into
rain, and kept it up steadily for two weeks,
which caused us to store two-thirds of our crop
fi'om this source. During this rain, these large
colonies huUt from 12 to 15 frames of nice combs
from one-inch starters, and also managed to
store an average of 25 lbs. of honey each, while
average colonies built only from 3 to! of combs,
and did not get any surplus honey. I should
have mentioned above, that these large colo-
nies were in hives tiered four stories, besides
the case of sections mentioned, and that the
combs were built in the upper stories, and also
that they would average about 25 per cent
drone comb. This is doing well considei'ing the
conditions they were built under just before
the swarming season. The queens were about
one year old, part Italian and part hybrid.
Huntington. Fla.. April 5. A. F. Bkown.

SAFEST METHOD OF WINTERING.

CKLEAK I'LAN I'UKFEKIJEI).

Mr. Root:—I have been very much interested
in reading the opinions of many of your sub-
scribers as to the best and safest way of winter-
ing bees, and I will not undertake to say which
of the many are correct, as the locality may
have something to do with their success. It

may be well in large apiaries to experiment and
test the difterenl plans recommended, as the
loss of a fi^w stands to them would hardly be
noticed, while the beginner in expeiimenting
might lose all. or .*o cripple his business that it

might take yeai's to n^cover.
It might be a<lvisable for beginners, and those

having a limited number of stands, to retain
the old and tried methods until they become
satisfied that a change will be more satisfac-
tory, taking into consideration the climate, lo-

cation, and l(Migtli of wintei'. which should be
carefully studied. In this latitude and locality,

cellar wintering has given the best results. I

have wintered in the cellar for eight years suc-
cessfully, and at no time has the loss exceeded
ten per cent, while the average would fall far
below. One year ago I tried the experiment of
wintering nine stands outdoors in single-walled
hives packed with chaff and straw, and w'ell

protected from the winds by a grove on the
north and west. All went into winter quarters
in splendid condition, with plenty of stores, and
in the spring only one stand was left to tell the
tale of outdoor wintering in this locality. Those
wintered in the cellar came out in splendid con-
dition, without the loss of a single stand.
Last year, Dec. 2, I put 30 stands into winter

quarters in the cellar, all in fair condition,
while some were in the very best condition.
My loss was one stand. Twenty-nine stands
came out of the cellar in good condition April
()th, and to-day are gathering pollen from the
maple and box-elder.
My plan has been to place the stands in the

cellar in the same condition as when prepared
for winter, leaving the cushions and covers on.

As soon as they get settled down a little, remove
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the cushions and covers, leaving the hive en-
tirely open at tlie top. and the entrance open
the same as in the summer, with bottom-board
left on. and leave them in this condition until

about two weeks iiefore time to take them out
in the spring, then replace the cushions and
covers.
Your plan of removing the bottom -boards

only may be equally good, but I doubt whether
yoii will have very much better sticcess in win-
tering: yet your jilan will allow a greater num-
ber of stands to lie winter(>d in a smaller room,
on account of being tiered up. In leaving the
hive entirely open at the top. it allows the
steam or animal heat to pass off. while tlie plan
of having the cover remain on the hive would,
it seems to me, have a tendency to create mois-
ture on the under side of the cover, consequent-
ly dampness in the hive. I observed this by
placing a piece of burlap on the hive after re-
moving the cover, allowing it to remain for
sevei'al days, and then on i-emoving it I found
that it was wet: but whether the moisture
came from the bees or from the cellar, it mat-
ters not: it would have the same bad effect on
the bees. The old saying, "Never swap horses
in the middle of thestream," holds good with
me in this case until another plan proves equaF-
ly successful. N.H.Bell.
"Wahoo. Neb.. April '.•.

NUBBINS.

PKOF. COOK GIVES US SOME VALrABEE
THOVGIITS.

Friend Root, please do not call my brevities
" Stray Straws." It does me too much honor,
and our d^ar friend ^lillei' injustice. Just dub
my driblet-^ plain nubbins.
Glad to hear what Dr. Miller says of melilot.

as demonstrated in France, especially as we are
going to give it a big trial at the station here.
We are going to test its value for honey, for
food, green and dry. and for silage. We are
also going to test rape along the same lines.

I must say that I am with Bro. Newman on
the -editorial" "we." Dr. 'SI., you know what
the good Quaker said to his wife—"My dear,
everybody but thee and ))ic is peculiar, and I
sometimes think thou art a little singular."
Now. when the doctor assaults universal cus-
tom—in other words, attacks essays at conven-
tions on this ••we." he is certainly the singular
man. "Honest Injun." doctor; isn"t it suspi-
cious when you and I are the only ones in all

the great human family who are righf?
Friend Corneil is usually about right, but.

without doubt, drew it too fine when he was
going to have foundation sow microbes broad-
cast. Long exi)erience says, "No. no."
You ask what I think about bees disliking

red. If it is true. I should say it is a case of
bee-taste. I say. // true. I have a friend who
wears a red shirt habitually in working witli
bees, yet rarely ever gets stung. I had always
supposed that bees were indifferent to color,
though much annoyed by any roughness like
fuzz on i-ough woolen cloth. I have heard it

said, that bees dislike dark colors. I never
could see that my bc(>s objected to my dark
clothes, unless rough and fuzzy. Why may not
bees have taste"? I like to see "a girl, if a bright
brunette, dressed in bright red; if a blonde, in

light blue: so. as I have taste in such matters,
far be it from me to diMiy a like peculiarity in
bees. Sir.John Lubbock's experiments plainly
show that bees can distinguish colors, and what
observing bee-keeper doubts if?

I don't wonder, friend Root, that you hesitat-
ed at the snake-story. But I have seen it, and

so know that young '"saugas'' do run for pro-
tection into the matei'nal mouth. You ask
about the breathing. I think snakes can man-
age for some time without breathing. In our
own case I do not sup|)ose cessation of breath-
ing would b(> fatal till the heart should stop
beating, which, with us, is in a very brief time.
Not so the snake. I have known a snake's
heart to beat for hours, even after it was taken
wholly out of the body. Insects are like snakes
in this respect. They will live a long time in a
very small close box. I never looked in to see
where the snakes went to, but I suppose they
went to the stomach: indeed, some years ago
some of our students killed a massasauga. and
actually reported finding the young snakes in
the mother's stomach. 1 feel quite certain that
I have seen more than a mouthful I'un into this
opening.

1 always supposed that the very low gentle
hum of bees in winter was only a note of "all
right:" but a louder one. a murmur of •'too
close, more ventilation." I have often quieted
bees by opening the door on a cool night.
Mr. E. France makes a good suggestion re-

garding wax secretion. I shall try some exper-
iments to prove or disprove his theory. In case
of Mr. Doolittle. I do not think the facts are
with him. Bees often do go loaded with wax
when swarming; but may they not have re-

mained quiet before"? we know that they do
rest somewliat before breaking up the old
home: and surely if hived on full combs, the
wax scales disappear at once. I doubt whether
Mr. Doolittle has the truth on his side.

Why does our usually correct friend speak of
the scouts looking up a new home while the
bees are clustering"? As I state in my Bee-
Keepers Guide, I think the bees cluster to give
the queen a rest after trying her wings, which
ar<' unwonted to labor. I supposed it settled,

that bees look out a home before the swarm is-

sues. They certainly do .sometimes: and if so.

I guess always.
Mr. Cowan is usually very accurate; but. is

digestion separating the food"? I should say di-
gestion is rendering food capable of being ab-
sorbed, and that absorption did the separating.
I wish to say. as I do say in my last edition of
Bee-keeper's Guide, that Cowan's book is very
excellent, and. I believe, very correct.

Friend Root, don't misunderstand me regard-
ing granulated sugar for winter food, I believe,
that, if fed in the fall, it is a superb food for
bees. In this case it is digested, and is probably
equal to any honey, and superior to much honey
as a food: but I don't believe that it is a good
food for bees, if fed exclusively while bees are
in confinement, either in summer or winti-r. I

think your experiments should be more exten-
sive before you speak e.r <-nthedra on this point.

Our bees wintered nicely on a diet of almost
exclusively fall honey. Yesterday, Apr. 17. they
worked in full force for the first time on soft

maple. They got the first pollen Ai)ril 13.

Ag'l College*. Mich. A. J. Cook.

[I ain very glad, friend C. that you are going
to test rape and melilot. Tell me when they
are furnishing honey to the best advantage,
and I think I shall be along to see it. See arti-

cl«" on i)age 3()0. in regard to melilot and alfalfa.

— It occuired to me. too. that, if that red I'ibbon
had been a little fuzzy, or if the bees found some
stray ravelings. the latter might have account-
ed somewhat for the number that pitched into
it. Yet I think the color must have had some-
thing to do with it.—Thank you for the instruc-
tion on just the point that seemed so strange
and astonishing to me about the snakes when
they were swallowed. How long did these
young saugas stay in the maternal mouth ? If
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you can not answer. I wish some reader of

Gleanings would, at the tirst oijportunity,

test the matter, watch in hand. Now. please

do not think me irreverent if I suggest that, in

our recent studies about Jonah, I kept wonder-
ing how life was preserved when absolutely de-
prived of air; and is it not a little queer, that,

in so many of these Bible miracles, we sooner
or later find something somewhat parallel in

the present existing order of things? These
snakes stopped breathing, at least for a time.
Well, when snakes go under water they also

stop breathing—that is. they stop one kind of

respiration.—While dictating the above, a by-
stander tells us about seeing a mother-snake
swallow a lot of little ones, after which she
crawled into a log. The boys plugged the hole
up so she could not get out: and after school
they split the log open, and killed the mothei',

and found the "juveniles'" still alive. Sethis
answers a part of my question.—We are glad to

know that the bees at the college came through
all right.]

THE NEW WATER CURE.

render unto cesar the things that are
Cesar's, and unto god the things

THAT ARE GOD's.

ALFALFA AND SWEET CLOVER IN KANSAS,

SOMETHING SPECIALLY FAVORING SWEET
CLOVER.

The writer of the following letter sent us an

order for 100 lbs. of Bokhara, or sweet-clover

seed. As this aroused our curiosity we wrote

him, and he replies as follows:

It may be of interest to you to know what it

was waiited for. Two years ago two neighbors
(living ten miles from me) each bought a sack
of alfalfa seed and sowed on their farms,
which joined. The one came up and furnished
a great amount of feed the first year. The
other got but little or no feed the first season.
Both fields bore purple or similar blossoms.
The plants were somewhat similar, only that
one grew very large, and fed a great many
hogs. The crop was cut three times, while the
other seemed to be getting root. The second
year one field bore white blossoms; the other,
the same as before. Upon investigation one
plant proved to be sweet clover, the other al-

falfa. The gentleman who had the alfalfa said
the sweet clover double discounted any plant
he ever saw for forage; that stock did well on
it; that it produced well on ordinary land, of a
dry season, and he was very anxious to get some
of the seed. As I wanted something for hog-
feed, I told him if he found any to let me have
some. But on examining your catalogue which
you sent me, I found you quoted the seed, and I

ordered immediately, and then notified the gen-
tleman of my action, and told him he could
have .50 lbs.

I may not be satisfied with my venture. I

have since been told by men from York State
that it is a bad weed, impossible to get rid of,

and that nothing will eat it; but I shall sow all

the same. I have been in this country 32 years,
and have had much experience with cultivated
grasses. I have tested some kinds that were
pests in the east, and they would not live long
in this climate. Our soil is good enougli for

any thing, but it wants a peculiar grass to
stand the climate. Any plant does well in a
moist season, but we have dry hot seasons that
kill any grass I ever planted. The native
grass of the country always lives through and
keeps green, and gives good pasturage and some
hay. C. C. (Jardinki:.
Bradford. Kansas. Apr. 2\.

Among the great numbers of letters that
have been received in regard to this matter,
tliere are perhaps half a dozen who suggest that
Dr. VVilford Hall has not received quite tlie

credit that belongs to him. Our friend Free-
born, on page 377. suggests something of tlie

kind. Three or four think it is not quite clear
that I was justified in "breaking my pledge,"*
etc. As this matter of charging several dollars
for infoi'mation that can be put into a very
small pamphlet, oi' perhaps on a single sheet of
paper, is a thing that comes up every little

while, let us consider it a little. Some years
ago Herman Flick advertised artificial Inmey,
and made great claims in regard to its wonder-
ful excellence, and the cheapness with which it

could be manufactured. I sent him .*2.00 for
tlie secret: but as soon as I received it I found
he had copied it from Dr. Chuse's Recipe Booh.
I do not remember whether I signed a promise
not to U'U or not. In fact, it does not matter
particularly. I found him to be a humbug and
a swindler, and it was clearly my duty topub-
lish him as such, because lie was obtaining
money under false pretenses. The " pretenses

"'

wei'e not only very many, but they 'wei-e very
false; liad it actually been a neiv discovery.
the case would have been vei-y dift'ereht Indcetl.

Some tell us that Dr. Hall is a good man, but
that it was only an error in judgment. Where
a man, by "errors in judgment." takes a great
many thousand dollars out of his neighbor's
pockets, and puts tliis money into his oivii. it

begins to look a little as if there were something
more than mere error in judgment. W\'ll, let

us drop the past and call it square. Let us say
he deserves what lie got, in view of the good he
has done. How about the present? Dr. Wil-
ford Hall's agents are canvassing with greedy
liaste almost eveiy town in the United States;
but as soon as one of our little tracts gets into
the town the business is done up, and the agents
gather up their circulars and depart to some
place where A. I. Root is unknown. They have
even gone to California, and the friends of just-
ice are following them there with the little

pamphlets. Now, can Dr. Hall and his agents
be Christian men, or even honest men, when
they continue to receive $4.00 from each indi-
vidual for something they know is being scat-
tered abroad all over the land free of charge ?

Who will answer? What excuse does Dr. Hall
make for such a practice? Why, the only ex-
cuse he possibly can make is to deny that his

discovery was in print previous to 1850. See
the following from his journal, the Microcosm,
for April:

Now. to nail this villainy, and put a padkicls on
the pens of the scamps referred to, we will pay E. D.
Scott one liuudred dollars in cash if lie will show us
any publication, however obscure its autlior, which
sets forth the essential details of our Health Pam-
phlet, bearing- a date earlier than that of i)ur dis-

covery, said date heiiig- proved to be authentic, and
not cooked up by some miscreant to serve a rascally
purpose.

I have right here in my liands, while I write.
Fowler & Wells' Water-cure ^Manual, by Joel
Shew, iniblished in 1847.t I do not want the

*Dear friends, I have broken no pledge. I have
not copied from Dr. Hall's pamphlet; I have only
copied what I found in Kellog-g's doctor book and
the Water-cure Manual.
tAmong-the readers of Gleanings we have one

whose grandfather was Joel Shcw'ii brother, and this
friend promises us some valuable facts in reg-ard to
his great-uncle's experiments.
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hundred dollars, but I do want Dr. Wilford Hall
to stop his iiighway robbery; and I hereby give
him warning, that, unlf^ss he does it at once, I

will lay the whole matter before the Postmaster-
General, or other proper authorities. How
much Christian spirit do we find in the little

extract I have given above? Well, there is

considerably more than a page of abusive slang,
very much like it. The Water-cure Manual
contains one whole chapter on this matter of
internal water cure, and much of it is so exceed-
ingly valuable that we shall probably give it in
our next issue. The press of our country is now
quite generally active in (exposing Hall. Sever-
al papers have copied our little tract entire;
and we call upon the jcjurnals of our land to
help put down this extortion and fraud.
Of course, Dr. Hall is not the only one engag-

ed in this same swindle. Great quantities of
circulars have been sent out by one Lemke,
Menominee, Mich. I wrote him at once, asking
him if it were the same thing as Dr. Hall's se-
cret. After waiting som(> time for a reply, and
receiving none, I sent him .$3.00 (his price), but
I did not sign his promise or agreement; there-
fore I can give you tlie whole of it, without
leaving grounds for any one to say that I have
broken any pledge. We make extracts of all

we consider of any moment, as follows:

lemke's medicineless prescription for the
CURE AND prevention OF DISEASE.

Tlie larg'e intestine i.s about five feet ui length,
and it may be filled in an adult so as to present a
circumt'ereiice of twelve inches.
The colon is tiiat part of the larg-e intestine which

extends from the ctecum to the rectum, and which
is divided into three parts, distinfjuislicil as tlie as-
cending-, the transverse, and the descending. Here
is where the excrementltious matter discharged
into it by the small intestine acquires the ffecal
smell, wliich increases the longer it is retained in
the colon.

It may as well be admitted first as last as being-
true, that almost all ailments which afflict liumani-
ty come from impurities or disease germs, mi-
crobes, or parasites, whicli are carried in during
respiration and secure a lodgment and enter into
the vital circulation, only if they find a diseased
spot favorable to their propagation, or from the im-
purities that enter into the vital circulation from
what we eat and drink. These impurities may come
directly from unwholesome food we eat, or indirect-
ly from the absorption into the the circulation of
disease-bearing germs, which arise fi-om the stench
of the fetid matter which a person carries in the
colon. The quantity so carried about, whethei- there
be a i-egular daily movement of the bowels or not,
is estimated at from one quart to two gallons. Who
would, foi- a moment, carry about or sleep with
such an enormous mass of putridity and disease-
bearing stench if a way could be suggested by
whicli it could be got rid of without making the
t)rgans do it bj' drugs or laxatives?
Who would not gladlj' embrace the opportunity of

adopting an agreeable, harndess, benefiting treat-
ment by which tins awful disease-producing, dan-
gerous, foul, dis-.igreeableness is diiectly removed,
while, at the same time, all soreness, stiffness, fe-
vers, and inflammations are driven out of the system'/
This I propose to do, and am successfully doing
right along, by injecting into the i-ectum hot clear
water, enough to fill and distend the colon, or flush
it, the same as you would flush a sewer that is clog-
ged up.

PRESCRIPTION.
Buy a rubber fountain syringe at a drugstore (or

for il.50 we can send you one) that will hold two
quarts or more. Screw a hook into the ceiling above
the foot of your bed; pour into the bag of this
syringe two to four quarts of clear water, so hot
that you can just bear to hold j^our hand in it with-
out being scalded (never use cold or tepid water).
Insert the rubber stem of the syringe into the rec-
tum; hold the water there for 1.^ nnnutes, if possi-
ble, and roll aljout on your lied, when you will be
ready to discharge tins enema, together with the
entire contents of the colon.
Those suffering with Bright's disease or other

kidney troubles, or inflamniatorj' rheumatism, piles,

inflammation of the bowels, or other organs, should
inject a second dose of half the quantity of first
dose of hot water into the rectum, and hold it there
against all efforts to break away, and go to sleep
with it. After a few hours you M'ill l)e ready to ex-
pel it through the kidneys and bladder.

doses.
Children, 1 to .5 years of age, 1 pint; fi-om 4 to 15

years of age, 1 to 2 quarts; over 16 years of age, 2 to
i quarts.
Persons aiUng should take this treatment once a

day before retiring to sleep; those in good health
should use it every second or third evening.

SNAKES IN CHINA,

THE I.AKV.K OF HEES AND WASPS A
DELICACY.

Friend Root:—When one is oft' on a tour, and
sits down to eat all alone. Gleanings is a good
thing to read between bites, and make one feel

as if he had good company. But to-day I hap-
pened to open a number in which Prof. Cook
gets enthusiastic over snakes, which are not so
aiipctizing as bees and honey. I, too, can tell a
siuikc stoi-y.

Last summer I was strolling in a wild glen,
seldom visited by man, along a path made by
wild pigs, when a loud hissing startled me, and
there on my rigiit, about four feet away, was a
large snake slowly coiling itself. Being empty-
handed I sprang forward; and, a tough little

vine catctiing my foot. I half tumbled, half
pitched, about five feet down a steep bank into
a tangle of viny bushes, from which I crawled
out with a sprained knee that has made me a
cripple for six months. The only good way out
of the glen was past where the snake lay. He
was coiled up where I first saw him, not in a
pile, but round and round, flat on the ground,
his triangular head resting on the central coil.

He was very nearly the color of the ground, and
in the shadow of the overhanging thicket, with
his body flattened down close to the ground, I

could but just clearly make out his outlines
from ten feet away, though he was as big
around as my wrist, and fully four feet long. I

saw that he was too far away from the path to
reach it at one spring, and began to move for-
ward slowly, when, without an instant's warn-
ing, his head was 18 inches up in the air, and
coming at me with jaws gaping almost six
inches wide. He struck out only about two
feet; but the suddenness of it made me spring
back, and, tripping again, I tumbled over on my
back. Then I got up; and, going down the glen
a little way, I climbed up to the path and limp-
ed home. I think that snake would make a
valuable addition to Prof. Cook's collection, and
I am sure I wish he had him.

It seems strange, that, in so densely populated
a country as this, wild beasts should still be com-
mon; but so it is. Where I am to-day it is mar-
ket day, and I iiave seen three antelopes and
one armadillo carried past, and have myself
just dined on a golden pheasant. In this re-
gion, when the rice is in the milk, the farmers
have to guard it night and day from the rav-
ages of the wild pigs. A few Sabbaths ago I

was holding meetings in a village near Shaowu
and was told that, early in the morning, a ti-

ger had eaten a sow. She had been turned out
at daybreak, and, not coming back to her little

pigs, the men went to look for her, but found
only the remnants of a tiger's feast. Later in

the day I saw the tiger's tracks, and measui-ed
them with a tape-measure. They were a strong
five and a half inches broad. Such a beast
would eat up a pig just as a cat would a rat.

Once as I was approaching a village I saw a
number of men coming from off the hills, armed
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with hoes and sticks, and was told they had
iust been chasing off a tiger. I liave never yet
heard of a man-eating tiger in this part of this
province. The nature of the country here, nar-
row valleys between high hills, and the absence
of freezing cold winters, favor the increase of
such "varmints,'' while superstition hinders
somewhat their extei'raination. Poor weapons
and ignorance of natural history aggravate the
trouble. Once on a mountain path I saw a snake
and asked a Chinese brother, " Have you poi-
sonous snakes here'?"' After a short silence he
cautiously replied, "On the hills we dare not
speak carelessly." He is a good man, neverthe-
less. When he began to read his Bible at home
his mother gave him forty blows on eacli ear as
hard as she could lay on. first one hand then
the other, and he, a man giown, took it all as
meekly as a lamb. But now he is high in her
favor.

I have written how Chinese bees will come and
locate in curious places; but, alas I they will go
just as they come. This summer I visited the
places where I saw the bees under the bed and
under the counter: but they were gone. In both
cases the owners said the bees went otT of their
own accord; and Mrs. Whitnc^y's " self-come"
bees went off in a body one day last summer,
leaving a lot of empty combs badly infested
with moths. So far as I know, the Chinese use
honey only as a medicine; but the larvie of bees,
or of wasps either, are considered a very dainty
morsel.

I have just astonished a Chinaman by telling
him that, even in silvery America, the lazy and
careless come to want. J. E. Walker.
Shaowu, China, Feb. 2L

HIVE EECOEDS.

WOODEN POINTEHS INSTEAD OF BRICKS ON
hive-covers; a good SUGGESTION.

During the past year there have been several
articles from extenslv^e bee-keepers, describing
tlieir m(>thods of keeping a record of the condi-
tion of each hive by means of stones or bricks
placed in various positions and on different
parts of the cover. Now, I think I have a bet-
ter way. Nail or,screw three small buttons, each
V^ or 2 inches long, on the cover of each hive

—

one in the center and the others in the corners
of one end. Let one represent tln^ queen, one
bees and brood, and the other honey. Each
button may be turned to point in each of eight
different directions; that is, toward each cor-
ner, and half way between these. Each direc-
tion has its meaning, and a single glance tells
the exact condition of the colony the last time
it was examined. I think the buttons superior
to bricks or stones, because they are easier to
operate and ai'c less liable to be knocked out of
place; but princii)ally because, in removing the
cover to examine the colony, no special care is

needed, while with bi'icks or stones they must
first be removed, or the cover handled very
carefully to prevent changing their positions.
Where a person is handling L'OOor more colonies,
something of this kind is needed to economize
time, and this method seems to nu' to have
more points of excellence than any other I

know of.

m'intyke's u: capping-uox.

This, as described on page 7()9, 1890, strikes
me as being just exactly the thing for the large
honey-producer; but 1 think an inii)rovemenf
could be made liy dividing the box hoiizontally.
the meeting edgi>s to be beveled, the upjier into
the lower. The box would still be solid and

lii'in; but removing the upper half would great-
ly facilitate taking out the drained cappings.

J. Webster Johnson.
Tempe, Arizona, March 30.

[You have given us a good suggestion in re-
gaixl to |)ointeis fastened on the hive-covers.
1 had thought several times of adoi)ting a sim-
ilar plan. When working over a hive I usually
sit on the end or side of the cover; and. of
course, slates, stones, or other such memoranda
as are held down by gi'avity, in obedience to
the same law are displaced, and I have got to
remember to put them back just as they were,
or slightly modified to indicate the changed
condition of the colony. Now, your pointers
would not be disarranged at all, and could be
made for an insignificant sum of money. For
record-making on hives, we want something
that we can read and see at a distance, just as
we would tell the time of day on a clock-face
by the figui'es, so far distant as to be almost
undiscernible. Your suggestion In regard to
the uncappinff-i)ox is a good on(\ I lielieve.]

E. R. R.

LADIES' G8N¥ERSAZ18NE.

BUILDING TIP WEAK COLONIES.

Mi;S. HARRISON HAS NOT BEEN VERY Sl'CCESS-

FUL IN IT.

Mrs. Axtell. at our last conversazione, said,
" I know of nothing that a woman can work at,

and make pay better, than to take those weak
colonies under her wing and nurse them into
strong ones, by the time the honey harvest
comes." I've done a good deal of this nursing
business, and I never worked at so low wages
at any other kind of work. I barely earned the
water that went into my soup. Of late years I

do all my spring feeding in the fall, and vei'y

little of it then, for tlie Illinois River bottoms
have never failed to furnisii a flow of honey in
the fall, that I know of. When I put on Hill
devices I tell the bees that they have plenty of
honey to last until fruit-bloom, so good-by.
After our bees wei'e all taken from the cellar.

Mr. Harrison said, " I wish you would look into
that colony of bees nearest the grape-arbor, for
they ari' weak, and I am afraid that they are
starving." I was sorry that I knew that there
was a weak colony of bees: but as I had prom-
ised the minister to "obey," I went and exam-
ined them and found plenty of honey, but only
about a scoi-e of bees and a queen. I covered
them up and left them until the afternoon,
when it was quit(>. warm, and opened the hive
again, and was delighted to find out that tlus

bees had departed for fresh fields and pastui'es
new. I took out the combs, trimmed oft' all ex-
crescences like old queen-cells, scrubbed the
hive with brush and hot suds, rinsed with boil-

ing water, and, when dry, put back the combs
and carried it into the celhir to remain until I

had a swai'ni to run into it.

I'vo tried every way that I ever h(»ard of to
build up weak colonies. I've given them ca])-

l)ed blood, and Uve brushed off' young bees
from combs belonging to strong colonies, and
[ticked up the downy ones and given them to
the weak, and I did more harm tlum good. I

should have had more bees at swarming time if

I had let them alone. It is not pleasant to talk
of our failures, but open confession is good for
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the sonl. Will Mrs. Axtell tell us how to build
up weak colonies? I've confined them to a
small space in the hive, with a nice clean comb
of sealed honey, and tucked them up warm:
but failure would result.

I've been practicing water cure for many
years, in curing the ailments of my family, but
novices should look a little out or they will do
more harm than good. A specialist of the eye
and ear told me lately that washing out the
nostrils with a douche will inflame the ears,

and my experience corroborates it.

Peoria, III., April 21. Mks. L. Harrison.

[Mrs. H.. while many of us' have had an ex-
perience much like your own, we have also, at
different times, had experience like Mrs. Ax-
tell's: at least. I think most of us have. We
thank you for your concluding caution.]

A NEW MEMBER TO THE LADIES' CONVER-
SAZIONE.

.SUCCESSFUI- WINTERING IN RICKETY HIVES, ETC.

I am vei'y happy to notice in Gleanings a
ladies' department." whei-e we all can air our
views on the different parts of bee-keeping, be-
sides rendering assistance to each other in

many ways. I shall beg to sit on the lower
round of the ladder, and listen to the higher
liglits above me. that have had the practice
and experience: for that is what we all require
to be successful in any undertaking: it may
seem very pleasant to hear one tell how to do
this and' that, but ic is quite another thing
when we do it ourselves.

I have only a few colonies, commencing with
one in the spring of 1889: last year increased to

seven, this spring dwindled down to three: have
lost many bees, but gained much in knowledge
and experience. I fed them in the fall, but very
late: did not take the frames out to be sure they
had enough, for I was afraid to handle them'.
There is an old saying, that •"misery likes com-
pany.*' and I presume to say, that there are
many as badly off as myself.

CiLOVES.

I have a jiair of rubber gloves that I have
used some, but dislike them very mvich. as they
cause the hands to pei'splre, and are very clunv
sy. A few days ago I changed two of my colo-
nies into new hives and used some common
gloves i)artly worn out. that were made of pig-
skin. They are thicker than the common kid

—

something like dogskin, with large loose wrists.
I got a few stings where the fingers were worn
thin; but they did not trouble me as on
the bare hand. I use a hat with common
window-screen wire around the rim. four or
five inches deep: below that is mosquito-
netting, gathered at the bottom with an elastic
cord.

HIVES.

I read about hives with double walls and
dead-air spaces, and have come to the conclu-
sion they all amount to nothing, unless two im-
portant points are observed; first, a large strong
colony: second, plenty of good food, that will
last until they gather pollen. My reasons for
thinking so are these: I have a friend (a lady)
who raises bees, and, having a surplus, wished
to dispose of some of them. I thought there
might be a chance to replenish some of my
empty hives: but when I saw them I almost
stood aghast: some of them hung with one
hinge that would hardly keep thedoor fastened:
and one was a low square box, I might call it

punk (that means rotten wood). It looked as if

one should point his finger toward it, it would
collapse. I did not purchase, for it was eight
or nine miles from my home, and I knew I never
should have courage to move them in such di-
lapidated hives. Now. will you please inform
your readers what kept sixteen out of seventeen
colonies alive through this haid winter? I

think it must have been strong colonies, and
plenty to eat; "they certainly did not lack good
ventilation. Mrs. W. H. Bent.
Cochituate, Mass., Apr. 30.

[Mrs. B., your point, that good strong colo-
nies, with plenty of stoi'es, often winter nicely
in the most rickety and exposed situations, is

by no means new: and a good many times rick-
ety hives winter all right when the others do
not. This points strongly toward the necessity
of an abundant ventilation of some sort, either
bottom or top. especially when bees are exposed
to the severity of the weather outdoors.]

HOW TO KEEP ON GOOD TERMS WITH OUR
NEIGHBORS.

SOME EXCP:I.EENT SUGiiESTION^
AXTELL.

FROM MRS.

We should follow the rule that Christ.has laid

down—to '"love our neighbors as ourselves;"
and if our bees trespass upon our neighbors, let

us make good tiie harm and annoyance they
make, not only by sending them cakes of honey,
but by exhibiting neighborly kindness in many
ways.
Soon we shall be setting our bees out of the

cellar. Those of us who have near neighbors
should send them word that we are about to

set them out. so that they may not wash on
such days, as it is very annoying to the good
housewife to have her clothes all specked up.
and her newly washed windows dotted. It is

better to meet our neighbors more than half
way in the matterof keeping peace, rather than
getting their ill will, as it costs much more in

dollars and cents in the long run, and kills all

our influence for good over them and their
children, and destroys our happiness and peace.
It is no more than right to pay our just debts,
that we send them liberal amounts of honey oc-
casionally—yes. quite often, as our good neigh-
boi's seldom let us know when and how much
our l)ees have annoyed theuL How bothered
they are with the bees around their horse and
pig' troughs! and even the little drinking-
vessels of the children are at times swarming
with bees. I don"t know that they ever at such
times sting the chickens, but they frighten
tlieir owners. The bees seem to prefer to fre-

quent different places for water, even when
they have an abundance at home in troughs of

easy access.
There are many ways that the bees annoy

our neighbors that we never know of—hanging
around the milk-troughs; stinging the little

folks as they tramp upon them in the damp
places in i\w back yards: following the
men while at work in the fields, sometimes,
tliough more than likely it was some other
neighbor's black or hybrid bees instead of our
gentle Italians. Yet, because we have so many
bees we get the credit of the annoyance. A few
pounds of honey will sweeten the otherwise bit-

ter feelings, and cause only goodwill and kindly
feelings. Generally the neighbor will repay
much of the gift in sending back in return
something we appreciate as much as the honey,
or doing kindly deeds.
We need not send our first-class section honey.

Broken pieces or bulged honey, if nicely laid on
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a plate or in a bright tin pan. will be appreciat-
ed just as much. Often so kindly a feeling will

arise that the neighbor will ask for broken or
bulged pieces when buying, to help us make
sales of it, realizing that it is just as good honey
as whole sections.
In planting an apiary we should place the

hives as far from the public higliway as possi-
ble, and have them convenient to care for: also
protecting them from ihe gaze of the public by
planting a thick and quickly growing row of
trees, or making a high board fence. I prefer
the trees, as they are so much more handsome,
and more permanent. We thus throw the bees
so high over the road that passersby can not
meet them in passing, and hide them away, as
it were, from the public gaze. Many people
are as afraid of bees as of death, almost: and if

they were not where they could constantly be
seen, they would pass by and not think of them.
We used to be so proud of our bees that we

thought it nice to have them near the road,
and to have peojde look at us while working
with them. One Fourth of July a large swarm
came off just when an open carriage of people
was passing. The man put his whip to the
horses, and drove right through the swarm, as
it flew low. The people were very much fright-
ened, but no harm was done. Another man,
who often passed by, we noticed would always
pull his .hat low down over his face, and ride
quickly by.
One day one of the commissioners of the

highway politely notified us to move our bees
into a back yard, and further from the road.
We promised to put up a high board fence, or
plant a thick row of trees, if that would answer.
The trees were immediately planted about two
or three feet apart. They quickly made a
hedge, as it were, which threw them entirely
above the road, most of the bees prefei-ring to
leave the apiary in another direction, rather
than fly over the hedge of ti'ees. Since then we
have had no one And fault in that direction.
In following the above suggestions we shall not
be apt to need the aid of the Bee-keepers* Un-
ion very often, though it is a grand organiza-
tion, and every one who has bees would do well
to join it. as there ai'e many unreasonable peo-
ple in this world, and we can never know when
we aie safe or when other people have their
rights. We need the Union to decide what is

right.
At one time we were about to lose money by

an unjust commission merchant. This was be-
fore we joined the Union. We made mention
that there was such an organization, and he
had better do what was right. The result was,
he paid us $30.00. which we probably should
have lost. I felt that it was a little deception
on our part, but the organization did a good
work for us, and is doing a good work, and is a
blessing to those who are not members as well
as those who are, as they promise to help only
those who are members at the time of the trou-
ble. It costs so little to be a member, I wonder
that -every one who owns bees does not join.

Rosevilie. 111., Mar. 14. Mrs. L. C. Axtei,i>.

AN TINPLEASANT EXPERIENCE WITH RUB-
BER GLOVES.

A GOOD SUnSTITUTE.

colonies of bees, thinking I was making a good
begining. I bought them for pure Italians. I

could not then tell as to their purity, but they
proved themselves good \\orkers and good
—stingers. It was amusement for me to look
ovei' my bees and look up the queen, especially
if I had visitors. They must see my yellow
queens. Soon my gloves were rotted by per-
spiration. The rents would come, and with
them the stings. I would try to patch them,
but they were so rotted and soft that the
threads would not hold. I would try again and
again, not knoN\ing what could lie better than
rubber gloves. My hands would be so swollen
I could hardly draw off my gloves, wet with
perspiration, and covered with numerous new
rents and stings. Discouraged and almost sick
of my bees (for stings affected me very badly
for the first year or two I \\orked with them).
I went to Sherburne and bought a pair of boys'
sheepskin gloves for 2.5 cents. I soon had them
on trial. The bees literally covered them with
stings, leaving their stings with the gloves. I

thought I should soon lose all my bees in this
way. Necessity is the mother of invention. I

took honey and beeswax melted together. Then
I rubbed my gloves well with this preparation.
I had no more trouble, and have used such
gloves ever since. I have worked the whole
season without a sting on my hands. The
Quinby smoker and A B C proved very useful
to me. I have read Gleanings ever since,
and would not be without it as long as I am in-

tei'ested with bees. 1 am pleased with the op-
portunity of visiting with my bee-keeping sis-

ters through Gleanings. Mrs. Oliver Cole.
Sherburne, N. Y., Apr. 14.

Twelve years ago I became much interested
in bees. I subscribed for Gleanings and the
A B C, and other publications: I also ordei-ed a
Quinby smoker, and a pair of rubber gloves
from A. I. Root. I prepared a hat and dress for
the work. I had i)reviously purchased three

covering for the hands.

The discussion in Gleanings on this subject
is very interesting to me, as my greatest objec-
tion to bee-keeping is, that I can't keep my fin-

gers clean. I like best to have my fingers free,

as I can work so much surer, and am not so apt
to let the frames slip: but as we run mostly for
extracted honey, it is hard work to keep the
fingers presentable during bee-time. I have
tried cotton and buckskin gloves, but we like
woolen mits better than any thing else we have
tried. They are made of rather coarse white
woolen yarn, with long wrists, coming well
down on the fingers, and ribbed all the way.
They make a very good protection for the hands.
The bees don't sting through them very much,
and they ai'e not uncomfortably warm. We
lap and pin the bottom of the sleeves, then
di-aw on the mits. They are tidy, and no bee
can get in. But who can tell us the easiest
way of getting the fingers clean? Or could we
learn to work quickly and surely with the fin-

gers bundled up? Once I had a pair of black
mits, but they made the bees so angry we could
not wear thein. Mrs. M. A. Shepard.
Barry, 111., Apr. 19.

asbestos paint not satisfactory.

I noticed in Gleanings. Mar. 1.5. A. W. Lind-
sey wants to know about asbestos paint. I

have used it on hives, but I do not like it. It

does not last. The last hives T painted I got
lead and oil. etc., and mixed my own paint, and
it is much better.

APRONS.

As aprons seem to be the topic. I will say that
I get brown checked shirting. It is thick
enough to pi'otect my dress, but not so heavy and
warm as bed -ticking. I have never worn gloves.

I never thought I could work with them, but I

wish I could, and prevent tan on my hands.
Benson. Vt.. Apr. 7. Mrs. L. S. Austin.
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THE BEES OF THE OLD WOKLD.

V. H. 15ALI)EXSPE1{GEK TKLES ABOUT TIIE.M.

If we draw a diagonal line, beginning at
Genoa, in Italy, and ending at Tripoli, in Afri-
ca, across the Mediterranean, we find the bees
east of this line inclining to the yellow race

—

Italy. Greece, Turkey, and Egypt having the
banded bees, while Tripoli, Tunis. Algeria,
Morocco. Spain, and France have the black
bee. Just as the banded Italian diffei's from its

fellow-insect in Egypt, so does the black of
France from that of Tunis and Ti'ipoli. On the
north of tne Mediterranean the Alps are the
limits, while on tiie southern shore the Lyb-
ian Desert forms a barrier. Again, if we com-
pare all countries where Mohammedanism has
had its sway for any length of time, we find

those countries lying like a big crescent, one
tip beginning at the Pyrene<>s. the concave line

running down below Italy, and mounting again
to the Bosphorus. including Greece. These
have hives lying horizontally, and, as a gen-
eral rule, worked more humanely than those in

the region of the "cross." Italy forms the
vertical axis: the hives stand upright, and the
bees are sulphured every autumn, to take away
all wax and honey. In southern Europe the
bar- frame hives are finding their way with
great dilHculty.

In the south of France, the bee-keepers (or.

rather, keepers of bees, for there are none that
are real apiculturists) possess between five and
one hundred hives, which they keep in long
square boxes about three feet high and one foot
broad. The top is nailed with a board, while
the bottoiu is open, and put simply on a flat

rock or stone, the unevenness of which forms
different flying-holes. Some ai'e also kept in
hollow tree-trunks with big flat stones on tlie

toj). on an inclined plane for the rain to run
down. and. at the same time, by its weight to
keep the hive from falling in case of wind.
Generally they place theiu against a wall to
shelter thein from the north and west winds.
They expose them to the south or east.

It is a very curious sight to see a number of
those hives standing upright and irregular, just
as a flat roclv may be right or left, up or down,
in crooked trunks, with huge stones on top. I
confess the apiaries away in Palestine or on the
borders of the Nile, or in the wild recesses of
the Atlas ^Mountains in Algeria, do not present
such a novel and altogether savage aspect
as does such an apiary in a civilized country,
where every thing is flourishing except apicul-
ture. How often, since I have been wandering
about the Provencal Alps, and finding such
neglected apiaries, have I put the question to
others as well as to myself. •' Why is apiculture
so low in sucli a beautiful country abounding
in fruit-trees, red and white clover, thyme,
rosemary, heatlier. and a deal of other plants
too varied to enumei'ate '? Tliey are free from
taxes. The only answer I invariably got was,
• The cruel winter kills so many bees, thus dis-
couraging the farmers." I came across an old
bee-book, written by an " Abbe Della-rocca."' in
Syra, in the Grecian Archipelago, and printed
in Paris in 1790. The book is very ably written
—or. rather, the three volumes—and it seems
that, more than a century ago. the bees were
treated here just the same as they are now;
and the desolate priest says the cause of neg-
lected apiculture in France is because the no-
blemen had a certain right on bee-hives; and.
second, when the farmer could not pay the
heavy taxes asked for the treasury, the tax-
gatherers would take away his hives to fill up
the sum. Disgusted with such robbing they
finally gave up bee-keeping. Since then the

French Revolution has put a stop to all these
abuses; but still, apiculture has not come to its
bloom. It was inevitable that the discourage-
ment should then become so general that a
century has not sullHced wholly to wipe away
the bitter feelings that have so fast taken loot
in the French country people.
The way they now work the hives is as prim-

itive as can be imagined. The swarms are
lodged in a box or trunk of a tree, as above de-
scribed, and left alone. In autumn all hives
are visited, and 7.5 per cent are left untouched
"for seed." as they call it. The other :i.T are sul-
phured, and the combs, with the honey, sold to
dealers who come yearly to buy all ihey can.
The 7o are the stock left to swarm the follow-
ing spring. Such hives are full of honey and
pollen, and are capable of giving good swarms.
This part is very humane, but not very remu-
nerative to the owner. If the 7.'j have wintered
safely, a good stock and strong apiarv follow
next year. They never (but in a very few
cases) take out a part of the honey. In conse-
quence of such treatment they want no smo-
kers, no veils, and. generally speaking, no bee-
keeping utensils. The honey and wax mer-
chants are expert in this kind of apiculture,
and take the hives destined to be sulphured to
death, and weigh them. They then deduct
the possible weight of the empty hive, and pay
for the wax and honey ''per pound. They
scra])e out comb, honey, and dead bees, and
put tlie whole into wooden tubs, taking as
much as 150 lbs. of comb. The hives are then
covered, and they thus go around from one api-
ary to another. Whtm the wagon is well load-
ed they drive home. The comb is now broken
up into the smallest possible pieces, and put
into a stone trough having a wooden sieve at
the bottom, thus permitting only the honey to
pass: and by an outlet into a receptacle, such a
trough may easily take over a thousand pounds.
This fii-st honey is sold on the market as virgin
h(jnev. mostly stored away in wooden barrels
holding between 140 and 190 lbs. of honey. The
residue of the trough is now put into flat bas-
kets, having a small opening at the top to in-
troduce the comb: and half a dozen such flat
round baskets are now put under a large press,
with a big wooden screw acting on the pile of
baskets. On top of the baskets a board is laid
to produce equal pressure. The honey from
this pressing is impure, and is .sold as second-
rate honey in the same i-eceptacles as the virgin
honey. A good deal of honey is sold to the
factories of Mimtelimar, Ardes, Aix. Nimes,
Narbonne. etc., where honey-cakes are made.
No Frenchman will pass his Christmas without
having a taste of these honey - cakes, called
' nongeats.'" Hundreds of thousands of pounds
are consumed yearly. They are made of honey,
sugar, and almonds. The trouble is, they keep
only during tne cold season. As soon as the
liot weather comes on they begin to flow. Thus
they are sure to be fresh every year. The comb
pressed out is now put into a big caldron, and
boiled. When it is well fluid this is put into
the same baskets again, which are now fur-
nished with long straw, and. as quickly as pos-
sible, put under tlie press again, and I'eceived
in wooden receptacles. While the pressing is

going on. boiling water is poured over the pile
of baskets to keep the wax flowing. In some
cases the farmers do the whole work them-
selves, pressing out the honey with their hands,
and putting the boiled wax into a sack, and
twisting at both ends to get the wax out. This
wax is generally of a nicer color, as being better
strained, while the honey is not as pure, having
a mixture of pollen, wax, etc.

The bee in the south of France is black,
showing some white bands at the first and sec-
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oiul lings. TIh' I'uzz is strongly inclined to yel-

low; a sliglit tingo of orangt' marks both sides

of the first ring. Very few men (as a rule no
bee-keeijers) have any movable - bar - ti'ame

hives, either Langsiroth. Abbott, or Itastain.

None of them have an extractor. They can
have only a very little moi'e honey tlum the
"tixists." About Toulon. Cannes, and Nice,

they move their bees on muleback to the higher
Alpine regions in summer. i)uttiug the hives in-

dividually in sacks, tied at top. In autumn
tliey bring them back again, and then take the
honey in lh(» mannei- above descrih(>d. In Nice
a single woman had a bee-hive in a cork-oak
trunk, only the bark being used as a hive. She
was selling comli honey right out of the hive.

The bees, naturally enough, had been sulphur-
ed previously. Tlie hive was well lilled with
sealed comb, and might have contained 40 lbs.

oi honey. No robbing was going on. as the hives

are kept at some distance from town; and even
Nice had such weather in January as to keep
bees at home. They .seldom have ice here,

though. Flowers ai-e sold all the year round.
Foreigners from England, and even America,
flock here in winter.

I'H. d. HAI.I>EXSrERf4f:R.

Marseilles. France, Januaiy 11. IS'JL

[And so. friend V,.. honey-cakes are not a

modern invention, aftei' all. We are vei'y much
obliged to vou for the bii-dseye view you give us

of bee-keeping in the Old World: and we hope
our friends mentioned by you will soon get into

the modern ways, and throw aside their brim-
stone and rude hives. 1

AN INTERESTING LETTER FROM CUBA.

."iOO fOIA)NII^:s OF BEES IN ONE AI'IAin-. WITH
A PRODUCT OF 70,000 POUNDS OF HON-

EY IN A POOR SEASON.

Friend i?oot;—Another year has gone, and
left behind it one more short crop. As this was
the first season since I came to Cuba, when I

have had what I called bees enough in one api-

ary to test the honey resources of any one lo-

cality. I naturally feel disappointed that the
weather was such that it was impossible to ar-

rive at any thing like an accurate estimate of

what .'itX) colonies of bees in one apiary would do.

Well. now. for the results. We began extract-

ing Nov. 3 (that is, to go over the bees and take
out what old honey they had left over from the
summer, which amounted to only .500 pounds).
The season was opening up fairly well, and tlie

bees did well through Novejuber. wo taking 10.-

400 lbs., an amount never before taken in the
month of November. The first ten days of De-
cetnber we took 1200 lbs., and with us we think
by the 10th of December the season is hardly
begiin: but on that very day a cold wave sti'uck

us, and foi' 47 days the w ind blew from the
north, coki. cold, evei'y day. The cold weather
in England. France, and vSjjain. did not spend
all its force there; but in ci'ossing the Atlantic
it seemed to have got the "grip." and for eight
weeks it held us Cubans with a grasp we could
not shake otT. The records show this last winter
to have l)een the coldest since 1855. Now. from
Dec. 10 to .Ian. :i7. 47 days, is the lieart of our
surplus season. To prove there was something
wrong, look at the record of the last two years.

The fall and spring of mm and "Ul (then we had
about 30(1 colonies of i)eesi in November we took
3(500 lbs.: this year, with over 500 colonies, we
took 10.4:i5 lbs.

" Last year the first ten days of
December we took 3275 lbs.: this year, 1200 lbs.

Lastvear for the month of December we took
lii.000"lbs.: this yeai' for the same mnntli. 2i.40n.

Last year in Jan. we took 25.500 lbs.: this year,
same month. 19.025. Last year in Feb. wetook
.5,5(10 lbs.: this year. 10.40o" lbs. Last yeai' in
March we took nothing: this year (5150. making
for th(i crop 70.2.50 lbs. 15y looking at the
amount- of honey taken in the two last seasons,
and comparing dates, you will see that, up to
the 10th of December (when the cold weather
began), we had taken 22.400 lbs., against 0875 lbs.
for the same date the year before. Then you
will see, in January we took only 1!»,025 lbs.

against 25..5(K) lbs. the year before, and we con-
sider January much the best surplus month
of the year; but it was too cold this year.

I think I told you last year, that.' when the
business here is so managed that two good act-
ive men can take care of .500 or more colonies in
one apiary, and take 75.0(K)or 100,000 lbs. of hon-
ey, then the business would pay. Now, with
such a winter as this last one has been, we have
produced 70.(XJ0 lbs., and at this date our bees
are in tine condition, with liives full of bees and
honey, and swarming daily. Does this crop and
the conditions under wliich it was taken, provi'
to the advocates of 50-colony apiaries that 550
can be made to pay all under one roof, and con-
trolled by one management and set of hands
and fixtures'? Resulis have placed it beyond
the reach of doubt. It is no longer a question.
'•Will it prny i'" but, " How can we best take
care of tlie crop as fast as it is stored, with tlie

least possible outlav of monev and manual la-
bor'?-
Give me a common Cuban wint( r next winter,

and if I do not produce 50 tons uf honey from one
ajjiary. then it will be very much ditl'erent from
w hat 1 exjject: foi- 1 know this last one has been
but a very little more than half a crop. This
result has been obtaim d against the advice of
all the novices jlnd the would-be eypei'ts. both
ill Cuba and the U. S.—men w ho knew as much
about the honey resources of Cuba as I know
what the strides in the science of electricity will
be in the next 50 years.'

THE HOFFMAN P'RAME NOT SUITED FOR CUBA.

You have called for an expression from
"Southern bee-keepers" upon the Hoffman
frame. I do not like the frame for Cuba nor for
Califoinia. I can not do any bett<r than add
my tt^stimony to that of W. W. Somerlord. of
San Miguel. I could not bother with Mich an ar-
rangement here. Wecould notg<'toiit .50 frames
a day here, wli(>re the bees glue every thing
fast, unless there is plenty of room for them to
pass freely all around. Then they will not sticlv

them. When I first came to Cuba in 1883 I was
prevailed upon to bring some of the HofTman
frames: but after a trial I took the hatchet and
made open top and side frames of them, and
have not tried any since. We have our frames
liung on tin rabbets that are thin on the edge,
so there is no chance to stick them. You know
we have to go over our bees every week. Well,
to go over .5.50 colonies in six days, and extract
the honey iiy hand, tlier<' is no time to lose in

fussing and prying to get your frames out of
the hives. I would not for the world say any
thing against the closed toji and end fi'ame in

localities where there is hardly any iiropolis: for

those that use and like it would g(>t mad
about it.

TWO vs. SIX FltA.ME EXTRACTORS.

Tliere are many things used in small apiaries
that would hardly do for us here. We have to

adopt the fixtures that arrive at results with
the least possible waste of time. For example,
this year we ran two six-frame extractors and
a comb-cart holding from 80 to 85 combs: and.
liad the winter been like those I have seen since
coming here.we should have been behind in get-
ting the honey out of the way of the bees; but
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ais it was. we kept up with lluMii very nieely.

We could hardly tliiiiK of de|)eiidiiig on a two-
frame extractor to throw our lioiiey out: and
for a nuui to thlnl< of earryina: tlie honey in a
hand comb-basket would be as discoui-aging as

the other.

THE FUTlliE OF CCBAX IIOXEY.

Friend Root, as we go on from one year to an-
other in anv business. w(,' arrive at conclusions

as to whether the enterprise is paying or not.

and the probable outlook for success in the fu-

ture. I started with this business liere when it

was indeed an experiment—when the movable
frame was a wonder in the eyes of the Cubans:
when all you could get for a gallon of honey
was .3.5 cents: but now it brings TiO cents net (for

we get pay for all the packages): and if the du-
tv is ever removed, so tiiat when yon fellows get

short we can send you a little to help you out,

why, then we shall' get more. So after the ex-

perience of the years I have been here. I can not
but feel the greatest contidence in tlie future of

Cuba's honey crop. It will goon and ultimately
reach that grand climax that is enjoyed by him
or that country that stands upon the top round
of the ladder. " The business is passing into the
hands of the actual pi'oducers—men of more or

less experience in honey-raising, and as such is

always a step in the right direction, and it can
not but result in a permanent good to the busi-

ness and all concerned. A. \V. Osburx.
Puiita Brava deGuatao, Cuba. April 8.

[You ought not to complain very much about
your past season as a poor honey year. It may
not have been up to the previous year, but 70-

000 lbs. of honey—my I you ought to be satisfied.

Honey seasons in most localities are a variable
quantity, you know.

I am glad of your testimony in regard to Hoff-
man frames for Cuba: but. say, don't your tin

rabbets get filled with propolis if you have so

much of if? Our hybrids hav(^ done it for us
more than once, and we can get along with
Hoffman frames. Don't get the idea into you'-

head that Hoffman frames are used hy shuill

bee-keepers. Hoffman himself has some five or
six hundred colonies on them, and there are
other bee-keepers who have two or three hun-
dred colonies on them. In regard to propolis, I

saw as much in the region where nearly 10,000

colonies are used successfully on closed and
partly closed end frames, with success, as I have
seen in any pai't of the U. S. I believe there
are very few places in the L". S. wliere. because
of the excess of propolis. Hoffman frames can
not be used. Some parts of California and the
southern part of the countrv mav be among the
<'xcepted localities.]

'
" E. R. R.

THE HOFFMAN FRAME.

THE IXVEXTOK USES IT. AM) HOW ITS
MAXIPl'LATION COMPARES IN SPEED

WITH THE LOOSE FRAME.

Friend Enief<t R. Root:~^ly hive holds elev-
en frames without spacing-board: but to han-
dle frames fast there ought to be at least one
spacing-board and one frame less in the hive,
which will give room to handle and get the
frames apart without removing any from tlie

hive. For separating and closing" up partly
closed-end. or the so-called Hoffman frames, I

use a stout screwdriver or chisel, which, in clos-
ing them up. is inserted between the spacing-
board and hive-wall, and with a single motion
the frames are pressed together lirmly (see cut).
In this way the whole set of frames, or any
numlicr nf them, can at any time be shoved

from one side of the hive to the other, which I

found quite a saving of time. The crowding
together of the frames before closing the hive is

very important, as any space left between the
clo,se-fitting parts of the frames will, of course,
be filled n\) with propolis by the bees, and would

MAXXER OF CROWDIXG HOFFMAX FRAMES TO-
GETHER.

prevent close fitting when the frames are inter-
changed. If. however, any propolis should ac-
cumulate between the close-fitting edges, this
pressing together in warm weather will easily
remove it. If the hive is used for comb honey
it will, of course.be better to use two or more
spacing-boards, according to the number of
flames the bees are allowed. Two spacing-
boards will also be needed in prepai'ing the
bees for winter, so that a vacant space is left at
each end or side of the hive, between the spac-
ing-board and the hive-wall. Into these open
spaces the quilt or rag. covering the frames, is

tucked down. If as it should be. only seven or
eight frames being left in the hive for wintering,
good heavy covering can be used.

SPAflXG-ROARU WITH UrBBEI! EDUES.

The spacing-boards, see cut, are suspended
like tbe frames, and are made smaller than the
clear of the liive. to leave a bee-space at the
sides and bottom of the hive, so as to work free,

and also not shut out any bees by closing the
hive. A strip of stout rubber cloth, about as
long as the frames are close fitting, or nearly
half way down, is grooved in the edge of the
spacing-board, which strip is wide enough to
crowd well to the sides or ends of the hive.
This arrangement will hold the spacing-board
and frames in place sufficiently, and also pre-
vent the escape of warmth fiom the upper ijart

of the brood-nest. Such boards will never be
glued fast by the bees, enougli to lihuler the
easv removal of the same.
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WHY THE HOFF.MAX FKAMK IS SUPEKIOl! TO
THE I,OOSE FRAME.

The great advantages of c]ose-tittiiig over the
swinging frames in moving and carrying hives
have h(»en stated in Gleanings by others and
myself, and I think they mnst be conceded by
all i)ractical bee-keepers, hi regarJ to rapid
Jutudliiuj (iffnnnex in ivorkliuj bees. I iriU ven-
ture ti> sd'ij' th<tt I can. irlth my fraine.ivork
nearly douhlc the nmnher nf colonics that I
could ivWi any frame that is not spaced, or
close fitting. As you. fi-iend Ernest, wish that
some of us " closcnl and partly closed-end
fric^nds "' would not be quite so modest. I will

here indulge in a little bragging, and say that
my partly closed frame, as a hanging or sus-

pended frame, has one great advantage over
the standing close-fitting frame. It is a fact,

as I have it from some extensive honey-raisers
who use the standing frame, that very often
they have to suspend work on account of rob-
bing, when such hives are taken apart and
frames handled. It is for the bees very much
like pulling down tiieir house, and robbers have
too much of a chance at them. In a box hive
with hanging frame, the robbers can, when the
entrance is guarded, attack the open colony
only from the top of the hive, and can easily be
managed by smoke.

HOW TO CIRCU.MVEXT ROBBERS IN AN OVT-
APIARY.

As robbing is one of the woi'st ti'oubles of the
many that belong to bee-keeping, I will explain
how I manage this ditficulty. As soon as I find

the bees are inclined to rob I take a small
bunch of grass, clover, weeds, or some leaves of
shrubs or trees, and stuflf the entrance of the
hive quite loosely before I open the hive at all.

In this way robbers can not get in after the
hive is clos(>d again and disappear. Soon after,

the green stuffing shrinks and drops away from
the entrance, and the bees have their door
opened again without any attention from the
bee-keeper. If it were not for this little inven-
tion I could not, when bees ai'e robbing, as I

have done now for several years, woi'k and fin-

ish an apiary of 100 colonies or more, within
one day. in a continuous job, without being
troubled a good deal. Jui>ius Hoffman.
Canajoharie. N. Y.

THE HOFFMAN FRAME.

adapted to the l. size of hive: further
particul.vrs on how to m.\nipulate;

by ernest k. root.

Some time ago Mr. Samuel Cushman. of Paw-
tucket. Rhode Island, made a statement to the
effect that, if he were the editor of a bee-jour-
nal, he would set forth the real merits of the
Hoffman frame, and describe minutely, with
suitable and accurate engravings, its manner of
manipulation. Althougli much had been said
in regard to the Hoffman fi-ame at that time,
he was satisfied that its real points of excel-
lence had not yet been fully described. Our
fi'iend Mr. Hoffman, in the article preceding,
has covered the ground pretty thoroughly: but
as his description apijlies to a deep hive, I have
thought best to have some photographs taken,
illustrating the method of handling the Hoff-
man frames, as adapted to the Dovetailed hive,
with its L. size of frame. I accordingly took a
Dovetailed hive filled with Hoffman frames,
and over it I sti'uck several attitudes, and then
had Mrs. Root photograph me in those posi-
tions. Our engravers have now reproduced
them.

1 will first show you a cut of three Hoffman

frames, without any comb in them, standing
side by side, as if they were stiick together with
propolis. This cut shows a little more accu-
rately how they are made for the Dovetailed
hive.'^ The top-bars are % inch thick, and at
the naiTowest part are 1^^ inches wide. This
width continues until witliin I4 inch of the
end-bar, where it then enlarges to 1% inches
scant.

HOFFMAN frame ADAPTED TO L. SIZE.

It does not .seem to be altogether clear yet
why the top-bar should widen out near the
ends. I will explain again, that it is for cover-
ing up the wood rabbet entirely, so that the
bees can have no occasion for chinking in pro-
polis. We will suppose that the top-bar is I3V
inches wide its entire length, and that the end-
bars are as shown in the cut. As these are
spaced frames, it is evident that the top-bars
will I'est in the rabbet exactly in the same
place at all times. In a few months" time, if

the frames be all lifted out. the places in the
hive-rabbet not covered with top-bars will be
thickened and stuck up with propolis, and those
covered by the ends of the top-bars will be
compaiatively clean. In process of time, espe-
cially with hybrids, these exposed places in the
hives will receive further accumulations of
propolis, until the ends of the top-bars, so to
speak, will rest between the notches of bee-
glue. Now, the great '"function." if I may
borrow a term from Mr. Heddon. of the Hoff-
num frame, is a lateral sliding motion. With
masses or notches of propolis placed at regular
distances, this lateral motion is impracticable.
"But," you say, "why is this not true with
the ordinary loose frames?" For this reason:
Loose frames are nevei' put back exactly in the
same place in the rabbet; and the result is,

that the wooden rabbets are covered about
equally with propolis from a\w end to the other.
To avoid the regular masses of propolis, the
inventor. Mr. Hoffman, had the top-bars en-
larged at the ends, so that, when the frames are
all in the hives, the rabbets will b(> covered up
entirely. You may examine the wooden rab-
bets of hives that have had these frames for
years, and you will find they are about as free
and clean from propolis as they w(M'e w hen the
hives were first mad(\ This is not guesswork
nor theory. I saw it in Mi-. Hoffman's yard.

If you use tin rabbets you can get along very
\\ell with top-bars the same width throughout;
but those of you who have had hybrids to any
extent, know that they will sometimes fill tin
rabbets level full with propolis, and then you
have to go and dig it out again. By Mr. Hoff-
man's plan, the woi-st propolizing bees known
are circumvented in the woist propolizing lo-

calities. If you use Italians and tin rabbets,
you will never have any trouble about the rab-
bets being filled with propolis, and you could
use the Hoffman frames with straight top-bars.
So much for the construction of the top-bar.

There is no need of discussing the need of hav-
ing a wide end-bar near the top. Its office in

preventing the bottom-bars from knocking to-
gether during moving or otherwise rough hand-
ling, is too evident to need discussion.
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HOW TO MAXirrr.ATE HOFFMAN Fl'.AMES.

^Ir. Hoffman has already given, better than I

can, the advantages in the use of a spacing-
board, or ' follower." as we call it in our pric(>

list, sol will not dwell on that point. We will

now proceed to open up a hive having Hoffman
frames. One of the conveniences, and almost
necessities, is a small screwdriver. This, or a
good strong knife, is something that almost ev-
ery apiarist uses nowadays. With a screwdi'iv-
er or wedge I pry loose the flat board cover of

the Dovetailed hive, ha\ ing previously blown a
little smoke in at th(> entrance.
The cover removed, I place the same under

me, and sit down on it milk-stool fashion (see

Fig. 4). You will observe that the cover is a
seat on which we can lean back\\'ard and for-

ward. This I find is a great convenience, in

that the body can be h>aned toward or from the
hive: and. the elbows i-esting on the knees,
they can support quite a heavy weight, in the

screwdriver or wedgi\ we pry apart the first

pair or trio of franu's, if the frames are not too
heavy, and lean them against one corner of the
hive, as shown in Figs. 4 and .5. Don't you see
we pretty nearly handle the brood-nest in
halves and quarttu's?

You will notice that these frames will hang
together by propolis, and that the bees on the
two inside surfaces are not disturbed at all.

The loose frames, when out of the hive, have
got to be leaned against one or two corners of
the hives, against each other—in fact, be scat-
ti^-ed all around for the depredations of rob-
bei's; and, besides all that, the liability of kill-

ing bees or the queen is much greatei'. This is

a big point in favor of the Hoft'man frames. If

we do not find the queen on the frame in hive,

pry off the outside frame of a trio leaning
against the corner of the hive. If she does not
appear on that one, pry off the next one, and so
on.

Fia. 4.—HOW HOFFMAN FKAMES AKE MANIPULATED.*

way of two or three Hoffman frames. You may
argue that you would not sit down on the nar-
row edge of a J:s board for anybody or for aijy
money. I will say in reply, that, in handling
Hoffman frames, so short a time is occupied in
examining the hive that no inconvenience will
be experienced; and, besides, there is no law to
compel you to sit in any one attitude over every
hive. Comfort as w<'ll as convenience some-
times suggests a standing as well as a kneeling
posture, though usually I prefer to sit down on
a cover. Well, to return.
A little smoke is blown over the top of the

frames. The wedge that holds the follower, or
spacing-board, against the frames, is next re-
moved; and while the wedge is in the hands,
the follower is leaned against the hive oijposite
to where we are silting (s(>e Fig. 4). With a

* Although I sat for the picture, our engravei' has
very kindly pvit anotlier bead on my shoulders;
therefoie you will not detect any striking resem-
blance between your h\niible servant and the sub-
stituted head. E. R. R.

If frames are heavy with honey, we may lift

out only one frame. Having seen the surfaces
of two or three combs, the practiced eye will
get a pretty fair idea of the condition" of the
colony and what the queen is doing. If we see
eggs and larv* in all stages, as well as sealed
brood, we do not usually bother to hunt up the
queen; so we put back the second pair removed,
and finally turn the trio as shown in Figs. 4 and
5. Now, as Mr. Hoffman explained in his for-
mer article, we generally crowd these frames
together at once. We blow a little smoke down
between each of the end-bars, and then with a
quick shove see Fig. l.in Mr. Hoffman's article,
we close them all up again.

There is no cut-and-try spacing as with
loose frames—no big and little fingers to get the
distances at wide and narrow spaces. There is

no continual instructing the beginnei' on just
how far to space combs, and there is no finding
the apiary afterward, with the combs spaced so
far apart that spurs of combs are built where
they ought not to be. No, with Hoffman
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framos the spaces have got to be exact, and the
combs will have a fixed and definite thickness;
and I do not hesitate to say that you can alter-

nate them jnst as well, and even better, than
you can many of the loose frames. Let me ex-

plain. Space the loose frame during the honey-
haivest. anywhere from 1% to 13< or even 1%

Well, practically amounting to tliat: and he is

an extracted- houey man at that.

FIG. 5- -HANDIJNG HOFFMAN FRAMES IN PAIRS
AND TRIOS.

THE HETHEKINGTON-aUINBY HIVE.

AVHY yriNBY FRAMES PON'T KILI, BEES.

inches from center to ceiiter, and then, after

the honey-harvest, try to alternate it with oth-
er frames placed a little closer, and see where
you are. You may say you can space frames
near enough right. Although I have visited
many large apiaries, I never saw a loose-frame
apiary spaced near enough right, unless it was
Mr. Manum's home apiary. He is one of those
precise men who are bound to have every thing
just so.

Well, now, then, we will replace the follower,
and with the wedge, as shown in Fig. 1 of Mr.
Hoffman's article just preceding, we ci'owd the
frames tight together: then the wedge is push-
ed down between the follower and hive. If the
follower is only ,9g of an inch thick it springs a
little, and this will take up any unequal swell-
ing or shrinking in the Hoffman frames (if

there should be any) through changes of at-
mosphere, from extreme wet to extreme dry.
If there are any bees on the tops of the frames,
a whiff of smoke will usually drive them down,
and then the cover is replaced with a sliding
motion, which I have already explained.
Perliaps from my description about manipulat-

ing the hive with Hoffman frames, it may ap-
pear like a very long operation; but I can as-
sure you that it is a very short one. Now, right
here I will ask you to look at the italicized sen-
tence (the italics are mine) in Mr. Hoffman's
article just preceding. Observe that he says
he can handle nearly double the number of
colonies on his frame that he could on any
loose frame; and I will add right here, that he
u.sed loose fi'ames for years, until necessity, the
mother of invention," caused him to bi-ing out
this style.

Mr. Hoffman makes another big point; name-
ly, by removing two or three fiifmes in a trio, the
rest of the frames in the hive need not he lifted

out at all. They can be slipped back and forth,

and each surface examined; but if the rabbet
is covered with ijieces of ))ropolis. this lateral
sliding is not easily accomplished. *

Mr. Manum piiiposes to handle some 400 oi'

.500 colonies on loose frames alone. Why. bless

you. Mr. Hoffman has been doing this for years
on his close-fitting frames. "• Alone."" did I say".*

[Continued.]

In hooking frames together I have found
some bee-keepers who, after using this hive
foi' years, were still ignorant of the proper way
of handling them. Tliey pushed the edges of
the frames together from the side in such a
manner as to kill the bees between them; or. if

the motion was slow enough to permit the bees
to get out of the way. loo much time was con-
sumed in the operation. Now. the prope'r way
is to bring them together as shown in the en-
graving. Fig. :i. when a half-inch motion in the
direction of the arrow puts them in place, shov-
ing oft' the bees from tlieir edges instead of
crushing them: that is. end-bar C slides the
bees off the end-bar B. This is a very impor-
tant ijoint, and the proper observance of it

makes all the difference between total failure
and magnificent success in the practical work-
ing of the hiv^e. It is a point, also, in which
our hive is ahead of the excell(>nt Hoffman
hive, and all other closed-end hanging-frame
hives. In these there is not room inside the
hive for this longitudinal motion. I have
known other bee-keepers to fail with this hive
because it was not properly mad(\ If the hooks
on the frames ai'e not put on I'ighl, or if the
groove on tlie bottom of the board is too deep,
there is nothing but vexation in store for the
bee-keeper.* In handling frames it is well to
observe that we do not have to reach down
among the bees to pick up a frame, but take
hold of it at the outside, where there are usual-
ly no bees, thus saving time in j)icking it up, if

FIG. 2. HOW THE QUINBY FRAME AVOIDS
KILLING BEES.

not always in letting go of the same. (See Fig.

1 in former article, p, 317.)

The day was dark and rainy when Mr. Root

* In Fig-. 3. C (re engraved from Clieshiie), it is

sliown conectly; h is the hook that engages the
sti;ipiroii ip. and (/r is the grnove hi the bottom-
board lib. This Hrruiigement wiis designed liy Mr.
Quinby to kCL'p the standing frames from toppling-

over, and also to hold the end-bars in alig-iiUH-nt.

Tlie hooks are on tlie outside of tht- liive proper,
and hence do not kill bees; nor are they tilled witli

propolis as s )me liave imagined. 4 and B in the
same figure aie respectively tlie frame and follower.

They are somevviiat owt of proportion.—Ed.
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and I visited the out-apiary. The colonies
were populous, and the hees were all at home;
in short, it was such a day as bee-keepers usu-
ally prefer to S])end in tlic shop. The smoke-
wood was damp, and the smoker refused to gi\'('

out its usual volunn' of smoke until aft(>r we
had finished our examiuation of the bees, after
which it smoked exasperatingly well. Now,
had our hive been difficult to manii)ulate, those
hybrid bees would have stung us sev(>rely;
but Mr. R. has already testified to their good
behavior at this time.

brood, requires more patience than the average
bee-keeper possesses. A single glance at the
bottom f)f the frames of the common swinging-
frame hive will convince anyone that its owner
should si)ealc authoritatively on jjroper si)acing,
for he has all distances, from U4 inches up. This
is tli(> man who says. " No fixed distances" for
him. Tliick irregular combs, of which he has
plenty, and knows no way of curing, except to
cut them down with a knife, he thinks best not
to crowd together, but will often take nearly
two inches to space such combs. He can do no

FKJ. 3.—HOW THE (JUINBY FKASIE
Our test of hives is very severe; for, during

the swarming season, we do not stop for weath-
er. No matter how threatening the weather,
we start off unless it actually rains. We seldom
start in a rain unless there is good prospect of
its soon stopping. When there we work unless
it rains too hard to safely open hives; and even
then, when hai'd pushed, we complete our work
under umbrellas.

WHY QUEENS CAN BE FOUND KEADILY IN
QUINBY HIVES.

It is well known, that, in finding queens, a
bright day is better than a cloudy one, and very
much better than if it is alternate sunshine and
shadow. That is, a uniform light free from
shadows is best. Our hive is so constructed,
that, when opened up. there are no sides to
cast shadows on the interior (see Fig. 1, p. 317).

When one comb is removed, the light striking
the exposed side of the next is uniform, and not
only less trying to the eyes, but queens are
found more readily. Of course, you sit with
your back to the sun. In the hanging-frame
hive, the queen often steps oft' from the comb
to the shell of the hive, and passes from there
to the combs already looked over, thus making
it more difficult to find them. At any rate, the
claim has been made and substantiated, that,
in the Quinby hive, queens are moi'e readily
found than in the hanging-frame hive. This
is an impoi'tant advantage; for. when queens
are hunted, time is usually limited.
One morning, after Capt. Hetherington had

started oft' his men and wagons to the out-yards,
he jumped into a buggy and drove to a yard of
about 70 populous colonies. He clipped the
(lueens in this yard, and from there proceeded
to another yard, clipped the queens in this also,
and I'eturned home in time for an early supper.
This is not mentioned because it is tliought
rapid work, but to show that our hive is not a
slow one when worked by a fast man. Many a
man who calls our hive a slow one to manipu-
late would have taken twice this time with his
own. Of course, it takes time and practice to
learn how to manipulate any hive.

ADVANTAGES OF CORRECT SPACING.
One thing that does not have to be learned

with us is to correctly space frames, which re-
quires much skill and time; and to space loose
frames 1% inches or less, without destroying

HOOKS ON TO THE BOTTOM-BOARD.
better; for, if the honey is crowded together at
the top, it usually throws the bottoms apart
and against the next comb.

CAN FIXED FRAMES BE AI/rEBNATEl) ?

Neither j\[r. HofliiKui iior ourselves are trou-
bled in spacing Irreqular combs—he <%t \% inch-
es, and we (it II4 scant. With foundation
carefnlly placed, in the center of fxamcs, and
initJi combs (ilirays the S(tmc distdncc apar't, we
do not Jiitve so nutnn hnbjcd combs.* In the
spring, brood combs are oftener interchanged
than at any other time of year; and at this

time I have experienced no unpleasant results

from crowding honey up against honey, as oc-

casionally happens, for it gives the bees a
chance to cut down the combs to their proper
thickness at a time when they can use the sur-

plus wax to advantage. After swarming time,

the less the brood-nest is disturbed, the better;

for bees have a way of fixing themselves for

winter that man can not improve upon.

CI,OSED ENDS FOR WINTERING.

Mr. Quinby tested this hive for many years
in wintering, and was satisfied with it. For
several years before he died, his average loss in

winter was less than two per cent, and this

with the most disastrous loss around him.
Capt. H.. in his cold climate, also winters well

in it. With a bottom entrance (see P'ig. 1, p.

317) as I make it, this hive may prove also best

for wintering in the South. The trouble in the
South in winter is. that bees fly out, and many
are lost on stmshiny days, thus weakening them
too much. With a shade-board on top of our
hive, bees would not fly nearly as much as from
the hive in common use. Capt. H. prefers and
uses a front entrance, as did Mr. Quinby, and
this is undeniably better at certain times of the
year; but for winter, and also for hot weather,
i ijrefer the bottom entrance.

HOW BEES ARE KILLED IX LOOSE-FRAME
HIVES.

Mr. Root has already told you how few bees
are killed in worKing otir hive. There are some
killed with every hive, but in the hanging-
frame hive the killing and maiming take place
largely out of sight. When frames are not
raisedor lowered perpendicularly, either side-

* Italics are mine.—E. K. K.
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wise or endwise, the work of destruction goes
on from combs rubbing or hitting each otlier.

or from frames scraping tli(^ side walls of tlie

hive. Also quite a few bees are crushed on the
rabbets.
There is no need of looking for all the good

points in any one hive, for such will not be
found: but, rather, as in selecting a harvesting-
machine, look for a good combination of the
best features of many. In writing this I am
not endeavoring to prove that this is the only
hive tit to use, for there are many such. I wish
to show that this hive has many good points,

some of which it has never had credit of pos-
sessing. I believe the day of unspaced frames
is drawing to a close, and that the use of spaced
frames is to become quite general, either with
open or closed ends, or a compromise between,
as Hoffman makes them. P. H. Elwood.

Starkville. N. Y., Feb. 211

[Now that the merits of the Hoffman and
Quinby frames have been fairly presented with
engravings (the two best fixed frames, as I be-
lieve), the beginnei', in view of the merits in-

herent in each, may be somewhat confused as

to which one he should adopt, or vvhether, for-

sooth, he should choose either. In the first

place, at the risk of using an old stereotyped
expression ad n((useam. I will urge again, go
slow. What may suit one may not suit another.
Ti'y a few and decide for yourself. As between
the Hoffman and the Quinby systems, perhaps
I should make a suggestion right here. As ex-
President Cleveland once said, ''We are pre-

sented with a condition and not a theory." No

Perhaps I should add that, in my eyes, the
Hetheiington-(Juinby hive does not look as
neat as the hanging- frame hive. Here is a
Kodak view that I took of one of the hives
when the bees stung 'me so unmei'cifully. and
caused their owner to retreat on a double-quick
pace.
This shows one of Mr. Elwood's hives rigged

for comb honey. It seemed to me when I first

saw these hives, that they would tip over very
easily, being in appearance somewhat top-
heavy. Mr. El wood assured me, however, that
no such mishap had ever befallen them. A
stray calf once got into the apiary, and I pre-
sume, on account of the disposition of those
buckwheat hybrids, he became a little "ram-
bunctious." At any rate, he tipped over one of
the hives; but no damage was done.

I might add, further, that a plain box with
hanging frames, either fixed or loose, tiers up a
little nicer than a series of closed-end frames
with panels for sides. Moreover, the feature
of hdiigiiKj frames, whether at fixed distances
or not, is something that the most of us famil-
iar with it \^ould be very loth to give up. The
Hoffman is a hanging frame and has nearly all

the advantages of the Quinby, with some others
peculiar to itself: and I may add that the clos-

ed-end frames have advantages peculiar to
them not found in other styles. Supply-dealei's
ai'e willing to give bee-keepers whatever they
demand, and therefore leave the matter largely
for them to decide.] E. R. R.

HETHEr.IXGTON-QUINBY HIVE.

matter how much we may deHre to adopt the

Quinby svstem in toto, a great majority of us

have on 'hand our old-style hives that are

adapted for hdiKjuKj frames, and these old hives

we can not afford to throw away. If we make
any change at all. it will, of course, be wiser

and cheaper to adopt the Hotlinan frame, he-

cause it can be so readily adapted to hives al-

ready in use: whei'eas fhe closed-end frames on
the Quinby system, with its hooks, would I'e-

quii-e a change thi'oughout. In view of the ar-

guments that hav(^ Ix'en presented for both
systems, it is pretty hai'd to decider which one
we like the better: but the aforesaid con-
dition, namelv. old hives alivady in us(>. should
influence the decision in favor of the Hoffman
frames.

HANDLING FRAMES.

THE GENERALLY ACCEPTED METHOD; A HINT
TO BEGINNERS, FROM C. A. HATCH.

As you are going to have handling of frames
with fixed distances in Gleanings, why not
have handling of other frames also? That
every bee-man is not proficient in handling
frames of even his own hives, I was convinced
by acting as judge at our State Fair a -few
years since. A premium was offered for best

method of handling bees; and, as I now remem-
ber, there were four contestants, some of them
veterans, and yet two of the four broke out
combs or cracked them badly in handling, sim-
ply to find the queen. Another thing that con-
viiices me that all have not the knack of han-
dling L. frames rapidly, is, that they use metal
corners, which entirely prevents rapid manipu-
lation in hunting for queens, examining brood,

or any operation whei-e single frames must be
bandied. I had a talk with Prof. Cook once on
this subject, and I found he used the same
method as here described in instructing his

bee-class, and so the method has good indorse-

ment.
The right side of the hive is rather the best

position to operate from, for then you can hold
the smoker in the right hand to throw smoke
into the entrance, and you can set it on the
ground near by, and it is easily reached by the
proper hand to use. After having subdued the

bees, take your screwdriver, or whatever tool is

used for loosening the frames, in the right

hand, handle up and thumb up, as if it were a

dagger and you were going to stab. Take the

frame next to vou. First loosen by pushing the

screwdriv<'r handle from you. while the point is

between tlu^ fi'anu\s: giasp the frame at the oth-

er end with the thumb and forefinger of left

band at same time, and usually the fi'ame will

be loosened. Now take the right-hand end in

the same wav: and as you bring it up straight

out of fhe hive, move each thumb under the

projection of the top-bar, so that its whole
weight will come on the ends of the thumbs
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while tho fiiigors serve to steady it on the side
from you. This bring:s the frame in front of
yon so you can examine one side. This we will

FIRST POSITION.

call the first position, and here is where most
mistakes are made. In order to get to the next
position the bottom-bar is either brouglit to-
ward tlie ojierator. or it is turned away from
him until tlie opposite side of the frame can be
examined. In either case tlie comb is not prop-
erly supported by tlie frame; and if new. and
the weather warm.it is liable to drop out by
its own weight. The position is also ti'ying on
one's hands and fingers, which might not be
noticed on a few hives, but will tell in a trying
way where it is followed all day.
There are usually but three parts of a frame

to be examined; viz.. two sides and the bottom.
L^nless the colony is unusually strong, no bees
will be on the end-bars; so all we want is three
positions of the frame to have it all gone over.
We have given the first, and now to get the
second. To examine the bottom, i-aise your
right hand, keeping the thumbs in the same
position, also lower left hand at the same time,
and bringing it toward you also until one hand,
the right, is directly over the othei-, the fiame
standing on end. While raising your right
hand, allow thi' bottom of the frame to swing

toward you. This will
give you the second po-
sition to examine the
bottom.
The thii'd position is

jot by allowing the
frame to swing ai'ound
)to the left, like a door,
the top-bar serving in
place of hinges. After
this side of the frame
lias been examined you
can let it swing on
around, and you have it

ready to put back into
the hive in just the
same way it came out,
so far as the frame is

concerned; but you are
holding the frame in an
entirely different way,
as it now rests on the
second joint of th(> first

finger instead of on the thumbs, the latter being
on top of the frame instead of under, as at
starting. It is a kind of sleight-of-hand you
have performed, but not hard to hiarn when
one sees it done, but not so easy to put on iiaper.
It always keejis the comb in a perpendicular
position, so it can not fall out, if never so brittle
or weak, and yet every side has been toward
you, and the hands have not been changed nor
the frame laid down. If you have never han-
dled frames in this way. try it; or if any one
has a better way, let him come forward and ex-
plain it. C. A. Hatch.
Ithaca, Wis., Apiil. 1891.

[Your method of handling frames. Triend H.,
is the same one that we use. and I think it is

generally accepted as .the right one, especially
if the frames are unwired. and combs are ten-

SErOND ANI> THIUD
POSITIONS.

der. In either case, if they are very heavy it

is almost a necessity, in order to examine both
surfaces, to handle combs on the swinging-door
plan. Your instructions will apply exactly to
the Hoffman frames, with the exception that
they would be handled more in pairs, and the
two outside surfaces could be examined the
same way that we examine the two surfaces of
a single comb. Closed - end frames on the
Quinby plan are handled by the centers of the
end-bai's; and the weight, inst(»ad of b(>ing sup-
ported on the fingers, is held by the whole
liand.l

PLANT-LICE AND THEIR PARASITES.

PROF. COOK TKLI.S US WHEN AND HOW TO
FIGHT THEM.

Mr. Edward J. Knebel. Spring Branch, Tex.,
sends me by mail some insects which are very
destructive to cabbages, mustard, and other
cruciferous plants. He desires me to comment
upon them in Gleanings, and desires to know
whether it is possible to destroy them without
injuring his plants or endangering his bees.
These insects are the ccmimon cabbage aphis

{Aphis 1rr(issic(i\ Linn.). It is quite common
all over our country, and at almost all seasons
when these plants are growing. Even in winter
it may be found on cruciferous plants in our
conservatories. Like all plant-lice it increases
with remarkable rapidity, and so, very often,
the plants will be covered with the lice. More
than this, like all aphides it is very harmful, so
that jilants attacked are sure to languish and
even to die if the lice are very common and
abundant. Fortunately these and all plant-
lice ai'e very subject to attack from parasites,
species of a minute hraconid fly. These flies

lay theii- eggs in the lice, and their young feed
on and destroy the lice. Rapid as is the de-
veloiiment and increase of these lice, yet they
are eclijised in both respects by this tiny para-
site. While they run up to thousands in a few
days, the jiarasites increase to tens of thousands
in the same time. How strange! A tiny in-

.sect, hardly as large as a pin-head, overcoming
an enemy so mighty, that, if left undisturbed,
it would bring famine and want. Y"ea, iti

w'ould often desolate the earth.
If Mr. Knebel will observe closely he will

find many lice on his plants—that is, if the par-
asites have not already wii)ed them all out

—

which are shoi't and globular, and of quite light

color. These all harbor the /)raco7iiV7.s{, and thus
their doom is sealed. Instead of bearing young,
they will soon die and give rise to a fly that will

victimize scores of lice. Of the aphides sent,

Isawmanv of these rotu;u! light-coloi'ed lice,

and so I feel sui'e that Mi\ K."s plants will soon
be freed of the pest that has sought to desti-oy

them.
I presume Mr. K. will need no remedy other

than that which nature has provided; but as he
asks for one. I will give it in the kerosene
emulsion, which is entirely safe. This is made
as follows: I4 lb. of soap is dissolved in a quart
of boiling water. To this, while still hot, 2

quai'ts of kerosene oil are added, and all violent-

ly stirred till permanently mixed. It now looks
like rich cream, and will not separate upon
standing. For all plants, add water till one
fourteenth of the whole is kerosene. Stir a lit-

tle, as all unites freely. Apply to plants affect-

ed with plant-lice, with pump or syringe, as the
liquid should be thrown on with much force.

so tliat every louse would be struck. Tliis is

also good for vermin or lice on cattle, horses,

and dogs. In this case we add water till one-
eighth is kei-osene. That is, it should be strong-
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<!•. Now wash thoroughly, on a warm day. the
horse or cow, and use asyringe to treat the hog.
Avhich. from its more sparse hair, is more easily
leached. Cattle, etc.. can be treated in cold
weather by blanl\"eting warmly as soon as the
washing is completed. Tiie advantage of this
is. that it kills not only the lice but the nits, or
eggs, as well: and if thoroughly done, it van-
quisiies tlie foe. The propoi'tions of tlte above,
as will be seen, are diffei-ent from -those I have
usually given. This is Dr. Riley's method, and
makeseasilya more stable mi.xture. Tliis liquid
is one of our most valuable insecticides.
Agricultural College. Mich. A. J. Cook.

WINTER CASES.

WHAT AKE THE ESSENTIALS TO MAKE THEM A
srCCKSS ?

Now that the light thin-walled winter cases
are about to come into general use for spring
protection and for wintering, many would per-
haps like to know how my bees have wintered
in them. I have about .50 colonies in winter
cases, a good part of which have been in use
for five years. I have never lost a colony in

tliem. The past winter was vei-y wet and
damp: and early in January I discovered that
the excelsior packing was getting too damp for
safe wintering. So. tlie first day the sun shone
clear, I took out the packing and dried it, and
some tliat was very damp or wet was replaced
by new and dry packing. In February and
March, one day in each montli was selected,
and the hive covei'S and packing removed
again, and dried out by the sun and wind. For
the past five weeks it has been excessively
damp and cool, so that, up to the present time.
April 8, no pollen has been gathered, and the
bees have been out but little. There are now
many young bees, and every colony is strong,
and in the best possible condition. Many of the
colonies have not lost a bee. so far as can be
seen, seeming to hibernate most of the winter.
My belief is. that perfect quiet and perfect

wintering can not be had in outdoor wintering
unless the hives are warmly packed in winter
cases, and the packing kept dry. I think, also,

that, to bring the combs through the winter,
free from mold and dampness, there must be
some upward ventilation, but no free upward
ventilation, as where the air can pass freely
over the packing. !My jjlan has been to lift the
back end of the thin inside cover used on my
hives about Nov. 1. and insert a thin wedge:
then pack freely about and over the brood-
chamber, and shut th(^ cover of the winter case
down as tight as it will go. This prevents any
loss of heal from the cluster of bees, brings the
combs through the winter bright and clean,
and the bees in the most vigorous and healthy
condition.
The only objection that can be urged against

the plan is. that the packing may become damp
and finally wet. and is apt to result in the loss

of the bees if not attended to. On the other
hand, if free currents of air are allowed over
and about the packing, there being a little up-
ward ventilation so the combs will not become
moldy, the packing will do little good in the
way of protection: and in a long cold winter
many colonies will be lost from dysentery, etc.

If we leave the upper parts of the hive sealed
up tight as the bees will naturally do, we shall
get moldy combs in the lower parr of the hive,
if we pack the bees with absorbents, except
there be extensive and free bottom ventilation:
which, however, does not result in as good win-
tering, or in as good condition of the combs, as
the plan advised. P^or myself I prefer to deal

with the dami) packing rather than with sickly
bees and moldy combs. Moreover. I have found
it less labor and trouble than any other mode
of wintering I have tried.
As to winter cases and dead-air spaces about

the brood-chamber, I fully agree with Mr. J. A.
Green. Mr. Doolittle. and others. It is better
protection than none, but vastly inferior to
good packing rightlv managed. G. L. Tinker. •

New Philadelphia. ().. Apr. 8.

PROTECTION FOR BEES.

WINTER CASES AND PACKING DURINf4 THE
YEAR : MINERAL WOOL AND ITS XOX-

CONIUCTIVITY OF HEAT.

I have for some time been convinced of the
inutility of chaff, cut straw, cork shavings, etc.,

used as a protection in wintering bees. In the
winter of 1889. chaff was used to pack a number
of colonies, and spring dwindling and moldy
combs resulted in several instances, while a few
hives packed in wheat bran came through in
fine condition. Tlie bran packing, presenting a
bait for vermin, was abandoned. This summer
my attention was attracted to a new material,
aiid I resolved to test it. I now have my col-
onies all packed snugly, and ranged on the four
sides of my large strawberry-bed. The case is

made of good 'u pine lumber: the sides of floor-

ing: the bottom and ends each of one piece:
the top, two boards cleated on the ends, and the
crack coated with white lead and covered with
tin four inches wide. The case is intended to
accommodate the Dovetailed hive. It gives a
space of P.J inches on the sides and 3 on the
ends, while the height will allow of the placing
of a super to hold the chaff' cushion. Three
coats of white-lead i)aint renders the case im-
pervious to water— first, however, puttying all

cracks and holes. The top is held in position
(a necessary precaution against our mountain
storms) by two Van Deusen clamps, one on
each sideof the cover, which projects i.< inch
over the sides of the case. That the clamps
may lie closely to the case, a semicircular hole,

embracin.g two-thirds of the thickness of the
cover, is bored for their reception in the sides

of the covei'. and the hole enlarged on the lower
aspect for the better play of the clamp in lock-
ing and unlocking. The bottom-board is not
nailed, but fits irlthin the case. The case may
be removed, and the packing gathered up from
ai'onnd the hive.
The entrance to the hive is left wholly open:

but the opening in the case is ^axS inches, usu-
ally. This may be enlarged or wholly closed
by a convenient slide. The edges of the case
immediately under the cover have strips of

woolen cloth tacked down, so that, when the
cover is placed and clamped down, it is water-
tight. Ventilation, if thought necessary, may
be provided for as in the Simplicity hive, by
holes in the end-boards under the cleated cover,

which projects sufficiently to afl'ord protection
in blustering, rainy, or snowy weather. The
hive is now placed inside and packed with
rnlnevdl it'ooZ. or silicate cotton, as it is called

in England. The wool should be picked apart
and packed loosely but firmly, and care taken
that the fibers be not broken by the force ap-
plied.

I wish to call attention to this mineral wool
as the idcdl material for wintering bees, not
onlv in cases on their summer stands, but in

suitable -buildings with double walls, ceiling

and flooi-, with a three or four inch space packed
with the wool. Hee-cellars would then be a
thing of the past.
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I give the tollowing expcrimont, which first

attracted my attention to this material, to show
that my claims for mineral wool are not found-
ed on theory alone:

I

MEMOKAXDUM OF A TEST OF INSULATORS MADE AT
THE PACKING-HOUSE OF AKMOUK J'ACKING CO.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.. FKO.M JULY iuTH TO
JULY 19th, isee.

Tliree boxes were made, with inside measurements
of 18 inches square and 14 iiiclies big-h.

Box No. 1 was insulated with himpbhtck.
Box \o. a was insulated with four dead-air spaces,

paper lined.
Box No. 3 was insulatid with mineral wool. 2^

inches thick.
At 10 o'clock a. m., July 1.5th. there was placed in

each bo.x 7.5 Ihs. of ice. in one piece. At the ejid t)f

48 hours, and ag'aiii at the end of 96 liours, the ice
was weighari, with the following- results:

Afcer 48 lioUi s. After 96 hours.

Box No. 1. lampblack. 46X lbs. -ZtV^ l!is.

Box No. :i, de icl-.dr spaces, 47 lbs. ~':i^.t lis.

Bo.x No. 3. mineral wool, o'l lbs. 34'/2 lbs.

The above test was made In the presep.Cc' of
G. W. TouRTELLET. Sup t.. and
John Tho.mas, Builder.

Mineral wool is a vitreous substance, con-
verted to a fibrous condition while in a melted
state. It is made from furnace slag, scoria, and
certain rocks. It presents the appearance of a

ma.ss of vry fine fibers Interlacing each other
in every direction, thus forming innumerable
mintite air-cells. We thus get. not one dead-
air space, as in double-walled hives, but mil-
lions of them I Mineral wood partakes of
the nature of glass without its brittleness. the
fibers being soft, pliant, and elastic. It appears
i)i inany colors, principally white, but often
gray or' yellow, and occasionally quite dark;
but the quality of the wool is not at all depend-
ent tipon or att'ected by its color.

One of the most important qualities of min-
eral wood is its unequaled power to resist the
transmission of heat and cold. This can read-
ily be accounted for by the fact that it holds in
confinimient a greater quantity of air than any
other material. Air is so subtile and rapid in

movement, when uncouHned. and is so slow to
carry heat, except by its own motion, that it is

at once the best distributor of heat and also the
greatest barrier to its transmission, according
as it has or has not freedom to circulate.
The substance under discussion affords an

efficient protection against the insidious at-
tacks of Jack Frost, as well as a perfect insula-
tion of sound. It is used in all the Pullman
cars for the last-named purpose. Owing to its

composition (an analysis showing it to be a sil-

icate of magnesia, lime, potash, etc.). it gives
no protection to animal life, doing away with
the mice, insects, moths, and their attendant
evils and disease germs. There is nothing or-
ganic in the material to decay or become musty,
or to furnish comfort and food for vermin.
As has been said, mineral wool resists the

transmission of heat more completely than any
other material that can be used for our pur-
poses. It thus affords warm and dry quarters
during the winter months, and cool hives in
the torrid time of sttmmer.

1 append t\yo tables, the first by Mr. Cole-
man, of the Philadelphia Society, of Glasgow,
and the .second from Roper's '" Handy-liook."
Koth are abridged.

I hardly need say, tliat I have no interest in

writing this, further than to offer something
that is at once cheap and efficient to the bee-

heat-conducting power of materials:
Mineral woal, ------- ino

HairfeU. -.--.-. in
Cotton wool, ------- 122
Sheep's wool, ------ i^g
.Savdust, ------- 163
Wood and aii--space, ----- 2so

non-conducting properties of different m.\-

teri.als of even thickness:
Black .slate, ------ ino

Soft chalk, - 4Sto.-6
Sawdu.st. - - - - - - 17 to 20
Fine asbestos in thread, - - - - 13 to 15

Mineral wool, exti'a, . - . - 8 to 13

Haw silk. - - - - - - - 8 to 13
Ice. - - -

keeping fratiM-nity for the uses and purposes
mentioned. The ordinary mineral wool weighs
14 lbs. per cubic foot: IJ Ihs. jjcr sijuare foot. 1

inch thick. It sells at *1.:2.5 per 100 lbs. Select
wool weighs 10 lbs. per cubic foot : fS lbs. per
square foot, one inch thick, and sells at >=2 [jer

100 lbs. Of the latter grade. 140 lbs. packed 18

cases of the dimensions given in this paper.
Thei-e is an extra gi-ade of the wool, wliich
weighs lbs. per cubic foot: K. lb. per square
foot, one inch thick, the price of which is S3. 50

per 100 lbs. The foregoing prices are for siuall

lots. The packing could be employed luore
economically by packing the broodrchamber
only. The packing in my cases is at the tt>p of

the'added super. Samples of the wool may be
obtained by writing to the Western Mineral
Wool Co.. at Cleveland, Chicago, or St. Louis.

HOW TO ESTIMATE.

After a rough calculation of the number of

cubic feet of space;|to be filled, find the weight
of ordindry required, by tuultiplying by 14, and
the weight of extra and selected w ool by multi-
plying by 6 or 10, according to the grade to be
used. J. 15. Exes. ^l. D.

Connellsville. Pa.. Ajiril ti. ISUl.

SIZES OF FRAMES, AGAIN.

SHOt'LP TIIEKE BE TWO STANDARD FRAME.S

I read with interest the article on sizes and
styles of fi-ames, by W. T. Stewart, and your
comments on the same. I believe there should
be two standard fraiues in use—one for the
production of comb, and one for the production
of extracted honey. ^Vhy ? Because, for the
best result, we need, for the production of comb
honey, a small frame: for extracted honey, a
large one is bc^tter. One fi-ame will not answer
satisfactorily for both purposes. I use the
crosswise L. frame, and believe it to be as good
as any in tise for the production of comb honey.
I have tried different sizes of frames, and they
suit me the best. They are lighter and better

to handle than the lengthwise frame. The
queen fills the comb better with brood. Yon
can shake bees off from the comb quicker
and better, with less danger of racking the
frame or breaking the comb—especially the
latter—in very warm weather. The hive en-
trance is at the side, where I believe it should
be. You say the trouble with the crosswise
frame is. it" does not hold comb enough. If

working for extracted honey yon are right.

Neither does the lengthwise frame. If working
for cotnb honey it holds plenty, and the length-
wise holds too much comb. It is true, with the
crosswise we have more frara(>s to handle: but,

being lighter, we can handle them more rapid-
ly. The lengthwise frame is heavy and awk-
ward to handle, unsuitable for the producer of

comb honey. Perhaps two-thirds of those us-

ing it never used any other; and perhaps most
of them, if they once used the crosswise frame,
would use it in prefeicnce to the lengthwi.se.

Whv is it that tin' nuijority of the large honey-
producers do not use the lengthwise frame?
Because it is not Miitabh> for either the comb or

extracted honey producer. Here is Mr. A. He
produces comb honey. He uses the hive and
frame best adapted for the production of comb
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honey. He makes them himself, but wovild
rather buy them ready made but can not be-
cause there is but one standard hive and frame
in use. They are not suited to his wants, be-
cause tliey are not any better for comb than
extracted honey, and are not adapted to the
production of either. And may be it is the
same with Mr. C. who produces exti'acted hon-
ey. Perhaps the frame used by the Dadants is

as good as any for the extracted -honey produc-
er. N. T. Holmes.

Fowlerville. Mich., INIar. ;.>-t.

[Friend H., the crosswise L. frame has, at
several times, had a run: but as the majority of

bee-keepers seem to let it go sooner or later,

and come back to the old long frame. I can not
think it offers any great advantage.]

T SUPERS VS. WIDE FRAMES.

DR. MILLER TELLS US HOW HE TAKES OUT THE
SECTIONS ONE BY ONE AS FAST AS

THEY ARE CAPPED.

On page 23:2 W. S. Douglass has a word about
th(>m, and I suppose there are a good many who
find the wide frames, in their hands, better than
the T super. Much dei)ends on the way a thing
is used.
For the benefit of Mr. Douglass and others I

will now describe the plan I have used for some
time, to take single sections out of a T super,
without taking the super off the hive. I

thought of doing so some time ago, but had
about given it up, with the thought that, if fol-

lowers and wedges in T supers came into gener-
al use, there would be no special plan needed.
Still, it may be useful to a good many.
You may remember, fricuid Root, a tool that I

took to the convention at Madison a year ago,

and then forgot to show. Well, I send it here-
with. I have pulled sections by the thousand

with the identical one I send you. I'll

tell you how to make one. Go to yoiu'

tinner and tell him to cut a piece of No.
11 wire about a foot long. Straighten
it. Bend the wire at right angles about
an inch from one end. Make another
right-angled bend, a quarter of an inch
or less, from the same end. Fm not
sure which of these bends should be
made first. Tlie end of your wire is now
shaped like the bottom part of a capital
L (see cut). But the end is blunt, and
must be filed down to a cutting edge
like a chisel. Your chisel edge will, of
course, be the size of the thickness of
your wire—a little more than ,^^' of an
inch. Now for a handle. Make a
curved bend at the other end of the
wire, about three inches from the end,
so that it shall form a semi -circle at the
end, an inch in diameter. This leaves
about two inches of the end straight,
and I don't know wlu^ther it is better
to have this two inches parallel with

the main wire or to have the end come within %
of the main wire. The bends at both ends are
all made in the same plane, so that the hook
will lie flat upon a table without any part pro-
jecting upward.
Another tool is needed. Take a common steel

table-knife, and make it square across the end
by cutting off the rounding part. Make this
square end about as shar|) as the cutting edge
of a table-knife usually is.

Now we'll go to tlie hive, and I'll show you
how to pull out any desired section. Take oft'

^

the cover and give the bees just enough smoke
to drive them out of the way a little. There are
separators in the super, and on top littl(^ sepa-
rators h^h inch. 12 inches long, to keep the
ends of the sections apart. Now run the knife
across at each end of the section, to loosen the
little separator from it. I must confess that I

usually use a third tool for this, the big blade of

a pocket-knife. Now run in the case-knife at

each side to the bottom of the section, so as to

loosen the section from the separators. Put
you)' hook down between the section and sepa-
rator, and give it a quarter turn so as to let the
hook run under the section. I have a bit of
string tied on the wire, so as to show me when
it is pushed just deep enough to turn the hook.
If the hook is not in deep enough when turned,
of course it will dig into the honey. A ring of
bright paint might i3e better than the string, for

it would never slip out of its place. I think you
will understand the rest. Like a bureau
drawei'. it may pull out straight: but very like-

ly it will need starting at each end. When you
get the section out, just grasp across it with the
thumb and fingers of one hand and give it a few
rapid whirls, and every bee will be thrown oft'.

Now, that looks like a good deal of fuss to
read it, but it doesn't take as much time as you
probably imagine. I think I can take out a
single section, or several sections, from a T
super in less time—a great deal less time—than
out of a wide frame. You see, there is no frame
to take out—nothing but just the section. In
fact, if you loosen the super you will find it

much harder to pull the section. Sometimes I

liave taken out the sections without the hook,,

merely loosening them with the knife and then
pulling th(>m with the fingers; but every now
and then the bottom-bar of a section would pull

off, and I was glad to go back to the hook.
The objection made by the editor, in the foot-

note, is a valid one. that sections left on the
hive for a long time will have a soiled, travel-
stained, yellow ai)pearance. But they should
never be left on after the harvest is over; and in

a ])Oor season, when nothing is put in them. I

think they come oft' about as bright as if they
had been in a wide frame. You know, the bees
don't go into the glue-business (at least they
don't here) until the white-honey season is over.

Indeed, if you take into consideration the whole
surface of a section, or, in other words, its total

appearance as viewed by a purchaser, the sec-

tion out of a T super is the cleaner. In the wide
frame, a heavy streak of pi'opolis is crowded in

just as far as the bees can push it all around
the section. This they have no temptation to

do in the T super, for there is no crack.
You say, friend Root, that an enameled cloth

can be laid flat on the section tops in wide
frames and section holders. I don't see what
good it would do in wide frames, for it would
cover only the top-bars, and I'm sure it could be
put on a T super just as well as on section-hold-
ers. But don't you know that it would make
matters a good deal worse in either case? If

you want to see the tops of sections thoroughly
daubed with glue, just lay an enameled cloth
flat on the sections toward the end of the har-
vest. The bees are busy trying to fill up ci'acks:

and as fast as they push in propolis under the
cloth, the cloth is raised up, making more space-

to fill: and if glue is to be found at all, you will

find it there in plenty. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., March 20.

[Very good, doctor. I am glad you have got
around' to describe the implement. It interested
me, because I am sure the handsomest honey
can be obtained by selecting here and there the
sections about as soon as they are wholly cap-
ped.]
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THE NEW WATER CURE, HOME PAPERS,
GLEANINGS, ETC.

SOMETHING SEN.SIBI.E FROM S. I. FHEEBOKN.

I have read carefully the article on page 183,
and, I hope, with profit. It might be urged by
some, that the article in question is foreign to
the bee-interest, and therefore should have no
place in a periodical devoted specially to tiie

interest of bee-keepers. The same objection
might be and has been urged against the Home
Papers; but A. I. Root has said, by way of apol-
ogy, that he gives us our money's worth in bee-
literature, and throws the rest in, all of which
I am willing to admit, and he has my consent
without the asking (especially as long as he
throws it in), to make Gleanings as valuable
and necessary to us as possible. He has been
most fortunate (or I have) in that he has chosen
topics, aside from the bee-interests, in which I

am vitally interested. The Home Papers have
proved instructive, and a spur to action in the
right direction. Ministers have expressed to me
their appreciation of them, and said that the
reading of tlie Home Papers had better fitted
them to care for those over whose spiritual in-
terests they were called to watch. Give us the
Home Papers. Bro. Root. What can be of more
importance than our eternal welfare?
Referring to the horticultural depai'tment in

Gleanings, this also hits me right; for in this
line I attempt to get what bread and butter
bee-keeping fails to supply.

In reference to the new water cure (for this I

most designed to write, though it is not new by
any means), it was pi'acticed to some extent 30
years ago in this neighborhood, and then as
now was considered of ben(>Ht, but had almost
become a thing of the past till revived by Wil-
ford Hall & Co.. who claim to have distributed
300,000 copies of their pamphlet, and received
14,000 testimonials commendatory of its effi-

cacy, within the last 18 months. This might
at first sight look like a gigantic swindling
scheme. Allowing that they gave away a third
to ministei'S and those who were unable to pur-
chase, and there would be left 200,000 paying
customers at ^4.(M) each. This would amount
to the enormous sum of I^SOO.OOO. which a suf-
fering and gullible public have paid for that
which was already free to all who cared to use.
We must not be too hard on "Hall ife Co.," for
the probabilities are that they have done the
public a kindness; for what costs nothing we
are apt to consider lightly.

That the so-called new remedy will accom-
plish all or Ixt.lf that is claimed for it. I veiy
much doubt: but that it will pi'ove palliative,
and a benefit to large numbers. I fully believe.
The world is sick. A. I. Root says; the $800,000
paid Hall say so; the millions squandered every
year on drugs and patent medicines say so;

the army of health-seeking pilgrims that year-
ly are seeking what they have lost, in Southern
{California, Florida, or some other so-called
health-resort, bear evidence that we are truly
sick. We all like sheep have gone astray; and
the question may well be asked, as it was of
old. ' Who has sinned, this man or his parents? "

We say botii. calling "'this man" this genera-
tion, aiid the past his " parents." With all the
accumulation of knowledge and boasted ad-
vancement of the age. we are behind tlie cattle
of the fields in the matter of health. Who has
heard of a short-horn steer having dyspepsia,
or a Jersey cow with sick-headache?

Don't yon think, readers, that, if they were
obliged to eat and do as tlieir masters, they
would have both, and the thousands of other

evils that humanity is subject to in conse-
quence of their tiansgressions? The steer eats
grass, hay. and grains, as designed by nature to
do: his wants are few and simple, and easily
supplied, and, as a rule, he remains healthy.
Put his master (man) can not supply his wants
so easily, especially his iin(({iin<iry wants. He
must bring under tribute all living tliings,-of
sea, earth, and air. At present, in civilized
countries (especially in the U. S.), such a glut-
ton and physical sinner has he become that the
old list of diseases was not long enough, and
more names had to be added to express and ex-
plain the new agonies and troubles.
To illustrate how far we have left the path

of pui'ity and nature, let us take the horse for
an illustration. Suppose, Bro. Root, that you
had a valuable young horse with indications of
becoming a second Axtel, and that you had en-
gaged an intelligent horseman, a regular ex-
pert, to take charge of him. What would the
groom say, if, at the time the colt was to have
his tirst feed at his hands, you should say.
" Hold on ! I am vei'y particular about the ra-
tions fed my liorse. Any thing that I eat is
none too good for him. Here is a tin of hot
rolls; some slices of fat bacon with mustard
and })epper; pickels: a mince pie, and some
strong coffee?" The groom's eyes no doubt
would be distended to their fullest capacity,
and he would remonstrate by saying, " My dear
sir, with all due deference to your judgment
and manner of feeding, if you expect me to take
charge of and be responsible for the appearance
and actions of the colt I hope you will allow
me to have my way in feeding, for I can assure
you he needs none of the things you mention,
to make him a healthy colt; in fact, he won't
touch the bacon, mustard, and coffee." You
could tell him that children won't eat such
things till educated to it by their elders; but by
judicious mixing and coaxing, in tim(» they can
be brought to it. and so can the colt. The
groom lemains obstinate, and declines to serve
yon if you insist on this absurd kind of ration,
and says a ration of pure water, and good hay
and oats, will make a better horse of him; he
will live longer, look better, and. in fact, be
better on his rations of oats and hay than he
would on all the mince pie and fat bacon in
America. What intelligent horseman would
doubt his word? In place of a colt we will sub-
stitute a boy in his te<>ns, and, by leaving out
the hay and preparing the oats right, the boy
would live longer, and be of more use to himself
and the world, than he would on the pie condi-
ments and bacon diet.

Much has been written on tobacco and the
liquor-traffic. What is wickedly squandered on
these evils would feed the needy of Europe and
America. A man may be free from the use of
liquor and tobacco, and still not be as temper-
ate as he should be. Have we any better right
to kill ourselves by eating hot rol'ls and mince
pie than we have by drinking liquor? If we
an* temperate in some respects, does it give us
the I'ight to gluttony in others?
Now, Bro. Root, as yon have done a good

thing for us in the past in helping ns produce
many things for our comfort and pleasure here,
as well as directing us to find the way to a bet-
ter country beyond. I eai-nestly hope that you
will direct your efforts, and teach us how to
live so we need not be sick all or part of the
time, but that good health may be the rule and
not the exception. To that end we suggest
that you invite correspondence on this subject,
that the readers of Gleanings, especially the
young, may get ideas and information that will
enable them to escape and steer clear of the
wi'ong habits that have wrecked their elders.
Ithaca, Wis., March 2(5. S. I. Fkeebokn.
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HIVE-WEIGHTS.

WHY THEY Ain; AX ADVAXTAliK.

During a large part of the yoar I prefer to

keep on eacli hive a ston(» or brie!':, weighing l:.'

or 1.=) lbs. In the winter this is almost a neces-

sity, to Iveep the covei's from blowing away. We
get winds hei'e sometimes that send such things

sailing nnh ss well weighted down. Even the
covers of your chatf hives are frequently blown
off. It seems to me, too. that I have read about
the boys at the Home of the Honey-bees having
been obliged at times to race out into the rain

to replace covers. In inclement weather the
absence of the cover for a few hours, say until

the interior of the hive has been saturated with
rain, and then frozen, is apt to result in the
ruin of the colony. In the winter, when the
apiary is not constantly under my eye, I can
not afford to run this risk.

Except during the warmest summer weather,

a bee-hive is better for being closely sealed at

the top. Especially is this the case in the spring,

wlien we should bi? very careful that there is no
chance for the warm air to escape through
cracks around the top of the hive. Whenever
the cover to the brood-chamber is removed aft-

er cool weather has set in in the fall, a crack of

greater or less extent is made, which the bees

are unable to close until the warm weather of

the next spi'ing. When a weight is kept on the

flat board covei-. it is held down closely to the
hive: lumps of propolis are flattened out as they
soften, and the crevice closed, or reduced to the
smallest dimensions, making it easy for the

bees to close it tight. After warm wi^ather has
arrived this matter becomes unimportant, so

that, unless a cover is inclined to wai-p or twist,

weights are unnecessary; and during the work-
ing season they are laid aside, from hives that

are to be frequently opened.
In practical honev production, hives need to

be opened so seldom that the labor of removing
and replacing these w(>ights is but small com-
pared with their advantages. If desired they
can be used to keep a record of the condition of

the hive. A brick, as used by S. W. Morrison,
answers this pui'pose excellently, but is hardly
heavy enough for a weight. There is a large

paving-bi'ick made here that is just the thing
for both purposes, and I expect to use them
hereafter.
Besides the record that may be kept by plac-

ing them in different positions on the hive, the
brick mav be painted on two or three of its

sides, thiis more than doubling the possible

combinations. Whei'e any record more extend-
ed or permanent is d(^sired. I prefer a small
piece of cardboard held to the hive by a single

small tack, and wi'itten upon with a leadpencil.

DEAD-AIK SPACES, AGAIX.

I know that some claim as an advantage of

air-spaces as opposed to packing, that they are

more easily warmed up, thus allowing the bees

to fly sooner and oftener. It is true, that they
will let the heat of the sun in more readily,

just as thev will let the heat of the bees out
more readily—in both cases a disadvantage.
We do not want the bees to fly every time the
sun shines for a few minutes. As a rule, we
should rather discourage flying in the winter
and early sitring. Just enough flights to keep
the beesin good health is much better than to

have them tempted out on every appearance of

sunshine, to wear themselves out or be chilled

and lost. If the bees have been conHned long,

and you want them to make the most of warm
weather that you are afraid might not warm
up packed hives, remove the packing from the
top. and let the sun shine directly on the hive.

Usually, though, this is lumecessary trouble, as
bees in packed hives will fly whenever it is

perfi'ctly safe for them to do so. J. A. Green.
Dayton. 111.. Apr. 8.

[Yes, we do have winds, Init I do not remem-
ber of more than two oi' three in Ave years that
have been sutticient in force to raise more than
flfty covers, and these were replaced very soon
after. The covers of our Dovetailed hives,
where we use no enamel cloth, need neither
stone nor clamps to hold them down. The bees
will gum them so they will stick, and in open-
ing them we are obliged to tise the blade of a
knile or screwdriver to loosen them. The cov-
ers ihat have been blown off' for us have been
those of chaff' and Simplicity hives. If I found
it necessary to have thi; cover held down by
something, I believe I should prefer the light
malleable Van Deusen clamp, made by Dr.
Tinker. These exert considerable pressure, and
save the labor of lifting when required to re-
move the cover. But. hold a minute I No Van
Deusen clamps would hold down youi' corrugat-
ed iron covei's, would they ? And as Illinois is

a prairie State, and the winds come with vol-
ume and force. I shall have to give up to you.
Very likely I should use stones if I were in your
location. There is no disputing the fact, that a
flat flagging-stone or a paving-brick, aside
from its office in holding the cover down, af-
fords an excellent arrangement for keeping a

record: and the idea of painting one or both
sides diff'erent colors is good. But would these
paving-brick be heavy enough to hold the cov-
er down— that is, would five or six pounds be
sutticient? If so. I am with you.
In regard to air-spaces, I acknowledge that,

theoretically, they ought not to be as good as
packed spaces; but some facts are coming to
light to show there is but very little practical
difference in results. Still, one swallow does
not make a summer. All -I desire is, that the
matter be agitated enough so that we shall
know on which side is truth and safety, as well
as convenience and minimum cost.] E. R. R.

[Permit me to say something right here,
friend G. The Simplicity hive was planned
with the idea that the bees should never have
a chance to propolize the inside of the cover.

They were to be kept entirely away from the
cover joints by quilts or enamel sheets. You
see we use our' hives for queen-reaiing. They
are opened and the frames handled incessantly;
therefore we want a cover that never sticks,

and frames that can be picked up with one
hand, without a bit of jar or sticking. Now,
the boys have rather "sat down" on the Sim-
plicity hive, and a good many have discarded
the metal-cornered frames; yet there may be
quite a few, especially among those who raise

queens for sale, who want the old appliances
invented for this special purpose by your friend

A. I. R. See the following:]

IN FAVOR OF THE METAL-CORNEREI> THICK-
TOP FRAME.

I have been following the brood-frame ques-
tion with great interest, but have not dared to

say any thing. I admit that I have never used
the Hoffman or any closed or flxed frame, and
some may say I am not able to advise for that
reason. Perhaps not. But. be as it may, I

have 2500 heavy-top metal-top cornered frames
in use. and am making 3000 more of the same
kind for this season's use. All are to be wired
with full sheets of foundation. I winter in

packed hives, and do not expect to haul my
bees anv. I want a fi'ame made so that, when
I take hold of one to move it. even with oni-

hand, it will start everv time without any pry-
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ing or jarring of the hivf. Anj" wood-cornered
frame will not do this here, as tliey are fastened
with propolis to stay: so I am one more on the
side of metal corners and swinging (?) frames.

n. P. Langdox.
East Constable. N. Y.. Mar. 2:i

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

BLISTER-BEETLES OX BEES.

Friend Root:—Th(> crumbled scrap of paper
inclosed in this letter contains a bee which is

nearly covei-ed with lice, which arc the most
disagreeable-looking insects that we ever saw.
They are about an eighth of an inch long, and
similar in color to llie wire-woi-m.

Viola. Idaho. April T. E. P. Pai-mek.

[We sent the above to Prof. Cook, who re-

plies:]

As I state in the last edition of the Bee-keep-
er's Guide, where I illustrate blister-beetle par-
asites of bees. I have received such bee-enemies
from California and New York; now they come
from Viola. Idaho. These are the larva? of our
meloe. or blister beetles. The larv;e of the
blister-beetles are strangely interesting in that
they pass through several forms. The first

form is long. flat, with a broad head and thorax,
long legs, and two long stylets projecting from
the end of the body. This is the stage in which
they fasten to and feed on bees. I find that
there were fourteen of these little pests attach-
ed to the bee sent by Mr. Palmer. I hope I found
them all. There is a good figure of these larval
parasites in my Manual. I should like Mr.
Palmer to send me more infested bees, should
he find any. I shall take pleasure in describ-
ing and naming any insects sent to me. and es-
pecially of insects working on bees.
Ag'l "College. Mich.. .\pr. 18. A. J. Cook.

BEES AT WORK OX PEAVIXES.

Last August I had a pea-patch about half a
mile from my bees—about an acre. The bees
made a continuous buzz, at work on them from
early morn till late in the evening, assisted by
the wasps and yellow-jackets. At the same
time, I had a lot of Japanese buckwheat (very
fine) of about l^.j acres close to the bees, and
there were always twice as many of my bees to
the rod on an acre on the peas as on the buck-
wheat. I have noticed for years that bees do
all their work on buckwheat in the morning.
The bees, etc., were at work on the fruit-stem
of the peavine about the time the peas were
large enough to be gathered to eat; and in
many cases every pea had been gathered for a
good' many days". They were confined to the
end of the fruit-stalk, just where the peas were
or had been pulled from. There were no lice nor
any thing cf the kind that could be seen with
the naked eye. In August the peas and buck-
wheat were about all the bee forage there was.

Design. Va. R. Jeff. Joxes.

[Friend J., this only gives us another illustra-

tion of the fact that almost any plant may at
times yield honey: and, furthermore, that, by
some freak of nature, the plants may at times
secrete nectar when they are not in bloom. I

suppose the sweet substance you mention oozed
from the stem or broken vines after the peas
were picked. We have had some reports to the
effect that wlieat and other grains, when cut
for fodder, at a particular time or stage of
growth, and during some seasons, secrete a

large quantity of a sweet substance in the stub-
ble. In sucli cases, probably the starchy mat-
ter from the young growing plant is converted
into sugar.]

TAX bees PIXCTUKE GRAI'ES OR IIULI, AVIIEAT?

While perusing your valuable journal, I have
been brought to believe that bees can not punc-
ture fruit: but. under certain conditions of the
weather, grapes will crack, and the bees will
then be eager to save the wasting sweet. In a
late issue 1 learn that they can hull and pow-
der a bushel of wheat in their leisure moments.
Further, friend Root, when high authority ad-
mits it may be true, or it is possible for them to
do so, I miist confess I do not feel safe in telling
my neighbors that bees do not bite.

JBelle Vernon. Pa., March 20. A. B. Baird.

[Friend B.. I confess that I thougiit it a little

strange that bees could eat wheat: but since
then friend France has suggested that it was
mice and not the bees.]

WHEX IT DOES AXD W HEX IT DOES XOT PAY
TO USE FVEL SHEJ:TS OF FOUXDATIOX

IX THE SEfTIOXS.

In a rush of honey I find the larger pieces I

use in the sections the better, as the bees can
not then build cotiib nearly as fast as they
gather honey, build their combs thin as possi-
ble and seal them as thin as wafers: but when
honey comes in quite slowly they have a super-
abundance of wax. leave the foundation un-
drawn, in the shape of the renowned objection-
able ' fish-bone." build their combs without
stint, and seal them much heavier. Where the
season is very short, but the flow, while it lasts,

heavy, fill the boxes with full sheets. Where
the flow is moderate and the season long, a nar-
row starter will be found to be of fully as much
value as the full sheets, and without the fish-

bone. W. W. Ca.se.
• Baptistown. N. J.. Apr. 1.

SUGAR A COMPARATIVELY RECENT IXVEXTIOX.
On p. 222. foot-notes to E. T. Flanagan's arti-

cle, you say. '"The Scriptures lay very much
more stress upon milk and honey than on any
other kind of sweet."" Sugar, as" an article of
commerce, has been known but four or five

hundred years, if I am rightly informed. Honey
is supposed to be the most ancient sweet known
to the human race. J. L. Hubbard.
Walpole. N. H.. April (5.

[No doubt you are right, friend IL: but just
think what progress we have made in these
times of civilization (?)—sugar unknown 500
years ago. and now it is only 5 cts. a pound for
the best granulated. By the way. friend H..
are we to understand that the limited quantity
of honey produced in olden times was really all

the sweetening thev liad ? And. by the way, is

it not possible that, if we were rediiced to some-
thing liki- the same conditions, we might live

to a good old age. as they did in early Bible
times ? Who knows ?]

THE FALLACY OF CHILLED BROOD DEVELOP-
IXG IXTO FOUL BROOD.

One of the results of non-protection in the
spring is chilled and dead brood, liable to end
in foul brood. So says Allen Pringle. and so
say a great many other writers on bees. Now.
is it a fact that foitl brood can be started in

that way? I for one don"t believe it. I have
been a bee-keeper all my life, and am now 67..

I always wintered outdoors, and have never
seen a case of foul brood yet. I am quite sure
that I have had iiundreds of cases of chilled
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and dead brood in all of these years. Some-
times a colony gets brood well started in the
spring, and then deserts the hive or swarms out,

leaving their brood to chill and die. and then
the first warm day that comes, the other bees
in the yard go in and clean out the; honey, and
suck those chilled and dead lai'v;e as dry as

chips.
Another colony dies early in spring from

stai'vation. leaving brood to chill and the. The
other bees overhaul the combs in seaj'ch of

plunder, and no foul brood results. Now. there
is a long list of cases in all those years of bee-
l\eeping and outdoor wintering where there has
been chilled brood, and never a case of foul

brood has there been. How is it that I have
escaped ? Can any one prove that foul brood
ever originated in any such wav? I doubt it.

Platteville. Wis.. Mar. :.".». E. FitANCE.

SUCCESS WITH THE DOOI.ITTI.E ARTIFICIAL
cells; A GOOD TESTI>I<)NIAI> FOR DOO-

little's KOOK.

Mr: Root:—In Gleanings for March 1 I no-
tice, on page 162, you wish to know from those

who have succeeded with Doolittle's artificial

wax cells. I first tried the plan given in Chap.
6, that of making them queenless three days,

then taking their brood away and giving them
twelve artificial wax cells with royal jelly and
small larva. In four days, returning to this

hive, to my surprise. I found every cell accept-

ed and nearly ready to seal. I next tried tlie

plan over a queen-excluding honey-board, as

soon as honey was coming in from white clover.

The colony "being strong, I took two frames
from the lower and placed them in the .upper

story. I took those with small larva next day,
placing a frame with artilicial wax cells in be-

tween, and a division-board on each side. In

this way I have had 80 per cent of cells accept-

ed. If we crowd the colony too much we shall

not get as many completed. In this locality,

about Aug. 1, bees are inactive, and then we
must again feed to get them finished. Doolit-

tle's book is worth to me many limi'S its cost.

I have not failed with any of the plans tried,

given in his book. Peter Brower.
New Paris, Ind.. Mar. 8.

HOW TO SAVE BASSWOOI) SEEDS.

The following comes frcmi one of our large

nurserymen, svho deals largely in basswood-
trees raised from seedlings. It comes in answer
to an inquiry of ours:

Basswood seed should be picked <iom the tree just

as the leaves are falliog-, or i)icked from tlie ground
as it falls, and should lie dried just eaoush to take
tlie moisture from tlie outside of tlie shell, but not
to dry the germ ot (he seed any; then pack them in

.sand that is a little moist, iioi wet, and put in tlie

cellar. Or it would be better if it were put in plenty
of sand, aud wet, aa<i put outside to allow it to

fn-eze, and then plant in the spring-.

Evergreen, Wis., Marcl) 12. Geo, Pinney.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IN THE WORLD.

Friend Root:—J trust yon will excuse me for

not answering your question soouer. My mind
has been so tilled with a subject of so great im-
portance as to nearly drive all else out. There
has been a grand revival carried on in and
around Fremont, and aliout 350 souls have been
redeemed, myself among the number.

KOHERT E. ASHCRAFT.
Fremont, Mich., March 18.

[May the Lord be praised, friend A., especial-

ly for the latter sentence. We can put up with
almost any sort of omission and neglect when
it is explained by such a state of affairs as you
mention.]

NO EXCLUDERS NEEDED FOR COMB HONEY.
I did not use any zinc honey-boards, nor hon-

ey-boards of any description, the past season,
and there was not one section in.500 that contain-
ed brood or even pollen, so all contrivances of
that kind are worthless for me.
Deer Park, Mo., Mar. 10. E. C. L. Larch.

[Your experience is in just the line I have
been trying to teach. With the S-frame L. hive,
queen-excluding honey-boards are entirely un-
necessary in the production of comb honey. If
unnecessary, they are a useless expen.se and
labor. We make immense quantities of per-
forated metal, but I should be sorry to .se(> any
one pay out a lot of money when comb honey
is the object.] E. R.

PROSPECTS GOOD FOR CALIFORNIA.
Bees wintered very well in the mountains.

They gathered considerable honey in Decem-
ber, and .some in January. Sage is beginning
to bloom. I Ihink extracting will commence
about the 20th or 25th of April. There has
been plenty of rain so far to give fine prospects;
and with one or two more spring rains we can
expect a good crop. J. G. Gilstrap.

Last, Fresno Co., Cal., March 29.

RUBBER gloves WORSE THAN NOTHING
FOR BEES.

I bought a pair some seven years ago of A. I.

Root, and I did not have to use them very long
to learn to abhor the very name and sight of
them. They sweat the hand, are clumsy, and
have to be fairly torn off, the hand looking as
though it had been parboiled. My bees stung
right through them, so there was but little pro-
tection from them against injury from bees,
and a good deal of discomfort from their use.
I now use a buck glove with a long cloth wrist,
made to come up over my coat-sleeve, and held
by elastic bands. R. E. Timoney.
Smyrna. Maine, March 25.

SILVERHULL vs. JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
I see one of the friends advertising silverhull

buckwheat as being superior to Japanese. It

will not do so well in this part of West Virginia.
In 1889 I got half a bushel from you, yielding 39
bushels on one acre and 15 rods. Last year I

sowed l?i bushels on 3 acres and 74 rods, yield-

ing 139 bushels, machine measure. Silverhull
never yielded over 15 bushels per acre for me.

J. L. McKenzie.
Howesville, W. Va.. Mar. 20.

THE LIGHT WINTERING CASE.

The two swarms done up in paper and oil

cloth (see p. 280) are just booming. I believe I

have just found out how to winter bees success-
fully. I vote for the light wintering case.

Ra.mbler.

bees all dead.
The bees in this section of country are nearly

all dead, and people are waiting to see whether
they have any bees left before buying hives.

Dudley Walker.
North Chatham. N. Y., April 3.

Bees here have wintered splendidly so far;

glad to see that Gleanings is always improv-
iug. Andrew Buchan.
Loanhead, Mid-Lothian, Scotland, Feb. 17.

I enjoy Rambler's hdters very much, and my
wife takes on so about him I am getting un-
easy. She is thinking of going to California.

Little Easy.
Fayette Corner, Tenn., April (5.
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MOKE THAN HALF THE BEES DEAD.
More than half of all the hees in this part of

the country have died through the winter, but
thev were all in box hives. J. A. Shonp:.
Salem, Miss.. March 30. 1891.

BEES IN THE CELEAK WlNTEltED BEST.

Our bees wintered much better in the cellar
than those out of dooi's: but both are very
short of stores. I shall have to feed more large-
ly this spilng than we have ever done: but at
this date we find but two dead: but several are
very weak, and will ])robably die if not helped
or united with some other colonies.

M]{S. L. C. AXTEEI,.
Roseville. 111., April 13.

THE WINTERING OF E. FRANCE'S BEES. AND
PROSPECTS FOR THE SEASON.

We have just finished looking over the bees,
and find them in good condition. White clover
is looking well. We have spoken for 50,000 lbs.

of honey if the season is good. But I am afraid
that we have too many bees for our pasture.
First pollen April 12. We have drones hatched
in several hives already, only eight days since
the first pgllen. Big hives do it.

Platteville, Wis., April 18. E. France.

THE OUTLOOK IN CALIFORNIA.
The season here is very late this year. It has

been cold and backward! But the " tilleree " is

out in all its glory, and the bees are booming
on it. The black sage is shooting up its long
slender stems that bear the buds and blossoms.
and will soon throw out its white-purple banner
to the breeze, and the bees will have a picnic.
We have had a bountiful supply of rain up to
the present time, but we'll need another good
one early in April to make a good season. If it

comes in plenty, you will hear fi'om here in the
way of a honey crop. If it does not come, the
output will be about the same as last year. It
is a singular fact, that, in a half-crop year, we
get a larger proportion of white honey. The
white honey comes first, while the ground is

still damp. The drouth dries up many of the
flowers that yield the dark honey.
Sumac, Cai., March :.'7. J. P. Israel.

With Replies from our best Autliorities on Bees.

Question 184. I have single-walled hives,
and winter in cellar. Will it pay to give anii
extra protection after the bees are Udien out in
the spring ? If so, what woiild you use f

No.
Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

I don't think it is necessary.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viali-on.

I think the extra protection would be a good
thing.
Wisconsin. S. W^. E. France.

Yes, I think it would if you live in a ratlier
cool climate like our own.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

I prefer to keep them in the cellar ([uite late.

Nothing is lost by so doing, and much gained.
Illinois. N. W. C. . Mrs. L. Harrison.

My bees requii-e no better protection in win-
ter or summer than single-walled hives.
Ohio. S. W.

"
C. F. Muth.

Yes, an outer case, if taken out of cellar ear-
ly: in fact, an outer case is beneficial through-
out the season.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

With our hives we see that the bees are cov-
ered up waim. and then let them go. I doubt
whethei- packing would pay.
New Yoik. C.

"

P. H. Elwood.

It will probably pay to have cheap rough
boxes to set them in. and till between them and
the hives with chaff.
Calilprnia. S. R. Wilkin.

I've had no experience, but I suspect it might
pay to have an outside sliell, such as the 28
friend Root is trying this winter.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

1. Yes, it will pay well. 2. A box eight inches
larger each way than the hive, packed with
planer shavings, sawdust, leaves, or chaff, and
having a good tight roof.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

1. If colonies are strong, and have abundance
of stores, tliey will likely remain quiet, and need
no protection. 2. Any treatment that keeps
the bees quiet is good protection.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

I think it will, but can not say from experi-
ence. Contract to six fi'ames, and use two chaff
dummies inside. My preference would be for
light one-story chaff hives, used both in the cel-

lar and out.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

I believe it pays ivell. I use a cheap, rough.
J^-inch board outer case, and pack with chaff'

or cut straw, or an equivalent. I have done
this for several years with a part of my colonies,
and shall try to fix all so the coming spi-ing.

Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

I have proved by actual test for the past two
years that it does pay well. I use a simple
case with cover that I use for a shade-board
later in the season. I nail but slightly, so as to
separate the sides as I pack them away.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

I use chaff hives, and winter in the cellar,
and want no single-walled hives for the pro-
duction of honey. This I say after using single-
walled hives for 20 years, and single-walled
hives and chaff' hives side by side for 10 years
of that time.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

If bees are held in the cellar until soft maple
is in blossom, we find it unnecessary to give
cumbersome protection. But if I had to use
something I would draw over the hive a case
made of paper and oil cloth. I am even winter-
ing bees outdoors with such a hood.
New York. E. Rambler.

It pays to protect fi'om prevailing Avinds,
either singly or the whole yard. It is best to
give thein the full lienefit of the sunshine
through the spring months. Swarms that have
wintered well will be all right if so treated: if

not all right, no kind of tinkering will prove
satisfactoi-y.

Wisconsin. vS. W. S. I. Freeborn.

[Well, now, friends, after the above testimony
we have in favor of cellar protection, after they
are put out of the cellar why not. at least in
moderate climates, let the protection take the
place of the cellar, and then there is nothing
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to be said or done to the bees fi'om November
till April?]

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

SPINACH IN Al'ini..

Everybody has been calling for spinach. A
few days ago our wagon folks wanted to know
whether they could not send to Cleveland and
get some. I told them that it was away up,
and that we could not even think of it. A little

later they wanted to know what I meant by
•' away up."'

" Why,'' said I, " it will cost at least 10 cents
ii i)ound, and no one in ^Medina, hardly, would
give that, especially as the freight must be
added to the 10 cents."

" Well, Mr. Root, if you will get us a barrel I

think we can show you that Medina folks will

pay 15 cents."
" All I'ight; I will risk the i)rice of a barrel,

to try the experiment. I>ut you will see that
we shall have it all to use up in the lunch-
room."
Now, how do you suppose it tuined out?

Why. they sold the barrel right off in one day;
and as the people were not satisfied we pulled a
lot of small beets out of the greenhouse, that
were crowding, and they took them all off at 15

cents a pound. As we did not have our usual
supply of lettuce, in conM'(iuence of nu)ving our
greenhouses last fall, we have been sending to

Eugene Davis, the originator of the Giand
Rapids lettuce, and it has been going oft' barrel
after barrel at :.'.5 cents p(>r lb. retail. Pie-plant
is still bringing 10 cents per lb.; asparagus 40
cents, and other things in proportion. Why, it

is astounding. I am sure spiiuich could be
raised at a prolit at 3 cents per lb. With us it

usually winters in the open air without any
trouble until some time in February. The
heavy freezes in Febnuiry and March, without
snow, use it up. We have tried mulching, but
somehow this does not work, or w<' do not have
the right kind of mulching. I see evergreen
boughs have been recommended. I presume
they would do it to a dot where one has them.
It is a mystery to me why somebody does not
make a big thing on spimich. Last- fall we put
in a great lot of it. but it happened to be near
th^ barn, and the poultry took a great fancy to

it. I supposed they would, but I thought I had
planted enough forthe poultry and our luarket-
garden also. But I tell you. a flock of Brahmas
can get away with an astonishing amount of
spinach. I still believe it would be prolitable
to i)lant spinacli for poultry. If the ground is

ricii and in good order, it can be put in after
l)Otatoes. sweet corn, or almost any other crop.
We succeed best by sowing it early enough to

get it just as lai'ge as it can lie without running
n\) to seed before frost. In that condition it

will stand like kale all through the winter; and
so far we have succeded better without mulcli-
ing than we have with. Tiic mulch seems to
make it rot. Perhaps the way to make a real

sure thing of it is to put it in a cool greenhouse,
as described in the new book. " How to Make
the Garden Pay." Grand Rapids lettuce may
be grown in the same way. Either of these
plants maybe kept all through the winter in

our locality, without heat. [)rovided the glass
can be shiit up tight, and the beds be a little

below the surface of the ground. A windbreak
of buildings or evergreens, so arranged as not
to interfere with the sun, will be a great help.

OUR HOT-BEDS HEATED BY STEAM.

I should be glad to report that they have done

as well during April as they did through March.
Aliout the middle of March we left on the ex-
haust steam until they became too hot, and
many of the plants were injured; and since
that they have got sort o' contrary. In fact,

they have not done nearly as well as the green-
house, where we could go inside and regulate
the temperature: and I am now coming strong-
ly to the conclusion that I want all my glass
structures so I can go inside, under the glass,
and regulate the temperature. During the
past month every thing has grown so beauti-
fully in the greenhouse, that I am somewhat
losing my faith in the advantage of stripping
the sash clear oft': at least, our recent experi-
ence indicates that there is no particular need
of removing the sash until, say, the first of
April. Every thing in the greenhouse is doing
just beautifully. Mr. Weed suggests that it is

largely due to the fact that the xnil in the beds
in the greenhouse is old and thoroughly rotted
compost. Every thing we put into it just
climbs: while all that in our hot-beds, outside,
was made u|j in the fall, winter, and spring.
The manure and most of the materials are com-
pai'atively new.

LIMA BEANS.

It b(>gins to be time to begin to thfnk about
linui b(»ans. Shall we give up the i)ol<' limas,
or will it still pay to provide poles? In our last
issue I talked about growing turndtocs on poles;
and I rather suspect it will pav us to have poles
for lima beans. The bush limas on our soil

—

that is. Burpee's and the Kumerle. have, on our
rich soil, made such a mass of vines that we
liave been greatly troubled with rot and mil-
dew, and in getting the beans to ripen sul'ti-

ciently for st'ed. A good friend of mine has
been talking about the Challenger, and even
sent me a pint by mail, so as to be sure I would
give them a trial. Here is what he says about
them

:

My family are all great lovers of lima lieaiis. and
I yearly i)ut in 2i)(l poles for our own use, selling- tlie

surplus in the city of Newark (pop. 1S.^.000, two
miles away), with whatever other farm prodvicts we
may have. For the past two years I iiave .grown
Challen.iier beans, and they have sold nuicli higlier
than Pratt's or Dreor's, wlileh I liave heretofore
had. I have sold over $40.00 worth each year, hcsidcs
u'/faf Mv, K.scd (11//.sc^ix','*, and should have st)ld much
more bu foi- uiy mistakes in g-rowing- them. I

planted three lo each pole, four feet aiiart, l)ut tins
was too close: there was such a wealtli of vines
that bushels of beans mildewed and never ripened.
I shall grow doul)le the number of poles this year,
placing- tlie poles five feet apart, with two vines to a
pole. This bean tlu-ows out more riuniers than any
other Ihat I know of, and requires far more careful
handling, as the vines are exceedingly tendei-. My
l)eans were sold at one price—thirtjj ccids per half-

peck, iin!<htUcd. while an abundance t)f other limas
were selling- at 15 to :iO cts. for the same (luantity.
1 never had nearly enough of mine
Lyons Farms, N. J., Apr. 31. Wm. Ghumm.^n.

You will notice, also, that he touches on this

matter of having them rot and mildew. That
has been on(^ of our troubles, and I believe he is

right in recommending poles to be not less than
live feet aijart. and not more than two vines to

a pole, [iy the way, the lima beans can be
transplanted without very miu-li trouble, if you
take a good lump of dirt along with the bean.
After we have gone to the trouble of putting up
poles, we can not aft'oi-d to have any poles with-
out beans on theiu: neither can we afford, for

the reasons above given, to have more than two
good plants to a pole.

STBAWBERKIES.
We never before had our strawberri<'S looking

so well at this season. Just as soon as the
weeds showed themselves a careful man went
all over them, and took out every weed at the
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saiiif time tliat he removed the miilcli. About
half of ours were mulclied and half were not.

During such a spring as the i^iast one, the
mulched ones were ahead. Very likely, however,
the uiimulched will be a little earlier. Before
fruiUuQ, however, we mxiM have some sort of

mulching. 1 never want any more gritty and
sandy berries after seeing friend Terry's. Cut
straw is rather expensive with us. but we do
not know of any thing else that will answc^r the
purpose any cheaper. lam afraid that, if put
on just before fruiting, the wind might blow it

away. Very likely, however, if you get it on
just before a good rain it will stay all right.

ANOTHEK DEVICE FOJ! BEKRY-PICKEHS. ETC.

Seeing an illustration of your blackbeiTy-
picking machine. I thought of a simple device
that I used. To-day I mail you a sample (just

as it was made in a hurry), which has been
used. The children went ci'azy for them, as
they could use both hands when using this lit-

tle machine, which any one can make in ten
minutes. They are intended for holding a one-
quart wooden berry-box. as you will see. The
little cleat on the bottom, with a beveled edge
inward, holds the bottom of the box in place.
The button holds the top. The one I sent was
for a child, as I notice the strap to go around
the neck (an old suspender) is shoi't foi- a per-
son of medium height. Of course, I should pre-
fer your d(wice, as the berries are in a safer
condition with the covered box.

I should like to ask how the perforated metal
used over the entrances insures certainty of fei'-

tilization (see p. 168). 3Sth Ramble.
Manistee, Mich., March 17. W. Hakmer.

[Thanks, fi'ieiid H., for your suggestion. I

will explain to our readers that it is simply a
little board, i)erhaps 10 inches wide, a foot long,
and % thick. A cleat is nailed on so as to catch
on the l)ottom of the basket. Then a button at
the right height turns so as to secure the to]).

Put on a stra|) or piece of tape, and hang it over
the neck, and the berry-picker is rigged. To
prevent it from swinging about so as to spill the
berries. I would suggest, also, a belt to go
around the waist.

1

0ni^ 0WN linnW'
CONBITCTED BY ERNEST R. ROOT

We have had scarcely any losses since the
last report. Very fortunately the weather
turned of¥ warm, soft maples came out. and the
bees have been having several gala days.
Brood-rearing is progressing unusually well.

now THE COLONIES IN THE CELLAR WINTERED.

Grenerally speaking, oui' bees in the cellar did
very much better than those outdoors last win-
ter: and the consumption of stores per colony
was, as nearly as we could estimate, only about
half as much outdoors. It is more notic(^able
this s|)ring than last, although even then there
was (|uit(i a ditt'erenci'. showing a lesser con-
sumption of stores in the cellar.

We carried out nearly all the bees, until I be-
gan to think there was not a colony lost; but
of the last few, we found thn'e that were dead.
On the cover of on<' of the thi'ee I had marked
last fall, with a lead pencil, " Very weak: will
probably die." As neai'ly as I can nscollect
now, this had only a handful of bees. I pre-
sume Mr. Alley would have thrown them out
on the gi'ass. But I thought I would see how
they would do. The two others that died, we
know were not very strong when put into the

cellar; and the inside of the combs was spotted
a little with dysentery.

THE ADVANTAGE OF FULL BOTTOM VENTIL.\-
TION IN THE CELLAR.

As usual for experimental pui'poses, I had
left in the cellar some half a dozen hives with
fast bottoms. The combs of these (as was also
the case last year) were wet and moldy, and the
bees looked a litth^ " poddy," as if they were
slightly diseased. On the contrary, the hives
that had been tiered ui) « In Hoardman, without
Ixittotn-lxxirds, wei'e comparatively dry inside,

and the bees wei'e healthy and sti'ong.

I confess that, on account of the lesser con-
sumption of stores, in view of the knowledge thus
fai' attained in cellar wintering. I am inclining
moi'e and more to the indoor jjlau. The saving
of expense of chaff hives compai'ed with win-
ter castas over single-walled hives, and the
large saving in the consumptiou of stores, are
two important factors that rather influence me
toward the indoor plan; but nevertheless I

suppose that we shall do, year after year, as
Doolittle does—not put all our eggs into one
basket, but wintej' both ways.

XI'FARLAND'S HIVE-CARRIER— SEE PAC4E 327.

LAST ISSUE.

^Irs. Root, Jr.. objected very strenuously to
our having the cellar- wintered colonies put
back of our house; so this spring, when we
carried the bees out of the cellar, we were
obliged to lug them a couple of hundred yards,

to onr regular home apiary. Now. it would not

do to have two num, with a pair of hive-car-
I'iers, caiTy one hive at a time. So I told Mr.
Spafford we would manage some way to have
the order reversed: namely, one man to carry
two hives. We very soon constructed one of
McFarland's hive carriers, as illustrated on
page 337. After it was all done I began to feel

as if it were a lot of toggery, and would cause
more vexation in handling than it was really

worth. I- was agreeably siu'prised to find, upon
trial, that it worked just as Mr. M. said it

would: and not only that, we could load upiuthe
bee-cellar, pass through two doorways, through
the vegetable-cellar, and finally up the cellar-

steps. In going through the doorway we walked a

little sidewise: and in passing up the cellar-

steps all we had to do was simply to tilt one
side down, and the other, as a matter of course,

would be brought up. Mr. Sijaft'ord carried

over most of the colonies, and I tried a couple
of loads to satisfy myself that the thing was all

O. K. I was greatly surprised at the load a
man can lift, and carry in this way with com-
fort. I took up a couple of average colonies,

and carried them about 300 yards, over to the
factory scales, zigzagging around among boxes
and through doorways, and then weighed my-
self with the burden, with no inconvenience^
and then went safely to the yard. By sub-
tracting my own weight I found that I cai'ried

80 lbs.; and I know I could have sustained,

without any inconvenience, an even hundred.
P(>rhaps 1 should say that the entrances, while
carrying the hives, were closed. This made
every thing so secure that the carrier could jolt

around a good deal without being pestered by
angry bees.

I should not omit to say. in the fall oin- hives

were carried in by their bottom-boards. The
hives were then piled up without bottom-
boards. (( la Boardman. the latter being stack-
ed up by themselves in one corner of the cellar.

In carrving the hives out. we put the bottom-
board down, set the hive on that, and closed

the entrances. We put anothtu' one right by
the side of it. then, stooping down with the
hive-carrier, picked them up and caiTied them
to their location.
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Tliou God seest me.—Gen. 16:13.

There seems to be a great dividing line among
humanity; and the little text I have chosen
seems to indicate where the dividing line is. A
part of humanity believe that (Jod sees when
nobody else does, and behave themselves ac-
cordingly. The other part eitheV deny the ex-
istence of any overseeing spirit at all, or they
insist that God does not care, or does not bother
himself to look after events and lives of each
separate individual. One class think if they
can hide their deeds from the eyes of men.
nothing furthei- is necessary. The other class

live in the fear of God; and the Bible says.
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wis-
dom." Some may urge and argue, that it is the
duty of every one to do right because it is right.

I sliould be very glad indeed to have them do
this if they would. But, alas! such an incen-
tive to right doing seems to lack strength and
en(>rgy with the average individual. I was
brought up, as you know, to attend church and
Sunday-school. I learned Bible texts, and
verses of Scripture by the hundred, without
having any very distinct idea of what was im-
plied in them. Nevertheless, I am heartily in

favor of having children learn Bible texts. I

will tell you pi'esently why.
When i was about eighteen yeai'S old I taught

school in a region then called " Black Swamp."
My schoolhouse was a mile north of the town
of Elmore. Ottawa Co., O. At that time I had
rather broken away from the influences of
Sunday-schools and Bible teachings, and was
having my " liberty " as I called it. At eighteen
I thought I was capable of taking care of my-
self without any such hindrances as Christiani-
ty imposes. Oiie liitle sketch or glimpse of my
life at this time comes vividly to my mind this

morning. My principal companion and associ-

ate was a man perhaps twice my age. He was
one of the class who pride themselves on their
freedom of action and freedom of thought.
One evening he announced his determination
of going "up town." and I accoi-dingly decided
to go along. The first place we visited was a
little gi'ocery where they sold beei-. The man
was new in the business, and his premises were
so narrow and small that he kept his beer in

the cellar, and went down a little trapdoor be-
hind the counter to draw it for his customers.
My companion called for two glasses of beer;
and while the proprietor was down through the
trapdoor my friend jumped lightly and seated
himself on the top of the counter. Then he
leaned over to the shelves back of the counter,
took a couple of nice oranges from a basinet,

pushed one into my i)ock(>t, and put the other
into his own. When the storekeeper emerged
with his two glasses of beer we were standing
by the counter in our former attitude, looking
honest and innocent, as a matter of course.

My friend paid for the beer; and when we got
out of doors we both had a good laugh at our
own sharpness, and probably at the same time
at the dullness and stupidity of a storekeeper
who would go away out of sight and leave cus-
tomers such a chance to help themselves.
Now, I can not remember that any compunc-
tions of conscience troubled me at all at that
lime. I am afraid, too, that many young men
in their teens would have thought as I did, that
it was a shai'p trick, and not of much account
any way. Had I reached over the counter my-
fielf and taken the oranges, it would have made
a difference. But. you see I did not touch them
at all. I had nothing to do with it. I could
not very well object to his putting the orange

into my pocltet, because the proprietor came up
so quickly that it would liave got my friend
into trouble. I presume likely I had heard it

said, that " tlie partaker is as bad as the thief;"
but I did not remember it then. There is one
thing very certain: At that period of my life

I did not think of the all-seeing Eye at all. I

remained in the town of Elmore pretty nearly
a year: but as I look back I can not recollect
of having attended churcli or Sunday-school
one single time. Although I taught nchool. the
Bible was never ray counselor or friend in

need. I never read a word from it to my pupils,
and I can not remember that I ever used a
Scripture text. A schoolteacher nowadays who
is in the liabit of taking his beer would jjrob-

ably lose his place very soon. I had learned
to drink beer with anybody who asked me; but
I presume I kept the fact from the knowledge of
my good mother. The pastors of the different
churches in Elmore may have approaclied me
on the subject of religion, but I can not now
remember that tliey did. Someliody may liave
invited me to go to >Sunday-school; but after a
lapse of more than thirty years I can not recall

that the matter of Sunday-schools ever came
to my mind. I was like a thousand other boys
who do not seem to think they have any thing
to do but to amuse themselves, and perhaps do
what they can to get an education. I remem-
ber that, during tJiat winter. I sent for a small
microscope, and became quite full of enthusi-
asm over the wonders it revealed. I read a
good deal in the popular magazines, and got
books from the various stores. But, so far as I

can remember, the thought tliat I owed respect,
reverence, and I'ecognition to the great God
aliove, never entered my mind. As I recall this
pei'iod of my life, so far as I can after the lapse
of years, I begin to have more charity for the
boys and young men around me than I have
had Ixifore. At some of my boarding-places
(for I boarded around) they read the Bible
mornings, and had family prayers; but I can
not now recall a single thing that I heard from
those Bible-readings, nor can I remembc" the
words of the morning prayer, except in a 90?i-

eral way. It was not customary in those days
to make practical applications in Bible-read-
ings and prayers as it is now. The Young
Men's Christian Association, which sprang into
existence about that time, or a little before,
was entirely unknown to me. My Sundays
were mostly passed in rambling about the
woods and fields, looliing up spfings in the hill-

sides; and I remember of carrying lemons and
sugar along, and nuiking lemonade under the
shady trees. The first thing Sunday morning
was to study up how we could have the most
fun. A great part of the Sabbath was. how-
ever, spent in reading magazines and news-
papers. After a long ramble one Sunday with
the friend I have spoken of, as we neared home
we sat on thc^ top of a fence to rest. I made a
remark something like tliis:

" I do not know just how it comes; but to tell

the truth. L., the older I grow, the more taste-
less, insipid, and unsatisfying my life becomes.
In fact, I am getting so lately that I don't en-
joy things at all as I did when I was twelve or
Hfteen. I wonder how long this state of affairs

is to continue."
Now, boys, take note of the reply; and bear

in mind that it came from a man who prided
himself on feeing a free-thinker, and being en-
tirely untrameled by superstition or by religion.

As nearly as I remember, his woi'ds were some-
thing like these; and what sort of words are
they, dear friends, for a boy eighteen years of

ag(!! Said he:
" Well, Amos, it is a kind of sad fact; but

facts are often sad things. My own experience
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has been just like yours: and you will tind that
<^very year that is added to your life makes It

still more and more so. The world has not
very much to offer. It is empty and hollow,
and unsatisfying. The best thing to do is to

get all the fun out of it you can while you are
young: and as you get older, take it as the rest

of us do."
This man was sarcastic and bitter whenever

the subject of religion was mentioned. He
even went so far as to sneer at virtue, and ad-
vised (although he did not say so in so many
words) that we should look at the other sex as
simply something that the world has to oft'er as
a means of amusing ourselves, and having fun,
and that it was tlieii' Inisiness to take care of
themselves. If they were not able to do that,
or wei'c innocent and unsuspecting, it was their
aflfair and not ours. His words and his com-
panionship were poison to my young mind.
But don't let me put the blame (///. on him. I

was old enough, and had had suffici(>nt Chris-
tian ti-aining. to have cither I'cbuked him or to
have withdi'awn entirely from his company.
He was, however, a skillful mechanic, and
quite a leading spirit among the people of Black
Swamp at that time. He may have been con-
verted, like myself, since then, from the eri'oi'

of his ways: but if not, may God hear my
prayei- for him to-day.
Let us now go back to the oranges. The

storekeeper I have mentioned was not only poor
financially, but he was poor in health. His
thin, sallow face made it known to all. His
feebh^ looks come up to me now as I rebuke
myself for my thoughtless dishonesty. May
<rod forgive that foolish act, and the foolish
years of my life at that period. The two
oranges my companion took were worth, per-
haps, a dime. That sum at compound interest
would, after the lapse of thirty years, have
amounted to about a dollar. Our poor friend
has, in all probability, gone to his grave years
ago. If so, he may have some relatives or de-
>'cendants: and if such is the case I shall feel

easier to hand this money over to them to
atone, so far as I can, for that thoughtless
piece of dishonesty. His name was Eoff ; and
as Gi.EANiNGS goes even now to the town of
Elmore, perhaps somebody whose eyes rest on
this may be able to identify the poor feeble
storekeeper of thirty-three years ago. Now to
our text:

I do not know just what I believed at that
time in my life; but the little story I have told
indicates Very clearly that I had no abiding
faith in the all-seeing Eye. In former Home
Papers I have mentioned some other events of
that winter; and it is not strange that the
seeds that were sown in my heart at that
time bore a crop of evil fruit, even during a
term of a four months" school. The fear of (xod
was not in my heart at all. Very likely the
effect of the teaching of Cliristian parents was
somewhat of a restraint upon me; but I was a
fair sample, of a young man of perhaps fair
ability, who has none of the fear of God in his
heart, and who does not believe in the teach-
ings of an all -seeing Eye.
A few days ago, Mr. C. N. Pond, a man prom-

inent in Sunday-school work throughout our
own and other States, was with us for a few
days. He was invited to take charge of our
noon service; and in speaking to our work-
people there assembled he said something like
this:
'My good friends, many of you ar<^ young,

-and doubtless have bright anticipations and
high aspirations for the lives that lie before
you. Now, although there has been considera-
ble said about the enthusiasm of youth, I want
to say to you that all of your bright visions

may be realized—yes, even moi'e than any of
you, perhaps, havethought of in your imagina-
tions. I aiu now toward fifty years old, and I,

when young, had gi-eat expectations of the out-
come of the yeais before me. They have all

been I'ealized. and more too."
At this ]X)int I began to feel exceedingly anx-

ious, and perhaps a little uneasy. I wanted
friend Pond to make haste to add the one impor-
tant condition for realizing the bright anticipa-
tions of youth. He very soon put it in. and
with emphasis enough to satisfy even myself.
It was something like this:
'I say. these bright visions may all be realiz-

ed; but I wish to add, that it is only on condi-
tion that you start out with Christ Jesus by
your side, that you make him first and fore-
most, over all and above all—that your constant
t'ud and aim in life be to please /lim and not
self. Do this, and life has more in store for you
than any of you can think."
Now. 1 know brother Pond intimately. I have

known him since he was a light-haired boy. and
perhaps the butt and jest of some because they
thought themselves ever so much smarter and
sltarper than he was. They laughed at him
because he was honest and true; and it was
whispered, too. that this light-haired, unso-
phisticated youth, had in mind to study for the
ministry. He was not at that time what many
of the world's people would call shfirp. He
never could, under any order of things, have
been a party to stealing oranges, as I was. He
worked on a farm in the summer time, and
went to school winters: and when I first met
him at an evening party the yoving ladies
brought him in as the " hired man." He chose
Christ Jesus as his helper and friend in early
youth; and he has been laboring to serve him
all these years. A^'o (/'ooficc that each succeeding
year grows brighter and brighter, and that every
decade sees him a happier and a more joyous man
than he ever was before. He and his wife were
with us over night. At the breakfast-table in
the morning he was, as usual, beaming and full

of smiles and pleasant words for every member
of the family; and his mood was so infectious
that we all got happy by looking at him and
hearing him talk. Finally he turned to his
wife and said:

" There, wife, didn't I tell you what a good
place I was going to bring you to ?" And then
he laughed at me as I commenced a remon-
strance. But I had a point to make, and I was
determined to make it.

" Bi'o. Pond, look here. I want to correct you,
and straighten you up. It is not the place nor
the surroundings" that make you so happy; but
the secret of it all is, that you are so easily
pleased; and I appeal to your good wife for a
second to my point. Is it not true, Mrs. P., and
is it not one of the secrets of his happy and joy-
ous life, that he is so easily pleased with every
thing and everybody?"
She responded at once, " Yes, Mr. Root, it is a

good deal as you say. He sees that which is

good and bright and beautiful almost every-
where, and somehow he is pleased and happy
when many people would only be finding fault,

and complaining."
And now, dear friends, here is one of the

great points of my talk to-day. Jesus ' pleased
not himself ;'" and brother Pond has been so long
the intimate friend of our Lord and Masterthat
he has caught the spirit from him, and makes
people happy and pleasant and good wherever
he comes in contact with them. And it has
seemed as if the Master seemed to delight in

giving him " pleasant surprises." such as I told

you of in my last. Only last year he and his
wife together took what he calls a "honey-
moon," not only all over the United States, in-
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eluding California and the Pacific Coast, but
even to the Sandwich Islands. When I first

saw him after he returned I asked for an ex-
planation. How could a minister of the gospel,
who is comparatively poor in tiiis world's goods,
spend a whole year in a kind of travel that
costs tremendously to most of us ? Well, it all

came about very simply. Ey chance or acci-
dent he has some very warm friends, and some
who are quite well off. I say. " chance or acci-
dent." Is it really so? Weil, these friends
clubbed together and actually iiifilsted that he
and his wife should take this trip: and they
regarded it as a pi'ivilege to pay all their ex-
penses. Our good friend accepted the situation,
not only as God's call, but went right along
smiling and beaming I'ight and left, making
everybody laugh, and. if I am not mistaken,
giving, by his air and manner and words and
exhoitation, almost without their knowing it,

an invitation to lead pure, better, and more
godly lives than they had been doing. A great
part of his work in life is in talking to Sunday-
schools and Sunday-school teachers. In fact,
his business is to build up Sunday-schools, and
to strengthen in the faith of Christ Jesus those
already built: and in the faith, too. of that all-
seeing Eye which is ''in every place, beholding
the evil and the good."
Let me now go back a little to my friend of

former years. It gives me pain to speak ill of
anybody, but I wish to give you one glimpse of
the outcome of that man who said that every
year that passed over his head made life more
insipid, more dull, and more unsatisfying.
Away back more than tliirty years ago he let a
bill run up in favor of a woman who did his
washing. He put her off from time to time un-
til he owed lier betw(»en twenty and thirty dol-
lars. She found out. years after, that he had
just located in the vicinity of Medina, and ask-
ed me to go with her. as she was need v. to see
whether he would not give her something on
that old bill for washing that had been for
years outlawed. We visited his home. He ad-
mitted the justice of her claim, but said that he
was unable to pay a coi)i)er of it: and the evi-
dent mai'ks of poverty all around him corrobo-
rated it. He said every thing had been against
him; and, my friends, let me tell you that
every thing is almost sure to work continually
against him who scouts the idea that an all-
seeing Eye looks down and watches every de-
liberate wicked thought of our hearts; and who
proposes to please only himself, no matter who
suffers by it. We have a plain liible promise,
that " all things wori< together for good to
them that love God;" and you will also find
that the contrarv is true.

5F©BHCC0 CQiiHMN.

"and when thou art CONVERTKD, STRENaTH -

EN THY BRETHREN."
The above was the subject for our prayer-

meeting last Sunday evening. A good brother,
who is well alono: in years, who has only lately
come out fully for Christ, gave an illustration
of the way in which comparing expei'iences
often helps (strengthens) those (the brethren)
who are battling against temptation. .\n old
friend of his came into his ston^ Both had
given up the use of tobacco, and they were
talking the matter over, and this friend gave
this astounding bit of experience: He had used
tobacco all his life, and the habit increased on
him (as it usually does) until he was buying
something like a pound a week. Finally he be-
gan to have spells of blindness. They would

come on him out in the field, so as to make it

difficult for him to see his way home. Doctors
were consulted, but they could not tell what
the matter was. O ye doctors! why are //e so
blind—at least a great part of you, any way?
The trouble kept growing worse and worse, and
his family and friends were lamenting tlu^ sad
fact that he would probably soon be totally
blind. Finally it occurred to him that tobacco
miifht hav(! sonH;>thing to do with it, and so he
left it off' for just one day, and was not blind at
all. Then he chewed again for just one day.
and his blindness began to com(> back. Then
he tested the matter thoroughly, and in a very
little time it became plain that the blind spells
came from the use of t()l)acco and nothing else:
therefore, liice a i)nul('iit and sensible man, he
gave up thi! use of the weed. The speaker said
this bit of experience did him a great deal of
good, because it was so nearly like his own,
only he nev(M' used it until it began to nuike
him blind. Now. then, you fi'iends of the med-
ical fi'aternity, whenever you have a patient
afflicted with some disease which you can not
understand, please think of it. will you? and
just ask if he is using tobacco.

I quit the use of tobacco nine years ago, and
tliiink the Loitl I have never used it since.
Tehama. Kan.. Feb. 2. L. N. Cooper.

My son, who has been a reader of Gi.eanings
for some time, came to the conclusion to quit
the use of tobacco, which he has been using to
exce.ss. If you will send me a smoker for him
I will agree to pay you if he begins the use of
tobacco again. .1. B. Whiton.
Ithaca, Mich.. Jan. 30.

As Mr. R. J. McNeil has been induced by me
and the Tobacco Column in Gleanings to quit
the use of tobacco in any form, you will please
send him a smoker. If he uses tobacco again I

will pay you for the smoker. He is our school-
teacher, and also a Baptist preacher.
Baird, Tex., March 4, J, M. Matthews.

STII-L FAITHFUL.
Somebody else would like to have Gleanings

a little oftener, as well as wider and thicker:
but if Home talks and Straws don't fail,

(Cleanings will be O. K. I am still faithful to-

my pledge in regard to not using tobacco. One
year ago last January I quit. A. J. Meredith.
Nettletou, Ark.. Apr. 15.

I wish to say that I have been a user of tobac-
co for about 30 years: and through the influence
of Gleanings 1 have quit its use. I have not
touched it for six months, and do not intend to.

I do not want any i)ay for quitting. I consider I

am more than paid already. I hope you luay
continue to extend your infln(Mice for good.
Use this testimony if it will be of any use to
you. Daniel Wright.

Violet, Ont., March 7.

Very nearly a year ago I left off the use of to-
bacco, and don't think I should have ever
touched it again luid I not gone into the bee-
business. Two months ago I bought six colo-
nies of bees, as a starter; and when I went to
look through them I noticed my smoker was
a very poor one, and almost worn out; but I

thought I could make it do for th(> present.
But the second colony I went into, it gave ont
altogether, and the bees semed to k-now it, for
they stung me dreadfully till I called to a friend
near liy to let me have his pipe; and with the
smoke I soon quieted them down. Now. if you
send me a smoker I will not smok(> again.

A. B. Wilkinson.
Hawks Park, Fla.. March 22.
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Behold, the eye of the Lord is upon them that fear him, up-
on them that hope in his mercy.—Ps. 33; 18.

We oliserve that the markets are ahiiost bare
of choice comb honey of last year. Some say it

was never so scarce befoie. New honey will

begin to come in soon now.

AVe have had a beantifnl spring so far, and
reports are coming in that the bees are doing
finely. May l)e we sliall have one of the old-
fashioned honey seasons this year.

When the forms for oui' last issue wei'e about
half off. we found we were obliged to make t)ur

journal .^ij pages Instead of .53, as announced.
This made almost a double number. In this
issue we give 1(5 pages extra.

The third number of the Citlifoniia Bee-
keeper i>i n,t hund. and it is making great im-
provements. It is not only well printed and
typograi)hically neat, but it is well edited. It

starts out right, and has begun in a large Held.
AVe wish it everv measure of success.

W. I>. Westcott & Co.. of St. Louis, say that
the lower prices on sugar will affect the lower
grades of honey. First-class honey is a luxury,
so they say, and not a staple, and the tariff re-

duction on sugar will not affect its sale. We
are inclined to think they are right.

The Cnnndlan Bee Jcnirnnl seems to flourish
in the hands of the senior editor. Mr. D. A.
Jones, despite the fact that his best man, Mr,
F. H, McPherson, is unable to render his usual
assistance on account of the accident, ^Nlr.

Jones is infusing into it a good deal of sound
practical experience.

As it is now approaching the time out of all

the year when the bees are supposed to yield
their owners returns, we must ask our contrib-
utors to let the subject of wintering drop for
the present, and take up the more seasonable
ones of how to get a honey ci'op, taking the
same off. and marketing, and what implements
or devices are best suited to accomplish these
ends with the least labor.

Just after our last issue went to press, \ve

learned that George H. Knickerbocker, secre-
tai-y of the New York State Bee-keepers" Asso-
ciation, lost by tire his honey-house and work-
shop, and nearly all its contents, on the morn-
ing of April 1, about 4 o'clock. He says the
origin of th<' fire is a mystery. Many \)f his
books and jiapers were also burned. It was
about two-thirds covei'ed by insurance.

Mr. HrxcHixsox, of the Review, page KM,
makes this very kind notice:

The editorial department of Gleanings has im-
proved woiiderfuUy of late. It is no uncommon
thing- now to be able to cut out wisdom in solid
clmnks like the following."

And then he quotes our editorial in regard to
the large or small bee-keeper, found on page
387. Thank you. fiiend H. Such an encomium
is appreciated, inasmtich as it comes from one
who not infrequently writes '"solid chunks"
himself.

If advertisers would tell how long their ad-
vertisement is to run, and how much space it is

to occupy, it would save much annoyance and
correspondence on the part of our advertising
clerk. We speak of this, not in a complaining
way, but very few give very definite instruc-
tions on these two points: namely, amount of

space and length of time to run. If you do not
know how long it is to run. say. "Continue till

forbidden." This is definite, and then we know
what to do.

The Review indoi'Ses what we said about
having not only frames and hives movable, but
even movable (tpUiries. Yes, that is what we
are coming to. They do not need movable
apiaries down, th(>re in Cuba, where they can
keep profitably .500 colonies in one location (see

J, A, Osburn's" article elsewhere); but in most
places of the United States a location will not
support more than 100 colonies: and if there is

any considerable increase in colonies, they must
be put in two or more out-yards.

BEE-E.SCAPES FOR EXTRACTING IX CALIFOP.N'IA.

In the Cdliforiila Bee-l<ceper. Mr. J. F. Mc-
Intyre says the bee-escapes for extracting have
not come up to his expectations. The bees
went down as folks said they would. But he
says: " I have left the escape "on for three days
and three nights: and as only about half the
bees wei-e out. I thought it "would be a little

quicker to brush them off the combs. So I put
the escapes away," Certainly a good many
must have tried the bee-escapes last year for

extracting, George H, Ashby, of New York,,
said at the Albany convention they had proved
to be a grand success with him, AVill he please
tell us more about it? We should like to get
other reports of experiments with the bee-
escape.

r.EAUTIFUI, MAY.

Now is the time to plant almost every thing
that grows in a garden. On our grounds we
are not only putting in corn and beans, but
squashes, cucumbers, bush lima beans, etc. It

it true, some of them may come to grief; but it

is only a small job to plant more, and there is

quite a chance of getting a crop. Last season
we planted Corey corn and kidney wax beaus
so early that I myself feared it was time and
pains wasted. Well, both made a crop; and the
only thing we felt sorry about was that we had
not planted more while we were about it. The
green corn brought 3.5 cts. per dozen ears, and
the wax beans sold for 10 cts. per qiiait. We
already have potatoes nearly knee-high. They
were started, however, in the greenhouse. We
saved them from one frost by bending them
over and scraping dirt enough over them to

hold them down. And. judging from the cold
north wind that is blowing now. we may have
to do it again to-night. April 38. Fruit-trees
are full of bloom, and MicheTs Early strawber-
ries are showing quite a number of blossoms.
As we have not had a sprinkle of rain for ten
days, we have been having a splendid time for
preparing the ground and putting in crops.

THE N. A. B. K. A. AND BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

We wish to correct a misapprehension under
which we were laboring in our answer to E.
France, to the effect that the Bee-keepers'
Union should not be absorbed into the
N. A. B. K. A. We see by the American Bee
Jounud, "that the Union is already and has
been a part and pai'cel of the Association, so

far as its influence and protective care are
concerned." As the Union has been a great
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success, history shows that its incorporation
into the N. A." B. K. A. is and has been a good
thing.

We mentioned editorially in the last issue,

that three patents liad been granted on a cer-
tain implement to be used in the apiary. We
have since learned tliat tliere are now four
patents on this one tiling, all within a year.
Nay, further: Two otliers have written us, asli-

ing whether we thought it would pay them to
issue a patent on this same thing. We replied
that tliere were already four patents on it, and
advised them not to be in a hurry to waste
their money.

The Review suggests that we call frames not
closed-end. opejf -end /nn/ics. That might do.
But there are some open-end frames that are
fixed or spaced at regular distances: for in-

stance, the Van Deusen. There are two kinds
of frames in use—those that are fixed and those
tliat are not fixed. We want to distinguish the
two in some way. Call the former "fixed" and
the latter " loose "' frames. " Unspaced "' frames
would perhaps be more accurate, but it is a lit-

tle awkwai'd. and not as short as " loose

"

frames. Our industi-y is progressing, and ac-
curate short names is \\hat we want. Sugges-
tions are in order.

FOLLOWING ITI" SLANDEROUS REPORTS.

The lioney-business is still being slandered
to a considerable extent in the newspapers, and
it is the duty of the subscribers of said papers
to send in a mild and gentlemanly protest. If

an editor were to receive a couple of hundred
of such, immediately after the issue of liis pa-
per containing such slander on our industry, he
would begin to think there was sometliing
wrong: and if he did not insert one or more of
them he would be careful that such stories did
not find a repetition in his columns. The comb-
honey yarn appeared in tlie Nat'Kinal Tribune,
under date of Feb. 19. One of its subscribers,
however, sent a vigorous protest, which was
publisiied in the next issue of that paper. To
show the falsity of its position, he sent them
one of our cards, to the effect that we offer 11000
to any one showing a sample of artificial comb
honey, and then added that this offer has been
out for several years, and has not yet been
taken up. Individual bee-keepers can do more
than editors; and a hundred protests from sub-
scribers will have a wonderful effect. Don't
foi'get to follow them up.

HANDLING HIVES INSTEAD OF FRAMES: LOWER
COST, NOT HIGHER PRICES ON HONEY.

A COKKESPONDENT. A. F. Brown, of Hunting-
ton, Fla., writes:

1 keep bees for money, not for the pleasure, as
some do; therefore I take advantage of all short
cuts. I find to-day I do not do the work on a dozen
colonies that I did on one, tlve years ago. I handle
hives now; then T handled /rames, and other things
in the same waj'. You see the point. It is like a
plow taking the place of a hoe.

Friend B. hits the point exactly. There is a
good deal more good sense in trying to reduce
the f'O.st of a pound of hoiu>y than in trying to
raise the seUhuj price. Sooner or later bee-
keeping has got to resolve itself into the han-
dling of hives more, and frames less: and Mr.
Heddon deserves no little credit for helping to
start this idea. But in order to carry it out it

is not necessary to have shallow brood-cham-
bers. A Langstroth hive with fixed distances
can be manipulated in such a way as to virtu-
ally handle hives instead of individual frames.
It may be truthfully said, that old l)ee-keepers
do not spend the time they once did over their

bees; and we think it is equally true tliat, as-

our industry progresses, bee-keepers os a class-

to-day. or in the near future, will not spend
tlie time over tlielr bees they did a few years
ago; in other words, they will get a thousand
pounds of honey with less labor. We have [jot

to handle hives more and frames less, to stand
the prices. We liave got to do things more in a
wholesale way. in order to meet competition.

GOOD WORK IN THE ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLA-
TURE FOR THE BEE-KEEPER.

We observe by the American Bee Journal.
that the foul-brood bill, introduced into the
Illinois State Legislature by the Hon. W. S.
Smith, of Macon, will probably become a law.
Good I Let other States go and do likewise.
The bill introduced by J. 'M. Hambaugh, see p.
3*2(5, to prevent the spraying of fruit-trees when
in blossom, is also about to become a law. Mr.
H. writes to the American Bee Journal as fol-

lows:

Hip, hip. lunrah '. We have carried the " Spraying-
Bill" through the committee, flying. My speech,
with letters, etc., have been ordered printed, and a
copy placed on eacli member's desk. Tally one for
bee culture. J. M. Hambaugh.

Springtield, 111., April 11.

We want the moral effect of tliese laws, ev<Mi
if we do not have to enforce them.

GREAT INVENTIONS; HOW DO THEY* COME''

The most valuable discoveries do not always
come by hard study, with the view of arriving
at a definite end. No, they sometimes come by
accident; and the one who met the accident is

l<een enough to recognize that in it there is a
principle. .Mr. Hruschka, who invented the
extractor, did not study it out. His little boy,
you remember, by chance happened to whirl a
basket containing a piece of comb, around in

tlie air. Drops of honey flew out. Hruschka
was sharp enough to see in this tlie workings of
centrifugal force, and that this same force
could be made to extract honey from the combs.
The invention of the steam-engine—that is, its

main principle—was not studied out, but was
largely the result of accident—or, if you please,
lucky blundering. There is not so much in
studying out a thing as there is in the ability
to grasp a good thing when it presents itself.

There is a great deal of folderol about lying
awake nights, wasting strength and losing val-
uable sleep in developing a great (?) invention.
Tlie best ideas do not usually come to us when
we are tired and worn out, and when sleep is

the order of the moment. Wlien they do ap-
pear they usually come in the freshness of the
morning, after a good sleep, and then they
come forth with almost startling suddenness.
Would-be bee-hive inventors, instead of mak-
ing a hive conform entirely to the habits of the
bees, should consult a little the habits of the
genus homo.

DEAD BEATS, AND WHAT IS A DEAD BEAT?
Perhaps many of you may say, "A man who

does not pay his debts." Not exactly, friends".

Very good men. sometimes, in consequence of
sudden ari'idcnts or sickness, are unable to pay
their debts: and where a man is unable to do as
he would like, it is not fair to conclude that he
is a dead lieat. It is like calling a man a liar

because he told one lie; or, if you choose, tell-

ing a man he lies because he tells something
that is not true. In all these tilings it is the
state of the heart rather than the act. Some
little time ago I spoke of people who buy honey,
and then, after a while, excuse themselves
from paying for it by claiming that it was not
pure. Such men I should call dead beats,
and I think dead beats should be advertised far
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and wide, that lionest men iiiav not be imposed
upon by them. March .5, 1888. John W. ]Man-
ning, Salinevilie, Cohimbiana Co.. ().. corres-
ponded with us in I'egard to some maple sugar
and honey. After getting prices, and very like-
ly samples, he sent us his order. It ri'ads as
follows:

Inclosed find $8.6.5. Send the following- goods by
express. J. W. Manning.

Well, it transpired that the ?=8.r)5 was })ot in-
closed: but on the back of the order our friend
writes:

Send C. (). D. I had not time to get order in tliis

mail.

Now, as C. O. D. would make additional trou-
ble and expense, we thought to do him a kind-
ness by sending him the honey and sugar right
along. We know hf)w it is ourselves a good
many times, when we hardly have time to get
an important order off before the mail closes.
Well, we did not get our money; and the book-
keepers, after a long lot of writing and waiting,
along in the fall of ISSH got the following:
A. I. R<H)t:—Dcir Sir:—
Yours of Oct. l«tli is received, and in lejily I will

say tliat. if I owe you tlie amt)unt, S6.T4, as you
claim, and due since March, 1888. I will settle "the
-same as soon as I possibly can. The way I suppose
the matter c;ime in this shape, it wa^ tio fault of
mine. I was a way from home about that time, for
some length of time, and the matter was not
brought id my attenlion. and I did not g-et a state-
ment to the effect you speak about. J. W. M.

Well, the above was bad enough, but we con-
cluded to let it go. By the way. I want to say
that a real good business man will not fail in
his fair and square promises, even if he is called
away from home: therefore his statement,
which we have put in italics, we do think is

true—that it is no fault of his. Well, we kept
•on urging him luitil Aug. 26, ISSK), when he
winds up with the following:

If you think it advisable to throw off' a part you
charge for youi- imitation honey, let me know. j". M.

Since then we have been unable to get any
thing from him at all. It affords a good illus-

tration of the way one is led to step from the
straight and narrow path, and to yield to tempt-
ation. First, he said he did not have time to
get his money order made out before the mail
closed, and asked us to send along the goods
without the money. This may have been true,
and he may have been honest in what he said.
But after he got the goods, his anxiety to pay
the just debt seems to have a good deal abated.
He next excuses himself for breaking his prom-
ise, by saying that he was ''away from home."
Then he makes different kinds oif pretexts, and
pretends to be offended because of our nuiuei'-
ous duns, as if it were our duty to give up and
let it go and sit down with folded hands, and
be happy. Finally he decides, f(ro ycais mid
fine inoitths after we sent him the honey with-
out the money, that (come to think of it) the
honey was • (/((ifrffjon.'" Now. if we have any
more such men in the State of Ohio, or any
other State, let us have their names printed so
that we may all get acquainted with them. I

tell you. there is nothing like '•(jetting ac-
quaihted.''

A 30 PER CENT AD VAI.ORE.M DUTY ON IMPORT-
ED QVEENS.

Mr. W. C. Frazier, of Atlantic. la., recently
w rote us, asking whether there was a duty on
impoi'ted queens. We replied, to the effect that
there was nom', because queen-bees were used
for breeding-purposes, and therefore exempt.
It se(uns that Mr. Frazier was not entirely sat-
isfied, and so he wrote to the deputy collector
of customs, in New York, in regard to the mat-
ter. His reply is as follows:

Custom-house, New Y'ork, /

Collector's Office. i Apr. 2, 1891.
TV. C. Frazier, E.^q., Atlantic, Iowa:
Sir:—In reply to your letter of the 30th ult., I

have to say that " bees " would be classified as " live
animals" upon importation, dutiable at 30 per cent
(id valnrem. under N. T.. Sr.l. Animals imi«)rted
specially for breediiig-purpoSL's are exempt .from
duty under N. T., 483. ui)oii comidiance with the re-
quirements of the law and Treasury regulations—
to wit, production of :i duly autheiUicated invoice-
certificate of identification sworn to by the inqiort-
ei—certificate or score and pedigree, authenticated
by the jjroper custodian o' the book of record estab-
lished for the breed in question, and rei)ortofthe
apiarian after e.xamination. The importation of
' bees" through the mails from Italy is prohibited
by law, and, if so imported, they would be liable to
fine and seizure. Kespectfully yours,

H. D. Stanwood,
Deputy Collector.

We thought there must be some mistake, and,
if so, Prof. Cook was just the man to see that
the matter were set right, as he had. in years
gone by. handled successfully the transmission
of queens through the mails. He wn)te to his
friend and former co-worker of the Michigan
Agricultural College, Edwin Willits, now Act-
ing Secretary of the Department of Agriculture,
Washington, I). C: and his reply, which Prof.
Cook has very kindly forwarded on to us, is as
below:

Department of Agriculture,
Office of the Secketary,

Washington, D. C.

P/o/. ^. J. CooA:—Yours of the 16th instant is at
hand, relative to the bee-question and the importa-
tion of queen-bees from Italy, upon which, under
the new tariff', they cliarge 20 pei' cent duty. I have
written to the Secretary of the Treasury this day,
inclosing- a copy of the correspondence, and asking
him if it is possible for him to make a ruling that
shall let bees come in free of duty.
There is no question but that b^es sliould be class-

ified under the new Tariff Act, as animals; and the
general law is. that the duty on imported animals
shall be twenty per cent, under Section 351 of the
Tariff Act; but in the tree list, under Section 183,
anj- animal imported specially for breeding-pur-
poses shall be let in free; and then comes the provi-
so, which is, in substance, that, in order to relieve
the importation from the duty, it shall conform to
the requirement stated in the Deputj' Collector's
letter. It is \evy manifest, that the person who
drafted the proviso had in his eye only domestic
animals, and had no thought of any other animals,
and, in fact, no thought of bees, or "that bees would
be called "animals." 1 am afraid that the proviso
is so restricted that the Secretary of tlie Treasury
will have no discretion. However, I have asked
him to see whether he can give it some construction
that will help us out. Edwin Willits,

Acting Secretani-

Accompanying this letter froiu the secretary
was one from Prof. Cook, which we reproduce
herewith:

Dear Friend 7?oof;—This loolss Ijad. We have a
friend "in court " who will do all that is possible
for us. It w^ll be bad if we have to wait for special
legislation. A. J. Cook.
Ag'l College, Mich., Apr. 34.

It looks as though we should have to submit
to the inevitable until special legislation can
be enacted in our behalf. As the acting secre-
tary says. ' The person who drafted the proviso
had in his eye only domestic animals." Per-
haps I should add further, that the deputy col-
lector has probably made an eri'or in regard to
bees througli the mails. They are not prohib-
ited by law. The January Postal Guide for
1891 gives a list of the European countries to
which queen-bees may be sent, and in that list

is Italy. It would be a little strange if, recipro-
cally, Italy could not send any queens to us.
If she can not. it is a very recent enactment of
the postal magnates. We will have the law-
tested again at an early date.
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OUR SHANE YARD.

Wk arc just about t(t put 50 001011108 in our
out-apiary 'oil tlie HotTiiian franii's. We have
been getting togcthor the hives and frames,
and in a day o.r two we expect to transfer that
whole yard of loose frames to fixed frames.
Thei'e are a good many hybi-ids among the lot;

and, judging from tlie looks of the old hives in

which they now are. they are adepts at smear-
ing propolis over every thing.

HOFFMAN FRAMES.

For the last few days we have been trying the
Hoffman frames in our home yard. We had a
few colonies transferred to them last summer.
If the dav is cold, the propolis will come apart
with a little snap, and make the bees a little
'• touchy." i5ut we are not supposed to handle
bees on "cold days, usually. If the day is warm,
they pry apart very easily. In fact, the most
of them we could push apart with our fingers,

without any screwdriver or wedge, and these

have been used about a year now. We tind Hoff-
man frames will kill bees if handled improperly.
By using a little caution it can be avoided.
Perhaps we should say right here, while we are

transferring into Hoffman frames to a consider-
able extent, w(> would not advise others to do it

to an equal (Wtent. We can afford to carry on
experiments on a lai'ger scale than many of the
bee-keepers who have no bee-journal in whose
interest such experiments are made.

SELLING SECRETS, ETC.

The fi'iends of Dr. Hall urge that he has
as good a right to charge H.OO for his little

pamphlet as a physician has to charge .W.OO

or $.5.00. or even ffO.OO. tor simply a pre-
scription. It seems to me that a good many
have some very loose ideas in this matter.
A physician who has spent years in study,
and, after that, still more years in the prac-
tice of surgery, acquires a knowledge that
enables him to determine from long experience
just what surgery or medicine may do for a pa-
tient. But he miist see the patient personally,
and give the case a careful personal examina-
tion; and his directions and decision to one
patient would by no manner of means answer
for even tivo patients, let alone several hundred
era thousand. It may be worth ^4.01) or ^lo.oi)

for an expert to give his undivided attention to

a single patient for one hour or even half an
hour. But suppose he should undertake to

print a little circular, which he hands to the
patient who sought his skill, and then pretend
that such printed directions would answer the
purpose, and was worth '?4.00. The thing would
be impossible. A great hook on surgery or med-
icine can be bought for ^4.00; so can a great
book on almost any subject whereon mankind
wishes information, for a like amount of money.
Books have a market value, as well as a load
of wood or a load of coal; and he who pays a

dollar should get a fair-sized book: and when-
ever one asks several dollars or one dollar, or
even fifty rents, for what can b<' printer! on a
single sheet of paper, you can put him down as
a humbug and a fraud. Valuable discoveries
that come up suddenly, before the particulars
have had time to get into books, will always be
found in our papers and periodicals devoted to

the suliject in question. I know I have been
over this ground again and again: but I pro-
pose to keep going over it so long as there is so

much blundering and fraud. If there is any
secret of general value that can not be obtained
without the payment of several dollars, bi'ing it

to my notice and I will furnish the money, and
then we shall all reap the benefit of it together.

SHALL WE FORGIVE AS WE HOPE TO BE
FORGIVEN?

After reading friend Easy's joke, on page
380. a shadow fell unconsciously aci'oss my spir-
its. For a little time I groped mentally to rec-
ollect- what caused it. Finally I recalled a
clipping I had seen fiom a newspaper. Here
it is:

"CHARLES! FORGIVE ME."

THE PENITENT WIFE WKlTliS HKK FORSAKEN OTHER
HALF.

Under date ot Ai>iil 20. the Hcistoii HciakJ has tlie

following;' eoiivsiiondence fioni [>e\viston. relative to
tlie .sensational eh>iiement case, the pai'tli's of which
reside at Mechanic Falls:
Mr. C. H. Cotton, of Mechanic Falls, who has re-

cently moved to the city, has received a letter from
his wife, dated Los Angeles, Cal. In the letter she
says

:

'• Charies;—Please forg-ive me. Please don't hate
me; but I won't ask you to love meauain. I don't
deserve love or any thing'. I am an undone person.
Oh how I wish I could see you to-iilght and liave a
talk with you I I do want to see you dreadful bad,
but 1 never expect to see you again. It seems as if

I ne\'er could stand it. From your wife,
Amanda."

Mrs. Cotton, it will be remembered, left her hus-
band December 2'i, and fled with her little daughtei-
to Boston, wliere she is supposed to have joined
Editor Mason, of the Ber-KKcprrs' Advance, who was
visiting in Boston witli his wife at the time. Mason
disappeared from Boston the same day, and has not
been heard from by his wife or family since. Mr.
Cotton fet'lssure that the couple are living- together
in California.
Mr. Cotton has his son with him in Lewiston, and

would like to have his daughter, but says his wife
can get back the same way she went. The Mason
property will probably be settled in the coming-
term of court.

Now, it is more than likely that all the par-
ties concerned will see Gleanings, and may be
the little plea I put in for these two deluded
friends has been the means of bringing both to
penitence: if so, may God in his intinite good-
ness and mercy graiit that Gleanings may be
listened to again. I do not know what is cus-
tomary in such circumstances: but my advice
is this: Let all parties concerned go back like
the prodigal son. Friend C. is evidently willing
that his wife should come back, if she has a
mind to. For God's sake, dear sister, come
back. If you have not already done so, sep-
arate yourself this minute from your guilty
partner, and thus help him as far as possible to
come back too. The thing is bad—terribly bad
and wicked as it stands now; but it is never too
late to mend. Forgive us our debts as we for-

give our debtors. And let me entreat the bee-
keeping world to drop it all and forget the past,

that those two pi^ople who have been entrapped
by Satan may repent and come back to their
homes. Friend i\Iason, if this meets your eye I

entreat you to come back at once and undo,
while life lasts, the wrong you have done. I

am sure, from what I know of you, that no hap-
piness nor peace has come from this terrible

thing. Last evening a friend of mine was ex-
amined with the view of being taken into our
church. Some unfortunate things had occurred
in his past life. During the past year, how-
ever, he has been a most exemplary Christian
man, constant in attendance at the church, and
exhibiting all the Christian grac(\s toward those
all around him. Our good pastor suggested
that, in view of this, we need not stir up the
past. Any man or woman who has done their

duty welTand faithfully a whole year, and is

still ready to do well and faithfully every thing
in their power, should l)e admitted to the
church, in my opinion—that is. of coarse, pro-
viding such parties subscribe to the creed, or

general system of tenets, held by such society.

Very likelv the ivorld objects to letting bygones
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be bygoiips; but Clirist Jesus says. '"Come unto
me. all ye that labor, and are heavy laden;"'
and he d(jes not make any exceptions in his in-

vitation. Why. then, should we?

Our autliorized ag-onts, Hebljlewliite & Co., 416
George St., Sidney, N. S. W.. Austniliu, and Leonard
T. CliamViers. Adelaldt', South Auslialia. and H.J.
(ribi), Milton, IJrisbiine, Queensland, wiU receive
jsubsui'iptions for Gmoaninos for Austialia and
adjacent islands.

MACHINE FOK BEKRY-PICKINO.

The appai'atus illustrated on page 1T6, Mai-eli 1st
issue, will cost, well made, about 30 ets.; in lots of 10

we can furidsh tlieni for '<2.5 cts. each—that is, if

made just riglit foi' a quart berry-box. (f wanted
by mail, the price will be lo cts. more for postage.
The expense is a little more than 1 e.xpected. Per-
haps the apparatus described (jn pag-e S'^S of this is-

sue will answei' in place of it.

UOVETAILEO HIVES, L.\ST YEAH S PATTERN.
We have, packed away for shipment, about 1000

No. 'Z Dovetaded hives of last year's i)attern, being-

}i inch nai'rower than we now make them, and hav-
ing' the old-style all-wood frames and slatted honey-
boards. These we will furnish at last year's prices;
namely, fil.tKl foi' 10 witliout sections, tin separators,
and fdn. starters, or f 13..5U complete in flat. Same
discounts for quantity apply as on new style.

EXTRACTED HONEY WANTED.
If any of our readers have any extracted lioney to

sell, either best or off g-rade, please mail us samples,
stating' how much you have, how it is put up, and
what you want for it ; and we will try to help you
find a customei'. We are supplying- honey-jumble
makers with off' grades, and are sold out of all

4?rades except the lot iu New York, mentioned in the
notice below.

CHOICE EXTB.4CTED HONEY.
We have, in New York city, 10 cases of 120 lbs.

each, both of choice white sage extracted honey,
and Hall's alfalfa e.xtracted. To move this quick
we otter it at 9)^c in single-case lots; leases or more,
!lc per lb. ; or S'/aC per lb. for the lot f . o. b. New York,
if unsold on receipt of order. This is a good oppor-
tunity to get some very choice extracted honey at a
low price. Who wants it ?

ADVANCE IN CO.MIS FOUNDATION.
We call attention again to the aJvance in price of

•comli fdn. as announced in last number. The levised
table of prices is as follows:
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Pee-Pives, Sections, JJtc.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES.

We make 15.000 set-tioiis per hour. Can fill order;
promptly. Write foi' tree, illustrated catalog.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
t^"lii i-fspomling to this advertisement laentiun (ii.F.A.siMis.

BEES
and vellow ™VEX the Best Se-BB-iccel. They^%

Italian Qiieensi leot Tested S1.25. doallotherll
for sale in June Untested 8HKI. pi seasons.my^
at Chenangol Order early. I oldcustom-Bj
Valley Apiarv.fcl Send for circular. ers will say.^^

lEES and vellov
Italian Qneensl
for sale in June I

at Che n a n g o
[

Valley Apiary. I

Mrs Olivek Cole, Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y
Please mention this paper.

OUR ROOT BEES.
We have Italians that " Root " the flowers o'er and

o'er.

At the end of the season they will score you 100 lbs.

or more.
Tested queens in May, $1.50; 3 for fl.OO.

Unt'd " " 1.00; 3 for 2..50.

June, .75; 3 for 2.0O.

1, 3, and 3 frame nuclei from $2.35 to $4.00, with
queen. Pounds of bees. All kinds of apiarian sup-
plies, etc. Catalogue free. 9tfdb

JOHN NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

Queens Ready to Mail.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Untested (Italians) SI;

3 for $3.75, and $9.00 pei-diiz. Tested queens all sold,

but will have more by June 1st (reared this season)
at $3.00. Order early, but do not say for us to send
queens before you actually wish them sent. Make
money orders pavaiile at Clifton. Send for price
list, etc., to COLWICK &. COLWICK.
4tfdb Norse, Bosque Co., Tex.

Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
1000 lbs. of bees in wire shipping-cages. 100 queens

in May at $3.00 per doz.
9d Antho.ny Opp, Helena, Phillips Co.. Ark.

T^csted

LADIES' FINE SHOES.
Price $2.17 Postpaid.

Genuine Kid, Soft Soles, Perfect Fitting, Stylish.
Comfortahle, and made to wear. Try them. You
will be pleased. Sizes 1 to 7; widths, C, D, E, EE.
What size do you wear? Is your foot inroad or nar-
I'ow ? Do you want a broad or narrow toe shoe?
Sure fit, if yt)U answer these questions.

I SEIiLi GOOD SHOES.
HO CHEAP STUFF.

Send P. O. order, registeied lettei'. or N. \'. draft.

C. L. GRIESINGER, MEDINA, O.
Reference—Gleanings. 8-9-lOd.

Please mention this paper.

Italian queens from $1
to $1.50. Untested, 75
cents. Address

F. C. MORROW, WALLACEBURG, ARK.
Please mention this paper.

SLueet Honey
RfiO PliE^TY OF IT.

By using the latest and most convenient hive for
everybodj-. Now in use live diflerent kinds. Aiso
Sections and Supplies. Address

D. STUTZmAN, Ligonier, Ind.
Please mention this paper.

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.
We want an agent in every

county to sell our chaff hives,
on a liberal ct)mmission. Send
#1.75 and get a sample nailed
up and painted, and you are
ready to take orders at once;
Winter cases, tliin Dovetailed
hives, and a full line of sup-
plies. Send for list and terms.
ROE& KIRKPATRICK,

9d Union City, Ind.
Please mention this paper.

Bees at Auction!
At Summit, Union Co., N. J., 80 colonics Pure Ital-

ians, and every thing needed to run a first-class

apiary for queens and e.vtraeted hone>-, will be sold

at auction at the apiary, on May .5th, at 1 o'clock p.

m. 9d W. B. COGGESHAi.L,, Summit, N. J.

Please mention this paper.

ITALIANS
Box 77.

Tested queen, $1.50; Untested,
$1.00. Nuclei, brood, and bees
by the lb. Send for price list.

MRS. A. M. KNEELAND,
Mulbeiry Grove, Bond Co., III.

BEES FOR SALE-
COLONIES,

NUCLEI,
and QUEENS
at living rates. Send for
circular and price list to

C. C. VAUGHN,
Columbia, Tenn. etfdb

(^"Inresponding to this advertl.sement mention GLBANlNGa

DO YOO KHOW
that you can buy a good hive for 55 cts.,

100 brood-frames for $1.00? Nice founda-
tion cheap. Smokers and feeders, and
every thing you need. You can save
money by sending an order. Special
terms to dealers. 8-9-lOd

W. H- Bright, JVIazcppa, ;|WIinn.

t^"In responding to this adyertlsement mention Gleanings.

MY 23D ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF ITALIAN,
CYPRIAN, and HOLY-LAND BEES, QUEENS,

NUCLEL COLONIES, and SUPPLIES; also EGGS
FOR HATCHING, can be had bv sending me your
address. H. H. BROWN. Light St.. Oil. Co., Pa.

HOLY-LAND QUEENS-
A specialty of breeding them, and strict business.

Will be soldat the most reasonable prices. 9d
GEO. D. RAUDENBUSH,

445 Clieotniit St., Keadlug, Pa.
Please mention this paper.

NEBRASKA
3-frame nucleus (without queen) $:^.00.

3-frame nucleus (with tested queen) $3.50.

Sfranie nucleus (with (pieen from our own apiary)
each, $2.50. Pure Italian (|ueens, each, $1..50. De-
scriptive price li.st free. J. ra. YOUNG,
Box 874. 7tfdb Plattwiuoiitli, Neb.

Please mention this paper.

ITALIAN QUEENS FOR SALE.
May or June, tested, $1.50; untested, $1.00. July and
August, tested. $1.00; untested, 75 cts. Bees at $1.00

per lb. Make monev order payable at Wayncsbuig,
Greene Co., Pa. MRS. A. A. SIMPSON.

9-16db Swartw, Pa.
Please mention this paper.

Printing,

Note Heads, Bill Heads, Envelopes,

Iital250for$].00
Post Paid. Good honest work and'

paper. SO Xja,d.ies Ca,rd.s in Steel Plate Script 25 c.

No Samples. 12 Years in Business. Send Copy and dollar to
BUKTON L,. SAGE, New Haven, - Conn.

Please mention this paper. -4db
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

A PorLTHY DKPAKTMENT added to C. B. K.

Theke akk some tilings that I know all

about, but it isn't about bees.

Cheap hoxey is Hutchinson's cure for adul-
teration. Too cheap to be good.

Nectap. contains lio to 85 pei' cent water, gen-
erally SO to Sr> per cent: ripe honey, 18 to 2.5 per
cent.

D. A. Jones defends in vigorous style his be-
lief that hon<>y is the principal vehicle for car-
rying foul brood.

Poi-i.EX from white, red. and alsike clovers.
Doolittle says in A. B. J., is not of different col-
ors, but all greenish-bi'own.

A French bee-keepers' song is wanted, and a
prize (Dadant's French Langstroth) offered
therefor. Have the French a Secor?

Hutchinson's skimmek is in good working
order—S^.. pages of "cream '" in last number,
and ,-;5 of it from Gleanings. Nice compliment
for Gleanings.
In baking bkeai). or at any othe)' time, if

your oven is too hot. put a pan of cold water in
it and you'll be surprised to see how rapidly it

will cool off'.

vSoFT MAPLE w as ill blooiu March 3u, but it

turned cold light off. and wasn't warm enough
to get bees out till April 12. Don't put your
trust in maple bloom.

Spheadixg the hrood-nest. H. Spuhler.
ill Revue, says of it: When we wish to resort to
it. it is dangerous: and when it is no longer
dangerous we can dispense with it.

ExcLiTDEi! ZINC. The B. B. J. says. "We
prefer the metal to lie close on to the top-bars,
with no space between, and with the lengthway
of the holes running across the space between
the frames.

Mv RESPECT for E. R. R. is increasing. On
page 323 he applies "she" and "her" to a
worker instead of '•he" and "him." Twenty
years from now I hope no one will speak of he-
workers.

Interesting axi> profitable conventions-
how to make them so. was discussed at the
Ohio State Convention. Among things sug-
gested were: Talk: recess; getting aciiuuiiited:
asking questions. Listening to long essays was
not mentioned.

A. G. Hill tells in the Revicfr, that, in 11
consecutive years; he found the average shrink-
age on summer stands, protected thorouglilv.
was 12 lbs. 14 oz. per colony from Nov. 1 to April

1: in cellar, about H.. lbs. less, but the outdoor
bees were more thrifty, and seemed to have
more biood. Would it be the same further
north?

Don't either. Friend Hatch. I don't see
that you would be obliged at all to keep from
changing ends with round-headed nails on top-
bars. 1-tut after trying the Van Deusen spacers,
I don't believe I should be satisfied with them
or with nails either.

Elwood reports his bees carried into the
cellar with closed-end frames at the rate of two
per minute for live men. Mine, with open-end
frames, were carried out at the rate of two and
a half per minute for five men. But they were
dangerously light.

Harmon Smith, in A. B. J., is after the
Michigan convention with a sharp stick, be-
cause of their adulteration i-esolntion. He
thinks there was no foundation for the state-
ment. " that many of the cities of this State are
supplied with adulterated honey.''

Mr. Cowan, in his new book, tries very care-
fully to conceal the fact that \w has ever made
any investigations for himself. His book fairly
bristles with citations of authorities. In spite
of that, he is well known as an able microsco-
pist and careful investigator.

Chilled isrood never made foul brood. Does
any one really believe it ever did? Don't they
rather hold this vi(nv ? The spores of foul brood
are so ijlentiful that they are tioating around
ev(n'ywliere. and a lot of chilled brood is just
the right soil for them to take root in, just as
white clover seems to come up of itself.

Prof. Cook lias me in a corner again. I

never thought of tluM'e being any difference be-
tween sugar syrup fed in fall and in winter.
So I must agree that good honey may be a safer
food to be given in winter than sugar syrup.
But anothei' question comes. If we feed 25 lbs.

of syrup in 24 hours, have the bees time to di-
gest it before storing it?

Cheap watchix(;. Instead of keeping some
one watching for swarms, lieie's the way the
Review repoits Mr. West's plan: Clijj the queen.
Clear away rubbish, and a few inches in front
of the hive stick in the ground, not upright,
but leaning away from the hive, a branch of
an apple-tree perhaps an inch in diameter and
two feet long, with a few twigs at top, twigs
cut back to 4 or fi inches. Swarm issues, queen
climb-* stick, returning swarm clusters with
her, and stays till hived.

A NEW crop of )\(>ms de plume is coming on.
I'm sorry. Xam-s de phone used to be rather
common, but they had about all died out. and
I'm sorry to see tiieni re\-ive this side the water.
In a specific use, a iiom de pluiae is all right:
but when a man writes as a bee-keeper it's

more useful, to sav the least, to see him use his
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cvery-day name. The woi'd of A. I. Root car-

ries more weight than that of " Novice," and
••Ramhler" always looks out of place in the

(^iKistion-box.

BiU)()Di-ESS BEES are better in February,
Woodchopper, because—well, because. I never
saw a case of spring dwindling without much
advance in brood -reai-ing. They're quieter

without brood; and if they breed in February
they will not keep so quiet till the Hrst or mid-
dle" of April. Raising brood is work, and it

isn't natural for bees to work without flying.

Yes, I know "Nature sets queens td laying

shortly after Jan. 1, sometimes sooner," and
then Nature sometimes sets those same bees to

getting the diarrhea, dwindling, and so on.

gENE^^Ii C^l^J^EgP^NDENCE.

DIVISION-BOARDS WITH RUBBER EDGES.

MK. .JUMUS HOFFMAN TELI-S HOW TO liAISE A
SUHPI.US OF QX'EENS WITH LITTLE LABOR

AND EXl'ENSE.

In niv last article I did not mention the dif-

fei-ence between the two rubbered boards in

the hive I sent you. The one board that has
llie rubber edges only part way down is a spac-
ing-board for general use; and the other, with
the rubber on three sides, so as to tit the walls
and bottom of the hive, I use for a dividing or

separating board. Whenever a colony has to

raise a queen, all I have to do is to place one of

these dividing-boards between the frames, as

near the center of the hive as the entrance of

the hive will allow it. and I have two small
separate colonies, in each of which a young
queen can be raised with hardly any extra
trouble. The advantage of this management
is easily understood. If one half of the colony
fails to raise a perfect queen, the other half
most likely will: or. if either side succeeds in

getting a good fertile queen, we have a spare
one which can be used elsewhere: or. if not
needed, we have the choice of the two queens,
and destroy the one not wanted.

HOW Mil. HOFFMAN DIVIDES A COLONY.

In dividing the colony, the tops of frames
will, of course, have to be covered, so that the
separated bees can not get together. I use a
heavy enameled cloth for this purpose. An ex-

tra entrance, which I make at the rear of the
hive, as you will notice by the hive I sent you,
is, of course, needed. This enti'ance should not
be exactly opposite the front entrance, or center
of the hive, but a little to one side, so that the
separating-board can be inserted between the
front and rear entrance. When dividing the
colony the rear entrance is opened and the hive
is turned half way round, so that the now two
entrances are to the right and left of the posi-

tions formerly occupied by the front entrance.
The flying bees will in this way divide up
without any trouble. After uniting the colony
again, the hive is turned round once more to

have the entrance as before dividing, and the
extra entrance is closed.

In hives where the frames I'un the long way,
as is the case with most of the hives used at
present, the extra entrance for dividing had
better be made at one of the sid(^s of the hive,

right or left from front enti-ance, in which case
the hives will, in dividing, have to be turned
only enough to make part of the flying liees en-
ter the side entrance. A Iki'-inch hole, bored
with a center-bit. will suffice for this tenipoi'ary

side or back entrance, which can, after uniting
the colony again, be closed with a plug or
slide. vShould the divided colony be strong
enough to need a surplus aiTangement, then we
can give the one half of the divided colony less

of bees and brood, and cover the frames of the
other and stronger half only partly or not at
all, to give passage to the super. In general I

use only such colonies for the purpose of sepa-
rating to raise queens that are not so sti'ong
as to need any super, as I get enough young
queens by using only a certain portion of the
colonies for this purpose. In uniting again, a
separated colony, after removal of one of the
queens or queen-cells, the separated bees should
get acquainted before taking out the division-
board. I do this by partly raising the covei'ing
of frames of both divisions, and leave them so
for a few days, or not longer than a week's
time; then after removing queen-cells, if any
have been built again, take out the separating-
board, shake most of the bees from the combs
to get them mixed, and use the smoker on the
bees freely.

Before 1 close I will mention another use I

make of tiu^se rubber-edged separating-boards.
When it happens that I am prevented from
working an apia-ry in time to cut out queen-
cells, I often find young queens ali'eady leaving
their cells, or just ready to hatch. In such a
case, if I have use for queen-cells or queens
just hatching, I can in a few moments separate
the combs having queen-cells or queens on
them, by putting between the frames of comb
as many boards as are needed, or put some of
these frames, bees and all, in another empty
hive, with boards between. In this way, when
covered and kept in a shady place, the separat-
ed queen-cells and queens can be saved and
used as wanted during the day. It will be
found an advantage to leave a certain nnmbtn'
of the separated colonies, containing t\\o
queens, until fall, or even to spring, as some
queens may be wanted to repair queenless col-
onies. In a good cellar, or with good protection
when outdoors, they will winter as well as when
not divided. In the winter of 188::;-3 I put into
winter quarters In of such divided c'.)loni<'S. con-
taining 150 queens. They wintered so well that
I lost not one: and when warm weather came I

t(j()k out from all the strongest double hives one
queen with her bees and combs, and built them
ui) to good colonies.

In summing up I will say. that, although tlie

dividing of a colony Vithin one hive to raise
extra or surplus queens is not a new idea, yet it

is certainly of use to practical bee-keepers, and
we ought to find out the best and simplest
method to do it. I have used the rubber-edge
separating-boai'ds. as I nuike them, foi' nuiny
years, and. liave found them useful and durable.
iSeparating-boards without a rubber edge ai'e

not practical. They either work too loosely or
are too tight, are glued fast too much by the
bees with propolis; and as the boards of the
hives shrink, swell, or warp, they would not be
reliable in ])reventing bees from passing
through. Jrijus Hoffman.
Canajoharie, N. Y., .Ian. 14.

[In order that the readei- may more fully
understand^ I will ask him to turn to page 3(57

of our last issue, for a cut of the separating-
board, with its rubber edges. This laoard has
been adapted to the L. size. The rubber is

simply a kind of packing used for water-pipes,
about ^s thick, and in long strips about % inch
wide. Its manner of insertion is shown in the
cross-section, in the cut referred to. on page 307.

From experience, I know that a division- board
that fits tight, or nearly so, to the inside of the
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hive, is not easily removed after tlie bees have
propolized things down solid. A division-board
that is close-titting should have a yielding edge
liUe the chaff division-board illustrated in our
Ali C of Bee Culture: or when a plain board, it

should have a rubber edge, as described by Mr.
Hoffman.

DIAGRAM OF HOFFMAN S HIVE.

In order that the reader may also uudestand
in regard to Mr. Hoffman's entrances. I here re-

produce an outline diawing. showing the hive-
enti'ance. and the nuuincr of closing the same
with a wooden button. One end of the button
is left solid, and the other has a hole (covered
with wire clotii) the size of the entrance. When
Mr. Hoffman is ready to move his bees he drives
a little smoke in near the entrance; and after a
suljficient time has elapsed for tlyiiig bees to re-

turn, he goes ai'ound and revolves the wooden
buttons so the wire cloth covers the entrance.
You will remember that he does not have to fix

up his frames. By simply revolving the button
he is ready to load the hives on the wagon. He
assured Mr. Elwood and me that these buttons
gave sufficient V(uitilation. Mr. Hoffman's
hive has a fast bottom, and the cover telescopes
over the top. and rests on cleats nailed on
around the hive, just far enough from the top
<^dge to leave a bee-space above the frames. It

is not shown cori'ectly in the diagram, but you
will get the idea.
Mr. Hoffman, above, has not explained the

use of the upper entrance; but I will state that,
on the I'ear of the hive sent us, there is another
entrance with a button, as Mi'. IL explains.
The plan of forming nuclei by the use of divi-
sion-boards is a good oni', and is similar to one
practiced by neighbor H. on the Dovetailed
hive. By a "slight modification of the bottom-
board the same result may be attained. Mr.
Harrington says he is pleased with that method
of raising queens, and he raises for us a great
juany dui-ing the season.! E. R. R.

THE PALM-'WEEVIL.

PROF. COOK TEI.T.S t'.S ABOUT THK.M.

^Ir. C. G. Ferris sends me this, one of our
largest American snout beetles, or weevils,
which he says he took from a comb in a hive in
his apiary in Florida. He further states that
it was sucking honey with its elephant-like
trunk. Mr. F. concludes with the request that
I tell all about this insect in Gleanings.
This is really a very interesting occurrence.

I have never before heard of this or any other
weevil, or even beetle, that had an appetite for
honey, which upon occasion it sought to grati-
fy. This huge weevil is common in the Gulf
.States, and I should be glad to learn svhether
any other of our Southern bee-keepers have no-
ticed this peculiar habit. The form of this
interesting weevil, and the peculiar coloration.

are well shown in the figure. The snout, thorax,
and an irregular line on each wing-cover, are
dark red. while the base of the head, a narrow
border and two spots on the thoi-ax. and the
main portion of the wing-covers, are black.
The wing-covers are triuicate and abbreviated
behind. The exposed portion of the abdomen,
just behind the wing-covers, is red, while the
til) is black. Beneath, the red and black are
about equal in extent, and the black is dusted
with a whitish bloom. The antennie are el-

bowed, and project from the snout near its base.
The beetle is 1^4 inches long, from the tip of its

abdomen to the tip of its snout.
The grubs of these weevils are footless, and

work in the palms. The long snout, or pro-
boscis, of weevils, and the footless condition of
the grubs, are important characteristics of
members of this family. The plum-curculio,
wheat-weevil, and acorn-weevils, are other ex-
amples of this large and interesting family of
insects. Several of this family are borers, and
are no slight pests.

This species — the palm-weevil — bores in

palms. It is known in science as Rhyncffphorus
cnioitatiifi. Linn. I find it varies greatly.
Some in our collection are wholly black, whiie
nearly all have wing-covers that have very
little or fio red. This one shows the rich ma-
hogany red in abundance, and is really veiy
handsome. I am specially pl(>ased to secui'e

THE PALM-WEEVIL.

this specimen, not only from its beauty, its

wide variation from the others in our collection,
but most of all from its peculiar habit of ban-
queting on the delicious nectar of the hive. I

shall be very glad to hea- whether any one else
has noted this habit, and shall be very much
pleased to receive other specimens. I do not
think the habit is sufficiently pronounced to
make it especially mischievous. The insect is

very hard, and I can readily believe it would be
little disturbed, even in a bee-hive or hornet's-
nest. Indeed. I found it quite difficult to pass a
large insect-pin through Its hard crust.
Agricultural College. Mich. A. .1. Cook.
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MANUM VISITING H. B. ISHAM.

BEES AND CHICKENS.

"Good aftei'noon, Henry. I have come over to
look after the bees, and see your r)00 chicks, and
have brought Mr. H. B. Warner with me for a
ride."

" Well, gentlemen, I am glad to see you, and
will show you the chicks with pleasure. Man-
nm, I have been thinking for the.past few days
that I would go over and learn your new way
of caging queens to prevent swarming. But
here you are, and I hope you will favor me
with your new method before you return."
"All right. Henry, I will. How have the

bees wintered here?"
"Very well indeed. I have lost but two out

of 48 colonies. All are strong, but rather short
of feed. I am determined to crowd the feed to

them this spring, to induce brood-rearing alj I

can."

ciently, and consumes only 3.5 lbs. of coal in 24
hours. It is done with hot water conducted in
pipes the whole length of the building under
this walk in the center."

" Well. Henry, I should think you had things
well arranged for this business. These chicks
certainly seem to be contented without a moth-
er, and it seems so strange to me that they
should thrive so well without the old hen. And
now let me tell you that I think I have caught
on to something new by coming over here. You
know that Mr. Ira Barber advocates a warm
place in which to winter bees. Now, why
couldn't you have a cellar under this building,
in which to winter your bees and regulate the
temperature in it with this same apparatus,
and without extra expense ? In this way you
can have business both summer and winter

—

bees in summer and broilers in winter."
•• Why. I had never ihought of the cellar bus-

iness. I wish now I had made a cellar under
this brooder- house."

MH. II. H. ISHAM's bee- yard, WITH HIS POULTKY-HOUSE IN THE BACKGROUND.

" I want to see the chicks. Let us go into
the brooder-house. Oh my! what a lot of
chickens! and all as white as snow. How nice
and plump they are! Why. some of these must
be large enough to dress, are they not?"

" Yes, nearly so. I expect soon to dress 200 to
make room for more that will hatch in a few
days."

" What breed are they ? I never saw any like

them. Are they the new breed you told me
about?"

" Yes, they are an entirely new breed origi-

nated by my partner, Mr. Wm. N. French, of
New Haven, which he has named 'The White
Wonder.' "

" Henry, how do you warm this building? It

can't be you warm it with this little dummy of

a stove ?"

" Yes, that little "dummy of a stove,' as you
call it, does the business. It is a heater made
for the purpose by Bramhall, Deane it Co., of
New York. This building, as you see, is simply
boarded and papered, and is (5.5 feet long by 17

feet wide; and this little heater warms it suffi-

" Now, let us think a little further. Why not
build a long narrow bee-house, say long enough
to hold 1.50 colonies, 50 on a side, and allow
them to remain in it summer and winter? Set
the hives close up to the sides of the building,
and make entrances through the building to

allow the bees to fly out whenever they wish,
the same as when wintered on summer stands,
and then warm the building with one of these
heaters whenever necessary; and, further in

spring, when brooding commences, and we
have a cold sour spell like the present unfavor-
able weather for bees, why, just fire up and
keep the bees warm and allow them to go on
with brood -rearing. In that way we could
succeed nicely in getting strong colonies by the
time clover blooms; and, besides, we should
have less dwindling. Your brood-house here
might be made with another story, and keep
the bees above and chicks below. In that way
one heater would do the business for both bees
and chicks."
" Say, now. Manum, I am just going to try

that next fall, on a small scale, and we shal
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see how it works. I am glad now that yon
came over and gave me these points. Now,
what about the caging business?"

•'Yes; and let me add that. bjM'unning the
bees by this caging method, they might as well
be on the second flooi' as on the first; for there
will be no hiving of swarms. Now. my way of
caging is this. I take a partly tilled section
and put on each side of it some pieces of perfor-
ated zinc, and fasten the zinc in place with tin

points, the f-ame as I would glass. This serves
as the cage. I now put in the queen and I'i'turn

the section-cage to its place in the clamp(case).
which, of course, is on the hive. You see, the
bees are not queenless, and yet they can not
swarm—or. at least, they won't go away when
am not there. It will be necessary to look the

coml)s over in eight days to cut out any queen-
cells that may liave been started, and then in

fourortive days later look them over and cut
out queen-cells again, and liberate the queen
and remove the section-cage, for that will con-
tain eggs. I>y using the zinc the bees can have
direct communication with the queen; and by
having a queen thus continually in the hive
the colony will, I think, work better than if the
queen were removed entirely, and there is no
fussing to introduce qneens, as she is already
introduced, and we have simply to liberate her.
I tried sevi^-al colonies on this plan last season,
and I like it better than caging the queen in

the brood-chamber, for the nuison that the
queen is so far I'emoved from the brood that it

seems to have a greater tendency to prevent
the swarming impulse later on, as none of those
run in this way offered to swarm at all last

year, while some of those where the queen was
caged in the brood - chamber did. However,
one year's trial does not always prove a thing
free from failure."

• Thanks for the explanation, and I shall try
it with a few hives this season. liut, supjjose
the tiueen should get out through the perfora-
tions; wouldn't it cause trouble in an apiary
that you visit only once a week?"

•' Yes. it would; hence it is necessary to procure
zinc that is just right. The zinc I had last year
did not always hold the qneens, therefore I

shall try another make this year."
'•There, Henry. I notice i\Ir. Warner is get-

ting uneasy, and I think we shall have
to go; but first, I want to take a view of
this apiary and your chicken-house, so let's go
out and see whether T can find a good position.
Tlierc, I think the best place is from this cor-
ner of the yard, and you may stand down there
by a hive, and Mr. Warner out here, and I will
soon have you both. There, all done. We will-

now go. Good-by. Oh! by the way, Henry,
have you heard that Gleanintis has a new edit-
or ?••

"No; who can it be?"
•• I believe his name is Leland Ives Hoot,

bor'n Mar. -.Id, 18U1. to Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Root."
"Ha, ha, ha 1 Good! lam glad to lieai- the

good news. The more Roots, the better. It is

said, you know, that the small fibrous roots
are the feeders."

" Yes. that is true; but. after all, the old ma-
tured Roots are the ones which support the
trunk and keep it erect through all storms and
tempests while the small ones are growing up."

Bristol, Vt., Apr. 13. A. E. Manum.

[Friend M., a good many of us will thank you
for the address of the firm that makes the little
heater that does the work you mention, and
takes only 'A'~> lbs. of coal for 24 hours. Your
building for the bees, if you let them fly out
through the waUs, is really a long house-apia-
ry, and, if you remember. I have made extensive
experiments in the way of warming a house-

apiary; so yon will excuse me if I am a little
incredulous. Those that were warmed did not
do as well as those that uuirmed themselves.
So I rather d(^cided that a good strong colony,
with food enough so it could geuei'ate its own
heat, was the cheapi^st way of doing it. Such
a heater, however, with hot-water pipes, so as
to give a regular, even temperature, may be
quite in advance of the coal-oil stove used by
myself and friend Uoolittle.—Thanks for your
kind woixls in regai-d to the Roots.l

NUBBINS.

I'KOF. COOK HKVIEWS MATTERS.

I am glad that (Jlkanings is deaf to those
criticisms that lu'ge an editorial eye single to
exclusive apicultural discussion. ' Without a
doubt, the large majority of bee-keepers would
vote to sustain your present course. To the
few who criticise, you give more apiculture
than they can get anywhere else for the money.
The rest is clear gain; or. if chaff in their mind's
eye, they can cast it to the winds and still be
ahead. It is grand to have twice ten thousand
ears senli-monthly. The man who would not
be inspired by such an occasion to go beyond a
narrow line of discourse would show a lack of
appreciation of his rare opportunity, and the
lack of aspiration, that I should not admire.
To broaden out and say helpful things, and
speak words that make the reader wiser and
stronger and happier is good. The very suc-
cess of your course Ix'speaks its wisdom; a:id so,
I say. go on, though I am sure I do not need to
say it. This nubbin grew out of an editorial
sucker in a late bee-paper.
Chilled brood can no moi'e give rise to foul

brood than can la grippe to whooping-cough.
La grippe might leave an enfeebled condition
that could ill bear the shaking-up of whoop-
ing-cough, or luccfc/'sa. So, chilled brood may
imply a weakened state that would find it im-
possible to resist an attack of foul-brood mi-
crobes. Chilled brood, then, may open the door
foi' foul brood, but can never cause it.

The spring has opened very auspiciously.
Three days of fine weather during soft-maple
bloom, even more time given for the bees to ex-
tract sweets from hai'd maple, and now the
early fruit-bloom is well out. Last night gave
us a severe frost. The thermometer registered
18° F. We fear this may play havoc with the
fruit crop as well as bloom, and we also dread
its effect on tlie white clover, which is very
abundant, and big with promise. Yet we hope
somi> hidden power will make them proof
against even such frigidity.

I fully believe that bees are v(M'y necessary to
a full fruit crop. I hope all will notice, and see
whethei' trees are in l)loom only during a time
when, from cold oi' storm, no bees are flying,
and note the result. If no fruit sets, while on
other trees which bloomed a little earlier or
later, and whicli were freely visited by boes, a
full crop of fruit is borne, we shall have an ar-
gument ihat will even reach oui' present legis-
latoi-s. Ou)' intelligent fi-uit-meu are already
convinced. You speak of bees getting honey
from peas not in blooin. The partridge pea, as
stated in my book, yields much nectar from ex-
ti'a floral glands. That the culivated pea may do
the same is not strange. Such glands doubtless
seci'ete nectar to attract bees and wasps, which
serve the plants in frighteniug away insect
pests, that might desti'oy the plant.s. This
makes me bold to say that my book contains
much that is found in no other oue. It contains
the latest science—all that is found in Cowan

—
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and now. all for a dollar. Should not all your
many readers own and read ibis latest edition ?

Could it but be of many dollars' worth of advan-
tage to them? If all tlie kernels on this last

nubbin are blasted, throw it into that conven-
ient compost, the editorial basket.

A. .1. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., May .5.

[P^riend C, I am exceedingly Obliged to you
for your kind words in your opening paragraph.
Such a thought from any one would make me
feel glad; but it comes to me with additional
force because of the weight that attaches to
any opinion you may see tit to give. I am glad,
too. that you have given this suggestion in re-

gard to foul brood. An unfavorable condition
in the plant or animal invites not only conta-
gion, btit various insect and fungoid foes. How
often, when we think something is new, some-
body reminds us that it is already mentioned in

Cook's Manual I And I do tliink that all bee-
keepers who are not in possession of a copy
might now, at least while the price is only a
dollar, have one for a convenient handbook.]

ARE THE FOOT-NOTES SOMETIMES UNFAIR T

DR. MILLER REVIEWS THE MATTER.

Not long ago I found some fault with the
foot-notes, saying they were, perhaps uncon-
sciously, too much given to saying smooth
things: and now friend Green (p. 367) says they
are too much given to saying rough things.
Perhaps the truth lies somewhere in the middle.
At any rate, I should be very sorry to have any
thing said that would make much change in the
foot-notes. They are the best part of Glean-
ings. Right or wrong, the editor of a bee-
journal is supposed to have more than the
average amount of knowledge as to bee-lore,
and it is always interesting and often instruct-
ive to have the views of more than one on any
given subject.

.

Suppose two bee-keepers. Brown and White,
are both men of judgment and experience, and
Brown is talking about something that you are
interested to learn, how natural it is. when he
stops, for you to turn around and say, " White,
whatdoyou think about that?" So we like
to turn to the editor, and say to him, •' What do
you think about that?" and we expect our an-
swer in the foot-note. If Brown is talking
about a thing ovei' which he is somewhat en-
thusiastic, it is quite natural for him to i)aint it

somewhat rose color, foi-getting to mention ob-
jections, and then it is the part of a faithful ed-
itor to call attention to the other side. Again,
an item is given that is of such value, if true,
that the attention of every one should be par-
ticularly called to it, and the indorsement of the
editor gives the reader more confidence in it. I

do not say that the knowledge of the editor is

perfect—the number of such people is limited.
But he ought to be right generally, and he may
suggest a view from another standpoint.
Let us examine a little. Look on page 383.

There's an item recommending glue in white-
wash for hives. Now. without the foot-note
some one might have all his hives covered with
a wash he would regret. He is at least put on
his guard; and if some one has tried glue and
finds it stands the rain, you may be sure he will
be heard from.
On the same page is a recipe for labeling tin—

a thing that has been sought for. Two men
vouch for its success, and I have confidence in
it: but that confidence is greatly heightened
when the editor indorses it, not only because it

is corroborative testimony, but because, from

his experience in that direction, his testimony
ought to be good. You see, friend (ireen, the
foot-notes are not all fault-finding. On the
same page is another that is fault-finding. A
correspondent asks a trial of queen-excluding
top-bars. The editor sits down on it very
gently. I think if friend Green or I had been
there we would have said, "That thing has
been tried, and you'll only fool away time on
it." The foot-note, gentle as it is. may save
disappointment in more than one case.
No, fi'iend Root, don't repress the foot-notes,

whatever else you do. Rather than that I'll

take back all I said, and allow you to swing
your hat, and sing out " Hurrah foi' our side I

"

at every favoi'able report that comes in.

SHALL THE N. A. B. K. A. AND B. K. U. I'NITE ?

Friend France, p. 16(5, asks me to explain how
the Union would be benefited bv the union.
His opposition to it, indorsed by "E. R.. makes
me a little doubtful. Perhaps the disadvan-
tages preponderate. I'll try to tell the advan-
tages, and may not find them so many as I had
supposed. The first one that suggests itself is

the opportunity for an annual meeting. I know
that friend Fi'ance says the Union doesn't have
to meet anywhere to do its business. But that
is just because it can't very well do so, however
much the advantage might be. At least once.
I think, it has had a meeting, and that was at a
meeting of the N. A. B. K. A. The business is

done mainly by the manager, but he sometimes
consults with the other officers, and I feel siu'e

that he would be glad to do so oftener if it wen^
not for the fact that all consultations must be
by mail, without the opportunity of a personal
meeting. In a late luimber of the American
Bee Journal the question is raised (page 481)
whether the Union can not do some work that
the manger can not do without a change of its

laws. The question as to the advisability or
non-advisability of the particular case men-
tioned does not now concern us. but it is entire-
ly in the range of possibility that some change
or some action might be needed that would be
the better for close personal discussion.
Then there is some advantage in the way of

enthusiasm to be had from a personal meet-
ing. I think that friend France will testify that
the Union got a pretty good lift fi'om the pres-
ence of the manager at Madison at the Wis-
consin convention. If I am not mistaken, the
members of the Union are much the same from
yeai' to year—that is, a man who joins once is

likely to renew his membersliip the next year.
Now, suppose that the two societies were unit-
ed, how many new members would the Keokuk
conventit)n have brouglitinto the Union? I don't
know, but I think fifty would be a pretty safe
guess. And each year the N. A. B. K. A., from
its wandering character, might do the same.
Don't you think that would be quite an object?
Might it not be a benefit to the N. A. B. K. A.
to consummate the union? It would certainly
do something toward giving it stability of char-
acter, a thing it very much needs. At present
there seems to be a union in so far that the re-

ports of the Union are presented at the annual
conventions of the N. A. B. K. A.
Haven't I shown at least .so/hc benefit to i)e

had from the combine? Now please tell us
what harm would come of it. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

[We try. friend M.. to make our notes fair,

but 1 fear that we do not always do it—not from
a disposition to be unjust, but because of a lack
of knowledge sometimes: for, as you say. editors
are fallible. I am glad yon have taken up the
other side, pai'ticularly as the foot-notes you
commend were by me. I won't get conceited
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about it, but try the more to make them free

fi'ora criticism. I am how reading up the baclv

vohimes of tiie old bee-journals, in order that I

may be posted in what is new and what is old,

and what has been tested and found wanting,
and what has been tested and found to be good.
In regard to merging the Bee-keepers' Union
into the N. A. B. K. A., I have to acknowledge
that I am converted to your position ; in fact,

Mr. Newman says the Union is part and parcel
<if the N. A. B. K. A., so far as its pi'otective

care is concerned.] E. R. R.

THE HOME TALKS IN GLEANINGS.

KSPECIALIA' TIIK ONE FOR AI'IUI- 15.

Mr. A. T. Root :—Vi'rmit me to find a little fault
witli the Home talks in Gleanings. 1 liave been a
reader of your jovu'ual for several years, and have
been an admirer of its nioi'al tone and of the ser-

mons; but througli all there runs a vein of wliat I

have often /leard called " cMotism." Tliis seemed to
mar the value of the otlierwise e.xcellent discourses;
l)ut tine jiluhinthropy seemed to be back of all this,

so we (lid not care to (•()mi)laiu. But after Mr. Bra-
ley complains so vigoiously, you seem to get "riled,"
aiid say harsh thing-s, or, ratlier, allow others to say
them, and then you publish it witli your approval.
In this wa.v you manage to say that Mr. B. is "an-
other" (egotist), and tliat you suspect he doesn't
know much, and you liave lots of friends any way.
Now, If this came fi'om a man who swears, like

, for instance, it would not do much harm;
but coming from a Christian teacher, it is highly per-
nicious. The apostle cautions us to avoid all ai>]>ear-

a lice of evil, that the gospel be not spoken against;
but you rail at Mr. B., and send it to ^^(Wneaders
(if Gleanings is lent everj-where as it is here, there
are nearer 30,000), so you can see how much harm it

may do. In reality Mr. B. does not show egotism by
his refusal to take a thing he doesn't like; and Mr.
Woodbury is plainly wrong in his n-marks.
You have no doubt read in Pilgrim's Progress of

how Clii'istiaii and Hoiieful followed Fliitterer in a
patli apparently strMJght at first, but turning by de-
giees till they tt;ivele(l in tlie opposite direction. I

do not say that your friends incan to flatter you; but
tlie dangers tliat Biuiyan pictured still exist.
Now, please do not think that this is wiitten in a

spirit of liostilitj. or is pj-ompted bj' jealousy. We
envy no man prosperity. After all, the question is

not," What are the motives of tliis?" but, "Is it

true ?" A SuBSCRiBEK.

Permit me to thank you, my good friend, for
your kindly and just criticism. You are right
in the position you take, that friend Braley has
not been fairly treated. The same is also true
of that California association. Why, then, was
it permitted to go into print unnoticed? Sim-
ply for the reason that I could not, in one paper,
take up all these side issues. I started out with a
text and with a particular point to make. The
point was, that we should have more faith in the
Scripture injiuiction to return riood for evil, and
that we should not be troubled wh(ui we are criti-

cised or persecuted: and I certainly made a strong
point, and a helpful one. for the letters I have
received indicate clearly and unquestionably as
much. Now, had 1, at the same time, taken up
this point you mention, it would have diverted
the thouglitof my readers from the great moral
I wished to make, and it would have wc^akened
the effect of my talk. The kind letters I quot-
ed were sirnply to show that I had not suffered
in public opinion or public estimation by what
friend Braley had said. I did not mean to car-
ry the idea that the writers of these kind letters
were entirely right. I kiunv they were preju-
diced in my favor. I rather hoped the readers
of GIjEANIngs would recognize this without tiie

necessity of my taking space to correct it. I

told you, in that same paper, that one of my
besetting sins ?A'as egotism before the grace of
God toned down one of the great defects of my
character. T well knew I was laying myself

open to the charge you make when I published
these kind letters; but how else could I show to
the world, or to our boys and girls, that, if

their hearts are right in the sight of God, they
need not trouble themselves to tight back. The
point was this: Do (jood to those that hate you.
and at the same time tight the evil in your own
heart, instead of fighting those who have perse-
cuted or criticised you. I surely was not
"riled."' as you express it, my good friend;
neither did iVish to call friend Braley an ego-
tist. If it sounded so, it was a mistake on my part.
I have all along had the kindliest feelings toward
him. I do know it is exceedingly important
that I, as a teacher, should be 'Vcry careful: and
1 thank you for kindly reminding me of its

great importance. There M'rts a time when the
flatterer might have turned me from duty; but
I do not believe that flattery now can swerve
me from the straight and narrow path very
much. If it would, God knows I have enough
praise to place me in danger. I have been pray-
ing all along, and I will pray still harder, that
none of these things may move me from the
work whereuuto he has called me.
Here is another letter, something in the same

line. This, also, comes from a church-member,
as you will notice. It is simply an extract from
a very kind letter like your own:
You wi^l pardon me if I should act the critic

awhile. I, too, am a member of tlie church; and
while I admire the way you fight tlie De\il in your
warfare against some of the e^ils in the world, I

admire, also, the moral tone of Gleanings' make-ui).
But the Home Papers which you publish, I do not
place a very high estimate upon. I verily believe
that the publication of those Home talks has been
very profitable to your business, and a source of
revenue to you for many years, wliich no doubt you
have enjoyed. Those simple talks have been the
means of building up j'our immen.se busines.s. I

would not have you stoi) pul)lisliing them on my ac-
count, as some of the good brotliers were afraid j'ou
might do, wlio so gallantly came to your aid with
their sympathies. No: when a man has found a

good ad\-eitising medium, as you have found in the
Home Papers, why, it would be foolish to give them
up. L. A. DOSCH.
Miamisburg, Ohio, May 9.

Dear friend, D., I am well aware that the
Home Papers ftave been a means of building up
our business: but I assure you, from the bottom
of my heart, that they were never written with
this end in view. The result has only been
another of the pleasant surprises I tried to tell

you about in that Home Paper that has been
criticised. You are right in your a.ssertion that
they have been profitable: but you are entirely
wrong in your conclusion that they were writ-
ten from a selfish motive. I am not working
for money. In one sense I do not care particu-
larly whether our business builds up or not. In

fact, it /KfiJi.s' me to see some departments en-
larging. As an illustration: I feel troubled to

see our advf^'tising columns grow and expand
when it is not perfectly clear to me that the
good friends who patronize us will get theii-

money back. If, however, the business can
continue to increase and enlarge in such a way
that Christ Jesus may never be crowded out of
sight, and that his dear name may be honored
and fjlorified at every .ste/), then let it build:
otherwise, may God forbid. A. I. R.

THE DUTY ON QUEENS.

PHOF. COOK REVIEWS THE SITUATIOX.

This new tariff on imported queens is really
quite a serious matter. The factsare just these:
The McKinley bill places a tariff of 30 per cent'

on all imported animals. This, of course, in-

cludes queen-bees. There is, however, a clause
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exception from the provisions of the bill—ani-
mals imported strictly for breeding- p'lrposes.

This, of course, would also exclude (jueens, and
exempt th(>ni from the duty. Hut there is a re-

quirement tluit tlu' importer shall have a cer-

tificate, establishing the fact tliat the animals
are imported solely for piu'poses of bi-eeding.

Now. any of us who are acquainted with gov-
ernmental affairs know that the amount of red
tape used to keep out fi'aud is something enor-
mous. No donijt this is all necessary. Thus
our iinpoi'ters will not be prepared to show pa-
pers that, will i^xcmpt. the queens from the duty;
and as the queens can not bo left in the custom-
office, all early importers will, ]jer force, have to

pay the duty. Now, I wish to suggest three
practical points that liear on this matter. 1. Let
every importer g{>t at once, from the Treasury
department, blanks and instructions so that he
may, in all future importations, liave the pa-
pers to show that his goods are exempt from
duty, so that he may secure his queens from the
custom-house without expense, at once.

2. I would suggest that the executive com-
mittee of the AnuM'ican Bee-keepers" Society,
or the Bee-keepers'Union. take immediate steps
to have the Secretary of the Treasury rule that
queen-bees may be admitted free at once, as
coming under the law, without any special cer-

tificate, in that they are alwayi^ for purposes of

breeding,
3. In case people have ordered queens of im-

porters at advertised rates, I would suggest
that each person pay this duty. It would be
but little for each one, but would be very severe
if the dealer had to bear it all. I suggest that
each importer explain the matter to every pur-
chaser, and I have no doubt that nine out of ev-
ery ten will pay the additional amount required
by this extra expense. I believe bee-keepers
are just such men. I hope, Mr. Editor, you can
add some word of advice to the above. I have
several complaints—one very loud one—from
importers. A. J. Cook.
Ag'l College, Mich., May 9.

[We have already notified our agent in Ninv
York to be prepared to pay duty on queens, and
forward them at once, "fhis duty is not so ex-
cessive but that we think we can pay it and still

maintain our old prices. The Italian queen-
breeders have perfected their methods of send-
ing queens across the ocean to such an extent
that there is not nearly the loss that there was
formerly, when the old price of .?6.00for the best
queens was established for the month of July.
Last summer wo reduced the price to ?5.00, and
contemplated reducing it again; but the duty
will probably hold ns as at ^5.00 for the month
of July. It might be that we shall be compelled
to raise our prices, but we do not think we shall
be under that necessity.
Since the above was written, the following

letter, to Acting Secretary Willets, has been
forwarded to Prof. Cook, who, in turn, sends the
same to us:]

Theasury Department,
Ofi'ick of the Secretary.

IVashinatdii, D. C, May 5, 189
The Honorable. The Secretary of Aijricultvie:
Sir:—I liiive tlie honor to acknowledge tlie receipt

of your letter of tlie '£ic\ ultimo, and, in repl.v, to say
that, undei'the existing- taritf act, lean perceive no
way in whicli importt'd bees can he admitted free of
duty when intended tor bi'eediiiji- pin poses, except
upon pi'oduction of the proofs piescribed liy para-
graph 482 of the"fi'ee list," with tlie character of
which you are famiiiai'. Bees, or other (hitiable arti-
cles iniiiorted by mail from ponntiies with which the
United States has no i)aicel-post treaties, are liable
to seizure as illegal imiioitations; l)ut, under tlie au-
thority of remission conferred Ijj law on the Secretary
of theTreasury, collectors of customs may release the
seizure on payment of duty and expense of seizure,

when the dutyisfc'5or less, and where there is no
jirciof of willful evasion of law or i)oslal tii-aty. The
provision for sliipmentof (pieen-becs by mail, con-
tained in rule llie, page TilS of the Po^toHice Guide,
cited by y(ju, is uiKlcrstood bj' ttiis de|)ar;ment to re-
late to the doini'slic and not to the foreign mails, in-
asmueli as. under the Postal Union Coiuention, the
only dutialile articles which may be imi)orted by
mail are printed matter, comniereial papers, and
samjjles of merchandise. Respect fully youis,

CharLe's Foster,
Secretary.

[Prof. Cook adds:]

Friend Root:—This seems to give us but little

hope. The thing to do now is to find out just
what course to pursue to get relief from dtity.

A. J. Cook.

[You, friend Cook, if we are not imposing on
you too much, are just the man to secure that
relief, as yon have a friend in court in the per-
sonage of tltc Secretary of Agrictiltiu'e, Edwin
Willets.]

THE NEW WATEE CURE.

SOME EXTRACTS FKOM THE WATER-CURE MAX-
UAI., PUBITSHED IN lS-47 BY FOWLER

& WETT.S.

In addition to what we have already taken
from this book. I have thought best to give also
the following, from Chap. IV. The Water-cure
Library comprises seven volumes. The ex-
tracts we make are from Vol. IV.

THE enema, clyster, INJECTION, OR LAVEMENT.
This very imiiortant part of the water cure is as

old as the liealing ait itself; but in the endless com-
plications of the remedial means of modern times,
almost any irritating or disgusting tiiud, other tlian
pure water, is preferred. A variety of insti'uments
for administering injections are now manufactured,
varying in price from tifty cents to four or five dol-
lars. The cheaper kinds, if well made and used with
some degree of dexterity, answer a good purpose.
Every person should have access to one; no lady's
toilet is com] ilete without it. Contrary to the com-
mon notion, a pi'rson, by the exercise of a little skill,

can easily use this remedy' without assistance. It is

in no wise inunful. but decitledl\ agreealile, and af-

fords, in a variety of complaints, speedy and effi-

cient relief. Thousands suffer incalculably from
constipation year after year, when the use of this
simple means would give the greatest I'elief, and
thousands more are in the daily and constant habit
of swallowing catliartic and aperient drugs, Bi'an-
dreth's i>ills. castor oil, magnesia, blue pill, niercur.v.
and so through the long chapter, that irritate and
poison the delicate coats of the stomach, and exert
their pernicious infiuence throughout the number-
less lanes and alleys of the system, destroying the
healthy tone of the tissues, deranging the nerves,
and tlius causing a state of thiigs incomparabl.y
worse than the disease itself, and rendering even
that more and more i:ei'sisf ent.
Most ])ersons may and should use this I'eniedy cold.

A beginning may tie made with the water slightly
warmed. In olistinate cases, lukewarm water ef-

fects the object (ndcker and with greater certainty
than cold. But, in\aluable iuid (>JHcient as is this
remedy, li't no one iiersist in those habits of diet,

such as tea and coffee drinking, the use of heating
and stimulating condiments, greasy and concentrat-
ed forms of food, etc., that tend so certainly to con-
stipation and irri'gularit^' of tlu' bowi'ls.

In all forms of looseiiessof the bowels, as diariliea,

dysentery, cholera morbus, choleia infantum, aiifl

the like,' this reniedj- is most excellent. In many
a sudden attack, injections sutliciently i)erseyeied in,

will sulTice quicklj- to correct the attack, and this

when, in the ordiniiry treatment, a (ouise of jiower-
ful drugging, would be deemed indispensable, that
would resul; iierhaps in death.
So also in constipation and obstructions of the

bowels; when no powerful cathartiL's that any one
dare venture to exhibit can be made to att, this sim-
ple remedy is effectual in bringing about the desii'a-

ble object. In iiny of these cases, if there is debility,

and especially if ii be great, whether the patient be
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.voiiiifr (!! (lid, tlic wutci- slumld be of a iiiodd'atc U'lii-

"in'ratui't'-iuit above that of tlu' blood (!t«° F.) nor very
iiiucli below lliat ixiiiit. Even if lliere islii.i;'h intlam-
inatioii and nnicli heai in the bowels, water at 9U or
9ri°, l)erse^•l'red in, will leadily brin.a- down llie teinper-
aturi' of (he parts to a natural stale, as may be detei--

inined by i)la(inji' the lia]id upon (lie abdoini'ii. The
I)utient's feelings of eomfort as to warmth or cold
are a good guide. With tlu'se preeaulions as to (em-
peratiii'e, ote., the injections may he reiii'ated for an
liour, or e\'en hours upon the sti'etcli.

In attacks of colic, cl.\stei's are used mucli. In
spasmodic colic. 1 belii-ve, it will generally be found
best lo use them quite warm. In wind colic, the
enema is highly useful. Vomiting- as well, and soiue
other means, as is shown I'lsewliere. should be
brought to bear. Some cases are ^•ery obstinaie, and
re(piire all the skill of the most expi'rienci-d iiracfi-

(ioner; yet I advise all persons to ixiseveie; in bad
<'ases you can not make matters worse, and will gen-
erall.v succeed if you do not falter by tlu' way.
In fainting- fits, and in hysterical symptoms, the

injection is serviceable. It tliei-e is much debilit>',

care nuist betaken that tiie -vvatei- be not too cold;
bill g-ent'i'all.\' 1 he eoldei' it is given, the better. In
cases of cholera, infantinii. when the infant is al-

I'eady past lecovery. I have known tepid injections,
frequently repeated, give, apjiarently, much relii'f;

and i! alfoi-ds satisfaction, when nothing moi-e can
be done, to be the means, in some dt-gree. of smooth-
ing- tlie passage of these innocent sufferers to the
tomb.
Injections to the urinary pmssages, and to the va-

gina and womb, are useful in all acute and chronic
affections of these parts. The water should genei-al-
l,\' hi' used cold. Various instruments are consti'ui't-

ed for these pui-poses. In jiiles and hemorrhoids, of
whatever Iclnd, injections are indicatid Itecent
cases are often cured with wondeiful rapidity; and,
in any case, those who have been long troubled with
these comjilaints cind it would seem that about one-
half tin' number of adults who lead a sedenltiry life

a]-e thus troubled) will find that simple. i)ure water
is incom])arably better than any of the thousand-
and-one nosti-iuiis .so nuieh in vogue at this day. In
a majority of these old caSes. however, no hu-al ap-
plication will aecomiilish much, alone. The local
sym])toms oid.\- indicate the diseased condition of
the whole alimentary canal, as well as considerable
derangement of every function of tlu' whole system.
Hence the treatment must be gi'neral, and often
powerful and long- continued; and it may ap|iear
singular tliat the disease m;iy be madi' ajiparently
worse by this treatment, before it can becui-ed. It

likewise sometimes comes on as a crisis, where it nev-
er had existed previously. In all of these cases, cold
injections are good.

We give also tbe following testimonials:

A BAD YEAH AVTTH THE BEES: THAT AVATER
CURE.

I have been unable to do any manual labor
for nearly one year: and my bees, from (53 colo-
nies, have dwindled until I am afraid that I

shall not have 20 colonies left. Last spring my
bees never looked more promising, and I fed
them 300 lbs. of honey, hoping to reap a benetit:
but. Instead, I got no swarms and no honey: and
being unable to earn any money, it left me in
poor shape for the winter.
As my grandfather was brother to Dr. Shew's

mother, I happen to k)ioiv of many of his aston-
ishing cures, and so I readily take to the new
remedy. I am troubled a good deal like L.,
mentioned under " Throw Physic to the Dogs,"
in April 1st Gleanings, and I am positive that
I am receiving benefit in iriany ways: and the
strangest part of it is, I have been greatly
troubled with catarrh for 18 or 20 months, but
have been perfectly free from it since the lirst

application of the new remedy. Our .Methodist
minister received one of Dr. IlalPs looks, com-
plimentary, with the reipiest to siirn and return
oliligation, hut he said he thought it his duty to
pass it ar<imid among his friends: so you see we
iuive the original, as well as your notes ;ind sug-
gestions. IsA.\f T. G()i'i,i).

Cornnna, Shia Co., ISIicli.

[On receipt of the above we wrote to friend

Gould, telling him that he must give us what
facts he could in regard to Dr. Shew and his
treatment. He accordingly .sends us the follow-
ing:]

FUIITIIEI! .STAI'EJIENT.S IN THE WATER-CI'KE
TliEATMENT.

Dr. Joel Shew, originator and proprietor of
the great water-cure establishment at Oyster
liay. near New York, was an invalid son of
Godfrey I. and Betsey Shew, of Jefferson Co.,

N. Y. His mother was the sixth child of Abra-
ham and Desire Heecher, distant kin of H. W.
Beecher. Whether his ailments wei'e the cause
of his commencing the study of medicine and
pliysics, I do not exactly i'(>member; but as the
usual prescriptions of medicine failed to have
the desired effect with him. he went to Oyster
Bay to try the effects of the sea-breeze and salt-

water bathing. Thus fi'om personal necessities
he commenced th(i study and practice of a
course of diet—bathing, exercise, and the use of
external fiiction. which, from the good effects
produced, helped t,o build up an establishment
that, in a few years, nu inhered its patients by
the thousand.

Dr. Shew was very methodical in his busi-
ness, and wanted no half-way work in any of
its operations. All baths, exercises, and fric-

tion, which were done with crash towels or
flesh-brushes, had to be done thoroughly and
with a vim. Hot watei- and friction were used
for very weak or aged patients, and" cold water
and exercise for the young, who had plenty of
nature's electricity. (Jraham and fruits, vari-
ously ]jrei)ared. formed the basis of the diet of
his patients, antl he wanted them to use no
highlv .seasoned nor rich gr<'asv victuals of any
kind.'
A wet-sheet pack was his favorite remedy in

nearly all acute diseases; and a shower or
plunge bath, followed with friction and gym-
nastics, in chronic cases. In a wet-sheet pack,
the patient was wrapped from head to feet in

sheets wet with cold water, and then covered
with flannel blankets until a reaction and
sweat were produced. In any event, a health-
glow and moistui'e had to be brought to the
surface of the skin before the treatment was
ended. He pr(>ferred rain water for all uses,

and had cisterns especially filtered and cleansed
for drinking-purposes. His cisterns and wells
were all thoroughly ventilated, and he would
not willingly use water from a well or cistern

where ventilation was neglected.
He always varied his treatments with hot or

cold water, both internally and externally, ac-
cording to the requirements of the case in hand,
and was always very particular about his after-

treatments.
I have seen cases which had battled the skill

of physicians, and withstood years of pickling
with drugs and medicines, without an iiuprove-
ment, and which seemed hopeless cases of dis-

ease, that, in the space of six or eight months of

the genuine water-ciu-e treatment, have been
transformed into perfect specimens of bodily
health and vigor. I do not remember the date
of his death, but I think it was in the 'BO's.

Cornnna. Mich., May 11. I. T. Gould.

WATER ri'RE WITH A VENGEANCE.
FrlciHl Root:—In 18,30 I was in St. Petersburg,

Russia, where the water-cui'e was a craze. In
the month of Dec(>mber. in -/."vo weather, ice be-

ing from two to three feet thick, large holes
were cut (u'ery morning in the bath-houses
situated on the ice in the river Neva. Then we
took a plunge for a minute or two. and wrapped
ourselves in our furs. It was refreshing: and,
what an appetite for breakfast! Then, again,
in the suinnu^r we went into the country to an
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artesian well and thei'c partook of inward
cleansing. We always tried hard to see who
could drink the most. We never stopped with
less than ten or twelve glasses (holding about a
pint). One day I beat the large crowd by drink-
ing 14 glasses iii two hours. In 1839 there was a
similar hydropathic craze in Germany, but more
moderate than in Russia: but yet I took many
baths in winter in the liver Spree. The water
cuie was recommended for rheumatism, fevers,
etc. In regard to eating linseed, why, friend R.,

I am somewhat surprised. Flaxseed tea is quite
a common thing in ray nativ(» country (Russia).
The seed is boihnl for two or three hours, then
strained: and sweetened, if for cold, with honey
or sugar: then add ginger, nutmeg, cinnamon,
oi' any other essence, to taste. It is excellent
for colds, coughs, and dyspepsia. It will set
the stomach right. Even for infants' ailments
it beats many of the nostrums sold at high
prices; and. when properly pi'epared, it is pleas-
ant to take. Try it, but don't eat the raw seed,
which is good enough for cattle: but even then
the oil is better. P. C. Bluhm.
Smithville, Tenn., May 4.

" rp:xder i'xto cesak the things that
ARE Cesar's."

Do not be too hard on Dr. Hall. If he had
not revived Joel Shew's recommendation, it

might have lain dormant another quarter of a
century -as it has the past one. I have the
book, and read it years ago; but it was laid
away and almost forgotten, and I thank you
and Dr. Hall for reviving it again. A revival
is often veiy beneficial, sometimes, even in re-

ligious affairs. Tnos. A. Maskei.l.
Harmersville. N. J.. May 11.

[All right, friend M. I will try to have more
chai'ity. One summer, some years ago. I was
complaining that my feet were so sore and ten-
der that I could hardly stand it to walk around.
A runner for some kind of goods happened to
be in the store, and remarked as follows:

'• Ml-. Root, if you will wash your feet as often
as you wash youi- hands and face, your troubles
in that line will be ended."

I thanked him. and began straightway to

wash my feet every night and morning: and I

found it an excellent plan, duiing hot weather
in summer, to go around on the lawn barefoot-
ed, while the grass was covered with dew.
Now. this man did me a great favor. Pei'haps
it would not have been a bad investment if I

had given him MM) for the information, and he
might have called it a discovery of his.* Is not
this a parallel case? and would it be right or
Christianlike for somebody to charge *4.(Jb for a
secret or discovery that consists simply in wash-
ing your feet as often as you wash your hands
and face? I suppose the matter has been dis-
cussed enough already, only that Dr. Hall (.s-

now at this iiery inmnciit taking money from
people who do not read the papers, whei'ever he
or his agents can hunt them up.J

the water cure Ft)K TAINS IN THE SIDE.

Thanks for youi- pamphlet. I have great
faith in your remedy. If you will send some to
my address I will see that they get to people I

think they may benelit. A neighbor sent for
me in great haste. One of the family was taken
suddenly with what they thought w as i)leurisy.

suffering great pains in side and bowels. I

urged them to try hot-water enemas, with a lit-

tle soda dissolved in it. using the common
syringe. It bro\ight entire relief in a v<'i'y few
minutes. I think pleurisy, inflammation of the

*Wadiiig tlu'ougli tlie deuy (jrass is a discuveiy of
mine— 11 discovery in " Wdter cure."

bowels, and a great many other tioubles. could
be cured by using hot-water enemas, and hot-
water compresses outwardly, covered with dry
flannels. I know it will cure inflammation of
the bowels every time if persevered in.

N. Royalton. 6.. Apr. 16. Mrs. O. M. Keyes.

THE NASAE DOUCHE—A CORRECTION.
Frioul Root:— I see I got a bad mistake in

" Water Cure for Nasal Catarrh." page 3?8. I

said, Breathe through the nose." when I

should have said, tlirough the mouth. Press
the little nozzle against one nostril, and liold

the palate of the mouth firmly against the roof,
so the water can't go down the throat or into
the mouth. Done thus, there is no danger of
strangling. I am veiy sorry it got in wrong;
for if any one tries it that way he is sure to get
strangled. Put a teaspoonful of salt to a pint
of warm water, and it will feel pleasant: but
without the salt you can't stand it. You would
think the top of your head was blown oflF.

Venice. Fla., Mav 1. 1891. J. H. Hii.i,.

SIMPEICITY AND CHEAPNESS.
Accept thanks for the little book on water

cure. You seem to be in some trouble about
the stiff rubber piece at the end. I use a large
goose-quill pushed down into the rubber hose.
Push tlie quill entirely down, so the hose will
cover it at the end. and sort o" pucker over it.

The quill does not obstruct the flow of the wa-
ter. For a nasal douche I use the same with a
little cotton rolled round so as to plug up the
nostril. Wm. \\ ason.
Rockdale, Texas, May ".».

AVITHOUT .MONEY AND WITHOUT PRICE.
A few days since, when I was in a little vil-

lage I heard a lady, an acquaintance of mine,
who has poor health, telling another afflicted
sister of a wondeiful cure foi' human ills. She
dwelt largely upon its merits, and said she
would give hi'r friend the addi-ess: and if she
would send §2.00 she could obtain full directions.
The treatment was simple, but she did not feel

at liberty to tell what it was. I interposed at
this point, and asked if it was HalTs hot-water
cure. The lady looked at me in amazement. I

believe that for the moment she thought that I

too was a disciple of Hall, and had fallen from
grace, and was i-evealing secrets I had promised
to keep. She did not answer. I asked her if

she knew Mr. Root, of Medina, and if she read
Gleanings. She knew neitln'r one. strange to
say. I then told them both how you were ex-
posing the water secret, and the other lady went
home well pleased in possession of both water
cure and .*?.00. Suuscriber.

GOLDEN ITALIANS.

akp: they less hardy than the three
banded rees?

In an editorial in Gleanings. April 1.5. you
speak of the " yellow five-banded bees "dying
in such a way that many people would infer
that they were less hardy than the thi'ee-band-
ed or leather-colored Italians. I have had five

or six colonies with a strain of the "yellow five-

banded bees." on trial the past three yeais. and
duiing all this time they have been numbered
among my very best colonies in regard to win-
tering and building uj) early in the spring.
They are less inclined to rol). and are gentler
thaii any three-banded Italian bcH's I ever saw.
The |)ast three seasons have been poor honey
seasons, but they have done as well as any oth-
er liees I have—better than the Carniolans. If I

remember aright, they are descended from a

queen procured of Mr. (i. M. Doolittle. and \k>
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one questions the fact tliat his bees are good
workers.

SLIDING ox HIVK-COA'ERS.
On page 303 Mr. E. France objects to " slid-

ing" on hive-covers, on the ground that it rolls

the bees up in bunches, and kills them. My e.K-

perience lias been, that, it' the cover and top
side of the honey-board are free of bui'r-corabs,

and the cover "be held squarely down on the
hive, there need be no bees killed; but if you
have to raise the cover a trille to let it pass over
a bit of burr-comb, the bees will crawl under
the cover on the ends and side of the hive, and
then, if the cover be closed down, it can not fail

of killing bees. Elmer Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Mich., April :.'0.

[I did not wish to convey the impression that
all four and five banded bees were less hardy
than the darker Italians, but that those we had
were so. What you say regarding tiie sliding
•cover is correct, according to my experience.
WIu'U we had burr-combs we scraped the cover
and frames aftei' the honey harvest, so as not to

be bothei'(>d with them the I'est of tlie year.]
E. R. R.

CADDICE-FLY LARVS:.

•• HOOKS IX nrXNIXG BROOKS."

CLOSED-END FRAMES.

interciiaxgkable; not stick I.MMOVAHI.V
with tropolis.

Fnif. A. J. CiKjh:— While out on a ramble to-

day we sat down by a small creek to rest, and
noticed something ci'awling about in the bot-
tom of 2 to 4 inches of water, that looked like

rotten twigs with the bark peeling oft'. On ex-
amination we found larvte in them, and inclose
some to you. Please tell us what they are, their
habits, and how they live, through Gleanings
or by letter, as you wish. Gleanings Typos.

Medina, O.. April 3<).

[Prof. Cook replies:]

In the early springtime—April and May—the
rambler, whom love of nature causes to lie

prone on some bank of brook or pool, and look
at tlie thousand wonders that nature there re-

veals, will often see a strange twig-like or grav-
el-formed tube which will seem to move along
•of its own will. He is likely to conclude that
inanimate things may move, unless, forsooth,
lie is more curious, when he will find a very an-
imate cause of the motion. This is a worm-like
iarva, with six strong legs just back of the
head, by use of which the insect pulls itself and
its strange home along through the water on
the bottom of the stream. The tube which
surrounds this aquatic traveler, and whicli
•doutless preserves it from hungry tish and tad-
poles, is made by the larva. These tubes are
fashioned by gluing sticks and stones together.
They are usually cylindrical, but they may be
made of stones, and be more curious, as they are
often the form of a snail-shell. Often silken
threads help to hold the pebbles in place. Two
hook-like legs at the tail end of the body serve
to hold the insect in its tube, so it is very dilH-
cult for a tish to get the larva unless it is will-

ing to take tube, web, and all. These larvte
•are nearly transparent, so we can see the heart,
along the back, nerve system along the under
side, and the air-tubes along the sides. Thus
these may be used to study the internal organ-
ism of the insect.
The mature insect of this larva is called the

"caddice-fly."' Its wings are thick ami paper-
like: and when the insect is at rest tln-y are
roof- like. The legs are ratliei" short, and the
antenna^ are nearly as long as the body. Some
are variegated, and are quite pretty. They are
attracted by lights, and so they often come into
•our rooms. A. .1. Cook.

Agricultural College. Mich.. April :.".).

Till' lii'st lot of bees I bought when 1 came
here were in closed-end frames with an outer
casing, leaving a two-inch space all around.
After using such hives for a year I found there
was no trouble with proiiolis, nor in interchang-
ing the frames, and that they were almost as
easily handled as the swinging frames: though,
out of mere habit, I can tiiid a queen a little

(luicker, I think, among the swinging fi-ames;

but the use of such frames for tifteen years
might explain the difference. In the spring the
colonies on closed-end frames were the strong-
est. The only objection I found was, that the
air-space was a harbor for insects, and esiiecial-

ly scorpions. As I would rather have bee-
stings, ten to one. I discarded the closed-end-
frame hive for on(> of my own make, a pet hive.

snakes,

Gle.\.xin(;s can not be too "snaky " foi' me.
The i)rofessor has certainly given us a very val-

uable ailicle on snakeship. The habits of such
a dreaded enemy must ue known in order to

fight its terrible bile, and save those that would
otherwise die eveiy year from its effects. As to

a snake swallowing its young at the approach
of danger, there can be no doubt of it. The
(esophagus has the pt)wer of expanding, afford-

ing the means of swallowing an animal much
lai'gei- than the body of the snake. A snake
will also swallow its young for the night, and.
before being killed, in the dying act will give
them up. After a protracted rain a i-attler

can't emit tlui lattling sound as usual, his rat-

tles being too wet. In this section the ground-
moccasin is to be the most dreaded, as it gives
no warning note, .1. B. LaMontagne.
Winter Park. Fla.. Apr. -2:?.

LADIES' G0M¥ERSM18NE.

THE FLAT cover: " E. R. R. AND E. FR.\NCE
ROTH RIGHT.

We have used tlat covers in our apiaries for

six years, and I think "Slv. France and Mr. Er-
nest Root are both right about the method of

putting them on. As our hives are in the
spring, the sliding movement is seldom used.
In place of that we rest one end of the cover on
the hive, gently play the cover up and down,
each time letting it come a little nearer the
hive (giving the l)ees time to run out of danger,
which they will do very quickly), until the cov-
er rests tii'inly in place without killing a bee.

Just as soon, "however, as our hauling is done,
and our hives are all in their proper places on
their summer stands, we will hoe the top-bars
of each liive clean. Then our covers can lie put
on with a sliding movement as well as when
the hives are new. There is no difficulty in

sliding the covers on tlie supers, for they are al-

ways clean.
If there are no burr-combs, and every thing

clean, you can commence at one side and slide

youi' cover clear across, the only difficulty being
that, just as the opening is closed, if a bee is in

the way it is likely to be cut in two. At that
lioint. then, you must go a little carefully and
let the liees have a chance to get out of the
way.
Even if we found no difficulty in putting the

covers on. I should want the top-bars hoed
clean, for I do not believe we have so many burr-
combs if the bars are clean to begin with. Two
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can do this work better than one, for you need
both hands to use the hoe, and another person
must keep a smoke constantly going over the
surface to keep the bees down. Spread a cloth
on the ground to catch the burr-combs as they
drop from the hoe. It will save picking them
up. All this is a good deal of trouble, and. if

thick top-bars will do a»vay with burr-combs,
then I vote for thick top-bars.

If Mrs. Axtell will li y wearing a sheepskin
slipper or moccasin (such as men sometimes
wear inside their rubber boots) inside her light
rubber boots. I think she will iind them heavy
enough, and more comfortable than the heav-
ier boys' boots would be. Also. I think she will
find the cause of honey-dew on her plants either
the aphis or scale louse. Either of these insects
will cause it, sometimes in very large (|uanti-

ties. As the aphis is very easily detected, I

should think it more likely the scale louse.

Many thanks to Miss Nellie Linswik for in-

formation in regard to gloves. I am sure your
gloves, being white, will save yon many stings.

But, how about the propolis on the ends of your
lingers? for I must confess I dislike the pro-
polis on the ends of my lingers and under my
nails fully as much as the stings. It is such a
comfort to pull off my gloves and find my hands
clean. I am now wearing a i)air of sealskin
gloves, such as Mr. Thomas wrote me about,
and like them very much. I wish you would
try a pair. Miss Nellie: I think you would like

them. If those who wear gloves were generally
agreed that white sealskin are the best, it

might be a good plan for Mr. Root to keep them
in stock.

I have also had a chance to test my new
aprons, and at present I think they are grand.
What I may think of them when the thermom-
eter stands at 100°. I do not know y(!t. Mrs.
Hai'rison, if you can endure them during June,
July, and August. I believe you would like them
during the early spring and fall.

I am very glad. ^Ir. Root, you have given us
a ladies' department. I only hope the ladies
will not be so hard worked through the summer
that they will be too tired to write.
Marengo, III, A])ril 35. Emma Wii,son.

SHOES FOR I-ADY BEE-KEEPERS.

Reading over the articles on gloves and othei'

suitable apparel for wome7i in th(! apiary, I

liave noticed nothing regarding the shoes.
which to me is an all-imi)oi'tant matter: for un-
less my feet are dry and warm I get sick; and if

my shoes are not easy and comfortable I am
nervous and out of sorts every way.
For spring work, the shoe I prefer is just high

enough to support the ankle: of light-weight
leather, front lace, with common-sense heel.

These slioes are on the market here—very neat
and durable, too, for about !P2.00; but on a wide
last, E or E E. As I n^quire a narrow shoe, I

have to have mine made to oi'der. One's feet

do not tire so soon with the ankle supported,
and thes(^ shoes are not so warm as the I'egular

boot. For s(mietbing to keep tiiese from ab-
sorbing moisture when the ground is muddy or
damp. I use boys' rubbers. These coiu(! in one
size, and are more durable than are those made
for women.

GI.OVES.

We are now using men's gloves, of a thin
leather that is almost white, and so cheap that
they sell for about 40 cents a pair. We add a
linen gauntlet witli rubl)er in the top. We
very much prefer to wear gloves among tiie

bees. They not only protect fi'om stings, but
keep the hands soft, and in condition for needle
work and very many things we women have to

do a.side fiom work in the apiary.

For these I bought tive-cent shirting, and
made by the pattern recommended by Miss Wil-
son. These will wear well, protect the dress,
and not be so warm as ticking. An ulster, as
recommended by Mrs. Stow, is an excellent
dress for bee-work. It is loose and cool, and
covers one from head to foot.

THE HAT.
I like one which I fashion out of tolerably

coarse braid, into a shape similar to a '"sun-
down." This is cool, and will protect the face
and neck'. We have tried broad-rimmed hats:
but when we stoop over, or the sun is low, it is

very apt to peep under and blister our skin, or
make it so red as to be sore. We should get
sunburnt too: and what woman, who has ob-
served the aptitude of the opposite sex to ad-
mire beautiful women, wants to yield her
charms, if she has any, but rather protect
them ?

We must have Gleanings: and as we can't
express a "candid and outspoken opinion," find-
ing fault, we send subscription. We are always
profited by reading Gleanings, and we would
have no part omitted. We are especially glad
of the Home Talks, and of the recent addition
of a Ladies' Depai'tment.

Mrs. Milton Cone.
Chillicothe. Mo.. April 11.

BEE-APRONS FOR WOMEN—ANOTHER MATERIAL.

I see by Gleanings, Feb. 1. that Miss Wilson
is at a loss to know of what material to make
her aprons for the apiary. I am going to use
blue denim (I believe that is the right name),
such as men's overalls are made of. only I shall
use thinner goods than aic usually put into
men's clothes. I use the thinner cloth because
it is easier to wash, and is not so stiff' and clum-
sy as the other. I know the honey does not
soak through and soil my husl)aiid"s clothes un-
der his overalls, so I think the same goods
will save my dress. Last .reason I wore calico
until I became convinced that it was little bet-
ter than nothing, as I tore one to pieces on an
average of once a week, for our apiary is sur-
rounded by sumac bushes and black-sage brush,
and the swarms invariably took to the sumac
for alighting-places. Now, there is nothing
like brush for catching one's apron, and pick-
ing it full of holes. After the calico I used
gingham, but that was but little better, so now
lam going to make a raid on goods used for
men's clothes, and see if lean get satisfaction
out of that.

NO GLOVES RECOMMENDED.
I think if Miss Wilson will leave off' her gloves

entirely slie will Hud that propolis has not so
strong an af'hnity for her naked hands as it. has
for her gloves: and I am ct)nvinced that the
bees have no such grudge to pay off' <»n the bare
hands as th<'y have on hands in a glov(>. Last
season was my second year with the bees, and I

worked without gloves, receiving but f(>\v stings,

perhaps half a dozen in all. The season pre-
vious t wore buckskin gloves and I'eceived as
many as half a dozen stings in them in a day.
The l)ees. although belonging to two diff'enMit

ai)iari('s. wer<' of the same kind of cross hybrids.
There aic lots of wild bees in tlu' mountains
back of us, and, strange to say, they are all hy-
brids, some of them showing two and thi'ee

bands. I have found many a wild swarm hei'e.

but I have th(> liist swarm yet to Iind whos(-
woi'kers do nf)t show the yi'llow bands of the-

Italians, and yet there has been no imported
queen brought liere for years.

Mrs. Mattik A. Bonfoky.
South Kivei'side. Cal.. Feb. 2(5.
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THE ROSY HUES OF APICULTURE.

DH. Mn>I.KR THIXK.S WE PUT THAT SIDE TOO
MUCH bp:foke the people.

Is there .^Joniething inherent in tiie business

of bee-k(>eping that makes it so common a
means of misleadins? Is any other business so

generally painted in rosy hues? and is tliere

any other business that knaves in its track so

many wrecked hopes? Bee-keepers, as a class,

are not a set of sharpers and cheats. Outside
of the ministry it is hard to find a cleaner set of
miMi. Why, then, is there so much misrepre-
sentation?" A great deal of it is no doubt due
to thoughtlessness, some of it to ignorance, and
perhaps most of it to the natural desire to tell

as big a story as possible.

A noteworthy example is before my eyes—not
sodiffercMit from many others, hut noteworthy
on account of its medium, the Lddie-^' Hoinc
JoumdJ. As is well known, this is a paper of

immense influence—its editor, besides being one
of the most bi'illiant of men, being one who
shows in ev(M-y number of the paper that he is

sincerely dcsinms to do all in his power to ad-
vance the best intei-ests of woman. With a cir-

culation of (')0t),000. it is easy to believe that
each number is read by two million women, for

each paper is probably read by three or four
women. Now let me give you the gist of an ar-
ticle on bee-keeping for women in the last L.
H.J.:
To begin bee-keeping, buy tw<i colonies in

spring. Divide one on arrival, equally, putting
one half in a new hive. '" Later in the season,
when the half-colonies have become whole col-

onies, they are divided again. Supi)Osing that
the Other colony will cast a swarm, tliei'e will be
six colonies in the fall with which to begin in the
spring. The swarm cast by the standard colo-

ny may be divided, also, if "desired, giving seven
in all. Of course, the divided colonies will store

no surplus honey—only honey for thi'ir own use.

. . . . In the spring the six or seven coloni(^s

may be increased to 12 or 14. and that numbe)'
will be enough to manage in the first year of

actual work In an ordinary season.
a colony of bees, by the non-swarming, double-
hive system, will produce not less than M
pounds of honey, often 7.5 and 100 pounds. This
honey, if properly marketed, will bring the pro-
ducei' r.'0 cents a pound. By the system referred
to, one person, with occasional help, may attend
to one hundred colonies if comb honey be the
product."
Let us now see what may be reasonably ex-

pected from this. Here we, are. a year "from
starting, with 12 or 14 colonies, each one to pro-
duce on the average not less than ."iO pounds at
20 cents per pound, or SIO per colony—Sl^O to
*140 from till' whole. Pretty good for the sec-
ond year. Third yeai- gives s;24o to &'80 from 24

to 28 colonies. Fourth year .S480 to §.560 from 48

to .56 colonies. Guess we can give up teaching
school now. and wear a little better dresses.
Next year 91) to 112 colonies; but as 100 are
enough for one person, we'll stop at that and
have a clean siOfX). Or we might do as the
schoolteacher mentioned in the same article,

and hire several women, thus going on to
enough colonies to clear .several thousands.

Is it at all unreasonable to suppose that, on
seeing such a statement in a joui'iial in which
she has so much confidence, one woman in each
thousand will be tempted to embark in the bus-
iness? Set it at the half of that, and we shall
find a thousand started by that one article.
Need I say that, out of that number, an even
thousand will be disappointed, some so bitterly
that they will wish they had never seen that
<'xcellent ijajjer. the Ladles' Home JoiiDKd/

Now. I know nothing of the writer. Julia
Allyn. It is not necessai-y to suppose that there
wa'^ any intention to deceive. All the same, tlu^

mischief is ther.'. Not tosay any thing about
the instruction given, which no practical bee-
keeper \\ould bi' likely to suggest or follow, the
chief mischief is in representing the business in
such golden hues

—

not less than 810 per colony
—that heads are turned: and later, hearts ai'e

—

well, not broken, but somewhat damaged.
The practical question arises. "Are bee-keep-

ers themselves at all ri'sponsible for the trou-
ble?" To some extent, yes. In general con-
versation they are too apt to speak of thefr suc-
cesses, and be silent as to their failures. The
same is ti'ue as to their reports to the bee-
journals. With no recognized intent to deceive,
the deception is none the less there. The pub-
lic is taught to believe that the chief bee-keep-
er in their neighborhood is coining money,
when perhajjs the poor fellow is skirmishing
around to lind some other work by which he
can earn enough to buy his bee-supplies for the
season.
Nor are our editors entirely guiltless of the

I'ose-tinting business. Yes. I know the editors
of Gleanings, as well as other bee-journals,
publish bad as well as good reports, and really
mean to be entirely fair: but, do they treat
both kinds of reports alike ? I may say, in pass-
ing, that misrepresentation in the bee-journals
is by no means so mhschievous as in other pa-
])ers. for they are read by those who have al-
ready been smitten by the bee-fever. But, to
return to the question whether there is no bias
on the part of editors. Let us put the editors
of Gleanings on the stand. Do they always
make the same kind of comments on bad as on
good reports? Looking thi'ough the last num-
ber of Gleanings I find only a single item
bearing on the subject. On page 221. after
friend Freeborn's recital of discouragements, I

find. •• We are glad to have you give us plain
hard facts; hnt. oven if true, bee culture does
not diflfei' very much from most other rural
industries." Then follows a quarter of a col-
umn, enforcing and illustrating this. Now. to

be entirely fair, if a report should come in from
some one who had taken an enormous crop, we
should lind a foot-note saying. "We are very
glad you have been so fortunate: hut, even if

true, bee culture does not differ very much from
most other rural industries. Just as often we
hear of enormous yields of strawberi'ies, apples,
potatoes, etc..'' and then follow with details of a
case where a man made at the rate of $2000 per
acre from a small orchard of pear-trees. Let
us see how it is. Opening to page 78(5 of last
year, then- is found a list of reports encourag-
ing. A man from Utah sends a good report:
"Well, friend B., that is pretty good for this
season," etc. Another from Pennsylvania:
"Well, friend E.. that is a pretty good report."
etc. Another from Missouri: "Why, friend T.,

you are an old wheel-horse,'" etc. In no case is

there a hut.
Now, friend Root, I am sure you don't mean

to be unfair, and you didn't know you were
leaning so much to one side, did you? Well,
since you own up like a man, I may as well
confess that the case is not so bad as I suppos-
ed, for I had to leaf over a good many jjages to
make my point, and I thought I had struck
quite a bonanza when I found page 780.

Well, the moral of all this is: Let us all be
careful, as fiiend Freeborn says, to report both
sides faithfully, in all oiu' writings and in all

our talk. C. C. Miller.
Marengo. 111.. March 24.

[Friend M., I have noticed in other periodi-
cals these verv same things in regard to bee
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culture; and especially have I noticed it in

ladies' magazines. Now, although there is

great truth in what you say. I fear you are. in

some respects, leaning to the other side. This
very thing was talked about at one of our con-
ventions; and Prof. Cook said the story of what
a woman rniijht do was not so very much fiction

after all; and he cited the case of a lady near
Lansing who had done even better than the
case in question, so that there is at least a
shadow of iiiith in These statenTents. But the
idea that, ainj beginner may calculate on any
such r(!sults is not only folly, but prodiictive of

much mischief. The reason why I have called
attention to good reports of late is because we
have had so many poor ones. All liands admit,
I believe, through all the journals, that we
have had a series of unfavorable seasons. Give
bee culture its dues, but do not by any means
overstate the mark. Right in this line there is

something else I have thought of lately. When
it begins to be known that various periodicals
are paying for contributions in this field, they,
like other fields, will begin to be overworked:
and we must not blame the writers for paid
articles if they do their very best in trying to

get at something that will bring paiy; and the
general interest seems to be in accounts of suc-
ce.ssc.s rather than in accounts of fdilnres.
Look through all our farming and horticultural
papers, especially those on small fruits, and see
whether this is not the tendency; and at a time
when there is so much about " farming does
not pay," some of these articles sound a little

bit ludicrous. Let us be cool and steady, and
face our troubles with good sound common
sense.]

SCRAPS ON BEE CULTURE, FROM AN ENGLISH
BEE-KEEPER.

THK HOFFMAN FRAME A BEE-KILLER.

The discussion on the above, and the closed-
end frame, have interested me much; so, hav-
ing had some spare time during the last winter.
I made frames of each, so as to be more able to

Judge of their appearance and apparent work-
ing capabilities. Five years ago, when com-
mencing bee-keeping, I decided that the wide-
end self-spacing Abbott frame was the one for

me; but after a season or two of use I decided
that I wanted something else, and made plain
all-wood end frames, with %-inch ears, as used
on Simplicity all-wood frames, and cut off the
spacing-pieces from my patent Abbott frames;
and, at the same time, I shortened the top-bar
to 1.5 inches. I had four reasons for these alter-
ations:

1. The IJa-inch ends of the frames were con-
stantly crushing bees which were hidden under-
neath, when handled.

2. As the franu^s closed in the ends them-
selves. th(!y were used hanging on the sides of
an inner box in an incased hive, without any
other arrangement for closing the space at the
ends of the top-bars, as in the case whei'e
frames hang in a rabbet. These did well
enough till I wanted to interchange them,
when, owing to the varying thickness of the
combs, I sometimes found it impossible to bring
the ends of tlu^ frames together without crowd-
ing the combs, thus leaving a space for the bees
(where wide enough) or the heat to escape at
the ends of the top-bars.

3. The spacing-piece on the alternate sides of
the ends of the top-bars was always catching,
especially when putting in and out the extractor.

4. The length of the top-bar (17 inches, Eng-
lish stand ai'd) necessitated unnecessary width
of the hive.

Now, as I understand the Hoffman frame-
there is not only the width of the end of the
top-bar to inci'ease the liability to crush bees,
but there is the additional risk where the
frames come together: and it thus seems to me,
in the light of my individual experience, to be
impossible to handle these frames without
crushing bees. This, it seems to me. would be
aggravated when you come to handle several
((t once, as then the operator could hardly fail

to kill the bees in the rabbets, if not some of
those on the ends of the frames where they
come together.
Again, when using these frames for extract-

ing it seems to me that they would be unhandy,
as the projecting sides and ends would prevent
the combs from lying flat against the wire bas-
ket, or necessitate some arrangement whereby
the wire basket would fit bctivecn the ends.
Perhaps spacing the frames 1?h inches from cen-
ter to center may help to keep the bees from
building their combs so irregular as to prevent
the spacing ends in the Hoffman and closed-
end frames from coming together.

KEEPING RECORD.
I was int(>rested in the article by friend

Hatch, under the above heading. I myself
have used a couple of new clean bricks on each
hive during the winter and spring, to pre-
vent the roofs fi'om being blown off', and they
are good for the purpose, but are heavy to han-
dle, and too much machinery, and are not used
diu'ing the summer, as I don't care to handle
heavy brick all day, and think that four on:

each hive would be unbearable. My hive-roofs
are covered with sheet zinc, and during the
early spi'ing and summer of these last three
years 1 have kept a record in shorthand on the
roof of each stock, in lead pencil, as to condition
of food and bees, so that I had only to look at
the roof to see when it was last examined, and'
its condition. Where a hive requires attention
I sim()ly place one of the bricks leaning over
the fi'ont. This draws attention, and a look at
the notes tells what requires attending to.

WATERING BEES.

I have tried.many devices for watering bees,
and now find a piece of turf, as used in many
parts of Great Britain and Ireland for firing,

the best. I keep a number of these dried turfs,

or peats. ab(jut (i inches by about 12 or 14 long,
floating in tlie water or lying at its edge. The-
turf imbibes the water, and so is always moist,
and the bees are in no danger from drowning,
and can easily suck up the moisture from the
porous surface. Where this material can not
be obtained I should think that I'otten wood
would answer the purpose.
Bees wei'e working snowdrops for pollen yes-

terday, for the first time, and are carrying^
water daily. They have been breeding for
some time, as I saw young bees in a hive of
Carniolan hybi'ids about a fortnight ago. They
are wintered on summer stands in single-walled
hives, besidi^s which some had an exti'a story on
above the excluder containing combs, partly
filled with honey. Here we have no way of
keeping the honey in such combs from ferment-
ing through damp, except by keeping them
near a tii'e in the house. I am located on the
borders of the Solway Firth, and have a num-
ber of Scotch hills, 01' fells, in full view, while
due south we have Skiddaw and the Lake dis-

trict, at a distance of about 34 miles.
J. Stormonth, Jr.

Kirkbride Silloth, Cumberland, Eng., Jan. 16.

[I am glad of your experience on frames sim-
ilar to the Hoffman, because there are surely
some who will not like them. Mr. Hoffman
himself uses hive-rabbets only '4 inch wide and.
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deep, and Iho projection on the end of the
frames is only y, inch lung; so liie liability of

kiliinf? bees is not so gnat as where tiie i-ibbet

is wider. We have contemplated niinowlng
the rabbet on the Dovetailed hive to \ inch,

but do not dii re to do so yet. If the Hot!man
frame should be accepted, the change would be
a necessity. The Hoffman frame; will kill bees
as yon say. if n(»t handled rightly. If it is a
strong colony, and the bees cnv f the projec-
tions, the frames can be manipulated so as to

slide tile bees off. I grant, in the luiiiils of some
the frame wouUI be a bad bee-killer. This is

also true of the loose frame. The latter can be
handled so as to roll the bees over—kill some

—

in iifling a frame hastily from the center of a
populous colony wiiliout sjiaciiig the adjaci-nt
fi'ames fuither ajiait. Loosi' fraines will also

kill bees if they are leaned carelessly against
the liive. The Hoffman presents an advantage
right here. See article and engravings on page
3(59. Our Langsti'oth-Hoffmans are so made
that they will not catch in the extractor-bas-
kets. Mr. Hoffman himself is an extracted-
honey man. producing annually tons of honey.
He says the projections do not interfere in the
extractor.

It occurs to me. that sheet zinc would be
rather expensive for hive-covers. As it would
not have to be painted, perhaps in the long run
it would be just as cheap as tin. Who else has
tried them ?] E. R. R.

A SECTION-FOLDER FOR 25 CENTS.

ALT, ABOUT HOW TO MAKE ONE.

I know of no sectioii-folder on the market
which is not covered by a i)atenT. preventing
the bee-keeper from making them at home.
The one described below was devised by myself
and improved by my brother, and this makes its

third season's use. It can be made by any intel-

ligent bee-keeper at a cost of not more than 35

cents. It generally can be made from old mate-
rial, and so really does not cost more than his

time to make it. If made true and substantial
it works just about to perfection. There is no
patent on ii. Peihaps it might be useful to

some.

LOOFT S HO.ME-MADE SECTION-FOLDER.

It is made as follows: Take a piece of two-
inch plank of some kind of hard wood, about
(ix8 in., and cut a right-angled notch in the mid-
dle of one side, so that the sides of the notch
will be equal, and more than 414 inches long.
Nail this solidly a little to one side of the mid-
dle of a piece of pine board a foot wide and

about 18 inches long, nailing through thi' board
into the plank. Next, take two pieces two
inches square. on(^ a foot or more long, and the
othei' about nine inches long. Hinge these two
pieces together in some w ay. Mine has a sim-
ple |tongue-and-slit hinge. The short piece is

luiiled to the board along the end of the piece of
plank, where there was I'oom left for it, with
the slit end uji to receive the end of the long
piece, which is to be used as a lever. Now cut
a notch in the long piec<'. just like the one cut
in the ])lauk. about -^j in de p, and cut it where
it will corres|)ond exactly with the upper corner
of a folded section i)laced in the big notch, when
the lever is at right angles to the sides of the
board. This con-;tilutes the essential part of
the machine. It is to be fastened to the wall or
bench at a convenient height tor woik from a
seat. Nail a small strip on the bottom end of
the board for a little shelf on which to pile the
unfolded sections. A small chain or rope, and
a i)iece of board, make a treadle. Provide a
spring of proi)er tension to lift the lever an inch
or more above the horizontal, and it is ready for
work. In bending the sections to be placed in
the folder, do not bring the ends entirely to-
gether, but let them slip along the sides of the
notch in the lever as it comes down.
The details, of course, are capable of many

luodilications. The princijjal (jbject of this
article is to present the main idea, leaving it to
the bee-kee|)er to make such changes as will
suit his taste and circumstances.
With this machine I can fold 1.5 sections per

minute, and do good work. With it and a home-
made Arthur C Miller foundation - fastener,
having a guide on it, the work of folding sec-
tions and putting foundation into them is truly
delightful: besides, the work is of the very best
quality.

CLIPPING QITEENS.

P''rom reijlies given by correspondents in the
American Dec Journal to a query as to clip-
ping of queens' wings, I see that, in the main,
they follow the directions given in the text-
books—that of seizing the queen and lifting her
from the comb. I used the same plan: but the
trouble, I had in following it induced me to seek
another. Without a hand as steady as a vise,
the ordeal is rather perilous for the queen.
What bee-keeper has not caught a queen by the
wings or legs, and had her get hold on his fin-

gers with her other legs, and crawl 'and twist
until he thinks wings or legs must cotue off. and
then let her go to get a new hold? The queen
also receives a terrible scare. Do not lift her
from the comb. Catch the queen by the wing,
and let her hold to the comb. Pull just hard
enough to hold her, and you have the best
chance in the world to use the scissors: or. if

you have a sharp jjen knife, stretch her wing
over the end of your finger, and give a little

stroke with your knife, and she will walk away
apparently without knowing what has happen-
ed. I cando it this way in half the time.
Cochranton, O., Apr. 5. C. G. Looft.

[You have given us a capita! machine, and
one that may be equal to the excellent Hubbard
machine. Almost any one with a little practi-
cal ingenuity can construct one. We have used
one on a similar principle to put largie dove-
tailed boxes together, and know that a machine
on that principle will work. Yours would have
the advantage over the Hubbard machine, in
that the operator could sit down to his work
and do the squeezing with the foot. We will
construct one for our own use. and report. The
engraver, we notice, left oft" the spiral spring to
raise the lever. Hello! here's another machine.
It is, perhaps, simpler but not so good.]
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BRESEE'S FOUK-I'IEC'E-SECTION FORMEI!.

Friend IJool;— I inclose within a drawing of

an impleniont wliicli I have made, and find v^ory

useful in putting fimr-ijiece dovetailed sections

together. I made the macliin(> three or four
years ago. and would hardly know how to get
along now without it in using that l\ind of sec-

tion.
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long. We liavo formed a perfect emulsion in

one minnte. even with cold water. This emnl-
sion shonld l)e diluted by adding an equal quan-
tity of water. Shake well, and apply to the
plant by the use of a syringe or force-pump,
like the Lewis or Whitman. It kills all the
lice, but does not injure the plants.
Many readers of Gleanings will be glad to

know that this kerosene emulsion is a sure cure
of cattle, lioise, and hog lice, and also sheep-
licks. Foi' the lice, scrub the animals with the
emulsion diluted with one-half its bulk of wa-
er. We us(> ii brush, and do it thoroughly. The
cost for a full-grow n cow is not more than live

cents and live minutes of time. It kills nits as
well as lice, and seems to brighten the hair. I

think the sci-ubbing with this soap solution is

excellent for the skin, and thus we do more
than kill the lice. For sheep we dip the ahi-
mals in the (nnulsion, diluted with one-half its

bulk of water. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

FRAGMENTS.

l)OOIJTTI,E ON APRIL l.")TH GLEANINGS.

I see by Dr. Miller's Stray Straws in the April
1.5th Gleanings, that he is a sharp-eyed fellow
or he would not have noticed tbat you were a
little mixed in your i('iil>' to Mr. James on
hatching chickens ovei' hives of Iwes, he (.James)
desiring to know whethei' he could do this,

while in reply you tell him that a bee-hive
mukes a good " hen's nest." But really. Dr. M.,
are you stu'e that an old hen is better for hatch-
ing chickens than a hive of bees".^ Just jnit

your hand under the chaff or sawdust cushion
over a good colony, some cold morning, and see
if it would not be a good place for chickens to
form inside of an egg-shell. But h(>re comes a
friend who throws a little light on the matter
in a negative way. A letter, just at hand,
speaks in surpris(» that Dr. ]\I. should have any
trouble in getting queen-cells "on it stick " just
as he wants them, for he has no trouble; and
then he goes on to say. that, after they are cap-
ped, he puts the cells in "' the incubator where
they hatch very croi and perfectly," thus sav-
ing the bees any trouble in brooding them after
they are capped. Now. if an incubator will
hatch queens perfectly, why will not a hive of
bees hatch hen's eggs more perfectly than " an
old hen"?

NOT THE BEES NOK THE Mlf'E.

In a late number of Gleanings a friend told
of bees eating wheat during the winter, as there
was bran on top of the wheat, under the hive of
bees, which were set in the barrel of wheat.
But on ])age 304 fiiend France spoils all of this
pretty i-omance liy telling us that it was not the
bees at all, but " mice " that ate the wheat and
left the bran there. Then the editor, after con-
gratulating Bro. F. on his sharp observation
and common si^nsc, wondei's if, "after the mice
had worked in the, wheat." the bees did not nse
the bran. Well, yes, about the same as the
mice ate the wheat. I take it that neither the
bees nor the mice had any thing to do with the
wheat, only that, as the bees uncapped their
honey in the hive above, the cappings of the
honey, in old tough combs, fell down on the
wheat, as we often see them in early spring on
the bottom-boards, until these cappings covered
the wheat, and were mistaken by our friends
for bran, as the cappings of old combs, when
gnawed off and licked dry by the bees, resem-
ble bran very much. Sorry to spoil this nice lit-

tle romantic story, but I believe the above the
real facts in the case.

BEE-ESCAPES.
On page .'iOi; I find friend Dibbern thinking

that "Doolittle will not find much use for bee-
escapes," on account of his wide-frame system.
In this he is mistaken: for in the way I nse the
wide frames they can be handled the same, col-
lectively, as any sni)er. as wilt be seen by a late
article of mine, while they have the advantage
of being handled by the wide frame or the single
.section at the will of the operator. This is why
I " froze " to them after testing neai'ly all the
supers so far given to the public. I have had
many letters of ai)i)i'eciation of said plan of
using wide frames since I gave it in GLEANiN(is.
Last fall I used some of the new escapes, to my
entire satisfaction, under these; wide frames,
and hives of honey that were tiered up during
the summei-; and I wish to go on n^cord as say-
ing that tlie hee-esmpes are among the greatest
inventions of the past. By them the raising of
eithei' comb or extracted honey is much slmpli-
lied. and the hard labor materially lessened.

WAX SECRETION.

On page :U',i Bro. France thinks the cause of
bees secreting wax comes about by the bees
having to hold honey in their honey -sacs. Ex-
actly. That is as I have always argued. Now,
if Bro. F. will closely watch a single-comb ob-
servatory hive, he will see that the old bees, on
returning from the field, give their loads of

honey to the young liees. and that these young
bees hold these loads of honey till they are suf-

ficiently evaporated to be deposited in the cells;

hence it conies about that it is the young bees.

very largely, which secrete wax. and that wax
must he seci'eted to a greater or lesser extent,
from the standpoint of Bro. F. and myself,
whenever there is a flow of honey of any great
amount. Prof. Cook might as well haul down
his fiag when such "weighty " men (avoirdu-
pois) get after him.

OLD BEES SECRETING WAX.
I have read over and over again what friend

France has to say on the same page about old

bees secreting wax, and his proof of his asser-

tion: and I am compelled to think there must
be a mistake somewhere; al)0ut that six-weeks-
old swarm building comb. Time and time
again have I proven that bees having a queen
do not live over 45 days during the swarming
season, and I am also fully as positive that no
bees less than two days old ever go out with a
sw^arm. Now. if there is no tuistake about that
six-weeks swarm, all the bees must have be(>n

dead that went out with the swarm one day
after the young bees in the last hive began to

hatch, which would have been the ruination of
that colony, for the bees would have become so
old and woi'u out. also so few in numl)ers. that
no young Ikm's would have hatched, unless the
weather had kept warm enough night and day
for a few days, so that the brood would have
hatched of itself. If the advice of Gleanings
was followed, and a frame or two of brood given
to these swarms when they were hived (as I

firmly believe an investigation of the case will

reveal), then the whole thing would be reason-
able; but then it would not prove the point
friend V. wishes to make.

NAMELESS BEE-DISEASE.

On page 3'.'.") I see that Prof. Cook is surijrised

that Dr. Millei' should question the curing of

the nameless bee-disease by the removal of the
queen. I know that it is generally supposed to

cure the disease; but I also know that it does
not always. Last year I purchased a queen
fi-om the South that gave bees with this disease
in its worst form, the bees dying by hundreds
every day, all bloated up so full that they could
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only roll over on their backs, kick a spoil, and
(lie. I changed the queen in Angnst. so that,
by August 3,5th. young bees were hatching
plentifully from the new queen. But these bees
took the disease, and continued to die, as did
the others, all being dead and gone in February.
This was my only loss in my new roofed bee-
cellar. G. M. DOOIJTTLK.
Borodino, N. Y.

[Very good, friend D. I am glad to see there
are so many sharp ones scrutinizing all these
statements and points that are made. I still

thinl<. however. Ihat I have had bees, even dur-
ing the honey season, live fully as long as friend
Fiance i-epresents; at the same time, I agree
with you that they usually wear themselves
out. and are gone about the time you ni(»ntion.
This is why I have so strenuously urged that,
in a queen-rearing apiary, every nucleus should
have more or less brood all the while. Things
go along ever so much better if there is never a
time when unsealed brood can not be found in
the nuclei. This gives all handssomething todo,
and at the same time it insures constant rein-
forcements of young bees.—If it should happen
that neither the bees noi' mice had any thing to
do with the consumption of that wheat, I don't
know but I shall feel a little bit disgusted. But.
friend I)., what about the I'oast chicken that
has been given so many times, to keep the bees
from starving?— I am glad to know you are suc-
ceeding with bee-escapes. When such "weigh-
ty " men, as you have it, make a thing a suc-
cess, we can draw a breath of relief, and get
over our anxiety. Ernest has just been putting
the bee-escapes into the ABC book, and I was
afraid he was giving them too much promi-
nence.] A. I. R.

HIVE RECORDS.

THOSE HANDY SI.ATP: TABI.ETS THE BEST OF
ALL.

Friend 2?oot;—Bricks, stones, pebbles, have
all been suggested, most of which are cumber-
some and unsightly. Were I to adopt any of
these it would be the bricks, as n^com mended
by friend INIori'ison. p. 2(\:i. One point claimed
for the bricks is, that they hold down the covers
during storms or high winds. Now, I do not

but intend to prepare one soon, and study it un-
til I know it by heart. This spring, in going
over our colonies, my brother and I just laid a
slate in the center of the cover overcok)nies
needing feed, so that, when we wished to feed,
we could tell, by just glancing over the apiary,
which colonies needed feed, and got into the
habit of calling those ''doubtful States," to use
a political phrase. These slates being small we
can make a greater combination than can be
got by using bricks; and being black, or nearly
so, when laid on a white hive-cover they can be
plainly seen as far as necessary. Some may say
these little slates will blow off. I would say, in
reply, that I have known them to blow oft' the
nail when hanging on the side or end of tlie
hive, but nevei', to my knowledge, has one
blown oft' the cover. Being so thin, when laid
Hat on the cover the wind can not get under
them.
Below ai'e a few of the different positions that

the slates may occupy, each position signifying
a different meaning, as with the bricks.
Besides the above, more can be invented if

nec(^ssary. For instance, laying one diagonally
aci'oss the different corners, as in No. 10. It is
useless for nie to give tlie dift'eriMit meanings
that the dift'erent positions signify, for every
apiai'ist can manage this to suit himself. We
might say. No. 1. weak, needs feed; No. 2, gave
queen-cell: No. 3, hatched, etc.

When you see th(! slate, you know, without
going to it, what condition the colony is in.

Besides this, the slate contains necessary dates
and writing. I always abbreviate as much as
l)Ossible when writing on these little slates; as,

S. Q. C. select queen-cell; fr., frame; int.. intro-
duced. On the l((ft-hand upper corner write the
year (18'.»1); next the month and day, thus:
4-30 (April 30); and below, other writing.
When a colony is strong and in a normal con-

dition, the slate hangs on a nail on the end or
side of the 4iive. The one side of the slate con-
tains the age of the queen, and when the swarm
was hived, etc.. if you wish to keej) such data.
The best thing that I have found for writing

on these slates is an ordinary leadpencil. This
writing is not very plain to read; but if you get
the light to fall on it just right you can read it

easily. Only {» few days ago I picked up one of
the slates, and found some wi-iting of early last

June, and it was as plain, almost, as if it had
been written only a day before, and looked as if

it might last a year or two longer, and this had

I II II

MILLEIJ S METHOD OF KEEPING KECORD.

care to handle the extra weight simply because
I want the covers secure. I will admit, that
covers do blow off occasionally, but I do not
know that it ever did any serious damage to the
colony, unless it should remain oft' for a con-
sid(>rable length of time in cold weather. At
any rate, if I were very particular about having
the covers secured on the hives I should certain-
ly use a convenient hook or clamp of some kind,
in preference to ^a weight of any kind. And
now allow me to present my method. If it has
ever b(>en mentioned in (tleanings I do not re-

member of seeing it. Now. what do you sup-
pose I am going to mention? Simply the little

slates advertised by A. I. Root for this purpose,
only I propose to use them as friend Moirison
does his bricks, with the writing combined. .So

far I have not adopted any particular system.

hung on the hive all winter, exposed to the ele-

ments. S. E. Miller.
Bluffton. Mo.. Apr. 30.

[We have us(>d the slates as you speak of on
hive-covers in different positions, to indicate
certain information, for years. Our apiarist.

Mr. Spafford, has a code of his own which he
has used with considerable success. I am glad
you brought the subject up. because I doubt
wlu'ther I should have thought to mention it.

We hav(> used slate and red leadpencils for

marking the,slates. The former efface by rains
too easily, and the latter are too indelible after

the markings have been on for a few months.
But a common leadpencil— that is something
I had not thought of before. We will try it ait-

once.] E. R. R.
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SHADE FOR THE APIARY.

A SIDE-HILI. APIARY.

I am glad some one has taken up the subject
of shade in our apiaries. It is a subject on
which a great deal has been said, first and last:

but the only object in view seemed to be to
shade the hives and bees, and not the keeper.
I can see no season why, as long as we are go-
ing to shade the hives, we can not have such as
will protect the apiarist also, and make it more
comfortable and convenient for both. Of course,
this is not always possible; but when one has a
young orchard, or trees of any kind that are
not too dense, and are somewhere near wheiis
we want our liees, I say, why not put them
th?re? I like sunshine as well as anybody, but

apple- trees, with a few sprawling peach-trees
in front. These treesare kept pruned, and none
of the limbs are ever allowed to grow so low as
to prevent the keeper from standing or walking
erect, without getting the hat jammed down
over the eyes, as Dr. Miller did. The picture
was taken in the fall, after the trees had shed
their leaves, and I had begun putting on the
packing-boxes, or outside protecting-shells. It
was such a beautiful morning when the sun
peeped up from its hiding-place, that I could
not resist the temptation to run over to my
neighbor, who is a photographer, and have him
take a shot. You will see by the picture that I

don't believe in bare ground for apiaries. Any
thing but going out and finding some of our
nice white hives all spattei'ed with mud after a
heavy rain. Chestek Olmstead.
East Bloom field, X. Y.. Feb. ;j4.

C. OEMSTEAD S SIDE-HIM- AI'IAliY.

I think as Josh Billings did about the pudding.
I can see no reason for a person working over
colonies of bees with the scorching rays of the
sun pouring down on him from morning till

night, when, by a little forethought, it might be
avoided. I have sometimes thought of moving
my bees to some open plot and stai'ting a vine-
yard apiary, with grapevines to shade the hives.
I know such an apiary well kept would not on-
ly look nice, but would no doubt be for the very
best welfare of the bees. But after working a
few days in my brother's apiary, which is so
situated as to get the full and dii-ect rays of the
sun. I was only too glad to get back under the
sprawling limbs of tlie old harvest-apple trees,
where I could work quite comfortably, even dur-
ing very hot weather.
I^end you a photograph of my apiary. It is

situated on an east side-hill, under the early

[Fruit-trees not too dense make the best kind
of shade, and I doubt whether you would find
the grapevine as good. .Somehow (they do with
ns) the vines get neglected, and then the shoots
will stick out in the way, much to the discom-
fort of the apiarist. Your side-hill looks very
pretty.] E. K. R.

DOOLITTLE'S QUEEN-CUPS A SUCCESS.

KEEPING A RECORD ON THE HIVE-COVERS.

It seems a little surprising that there are so
many who fail to make a success of Doolittle's
artificial cells. I tried them last season at dif-
fej-ent times and had scarcely any trouble with
them; but having the young queen fertilized

from the upper story of a hive, with a laying
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(jiieeii below, was not siicli smooth sailing. I

doubled up two colonies, to try this plan, and
arranged the top story for three queens. But
one of them began laying. At another time
this large double hive concluded, with so many
queens and bees on hand, they might stai't a
new colony (I keep all laying queens clipped),
so they swarmed out. and one of the queens
fi'om tiie ui)i)(>r story led the swarm to the
woods.
Does no one keep his record on tlu> lop of the

hive-covei'? I consider it just ijerfection.

Early in the season I go to each hive and learn
the condition by examining the brood-nest.
queens, etc., and make a record something like
this on top of the tin cover, with a pencil:

18i)l, April 15. ( Reared in season of 1890.

O. Q. clipped ISUO. "( Old queen's wing clipi)ed.

Latei' on I make a riH^ord of any thing of im-
portance, such as swarming. disi)0sal of the old
queen, rearing young queen, supei'sedure. (>tc.

This system is always handy to see at a glance,
without disturbing the hive, yet it does not mar
the beauty of the yard as bricks do, nor can the
recoid be lost, as in the case of the careless
moving of bricks or blocks on top of the hives
by childien or visitors. And another advan-
tage is, it shows evcM'v I'ecord made through the
season as well as the" last examination. At the
end of the season the apiarist may make a
recoid of each hive, in a book kept for th" ]iur-

posc. S. S. Law [>'<;.

Hend(>rson, Mo., April 18.

[Yes. you can kc^ej) records on hive-covei's
themselves: and when the covers aie [)retty
well marked up it will be about time to paint
them, and then you can put on new records.
We have done this to some extent, but we like
the slates s]H)ken of bv friend ^Miller on p. 4:i:L]

E. R. R.

EXTRA DEPTH OF TOP-BAES NO PREVENTION
OF BURR-COMBS.

OLIVER FOSTEH's EXPEKIENCK.

should not ovei'look the importance of having"
the spaces between tlie slats above the bee-
space as nariow and as accurate as the others.

Three years ago. depending upon the testi-

mony and advice of those who claimed to know.
I put into my apiaries several thousand combs
with top-bars %xk,-. the object being to diminish
bnrr-coinbs by the extra dei)lli of top-bai's.
Two years of practical work with these has
fully demonstrated that at least twice as many
buri'-combs are deposited between them as
there are between the old-style top-bars which
are A\K.
W\\Y should we expect any different result,

since the vacuum to be plugged is ^/xj^ between
the former, whereas that between the latter is

only ,^:jXf„. the spacing in each case being l'*8

fi'om center to center? So I ant satislied that
extra depth of top-bars is in no case a preven-
tion of burr-combs between them. But if the
spaces between them ai'e too wide, it has an oj)-

l)osite eti'ect. as it inci'eases the unoccupied
spacer which is the chief cause of Innr-conibs.
If extra depth ever has any elfect in diminish-
ing them In the bee-space <ihove the bars. T

have failed to notice it. But if they ar(> ever
deijosited in a bee-sijace of proper dimensions,
they do not originate tliei'e. but are simply a
continuatioi! of those extending from tbecomiis
below thi'ough the sjjaces bet-we(>n the top-hais.
If we make these sjjaces and the Ijeespnt-c
above uniformly about J^ inch, there will

be no burr-coniiis deposited in eithei' if the
to))-bars ar(> only yv, thick. The use of a

thousand or mor<' wide top-bars last season
has settled me in this opinion, and I fail to find

anv repoi't that conflicts with it. But we

I now make my top-bars /,;XbiV throughout
tlieir whole length, and spac<' them ^^ from
center by using an end-bai- that wide at the top.

as shown by tlie accompanying cut. Tliis form
of frame is much cheaijer than the lloft'num.
and it is stronger, and I think equal to it in

other respects. Oi.iveh Foster.
]\It. Vernon. la.. April '.:.

[Your testimony, fi'iend Fostei', it seems to
me. does not conflict uith the discu.ssions on
thin and thick tojj-bai's that occuired a year
and a half ago. when the discussion came up in

our joui'ual. It was not then agreed that a top-
bar 's square would prevent bui'i'-combs (see
(Jleamncis. Nov. 15. 188U: also .Ian. 1, 18U0.

l)ag(^ 20). ]\Ir. Hall, and all the r(^st of those
who spok<' in such high praise of the new top-
bars. recomnuMided c.vtnf ivkTth in addition to ex-
ti'a thickness (se(^ pages '.'0 and 1?>1,1890): be-
sides that, a small beespace and accui'ate spac-
ing were later suggested as very impoi'tant
factors. You may remember, in answer to your
oiticle a yeai- and a half ago. I told you that a
top-bar V square, alone, would uot accomplish
the desii'ed result (see Gi.eaxixos, p. 126. 18^)0):

and your ex])e)'ience above is just about what I

should exiiect. Where did you see in the jour-
nals, ihi'ee years ago. that top-bars Js inch
square wouUl i)i'event burr-combs? Three
years ago was about a year and a half J)eforc
the rlifiriission /m (iEEAXiNOs cainc up. Extra
width, careful spacing, and a small bee-sijace.
will ]jre\-ent burr-combs. You say. then. "What
do you want an extra thickness for? " Because,
on "the Langstroth frames, a fi- top-bai-, a -^g

—

yes, even a ^:f-inch top-bar—will sag; and just
as soon as the toi)-bar sags, the bee-space above
is changed, and away go the burr-combs again.
Let me icpeat again: The exli'a thickness is

intended to pn^vent sagging, and so preserve
the v(!iy important factor—bee-space. You
say, use fold(>d tin bars. In oui' ai)iary. on L.
frames it does not accomplish the result. In
ord(>r to keep from drop])ing out. the folded bar
must be a little long. The I'esult is. it has nv
crowd up the toi)-bar. or i)ush down llu^ bottom-
bar a trifle. If the diagonal wires are drawn too
tight, the trouble is aggravated. We have
.several thousand of such combs in our ai)iary.

and there ai'e very few of them indeed that
liave le\('l top-liai's. If you use a scjuare fi'ame,

then a top-bai' % inch "will probably answer:
but even then, the folded tin bar is a thing the
bees do uot like. I have just been out in the
apiary look'ingovei' some comlis. and about half
of them have the foldetl tin bai'. nak'cd on oue
side, and the cells adjacent to it are pi'actically

useless. (>itlH'r foi' honey or for brood. Now.
why not have these cellstaken up by a top-bar
that won"t sag. and one that won"t have to have
a folded tin bar to keep things straight? We
have nuide our top-bars for loose frames, for a

yeai'and a half back. \.l_, wide and "s thick. We
do not make thick-top frames "„ wide, because
we know tbei-e would be Imrr-conibs. sure. Oui' 4

fixed frames have top-bai-s only 's thick and I }.;>
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\vi(ip. T()i)-liais to the loose IVaiiics iniglit he
also % thick, hut the Imnhcr come? In such
shape that it is aliout as cheap to make the ex-

tra K inch as to make it only H. After all.

friend F.. after taking all the facts together,
yon see we do not disagree unless it is in the use
of the folded tin liar and the extra thickness. I

notice that you have adopted the Hoffman
widened end." We tried them last yeai', but
have abandoned them and now use the top-bars
widened at the ends, as well as the end-bar. as
Hoffman has them. For the reasons of this, see
page 3(58. Mav 1. curient veai" also page 48'.).

18'.K).1

"

E. R. R.

THE PORTER SPRING BEE-ESCAPE.

THE BKST ONE YET DEVISED.

Before entering upon the subject proper of
this article I wish to tender my thanks to the
publishers of Gi.eamxgs for their kindness in
furnishing proof of engravings for illustrating
it. A good engraving often gives a clearer con-
ception of the thing under considei-ation than
a whole page of print: and in tliiscase I think
tlie Gi,EA>'iX(is artists have succeeded so nice-
ly that there is but little left for me to do luore
than give the dimensions of the dilTerent parts,
togetlier with a comparison of the practical
workings of the Porter spring escape, with that
of other escapes now in use.

the porter SI'KIXO BEE-ESCAI'E.

Engraving No. 1 shows the escape complete,
which, when placed in an escape-board, is

ready for use. The bees enter the escape at F
and pass out at D. as shown in cuts 2 and 3.

The escape proper, as shown at A. is SfX inches
long by l^H wide and Vj inch deep. The top
piece C is 4^^ in. long and 1-^4 in. wide. The
part B, contaiiung the springs as sJiown in cut
No. 2. is \% in. long. 1 in. wide and V in. deep.
The object of this inner part. B, is to admit of

a depression under F for the reception of dead
bees that may chance to get into the escape. A
dozen or twenty dead bees may get into the es-

cape and not interfeie with the bees out be-
tween the springs. To prepare the escape for
use. make a plain board of ^.j-inch tnaterial, the
size of the top of the hives on which it is to be
used. Cleat the board at sides and ends so as
to provide the necessary bee-space above or be-
low the board. Bore two holes 334 in- apart
from center to center, and near the center of
the board, with a l\s-in. bit. and cut out the in-
tervening wood: drop the escape into this open-
ing and it is ready for use.
To adjust the escape-board on the hive, re-

move the hive-cover. A few puffs of smoke are
necessary to prevent the bees from becoming
angry. Raise the super, place tln^ board on the
hive, and set the sui)er on the board, and return

the hive-cover. .All is done in less time than is

required to write this sentence, yet this is all

the time that is required by the bee-keeper to
remove the liees from the super, as the bees pass
out at their leisure, and the super is taken to
the honey-house at any convenient time after
the bees have deserted it.

During the season of 1800 I removed all my
comb honey, about .'2.")00 lbs., from the hives by
the use of escapes, and experienced less incon-
venience and annoyance by rol)i)ers or bees in
my honey-house than I hav(^ frequently expe-
rienced in icmoving a couple of hundred jjounds
by the old method of smoking, shaking, and
brushing of the bees from the supers.

I used four different patterns of escapes—the
cone, trap-door. Porter spring, and ]\[r. Dib-
bern's latest i)attern. Triple-cone escapes made
of perforated tin work quite well at times. Oc-
casionally quite a number of bees find their way
back through the cones into the super.
The trap-door escape works nicely for a little

while, but they are soon rendered useless on ac-
count of pi'opolis.

Mr. Uibbeiifs new escape gave very poor re-
sults, as. in my first trial with it. there was very
little decrease in the number of bees in a T su-
per in M4 hours after adjusting the escape on
the hive. My second trial was but little better,
as only about half the bees were out of the su-
per in :IA hours. In subsequent trials it worked
some better, but not any better, if as well, as
the cone escapes, as the bees are slower in pass-
ing out through the Dibbern. I very much dis-
like the Dibbern escape, for two reasons: I. c. it

is just as liable to clog up with dead bees as the
cone escape is. and there is no way of clearing
it out or knowing that it is or is not in working
order without taking it apart.
The only objection I see so far to the Porter

spring esca])e is. that it lias nodutouuttic prin-
ciple that will extract the bees from the supers
in a given time: and the bees of some colonies,
under certain conditions of weather, are very
slow to move out: but once they are out. they
are certain to stay out.
While the bees have shown a disposition to

propolize the perforations in the perforated tin

cone escapes, and plaster over those made of
wire cloth, and glue the doors of the trap-door
escapes fast, they have put but very little pro-
polis into the spring escapes, but not enough
to interfere with the working of the springs in

the least.

But little need be said concerning the utility

of a practical bee-escape for removing comb
honey from the hives. Any bee-keeper who has
gone through the vexations of removing his

comb honey from the hives during a honey
dearth will agree with me that it is any thing
but a pleasant task: while with a practical es-

cape the vexations are all removed—no brush-
ing, no shaking of bees, no robbing, and no bees
in the honey-house. The escape-boards can be
adjusted at any time of day. and is done so
quickly that the robber-bees have no chance to
get a start. The supers can be taken off' at the
bee-keepei's leisure after the bees have deserted
them, which is usually from five to eight hours.
Many of my supers were carried in early in the
moniing. without hat or veil, while the good
wife was setting the breakfast.
Concerning the inventors and manufacturers.

R. and E. C. Porter, of Lewistown. Ills., of the
Porter spring escape. I will say. that, so far as
I have been^ able to learn, they are the oldest
practical bee-keepers in this part of Illinois. At
present they do not keej) a very large apiary,
only some >M) or 80 colonies, on account of so
many bees near them. In 1882 they obtained
between '.1000 and 10.000 lbs. of extracted honey
from about 80 colonies. In 1880 thev obtained
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10,000 lbs. from about the same number of colo-
nies.
Their escapes have been as thoroughly tested

as one season's work can test them, and they
are well enough pleased with them to manufac-
ture several thousand of them, and I presume
they will advertise and put them on the market
at once. S. A. Shuck.
Liverpool, 111., April !».

[Many thanks for your valuable article. We
are all anxious to know what we may expect of
the bee-escape; and, accoiding to your experi-
ence, our hopes of its iiiactical utility are not
disappointed. If othci-s slmll have (>xi)erience

similar to yours, it docs ind<'ed pi'oniise to work
a revolution in the methods of taking off honey,
and we have ali'eady had some good I'eports.

We, too, have been experimenting with different
styles of bee-escapes: but none do the work so
perfectly as the Poitcr, illustrated above. It

would get every l>ec out of the upi)er story, even
off combs of brood. With the Reese aiid Dib-
bern escapes, a few bees would be left, they
having evidently found their way back; and
once or twice we found them clogged with dead
bees. We have just received a few samples of
the Porter escape. They are beautifully made,
and the price is modei'ate. If this escap(^
shall do as well as it has done for you and our-
selves, the two Porters deserve a vote of thanks
for a perfect bee-escape, and the right of ex-
clusive maruifacture, whether they have a pat-
ent on the same or not. We presume a good
many of them will be sold, and we should like
to have reports of where thorough tests have
be(;n made. The ])ropolizing feature of the
Reese and Dibbeni. as well as their occasional
clogging with dead bees, is ratlier against them.
Tlie two bi'ass spiings at the point I), in the
Portei', are so exceedingly sensitive, that, if a
bee were to touch them with its manibles. I im-
agine they would tremble so that the little pro-
polizer would become cross-eyed in trying to
keep track of the oscillations, and give the mat-
ter up in disgust.] E. R. R.

A GROWL.

CHANGI<:s; THE 8 OK 10 FRAME HIVE'. FAST
HIVE-BOTTOMS.

Mr. Root:—Why don't you have a giowlers'
column in Gleanings? I should delight to be
a regular contributor' to that department. To
begin with, you have made a new hive. After
telling us all these years that a ten-frame hive
with beveled edge was essential to our health
and happiness, you then turn and say, '" We do
not any more recommend the Simplicity." It
reminds one of tln^ woi'ds of IVIi'. Ileddon, years
ago: "The practical bee-keeper will, sooner or
later, demand a readily movable hive, with fast
bottom." and then he at once proceeds to in-
vent and patent a new hive with loose bottom,
and one that is about as movable as a barrel of
sugar with the bottom fallen out. O consisten-
cy! Rut I am glad you are going to drop the
Simplicity. I never liked it. and have been
very glad to sell th(>. few I bought of you (on
your recommend) to my neighbors. But seri-
ously, now, I think a man in your position
should be very sure he has got something de-
cidedly better when he makes such a change.
With my limited exi)erience I certainly do be-
lieve the old-style ten-frame Langstroth is a
belter, safer, and more economical hive than
either the Simplicity or the Dovetailed.
But one thing that is not sufficiently consid-

ered by writers in the bee-papers is, that differ-
ent locations and cii'cumstances require differ-

ent management. For instance, my hives
nearly all stand fully exposed to the sun; and
by having a division-board on the south side of
my ten-frame two-story hives they require no
shade-board; whereas, if I used your eight-
frame hives, every one would require a shade-
board. Then, again, I prefer to winter most of
my bees out of doors: and if I used your eight-
frame hive every one would require an outside
case and cover. But the ten-frame hive, with
a chaff division-board on each side, and a bushel
of chaff above, makes a very safe winter hive.
I have not lost a colony in those hives in five

years, that was in a normal condition in the
fall; and my bees have increased in that time
from 20 to 100 colonies.

If the bees are wintered in a cellar, and are
shaded by trees when out of the cellar, then an
eight-frame hive would not be so bad; but I

should prefer the old Langsti'oth. even then.
In my location we are about as likely to have
a yield of honey in September as any time. The
nights are cool, and the bees will invariably be
driven from the supers on your eight-frame
hives, at that season of the year. I have had
several of them in use for two years; and I

know that, at that season, the bees will not fin-

ish up the outside sections, or store nearly as
much honey in the supers as they will in the
T supers on the old t(Mi-frame Langsti'oth, with
an inch space between the super and outside
shell of the hive. If the honey were all gather-
ed in Junti or July this last objection would not
hold.

1 must now tell you about anothei' thing.
You have talked to us about shoddy goods,
while, at the same time, you were sending out
thousands of brood -frames with a top-bar
scarcely three - eighths of an inch in depth.
Every novice who has used these frames has
recognized their Irailty from th(> first. To be
sure, the lighter the top-bar the more necessary
it was to buy your folded tin and wires to brace
them up; and if we did not use the tin braces,
it was very essential to use the honey-board.
The Northern Illinois eonxcutioii is re|)oi't('d

as deciding that a small bee-space between top-
bars and sections is of more importance in pi'e-

venting brace-combs than a thick top-bar.
But, how are we to nuiintain th(> small bee-
space with a top-bar that will invariably sag
from ^« to a full half inch? Do you realize the
injury you have done bee-keepers by sending
out those weak frames? I suppose there are
millions of them in use, and not one in ten but
has sagged h inch or more. Can you suggest a
remedy ? A. C. Bugbee.
Lochiel. Ind.. Mar. 18.

[We used to have a " Growlei'y," but it died
out for some reason—may be for want of pat-
ronage. Do not be in haste to accuse A. I. R.
of inconsistency. It is the " boys " that have
abandoned the Simplicity hive with its beveled
edge, and who recommend, instead, the Dove-
tailed hive. If you will consult our price list

you will see we make the Dovetailed hive both
8 and 10 frame size; and if you will study its

construction you will discover that the bottom
of either may be made permanently fast or not,
as desired. But you say, " Don't like the Hat
cover, and want a portico." By consulting the
price list again you will see you can have a
gable cover and a i)ortico to the Dovetailed hive.
Now, please turn to "Frames." You will find
we do not recommend tojj-bars less than °^ of an
inch thick. Why ? because less than that
thickness is liable to result in sagging, and
then the important thing—a bee-space that
will prevent burr-combs—is changed. On this
point you are just right. We must have top-
bars thick enough to prevent sagging, and only
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a few nowadays want thin top-bars with the
folded tin bai'S.

Say! in order to be consistent would you have
us stick to old things and make no progress?
Is it a weakness to change V If we could have
adopted the present impi'oved appliances years
ago it would have been well. Why didn't the
mower and reaper manufacturers adopt the
self-binder in the first place, instead of coming
to it gradually ? Why do we give the prefer-
ence to the 8-frame width '? Because it is bet-
ter adapted to most bee-keepei's. and the ma-
jority demand it. 17>h may be able to winKM'
in a single-walled l()-frame hive with a dummy
on each side, and chatf on tctp: hut (til bee-
keepers can not. So they winter in the cellar,
and hence do not want a hive larger thiiii thev
need. You have given some good hints, but
thei'e are some things you have ovei-looked.
Consult t)ur ]8<)1 catalogues.] E. R. R.. or

on(^ of the L".»-vear-old " bovs."'

SOMETHING ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF GREAT
TRUSTS, COMPANIES, AND COMBINES.

Tlil<: HAKTFORI) STKAM -KOILKK IN.SPHX'TION AND
INSURANCE COMPANY, TO PREVENT EX-

PLOSIONS. RTC.

As we approach the twentieth century, every
little while I am sni'prised and astonished at
the great stride the world is making in being
heliifitl to one another. A few years ago our
great shops and factories were sliut uj) from
visitors, and a great many of them are now.
But T think the matter is changing. Tf the de-
mands of a certain business required sonn'thing
that the ])roprietor knew nothing about, he
might visit the large manufacturing (>stablish-
nu^nts in vain. He could not get the informa-
tion he de-iii'ed. We now have experts in steam-
engineering, in electric lighting, in erecting
waterworks, and. in short, in every line. E.\-
perts go from place to i)l'ice, and teach all that
is to be known about liiese new things. Of
course, they get their pay for it—that is, they
usually do sooner or lat(>r. But (>ven if they
do. I think it is just wonderful the way in
which the world is getting to be helpful. 'Our
con\'entions are a tremendous stride in this
line. Horticulturists meet in convention, and
spend valuable time in teaching green hands
free of charge, all that is to be known about
their husines-^. and so in almost all other de-
partments. The man who says lu^ knows
something valuable, but will not tell it unless
they raise a purse of *.50.00 for him, is away in
the background. At the present time he could
hardly get an audience of one. Now, these
teachers an^ sometimes keen for business, and
often work hard for trade: but if they tell the
truth and furnish good goods, I think' they are
public benefactors. In our business we are
continually extending our line of steam-power.
Two or three years ago I said to our boys, " Oh
I just wish we could have the advice of some
man who knows all about engines and boihM's.
and shafting and hangers, through all the dif-
ferent factories all over our land I I wish I

knew how the big establishments manage all

these problems."
Well, it was not very long afterward before

Crod sent just such a 7nan to look over our es-
tablishment. You may think my expi'ession,
'"God sent him," a little off: but I Iwlieve that
is the right way to put it. This man who came
to us had been visiting pretty much all the
steam-plants in this and other States. He
knew exactly how every manufacturing estab-
lishment solved certain probhuns. He told us
how tall a chimney we needed, and how large

inside. He told us all about the water we used
in our boilers—how to prevent scale. He knew
all about tines and flue-cleanens. He had been
inside of hundreds of boilers after they had
been used a term of years. He knew exactly
when a boilei' is unsafe. In fact, he was the
inspector for an insurance company who make
it a business of insuring boilers against explo-
sion. When he said their company wanted
one hundred dollars to look our i)lant all over
three times a year, and (juardntee tis against
loss from explosion for three yeiirs. I handed
him the money very quick, and just laughed
to think that I had found somebody who
could do what I wanted, nnd do it so cheaply.
When we got ready to build our great smoke-
stack, 90 feet high and 8 feet square at the base,
they sent us a beautiful mechanical drawing
so that an ordinary mason put u]). without any
trouble whatever. '^a great shaft of hrick that is

not only a blessing to [he eiKjiiicci', but an or-
nament to this jjart of the town. The drawings
and specifications wei'e sent free of cluvicje.

Now. all of these men I have been mentioning
might be criticised in the same way our million-
aires and our tiMists and combines have been;
but by taking the view of it I have been giving
you. it is quite a different matter. Y'ou know,
of course. I do not beli(>vi' much in book-agents
and street-ijeddlers: but when a man comes as
a repn^sentative of a great institution for the
relief and safety of humanity, I am ready to
welcome him \\ ith extended hand, and to thank-
God for sending him. A. I. R.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

THE WAX-SECKETION QUESTION: ANOTHER
TIIEOUY.

GLEANiN(i.s for April 1.5 was a feast to me. I
havel)een interested in the secretion of wax for
over xwo years; and as the subject is being
discu.^sed now. I will set forth "my theory;
thinking pr()biil)ly all the big guns are through,
and won't indulge in a rehash. I shall be safe
in setting foi'th such an ab^nrditv. Vegetable
wax is naturally produced by a flow of sap or
water through some brolcen or natural tissue of
the structure of the iilant. Air absorbs the
moisture, and leaves th(> crystallized produc-
tion. Bees gather from blossoms, nectar dilut-
ed with water: carry it into the hive, and. if

they have no empty cells, they i-etain the same
by forcing the water through the wax-cells, it

being thus evaporated by the heat of the bees,
leaving a residue, or scale, of wax. When wax
is not ncMHled it is removed befor(> the scales are
crystallized, thei-eby giving the bee a chance to
continue field labor; also young bees can per-
form this duty before they are able to go to the
field. In this way bees produce honey from
nectar, and not merely by evaporating the wa-
tei' by a cui'rent of warm air being forced
through the hive, on the water-cure theory
that air circulation is to evaporate water from
the wax. Nectar gathered during a dearth has
but little water, and will produce Imt little wax.
If bees need wax and hav(> honey. I think they
can redissolve it and produce some wax.
Humboldt, Neb. Henry Patterson.

THE VALUE OF AN ANEHOID HAROMETER TO
A BEE-KEEPER.

I notice what is said on page 298, Gleanings.
in regard to your anei'oid barometer. I wish to
ask if that is what I want, to foretell the
weather ingoing to my apiary five miles from
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hoiiie. Will it indicate rain accurately twelve
or more hours ahead? H. 1'. Langdon.
East Constable, N. Y., April 215.

[If you understand how to read an aneroid
barometer, it will generally give you pretty ac-
curate weather prognostications, several hours
in advance, but not always. We depend on
them a good deal at the iiome of the Honey-
bees. ISo much faith have we in them that we
once started oat to an out-apiary in the rain, he-

cause the barometer said it would clear up. al-

though it looked as if it would rain all tlay. It

cleared up nice about the time we arrived at
tlie yard. If the barometer indicates rain we
do not go out to the out-apiaiy. To make a
barometer really helpful, however, one must
study it and watch it closely; and he must bear
In mind, too.that the barometer does not always
tell when the change of weatlier will come
about. One Sunday moruing .Mrs. Root wanted
to know whether it would be safe to go to

church without rubbers, waterproofs, umbrel-
las, etc. I told her I felt sure that none would
be needed, for the barometer was rising rapid-
ly. But, contrary to my pnniiction, we Had
little dashes of rain on the way to church, and
during church tinu!. In the afternoon the
clouds went away entirely. On the other hand,
sometimes when I feel sure a storm of some
kind is coming, it all goes off in a blow, or,

may be, just a little rain; but on the whole, the
barometer is vvoi'th to me many dollars every
season in deciding what to do. and what orders
to give the workmen. Befoi'e the rain lets up
I often direct them to harness the horses and
get all the tools in leadiness, and make; prepa-
rations for a day's work out of doors. About
the time they get under way we are almost sure
to lind the barometer was right, even though
old weather-piophets saw nothing to indicate
the clearing- up.]

VITALITY OF FIVEBaNIIKD BKES.

On page 340 you say that your yellow fiv(>-

banded bees were the first to be numbered
among your winter loss. Now, this is accord-
ing to my observation with a colony of hybrids
to which I gave a dollar (jueen the first of last
November. The (]ueen laid but few eggs, and
all of the banded hybrids disappeared before
the Krst of March, wiiile there are plenty of the
black hybrids yet. Does this not prove that
tlie black bees are hardier and longer-lived"* I

suspect that anolluu' reason why you lost so
many bees was selling off too many young bees;
and, by having so many old on(»s to comintmce
the winter with, they soon died and left your
bees too weak, and tliey chilled, even in the
cellar. Out of 03 colonies I did not lose one,
and I wintered them on their summer stands!
Prospects are good at present.

FUANKLIN GaHNKS.
Kenna. W. Va., Apr. 27.

[Yes, It was tin; selling-oft of so many young
bees that helped to make up the lossf but we
have sold olf as much other seasons and had
practically no loss. We lost no colonies in the
cc^llar except ihree weak ones—one of them
very weak.]

HOW .VNI) HV WHOM KAMBLKH's SKETCHES
AKE MADE.

Will you kindly tell us in Gleanings how
those small illustrations in Rambler's articles
are gotten up? Does he sketch them with a
pencil first, and send the sk(>tches to you to be
engraved? I am sure it will interest a larg(>
number of readers to know all about it. Our
bees wintisred well. I lost 3 out of 83, and those
starved. The rest are strong, and are now just
booming. Young bees are hatching in some

hives, and much pollen is coming in. I expect
swainis before JNlay 28. HAitUY Lathkoi".
Browntown. Wis., April 27.

[Rambler sends us rough sketches or photo-
graphs, which we send to our special artist, R.
V. Murray, of the lirm of Murray i<: He iss, of
Cleveland. Mr. Murray, from these, makes
new pen-sketches that are suitable and tit for
reproduction on the printed page. These pen-
sketches ar(; then zinc etched, and forwarded to
us. Mr. R. V. Murray is a bee-keeper: and as
he has Rambler's manuscripts to read, he is

eminently fitted to appreciate many of the ludi-
crous situations. Rambler and Murray togeth-
er make a ic/iofc te<t})i. Mui'ray i<: Heiss do all

our wood-cutting, and for bee-work they have
no equal.]

how TO MAKE A FEEDKItFLOAT.
The ladies' department makes Gleanings

complete, and all we can ask for. Mrs. Axtell
and yourself have decided on the feeder most
suitable for everybody: but I made a cross of
thin slats. I4 by 1 inch, iIk^ length of the diam-
eter of the pan feeder to be used, and drove two
tacks into the centei'. thus -1_. Drop it on the
syrup. In feeding a whole ' month, forty col-
onies, not a singh^ bee drowned; and the bees
suck the boards dry. so there is no wasting, and
they can be put away in th<» pans.

Pittsburg, Tex., Apr. 22. Chas. Dorfman.

SPACING LOOSE FRAMES WITH PENCIL-MAKKS.
Friend Root:—At the bottom of Dr. Miller's

article on page 211 he speaks of impe.rfcct spac-
ing of loose frames, "even after spending much
time on it." Some five years ago I conceived
the idea of spacing by pencil-marks across the
edge of the hive, just above the frame-rabbet,
said pencil-marks to coincide with the centers
of the frames. I still use this method, and can
space the frames quickly and accurately there-
by. E. H. ^VHITAKER.
La Salle. 111.. Mar. 23.

HONEY FROM THE EGYPTIAN ONION.

Twenty-five years ago, in N. W. Missouri I

had Egyptian onions that bloomed and bore
seed. The bees worked on th(Mn more than on
any thing else I ever saw. M. S. Klu.vi.
Jacksboro, Tex., Jan. 28.

[You have given us two valuable facts, friend
K.: First, that tlu^ Egyptian onions were known
25 years ago; seconci. that they yield honey
largely when raised on a large scale. I believe
they always have more or less blossoms mixed
in among the tops or sets. During this ])resent
season we have finer and laiger lEgyptian on-
ions than w(> ever raised before; and although
people are clamoring for them, there is such a
demand for the tops we do not dare to sell

them now for hunch onions and thus cut off

our chances for a crop of sets.]

PACKING-CASES A SUCCESS.

I see you wish to learn more of packing-cases
for wintering (page 159, Gleanings). I have
used such cases for six winters. They are the
Heddon style (see page (i95, 1885). and I don't,
care for any thing i)etter. Asher M. Coe.
Coe Ridge, O., March (i.

THE unpleasantness OF RUBBER GLOVES;
HOW TO DISPENSE WITH GLOVES OF

ALL KINDS ENTIRELY.
Seeing Mrs. Harrison's article on gloves, I

concluded to venture a few words. When I

Krst commenced keeping be(^^ I bought a pair
of black rublier gloves; but I soon discarded
them, from the fact that the bees would sting
the gloves and stick fast, and sometimes sue-
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'C(>pd in making mo feel it a little: and. wiicn
drawn oil. my liands would look lilce cooked
pigs" feo^t: and. if nuigniticd to the size; of onr
cartli. they \>onld appear to be eos-ered with
mountains higher tlian tiie Alps. If you want
to get stung on one of yon tingei'S. .iust tie it up
in a rag. That is my experience when I have a
sore finger. I wf)rk \\ith my bees with bare
arms, bare hands, bare face, and no protection
of any kind, and seldom get stung: and if evei-y

person would keej) pure, gentle bees (no hy-
brids), and study the countenance and move-
ments of the bees, and their nat\u'e. they (in

mv opinion) could do the same.
Oxford. ().. March 11. D. A. McCoiiD.

bees off a comb with one stroke, or practically
amounting to that. Those little toy yucca
brushes won't do." Vour brush is long enough
to take the bees off with one stroke.] E. R. R.

THE HAYES FOUNDATION-FASTENER.
I was very much pleased to receive .\f)ril 1st

Gleanings, and see the tine illustration of the
foundation-fastener; and I was greatly sur-
prised that you gave it such an amount of free
advertising in your foot-notes. Rut I was as-
tonished when I received your postal of the Tth
inst.. stating that yon had credited my account
§5.00 by article in April 1st (ii,EAXiN(i.s. I can't
understand it. The Gleanings article placed
me greatly in i/o»r debt: and if you had bal-
anced my account I should have considered it

just and right. Mell R. Hayes.
Washington. Kan.. Apr. 1<).

[When an article or machine is so manifestly
good as yours, it is a pleasure to give it a good
notice. Our girls scolded considerably when
one of the packers proposed to take the only
one we had for an order. Th(\v hardly knew
how to get along without it. and so we had to
make them a new one.]

STEALING HONYE.
My health has been bad for several years

past, and money is hard to get: but I can not
have Gleanings stop. I send you a clipping
taken from one of our daily papers. In addition
to the honey taken, I lost •") fine queens.

Last Frida.v niglit. (lining tlie heavy rain storm,
same one with a great amoiuit of courag-e opened
ten hives of l)ees in Mr. Oscar Banks' apiarj-, and
stole about 200 pounds of honey, and left the frames
and bees scattered all over the' apiary.

Charlotte. N. C, May 1. O. Ranks.

A BEE-BKUSH, AND A GOOD ONE.
Excuse me for making you a present of a bee-

brush. I wish you tct give it to the readers of
(Jleanings. I used one last season. I think it

good enough for the World's Fair. I gave a

c
SAYAK S BEE-BRVSH.

friend one last spring, and he also reports it the
best he ever saw or used. I have improved it

by putting the string on to tie around the
Avaist, and then it is always at hand. It can
be made of any rope untwin<'d.
Grafton, Wis. Seth Sayak.

[I believe your brush is a good thing;. In
talking with one of those extensive Yoi-k State
extracted-honey producers, W. L. Coggshall, of
West Groton, he said he could not tolerate a
little yucca brush, nor yet the Davis. " We
want something." said he. "that will bi'ush the

buzz-saws, etc.—A caution.
If you find any errors, please correct them, for

lam laboring under considerable disadvantage
in writing, because of a sad accident that be-
fi 11 me one day last week. I have a Rarnes
saw: and \\ Idle showing one of the boys how to
cut a certain board, the festive saw" waltzed
into my right tliumb. and I compromised by
leaving half of the first joint. I have come to
the conclusion that a buzz-saw is a dangerous
institution, even without pulley, crank, or trea-
dle. In the last numbiM' of Gleanings you give
some plain talk about that supremely crankv
and governinent-mule-cheeky Dr. Hall. The
very idea of claiming originality on his part is

certainly somewhat absurd and ridiculous,
when, to my cei'tain knowledge, it has been in
use by the old botanic and hydroiiathic phvsi-
cians for more than 50 years. Humbuggerv
and medical frauds have wonderful cheek and
bilious secretions. Alpheus Dove.
Rrookville. Ohio, March 5.

wibe-cloth bottoms fok hives in the cel-
lar, fatal to bees.

In the fall, winter, and summer of 18S7 and '8S
I was working in the apiary of N. H. Putnam,
River Falls. Wis. He had been reading a good
deal. I suppose, about large spaces under brood-
frames, in wintering bees in the cellar: at anv
rate, he conceived a plan which he thought
would work to perfection. He had me nail to-
gether the side and end pieces of a Simplicity
hive-cover, and then tack window-screen oil
top of the frame instead of the cover-boards.
These were taken into the cellar, and turned
upside down. The hives were brought in. the
bottom-boards removed and set on these frames,
and fastened there. Twelve swarms in Sim-
plicity hives were fixed this wav. There were
about 70 swarms put into the cellar that fall.
AVhen taken out in the spring, those that were
not wired were all right, except one swarm.
The twelve with sci-eens fastened underneath
were all dead. Upon examination we found
that dead bees had dropped down on the screen,
covered it over, and molded. The result was.
the bees wei-e smothered to death. The cellar
was quite damp, so that the mold filled up the
spaces between the dead bees.

Fred A. Davis.
West Superior. Wis.. Apr. 4.

A COLONY IN the OPEN AIK.

I sent to you a year ago and got a catalogue of
bee- fixtures, and a copy of Gleanings: and I

saw in the latter where, if a person saw acolonv
of bees in the open air. he was asked to write and
let you know. I saw a colony of bees on a cor-
ner of a rail fence, and they had five combs-
three large ones and two small ones—a small
one on both sides, as nearly as we could get at
it. There was about 15 lbs. of honey and 3 of
wax. Wti,liam Haviland.
Laingsburg, Mich., Apr. 8.

IS IT the nameless bee -disease or some-
thing else '.'

With much interest I have read the articles
written on the nameless bee-disease by our best
writers and apiarists, its cause and its cure.
Now, I wish to ask whether any one ever saw
these small brown shiny bees in the spring. If
so, they are an exception and not the rule. I
never saw this disease (as almost everv one
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calls i+.) appear until we had had extremely hot
weather; and if we have only two or three days
of such \V(^the)', then apijears tiie nameless
disease. These diseased bees hatch out of
combs so full of pollen that there is only a cell

of brood here and there. These combs of pollen
get so hot during these warm days that those
scattering cells of brood which are almost ready
to hatch are almost smothered; the young bee
is oiled and shiny when it comes from the cell,

and such bees are never seen around hives kept
entirely out of the sun. Now, friend Root, if

you have ever had the bad luck to smother a
colony of bees in moving them, you have seen
a whole colony of bees that, when dead, looked
as if they had the nameless disease. I have
seen these so-called diseased bees eineige from
the cell, and never could Hnd them so until
whole combs of pollen had been stored, and the
hottest weather we c^ver wished for had come.
Jackson, Mich.. Mar, 13. L. J. Tripp.

AN OLD BEE-ESCAPE.
I send you a bee-escape that I have had 29

years. It may, perhaps, assist in developing a
better one for present use. Nearly all our sup-

A BEE-ESCAI'E 31 YEARS OLD.

posed new discoveries are modifications of some-
thing previously in use. We often think we
have something new; but looking over the old
magazines we usually Hnd that some one has
given the plan before, and we have simply
adapted it to our method of manipulation.

L. C. Whiting.
Saginaw, East Side, Mich., Dec. 4, 1890.

[The bee-escape which friend W. sent us con-
tains the marks of age. and on are stamped,
••Patented 18(50, June :*0." Friend Whiting's
statement above verities almost exactly, as you
see, what we have said very recently in the ed-
itorials in regard to many things being very old.

which we sometimes suppose to be very new
and original. We understand you lo say, friend

W., that you used this device for a bee-escape.
If so, it rather antedates some new inventions
made within the last two or three ycai's.]

BEARS AND BPIES; HOW THE OLD HONEY-THIEF
AVAS KILLED.

Friend i?oot;—Perhaps you will remember
my letter which was published in Gleanings
about our experience Vvith bees and beais. It

might be interesting to you to know that we
had the pleasure of killing what we believe to

be the old honey-thief. When we began work-
ing at the mill last summer, we found, by the
number of tracks, that Bruin was still on deck.
But we found it easicu' to find tracks than bears.

One day when my brother John and myscslf

were out prosi)ecting for timber, as we were
crossing a small ravine John caused my hair to

rise by excitedly pointing at a large pine-tree
up the hollow, and saying it was full of bears.
We crept cautiously up behind a clump of
brush, and peeked around. We saw an old
she-bear and cub perched up in the tree, taking
in the surroundings; and, not appearing to
think us worthy of notice, John claimed the
first shot, and then business commenced, thirst

the old one gave an unearthly groan when a
bullet struck her. and I'eared over backward,
making the dry limbs crack as she went down.
The cub quickly followed her, and we eagerly
rushed up to see our game, and met the big one
coming down with a friendly grin on her coun-
tenance, showing two rows of gleaming white
teeth. Another shot in the head stunned her,
and a knife finished her. The cub we found
dead where it had fallen, and we felt brave and
happy; for, although I have seen a good many
bears, these were the first I ever helped kill.

Mapleton. Utah, Apr. 4. E. M. Whiting.

A CHEAP HIVE -cover.
Fvioid Roof,;— I see quite a number of arti-

cles in Gleanings in regard to cheap material
for hive-covers. I use the Simplicity cover
frame, and cover it with ^g or ^i inch box-
boards for a foundation, then covei' that with
Fay's manilla roofing - paper. This makes a
cheap, light, durable, water-tight cover. I have
coverss that have been exposed to the action of
the weather for three years, and are apparent-
ly as good as new. They j-equire painting an-
nually. The company furnish a paint at $1.25

l)er gallon. It is about the consistency of water,
and a gallon will paint 100 or more covers. I

winter on summei- stands with an outside case
similar to Mr. J. A. Green's arrangement, and
use forest-leaves for packing. I do not lose two
per cent in wintering. J. R. Morrison.
Bates, 111., Apr. (5.

A TEXAS HONEY-PLANT.

Mr. A. J. Cook:—! herewith send you an
herb that I wish you to name for me. It is a
natural growth in our part of the country, and.
in my o})inion, is a good hon(>y-plant. My
bees work on it all day long, just as thick as
they do on buckwln^at; average height, as per
sample sent. It blooms the middle of March,
and continues in bloom five or six weeks. To
walk through th- paLch it has a sweet-smelling
scent. W. J. Crowley.
Grapevine, Texas, April 10.

[Prof. Cook replies:]

The plant sent by Mr. Crowley, I do not Hnd
desci'ibed in Gray"s Manual. Dr. Beal tells me
that it is T'c.s/,Cftria NiittdWl. Thus we see
that it belongs to the mustard family, and is

closely related to mustard and rape. Thus we
need not be surprised at the good words spoken
for it by Mr. C. It would be interesting to know
whether it is a serious weed like mustard. If

not, it might pay to scatter the seeds in waste
places wherever it would grow. I should be
pleased to receive seeds, that I might try it

hei'e. A.J. Cook.
Ag'l College, Mich.. A))r. IC).

ANOTHER SIMPLE WAY OF TELLING ADULTER-
ATED WAX.

On page 334 I notice that a correspondent
wishes to know how to tell adulterated wax.
Although the way you give is good. I now give
a more simple plan which was told me by a per-
son who was for a long time employed in a
large wholesale drug house in Albany. I have
tried it frequently, and find it coiTect, as far as

my experience goes; and if it is new to your
readers, I hope they will experiment and report.
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It is. to sim pi J- take a piece of common wliite

chalk or school crayon, wiiich should be reason-
ably soft, then break your cake of wax that is

to be tested, and if the chalk will leave a plain
mai'k on it it is pure; but if adulterated, the
chalk will leave no mark. The above may be
old to many, but I do not remember of seeing it

in print. T. I. Uugdale.
West Galway, N. Y.. Apr. 'JO.

[The above test, if I am cori-ect, depends on
the spurious wax being softer than the genuine.
While this is usually the case, I believe it is not
always true. Nevertheless, your test is proba-
bly a valuable one.]

HOW TO GET GLAS.S CHEAP FOR SHIPPING-
CASES.

You have always an eye open for saving the
pennies of the honey-producer. Now. I would
suggest that you let the brother bee-keepers
know that old" photographers' negatives answer
very nicely for glass for honey cases or sections,

and they can be had at almost every gallery for

very little or for nothing, as they are not used
for "another exposure, and are a nuisance lying
round a gallery. They can be I'eadily cleaned
by immei'sing in lye or ashes and hoi water.
The most common size is 5x7. and by practical
experience I find that 3 Inches clear is all the
glass that is required for a 1-lb. section. By
splitting these .5x7 pieces, two strips and a half
are just enough to go across four 1-lb. sections.

I have several thousand such negatives that I

will sell cheap, or exchange for almost any
thing in the line of supplies or queens, a book,
or almost any thing. H. W. Fi'Xk.
Bloomiugton, 111., Apr. 7.

[We are glad to give the above a free notice,

as it will help bee-keepers as well as the writer
above.]

THOSE SPACING-STICKS OF DK. MILLER'S.

In March 1.5th Gleanings I see Dr. Miller
has invented a new hive, and he says, " Now
for a winter hive. I have invented a stick, in

manner and foi-m set forth, of just such size

and proportion as to fit in the spaces between
the top-bars." Well. Dr. M.. I have used that
same arrangement for nearly three years, a full

description of which you will find in Aug. 1st

GLEANiNciS, 1890, page .55(5. 'Tis sad but true;

and right here I wish to say it's the best ar-

rangement possible to keep a brood-nest warm
in the spring. E. D. Keeney.
Arcade, N. Y., Mar. 18.

[You may be the one we had in mind who
first suggested the stick spacer, but we are of

the opinion that there is some one before you
yet.]

HONEY FROM LIMA BEANS, BY THE TON.

By the way, last fall I had my bees within
from one to thi'ee miles of thousands of acres of

lima beans. The consequence is, I am now ex-
tracting a ton or two of choice lima-bean honey,
which is so thick that I have to warm the
combs in my sun -extractor before I can extract
it. As it is such a rare article, it occurred to

me that you might have customers desiring
some of it. I think it is fine. What could you
afford to pay for some? R. Wilkin.
San Buenaventura, Cal.

[Thanks for the sample, friend W. The
quality of the honey is very fail-, although the
color is somewhat against it. It would hardly
be considered first class, although it is very
fair. Now, here is an opportunity for bee-men
to make capital out of the idea, in the vicinity

of these great bean-fields. The next question
is. Does it yield honey to this extent every
year?]

Why not use honey with your lemon and ice?
Try it. I will take the honey every time. See
page ~'7(). W. J. DRUiiRiGHT.
Sarasota, Fla., Apr. 1.5.

ANOTHER PATENT- RKillT MAN.
I had a patent-right man to see this morning.

He wanted $10.00 for a right and one hive. I
would not give that for a carload.
Jordan. Ky., Feb. 27. J. D. Kennady.

1. Are drones pure, if reared from a pure Ital-
ian queen which mated with a black drone? :.'.

Is honey gathered from laurel flowers poison-
ous? With us they grow in the form of'a bush,
from three to four feet high.

IMcWiLLiAMS & Miller.
Prattsville, N. Y., March 30.

[1. It is generally agreed that they are, al-
though one or two, including Doolittle, think
the black drones do atfect the blood somewhat.
2. A case of poisoning from laurel, in West Vir-
ginia, has been recorded. See '" Poisonous Hon-
ey," in the ABC book.]

HOW TO MAKE HONEY CANDY.
Unlike the majority of bee-keepers, I should

be glad to know of the surest means of making
my honey candy. Can you give me a hint?
Exposed to frost, it candies; but when no frost
comes, what is to be done? Is cold the only
means known? J. B. Weber.

Paris, France, P'eb. 14.

[We do not know of any way to make honey
candy except to put it where it is cold. We
have heard of placing it in an ice-house to
have it candy in wai'in weather, but we do not
know how it turned out.]

ADVANT.\GE OF DOUBLE-WALLED HIVES.

I have fifteen colonies in double-walled hives,
and four in single-walled hives. I winter on
the summer stand, for the reason I have no bee-
cellar and can not make one on my ground. I

find that the bees in the single-walled hives
consume far more honey than those do in the
double-walled hives. Ferris Burr.
Braidwood. 111., April 13.

the doolittle solar WAX-EXTRACTOR, AND
HOW IT WORKS.

I want to thank you and Mr. Doolittle for the
description and cut of the solar wax-extractor
in November number of Gleanings. I have
made one. and it works well. Heretofore,
whenever I undertook to make any wax I got
myself and every thing else smeared and stuck
up with it; but with the extractor I have no
trouble at all. W. W. Young.
Worthington. Ky.. Apr. 30.

SEASON AND PROSPECT IN FLORIDA.

The season in this immediate neighborhood
has been quite poor up to date, as the late win-
ter and early spring flow of honey has been
light, and the bees bred up but slowly. Asa
consequence there was almost no swarming at
the usual time. In April we always look for a
honey drouth, and I always feed to stimulate
the queens to continue vigorous laying. I am
feeding now. and am having a few swarms as a
consequence. April 7th there came a freeze (the
latest on record, I believe), that blasted the
saw-palmetto and gallberry blooms on the
mainland, so a large part of our May and early
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.Imio liuiicy cro]) lias been destroyod. These
plants esc;ii)cd harm, however, on the penin-

sula east of the river, pne and a qnaiter miles

away, so 1 may get some honey from there.

The aijiaries on' th(! (^ast side will probably get

a good flow from these and other early honey-
producers.
Tw(>lve to fifteen miles south, the February

and .March flow was much better than here,

and a fair inci-eas(> in honey and colonies was
se<MH-ed. The mangrove pi'omises well all along
the Hillsboio River, so we hope for a good crop

of white honey. I have 121 colonies at this date

on the east coast of South Florida.

Hawks Park. Fla., April :5(). W. S. Hart.

^EP0I^T^ ENC0nR^6IN6.

We had a yield of 1800 lbs. of nice comb honey
from 17 stands last summer. A. T. Crane.

Little Sioux, la.. Feb. 2(\

A case full of 1-lb. sections on two hives.

How's that for Apiil :-'7? Henry C. Ahi.ers.

New Orleans, La., Apr. 28.

BEES IN THE CELLAR WINTERING WELL.

I finished taking my bees out of the cellar

this morning, and I have to report a loss of 2

out of 45 colonies. I put out 2.5 of them last

Saturday. They are in splendid condition now.
Elsie, Mich., Apr. 13. R. F. Miller.

HONEY -FLOW FROM BLACKBERRY.

The honey-flow is good; very fine grade. I

am getting 25 to 'M) lbs. per colony from second

story, flrst going over. I believe a large part of

it is from blackberry, though it is not called a

honey-plant: but, why not? C. P. Coffin.
Pontotoc, Miss., Apr. 27.

BEES doing well.

Bees ai'e doing well h<>re in South Florida

this spring. 1 startc^l this spring with U swarms.
I now have 17 rousing big ones. Tliey are just

piling in the honey by the bee-load, equal to

any thing I ever saw at the North.
Auburndale, Fla., Apr. 2.5. R. Morse.

BEES IN GOOD CONDITION.

Bees are in good condition this spring, and
the prospect for a good fruit-bloom is flattering.

I don"t think they will tear out the drone brood

on the i:5th of April this yeai', as they did last.

They are now working on the elm-blossoms.
West Middletown. Pa.. Apr. 11. L. Bell.

Bees are doing nicely in this part of Texas.
Our ni'ighbor. Mr. John, has had three swarms
fiom one hive. ]\L F. Ragsdale.

Collinsville. Tex., A pi'. 23.

.332 COI>ONIlCS WINTERED IN THE CELLAR
WITHOUT LOSS.

Last week I paid a short visit to A.J. Tibbits,
Esq., at Downsville. He was removing his bees
from the c(^llars, and it was souK^thing to see
332 colonies, all in tin(> condition. His cellars
are three in all. His old one he said had done
good service nearly 12 years, and looks all right
for vears to come. A. C. Staysa.
Weston, Wis.. Apr. 20.

BEES DOING WELL.

Our bees are doing well this spring. I had 22

swarms last fall: lost (1 during the winter: have
saved 15 fine swarms this spring, with a good
prospect of several more. I took some honey
yesterday, April 20. The cap held 18 lbs., and
it was eiitirely sealed, and very nice.

Joseph Ryan.
Bayou Barbary, La., Apr. 21.

BEES ROLLING IN THE HONEY.

Bees are rolling the lioney in. I never saw
them doing so well at this time of year in my
life. We have 11 stands, and I think we shall

take 000 lbs. of honey this year. I will let you
know how my calculations come out.

Emma J. Karnes.
Martinsbnrg, Ind., Apr. 22.

(iOOD WINTERING IN THE CEI,LAR.

April 7 and 8 I took my bees from the cellar.
Out of 70 colonies, only three were dead, and
one of them was starved. 1 have looked them
over and find them in good condition, but with
very little brood and plenty of stoi'es. I lost
one colony out of four wintered outdoors in
doubl(»-walled hives packed with planer shav-
ings. I should like to correspond with some
party in Idaho who can give me information in
reference to bee-keeping there.
Buffalo, Minn., Apr. 10. A. C. Waldron.

BEES BOOMING.
I think we are on the eve of the best honey

crop for many years, and my bees are just
booming in tlie home apiary, which, by the
way. is a perfect little beauty. The ground is

liard, and covered with white sand. The liives
are all under tall oaks, about 12 or 14 inches in
diameter. The fresh and lovely green leaves
just coining out make every thing grand this
moi'uing. Bowing my head in humble thanks
to Him who gave me this as well as other great
blessings, I am yours trulv.
Catchall, S. C, Apr. 13.

" W. J. Ellison.

BEES BOOMING IN FI,OI{II)A.

Through February and March our bees were
just booming; had the brood-nests full, and I
had to extract to give them room for brood.
There were a good many swarms in March.
Now they are killing off their drones, and are
awful cross. Robbing is so bad I have to use
the* tent in feeding and working with them.
There is plenty of saw-iialmetto 'bloom, but it

is so very dry that it yields no nectar. If it

doesn't rain soon, a great many bees will starve,
and that at a time wlien we ought to be getting
our surplus. J. H. Hill.
Venice. Fla., April 15.

BEES ALL DEAD.

Please discontinue. Bees are about all dead.
I hope to be able to subscribe again soon.

Hollansburg. O., March 24.

J. B. Armacost.

GREAT LOSS OF BEES.

There is a great loss of bees in this section

this spring. Trouble,' starvation.
Brooklyn, Pa., Apr. 8. Luther S. Ely.

discouraging.

Please discontinue Gleanings, as I have
b(>en very unsuccessful. I had 43 colonies last

spring. I got two swarms and no honey. This
spring I have colonies left. John Koch.
Columbiana, O., April 9.
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00^ QaEg¥i8N-B6;^,
With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 185. Which L'i better far sjtmnicr

-a single or double u-dlled hive ?

Single.
Ohio. N. W.

Double-walled.
Illinois. N. W.

A double-walled hive.
Vermont. N. W.

A single-walled hive.

New York. E.

H. R. BOARDMAX.

Dadaxt & Sox.

A. E. Maxum.

Ramblek.

Double-walled, the year round.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. Fkaxce.

My preference is strongly for the double wall.

Oliio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

I have had no experience, except with single-

wall(>d hives.
Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrisox.

wSingle for us. With one apiary, or whei-e

wintei'ed out of doors, the case is diffeient.

New York. C. P. H. Eewood.

A single-walled hive is better at any time of

the year in a climate like that of Southern or

Middle Ohio.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

I use single-walled hives, summer and winter.
When wintered in cellar. I don't believe we
need any thicker.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Fkeebokx.

Single-walled hives, by all means. All double-
walled hives are a clog upon that kind of man-
ipulation which means success.
Michigan. S. W. James ILeddox.

I don't know. I think a single one. I'm sure
it's best for the bee-keeper, if the bees will do
as good work in it.

Illinois. N. C. C. Mii^eer.

If it were not for the extra expense I should
prefer a double-walled hive, but shading with
a boai-d or grapevine answers almost as well.

Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viaija)X.

The single is more convenient. The double
is somewhat better for the bees. All things
considered. I would tak(^ them single.

California. S. R. Wilkix.

I prefer a single-walled hive at all seasons. I

then would use a cheajj handy packing-case in

spring, or in spring and winter both, if I win-
tered out of doors.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

A double-walled hive, if properly ventilated,
is better for the bees, but hot so good for the
bee-keeper. I would not have hives perma-
nentlv double-walled.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Greex.

"I don't know;" but the hives in my apiary
that had an outer case, and were packed in

chaff and cut straw last season, yielded much
more surplus than those in single-walled hives:
and I'm so well pleased with the results of one
season's trial that I intend to repeat the process
the coming season.
Ohio. N. \V. A. B. Masux.

All things considered. I prefer the double-
walled hive, especially where there is chaff or
fine stiaw between the walls. Bees in snch
hives rai'ely stop work in the sections on ac-
count of heat, while they ai-e often driven from
the same on many hot days during a copious
flow of honey, when in single-walled hives.
New York. C. G; M. Doolitti.e.

[It really troubles me, friends, to see such a
'"disagreement" among the "doctors" on a
matter of so much importance. The perma-
nent-wall chaff hive, such as we have sold and
illustrated for so many years, was a child of
mine, and it is more than likely that I am
somewhat prejudiced in its favor. The testi-

mony of friends Mason and Doolittle, it seems
to me, is pretty hard to explain away: but we
might add. that they are in a northern climate.
But then, our friend Viallon. away down south,
says even there he would i)refer a double-
walled hive: and I am alnindantly satisfied,

that, a great many times at least, a double-
walled hive is a real protection from the severe
heat of summer. I suppose it depends a good
deal upon how the hive is made, and may be
somewhat as to whether it is located in the
shade or in the dii-ect rays of the sun. Very
likely, too, a pent-up locality, say with build-
ings surrounding so there would be but little

wind, may have something to do with it. Now,
I think I would compromise the matter by al-

ways having both kinds of hives in the apiary.]

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

RAl'ID MUI/riPLICATIOX AXD XEW GEXERA-
riOXS. IX GAKDEXIXG.

This is a matter that has interested me great-
ly, especially when thei'e is a sudden and great
demand for any particular plant and vegetable.
How can we multiply it most rapidly? With
strawbeiries w(i want to make them put out
runners as quickly as jjossible. The new plants
want to be rooted at the very earliest moment,
and then they are to be set at work putting out
runners in like manner. We have plants of

some varieties that have started runners even
May 1. By June 1 we expect to have strong
plants: and these in a month more will be send-
ing out runners likewise. Another thing, these
new plants made from runners during the
month of May. if set out in rich ground, will,

with the long season before them, make a ti-e-

mendous growth if they are just crowded; and
it is these plants, with the Jessie variety, that
give fruit in the fall. We are going to try hard
for a crop of fall berries this vear.
There is another plant (or vegetable, rather)

that seems to delight in multiplying its species.

It is the Egyptian onion. Last season we filled

ordeis for sets and bulbs that grew at the bot-

tom of big plants, to something like ?4().oo. This
reduced our stock so that we found oni'selves

unable this spring to furnish onions for the
market-wagon. What we had weie on exceed-
ingly lich ground on the creek bottom, and they
have made a piodigious growth. In fact, I

never saw any thing in the shape of onions,

with foliage like them. As we want the sets to

plant out. we are in a hurry to have them send up
seed-stalks: and, like tlie strawberries, great
vigorous seed -shoots were started so as to be vis-

ible ]Mavl. Of course, the Egyptian producesthe
sets on top of the stalk. Now, I do not know how
much matured these top sets must be to grow:
but I pulled them off last season, when they
\\ere (iuitc gn-en and imniatun^. and set them
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in licli ground: and they gnnv right along
•• t'l-om the word go." Very likely we shall have
tliese sets big enough to gi-ow by June 1: and if

they, like the sti a wherries, have the whole sea-
son to grow, ill the rich gi'ound, what will they
do? I confess I do not know, liut I should
greatly enjoy giving th<Mn the b(;st kind of
ground, and all the looni ihey want. We have
picked up every tning on our whole grounds in
the shape of Egyptian onions, and, planted it

otit, so as to get sets to lill orders aiid increase
our stock. We pulled a ffir of those rpsei'ved
for seed, and put theni on the wagon. The
stalks were almost as large as hoe-handles, and
Jialfayard long. P(-ople took them greedily
for.") cents for a half-|jound bunch. There is

something funny about this Egyptian onion.
It not only puts in its best energies fov the sets at
the top of the stalk, but, while it is doing it.

small onions are bi'anching out from the loot.
like the multiplier or potato onions. Now.
these sets from the root produce onions not only
exactly like those from the top .sets, hut the
bottoms are just what we want to put in beds
under the benches in the greenhouse. With
but little light and moderate heat, each onion
will, in a few months, inaki^ a great bunch of
onions. When planted in the field, side by side,
the bottom sets make a rather stronger "onion
tlian the top sets—that is. in the same length of
time.

GKAND KAPIDS LI-;TTUf'K.

It is now the 4th of May. and the (irand Rap-
ids lettuce is xtill bringing ;i5 cents per lb.

During the present season we e.xpect to build a
greenhouse almost e.\ press] y for this lettuce:
and in order to economize space we propose to
have beds under each bench, for pie-plant, as-
paragus, winter onions, and I rather think we
can make spinach do tolerably well under the
beds, especially if we arrange them so as to let
the light come in from all sides. This is an im-
portant item, for, after we once go to the ex-
pense of a glass roof, it will be quite an object
to have one crop above auothei'; and I think
we can so manage as to utilize alPthe space,
above and below. This will (>nable us to gel
two crops from the same greenhouse at the
same time.
Our good friend Eugene Davis sends us a copy

of the Grand Rapids Dcimicnit for April r.n").

containing the following in regard to lettuce-
growing under glass.

POSSIBILITIES OF HOHTICULTUKE UNDER GLASS.

Are the possiliihties of iioi-ticulture under g-lass
fqual to tlie g-rtjwth of vegetation hi tlie open air?
Wliat khid of greenliouse structures are most suited
to plant-frrowtliV
The famous " Kew Gardens," of London, are noted

for the inafriiificence of growtli whicli pbuits attain;
siu'i>assinji' siH'cimeiis of the same species found in
then- native liome. Tlie "Jardin des Plantes," of
Paris are also noted foi- tlie art and science of hoi'ti-
<;ulture, and, Uke tlie Royal Botanic Gardens, eiijny
a world-wide reputation foi- the cliainiiiiK spleiidoV
they afford. The first hotaiiic garden was fstablisli-
ed in Padua, Italy, in l.oio. and was soon followed by
one at Pisa. The success of these jiardfiis was such
that, at the close of the eighteenth century. 16 lO

botanic g-ardens were established In Europe. All the
exidence obtainalile jiroves, without any question,
that g-reenhouse sti uctures, if properly constructed
and managed, can be the means of producing- the
very best specimens of plants.
The construction of a greenhouse sliould be made

with a view of the kind of ))laiits we wish to grow;
but, as.h)hii Thoipe alily puts it. "First, last, and all
the time, to the south." The rays of light in passing
through glass lose much of theii- eiiergv; and tlie
further the light travels before reaching- the plants,
the slowei- will be their growth, foi- the light lapidly
diminishes from the roof to the benches. Plants re-
<juire all the light it is ixissible to g-ive them. With-
out an effort to reduce the shade necessary in con-
struction, a ixHirei- development of gi-owth will be

noticed. The effect of light on plant-growth is not so
easily noticed by the amatt-ur. One unaccustomed
to greenhouse plants will invariably mistake heig-ht
and genei-al appearance upon I'literiiig a shady house
toi- the d.U'ker green, stockiness. and weightof leaf
fomid ill lighter structures; and it is only when
plants are i>ut side by side that a marked difference
can be seen. Peter Henderson has siiid, " The best
house lor lettuce growing- should be liuilt to the
south, iiiid iieai-l.\- flat."

EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND SHADE.
Progressive greenhouse men are continuall.v re-

ducing- till' shade liy using- larger jiaiies of ghtss.
Mr. Knight, of London, said to lie an uiKiuestioiiable
authority, when speaking on the elfect of light or
shade, says: "The massive rafters, framed s;ishes,
inferior glass, inserted in small fiaginents. with
numerous overlaps, liable to be choked with diit. in-
tercept a large i>ortioii of the solar light and heat in
ordinary glass houses." The new system of butting
tlie ends of glass together with white lead, when
glazing, makes such an air-tight house that I can
not recommend the s\stem for lettuce cultui-e. So
tight are these hotises. that a tobacco smoke made in
the evening- will be quite thick the ne.\t morning-;
and OIK' hour of ventilation is necessary to change
the air in such a house and get rid of the accumulat-
ed smoke. 1 have seen a house glazed in this way
like a " wardian case," taking- up moisture from the
soil in the broad sunshine, and falling in thousands
of spjirkling- drojis. Carnations can be made to grow
in such a house, if air in ahundance is g-i^en every
time the opiiortunity affords. I belie\e roses and
(•alias would delight in such a moist atmosphere, l)ut

lettuce soon rots in the stalk when it has made such
a dense growth. I have not syringed carnations for
months in this house, and there is no sign of i-ed

spider. Anj- morning, unless the soil is dry in the
house, a magnilying-glass shows the carnati(jii leaves
to be covered with dew. The best lettuce I have
grown is in a hou.se glazed in the old style of lapping
the glass. This house is so full of openings that to-
bacco smoke escai)es in twenty minutes.
Roses refuse to hhiom diuing the winter months in

houses running north and south, or bloom so seldom
as to make their culture tinin-otitable. Face the
same structure to the south, and a constant cuttiiig-

of bloom can be sei-ured. Light, also, has an intinence
upon the develoimient in color. The same variet.\- of
roses grown in sunny oi- shady houses, when placed
side by side, apiiear like different kinds, foils, also,
changi- the color of flowers. A heavy soil in a sliad.v
house will pi-odiu'e flowers about the same shade as
light soil in a sunny house; and to get the fullest de-
veloimient of green, glossy foliage, thick leaf and
l)ure color for i-oses, they should luive a heavy soil

and a sunny exjidsure.

GLASS FOR LETTUCE.

That nuist successful lettuce-grower, Mr. Eugene
Davis, once asked me if I did not think that a house
facing- east and west is the best for growing- lettuce.
I assiu-ed him that I was in favor of a south slope for
any thing; for. although 1 was obliged to admit that,
friim Mai-cli I, the east and west is the best, a better
average is secured in the north and south three-
quarti'r-si)an houses, because I could produce a bet-
ter article during- tlie winter months; and if not
quite so g-ood later, on account of a higher tempera-
ture, a good merchantable article is a cei-tainty.

The house facing south gets all the sun there is dur-
ing the shortest days; and as they lengthen, and the
sun rises moi-e to tiie east, the south-slope house gets
more shade, but a good average amount. Oiu- hou.ses,

facing east and west, have now, Ajiril 2), a larg-e

amount of siuisliine. and air must be given as early
as t> o'clock in the morning, while the south house
can lie closed luitil 8. Another advantage in the
south house is the opportunity to do the watering-
morning and evening, as the oblique rays of the sun
allow four or five hours a day for this worli. which
can not be found in the other houses. The light ad-
mitted to the south house increases in intensity
from 9 to VZ. and is strong- for six hours. This briglit

light, causing- a stockj growth, allows the admit-
tance of ii large quantity of air without wilting the
plants. Light is lieiit. The heat from the sunlig-lit

is what we want, using the artificial to keep out the
frost. The less fuel we burn and keep our hou.ses

warm with solar light, is not only economy in fuel,

but economy in plant-gr(iwtli. I am fully convinced,
that the greatest success in horticulture under glas.s

depends more on having our structui-es built e.x-

liresslv for the ditteient plants under cultiA-ation
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than ill ali otlifr skill cuinbiiit'Cl. The ideal lioiise

for lettuce and caiiiatioiis should be built with jier-

niaueiit rails for glass to the noil h, one third iiitch,

and all framed sashes to the south, ready at a mo-
ment's notiee to slide otf easily. In this way no
whitewash would be needed, as an abundanee of air

could always be had. and the sun's rays would not be
too hot thVoujah the glass for the north bench.
Whitewashing the glass should be delayed always as
long as possible, as the darkness and moisture invite

that dreaded enemy, the aphis. Sun and air are
death to the g-reen Hy, and life to itlants.

THE QUESTION DISCUSSED.

The subject was open, and maiij- questions were
asked and answered by those who had had experi-
ence. It seemed to be f he prevailing idea by those
not accustomed to glass that it is something wrap-
ped in a mystery. This is not so. Any one who has
common sense can manage a g-reenliouse, and the
secretary was sorry to see so few hoitit'ultural

.structures in Grand Rapids. Mr. Smith, when asked
how he kept up the fertility of the soil, replied that
he used ground bone and otiier fertilizers. Tobacco
smoke was used to destroj' the green tiy, but a decoc-
tion of tobacco-water was generally used, as it last-

ed longer than a smoke, which was mafk' often too
strong- for the plants for so short a time to kill the
fly. Pjrethrum in water will kill the aphis, but is an
e.vpensive method. Mr. Smith was asked which size

glass he preferred, and replied that 1S.\~'0 was his

choice, and some houses he had erected when he be-

g-aii would be pulled down during the coming- sum-
mer and rebuilt with larg-e panes. Replying to the
extra hazard on account of hail for the larger panes
of gflass, Mr. Smith said the Floi-ists' Association
liave an insurance clause for hail.

ONIOX.S FOK FALIi PLANTING.

For a good many years Landreth's people
have advertised an onion which tliey call the
Bloomsdale Pearl; but in their catalogues they
always say they are suitable only in the ex-
treme South, for fall planting. In reading the
accounts of this immense onion, the sets of
which are planted in the fall, I have for years
been longing for something similar tiiat could
remain out all wintei' in our climate. I have
before remarked, that we succeeded in getting
beautiful onions of this same variety by start-

ing them in the greenhouse. Well, last fall, in

Johnson & Stokes' quarterly price list they
gave a picture on the back cover, of an immen.se
onion called the American Extra Early Pearl.
Their description is as follows:

This remai'kable onion Is the earliest and best ot
all the white varieties, far surpassing- Silver King-,

White Tripoli, aild other sorts in g-reat size, thick-
ness, rapid growth, bottoming-, and keeping- quali-
ties. It grows to enormous size, of pearly-white col-

or, the outer skin liaving- a mo.st showy, waxy ap-
pearance, flesh of a pure snow white, and flavor so
mild that it can be eaten like an apple. It g-rows
with wonderful rapidity, reaching- the tirst season a
flue lai-ge size from seed; and if sets are iilanted out
in the fall, either in the North or South, they will

reach the enormous size of six to seven inches diam-
eter, frequently weighing three to four pounds each,
long- before onions of any other variety reach suffi-

cient size for market. Hundreds of market -garden-
el's to whom we siuijily sets evei->' fall completel.v
control the early m.uket's with this iirottlable varie-

ty. A splendid keeper, succeeding- everywhere.
()ur seed and sets of this wonderful variety are
Philadelpliia-grown.

Now, the thing in the above description that
attracted my attention particularly is this; ' If

sets are plaiited out in the fall, they will, in the
North or South, reach the enormous size of six or

seven inches in diameter." They were advertised
for September and October planting. On the
strength of the above I sent at once for a peck
of sets. They were carefully planted on good
ground, came up at once, and made a fine

growth. At present writing I can not discover
that a single one of them suffered overwinter,
although they were entirely unprotected. Of
course, last winter was unusually mild; but tl'f'

weather this spring has been veiy trying to

strawberries and spinach, and othei- things of a

similar nature that were wintered over out-
doors. The onions, at present writing, May 7,

are nearly the size of hens' eggs, and growing
nicely. VVhat astonishes me is, that Johnson
ct Stokes do not make more of a fuss about it.

if they have really got a large onion that will

keep over winter in the ground noHh or .s-o?(f/i.

If it really succeeds, as it seerns to bid fair to

do, it will give just as good results, or better,

than the "new onion culture" of which so
much has been said; and the work can all be
done in September and October, when time is

not usually worth so much to the market-gar-
dener as it is in the spring. By the way, there
is something exceedingly interesting about this

wonderful hardy vegetable, the onion. New
things are coming up so constantly that quite a

little book might be written, giving the full

history and peculiarities of the different mem-
bers of the onion family. Another thing that
makes it '/ou7>?i/ interesting is. that Bermuda
onions ai-e to-day quoted at $2.75 per crate.

The crate does not hold a bushel, and the on-
ions are comparatively poor things at that. I

said to our boys on the wagon, "Why, you can
never sell such onions, and get your money
back, in the world." But they replied, " Yes,
we can. VV(> know they are not vei-y attractive
looking, but people must have dry onions of

some kind." Now, just think of it! At these
enormous prices, and the market not fully sup-
plied, we have sets of beautiful white onions
that may be planted in the fall, and will give
onions very early next season, ste or seven inch-
eft in diameter—at least, so Johnson & Stokes
say; and our own, out in the field, look very
much as if it were, at least to .some extent, true.

BUItLAI' COVEK FOR GREENHOUSE.
Send the burlap immediately, as I need it to

covei" my greenhouse. J. Dai.i,as.
Sharpsville, Pa., Dec. .3.

[Thanks for the idea, friend D. Burlap is

cheap, and would doubtless keep out a good
deal of frost.]

0a^ pejiE^.

Give, and it shall be given unto you.—Luke 6: 38.

I have long wanted to talk more on this mat-
ter of giving: but I confess my faith has been
somewhat small that it would be received in

the right spirit, especially when there has been
so much discouragement, and, in many cases,

absolute poverty, among bee-keepers. I feared

many of the brethren would say, " Brother
Root, it may be all very well for you to ijivc:

but how are we, who have hardly the means to

get along, going to give to others, or to missions,

or other foreign work?" Then I thought of

telling yon that one great reason why your re-

sources were so cramped was because you did

not heUeve nor heed the little text I have started

out with. While I had the matter in mind, our
good pastor. :Mr. Norman Plass, gave us a ser-

mon containing so many of the right texts and
so much exhoi-tation in just the line I wanted
to talk on. that I have decided to give it to you
entire. The text he has chosen is not exactly
the same as my own: but it is, nevertheless, in

the same line, as yon will notice.

Remembei- the words of the Lord Je.sus, how he
said. It is more blessed to give than to receive.—Acts
3l):3.5.

"the words of the lord JESUS.'

We often wish that we had a more complete
record of tiie words ami deeds of Chi-ist. What
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did lio say and do diiiiiig his hnyhood — during
th()>(' yoars of young manliood. bpfore ho ontor-
ed tipbn his ijiiblic ministry? Wliat wcro tlu'

"gi-acinu-! wofds that pi'ocoi'ch'd ont of his
mouth." at wliich his ohi acquaintancos mar-
veled upon his return to Nazareth? If we ac-
cept the aecount of tlie woman taken in adul-
tery, what was it iiis tingi'i' traced wlien he
"stooped down and wrote upon tlie ground"?
Amid the divergence of opinion as to what
propliecies of the Old Testament arc Messianic
and what are not. who would not be delighted
to know which oru'S he chose when, walking
with the two disciples to Emmaus. he " began
at Moses and all the pi'ophets. and expounded
unto them in all the Scriptures the things con-
cerning hims(df"? What nuignificent Sunday
reading that (^x|)ository s(M'mon wouk! make if

we only had of it a stenographic I'eportI How
thankful we should be that/oii;- writers instead
of one were inspired to record the life and
words of Christ, so that we have many an event,
many an utterance, pri'served from the rapidly
disappearing tradition, that we should not
have had were only one n\oved by the Spirit to
perform this deed of love I Suppose the sacnnl
Narrative liad been closed before John had
wi'itten his Gospel—wlio can measure the ex-
tent of the loss we should have sustained?
What if that glorious chapter of comfort, the
lith, or that beautiful chapter of prayer, the
'17th, were not recoixled—would not the burden
of sorrow and discouragement have rested
heavier upon the world ? It is now agreed that
the 31st chapter of .lohn's Gospi^l was a later
(idditloti. written by John himself, no doubt,
yet some time after the rest of liis narrative
was completed. How, at the very thought of
the possibility of having lost it, our hearts
throb with thankfuln(^ss for the preservation of
our Lord's conversation with IVter, therein
contained, when Jesus forgives the denial and
restores him to the discipleshij)! It has proved
to many the magic touch that has restored
courage to theii- fainting hearts, lint John by
no means coniplcte-s the I'ecord of Christ's words
and deeds. In the last verse of this last chap-
ter he says: "And thei-e are also many otluM'
things which Jesus did. the which, if they
should be written every one. I suppose that
even the world itself could not contain the
books tliat should be writt(>n "—a hyperbole, to
be Piire, and yet giving us a hint at the vast
mass of unrecorded tradiiion. still familar to
the disciples' minds, but soon to (lisai)pear.
With the close of .John's record a feeling of

sadness steals over us at the thought that, in
the I'emainder of the New Testanuuit, we are to
find recorded no more of the dii'ect utterances
of Christ. Next to this Fourth Gospel stands
the book of the Acts of the Apostles. It is their
deeds and words, and not Christ's, that we are
now to read. It is no longer the light, but the
witness to the light—no longer the face-to-face
vision, but the reflection—the echo, and not the
voice itself—that we shall see and iiear.

But as we read on. how our hearts pulsate
with gladness to lind among the jewels of this
precious book one roi/r/? (/c//i. To the elders of
the Ephesian church Paul speaks. The words
that he addresses to them are golden words.
full of self-saci-ilice and zeal in the Master's
cause: but suddenly from amid the gold there
scintillates forth a si)arkling gem. hithiu-to un-
seen by us. but polished and set by Christ him-
self. " Remember the words of the Lord Jesus."
says Paul, "how he said. It is more blcused to
give thitn to receive." With tliese words he
closes his addiess; and we search tlie remain-
ing books of the New Testament in vain for
another gem from the li])s of Christ when here
on earth.

This is. indeecL a. royal saying, n^scued from
oblivion, and added to the abiding treasures of
the church. It is a saying worthy to proceed
from the lips of th(>. Son of Crod. " It is oiore
hlcsxed to give tliun to I'eceive." Or. the words
might be transposed in the oi-dei' that they
stand in the original Greek: "Blessed, or ' bliss-

giving." is it to give rather than to receive."
" Happier is the (livcr than the receiver.'' is no
doubt the thought that Christ intended to impart
—he who gives leceives the greater blessing.

" King Neon loved rich(>s. so he shared them
with his people." said ^lencius, the Chinese
sage. 350 B. C. When depressed, and at the ebb
of fortune. Mark Antony cried out: "I have
lost all. except what I have given away." Thus
reads an Italian inscrii)tion: "What I gave
away I saved: what I sijent I used: what I kept
I lost." These are truthful sayings, the product
of a philoso))hical bent of mind, and underlie
the declai'ation of Christ that "it is more bless-
ed to give than to reciu've,"' but fall far short of
the Christian conception of tliose words. Let
us look at another class of (vxpressions. "I never
knmv how it was." said Richard Baxter, "but I

always seem to have tlie most conu' in when I

give the most away." Savs Dr. Taylor: "This
is ever the divine law: We get by giving. We
must sow if we would rea|): we must open our
hearts in love to others, if we would have God's
love shed abroad in our own souls." Says
George MacDonald. in "Mary Marston," "In
giving, a man receives more than h(^ gives, and
the more is in proportion to the worth of the
thing given." Says Gladstone, in a recent ar-
ticle in the Xineiecntli Coitunj: "He (who
gives) will learn as to giving, that, like mercy.
•It blesses him tliat gives and him that takes;'
nay, that, done in a certain manner, it is even
a surer and a larger blessing to the first than to
the second." Tlie expression of one other is.

that "in this world it is not what we take up,
but what we give up. that makes us ricli.""

These are Christian truths, based upon such
declarations of Scrii)ture as these: "Give, and
it shall be given unto you" (Luke 0:38). "He
that hath |)ity on the poor lendeth unto the
Lord: and that which he hath given shall he
pay him again"* ( Prov. 19:17). " He that sow-
eth sparingly shall reap also sparingly: and he
that sowetli bountifully shall reap also bounti-
fully. Every man according as he purposeth
in his heart, so let him give: not grudgingly, or
of necessity: for (rod loveth a cheerful giver.
And God is abl(> to make all grace abound
toward you; that ye. always having all suffi-

ciency in all things, may abound to every good
work; being enriched' in everv thing to all

bountifulness" (II. Cor. 9:(i. 7. 8. 11). All this,

and much more we might quote, has reference
to a return i)Lki)td tlidt God will (jive to those
who give. This is a Christian truth, because
the non-Christian world conceived not of it, be-
cause the nf)n-Chi'istian mind receives it not
to-day. " What a man can keep from giving is

so much gai;i."" is the maxim of the world—"It
is more blessi'd to receive than to give." But
the world has been convinced that it, (letiiall)i

pays in the end to observe one day of rest in

seven; that it actually pays to take the good,
grain from the granary and scattei' it forth
upon the earth: and why should not the world
be convinced that it actually pays to give a
portion of one's income, as well as of one's time,
to the Lord? and that it actually pays to scat-
ter seeds of henevalencc, especially when God
has declared of this very act: " He that soweth
sparingly shall reap also sparingly; and he
that soweth bountifully shall nnip also bounti-
fully"? If God can multiply a man's income by
tico, there is no reason in the world why he can
not multi])ly it by ten. In a thousand ways is
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God able to speed the forces of increase. '"Give,
and it shall be given unto you; good measure,
pres.sed down, and shaken together, and run-
ning over, shall men give into your bosom. For
with the same m<>asui'e that ye mete withal it

shall be measured to you again." I)on"t you
b(!lieve that? Cau"t you trust God"s word for

that? Giving to the Lord is but ?c/if7u(ry. The
security is good and the interest is compounded
monthly. I>ut although the returns are sosiu'e
and great, this would not make a very good
business to set up in, if you had no other. You
expect returns in business. But in giving, "Do
good, and lend, hoping for nothing again, and
your reward shall be great," says Christ. Giv-
ing to the Lord l>crause it pays does not pay.
An old Scotch fai'tner attended a missionary
meeting, and. although little accustomed to
giving, after c(insidiral)le struggle, and espe-
cially with an eye to the promised returns, he
ventured to casta shilling into the box. On his

journey home that beautiful moonlight night
he saw lying in the road a shining shilling,

which lie \\as not slow to pick' uiJ. On reach-
ing home lie told of the meeting, related how
the speaker had said that, if a man gave to
the Lord, the Lord would give it back, and
added: "Now I know that these men tell the
truth, for I gave a shilling to the collection,
and coming home I found one in the road."'

One of the servant-men. having listened to the
old farmer's account, at length said: "Now,
master, do you think that ye understand it

light? I'll tell you how I think it is. You see,

you gave the shilling because you expected to
have it given you back: and ye see. master, the
Lord loveth a < heerful giver, and so he did not
like your giving that way. and I dare say he
just thought he would not liave your money on
that principle, and so he threw it at you on the
road." We can not invest money in this way,
looking t'oi' the returns. It is not so much in

fdith nor Inhoiie as in love that we must give
to the Lord. Give in the spiiit of Ilim who,
"though he was rich, yet for our sakes he be-
came poor, that we thiough his poverty might
be rich"— "wherefore,"' we read, "God hath
highly exalted him." If we give as Christ gave,
"hoping for nothing again." in the spirit of
loving self-sacritice, our reward will be great.
'"The love of Chi'ist constraineth us.'"

Here is a man who says: ''I believe all that,
and by and by. when I get a start in the world
—get out of debt and a little better tixed—I in-

tend to pi'actice it. For the present. I beg thee
have me excused." Very well I your case is

reported. The Lord, who has kept you all these
days, so that you have wanted no good thing,
writes in his book. of remembrance, opposite
your name, these words: "Forgetful. He hasn't
all he wants, and I'efuses to be thankful for
what he has. He will give nothing this year
for the advancement of my cause, but has de-
termined to forget me. This year I will forget
him." Impossible? Oh, no! The Lord can
very easily forget you for a year or two, if you
choose not to remember him. How much of a
"start" will you get in the world then? If you
fail to sow, how much will you reap? Christ
says: "He that soweth sparingly shall reap
also sparingly."

Here is a man who says: "Business is dull.

and times are hard. I can scarcely make both
ends meet. I must give less to the church this
year. Report me for just half what I gave last

year, and I don't believe I can i)ay that."
Very well I your case is reported. The Lord,
who has prospered you hitherto, so that no evil

has befallen you and no plague has com'e nigh
your dwelling, writes in his book of remem-
brance opposite your name: "Ungrateful. He
complains of the good times I have given him

as ' hard times." This year I will let him regu-
late his own times. I will let sickness come,
and expenses multiply: 1 will turn his business
to another's account. He gives me less: he
shall have less."' Impossible? Oh. nol "He
that soweth sparingly shall reap also sparing-
ly." From an cronoinir jjoint of view, the house
of (rod is a poor place at which to begin to
economize. You can not afford to feed up the
seed-corn.
Here is a man who says: " I will give as much

to the Lord's work this year as I gave last, but
I can"t afford to give more."" Veiywell! The
Lord writes upon his page of remembrance, op-
posite your name: "Satisfied. Let him receive
as he gives. Let his blessings not multiply: let

his harvest not increase."' Impossible? Oh,
nol "Whatsoever a man soweth. that—that,
and no more—shall he also reap."'

Here is a man who says: "The church is

growing. The expense? must necessarily in-

crease. The demands of the Lord's work are
greater to-day tlian ever before. I have more
love for the Lord's work than ever before. I

must increase my contribution this year. I

have received freely, freely will I give. I will

pay cheerfully and promptly, that the Lord's
good work may go on.'" The book of remem-
brance is taken out. and the Lord writes these
words: " Faithful. Well done. Thou hast
been faithful over a few things. Iwill make
thee ruler over many things. Thine increase
shall be great." Impossible? Oh, no! "He
that soweth bountifully shall reap also bounti-
fully." "There is that scatteretli. and yet in-

creaseth."" "The liberal soul shall be made
fat: and he that watereth shall be watered also
liimself."
But I hear some one say: "The little I could

give—what difference can it make to the Lord?
If the cattle upon a thousand hills are his, and
the silver and the gold are his. why doesn"t he
use thetii as he will?"" What if he should take
you at your word? The "cattle upon a thou-
sand hills" includes )/oi(/" cattle, and "the silver

and the gold " includes your silver and gold. It

is a very easy matter for the Lord to transfer
these to some one who is ready to yield them
for his service. Would it be right? Is it not
lawful for him to do what he will with his
own? Why should he do it? Because " there
is that withholdeth more than is meet, but it

tendeth to poverty." The !ittl(> God has given
you is not yours to control, but youi'S to con-
secrate. As Dr. Dale puts it: "Christianity real-

ly teaches ns to say: What seems thine is not
thine, and what seems mine is not mine; what-
ever thou hast belongs to God. and whatever I

have belongs to Ciod; you and I must use what
we have, according to God's will." It may not
be much you can do: but
"Every smallest baud can lend sonic kiiid of hel|)tiil

tt)UCll,

Lift tlie weight a little, and the niaiij' make the
much."

Y'our little is f(tt?c in your hand, but iji-e< it in

(toiI's hand.
But we have not yet touched the deepest

meaning of the words. "It is more blessed to

give than to receive." We have only taken
into consideration the return in kind that the
I.,ord will make to those who giv(> to him. There
is a return not in kind. The best things in life

can not bo bought, and the b(;st rewards of life

can not be measured by any money standard.
Christ did not say, "It is more i>roflt<ihlc to give
than to receive: that would have been true,

but he uttered a greater truth than that—"It
is more blessed to give than to receive." Who
has not experienced the blessedness of giving!
Who has not felt the joy that comes with the
sense of having lightenetl the burden of human
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want, or of having been able in tliis way to fur-
ther the cause of Christ I A professor, who was
called "the students" friend." because of his
helpful kindness, was one day walking with
one of his pupils when they came across the
shoes of a poor man wlio \v"as working in the
field near by. "Let us hide them, and have
some fun," said the student. " No! that
wouldn't do," replied his friend. "We must
never amuse ourselves at the expense of the
suffering of others. You are rich. Suppose
you put a crown piece in each of the shoes, and
then we will hide ourselves and see what the
poor man will do." This was done. Presently
the poor laborer came from the field, and, find-
ing his shoes, put his foot into one of thein. but.
feeling some hai'd substance there, quickly re-
moved it and took out the crown. Looking
about in surprise, and seeing no one. he put it in
his pocket. When he went to put on his other
shoe, he found the othei' ci'own. Tiiis was too
much for him. and he fell upon his kn(>es and
thanked God for the unknown giver who had
thus lightened his burdens, for now Mary, his
sick wife, could have the medicines she so much
needed, and his starving children could have
bread. The young man was deeply affected,
tears stood in his eyes. "Now." said tlie pro-
fessor, "are you not lietter pleased than if you
had played your inUMulet! trick?" "O dearest
sirl" answei'ed the youth, "yon have taught
me a lesson I shall never foi'get. I feel now the
truth of the woixls which I never before under-
stood—'It is moi'e blessed to giv(> than to re-
ceive.' " We can not always stand by and see the
goodwedo; but {nxl knows, and his ministering
angels come at his bidding and touch our hearts
with joy. It is then that we feel the blessed-
ness of giving. It is then that we understand
what men mean wh'^n they tell us that it is a
lit.r K.ry io give. Men havci sometimes said, at
the close of life, that they would give all they
were worth if they only knew that they had
been the means of saving a single soul. Do not
wait, but give now, as the Lord has prosjiered
you. and you can know it. Every dollar you
give toward your own chui'ch conlribntes to
tliat end. When you iiave given ninety dollars
to foreign mission^, you have fui'ni^hed the
means of bi'inging oiu' soul into the kingdom.
Will not tlu! glory be yours? Give forty dollars
to sustain a Bible- reader one year, and who
can tell the number of souls you may save?
"A cup of cold water, given in the name of a
disciple, shall not lost> its reward." A little
child gave an abandoned woman a flower that
reminded herof home and brought her at length
to Chi'ist. You pray for the jnosperity of Zibn,
but "prepaid prayers" are the best.' Letters
in large numbers reach the dead-letter office
because they are not prepaid. Is not this the
reason why so many of our prayers go astray,
and we receive no answer back? It would
make a good i)i-overb. if it is not already one:
" He prays best who pays best." The wo-
man who cast in her two mites; Mary, who
anointed her Lord's feet; Sarah Hosmer, the
factory woman of Lowell, who five times gave
fifty dollars that Nestoria might have the gos-
p 'I, herself living in an attic: these are among
the number who have felt the blessedness of
giving, and whose prayers ilse like sweet in-
cens(^ unto God. •

But what if you receive no return in kind.
and do not realize the blessedness of giving? Is
there no rewaid? To be sui-e. if yon give in
th(» right spirit, great will be the return, and
the reward of blessedness, in the woi'ld to come,
"(riving to tlu^ Lord," some one has said, "is
btit transporting your goods to a higher floor."
We sometimes speak of the "surprises of heav-
en." I believe the greatest surprise will be to

find how much Christ esteems the little deed,
the little gift, in his name. " He that receivetli
you receiveth me." "Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these my breth-
ren, ye have done it unto me." A poor man.
passing homeward one night, pitied a poor sol-
dier shivering in his sentry-box because of the
int<'nse cold, and pulled off his overcoat and
gave it to him, and started home on a run.
When, not long after, the poor man lay upon
his death-l)ed, he had a vision of Jesus one
night. " Why I'" he exclaimed in surprise, "you
have my coat on," "Yes!" the Master replied,
"it is the coat yon lent me that cold night
when I was on duty and you passed by. I was
naked, and ye clothed me." Christ has refer-
ence to this future blessedness when he says:
" Wlien thou makest a feast, call the poor, the
maimed, the lame, the blind; and thou shalt
be blessed; for they can not recompense thee;
for thou shalt be recom])ensed at the resurrec-
tion of the just." Paul has reference to this
when he says to Timothy: "Charge them that
are rich in this world , , , . that they do
good, that they be rich in good works, ready to
distribute, willing to communicate, laying up
in store for themselves a good foundation
against the time to come, that they may lay
hold on eternal life." "They/)((i)e their re-
ward," Christ said of certain oiies; but it is true
of him who gives in the spirit of Christ, that his
greatest reward is to come. To use the words
of another. • If a man gives to have the repu-
tation of giving, he commonly gets that repu-
tation. He ought to be satisHed. He has given
for a certain reward, and has received it. He
has no more right to look for another reward
hereafter, than^ a man who sells a barrel of flour
for an agreed price has to look for a vote of
thanks or a pi'<'sent of honey from the family
using the flour. One thing or the otinn-—cash
or credit—when you make a sale. If you get
the cash, the account is balanced—closed. But
if you look for nothing now. and receive noth-
ing now, you may expect a return by and by.
There's all the difference here lietween selliiig

grain and planting grain. Selling grain for
cash, you get your return at once. Planting
grain, you look for your return in the harvest.
What you i)uiy out of sight of men. in your
quiet and trustful giving, God watches and
cares for. and will give an increase to. which
shall whiten the field before you."

Ben Adam had a golden coin one day.
Which he put out at uiterest with "a Jew.

Yeai' after year, awaiting- him, it lay.
Until the doubled coin two pieces grew.

And these two. foui—soon, till people said,
"How rich Ben Adam is!" and bowed the servile

liead.

But Selim iiad a golden coin that day,
Wliicli to a slrang-er asking- alms lie g-ave,

WIk) went rejoicing- on liis unknown way.
Ben Selini died, too iKK)r to own a grave;

But wlien liissoul i-eaclied lieaven, ang'els witli pride
Sliowed him tlie wealtli to wliicli liiscoin had nud-

ti plied.

SOME KIND WORDS IN GOOD EARNEST.

"ox Till-: FKNCK, KTC.

Mr. Bno^:—We have just received our new number
of (iLKAMNOS. 1 liave i-ead youi' beautifid and
masterly article. '"Thou God seest me." 1 iie^er
i-ead an,\' thing- lilie tliose articles. 1 think perhai)s
you yoniself do not ai>preciate liow unique in liteia-
tiu-e they are. I also hope' you are taking- the pi-e-

eantion of saving- copies of nil of them. I j-hould
tliink tliey iiaixt In- called for, to be ))nblislied in hook
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foini. Thej- art' far too ^alualjle to lie buried in a
magazine. Tliey are so tlioioug'lily i)ractieal, and
sucli a lilesised absence of doctiine in tliem, tbey
come right down to and tackle fii'nily tlie common
every-day occurrences of oiii- lives, wbicli is jiist

what is wanted, but what all other sermons I have
ever read seem most industriously to sluui. Tlie epi-
sode of the orangvs. 1 should think, would soften
and lead in the riglit path many a heart now "on the
fence" (as you were), so pt)werful is what comes
from the heart.
Now, Ml'. Root, we are on the "ragged edge" witli

wori'y. Our bees mxist swarm soon. The hive is

overflowing, and we have no foinidation. Oh dear!
could you not send the fotnidation ordered Itelow as
<juick as lightning V The frames ;ire not ipiite so
badly needed. We could not get tlu- money to send
before to-day, or would have sent befoie. I wish to
know how nuich jier thousand you will supply me
labels like the inclosed iiattern. I want them to
label eggs. Thej' would have to lie very cheap in-

deed, or I could not make any thing. They need not
be cut. Tliey might be in sheets, and I could cut
them. They need not have dividing lines. The great
tiling is the number I could get for a dollar. They do
not need good iiaper; size, half an inch to an inch.
Please let me know as soon as possible.

L. S. H.WDEN.
Lyndon Station, Wis., Maj"ll.

[My good friend. I do not know how to thank
you for your kind words: hut I am sure yon are
greatly pr(^jndiced in 7iiy favor. I suppose there
are certain things and certain people that seem
to appeal particularly to certain individuals:
and my fashion of pleading for Christ Jesus
happens to be in a peculiar line that comes
home to yon iiarticulai'ly. I hesitated some-
what about using such a lettei' as yours, evi-
dently not intended for print, especially after
the seveie ciiticisms I have lately received.
However. I feel that your words may do others
good as well as myself. Yes. dear friend. I sup-
pose thei-e a-re thousands of young iieople, and
may be oldei- ones, who are "on the fence." e.\-

actiy as I was when just coming out of my
teens; and a great responsibility rests upon us
who are oldei-, and who have found that the
key to the only ti'ue and abiding happiness is to
make sure that, when these young people get
down off from that fence, they get down ou the
right side—on the side that prompts them to
live for others: or. if you choose, on the side of
Christ Jesus. When I wrote undei- those words,
•'Thou God .seest me." I felt in my heart that I

had a message for.so»JC one; and I had a bright
faith that the message irmild do good. Now.
who do you suppose brought the hist fruits
of that message? None other than my own
daughter, who is away at school. She. "too. is

eighteen; and (when I did not dream of it) my
earnest pleading went home to her young heart,
and stin-ed up In her a resolve to break away
from self, and live for others, in a way peihaps
she had nevei- felt before. I really wanted to
print some extracts from that letter; but I

knew so well that both she and her mother
would object so emiihatically. that I lacked
courage to even ask permission.
And now, my fiiend, you have aroused my

Yankee curiosity in- regard to labeling eggs.
Hy some means you failed to inclose the pat-
tern, and I have been puzzling my biains to
know what it is like. Are you going to put a
label on each egg as soon as it is laid, and say,
'•This egg was laid on the nujrning of May
1.5th"? You see, the giocer could get an e.xtra
price for the "recent" ones.
Your foundation went by express within one

hour aftei- your letter was opened, and your
frames will follow by freight at once. You see,
we are up with oiders now. or very nearly so.

and we just enjoy the fun of getting goods off
before our fiiends have time to expect them.
If the lailroad companies would only do f/(C(r

part, how nicely we should get along I

T6B^cc0 dmum.
GOES SECrKITY FOK A FIUEND.

Please send to A. L. Stuart, Ottawa. Kan., a
smoker. I am a subscriber to Gleanings, and
will pay for it if he commences again,
Ottawa, Kan., Apr. 20. W. F. Stuakt.

QUITS SQUARE OFF.

If you will send me a smoker I pledge to quit
the iLse of tobacco; and.iflbreak the pledge I

will pay for the smoker. Geo, W. Keader.
Lynn Haven. Va.. Mav 1.

BREAKS HIS PLEDGE.
Inclosed please Hud 70 cents to pay for the

smoker which I oi'deicd from you forWillliam
Beigmann. foi- quitting the use tobacco. He
has broken his pledge. G. W. T. Reynolds.
Poag. 111.. April_3^

Send a smokei' to ]\Ir. A. Kyger. He has quit
the use of tobacco, owing to articles published
by you: and if he is ever foolish enough to use
the' vile weed again he will pay you for the
smokei'. L. C. Hi^ghes.
Tucson, Ariz., Apr. 23.

Will you please send a smoker to my brothei",

John F." Post? I have given him a hive of bees,

and he wants a smoker. He has stopped smok-
ing tobacco, and agrees to pay for the smoker
if he evei- commences again, and I will see that
you get pay for. the smoker if he bi-eaks liis

promise. S. B. Post.
England. Pa.. March 20.

I have used tobacco forthii'ty years. 1 have
not used any in six months: and as you offer a
smoker. I should like one: and if I ever use to-

bacco again I will pay you the price of the
smoker. Geo. M. Bostick has a few hives of

bees, and has quit using tobacco also. I pledge
myself to pay for them if we ever commence
again, and will pav vou two dollars for them.
Elora. Tenn.. March 11. .1. A. Smith.

A friend of mine. Clarke Denny. Cordova. Ky.,
has signified his intention of quitting the use of

tobacco; and seeing youi- advertisement prom-
ising a smoker to all wiio quit, he asks that I

have one sent to his address. He piomises that,

if he ever begins the use of the weed again, he
will pay for the sam<'. But. never fear. I will

watch iiim close; and if he ev(>i' begins I prom-
ise to remit the price of the smoker.
Morgan. Ky.. March 2. Henry C. Clemons.

I am so much pleased with the copy of

Gleanings that you sent me that you will find

in my order si.(K) for it a year. I saw in anoth-
er copy, that any person who had stopped using
tobacco with the expectation of neve r using it

again would get a smoker; then»fore I think 'I

am entitled to one. I will promi.se upon my
honor to pav for it if I evei- \ise tobacco again.

L. H. Decker.
West Millbrook. Mich.. Feb. 21.

Mv husband had been using tobacco for neai-
ly twenty yeai's; hut through the influence of

the Tobacco Column hi' has quit it entirely.

He has not tasted it foi- almost a year. A friejid

asked him one day how it was he quit the use
of tobacco. He said. "I can thank A. I. Root
for it." He has been a leader of Gleanings
for neai'ly four years. He has now 4.5 stands of

bees. Please send me a smoker. Should he
again use the weed I will iiay for tlie smoker.

Mi!s. Lizzie Bekbe.
}»oint Pleasant. Pa.. Feb. 23.
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Honor the Lord with thy substance, and with the first-fraits
of all thine increase; so shall thy barns be flU&ti with plenty,
and thy presses shall burst out with new wine.—Prov. S: 9, 10.

We give in this issue, 16 pages extra as usual.

F. H. & E. H. De-\vey have ah-eady pai'd 20
per ceut duty on their last importation of
queens. For further particulars in i-egard to
the matter, see Prof. Cook's article elsewhere.

By a letter just at hand, we learn that they
are having very trying weather for bees in Eng-
land, and that cold east winds have prevailed
for weeks. A great number of stocks have died.

We notice that the Wisconsin State Legisla-
ture, on the 14th of April, passed a bill to sup-
press foul brood among bees, with a provision
for a State foul-brood inspector, and an appro-
priation of S-iOO for tlie purpose

Hutchinson says, in the Country Gentlemdu.
page 3.57, that, next to the Heddon divisible
brood - chamber, he would prefer the eight-
frame Dovelailcd hive: that is. one of tliat

style, with a loose bottom and flat cover. ' It

is really an excellent hive.'" he savs.

Honey- from fruit-blossoms is coming in at a
pretty good rate to-day (13th). We never saw
more new honey in the hives at this time of the
year, although we have had some rather cool
weather, with occasional frosts at night. It
has also been pretty dry, although it looks as
if we might have rain" soon. The prospects
(that is about all we have had for the last two
years) are good so far for an old-fashioned hon-
ey season.

Although the subject of wintering should
not now be discussed, yet. for fear we may not
mention it again, we would say, that, this
spring, when we discovered the bees were noisy,
we could very quickly quiet them by swinging
the door backward and forward rapidly. 25 or 30
times. This produced a marked circulation of
air. as well as a marked difference in the be-
havior of the bees. We tried it a number of
times, and in about an hour afterward we ob-
served that the bees had become perfectly quiet.
Yes. Dr. Miller, there is something in the ven-
tilation of bee-cellars.

J. ISI. Jenkins has sent us a neat little mail-
ing and introducing cage. It is quiti- similar to
the Benton, only it has two compartments in-
stead of three, and. peihajjs. for ordinary dis-
tances it\\ill do very wi'll. A one-cent stamp
is all that is required to send it to any part of
the United States or Canada.

In spite of all we can do, the new edition of
our A B C may not be out as soon as the
old one is exluiusicd. The new edition, while
it will be distiiictiveiy a work for beginners,
will contain more mutter for the advanced bee-
keeper. Many whole subjects are being entire-
ly I'e-written. and some entirely new ones are
being added.

The British Bee Journal is now having a
series of articles on inounting microscopic ob-
jects particularly relating to the bee. Jf any
one is interested in the study of the microscope,
and in dissecting the liee, he will do well to ob-
tain these numbei's of the journal. They tell

how to dissect the trachea, the muscles, th(>

nerve-chain, the sting, etc.

We want the names of several good reliable
commission men in the several cities of the
United States. We wish to give good and ac-
curate honey quotations for the entire country,
foi' the coining season. Will bee-keepers who
know and have had dealings with reliable
hou.ses plea.se send in their names? We have
a good corps all', ady. but we want it very large-
ly increased.

On account of our success in mailing queens
to Australia and to the distant islands of the
.sea. h{i tnnil. we have ordeis booked for one se-
lect t(!Sted queen, t\\o tested, and one tested
honey queen, to parties in .\nstralia: also one
select tested to the West Indies, and two un-
tested to Japan. We expect to send them out
in a day or two: and as soon as we get reports
from them we shall l)e glad to give our readers
the result.

The honey-jumble business is booming, so
the bakers say. One firm uses up three barrels
of inferior hon(>y a week, and this desi)ite the
fact of the tariff reduction on sugar. There is •

a certain quality in honey not found in other
sweets, that will keep cakes for an indefinite
length of lini(\ Jumbles seem to be about as
good three or four years after being made as
when (list baked. In fact, they are one of the
things that improve with age. Ask your baker
or grocerynian if he keeps them. This will in-
duce^ him to order a trial lot. if he does not al-
ready have them, and so improve the outlet for
dark' honey.

Although we have quite a lot of reports en-
couraging in this issue, yet, from letters that
have come in from various sources, it is evident
that there have been pretty severe losses in cer-
tain sections of the country : and the fact that
we have had a big rush of orders for bees and
queens rather points in the same direction. A
greai many wiiie that their bees have all died,
and that they want just a nucleus to make a
start, as they have a lot of empty hives, with
good nice straight combs. Others are in a great
hurry for their queens, as their bees are weak
and queenless. We hope to have statistical re-
ports in our next issue that will give a little

more accniatelv tlui situation.

'

The sixteenth thousand of Prof. Cook's " Bee-
keepers" (xuide'" is just otit. By scanning
through the pages we do not discover that this
edition has been revised. The price has been
reduced to an even dollar. We have talcen a
little pains to look througJi the work, especially
the scientific part of it. Cheshire's, although a
magnificent work, is, we fear, not entirely ac-
curate in some things: and Mr. Cowan's, while
wonderfully frei> from errors, is a little too sci-

entific and condensed for the average novice.
Prof. Cook's book is written in a pleasing, pop-
ular style, and is. perhaps, as accurate as Mr.
Cowan"s work. The practical part, although
not recently revised, is pretty well up to the
times. We can furnish it at the author's price
—SI.00.

There is a sort of general imjiression. that
bees in box hives outdoors will winter where
those in modern hives will die. We sonunvhat
question whether this is true. J. A. Stone, on
page 391. last issue, says that more than half
the bees in his section of country died through
the winter, and they were all in box hives. It
is true, that too much tinkering in " new-
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fangled hives'" kills bees: and it is also true,

that, when tlie bees have prc|)aie(l tlieir win-
ter nest in liie fall, the sani<' oiiglit not to be
disturlM'd—or. at least, the combs siionld not
be, shifted. The fact is. the modern double-
walled hives will winter just as well outdoors
as box hives, and a great deal better in most
cases. Reports have shown it over and over
again.

Neighbou H. says he has observed, for sev-
eral winters back, that liis colonies with im-
ported queens wintered the best. Last wintei'.

although he sult'ered very severe losses among
his home-bred stocks, he lost practically none
of his colonies from imported queens. When it

is remembered that the imported queens had
been on a long journey across the ocean, these
results are quite significant. The bees of im-
ported stock are, as a general rule, leather-col-
ored, and the queens are rather dark. As we
have suffered very little loss during the years
past, we have not had an opportunity of com-
paring the relative hardiness of foreign and
home-bred queens, although one of our imjiort-
ed stock died last winter, among the otheis.

We have just been purchasing some colonies
on loose frames. An old Pennsylvania Dutch-
man who brought them up said he did not know
why the bees bulged his combs so. and made
them so crooked. We told him that they were
spaced too far apart and too near together.
Then he said he wished we would give him
something next time that would space the
frames just right. We showed him the Hoff-
man frames: and as his face lighted up he said.

•'OhI dot's iti dot's it. Dey von't toomble all

togedder ven ve gome to priug de pees oop t'

M'tina. like dose racks vid tin corners on dit for

me." Perhaps we should remark, that his
combs, not having been fixed before moving,
had jolted together: and when we pulled off

the wii'e screens the bees were any thiiig but
amiable. One queen was killed.

We notice, by a recent issue of one of the pa-
pers, that no less than 10.000 patents have been
taken out for car-couplings. This number far
exceeds "all possible novel and useful combina-
tions that could be devised in constructing such
an article." This is a rank injustice to invent-
ors, and the proper officials should see that it is

stopped. There should not be more than one
patent allowed on one idea, thing, or function,
or combination of things, functions, and ideas.

Patent-otfice repoi-ts are complete enough so
that yjroper investigation should show whether
the idoiUcdl idea had been already covered by
a patent. Apiculture is not exempt from the
plurality of patents on one article, as we have
already shown. We don't mean to be " cranky "

on patents, but the facts above show that a good
deal of monev is wasted.

SUGAR SYRUP COMB HONEY.

Ax old farmer met us a few days ago. and put
to us this question: "How do you feed bees
sugar syrup to make comb honey'.'"
We stared at him a minute, and was about to

take affront; but observing that he meant no
insult, we said: " We do not do it. and, besides,
it would be unprofitable business, to say noth-
ing of the fraud that would be imposed on the
consumer."
"But," said he, "sugar is away down, and

syrup will cost only three or four cents a pound.
There would be big money in feeding it to the
bees, and getting 20 cts. a pound for it in comb
honey."

We assured him that this practice would not
pay when sugar was nine cents a pound: that
much of the syrui) would be lost in bi-ood-rear-
ing and the abnormal stimulation of the colony.
We told him. further, that we vei-y much doubt-
ed whethei', at even the present vei-y low price,
it would be a very big bonanza. We hope none
of our readers would think of doing such a
thing, even if it would pay.

COLORADO AND ITS AI,FALFA RESOURCES.
^Ir. J. L. Peabody, of Denver, Col., sends us

a newspaper clipping from which we take the
following, written by H. Knight, of Littleton:

Only a few years ago the Colorado State Bee-keep-
ers" Association started with but six members; now
we liave about one hundred. Tliere are now in the
State over 81)0 bee-keepers, and four years ago not
one person was making- a specialty of honey produc-
tion. Now there are at least fifty that number their
colonies liy the Inmdred, and sell honey by the ton.
so that, in 1889, about three Inindred thousand
pounds was produced, and in 1890 nearly lialf a mil-
lion pounds of alfalfa lioney was g-athered by the
busy bees.

We have known for a year back that Colorado
was rapidly developing as a great honey State;
and if what is stated in the above is true, we
are not at all surprised. Still, it is a long way
behind in annual honey production compared
with that of a good many other States—Califor-
nia and York State.- for instance.

A. 6. HILL S NEW BEE-SMOKEK.

This new smoker has been tried in our apia-
ry, and critically examined in every way here
at the home of the Honey-bees. It embodies a
bright idea, and may cvlip.^e all other smokers.
We do not see any thing said about a patent, or
any thing of the sort: but we hereby protest
against any one copying this smoker, or any
feature of it. So far as we know, the invention
belongs to Mr. Hill. And now let us, as bee-
keepers and manufacturers of supplies, show
our manliness by letting Mr. Hill have what
seems justly tp belong to him. W(^ have made
arrangements whereby we can furnish these
smokers at his prices; viz.. Hill smoker. 3-inch
barrel, by express or freight. SI. 30: by mail.
81.40. The bright thing about the whole inven-
tion is the cover and blast-tube formed out of
one piece of metal, without joint or solder.
The bottom of the tire-pot is also put in in the
same way, without joint or solder, and so con-
structed as not to burn whatever it may come
in contact with.

FOUNDATION '4 INCH THICK.

We have just been introducing some radical
improvements in making foundation -mills.
We are sending a good many of them to Ger-
many now. and some of the German bee-keep-
ers want the foundation walls extra thick.
One of these mills turns out foundation I4 inch
thick. We sent a sample of it to Bro. Newman,
and he makes this very kind notice of it:

We sliould im;igia? tiiat the walls are sufBclently
high to satisfy any one, even tlie most exacting.
The workmanslup on the mill must be first chiss,
for the product is simply superb.

Perhaps we should add. that the foundation
we are now making on our mills is very near
perfection. Some of the very thinnest is so
transparent that you can read coarse print
through it when i)laced close to the wax; in

fact, it is beautiful, even if we do say it. An-
other thing, we have so improved the mills that
the wax sornetitncs runs through the mill with-
out sticking to either roll. From all our late
mills the foundation comes off much easier.
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We have, up to May 1. 10.29tt subscribers

LOTTERIES, GIFT EXTEIil'RISES, ETC., PROHIBIT-
ED FROJf PASSIXG THROUGH THE MAILS.

The following comes on a
Postmaster-General

:

CAUTION.
PosTOFFiCE Department.

Washington. D. C, January 2',, lb91.

The attention of putrons of the postottice is called
to the fact tliat the law lately enacted prescribing
penalties for using- the I'nlted States Mails for the
conveyance or transmittal of

LOTTERY
matter of any kind, applies as well to the person
mailing- money, money-orders, postal notes, or drafts
to lottery companies or their agents, as it does to
the lottery companies and tlieir agents.
All persons are therefore warned not to use the

mails for such pui^poscs, and attention is called to the
folloNving extract from the law on the subject passed
September 19, 1890:
Revised Statutes of the United States-
Sec. 3894. No letter, postal-card, or circular concerning any

lotterj-, so-called pift concert, or other similar enterprise
offering prizes dependent on lot or chance, or concerning
schemes devised for the purpose of obtaining mone.v or prop-
erty under false pretenses, and no list of the drawings at any
lottery or similar sche:r.e. and no lottery ticket or jiart theie-
of. and no check, draft, bill, money, postal note, or money
order for the purchase of any ticket, or part thereof, or any
share or chance in an)' such lottery or gift enterprise, shall be
carried through the mail, or delivered at or through any post-
otfice or branch thereof, or by any letter-carrier; nor shall any
newspaper, circxilar, pamphlet,' or publication of any kind
containing an advertisement of any lottery or gift enterprise
of any kind offering pi izes dependent upon lot or chance, or
containing .iny list of prizes awarded at the drawings of any
such lottery or gift enterprise, whether said list is of any part
or of all of the drawing, be carried in the mail or delivered by
any postmaster or letter-carrier. Any person who shall
knowingly deposit or cause to be deposited, or who shall know-
ingly send or cause to be sent, any thing to be conveyed or de-
livered by mail in violation of this section, or who ^hall know-
ingly cause to be delivered by mail any thing herein forbidden
to be carried by mail, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemean-
or, and on conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not more
than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for not more
than one year, or by both such tine and imprisonment for each
offense

By Order of the Postmaster-General.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

it is not so damp as to cUscolor; and tlie very
drying weather we have had lor a month back has
worked wonders on it. Price of these white sections
is as usual—$:3..5U for lOOO; *6.50 for 30U0; Kt.OU for 3(100.

or lU.OU for 5000. We have, besides, about 3C0.00O
cream sections that are of very good quality, smooth,

card, from the and well made, but a little ott color, at £0e per 1000
less tlian above prices. We have these only in m,
1%, and 7-to-the-foot widths, open top and liottom

—

no other kinds or sizes.

HONEY-KEGS.
Most of the commission men seem to go hack on

the 60-11). square cans for extracted lK)ney, claiming
that kegs are preferable. Our experience with kegs
l)as not been the best; but owing to the amount of
testimony on the other side we shall have to con-
clude that we are pi-ejudiced, and will give the kegs
a fair trial again. We are prepared to furnisli new
full-hoop kegs, at the following prices, F. O, B. here
or Townsend, ^Nlass.

:

4, Wt. or 5 gallons, iOc each; .$3..50 for 10.

10 gallon, 60c each; $.5.50 for 10.

20 gallon, 80c each; $7..50 foi- 10.

The Cortland Union Beekeepers' Association will hold their
spring meeting at tlie residence of President J H Kennedy,
No. 1-iO Groton Avenue, Cortland, N. Y., Tuesday. May '26. 1891

A special invitation is extended to the ladies. All interested
are invited. M. H. Fairb.\nks, See'y.

The annual picnic of the Oiieida and Madison County Bee-
keepers' Association will be held at tlie residence of Edward
B Beebee. at Oneida Castle. N Y., on Thursday June 4th, 1891.

These gatherings have become very popular, .and largely at-
tended, and it is expected that this one will eclipse any that
has yet been held. Everyone interested is cordially invited
to attend. Committee.

^PECI^L pi0¥ICEg.

SPECIAL TERMS.

All dealei-s in liee-keepers' snp))lies, and those who
huy to sell again, should bear in mind that we give
siiecial terms, made known on application, on all

bee-keepers' supplies, and especially on goods of our
manufacture.

LAWN-MOWEKS.
Tills is the season for mowing the lawns and apia-

ries, and we call your attention to our adv't on an-
other page, presenting our two standbys in lawn-
mowers. These are both good machines, and I

think the price is lower than >on can get from your
local dealer. The Globe is, of course, the best ma-
chine; but for those who have only ;i small lot to
mow, and don't want to put much mone.v into a
mower, the \ouiig America in-esents a good oiipor-
tindtj-.

SECTIONS,

Our new stock of lumber is now sufficiently sea-
soned for use, and we ai-e tin-ning out about the
whitest and nicest si'Ctions we ever made. Some of
the lumber would be better if a little drier, hut

OUK GOODS NEAR YOUR HO.ME.

We have established a number of depots of sup-
plies, east, south, and west, from which many of our
goods can be bad at oui- prices.
F, A. Salisburj-, West Genesee St„ Syracuse, N. Y.,

keeps nearly a full line of supplies at our prices.
Jenkins & Parker, Wetumpk-i, Ala., also furnish

our goods.
T. G. Newman & Son, 246 East Madison St., Chicago,

III,, handle cair Dovetailed hives and .some other sup-
plies at our price*.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la., also carries a

pretty full line.
Bai-teldes & Co.. Denver. Col,, and F. L. Po.sson &

Co., Portland, Ore., also carry our goods.
Rememl)ei-, you can not get all the gotids we ad-

vertise, at these places; but the principal things
needed by bee-keepers just now are on hand, and you
may save time and freight by .sending there instead
of ordering of us.

ODD-SIZED SECTIONS IN STOCK.
We have the following lot of odd-sized sections in

stock, which we will close out at the prices opposite.
If you see any in the list that you can use, we
sha.l be pleased to have your order Fir.st come, first

.served. Unless you are prompt you had bettei- name
a second choice, to tisein case the first choice is gone.

8.50 4 x4 xllJ, open top, J2..50.

1000 414x414x1 Vg, " '• 3.00.

1000 4i/8x5i8Xl!5. " " 3,00,

1000 41/2x4 '^xl is, " " 3.50.

40d4.!ixoi4,xl?8, " " 1..50.

200 4i/8x5VaxUi, " " .T5.

.50041/2x5 xlU;, •' " ].5'i,

3500 4!;'^x5f\!-xlifi. no openings; $3 per M.; $8 for lot.

1000 4'^x4>^xl5-g, cut for glass; $3.(XJ,

10(10 5x5 scant. 2nd quality: J3,00,
500 5.\5xlM. chised top; 11.7.5.

375 5'sx43axl{5. open toj); $1.25.

.500t'x4,\{x2. closed top: *1..50.

100ll6^8X5xl!S. open top; *;3.50.

875 6x4i4x-i, open top; $3,00,

300 .5x6x11;;. open top; $1.25,

Remember, first dimension is the width, or mea-
sure of top and liottom; the secimd is the height, or
side.

SHIPPING GOODS PROMPTLY.
The volume of business for this time of year is

very good considering the discouraging reports of
bees lost in wintering in many places; still we are
not shipiiing nearly as many goods as we were doing
this time last year. As cmr facilities are much bet-
ter than last year, we are, as a matter of course,
taking care of orders promptly. There are occa-
sional exceptions, when something turns up to de-
lay an order; but the rule now is, for goods to go
within from one to foui- days after i-eceiving the or-
der. As a reserve stock we have on liand about 700
chaff hives, 350 one-storv chatf hives. 35'J portico
hives, besides about 300'No. 1 e and 120a No. 2 E
Dovetailed hives, old .style, mentioned in last
Gleanings. These, instead of being packed with
old-style brood-frames and slatted hone.v-boards,
are, most of them, furnished with thick top-frames
aiKi no honey-boards, the same as our present make.
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tlie only ditfereiice being- thai tlu-yaiv i incli nar-
rower, and have no di^^si()n-b()ar(ls, followers, and
>vedg-es. We will sell these at the following- special
prices as long- as they last; but be sui-e, in making-
your orders. t(j ask for the special old-style hives,
and avoid mistakes and misundeist.indings.
No. 1 complete, in flat, old stvle. ^5.00 for 5; $^.m

for 10.

No. 1 E. same without sections, separators, and
starters. *4.0U for 5; 17.50 for 10.

No. 2 complete, old style. *7.00 for .5; $13.50 for 10.

No.2E.no sections, fdn. starters, nor sepai-atoi-s,
$").t0for5: *9.50 for lO

.T.\PANE.SE BUCKWHEAT.
Wliile there has been a .scarcity of all kinds of feed.

and consequent high prices, a gt)od deal of Japanese
buckwlieat has betn used for fei-d. and we have had
.several reports of its value fortius purpose. As it

is a good jielder. andmatures so soon, and likewise
produces honey, it is a good thing- togi-ow. We have
a good supi)lv of choice seed at these prices: 1 jteck.

a5c; '/2 bu.. 60c; 1 bu.,.flO0; -' bu.. $1.75; 10 bu.. $8.00.

If customers in the West will send in their oi-ders at
once we can ship to them from Goshen. Mo., thus
.saving freight. We can not shii) from there after
June 1. so you must l)e prompt. We can also ship
from Rogersville, Mich.

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF ALUMINIU.M RULES.
The little rules mentioned (jn page 288 are now

offered us so low that we have reduced the price to
2(1 cts. postpaid, instead of 25; or we will mail you
si.\- for fl.(0. While aluminium is hardly light
enough to float on watei-. these i-ules. if laid care-
fully on tlie surface, before they are wet all over
will actually float on watei-. and they are certainly
<iuite a scientific curiosity. A stiong- light metal,
and one peifectly free from tarnish, as ;i rule for
measurements ought to be well wortli the price to
^ilmost anybody.

RIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

We are all so well pleased with youi- Leader sliears
that I will order three more pairs. John Karr.

Little Rock, Ark., April 27.

Don't stop Gleanings; make it longer, wider,
Ihicker. or shorter; but don't make it so it can't get
to mj' postottice. I expect to take it as long asl live.

Mt. Erie, 111.. Apr. 15. J. J. McCov.

A bee-keeper in earnest.
I started after the goods with my horse. She strain-

ed herself going out of the stable, and I am afraid
she will die. I carried them home on my back. 7

miles. Our roads are not good here. We have the
Ohio road-law. and can't get any tiling- done on them
e.\cei)t what we do gratis. D. P.\r.mentier.
Norman, Wash.

.MUCH pleased over THE DOOLITTLE SOLAR WAX-
extr.\ctok.

I am very much pleased with your solar extractor.
It is a wonderful invention. It e.vtracts wax and
lioney at the same time, and the lionej- is g-ood too;
and such nice piu-e yellow waxl Every apiary needs
one. I took my liees out of the cellar Apr. 13. They
Kiame out stroiig and healthy. N. P. Aspinw.\ll.

Harrison. Min., May 2.

A. BIG TESTIMONIAL FOR THE B.\HNES SA^W.

I received the Barnes combined machine in the best
of order, and I must say it is the most complete ma-
chine of the kind I ever saw. I have worked with
many buzz-saws, but none will equal this one. I see
you have made many valuable changes in the ABC
since I received my first edition some five years
ago. A. S. Br(JWN.
Londonderry. O., April 22.

Can you not send me 100 pamphlets on treating
disease without medicine ? A gentleman says he
has not felt as well for ten years as he does now aft-
er using the treatment four days. Some of Dr.
Hall's patients are feeling a little disappointed on
«iccount of luning to pay H for the same treatment,
iis tliev have told me. T. H. Ch.\nce.

Fostoria, O.. April 2-t.

[We send you 100, with pleasure.]

I have bought seeds for twentv vears, and never
received so much for so little money. Now. if they
grow well I .shall buy all mv seeds of vou hereafter.
Mattawana, Pa.. Apr. 13. Mrs. Sarah E. Yoder.

I subscribed for Gleanings tlu-ouglj T. G. New-
man & Son. I am well pleased with it. I have
learned enough from one article (the one on rendering-
old combs with suliihuric acid, page 130, Feb. 15) to
jtay my subscription foi-ten years.
Elsinore, Cal., Maich 20. Lafayette Yates.

Money is pretty scai-ce with me, and I do not keep
bees now; but Gleanings has been a constant visit-
or for the last 12 years, and I thought that Our
Homes and Dr. Miller's article about the thoughts
that come up in church were worth the price of it.
It seemed to hit my case exactlv. Such thoughts
come up, although I ti-y to keep them back on Sun-
day. I hope money will 1)e moi-e plentiful by the
time this runs out. Geo. P. Howard.
Mexico, N. Y., Mar. 9.

.more th.\n satisfied.
The bees came last Fi-iday, all in good shape. The

memorandum bill came to hand yesterday. We de-
sire to express our gratitude to "you for' sending-

a

tested in place of untested queen. I ordered un-
tested, because you recommend to beginners an un-
tested queen, one frame of brood and one pound of
bees. You have certainlj' given us more than speci-
fied. The bees aie working finely, and do not seem
homesick in the least. My daughter is much en-
couraged. H. A. Billings.
Dayton, Ohio, May 12.

dovetailed hives, with hoff.man frames, near
perfection.

Late in December I sent you an order for ten
Dovetailed hives in the flat, with Hofl'man frames.
They came early in January, in good condition, to-
getlier with the other things which I sent for. I
was away from home when they arrived or I would
liave reported before. Not even one little stick was
missing—every thing going together like clockwork.
I must say that I am about as near happj- as can be
over my purchase; and I think that, for a single-
walled hive, your Dovetailed hive, with Hofl'man
frames, is now as near perfection as it can lie. I
have sent you several orders before, and never have
had anj -cause for complaint. Wm. H. Lu.m.
Steven.son. Conn.

that SEWING-M.\CHINE, and how IT PLEjVSES.
Friend Koof ;—Sewing-m;ichine No. 4, high arm,

was received all right. It's a daisy, and does as
good work as other machines .sold around here at
from forty to sixty dollais, and is just as good in
every pai-ticular. so fai- as I can see. I will just say,
it is all that is claimed for it, and more too. The
machine was not for myself, liut for a daughter who
is married and keeping iiouse. She and her hus-
band have been talking of buying a machine for
quite a while. When I saw your ad't in Gleanings,
1 at them to let me order one for them. They said
there were so many frauds advertised in the papers,
they were afraid to. I told them I would be respon-
sible for all frauds that come through the Gle.4N-
ings family. Now they are well pleased.
Morristown, Ind., March 7. Leroy Dyer.

ITALIANS
9tfdb Box 77.

t^ln responding to tlii>

Tested queen, «1..50; Untested.
$1.(XI. Nuclei, brood, and bees
by the lb. Send for price list.

MRS. A. M. KNEELAND,
Mulberry Grove, Bond Co.. 111.

.ulv<.fti>etntnt mention GLKANDfca.

QUEENS, QUEENS.
Price List Free.

H. AliliElf, Weiiltaiu. Essex Co., Mass.
Please mention this paper. 6tfd

MY 23D ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF ITALIAN,
CYPRIAN, and HOLY-LAND BEES, QUEENS,

NUCLEL COLONIES, and SUPPLIES; also EGGS
FOR HATCHING, can be had bv sending me vour
address. H. H. BROWN. Light St.. Oil. Co.. Pa.

Please mention this paper.
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LADiES SAVE YOUR MONEY.

FINE SHOES AT $2.17 A PAIR
SENT POSTPAID.

Genuine Kiel—Soft Soles. Elegant Style, Perfect
Fitting- a shoe that lias stvle, and will wear as long'

as slioes sold at 3*2..50 and m I 0. Try tlu-m. You will

be i)leased. foi' they are GOOD SHOES.
Widths, C, D, E, EE. Sizes, I to 7.

Do you want Broad or Nairo\y toe ?

Send P. O. order, registered letter, or postal note.

C. L. GRIESINGER, MEDINA, O.
Reference—Gleanings. 8-9 lOd.

Ple.ise mention this paper.

e< Queens • From • Texas. >o

Kind friends, I have untested Ilalian queens from
now till September, at T.'ie each; M.OO for 6, oi- !f7.2.')

perdoz. I have shipped hundreds this sin'ing. and
all by return mail so far. I have my breeding yards
kept out on the lone piairie at safe distance. Give
me vt)ui- orders and see how pronii>tlv 1 can fill them.
100 nuclei running. " lOtfdb

ITIKS. .IEMVIF: ATCH1.EV,
Kit's, v., Farinersville, Tex.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 3-8db

F
OUNDATION & SECTIONS aremy specialties.
No. 1 V-groove Sections at 13.00 per 1000.

Special Prices to dealers. Send tor free
price list of every thing needed in the
apiary. J»l. H. HliIS'S',

Itfdb Bell Braucli, IVIicli.
WiIllliDi.' I I- .KlVflli.M-Miellt Illi'lltii .1 \.M\'-;

PURE V ITALIAN •: QUEENS.
TESTED, $l.50.
UNTESTED, $1.00.

Misses S. <& M. Barnes,
Please mention Glkani.vgs.

IMPORTED
MOTHER.

RiKETON, Ohio.
C-7-8 9 10 12d

ONE-PIECE

SEOTIOMS,
both No. 1 & 2;
WOOD SEPA-

KATt)RS and
other bee-sup-

plies. Also
BERRY-CRATES,
B.ASKETS and

B().\ES, made
up or in flat.

Send for cata-
logue. Address
as in cut.

Please mention this paper. 510db

IMPORTED ITALIAN f^UEENS.
I W. C. FRAZIER, ATI-ANTIC, ^St IOWA.
7-17ilb Please mention this paper.

STOP! THINK! ACT!
GrilHth's Italian (jueeiis will give you strong colo-

nies, plenty of lionev. and nice bees. 7-12db
Untested queens in .May, $1.0:).

" '• in June, July, and Aug., T"ic.

Tested '• in May, $1.2,'>.

in .Tune, July, Aug., & Sei)t.. *1.00.

All queens reared from best imported and <'hoic'e

home mothers. Safe arrival gtiaranteed. Address
all orders to B. V. GKBFFITH. Giiflith, N. C.
Postofii(;e order on Charlotte, or reg. let. to Griffith.

Please mention this paper.

|"lURRAY & HEISO
'^c^ CLEVELAND OHIO. ^^
OEIMD FOR CATALOGUeP^

I^INSTRUMENTC

tS'ln ret.p,_.iiuii.b' I

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Hives. Honey-Cases, Sections, and Frames.

We are the only concern in Southern Califor-
nia who make a

SPECIALTY or BEE-KEEPERS' MATERIAL
Agents for the wliite basswood 1-lb. sections.

Send for catalogue and price list.

OCEANSIDE MILL CO.,
i-i2db Oceanside. Cal.

I^"lii responding to this adverlisemi-iii m.-niion (Jlka.mngs.

SAMUEL JONES,
Manufacturer of Bee-keepers' Supplies. Free cata-
logue. Hirililiiiul fiivk fill I Iffe, DesMoines, la.

larin responding to this advertisement mention Glkauing*.

Syracuse, New York,
IS A DEPOT FOR THE EAST FOR ALL OF A. I.

ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
FOUNDATION is Our Own Make.

Don't buy foundation of us, fur it would please you.

F. A. SALISBURY.
Our Foundation is kept for sale by

HENHY ALLEJY, Wenham, Mass.
In writing to advertisers please mention thi.-- paper. Itfdb

NOW, FRIENDS, LOOK HERE

!

I sell the Nonpareil Bee-Hive, White Poplar Sec-
tions. Italian Bees and Queens. Price List free.
Write for one. 8tfdb

A. A. BVAKD, West CUesterfield, N. H.
t^ln responding- i.. i n .- ^.h ,-. 1 1

. i.., ..n..ri i ;i.i..vxi.\,,.s.

J. W. Taylor's Fine Italian * -» *
•» * * and Albino Queens for Sale.

Cheap tested Italian, $1.50 each. Tested Albinos,
S1..')0 each. Testeu golden Italian, $2.OJ each. L^ii-

tested queens, 75 cts. each; $8.UU per doz. I guaran-
tee safe ari'ival by mail. 9tfdb

J. W. XAVLOB, Ozaii, Ark.

For Sale at Wholesale Prices.
One Parlor Organ, §^4:5.0); retail, $S.').Oi).

One Wagon and one Horse, m\W; retail, $90.00.
One Barnes Saw. $;25.0U; retail. $;ir) 00.

Can sell (miy ONE <if e ich at this price. 9-lOd,

i.. &.. F:M<.i\tli»\V»'.K, Ucitdiiig-, fa.
I'iease mention this paper.

FOR SALE.
T5 colonies of Italian l)ees in Langstroth 10-frame.

and A. I. RoufsS-frame Dovetailed liives. at $5.00 per
colony. A liberal disL'ount on more than one colony.
JOHN OUANT, Baiavla, Cleriiiuiit Co., O.

Mention this paper. 9 lOlld

FOR SALE.
100 L. size combs, on standard wired frames, made

from foundation free from disease, at lUc each. Also
a Barnes combined saw, good as new. 9-lOd

H. W. Avis, Matteawan, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it I we can furnish you a very neat

fimr-coliir label, with your name and addi'ess, with
the choice of having either " comb " or " extracted "

befoi-e the word "honey," for only 75 cts per thou-
sand ; 50 cts. per .500, or 3J cts. for 250, postpaid. The
size of the label is 'ih'sl inch—,iust right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
tlie front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

A srx WAX-EXTiJACToH pays. Ahvajs ready.

Thk We-stCDi Fdrincr has a good bee-editor.
Dr. J. W. Vance.

My ForK COLONIES outdoors wintered well.
They had entrances 1;* by .'2!

E. E. H.\STY thinks it possil)i(> that honey-
eaters may be long livers.

Ants. G. A. Simpkins (^1. B. K.) drives them
away by sprinkling sulphur.

Blackwalnvt is mentioned by Chas. White,
in N. B. iv., as a lieavy pollen-yielder.

The Nehr<tf<lx(t B. K. thinks 35 per cent of col-

onies in that region failed in wintering.

My bees. Prof. Cook. I feel pretty sure, sting
dark materials more readily than white.

Pkof. Cook is a poor hand to sort grain. He
gets seed corn nii.xed in with his nubbins.

\V. L. CoftGSHALi- thinks there are five essen-
tials for success in bee-keeping: Location, man.
appliances, hives, bees.

Thijow a avari'ed boaki) on the ground, in

the sun. hollow side down, and see liow soon it

will straighten out.

H. FiTZ Hakt has used closed-end frames
with bee-space outside of end-bars, and found
no trouble from propolis.

For smoker fuei, Fve never tried any thing
better than hard-wood turning-lathe shavings,
©sage orange taking the lead.

New things are generally reported rose-col-
01'. Those who succeed, report promptly: those
who fail, generally keep still.

Has Prof. Cook any reason, other than cus-
tom, for the editorial " we " ? Will not the same
reason make him say "he"' for a worker?
Gleanings for May 1 has converted me in

theory to fixed frames. I'll consult the bees
about it before I'm much converted in practice.

The American Bee-Tieejicr proposes to make
a specialty of catering to the needs of those
who have had little or no experience. A good
field.

Some people who justify Dr. Hall in taking
^ would feel very indignant if a merchant
charged them 4 cents for an article that they
afterward found they could get anywhere else
for a cent.

My bees never built up so fa.st. To-day,
May 14, they've been just four weeks out of the
cellar, and many of them have had brood taken
away to give the queen room. They've liad
gorgeous weather.

My latest spacer is a little stick r.').; inches
long, nailed on one side of one end-bar, and
another on the opposite side of the other end-
bar.

The Missouri Bee-keeper for May has nearly
all its space occupied with the report of the
Missouri State convention: and the space is

icell occupied.

Emma took a good look at the picture on page
3t)'.i. and then remarked, with some emphasis,
'• Well, Mr. Ernest, you can sit on that sharp
edge if you want to.'"

Dadaxt says, " Workers do not live, on an
average, more than 35 days during the working
season." Isn't that a week less than othei' au-
thorities? Who is right?

W. W. Case, p. 379, says bees draw out foun-
dation best in a heavy flow. Doolittle says,
when lioiiey comes slowly. I follow both, and
give full sheets at all times.

Those latest improvements in the Clark
smoker are a I'eal comfort—the little holes giv-
ing air. with no chance for sparks, and the door
fitting so snugly. I'm in hopes, too, that the
door will not get out of working order.

I'm tryixg six different frames—Hoffman,
closed-end in tight-fitting case, ditto in loose
case, closed end with Hoffman top-bar and bee-
space outside end-bars, ditto with half-inch
space outside end-bar, and top-bars V thick,
spaced.

Mice in hives. The C. B. J. found 'scarce-
ly a hive in the bee-house that had not from
one to five mice in it."' One had 391 Last win-
ter I had all entrances closed with wire cloth,
three meshes to the inch, and not a mouse trou-
bled. Mr. Jones found that the mice killed live
bees, the pieces still moving.

Pies make trouble, while baking, some-
times, as well as after. The juice boils out and
spoils the pie, the oven, and the good wife's
temper. To prevent it, make four or five little

chimneys, !>.< to 3 inches high, of w'hite writing
paper, funnel-shaped, and stick in the top of
the pie, somewhat centrally. The juice will
be satisfied to boil up into these without run-
ning out.

Melilot covered a patch of more than an
acre for me, year before last, in pretty fair
shape, the bees reveling on it. I allowed noth-
ing to touch it. so that it would be crowded this
yeai'. Careful examination shows not a single
sUtU: on it. It just can't stand prosperity. If
it had been abused by driving over it. it would
have been so thick you could hardly wade
through it.

Names for frames. I like the names sug-
gested on page 388. close-end for those whose
end-bars touch throughout: loose for those
which are not spaced in any way: HvffimDi for
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those closed part way down; but instead of fix-

ed I should like spaced better for all which are
spaced by nails, staples, or what not. Fixed
has already gone into use to include all but
7oo.se frames.

Ox PAr4E 3G8 E. R. R. explains why. with loose
fi'ames, bees don't make little hummocks of
propolis on the rabbets. My bees have never
had the explanation, and persist in making
such hummocks, no matter how much the spac-
ing is changed. Don't you see. Ernest, that,
every lime the spacing is changed and the top-
bar rests on a hummock, the glue gets warmed
up and is squeezed out into the new space?

gENEl^^n O0R^E3P0NDE.NCE.

CONTROLLING DKONES, ETC.

DOOI-ITTLE GIVES US SOME GOOD ADVICE.

A correspondent writes: " I have five colonies
of bees—three blacks and two Italians. Would
it be well to give the Italians a card of drone
comb and "put drone-traps on the blacks when
the young Italian queens are mating? or is

there a better way ?"'

If the correspondent is desirous of having his
•queens purely mated, of course he must kill or
control all drones from the undesirable colonies.
The drones can be controlled with the traps;
but in this case you must buy the traps, keep
them on the colonies, and furnish the honey
necessary to rear and feed the drones, all of
which is an expense which would better be
avoided. If you think that you uiust raise the
drones, and do not wish to buy traps, you can
put a piecci of perforated metal at the entrance
•of the " black hives," keeping it there till four
o'clock, then remove and let the drones out;
and while out. replace and keep the most of
them out for evening destruction. This would
be about the only way with box hives, unless
the trap was used. But for frame hives, much
the best way would be to remove all the drone
comb, or nearly so. from the black colonies, and
replace it with worker coml), and thus you will

save all the trouble and cost of producing the
drones, and you will rear .50 workers to every
square inch, in place of -32 drones, these workers
storing honey for you in place of eating it. In
any event, you could not be sure of having your
•queens purely mated unless there were no black
or hybrid bees in the woods oi' any apiary for a
distance of four oi- live miles from you in every
direction, which is a state of affairs which does
not usually exist in most parts of our country.
But for honey-production I doubt whether it

would pay you to be too careful to have all of
your queens purely mated, foi- a first cross (or
what is more truly hybrids than the general
mixture which are called hybrids) gives nearly
if not quite as good results in honey as do piire

bees of any race. If yon were to send south for
Italian queens for the three black colonies, and
Italianize the blacks before any drones were
reared in these hives, you woiild then have
things about as you want them, and that,
too, about as cheaply as by any plan I know of.

In the above our cori'espond'ent should find
something to help him out of his dilemma, it

seems to me.

IS THE BEE-MOTH LARVA KILLED BY FROST?

Another correspondent writes: " I have read
that frost would kill the larvic and eggs of the
bee-moth. If so. what temperature will it take

to do it? I have some combs which have been
exposed all winter to the cold; but I find worms
hatching out in them, or, at least, the worms
are at work on them."

It is generally supposed that a temperature
of 10° above zero will destroy all eggs and larviB
of the bee-moth; but, candidly, I do not know
whether it will or not. At times I have thought
that zero and below was sure death to every
thing in the bee-moth line; then, again, I have
been»equally positive that worms which had
wintered over somehow in a very low tempera-
ture, either in the egg or larval form, were at
work in my combs during the first warm days
in spring and early summer. Who can tell us
something positive about this matter? We
know that eggs and larvffi are canned over in a
colony of bees or in their combs; and I have
thought that these, after hatching into the ma-
ture moth, may have found their way to my
combs in some way, though I hardly knew how,
and that thus I might have been mistaken, and
the old book theory, of cold making combs
moth-proof, be true after all. Can Prof. Cook
give us any light on this?

WHO FURNISHES THE FEED?
" Who furnishes the feed when the apiary is

worked on shares, for stimulating purposes, or
to keep the bees from starvation ? In other
words, what is the custom regarding such feed-
ing !" is another question sent in. Well, I do
not know that there is any custom. The only
way that I know of to govern such matters is to
enter into an agreement, explicit enough to
cover all cases of emergency, and have it put
down in black and white, and then live up to it

according to the Christian rule laid down in
the good book, " Who sweareth to his own hurt,
and changeth not;" for if you go into '" bees on
shares," some one is apt, "as a rule, to have his
feelings, if not his pocket-book, hurt. If you
have taken the bees this spring, and the owner
of them said nothing about' whether they had
honey enough to carry them through to new
honey, and they were short of feed. I should
think that he should furnish the feed, were
they likely to starve. As for feeding to stimu-
late, I do not think that it can be made to pay
for the feed and time. If you have had the
bees for a term of years, and you did not leave
honey enough in. the hives last fall for the bees
to come through in good order to swarming-
time, then I should say that you were the one
who should furnish the feed. If you were both
to share, and share alike in the piofits from the
bees (the way in which bees are usually let out
on shares), then I should say that both of you
should bear equally the expense of feeding. But
in addition to what I said above about bees on
shares, I would now say. don't. Far better
purchase two or three colonies: work your way
up with them as your knowledge increases,
thus being your own man all the while, than to
try to gain a knowledge regarding the business
by building yourself up on some other person's
property along this line. Almost any other
partnership business works better than it does
with bees. G. M. Loolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., May IG.

[My impression is, that 10 degrees above zero
will destroy every vestige of the l^ee-moth; and
I believe they generally live over, unless so
near the cluster of bees that tliey are kept
above this temperature. With us we rarely
have trouble until quite late in the season, yet
we leave combs (wposed more or less every year.
—I am very glad, friend D., to have you second
our oft-repeated advice about bees on shares.
The matter is, as you say. too complicated.]

A. I. R.
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BEE-ESCAPES IN FLORIDA.

A VALUABLE ARTICLE RIGHT FROM THE FIELD;
BEE-ESCAPES. FIXED DISTAXCESV EXCLUD-

ERS, AXD THE REVERSIBLE EX-
TRACTOR REVOLUTIOXIZING

BEE-KEEPIXG.

Both the Dibhei-ii and Reese escapes are a
success with me. Like others I met with fail-

ures when tirst using them; but a little obser-

vation soon put me on the right track. The
main secret of success is in the fact that bees

will not all desert their queen or brood, sealed

or unsealed; therefore to succeed with the es-

cape, surplus supers must be free from all

brood, <ind the queen below. This can be ac-
complished to a certainty only by the use of

zinc queen-excluders.
The space between the escape-board and the

top of the frames below should not be over a

bee-space (M inch) : for if, as some recommend.
a space of one to three inches is left, the bees
will cluster in- this, tilling it with brace-combs,
at the same time clustering on the escape,

thereby forming a communication back to the
supers." To secure the best results, supers of

empty combs, or sections, should be placed un-
der the escapes, as the bees are slow in going
down in a ci'owded brood-chamber below—es-

pecially in eight-frame hives. I generally place
the escape on just before night, and take the
supers otf by s^^ven or eight o'clock next morn-
ing. As a rule there will not be more than a

dozen or two bees left in the supers. In two or

three instances it cleaned them out completely.
Half-depth supers are freed from the bees much
quicker than full ones. A free use of the smo-
ker when putting on the escapes will hasten
the bees in going below. It takes me about one
minute to each hive in putting on the escapes,

thev being made in a board just the size of the
hive: and all there is to do is to raise the super
and slip this between; give a few pufls of

smoke in the top of the super, and we go to the
next. In the moi'ning take your wheelbarrow
and wheel your supers, now free from bees, to

the extractiiig-room, whei'e you can extract at

your leisure. This is a long way ahead of the
old plan of shaking and brushing the bees off

each individual comb, with an army of cross
robbers following you ai'ound in the not sun
all day.

THE GREAT POIXT OF ADVANTAGE IX THE USE
OF THE BEE-ESCAPE.

A few points of great advantage in the use of
these escapes, overlooked by some, are, that,

when extracting every week or 10 days, as some
do, you do not disturb the worhing force of bees
in the fields. This is quite an item: for. often-
times, by the old way you so excite the bees
that it causes them to lose the best part of the
day, right in the midst of a good honey-flow,
which means 8. 10. or 15 lbs. of honey less. I

am confident that large amounts of honey are
lost i-ach year in just this way. Who has not
seen colonies cluster out on their hives, all day.
sometimes longer, just from being disturbed in

the way mentioned? When taking off honey
after the flow has passed, you avoid all that
troublesome robbing, which is sure to annoy
one at this season. Again, after using the es-

capes one season you can not fail to note the
change in the temper of your bees compared
with what it was when managed the old way.

I would not part with the escapes for a good
deal : for by their use one saves three-fourths
the labor of taking off a crop of honey.

HOW TO PRODUCE HOXEY AT LESS THAX HALF
THE COST.

Give me a hive having frames at fixed

distances, with a plain zinc queen-excluder,
these escapes, and a good reversible extractor,
and I will show you how to produce honey at
less than half the" cost nowadays.

BEE-STIXGS A FAIX>tTRE FOR THE CURE OF
RHEUMATISM.

I have been down flat with the rheumatism
for the past four weeks, but am able to sit up
some. I hope to be out again in ihe course of a
week. Bee-stings for the cure of rheumatism
is all bosh. I have been stung thousands of
times. The day I gave up and went to bed.
more than .50 stung me. so you see it is no cure
for me.
Palmetto is just opening; but as I have beeit

unable to attend to my bees. I do not suppose
they are in the best of shape to take advantage
of it: nevertheless. I will make the best of it.

Half a crop from 100 colonies is better than
none. A. F. Browx.
Huntington, Fla., May 1?..

[You have given us one of the most valuable
and seasonable articles of the season: and there
is many a bee-keeper who is craning his neck to
see how these new-fangled things "are com-
ing out. It is pleasant to know that these in-
novations not only work nicely on paper, but in

actual practice. I have thought, for over a
year back, that the bee-escape and fixed dis-
tances were going to I'evolutionize present
methods in the pi'oduction of comb and extract-
ed honey: and the way reports are coming in,

it begins to seem as if I had not surmised amiss.
In fact, it is dififlcult to see how any one could
come to a different conclusion who would be
willing to lay aside his old-time prejudices.
We want more reports of the bee-escape, and

under what circumstances it will and will not
work; for. as Solomon says. "' In the multitude
of counseloi'S there is wisdom."
Your next to the last paragraph, unless you

are an ardent enthusiast, contains an idea that
it may be well for some of those who are hold-
ing back, to think over and digest a little. In-
stead of raising such a hue and cry about the
low selling price of honey, let us pay a little at-
tention as to how the product may be lessened
in cost. We need to exercise all reasonable
means to keep the price up; but let us not for-

get that there is a good deal of sense in reduc-
ing the cost of an honest pound of honey.
And now, my dear moss-backed bee-keeper,

do you observe that Mr. Brown says, in effect,

that fixed distances are a success, even in

Florida ? There have been a few mild hints of
late, that they would not answer in the South.
Well, perhaps they will not in some places.
We hope. Mr. Brown, you will favor us with
another article on how you succeed in produc-
ing honey at a low cost.] E. R. R.

A CHEAP HOME-MADE SHIPPING-CASE.

OXE MADE OUT OF PAPER, L TIXS. AXD GLASS.

We do not depend on our SO colonies for a liv-

ing: and to lessen their care we run them mostly
for extracted honey: but we have shipped more
or less comb honey in the past, and have seen a
good deal as it arrived on our markets. There
are drawbacks to our present system. The
cases become very much soiled in transit. If

we use small packages, the freight men will see

how many of them they can carry; and the
consequence is, they often let one drop. Now,
are not we as bee-keepers coming to the conclu-
sion that we want small crates, and these pack-
ed in a larger box ?

I thought we could spare about .300 lbs. of
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comb honey to experiment on a plan of mine:
but after getting it ready we found our home
market would have to have it, so we could not
ship to the city: and foi' fear we have no honey
next season, and that there is a point in the
right direction, I offer it to the public, if it is

new.

A CHEAP METHOD OF PrTTlN(T UP SEfTIOXS
FOK MARKET.

We take two tins, }i inch wide, 13 long, bent

to a V shape, as at A in drawing, and nail them
with one X wire nail to the bottom corners of a
board, 4I4X414X1..'. Between the two L tins we
place a paper 4I4 wide, and long enough to cover
the openings of the 1,^:; -in. sections. On this we
place 7 sections, then a'nother paper, then nail on
two more tins. The paper covers the slotted bee-
ways. We now take hold of the crate, slide it

pai'tly over the edge of the table, wrap a strong
string around, two inches from the open end,

and tie tightly. We next set the crate on the
wood end, bend over the 13^-inch projections of

the papers, slip in a 4i^x4J;^ glass, hold the same
with one hand, and. with a pair of pincers,

close the i^-inch tin projections over the glass,

and it is done.
With practice, the speed that these may be

put together with, sections scraped, and the
rest in the flat, is enormous. These beautiful

crates are to be wrapped in paper and packed
with hay in large crates, as given in Glean-
ings some time back, thus arriving nice and
clean. The index section should be no better

than the rest, so that the commission man will

not need to open them. F. S. Comstock.
North Manchester. Ind., March Ki.

[We have sold customers, for several years
back. L tins for putting up sections in the
manner you desci'ibe. although you have
brought the method a little nearer perfection

than any one else has done so far, I believe.

You omitted to say that the L tins should have
a V-shaped piece taken out of one end. This
will allow the ends to fold over the glass side.

I should like to have a report from others who
have tried the same plan—how well they ship.

and how well they are accepted by the trade as
well as by consumeis direct.] E. R.

PAPEE FOR HIVE-COVERS.

FAV'S CEIEING-MANILEA IN SUCCESSFUE USE
FOR YEARS ALONGSinE OF TIN.

Much interest is evinced lately in the matter
of light, cheap, water-proof hive-covers. Tin
is objected to, both on account of cost and the
trouble of getting paint to adhere to it. Why
has no one suggested and experimented with
paper? Much has been done with this material,
and in a diversity of ways, in recent years,
all the way from its use in the shape of the
most delicate pocket handkerchief, to its con-
struction into boats and cai'-wheels.
More than ten years ago I saw an advertise-

ment in Home and Farm, of C. J. Fay's ceiling
felt, or manilla. Camden, N. J.: and having a

ceiling from which the plaster was falling, I

purchased and applied this paper according to
his directions, to the surface of rough, uneven,
split laths, from which the plaster was remov-
ed, as best it could be. but still leaving a very
dusty, unpromising surface for the application
of wet paper and paste. The job. however,
surprised every one; and the ceiling of that
I'oom to-day, after more than ten years, is as
smooth and perfect as when new. I have since
used it in otiier work, and it has invariably
given satisfaction.
But. to come nearer to the point. Several

years ago, early in my bee-keeping experience
(tliose days when I almost had a bee roll-call at
night to see whether any of my precious Ital-
ians were missing, and the danger of a leak in
their hives would keep me awake at night), my
Simplicity covers cracked in the sun. and began
to leak. So far I had purchased no tin: and,
having some pieces of Fay"s manilla at hand. I

fitted it to the covers just as you do your tin,

except that it was first made wet and pliant,
then pasted on, and tacked around the cornei'S
and sides. After it was dry it was painted two
coats, and since that day it has had the same
treatment the tin covers have had, and you
would have to look very closely to detect these
covers from the tin ones. They have never
leaked, and, so far as I can see. are as satisfac-
tory as the others.
Now, this is what this manufacturer sells as

inside, or ceiling felt: he makes a roofing-felt
of still better material, all ready painted, for
roofing houses: and I have thought that this
latter could be used, not only for the purpose
above named, but also, perhaps, in making Er-
nest's light cases for outdoor wintering: then,
if the cases could be so constructed as to nest
together when not in use, by having the shape
somewhat like some of your honey-buckets, or
even like a house-roof, it might prove quite
an acquisition in your climate. But as I am
totally unfamiliar with this branch of bee-
keeping I will venture only a suggestion as to
the above material. T am sure it is of very
lasting and weather-resisting character. I

think the firm is now W. F. Fay it Co.. Camden,
New Jersey. The cost of ceiling-manilla is one
cent per square foot. I inclose a bit of the ceil-

ing, such as I used.

TO STICK ISABELS TO TIN.

I have been, like many otiiers, annoyed by
having labels come off after using even such
glue as cement for mending china, etc. In pre-
paring a lot of one-gallon cans for shipment a
few days since, the thought occurred, why not
try the plan used in making starters stick to
sections? I then rubbed the shiny tin surface
briskly with a piece of wax till it began to stii-k,

then i)ut on tlie label with common mucilage,
and it seemed to have the desired effect. I

shall try this further: and if it answers it will
do away with the necessity of having on hand
always a certain kind of glue.
We have been having a fine lioney-flow in

April and ten days in May—say twenty days

—

yielding .36 lbs. surplus extracted, very bright,
nice lioney, per hive. It is coming in slower
now, but so thick ii will hardly run.

•'BEACKBERRY acid"" RECIPE.

To 12 lbs. of berries put 2 quarts of boiling
water. Let it stand 48 hours; then put it into
a jelly-bag to drip. Do not squeeze. To that
quantity of juice, put .t oz. of tartaric acid. To
each pint of juice put lij lbs. of white sugar.
Let it stand until all the sugar is dissolved,
then bottle.

For a drink like lemonade, pour a small quan-
tity into a tumbler, adding water to suit the
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taste. The same recipe will do for any other
berries or acid fruit. This is a delightful sum-
mer drink, as wholesome and harmless as your
lemon and ice; and, while as nice and refresh-
ing, it can be made from our own fruit, when
the lemons might be lacking. It keeps indef-
initely. Surplus strawberries, raspberries, etc.,

can be thus made into veritable nectar for the
hot dusty days of midsummer, when the bee-
keeper comes in tired and thirsty. Try it with
your broken ice. C. P. Coffin.
Pontotoc, Miss.. May 18.

[Friend C, this ceiling paper, or manilla, has
been advised before; but I do not remember of
any reports as successful as your own.—Many
thanks for the recipe for making a summer
drink from berries. It certainly would be a
great advantage to us if we could use up our
surplus berries on Saturday nights, in the way
you indicate. The boiling water could be pour-
ed on the surplus berries Saturday night, and
then every thing would be safe to set away un-
til Sabbath is over.] A. I. R.

ANOTHER ftUEEN-CAGE.

THE DIXIE.

I believe the Dixie queen-cage is little enough
and big enough, simple enough, cheap enough,
light enough (1 oz.). has rooms enough, and all

that. I also think the printed directions about
right for the guidance of the timid novice, and
the other fellows don't need any. So far as I

tice. In response he sent the article above.
The method of introducing is the same that we
have adapted to the Benton, and has two holes
instead of three. Mr, Jenkins' idea of putting
directions on the inside oi the cover, as well as
general instructions on the outside, to postmas-
ters and the general public, is very neat. It
goes for one cent postage instead of two. It is

to the credit of our friend W. J. Ellison, of
Stateburg, S. C, for so reducing the size of the
Benton as to make that also go for one cent
postage. By combining the Jenkins and Elli-
son improvements, we have a cage that is very
near perfection.
Verily we are making great improvements,

not only in mailing queens long distances safe-
ly, but in sending nuclei to all parts of the Unit-
ed States. We liave recently constructed a lot
of shipping-boxes for two and three frame nu-
clei, that are less than half the weight of the
former ones we used. This is a fact that will

be very much appreciated by the receiver, in

the reduction of express charges. Why make a
customer pay charges on a lot of wood that is

unnecessary ? We have sent out so far this
season, going on 125 nuclei; and we have re-

ceived a good deal of praise from customers,
not only for the good condition in which the
bees arrived, but for the neatness and lightness
of the package. In a word, our new lot of ship-
ping-boxes is made of light J^-inch stuff. In
warm weather the top and bottom are covered
with wire cloth, and the whole thing weighs
only fi.j lbs. We are thus enabled to furnish a
two or three frame nucleus, the whole thing
weighing not over Tibs. I might remark fur-
ther, that any thing weighing over 7 lbs. and
less than 10 would have to go at the same rate
as 10 lbs.; and that is not all, either. Express
charges are much lower for the weight on 7 lbs.

and less than on 10 or 15 lbs., where it has to

pass through two express companies. For in-

stance, the express charges oi>7 lbs. to Salt
Lake Cityis $1.00, while on 10 lbs. it isf 2.05. and
if the package weighs 8 lbs. it goes at the 10-lb.

rate, and this you see is equivalent to paying
$1.00 for the extra 1 lb. weight, and shows the
desirability of reducing the weight of the pack-
age.]

JEXKINS DIXIE «^UEEN-CAGE.

know, this is the only cage that has contents,
breeder's address, etc.. printed on it; and I be-
lieve the request to the postmaster. " Deliver
quick," may at times expedite matters, espe-
cially in the country, where tiie consignee may
live "a few miles away, and the queen or " word''
may be sent by some wayfarer. This printed
request, and notice of contents, gives the coun-
try postmaster a pointer as to the care he
should take of it, and the desirability of effect-
ing a speedy delivery. Some of its best features
were borrowed from other cages, especially
your Benton cage.
While I am about it. I might say I like to see

the printed name and address of the individual
or firm doing a business, on every letter, wrap-
per, package, or shipment he, she, or it sends
out by mail or otherwise; for, besides the little

feeling of pride in it, a knowledge of the- sender
sometimes enables the postal and railroad folks
to correct errors and straighten things that
"ain't" straight, and thereby save lessor long
delay; and it is a way of advertising too.

Wetumpka, Ala., May 18. J. M. Jenkins.

[On page 440 we spoke of a cage sent out by
J. M. Jenkins, and we have since requested him
to send us a description of the same, as we
thought it deserved more than a passing no-

ftUEENS BY MAIL TO ALL PARTS OF THE
WORLD.

WHAT CHARI-ES BIANCONCINI DID TO BJilNfi

IT ABOITT.

Mr. Riiot:—l read with great interest in the
Jan. 15th number of Gleanings what you re-

late in regard to a queen arriving safe in Aus-
tralia. Up to the present time we have never
succeeded in getting queens to Australia by
mail, although we have tried a special ship-
ping-cage. But we have frequently succeeded
in sending them to America, except a few times
when they did not arrive in good condition, for

which we could assign no good reason. That
they can now be sent almost anywhere in Ben-
ton'cages is owing not a little to my efforts in

that line. About two years ago we began to

send queens by mail in Benton cages, when the

postal authorities, one after another, refused to

accept the queens (except by parcel post) say-

ing it was contrary to oi'ders received from the
Postal Minister at Rome. At my request, they
replied from Rome that it was on account of an
observation made by some foreign state, that
these cages were not contemplated in the inter-

national postal convention. Quite likely; for

at that time the Benton cage was not yet in-

vented. Then I concluded that it would be

necessary, perhaps, to get some concessions
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from the International Postal Commission, who
resided in Berne. Switzerland. I wrote to ^Mr.

Bertrand, of the Revue Internationale, at Ny-
on, who explained the matter to, and was sec-

onded by the assistance of, a Swiss apicultural
Society. I went to Rome in the matter, to speak
%o the Minister of Postal Affairs. The Mar-
quis of Compans, private secretary of the Min-
ister, a bee-keeper and a farmer, was there. He
assisted me with much kindness, heard my ar-
guments, and, in short, promised -me his influ-

ence at Berne, and wrote, at the same time, to
the different governments, and kept his word.
You see this aifair was so well managed that
we can now send queens In Benton cages to va-
rious countries, putting on the same postage
that would be necessary for letters. I have,
then, some reason for saying that I deserve
some credit for this success.
Bologna, Italy. Feb. .5. C. BiANCONcmi.

[We owe you a vote of thanks, friend B., if

yoii are the one to bring about the privilege we
now enjoy, of sending queens to any part of the
world by paying letter postage. By way of
"reciprocity," we wish to do our friend Charles
Bianconcini, of Bologna, Italy, a little gratui-
tous advertising. He probably furnishes nine-
tenths of all the queens imported into the Unit-
ed States. He takes great pains in selecting the
very best and nicest queens, knowing very well
that they ai'e used for breeding in this country;
and this may account in no small degree for the
excellent qualities shown by the queens from
sunny Italy. But, hold! we have just learned,
that by the new taiiff law queens can not be sent
to the U. S. by mall, although we are permitted
to send queens by mail to other countries. This
is too bad after all our friend has done for us.

As the framers of the law did not anticipate
queen-bees. Prof. Cook on our part will probably
go to Washington to have the matter made
more fair in the near future. See editorials.]

THE PHONOGRAPH.

IX USE BY THE W. T. FAI.CONEK CO.

For a year or two we have been contemplat-

ing putting in a phonograph for taking and
transcribing letter dictation; but we were in-

formed that it is not a practical success. Very
recently, however, on the W. T. P'alconer Man-
ufacturing Co.'s stationery we noticed a stamp
with the words. '• Dictated and transcribed by
the phonograph." We immediately wrote
them, asking them as to the practicabilitv and
use of the Edison invention: and their reply,

which we consider of more than general inter-

est, we append below

:

A. I. Root:—In regard to the phonograph, we
have only commenced to use it: but we think
we are going to like it very much. Of course,
it requires some little experience to get the best
results from it. and all the stenographers have
to learn how to use it: but it is not difficult to
get accustomed to working it. We use the ma-
chine by dictating several cylinders full, and
then letting the stenographers take them ofl" in
shorthand, and transcribe them. They are usu-
ally used, however, by having the type-writer
operator take the dictation off direct, without
taking it down in shorthand; that is to say, the
operator listens for a moment; and what he
remembers he transfers with the type-writer to
paper, and stops the machine in the meanwhile.
This is a good arrangement, as it can be done

very easily. There is one little difficulty that
the writer experiences, but perhaps you would
not have; and that is, a feeling of embarrass-
ment when he is talking. It seems as though
he went into the factory to a saw-table, and
talked to it in a confidential way.
We believe it would pay you. as, frequently,

a person would like to dictate a letter and then
leave the office, and sometimes the stenogi'aph-
ers are all busy. We find that to be the case
with ourselves, and presume it is with you.
The matter of expense is very little—only $40.00
a year rent; and we believe that any firm, hav-
ing as much correspondence as you have, can
get that value out of it any way.
We would suggest your writing to the New

York Phonograph Co., Buffalo, N. Y., and they
will write you in full in regard to it.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
Jamestown, N. Y., May 12.

MORE ABOUT THE ISLAND OF MALTA.

THE ORIGIN OF ITS NAME; ITS HONEY RE-
SOl'KCES; OB.JECTS OF INTEREST.

In Gleanings of Dec. 1.5, 1890, after reading
friend Baldensperger's article I wanted to get
right up and have my say. The article to me
was very interesting, as I am an old resident of
Malta. I went to that island under circum-
stances similar to those of friend B., being on
board of a ship with 80 yellow-fever patients,
therefore I am pretty well acquainted with the
lazaretto. There are some very interesting as
well as truthful things said in Mr. B.'s article;
but I am very certain that he got the blues bad
while in quarantine, and that accounts for the
view he took of things while in Malta. First,
he finds fault with the quarantine regulations.
Why, friend Root, is it not better to be strict
in health regulations than to suffer disease to
spread, which might cause serious calamities?
Another thing that puzzles me is, how he can

construe the word Melita into a word meaning
honey. Mella means salt; but how Melita can
be honey, I can not conceive. North of the laz-
aretto is a village called Sleima. whei'e there
are saltworks. I lived in Sleima two years, but
never heard any other construct'on given than
that Melita derived its name from the salt found
there. If he had gone to Cita Chevicia he
might have seen a wonderful spring, its water
being carried by aqueduct seven miles to Valet-
ta and its suburbs. Indeed, it is almost the sole
supply of water for the island.
Again, " There is nothing to be found but car-

ob-trees." Mr. B., I could take you to very
beautiful gardens and orchards where grow figs,

oranges, lemons, limes, apricots, pomegranates,
palms, grapes, and an endless variety of other
ornamental trees, besides large groves of bam-
bo. The story about bees and the manner of
keeping them is very correct; also its wonderful
production of vegetables. I wonder if he saw
the turtle-pond, the eel-ponds, the catacombs,
or the church of St. Antonia, or the. place of
.St. Paul's shipwreck, and the place where the
footprint is cut in the; rock, which a priest will
tell you was done by the pressure of Paul's (?)

foot when he landed.
It is also true, that there are no vcmomous

reptiles in Malta (there are centipedes and scor-
pions). In the history of Malta I think it is

stated that a snake was never seen on the is-

land, and that the viper must have come from
Italy in a dormant state in wood or ot^ier ma-
terial. However this may be, I certainly saw
and handled a small snake, about 18 inches
long, that I found there; but it was harmless.
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and I cai'iled it for some trnie in my pocket, to
sliow folks.

I should like to take friend B. by the hand
and have a long and interesting talk about
Sicily. Italy, good old Malta, and also of old
Cartilage. Tunis. Tripoli, Algiers. Tangiers.
and .Morocco, and a little about that susjjension
bridge across the Gut of Gibraltai'. and then
take him once more by the hand, and say, " Le-
lek. Alia yetek essheba, yuezumuauk i)lim hob-
ba tua."'

WINTEK LOSSES.

I have tried to get all the information possible
in regard to wintering bees in this neighbor-
hood: and the result is, not enough honey last
year to winter, consequently a great loss in win-
tering. vSome have lost all. others half, others a
third; the average loss in these parts is about
35 per cent.
Now, friend Eoot, I mustsay something about

myself. My average of comb honey last yeai'

was 18 lbs. per colony surplus, with plenty to
winter; and, as usual, I have come out without
any loss, so I think in a few days I will write
you my method of keeping and wintering bees.

Clintonville, Wis., May 11. Daniel Noble.

[Thanks. In regard to the origin of the name
of the island. Mr. Baldensperger doubtless drew
his derivation of the name Melita from the
Greek word meli, meaning honey. jNIr. B.'s dei--

ivation was a very natural one—more natural,
indeed, that the one you propose, though yours,
from the Arabic word meVh. salt, may nevei'-

theless be the correct one. We as bee-keepers
would prefer to have the word derived from
mcli] E. R. R.

AN APPEAL

DEAF AND BLIND GIRL, FOR A LITTLE;
BOY EQUALLY UNFORTUNATE.

young- kittens, ju'i'eat dofis, gentle Iioisl-s. ri)gulsli don-
keys, pi'ftty singing- birds, the beautiful spiingtinif,
and tverj- tiling- g-oi>d and lovely that deai' Mothei-
Natiue lias given us to enj(jy r a:id with so many
pleasant tilings to talk alioui, how could we help be-
ing- liaiipy?
But now I am g-oing- to tell you about a dear little

lx)j' wlio does not know iiow to be joyful, l>erause lie

can not liear nor s|ieak nor see, and lie has no kind
lady to teach liim. His name is Tommy, and he is
only five years old. His home is near Pittsburgrh,
Penn. Tlie light went out of the poor Little boj's
eyes, and tlie sound went out of liis ears, when lie
was a very small infant, because he was very sick
indeed, and suflcred gi-eatly. And is it not sad to
think that Tommy lias no g-entle .mother to love and
kiss liei- little childi' He lias -a good jtapa, l;ut lie is
too poor to do nuich to make liis little son's life hap-
pier. Can you imagine how sad and lonely and still
little Tommy's days are'r* I do not think you can,,
because the liglit has never gone out of your briglit
eyes, nor the pretty sounds out of those prett.y ears,
like pink-wliite shells. But I know you would like

The following, from our old fi'iend and for-

mei- correspondent, George O. Goodhue, came to

hand. The matter it contains is so intensely

interesting that we are glad to give place to

the whole, although it does not pertain strictly

to bee-literature. We know that there is " large

room " in the hearts of our bee-keepers for such

matter. The article is as follows:

Dear Uncle Amos:—B.oom, large room, in

your big loving heart, and in the heart of
Gleanings' readers, for my dear little friend
Helen Keller, of Alabama, totally blind and
deaf! Nay, please don't pity just yet one of
the sunniest and most affectionate natures you
ever knew, always cheery, loving, and happy, a
joy and blessing to all in spitt^ of her triple

aftliction. the full magnitude of which it is dif-
ficult to realize. Just think of it for a moment!
All intelligent realization of what there is on
earth, all conception of God and heaven, comes
to her veiled mind through her little sensitive
fingers alone! I must warn you, however, if

you do admit her, that she will surely make
room and claim your sympathy for another
blind-deaf mute, little Thomas Stringer, of
Washington, Pa., whose cas(^ she so touchingly
pleads in the annexed letter, composed and
written entirely by herself.

South Boston, Mass.
Dear Little Boys and Oirls ;—You will be surpi-ised

t<3 get a letter from a little girl whom you have never
seen; Ijut I tliink she will not seem quite such a
strang-er when you know that she loves you, and
would be delighted to give each of you a lo-ving kiss;
and my heart tells me we should be very happy to-
gether, for do we not love the same things, playful

HELEN KELLER.

to help make your little new friend happy, and I will
tell you liow you can do it. You can save the pen-
nies which your ijajias give you to 1:)uy candy and
other nice things, Jind send them to Mr. Anagiios, s(v

that he can bring Tommy to the kindergarten, and
get a kind lady to-teach liim. Then he will not be
sad any more, for lie will have othei- children to
play with him and talk to him; and when you come
to visit the Institution you will see him and dear little

Willie playing- together, as happy and fi-olicsome as
two kittens; ;ind tlieii you will be happj' too, for you
will lie glad that you helped make Tommy's life so
bright. Now, dear little friends, good-by. Do not
forget that you can do something beautiful, for it is

beautiful to make others happy.
Lovingly your friend,

Helen Keller.

In March, 1887. only four years ago, Miss An-
nie M. Sullivan, of the Perkins Institute for the
Blind, in Boston, went to Helen's Southern
home, and with gentle, patient persistence,

songht entrance to her darkened mind through
her tiny fingers. The histoi'y of her most sur-
pi'ising success is more wonderful to all child-
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lovers than any romance. In a dee])ly interest-

ing paniplilet published by Mr. Anagnos. man-
ager of the institute, he thus speaks of her be-
ginning:

On tJiking- charge Nf her little pupil (wIkj liopelessly
l(is1 ;ill sijaiit and lieariufiwht'n only nineteen months
oldi Mis> Sullivan saw at a jilanci- tliat slie liad an e.\-

ti-aoi-dinaiily l)ri,i2lit cldldlodcal with. Theebuhiency
of Helen's nicntal activity, and tlie ou'tlnusts of de-
spair wliich followed the failure of her attempts to
make heiself understood by the memhers of her
family, couvuiced the teacher that tliei'e was a tre-

mendous intellectual force locked ui)aiid sujipressed
in a dismal grave, struggling for an outlet, and
7-eady to shatter its barriei-s. Following the sinijilest

and most diiect methods of Dr. Howe (the teacliei- of
LaiU'H Bridgman), Miss Siillivan sought anxiously to
find some apertiue through which to convey tlie

pabulum of kiiowUflge to a starving soul. Her ef-

forts were rewarded with a speedy and grand success.
Helen's darkened mind was reached through the
.sense of touch, and the little prisoner triumphantlj-
rescued, and at once- became a citizen of the world.
She is no longer disiidierited fn)m her luiman estate,
and treads the earth with buoyant fotrtsteps and a
light heart.

iSince that time Helen has been tinder Miss
Sullivan's intelligent and devoted care, and at
the present writing both are at the institute in
Boston.
As already intimated, during the sliort time

of her tuition Hiden has made the most aston-
ishing progress—not only reads all books writ-
ten for the blind, but ' her vocabulary has in-
creased to such an extent as to comprehend
more than three thousand words, which she
can spell without a mistake, and which sue
uses with a freedom and accuracy not often
found in hearing children of her age." She has
also learned to articulate, or speak slowly, by
placing those wonderful hnger-tips upon her
teachers throat and lips, and noting theii-

movements.
A friend in Pennsylvania thus writes me

about her: zn
Wonderful as are her acquirements, the child hei'-

self is still more so. Her natural poetry of miud,
lier unfailing amiability, her perfect trust and conti
deuce iu the good intent of every one, her detei'-
mination never to see any tiling bad in any one, are
simply marvelous. To all our family she is dearer
than any one outside of it.

Another friend thus writes of her:

Her little heart is too full of unselfishness and af-
fection to allow a dream of fear or unkindness. She
does not realize that any one can he any thing but
kind-hearted and tender.

The simple, trustful manner of her appeal for
little Tommy will be noticed as showing these
traits in her character. As will be seen by her
letter, site dearly loves all kinds of pets. This
winter her faitlifnl dog. a trusty guaidian and
affectionate playmate, to which she was great-
ly attached, was killed under very aggravating
circumstances. Though distressed beyond
measure at her loss, all she would say about the
murd<'rers of her pet was. "'They never could
have done it if they had only known what a
dear good dog Lioness was I"

A short time since. I had the great pleasure
of a little visit with Helen and her friends in
Boston at the Institute. I found her to be a
tall, well-formed, graceful girl, nearly eleven
years of age. natural and winsome in her man-
ner, with beautiful brown hair falling in lux-
uriant curls over her pretty shoulders. Her
face lighted up with such a cheerful, animated,
and altogether charming expression, that I miss-
ed far less than I expected the usual " windows
of the soul."
The only time during my visit that I thought

of pitying her was after dinner while we were
stiil sitting at the table, all of us chatting to-
gether except Helen, who sat quietly and pa-

tiently with her touching face in quiet repose,
alone in that awful darkness and dread stillness.

I could not bear it, and made an excuse for us
to rise from the table so we could talk to her.
As she chatted on, showing so many pleasing
phases of her wonderful miud and character,
my feeling of woiulerment so increased tliat it

was most dil'ticult to control my thoughts and
feelings, and. after leaving. 1 found ever so
many things I had forgotten to ask her about.
She is very fond of llowers. and told me

about the different kinds her father had in her
Southern home, inquii'iug if I grew the same,
naming and describing very pleasingly, mer-
nu^ts. Marshall Niels, brides, jacqueminots, etc.,

all of which she knows and can distinguish
from each other by their fragrance. Warming
with the subject of Howers (and after speaking
with gleeful anticipation of the time when she
should go into the woods n<^iir tin- poet ^Vliit-
tier's iuinie witii her teacher, and gatlu^i' the

THE DEAF AXP BLIND rilRI, AND IIEK DOG.

spring flowers, many of which she lovingly de-
scribed) she said, articulately. '" Soon they" will
burst again in all their wonderful beauty and
fragi'ancel" tinconsciously emphasizing her
words by lightly starting fiom her seat and
giving a quick little upward movement of her
hands, full of meaning and expression. My
eyes failed me for a tnoment as I thought of the
tiine when this lovely soul would burst its fet-

ters of awful darkness and silence, and. with
increased and never-fading beauty and sweet-
ness, evermore bloom in otir Father's kingdom.
Before seeing her I had learned that she was

intensely interested in the little blind-deaf
mute. Tommy Stringer, of Washington, Pa.
His mother is dead, and his father too poor to
send him to the Perkins Institute. As soon as
Helen learned of the pitiful situation of the
little fellow, her tender sympathetic heart could
not bear the thought that he should be left to
remain in that terrible state of mental darkness
from which she had emerged, and which, with
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just a shade of sadness coming for a moment
over her bright cheery spirit, she so touchingly
descri bes.

By hei' unceasing exertions a fund has been
started (to wliich she has contributed her own
spending-money) to bring the little fellow to
the Institute. The exi)ense for his care, main-
tenance, and education will be quite a consid-
erable amount, as it will take some years to
teach him. and. as before stated, his father is

too poor to bear the expense. Feeling sure that
many of the Gleanings boys and girls, as well
as some of you children of larger growth, would
considei- it a privilege to aid Helen's unselfish
work. I I'oquested her to give me a letter for
publication, which spoaks for itself in her own
words, and which I will leave for Uncle Amos
to comment upon.
As I think of this child whose lovely soul

shines out so brightly and cheerily, despite
those darkened windows and walls of dread
silence—at once a gentle reproof against mur-
muring and repining, as well as a joy and in-

Gleaxixgs. and also give in fac-simile charac-
ters what you can of her letter. Do you know
it took about two hours for her little fingers to

form those characters? They can not begin to

keep pace with the rapid workings of her won-
derful mind. I know your kind heart will fa-

vor Helen's unselfish project: will you there-
fore please receive what may be sent you in

this behalf? You might call it. if you like, a
Gleanings fund. Although already a sub-
scriber. I want to have a share as a Gleanings
reader as well, and inclose .*5.(X) for that pur-
pose. Sincerely your friend.

G?:<)i;GE O. GooDHrE.
Danville, P. Q.. May. 1891.

[It was a pleasure to have the photos engrav-
ed in that beautiful soft tint that our friends so

greatly admire: and we have also photo-en-
graved, as per below, the exact text of the last

four lines of her letter, full size.

It may seem like taking a great deal of space:

dtOL^L Ltllrlt IjLL tTvd ^1 Q0 oe-lriit. B

Tie t fojiotl: rkcLi: \joijl ccltl da Soinf-

InjLL ro TTLO-Kt obktjti ^^ibJrr^TTLO-

Lo-y^ ITLO Loi ijO-ujL 1 I^l Itlq
^

'"it. :rit\L

SAMPLE OF W RITIXG FROM A DEAF AND BLIND GIRL. 11 YEARS OF AGE.

I
spiration toward that which is unselfish, good,
and true—tliese words of Bickersteth come
strongly to mind:

On whom not we alone, but all wlio looked.
Gazing- would breathe the involuntary words,

•• God l)less thee, darling!—God be blessed for
thee."

George O. Goodhue.
Danville, P. Q.. April 27.

The above would hardly be complete without

a private note which our friend Mr. Goodhue
sends along: and we are sure he will not object

to our making the following extract:

Dear Mr. Root:—How would you like as a
text, •' A little child shall lead them "— Isa. :.':6 ?
I also inclose you her picture, taken in two dif-
ferent positions, which may please you. Her
friends kindly gave them to me, and I then sent
to the artist for these for you. If it wei'e not
too expensive, it would add very greatly to the
interest of the article if you could reproduce
one of them in that beautiful soft tint which
we so greatly admire in some of the photos in

but such a beautiful sentiment from a girl who
has been, from babyhood, deaf and blind, and
who under the tuition of. we are sure, a Chris-
tion teacher, is enabled thereby not only to

evolve such a beautiful thought, but to give it

to the outside world, we are sure deserves a
good deal of prominence. Oh that people who
are complaining of the way the world is treat-
ing them would read those words over and over,
and then contrast their condition with that of
little Helen's physical condition I

Many of the older readers of Gleanings will

probably i-ecognize friend Goodhue as the one
wiio, years ago, did quite a service to the pro-
prietor of the Home of the Honey-bees. The
glimpse we get of him in the above is quite in

keeping with the former incident. He is never
so happy as wlien helping the helpless: and al-

though I once knew him when he was not a
professing Christian, may God be praised for

the evidence he gives us now that his hopes are
anchored on that faith that goes beyond the
limits of this world and this present life. We
take pleasure in making the .?.5.00 that our good
friend has sent us as a nucleus to work on.
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f35.00: and I hope the readers of Gi.eaxings
will enjoy assisting in the work according to
their means, that onr good friend Tommy
Stringer may be emancipated from his pool'

dark prison life in the same way that our
young friend Helen Keller has been taught to
read and write. Contributions may be sent to
friend Goodhue or to us, as the friends choose.
We will send the ^3.5.(X) right a,long, and other
installments will follow as fast as the amounts
will wari'ant sending a check; and who knows
btit that Tommy may ere long give us a letter
of his own. expressing his thanks for what we
hope to do for him? If any of the readers of
Gleanings are curious to know how this won-
derful thing is accomplished, they can get a
hint of it by turning to our back volumes,
where they will find a description I gave of the
methods employed at tiie Deaf and Dumb Asy-
lum in Columbus. 0.1 A. I. R.

THE CLARK SMOKER.

FUEL FOIJ SMOKER.

Friend Root:—I've just been reading your
latest " Directions " that go with the C^lark
smoker, and will indulge in a few comments.

I agree entirely with you as to rotten wood.
As to the planer shavings, I have used them a
great deal, with and without sawdust, and I am
strongly of the opinion that I'd rather leave the
sawdust out. It's all right to have the material
you have, sawdust and all. but you can't get
that at a common planing-mill. The material
you call excelsior is excellent. I got some of it

from you a year or so ago. and like to have it on
hand "all the time. It is easily lighted, and lasts
well. But it isn't excelsior. The article com-
monly called excelsior makes very poor smoker
fuel. Possibly, combined with something else it

might do. You say, "Use wet sawdust mix-
ture." For this locality I'd rather have it dry.
Pine cones, where they are plentiful, are

good, but they fill up with creosote rather too
much. Sound dry wood makes excellent fuel,
but it is not easily used in a Clark, and for the
Bingham it is so expensive that I prefer planer
shavings. I don't mean the wood itself is so
expensive, but it is so much labor to pre-
pare it.

Of all the fuel I have ever tried, nothing suits
me so well as turning-lathe shavings of hard
wood; and of all woods, osage orange is the
best I have tried. It is exceedingly hard, and
makes the very nicest mallets, tool-handles, etc.
If you have none of it about Medina, you would
do well to have me ship yoti a few sticks, unless
you can get it nearer.

HOW TO HOLD THE BEI-LOWS.
You may be right in saying that the valve

will be gummed up more if it is held valve up-
ward, but I doubt it. If any one has fairly tried
both ways, so as to know which way is best, I

wish he would arise and so state.

HOW TO CLEAN OUT THE SMOKER.
Y'ou say, " Cut a slender sprout the size of a

leadpencil. Trim its surface so it will be
smooth. Ram it through the blast-tube, back
and forth, until it is cleaned." I don't like that.
If the sprout is of a size to go through easily, it

is likely to break off in the tube, and then there
is a state of affairs. It's some trouble to get and
prepare the sprout each time. Sometimes you
are where you can't get one; but the worst of it

is, that every time you clean it out in that way
you push a good-sized chunk of creosote into the
bellows. Better have a permanent cleaner that
will pull the creosote out. Get a piece of heavy
wire, perhaps an eighth of an inch thick; bend
it into about the same curve as the blast-tube;

hammer it at one end into chisel shape, bending
up the chisel end about an eighth of an inch or
more at right angles, and then you will have a
good tool always ready to use. It's just the
same as one you used to send out with each
smoker, only bent more, and heavier wire.
Marengo, 111., May 10. C. C. ^NHller.

[All right, fiiend M. We will try turning-
lathe shavings. Great quantities of them are
burned in our boiler-furnace. But we will stop
and investigate, right away. Our turning-lathe
shavings ai'eall from hard wood. Our apiarist,
Mr. Spafford, howevei', hangs to the excelsior
sawdust that comes out of the hand-holes of
hives for smoker fuel. He is now using it with
excellent success in the new Hill smoker. Now
about that blast-tube. I suspect you I'ake it out
too much. I don't believe we clean oui'S out
more than four oi' five times a season. Eveiy
time you rake it, the worse it makes your bel-
lows. The old small blast-tube we formerly
had got filled up. and had to be cleaned nearly
eveiy day. The cleaning-implement which you
sugge^t might pei'haps be better: but we get
along veiy nicely by using a heavy wire, curved
at the right arc; but as a wooden sprout of the
right size does neai-ly as well, we thought that
it would answer for the great multitude who
buy the Clark smoker—about 30,000 a year.]

LASIES' G0N¥ERSilZ18NE.

PUTTING FOUNDATION INTO "WIRED
FRAMES.

EMMA WILSON TELLS US HOW TO USE ARTIFI-
CIAL HEAT FOR IMBEDDING THE WIKES.

In the division of work in our apiaries it has
been my lot to fasten the foundation in brood-
frames. When this work is to be done, and I
have bent the nails and wired the frames, then
I am ready for the foundation. I have usually
selected a sunny spot, and spread out my sheets
of foundation where the sun could shine direct-
ly on them, as a good deal depends on having
foundation in just the right condition. It
should be quite warm to work nicely. If too
cold, the wire will not adhere to the foundation
well. If too warm, there is danger of the wire
cutting its way clear through the foundation,
and then the bees are likely to gnaw holes in it.

Especially is this true if the foundation is

given at a time when they are not very busy.
It is not necessary to have your wire imbedded
deeply in the wax. If it adheres firmly, that is

sufficient.

We formerly cut our foundation smaller than
our frames, leaving a space at the sides and
bottom. We found that the bees would not fill

out that space, especially at the bottom, leav-
ing a place for the queen to hide, which \vas
very annoying. We now have the sheets a lit-

tle larger than the frame, they being just the
same length, but a little wider, so that we can
crowd them in, pressing the edges firmlv along
the top and bottom bar; for even if you leave it

so that it just touches the bottom-bar, the bees
will be pretty sure to make a space, which we
want to avoid. In this way we get beautiful
frames, and lean not see that reversible frames
have any advantage, so far as solid combs are
concerned.
One cool cloudy day I was obliged to prepare

some brood-frames. As I could not have the
heat of the sun, of necessity I was forced to
find some other way of heating my foundation;
so I carried it to the gasoline-stove. I heated
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the sheets, and proceeded to fasten as usual
with the Easterday foundation - fastener. My
foundation had been too cold and the wires did
not adhere well. I picked up my frame, turned
it over, wired side down, and held it for a sec-

ond over the gasoline. I was surprised to find

the wires beautifully imbedded in the founda-
tion, as if they had been made there. I was
delighted. Now. if it would only work when
no previous attempt had been made to fasten

it 1 I laid my frame on my board, heated a
sheet of foundation, and laid it smoothly over
the wires, pressing the edges firmly along the
top and bottom .bar; then, lifting it. held it

(wired side down) and moved it rapidly over
the gasoline for a few seconds, and found it did
the work nicely. If a wire failed to catch. I

passed my finger lightly over the foundation
above the wire, and it was all right. Usually
the weight of the foundation is enough. If you
use a gasoline-stove you must work very rapid-
ly or your foundation will melt. I have since
lised'a common keroseno-lamp, and found it

worked just as well, only a little slower. Just
move your frame over your lamp, following each
wire. You can easily see youi' wire through
the foundation, when "held over the lamp. Be
careful not to move so slowly as to melt your
foundation. We think the bees work the foun-
dation just a little better when fastened in this

way. Possibly a wood or coal stove might be
better than a gasoline-stove or lamp, but I have
never tried it.

I inclose a sample of foundation, wired as de-
scribed. You will see that the hotwire has
melted its way into the wax, and, instantly
cooling, left the cell-wall perfect. Possibly you
may think the wire not deeply enough imbed-
ded: but in actual practice the bees work it all

right, even if not done as well as the sample I

send you. Emma Wii.sox.
Marengo, 111., May 18.

[After reading your article as above, we went
out where they put foundation into frames, and
gave directions to have the matter tested at
once. The girls tried it and did not seem to
make it work, and then I tried it—both with
gasoline and the lamp. The difficulty that I

experienced was. the foundation becoming soft,

would bag down before or about the time it

began to adhere to the wire. We have for years
been in the habit of wiring our foundation be-
tween the coils of steam-pipes before putting it

on the wires, after which we imbedded it with
the Easterday foundation-fastener. But if I

understand you. you made the heat from the
gasoline not only warm the foundation, but
imbed the wires as well, without the regular
wire-imbedder.] E. E. R.

BUILDING UP WEAK COLONIES.

MRS. AXTELL DEFENDS HEK POSITION.

I think Mrs. Harrison does not have so many
weak colonies in the spring as we have, from
her remarks in last Gleanings, for some rea-
son or other. I dislike very much to have a
colony die that comes out of the cellar with a
pint of bees. In locations where there is plenty
of fall honey always, there are fewer weak col-
onies in the fall, and consequently fewer weak
ones in the spring: but sometimes our good
strong colonies dwindle in winter when they
have plenty of honey in the hive, and we can
see no reason for their dwindling.

HOAV TO BriLD VP WEAK COLONIES.
I do not know that I can give any thing new

from what others practice. A remark made
some ten years ago by a man owning quite a

number of colonies of bees struck me at the
time as being an unthrifty way of caring for
bees. He said it never paid him to bother with
weak colonies. .Since then he has found that
"bee-keeping does not pay,"; and has gone out
of the business.
Building up w-eak colonies in the early spring

is far moi-e difficult than at other times of the
year, especially if very weak. From such colo-
nies I would take away all combs of honey, and
leave them only one or two combs of capped
brood, with a little honey in the corner of the
combs. If not sufficient in the corners of the
combs I would give them a chunk of honey laid

on top of the one comb, or more, leaving only
enough combs that the bees could cover, even
if it were only one comb. Now lay a piece of

carpet or quilt over that colony, and pour into
that hive until it is full of dry chaff. That
taken from a straw bed is the very best one can
get. Enough soft warm quilts will answer.
Of course, there must be boards on each side of
the brood to hold the quilts out from touching
the brood, and I would not open that hive until

I could get hatching bees. Then I would look
thi'ough one or more strong colonies, and find

the queen and set her comb back into the hive
and take the other combs of brood, oi' only part
of the combs, and brush off' all the bees in front
of the weak colony, first laying down a piece of

straw carpeting or enameled cloth, for the
young bees to run up to the entrance on. They
must have a smooth track. Brush a little dis-

tance from the hive. When brushed off. stir

them up some, so that the old bees will fly back
to their own hive. Better make each colony
strong enough to come through, rather than to

fuss with sevei'al when none is strong enough.
In a few days a comb of brood with honey in

the corners may be given them, if you can get
it from some strong colony that has not spared
bees: or if a good many young bees were given,
a comb of honey may be given, as these young
bees will not die oft' until they hatch out other
bees to take their place. In two weeks more,
probably that weak colony could be given an-
other comb of brood, or empty comb, adding
combs from time to time until it can spare a
comb of brood to give back to the colonies that
had helped it. if need be.

Soon after taking bees from the cellar, all

weak colonies should be put down upon what
combs they can be crowded upon, and a record
kept of the weak and queenless ones: and the
queenless united with the ones that are the
weakest. If there are more queenless than
very weak colonies, I would unite two or more
of the queenless with the weak one; or if the
queens were poor and not worth saving. I

would use such colonies to help build up other
weak ones. I think, why people fail in build-

ing up weak colonies is because they do not
crowd them enough, nor cover tliem up warm
enough, bejng careful that every little opening
is closed, so the warm air can not escape, and
the entrance to the hive closed, so that positive-

Iv but two or three bees can pass in and out at

a time; and thev should be kept crowded until

the middle of May, or later. If the bees are
crow'ded upon a comb, the warmth tends to make
them healthy, and the queen will fill every cell

in the comb with eggs that is not filled with
honey; and one large comb of brood is much
better for them than several combs with just a

little brood. I do sometimes take out all their

combs if they have, say, three combs with
brood, and exchange with a strong colony that
has its combs filled full of brood and honey,
and give the weak one only the one full comb.
Of course, the queen can not lay so many eggs
as if more combs were given, but there will be
more bees hatch out, as all her eggs will be
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cared for. I think 11 much safer to give young
bees than brood, as the old bees so soon die off

in the spring, and let much or some of the
brood given them die. How often, when giving
a weak colony brood, do we find, when looking
over them again, that the eggs have been re-
moved, and the larvte dried up! whereas, the
young bees would all live, and no waste. If
such weak colonies are In the sun, they do bet-
ter than in the shade.

PUTTING HOT STONE8 TO THEIR FEET.

Should a very cool "spell of weather come on,
it will pay to heat large stones and lay In the
hive morning and evening, care being taken
that they are not so hot as to melt the combs or
injure the brood—just long enough to tide
them over the cold spell. Mrs. Harrison, and
others, I know, will laugh at this last sentences
but you will remember that I love to work with
bees. No care foi' them Is too much if I can do
them good: and it is my life to be out of doors
and see my little pets prosper. If the stones are
thoroughly wrapi)ed up they will hold heat a
longtime. We put hot foot-stones to our own
feet when ailing, so, also, it is good for the bees,
as a colony would not likely dwindle if healthy
and warm, unless it starved. Mr. Axtell some-
times feels disposed to laugh too. at so much
nursing; but the laugh generally turns the oth-
er way, when, before fall. I get from each of
those doctored colonies, after they have paid
their debts, from 20 to 40 lbs. of honey, besides
having a good colony to winter.

NOT PAY THE MEN-FOI,KS.
Now, I don't know that such tinkering with

bees would pay for high-priced labor; but for
us women-folks, who need outdoor exercise.
and something to keep us out of mischief, I

know of no better employment. I wish it un-
derstood. I would not weaken strong colonies to
build up weak ones, neither would I so fuss
with a colony that had an inferior queen. If I

borrowed from a strong colony, I would pay
back again so as to have all colonies possible,
strong ten days or two weeks before tlie main
honey crop came, as all apiarists who expect a
crop of comb honey should have indelibly in-
scribed upon their minds that it is only the
strong colonies that gather the surplus comb
honey.

FEP:DINa IN EARLY SPRING.
I think it a good plan to feed bees just as soon

as set out of the cellar, so as to have them hur-
ry up the bi'ood before the old bees die off.

Feed a little then, even if they do have plenty
in the hives. I like outdoor" feeding for that
purpose, as it is so like to the bees getting new
honey from the flowers that it induces the
queens to do their best, and it makes the bees
so quiet while we work with them—so like
the natural honey-tlow.
When using young bees to build up weak col-

onies I can"t remember to have ever had a
queen killed by them. Once I thought to intro-
duce a lot of yoiuig bees thus to a colony with
fertile workers, so as to have the young bees to
raise queen-cells; but the fertile-worker colo-
ny killed the young bees, manv or all of them.

Roscvillc, 111., May 9. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

[My good friend, I did not suppose that any-
body besides myself had ever enjoyed working
with and helping weak colonies in the spring
as I have, until I read your remarks above. I

never used the hot bricks, it is true; but I have
crowded the bees down on to a few frames, and
have taken hatching bees from strong colonies,
and I have in that way saved my queens. As 1

was obliged, however, like yourself, to give
some of the strong colonies brood or bees back

again, I concluded it did not pay very well,
aside from saving valuable queens: but I en-
joyed seeing them slowly build up. and get on
their feet. It surely can be done, but it takes a
good deal of time. The experience one gains
in such work is. however, valuable. On one
occasion I remember of having a queen killed;
but the bees I shook down at the entrance
were, many of them, not vei'y young. It was
the older ones that attacked the queen when
they found she was not the one they were ac-
customed to. I think there are quite a few of
our readers who have tlie time on their hands,
and will enjoy building up weak colonies in
just the way you indicate, especially where, if

they can be kept going just one week more, or
sometimes three days more, the warm weather
will come with the fruit-blossoms or clover,
and they will then be able to take care of them-
selves.]

A RECRUIT TO THE LADIES' DEPARTMENT.
VALUABLE TESTIMONY ON BEES VS.

FRUIT.
Mr. Root:—Now that you have kindly opened

a side door for the ladies, allow me to enter and
contribute my mite of experience. Three years
ago my husband and myself and a neighbor,
like Rambler's J'riend Dr. Merchant, had a se-
vere attack of bee-fever. I believe my case was
the severest. It has seemed to buzz inside of
my head as well as outside. As an instance, I
once asked some one to please chase the bees
out of the yard. Of course, I ought to have
said "chickens." The fever abated somewhat;
still, traces remain. As I dearly love all of
God's creatures, the busy bee comes in for its

share, and a good big share it gets too. I do
not like the bees to be slandered, for it vexes
me: still, I do not know enough about their
habits to be able to defend them on every occa-
sion. Now. perhaps some of our " bee authori-
ties" may be able to explain the following:
A neighbor of ours says he could not be hired

to eat honey, because bees are filthy. He says
he has seen them eating from the sores on
horses' backs. I believe there is a mistake
somewhere; still, I can not argue with him, as
I am a mere novice in tlie business. Can any
one explain ?

Another neighbor says he would not keep
bees because they injure fruit-blossoms. But I

was a match for that gentleman. I knew my
poor opinion would not go for much in his es-
timation, so I wrote to oiu' Stat(> Inspector of
fruit-pests, who answered promptly as follows:

*• Your favor of the 23d inst. at hand, and con-
tents noted. In answei' I will say that I am not
aware that the bees injure fruit-blossoms and
crop of fiiiit in the least; but I am confident
they are a benefit instead, as they, with other
insects, assist nature in fertilizing and thus in-

suring the crop. James A. Varney."
Elizabeth G. Woodham.

Reuben, Oregon. May 11.

[My good friend, perhaps we should reply to
that charge against the bees being filthy. My
impression is, that if anybody did really see
what you mention, it was during a dry time
when bees find it difficult to obtain water. At
such times they will alight on any thing that
seems to show moisture of any kind. It may
also be true, that they i-equire, for certain pur-
poses, decayed vegetable matter. We often see
them swarming about the outlets of sewer-
pipes. But this is probably owing to the salt
that usually gets into slop-drains sooner or
later. As horses are usually moving about
more or less, I do not think that more than one
or two bees could have been guilty of what you
mention.) A. I. R.
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THE PUMPKIN BUSINESS.

PUMPKIN PIES BY THE CARLOAD.

No, no 1 I do not mean pumpkin jnes by the
carload—I mean only the pumpkins themselves.
And what put me in mind of it was the excel-
lent picture below, sent us by our good friend
Cummins, who has a canning-factory. You see,

in order to keep his factory going he has to have
a pumpkin-ranch, and the picture tells us how
it looks.

As you are interested in fine crojjs, we send you :i

photo of a section of our llekl of 24 ai-res, from
which we g-athered 391X tons of as fine pumpkins as
ever grew. D. Cummins.
Conneaut, O., May 4.

NOTES ON THE FIELD.

UK. MILLEK HAS LOST HEAVII>Y IN WINTEKING.

I'm not a good bee-keeper. I let bees stai've.

I supposed last fall my bees had stores enough:

PUMPKIN PIES IN PROSPECT.

By the way, friend C, is there not a chance for
getting considerable honey from these great
fields? I remember one season, when our bees
settled the scales quite perceptibly every morn-
ing; and when I followed them to see where
they went, it was to a pumpkin-lield where the
corn had been killed out; and, didn't they make
a humming, though, for an hour or two ! The
honey was not of a very tine quality nor color;
liut it kept brood-rearing going beautifully dur-
ing a dearth of pasturage. Above is all that
friend Cummins tells us about the picture.
Now, as he is a bee-keeeper, can he tell us any
thing about pumpkin honey? A. I. R.

but toward spring I found some starving. In-
stead of stirring them up by feeding all in the
cellar, I thought better to let starve what would,
and feed as soon as out.
March 30, maples bloom, but I'm afraid it

may come cold again. So it did, cold and snow,
no warm weather till April 1-!. Good day to
take bees out, if it hadn't been Sunday. Next
day good, Init postponed taking bees out, for
wash-day. Better have postponed wash-day.
The 14th and 15th, too lowery; but Kith pretty
good, (iot Tom Bari'y to help, and he, with
father Huber and I, emptied both cellars by
half-past ten. Hives were so light that we each
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picked up our own hive separately—found it

(luicker and easier not to fuss witli any carrier

or rope. Tliere the benetitof cleats came in;

for, to cari-y easily, you must catch at the fur-

thest corner with your right hand, and at the
nearest corner with your left hand, letting the
hive rest against your right side. The cleat al-

so sti'engthens the thin piece left by the rabbet
at the top of the hive. Emma stayed in the
cellar, kept it swept up as the floor was cleared,

tried each hive to see if alive, and gave a little

boost at lifting hives off the top of piles. Not
far from 50 dead, and nearly all of them starv-
ed. I'd like to lay it to the winter or something
else; but the only thing unusual about the win-
t<'r was its mildness.

Doolittle's fussy. Now, he would have gone
over those hives in the eai'ly fall, examined ev-
ery one separately so as to know just how much
honey they had, "and then—would have saved
his bees. Perhaps I'd better be a little more
fussy.

One thing that puzzles me is, that nearly all

the loss was in the house cellar, the warmest
and heretofore the best cellar. It had the bees
from the out-apiaries, and possibly they were
not so well provisioned.

A. I. Root once thought I'd better have fewer
colonies, and take better care of them. I'm
something of his mind, and I can't say I'm so

very sorry for the reduction in numbers. At
any rate, I don't want to have such hard work
as "we had last summer, two of n? taking care of

some 300 colonies, btsides the extra work
caused by a lot of useless experiments that I

always seem to have on hand. This year I'm
determined to have it a little easier, divide the
bees into three apiaries, remoi'selessly break up
all weaklings, and I shall not feel sorry if the
number is reduced to about ;iOO.

April 3.5.—To-day I finished feeding' the last

colony. There were so many near the point of

starvation that it wasn't safe to wait till all

could be n^gulai'ly fed with Miller feeders, as I

had only 45 of these, so we managed to give to

each colony at least a little by April 18, putting
a section with a little lioney under a good many
of them. To a few we gave moistened brown
sugar, but the bees didn't seem to care for it. I

put a dish of it out for them to rob, but they
didn't touch it, although they were trying to

get into hives to rob wherever they could.

I had intended to feed brown sugar, thinking
it cheaper, and well enough for spring: but
there was such a trifling difference in price that
I concluded to use granulated. I don't undei-
stand how a dollar can buy more sweet after it

is refined than before, and wish some one would
explain it. It took about 17(K) lbs. I've been of

the opinion that it is better to feed at night, oi-

at least in the evening; but this year after the
first day's feeding I fed in the morning. If the
feed was given in the evening, they seemed to

stop work on it when they thought it was re-

spectable bedtime; and then as the feed was
cold, they did not get to work on it very lively

the next day. But if the feed was given in the
morning, they had it cleaned out by bedtime.
It was given nearly scalding hot.

Charlie (my son) happened to be at home, and
had all the bees of the out-apiaries hauled
away by the time we were done reeding. Fifty
wei'e taken to the Hastings apiai'y. and neai'Iy

a hundred to the Wilson. The Wilson apiary
always seems to be the best location, although
I don't know why, and then there was another
reason. If there were more than fifty in

the Hastings apiary we should have to go two
days to get through them, and two days to go
through the Wilson apiary, making foui- days
for both; whereas, by putting the smaller num-

bei' at Hastings, both apiaries could be gone
over in three days.
May 5.—Nearly all the bees have becm over-

hauled, the first time in my experience, I think,
when such a thing was possible so early: but it

has been almost summer weather, and I think
I never knew bees to work so rapidly at brood-
rearing. Is it possible that the f(>eding has
made most of the difference? It looks some-
what that way.

In going our rounds we came to the colony
whose frames had been reinforced with separa-
tors to make them equivalent to thick top-bars.
I said," Well, that's pretty clean work;there ani
no burr-combs between top-bars and cover, as
in other hives, except over one of the middle
top-bars:" and inspection showed that one of

the middle combs had been taken away, and its

place filled by a frame with a % top-bar. But,
if I remember rightly, it was not entirely clear
of burr-combs last summer, when supers were
on. Certainly thick top-bars form (me of the
elements in securing immunity from burr-
combs. C. C. MiLLEK.
Marengo, III., May .5.

[Friend M.. I admire your candor in telling

us the whole truth in regard to your bad losses;

but I am very soi'i'y indeed to heai- it. A great
many have been looking to you foi- an example,
and 1 really fear that at least some will be in-

duced thereby to give way to the temptation to
be slack and procrastinating. Energy and
thrift are contagious, and so, likewise, is the
opposite. If you wanted to reduce your number
of colonies, would it not have been fai' more
profitable to feed heavily in the fall, and then
offered th( s ' fifty colonies of bees for sale? I

am taking it for granted, you see, that a little

more feeding would have saved them all. Very
likely some starved only a week, may be only
one day before you got them out and gave them
a general feed. Very likely, bees htive consum-
ed more this wintei' than usual. It seems to me
it is very unwise to take risks. If you plan to
have each colony have from five to len pounds
extra at the time that fruit blossoms, there
would be very few starved. And this bi'ings in

another reason why I prefer outdoor wintering,
as it is so much easier (and so much more likely

to be done), making a thorough examination
the first time the bees can ffy freely. Fiiend
J. A. Green says, in this issue, as you will no-
tice, tliat his bees in the cellar used iiuirc honey
and came out H'Cf(/fcr in numbers. It gives nn^

the l>liics when we lose bees by stai'vation. It

is a kind of blues, however, that one oiujht to

hav(!. and that f/oc.s r/oof? if taken properly.]
A. I. R.

THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY.

DK. tinker's method.

Reference was made in niy ai'ticle on page.

261, to the fact that, with proper spring man-
agement (which was given in detail on page
374). more brood could be obtained by the first

of .June than could be contained in the ten-
frame Langstroth hive by the average colony.
As showing \\liat nuiy be done in the line of

bi'ood-rearifig. I will say. that, last spring I had
one colony that had brood in foui' stories of the
Nonpariel bee-hive, and I estimated that there
were fully 2.5 frames of brood on the first of
June, or about what would be contained in two
ten-frame Langstroth liives. The result of get-
ting so much brood in a colony just before a
honey-flow pi'oved what has all along been
claimed by prominent bee-keepers. The colo-

ny produced something over tKJ pounds of ex-
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ti'acted honey in one of the poorest seasons we
ever had. all of uiiich had been sealed in the
combs, and the colony occnpied eight stories of
the hive, and built out one full set of combs
from foundation. The best yield of any of my
other colonies did not exceed r35 lbs.: and in ev-
ery instance the colony having the most brood
by .June 1 made the most honey. It will be seen,
therefore, that the common eight-frame hive is

too small to cut a gi'eat figure in comb-honey
production (or extracted either for that mat-
ter), unless it be used in more than one story in

the development of brood. But. as already
stated, two stories give more breoeding room
than the average colony is capable of occupying
before the main harvest. The size of tlie hive,
therefore, should be suited to the average colo-
ny, which, as stated, is a capacity of about 1600
square inches of brood comb.
Every effort in the development of brood in

our colonies should be made up to the time the
main harvest begins, when the sections should
be put on. It is then advised to practice

CONTEACTION OF THE BROOD-NEST

and limit the queen to one story of the hive by
the use of a queen-excludei'. Place the case of
sections on the queen-excluder: and if there is

one or two other stories of brood, set all on top
of the case of sections. Should the combs be
old and black, I place what I call a brood-board
between the case of sections and the upper sto-
ries of brood. This is simply a thin board cleat-
ed around the edges so as to make. a bee-space
on one side, and pi-ovided with a single strip of
two-i'owtKl zinc at one side. Mine are made
like the wood-zinc queen-excluder, except there
is but one piece of excluder zinc, the rest of the
surface being closed. In placing brood above
thequeen-excluderor the brood-boaixl. it should
not be forgotten that a % auger-hole must be
mad(^ in the front end of the story for the
lirones to get out. This is easily closed by a
common cork when not needed.
The use of the brood-board limits the storing

of honey in the upper story as the brood hatch-
es out. so that the energies of the colony in stor-

ing surplus are centered in the sections. It al-

so prevents the combs in the sections from being
travel-stained except at the extreme outside.

If the bees swarm they are to be managed as
set forth in my new book, thus preventing in-
crease. Care must be taken that plenty of sec-
tion room be provided, else the whole hive is li-

able to become clogged up with burr-combs.
The sections may be removed as fast as com-
pleted, and empty ones su1)Stituted, handling
four at a time in the wide frames: or. if a case
of sections is found not quite all sealed up it

may be lifted to the top of the upper story until
completed, and a case of empty sections put
down on the queen-excluder. Thus two and
often three cases of sections will be needed.
By raising up the sections just before the combs
are sealed to the top of the uppei- story, the
brood-board is not necessary: hut in this ca.se

we shall get the story full of honey as the brood
hatches out. This honey, however, will be
available for winterings or it may be extracted.
I generally leave it for the bees, but often ex-
tract a part of the combs. If we leave it we are
always sure of the necessary stores for winter,
without fall feeding, provided we leave the
queen-excluder on the first story. After remov-
ing the sections at the close of the harvest we
place the full story of honey down on thequeen-
excluder. In this manner we compel the eco-
nomical useof honey left them: but if we take
away the queen-excliiderat the time of remov-
ing the sections, and bring the two oi- moi-e sto-
ries of the hive together, the queen will go into
the \ipper story, and the result will be brood in

both stories, and so much honey is consumed
that the colony may require feeding for winter
in case of failure of fall flowei's. which would
not be the case if the excluder had been left in
place, and the queen confined to the lower sto-
ry. Bees, to be profitable, must be self-support-
ing, and we can ill afford to be obliged to feed
our bees for winter. But with a large brood-
nest full of honey at the close of the harvest, as
we have heretofore managed, we ai'e sure to
have a great waste of the stores in unnecessary
brood-rearing. Ai\n- the first of June one sto-
ry of the Nonpareil bee-hive is ample for brood-
rearing the rest of the sea.son, even where fall
honey-flows are the ruh' and not the exception,
as in most localities: and it will be found that,
on the first of October, the colony will have ful-
ly as many bees as where the queen is not limit-
ed in brood-rearing during the latter part of
July and fore part of August, when the colony
is disposed to rear almost as much bi'ood as iii

the great brood-rearing month of May.
On the first of October, or thereabout, the ex-

cluder must be removed. Should we forget it

we shall be sure to lose the queen, as the bees.
in the course of the winter, all go up into the
upper story, leaving the queen alone below the
excluder.

BUKK-COMBS.

One of th(^ remarkable features of this new
management is the fact that it almost entirely
obviates burr-combs with top-bars of brood-
combs one inch wide and % thick. But if we
place a case of sections on the top of the two-
story hive, or if, in hiving swarms in a single
story as advised with a case of empty sections,
we shall be sure to get many burr-coiiibs. Aft-
er hiving a swarm in a single story, it is best to
take a case of sections, in which the bees ai-e

well at work, from the parent colony, and place
over the queen-excluder on every swarm. If
one can not be taken from the parent colony,
take one from any otiier colony in the apiary,
taking bees and all, and place upon the swarm
just after hiving. As tending to prevent ab-
sconding. I regard it fully as good as a frame of
brood. Then we can be sure to prevent burr-
combs below the excluder, and save much labor
besides. When we want to examine the brood-
nest we can very readily do so at any time.

I have thus given some of the principal ad-
vantages of the storifying hive in connection
with the use of a queen-excluder: and, as will
be seen, the.se advantages are such as to give us
the utmost control over brood-rearing, the eco-
nomical use of the stores, and the most profita-
ble honey production. Add to this the compar-
atively easy management of these small hives,
and their superior wintering qualities, it must
be granted that we have the Nonpareil of bee-
hives. Dr. G. L. Tinker.
New Philadelphia, ()., May 10.

[Thei-e are some pi'etty things in your hive
and system: but there is just one point that I

wish to disagree svith you on. As to the propei'
size of brood-nest, some of the largest comb-hon-
ey producers in the world agree that the capac-
ity of the eight-frame brood-nest is about right.
Not all of them use the same fiame: but they
argue for that capacity of brood-nest. Let us
name over atfew of Ithem: Capt. J. E. Hether-
ington, with his 300(J colonies: P. H. Elwood,
with his 1300: J. F. Mclntyre, who produces car-
loads of honey every season: C. C. Miller, a
modest bee-keeper who has produced tons of
honey: W. Z. Hutchinson: C. A. Hatch: Adam
Grimm, who in his day was a prince among bee-
keepers, and whose profits from his eight-frame
L. hives were sufficient to enable liini to estab-
lish a bank; and, besides, a galaxy of bee-keep-
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ers of lesser note, but who, nevertheless, make
their bees pay. All of these use or insist upon
the use of a brood-nest of about the capacity of
an eight-fi'ame L. hive. When we come to take
up the production of c.rtrdctcd honey, then we
(May need larger hives.
There was a sti'ong tendency universally a

few years ago towaixl a ten-fi'anie L. hive. You
remember how we held out against the 8-frame
size; but we had to come to it. Bee-keepers
all over the land almost simultaneously reduced
by a dummy the ten-frame brood-chamber to
eight frames capacity. Uoolittle once used the
Gallup hive, containing Hfteen frames, on the
" long idea" plan: but he has now got down to
nine frames. You will remember how very
many were enthusiastic for this "long idea,"'
but how many are there now ?

It is desirable to have all our brood-rearing
done in one brood -chamber. If you commence
early enough in the season the previous fall 1

will guarantee that colonies in eight-frame L.
hives capacity can be made quite strong
enough for the production of comb honey in
June and July. Now, instead of reducing the
capacity by shallow brood-ciiambers, and the
expense attendant upon the same, why not in-
sert a dummy, and reduce the capacity perpen-
dicularly instead of horizontally? Those kings
of comb-honey producers already mentioned, do
this very thing. The eight-frame Langstroth
capacity of brood- nest, whether it be Langstioth
size or not, gives splendid results, and is accept-
ed as the best by the largest and most suc-
cessful bee-keepers in the world. J. F. Mcln-
tyre has been making use of a hive of large
capacity; but in a recent ai'ticle he says
that eight L. frame hives even in California
give about all the bi'eeding-room necessary for
the average queen. Now, why wouldn't that
colony that pi'oduced for you in a poor season,
itolbs. of honey, having eight of your brood-
chambers, have done just as well in eight-fi'auK^
L. hives of equal capacity—two or three brood-
chambers, as the case may be'?] E. R. R.

RAMBLE NO. 41.

and the loads they carry would make the heart
of a careful housewife ache with expectations
of smashed crockery.

IN NEW YORK CITY.

The favoring breeze of fortune again fills the
sails of the Rambler's canoe, and he is once
more afloat upon the dancing waters. The
canoe this time is the splendid steamer Drew,
which makes regular nightly trips from Al-
bany to New York. It is not quite so comfort-
able sleeping on a steamboat as it is in your
own room. Tho continual jar will allow "only
cat-naps; and to sleep soundly one needs sever-
al nights' practice.
We landed in the early morning, and wended

our way to the famous hosteliy of Smith & Mc-
Niel, near Washington Market. In many re-
spects this is a remarkable hotel, located so
near the market that it calls to its doors farm-
ers, drovers, and speculators in jjroduce from
every part of the country, while its tables feed
several thousand per day, and the rattle of
dishes hardly ceases during the entire twenty-
four hours. In quality and price in its gastro-
nomic features it is unexcelled, and it is one of
the few hotels that have honey upon their bill of
fare, and should therefore receive the patronage
of bee-keeper.s. It would be moi'e congenial,
perhaps, to stop at the Fifth Avenue Hotel;
but when it comes to the pocket-book question,
you can boaixl hei-e all day for less than it

would cost you to board half an hour ai the
Fifth Avenue. The waiters are very numerous,
and well di'illed in the manipulation of dishes;

WAITEK IN SMITH & M Nmi/S.

There are but few bees kept in the city, and
these are mostly found in the outskirts.' I am
told, however, that bees do well in the city, and
store considerable surplus. The parks supply
much pasturage. When we consider that New
York is the great American metropolis, and the
distributing center of every product and manu-
facture, it- seems peculiar that there are not
several supply-houses in the line of bee-fixtures;
but for several years there has been no repre-
sentative house in that line in the city, until
recently. A. J. King, in magazine days, was
such representative; and among his students
here and in Cuba was Mr. J. H. M. Cook, who
has recently o])ened a supply-house as a suc-
cessor to King, at 78 Barclay St.. where nearly
every thing in the supply line can be found.
Mr. Cook's apiary and manufactory are about

twelve miles from the city, in Caldwell, N. J.

In hives the specialties are the Dovetailed, and
a hive of his own invention, called "Cook's
Complete hive." The latter takes the L. re-

versible frame, as advocated by Heddon, and is

provided with a sui)stantial outer case for pack-
ing, with alisorbents. I do not wish to criticise

Mr. Cook's hive at this time, and will mention
only two points. The reversible frame might
bejdispensed with to advantage. Its boom has
passed, and. like a waning comet, it will appear
less and less until it finally disappears. The
outer case, however, has so many advantages
in our rigorous climate, that, when properly
applied, it is salvation to the colony. My own
experience with outer cases would lead me to
adopt them if J were to manage bees in this
climate: and I can see their advantages in al-
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most a?Ti/ climate. The outer-case boom is on
now. and I predict it has come to stay. Coolc's
outer case clamps together at the corners, and
is very handy to store away if not needed.
The absence of Mr. Cook from the ofifice was

regretted; but a very pleasant half-hour was
spent with his partner. Mr. Irving J. Stringham.
I suppose Mr. Copk manages outside affairs,

and Cooks "em, while his partner stays inside
and Strings "em.
A new-fangled reversible honey - extractor

was hinted at, and we hope it will soon make
its appearance, and beat the record. We re-

viewed extractors generally, and finally decided
that the most " un-eek " extractor on the mar-
ket is the one advertised by Rev. Mr. Seaman.
We put our heads together, and made an im-
Ijrovement in the center-post, which can be
run by electricity. See illustration, no patent.

CENTER-POST FOR A SEAMAN HONEY-EXTRAfT-
OR—?:i.ECTRir APPLICATION.

Having considerable interest in the wax-bus-
iness just now. and knowing it to be used to a
great extent in the arts. I naturally drifted into
the "Eden Musee,"' where we beheld the fa-

mous personages of the world in wax; and as
we pass the various groups they seem like so
many living tableaux, representing historic
scenes of the past. Though the artist in wax
makes a figure appear very natural, there is an
tmreal fixedness to the features that it has been
impossible to overcome. The use of wax for
this purpose dates back to a remote period.
Not only is the human face divine divinely
beautiful, and also fiendish, represented in wax.
but the most delicate flowers are fashioned, and
seem to be in perpetual bloom. In using wax
for all of these purposes there is more or less

admixture of other ingredients, as plastic or
liard qualities are required. So. while we woi'k
with our bees and see them fashion the beauti-
ful waxen cells, we little think of the many
uses to which it is to be put by the busy human
toilers of the world. I shall speak a favorable
word for the Eden Mus^e. and the world in

wax; and it will doubtless be of interest to oth-
er wax-producers as well as to the

Rambler.

THE SIMPLICITY HIVE AND METAL-CORNEK-
ED FRAME.

.T. .\. GREEN REVIEWS THEIR GOOD ANT) BATI
FEATURES: FIXED DISTAXCE.S.

Friend Root:—You say, on page 378. that the
Simplicity hive was planned with the idea that
the bees should never have a chance to propo-
lize the inside of a cover. Now, that is all right,
and easily accomplished as long as there is no
tiering up or interchanging of stories. If the
bees are always kept in one story of the hive, or
if they are never allowed access to the joints of
the upper story or cover, one might keep :bees

for years in Simplicity hives, and never suspect
the existence of their worst fault. But when
hives are tiered up two or more stories higii. as
in extracting, so that the bees can get at the
joints between the hives, they proceed at once
to fill up the joints with propolis. This softens
and runs down by the heat of the sun; more
propolis is added every time the hives are sepa-
rated, until finally the whole of the beveled sur-
face, top and bottom, is more or less propolized.
and nothing short of a wagon-jack arrange-
ment will separate the parts of the hive without
tearing them to pieces. Then when what was a
lower story is put on top the propolis is commn-
nicated to the cover, which becomes stuck al-
most as tight. The beveled stoi'ies do not fit to-
gether with as close a joint as a well-made
square joint, so they are stuck together with so
much more propolis, and in such a way that, in
time.it becomes almost impossible to separate
them safely.

METAI.-CORNERED FRAMES.
These are very well for those rearing queens,

or who have only small apiaries, and who nev-
er expect to move their bees. But with strong
colonies devoted to honey production they will,

if not carefully looked after, and kept trimmed
off, become so attached to each other and to the
sides of the hives, that they can not be handled
a particle easier than all-wood frames. I have
just looked over a lot of colonies on iianging
frames, a large proportion of them metal-cor-
nered, which required just about twice as much
time to manipulate as those on closed-end
frames. Fixed-distance frames are almost free
from brace-combs (mind. I say hrace-comhs.
which are built between frames, and not Inirr-
combs. which are built on top): and on this ac-
count, as well as others, they are easier to
handle, and kill fewer bees. My frame is a
combination of the Hoffman and Heddon. It is

a hanging frame, with wide-end top-bars, like
the Hoffman: but the end-bars fit closely all

the way down, and are held together l)y a
screw, as in the Heddon hive.
My bees wintered in the cellai' did not do

nearly so well as those outside. More died:
they used more honey, and came out weakei- in
numbers. But the cellar was very warm. .")0 to
<)0°, and they were considerably disturbed by
the settling of the roof on them.
The paving-brick which Ernest inquires about

weigh about Hi lbs., which is about I'ight.

Dayton, 111.. May i). J. A. Green.

[You have stated pretty fairly and accurately
the faults of the Simplicity hive and metal-cor-
nered frame: and mainly for these reasons we
decided to abandon them for a hive and frame
for the general bee-keeper. You are correct re-
garding fixed frames, and their immunity from
b?'oce-combs: and with the right kind of top-
bar, a good big inch wide. ^ thick, there will
be no bitrr-combs. Your distinction between
the two kinds of nuisances is well drawn. Say I

I am very anxious to know more about that
closed-end frame with Hoffman top-bar. You
know Dr. Miller is leaning pretty strongly to-
ward such a frame. I hope you will tell us
more about it, and the reason why you decided
to adopt such a frame. As many of our readers
may not know exactly what it looks like, if you
will send us a sanipre by mail we will have it

engraved. The Hoffman top-bar is a good thing.
I am satisfied, either with partly or fully closed
ends; and, to adopt a favorite expression of Mr.
Heddon (although he may not adopt the arti-
cle), I believe it has " come to stay."' You did
not say whether the closed ends mentioned were
to be close-fitting, or to have a bee-space back of
them—that is, between them and the end of the
hive.] E. R. R.
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[Friend G., perhaps I should defend the Sim-
pjicity hive, as it is a child of mine, and has
been many years in use among the people. I

know there is trouble with jjropolis when the
hives are tiered up. and I \\()ndered that you
said nothing of theVemedy that is quite exten-
sively in use—rubbing tallow on every part of
the hive where you do not want the bees to put
wax and propolis. It is very quickly done; and
when the wood becomes soaked -full of tallow,
as it does in warm weather, the bees " can not
make their putty stick,'" even if they try ever so
hard. I know it is often neglected, even when
the owner has discovered that it answers the
purpose fully.— 1 became satisfied, a good many
years ago, that the metal-cornei'od frames did
hot work nearly as well with strong colonies
devoted to the producticm of comb h(mey.]

A. I. R.
^ ^

A LETTER FROM NORWAY.

A SUOGESTION IN RECiABl) TO FIXED FRAMES
AND MOVABI.E BOTTOMS.

I have read Gleanings with great interest
for some time, and I am glad when it comes.
As " fixed frames " is becoming a burning ques-
tion, I thought you might pei'haps like to see a
device which some here in Norway are using.

BOTTOM BOARD

You will observe that you, in your factory,
with your perforated-zinc machine, have thou-
sands and thousands of these pieces of zinc,
which can easily be utilized as distance-keep-
ers. They are to be nailed, eight to each frame,
as in the figure. Reversible liottom-boards
would be a desideratum for wintering in chaff
hives, whei'e the Dovetailed hive and another
case are used. But 1 should like to give my
learned friend Dr. Miller a little device where-
by he could leave out his screws. It is certain-
ly true, as Ernest suggests, that there would
be a big hole wh(>re the screw comes in. My
device is shown in the figure. The wooden
nails (or pegs, rathei') are of hard wood. Fas-
tening bottom-hoards can be accomplished by
the use of iron wire and a nail, or two screws or
nails. If you use screws, then only a ring of
wire is necessary. I think you can fasten it

very closely by twisting the wire at A. When
once in place, only take out and put in the
screw. The nails C will prevent sliding.

Engvai.d Hansen.
Aamlid, pr. Tvedestrand, Norway. Jan. 14.

[Distance spacers, or keepers, can be used as
you suggest. The objection to all such metal
spacers, however, is. that they interfere with
the uncapping-knife. Just how far this is true,
we are unable to tell from experience, although
we suspect that it exists more in imagination
than in reality. While nail spacers would be
positively bad. any thing with a beveled sur-
face like your spacers might not be objectiona-

ble at all. This thing is certain, however, that
wooden projections, as in the Hoffman frame,
can not dull a keen uncapping-knife. Hive-
bottoms can be fastened on as you suggest; but
a couple of wire nails are as good as any thing
that can be had. and they do not make large
holes either. All that is necessary when it is

desired to remove the bottom is to insert a
strong screw-driver or other implement into
the enti'ance and pry the body off from the
bottom-board. If the nails are not too long,
this can be done very easily. The most that is

desired is to keep the bottom -board on when
carrying to an out-apiary on a wagon, etc.

Your plan, however, with wooden nails and
twisted wire loops, might do very nicely.]

E. R.^ I ^
SUCCESSFUL HATCHING OF CHICKENS OVER

A GOOD COLONY OF BEES.

HOW TAVAS DONE, AND THE VAT.UE OF THE
EXPERIMENT.

For the information of your correspondent,
page 329, allow me to say I liave hatched
chickens in the manner he suggests. About ten
years ago it occurred to me that the warmth
of a strong colony of bees might be utilized
for this purpose, and I constructed a frame
wide enough to hold a dozen eggs on three
shelves. The entire frame was covered with
wire cloth, and filled and placed in the cen-
ter of the hive, in the midst of the brood.
With fresh eggs none were hatched; but tak-
ing eggs from a hen that had set on ihem a
week, a very fair hatch was obtained. My ex-
periment convinced me that, while it would
not be practicable to make a perfect incubator
of a hiv<' of bees, they might be made to so far
supplement the efforts of the "old hen " that
one hen and four hives might hatch four broods
of chicks. This is a point of some vahie, as
bees become strong with us early in the spring,
at a time when we want to raise early chickens,
and the hens are not very prone to sit.

FRAMES SPACED WITH TACKS IN SUCCESSFUI-
USE FOR 15 years: not PRACTICAL

FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.
As to fixed distances, for 15 years I have

used a frame spaced with large tacks on edges,
sides, bottom, and top. driven in far enough to
allow a bee-space all around. The frames rest
on the tacks, and are invertible; and while not
handy foi' the extractoi', they work very well
for comb honey; and as I move my bees a good
deal, I could not use a loose frame.
Wildwood, Fla., May 4. A. A. James.

[Friend J., chickens have been hatched en-
tirely by the heat of a cluster of bees. An ac-
count of it was given in oui' former volumes,
some years ago. It was. however, decided at
the time, that a sitting hen could furnish the
heat cheaper than a colony of bees, and I think
experimenters will find such to be the case at
pj'esent.l ^ I ^
ARE QUEEN-EXCLUDERS NECESSARY FOR

COMB HONEY 1

AN UNUSUAI. EXPERIENCE.

On page 380, May 1, you state that queen

-

excluding honey - boards are entirely un-
necessary in the production of comb honey. I

have just gone over 50 hives from which 1 left

the queen-excluding zinc. On the 50 stands I

secured 3 good sections. All of the others had
more or less brood. I cut out the brood, return-
ed the supers, and the bees have since cleared
out all of the remaining honey in the sections;
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so I lost my first crop of honey through not us-

ing queen-excluders. My supers were of the T
pattern, filled with 3-Ib. V-groove sections, with
'•2 to % inch space botwoeu frames (8), and the
bottom of the sections. E. H. Schaeffle.
Murphy's, Cal., May 11.

[Your experience is peculiai- and phenomenal
—especially so when those extensive bee-keep-
ers, Hetheringtou. Elwood, Dr. Miller, and, I

believe, J. F. Mclntyre and L. E. Mercer, of

your own State, produce good clean comb hon-
(>y without queen-excluders. Two-pound sec-
tions would be a little more inviting for the
queen to enter than the one-pound. Either you
contract your eight frames down to three or
four, or else you have queens more i)rolific than
we usually have. There is some screw loose
somewhere. Will some of our large comb-hon-
ey-producers who do not use queen-excluders
please tell where it is?] E. R.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

DOOIJTTLE S ARTIFICIAL yUEEN-CELI.S: A
GKANI) SUCCESS.

I have tried Doolittle's plan of rearing queens
in upper stories of hives over an excluder, and
the plan has worked like a charm. I never saw
nicer and more uniform queens. I have had a
little over 75 per cent of cells completed, and in
one instance I got a queen to lay in !) artificial

cells out of Hi placed in the center of a colony
just about to swarm. Those who have never
been able to get the plan to woi'k. I would ad-
vise trying a colony of Carniolans; for, of all tlie

bees to build queen-cells, they beat any thing I

have ever seen. (Jeo. .lAAfEs.
Sydney, Australia, May 1.

TO TELL WHETHEI! WAX IS ADULTERATED OK
not: ANOTHER WAY.

Take wax of known purity: make it into a
dense ball by rolling it between th(> fingers. Be
sure there are no air-holes inclosed: then drop
it into alcohol diluted with water until the wax
will come but slowly to the surface. Adulter-
ated wax. if dropi)ed into the same diluted al-
cohol, will either sink or come to the top in a
huiTy, depending on the substance with which
it is mixed. H. Frrz Hakt.
Avery. La.. May Ki.

A (iOOD RKl'ORT OF THE M.\NU.M SW VKMING-
DEVICE.

Friend Root:— 1 have just had a swarm come
out^.he first of the season, so far as I know,
around here, and I successfully tested the Man-
um swarming-device that I jnirchased of you
last winter. It worked to a charm, and I now
and here wish to thank Mr. Manum, through
Gleanings, for so successfully effecting the
hiving of a swarm that perchance alights a lit-

tle too high for ccmvenience. As I came to din-
ner, my wife said there was a swarm on an ap-
Ijle-tree in the orchard, pretty high up; but she
said, " Come in and eat your dinner before you
hive them." Well, I did. I always have to do
as she says; and then I went out to see the
cluster. They were about twenty feet from the
ground; but 1 took my wire basket, Manum's
swarming-device, and, with a long pole, easily
reached them, scooping in most of the bees. I

lowered the basket and shut them in. leaving
the basket under the tree. The whole time did
not occupy five minutes. Then I had to go to
the office and attend to business. I returned a

few hours later, and found all tiie stray bees
assembled on the outside of the basket, which 1

took around to the liive. ojjened the toyj. put the
hive over it, and, wilh a few puffs of smok(!.
they were running into the hive like chickens
under a hen.
Bees did well in this vicinity the past winter:

and now with the fruit-bloom they are basking
in prosperity. It is very dry just now. but evei-y
thing points to a good honey season. The
white clover is creeping along fast, and will be
in bloom almost liefore the apple-blossoms are
gone. L. G. Dunham.

Attleboro, Mass.. May 15.

[Of all the machines we ever tried, the Man-
um device is a long way ahead.]

WAX MEALY, AND THE CAUSE.
I have a lot of wax. made from trimmings of

foundation, that has become soft and mealy,
apparently from combining with the soap and
starch used in the foundation-mill. Can you
inform us how to improve it?
Lisbon, Fla., May 2. W. R. Gardener.

[We have had, at different times, considera-
ble trouble with this same thing you describe

—

mealy wax that seemed to be pure beeswax,
but which looked like Indian meal, and no
amount of melting would get it back into its

soft condition. Dadant has said that the solar
wax-extractor would render such wax; but I

am ashamed to say that we have not tried it.]

THE QUINBY FRAME A BEE-KILLER.

Allow us to differ with you widely in regard
to the advantages of the closed-end frame. To
us this frame is a ste|) backward, decidedly, and
we think Dr. Miller would say the same. It

does not nuitter how promptly Elwood and oth-
ers handle their liees. they would handle hang-
ing frames just that much faster. We occa-
sionally lind men who prefer the box hive to the
movable frame, and who claim easier manipu-
lations with it: but one swallow does not mak<>
a summer. We have had closed-end frames:
we have seen such men as Axtell liandle them,
and we must say that we never could see how
any one would ever droj) the hanging frame for

such bungling bee-smashing i,miJlements. \Ve
do not like to discuss the hive (luestion, because
every man has his pet, and succeeds best with
it: but we are not of opinion that all i)etswill
suit. C. P. Dadant.
Hamilton. 111., Apr. 11.

[The old original Quinby hive (this is the one
we believe the Axtells use), may be a bee-killer:

but the Hetherington-Quinby avoids bee-kill-

ing. Elwood handled these frames just as fast,

I am sure, as we do the loose frames. Hether-
ington. you know, has tried thoroughly both
kinds of frames. The Hetherington-Quinby hive
is a big improvement over the original Quinby
hive.]

NOTHING BUT CELLAR WINTERING FOR
DAKOTA.

Bees were taken from the cellar to-day; tem-
perature nearly 80°. The hives were^heavy;
only a few dead bees. I paid hardly any atten-
tion to them after the i:ith of October. I had
the entrance open, and honey-board slid back
^4 inch on top for ventilation. When they
wanted to come out in the dai'k cellar a little,

no one hindered them. The tempei-ature in the
cellar ran about 4:.'°. Seven months may seem
a long confinement without a fliglit or a cleanse:
but if we avoid spring dwindling they must
stay in until thei'e is work to do. The cuiTants
and plum-trees were in bloom, so you see they
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had pleiitv tlu' first hour, and this is how I

learned to avoid spring dwindling. One swarm,
according to the scales, lost 10 lbs., so I rely

only on cellar wintering here.

Canova, S. D.. May 8. L. R. Hillmax.

.JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT FOR THE MOUNTAINS.

I sowed two pounds on the 11th day of July,

and saved 2}4 bushels of seed. How is that for

the mountains'? I am well pleased.
Ezel, Kv., Mav -2. J. O. Nipkeli..

;^EP@^Tg ENC6ai^^6I]V[6.

Bees are in the best of condition—very strong:
white clover promises to be the best crop we
have had for a number of years. J. J. McCoy.
Mt. Erie. 111., May 11.

HOW THE bi:es avinteked.

Bees wintered in tine shape; never saw them
in as good condition so early in the season.

Calla. O., May 2. R. L. Templin.

31.5 COLONIES IN excellent CONDITION.

I have 315 colonies of bees, and they were
never in better condition at this time of year:
abundance of stores, strong in numbers, and
the finest prospect of white-clover bloom.
Owensville. Ohio. May 3. J. B. Rapp.

A GKAND SEASON.

I have had a grand season. From one colony
I have received 210 lbs. of honey surplus, and
fiom another an increase of nine, with over 4(X)

lbs. of honey besides. John S. Ruttek.
Aimidale." N. S. W., Apr. 3.

BEES BOOMING IN TENNESSEE.
Bees are booming hei-e. I had five good col-

onies and two weak ones last spring. I got lO.ii)

lbs. of good honey, and increased to 14 colonies.

I disposed of two colonies. This si)ring I have
ali'eady had six new s\\arms. and the bees are
strong. I lost none last wintei'.

James A. Lvox.
Claiksville. TeiuL, Mav 11.

FOUTY POUNDS OF HONEY PEK COLONY IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.

My bees are doing well. So far they have
gathered about 40 lbs. of surijlus honey each, to

date, chiefly from the poplar and blackberry.
If the honey-flow continues three weeks longer
it will be the heaviest crop we have had since
1878. The losses from winter and spring dwin-
dling are about20 per cent, so far as I have learn-
ed, in this section. Few swarms yet.

Falfa, S. C, May 4. G. D. Mims.

BEES IN THE HEST OF SHAPE. AND HONEY
IN SECTIONS FKOM THE DANDELION.

Bees are in the best shape here this spring
that I ever saw them at so early a date. We
have 31 almost strong enough to swarm. They
worked so strong on the dandelion that they
began to stoi'e honey in the sections. They
were my best Italians. We have hundreds of
acres of the dandelion around here, as thick as
ever you saw white clover, and the honey is as
clear as white clover. David Lucas.
Jewett, O., May 12.

[Friend L., we once had dandelion honey
stored in sections; but it was not very good
honey after all. I thought of it when reading
Dr. Tinker's article about his colony that was
made to produce such an enormous amount of

brood. Ours was one of that very kind. They
were in one of the '• long-idea" hives. By feed-
ing them up with care, we might have got them
almost up to the swarming-point before the
apple-blossoms came out. If we had colonies
strong enough, early enough, I think we might
often get houey in sections, not only from ap-
ple-blossoms, but even from dandelions.)

A.I. R.

.\ustkalia: a good honey s?:ason kepokted;
FROM 200 to 400 LBS. PER COLONY;

FOUL BROOD DISAPPEARING.

The honey harvest of this colony has been
good for the present season, and the average
gathering large. Under any thing like good
management the extractor has given a return
of 200 lbs. per hive, while odd colonies have
gathered 400 to 500 lbs. Thousands of tons of
magnificent honey have gone to waste. The
wi-iter has lately traveled for days through for-
ests of trees in bloom, and not a bee to be seen.
My own bees have been storing in sections for
the past six months, and are still at it. This
order of things will probably continue for an-
other month until wet weather shuts them in
for a few weeks, after which spring approaches
and a fresh season begins. We have no win-
tering problem to contend with here. Box-hive
men use gin and kerosene cases chiefly for hives.
These stand out generally in the open air on an
old bench, all the year round, with possibly an
old rotten bag thrown over the top to keep the
weather off.

Foul brood has given but little trouble this
year: and. provided the honey season were al-
ways good, it would be of but little consequence.
Very many bee-keepers have repoited well of
formic acid as a curative agent: hut it needs
the confirmation of a longer trial, and luidei'

other circumstances than that of a good honey-
How. Leonard T. Ch.\mbers.

jNIelbourne. Australia, Apr. 17.

^EP0^Tg Digcea^;^6i]S[6.

BICES NOT WINTERED WELL.
Bees have not wintered very well in this lo-

cality. Several small bee-keepers have lo.stall

their bees. We had three swarms a year ago.
We fed them in the spring and inci'eased to sev-
en, but did not get a very lai'ge surplus. We
wintered in the cellar, and have not lost any.
We are feeding some this spring to got them to
rearing broofi eai'ly. The weather here has been
quite cold lately for the season.

T. A. HoosE.
Mt. Vision. Otsego Co.. N. Y.. May 10.

A HARD WINTER ON BEKS.

1 winteied U3 swarms out of 107 put into the
cellar. I lost all of my light swarms. The 93
swarms are in good shape except 3 weak ones.
I took them out of the cellar the Kith of this
month. It has beeii a hard winter for bees
around here. One man had about 1.50 stands,
and lost over half of them. Another 14, lost !»:

another 70. lost 30: another <>, lost all: another 4.

lost 3; another <J0, lost 10; another 10. lost 7.

That is all I have heard from. Quite a number
more keep bees around here. My cellar kept
44° from the time I put the bees in until three
days before I took them out, when it was 47°.

I got 2538 lbs. of honey last year from 47, spring
count. I increased to 118. I did better than
any of the rest of them around here. The bees
have carried in honey for five days, but I do not
know what they gather it from.
Dover, Mich.," Apr. 27. A. N. Wkitlock.
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With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 18(5. Ihave all the hecs Inecch and
don't care to sell any. 1. Sfiall I try to prevent
stvarmmg by cutthuj out queen-cells or some
other plan, or shall I let them increase and then
double up f 2. If the latter, shall I double up
fall or spring f

As a rule, prevent swarming: but there may
be exceptional locations.
New York. C. P. H. Ei.wood.

Keep them in check by returning after-
swarnis, and, if necessary, double up in the fall.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mks. L. Hakkison.

I prefer to let them increase and double up in
early spring; but this may not be best in your
locality.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viaixon.

I can not answer this question without know-
ing about your climate, honey resources, the
blood of your bees. etc.

Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

1. I should prefer to let them increase and
double up. 2. Double up light and queenless
colonies in the fall: full ones just before the
next honey season.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boakdmax.

Double the swarms as they come, out, for a
double swarm will store much more surplus
honey than a single one. If mcu'e doubling is

needed, do it in the spring, two or three weeks
before the honey harvest.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

1. I would prevent swarming. 2. If you al-

low increase, you can double up both fall and
spring by doubling up enough in the fall to
make all strong for winter, and in the spring
double to make all strong for the harvest.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Maxum.

Prevent swarming, of course. You can dt)

this by giving the colony more room when the
breaking-out of queen-cells would not amount
to much. I prefer doubling up just before the
beginning of the honev season.
Ohio. «. W. C. F. MuTH.

I count it more satisfactory to let them
swarm, setting the swarm beside the mother-
colony. When the new queen begins to lay I

destroy the old queen, and set hei- hive and bees
on the mother-hive for a super, except that I

keep some of the best ones until fall, to replace
any that may fail.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

If you raise exti'acted honey you need not
have more swarms than enough to make up for
winter losses, if your hives are large, and you
keep the bees well supplied with empty comb.
If you raise comb honey we would advise the
returning of swarms 48 hours after hiving. Cut-
ting out queen-cells will do no good.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

I should say. some other plan. Give them
plenty of air. room, and. in extremely hot
weather, shade; if this is done before they make
preparations to swarm it will frequently prove
sufficient. If this does not prevent swarming.
and you do not wish increase, let them swarm,
removing to a new location, and give them all

of their frames the same day or the next. Bees
do not always swarm when they start queen

-

ce Is.

Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

1. A tough one. If swarming isn't such a
bugbear to you as it is to me, I think I'd let
them swarm, and then double up; but I'd keep
trying the other way too. 2. Both. Double up
in the fall any thing that you fear will not win-
ter well, and then in spring unite the weakest
till you reduce the number sufficiently.

Illinois. N. C. C. Mii-ler.

1. There is no better plan for keeping down
increase than to run an apiary for extracted
honey. You can keep just the number of bees
you want. But for comb honey I would allow
a moderate increase, and double down to the
number I want in the spi-ing. 2. In the spring,
every time.
New York. E. Rambler.

If you have any simple and practical plan of
preventing swarming, follow it. and tell the rest
of us how it is done. Cut'Jng out queen-cells is

a very poor way. Double up in the fall until
your colonies are all good ones. If yon still

have more than you want, unite them late in
the spring.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

This is a sticker. We are in your boat. AVe
cut out queen-cells, but depend more on caging
queens. We make all of our swarms by divi-
sion: after this, when we get more bees than we
want, we kill off the overplus in the fall, and
keep the combs over to use the next year. If I

had any doubling up to do I would do it in the
fall.

Wisconsin. S. W^
"

E. France.

I should say, let them swarm. I would have
the queen's wing clipped, and catch and kill

her unless I had use for her. Of course, thc^

swarm will go back: but before they do this I

would open the iiive and destroy surely, or re-
move, all but the best queen-cell. Put on sec-
tions at once, and the swarming will be cured,
the harvest large, and all colonies requeened.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

Try •"some other plan." I raise extracted
honey mostly, and my plan is to let the bees
swarm, and hive them in a new hive on the old
stand, giving them five or six empty combs, or
frames w ith wired foundation, and two or three
combs of brood from the old hive, after having
made sure that all queen-cells have been re-
moved: the lemaining combs to be given to
other colonies, or placed in a super, after queen-
cells have been removed. 2. Doubling up in the
spi'ing has been a failure with me.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

1. Yes. try it—and the other plans too. If you
have a locality that stimulates excessive swarm-
ing you will not succeed; but by ascertaining
the facts yourself you will feel enough better
satisfied to pay expenses. 2. When you get
ready to balance off increase by uniting, do it

both fall and spring. That is to say. do most of
the work in the fall: but leave yourself with
colonies enough so that a considerable further
reduction of weak and qneenless stocks can be
made in spring.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

[The general testimony seems to be in favor
of preventing swarms as far as you can: then
doubling up in the fall as far as seems advis-
able, and still further doubling up in the spring
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when circumstances render it advisable. It is

interesting to note that Dadant & Son say tliat

'cutting out queen-cells will do no good; " and
J. A. Green indorses their view by saying, "Cut-
ting out queen-cells is a very poor way." There
is one other way of reducing the number of
your colonies when you have more than you
want. I am a little surprised that Dr. Miller
did not touch on it. He can not claim, how-
ever, to be the inventor of the idea, foi' it is

very old. It is very simple and easy. It is,

briefly, letting them starve during winter.
Some think it is better to let them starve in the
cellar than outdoors. It certainly would be a
little more trouble, but it might have its ad-
vantages.] A. I. R.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

TOOLS FOR MARKET-GAKDENING.

The incident mentioned in the Home Papers
of this issue has suggested that our trouble in

regard to tools may be somewhat obviated by
a better system. We have now about 20 acres
devoted to market-gardening, and the weather
and other circumstances often render it impor-
tant to drop one job and take up another very
suddenly. Every little while an ax or a spade
or a hoe is wanted badly. We have a regular
tool-house, such as Terry planned: but it is a
great nuisance to carry the tools back to the
tool -house every time we are done using them.
Last Saturday we wei'e making some improve-
ments in our swamp garden, and a lot of men
and boys were at woi'k there with at least a
dozen different tools. Now, during weather
such as we were having then, there is no need
at all of bringing the tools home at night: in
fact, we did not want them returned to the tool-
house until the job was finished. But the boys
and other hands annoyed me constantly by
bringing home the tools nights. The result was,
the next morning several men would go up to
the swamp, without sufficient tools to work
with. Then some one would remember that a
lot of tools were used in setting out basswood-
trees down by the carp-pond, and so he started
out, a quarter of a mile away, after them. When
he got there he found these tools had also been
carried up: and as it was a new hand that did
it. he put them in a new place. Then a gener-
al hunt ensued. While " a place forevei-y thing
and every thing in its place ''is an excellent
motto generally, if carried out literally it fre-
quently makes a lot of trouble. If I am on
hand when they stop work I can decide wheth-
er the tools are to be left where they are until
morning, or carried to the tool-house. Now. if

we have this kind of trouble with hoes, spades,
and shovels, it is a worse ti'ouble still when it

come'* to wheelbarrows, plows, harrows, and
cultivators. You may say that each workman
should have his own tools, and make it his bus-
iness to take care of them. Well, even this
makes trouble if you undertake to follow it lit-

erally. Very few workmen will take care of a
tool, or kee]j it in order, unless he oivns it. We
have a few men who have tried owning their
tools : but this very thing very often makes
trouble. This workman can not always work
with OJie tool, therefore he must put away ev-
ery tool a,s soon as he changes to some other
one, or somebody will get hold of it. If a spade
happens to be w;inted for use a few minutes,
and one is seen standing up by the fence, it

seems rather hard to think it can not be used
because it is the property of Mr. so and so. Pe-
ter Henderson says that, with their high-press-

ure gardening, with soil manured up to its

highest notch, it needs pretty nearly a man to
the acre during the busy season. Well, to pro-
vide 20 men with suitable tools at every step
and every stage is quite a complicated prob-
lem. We can not afford to have experienced
men traveling here and there after tools: neith-
er can we afford to have twice as many tools as
are really needed, just to save this traveling.

Another thing about traveling around after
tools is, that thoughtless hands will walk over
the ground when it is too wet to be stepped on,
and thus do considerable injury. A good many
boys (and some men), in going for a tool will
step on valuable plants, and do them injury.
One of my greatest trials is to educate our boys
so that they will not tramp on one kind of veg-
etables while they are gathering or caring for
another kind. You may say you would start
such boys for home in double-quick time. Hold
on, my friend. Suppose this boy has a widow-
ed mother, and the only opening to keep her
from suffering and want is through this boy's
labor and skill. In that case, would you not
take time and pains to teach him? To be sure,
you would. Besides, the boy who steps on
every thing before him and behind him the flrst

week he comes to work will soon be a valuable
hand if you teach him kindly: and as years
pass on, if you and he hang together he may
turn out to be one of those expei't. /JJiJs^ed m,e-
ehanlcs I have alluded to in the piesent Home
Paper. I have seen it done several times, right
under my ovvn eyes; and the sight of such a
boy. or man. if "you choose, trained to work
with care and accuracy, and to be master of his
calling, is worth more to me than to look on
the most splendid crops, or to see the cash
handed over from a willing purchaser. Well,
then, what about the tools? I will get to that
presently. Perhaps no other one thing is so
often called for all over the grounds as cheap
market-baskets—peck and half-bushel. The
men are out in the field somewhere, and there
is a sudden call for spinach. If they had a bas-
ket I could call their attention with a whistle,
and then tell them to send up a bushel of spin-
ach by one of the boys at woi'k with them.
Again, when they are coming up to dinner they
could bring a basket of onions or rhubarb just
as well as not, if baskets were in readiness; and
they are so constantly needed, that, during the
summer season, we keep baskets scattered all

through the grounds. A boy takes as many as
he can carry, and scattei'S them around. It is

true, the sun and rain spoil them somewhat;
but they cost only three or four cents, so the
basket is worth less than the time of going to
the market- house for one.* It is a great deal
the same way with a hoe. A man finishes a
job pretty near to dinner time. If he had a hoe
he could put in the time profitably in a good
many xjlaces: but the hoes are away off in the
tool-house: therefore we have cheap hoes, or
hoes partly worn out, hung on the fence in dif-

ferent places, and these are there all summer;
and the same way with spades. And we have
some old manure-forks put around in different
places, to be used on a pinch for short jobs.

Some good workmen object to these partly
used-up tools, I know. But we scatter them
about so they often do excellent service in an
emergency. I remember one man stood still for
quite a while because he hadn't a suitable tool

for shaking up the manure in a hot-bed. I

pointed out to him a four-tined manui'e-fork
with one of the tines broken out. I told him

*Every little while some well-meaning- new boy
makes mischief by gathering up all the baskets
(witliout orders) and carrying tliem to tlie niarket-
liouse.
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he could go on with tliat until I could send him
a better one. He either refused to use it, or
took it with a very bad grace. Now. even if he
could not have made very good time he could
have made half or^ three-quarters of the time
that he could with a good fork, and this would
have been better than standing still. On an-
other occasion, some more sand was needed
over our sweet-potato plants. After he had
wasted some time in hunting for a shovel, I

showed him a scoop in plain sight. He object-
ed to using it. because it was slightly split in

the middle. Now, this scoop would have han-
dled sand almost if not quite as well as a per-
fect one. You may say that you would have
started such a raanin double-quick time. All
right, if he refused to be corrected in his notions
about tools: but as the man in question was
one of our most e>vp<'rt gardeners, I decided to
let it pass and talk with him about it some
time when we felt pleasant. You see from the
above that I recommend, at least to some ex-
tent, leaving tools, spades, hoes, and forks, out-
doors—a practice that has been strongly con-
demned by our agricultural writers. Well. I

have just" been thinking that we might have
a compi'omise—have some little tool-houses or
tool-boxes, if you choose, just large enough to
shelter a hoe. spade, shovel, etc. While these
tools are sheltered from the weather they
should be so arranged that one can see quite a
distance off what tools are in their places in the
tool-box. These tool-boxes should be located
over the grounds wliere thei'e is much travel.
One good point for us will be at the bridge near
the carp-pond: two others will be at the wind-
mills, for this is where the men go to get a
drink. Trowels for taking up strawberry-
plants should also be near these tool-houses.
How often I have felt that I would give a nick-
el for a trowel, rathei- than to send a boy after
one. with the chance of having him come back
and inform me that it was not there I Then all

hands should coopei'ate in storing the tools in

the nearest tool-box that happens to have a
vacant place for said tool. Each tool should
have a nice convenient place to hang it up, so
that there may be no excuse for throwing it

down or standing it on end because somebody
was tired. Then over its appropriate hanging-
place should be the name of the tool. I think I

would have some sort of old ax in every tool-
box, and a cheap hammer and a few nails. A
five-cent hammer will often do a great amount
of good. Yes, we want some wrenches too.
How often have our men gone clear to the fac-
tory for a wrench, and, may be, because they
were in a hurry they got one out of the machine-
shop! Then the machinists would finally com-
plain that a certain convenient wrench was
gone, and hadn't been seen for three or four
weeks. Now, these troubles about tools are not
alone confined to our establishment. I have
seen farmers, right during the rush of work, let

one of their most valuable men waste more
time in a single day than a good tool would cost,
just for the lack of what I have been trying to
Indicate. Now. my good friend, the next time
you make us a visit, you look out for our little

tool-houses. Of course, it is possible to have
too many tools instead of too few. But a much
smaller number can be made to answer, with-
out question, if there is some systematic plan-
ning instituted, such as I have tried to figure
out in the above. Oh, yes! about having a
man to the acre, where one has a market-gar-
den of one or twenty acres. We have never yet
used a fourth of that amount of help—that is,

right along. But we have not yet got Jive acres
of our twenty up to Peter Henderson's standard
of fertility. With an acre underdrained, ma-
nured, and worked up fine and soft, down to a

good depth (and all up to the highest notch). I

do believe we can profitably keep one man busy
on it during the greater part of the summer
months. And when we are raising plants for
sale we want two or three boys besides the one
man. ^

MULCH FOP. STKAWBEKRIES DURING FHUITIXCt
TIME.

I have just removed the outer packing of
planer shavings from bee-hives, and expect to
use it in mulching strawberries. I have never
heard this material recommended for the pur-
pose. Do vou know of any objection to it?
Dayton. 111.. May 22. ' J. A. Gheex.

[Friend G.. planer shavings have been used a
good deal for the purposes you mention: but it

is not generally considered satisfactory. It

keeps the fruit" clean very well, and mulches
the ground so as to be of "considerable protec-
tion during a drouth: but the shavings are a
long time in rotting, and thus cumber the
ground with useless trash. They also after-
ward, when worked into the soil, make it dry
out worse during a drouth than if they were
not present: and when they decay, a kind of
fungoid or toadstool growth fi-equently infests
them that is not conducive to healthy vegeta-
tion. We are using manure now where they
were used for bedding under the horses. Where
they are more than half horse manure they do
much better. But there is no mulch that I

know of for the stra icberries like straw. Straw
rots quickly, and seems to furnish a valuable
vegetable constituent for the soil. If we could
have cut straw mixed in with horse manure,
without any grass or weed seeds in it, we should
have the ideal mulch. Sawdust as a mulch
has, of course, many of the objectionable fea-
tures of planer shavings: but being finer it is

not so much of an objection. Hard-wood saw-
dust or planer shavings are less objectionable
than pine, for they will rot in time, and form
rotten wood: and we all know that rotten wood
is a very good fertilizer. Pine, however, is a
very long while in rotting: and even when it

does rot. the rotten pine sawdust does not seem
to be of any such value as that which comes
from hard wood.] A. I. R.

JllYgELF WD MY |^EI6pB0f^^.

Looking unto Jesus, the authoi- and fliiislier of our
faith.—Heb. 12:2.

We have a good many nice workmen, skilled

mechanics, and really intelligent artists, in our
working force here at the Home of the Honey-
bees. At the head of almost every department
you will find a skillful artisan—not only men.
but women too. who may be intrusted with
complicated pieces of work that require great
care and painstaking. Every little while we
have expensive men sent here from a distance
to superintend the construction and putting up
of complicated machinery. I like to get ac-
quainted with these men, and find out all I can
about them. A good many times I ascertain
what pay they get. The man who put up our
electric-light plant was hardly a man grown.
He seemed to be. in fact, a mere boy: but yet
he was fully equal to the responsible place in

which he had been put. He was pleasant,
quiet, and good-natured, but, at the same time,
he was decided, and insisted on every step being
made just right. Within the past few days we
have been locating hydrants out on the grounds,
perhaps a hundred feet away, at the different
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cornors of our factory. Any oiift of these hy-
drants will throw two streams of water, equal
in capacity to that of an ordinary tire-engine.
The insurance companies recommended these
as a means of controlling a tire if it should get
beyond the control of the sprinklers. They
also protect our lumber-yards, various out-
buildings, the freight and passenger depot be-
longing to the railroad, and the storehouse and
lumber-yard belonging to a neighbor. Aside
from the head of water furnished by the wind-
mill tank on the hill, a powerful tire-engine, or
steam-pump, is located near our boilers, with a
head of steam constantly on. These four hy-
drants I have mentioned ai'e inside of a little
hydrant-house. This house keeps the hose se-
cure from the weather, and ready to use at a
moment's notice. This great steam-pump has
what is called an automatic governor. This
governor is so wonderful in its arrangement
that it starts the steam-pump the minute one
of the hydrants is opened; that is, the system
of iron pipes connected with the hydrants and
sprinklers carries a head of water amounting
to ;i() or 2.5 pounds of pressure. This comes
from the elevated tanks. But just as soon as
an opening is made from any of the hydrants or
sprinklers so as to let the water begin to flow,
this governor turns on steam until the water is

propelled with a pressure of 90 or perhaps 100
pounds. Stranger still, just as soon as a hy-
drant is closed, the automatic governor shuts
off the steam. Instead of being obliged to keep
a man at the steam-pump to handle the thi'ot-
tle-valve, the automatic governor does it better
than any living man possibly could.

Well, when we talked about putting uj) this
pump and this line of cast-iron piping to go to
the four hydrants, we talked about getting an
expert to come from the factory and set it up.
The general foreman of our works, however,
suggested that our own men could do the work
just as well as, and a good deal cheaper than,
any of the city folks. While it was being done,
it was necessary to cut off our waterworks, and
leave our whole ])lant, even when running full
blast, entirely out of tire pi'otection: and this,
too, right in the midst of a severe drouth, when
terrible tires were reported through the papers
daily. I explained to oui' people, at the noon
service, what we wei'e going to do. and asked
the cooperation of them all: and I have been
greatly pleased to sec how nicely each skillful
mechanic has done his part in all this appoint-
ed work. We have had no hitches, drawbacks,
noi- expensive blunders; and when the water
was turned on to test the accuracy of the joints,
the whole system was found to be almost per-
fect. Our men and boys knew the responsibili-
ties that rested on them, and they bent their
whole energies to the work. I have told you
before how I admii'e and love skillful workmen.
Now, skill and ability come only by patient,
faithful perseverance and hard work. If you
wish to command good pay. you must work
hard for your reputation. There certainly is

"no excellence" in any department of work,
"without gi-eat lal)or." One who strives for
superior wages must bend his whole energies
untiringly to the work in question. He must
study during working hours and outside of
working hours to overcome the obstacles in his
line of work; to make short cuts when they can
be made; to look ahead and see what is com-
ing, and at the same time know what is going
on ajonnd him. His mind must, be on liis work.
He must undei-go lutrdships more or less. He
must work when he does not feel like it, and he
must forego many pleasures that people around
him seem to enjoy I'ight along. He must be
sclf-'^irriflciiKj.

Perhaps you may be ready to inquire what

this has to do with our text. Well, it comes
right in here, dear reader. Just in precisely
the same way it takes hard, persistent, ener-
getic work to become a tine mechanic, so it
takes hard, persistent daily toil to become a
skillful worker for Christ Jesus. That word
"finisher" in our text occurred to me when I
was talking to our people at the noon service.
The./7/iis7/cr of a piece of work or machinery is
the most important man, generally speaking,
on the job; and Jesus is to be both author and
tinishei- of our faith. Aftei' we have done all
we can to become faithful workers in his vine-
yard, he himself of his own loving spirit is to
put on the finishing touches.
And now a word about the last thing in our

text. Faith—what is it? Within a few days
two incidents have given me a glimpse of what
faith really is. Th(> glimpse comes from two
different sides. The tirst glimpse came in this
way: A man whom I esteem very much has
been for years leaning toward skepticism. I
have thought, as I looked at him, that it was
one of the queer things of this world that he
should be a skeptic. He has had excellent re-
ligious ti-aining, and the rest of the family, I
believe, are professing Christians. Why should
he stand off to one side? Well, during the
meetings of last winter, or perhaps, rather,
along in the spring, this friend seemed to be
slowly changing. A sermon from oui- good
pastor (who gave us the one in our last issue)
had very much to do with it. Then he began
going to our Endeavor Society meetings, and
the spii-it of the work at once commended itself
to him. He is a good mechanic himself, and
the gliin])sc lie got of young people aiding and
eiieoiirasz-ing eacli other in this work of pcrfect-
1)1(1 Christidn cluintcter a.i)\wa]ed to his heart
in a way that he could not long resist. He did
not tell me this, but I think I am pretty nearly
right about it. nevei'theless. Well, a few days
ago he stopped me as I was i)assing, and made
a I'emark something like this:
"Mr. Root. I owe you an apology."
As I looked into his bright face, full of faith

in his new-found Savior, I replied smilingly,
" Why. friend , if you really do owe an apol-
ogy, I am sure I can not tell what it is for."

"Mr. Root, I knew you couldn't, for I want to
apologize for what I have been thinking for so
many years past, rather than for any thing I
have .said or done. I want to apologize to you
for not having understood you until lately'. I
used to think that you were not what you pro-
fessed to be."
Some of you may smile at this. The letters

that have recently been in Gleanings indicate
that some others besides those who see me day
by day hold the same opinion. Who is at fault?
Well, I think it will be a pretty safe thing to
say that I am myself more or less at fault.
During these years that have passed. I may
have learned something in the way of being a
good workman in the vineyard of the Lord.
But there are many sad defects that mar and
greatly hinder the success of much of my work.
Lord, help! My young friend (young in Christ
Jesus) went on to say:

" For a long time I tried to make myself be-
lieve that you were not sincere; or. to speak
right out plain. I thought you were more or less
a hypocrite; but I want to say I think differ-
ently now. I believe I understand you, and I

am sure you are working for the good of hu-
manity. Please foi'give me, in that I have not
until lately given you the credit you desei've."

I do not remember just what I replied, but I

thought something as follows: " Why. my good
friend, it is the spirit of Christ Jesus 'that gives
you this charity and this broad love for every
thing and evei'ybody. You have faith in others
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around you as wt^ll as in my poor sp]f. for yon
have now in your heart tliat virtue that " liopeth
all things,' "believeth all things," and 'thinketh
no evil.'

'" '

If there is any one thing that is a sure evidence
of the new birth, it is this very quality of see-
ing good in everybody, and of having faith in

humanity, as well as faith in God. Now, this
new faith shows itself in this brother's face. It

is a pleasure for me to look at him since he has
become a Christian. Oh that this great faith
might last—might endure and grow, not only
in the hearts of the new converts, but with
those of us who have been long in Christ's ser-
vice I I tried to tell our friend that he must
look out foi- shocks to this bright faith. I told
him he would find inconsistencies here and
there in the lives of the best of Christians, espe-
cially if he were on the watch for them. Just
now. and perhaps for some little time to come,
it will be an ciisy matter to have faith: but
sooner or later the tempter will take him un-
awares, and persuade him that mankind are
not what they profess to be. Now. while we
enjoin him and others in like cii'cumstances to
have faith, and to hold on to the virtue that
thinketh no evil, let us also be careful that we
give him (or them) no needless grounds for los-

ing faith. Let us remember, when we meet
with such in our tasks, that they are new-born
children, and that they should be remembered
with care. It is true, their faith should be of
the kind that is able to endure severe trials.

David says. "Great peace have they which love
thy law. and nothing shall offend them." Few
of us. however, have come to the ])oint of hav-
ing a faith so bright and clear that it shall be
entirely above the shocks of this world's trials.

A careful workman should be careful about
(jivhHj offense, and also about taking offense.
Sometimes it seems as if I could stand almost
any thing, and take it cool and smilingly. At
other times I become demoralized and upset at
the merest trifles: and all the experience I have
had in the years that are past does not seem to
help me very much in being that "(inished"
workman that I might be and ought to be.
Paul says to Timothy, "Study to show thyself
approved unto God. a irorkman that needeth
Hot to be ashamed." But, oh how far I am
from that mark! If I do well for a little while.
I am apt to become proud of my skill—my skill

in being a good Christian. I mean. Then I be-
come overbearing, and then straightway I am
"ashamed''—ashamed that I am such a poor
huMijling workman.
The above incident gives us an idea of what

faith is, liow it comes, and that it is at least
largely a result of the work of the divine Spirit
in the human heart. My second incident shows
us the result of the lack of faith; and it tells us.
too, of the way whereby one loses faith. Per-
haps I should ask pardon of some of my readers
for again having any thing to say in regard to
millionaires. Mind you, I have nevei\ by any
means, claimed that all millionaires are good
men—only that a man inlglit have control of
considerable wealth, and still be a good man.
Well, a friend of mine was speaking bitterly in
regard to capital and capitalists. I suggested
to him, by way of a mild defense, that Wash-
ington, the father of our country, was a man of
considerable wealth, and almost a millionaire,
proposing to let the matter drop there. To my
astonishment, however, he began criticising
Washington severely. The things he biought
up against him may be true: but itgavemea
feeling of pain andsadness that I did not get
ovei- for some time afterward. Of course,
Wasliington was human, like the rest of us: or,
perhaps I should say. much like the rest of us:
but is it wise or well, or can any good come at

this late day. from bi'inging up his weaknesses
and his imperfections? He who was "first in
war, first in peace, and lirst in the hearts of his
countrymen"—can we not afford to let a broad
charity cover what defects there may have
been in the past? And is it wise or well to tell

our children that the boy who said. "I can not
tell a lie, father," had many bad and disagree-
able traits, even if he did not tell lies? God
forbid. May the name of Washington never be
less reverenced and respected than it is now;
and may we realize tiiat. to spoil the faith that
the present generation associates with the vei'y
name of Washington, would be a misfortune
dxid 'd calamity to the children of the present
day. Talking about the defects or weak points
of any human being is dangerous bi>8iness, and
especially is it dangerous to drag down the
names of those who have been respected and
revered foi- ages. Now then, when we lose
faith in our neighbors, faith in our teachers, in
our college professors,\n ministers of the gos-
pel, in the heads of our goveinm.ent. we are on
the straight road to losing faith in God: and
not a few times have I heard those who find so
much fault with men in office and those in
power, wind up with irreverent slurs toward the
great Father of mankind, the God of the uni-
verse. A growing faith, coupled with hope, is

a bright thing to look upon: but a waning
faith, with hope gone, is a terrible thing to con-
k-mplate.

Now about being a careful and skillful work-
man. Let me here illustrate. Just as we were
laying the iron pipes for the last of the four
hydrants, as it went over on to the railroad
ground the railroad company kindly offered to
do the digging with their own men where it

came on their territory, as this hydrant would
be of great advantage to them in the matter of
fire. A gang of workmen accordingly came to
work one moi'ning a little unexpectedly. I set
some stakes, and showed them where to dig, but
they lacked tools to work with to the best ad-
vantage. One more spade was needed. I told
one of our men to go to the gardener, who was
at work a little way off', and get a spade of him.
I had noticed, but a few minutes before, that he
had a spading-fork and a spade also. Had
there been more time, perhaps I might have
made some explanation: but a lot of men were
waiting to be set at work. Some little time aft-
erward I asked where the spade was he went
for. He said the gardenei' refused to let him
have it. Now, the gardener is a skillful me-

*

chanic. He will handle a spade a little better, to
my notion, perhaps, than any other man on the
grounds. Not only that, he is a Christian, and,
of course, a man with no bad habits. Notwith-
standing, he has some peculiarities that are
sometimes quite annoying. As his eye may
meet these pages, I do not wish to find any
fault with him here, more than to say that, for
some time back. I have been thinking that I

should have to have a pleasant, good-natured
talk with him. and tell him that, unless he
could do differently, we two liad better dissolve
our business relations. I had put this off. how-
ever, because, when I was not at all vexed, it

was a very hard thing to begin to find fault, and
thus it was delayed. When, however, I learn-
ed that he I'efused to let us have the spade, I

went in somewhat of a hurry to whei'e he was
at work. The spade lay on the ground, and one
of our small boys near it. I directed the boy to
carry it up to the railroad men, proposirig" to
make explanations aftei- the boy had started on
his eirand. My old friend, however, was pro-
voked, and said, in a not very pleasant voice,
" But what am I to do?'' meaning, what was he
to do without a spade? I intended to tell him
to get along with the spading-fork for a few
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minutes, and I would send the boy to bring one
from the carp-pond, wliere lie (the gardener)
and I had been using it the day before. I pre-
sume he had foi'gotten this extra spade that I

had in mind. Instead of explaining things
gently, however, about the spade at the carp-
pond. I was a little put out by his refusal and
question, and so I replied, in answer to his ques-
tion as to what he should do, " Why, my friend,
I think the flrst thing you are to do is to do a
little better in some respects than you have
deen doing." I intended at the time to keep
strictly within bounds, and to do nothing that a
Christian "' workman" should not do. He. how-
ever, insisted that I should tell him wherein he
had been remiss. I knew it was a bad time for
either of us to tell the other of his faults, and I

started to go away, proposing to tinish the con-
versation when both of us were in a better frame
of mind. Before I got out of his hearing, how-
ever, he said something about having much un-
pleasant work to do, and of being obliged to put
up with a good deal for the accommodation of
others. At this I stopped and said something
as near the following as I can recollect:

" My good friend, if things are so unpleasant
and inconvenient here, had you not bettei' find
a place where you can have nice easy work and
nothing objectionable to do ?'"

For several nours afterward I kept telling
myself that I had said nothing out of the way,
or' unreasonable. But slowly the matter began**
to lie heavily on my conscience—not because I

was sorry to see him decide to work for some-
body else, for it was rather a relief just then to
have him do so: but I felt a heavy load on my
consccience, to think that, when any one of my
men had decided to work elsewhere, we should
have dissolved onr relations, which were of
several years' standing, and pai't company with
unkind feelings in our hearts toward each oth-
er. When I went to bed that night I kept
thinking. "Oh what would I give if we had
parted company with pleasant feelings and
kind expressions for each other's welfare?'
We have been having one of the most severe

drouths that has been known for years here in
this part of the State of Ohio. I had been for
days anxiously watching the barometer: yes. I

have prayed at home, and at the noon service,
that God would send us the rain we so much
needed, if consistent with his holy will. Well,
the rain came this very day: and while my
prayers were being answered I was so ungrate-
ful and unthankful that I allowed myself to
feel vexed—another evidence of my being a poor
bungling workman. I told my wife, as we pre-
pared to go to bed that night, that only one
thing prevented me from being really happy.
This one thing was the one item I have been
mentioning: and the first thing on awakening
in the morning was this same load on my con-
science, and a feeling of shame that, whatever
my abilities in other dii'ections, I was but a poor
stumbling and blundering workman in the
service of Christ Jesus. Some of vou may say.
" Why. Mr. Root, this is all folderbl.' When a
man is stubborn or contrary, or when you do
not need him. it is all moonshine about shaking
hands, and wishing each other good luck, and
all that." Well. I do not know that I believe
in any sentimentality about it: but I do believe
in "living at peace with all men so far as in

me lieth;" and when a man has been in your
employ for five or six years, or you have been
five or six years in his employ, if things come
up that make it advisable on one or both sides
to dissolve relations, it is the duty of every
Christian, I am sure, to bid each other God-
speed, with pleasant feelings on both sides.

Very likely it is not often done: but. oh how
great will be the gain in these times when there

is danger of war (almost any moment) be-
tween capital and labor I And how greatly does^
it behoove us to be constantly looking, in the
language^ of our text, " unto Jesus, the author
and finisher of our faith"! Why not see my
friend, or write to him what I say,"and tell him
the truth ? Well, it is not so easy a matter. So
far as business is concerned, the'matter stands
satisfactory, iirobably, on both sides where It is;

but, how about the spiritual bearing of the
whole matter '? The boy who stood by with the
spade in his hand would naturally think that,
if that were the way C/iri.sfir(».s dissolve busi-
ness relations, it must be the right and proper
way; and yet this boy is very (jreathj in need of
Christian influences. Again, our mutual friends
will surely know, sooner or later, that there has
been trouble between us: and it will be the
most natural thing in the world for each of us
to speak disjiaragingly of the other, and thus,
Christ Jesus be put to shame instead of being
gloi'ified.

^feB^cce QdMWfi.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WE GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who have piven up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this
department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever iises to-
bacco again, he (the subscriber) wiU pay for the smoker. The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub-
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

OKDERS FOR A FBIEXD.

A friend of mine, Mr. Robert Jones, has quit
the use of tobacco, and he thinks he is entitled

to one of your smokers. If you think he is

worthy of one. please send it to my address and
I will see that he gets it: and if he ever uses
tobacco again, I promise to pay for the same.
Morgan, Ky.. May 1. H. C. Clemons.

NO MORE TOBACCO FOR HIM.

Through the influence of the Tobacco Col-
umn, which I have read in Gleanings, 1st. I

have stopped the use of tobacco; 3d. I promise
to pay for the smoker should I ever resume the
use of tobacco in any form after receiving the
smoker: and if you think I am entitled to a
smoker. I shall be very well pleased.
Oxford Depot, N. Y., Apr. 21. Harry Earl.

another young convert.
Billy Clarno, who is now working in my api-

ary, is 16 years of age, and has used tobacco
several years. I have persuaded him to break
short off, and he requests me to ask you for a
smoker, and says he will never use tobacco
again: but in case he breaks his pledge he
promises to pay for the smoker. H. Lathrop.
Browntown Wis., Apr. 29.

My husband, H. W. White, has been smoking
for 23 years (never chewed tobacco). Six

weeks ago he laid his pipe aside. I wondered
what it meant, but said nothing. He asked if

I saw any change in him. I said. " Yes, for the
better." He said he had made up his mind ta

stop smoking, and has not said why. I give
Gleanings credit for it. Please send him a

.smoker. If he goes to smoking again I will pay
for it. B. J. White.
Broad Run Station. Va., May 11.
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IS NOT EASILY PROVOKED ; THINKETH NO
EVIL.

ONE OF THE DANGERS THAT THREATEN NOT
ONLY OTJK NATION BUT THE WHOLE

WORLD.

I know this is an old, old subject through
these pages; but so long as I see troubles mul-
tiply, and quarrel after quarrel arise, simply for

the lack of the spirit indicated in my favorite
text above. I can not but protest. Our present
troubles and misunderstandings between labor
and capital seem to me to come very largely
from thoughtless jumping at conclusions, being
in haste to call men liars or rascals, and being
ready to think evil, even at the slightest op-
portunity. If this matter were confined to non-
professors of religion, it would be bad: but the
saddest part is, that followers of Christ are so

ready to think evil of their brothers or sisters

in Christ Josus. The illustration I am going to

use concerns myself, and I am well aware that
I shall lay myself open to the attacks that have
been recently made through these pages. But
I prefer to give items from my own personal
experience, rather than to take something I do
not know all about. In a recent issue of one of
our 6ee-journals appears the following:

I never bought mucli of Root, but I bought a smo-
ker. I sent fl.35, supposing that was the price. I

was sent a 75-cent smoker, as I found by looking at
the price bst afterward; and when I found 1 had
paid too much I wrote and he said he liad credited it

to me. He did after I wrt)te, at least, and 1 hope he
did before, just as he said. Mrs. F. A. Daytox.
Bradford, la.

The above comes from a wommi, and a pro-
fessor of religion! Now let us see what
grounds she had for suggesting that our estab-
lishment might have had a purpose of taking
.*1.2.5 for an article that we advertised at 70
cents. Here is her order for the smoker:

Jfr. Root;—Will you please send me one of your
best smokers—one that is light, and handy for a
woman to use? ' Mrs. F. A. Dayton.
Bradford, la., July 30, 1889.

The first blunder she makes is in thinking
that A. I. Root himself opens letters and takes
out the money, mails smokers, etc., while a
glance at our price list should show this to be
an utter impossibility. One of her own sex,
-and a Chi'istian woman, who has been for many
years, like myself, a professor of religion, re-
ceived her letter, gave orders to a sister-clerk
to mail the smoker, then sent her a bill, giving
her credit for the amount of money received,
tcUing her tluit the oocts. rermtineil to her creel"

it. of course subject to her ordel". The whole
correspondence went, to the ledgers, and then
another Christian woman placed the amount to
her credit. If, after a certain number of days,
this eredit is not used, the party having the
credit is notified, asking whether we shall re-
turn it in money, or whether he will be wanting
something from us again. ]\Iost of our readers
have had these credit cards, and know all about
it. There are about a dozen different women
employed in our ofifice, and they have charge of
almost all this sort of work—mailing goods,
making bills, answering letters, etc. In order
to send a customer a TO-cent article, and charge
*1.2.5 for it, there would have to be some system-
atic fraud among all these women. Like oth-
^-r establishments, we have written or printed
rules, or directions, for clerks, covering almost
all emergencies in business. If my intention
were to build up a business by fraud. I should
have to have some rules something like this:

" When a customer sends more money than is

needed for tlie article he wants, keep it and" say noth-
ing about it. If, however, he should afterward in-

quire about it, hand it over to liim if you ai'e obliged
to."

Just think for a minute of the idea of getting
a dozen intelligent women to undertake to do
business with rules like the above! One of this
kind of people who are ready to " think evil"
once' visited a widow lady wliose daughter was
in my employ, with the view of finding out
whether it were not true that the honey we
sold was made of sugar instead of taking it

from the hives. The woman turned on him
with such scorn and contempt that he was glad
to beat a retreat. Said she in substance, " Sir,

do you come here taking it for granted that my
daughter would continue in the employ of a
man who cooked up sugar, and labeled it pure
honey? Would she be a party to filling the jars
with this spurious stuff, and then pasting the
label on the outside, which she knew was a
falsehood and a cheat ? Your insinuations are
an unjust slander, not only on my daughters
veracity, but on all the rest of the men and
women in his employ." The man apologized,
and said he had not looked at it in that way
before, and that no doubt he had been thought-
Jess and uncharitable. Do you suggest that I

may be lacking in charity, and that the lady in

question did not get the hill ? Well, that is ex-
actly what I suggested when I first saw the let-

ter "in print: but here is a second letter from
her, written a little later:

Mr. Roof .-—I sent you H 23 to buy a smoker. I had
understood lliat your price was $1.35. I had some of
you)' juice lists in my house; but liaving so much
work, and so nuich troubleon my mind, Idid not think
I could go tt) a list to learn. But after recei\-ing the
smoker I thought it was a high price for so small and
cheap-looking an article. Since 1 have examined
your list I find I ought not to have paid over 7.5

cents, postage and all. Now, I wish you to apply
what you owe me, on my subscription to Gleanings,
or send me a Bingham smoker, or return the money.
Bradford, la., Sept. 11, 1h89. Mrs. F. A. Dayton.

As soon as the above came to hand, the clei'k

transferred her credit of .5.5 cents to the sub-
scription list, and forwarded her Gleanings.
Then the book-keeper, who is an old hand at
all such matters, and. of course, easily touched
when anything reflects on the veracity of our
women-folks, sent her a duplicate bill and
wrote her the following:

Mrs. Daytnn:—Bid you not receive our bill show-
ing the i)rice of the smoker to be 70 cents, postage
included, and that we held .5.5 cents balance due you?
See duplicate bill attached. If ycni use the smoker
according to directions, I think you will find it all

right. We have ijent thousands just like it, which
gave good satisfaction. If there is any fault, how-
ever, in this one. please state wliat it is and we will

cheerfully make it right. We will apply 50 cents of
your credit on Gleanings, as you request, which
will advance the date of your subscription six
months, and we inclose herewith 5 cents in stamps to
balance account, which we trust will be satisfactory
to vt)U. A. I.,KO(^T, per E. M.
Medina, Sept. 14, 1889.

Now, I have had our clerks look carefully,

but we can not find any reply to the book-keep-
er's question. The letter, you will notice, seems
to question (at least a little) our honesty: but
even after having been wiitten to thus kindly
by the book-keeper, she rushes into print with
the suggestion that A. I. Root's love of gain
was so great that he might have yielded to the
temptation to take .55 cents because he saw a
chance, even though the customer were a
icoman. INIy good friend, you say in your arti-

cle to the bee-journal that you have read Root's
A B C of Bee Culture. Could you believe it

possible that the man who wrote that book
could take .55 cents from anybody, much less

from a woman ? I beg pardon for what seems
like boasting, dear friends: but the point I wish
to make is this: People are thoughtlessly and
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foolishly accused of mean little things like this

when the bare suggestion is an absurdity. I

know that we sometimes meet with shocking
cases of depravity; yet the men who write
good books, and who occupy prominent posi-

tions in society and in the literary world do not
do such things. The idea that a man could
build up a great business, employing more than
a hundred hands, and be guilty of cheating in

small matters, would seem to indicate that hon-
esty is 7wt the best policy. Did -anybody ever
build up a great business by cheating or de-
frauding? Surely not. The business man who
deliberately takes *1.3.5 for a thing which is

worth only 70 cents, is on the road to finan-

cial ruin. If he persists in it he will soon have
neither store nor clerks. The tramp who goes
from house to house begging for cold victuals
would be quite likely to do things of this kind,
for it is right in his line. Sometimes a man has
money left him. and for a little time he im-
agines he may do business, and hold trade and
keep customers, by cheating; but very soon
every man or woman, even those who are dis-

honest and depraved, turn from him in disgust.
' Be sure your sin will find you out." This is

as true now as it was in Bible tim<'S. One rea'-

son why I have had much charity for the man-
agers of large institutions where capital is em-
ployed, is because I have felt sure there must
be some kind of honor and truth about them or
they never would have become a great concern
or even capitalists. In the first Psalm there is a
promiseending, "And whatsoever he doeth shall

prosper." Does this refer to people who cheat?
By no manner of medus. Again, it tells us of a
sort of people which are " like the chatf which
the wind driveth away." What sort are these?
They ai-e the ungodly, of course—those who de-
liberately commit wickedness.

THE KEROSENE EMULSION.

PHOF. COOK CORKECTS HIS FORMULA, AS GIVEN
ON PAGE 420. LAST ISSUE.

After the above was in print, friend Cook
wrote us, asking us to substitute ihe formula
given below, which we take from Bulletin 73 of
the Michigan Agricultural College. April, 1891:

My formula recommended for lyears i.s this: Dis-

solve in two quarts of water one quart of soft soap
or oue-fourtli pound of liarci soap, by heating- to tlie

boiling-point, tlien add one pint of kerosene oil. and
stir violently for from tlu-ee to five minutfs. Thisjs
best done Ijy pumping the liquid into itself through
a small nozzle, so that it sliall be thorouglily agitated.

This mixes the oil Toeymaneittlylfiit that it wiU never

separate, and can be diluted easily, at "pleasure, by
simply shaking or sliglitlj^ stirring after adding^the
water to dilute. I have often statiid that it was not
necessary to use so much soft soap, but was better,

as it insured a perfect emulsionjeven lupon dikition,

and the soap itself is an insecticide, ''and valuable,
aside from its emulsifying power. 1 also have stat-

ed that, in using soft soa.u, a quai't of water would
do. I prefer, howevei-, tne two quarts, as the emul-
sion is more sure, and the thinner material permits
more ready and more speedy dilution, especially in

cold weather. I have always placed soft.soap first,

as most farmers have it; and convenience is^very

important in such matters. A farmer will make and
use an article when all the ingredients are at hand,
whereas he would not do so had he to go and pur-
chase them for tliis express purpose.
ClThe agitation should be violent, but need not be
k)ng. We have formed a i)erfect emulsion in one
minute, even with cold water.

We notice that there is a great scarcity of
first quality of comb honey. It is thought that
the prices will open up good and strong.

We are rearing cells a la Doolittle. His ar-
tificial cell-cups work very nicely; and, in fact,
during this season of the year it has been about
the only way we could gets cells at all.

A BILL for the suppression of foul broud and
the appointment of an inspector did not pass in
the Wisconsin State Legislature, as we stated
in last issue. It passed the Senate, but failed
to pass the Assembly, for the want of votes,
much to the regret of the bee-keepei's of the
State, so says a correspondent from VVisconsin.

The slatted honey-boards have gone out of
sale entirely in our establishment. The new
top-bars have made it take a ])ack seat. The
slatted honey-board was a good thing, and
served its purpose well. But something vastly
better has taken its place—at least, so say our
customers. Queen-excluding honey-boards are
as popular as evei\

At this season of year a good many bee-keep-
ers come to visit ou)- yards as well as to buy
supplies. We take pleasure in showing them
the Hoffman frames in the apiary; and, with-
out an exception, they are jjleased with them.
These frames do not kill bees as they thought
they would. If handled hurriedly or clumsily,
they may kill a few.

The Punic bees are a new race lately intro-
duced in England, and are shortly to be intro-
duced into this country. We have no doubt
that they are the same bees that have been
described by some African missionaries. They
are said to surpass in good qualities all other
known races of bees. As usual they are painted
in rather glowing colors. It is admitted that
they are bad propolizers.

We have just received a Benton cage full of
beautiful yellow Italian bees and drones, from
J. F. Michel, of German, (). We unhesitating-
ly pronounce them the yellowest bees we ever
saw. On some the whole abdomen is yellow,
except the tip, which is black. In fact, they
have more yellow on them than the beautiful
bees sent out by Timpe and Hearn. May be
they are bees that came fiom them.

My statement, that fixed frames could be
handled as rapidly as loose frames, and, in some
cases, more so. has been challenged once or
twice, although I have as good authority as
Mr. Elvvood, Mr. Hotfman, and others to back
me. On page 473, this issue, Mr. J. A. Green
says it takes about twice as long to handle
metal-cornered loose frames as it does fixed

closed-end frames, and then gives his reasons.
This fact must not be overlooked: They have
tried both kinds—loose and fixed frames.

E. R. R.

We have just had sonu^ hard lieating rains.
Immediately after one heavy dash we went out
into the yard and looked into a number of Dove-
tailed hives with fiat covers. There was not
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ev(Mi a drop of waiter in the liives. We observ-
d that capillary attraction plays a very strong
part in keeping water from entering the hives.

It will seejj in near tli*^ outside edges, and there
remain; but as we paint the top edges as well
as the under side of all of our covers (and every
bee-keeper should do so), no rotting will take
place—at least, not for a good many years to

come.

Wk want ri^JOits of the automatic sdf-hiver.
We do not doubt that it will work in the major-
ity of cases; but the question that comes up is

tins: Will not tiie expense attendant upon the
paraphei'iialia more than compensate for the
convenience of the automatic feature of it? or.

in othei- words, will not bee-keepei's. instead of
going to the expense of automatic self-hivers
on a third or a half of their colonies, pi'cfer to
hive thein in the old way. in and out of season?
Observe, that we do not claim they arc expen-
sive, but w<! only raise the question, and, like

others, ai'e seeking for information.

BUYING BEKS VS. FEEDING TO STIMULATE.
We have been obliged to buy up a good many

colonies of bees this spring, on account of the
rush of oi'ders for b(^es and queens. While we
bought some vei'y nice lots, there were a good
many other lots that were on crooked combs,
and on frames of home-made construction. All
this necessitated their transferring, oi', better,
letting brood hatch out ovei- queen-excluders,
and causing the bees to build out foundation in

Hoffman frames in the brood-nest below. All
of this Is expensive, to say nothing of the first

cost of the bees. Granulated-sugar syrup is

now down so low that sugar syrup can be made
for about 3 cents per pound. At this very low
price of sugar we can raise bees cheaper than
we can buy them. By the way. is not this low
price of sugar going to be a boon to bee-keepers
rather than a detriment? We have already re-
ceived advices that new dark honey placed on
the market is selling at the old figures: and
this despite the fact that it was jn-edicted that
d(irh honey would be affected by the low price
of sugar, if any thing. In a poor year, and if

the bees are short of stores, it is going to be
quite a boon to bee-keepers to be able to get the
nicest kind of syi'up for about 3 cts. for feeding
Tbees.

adui>teration of honey.
The last Bee-keepers^ Review discusses the

matter of adulteration. The correspondents do
not all agree as to the best method of fighting
the evil. Some, with the editor, recommend
cheaper honey, so as to make adultei'ation un-
profitable, while others contend, with a good
show of reason, that this is impracticable. Oth-
ers, again, intimate that the actual evils aris-
ing from adulteration in the way of competition
are very small in comparison with those arising
from the continual talk about it. It is no doubt
true, that there has been too much talk and too
much vilifying of adulterators, and too little

doing. We believe that the adulterators can
be prosecuted: and while it may not be possible
to tell the adulterated article, the mixers may
be watched by detectives employed by the Bee-
keepers' Union or any other association of bee-
keepers, and. upon proper conviction, be fined
or imprisoned in accordance with the law. Now
that sugar has come down so that granulated
syrup can be had for about three cents a pound,
there will be some temptation to put a little of
the cane product into honey: but dishonesty is

always unprofitable. It is suggested in the Re-
viero. that consumers shun all kinds of honey
not properly labeled — a good point; and it

•would be well to buy from reliable dealers, and.

as far as possible, honey bearing bi'and and la-
bel of producer.

imported queens riiOHIBITED BY MAIL.
We learn by the Ainericaji Bee Joumnl. page

(?()3, by a letter from the Custom-house officers
in New York, under date of May 11, that the
•'importation through the mailsof any dutiable
mei'chandise (except books and printed mattej-)
is a violation of the law. and subjects the article
so imported to forfeiture." This, according to
the new law, includes queens, and makes it a
little bad for those who have already ordered
queens by mail. It is a great convenience
many times to the individual bee-keeper to or-
der three or four queens for himself direct from
Italy: l>ut now no one but the extensive breed-
er of bees and queens can afford to order queens,
and those in lai'ge shipments by e.rpresfi. Three
or four queens by express, enough for the indi-
vidual needs of the bee-keepei', would make the
express charges per queen, to say nothing of the
ad valoiem duty, excessively high. But there
is one fact somewhat to the encouragement of
those who have already oi'dered queens from
Italy by mail, and we would advise them to ap-
ply foi' a similar ruling in their behalf. It is

this, quoting from the American BeeJour)iid:

The Customs ColIect(jr of New York is authoiized
t)y the Customs Department to order tlie release, on
tlic exju'cted arrival there, of ;i sliipnient of Italian
queL'ii-lH'fs. sfiit tliroug'li the mails from Italy, to a
citizt'ii of lowii, upon payment of a flne f(iual "to the
duty tliereoii. These bees are liable to duty at 30 per
pel- cent ad valorem.

It is evident from this that the Custom-house
officers, recognizing that there was an injustice,
and that queen -bees were not anticipated by
the framers of the law, have decided to let
queens, already ordered by one party, come,
with virtually "the simple payment of a duty of
20 per cent. Perhaps some of our readers liiay
not understand what a 20 per cent ad valorem
duty means. It is 30 per cent on the value of
the goods with express charges added: that is,

if the invoice value of an article is $3.00, includ-
ing the express charges, the duty will be one-
fifth of that, or 40 cents. See Charles Biancon-
cini's article elsewhere.

the HOUSE-APIARY" and THE BEE-ESCAPE.
The editor of the Bee -Keepers' Review,

readily catches on to the possibilities of the
bee-escape for the house apiary. At the con-
vention of the Ohio State Bee-keepers' Associ-
ation at Toledo he suggested that the escape
might do away with the most serious objection
—that is, of disposing of and getting the bees
out of the supers, without getting them all over
the floor and in the room. The senior editor,
quite independently, saw the same idea later
on, without any knowledge of what W. Z. H.
had said at Toledo, and gave expression to it in
answer to Mr. Dibbern's article, both of which
are copied in the Review. W. Z. H. wants to
know if it is not another example of how " great
minds run in the same channel." Yes, that's
about it. Who knows but the bee-escape is go-
ing to make the house-apiary a practical suc-
cess—that is, revive its use where it has been
abandoned ? We ti'ust that some of our house-
apiary people will test the escape at an early
date—Mr. V^andervort, of Laceyville, Pa., for
instance, who still uses it. There are decided
advantages in keeping bees under lock and key,
especially where there are thieves who make
depredations; or, where land is limited, as in a
city—too limited, indeed, to set out any kind of
apiary—the house-apiary scheme is about the
only feasible one for accommodating 3.5 or .50

colonies. We wonder if friend Muth. of Cincin-
nati, can not revive his apiary on the roof, in
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view of the bee-escape—nay, go a little further
and construct thereon a modern house-apiary,
equipped with modern bee-escapes. If the es-

cape will woi'k outdoors on ordinary hives it

has got to work in the house-apiary.

THE HAVEKLAND STKAWBEKKY—ANOTHEK BIG
I'OIXT IN ITS FAVOR.

I SUPPOSE that most of you know about the
frosts that have cut off the fruit prospects, or
greatly delayed them, all over the Northern
States. Our potatoes that were stalled in the
greenhouse have bt^en cut down three times.
They are now making a very fair show, and
are ready to be cut down the fourth time, or

—

give us a good ci'op after ail. Well, the Sharp-
less sti'awberry, perhaps, suffered most—tiiat

is, its early bloom did: the Jessie next, and so
on down through a list of perhaps 30 varieties.
Now, which oni\ do you suppose, stood the
frost better than any other? Why, our new
favorite, tlie Haverland; and just now, great
green bei'ries are lying almost in heaps around
the plants, just as they did last year. Of course,
there is some green fruit on the other varieties
also: but the Haverlands are ever so much the
largest, and tlie most of them. The lirst berries
of the season are going to be Haverlands. with-
out doubt. Michel's Early, standing right by
the Haverlands. sent out blossoms again and
again, some time before the Haverland com-
menced to bloom. Hut now while the Haver-
lands are well loaded with good-sized green
berries, Michel's Early has only a few very
small ones. I did not notice this particularly
until one of our compositors remarked that his
Haverlands stood the frost better than any
other. One reason may be, that the fruit-blos-
soms lie right on the ground, and were often
covered by the foliage of the plant. It is also
possible that, during another season, they
might fail to show this marked difference.

STUNG TO DEATH.
The following is an item that is going the

rounds of the press:

STUNG TO DEATH.
San Antonio, Tex.\s, May 20.—A Uvalde, Texas,

dispatch says: Yesterday Geo. Minus, a stockman,
met with a sing-ulai' and fatal accident. He was
driving past an apiarj- farm wliere tliey were ex-
tracting lioney. Tlie angry bees covered tlie two
liorses to the deptli of an inch, and hid Ins face and
hands like a liclmet. The two liorses died witliiii an
liour, and Mr. Minus is dying. Tliou.sands of bees
in their anger stung eacli other to deatli.

This may be, and probably is, considerably
exaggerated; for instance, t(oo horses covered
with bees to the depth of an i7ich. But even if

true, the rarity of reports of people or animals
dying from bee-stings shows that such casual-
ties are not nearly so frequent as injuries and
deaths resulting from keeping horses. Right
here we can not forbear suggesting that the
bee-escape would have averted all this trouble.
Mr. G. H. Ashby. of Albion, N. Y., said that his
bees frequently annoyed passers-by when ex-
tracting, until he used the bee-escape, and now
tliat trouble is done away with. The parties in
Texas who did the extracting were doubtless
careless, and allowed the bees to get to robbing:
and the fact that the bees stung everybody and
every thing, points very strongly that way. .

Bee-escapes would have prevented robbing.
The empty supers could have been carried to
the extracting-house, or place secure from the
bees, the honey extracted, and combs returned
in the supers to the hives where they belonged.
There is a lesson here that comes to us: Such
accidents as these help to give color to the
notion that prevails in certain localities, that

bees are a nuisance and not fit to be kept within
corporate limits. Bees do not begin to make
the trouble that cows, chickens, and other stock
do inside of corporations, and yet the latter
are tolerated, and nothing is said against them.
Who ever heard of a town council that wanted
to oust chickens or cows from corporate limits
because they got into into some old dyspeptic's
garden '?

THE UNITED STATES HONEY- PRODUCERS'
EXCHANGE.

A KEPORT UP TO MAY 10. 1891.

The reports up to date indicate that with the
exception of New England, bees have wintered
rather better than last year, when they winter-
ed unusually well. The chief cause of the
great mortality in New England seems to have
been starvation. Some have lost their entire
apiaries of 50 to 100 colonies or more, while
those who provided them with sufficient stores
have wintered with a small loss. Bees are gen-
erally reported to be in good condition: but in
many cases, at the time of making out these re-
ports, they wei'e short of stores ; but as this
was only a few days before fruit-bloom, they
are probably now well supplied, as the weather
has been more favorable than usual during
that pei'iod. The prospect for a good crop of
honey has not been better for several years, un-
less it should be spoiled by dry weather.
The following are the questions that were

sent out to the respondents, and correspond to
the numbers by States and numbei's just follow-
ing.

1. What is the number of colonies reported in
your locality so far as you know?

2. What per cent were lost in winter and
spring?

3. How does the number remaining compare
with last year, and what is their condition?
Pine Plains, N. Y. G. H. Knickerbocker.

Qu. 1. Qu. 2. Question 3.

201 15 per ct. less; cond'n better.
About the same.
10 per ct. more; cond'n good.
About the same.
Ditto; cond'n much better.
Ditto; good.
Ditto; good.
15 per ct. less; good.
Ditto; extra good
20 perct. more; extra good.
Same number; cond'n better.
Same number; cond'n better..
25 per ct. more; "
10 per ct. more; " '•

Fully halt less; gen'y weak.
Fully 40 p. c. less; not good.
Ditto; much better.
Ditto; rather better.
S perct. more; "
15 per less; rather weak.
10 per ct. more ; same.
About the same; good.
About the same; good.
40 per ct. less; cond'n fair.
20 per ct. more: never bet'r.
10 perct. less; r.-vthcr "
15 per ct. move ; some "
Moi'e; in better condition.
About same; fair to good.
About same; very strong.
.\boutsaine; extra good.
10 per ct. more; good cond'n.
5 per cent more; cond'n better.
20 per ct. less; gen'y good.
About same; fair to good.
Few more; cond'n good.
50 per ct. more •' "
10 per less; cond'n fair.
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sociation are. P. II. El wood. President: I. L.
.ScoHeld, Vice-pnisideiit; G. il. Kiiiokerbocker,
Secretary. Mr. Knickeiboeker is to take
charge of tlie statistics o^' Gi.EANixfis for this

year, and tius above is tiie first installment.
The plan of giving reports has been abbi-eviat-
ed, so that the reader may be able to g(!t at the
gist of the situation a little more readily.
We were very much surprised that the bees

seem to have wintered so well generally, with
the exceptions noted by Mr. Knickerboclcei'
above. The prospects seem to be excellent.
The average of losses, as given in Qu. :i, in the
table, is 14}^ per cent.J E. H.

gPECI^Ii ]S[0TICEf5.

POTAT(JES FOR SEED.

We have on hand only Henderson's Early Puritan
and Terry's Mt)nroe Seedling-. Toese two kinds are
in very good order, and we can ship them promptly
at $1.50 per bushel, or $4.00 pei' barrel, said barrel
liolding about eleven pecks. Of course, tlie otter is

for immediate orders.

VEGETABLE-PLANTS.
We have anj- quantity of cabbage-plants, Jersey

Wakefield, Fottler's Brunswick, or Excelsior Flat
Duteli; also a good stock of celerj'-plants. But re-

pcated frosts liave made so many second or third
applications for tomato-plants, that at tlie present
writing- our stock is very limited; and the same witli
sweet-potato and pepper-plants.

GOLD-COIN SWEET CORN. ,

When we got out our seed catalogue, there was
considerable debate as to whetlicr wc should include
the above sweet corn. A good mauj- people prefer
it to any other sweet corn for tal)le use, even if it

does have somewliat of a field-corn tlavor. Some
one has stated in print that it keiit tit for table use a
longer time tlian any otlier sweet corn known, and I
at once rememl)ered tliat ours did not seem to get
too old or too liard at all. In view of the above we
purchased some for our own use, and can let our
readers liave it at tlie usual price of ordinary sweet
I'orn; viz., in .5-cent packages; or, half-pint, post-
paid by mail, acts.; one quart, postpaid, 30 cts.

TOBACCO DUST FOR STRIPED BUGS AND FLEA-
BEETLES.

At present writing, the toliacco dust seems to be
a perfect remedy for lx>th of the above. Flea-l^eetles
coninienced siuklenly on our cucumbers, squashes,
potatoes, and even loiiiaidcs; and we liave been so
mucli in tlie hal)it ot seeing the leaves perforated
and distig'ured liy tliest> little jiests that we began to
think there was no help for it. To our surprise,
however, wetind that lobacco strewn over tlie plants
and on the ground liberally does the business at
once and to perfection. The expen.se is so little for
the dust that we liave for the present abandoned
both tlie squash-boxes and the wire-cloth bug-pro-
tectors. The price of the tobacco du.st is: 10 lbs., 2.5

cts. ; 25 lbs., 50 cts. ; 100 lbs., $1.75.

LO-VV OCEAN FREIGHT TO AUSTRALIA.
Freight by sailing vessel gt)es at so much per cubic

foot, regardless o( bulk or value, which fact simpli-
fies the matter of rates and classlticatioii down to
one item; while liy rail a book of several hundred
T>ages for each of the great number of railroad sy.s-

tems with theii- peiplexing mass of rules and regu-
lations, rates, and per cents, ad infinitiiin, seems to
be necessary in these days. The rate by sailing ves-
sel from New Yoik to Melbourne, Austialia,, at pres-
ent, is only 8 cents per cubic foot, wliich, on bee-
hives K. I)., •.sections, and that class of goods, is

equal to .33 cts. per lOo lbs. This, for a trip of nearly
15,000 miles, compared with the rates charged by
rail, will give a vivid illustration of the contrast
between rail and water rates. The rate on the same
class of goods from here to California points, less
tlian 3000 miles, is *2.80 per 100 lbs., or 9 times as
great. Now is a good time for our friends in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand to lay in a supply (jf g(jods.

as the rate has i-eaclied tlie lowest jioiiit that it lias
been for .several years, being one-third wliat it was a
year or two ago. At sui h rates nur customers in
the far-away commonwealth of Australia liave less
freight to pay than tliose in Texas, Neliiaska. and
other places of equal distance in our own land.

MOTTOES IN COMB FOR THE FAIR.

The fair is coming after a while, and this is always
a good opportunity for educating the i)ublic and
directing- their attention to our pursuit by an at-
tractive display of the products ol the lioiiey-bees,
and the implements used in their management. It
will greatly help in making your display attractive,
to liave yom- name or some mottn wurked in white
comb honey. If you are ingenious, and have the
tools, you can easily make the letters; or if you pre-
fer to Iniy them we are prepared to furnisli you
what you want, as follows:
We have a full set of pattern letters to work

from, and they are of .such a size that tliree will fill

an 8 section wide frame, the openings forming the
letters being about 7H in. hlgli and 5 in. wide. M
and IT', of course, are wider, and I narrower. The
letters are of the following pattern:

FAIR, 1891.
The price will be 15 els. per letter or flgure. With

thin foundation inserted, 2ii cts. per letter or flgure.
In ordering. If yim will write tlie letters in the or-
der you want them, we can make 3 letters in one
piece, just right to slip into a wide frame. Or if
you don't happen to liave a wide frame, simply
tack a bar on top, to suspend it from, and hang it
in the hive without a frame around it. The 4 fig-
ures, 1!-91, will go in a frame. To make the letters,
we simply tack two %-inch boards together, mark
the letter, and jig it out on a scroll-saw. To put in
the foundation, separate the boards, lay a sheet be-
tween, and tack them together again. We make
the letters large, because the bees will work in
them more readily, and they are much more con-
spicuous when filled.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The box of maple sugar came all right. Didn't
we enjoy the treat! The nickel-plated sheai-s cut
like a charm, and are cheap for the money.
Canova, S. D., May «. L. R. Hillman,

I have been using the water-cure treatment for
about a year, and am cured of chronic rheumatism.
Exchange, 111., Apr. 8. Isaac Hill.

I received the bees yesterday, and put them into
the hives to-day. They are working nicely so far.
Hanover, Me., May 12. Frank E. Russell.

The imported queen I got of you in October last is
all right yet, nearly ready to cast a swarm. Her
bees are of very good markings, better than I ever
had before. G. Oberkampf.
New Braunfels, Tex., March 9.

Please .stf)p myad'tin Gleanings, "hybrid queens
for sale." I have orders from Maine, Veiniont, Illi-

nois, and lots fiom this State and Pennsylvania.
One order is for eight. Ed. Greeley.
Lorain, O., Apr. '28.

i really could not do without Gleanings. That
and the ABC have helped me a long way ahead of
their cost, over and over again. In fact, 1 can not
speak too highly of your views and arguments.
Armidale, N. S. W., April 3. John S. Rutter.

I have used the remedy you so kindly advertise
and circulate. This will be a great blessing to many.
I was a fearful sufferer from dyspepsia and nervous-
ness, which has been cured by this trtatment.

Capt. Kemp, Salvation Army.
Negaunee, Mich., May 1.

The bees j'ou shii)ped me about a week ago ar-
rived in good order, and are working finely. The
queen is all right. They are really fine bees. They
will not sting. I am well satisfied, and will favor
you with my orders in the future, if I need any
thing in your line. W. E. Rayley.
Cambridge, O., April 28.
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NEW AUTOMATIC

I am now able tosnpply zinc with tlic round-
end perforations in Ki styles ot opposite and
alternate perforating. The new !)• achine makes
any size of sheet, with a border )f any width
from r.'xr> inelies up to .'4x-U. Tiie \\ orl< done has

NEVER BEEN EQUALED,
is uniform, exact, and perfectly relioble. Prices

verv low. Sentl stami) for samples. Address

DR. G. L. TINKER, New Philadelphia, 0.

5ttil Please meiitiun tliis paper.

TAKE NOTEGE!
BEFORE placing' your orders tor SUPPLIES, write

for prices on OnoPiece Basswood Sections. Bce-

Hives Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Sun>-

kers, etc. PAGE, KEITH & SCHMIDT CO.,

21-12dt) New Loudon, Wis.

I ,. lespondinfr to tnis aavertisement mention Ol-saninus-

The Greatest Invention of the Age!
BEES MADE TO HIVE THEMSELVES.

Full particuliis tree. Address
5 tfd H- ALLEY. Wenham, Mass.

;^"ln respondintr '
()LKAN1NG3.

A Bee-Hive Free
From all t)bjectioiis. For description and prices

see our circulai'. One-piece V-groove sections, per
M., $3; 30UO, $8.5(1; niKKi, *1;17.5. Brood frames, L.

size, *1.0J per MO. Hunt's foundation, Bingiiam
smolders, Alibott iioucy-Knivcs, Hill's snn)kers and
feedt'i's, 10,110(1 Parker foundation fasteners on baud.
Send for price list. 'W. D. SOPKR & CO..

118-130 Washington St., .l:i«ks.»ii, .Tlii-h.

19-17d Please mention this paper

•LORIDA NEWSPAPERS FREEP
I We will send the'south Florio

' an<1 insert your namein oufMailins Li)

red3 of sample cooiea of Florida newspapers. 1 _ ,-

want to visit or Incat* in Florida, von run deciae where to go and how to jet

there. Address HOME, St. Petersburg, Fla.

TESTED l'r.AL,IAlV UITEKIMS. .$1.00.
U!MTESTE». 60 CTS.

SEL.EC'1'E1> HESTI'IJ. *1.50.
STIAK» BKOS..

917d Sparta, While <"o., Teiiiiesisee.

Please mention this paper

IMPORTED QUEENS.
In May and June, each $2.00

In July and August, each 1.811

In September and October, each 1.6()

Money must lie sent' in advance. Safe arrival

guaiaiiteed. Queens that die en route, if returned

in the letter, will be replaced by mail, postpaid. No
order for less tlian 8 queens hy express will be accept-

ed. <HAS. B1A1S< OACINI,
l-lld Kulouiia, Ital}'.

Please mention this paper.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BBOOD-FKAMES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No FisU-boue in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quicliest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN WEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co.. N. Y.

tsrin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

CHEAP ENOUGH.
Sections, *3.00 per 1,(100. Found-

ation, 45 cts. per pound; (^^haff

Hives. $1.3.5 each ; Simplicity hives,
9.) cts. each; Dovetailed bive.s, 80
cts. each, and every thing- needed
in the apiary, cheap. Send for il-

Uistraled piice list for 1891, free.

"Hcv^I Produce Comb Honey,"
bymail,5cls. Third edition just
out. Address

QEO. E HILTON. Fremont, Mich.

Please mention this paper.

ITALIAN \00 QUEENS.
Untested Queens, 7.5 cts. each. .fti.OO per dozen.

Now ready to mail. 9tfdb
H. Fifz Hart« Avery p. o.. New Iberia, lia.

t»>'"ln resi)oiidinK to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

les.

WHY : SEND : LONG > DISTANCES ?

SEND \OUR ADDitESS (DON'T FOKGET
THE OJUNTY) FOR MY NEW PRICE

LIST FOR 1891.

C. p. BISH, Grove City, Mercer CcPennsyl'a.
ESTABLISHED IN 1884. 7tfd

Please mention tins paper.

Bee-keepers, Look Here!
Leining-er Bros, are going- to rear lOtHl Queens tins-

year from 'one of G. M. Doolittles l)est queens; and
if j'ou want bees tor

Business ^ Beauty Combined,
try one of their queens. In June, Sl.tiO; tested, $1.70;
select, $2.50. The very l)e.st, !M.50. Descriptive cir-
cular free. lOtfdb
LEININGER BROS., Ft. Jennings, Ohio.
|^"lu responding? to this advertisement mention Rlkanings.

We are milking- arrangements for the agencj' of
those

Wonderful Punic Bees,
In-ought to England by " a Hallemshire Iwe-keeper,"
and are now booking- orders at tlie following- rate:

Im|>orted queens, W'l.OO eacli.

Tested pure homebred, lo.i each.
Virgins, *l.i.U; H ddz., $5.00; per doz., 110.00.

Send for Punic circular. Iti-lld

E. 1.. PKATT, Pratt Bee-Farm,
ICeverly, ITIass.

C^-fii responrtint; to this mlvei-ti. fiiniii meni i,,i. i .i.i,..<.m.m,s

New Orleans Apiaries.
Untested Italian and Carniolan Queens, foi- May and'

June, ifl.OO each: after, 75 i-ts. lltfdb

BEES for BEAUTY and BUSINESS.
Purity and safe arrival guar.-inteed. Address

WINDER <£ SIPLES, 576 magazine st.,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

• responding to this advertisement mention (Vlbanings.

WANTED!
In exchange tor queens, 30 lbs. t)f bees, any race,

hut no foul brood. I will give one young tested
three or Five Handed Italian Queen (to be sent
the fore part of .Tune), for every pound of bees sent
me now, cliarges paid. If you wisli queens of
either strain, and can spare the bees, drop me a
card, and send at once. Reference, postmaster oi-

express agent heie. Send bees at once. Address
.FACOB T. TIMPE, 9tfdl)

Exp. and P. O. Address, Grand Ledge, ITIich.
l^lease mention thi.^ paper.
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P0]MEY C0MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

Columbus.—Ho//ej/.—Choice clover, 30c. Market
bare. Nice goods would .sell readily. Dark and ex-
tracted not wanted, as there is no sale at any price.

Eakle Clickenger,
June 7. Columbus, Ohio.

St. Louis.—Hoxey.—Comb market unchanged. Ex-
tracted and strained, slow at 6c here in l)arrels; T/a

in cans. Prime DCLSwax, 'Z^h.
L). G. TuTT Gkoceb Co.,

June 8. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas Citv. 1/onej/.—Choice one-pound comb
honey out of the mai'ket. Dark one-pound comb, I'Z

cts. ; two-pound, H to li cts. Extracted, white, 7

cts. ; dark, .5 c^s. UeanWux, 2S cts.

June 8. Hamblin & Bearss,
614 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

San Francisco.—Ho?tcj/.—New honey not in yet;
old scarce at niacin. Comb honey sold out. Beeswax
scarce, but less demand. 2.i(®36c.

SCUACHT, LE.MCKE & StEINEK,
May 26. San Francisco, Cal.

Chicago.—Honey.—Not any coml) honey on sale.
Some nice white would bring 17c. Extracted, quiet
at 7@8c. Beeswax, 2sc.
June 8. K. A. Burnett,

lei S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Detroit. — HoHCjy. — None In market to quote.
Beeswax, tlrm, 29,©ajC. M. H. Hunt.
Bell Branch, Mich., June H.

Kansas City.—Honey. — No choice white 1-lb.

comb on tlie market Plenty of 2-lb. comb and ex-
tracted, both very slow sale 3-llj. comb we quote at
10@12c ; extracted, 6@e « . Beeswax, 36@37c.
June 9. CLEMENS, Mason & Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—I have a lot of honey in 60-lb. tin cans,
two cans in a case, which I wish to dispose of. I

have also coml) honey in one-pound sections.
Write. J. D. Adams, Nira, la.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
60-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett,
lltfdb San Diego, Cal.

UNTESTED QUEENS,_
until June 1st, $1.00; after June l8t,,75 cts.; $8.00 per
doz. Tested queens, after June 1st, $1.60. Select
tested, $2.00. Bees by the pound until June 1st, $1;
after June Ist, 75 cts. Can supply any demand from
first of May. Untested, in May, ifO.OO per doz. 8tfdb

PAUL L. VIALLON, BAYOU GOULA, LA.
^^In respondJag to this advertisement iner.tion Gleanings.

CARNIOLAN
BEES AND QUEENS.

QUEEN-REARING a specialty. Tliis race of
bees are the: gentlest, most prolittc, and tlie

best of honey-gatherers. Don't fail to send for cir-
cular. Address lltfdb

A L LINDLEY, Jordan, Ind.
Please mention this paper.

SEND to M. S. West, Flint, Mich., for circular of
Bee Supplies. Wax made into foundation. lOd

Tested queen, $1.35; Untested,
80c. Nuclei, brood, and bees
by the lb. Send for price list.

MRS. A. M. KNEELAND,
9tfdb Box 77. MullDerry Grove, Bond Co., 111.

|^"In respondinir to this adveitisement mention Gleandtos.

ITALIANS

DRY BROOD-COMBS.
I liave for sale about 161 Simp. l)iood-combs. aliout

>2 wired. Price luc each; or $15 cash for tlie lot.
Must be sold before July. Also lot of new and sec-
ond-hand bee-sui)plies, liives, crates, sections, etc.
Correspondence solicited. 13d

G. WiEDERHOLD, Yonkeis, N. Y.
Please mention this paper.

HONEY QUEENS.
Bred from two of A. I. Root's selected queens, now
as follows: Warranted (mated to Italian drones),
$1; 6 for $5.00; tested (young) ,fl.75; select. $3 to 5. All
this season's rearing.

FIVE-BANDED ITALIANS
at above prices. Sample bees of either, 5 cts. Safe
arrival guaranteed. 12tfdb
JACOB T. TINIPE, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Please mention this paper.

B~
AMERICAN Tr

eejommL
32 pages—$1.00 a year—Sample Free.

The oldest, largest and cheapest Weekly bee-paper

THOMAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
246 East Madison Street, - CHICAGO. ILL-

Please mention this paper.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not e.xceed five lines, and you must say you want j'our
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can nave the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over Ave lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-tide ex-
changres. Exchanges for cash or for price" lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advei-tisements.

WANTED—To exchange foundation, both light and
heavy, for any quantity of wax. 10-11-12d

B. Chase, Earlville, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange Simplicity hives, and L.
frames, filled with combs, nearly all worker,

for bees, any breed, or Barnes foot>power saw.
lltfdb L. W. Nash, West Kennebunk. York Co., Me.

TO EXCHANGE, a one-horse ensilage-cutter, or
Brown Leghorn eggs, for a small hand hay-cut-

ter, or offers. A bargain for some one. 10-12d
C. W. CosTELLOW, Waterboro, Me.

WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from 5c a roll
and up, for honey. J . S. Scoven,

12tfdb Kokomo, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange pen K. C. B. Leghorns
and strawberry-plants for bees.

12d F. L. WoTTON, Darieu, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange a complete Horsman's
photographic outfit No. 2, for one stand of Ital-

ian bees. Correspond. Address
Jas. R. Hughes, 323 N. 9th St.. Richmond, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange pure Scotch collie pups
for tested Italian queens. 12tfdb

N. A. Knapp, Rochester, Lorain Co., O.

WANTED.—To exchange a 10-inch Pelham fdn.
mill, a Wilson No. 1 bone and feed mill, bees,

honey, and supplies, for a small printing-press, shot-
gun, wax, or offers. Send for price list to ^ . 12tfdb

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

WHAT am I offered in exchange for a complete
printing-outfit? 12x18 Golding jobber, 6x10

Nonpareil, 2 H. P. eng-ine, type, etc.; cost about |HUO.
12-13d Cyrus McQueen, Baltic, O.
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Brother Bee-keepers,
Try 500 or 1000 of our No. 2 Sections,

only $2.00 per 1000. They are extra nice.

No. 1, $3.00 ; 8-frame hives, 2 supers,

90c; 10 for $8.00. Every thing cheap.

Send for list, free. 12cl

W. D. SOPER & CO., JACKSON, MICH.
ISrin responding to this advertisement mention Gleandjos.

NICE QUEENS
ready to mail, 7.5 cts. Rear-
ed from a Doolittle Select
Mdtlier, liy his method, %
doz.. if9.2b; doz., $6.00. Safe
arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. IStfdh
JOHN B. CASE. POET OSANQE,

VOLUSIA 00., FLA.
tyin respondlnprio tills artveitisenient mention Gleanings.

SUPPLIES.
Standard g-oods, best shipping-point, reasonable

price. 30-page catalogue free.

Walter S. Pouder, 175 E. AValnut St.,

6-l8db Indianapolis, Ind.

YELLOWEST ITALIANS.
My bees are the brightest and greiitlest bees, and

for honey-gatlierers are equal to any. Send 5 cts. for

sample a'nd be convinced. One queen by mail, f 1.00.

J. F. MICHAEL., Oerman, Barke Co., Ohio.
Please mention this paper. ll-16db

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
We have a nice supply of hives in the flat, which

we will sell as follows: The A. I. Root Simplicity,
for extractor, $1.50; 5 for S7.00. Simp, for comb
honey, with 2 T supers, sections, foundation starters,

wood' separators, and honev-board complete, in flat,

each, $2.10; 5 for $10.00. Pt)itico hive with Simplicity
upper stoi-y, in flat, for the same price.

The improved Lang-sti-oth-Simplicity, in flat, eig-ht-

frame, 1^4 story, each, 90 cts.; 5 for $4.(1(1; ten-frame,
1/2-story, each, $1.00; 5 for $4.50; eig-ht-frame, 2-st(.ry,

each, $1.20; 5 tor $4.75: ten-frame, 2-story, each, $1.30;

5 for $5.25. Dovetailed hives, the same price as the
eight-frame hives above.

SHIPPING-GRATES.
12-lb. crate, 11 cts. each ; 16-lb., 13 cts. ; 24-lb., 14 cts.

;

48-lb., 16 cts. each.
Comb foundation.—Heavy brood, 48c; thin, 58c;

extra thin, 68c.
Pound sections, snow-white, at $3.,50 per 1000. No.

1, cream, $3.00. Bee-veils, cotton tulle, with silk tulle

face, 75 cts. each. Bingham smokers at manufactui--
er's prices. Write for prices to .5tfdb

aEEGOET BEOS. & SON, OTTUMWA, lA. SOUTH SIDE.

{^"Inrespondlnt,' ti> tin- .i.lvei i i-einmt mention GLEANINGS.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.
Untested queen, 70c. Tested. $1 00. (Queens that

swarm 1 year old, 60c each. All Italian, and good
honev-gatherers. Ready to mail. ll-12d

W. J. JOHNSON,
ACKERMANVILLE, NORTHAMPTON CO., Pa.

t^"ln responding to tills advei'tlt-enieiit mention Gleanings.

THOSE ALBINO ITALIANS
are the easiest kept from swarming, and are the
gentlest bees. Try one. Tested .(jueeiis, $1.25; se-

lect tested, $1.75; warranted 75c eacli. Safe arrival
guaranteed. 12-13d JOHN MOSEE, FESTINA, lA.

t^"ln responding to this advertisement mention (^lkaning.s.

Carniolan Queens, ^'n'dMotheJ..'"'^"''*"
Tested $2.00
Untested -..--. .7.5

CORNELIUS BROl^N. Box 61, Dayton, O.
Please mention this paper.

NEVSr FACTORY-
No. $2.76. Fine CombNo. 1 Sections, f3..50;

Foundation a specialty.

la:. S. ZIOOF, 520 East Broadway,
6-17db Council Bluffs, la.

t^"ln responding to this advertisement mention GLKA^^NG9.

EVERYTHING
rsEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. 7.

^w T

S
Please mention this paper.

Bee - Keepers' * Supplies.
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
nhiaue sent free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, 111. Address

WM. McCUlVE dc CO.,
21-20db Sterling, Illinois.
(t^"In responding to this advertisement mention Glea.nings

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on tiial of from one to a di )/.-

en, you do not find tliem so, or if they do not prove sat-

isfactory in every way. return them by mail within 00

days after receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRICES:—Each, by mail, postjiaid, witli full direc-

tions, 20c; per dozen, $2.25. Send for circailar and testi-

monials. Supply dealers, send for wholesale inices.

lOtfdb R. <& E. C. PORTER, LEWiSTOWN, ILL.
i^'in ri-siioiidint; to this advertisement mention Glkantngs

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives, Alternating hives.
Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.
We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thin^ of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send foroiir New Catalogue, 51 illustrated pages,
free to all. :4tfdb

E. KRETCH^GR, R&i Oak, Iowa.
t^In responding to this advertisement mention Oleanejgs,
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Gloves axd apkoxs might be discussed, for
variety, by the ladies.

Pkopolis. W. E. Burkitt (B. B. J.) uses
vaseline to prevent propolization. Heddon says
tallow.

Ci'RE FOR ANTS which make their nests on
quilts. Throw away the quilts, and use flat

board covers.

The British Bee Journal insists strongly that
beet sugar is not the same as cane sugar, and is

dangerous bee-food.

Henky Alley says: "A good queen will
average to lay not far from 1200 eggs each
twenty-four hours from April 1 to Sept. 30."

Brother Root says aluminium rules will
float, if carefully laid on the water. Any com-
mon fine sewing-needle will do the same thing,
and it"s a curiosity well worth seeing.

Beauty in bees is not what we are after

—

it's the big crop. Still. I'd rather have just a
little less honey, and enjoy looking at the beau-
tiful bees every time I handle them.

Introducing a queen. J. H. Larrabee says
in Review, is more successful if the queen to be
removed is first caged in the cage to be occupied
by the stranger, so as to scent the cage.

Clipping queens* wings. W. Woodley (B.
B. J.) says. " I believe the practice is dying out
in America—very few of their progressive bee-
men are doing it now." I wonder if that isn't

a mistake.

Neighbor H. says colonies with imported
qut^ens winter best. Last winter mine didn't,
100 per cent of such colonies dying. Perhaps I

ought to add that I had only one, and that
starved to death.

Price of honey. We may as well settle
down to the belief that high prices for honey
are among the things of the past. With bare
markets the past winter, the price has never
gone beyond 1.5 to 20 cents for best white.

Cross bees abounded so much, the other day,
at the Hastings apiary, that it was emphatical-
ly unpleasant. I afterward decided that all

the cross ones came really from one hive, and
the queen of 239 was doomed. But, what work-
ers they were I

Likes Italians. Ha IMichener (C. B. J.)

gives an interesting account of his experience
with black bees, Italians. Syrians, and Carnio-
lans. He has finally given up all but Italians,
and says he has "drawn a long breath and feels
happy again."

If cross bees trouble you, and chase you all

over the apiary, watch closely and see if they
don't come from one particular hive, after you
have disturbed it. Then take the queen of that
hive, and mash her up very tine.

" Prevention .of Swarming" is a caption
that alwaj'S makes me prick up my ears. Then
the instructions for prevention commence some-
thing like this: " U hen the swarm issues," and
down go my ears, limp as before. What I want
is to know how to prevent the swarm issuing at
all.

Excluder zinc for virgin queens should be
made with smaller holes than that for laying
queens, according to some statements. Is the
thorax of a queen really any smaller before
commencing to lay than after? For it is the
thorax, and not the abdomen, that hinders a
queen from getting through.

In the production of comb honey 1 doubt
whether there is a profitable method of prevent-
ing swarming. It may be discouraged by giv-
ing as much surplus room as possible; but
foundation does not equal drawn comb as a
discouragement to swarming.

—

Hutchinson, at
Ionia Convention {A. B. J.).

Wax scales. Hutchinson says, are not found
on the bottom-board when a swarm is hived on
full combs, because the bees stick them on the
combs. Well argued: still, they don't stick on
the old combs a fourth the wax they would use
if they had no combs. What becomes of the
rest, if secreted whether needed or not?

Remove a hive about noon, when most of
the bees are a-field, and put in lis place another
hive, and the returning bees will join the new
colony." Yes, but why the constant advice to

remove at noon? Try moving at midnight, or
any other time, and see if you will not have
just as many bees join the new colony.

W. P. Hendep.son, after years of careful se-

lection, has succeeded in producing worker bees
not excelled by any thing I have ever seen,

beauty of coloring being standard. As to qual-
ity otherwise, he is candid enough to say, "If
they make any more or less honey than com-
mon bees, or winter better or worse, I haven't
discovered it."

Renewing combs. A correspondent of the
B. B. J. asks how to renew combs three or four
years old. and the reply shows that the editor
thinks it is all right. Ought we not to come to

an understanding? Either we are away off in

keeping combs twenty years, or they are mak-
ing great waste in melting up combs having no
other fault than three years' age.

The Punic (or African) bee is described by
"A Hallamshire Bee-keeper" in A. B. J. as
something truly wonderful. Ebony black;
smaller than the common black: gentlest and
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hardiest known; get more honey than any oth-
ers: live longer: a strong colony can be divided
into twenty at the end of May. and each will

build up in a good season, without feeding, into

a ten-frame colony well stored foi' winter, and
yield one or two twenty-pound supers of honey
from the heather; fill sections fuller, and cap
them whiter than others; eat the hardest and
driest sugar: non-robbing, and leave 300 to 600
queen-cells at swarming. I believe an import-
ed queen can be had for about §40. -

gENEI^^Ii C0RREgP0NDENCE.

SHIPPING FULL COLONIES OF BEES BOTTOM
SIDE UP.

PLAN OF SHIPPING BEES ANY DISTANCE.
ANY WEATHER, ANT) BY ANY

CONA'EYANCE.

Slide the hive back on the bottom-board and
close the entrance. Fig. 1. Remove the cover,
but not the cloth; lay on an extra bottom-
board, face side down, 3. Fasten with screws,
3, into each side of the hive. Take hold of the
front end of the hive and turn it on the end, fol-

lowing the direction of arrow, n; then turn
again till it rests with the top side down. Fig. 3.

Have a piece of bunting (cheese-cloth), 4. ready,
which should be four inches larger each way
than the hive, and spi'ead it over the bottom of
the frames, 4, having first removed the bottom

-

board. Now slip on the wire band. Fig. .3, and
crowd it down over the bunting and hive about
an inch. .5. Have i-eady a block, 3xK, and as
long as the hive is wide, with a sufficient num-
ber of holes to accommodate the number of
frames you have in the hive. Fasten this at

FIG. 3.

>0 IT

-Ij
7

FIG. 3.

A PLAN OF SHIPPING BEES UPSIDE DOWN.
each end with an eight-penny wire nail, then
slip a ten-penny nail down the side of each
frame, to hold them so they cau.not swing side-
wise.

You may now load into a wagon or any other
vehicle all the hives you have so prepared, and
drive on the run. if you wish, to any distance
desired, and no bees will be killed, no comb
broken, no bees getting out to sting the horses.
When you are to ship on the cars, wire cloth is

to be used in place of bunting, with a few car-
pet-staples over the wire hoop. I have shipped
bees in July, when it was 100° in the shade, a
distance of 18 miles, and warranted their safe
arrival, and in a common lumber-wagon. They
reached their destination in good order. The
hoop should be made of tinners' stiff bale wire;
and the loops. 7, 7. 7, 7, should be put in so the
hoop may spread to accommodate itself to any
variation in size of hive, and should be turned
down, and not stand out at right angles with
the hive, as that would interfere with close
packing. J. W. Pouter.
Ponca, Neb.

[Although you do not say so, I presume the
reason why you turn the hives upside down is

to get the heaviest part of your combs—that is,

the part holding the sealed honey—next to
where the bottom-bar was formerly. This
brings the empty part of the combs to the top.
I have no doubt thei-e is an advantage in this.
It seems to me, however, that the work required
to get colonies in this condition more than
counterbalances the advantage.] E. R. R.

PUTTING ON SECTIONS, ETC.

DOOLITTLE GIVES US SOME VALUABLE HINTS
AS TO THE TIME OF PUTTING THEM ON.

A correspondent writes: " Will you please tell

us in Gleanings just how we may know the
right time to put on the sections or surplus ar-
I'angement to our hives, so that we may secure
the best results in honey? I am a novice at the
business, and should like to have you explain
minutely in regard to this matter."'
In the first plac(\ I would say, that, if our

correspondent does not have one of the many
good bee-books of the present, he should at
once procure one, and this will tell him more of
the minutiae of bee-keeping than is expected to
be found in any article written for the press.

If we hav(( our sections all in ri^adiness to go
on the hive, each having a nice starter in it.

and all in the surplus arrangement, we have
only to wait till the time is ripe for putting on
the" sections. If we are not thus in readiness,
the first thing is to become so. I do all of this
preparatory work during the winter months:
and from past experience I would advise every
one else to do the same thing, no matter if we
do have a few moi'e dollars invest(^d in this way
than we should just like, when not knowing
how our bees will winter, or what the harvest
will be. I find that, in the long run. this course
pays much the best. Having them all in I'eadi-

ness we are to decide when to put them on thii

hives. To know just when to do this is often
difficult; for, if put on too early, brood -rearing
is materially retarded: and if put on while
there is no honey coming in, although there
may be plenty of bees so the brood does not suf-
fer, these bees, not having any thing to do. will
often go into the sections, and, apparently bent
on mischief, will amuse themselves in gnawing
down the foundation starters, thus causing a_

delay in ejitering the sections for work, when"
the harvest does airive. The rule which was
given me when I commenced bee-keeping was
to put on the sections when the white clover
came into bloom: and for the bee-keeper who
uses box hives, or the one who never handles
his frames to know what condition his bees are
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in, perhaps this is as good advice as can be giv-
en, although many hives may have sections put
in them when the bees are so few in numbers
that they may not enter the sections during tlie

whole season. Most apiarists, however, handle
their frames, and know the condition of each
hive, and can ascertain when the hive is full of
brood, and bees are sufficiently plentiful to pro-
tect the brood after the sections are on, even if

a cold snap should come, putting them on those
that are thus ready, and leaving the weaker
ones till they are ready also. To show what I

mean. P. H. El wood once wrote me that his
bees were not in the shape that he wished them,
about June 10: "'for." said he, "about a third
of them will be ready to take advantage of the
clovei-: a third more, with the first tliird, will

be ready for the basswood, while the remaining
third will not be strong enougii to work to ad-
vantage on any thing but buckwlieat." Don't
you see what a waste it would have been to put
the sections on all of those bees according to
the advice given me when I started in bee-
keeping?
But we will suppose that our bees are strong

enough to enter the sections, and clover is in
bloom—shall we put them on ? No, not till

honey is coming in. One year, in which my
average yield from the whole apiary was over
100 lbs. of comb honey from each old colony in

the spring, the sections were not put on till

July 15th, for, previous to this time, the bees
were living only from "hand to mouth:"' being
so sliort of honey that a week of rainy weather
would have starved the whole thing had I not
come to the rescue by feeding. When we have
all in readiness to go on the hives, as I gave at
the outset. liK3 hives can be supplied with the
surplus arrangement so quickly that no time
need be lost after the flowers begin to yield
honey. My plan is to go along tlie fronts of
some of the strongest colonies, each day, and,
by the actions of the bees, tell whether they are
gathering honey or not: but where one is not
sure that he can tell in this way, it is a good
plan to wait about putting on the sections till

you find little bits of comb started about the
hive, and honey being put into them, or tlie

cells being lengthened out along the top-bars
of the frames, and honey being stored there.
When you see this, and your colonies are strong
enough to enter the sections, don't delay put-
ting the sections on such hives a single day:
for if you do you will be losing honey more than
what is coming in at this time, for the bees may
go to crowding the queen, and thus be slow in

working in the sections all the rest of the sea-
son. Another item is. don"t put on too mtich
surplus room at once, but put on a capacity of
from 15 to 35 lbs., according to the strength of
the colony, and as your surplus arrangement
will allow. One of the favorable things about
the Manura clamps lies in the fact that he can
put on one, two, or more of them, as he desires,
at a time; and I believe this has much to do
with his success. With the wide frames as I

use them, I can do the same thing; and when
the bees are well at work in these, more are
added, and so on till the full capacity of the
hive is reached.
From many experiments I have come to the

conclusion that 00 lbs. capacity is about right
for a good strong colony, when worked for sec-
tion honey, and 120 lbs. when worked for ex-
tracted honey, exclusive of the brood-frames.
In putting on sections it is wtdl to have a part
of those first put on filled with comb left over
from the previous season, so as to start the bees
at once to storing above. Don't wait till your
bees swai'm before putting on the sections; as
some do. fearing that the sections will retard
their swarming, for bees often refuse to swarm.

and hang idle on the hive all summer. Swarm-
ing is I'etarded but very little, if any, where the
sections are put on as above. Always keep an
eye to business, never forgetting that a thing
done in the right time bi'ings success, while a
delay of only a few days may titrn that success
into a failure, G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., June, 1891.

THE EXPERIMENT OF MOVING A CARLOAD
OF BEES FROM NEW YORK TO COL-

ORADO.

HOW THE BEE.S WEKE SHIPPED SUCCESSFULLY
2500 MILES IX THE DEAD OF WIXTEK.

Friend Root:—When I first reached this place
with my bees I wrote you a card saying I had
met with unexpected success in getting them
here. I have now to report unexpected failure
to keep the bees in good condition after getting
them here. I have lost over half of them from
spring dwindling, and those left are weak; but
I have bought as many as I have lost, and pro-
pose to know what the honey resources are
here, and hope to be able to winter them here
all right. I believe they will breed very much
longer here in the fall, and thus go into winter
quarters with many more young bees in each
hive.

It has been an unusually late and backward
spring here, I am told, although bees that were
wintered here seem to be almost ready to
swarm. Alfalfa is knee high, and will begin to
blow out in a few days. Wild flowers are quite
plentiful already.

I will now give you an account of how I pre-
pared my bees for shipping, and brought them
through so well, nearly 2.500 miles, with the
loss of only seven stocks, and very few dead
bees in each hive. There were only six or eight
combs loosened from their frames in the whole
lot. and yet there was not a wired comb among
them. A very large share of the combs were
those that had been transferred from box hives,
and were, of course, fastened all around—an im-
portant factor in keeping them whole.
Last fall, some weeks before the hives were

prepared for the cave in which I wintered them,
I took burlap, old carpet, etc., and folded it sa
as to fill the space between the frames and cov-
ers, so that the covers, when pressed down,
would hold the frames secure. Then I took a
strap of sheet iron, and bent over the cover and
screwed one end to each side of the hive, set-

ting the screws so that they drew the cover
down tight. I then took old burlap and cut it

up in strips about four inches wide, and damp-
ened them with water so that they would
pack tight; then I turned the hive bottom side
up, and. with a broad - pointed putty-knife,
packed the burlap, that had been dampened,
between the ends of the frames and the hive in

such a way that the frames were held very
flrmly. This at the same time made a cushion
that broke the jar of the train endwise, as when
coupling cars and stopping and starting the
train, which at times was very severe, so that
it seemed as if every frame must be broken, so
great was the shock and jar as the cars came
together.
The bees thus prepared were ready for the

cave in whicli they were wintered. I then took
a half-story full of empty comb, and prepared
(to put under each hive) in this way. 1 covered
one-third of the bottom with wii'e cloth, and
the remaining two-thirds I covered over with
half-inch lumber, nailed on so as to leave a
chance for the air to circulate under each hive
clear across it, the wire cloth being above the
strips of lumber, so that, when the hives were
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piled on top of each other, the air could circu-

late clear through under each tier of hives.

The wire cloth and strips of wood were fas-

tened on the bottom of each one of the half-

story hives during the winter; and lugs made
of sheet iron were screwed to the sides of each
one. and left so that a single screw on two sides

would fasten them to the hives when ready to

ship.
The bees were taken from the cave, or cellar,

the last of February, and placed on summer
stands for a cleansing flight: but the weather
not being quite warm enough, only a few of

them flew, although they were out over two
weeks. March 11th the half stories were all

placed under the hives, and fastened, except
six colonies that began to fly before we could
get around to them: and the afternoon of that
dav coming oft' vei-y warm, those six colonies

had a very thorough cleansing flight. I then
thought those were in the best condition of any
for the long trip, and I felt that, had I delayed
my trip one dav longer, it would have been very
ranch better for all of the bees: but now every
one of those six colonies is dead, and they were
among the very best I had. This has been a
verv great surprise to me. as I believed with
others, that a cleansing flight just before start-

ing them would be very beneficial to them.
On the 13th they were hauled to the depot, Ifi

miles, over one ofthe ronghest roads one could
imagine, and loaded in the car. At S a. m. of

the 13th they were started, and reached here at

5 p. M. on the 21st. and wove all unloaded before
daylight of the next day. so that they had a
flight on the 22d. and seemed stronger than
when I started with them. There were but a
very few dead bees in each hive, and I fondly
hoped I should be able to save very nearly all

of them; but they very soon began to die off in

large numbers, and the result has been as above
stated. It will be some weeks or months yet
before I can demonstrate whether or not it will

pay me for the very great expense of the under-
taking in removing my apiary to this place,
while I have so many interests and cares that
need my attention in Windham, N. Y., a little

of which Ernest and wife saw while with us
last season a few davs. O. R. Coe.
Fort Collins, Col.. May 26.

NON-SWARMING BEES

FOR DOMESTICATIOX, AND ITS KESULT.

In Gleanings, A])ril 1, Mr. Geo. F. Robbins
has an article on '• Prevention of Swarming,"
in which I believe he makes some erroneous
deductions. He says: "Mr. F. S. Wallace, of
Clayton. 111., like the Dadants, is troubled very
little with swarming. I had several of his
queens in my apiary last summer, and not one
of them exhibited any disposition to swarm,
although two of them were run for comb honey.
and one of them never saw more than six
frames. Such bees ai'e appai'cntlv of more con-
tented disposition, less aggressive and enter-
piising. and therefore, perhaps, if the truth
must be told, of less account than the bees of
the opposite klndy

I believe such bees are of moi'e account. The
reason they are more contented is that they
have become domesticatefJ and tamed, which
renders them more valuable. In time, all of
the bees that are being cared for by man will
exhibit a quieter disposition, and become more
tractable. A wild animal of any kind will ex-
pend much of its energy in fretting and rebel-
ling against authority. Any one who has ever
worked or tried to work a bi'oncho horse will
realize how much less valuable he is than a

gentle domesticated brute. The latter is cer-
tainly not less valuable because he does not
kick, and show a disposition to run away. Bees
that have their hives provided for them gen-
eration after generation will in time cease to
hunt up new localities, and will quit swarming
if they have a fair chance at home. But they
will be just as valuable, and more so, for honey-
making than their worrying discontented cous-
ins. Another change may be looked for. It is

one of the facts of domestication, that it follows
the law of evolution and carries its subjects
from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous.
Under its influence, modifications take place
and new varieties spring up. Wild turkeys,
like wild bees, are homogeneous in color, size,

and character. When tamed they undergo
variation in all these respects. So it will not
be»long—and there are indications of it now

—

that we shall have red. white, brown, or yellow
bees, some strains of which will be much larger-
bodied than any at present in existence, just as
the bronze turkey is greatly superior in size to
his wild progenitors. C. H. Murray.
Clay City. 111.. Apr. 10.

BEE-KEEPING AND GARDENING DURING A
SEVERE DROUTH.

a glimpse of a WISCONSIN DROUTH.

Friend Root:—J received your postal a short
time ago, about celery-plants. As much as I

need them, I can not get them until we have
rain. It is now June 1. We have had no rain
this spring yet. Every thing is completely
di'ied up—not a gai'den or flower seed growing.
Potatoes and corn are not sprouted: grass is all

dried up, with every prospect of grain crops be-
ing a failure. The ground is dry two feet deep;
no water in the river to run mills, and appar-
ently the end is not yet. If we get a rain I will
send for plants.

In consequence of the excessive drouth there
is no feed for bees. Thei-e have been a few
dandelions, but they are about all gone. Frost
cut fruit-bloom, and there is not a bit of alsike
or white clover growing. I am feeding sugar
syrup every other day, to keep them brooding.
At present the outlook for honey for the sea.^on
is very unsatisfactory. I am not discouraged,
as I am able to feed them; but I think many in
this part of the counti'y will give it up in dis-
gust. Quite a number last winter lost all

—

others lost heavily. My neighbor lost 20 out of
40; I lost none; and if feed and care will do
any thing to help it. I shall lose none this year.
Clintonville, Wis.. June 1. Daniel Noble.

[The above gives so vivid an idea of what it

is to be destitute of I'ain. and without water for
irrigation, that I have decided to give it a place.
We had a little glimpse of such a state of af-
fairs here in Medina. Our plant-beds that con-
taini'd lettuce that was just ready to head, and
cauliflower almost I'eady to make heads also,

with lots of other vegetable crops that cost lots

of money (for we spent a good deal of labor in

moving sash during these recent frosts), would
have gone to naught had not the windmill
come to their aid. With hard drying winds
and a fierce sun. it seemed as if a tremendous
drenching were needed almost every 24 hours.
Vie managed to make them grow, however, by
a good watering once every other day. It seems
to me as if I' never before i-ealized how much
water is really needed to" make a crop. Why!
with the exception of a shower on the 30th of
April we had no rain here from the 11th of
April till the 20th of May—a time of all the
year when we need it most. On this last date
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we had a good sliowor. and then anoth<'r the
next day. Then we had a day of sunshine with
drying winds again, and it seemed as if our two
good showers were gone. The gi'ound was
rapidly becoming as tliirsty as it had been be-
fore. Then, on the :iM of May. came one of our
tremendous rains: then came more on the night
of the :.'5th; then followed a steady rain on tiie

29th. More followed the night of the 1st inst.

Then at 11 o'clock on the forenoon of the 3d
came one of our tremendous rains, that came
down in such volume that tiie water poured
down the roadsides, and even commenced to
break througli the furrows that run crosswise
on the side-hill. It seemed for a time as if we
had almost too much; but in 34 hours more I

decided it was exactly what was needed. The
ground is now as thoroughly soaked as it was
last spring: and, oh how things do grow! Our
•,'()(K)-bai'rel cistern, under the united roofs of all

our buildings, for the Hrst time in its history is

filled, or was tilled, within an inch of the outlet.
And this is all r(tin water. With our hydrants
mentioned in our last issue, this immense vol-
ume of I'ain water in one sense hangs right over
our plant-gai'den: and if mor(^ is wanted, the
windmill tank on the hill is ready to pour out
its contents. What a blessing is water in abun-
dance! And now. fi'iend N.. we hope the big
rains have extended clear to your Wisconsin
home, as well as everywhere else.]

FRAME TOP-BARS.

WIKE, AND TIN BAKS.

Friend Root:—On page 434, in your foot-notes
to ray article, you ask where I saw in the jour-
nals, three years ago, that top-bars J4 inch
square would pi'event burr-combs. The word
three in my article should have been two, as is

evident from the next sentence. On page 7.58,

Oct., 1888. you declare in favor of K inch as the
proper width of top- bars to prevent burr-combs;
and add, that "extra thickness up and down
will certainly help in the matter," referring, as
evidence, to Mr. Hall's experience with top-
bars over one inch thick. Yon did not give the
width of his top-bars; but the inference was,
that it was %. On page 669, 1889. and in other

the folded tin bar and the extra thickness."
Good! but I must insist that, when properly
used, the tin bar has no objection worth con-
sideiing; but while it rendei's a thick top-bar
unnecessaiy. it insures a still more perfect bee-
spac(! by holding the middle of both top and
bottom bars exactly in line.

You say. "In order to keep from dropping
out, the folded bar must be a little long." No,
sir. It must be just I'ight. and the top and bot-
tom bars must be drawn tight against the ends
of the tin bar by passing the wire through the
bar between the folds of the tin, which is quick-
ly and easily done. One s rious objection I

have to your'frame is, there is nothing to pre-
vent the bottom-bars from sagging. This, in

time, causes trouble, especially when the frames
are used in an upper story. Some of the un-
wired frames 1 have used from six to twelve
yeai's now have bottom -bars so bowed down
in the middle that they almost lock on the low-
er frames. The combs seem to have a tendency
to stretch and settle down after being built

down to the bottom-bar. I .imagine that the
tension of horizontal wires on end-bars will ag-
gravate this difliculty. I can't see why your
bees ever avoid the tin bars. Mine never do.

They build the ceiled honey and brood over
thein so pei-fectly that you could hardly tell

that a completed comb has a tin bar in it. I

coat the wire and tin bai'S with wax and rosin

just before imbedding them in the foundation,
and am careful to imbed the bar as well as the
wire. This makes the thin foundation which I

use adhere perfectly, and it is much cheaper
and better than the heavier foundation with
less wire. The accompanying sketch shows
my present method of wiring. The cleats A
and B are screwed to a board in such a position

as to hold the frame between them perfectly

true every way. The pin C holds that corner in

the notch in B. D is the spool of wire which
turns on a pin which is inserted in the board.

E is a wooden spring, bearing on the spool to

keep it from turning too easily while the wire
is being drawn off. FP ' are pulleys, with
flanges on their lower edges, around which the
wire passes as it is being drawn through the
holes in the end-bars. The end of the wire is

first passed through at G, then art H, around F
and through at I and J, around F ' and through
at K, and out at L. The wire is then fastened to

FOSTER S METHOD OF WIRING FRAMES WITH TIN BARS.

places, friend Heddon is very positive in rec-

ommending ]4 as the width for all top-bars, in-

cluding thick ones; but will you not both please
pardon my hasty expression with reference to

"the testimony and advice of those who claim-
ed to know" ?

I was. at the time, under a wrong impression,
but this is not sufficient excuse for a remark
which I now see looks like an unkind reflection;
for I think you were both sincere. You say,.
' We do dot disagree, unless it is in the use of

a small nail-nead at G, and that from the spool
is cut oflf. There should now be wire enough to
finish the frame. Draw on the end that comes
through at L while the loops ai'e slipped off

from F and F ' and taken up. Now pass the
end of the wire down through M. N. and O. and
stretch it tight across over P. Now with the
other hand place one end of the tin bar at O,
and lay the wire in the groove in the bar be-
tween the folds of the tin. Now crowd the top
end of the bar in place at P, just above the
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groove in the top-bar. with the sharp edges of

the tin up, having tlie wii'e pass out fi'om tlie

end of the bar through a hook formed by bend-
ing the point of a small wire nail which pi'o-

jects througli the top-bar at this place, and
which is afterward clinclied down into the
wood. Now bring the wire down between tlie

ends of the bottom and end bars at Q, and fas-

ten it to tiie nail there, whicli has not yet been
driven quite in. Drive this nail in, break off

the surplus end of wire, and you have a frame
that can not possibly get out of true anywhere.
Mt. Vernon, la.. May 30. Oliver Foster.

[The foot-note to which you refer (page 7.58,

October, 1888), was dictated by A. I. R., and he
had in mind ordinary thin top-bars. liut this

was some six months befoi'e the discussion rela-

tive to thick top-bars came up; and I scarcely
see yet how you could get the idea from the
reference above that a top-bar K inch square
would prevent burr-combs. At any rate, a few
months after, it was shown conclusively that
extra ivklth was necessary.—Oh no, friend Fos-
ter, I did not interpret your remark as an un-
kind reflection. I kne\\' you too well to mind
any thing of that kind: only I felt that if we
had given you a wrong impression (on account
of which you went to considerable expense), we
ought to be warned so as not to make the same
mistake again. Now about that tin bar. As
you put it in covered with \\ax, it might not be
objectionable; and perhaps we do not disagree
at all, even including the tin bar. We never
covered our tin bars with wax; but with our
thick bars it is not necessary to use it: and with
the Keeney method of wiring it is impo.ssible

for the bottom-bar to sag at all if the wires
hold. S(3 you see we are both aiming at the
same object, but in a different way. Your
method of wiring is very neat; and personally
I should like it very much better than our old
perpendicular plan. There are fe\\er hoh's
through which to thread the wires, and the
whole operation is much less trouble.] E. R.

HYBRIDS IN CALIFOKNIA.

A CALIFORXIAN TELLS WHY NEW BEE-PAPERS
DIE.

In May 1st Gleanings, Dr. Miller, in Stray
Straws, says no new bee-paper had started that
week; but he gives no account of how many
had passed away. The fact is, they must pass
away or the market would be glutted. I think
I can throw some light on their downfall, that
has never been even suspected. No soonei- does
a new bee-paper get well upon its legs—able to
stand alone— than the infatuated and mis-
guided editor writes to me and solicits a contri-
bution. Everybody knows that I am good-
natured—even to a fault. Then I put on my
harness and give him one of my best—a real
hardy, deep-rooted one that I have saved up
for the Fourth of July, or some other festive
occasion. Then the papei' takes the spring
dwindling. It dwindles on and on, until it

dwindles into nothing. All my herculean efforts

to save it are of no avail, t may thow into it

enough intellect to save a dying dictionary

—

one that has outlived its day—but it all avails
nothing. The more and the faster I write for
it, the faster it fades away. Can Dr. M. or
"any other man" explain this? I am really
getting out of heart.

HYBRID BEE.S IN CALIFORNIA.

Away back in the 70's the Italian bee was in-

troduced into San Diego County. At that time

thei'e was no othei' bee known here than the
black. To the bee-keepei' of that day it was
the bee and the only bee in the world." Why!
it would have made his head swim to hear
you talk of Italians. Cypi'ians. Syrians, albinos,
Carniolans, etc. He would have thought you
were going crazy, or that you had been there
all the time. But a change came o'er the spir-
it of their dream, and the Italian burst upon
their enraptured vision like the first rays of the
morning sun. Fabulous prices wei'e paid for
queens too—twenty, thirty, forty, and as high
as fifty dollars. But, what of that? These
Italians could jerk out and pile up the honey
every year. Their honey-sucker was h mg—was
like a rubber tube, only more so, and they could
stretch it out to any length needed, to get the
honey from (til the flowers I Nearly all the
long, deep, bell -shaped flowers grow along the
water-courses, and many of them bloom nearly
all the year round. The blacks could not reach
the nectar. But the Italian, with his long rub-
ber tube, could just muzzle all the honey in

creation. Thei-e was money in it—loads of it.

Why not? Couldn't the Italian gather honey
all the year round? Wouldn't the whole year
be one unvaried honey season? These stories,
and many others more ridiculous still, were the
tales that were sent out among the bee-keepers
of that day, and they lost nothing on tlu'ir

joui'uey. The further they traveled, the wild-
er they became. Was it any wonder they paid
fabulous prices for queens? At that time little

was known by the average bee-keeper in regai'd

to Italianizing an apiary. To bring the pre-
cious lady home and turn her into a queenless
colony was about all they knew. They wei-e
under the hallucination that they were produc-
ing honey, but they were really raising drones.
Their hives were half full of drone comb, many
of them more tlian half full. What would one
Italian queen do, put in among five hundred
such hives, and that without care, and without
any attempt to control the hybrid drones? The
few pure Italian drones s/ic produced were like
lost sheep in the wilderness. But she did some-
thing still; for the consequence was. in the end,
the whole country was hybridized. All the
wild bees in the mountains are hybrids. In
fact, it is hard to find any black bees, or any
pui"e Italians, for tliat matter, in San Diego
County. These bees extend far up into the
north: but bee-keepers there have now many
pure Italian yards. It is held. I believe, by
most bee-keepers east, that the hybrid (except
the first generation) is a very successful failuie
as a first-class honey-gatherei'. This may be
true there; but the hybrids on this coast are a
very extensive and remarkable exception to the
rule. You fellows in the East talk of your four
and five banded Italians—talk of them and
blow about them as if hmids were any thing to

be proud of. Why! bands are just the every-
day clothes of our hybrid bees. They wear
three, four, and five bands, just as they can
snatch them up. as they are hatched out. The
fellow that has five bands is not proud at all

—

not too proud to associate with the pooi' ci'ea-

ture that has only three. He would even asso-
ciate with an Italian, if the Italian had the
good fortune to belong to his own home. But
he recognizes the fact that his comrade in ai'ms
was in such a hurry to gather honey that he
did not take time to put on all his clothes! He
knows, too, that it is not b(tnds that gather
honey, as some be(^-keepers would have you be-
lieve. He knows that it is grit, vim, diligence,

and perseverance.

Now. the fii'st generation of these bees, so far

as I can learn from many bee-keepers of that
day, was no better and no worse as honey-
gatherers than the ten thousandth generation
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is to-day. Here is a race of hybrids, then, of
twenty years" standing, that have neither gone
back to "the Italian nor the black bee. More
than that, when they "get down to scratch
gravel " they can pile up as much honey as any
bee that was ever hatched. They were not
originated by "long yeai's of careful selection,"'

nor by "lying awake nights," but by neglect
and mismanagement. J. P. Iskaei..
Sumac. Cal., May 23.

[After friend Israe]"s candid confession in the
first paragraph to the above, it became some-
what of a question as to whether we had better
use his article or not. We have, however, de-
cided to take the chances; and if Gleanings
should get the spring dwindling in conse-
quence, we will try to nurse it through till

summer time. Friend I.. I am inclined to
think you liave given us some important /acts
as well as some bright glimpses, from that rare
gift of youi's in the way of pleasantry. Go
ahead. I do not believe it is (iltogcther owing
to your contributions that so many bee-papers
have had the " dwindles."]

FRIEND TERRY'S STRA"WBERRIES AT THE
PRESENT TIME.

THE MAY FROSTS IX HIS LOCALITY, ETC.

Friend Root:—You may remember that, when
you were here about a year ago. asking me why
I did not put out five or ten acies of strawber-
ries, and get I'ich. I did not make much reply;
but in your report'in Gleanings you told what
you thought passed through my mind about
spoiling the piivacy of my home. etc.. all of
which was almost word fur word what I did
think. I was surprised that you could I'ead my
tlioughts so perfectly. Hut there was one
thought that you did not get hold of at all. that
flashed through my head. It was this: This is

not a safe locality for growing strawbei-ries
largely. One could make a great deal of money
from five acres, perfectly tended to. of fine large
berries, put into Cleveland when just right for

eating, and only two or thi-ee hours from the
vines, if the late spring frosts did not interfere.

Last year they did not. and our success was all

we could ask for. This year our half-acre
went into winter in perfect shape. No pains
were spared to give every plant the best chance
possible. We mulched them heavily to keep
them back; but. alas I the fi'eeze of May Kith
killed all the blossoms and many of the buds,
and most of the leaves, and many of the plants
themselves. The earth fi'oze here from one to
two inches deep. I actually dug up pieces of
fi'ozen soil in the morning, two inches thick.
The Bubachs and Haverlands are just about
ruined; all suffered severely, but. as usual, the
Sterling stood the frost best. They are alto-

gether the safest berry for our farm. I suppose
in that one night we lost §200 worth of berries.
The frosts early in May hurt us little, as our
berries were mulched so heavily they had not
started much. This loss does not trouble us,

because we expected it sooner or later. We are
liable to killing frosts until June, and even then
feel a little unsafe until a week has passed. We
were growing that half-acre of strawberries
largely for the pleasure of doing our best on a
little land, and not as a source of income. Now.
do you not see that, if we had made a business
of it. and had five or ten acres, we should have
been hurt badly? I know these conditions to
exist here, and have no right to put out a crop
that it would cripple me to lose, and then
blame Providence for bad luck. All these
points have been studied most carefully. Our

crops of potatoes, wheat, and clover, are almost
perfectly safe. They have never failed to pay
us. I could make more money from strawber-
ries, if they were as safe; but they are not,
here. There are places where they are. With-
in a mile is a hill of rich, mellow, moist soil on
which I would not hesitate to put out straw-
berries largely. As it is. one does not like to
work hard for nothing half the time, and we
shall set out only plenty of strawberries for our
own use in the future. We decided on this be-
fore the frost, knowing well the chances, and
set out this year only what should bring us, say,
20 bushels in a good year. We will do our best
to succeed in what we undertake; and then, if

failure comes, it will be no fault of ours. Spe-
cial farming is not very popular, but we will
grow what nature has best fitted our farm for.

We want safety and almost certainty with as
little of luck and lottery as possible.
Now. this is the idea that went through my

mind, friend Root, when you asked me why I

did not put in many acres of strawberries. I

wish I had brought it out more fully in our
little strawberry-book. Being rather set up by
success then. I hardly made as plain as I should
this point of going against nature. But still

that book was intended mostly for farmers,
who raise bei'i'ies only for their own use, and
this I would do in any locality, however unfa-
vorable. By setting out the varieties that
stand frost best, and by heavy mulching, and,
best of all. by setting out a great plenty, berries
maybe almost a certainty; and if not particu-
larly piofitable some years, it will not matter
on a small patch.

Like yourself, friend Root, the writer must
have something to work over between times.
Desiring to get something less risky than berry-
growing, it is a barrel of Freeman potatoes this
year, which we planted by hand and cut so fine

as to spread them over 1% acres. I am just
spreading myself to see how many I can grow
from that barrel.

When I get to writing yon I don't know when
to stop. There are many things on my mind.
For one. your recent'reference in Gleanings to
corporations having souls, and to the use of fer-

tilizers, calls to mind this incident: The great
fertilizer firm of W. S. Powell & Co.. of Balti-
more, asked me some time since to write an ar-
ticle on wheat culture for them, to be published
in their pamphlet, sent out as an advertisement
of fertilizers. I replied that I could not con-
scientiously say any thing in favor of fertilizers.

I know tliey pay "sometimes; but I believe on
the W'hole. in our locality, they have not paid
our farmers. Their answer was, " We do not
care a snap whether you recommend fertilizers

or not. If you can give us something on wheat
culture that will be a benefit to our farmer
readers, we want it." It seems to me that such
a reply as that from a great fertilizer firm is

worthy to go on record. Some corporations
have souls. In fact, I believe they usually do
about as we outsiders would if placed ill their
position. Take the great W. P. Southworth
corporation, of Cleveland, where we do our
trading in the grocery line. I think they sell

their goods for exactly what they are. If you
want adulteration you can buy it. For exam-
ple, strictly pure Arabian Mocha coffee is 3.5

cents a pound, or was when I was in there one
day; extra Rio. strictly pure. 28; choice Rio,
8(3 "per cent coffee and 14 percent English chic-
ory. 2.'> cents ; Rio. (5.5 per cent coffee, 2.5 per cent
English chicory, and 10 per cent rosted peas.
20 cents, and so on. Granulated sugar they sell

in lots of 25 lbs. or over, at only J^ of a cent a
pound above wholesale barrel price. There is

certainly soul in thitt corporation. These cor-
porations and trusts do wrong sometimes, like
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the rest of us; but they also do lots of good by
greatly reducing the cost of doing business,

and hence the price to us. T. B. Terky.
Hudson, Ohio. June 4.

[Friend T., I am exceedingly glad to get this

report from you. Of course, I am not glad that
you have suffered this loss, but it will call the
attention of strawberry-gi'owers to this very
important point. I believe our locality is much
more favored than yours in the matter of free-

dom from frosts. Our Michel's Early were al-

most all killed; but, strange to say. our Haver-
lands, both on the hill and the low ground,
were almost unharmed. Three-fourths of all

our berries this year will be fiom the Haver-
lands. As our berries are still blooming, the
bloom being kept back by the cool weather, we
anticipate a later crop of berries than we have
ever had before. The first ripe berries that we
found, June 5, were Havei'lands. This is a full

week later than we usually begin to get ripe
berries.—I, too, feel a great deal interested in

what you are going to get from that barrel

of potatoes. I am glad you are interested in

the things in Gleanings, and now please do
not stop when you feel as if you had something
to say to us all.—Your suggestions in the way
of more charity toward large firms and corpora-
tions, I feel are providential just now. I do not
believe in letting upon fraud—notone iota: but
let us ijot fall into the error of thinking that it

is only the moneyed men who are wicked. In
all my business experience I have met continu-
ally just such facts as the one you give. Some-
times I am called upon to give my evidence, or
testimonial, for certain goods or commodities.
When I suggest that my experience would not
be of benefit to them, their answer is, almost in-

variably, "Never mind; let it come. Your
testimony is the very kind we want. If there
are still difficulties to be met and overcome, let

lis face them. Never hesitate about bringing
out the truth." Now, dear friends, the above
is certainly the attitude and spirit of many of
our great institutions ; and thei'efore, like the
wise man mentioned in the scriptures, they de-
sire to build on a solid foundation. I have
been quite well acquainted with the firm of \V.

P. Southworth ct Co. for 2r> or .30 years; and the
universal verdict seems to be that their great
business has been built up year by year by ab-
solute honesty and truthfulness in every thing
they buy or sell.!

GIANT WATER-BUGS.

St>ME MORE WONDERFUL TIIING.S FROM PROF.
COOK.

over 2}-^ inches long, and more than one inch
bi'oad. Some visitors, a few days since, asked
what the monstrous insects are that are
so frequently caught under electric lights.
" Why," he says. " we catch them which are as
large as my hand."

1 laughed, and spoke of the boy who saw a.

thousand dogs, which proved to be " old Bose
and another dog." I showed him a case of
these great water-bugs, and he said at once,
"They are the fellows." These live in the wa-
ter all their life, and come foi'lh only to mate,
which they do in the night. Then they are at-
tracted by lights, and so are found, "often in
consideraVjle numbers, dead under the brilliant
electric lights of our cities and towns. They
are as rapacious as they are big; and woe be-
tide the fish or insect that comes within reach
of their strong piercing beak. They, like all

true bugs, have a strong formidable sucking-
tube with which they suck the blood and life

from their victims. If very numerous, they
would be serious pests in a fish-pond.
Ag"l College, Mich., May 2.5. A. J. Cook.

[Look here, friend C. Do you mean to say
that this great bug 2}4 inches long, that lives in
water all his life, not only comes out on dry
land to mate, but that it fiics through the alr'f
How else could bugs of that kind be undei' the
electric lights '? I have heard of flying fish, but
I did not suppose that we had any "thing in that
line right here in our own land. If so. there
are more " bookS in running brooks " than I

ever knew of before. I confess I should greatly
like to see an insect that lives in the water, and
yet comes out and flies in.the air. Another
thing : Is it really true that an insect 2}4
inches long would undertake to eat a carp 8
inches long ? or did the carp try to swallow the
insect? It seems to me that you and friend
Erb are telling marvelous stories, or else I am a
good deal behind the times in the " bug busi-
ness."]

DR. MILLER'S HOME-MADE BINDER.

Prof . A. J. Cook:—Inclosed you will find an
Insect of some species that lives in water, of
which I should like to know the name and its

character. The way I came to see it was sim-
ply this: I have a dam wherein I keep carp,
and I was sitting there one day and saw this
insect struggling with a carp about 3 inches
long. I tried to get it, and at last succeeded in

getting both the insect and carp; but the carp
was dead after I got both. Then 1 took the bug
home and kept it three days in watei', alive.

Layfield. I'a., May 20. I. R. Erb.
[Prof. Cook replies:]

The large bug that is playing the part of a
freebooter in Mr. I. R. Erb's carp-pond is no
stranger to me. It is one of our largest Amer-
ican insects. Its color varies from dark to yel-

lowish gray, and its size; varies from i^i inches
in length to '2}4. The one sent by Mr. E. is a
little more than 2 inches long, and % of an inch
broad. I have them in our collection that are

AN EMPTY COMB OR DIVISION-BOARD — WHICH
GIVES MOItE PROTECTION?

" Now you must send a description of that to
Gleanings."
"Oh. no I enough book-binders have been de-

scribed already."
"Yes; but the others are all intended for

binding at the end of the year, and you know
how much more convenient this is."

I was obliged to admit the point, so here
comes the description. I don't know how many
ways of binding I have used, some of them
very satisfactory, but they all contemplated
leaving the pamphlets to be bound when the
volume was completed; and before that time,
too, often some of the numbers were mislaid,
and then there was a big time hunting up and
arranging. I tried the self-binders—got one for

Gleanings and one for the American Bee
Journal. I used them less than six months,
and they ar(^ for sale cheap.
The beauty of th(^ arrangement I now use is,

that each bee-journal or magazine of any kind
can be bound as soon as received, with the pre-

vious numbers of the year; or you can do as I

do—thi'ow them into a drawer, and bind once a
month or so. Indeed, two of the jouiiials I get
are not sewed together in any way, and one of

them not (^ven cut. in which case it is very
handv to bind tliem before I cut the leaves, for

it is about as handy to bind them as it is to

hunt up a needle and thread and stitch them
together.
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I'll tell you how to make the binder. Of com-
mon % pine stuff, cut one piece Iti x S. another
12 X 5, another 1.53s x ], and another S x 1.

That's all the stutf. By looking at the cut
you'll see how to put the pieces together. Nail

DR. MILLER S BINDER.

the 8x1 piece on the end of the big board: nail

the other stick on one side of the board (be
sure to get it on the same side as it is in the cut),

and you will thus have a kind of little box clos-

ed on two sides, and only one inch deep'. Now
you are to make four holes in the other board,
and that's the most particular part of the job.
Make these holes ^ of an inch from the edge,
the iirst one 3 inches from the end, then Ifi to
the next, then '?. inches to the next, and 1% to

the last. It is of tirst importance that there be
no slant to these holes, so take a try-square and
make a mark clear round the (^dge of the board,
where each hole is to be—that is. on the three
sides, so the mark on one side will be exactly
opposite the maik on the other. Draw a line oh
each side. A from the edge. With a very small
bit bore a liole half way through on one side,

and then bore clear through on the other side,

thus making sure that each hole shall come
out at the right place. If you haven't a bit to
suit you. you can drive a nail in at each side to
make the holes. Now get a pair of long shoe-
strings for each book you have to bind. Put
the bee-journals on the big board, rhjht side up,
taking pains, as each one is laid on, to push the
corner of the book close up in the angle; lay on
this the smaller board, crowding its coi'uer

tight up in the angle, and through each nail -hole
drive a two-inch No. 13 wire nail. Draw the
nails with a claw-hammer. Push one end of a
shoe-string through the hole nearest the top,
making it go in from the same side the nail en-
tered, and from the same side push through the
otherend of the same string. The two endsof the
string can now be tied together, and another
string must be put through the other two holes.
From five to ten journals can be put on the
board at the same time, and it doesn't matter if

they are all of diff(>rent kinds. The expense for
shoe-strings is very little. Vou can get them
more than three feet long for a cent or two a
pair. When the year is up. tie your strings to-
gether in a hard knot, cut them off. and then
you can tie the cut ends together and use them
over again.

HOW MUCU DIFFERENCE DOES A DIVISION-
BOARD MAKE IN THE HEAT OF A HIVE ?

Eight pages of the Revue TntenutUonale are
taken up with a report of a series of experi-
ments madi' by Prof. Gaston Bonnier, of Paris.
So important did this report appear in the eyes
of that journal, that, on account of a misplace-

ment of paragraphs, the whole eight pages were
reprinted in a supplement the next issue.

Prof. Bonnier gives quite full details of his
experiments, guarding carefully against error,
in such a way that little room is left to doubt
the correctness of his conclusions. He first ex-
perimented on two strong colonies placed in
winter ciuarters aftc^r they had ceased to fly,

Oct. 9. They were in 'i2-frame Layens hives,
the colony occupying nine spaces at one end of
the hive.and confined to that end by means of
a partition of wire cloth. Outside of the wire
cloth was placed alternately a division-board
and a fi'ame filled with empty comb. Between
the wire cloth and the division-board or comb
was a thermometer, and the temperature was
carefully recorded as the changes were made, a
record also being kept of the outside atmos-
phere, which gradually arose, as the day warm-
ed up, from 30° F. on one day at (5 A. m. to 54° at
10: 30. Now, how much warmer do you suppose
he found the division-board than the empty
comb? Why, not a whit! Then he tried al-

ternately one comb and then five combs. He
found one comb just as good as five. But error
might arise fi-om the bees generating more heat
atone time than another. It might also be bet-
ter to have a constant temperature outside the
hive. So he substituted, for the colony of bees
in the hive, a stove, and placed the stove in a
room whose temperature remained steadily at
27°. Again he found no difference between the
division-board and the comb. The results were
a surpi'ise to himself. He says: "I believed
there existed an appreciable difference in favor
of the division-board. It appears there is none."
In trying to account for such unexpected re-

sults, he says that wax is a poorer conductor of
heat than wood: and of all bodies, according to

Tyndall's experiments, the one allowing the
least radiation of heat. This stands as an off-

set to the advantage that the division-board
has in not allowing the air to pass by at each
end.
Now, here's something for Prof. Cook and Mr.

Larrabee to refute or confirm. If division-
boards are of no value, it is well to know it. It

occurs to me that a variation might be made in
this way: In a room of uniformly low tempera-
ture, place a hive with a heatei' kept at a uni-
form temperature in the center of the hive, a
comb on one side of the heater, and a division-
board on the other. Now place a thermometer,
one in each end of the hive, and compare. In
any case this much good may come—that, in-

stead of the wooden division-board, we can use
a frame of comb with something fastened on
each end-bar to make it as tight- fitting as the
wooden board. If. however, we use closed -end
frames, then the problem assumes a different
shape. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

IS HE A JOKER ]

SOME FISH-STORIES.

I bought me a colony of bees last November,
with one of Alley's queens in it, and transferred
them and kept them through the winter in fine

condition in a Simplicity hive. It is true. 1 took
them into the house and set them by my bed
during the coldest weather; but I did not keep
them there until they knew me well enough to

meet me on the road and look me in the eyes,

and buzz in my ears.
I have learned to write a little for Glean-

ings, but can not get any one to believe every
thing I write. I had Bro. Root on top of the
fence in regard to tliat wheat "• mill;" but E.
France has got him leaning on the other side
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now. Yon men up there in the North do not
seem to have mnch confidence in yonr fellow-
man. I am inclined to believe every thing I

hear. I will make one more statement and try

to prove ray former ones; and if I do not get
some evidence on my side, then I am done.
Friend Root, do you know that our common

house-martins that make their appearance
every spring, when they leave in the fall and
go to their winter quarters settle on a kind of
rush (just like a swarm of bees on a-limb), un-
til the rush bends down and lets them sink into
the water and there they stay all winter in a
dormant condition ? Of course, you do not be-
lieve it. as you did not readily believe the story
of the little snakes running into their mother's
mouth. You seem to think nothing can live

any length of time in and out of the water.
Now as to the evidence: 1. I will refer you
with this bird tale to A.J.Cook: 3. If there
are any snapping-turtles in your little creek at
Medina, take one out and keep it 24 hours, and
then tickle it on the nose with your finger, and
report results.

A. B. Baii'd's bees can puncture grapes and
hull wheat. Take one dozen bundles of good
ripe and sound Concord grapes, and mash up
half the bunches, and set them all together be-
fore your bees, and watch the result. Let the
truth come, Bro. Root.

Y^es, A. B. Baird's bees can bite. I bought
me a tJray's covered feeder of A. I. Root, and the
saw had left a stringy substance in the entrance
uncut, which the bees bit out in a short time.
They also bit one of my hives in the entrance
until it was larger. E. France will say " mice "

again. Well, friend F., if bees will suck chilled
brood as dry as chips, why can they not suck
a chicken as dry as a chip also?

J. D. Whittenburg.
Marshfield, Mo., May 9.

[We will not attempt to dispute your state-
ments, because—because you are abetter joker
than the rest of us. Say, do those martins stay
in the water dormant for ever?] E. R.

[I am well aware that bees can bite sufficient-

ly to enlarge the entrance to their hives, as
they do sometimes where they are made care-
lessly too small. I have also seen robbers work
at a crack until they cut away wood enough so
they could manage to squeeze through it; and
I have been for years pretty well satisfied that
bees do, at least occasionally, manage to get
into certain kinds of grapes. Perhaps they
push in between the skin and stem, and thus
get an opening. I believe, however, this does
not often happen; and it is usually confined to
the sweetest varieties of grapes, such as are
grown in California, together with the Dela-
wares and some other varieties grown here.]

A. I. R.

EXTKACTING-CASES.

SHALLOW EXTRACTING -FRAMES VS. THE FULL-
DEPTH L. frame; THE BEE-ESCAPE NOT

A SUCCESS.

I am free to say that I can't understand why
so many large producers of extracted honey
still use full-sized Langstroth supers. When I

remember what time it has taken to lift out
frame by frame, shake them and brush off the
bees, etc., what difficulty I had when the honey-
flow suddenly ceased, and robbers were trouble-
some, I can hardly think now of getting along
Avith my increased number of colonies without
shallow supers.
The main advantage of shallow supers is,

that I take oft' the whole super at once, and do
this nearly as quick as anybody can take out a
single frame. For two men it takes hardly an
hour in the morning to wheel all the supers
into the honey-house. We can extract during
the day. and in half an hour they are set back
on the hive in the evening. With the full-

story supers one man had to work all day in the
apiary, and had not much time to take a rest if

the other fellow at the extractor were to be
kept busy. We now do all the outside work in

the cool morning and evening. Surely he who
still uses a full-story super has never tried a
shallow one.

It seems that the idea is prevailing, that,
with shallow supers, the honey must remain on
the hive till the honey-flow is over. I do not
do so, but extract the most of the honey during
the honey-flow. I storify the supers in so far
that the extracted combs are set just ov(n' the
honey-board (mostly queen-excluding), and the
super on top is taken off only for extracting.
If we use three supers for every strong colony,
we take off capped honey from top, and all the
uncapped honey remains in the hive till we
come along again to the same hive. All the
time the bees have plenty of empty combs, and
we can extract as quickly as the "bees bring in
the honey. All this is inipossible with a two-
story Langstroth hive. Here you must extract
capped and uncapped, thick and thin honey,
because both kinds are in the same frame, and
nevertheless the bees have sometimes not emp-
ty cells enough. By the shallow-super system
we have no danger from swarms, and do not
have to fuss with taking out queens, etc., a la
France.

In getting the bees out of the supers we use
Heddon's plan, smoking them down. If the
honey is capped we have no difficulty in doing
it, and I can easily take off' as many supers as
the assistant can wheel into the honey-house,
but if the case contains uncapped honey, or,

still worse, some brood, the bees will not readily
leave the super; and that is one of the reasons
I want a queen-excluding honey-board. The
few bees remaining in the supers will escape
from the honey-house. I tried the shaking-out
plan, but it made little difference in the number
of bees remaining in the super.

Bee-escapes did not work with me. Some-
times the bees are very slow in leaving a super;
but even if the escapes would work all right all

the time, I would not use them; it is too much
work for me to handle the supers so often.
When I lift off a super to slip the escape under
it, I can just as well set it on a wheelbarrow
and save a second lifting.

You will say in your foot-note to this article,
" That's old." I know it is; but what I wish to
know is, why do you in yonr price list recom-
mend a two-story hive for extracting ? Why
do yon not add 5^^-inch-high frames and cor-
responding cases to your Dovetailed hive? In
1889, page 190, you say. "Our dovetailed supers
can be used for the half-depth bodies if desir-
ed." But you never offered frames for this
purpose. By the way, I think these supers
would be too shallow. I use frames 5% inches
high, because this size is just right for my 11-

inch extractor, and the supers can be made of
six-inch lumber, without waste. It is not too
deep to smoke out the bees, and a shallow frame
would cost more for the same comb surface. I

have used these cases for five years with com-
mon hanging frames; but I think now they can
be improved by using closed-end frames.

Here let me add a few words in regard to
closed-end frames. The hives I got from you
this winter contain swarms now. and some of
my old frames I have changed to closed-end
frames. As yet, I am very well pleased with
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the handling of these frames. If, by and by, the
frames are not too much glued to the walls of
the hive, this style of frame will have many
advantages over' the hanging or swinging
frame. I confess I was prejudiced against
these frames. I am expei'imenting now with
some other frames and hives, and can't tell as
yet which kind 1 shall prefei-; but I am sure,
with out-apiaries, I iiuist have fixed frames.

L. Stachelhausen.
Selma, Texas, May, 1891.

[Thanks for your valuable suggestions. Your
ideas will dovetail very nicely with those of
Mr. Heddon in regard to his shallow closed-end
frames. The Dad ants use half-story extracl-
ing-supers, and their frame is six inches deep.]

E. R. R.

LADIES' G0N¥ERSAZ10ME.

SEATS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

SEATS FOB EVEKYBODY WHEN TIRED OUT, OR
IN A STATE OF FEEBLE HEALTH.

Mr. Root:—When you spoke of seats in the
apiary and in our workrooms, you touched upon
a secret of success which, if followed out by all,

especially women, would make this nation a
happier and much more thi'ifty people. A half,

or. at least, a third of our women, complain they
can't do their housework without great weari-
ness ; and many are obliged to hire help who
otherwise would not, if they would just act
upon that little hint of yours of sitting down to
talk, or silting down to do such work as could
beaseasily done sitting down asln standingup,
and then we could keep rested. No one should
keep on his feet until trembling and tired, but
keep within his strength, and then his strength
would increase: but if worked to exhaustion, it

sooner or later brings on weakness and disease.
If sitting down does not give complete rest, then
lie down each day, more or less. We make bet-
ter wives and mothers if not overworked. The
mind is much clearer, and the nerves steadier:
the sharp answer is not half so apt to be spoken,
and we speak loudei'. so we do not so often have
to be asked over what we say; and if asked
over, we are not so apt to give an impatient
sound to our voices, but more gentle and sweet.
If mothers and wives can keep sweet-tempered,
it tells upon the whole household: for children
are very apt to act and speak as mother acts,
and husband to answer back as spoken to, and
the help to be cross and disobliging. Even the
little infant is sometimes thought to be cross
and fretful, when it is the mother who is much
to blame, for mother is too tired. Oh if we
could realize each day that it is not all of life to
live—that each day we are building for eternity,
and our building is the lives with whom we
come in contact, how much more careful would
we be to be right, as it is more what we ai'e

than what we do that tells for God I We must
have Jesus in our lives as tlie ruling principle.

PLANT HONEY-BEARING TREES.

Some 13 or 1.5 yc^ars ago Mr. Axtell and myself
thought strongly of planting out a basswood
grove for our bees: but on(! day, while reading
in a bee-jonrnal, one writer said it would not
pay the person who put out such a grove, as he
would nevei- live to see his bees gather honey
from the grove he would set out. The conse-
quence was. we dropped the idea and did not
set tliem out, as it was not so convenient to ob-
tain such trees. We now wish we had such a
grove, and I think it would pay us, though

basswood-blossoms are seldom rich with honey
in this locality; but we might as well set out
lioney- bearing trees as those that produce no
honey, as some years th(>y might yield honey, if
other years they did not. Our advice would be, to
plant honey-producing trees.

GLOVES.
Bees sting my hands worse with cotton gloves

than if bare-handed. The soft springy nature
of a cotton glove always seemed to me to anger
them; and old kids that have been worn for
some time. I think have a smell the bees do not
like, and they sting worse with than without
them. Once, a good many years ago. I got tired
of the stings, and thought to try buckskin
gloves; but so many bees left their stings in
th(^ gloves, I pitied the bees as it killed so many.
I pulled the gloves oft', and have never worn
buckskin since. I never use any covering to
my hands unless it be a cotton cloth wrapped
low down over my wrist, down over the backs
of the hands, as far as possible, and of a thick-
ness that the stings can't reach thi-ough. The
stings which the bees thrust in as they try to
crawl under such a cloth are always the worst
to be borne, as we can't pull them out so quick-
ly. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Roseville. 111., May 1.5.

.

[My good friend Mrs. A., it almost startles me
sometimes to see how exactly your expeilence
coincides with my own, and to find that you
have passed through the same sortof trials that
I have. It is not only b(;tter " wives and moth-
ers "when they ai-e not overworked, but I am
inclined to think that fathers might be improv-
ed quite a little, if they would take the trouble
to sit down when exhausted, so as to recuperate
theii' strength. There is a whole sermon, and a
practical one. in your remarks about taking
cai-eofour bodily health and strength, so that
we are better prepared to exercise thi^ virtue of
patience. But there is another side to this
matter of seats, and one that I rather dislike to
speak of, but perhaps it might be well to recog-
nize it here. We sometimes meet with lazy peo-
ple who insist on sitting down and shirking re-
sponsibility when they are not tired. Provid-
ing seats for such would be only ministering to
their laziness. A little careful observation,
however, with Christian love in our hearts, will
readily enable us to judge pretty accurately. I

become thoroughly tired out almost every day:
but somehow I have the faculty of resting
quickly. Sometimes sitting down for only five
minutes, and occupying myself with some work
that can be done in a sitting position, I'ests me
so that I am ready to climb stairs again, and
hurry from one room to another, and enjoy it

too. Now. then, let us all remember that we
can do Christ's work by furnishing or suggest-
ing, or providiiKj seats for those we love, and
we ouqht to love evervbody around us.]

A. I. R.
* I

THE BEES AT DR. MILLER'S.

AN INTERESTING REPORT.

Our bees are in splendid condition, and nearly
all our colonies are ready for the harvest, which
we expect to begin in about a week, there being
some clover in bloom now. May 26. Only one
colony in the Wilson apiary of 92 colonies has
less than five frames of brood, and most of them
have from to 8 frames.

I want to tell you a little about how we have
strengthened them. Some of our colonies were
very strong early in the season; in fact, they
were all in good condition, no sign of spring
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dwindling. When the queen was crowded for
room to lay in these strong colonies (they usu-
ally had from (3 to 8 frames of brood before she
Avas crowded much), we went to each of them,
first found the queen, placed the frame with
her on in an empty hive, then took one or two
frames of brood with adhering bees, generally
taking only one frame, unless very much crowd-
ed, giving them empty combs in place of those
taken, returned the frame with the queen,
when they were all right for aboilt a week,
Avhen we had to take from them again.
When colonies have only two or three frames

of brood they build up very slowly, often seem-
ing to stand perfectly still. When they have
only a little patch of brood in one or two
frames, as a general rule they may as well be
broken up, for they do not pay foi' the time you
spend on them. It took me" a good while to
learn this; and how I used to beg that they
might be turned over to me! Now 1 experience
quite a feeling of relief when they are disposed
of. Mrs. Harrison expressed my sentiments ex-
actly when she found that the bees of her
weakling had "betaken themselves to pastures
new."
The best colonies to build up are those having

five frames of brood; but the trouble is. you
will be obliged to take from them so soon that
it makes a great deal of work; and if left en-
tirely alone they will be all right in time for
the harvest. We wished to avoid all extra
work, so we decided to begin with those having
brood in three frames. Going to the first colo-
ny that had only three bi'ood, we removed all

the combs until we came to the brood, and gave
It four frames of brood with adhering bees.
After we had strengthened all the colonies that
had only three brood, we filled up those having
only four.
We have never experienced any difficulty in

uniting bees in the way I have mentioned, and
in no case has the queen been harmed by it.

We have always taken the precaution, however,
never to put two frames, taken from the same
hive, together. If they were put in the same
hive, we always placed a frame taken from an-
other colony between them. Sometimes, if it

was dift'cult to find the queen, the frame of
brood was taken without the adhering bees, in
which Case it was given to a colony having four
or five brood, so that it should be well cared for.

Mrs. Harrison, I should like to know in what
condition your combs are when you want to use
them, that you set in your cellar to wait for
that swarm. I very much fear that, if they
were left in our cellar until swarming time, we
should find them pretty well riddled with
worms, besides being somewhat musty. I won-
der whether the difference is in the cellars, or
does swarming time come earlier at Peoria?
Just as soon as we can, after our bees are out

of the cellar, we see that our extra combs are
all given to the bees to take care of. An extra
story is filled with these combs, and placed
under one of the strongest colonies. The bees
clean them up nicely, and they are soft and
sweet when we want to use them.
Marengo, 111. Emma Wilson.

[My good friend Emma, I have been through
the same kind of experience; and after having
practiced it two or three years, it became quite
questionable to me whether robbing Peter to
pay Paul was just the thing or not. There is

one thing certain, however: We can. by this
means, often save valuable queens that would
surely be lost otherwise; and we think it always
pays us, without question, to watch carefully,
that neither our imported queens nor our select
tested are suffered to die. Years ago somebody
suggested that the queens that let their colonies

down to a teacupful did not amount to much
any way. But I know this is not true; for
queens rescued from these little remnants often
prove to be equal to any in the apiary.]

THE USES OF AN UMBEELLA AMONG THE
BEES.

HOW TO HIVE A SWARM WITH IT.

Mrs. Harrison's umbrella on a staff is a good
thing to use if it is not too windy; but an um-
brella to catch up and carry around with me
whenever my hands are at liberty, is one of my
greatest comforts. On extremely hot days we
always have them handy, and I often make use
of them in swarming time to hive bees. Our
queens are all clipped, bat the swarms will
sometimes cluster; and although I know they
will return in time, I don't wait long, but take
a few from the cluster and start them in. As
our trees are mostly small, they can usually be
reached from the ground, or with a step-ladder.
I often turn my umbrella upside down, and
shake part of the cluster in it, ^nd take them
to the hive where the queen is.

One day last summer a swarm came out just
as a shower was coming up; and instead oi re-
turning to find their queen they clustered close-
ly on a small apple-tree. The rain came im-
mediately; it was cool, and the bees were being
washed off on the ground. I thought they
should go home, but they could not fly. They
had no umbrella, so I loaned them mine. I

shook them into it. and, taking it to the hive, I

poured out what I could, and turned the um-
brella down on the hive and left them to
go in at their leisure, which they did, and I

presume were much obliged, for they made no
more trouble, and were one of my best colonies
that season.

THE RECORD-BOOK A GREAT CONVENIENCE.

Another great help is the record-book. It

saves much opening of hives, and from it much
of the work can be planned in the house. I aim
to know, as nearly as possible, the exact condi-
tion of each colony during the working season.
I shall be glad to have suggestions for simpli-
fying this record, especially in numbering, as I

start out this season witli a new book, and a
new hundred in numbers. I have been in the
habit of giving the new number to the prime
swarm; but as the old hive is moved to a new
location, it changes the number of location and
queen. Now, it seems to me the old hive, with
its young bees, young queen, and new location,
should be the new colony. To be sure, you
would have to change the number on the old
hive; but that should never be affixed perma-
nently, as we are apt to change them about for
one reason or another, and that would be easier
than to remember that this stand and queen
used to be No. 40 and now is No. 80. How do
you do it. any way ? S. M. Stow.
South Evanston, 111., May 27.

[Dr. Miller or Miss Wilson can doubtless tell

a good deal about lecord -books. Dr. M. has a
peculiar system, and a code of shorthand of

his own. He explained the whole to me while
at Marengo last fall. Perhaps he or his assist-

ant will tell us about it. Say (Mrs.) S.—ex-
cuse me if I put you in the wi'ong department

—

you have origiiuited a new and useful function
for the umbrella. Why don't you patent it--

not the umbrella but the function? Joking
aside, the umbrella might answer excellently
for catching a cluster of bees just shaken oif a
limb.l E. R.
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TO MAKE HONEY CAXDY.

J. B. Weber wishes to make honey candy. If

put into dishes which have contained candied
honey the process will be hastened.

HATS. GLOVES. AND VEILS.

For gloves I like a stocking-leg with thumb
and hand covered with denim. The fingers

are free, the hands do not tan, and the bees
can not sting through tliem. They do not offer

to sting the ends of the fingers.

To make the hat-brim broader without tiie

inconvenience of a bi'oad straw brim, take
straw-colored paper and cut it in strips about
two Inches wide. Plait, and baste around the
brim. I could hardly do witiiout it. Three-
quarters of a yard oif mosquito-netting, with
brussels net for the face, a rubber at the top to

fit the hat-crown, and a string at the bottom to

fasten about the neck, makes a good and cheap
veil.

SEALING HONEY.

Why do not my bees seal honey promptly?
They were gathering honey, though slowly.
They were strong enough to swarm. We ex-
amined honey again and again, each time de-
ciding that it must be left a little longer to com-
plete the sealing. At last it was browned.

GAKDENING.

I am very glad that the ladies have a depart-
ment in trLEANiNGs. I very much wish that
they would respond to Mr. Roofs request that
they tell us how they enjoy stirring the mellow
soil, and watching the plants grow. I find the
soil heavy and hard to work. If I would see

the plants grow, I must wage an unceasing
war against weeds, insects, droughts, and frost.

We had quite a hard freeze last night, and
have been hard at work to-night covering
plants with straw and paper. We think Paris
green the best remedy for the striped cucum-
ber-bug. Last yeai' our first tomatoes brought
eight cents a pound. I should like to know
whether any of the ladies can dress so as to do
real work inthe garden, and yet be presentable
when callers arrive.
You mention a book on tomatoes as being tlie

only one. I will send you a copy of one written
by F. F. .Smith, then of Aurora. He is now-
raising roses. His greenhouses are at the cor-
ner of tiTth St. and R. I. R. R.. Chicago, near the
Cook Co. Normal. I think this book a good one.
My favorite tomatoes are Ignotum for early,

and Livingston's beauty. Libbie Williams.
Delavan, Wis., May 26.

[Yes, my good friend, it is emphatically true
in gardening, that "' there is no excellence with-
out great labor.'" This matter of dress for gar-
deners, both men and women, is one that inter-
ests me. W^hen I get right do\vn to business
with the plants, not only my boots but my
clothing generally looks quite unpresentable.
People will come along and ask me all sorts of
questions about A. I. Root. Sometimes they
venture the remai'li that he must be a queer
sort of genius, until I begin to think I can not
longer conscientiously avoid telling them that
I am the very chap himself. I am exceedingly
obliged to you for the tomato-book, for it plain-
ly indicates that friend Smith is a real live gar-
dener, and loves to make things grow.]

moderate success, ten years. I never wear any
thing on my hands while working with bees,

and get but few stings during a season. I must
have free use of my hands and fingers. I re-

move propolis with hot water, soap, and am-
monia. I cover tan with gloves or mits when I

go to church. Sunday-school, etc. I wear a
light-colored calico dress, gingham apron and
sunbonnet. all well starched and smoothly
ironed. ]My oversleeves are fastened above the
elbow, and drawn closely around the wrist. I

seldom have to hive a swarm, as I try to keep
ail my queens clipped. I could not sit down,
nor get down on my knees, and handle frames
with bees, on account of rheumatism, of wliich
the stings have not entirely cured me: there-
fore I have my hives stand on benches twenty
inches high, under the shade of very large ap-
ple-trees.

"
I enjoy standing erect while at

work. When very tired I go into the house and
lie down. Mks. Mary Hunter.
Vicksburg, Mich., May 10.

a COUNTRY' COUSIN S EX1'P:BIENCE.

Will the ladies kindly allow a " country cous-
in ' to enter their Conversazione? I. also, have
felt lonesome and disappointed " when
Gleanings arrived without a "piece" from
the pen of my favorites—Mrs. Harrison and
Mrs. Axtell. I have kept Italian bees with

MAY- 15TH gleanings ; ONE OF THOSE LARGE
bee-aprons.

I received the May 15th Gleanings last even-
ing, and I could not close my eyes until eleven
o'clock, as it was so interesting. We generally
get our mail in the evening; and you may be
sure that, when Gleanings comes, it is a late

hour when our eyes are closed.

I am going to try my hand at bee-work this

season. "We have moved our apiary of over 100

colonies into the heavy basswood: and if good
care and strong colonies is all that is needed this

year I think we shall get a good crop of honey.
I notice the bee-keeping friends are expecting a
favorable season.

APRONS.

I have some of those large aprons, such as

Miss Wilson speaks of, but mine are made of

heavy shirting. I think I shall like the materi-
al better than any thing spoken of in Glean-
ings, as they look nicer, and are much easier

laundried. Speaking of washing reminds, me
that perhaps all ladies who do their own wash-
ing mav not know the benefit of using kerosene.

If a tablespoonful is put into the suds they are
to be soaked in or rubbed through, the ease
with which the dirt comes out is surprising.

I have not selected my gloves yet, and am
still at a loss to know what kind to get. al-

though I have watched Gleanings closely on
that subject.

I make our own foundation. Last year was
mv first experience in that line or in any work
concerning the apiary. I did not undertake to do
anv thing in regard to handling the bees, but I

am' going to make their acquaintance next
week, and show my husband what help I can
be in the vard. I know he will appreciate it,

as he has kept bees so long without a wife's

help. Mrs. F. T. Hall.
Prairie Farm, Wis., May 21.

give, and IT SHALL BE GIVEN UNTO YOU.

Friend Root:—The text, " Give and it shall

be given unto you," and your writings have
called forth this note. I think, and know by
experience, that the mori^ we give the more we
shall receive. Nearly t« o years ago I was left

alone, with the responsibility of making our
living from 35 acres, and rearing up two chil-

dren for God. Of all we sell, we lay by a tenth
for benevolent purposes, and have enough more
to use ourselves than if we gave notliing to the

cause of Chiist. I work and plan as much as

the next woman, doing all our work that we
may have means to give. I have 12 colonies of

bees, and keep bee - supplies, make founda-
tion, milk two cows, keep sheep, pigs, etc., and
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our heavenly Father has blessed all our under-
takings. Now, dear sisters in the ladies' de-
partment, let us be liberal, and give to the
cause of Christ as well as to spend for our own
good. Mi{s. Eaa Hole.

Riplevville. O.. Mav 20.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

PROSPECTS NEVER HETTER THAN NOW: HOW
THE ITAEIAXS CA.MK OX'T AHEAD

IX THE RACE.
The prospects for a honey crop were never

better than now. The season has been a little

backward, with considerable chilly weather.
We had no pollen until April (5. ajid our colonies
were very weak—mere nuclei. I lost 30 from
starvation. 'We had no swai'ms last year. The
Italians fared much better than the blacks, and
nearly every one of those which perished were
blacks and hybrids.

GLEANINGS OF 8 YEARS AGO AND GLEANINGS
OF TO-DAY.

While looking to-day at a section I bought of
you eight years ago, I took it out of a wide
frame. I thought to myself. " What a change I"'

for it looked rough and dark compared with
what you make ncnv. And while looking at
Gleanings to-day I see your subscription list

is about three times as large as when I first

subscribed, or more, and still increasing. When
Ernest got married you stated that you had a
' sicarm in winter." I had a notion "right then
to ask you if you had given it foundation. I

see you did, for Ernest keeps right with the
bee-business, and I think a good bee-man is

awake to every invention. I am pleased that
you are so mindful as to illustrate those things,
for the most illiterate can read pictures. I

would say. that the prospects for fruit, hay.
and cereals, are excellent. E. B. Morgan.'
Lucas. la., May 27.

H.\TCHING OUT QVEEN-CELLS IN THE POCKET.

It is doubtless no novelty to you. but it may
possibly be interesting to some of the readers of
Gleanings, that I succeeded in hatching sev-
eral tine Italian queens by cutting out the cells
and keeping them in a small box in my pocket.
The cells were, of course, capped over "before I

took them out. I do not know any thing about
handling bees, excepting what I learn from
your ABC. and the little experience of this
spring; but I am trying to save my Italian
queens, and know of no other way practicable
for me. "H. G. Otis.

Clifton, Va., June 1.

[Friend O., the same thing has been done be-
fore, and is described in our back volumes. A
shallow tin box—a tobacco-box for instance-
seems to be what is needed. Put in a little^ soft
cotton, to keep the cell or cells from tumbling
about. Then put the box in your inside vest
pocket, keeping it so close to your body that it

will remain just about the temperature of your
body. Such a queen-nuisery will do very well.
It is always at hand for examination: and
when you Hnd a liive that needs a queen, the
queen is right with you without running after
ner. lam inclined to think the idea ought to
be in use more than it is.]

ly through the following winter. The next
year they grew strong, but did not swarm. The
second year they cast one good swarm. Last
year, while located at Fredonia. Kan., the two
colonies both swarmed in Api-il. In the IoIIdw-
ing months both the original colonies and their
April swarms cast swarms, so that, in the fall.

I had nine colonies of beautiful Italian bees, all

from the one queen and one pound of bees.
Last year I sold nearly ?.50.(X) worth of bees and
honey, and retained two colonies with which to
begiii business here in a new home. My two
colonies seem to be rapidly increasing, but have
not yet cast a swarm. I fear this locality is not
favorable to bee culture. N. V. Mooke.
Yates Centei'. Kan., ]\Iay 25.

and bore a hole
bottom. Then

A neat wire staple instead of a heavy
STONE TO hold THE COA'ER DOWN.

For some years I have used heavy stones to
hold my covers down to keep the winds from
blowing them off until I got sick of that. I now
tise a wire i^ent as shown, tlu- width being %
in., and the liMigth lii in.

|
But the lengtli

may be varii'd. Take an awl
a little slanting from the _
stick in tlie wire on each side of the hive. They
work all right, and do away with lifting a stone
every time I want to examine a hive.

Ben. Franklin.
Franklinton. N. Y., May 22.

[Very good, friend F.; but isn't it a big nui-
sance to be i)ulling those staples out and put-
ting them back in again? The first Simplicity
liives were hinged, and a little hook fastened to
the cover like a box or chest.]

HAS TO STOP BEE-KEEPING BECAL'SE BEES
DESTROY FRUIT.

I have been tliinking I must stop Gleanings
because I can't ke(^p bees here, they destroy so
much fruit. I kept one stand ovei'. They have
swarmed five times, and are now all bringing
in honey from the sage. But before the ripen-
ing of fruit I have to kill them. They are my
pets, and I hate to kill them. I will inclose a
dollar for Gleanings. I must have it a little

longer.
TANGLE -FOOT CLOVER.

I inclose a slip of what they call "tangle-foot
clover." It is in blossom five or six months,
and tlie bees work on it from morning till night.
The mountains in this part of the country are
covered with it. It you ever come to California
again while I live. I want to see you. When
you were at El Cajon you were only ten miles
from me. I am now 73 years old, and preach
twice every Sunday. A. Bixby.
Dehesa, Cal., May 1.

sitting down to work THE HUBBARD
SECTION-PRESS.

I note what you say about having to stand up
to work my section-press. Please set the ma-
chine on the floor, and, after ari-anging a seat
the right lieight. sit down and go to work, and
see how you like it. I fully appreciate the com-
plimentary notices you have given the press.

G. K. Hubbard.
Fort Wayne, Ind., May 20.

AN APIARY FROM A SMALL BEGINNING.

Four years since, in July. I bought of you a
queen and one pound of bees. They lived "nice-

LOOFT's HOME-MADE SECTION-FORMER: AN
EXCELLENT MACHINE.

I want to bear my testimony to the excellence
of the section -press described in Gleanings,
May 15. invented by C. G. Looft. I made one,
and it is a daisy. Ithink it amply pays me for
one year's subscription to Gleanings.
Fulton, INIo., May 27. H. S. Huggett.
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WHY THOSE CAKES FROM JAPANESE BUCK-
WHEAT TASTED BITTER.

I think I can explain how the buckwheat
cakes spoken of by friend Hann tasted bitter,

for I had a similar experience. The bitter taste
comes from the bran tliat is left in the flour if

the buckwheat was not perfectly dry when
ground. That taste will be more pronounced if

the cakes are kept a little too long on the grid-
dles. When I had my buckwheat ground last

fall it was a little dainp. and lots of the flour

went with the bran. We tried the shorts, or
middlings, for cakes: and, while the flen tr was
all right, the cakes made with the shorts had
that bitter taste. The great trouble with the
Japanese is tlie size of the grain, which is too
lai'ge for most mills. I. H. Putnam, of River
Falls. Wis., who owns a mill, told me that,

when giinding Japanese buckwheat, he put up
a spout to biing back the grain that was car-
ried over and would have been lost, and so got
a better yield than with the common kind.

GusTAVE Gross.
Hillsborough, Wis., May 22.

SPRAYING trees; TWO HORSES KH-LED BY
E.VTING THE GRASS tTAfugjj thE TREES.

For the benettt of others I thought I would
report the fact of a neighbor losing two valua-
ble horses by their eating grass a short time in

an orchard where tlierv had been spraying done.
Nokomis, 111., May 23. E. S. Sandford.

[We sent the above to Prof. Cook, who re-

plies:]

If this be true, the Paris green was used al-

together too strong, or else, more likely, was
spilled. It should never be used stronger than
1 lb. to 200 gallons of water. Then it may be
used very thoroughly, and still will do no harm.
I experimented vci y thoroughly two years ago,
and proved ptisitivcly that there was no danger.
I am willing to turn my horse into any orchard,
if properly and cautiously sprayed. Of course,
we can never be too cautious in using such vir-

ulent poisons. I sprayed trees with a mixture
twice as strong as should be used, then penned
hungry sheep under some which I sprayed
thrice; cut grass very close, and fed it to my
horse, and this grass was all eaten in a few
minutes. This I did twice, and I had thick
papers under two trees, which caught all the
poison. This was analyzed, and a poisonous
dose was not found in all that fell. Thus it will

be seen that I have reason for my faith. So I

say again, if this report be true, the cause lay
in improper spraying or terrible carelessness.

A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., May 29.

THE USE OF THE WORD " FRIEND," ETC.

I think those who have been born and reared
in the "Great West" will not object to being
called " friend."

MY POTATOES.

One day while preparing dinner I cut off the
ends of potatoes containing long sprouts. I re-

moved all but one. and then planted them jn a
large flower-pot. which I had previously half
filled with fresh horse manure, beaten down
and covered with rich earth. I took them into
the honey-house during cool nights. Tliey re-
mained only a few days in the pot. as my hus-
band disliked to see me carrying them around,
and I set them out in the garden. But, how
they have grown, being far ahead of others
planted in the open ground about the same
time! Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., May 11.

I have noticed, Mrs. H., that there has been

considerable discussion in regard to the word
" friend." Now, why not let each one act ac-
cording to his own pleasure and feelings? I

like to address my neighbors as "friends" in

the way I have been accustomed to do; and I

suppose there is a general agreement so far.

When it comes to an enemy, however, or some-
body with whom you have had disagreement,
is it consistent or wise to address such a one as
friend ? 1 presume I got into the way of so do-
ing in trying to obey the injunction of the
Scriptures. " Love ye your enemies." It is no
easy task, I tell yoii. foi me to love everybody;
but when I have fought down rebellious feel-

ings so that I have a real honest desire to love
those who are unlovable, then I feel happy in
telling them what I feel in my heart. When I

say " friend " so and so I do not by any means
mean to convey the idea that they feel friendly
toward tne, but only that I feel friendly toward
them, and feel an anxiety to do them friendly
service. For instance, if some one is using to-
bacco in a way that is very offensive and disa-
greeable to me, I shall make very much better
headway in inducing him to stop for the time
being by addressing him as,f?'JeHr7. and at the
same time having a friendly feeling in my
heart. I feel sure there is no hypocrisy about
it; for wh(!n I absolutely can neii feel friendly
toward a person, I do not use the term; there-
fore 't becomes an outward evidence to those
about me that I have con(iuered wrong feelings
toward them; and the word "friend" often
helps me to accomplish difficult things, in the
same way a good long stout crowbar helps us to
move obstacles that we could not possibly stir

without its use.—In regard to the potatoes, you
have got the idea exactly, of getting early ones
for the early market.—Here is something more
in regard to the very matter of which we have
been speaking:] A. I. R.

"friend" or "sir"—WHICH?
Friend Root:—The question has come up in

the Americem Bee Joimuil, p. 600. as to whom
we should address as "friend." This question
has puzzled me considerably, and I should like

your views on it. There areeditors and writers
of bee-journals whom I am not personally ac-
quainted with, but I have very friendly feelings
for them, and should like to addre.ss them as
"friends." I am not personally acquainted
with W. Z. Hutchinson or A. I. Root; but I al-

ways address them as "friend," and they recip-
rocate.
There is another class of editors and writers

whom I have no desire to address in this famil-
iar way. Their writings show that, if you
should meet them personally, they would be
distant and reserved, at least on first acquain-
tance. Some of our religious and agricultural
journals address their subscribers as "dear
friend," and it does not seem out of place to me.

W. P. ASPINWALL.
Harrison, Minn., May lo.

more HEALTH PAMPHLETS.

Please let me have some more of your health
pamphlets, as Dr. Hall is flooding this part of

tiie conntry with his mysterious pledge and cir-

culars, and T am afraid he gets many a hard-
earned dollar from poor people hei"e.

Mound City, 111., May 13. M. R. Kuehne.

I am using the Wilford Hall treatment, and
have gained 15 lbs. since using it. I find the
best results by daily use. Dr. Hall has done the
human family more good than any other living

man, in my opinion. Long may he live to enjoy
the fruits of his experience and labor.

Nevada, O., May 19. B. F. Smith.
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THOSE STINGLESS BEES.

Why don't you tell the readers of Gleanings
how you are succeeding with your stingless

bees? Beknaed Reismeyer.
Henry, 111., May 19.

[They all died within a month or six weeks
after we received them, even during the hot
weather. Our climate didn't seem to agree
with them. They had plenty of stores too.J

NOT BEES, BUT BOT-FEIES THAT EAT FROM
THE SORES OF A HORSE.

I would suggest that the beesC?) the gentle-
man saw eating sores on a horse were the bot-
fly, which resemble bees a little. A neighbor
complained to me last summer that my bees
were bothering his horse in the stable. I found
a few bot-flies, but no bees. I think tilthy hab-
its laid to the bees are caused by these insects
and ignorant observers.

Harry L. Dwight.
Friendship, N. Y., June (5.

CATTI,E HAIR FOR WINTER I'ACKING.

Last winter we packed two hives with cattle
hair, and promised to let you hear how they
wintered. They are in tine condition. I have
put sections on, and they are woi'king on them
some. We are well pleased with our experiment,
and have packed fifteen new chaflP hives with
hair. I should like to find some cheap hair felt

to line a few of our Simplicity hives all around
inside the lower story. I would reduce them to
eight frames. I think we could line extra bod-
ies, and transfer bees without much trouble.
Please don't think we have an ax to grind, or

that we are trying to sell hair. What we do
want is a good winter packing that can be re-

moved in the spring. Perhaps hair felt will

pj'ove just the thing. Mkrriam & Brodie.
Tanners and Curriers.

Warsaw. N. Y., May 2.

ON THE TRACK.
"Myself and My Neighbors" in May 1st

Gleanings interested me very much, as the
village of Elmore is only four miles from here.
Mr. Eli EofT is still living there. He is, very
likely, a son of the Mr. EofT you mention. It

may interest you to hear that Elmore is some-
times called the '• City of Churches," as there
are eight there. I have, however, heard anoth-
er name suggested for it, that would seem to
indicate that, in spite of its churches, the 7th
commandment is not observed as it should be.

Woodville, O.. June 4. Jno. F. Nieman.

[Thank you, friend N. It will afford me great
pleasure to mail a copy of the above jom-nal to
Mr. Eoff. And, by the way, your town of
Woodville is about half way between Elmore
and a little place called Pemberville. Thirty-
three years ago I omitted to pay the sum of 50
cents to a young man of nearly my own age, by
the name of Byron Pembcr. I think his grand-
father gave the town of Pemberville its name.
If anybody can tell me where to find Byron
Pember, or any of his people or relatives, I shall
be very glad indeed to pay him back that .50

cents, with compound interest. I do not say
this because I wish to boast of my goodness,
but because I believe it would be a grand thing
for all of us to stait a little wave in the way of
paying off old and just debts. If it should take
.something of a boom, like the new water cure,
what a grand thing it would be ! I am exceed-
ingly glad to hear that Elmore has so many
churches. In fact, there is seldom a lack of
churclies almost anywheie in our land, if we
only look about \is and hunt, them ^ip.] A. I. R.

NEW HONEY', AND THE BEST HONEY-FLOW IN
YEARS.

My bees are doing fairly well—just com-
menced swarming. It is the best honey-flow
that we have had for several years. My hives
are crowded with bees and honey. I have some
very nice white honey ready to market.
Cherry, Ky., May 23. J. C. Hicks.

Bees did well through fruit-bloom. The
drouth is broken now, and bee-keepers are hope-
ful. I don't think I ever saw such a prospect
for white clover. It has just commenced to
bloom. Some bees have swarmed. The bees
here are mostly blacks; some have Italians,
others hybrids. S. W. Berry.
Guilford, O.. May 25.

With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 187. Some years my bees stm-e no
s^irplus after clover, mid some years they store
sjoirl]! for some time ((ftcr. Would yon ndvise
mi: to hcep on scrtiaus reiuly for oinj late flow
if tlicrc is (luy, or wijuld you take ojf (dl sec-
tiotis at close of clover harvest and then extract

if the brood-combs become crowded ?

Take off the sections and extract.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

Probably the latter method would be best.

New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

I prefer to take off all sections, and extract
the late slow crop.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viallon.

I would remove the sections and extract the
surplus they might make.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

I generally keep on sections, so if a flow of
honey occurs the bees are ready to take advan-
tage of it.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Your latter suggestion is correct, because fall

honey is generally dark; and dark comb honey
is of poor sale.

Ohio. S. W. C. F. Muth.

I would take off all sections at the close of
the clover, and extract after, if there is honey
to spare.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

You ought to be your own judge in the mat-
ter, and be directed by past experience.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

If I had just a few bees I would do the first

Avay; but if many, the latter; still, it's pretty
hard to tell.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

Take the sections off at the close of the ivhite-

honey harvest. Save your late stores in the
combs until spring to build up with.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

I would remove all sections at the close of
clover bloom, and then watch proceedings; and,
if necessary, I would put them on again if I

wanted the late honey in sections.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

I am not an expei't at comb-honey production;
but I would say, keep on the sections, as I don't
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fancy extracting and daubing around with the
brood-nest, especially late in the season.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborx.

Take ot¥ your sections and sort them over.
Put those nearest finished on your best colonies,
and extract from the rest. It does not pay to
produce comb honey when honey is coming in
very slowly.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Greex.

If. on an average, the after-harvest is quite
light. I think it would doubtless be wise to re-

move sections and extract. If the harvest is

good it is easily discerned, and you can then
put section-cases on.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

The answer to this would depend entirely
upon your market. Of late years, colored comb
honey has been selling near enough to the price
of the white so that I do not think it would pay
to change from the production of comb to ex-
tracted honey in the same season.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddox.

That depends upon what the fall flow is from,
and what your market demands. If the late
flow is dark honey, and your market demands
light comb honey. I believe it would be better
to extract the late flow, but. be careful and not
overdo the matter.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Masox.

I leave my sections on till quite late. If re-
moved to your location I should do the same
until experience taught me better. Somehow I

don't take much stock in the plan of getting a
crop of extracted honey after a crop of comb
honey. May be it's all right, though.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

I am pleased with the Rhode Island plan

—

secui'e the first run of honey in sections, then
put on extracting-supers. You thus avoid the
trouble of having a quantity of half-drawn and
half-tilled sections.
New York. E. Rambler.

[It seems to me, friends, that the answer to
this question must depend on so many condi-
tions that it is hard to get at an agreement. In
some localities the dark buckwheat honey fol-

lows close after the light-colored clover and
linden ; and it surely does not pay to have both
kinds in the same section—that is, if we can
avoid it: therefore not only the locality, but
the seasons, and the peculiar circumstances
governing the matter in many ways, should all

be considered.]

A COMPLAINT.

what are the rules goverxixg queex-
bree:ders ?

Mr. Root:—One of your correspondents wish-
es for a column devoted to '• growlers " in your
valuable journal. I don't think I should like

to be a regular contributor to that department:
but if I always felt as I do now, I should want
some place to vent my feelings. Dui'ing the
first week in May I sent for a queen to one of
your advertisers, untested, to be delivered about
the 20th of the month. I received word, stat-
ing the queen would be shipped about the 30th.
or a few days later. It is a three-mile trip for
me to go to the postofiice and back. I have
been eight times. 24 miles in all. on foot, besides
losing considerable time, and it is now the 2d
of June. As yet I have received no queen, nor
heard any thing further from the firm. I pre-

sume the firm is reliable, and that I shall get a
queen some time between now and next Christ-
mas, although I paid a May price for it. and
really needed it before the 2.5th of the month. I
think I have been treated unfairly. What I
should like to know is this: What are the gen-
eral rules of breeders in shipping queens? Are
May queens that are untested, shipped in June?
If a dealer can not furnish a queen on time,
should he notify the customer or not?
Easton. Wis.. June 2. Eugexe Halstead.

[Friend H., I am glad you brought this mat-
ter up. This is one of tlu^ great troubles in ad-
vertising, and selling and buying perishable
commodities. Wiiere one lives right next door
to the railroad station and express office, as we
do, it is not so bad : but where it takes a trip of
several miles to get to each mail or express
train, then there is trouble. I have just been
overhauling our clerks, and I do not know but
they thought me needlessly vehement by insist-
ing that a postal card go to every customer on
every train that carries his express shipments.
These postals are to avoid needless trips, so far
as may be. When a customer receives notice
that his goods have been f<hlpped. then he can
take a trip to the express office, and not before.
Now in regard to mailing queens: A good many
are advertising untested queens at 7.5 cts. each,
and some for even less than that. How is it

that we succeed in doing a large trade at a
great deal higher prices? Why, simply because
oui' customers learn, sooner or latei-." that, if

they order a queen of us. and pay our jjrice, the
queen goes back to them as quick as their card
reached us: for. in fact, most of the time tin-

tested queens are stacked up on our table,
ready for shipmeut. Last night the queen
clerk went home a little earlier than usual:
and after the last train of the day had left. I

found the book-keepers had a letter in their
hands, ordering four queens. They had so
much to do they did not get time to look the
matter up, and therefore these queens were one
train later than they might have been. Was
this a small matter? Well, even if it was. there
was quite an overhauling among the clerks:
and the one who opens the mail was instructed
to give the queen clerk notice of all orders for
queens whenever letters were so numerotis that
they could not all be opened until only a short
time before the train leaves. The queen clerk
was also dii'ected to ascertain, before leaving
the office, that no queen orders were on hand
unfilled. Why, W(> very oft'Mi open a letter or-
dering goods by mail, at half-past four, and get
the goods on the train as it passes our office at
ten minutes after five. Now. this sounds a good
deal like an advertisement of our business. In
one sense it is: but my motive in explaining it

to you as I have above, is, that you may copy
our methods, so far as you can," and thus not
only hold youi- customers, but' get even better
prices for your goods than you now do. You
will do much more business by asking a dollar
for your queens, and getting them oft' by return
mail, than to advertise them for 50 cts.. and use
your pati'ons as friend H. tells about. Perhaps
it will help matters a little to have the name of
our advertiser given in our next issue, who
made a customer go 24 miles on foot for his
queen, and did not get her. even then. If he
has any explanation to make for such slackness
in business, let him make the apology himself.
In case he could not mail the queen at the time
agreed upon, he certainly could have sent a
postal card, to save our friend all this trouble:
and if it were myself. I should tell friend H. to
make out his bill' for tlie 24 miles of travel, and
I would pay it. In fact, that is just the way
our business has been built up.]
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0a^ peME?.

Judgment will I also lay to the line, aud righteous-
ness to the plunimet: and the hail sliall sweep away
the refuge of lies, and tlie water shall overtiow the
hidingplace.—Isaiah 28:17.

In our gardening operations—in fact, in our
general work throughout our grounds—there is

such a constant need of a sti'ing or a line that I

keep balls of string scattered all over the prem-
ises. When somebody wants to pick them up I

say. "No, no! let it be right where it is. We
want a line so often that we can not afford to
run to the tool-house every time one is wanted."
A whole ball of hemp string costs only three
cents: and it is cheaper to have them around in
different places than to run after them, \yhen
we first commenced gardening I bought an ex-
pensive line, with cast-iron reel and stake.
This was very handy, it is true: but it took so
much lime to go after it That I got into the way
of using just a simple stiing. Where they were
left out in the rain and sun, these strings be-
came rotten after a time, as a matter of course.
But a rotten string will do excellent service if

you do not pull it too hard. A man will be
cutting a ditch, for instance: and as it is only a
little way—may be by the side of the roadway
—he thinks he can do it well enough by his
eye. The consequence is an ungainly and awk-
ward piece of crookedness that pains me every
time I see it. Now. even a rotten string would
have saved this. It is just as easy to dig in a
straight line as in a crooked one. In fact, it is

easier and shorter. But it seems hard for the
average man to learn this. In our lessons in
geometry one of th(^ axioms was, that a straight
line is the shortest distance between two points.
Oh how I wish people could believe this! They
believe it in the abstract; but when it comes to
practical work, how we are pained constantly
by crookedness and awkwardness—yes, when it

would have been much easier to go straight! I
have sometimes remonstrated at the crqoked
work. Then the man takes his spade and* tries
to straighten the ditch. Very likely he makes it

worse. Then he suggests, "Oh! you want me
to take it off a little here, do you?" Then he
goes too far and makes it worse again. Very
likely he thinks I am hard to please, and may
be he says. "Well, where is the place where it

wants straightening?" I suppose I ought to
answer mildly, but 1 am afraid I do not always
do so:

" My friend, neither you nor I nor any other
man can tell what will make it straight and
right, by simply squinting and tinkering at it

here and there. The only thing that can be
done is to stretch a line or string of some sort;
then take your spade and cut down close to the
string, being careful meantime that nothing
crowds the string one way or the other. In
fact, you must not hit the string with your
spade. Let the string alone: and if it is drawn
np just tolerably tight, it will of itself take the
shortest distance between the two stakes—an
absolutely straight line."'

The line or string settles the matter—it is

positive and conclusive. It is exactly right,
and there can be no question about it. In fact,
there is no opinion in regai'd to the matter. All
the world is in agreement. There is a great
deal that is uncertain and unsettled in this
world: but there are at least a few things that
are absolute and always true. In our lessons in
geometry we had one that seemed to me tlien
a piece of foolishness. It was something like
this: " For illustration, let us stippose that a
straight line is not the shortest distance be-
tween two points, and that some other line
would be shorter.'" And then follows a demon-

stration. Of course, it ends in an absurdity,
for it st<irtx in one. This form of logic is called
a reduetio ad (thsurdum.

We all admire straight lines where there is

an attempt to make them straight. A few days
ago I was invited to take a ride on our new
railroad. The track was not only crooked side-
wise, but it was crooked up and "down: and we
went up as one does in a boat over the waves,
and then down again. We were also rocked from
side to side. Finally I sat at the back end of
the car, and looked back at the new track. It

was not yet finished ready for rapid and heavy
traific. Finally we cametoa railroad-crossing;
and while they stopped briefly I took a look up
and down one of ouvgreat railway lines—in fact,

one of the first that was built through the vState

of Ohio. Oh what a contrast! On this great
thoroughfare the tracks are worn so bright that
they were literally unbroken bars of polished
steel; and as they ran away off in the distance
in either direction, they were so beautifully
straight and true that it made a wonderful con-
trast with the neic road I had just been riding
on. Now, I suppo.se these lines of rails have
been for years just as accurate and beautifully
straight as they are now; but I never noticed it

before. The experience I had just been having
with crodhcdncss had enabled me to appreciate
the straight line. May be some of you, my
friends, may begin to suspect ere this, that my
remarks are drifting toward something of more
importance than nice gardening or even skillful

railroad building. It may have occurred to

you before to-day that this is a world of crook-
edness, crooked things, and crooked people.
Saddest of all, pei-haps, to a greater or lesser

extent, we have croohed Cliristlans. What a
thought! Lord, help us in our aspirations to-

ward perfection. Now. the question confronts
us, •' Has the Christian a rule or plummet to

shape his life by. as the gardener would shape
his trenches? Has he a line that can be
stretched so he may map out his pathway, and
have it not only fair to look on in men's sight,

but tolerably fair and pleasing in the sight of

the great God above?"' Yes. I am sure he has;
and the crookedness, like that with the garden-
er, is because he /orycts to apply his line. It is

because he tinkers in trying to make himself
straight—trying every thing first before he
stretches tlie line of God's holy word. You
may say there are differences of opinion among
even conscientious Christians. Yes, so there

are; but not in things of very great import.
The whole world agrees that a straight line, as

I have said, is the shortest distance between
two points. The whole world also agrees, or

at least claims to agree, to the oft-repeated
phrase, that " honesty is the best policy "—at
least, they say so in words. Then why do they
not say so more in actions? Is there any one
among us whose actions indicate every hour
and minute of his life that he fairly believes

that honesty is the best policy? Perhaps some
one says, *' Look here, brother Root, why don't
you yourself apply that line you have been
telling us about, and so show us yourself a per-

fectly straight Christian character?" I was
really afraid, when I started out, that some of

vou would crowd me into just that corner.

Now, if honesty is the best policy in all things,

of course I should be honest in my reply, and I

will try to be. Frankly, then, iiiy dear friends,

the reason why I am not a better man than I

am, is (to tell the truth), that, for the time be-
iug, I like a crooked line better than a sti-aight

one. In other words, when duty plainly and
clearly draws a straight line for me to live by,

inclination clamors so powerfully that only
crookedness comes of it all. Like the new rail-

I'oad, I have mapped out a line that is tolerably
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straight. This straiglu line. I hope and believ(\

has this earth for one of its stai<es. and heaven
above for the other. I think there is progress
plainly to be seen, from earth toward heaven;
but. oh dear! what a spectacle of shoit small
crooks, from the right to the left, and then up
and then down I Is the line growing straighter
as it gets further from earth and nearer to

heaven ? I believe it is.

Why should anybody prefer some other way
than a straight line? In one sense I do not
know, and in another I do know. Paul says,
• It is no more I that do it. but sin that dwelleth
in me." This gives me courage: for even Paul,
the veteran saint, had experience in this un-
ceasing war against sin. In fact, he calls it

Avar. See: " But I see another law in my mem-
bers, nHirring against the law of my mind,
bringing me into captivity to the law of sui
which is in my members." Then he adds. " Oh
wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me
fi-om the body of this death?" Very likely

these battles—this war that Paul speaks of

—

were silent and invisible conflicts. One might
think that a man as busy as I am would have
no time to give to spiritual conflicts, and per-
haps he would have no time to listen or look to
anything that Si^trni has to otter. Not so. A
week ago I had been congratulating myself
that certain battles were fought and won. The
enemy had fled, taking all his artillery. The
battle-ground was clear. Not a glimpse nor
vestige remained. I was happy over snatches
of old hymns that told of deliverances, and of
ba'ttles ended, and almost b<'gan to think tliat I

could say with Paul, at least in one direction,
"I have fought a good fight; I have kept the
faith: henceforth there is laid up for me a
crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the
righteous judge, shall give me at that day." I

did remember the injunction. " Let him that
thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall;'"

but I felt myself so perfectly and thoroughly
delivered from temptation that I even quoted
the text, " As fai- as the east is from the west,
so far hath he removed our transgressions from
us." And I began to feel that God had given
me a standing-place to labor that I never en-
joyed before. For the first time, almost. I could
look unmoved, and without any feeling what-
ever, on things that had been dangers and
snares to me all my life long. Intemperate
men find it is better for them to shun the old
haunts of vice, as well as old companions. Well,
now, suppose one who had battled with this
fiei'ce craving for thirty or forty years should
suddenly And himself entirely.free from his old
appetite, and free from bondage. Suppose he
could look upon old sins and old associations
without a particle of desire in his heart for the
things he had battled with all his life. I once
heard a reformed man say in a revival meeting
that it would be no trouble at all for him to
walk home in the dai'kness of the night, with
whisky-barrels lining the way on both sides of
him, and tin cups hanging (nit. ready for him to
drink from. God had delivered him so thor-
oughly and effectually from his old appetite
that he was a new person. There was as little

desire in his heart for the intoxicating cup as if

he were some one who had never tasted it and
knew nothing about it. This is putting it

strong, I know; but I believe such deliverances
do actually happen. They have come to me
in my own experience, as "a result of earnest
and continual prayer. Sometimes I think I am
not like humanity in geufial. I wonder if it is

possible that the people about me go through
such tierce battles as I do. They seldom say
any thing about it, and their looks do not seem
to indicate it; yet now and then something tells

me that we are, after all, much alike.

Well, only about a week ago Satan came
back in a new guise—at least, in a difi'eient one
from any I had ever known before. The dan-
ger-signal sounded, but so faintly that I began
to think may be this new experience was noth-
ing particular out of thi' way. Another thing,
it was a very strange and curious circumstance.
A short time ago I spoke to you about the hap-
py .surpri-ses God sends to those who are faithful.
At first I almost began to think this was one
of those "happy surprises." Duty said. "Be
careful;" inclination said, '• Let us watch the
thing a while, anyhow, and find out the philos-
ophy of it." I remembered the path that Chris-
tian and Hopeful took, and where it ended.
Now. then, where is that line that can be drawn
to tell us just what is the straight and narrow
path and what is not it ?

And now I have come to the point of my talk
to-day. Is there such a line for our course of
action? OhI to be sure there is: and I am glad
of this experience that has pointed it out to me
so unmistakably. Did this new temptation
cause me to love my Bible more? No, it did
not. Did it draw me to my closet for private
communion with my Savior ? Not at all: for,

come to think of it. my daily devotions alone by
myself had been for some time skipped, and this
was one thing that let Satan in. Did it bring me
nearer to my Savior? Almost in dismay I discov-
ered that my heart was growing cold, and that I

was in no spiritual state to exhort any one to
come to Christ. This is the line, dear friends:
Docs the thing that y<iu are undecided on draw
you nearer to Jesv s Christ^ Inclination said,
"Well, never mind. All Christians have their
ups and downs, and it is nothing strange if you
should have yours." Besides, for the time be-
ing something not quite a straight line seemed
so much more attractive than so strict and pti-

ritauical a life, that I almost felt like rebelling
a little, and saying that the Bible commands
are ^oo strict. How about morning devotions,
asking a blessing at the table, etc.? OhI I got
through with it all pretty well, but there was
not any real c?if/H(.s(((.s-?H and bright joyousness
about it. Sunday was coming, and I should go
to God"s house, teach my Sunday-school class.

and speak in prayer-meeting in the evening,
feeling myself crippled to at least some extent

—

crippled by sin. Did you ever feel yourself in

that predicament, my friend? Then came be-
fore my spiritual vision the hardest obstacle to

surmount of all. The time had come for my
semi-monthly Home talks through Gleanings.
I have felt for years that these must be mes-
sages from the Holy Spirit; but the Holy
Spirit could not speak to me nor through me
with my present low spiritual state. '• Ye can
not serve God and mammon." This new thing
that had proved to be so attractive must be
banished, rooted out, and routed entirely. Now.
I have told you many of these experiences.
6'o/»e of you may tire of them: but others will

not, I ani sure. But let me say, that, of all the
conflicts I have ever had with the prince of
darkness, perhaps this was the most fierce. It

seemed as if he had got his fetters about me.
body and soul. I did not meditate nor purpose
any thing bad oi' wrong—quite the conti'ary.

Yet my better judgment told me what lay be-
yond. I was treading on the brink of danger.
Prayer did but little good, because I did not
really wisJi to give up a line of thought that
seemed so wonderfully attractive, and that be-
gan to mix itself in with most of my thouglits.

A new mini.ster occupied the pulpit Sunday
morning. In fact, he was a student in theology,
not yet having completed his studies. I am al-

ways interested in boy preachers. Their inex-
perience always sets' me to praying for them,
and gives me sympathy for them. This young
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minister iu his opening prayer, by a strange
coincidence (as most people would call it), be-
gan praying for tnc. Of course, he prayed in a
general way, and called nobody by name: but
he spoke of a series of steps by A\hich sinners
are led, in a way that almost stai'tled me. His
sermon was about silent or invisible conflicts:
and he described ray state of mind. He spoke
of conflicts that our nearest friend or relative
knows nothing about, and never dreams of—
conflicts where only Got? and the 'sinner look
on. I commenced praying at first in a hopeless
sort of way. It was hopeless, because I did hot
really ^ra)lt to be diffei'ent. Yes. in one way I

did want to be different, and in another way I
did not. When the sermon was half over, how-
ever, I felt that Satan was losing his hold, and
that Christ Jesus was coming nearer and near-
er—yes, and (/carer than he had ever been be-
fore. Do some of you say. " Why. brother Root,
you have told us just such a story as this be-
fore"? Well, I tell it again to-day because it

needs telling again. In the first place, it is not
a safe thing for me to stay away from regular
church services: neither is it a safe thing for
you. The Bible says so again and again. An-
other thing, I have made a discovery since I
wrote before. The discovery is this: The
Christian always has a line right at hand to
tell him when he is getting out of the straight
and narrow path, and into crookedness. If
there is any thing in your life that dulls your
spiritual enjoyment, and seems to separate you
from your Savior, give it up—let it go. Jesus
said, '• If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off
and cast it from thee: for it is profitable for
thee that one of thy members should perish,
and not that thy whole body should be cast into
hell." You are lost if you keep on in it. The
arch enemy of humanity is more subtile, more
ingenious, and sharper, than you ever dreamed
he was. Peter warns us that our " adversary,
the devil, walketh about, seeking whom he
may devour."
Perhaps some have become wearied in our re-

cent Sunday-school lessons by the incessant
idolatry and idol-worship. We are inclined to
think that it is a thing of the past, and that we
of the United States of America have nothing,
or comparatively nothing, to do with any such
thing nowadays. God objected to idolatiw, be-
cause it led the people away from him. Now,
stretch the line I have been telling you of over
whatever leads you away from "God: and
whatever leads you away from God is Idolatni.
It is as hateful in his sight now as was the idol-
atry of olden time, and we are in just as much
danger now as then. Making garden, raising
strawberries, caring for bees, and all such
things, may take your time and attention, and
may occupy a large part of your thoughts to
keep you busy: but so long as you can kneel
down and thank God for the fruits, flowers, and
bees, these things will come right in that line
that a Christian may follow. In fact, (iod is
pleased to see us enjoy these things, because
they are his gifts. A love for such industries
helps us to be better Christians; and a love for
God helps us to grow better straivherries and
nicer honey. There is no idolatry about it. and
no wrong about it—that is, generally speaking.
Of course, one may be injudicious in launching
out into such things in a headstrong way, and
thus wrong his I'elatives or neighbors. But the
world is full of simple, honest enjoyments with-
out listening to Satan.
During such conflicts as I have mentioned, if

you let cool reason look on and decide, vou will
find that, eventually, the matter resolves itself
into two sides, with a straight, sharplii drti'icd
line between them. One side has Ood' and
Christ Jesus; the other side has the ivorJd and

Satan. You can not well be on bof?i, sides of
this line. The only course is to renounce at
once and for ever the thing that promises to be
wrong and hateful. Turn your back resolutely
to every appeal that Satan makes. I think it
quite likely that he works more fiercely for one
who stands pi'ominently before the world, for
God. and for the right. He realizes that every
such pei-son is an enemy and a stumbling-block
in the way of his progress; and he leaves no
stone unturned to accomplish his ends. His
machinery, and the things that are at his com-
mand, are greater in variety, and more power-
ful, than either you oi- 1 dream of. Search the
Scriptures, and see if they do not tell you the
same thing.
There is another part to our text that I have

hardly considered. One of Satan's plans is to
convince his victim that he is perfectly safe.
He persuades him that there is not a shadow of
a chance oi the secret being discovered. Oh
what folly! Go and talk with the inmates of
our jails, or even read the pitiful records of our
daily papers. It is a constant wail of "Oh! I
did not mea}i to do any thing wrong. I did not
for a moment dream that this could he the out-
come of what seemed so harmless, and so inno-
cent. Oh! what would I give—what would I
give—if I could have a chance to do this thing
over again ? " Now, you may think, my dear
friends, that I am taking a good deal of time
and space in dwelling on temptation. But Sa-
tan's temptations are the stepping-stones to
crime. If the boys and girls of America can be
taught to view these silent and invisible bat-
tles as the turning and deciding point of their
lives, our country shall be spared the fearful
record of crime and iniquity that is boiling and
bubbling up constantly first here and then
there. No neighborhood is spared. Satan's
captives are found first to the right of us and
then to the left. A ))eighb()r's family is wreck-
ed. By and by the world is startled by some-
thing that had its starting-point in lyour oion
liomc. Let us remember and believe that Sa-
tan is constantly and unceasingly going about,
seeking whom he may devour.' Let us recog-
nize the fact that he even goes away and leaves
you free, that he may only get an advantage to
trip you and entrap you unawares at some other
time. Let us delilierate long and well before
we consent to any act or thing that will rob us
of the peace that only God can give. At the
noon service a few days ago I asked the ques-
tion as to what is worth most to us in this
world. There was a diversity of replies. Some-
body said, '• A clear conscience.'" I should say,
the peace of God in your heart, and a feeling that
you ai-e on friendly terms with the Savior of
mankind, and enjoying communion with him.
The law of thy moutli is bettei' unto me tlian

tliousands of gold and silver.—Psalm 119:72.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

BKEED S WEEDEE.
Although we have had this nearly a vear. we

have only just discovered what a wonderful
tool it is. There is this about it, however—the
ground must be very fine, soft, and nice. Last
season it was nearly all the time so wet that
we could do nothing with it satisfactorily.
This year during the dry weather we got our
potato ground in beautiful order. It was rolled
and harrowed until it was soft and fine. Then
after the potatoes were planted the ground was
rolled so as to be level and smooth. As soon as
they were up fairly they were gone over with a
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Planet cultivator; and then it occurred to me
that they were in just the right condition for

the weeder. The Planet tool had left a crust
from six inches to a foot wide around the plants.
In this crust the weeds were just starting. I

thought it looked just right for the weeder;
and although some of the potatoes were almost
a foot high, into them we went. The steel

teeth broke every bit of the crust up fine, rooted
out all the weeds, and tipped the potatoes over
so I really feared they were harmed, at least to
some extent. A summer shower, however,
came on in the afternoon, and in the evening
the potatoes stood up just splendidly. As we
passed along the rows I asked Mrs. Root if she
ever saw a nicer job of hoeing.

" Yes," said she, " it is very nice. One of
your careful, high-priced men musi have done
it."

And then I laughed as I replied, " Why. my
dear wife, those potatoes have never been hoed.
at (ill. In fact, a hoe nas not been among them.
It was all done with the Breed weeder. The
man who did it remarked, before he had got
half through the first row, " Mr. Root, this tool
and the Planet cultivator are two of the best
tools you have on your grounds.'

"

It did just as good work in the corn. He ask-
ed if he should try it in the beans; but I told
him it would break them off. I felt pretty sure;
but in the afternoon he said it did the beans
i'ust as well as it did the corn and potatoes, and
.e did not see that a bean had been injured.
To do this, however, your ground must be clean
and fine, as I have said before; and if it crusts
you must wait until just the proper time after a
shower, so the crust will break easily. The
fingers of the tool break it up just as you break
it with your fingers—the corn, potatoes, and
b'eans, being rooted so deeply they simply bend
over and slip between the fingers. It is much
on the plan of a smoothing-harrow, but it is

worked by one horse, and is very much easier
on the plants. As you need to go only oiicc
through every other row. you get along" about
/oi(r times as fast as you do with an ordinary
cultivator. But the cultivator is needed occa-
sionally as well as the weeder. Our experiment
stations have said a good deal in regard to mu-
tilating the roots by cultivating too deeply and
too close to the plants. I agree with them; but
I am sure Off ) ground wants cultivating deep
and fine while the plants are small. The
ground must be worked fine, away down deep,
before the seeds oi' plants are put in, and then
it must be worked almost constantly to keep it

from getting hard, and ci'acking during dry
weather. When your ground becomes so hard
that it cracks open with cracks that go down
an inch or two, your crop is greatly injured. In
some soils the only way to prevent such a state
of affairs is constant stirring. When we have
tremendous rains, such as we had last season,
so that every thing settles down hard and com-
pact, it is a pretty hard matter to keep your
ground in order. Thoi'ough underdraining at
such a time is an absolute necessity. And then
you must watch the condition of the soil, and
just at the moment it works right, put all your
force into the crops, and make your soft-dirt
blanket to protect tlie surface before any bak-
ing or cracking can do you damage.

EVERETT'S HAND CULTIVATOR.

My impression is, that the Everett Seed Com-
pany (Indianapolis, Ind.) have made a real and
decided improvement in everything in the form
of hand-tools. The novel idea consists in hav-
ing a brace to propel the machine, to come right
up against the body — say a little under the
arms. This enables you to push the cultivator
forward without crowding with the hands at

all, the hands being left free to handle the hoes
that do the work, just as you would handle a
weeder in your hands. A good strong man,
with this tool, is a pretty good substitute for a
horse and cultivator; and when it comes to
narrow rows in onion-binls. parsnips, v(;getable
oysters, etc., the tool is really a big institution.
So many hand-cultivators have been sent us to
test. I was reluctant about having another in
our tool-house; and I waited quite a while, so
as to be sure that this was really an improve-
ment above all other hand-cultivators. I now
feel satisfied that it is really quite a step ahead.

THE AMERICAN PEARE ONION FOR FAEE
PLANTING.

These onions, spoken of in our last issue, are,
some of them, now (June 4th) 2^ inches in di-
ameter. They are of such pearly whiteness
that all we have to do to get them ready for
the market is to pull them and swash them in
running water in the brook, and thev are ready
to tie up. Whether they will answer for hard,
dry onions or not, I do not know. I have writ-
ten to Johnson & Stokes, but they do not an-
swer. We are getting .5 cents for a half-pound
bunch, and the demand is ahead of the supply.
Of course, I want to let some of them stand in
the ground, to see how lai-ge thev will grow.
Very likely they must be used soon" after pull-
ing. The flavor is so mild that thev may be
eaten from th(> hand like an apple. * Whether
the onion is a good keeper or not, it is certainly
a wonderful acquisition to market-gardeners.
The work can all be done in the fall when
things are not crowding; and all that is neces-
sary is to cultivate them in the spring, when
the ground is settled and dry enough. A great
many of ours started a seed- stem; but after
these were once cut oft', ihey all seemed to go
right to work making good-sized bulbs. At the
present writing I can not see why thev do not
answer the purpose exactly as weJl as starting
the seed in the greenhouse or from the bed, and
planting out in the spring.

TOBACCO DUST NOT A SURE CURE, AFTER ALE.
With regret I am compelled to givt^ notice

that tobacco dust does not always manage the
striped bug. During April and May it seemed
to be a complete remedy; but one evening,
early in June, I was greatly astonished to find
our Hubbard squashes literally covered with
striped bugs, and some of my squashes were so
dried up that I could hardly see where they
had been growing with great luxuriance only
the day before. The tobacco dust seemed to
hinder them for a time, but the Hubbard
squash was too tempting a dainty; and when
they got at it in droves there seemed to be a
strength in numbers to resist even the powerful
odor of the tobacco. The tobacco dust seem-
ed, however, to answer the purpose perfectly
for melons and cucumbers until to-day, June
10; and now we are going back to our wire-
cloth screen again. And even with these the
bugs seem to be so fierce^ that, unless the dirt is
very thoroughly jjacked siround the edges, they
will get under and be just about as bad as if no
screen were on. Another thing, just as soon as
the leaf of a squash grows up so as to touch the
wire cloth they gather about it like a lot of
bees, and just riddle the leaf wherever they
can reach through and take hold of it. We
have been raising the screens u]) and banking
the dirt a little higher around them. If they
do not let up pretty soon I do not know what
we shall do for Hubbard squashes. The prin-
cipal part of the damage was done this season
after the vines had their second leaves. Some
of these second leaves are as large as the top of
a teacup. We are hoping the wire-cloth screens
will keep the bugs at bay until the bug time is
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over. Thev j^oldom trouble us vei'v ranch after

the first real warm weather. Now, then,

friends, this is a little hnmilating, after having
given tobacco dust such a recommendation as I

have done. I was encouraged to do so because
our experiment stations recommended it so

stronslv. So far it seems to rout the little

black" rtea-b<-etle completely. If you paid us
monev for tobacco dust that has not been worth
what'it cost you. let us know and we will credit

you what you paid.

DISPOSING OF YOUR STRAWBERHY CROP.

A little incident has just occurred, that sug-
gests to me a way in which both growers and
consumers can be greatly benetitted. An old

bee-friend in Marietta, ().. sent us. on Decora-
tion dav. two bushels of beautiful Sharpless,

Jessie, and Bubach strawberries. They made
the whole trip across our State, and reached us

in almost as nice order as when shipped. At
the same time, we received a crate of straw-
berries from a Cleveland commission house.

The latter cost more, and were not in nearly as

nice order. We sold the Marietta berries so

well that I telegraphed to our friend to send us
two bushels a day until further orders. We
paid him 10 cts. a quart, delivered here, and it

would do you good to see the people flock

around those berries when the crates were
opened. They are large tine berries, good mea-
sure, uniform all through, and put up in neat
packages. We sold them at 13 cts. a quart, or

two quarts for 35 cts. One bushel is usually
sold here in the evening, and another goes on
the wagon in the morning. So you see our
friend across the State has "furnished us straw-
berries fully two weeks before ours were ready
to put on the market. Now, what is to hinder
having just such arrangements between grower
and consumer all over our land ? No middle-
man has any thing to do with it: and the ber-

ries never stand still a minute, waiting for cus-

tomers. The express charges are a little over a
cent a quart. But perhaps many lines of these
could be started, where the transportation
would be even less. After strawberries are

gone here, I should be very glad to make some
such arrangement with somebody in the north.

It seems a little strange that there should be a
difference of two weeks in the period of ripen-

ing, between ^Medina and Marietta—a straight

line, almost south, of only 135 miles. But I pre-

sume our Marietta friend escaped the frost that
took off all our earliest berries. Here is a letter

fi'om the man himself:

Mr. Brjof :—Your favor of the 3d is at hand. I will

ship two hushels a day at your figures as long as I

can afford it. By the way, how did you like the Bu-
bachs I sent youV Do you {irow them mueli larger

on your ground? We picked 27X Viushels to-day of

nice berries. Thank tlie Lord for the strawberi'ies.

I have given the bees plenty of room and told them
to go It; and they do. To all appeari'.nees we are
going to have an old-fashioned honey season.
Marietta, O., June i. R. Stehle.

JUNE 15—JUST BEFORE GOING TO PRESS.

We can furnish you beautiful strong trans-

planted cabbage-plants in any quantity, and, in

short, almost any other vegetable-plant you can
think of. New strawberry-plants are fairly

rooted, but perhaps would be better if not sent

out before ten days or two weeks.—Last Satiu--

day night I found the Hubbard squashes crowd-
ed so closelv undei' their wiie-cloth coverings

that I decided to strip them all oft', and let them
take their chances with the bugs. This Mon-
day morning I am ivjoiced to see them growing
with wonderful luxuriance, and not a bug in

sight anywhere. It wa< not tobacco, and it was
not the wire screens. What became of them ?

May be Prof. Cook can answer.—During these

hot June days, do you ever get so thirsty that it

seems as if the more you drink the thirstier you
are? Well, get a chunk of ice as big as a goose-
egg, and crunch it up between your teeth.'and
then swallow it as fast as you can. It will cool
and refresh you wonderfully: and instead of
luinning your digestion in anjMvay. I think you
will find it just the contrary. This is one of
tlie luxuries that come from having a carp-pond
to give you beautiful ice for the summer time.
—During ht)t weather there is no need of going
to the trouble of getting hot water for the in-

ternal water cure. Just set a large-sized crock
in your out-building, and keep it tilled or partly
filled with water. Now. if you can have right
beside it a great big can of dry dust from the
road, you can keep your out-building tidy and
sweet-smelling. There should be a good-sized
underdrain to communicate with the vault be-
neath, to take off all surplus water. Ours has
a twelve-inch tile, and we manage to get fall

enough to put it four feet below the surface of
the ground.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Rock River Bee-keepers' Association will hold its next
semi-annual meeting on Thursday, Aug. 6. J. M. BURTCH.
Morrison, 111.

*fiHDt1oME -^

Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light —II.
Cor. 11: 14.

Bee-keeping and amateur photography are
somewhat alike. There is a fascination about
both. But there is more money in bees.

Le Ruc'Her (The Apiary), one of our best
French exchanges, devotes four pages to the
illustration and description of tlie Hill smoker.

Prof. Cook writes that the last edition of his

book has been changed, several pages being en-
tirely reset and several cuts exchanged. We
are glad to make the correction.

A DISPATCH from Washington, dated June 13,

says that Assistant-secretary Spaulding has de-

cided that queen-bees can be admitted entry
free of duty. This will be highly gratifying to

queen-breeders.

It proved as we surmised, that the beautiful

bees which we noticed on page 484, in our last

issue, editorial columns, coming from J. F.

Michael, came originally from L. N. Hearn, of

J'renchville, W. Va. If we are coiTect, all

these four and five-banded bees were developed

by Mr. Hearn from stock which he obtained of

G. M. Doolittle.

Elmer Hutchinson. Rogervsille. Mich., has
just sent us a cage of beautiful yellow bees, and
they are all five-banded. Wonder if he select-

ed out the yellowest, or took them off the frame
just as they came. These yellow bees are so

transparent through the abdomen that you can
almost see the internal organs when the bees

are placed on the window. Who is going to be
the lucky chap to produce Italians with abdo-
mens r/Zi' yellow, with not even a trace of black?
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Mij. Andeeu, editor of our Spanish excliange,
Revista Apicola. speaks of Gi-eamxgs as " per-
haps the best apiciiltural journal that sees the
light.'" Thanks, friend A. Light is just what
we are after. By the way, some of our trans-
atlantic friends seem to beas much surprised at
the American way of doing things, especially
on the part of the "lady bee-keepers, as Colum-
bus was when he came here on a picnic in 1492.

E pnr si muove (and yet it does move), as Gali-
leo Insisted.

Daksey Grimskaw. in the British Bee Jour-
nal, recommends apifuge as a protection from
stings, as an excellent substitute for gloves. It

did not work witli us. As much as we detest
gloves for working among bees ourselves, we
should object still more to besmearing our
hands all over with ajufuge. When our bees
sting, they do so without any preliminaries.
They do not wait to reconnoiter and see whether
the object wliich they are to sting smells right
or is repulsive. They take aim. and go straight
to the mark.

We have just received "A Practical Hand-
book of Apiculture." written in the Russian
language by Mr. Andrieschiew.of Kiev, Russia.
It contains 240 pages, nicely printed on good
paper, and is thoroughly illustrated. The price
of the book is one rouble, or 77 cents; but the
postage on it from Russia was .S1..55. as that
country is not in the International Postal Un-
ion, or ' Postal Combine." as some might call it.

From France or Germany the postage would
not have been over one-fifth of wiiat it was
from Russia. We hope our friends in Russia
will soon join hands with the rest of the world,
in postal affairs at least.

One of our foreign exchanges, we notice, ad-
vises rejecting all combs over foui- or five years
old. Ave can not but consider this as unwise.
We have some combs that have been in use ten
years, and the bees that hatch from them are
as nice and large as any we have in the yard.
Old tough combs are good stock in trade with
us; and while the advice given would boom our
foundation trade, it would also at the same
time be a serious pull on the pocket-books of

the bee-keepers. Has not nature so provided
that these old combs shall not get their cells

reduced to a size detrimental to the fullest de-
velopment of the bees? Such advice, if found-
ed cfn an incorrect principle, is serious and
damaging. How is this, ye sages of apiculture ?

See what Dr. Miller says under Straws.

We should be glad to have our readers tell

what features or departments of the journal
they like, in order that we may be guided as to

what portions we should give most prominence.
Do not be afraid to offer criticisms, providing
they are given in the right spirit. A few days
ago we received some criticisms flora a sub-
scriber, to the effect that the journal was dete-

riorating, and that we published communica-
tions that are worthless, etc. We were suspi-

cious, and finally looked back over some old
correspondence. The search revealed the fact

that we had rejected manuscripts from our
dissatisfi'ed critic. Such critics have but little

weight; but criticism from an honest well-
wisher goes a long way, and has weight; and
we desii-e, as far as possible, to keep in perfect
feeling and touch of our subscribers.

Our new improved Bt^iton shipping and
mailing cage will deliver a queen to any part
of the United States for one cent postage, and

the method of introducing has been so perfect-
ed tliat we think it will satisfy the most exact-
ing. This cage embodies some features of the
Dixie cage of J. M. Jenkins, as well as some
improvements of our own. dictated by long ex-
perience. The directions for introducing are
printed on the inside of the cover. These not
only tell how to introduce but under what con-
ditions. The outside of the cover has the card
of the producer, as well as the words printed in
big black type. "Queen-bee—deliver quick."
Under this is indicated by dotted lines the place
for the full address. The cage embodies the
results of the work of several minds, and is

very near the ne plus idtra of shipping and
mailing cages. The proof of the pudding is in
eating it. for we mail annually hundreds of
queens.

MR. BALDENSPERGER, AND I). A. .IONES"S REC-
OLLECTIONS OF HISI.

Thk Canrulian Bee Joitrnal co\)\es the arti-
cle from Mr. Ph. J. Baldensperger. which ap-
peared in our issue of May 1. page 3(5.1. The ed-
itor appends a foot-note which we consider to
be of such general interest that we coijy it en-
tire. To get the connection, please I'efer back
to Mr. B.'s article, and then read the following:

Wlieii we visited Palestine In 1879 and '80. among-
the pleasant acquaintances we met at Jerusalem
was Mr. Baklenspergei'. We selected him as likely
to make the best and most tliorough bee-keeper In
that section. He assisted us in making movable-
comb hives in a little workshop bek)nging to tlie

English scliool. outside the walls of Jerusalem, at
the soutliwest corner, near the Tower of Da'\'id. In
the garden tliere, belonging to tliis scliool, was trans-
ferred from their ancient hives the first colonies of
bees. "We recollect when we commenced the opera-
tion liow doubtful many of the scliolais were, as
well as the teacliers, as to tlie success of oui' under-
taking. After we had transferred one or two colo-
nies, however, tliey took hold and assisted, exliibit-
ing gTeat interest. Mr. Baklensperger has had ad-
vantages tliat many have not liad, and lie can give
very valuable information in reference to Palestine,
or, in fact, about all of that section of country
around the Mediterranean Sea. It is pleasant to
know that the new mode of bee-keeping introduced
in Palestine ten ov twelve years ago is being made
good use of, and that, through the influence of Mr.
Baldensperger, many have become quite expert in
the business.

OHIO'S BEE-INTERE.STS FOR THE AVORLD'S FAIR.

The Ohio State Bee-keepers' Association at
Toledo appointed Dr. A. B. Mason, C. F. Muth.
and J. B. Hains, to look after the securing of
an appropriation by the State to provide foi- the
exjiense of Ohio's apiarian exhibit at the Chica-
go Exposition. A few weeks ago, with this
purpose in view, the doctor made a trip to Co-
lumbus and interviewed the commissioners of
the World's Fair. One of them wrote him a
letter saying that they would have another
meeting in Cleveland, on Thursday, June 4. and
suggested that then would be a good time for
representatives of the Ohio State Bee-keepers*
Association to be present and state their needs.
Accordingly, at the summons of Dr. Mason, Mr.
J. B. Haius. Miss Bennett, J. T. Calvert, and
E. R. R.. by appointment met at the HoUenden
Hotel, whither, also, the commissioners of the
World's Fair were to meet at 10 a. m. sharp.
Mr. C. F. Muth had written Dr. Mason that he
would be on hand, but did not put in an ap-
pearance; also other bee-keepers were invited,
but they did not appear. After holding a shoi't

preliminary consultation, we agreed that we
would not ask for any stated sum of money by
way of an appropiiation for the bev and honey
interests, and that we would request the com-
missioners to put the whole matter into the
hands of the Ohio State Bee-keepers' Associa-
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tion. We then repaired to a parlor where the
commissioners were in session. At the proper
time Dr. Mason as spokesman arose, and. after

stating what the bee-keepers of other States

were doing, and tlie importance of the bee and
honey interests of the State, and the number of

Igee-keepers, requested that the commissioners
put the whole matter into the hands of the
State Association. As soon as the said associa-

tion knew that they were to have charge of the
preparing and caring for the exhibit, they
would procei-d to look after details. Dr. Mason
Avas just the man to state our case. He made
his modest little speech to a body of picked men.
This body was made up of some of the best men
in Ohio, full of business and vim: among them
the Vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio
Eailroad. Captain W. \V. Peabody, the chair-

man of the board; Mr. Ritchie, and Hon. Har-
vey Piatt, U. S. Commissioners for Ohio; L. N.
Bonham, Secretaiy of the State Board of Agri-
culture, and others. One of the number, the

• chairman, was disposed to have a little fun;

but he found he had his match in Di". Mason.
Said he, "Mr. Mason, about how much space
will the Ohio bee-keepers want?" The doctor
replied that he always liked to ask for enough.
Turning to E. R. R., with a twinkle in his eye,

he said, " I think we need about 10,000 square
feet." The commissioners, and especially the
chairman, were nonplused ; and the Vice-
president of the B. & O. railroad began to take
out his pencil and to figure. In the meantime,
the doctor behaved himself very circumspectly.

Pretty soon they saw the joke, and began to

laugh: and by dint of questioning, they learned

that about 2500 square feet would answer.
It is some cause for congratulation to the

bee-keepers of Ohio, that they have made their

application early—perhaps as early as any oth-

er association: and through Di-. Mason they
stand well with the commissioners, and will

doubtless receive a fair share of the appropria-

tion and space under their control.

Our delegation made a very favorable im-
pression upon the commissioners, several of

whom showed much interest in the matter, and
voluntarily promised to do all they could torus.

Dr. Mason has some personal fi'iends among the
commissionei-s. and we feel much elated at the

pi'ospects before us. We have asked the doctor

to write up the matter for Gleanings. E. R.

Qm 6wN 7i?inW'
COKDFCTED BY EKNKST R. ROOT.

THE FOUNTAIN PUMP AND RUNAAVAY SWARMS.

Jime 11.—For a day or so back, honey has
been coming in, in the regular old-fashioned

way. Brood -rearing all the spring has been
going on with a wonderful impetus. If this

condition of things is prevalent throughout the

country, it means something encouraging for

bee-keepers.
Swarming has started up in our home yard,

and the Whitman force pump has so far proved
to be a most indispensable implement. Yester-

day there was a swarm that was making olT for

the woods, and had got pretty well started be-

fore one of our bovs could get ahead of it and
head it ott' with the force pump. He got them
driven back partlv when the water gave out,

and he had to run and get another pailful. Be-
fore he could get back and resume operations,

the bees seemed bent on going to tbe woods.

Again he sent a spray of water among them,
forced them back, and this time made them
cluster. With our Manum swarmer (another

indispensable implement) we had them secured,
and, in a few minutes more, hived. By the
way, if bee-keepers knew what an excellent
machine that Manum swarmer is, there would
be more of them in use.

AT THE SHANE YARD.
Day before yesterday I visited the Shane

yard. I wheeled it down; and justthe moment
I arrived, a fine nice swarm was in the air. I

had contemplated sitting down in the shade of
a large apple-tree, and eating my lunch before
beginning work: but that had to be postponed.
This swarm, likewise started out for the woods;
and then, oh how I wanted the fountain pump
and a good big pail of water! In despair I ran
to the hive whence they came, to see whether
they had a clipped queen. Yes, there she was
—a two-year-old queen, with both wings clip-
ped. Before I could pick her up she went in at
the entrance: and the bees, on reconnoitering
to discover their queen, finally settled in two
clusters. Although there were many tall trees
in the vicinity, they were obliging enough to
settle on the two smallest ti'ees in the orchard,
and on two of the lowest limbs at that, so I
could reach them very conveniently. I soon
hived them in two empty hives on empty
combs. " Now," said I, " I will see whether
those fellows will stay contented without brood,
for some old veteran has said that brood has no
effect either way." In a few minutes they both
swarmed out again, and clustered. Again I

put them back on dry combs, and again they
both swarmed out. This time I gave each a
frame of capped brood and unsealed larvi«.
Again I put the bees back, and, presto! they
both stayed just as quietly as if that had al-
ways been their home. Before they had their
brood, they were crawling all over ihe hives in
vvild confusion, flying out at the entrance and
then back. I am aware that unsealed larvae
will not f(?u'ni/.s hold them. I have had newly
hived swarms vacate in fifteen minutes, even
after having given them larva?. But as a gen-
eral rule, in our experience, unsealed brood is a
mighty good detainer. It makes them content-
ed, and soi't o' at home.

HOFFMAN FRAMES, AND HANDLING COLONIES
IN HALVES.

As I previously stated, our Shane yard is on
Hoffman frames. I have always liked them;
but after manipulating this yard I was delight-
ed with them. What fun it was to divide colo-
nies! I could pick up four frames at a time,
right from the brood-nest, with adhering bees,
carry them to an empty hive, and the whole
job was done, after giving each a few more
empty frames. Don't you see, I handled colo-
nies in //acres' J* Then what fun it was to space
the frames apart! With the wooden wedge, I

enteicd it between the frames, gave it a little

twist, and crowded Jhe two halves of the brood-
nest apai't. Then in giving new frames of
comb, all I had to do was to pry the combs
apart and crowd them back, at one operation.
But. to be frank, I must admit that I killed
some bees. B\it remembering what Mr. Hofi'-

man had said about blowing smoke in between
the end-bars before crowding them up, I found
I got along nicely and killed hardly a bee.
This is on the principle of smoking bees down
to put the cover on. See? Oh! there is a good
deal in getting used to a thing, you know. I

will tell you more about this in another column.

OUT-APIARIES AND BICYCLES; A SMART RIDER.

A Safety bicycle is a capital horse on which to
go and visit out-apiaries. Since I have had the
wheel I have made all my trips on it to our out-
yard, when it was not muddy: and it would
surprise you to know how it annihilates time in
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making trips. You won't believe it. but I once
rode to our out-yard, seven miles distant, then
to an adjoining town, and back to Medina
again, making the whole distance of twenty
miles in one hour and forty minutes. I do not
count in this the time occupied in two stops of

15 or 20 minutes each. I could not do that
every time; but in the instance given I was
trying to see how smart I eould be. At the time
I did this, I was feeling in excellent spirits and
health, and the roads were in prime condition.

My average rate on fair roads is about nine
miles an hour. You remember I once made
forty-live miles in live hours among those York
State hills. When the roads are very bad I

have made as many as three miles an hour, and
walked four-fifths of the time at that. Some
time, if I don't forget it, I will tell you more
about bicycles and out-apiaries.

GETTING USED TO A THING.

WHY TIIEHE ARE SO MANY DIFFEHENCES OP
OPINION AMONG BKE-KEEI'EHS.

BY EKNEST R. ROUT.

While Mr. John H. Larrabee. of Vermont,
Avas visiting us a few days ago, we talked over
a good man>» things, old and new; and more
than once we fell to wondering why it is that
bee-keepers disagree so much as to the imple-
ments they would use.
Brown could not be induced to make even a

trial of closed-end frames: and Jones has no
sympathy with the man who will use loose
swinging frames. Neither one can understand
how the other can tolerate such awkward
things. While these thoughts were passing be-
tween us mutually. " genial John" made this
pertinent remark: " I tell you, Ernest, there is

a good deal in getting used to a thing."
"That's it exactly," I replied. "How many

times I have thought that these differences of
experience, and differences of opinion in our
fraternity are explainable by just this fact:
* Thei-e is a good deal in getting used to a
thing.'

"

I further told him that I thought a good
many would not use fixed distances simply be-
cause they would not have patience to learn
how to use them. Smith will iry a few and ex-
claim: "'There, that is just what' I thought
about them. I am not very often deceived in

my impressions. I have had long experience in

the apiary, and I know exactly what the bees
like and what they do not like."

Thei'(^ aie a good many such bee-keepers, and
good ones, too, who, if they had a Mttle more
patience in trying some of these new-fangled
notions, might save themselves a great deal of
extra work. I have no doubt there are some
who will give a little trial to the Hoffman
frames, and then make a remark similar to the
one just given. Why, the fact is, Mr. Hoffman
manages (;00 colonies on his frames, practically
alone: and he says himself that he could not
handle half that number were they on ordinary
hanging frames. What I saw in his apiary,!
think, abundantly bears out his statements. If
what Mr. Hoffman says is true, can these bee-
keepers afford not to give fixed distances a fair
trial'?

The other day I was talking with a bee-keep-
er who said, ' Now. there are those bee-escapes
you fellows are making such a big fuss about.
I tested them a little bit last summer, and it is

just as I expected. I could not make them
work."
' Why," said I. " you do not know how to use

them. It is all in getting use to a thing, you

know. Why! Manum takes off a whole crop of
comb honey with them in a couple of hours'
time, and that, too, fi'om a whole apiary of 100

colonies; Boardman, over here at East Town-
send, O., has used them tor years, and he is one
of those bee-keepers who will not use a thing
unless it is of real substantial service in the
apiary. Reese and Dibbern are both honest
men, and I think they are honest and fair in

their statements. Do you set up your opinion
against them when you have given the escapes
only just a little trial on two or three hives'?
It is all in getting used to a thing, you know."
About six months ago I ran across a man

who was using the Clark smoker. He had tried

the Bingham, and, " ugh, ugh!" he would not,
use one; but the Clark suited him perfectly.
"Look here, my friend," said I, " I like to

hear you praise the Clark smoker; but there
are thousands and thousands who use a Bing-
ham who would not use a Clark. Personally
(and I have used the Bingham quite a little

too) I think it is an excellent smoker, and there
are times and places when I should much rather
have it than the Clai-k; and perhaps 1 may be
pardoned if I say there; are times when I prefer
the Clai'k. You do not know how to use the
Bingham. It is all in getting used to a thing."
A year or so ago. in an apiary where I was

visiting, I observed a Stanley honey-extractoi*.
" Hello, there!" said I. " How does it work ?"

" Do not like it at all," said he. "It takes a
barn to house it, and it does not reverse worth a
cent. The baskets fly around and bang togeth-
er, and the chains get all tangled up."

" Why, my friend," I replied, " I have been in

apiaries where they were very enthusiastic over
it. It worked just splendid. You have not
leai'ned the knack of i-eversing the baskets. I

have had very little experience with the thing,
but k't me see if I can not show you how those
other fellows do." 1 grasped the handle, and
performed the operation quite to my own satis-

faction.
" But you did not have any combs in," said

he.
" Well, put some in." But he did not have

any handy. Saidl: " It is all in getting used
to a thing. If you reverse the baskets as easily
as I. yon ought not to have very much trouble."
Last summer, and a year ago last summer, I

tried several times tlie shake-out function of

the Heddon hive. It worked beautifully, so far
as getting the bees all over the ground and up
my trousers legs was concerned, and the queen
could not be found. So far I can not make it

work. If my good friend Mi-. Heddon were
here he would, to use Mi-. Larrabee's expression,
say that it is all in getting used to a thing; and
he would proceed to go through a tremulous
motion that would leave you and mein nodoubt
whatever as to its succcssfu! working. Some
day I hope to have the privilege of seeing Mr.
Heddon perform that very operation—in a
word, let him teach me how to get used to the
thing.

It is all in getting used to a thing. " Look
here, young Root,"' some of you will say, " that
is not so."
Just wait a minute until I qualify. We can

not get used to a thing unless that thing has
real merit. If good, competent bee-keepers ac-
quire a certain knack, whereby they can short-
en one or more days of labor in the apiary, then
we can. We can not explain away all these
differences by locality. To be more fair, and to
be nearer the truth, we should say we have not
yet acquired the knack. Perhaps I can not say,
in every case, that it is all in getting used to a
thing; but I will say there is a great deal in

getting used to it.

—

Read atthe Oltiu State C'oh-

ventwn,.
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THE FUND FOR HELEN KELLEE.

SOME GOOD NEWS FROM TOMMY STRIN6EE.

In response to the appeal in our last issue,

the following friends have responded by the
amounts placed opposite their names, and the
sum of $49.45 has been forwarded, that little

Tommy may be emancipated from darkness to

the light of civilization and Christianity.

G. W. Harrison. Cojiley, O 8 1 00

A. A. Simpson. Sw.^rtz, Pa 6<l

•• Helen," Farina. HI 1.00

For Tommy S., Warrenton, Va 30

E. West, Channahan. Ul 1 00

C. V. Kintner. Carrollton. 1 00

G. W. Gates. Bartlett. Tenn 1 43

"A Reader,'" Leawood Mills, Md 60

A. Gardner, La Salle. Ill 1 00

Mrs. C. B. Moore, White Plains. N. y 1 00

C. J. Qninbv, White Plains. N. Y 1 00

W.J Ellison. Citihall.S. C 2 30
" For Tommy." Crystal Springs, Miss 100
J. A. Buchanan, Holliday's Cove, W. Va 100
Factory Hands 10 00

Geo. O. Goodhue. Danville, Can 5 00

A. I. Root, Medina, 20 00

Dear Mr. Roof; — Gleanings for June 1st is at
hand, and I am much mure than pleased with the
warm, whok^hearted reception and generous start

you give to mj- little friend's unselfish appeal. The
only thing I would have changed is your reference
to myself, wliich I fear is much more than I deserve;
but I thank you most sincerely for the heart that
prompts such kindly feeling toward me. Yes, I am
re.sting, a poor undeserving sinner, upon the Sav-
ior's finished work, and onlj-regiet I did not begin
to follow him earlier, and that I do not serve him
better. Altlioiigli the amount raised for little Tom-
my is not nearly sufficient to educate and maintain
him, still it is large enough to induce Mr. Anagnos
to send for the little fellow, and make a start, and
he is now at the institute in Boston. Helen is pei--

fectly delighted. 1 have had two letters from her
since he came. In the last one she thus speaks of
him: "Tommy is well and liappy, but does not like

to spell yet; but that is because he does not realize

what a wonderful thing our language is. When lie

can tell us what is in his mind, and we can tell him
that we love him, he will learn very rapidly." Dear,
unselfish, loving little heart ! I hope, my dear kind
friend, that you may some day have the pleasure of
meeting her yourself here on earth. If you do you
will get, I aril sure, a stimulus and inspiration from
ber sunny, cheery disposition, lo^^llg heart, and most
wonderful mind, that you will not soon forget. I

shall watch with very great interest the reception
her appeal receives from our brother bee-keepers. I

am sure it will be a most hearty one.
June 9.—Since the above writing I have received

your kind letter of the 3d, with the extra copies of
Gleanings, for which I tliank you very much I

will forward same to Helen's friends in Boston at
once.
Thanking jou again most sincerely for all your

verv gi'eat kindness, I remain

—

Dain-ille, Que. Geo. O. Goodhue.

THE improved BENTON CAGE.

This cage, spoken of elsewhere, will be sent com-
plete, filled with candy, with directions for intro-

ducing, etc., as well as instructions to the postal
authorities, 3 for a dime: V) for 2.5 ets.; 100 for $2.00.

Without candy or wire cloth, one-half tliese prices.

If sent by mail, add one cent per cage extra.

LAWN-MOWERS FIVE PER CENT OFF.

Now is the time when j-ou need a good lawn-
mower to keep your yard and apiary clipped down
and looking neat. To reduce our large stock of ma-
chines, as shown on page 50 of our price list, also on
next page of this number, we will give a special dis-

count of five per cent for the next 60 days to all who
order from this notice, and mention it.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.

Everv day brings encouraging reports for a good
honey vield, and the bright outlook is very marked
in the Increase of orders so far this month. For the

first two weeks of June we have received nearly as
many orders as during the whole month of May;
and notwithstanding this increa.se we are keeping
up close, most orders being filled in three days or
less after they reach us.

OLD-STYLE DOVETAILED HIVES.

We still have a good supply of the last year's pat-
tern of Dovetailed hives, all ready to ship at a mo-
ment's notice, at 10 cents each less than prices of
present make, given on page 21 of our price Ust.
The only difierence is, that they have no followers,
wedges." nor division-boards, and are >2' inch narrow-
er. The same discounts for quantity and to dealers
apply.

HONEY QUEENS.
We have a good stock of them in the South, and

our Southern breeder writes that they are very nice.
Price 25 per cent more tlian our regular queens;
viz., untested lioney queens, each, this month, ?fl.56;

in July, $1.25. Tested honey queens, each, this
month, §3.33; same in Julj-, $~.f)0. These queens are
bred fI'om a mother whose bees were remarkable as
honey-gatherers. While the bees or tliese queens
may not equal the bees of the original queen in en-
ergy, the chances are that they will. Their bees
arerather leather-colored than otnerwise.

.TAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
This has been going ofl' veiy rapidly within the

past few days, and by the time this reaches our
readers we sliall doubtless be sold out of all seed
available that we know of. We may find more, so
as to keep up all orders, but shall not be able to sus-
tain present prices. If any of our readers in this or
adjoining States have any choice seed to sell, let us
know at once how much you have, and what you
want for it. In this way we will try to di%ide up so
that all can be supplied, and we will bill it at the
lowest price we can, depending on what we have to
pay.

OLD-STYLE EXTRACTORS CHEAP.

A year ago we began making our honey-extractors
of two-cross tin, and with larger honey-gate; also
about two inches deeper, to prevent honey going
over the edge. We have still on hand a few of the
old-stjie machines that will answer just as well for
those wlio have t)nly a small amount of extracting to
do. We will sell these, to close out, as follows:
No. 1, for Gallup frame, III4XII14, at $5.00. We

have four of these.
No. 5, for Simp, or L. frame, $5.50. We have five of

these.
No. 5, with 50 lbs. extra room below, $6.00. We

have nine of these.
No. », fo. frames up to 12 inches deep and 18 inches

long, $6.50. We have five of the.se.

No. 9. for frames up to 13 inches deep and 18 inches
long, $6.50. We' have onlj' one.

WHITE AND CREAM SECTIONS.

We have finally got out of the woods on sections.

For over a year, excepting the time between Au-
gust and March last, when we had choice lumber
from Michigan, we have been criopled, both in
quantity and quality of our output of .sections, be-

cause of a scarcity of suitable dry white basswood.
Having two very open winters in succession, with
soft ground, and roads almost impassable, we failed

in getting a good supply of suital)le l)asswood lum-
ber cut. In order that it may dry white, suitable
for section.s, it must be cut in winter. The cream,
sections we have been offering are made from lum-
ber just as good in every respect as the very best,

except color; and this off color was caused by its.

being cut in warm weather. Last winter was quite
favorable, and we have secured nearly twice what
we usually use in one .season, of the nicest white
basswood we ever had. Over half of this (400,000 ft.)

Is to come from Michigan. We have been using
from this year's lumber for the past three months.
by kiln drying, and picking out the driest planks we
could find; l)ut till within a short time it has not
worked to our satisfaction. Where complaints of

poor (luallty have been made, we have endeavored^
by rebate and otherwise, to give satisfaction. As.

we say. we are now out of the woods, having an al-

most unlimited supply of choice lumber, and hope
that from now on we shall have more of praise and
less complaint of the quality of our sections, as we
have begun to have already. We are out of cream.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

I LIKE the Dovetailed hive.

White clover is now blooming, June 15.

California's honey crop, last year, was nine-
teiiths extracted.

Alley says, "In future only a 7-frame (L.

size) will be used In the Bay State Apiary."

The Bee World has a Texas department con-
ducted by Mrs. Jennie Atchley. Ifs good.

A TRADE-MARK for bee-keepers is character-
ized by editor Newman as "that trade-mark
foolishness."

HoREHOUXD HONEY, I think, has the reputa-
tion of being bitter. A. C. Aten (^-l. B.J.) says
it is not.

"The Southern States" is the heading of
a department in the Missouri Bee-keeper, con-
ducted by Mrs. Jennie Atchley.

Canada has now a place where bee-keeping
is taught — Ontario Bee-keepers' College,
Guelph, Ont.: Rev. \V. F. Clarke, Principal.

First clover-blossom here, May 33. Bfees
commenced working on clover ten days later.

Ten days has been the rule for several years.

That Dakota man (L. R. Hillman, p. 476)
has hit on my rule to prevent spring dwindling
—keep "em in the cellar till it's too late to
dwindle.

Chickens are not likely to be hatched to any
extent by bees, but there Would be one advan-
tage—the chickens would not get very lousy
from the bees.

That case of brood in so many sections (E.
H. Shaetile, p. 47.5) is a tough one. Were sepa-
rators used? How wide were the sections?
How much room in the brood-chamber?

W. Z. Hutchinson, at the Toledo convention,
admitted in a manly way that his plan of hiv-
ing swarms upon starters only could not be de-
pended upon, in general, for securing perfect
combs.

Bees have claws by which they can hang
on to a board upside down. But if it's glass,
the claws will not hold, and then an oily secre-
tion of the foot allows them to stick. Wet the
glass, and the oily foot will not stick; and
down comes your bee.

Wormy combs are thus treated by Mrs. Jen-
nie Atchley (Bee World): •'Soak in clear water
34 hours, and hangout to dry, or throw water
out with the extractor, and hang so they don't
touch." If this settles the fat old fellows an
inch long, it beats brimstone.

Carniolan (or Krainen bees come in for a
good share of attention in the Missouri B. K.
The claim there made is, that the gray type are
the only pure ones, any showing of yellow being
a showing of admixture.

Brace and burr combs have always been
confused in my mind till J. A. Green explained
on p. 473 that brace-combs are built between
combs, and burr-combs on top. Plain enough,
when some one shows you. Thank you, Jimmie.

Wax-worms. The types on page 4.5S make
friend Root say worms "generally live-over"
winter, when, of course, he meant "do not live
over." My experience agrees, and I find the
combs of a colony which has died invariably
become wormy where the bees had clustered.

Contractionists seem to be all settling
toward this point: "Expand your colonies all

you can; get them just as strong as possible up
"to the time of the chief honey-flow; then con-
tract." I feel sure the expansion is all right; I

don't know so well about the after-contraction.

BuRR-coMBS are desired by some, as ladders
to climb up into the supers. With as much
space as a good many of my hives have over
top-bars, I think the bees would like them; but
with only 14 inch space, any smart bee ought to
be able to rear on her hind feet and reach up
without a ladder.

Doolittle advises, in Am. Bee-keeper, to al-
low about two square inches of drone comb in
one of the outside frames of each hive. Then
you will know just where to look for it. and can
shave off the drones' heads every 30 days, and
the bees will not try so hard to build drone
comb elsewhere.

The cherry crop at Vacavllle. Cal., former-
ly large, has of late years been a very uncertain
quantity. One firm, thinking that the decrease
in bees might have something to do with it,

last year introduced several colonies of bees,
witha. very gratifying increase in the cherry
crop. They are testing the matter more fully
this year. {A. B. J.)

Robbers. The C. B. J. says if robbers attack
a weak colony, and you remove the colony, put
in its place an empty hive with a bee-escape, so
the robbers can get in but not out. " Leave the
bees fooling around in the empty hive until
night, and then open it and let them go home
just about sundown, and they will come to the
conclusion that there is very little profit in that
kind of business. They won't be caught there
more than two days in succession."

Bee-papers, years ago. rather ignored the
existence of each other, and there didn't appear
to be any great friendship between their editors.
Then animosity seemed to fade away, and the>'
treated one another politely, although some-
what as strangers. Latterly this polite age
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seems to be giving way to a sociable age, and
there seems to be a very friendy feeling growing
up. Instead of ignoring each other's existence,

they quote from each other, and the corres-

pondents of the different papers have lots of

fun making good-natured flings at each other.

gENE^^Ii 0©^^EgP@NDENCE.

HOW SWARMING IS CONDUCTED.

AGRICULTURAL EDITORS WHO NEED POSTING.

Picking up an agricultural paper lately, I was
surprised to read the " bee-department,"' in re-

ply to a question asked of the editor, that " only
old bees go with the swarm,'" while in another
paper I find that the young queen in the parent
colony " hatches in less than twenty-four hours
after the swarm has issued." Coming, as these
statements do. from as high authority as

editors, they ought to be correct: nevertheless,

all my experience with natural swarming goes

to prove them incorrect. If editors are not
sufficiently well posted to know how, and under
what conditions a natural swarm issues, it

might be well to have a little light on the sub-
ject for the "rank and file" of bee-keepers,
and especially those young in the business; so.

with friend Root's permission, I will say a few
woi'ds regarding the matter in Gleanings, the
same being more especially designed for those
who have not been in the bee-business for any
great length of time. I have always used nat-
ural swarming as a means of increase, and ex-

perimented largely, to know undei' what condi-

tions swarms issued, as a rule, and have found,

as regards the age of bees, that bees of all ages
in about equal proportion leave the parent hive,

from the old forager to the bee that has not
been out of its cell for more than a day or two.

Many times have I seen the ground in front of

the hive nearly covered with bees so young as

to be unable to fly: and as often have I seen the
veterans with their jagged wings hanging with
the swarm, as well as those having their pollen-

baskets filled with pollen. Thus we have the
field-bees, the wax- workers, and the nurse-bees,

in about equal proportions, thus showing that

the all-wise Creator knew how things should

be when he pronounced all which he had made,
good. If it were not for young bees going with
the swarm, the hive would be nearly depopu-
lated by the bees dying of old age. before the

brood could hatch out to take their places.

Agftin, if all were old or field bees, the hive

could not be filled as profitably with comb: for

when, in a normal condition, the bees between
the ages of eight and tweniy-four days old are

the ones which do this work. That this divi-

sion of bees in a swarm is just as it should be,

is the reason that I prefer natural to artificial

increase.
But, let us look inside of the hive when prep-

arations for swarming are being made, and see

if we can not arrive at the truth in the matter,

as regards the condition under which the

swarm issues, when the first queen hatches, etc.

The first indication of swarming is the laying

of eggs in the drone comb. While eggs in

drone-cells is not a sure sign that a swarm will

issue, yet. as far as I have observed, swarms
never do issue without eggs being laid therein.

If the weather is propitious, the next step is

the building of queen-cells, soon after which
the queen di^posits eggs in them. In three days
these eggs hatch into larvae, and said larvie are

fed an abundance of food by the nurse-bees for six

days, when the cells containing the embryo
queens are sealed over. If no bad weather
has intervened, the swarm issues the next day,
the old queen going with the swarm. Now,
bear in mind that this is the rule with the
black or German bees, and generally with all

the other races; still, the Italians, Cyprians,
and Syrians often swarm when the eggs are
first laid in the queen-cells, ajid sometimes
without the least preparation at all except
drones, in a time when swariuing runs high in

an apiary. All good authorities admit that the
queen larva remains seven days in the cell, as
my experience also proves, and I can not see
how any one could make such a mistake as to
say the queen hatches in twenty-four hours.
When bad weather occurs, the thing is bare-
ly possible for the swarm to be kept back for
six days after they would naturally issue, in
which case the first queen would hatch in

twenty-four hoiM'S. But this is somethfng I

have had occur but very few times since I kept
bees, for in such cases the bees generally de-
stroy the queen-cells, and postpone swarming
for an indefinite period. So I find, as a rule,

that the first queen emerges from her cell from
six to seven days after the first swarm. If

more swarms issue, they usually come out
two days after, or from the eighth to the
ninth day after the first, and never later than
the sixteenth day. As soon as it is decided
that no more swarms shall issue, all queens
in the cells are destroyed, when in from
five to nine days the queen goes out to be
fertilized, two days after which she commences
to lay. If the apiarist stops all after-swarming
by the cutting of cells, or any other means
which keep all of the bees in the old hive to-

gether after the first issue. I find that the
young queen is much slower in going out on
her wedding-trip, and often does not commence
to lay till the twelfth to fifteenth day. Where
any one wishes to make artificial increase it is

well to understand just hosv natural swarming
is conducted, for with such knowledge one is

more apt to succeed in having th(^ right pro-
portion of both young and old bees in the two
parts after dividing. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., June, 1S9L

SOMETHING SCIENTIFIC ABOUT WAX OF
ALL KINDS.

HOW TO DETECT ADULTERATION IN BEESWAX.

The following article is taken from the pages

of Le Bucher, one of our French exchanges.

Although somewhat scientific in spots, we be-

lieve it is of such general interest that we are

warranted in giving place to it. The entire

treatise on this subject extends through several

numbers of our valued exchange, and we feel

that they have done bee-keepers a good service

in probing the matter with that thoroughness

which is so characteristic of the Europeans.

The original article is, of course, in French,

which our proof-reader translates as follows:

Lately I was unwrapping, in the presence of

one of my friends, a package the contents of

which I wished to show him. Scarcely had I

opened it when he exclaimed:
•'Oh! see what a pretty piece of beeswax!"
"Beeswax!'' said I; "nary a bit."
" You are deceived."' said he: " it is beautiful

wax:"' and. taking a piece in his fingers, he be-

gan to examine it more closely. After he had
examined it in every way he added:
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" And you speak In earnest?'"
'"I do/ In that product which you hold at

this moment there is not to be found a gramme
of beeswax."
He looked at me smilingly; but noticing my

serious looks, together with the positive tone of

ray words, he manifested his surprise.
'• Well, now," said I, "take the pains to smell

of that stuff and tell me whether it has the
agreeable odor of beeswax."
•'Why. it is absolutely odorless; but some-

times wax loses its odor. I can hardly believe
that it is not pure beeswax."
While he spoke I took from my pocket a sec-

ond package, which I soon unfolded before his

eyes. "See," said I. "a piece of pure yellow
beeswax— genuine wax this time. Compare
the two products. The one you are holding is

odorless and nearly transparent; the other emits
the odor of beeswax, which you know so well,

and is quite dull. On the one hand you have a
mineral product: on the other, an animal prod-
uct. This animal product is pure beeswax
which we get in our hives, and which we fur-

nish in business, such as you see there. This
mineral product is ceresin, or purified ozokerite,
of which so much is said now. and which did
considerable at first, for which a substitute has
been found. The unscrupulous speculator be-
gan by mixing with his beeswax, little by little,

this stuff: and, emboldened by the success of
his speculation, and the greed for gain, at last

ended by selling this foreign product, unmixed,
for pure beeswax, realizing, for the more beau-
tiful product, a profit of UU per cent. Genuine
wax has not ceased to fall in price; and from
(58 cts., at which it svas sold several years ago,
it has actually fallen to 47 cts. in consequence
of this fraud. Consumers do just what you
have done. They trust to appearances, and buy
ceresin for beeswax."
My friend could hardly believe his ears, which

is, however, easily to be understood, for he, like

everybody else, was ignoi'ant of these things.

Let us leave him to his surprise, and talk se-

riously. I seem to hear the buzzing of several
thousands of voices who put to me the same
question:

" What is ozokerite ?
"

"What is ceresin?"
To answer briefly, it is necessary to say:

Ozokerite is a crude mineral wax. or. rather, a
mineral wax that has been subjected to only
one melting. Ceresin is mineral wax which has
been completely purified—that is. ready for use.

Little known at present, although sold in large
quantities, it has received at different times the
following names:
Mineral wax; ceresin; cerosin; ozocertine;

ozokerite; ozocerite; fossil wax; odoriferous
wax; native paraffine; fossil Moldavian wax.
Several authors and dictionaries have de-

scribed it.

1. It is a carboniferous combustible, belong-
ing to the bitumens, which resembles wax: can
be kneaded, like wax, and emits an agreeable
aromatic odor.

3. It is a mineral which was discovered at
Slanik, in Moldavia, in sandstone, accompanied
with lignite and rock-salt. It is found, in this

repository, in such abundance that the inhabi-
tants use it for lighting purposes. It is, in fact,

a combustible composed entirely of carbon and
hydrogen—a true carburet of hydrogen. Ozo-
kerite resembles beeswax in its consistency and
transparency: it possesses, at the same time, a
marked aromatic odor. These properties have
given it the name of fossil Moldavian wax.

3. Again, it is a substance composed essen-
tially of paraffine, bui-ning with a very brilliant

flame, and it is found in sufficient quantities in

the bosom of the earth in ^Moldavia, near Slanik

and Zetriska, which the people melt and run
in molds to make wax tapers.

4. It is a mixture of hydro-carburets, of high
molecular weight, of a waxy consistency; of a
general brown or greenish cast, a peculiar aro-
matic odor, greasy to the touch; is found at
Slanik, Vienna, Borislaw in Galicia, and in the
coal-pits of Urpeth, near Newcastle, England.
In short, ozokerite is a substance which is

found in the bosom of the earth in Galicia, in
Romania, and on the western coast of the Cas-
pian Sea. It has received the name of mineral
wax on account of its resemblance to beeswax.
To extract it, it is necessary to bore wells to get
to the place where it is found in strata. These
wells can not be made except with extreme cau-
tion ; and the men who do this work have time
only to escape ; for it nearly always happens
that the material, crowded by the gas stored in
the mine, rises rapidly, even to the surface of
the ground.
Crude ozokerite, such as is taken from the

ground, more nearly resembles the smooth wax
with which we are familiar, and, like it, admits
of being kneaded ; but it soon becomes hard,
and assumes a marbled appearance—sometimes
clear yellow, sometimes dark green, and some-
times even black. It is only after having been
melted and re-melted several times that it looks
like beeswax. There exist several varieties of
mineral wax, known under the names of rvax,
or mountnin f>uet ; fichtelite. hartite. ixolite,

koullte, scheeremte. Urpeth ite, and ZetrisiJiite,

which are of a greasy nature, sometimes opaque,
sometimes transparent, but commonly of a yel-
lowish white or a grayish white, and hold, so to
speak, a middle place between resins and bitu-
mens. How shall we recognize the presence of
ceresin in beeswax? It is well known, that it

is difficult to analyze pure beeswax. It is even
claimed that this operation is impossible ; as
witness the Revue InternaUonale, where the
following lines may be read :

•' Wax is but little known ; and even chem-
ists like to talk but little about it. Some years
ago I received some wax, of which the odor, the
specific gravity, and the melting-point, showed
adulteration. To be sure of it I applied to the
Polytechnic School of Zurich, and asked if they
would be willing to put that wax to a quantita-
tive and qualificative analysis, in order to as-
certain not only what material was used in its

adulteration, but also in what proportions, and
to enable one to found, on that analysis, a com-
plaint before the courts. The answer was no.
They declared to me that the state of chemical
science would not permit of making any such
analysis."
Nevertheless, it is possible to recognize the

presence of mineral wax and paraffine in liees-

wax by using the following method :

Place in a porcelain dish some sulphuric acid.
Warm it over some alcohol ; and. in order that
the wax may be attacked more violently, scrape
it off in shavings as for bleaching. The shav-
ings being thin, the beeswax is immediately at-
tacked and carbonized by the sulphuric acid,
while the mineral wax or parafifine is not af-
fected—or. at least, only partially so. After
boiling for half a minute it is allowed to cool.

The beeswax is in a heap lik(» a carbonized (or
charred) sponge, and the ceresine forms a trans-
parent film on the surface. If there is a film,

there is ceresin or paraffine. If thei'e is only a
charred mass, there is no ceresin.

[Are we to understand from the above that
chemists at the present day, in our country, are
unable to detect impure wax by chemical anal-
ysis? I should like to have Prof. Cook answer
it. Some years ago we experimented consider-
ably with ceresin: but I believe it is universal-
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ly decided that it would not answer for making
foundation, even tliougii only a small per cent
of cei't^sin be added to pui'e beeswax. When the
cont(Mits of the hive are subjected to the ex-
trenii' heat of summer, the combs melt, and the
contents go to the bottom of the hive in a heap.
The man wiio gets such foundation is damaged
far worse than if he received countei'l'eit

money.]
1^ ^

CHIPS FROM E. FRANCE.

)IOW OLD MAY WOKKEIiS HE, AND STILL GATH-
ER HONEY AND BUILD COMBS?

On page 421 Bro. Doolittle takes np tlie sub-
ject of old bees secreting wax. He thinks I

made some mistake about that colony spoken
of on page 31'.>, that built comb for six weeks.
He thinks that perhaps there were some frames
of brood put into the hives with the swarms.
No, sir; there was no mistake about the state-

ment at all. There was no brood put in with
the swarms. I don't know how long the bees
lived; but one thing I do know—the second
swarm, or the old bees in the second hive, lived

long enough to raise othei' bees to take their
places. They wintered outdoors, and came out
in good condition the next spring. I am going
to test this same thing again this summer. I

had a swarm on the Uth of June, and another
on the lOth. I gave them nothing but frames
with 13j-inch foundation starters. I intend to

keep those bees building combs, as long as they
will live, and not allow them to hatch a singh;

bee; then we shall see whether 45 days will

finish them. I don't think it will.

I am now going to tell you anothi^r. I have
known bees in my home yard, that I knew to

be (51 days old. On the 1.3th day of April I was
looking over bees in the home yai'd. I found
two queenless colonies. At that time there was
not a particle of brood in either of them. No. 1

I marked down, *" No queen, no brood, no eggs."
This was a medium colony, not strong; had a
little honey. I thought the bees would keep
the combs clearof moths until I could use them,
so I let it stand just as it was. No. 2, queen-
less colony. April 13, were strong for that time
of yeai'. They, too. had no brood at all—had
more honey than they could use. They were
in a two-story L. hive, eight-frames in each
story. I took out live combs of honey to feed
other bees with, and left them in that way with
an empty space where the live combs were tak-
en out. To-day, June 13, just two months. No.
1 has about a pint of old bees—combs clear of
moths. No. 2 has over a quart of bees—old
shiny fellows. But they are at work gathering
houf'y. and are making more than a living.

How old those bees were befoi'e April 13, I don't
know. But it is my opinion that No. 1 at least

was queenless when they went into winter.
They both wintered out of doors.
Now. friends, some of you who have plenty

of bees so you can spare a swarm, just hive a
good swarm and keep them building comb as
long as they will. Take away all brood before
any hatch but, and see if 45 days will use them
up. If the honey-flow gives out, feed them all

they can use.
C. G. Looft, in May 15 (tleanings, page 219,

tells how to catch and clip queens. We clip as
many queens as most folks; but we can not
follow his directions. We have only two hands
to work with. His way requires one hand to
hold the comb, one to catch the queen, and an-
other to use the shears. When it comes right
down to business., we catch the queen as we can
—by the wings it we can. But we can not al-

ways do it. If we see one we catch her any
way we can. Most likely she is on a run, and

we have to secure her before she is lost sight of.
If we can not get hold of the wing, just pick
her up as yon would a pig—not by the ears, but
any way you can get hold of her. Don't
squ(>eze her hard. Very often we find the
queen in the hive after all the combs are out.
There is not much danger of injuring a queen
after one gets used to handling them.
Bees have gathered considerable honey-

dew—black strong stuff. They appear to be
working very strong now on clover. We must
get all the combs emptied now as soon as possi-
ble, to get rid of the dark dew honey. I left the
home yard and helped the boys clip queens in
the out-apiaries, commencing on the 9th. The
home yard began to swarm, and has been at it

every day since. Over 40 swai'ms have come
out. I hived 8 of them on empty combs. The
oth(;rs are returned, and have put on the third
stories. E. Fkance.

Platteville, Wis., June 13.

[Friend F., haven't circumstances something
to do with this matter of the age of worker-
bees? In introducing Italian queens it has
sometimes seemed that worker-bees did not
last moi'e than five or six weeks during the
gathering season. At other times they seem to
hold out about as long as you mention. Any
one who is acquainted with friend France
would probably know that, when he starts to
catch a queen, he usually gets her; but I con-
fess I always feel nei'vous when they begin to
squirm in my fingers, and twist around and
bite, and try to get away. A good many times
I am so afraid of pinching her highness that
she twists out of my fingers and flies away.
Then what an anxious time it is for the novice!
All he has to do, as a rule, is to sit down or lie

down and she will soon come back and alight
on the combs, or go in with the other bees into
the entrance.]

BEE-ESCAPES.

A SUCCESSFUL HEPOHT FROM J. A. GREEN.

I tried a number of different devices last sea-
son. Almost all of them worked very satis-
factorily. The one we liked best, though, was
the Porter spring escape. It cleaned the supers
of bees about as rapidly and thoroughly as any,
and they Htnyed out. With some of the other
escapes the bees would sometimes find their
way back; but with the Porter escape they can
not do this.

Having been the first one to call the atten-
tion of bee-keepers to the fact that they were
neglecting this valuable invention. I can say
that the bee-escai)e is no longi>r an experiment
with me, but an appliance of gr(>at pi'actical

value. By its use some of the most laborious
and disagreeable work of the apiary is almost
done away with. This reduction of labor makes
it invaluable in large apiaries; but even in the
smallest it will save time, stings, and annoy-
ance. The bee-keeping world owes a debt of
gratitude to Mr. Reese for giving his invention
so freely and generously to his fellow-men.

CUTTING OUT QUEEN-CELLS TO PREVENT
SWARMING.

I once believed, as many people do yet, that
keeping the queen-cells cut out would prevent
bees from swarming. That faith received a
rude shock when I found that bees often
swarmed before they had started queen-cells,
sometimes even not starting them for two or
three days afterward. This was with Italians.

It is possible that, with black bees, the method
could be made to succeed, although it is not at
all practical. The objections are, the great
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amount of labor required, and the great liabili-

ty of overlooking one or more cells. If any are

left they might as well all be left. The same
objections apply to this method of preventing
second swarms. I once received a communica-
tion from a man who had a new method of pre-

venting after-swarming. He had the highest

opinion of its practicability and value. He
said it would be worth $.50.00 a year in eveiy
apiary of any size. I agreed to help him test it

more thoroughly before he made it public, and
then he revealed to me the great secret. What
do you suppose it was? Simply cutting out all

queen-cells but one as soon as a colony swarm-
ed. Considerable correspondence, though, failed

to convince him that it was not something en-
tirely new and valuable, and very likely he
will be highly indignant at me for revealing it

now. 'T. A. Green.
Dayton, III., June 11.

[Friend G., your man's valuable secret is

right in line with the principal part of the
great secrets offered for a sum of money.]

THE DADANTS ON PREVENTING INCREASE.

WHEN TO CUT OUT QUEEN-CEI-LS, ETC.

What do the Dadants mean when they say
(Question 18(5), "To prevent increase, return
swarms 48 hours after swarming ? " also, " cut-

ting out queen-cells does no good ? " For many
years I have cut out the queen-cells (if the
queen was not removed), and immediately re-

turned swarms. Of course, this was likely to

have to be repeated. Swarming is now on;

and if their too indefinite reply involves some-
thing valuable, I should b<^ grateful for imme-
diate information on the subject.

Excelsior. Minn., June 10. J. W. Mukiiay.

[We sent the above to the Dadants, who re-

ply:]

Friend Boot;—Replying to the inquiry of J.

W. Murray, we will say that we have repeated-
ly found that the cutting of the queen-cells
when the colony is preparing to swarm has
very little effect on them, for the reason that
they start new ones, and, if crossed in their
purpose, will even swarm with only eggs or
young larvae in the queen-cells newly built.

If we return the swarm 48 hours after swarm-
ing, the queen-cells have been destroyed by the
young queen, and the bees get rid of her or of

the old one when the swarm is returned, the
swarming fever being usually over by that
time. If the young queen is not yet hatched
when the swarm is returned, the old queen usu-
ally goes about the wo)-k of destroying all

queen-cells herself. We do not know but that
it would be safest to destroy all queen-cells be-
fore returning the swarm: but this should be
attended to only a few hours before the return-
ing of the swarm or it will be done to no ()ur-

pose, as tlie bees have eggs and larvie at hand
from which they can I'aise new queens without
end.
Our aim has always been to take the shortest

way of arriving at our purpose, and we will re-

peat that we have found out two things: 1.

Destroying the queen-cells to prevent swarm-
ing will avail nothing unless the season pi'oves

also unfavorable to the swarming-fever, as the
bees at once rebuild new ones in the place of
those that we have destroyed; 3. After the col-

ony has swarmed it is sufficient to return the
swarm after two days, to insure the destruction
of the cells or of the young hatched queen or of
the old queen, at the bees" choice, except, per-

haps, in isolated cases which are exceptions to
the rule.
The objection which we have to the method

mentioned by Mr. Murray, of destroying the
queen-cells and returning the swarm at once,
is, that the swarming-fever is not over then,
and it often happens that the bees simply begin
the work over at once by rebuilding new queen-
cells, as we infer was the case with Mr. Mur-
ray, since he says, " Of course, this was likely

to have to be repeated." If he will try keeping
the swarm 48 hours, he will find much less need
of repeating the operation, and will not need to

remove the queen-cells, since it is always or
nearly always done by the queen. If he has
ascertained that the bees have a young queen
already hatched, he can either destroy her or
the old queen before returning the swarm.
Another objection that we have to destroying

the queen-cells in any case is the difficulty of
making sure of having found every one of them.
As a matter of course, with a great deal of at-
tention a bee-keeper can make sure of that;
but it is hardly necessary to tell the reader,
that dui'ing the swarming season a bee-keeper
has his hands full, even if he does not run a
farm aiid a bee-supply shop besides.
The words '• swarming-fever " which we have

used in the above are well known to practical
bee-keepers. This terra has been used by the
old masters, and vei'y fitly describes the condi-
tion of the bees when they make preparations
for swarming. These remarks are not intended
for old bee-keepei's like yourself, friend Root,
but for the many beginners who read these
pages. When the bees have the swarming-
fever, they have no rest till they succeed. We
have divided a colony into three ai'tificial

swarms while they were making preparations
for swarming, and each of these swarms sent
forth another swarm. It is this excitement
whicli makes all attempts at prevention so fu-

tile on the part of the liee-keeper. unless the
weath(M' becomes unfavorable. But wlien the
colony has swarmed, this excitement promptly
goes down unless they are still crowded and ill

at ease, and for that reason the returning of the
swarm is more likely to be successful, especial-

ly if the apiarist takes pains to give more room,
rnore ventilation, and more shade, at this time.
This rule is not infallible, but it is the best we
have ever found in these circumstances.
Hamilton, 111., June 30. Dadant & Son.

MORE CYCLOPEAN BEES.

MIIJJPEDS, ETC.

Mr. G. A. Cussy, of Hilbert, Wis., sends me
six one-eyed worker-bees. He rightly says,

"They seem to me to be curiosities. Are such
common? What is the cause? Please answer
in Gleanings."
These bees are entirely like the ones received

a few days since from N. Staininger, of Tipton,
Iowa, and of which I wrote as follows in the
A. B. J.: "A Cyclopean bee. That does not
mean a giant bee. nor even one that is extra
large, but one with only one eye. The bee is in

nowise peculiar, except in the one eye and the
absence of ocelli, or simple eyes." These bees
received to-day are like that one. They have
one very hairy eye, exactly in front, and high
up on the head. Back of the eye is the vertex,

or upper part of the epicranium, which is about
as wide as the eye, and also very hairy. The
bees are well marked Italians, and I can see no
deformity except the one named. They are
curious monstrosities, and I should like to know
whether all are from one hive, and whethiM-
they are good honey - gatherers. I prestime
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some peculiarity of the queen i"esults in this de-
formity. It would be interesting to raise
queens from this queen, and see if her bees are
the same. It might be possible to breed a race
of one-eyed bees. I presume they would be no
better, but, like tive-toed chickens, they would
be curious, and, if as good for business, would
Hnd a ready sale, if only for curiosity's sake.
Ag'l College, Mich., June 13. A. J. Cook.

[Friend Cook, if you had only one or even
two of the bees described, it would be nothing
more strange than the monstrosities we meet
every little while. But it seems to me strange
that there should be a whole half-dozen, and
these all alike: and. besides, you have several
bees entirely alike, from two different individ-
uals, widely separated from each other. This
seems to me something very strange, and it is

unlike any thing in the way of monsti'osities
that has ever come under my observation.]

CLOSE OR WIDE SPACING OF BROOD-FRAMES.

THE NATUKAI. SPACING OF C'OMKS; UNEVEN-
NESS OF COMH SUKFACE.

After all the discussions on this subject, it

seems not to be exhausted yet. The Keokuk
convention had to talk it over, and still some
things were, in my opinion, left untouched, or,
at least, unfinished, that have an important
bearing upon the matter. I judge by the re-
port of proceedings, for I was not there. One
important item was brought to light; namely,
that in nature the spacing of combs is irregu-
lar, and that the closest spacing is in the cen-
ter—in the brood-nest, the distance apart in-
creasing with the distance from the brood-nest.
That is just as I want it. An inch and three-
eighths, it seems, is the natural spacing of
brood-combs. I settled upon that as the prop-
er spacing several years ago. If we are to have
a brood-chamber for brood alone in the summer
season, it would seem that l^i is right, accord-
ing to natui'e.

If expedient it may be a good thing to space
the frames further apart for wintering, espe-
cially if wintered out of doors; but push them
closer together in the spring. Mr. Clarke does
not believe in crowding the frames together at
any time. If he told why not, it does not ap-
pear in the proceedings. I do believe in it,

and I will tell you why. Whenever the brood-
chamber becomes crowded with brood and hon-
ey, as is sure to be the case when honey is com-
ing in rapidly, as far as the frames are filled

with honey there you will find but a bare bee-
space between the combs. Bees never seal
honey except in times of great dearth, and
leave X or Si inch space. And since nature is

satisfied with % of an inch between brood-
combs, why not put them that close together?
It is claimed that bees will fill the frames more
with brood and less with honey if thus closely
spaced. While I think that it lias that tenden-
cy I am not certain that close spacing (ilways
has that effect. But I am certain that the
honey lost by lengthening and filling the cells
might be profitably saved for surplus recep-
tacles.

Frames spaced IK in. apart are generally no
more easily manipulated than those closer to-
gether. True, there is more room between the
partitions filled with brood. But unevenness
of comb surface is one of the greatest of hin-
drances to the easy and rapid manipulation of
frames. Where combs are thick this uneven-
ness is all the greater, and makes the inter-
changing of frames all the more difficult.

When inserting empty combs or hiving swarms
on them I always shave them down even and
thin, and space them closely for that reason.
And, by the way, nothing promotes the build-
ing of uneven comb surfaces more than the
interchanging of frames, and nothing better
counteracts this tendency than close sjiacing.
Now, perhaps some one i-ises here to say that
nothing also so promotes the bridging of combs.
I say, not a bit more than when placed 13-2 in.

apart.
When hiving on frames of foundation I would

not place the frames further apart than 1%
inches. Further than that will give us thicker
and less even combs. I gencM'ally hive on emp-
ty frames with starters, and in thai case l}i in.

is better. The combs will be less wavy, and
less drone comb will be built.

PKEiMIUMS ON CANDIED HONEY.
Why should not fair associations offer premi-

ums on candied honey—oi', more pioperly, per-
haps, why should not bee-keepers take the
matter in hand and prevail upon them to do so?
We have been for years telling one another to
teach folks that the candying of honey is the
best test of purity. Yes. and we have been try-
ing to teach them, too, but still many do not
know it or will not believe it. The work of ed-
ucation is incomplete. Let us go on in the
work we have been doing, but let us not stop
there. What better way to educate the public
than by a good fair-exhibit? That is what
fairs are for. Stockmen, poultrymen, inventors,
manufacturers, horticulturists, bee-keepers —
all look upon a fair as a place to make com-
petitive exhibits of their wares—to advertise,
to educate the people; to show them what they
have to offer; to present the claims and test the
qualities of their products. And fair associa-
tions look to stockmen, etc.. to present their
interests before them as well as at the fairs.

Bee-keepers must do this or their claims will

not be duly recognized. We bee-keepers have,
of course, urged the claims of our industry more
or less, but we have been derelict concerning
the matter I mention. Let us see to it that no
apiarian exhibit nor premium-list is complete
in which candied honey does not occupy a
prominent place. Geo. F. Robbins.
Mechanicsburg, 111.

CLOSED-END FRAMES.

NOT PKACTICAL IN A CLOSE-FITTING BOX.

I have been very much interested in the dis-
cussions in Gleanings regarding closed-end
frames, but quite a number of things ai-e not
very plain to me. First, I think the closed-
end, as Elwood and Captain Hetherington use
it, is a long way ahead of either hanging or
Hoffman frames: but when we come to use it

in a hive-body of limited capacity, do we not
lose some of its most valuable features? If we
have no case we can get the frames apart a
great deal faster and easier: and then another
reason is. that, with a strong colony in the
month of May. eight frames are hardly suffi-

cient. Every year I have been obliged to give
more room above or take away brood, and this
I do not like to do, for it weakens the colony
when the honey - flow comes; still, if I do
not they an; sure to swarm when the first

honey comes from apple-blossoms. Would it

not be better to have a hive in which you can
use from ten to' twelve frames, and then remove
all but your regular number at the beginning
of the honey-flow, giving them to weaker colo-
nies? Now, why do you have such a wretched-
looking cover or cap on the Quinby liive? Why
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not use simply a crate and dovetailed cover, the
same as any hive ?

We are having the worst di'outh we have had
in 30 years—no rain to speak of since April 15.

Evei'y thing is all burned up. We do not expect
any honey li'om white clover, as there is very
little left. It is very discouraging. Prospects
never were better for a large yield until the
drouth came.

I wish you could see my strawberries. They
were set May 1st, right in the dry weather: but
they were strong plants, and came from M.
Crawford. I put on coarse manure at the rate
of 80 loads (all two large horses could draw)
per acre. It makes a tirst-class mulch, and all

the plants on such ground are growing nicely
in spite of the dry weather, while a few that I

tried on ground without manure all died.
Lester Judson.

East Sidney, N. Y., June 1.5.

[You are right. We have come to the con-
clusion that a closed-end frame in a tight-tit-

ting or closely fitting case or hive is not a prac-
tical success, and so we are going to take that
frame out of our price list. They may answer
for a shallow frame like the Heddon, but will

hardly do in a deep one. We do not make the
Quinby hive. You will have to talk to those
who use it, in regard to the covtn'.J E. R.

[A mulch of coarse manure is certainly a
splendid thing, not only for strawberries, but
for currants, raspberries, and blackberries.
Where you can get it for a dollar a load or less.

I believe it is the best and cheapest way to
manage these iruits. If the weeds come up
through the manure they must be pulled out as
fast as they make their appearance.] A. I. R.

GETTING DILATORY AND BAD MEN TO PAY
UP.

WHAT OUIt BEE-.IOVRXAT.S CAN DO IN THE
MATTER.

The kind word below suggests the title to this
article:

Friend Rout:—I received to-djij- a letter from .

witli remittance to balance account. Bankers and
attoi-neys could do nothing with him; but a word
from you brouglit him to accoiuit. If you are not a
popular man, there never was one. Inclosed And a
dollar fc)r your ti'ouble. Seth Winquist.
KusselUnlle, Oregon, June 4.

My good friend W., we are very glad indeed
that we were able to assist you in getting your
pay: but we wish you and all others to distinct-
ly "understand that we are not in the business
of collecting bad debts—at least, we do not take
pdtj for u'hat collecting we do, therefore we
place the ?<1.00 to your credit, thanking you all

the same. I may explain to our readers, that
the man alluded to ordered several dollars'
worth of the Oregon Evei-bearing strawbei'ry-
plants, but he would neither pay for them nor
make any reply. We wrote him, and Hnally
succeeded in getting an answer. What do you
suppose his excuse was for not paying for the
goods he ordered ? As a fair sample of the
way in which people ti'y to excuse themselves
under similai' ciicumstances, we give that part
of it here, of course omitting the name:
Mr. Rddt:—After receiving the plants I made up

my mind that they were either the old Me.\ican Ev-
erbeaiing lenamed, or seedlings from it. I now
think tham tlie Mexican renamed. If you can tind
any party who has ii'ied tliem. and will give you one
good point in their favor, I will sui)mit.

Now, even though it be true that the Ever-
bearing strawberry is of little use or no use here
in Ohio, our friend certainly did not know such

to be the case when he received the plants,
any more than when he ordered them.
When we order new and untried things, and
receive them in good order, of course we should
pay the bill. If the amount we invest is consid-
ei'able, and the goods prove a failure, it were
no more than fair to ask the introducer foi' a
rebate. If he grants it, well and good; if not,
well and good. Very likely our bee-journals
may accomplish many things that bankers and
attorneys can not do; for if a man has a spark
of honor left, he will keep his name out of the
papers. If friend W. were to see the letters we
frequently get, from those whom we have suc-
ceeded in bringing to time, he would decide
that we are, at least with some people, most de-
cidedly \ini>oi)ul((r.

FRIEND TERRY GIVES US A LITTLE SERMON.

HE ALSO TELI.S US WHERE TO BUY OUR
PLANTS.

My Detir Mr. Root:—I want to say a little

more about the souls of great corporations iw.

those of individuals. I suppose most bee-keep-
ers have homes, and are interested in making
their grounds beautiful. So far as I have no-
ticed, they are more interested in this direction
than we common farmers. You will remember
that, last fall, a landscape gardener wanted to
fix up your grounds and mine; also that we
both decided to do tin? work for ourselves. We
had the general outline and foundation laid,

with a few beautiful evergreens, shrubs, trees,

vines, etc., that we had scrimped ourselves to

buy, years back when money was scarce. Last
year we felt that we were in shape financially
to .^pend quite a litth' in beautifying our home
suri-oundings. We could afford to hire more
help, if necessary, to take caie of things. We
all love flowers and shruljs and climbing vines,

howevei'. and are willing to work a littTe extra
to take good care of them. It isn't work, though,
but reci-eation.

Well, instead of hiring our horticultural
friend at a large price to arrange things for us,

and furnish them, and set them out, we S])ent

some days at odd times in studying over where
flower-beds would look best, and where shrubs,
and what would be best for this position and
what for that. Then I drew a rough plan of

the grounds, with the beds, etc., located, and the
height of plants or shrubs that we should pre-

fer in each place—that is, the height when they
had attained their growth. That was as far

as we could go, certainly, as it was hard to de-
cide on every thing fi'om catalogue descriptions.
With this plan I went to a large nursery, and
at the oftice they kindly placed a pleasant
young man at my disposal, who told me all

about every tree, shrub, or plant, and advised
about which would do best or look best in cer-

tain locations. In half a day we picked out 171

shrubs, plants, and bulbs, and I learned briefly

any thing that it was necessary to know about
setting them out. and after-culture. While
picking out the plants the price was never ask-
ed of a single thing. I wanted the best that I

could get, and was willing to pay for it. But
when I went to the office with the list, and they
handed me the bill, I was greatly surprised. It

was for ^21. .30 only, and in the list were four
grafted rhododendrons, and the same number
of azaleas, which are high-priced plants. Not
one word was said about price. They charged
me regular rates, that any one buying as large-

ly could get, and would get without the asking.
'• But." you ask, '" have you forgotten the

text you started out with?" Not at all. I

have just got around to it. While I was in that
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office a woman came in. an agent, not employ-
ed by the firm, but one who buys and sells, or,

rather, sells and then buys. She had just got
her order filled, and it was somewhat larger
than mine. Had she paid her bill and kept her
own counsel, the cloven foot would have re-

mained hidden. Butsliehad been figuring up
what she was to receive for the stuff, and. I

was going to say, woman-like, slip couldn't resist

the temptation to show how smai't she was. and
so she held her memorandum-book over to the
book-keeper who was waiting on her. and said.

"There is what that bill of goods brings me."
It was about $127.

He said: "'I congratulate you, madam;" and.
being a Christian gentl(>man, as I should judge,
I do not see how he kept from saying. "But
how about the people who have ti'usted you.
and whom you are cheating so outrageously ?"
After this woman had gone out (I can not call

her a lady, although she was well dressed), a
member of the firm said to me. "Those cost her
just about the $27. Why will ppople pay such
prices instead of dealing directly with the nur-
series'?" Now. which soul looks the whiter

—

that of this great and wealthy corporation,
that employs an army of men. and by fair deal-
ing and doing a great business on a small mar-
gin of profit has grown to vast pi-opoi'tions, or
that of this individual, quite poor, perhaps,
who was taking a mean advantage of the ig-

norance of others? I am .s'o sori'y it was a wo-
man! But I am reporting facts.

Now a more pleasant theme. You will re-

luember our landscape gardener (a man this
time, not a woman) excused himself partly for

the exorbitant price put on his work, by saying
that many of the plants would die, and have to
be replaced. Well, with careless treatment I

presume they would. But I have to report
that every one of the 171 we set out. green at
the business as we wei-e. is growing nicely.

This shows again that the great corporation
had a soul. The plants came in perfect condi-
tion. I will tell you just what we did to insure
their gi-owiug. Where a shrub was to be set
we cut a circular hole a foot deep and four feet
across, in the turf, and drew away the dii't and
drew back choice soil from the richest part of
our clover-field that we were just about to
plow for potatoes. With a sharp spade we
shaved off the clover-plants and took the soil

witli clover-roots in it. We took out a strip,

say two feet wide, and then left two feet so as
not to spoil the soil in the field. The dii't

bi'ought from the lawns was put into the holes
in the clover-lot. Flower-beds were dug out,
and filled with clover soil in the same way.
We did this early in the spring when we were
not busy. Then, after carefully setting, we
have kept the surface constantly mellow by us-
ing a potato-hook, such as was formerly used
for digging potatoes. Wife and I delight to do
this. No manure was used. Myl hoiv things
do grow with such care! Of course, out of this
long list there will be some things we shall dis-

card after trial. We will keep what pleases us
best and does best on our soil. Abedofheli-
anthus multiflorus plenus is a delight to me
just now, from their luxuriant gi'owth. I look
at them more times a day than I do the [xitato-

field. and that is saying a good deal. By the
way, friend Root, have you any rhodolendrons?
If not. you must get a few. I never in my life

saw flowers that seemed so perfectly exquisite
as our pink and crimson and lilac colored rho-
dodendrons. The girls tliought ev(>ry thing of
th(> white one; but they did not seem so per-
fectly lovely to me as' the other coloi's. We
tried to use. so far as i)ossible, shrubs and hardy
perennial plants to oi'nament our grounds, so as
to save the (^xi)ense and tioublr of fussing with

many annuals. We should like them too; but
we are farmei's, and can not spare a great deal
of time for such work, and want to make all

that is possible out of what time we can put in.

Hudson, O., June 20. T. B. Terry.

[Friend Terry, I want to say, "May the Lord
be praised for putting it into your heart to
write the above at just this crisis." The sad
part of the story is what you tell us about that
woman who is agent. But it only illustrates
the way in which the greater part of agents,
both men and women, get tlieir pay for travel-
ing fi'om house to house, and taking orders.
Perhaps this woman, if she could see this arti-
cle, might excuse herself on the ground of
" traveling expenses." If she delivers her
plants she must make two trips to every home.
But even if this be true, I think it is a tremen-
dous argument in favor of going to the nearest
nursery youi'self and picking out what you
want. A very good friend of mine

—

infacl.it
is none other than the father of W. J. Green, of
the Ohio Experiment Station. Columbus—has a
beautiful nursery right in our own county; and
I have l],eard him lament, again and again, that
people living comparatively near his nursery
would persist in i)aylng ti'aveling agents three
or four times the proper price foi' certain things,
and then get poor stock besides. Woi'se still,

they are persuaded into buying something that
is totally unfit for tlreir locality; whereas, if

they had gone to the nurseryman he could have
given them intelligent advice in the matter,
and would not, under any circumstances, have
urged them to take sometliing which he knew
would disappoint them. You may say, all nur-
sery men ai'e not like those mentioned by Mr.
Terry. My fi'iend. I l)elieve that those who
build up a great business are. as a I'ule. con-
scientious and honest. The I'eal cheats are
those who travel about without name, home, or
reputation.

I felt like smiling when you told about going
to the clover-field for good soil. I have thought
of doing the same thing, but I could hardly
bear to spoil my nice fields by "robbing Peter
to pay Paul." if that is a fair illustiation. We
make our stuff grow by mulching the ground
with manure, or l)y digging manure into the
ground; and this process will in time make nice
soil for any kind of plants, if you work in ma-
nure enough.
The fiist rhododendron that I ever saw came

from one of the great nurseries. It was shipped
in full bloom; and when I unpacked it and
stood it up I could think of nothing but the
Iviug as he stood in mute astonishment when
Cleopatra was unrolled and placed on her feet
before him. Oui- folks here have good reason
to know, I think, about rhododendrons and
azaleas. Some years ago. when I saw a beauti-
ful plant in full bloom in the window of a florist

in Utica. N. Y., right in the depth of winter, I fell

in love with it to such an extent that I carried
it to our bee-keepers' convention, where it grac-
ed the table right by the president, until the
close of the meeting. Theti I brought it all the
way home, and displayed it tiiumphantly in
the office, just liefore noon service; and then
we kept it in our home for more than two
weeks, where it was a thing of beauty and a
joy for—a good many days. Advising people to
go to plant-dealers near their own homes would
cut off our own business in sending plants by mail
and express, I am aware. But. never mind if it

does. If somebody near your home makes a busi-
ness of raising plants, by all means go and get
them of your neighbor, and thus encoui'age home
industry; and finally,dearfriends. please remem-
ber that all great firms and corporations have
prfi})(thhj earned their money by honest Indus-
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try rather than bv fraud and choaiiiig; for if

they wei-e fi'aiids and I'heats they could not. In
tJie ndtnre of things, have built up a great bus-
iness.]

NUBBINS.

A GOOD REPORT FROM I5EE-ESCAI'ES.

The bee-eseapes are genuine seed corn, filled

to the tij). They succeed witli us. and are re-
garded as invaluable, both in extracting and
I'emoving comb honey. Three cheers for Mr.
Reese.
The nubbin is ahead of the ''stray straw."

We make Doolittle's cups work. Come up,
doctor, and learn how. We will feed you on
straw bei'ry shoi'tcakc.

It is too had that that little ".stray straw" of
an editorial " we" rests so ill in the doctor's in-
tellectual stomach. Of course, all good cus-
toms aj'e based on some reason. If I say " we "

it is a general expi'cssion. and the sentence or
thought containing it i-epresents the paper. I

say 1." and it means me—my own personal
propei'ty. How better make this important
distinction?

ANALYZING SAMPLES OF IIOXKV TAKEN FROM
OUR MARKETS, HY OlM{ KEST GOVERNMENT

C'HEMLSTS.

The Chemical Department at Washington is

having .lO samples of honey secured on the mar-
kets analyzed by several of our liest chemists—
Pi'of. Scovell, of K(Mitufl\y, among the others.
This is wise and good. VVhether this will be
satisfactory remains to be seen. If not. it all

helps. Prof. Scovell tells me that he finds dex-
trine in sevei-al. and he does not suppose dex-
trine could ever be found in gcnuiue honey.
This is a full eai'. no nuhbin. I liope this result
will giv(! us many. 1 look eagerly for the full

report. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, ^lich.

WHY THE BEES MAKE CELLS HEXAGONAL.

A I)AY-1>KEAM.

ent in the way of woi'k. for it would take ten
times as much wax, and we wouldn't get our
combs built all summer, and basswood coming
on, they say, in a week or two. Oh, yes! It
W()}ild be something difterent."
•'No," said another bee with an experienced

look, " leave that sort of thing for those human
butterflies who are never happy unless they can
put their hair up in a different way every day "

—here she gave a little push at her back hair to
see if it was all smooth and straight. " We
folks have no time for any such foolishness.
We must take the ulan that will need the least
wax and take up the least room."
"Yes, business is business," said another;

"but is there no chance for improvement?
This is an age of progress, and it isn't clear to
my mind that something else may not be just
as economical as six sides. You know we heard
of some bees up in Canada making cells with
four sides. Why shoiild they make them so if

they didn't think it would be an improve-
ment?"
"Just because they're like you, old Cranky,"

snapped out a nervous-looking bee.
But the bee with the experienced look appear-

ed very thoughtful, and. in a half-meditative
mannei'. said, as if slowly talking to herself,
"I'm not sure but I know a plan Whereby we
may find out a better way if tliere is one, or else
conlii'm the opinion that six sides is best."
Then rousing herself, as if from a reverie, she

said, in a very business-like manner, " Here,
some of you youngsters, roll up a number of
balls of wax. perfectly I'ound." And as they
we.jit to work on the balls which they very soon
had finished, she went on to explain, " You see,
the cells are to accommodate the babies, which
are round—that is, I don't mean they are round
like a ball, but round like a sii'aw, and then
round like a ball at each end. Now, if we can
find how to place together a number of wax
balls so as to have them the closest together
possible—that is, with the least waste space be-
tween them—then we'll know just how to make
our cells."

I had read a good deal about the reasons why
hexagonal cells are. best, and had seen that dif-

ficult mathematical demonstrations had been
used in connection- therewith. I wondered
whether all that was necessary, and thought of
it off and on for a long time. One hot day I sat
by a hive in which a swarm had just been
housed, and the steady humming of the bees all

around me gave me a sort of drowsy feeling. I

said to myself. " How do those bees know how
to start cells? They have worked more or less

In them, and perhaps done some repairing, but
they have no knowledge or experience at actual-
ly starting cells, for all the cells in the old hive
were started long before they were born."
Just then—was it imagination, dreaming, or

what?—I heard one of the bees in the hive say-
ing, " There, we've quite a lot of wax plastered
around: let's put it in shape."

" What shape?" said a pert young miss.
" What shape should it be, but the .shape cells

always are—six-sided ?" was the reply.
"Oh! that's .so old-fashioned," said the young

one: " I'm tired of those everlasting six sides."

"Say!" spoke up a very eager young voice,
let's make them five-sided. There's very little

less in five than six, and it will be quite stylish
to have something different from our neigh-
bors."
"Something different! I guess you would

have something different," said a bee with rag-
ed wings. "And you'd have something differ-

Then she placed one of the balls on the floor

of the hive and said, " Now I want to put this
ball just as close to the next one as possible.
You see that it makes no difference which side
I put, it: so long as it touches, they are the
same distance apart from center to center; for
every point of the surface is at the same dis-

tance from the center. So we'll put it at this

side. Now I want to put a third ball as near
as I can to these two. As we found before, we
can not get two balls any nearer together than
to touch; and if this ball touches the others,
that's as near as they can be got together. So
we'll place it here."
A low hum of approval ran through the

throng, and the one they called Cranky looked
somewhat fidgety.
Then old experience continued, " Now for a

fourth one. Just as before, we can't do any
better than to have it touch two of the balls,

for, you see, put it where I will, I can't get it to
touch nioi'e than two balls, so I'll put it here,
touching the first and third."
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At this point Cranky intiMTupted, saying,
with eagerness, " But. if you please, it's differ-

ent with four than with three. Can't you get
four closer together by putting them in a
square, that is, four together? You see, it gives
only one space between, instead of two, as you
have it."

" Yes, but the one space Is bigger than th(^

other two put together, smarty." said the pert
miss, and she fanned Cranky with-her left wing
in a rather tantalizing manner.
"Thai's easily said," said Experience; "but

how do you know it is so? Can you prove it?"
"No, but it looks so," said the pert raiss,

somewhat crestfallen.
"Looks are often very deceiving," was the

reply. " Let us see if we can't determine which
four take up the most I'oom. You see that the
two measure just the same from right to left,

for what the first ones gain at one end by being
slanting, they lose at the other. Measuring the
other way, you will see plainly that they mea-
sure the least; so. placing them square doesn't
gain any thing, but loses."

"Of course," said the pert miss, looking very
much reassured.
"I think, then," continued her elder sister,

" that we may consider it settled that there is

no better way, and we may continue indefinite-
ly adding to the number, only taking care that,
as each one is added, it shall touch two adja-
cent balls. The next question is, How shall this
space between the balls, or the cells, if you
please, be filled up?"
"Oh! just fill it all up with wax, and leave

the cells round. That will be so sweet," said
the same giddy miss that wanted five-sided
cells.

" Yes, it would be wondrously sweet to make
all that extra wax," said another.
"Well, then," said the giddy miss, "just

make the cells round, and leave the spaces fill-

ed with air."
"That," said another, "would still take more

wax than a single wall; and, besides, think
what a comfortable hiding-place that space
would be for youug worms."

" Y'ou are leaving out of account something
still more important." said Experience. " A
perfectly round cell, entirely filled up with the
baby-bee, would have no place left for air to
get in for it to breathe, unless it should be
trained to breathe like a human baby, through
its mouth, and you know that all well-regulat-
ed baby-bees have their breathing-places on
their sides. To get at what will take the least
wax. just start at the middle point of the space,
and build a straight wall to the three points
where the balls touch. In other words, make a
line tangent to the two balls at their point of
contact."

" Why, that brings us right back to the hate-
ful old six-sided cells," said the giddy miss.
"Exactly so," said Experience. "We now

have remaining the problem how best to make
the septum. Just fasten together in a flat slab
eight or ten balls, and then a second slab of
them in the same way. Now place one slab on
the other, so they will sit, each ball exactly on
the other. You see that you could not make
the two take up any more room unless you
raise the upper slab so it doesn't touch the low-
er slab at all. Now push the upper slab along
a little, and you see it slides down of its own
accord till each of the upper balls rests exactly
over the center of the space below. It is evi-
dent that theie can be no way in which it can
be placed to sink any lower, or, in other words,
to take up less room. We are confronted again
with much the same condition as we had be-
fore, a condition in which it will take a great
deal of wax to fill in between; and it is clear

that there is no better way to meet the dillicul-
ty than to do much as we did before, and make
a little wall tangent to the two balls at each
point where the two come in contact. You see
that makes three such walls at the bottom of
each cell, for each ball touches three of the
balls in the other slab."
" Just then the queen came around and said,

" What are you about there any way ? Do you
want me to cover the bottom-board with e^gs
while you're fooling there ?"

" That's so; we ai'e fooling, and that's a
fact," said one of the workers who had been
listening to the explanations very attentively.
" Come on. and let's make up for lost time. Say,
girls, this is a better hive than the old one. Do
you see the end-bars fit close together, and you
remember how the cold air came in between
the end-bars last winter? What's that old fool

dreaming about, sitting out there by the hives
anyhow?" C. C. Miller.
Marengo. 111., June. 1891.

A VISIT TO L. E. MERCER.

CALIFOUNIA YIELDS.

A short time since, after a ride of 37 miles. I

found myself at Castac, this State, where the
Santa Clara River begins flowing on through
the famous valley of like name, in Ventura
County, to the ocean. On alighting from the
train I found Mr. L. E. Mercer, of Ventura,
awaiting me.
A drive of four miles up Castac Valley, then

half a mile up one of the numerous picturesque
canyons, brought us to Mr. Mercer's mountain
home and location of his home apiary, the
foundation of which at one time composed the
greater portion of Mr. Wilkins" famous Sespe
apiary, which Mr. Mercei' bought, moving it to
its present location. As a matter of interest to
your readers, I will give a few details of Cali-
fornia bee-keeping, with Mr. Mercer as the sub-
ject.

Mr. L. E. Mercer's bee-keeping experience
began in 1871. at Oriop. 111. He came here in
1883. locating at Ventura. The whole family,
composed of Mr. and Mrs. Mercer, and four en-
ergetic sons, are all practical bee-keepers (the
new daughter-in-law being the only exception),
as the following record of the past seven years
is conclusive.

Product of 1884 40,000 lbs.
" 188.5 A failure

" " 188(5 24,000
"

" " 1887 A failure
" 1888 .30,000

"

" 1889 42,000
"

" 1890 (58,000
"

The greater portion ^vas extracted honey.
Last year's report includes 14,000 lbs. of comb
honey. He has received an average price of .*>

cents for extracted. He prefers the L. frame
for extracting; for comb honey, a 16Kx(5i^
frame, suitable for the T super. He has teste(3

the Hoft'man and many others, but considers
the ordinary hanging frame, for this section,
preferable to any other. His honey-house for
extracting is a model of ingenuity, and is so
arranged that the cases containing the combs
are run in on rollers to the uncapping-can, ad-
joining which is a large six-frame reversible
extractor, to the left of which is anothei' set of
rollers which carry the combs out again as fast
as they are taken from the extractor. The
honey from the latter runs into a three-inch
pipe, about 2(X) feet long, emptying into a
twelve-ton receiving-tank; besides which he
has several of the following capacity: Two of
7 tons each; three of 3 tons each; one of 2 tons.
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.-and two of 1 ton each. Capacity for storing, 39

tons. He has used 800 pounds of foundation
thus far this season. He manufactures his
brood foundation on a Given press, and thin
foundation on A. I. Root's six-inch mill. He
supplies the greater portion of Ventura Co.
with foundation. He thinks wiring frames un-
necessary labor; and as evidence of this he
ti^tated he had SOO combs on foundation drawn
out during last season's honey-ttow that were
not wired, and only two broke down, extracting
twice from the 800. In former years he was a
firm believer in wiring, using the bent wire
nail ten years ago.
His home apiary contains .5.% colonies: tirst

ont-apiary, 300 colonies; second out-apiary, 200
colonies: son Edward's. 200.

Within a radius of live miles of the home
apiary there are nearly .")000 colonies, so one can
surmise that the hills and mountains must sup-
ply some forage for such an army. The fact is,

the greater portion of that mountainous section
is adapted for nothing else: and when we con-
sider the amount of nectar distilled by dame
Nature in this Eden of the honey-bee, it is not
surprising to hear of the enormous yields of
honey in what is yet the infancy of the honey
industry of California. There is much to be
said of bee-keeping on this coast, but time and
space forbid.
In 1803 California's apicultural display at the

World's Fair will rank second to none; and,
with this end in view, our prospective represent-
atives are now being considered. Mr. Mercer
has the indorsement of a large circle of bee-
keepers; and the indorsement of his own coun-
ty adds testimony to his worth; so I voice the
sentiment of not a few for Mr. L. E. Mercer as
California's representative of the honey indus-
try at the World's Fair in 1893.

Geo. W. Bkodbeck.
Los Angeles, Cal., June 17.

[Friend B.. we are greatly obliged to you in-

deed for the bird's-eye view yoti give of friend
Mercer's work during the past six or eight
years. I shall ever have cause to remember
him and his good wife—in fact, all the family

—

for the pains they took in giving me glimpses of
the thousand and one wonderful things connect-
ed with those mountain bee-i'anches and wild
canyons. The very mention of them makes my
heart thrill again. I second your suggestion,
that fri(!nd Mercer be invited to represent Cali-
fornia in 1893.J A. I. R.

CHEAP HONEY.

LOWER COST OF PRODTTCTIOX.

One of your correspondents. Mr. A. V. Brown,
page 4.59. makes a point which is indeed a
"gem," in that it carries an immense amount
of weight with it. He says, "Give me a hive
having fi'ames at fixed distances, with a plain
zinc queen - excluder, these escapes (bee-es-
capes), and a good reversible exti'actor, and I

will show you how to produce honey at less
than half the cost nowadays." He probably
means at half the cost it could be produced
eight or ten years ago. and he is undoubtedly
correct. I have noticed in all the bee-papers,
from time to time, some one always had some
scheme elaborately written, which, if folloVed
up, would increase the price of honey (?). Of
course, if producers of any commodity can keep
the price up on an article", it is to their interest
to do it: but. on the other hand, how can it be
done if it is to be sold readily".' For instance,
put nice comb honey up to 25 cents a pound,
and I wai'rant you will find it a slow seller; but
put it down to 15 or 1(5 cents, and it will move
right speedily. Why? Because it is in I'each

of everybody. How can a laboring man. earn-
ing, say, nine or ten dollars per week, affoi'd to
eat honey at 25 cents a pound, or even at 20?
With him it must ever remain the sternest of
luxuries. They tell us there is about 12 pounds
of honey in a gallon: and 12 times 20 cents is

^2.40. How does that compare with the price
of maple syrup?
Mr. Brown is correct in his idea that bee-

keepers should aim to produce their honey
cheaper. It can be done, or, rather, it should
be done. Lodk over the prices of hives in A. I.

Root's price list, or any other house that does a
large business, and note how much cheaper
every thing is in the hive line to what it was
six or seven years ago. Those who have price
lists that old. just look them over; then get the
latest edition, and compare prices. Yes, sir.

Mr. Bee-keeper, you have got to set your wits
to work, and produce youi' honey cheaper; and
why not? The bees charge you nothing for
gathering. All it costs is to produce, or, in oth-
er words, to (tsslst the bees in getting it into
marketable shape. Now, it must become bee-
keepers (if they wish to keep up in the race of
human progress) to keep their eyes open, to
grasj) every thing that practically suggests a
shoi't cut over former methods. Your grocer
will be much more willing to handle your hon-
ey at as low a price as it is possible to name
than he will to have you " tuck " it on; for high
prices on any thing greatly hinder its rapid
conversion into money, and that is one thing
which will make honey a much-used commod-
ity, because all dealers, from producer to com-
mission man. jobber, and retailer, delight in a
quick-selling article at a fair profit.

Again, the grocers in your own town, if it is a
town of any size, can sell, without doubt, twice
the amount they do if it is properly exposed.
Pile up a nice imposing lot so it will look large
and nice; put up the price on a tag; never
mind about a glass case. Leave it entirely
open. Never mind the dust; take ordinary
care of it, and you will sell the whole pile out
before the dust has a chance to settle on it.

Olean, N. Y.. June 17. (feo. Shiber.

[While we should, by every means possible,

cheapen the cost of production, we ought not
to be in too great haste to reduce its selling

price. If comb honey is held at, for example,
25 cents per pound at retail, and it sells slowly
if at all. it is evident the price is too high. Of
course, honey will sell faster if lower in price;

but—how mtich faster? Competition, and the
flooding of certain markets, will bring down the
seUhig price of honey fast enough, and I think
we as bee-keepei's should be cautious about
lielping the price down.] E. R.

COBS.

Friend R.:—I am not so arrogant as to try to

pass the following as nubbins—only as cobs
of the nubbins; and if you should find a kernel
here or there, you are at liberty to pick them
out.
The shallow half-story frame for extracting

has the advantage of being uncapped easier,

containing more ripe honey; admits of being
handled in supers to better advantage; bees
will enti-r the half-story quicker. My bees rip-

en honey better than I can possibly do it. I ex-
tract after sealing.
The season of 1890 was exceedingly poor for

this location; the average number of pounds
stored was 18.

One pure Italian colony stored 90 lbs. in sec-

tions—the first time in 1(5 years that an Italian
has outstripped my blacks. The above colony
had been formed in early spring, of three
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dwindled stocks, all tlii'ee not making more
than half a good colony.
The escape is a great help, both for raising

comb and extracted honey. All the different
styles of escapes have worked well with me, on
an average.
K. P. Kidder, in his " Secrets of Bee-keep-

ing," 1868, says that Langstroth did not invent
the movable frame—only made it more mova-
ble by adding bee-spaces betweeij and around
the frames. We have given Mr. L. the praise
for years for having given us th# readily mov-
able frame; but now we are going back, doing
away with bee-spaces, etc. Isn't it queer?

Doolittle says: " Size of queen-cell indicates
quality of queen." Dzierzon and Vogel agree
tnat the size of the cell has nothing to do with
the quality of the queen. They assert, that the
smallest cell allows the development of a large
queen—amount of proper food being the only
governing factor.

In the following I may disagree with many
of our authorities; but I find ready sale for
dark honey in the comb; no sale for dark ex-
tracted, and I find it advisable to run my bees
for extracted honey in th<', early part of the sea-
son. After clover and basswood are past, I use
section cases. By following the method above
I gain two points: L I harvest a salable arti-
cle; 3. I get the brood-chamber well stocked up
with dark honey, which is fully equal to bass-
wood and clover for winter food if sealed. I
have never been able to get a sulficient amount
of honey for winter use stored in the brood-
combs when running for extracted honey, ex-
cept by feeding after the harvest, or by taking
the supers off befoi'e the close.
Feeding for winter stores, I dislike. I do not

want to meddle with my bees after the honey
season is over. Give me chaff' hives, or onie
packed with almost any material—moss, planer
shavings, sawdust, cork, hair, etc., for outdoor
wintering; light single-walled hives for cellar
wintering; closed-end frames for out-apiaries.
Naples, N. Y., June 33. F. Greixkk.

HONEY-DEW AND THE APHIDES IN 1891.

SOMETHING FKOM PROF. COOK.

Prof. A. J. Coofe.-—The trees here are covered
with a sort of plant-louse, a sample of which I

send you by mail to-day. The bees are simply
swarming on it. Is it the aphis that gives the
so-called honey- dew? The honey is any thing
but nice. Would it do to extract and feed to
bees for winter? Randoi>ph Cuylek.
Alexandria, Va., June 30.

[Prof. Cook replies:]

The insects sent by Mr. C. were so broken
that I could 'make out only by their wings that
they were plant-lice, or aphides. These insects
are very common this year, the counti-y over.
I have lived in this place twenty-five years, and
I never saw so many before. Pium-trees,
cherry-trees, linden-trees, and many others,
are literally covered with th(>se little pests. On
the plum they first caused the leaves to roll,
and now they have migi'ated to the stems of
the fruit, which are often invisible, so fairly
shingled are they with these green plant-lice.
Not only in Vii'ginia, but here and elsewhere,
the bees have secur(>d much honey-de\\- from
these aphides. Our plum, cherry, and other
trees have been roaring with the hum of the
bees for days. Now the evergreens, especially
the arbor-vitie and our oaks, are infested with
a scale or bark louse. These are lai-ge, brown,
and plump. These also secrete nectar, and are
humming with the noise of bees, even before

four o'clock in the morning. The leaves
are fairly coated with sugar seci-eted by the
scale-lice. Of course, it is evident that, if this
nectar gives strong rank honey, it is a calamity.
We are going to test it often, and so know just
the effect. We now have a great ai'ea of c1ov<m-
bloom, and I hope this will counteract the rank
flavor that may come from the honey-dew. It
behooves all to be most watchful this year,
that they do not get a quantity of unsalable
sweet mixed with their honey. I hope the sea-
son will have no such evil in store for us; but
to be forewarned may be to be forearmed. Let
us watch, so that, if the evil does come, we may
make it the least possible. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College. INIich.

THE UNITED STATES EONEY-PRODUCERS'
EXCHANGE.

A REPOUT IP TO .JUNE 189L

The season so far (in most localities) has
been more favorable for bees than last year,
and they are generally reported to be in much
better condition. The per cent of increase
averages .5 greater than last year at this time,
although in a few States the season is reported
to be two or three weeks later than usual. In
most of the States the reports seem to indicate
that the prospect still continues good for a fine
crop of honey; and all that is lacking is the
right weather for the secretion of nectar during
the coming month.
The following are the questions sent out to

the respondents corresponding to the tabulated
replies below:

1. What per cent more of good honey-gather-
ing colonies are there in your section than last
year at this date?

3. Per cent of increase up to date ?

3. Per cent of an average crop of white hon-
ey gathered up to date?

4. How does this compare with last year,
same date ?

In column No. 3. under Qu. 1. the dash before
a number indicates less than last year. 1890.

The tabulated answers correspond to the
questions by numbers above, and are as follows:

STATE. Qu. 1.;Qu.2|Qu 3 I

Alaliania —5 .50

Arizona
i

10
Arkansas 20
California 10
Connecticut
Colorado

j

15
Georgia I —25
Idaho

I
60

Iowa —10
Indiana —5
Indian Territory..
Illinois —10
Kansas 20
Kentucky

i
26

Louisiana ' 15
Maine —60
Massachusetts

i
—iiO

Maryland 13
Mich gan -10
Minnesota —

5

Mississippi
Missouri

j

—10
Nebraska 5
Nevada ' 25
New Hampshire

..
I 5

New Jersey 15
New York 10
North Carolina....! 5
Ohio 10
Pennsylvania —5
Rhode" Island 25
South Carolina.... 20
Tennessee 10
Texas 25
Vermont i— 10
Virginia —15
West Viruinia

i
10

Washington > 25
Wisconsin —15

P. II. Ei.wooD, Pres.
G. H.

90

Question i.

Very much better.
About the same.
Some better.
Two to four weeks later

About the same.
About double 1890 crop.
Much better.
About the same.
About the same.

Prospect rather better.
Season wet. backward.
About the same.
Much better.
Not as go<id
Same, but fewer bees.
Much better.
About the same.
About the same.

Same, season later.
About the same.
About the same.
About the same.
Much better.
About the same.
Little better.
Much better.
Little better.

!
Better.
Jlucii better.
Much better.
Some better.
About the same.
Late; about the same.
Much better.
About the same.
Dry; compares well.

KNICKKRBt)CKER, SCC.
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HONEY—PURE NECTAR.

SHALL THE BEE-KEEPERS' UNION PROSECUTE ADUL-
TERATORS ? GENERAL MANAGER NEWMAN

SETS FORTH THE SITUATION.

As there has been considerable said of late in

regard to the Bee-keepers" Union prosecuting
adulterators of honey, we thought that we
could do no better than to copy the article en-
tire, frojn General Manager Newman, on the
subject:

The last issue of the Bee-keeperx' Review has "Adul-
teration of Honey " as its special topic. It is quite
exhaustively treated. There are some tliing-s, liow-

ever, wliicli we wish to comment upon, and we will

here give the g-istof the arguments.
Byron Walker starts out by saying that "tlie Bee-

keepers' Union ought to prosecute adulterators."
On iiage li9 he adds: "What wc need is a Bee-keep-
ers' Uniou of at least .5000 members; then we c:in

compel these CDrporations to respect tlic laws enacts
cd for our protection."
This is a jirdpcisition upon which we must entirely

disagree witli Mr. Walker. The National Bee-keep-
ers' Union was not created for such a purpose. It

was constituted simply for "defense," and not to
wage an aggressive wail'are against adultei'ation, or
any other moi"al or social evil!

Remarking on this subject, the editor of the Re-
view, on page 138, says:
" As I vuiderstand, a change in tlie constitution of

the l^nion would be necessary befoi'C money could
be used for tliis ]iiu'pose: l)ut, if the Union could
put an end to what adulteration tlieie is, and, wlijit

is of fiir more iniportame, eaiiviiice the public of this
accomplishment, I believe its usefulness would be
increased a thousand fold."

Brother Hutchinson is quite right—a c?i/iTige in the
constitution would be necessary before it could un-
dertake any such superhuman task. More than
that, it must alst) change its executive officer. The
present General Manager could not consent to un-
dertake any such impracticability.
While, perhaps, it should not, be publicly admitted,

it is nevertlieless a fact, that there is no sure " meth-
od by which the adulteration of honey can be de-
tected."
Pure honey has veiy aflen been analyzed and pro-

nounced adulterated by cliemists in New Jersey,
Ohio, Illinois, and other States; and even the Unit-
ed States clieniist lias blundered in many ways when
endeavoiinj;' to enligliten the public on the matter
of honey - adulteration. Samples which we know
were gerniine, have been In-anded as either " adul-
terated," or "probably adulterated "— simi)ly be-
cause there is no reliable test ivv such analysis.
Honey varies so much in its component parts that

no analysis of it can be reliable. That from the hill-

sides varies in color from that in the valleys. At-
mospheric conditions, soil, and climate, even change
the color as well as the body, flavor, and ingredi-
ents.
In view of these facts, it would be a wild-goose

chase to stai't the Union after adulteratoi's—espe-
cially if there are as many as Byron Walker avers—
.several hundreds of retailers of such stuff in a city
no largei' than Detroit. The Union is in better bus-
iness, and should never leave that in order to delve
into the slums of abominable soijhistications.
Let us build on the othei- wall. Produce honey of

such fine flavor, put up in sucli admiraljle condition
for niarkel, and properly labeled with the producer's
name and address, that a demand, will be created for
that honey, and the guarantee for purity shall be
the name of the apiarist, and not " a trade-mark," or
the indorsement of any society or periodical.
There are plenty of laws on the statute-l)ooks in

Micliigan and other States, and the local bee-keepers
can attend to the matter of i)iosecution without tlie

aid of the Union. Let them follow the example of
Harmon Smith, at Ionia, Mich., as is shown on page
129 of the Review, in the following words:
" Upon learning- that a can of adulterated honey

had been sent tt) a grocei' of his town, he went to
him and said, 'Tlie first pound of that .stutf you sell,

I'll pi'Oseente you.' The 'stutt" went back to the
mixer.
" There was no blow nor bluster—no publishing of

the matter In the papers. It was a case of ' silent
influence.'

"

If such is done promptly, we .shall soon hear no
more about adulterated honey.
Prof. A.J. Cook very wisely remarks, on page 124:

"Thus let us spread the information that honey
stamped with the name and locality of the producer
is sure to be pure. Such knowledge will help, not
liinder our sales.
"Again, if we have not laws against such adulter-

ation and fraud—Michigan has a good law—let us
have them. Let us see that any man who sells any
product under a wrong name is rendering liimself
liable to fine and iniprisoruuent. If he stamps his
pnjduct 'glucose and honey,' or ' maiuifactured
honey,' no one will be wronged, and he is welcome
to his profits."

Then he adds these paragraphs, to the fii'St of
which we have i>re^iously made exceptions:

" Having a good law, let us set the law to work
thi'Ough the Union, to stop the nefarious liusiness.
We had a gt)od chance in Detroit last winter. 1

would have the Union employ a good lawyer, and
have the matter inished to the bitter end. A few
convictions would not only stop the frauds, but
would educate the people to the truth that only
pure honey could be sold as such.
"The Union, through its able manager, has done

right royal service already. There is here a grand
opportunity to win even brighter laurels, and to
confer, as I believe, a greater benefit upon the bee-
keeping industry."
That " trade-mark " foolishness gets a black eye

from George K. Weller, on page 122 of the Bee-keep-
ers' Review, in these words:

"The proposed ' trade-mark ' remedy would oidy
advertise the evil gratuitously; and unless a stand-
ard of excellence were agreed on, and every pack-
age examined by inspectors, the remedy would be
woj-se than the disease.
" There is no way to prevent members of the trade-

mark federation from ' glucosing ' honey, if there
is mouej' in it, except through our statute laws, and
it would I)e no aid in enforcing them. It would be a
fine cover undei- which to dispose of inferior but
pure honey, creating a suspicion of adulteiation in
all who ate it."—4//?erica(i Bee Jnurnal.

CUTWORM MOTHS.

PRf)F. COOK MAKKS US ACQUAINTRI) WITH TIIK
I'ESTS.

Can you or Prof. Cook give in Gleanhstos the
history of the cutworm, and how to destroy
them'.' They have caused great damage in this
section this spring. Alfred Soper.
Eau Claire, Wis., June 10.

[Prof. Cook replies:] *

There are several species of cutworms which
belong mostly to two genera of moths

—

Agratls
and Hadena. The moths are of sober color,

fly wholly at night, and so are called night-
fliers, or are said to belong to the family noc-
tuldas. These moths fly from July to Septem-
ber, and lay their eggs about grass-stems,
strawberries, or other perennial plants. The
eggs soon hatch; and the larvte, which are usu-
ally dirty white, gray, or nearly black, feed on
the plants. During the autumn they are so
small that they do no conspicuous damage.
The next May and June they are large and
plump; and if the grass was plowed for corn or
garden vegetables, like cabbages, tomatoes, etc.,

they often do alarming damage. I have tried

several successful methods to withstand these
enemies. Wrapping the stems of tomatoes and
cabbages with sized paper, holding the same
with earth at the bottom, is a success. Tin
about trees and vines keeps the caterpillai's

from crawling up in the night and eating out
the buds. Planting tui'uips or other early veg-
etables often protects,j^(irchards.fc; For Held or
garden we may trap the worms by using mul-
lein or bunches of gra.ss. If these are put about
the field in bunches, the worms gather under
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them, and may bp gathered early each morning
and destroyed. If tlie grass is thoroughly poi-

soned by use of London purple, we may not

need to collect the worms: yet we are more
sure if we gather and destroy them. I have
known a large pailful of worms to be gatheix'd

in a few hours by use of such traps. This may
seem like a seveie task: but where cutworms
are very abundant it often pays a great profit

for the time spent, and saves labor and expense
of replanting. I have known many to use this

on a large scale, among whom are D. M. Ferry &
Co.. who have been more than pleased with the

result.' In case of a corntield. the traps or grass

bunches—small forkfuls—should be placed every
two or three rods apart each way, just before

the corn comes up. If these are examined each
morning, the cutworms will be found beneath
them, and are easilv gathered and desti-oyed.

We have used these traps this spring, and pre-

viously, with marked success, and so I can rec-

ommeiid them to Mr. Soper.

MYRIAPODS.

The insect sent me by W. P. Root is a milli-

ped, or "thousand-legged worm." This is one
of the lowest ord<'rs of myriapods. These are

many-legged, cvlindrical. harmless, vegetable-

eating myriapods. They sometimes eat veget-

ables, and do much harm. We find them in con-

siderable numbers under our cutworm grass

traps. The millipeds never have 1000 legs, but

they may have over 300. These species may ho

handled" as safely as an angleworm, though
many people regard them with dread and seri-

ous alarm.
The Hat mvriapods have fewer legs, two in-

stead of four to each joint, and only about sixty

in all, and often many less than this. These
are quick, carnivorous, and poisonous. Ours
hn-e are so small, however, that their bite is

not serious. I never hesitate to pick them up,

and have never been harmed. A. J. Cook.
Ag"l College, Mich.

[Friend Cook, you just briefly touched on the

one point that interests me most in the above.
You admit that myriapods are poisonous; but
in the next sentence you intimate that it is only

when thev bite you. Now, suppose you bite

them—then how about it? We have heard
many stories of people who ate a milliped that
was curled up in fruit, say near the stem of a

peach; and a good many have been frightened

because a thousand-legged worm was found be-

tween the loose leaves of a head of cabbage.
Well, if one of these worms should be cooked
with cabbage, would it poison the people who
ate it? I feel quite certain that you will say

no. But so many have got this notion, we
should like to have you tell us the truth about
being poisoned in this way.]

comb, which is cut in two—that is, using only
a half-comb, as shown on page .5(3 in Doolittle's

work on queen -rearing. In this way we get
from 10 to 1(3 large cells, which hatcli lai'ger

queens than any we ever had to hatch from
colonies that prepared them previous to swarm-
ing.
The plan of using an upper story with a

queen-excluding honey-boaid between upper
and lower stories is of valuable service for rais-

ing queens during the swarming season, and
the upper story is also a good queen-cell nursery.
We have sometimes from three to five lots of
queen-cells in such a nursery. The bees take
care of them the same as if they had no queen
ill the lower story. As these lots of cells are of
different ages, we cut each lot of cells out on
the 10th or 11th day. Considering all the good
points which are gained by the above-naaied
method of queen-rearing, we would not dis-

pense with it for any other known method now
in use. Jxo. Nebel & Son.
High Hill, Mo., June 4.

[We have been using an upper story of a
strong colony for a queen-nursery, with consid-
erable success. It is far ahead of the old lamp-
nursery, in that the bees will take jHirtudly
completed cells and finish them up. We just
take frames of cells from good strong colonies
with good queens, brush the bees off carefully,
and set the whole in the upper story, queen-
nursery above the queen-excluding zinc. In
this we have cells in all stages of growth: and
when we want cells we go to this upper story
and cut out those that are. so to speak, *' ripe."
Doolittle's book is first-class.] E. R. R.

DOOLITTLE'S METHOD OF aUEEN-REAKING.

FRIEND NEBEL S SUCCESS WITH IT.

Having been in the queen-breeding business
for the past ten years, we have, during that
time, tried all the methods which have been
recommended for rearing queens, but have
found by the "Doolittle method" we can raise

better and finer queens than by any other meth-
od we have ever tried. Last year we raised

and sold over 800 queens by this method. This
season, from April 15th to June 1st we raised
nearly 400 queen-cells. We do not use the
wooden strips to fasten the artificial cell-cups

to. but fasten from 13 to 18 cups to a frame of

OFF FOR CALIFORNIA.

DR. MERCHANT REPORTS TWO CASES OF CAL-

IFORNIA FEVER.

Mr. Editor:Some weeks since I was repre-
sented in your columns as having a dangerous
attack of bee-fever, which. I am happy to say,

ran its normal course, reached its crisis, and,
under the skillful hands of a trained nurse, ter-

minated in convalescence. I now have the
melancholy pleasure of rcijorting two cases of
" California " fever, which have recently come
under my observation. Although my case was
considered critical by my friends, the prognosis
of these two cases still remains in doubt.
A gentleman from Yoi'lv State, whose princi-

pal business seemed to be nnnhling around the
country, chanced to be traveling this way, and
fell in with Mr. Arthur C. Miller, a native and
resident of these plantations. With them it

was " hail fellow well met." Both being adepts
in the science and art of bee culture, this sub-
ject, of course, engaged their attention from
the start. Among the many knotty questions
and projects discussed by them was the advan-
tage of California as a honey-producing section,

compared with the East, and also that most
charming climate which is said to be the finest

in the world. The low price of honey in that
State, the frequent appearance of foul brood,

the excessive heat in the interior towns, and
the frequent droughts, with a consequent fail-

ure of the honey crop, had no terrors for them.
The cases of the California fever in this section

of the East are sporadic. With Miller the pre-

monitory symptoms began to develop some
three or four years since; but of late, his friends

cherished the hope that the disease had been
eliminated from his system; but not so. The
germs were " not dead, but sleeping," ready to
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spring into action under any circumstances
favorable to tlieir develo|)iiient. It was differ-

ent with Ranibiej'. lie inlierits this migratory
disposition, and this present attaclc is simply
the outward manifestation of a constitutional
disease.

NO DUTY ON IMPORTED QUEENS.

FUKTHEK PAKTICITLARS. AM) WHO HKorfiHT
ABOUT THE SPECIAI. KULING.

KAMHLEK, HIS COMRADE, AND THE DOCTOR

—

THE TABLES TURNED.

The discussion continued to a late hour, the
fever running higher and higher. Alarming
symptoms having set in, I was summoned at
midnight, and arrived just in time to see the
lamp of life Hicker in its socket, ready to go
out. I lost no time in administering cordials
and stimulants to bring about a reaction. The
stimulants seemed to agree with Miller. He
soon felt better, was himself again, and called
for more. Not so with Rambler. He was pos-
itive the stimulants made him worse. As a
last resort I spread two large mustard plasters,
and applied one in front and the other behind:
and in due course of time I inquired how he
felt. He being a modest, well-bred man, sim-
ply replied that he realized, with a tc/uZcrucs-s'

he never felt before, the exact position of a
sandwich in the community. Reaction now
being fully established, matters began to look
more encouraging. 1 therefore excused myself
for the night.
On calling the next morning I found my pa-

tients able to get from the bed to the table, and
from the table back to the bed again, and their
heads level, especially on the bee-business. So,
in oi'der to settle matters for good, and retain
the friendship of my patients, I suggested a
change of climate. ladvised them to go west,
and halt not until they reached the Golden
Gate.
"That is the best prescription you ever

gave," said Miller. "I go. To friends, hob-
bies, and home, I bid adieu. I sacrifice every
thing. I turn my face toward the setting sun."
" Same here, brother," said Rambler.
" To my own deai' Lake George, those broad

valleys, those rough and rugged hills my eyes
have scanned for half a century, I bid adieu for
ever. Of my ancestral home, a spot than
which none other seems so deai', I take a long
farewell. Your prc^scription. doctor, is as sweet
as honey. I swallow it at one mouthful. My
eyes are fixed on the Golden Gate. 1 go. I

take nothing with me liut a paper collar."
I suggestiKl, in the most tender and gentle

manner, the propriety of his taking liis clothes
and a few shekels of silver along with him.
Miller acquiesced, acknowledging that, per-
haps, some time he might feel the need of them
both.
Finding my patients now in a happy frame of

mind, and able to ti'avel, with a warm wave
of the hand I bade them adieu, wishing them a
God-speed on their journey. J. M. Merchant.

Warren, R. I., April '6.

Friend i?oot;—We have won all along the
line. Although an excellent lawyer, himself an
official high in government employ, told me
that he saw no hope under the present law. ex-
cept by special legislation. I did not rest the
matter, but wrote an elaborate memorial to
Sec. Foster, urging a liberal construction. This
is now given, and we can receive queens hy
inail. and free of duty. Three cheers for U. S.

!

I inclose the letters, which I am sure will be of
interest to the readers of (Jeeanings.
Ag'l College, :\[ich., June 18. A. J. Cook.

[When we saw the item in the daily papers,
as reported editorially in our last issue, we sur-
mised that Prof. Cook had been doing some
good work; and from the above it appeal's that
we were coi-rect. Perhaps an ordinary individ-
ual would have been discouraged aiid left the
matter as it was. with 20 per cent ad valorem
duty. Not so with our energetic and indefati-
gable friend Cook. This makes twice that he
has rendered distinguished service to bee-keep-
ers—first, in securing the privilege of sending
queens by mail; second, in securing the release
of the duty on imported queens. Three cheers
for Prof. Cook, and for Assistant Secretary
Spaulding. of the Treasury Department! Hip,
hip, hi pi

—

The following is a copy of the letter from the
Acting Chief of the Divisions of Customs. An-
drew Johnson:
DIVISIONS OF I TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
CUSTOMS f OFFICE OF THE SECRETAISY,
V702. Waxhingttm, D. C. June 15, 1S!)1.

Prof. A. J. Cook. Zonhif/ical Department, AoricuUuml
Collene. Mich., iiir:—You arc hereby leferrod to tlie
Collector of Customs at New Ydik, fur tlio Deiiart-
ment's decision of the 13th instant on tlie case men-
tioned in your letter dated 15tli ultimo, relative to
entry of queen-bees. A copy of the decision is here-
witli inclosed. Respectfully yoiii-s.

(1 End.) Andrew Johnson,
Actiny Chief of the Divisionit nf Cuftoins.

The next is a copy of the instructions to the
Collector of Customs, containing the decision
which brings alwut the relief:

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
7702-F. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

liashiiHjto}!. D. C. .Tunc 12, ISfll.

Collector of C(/sfo7?!.s. Neir Yoik. N. U., So-;—Tlie
Department is in receipt of a letter from Mr. A. J.
Cook, Professor Zoolojjieal Department, Micliig-an
Agricultuial College, dated the 15th ultimo, in whicli
he incloses a copy of letter addressed by you to Mr.
W. C. Fraziur, Atlantic, Iowa, in relation' to the ad-
mission to free entry of queen bees undei- the provi-
sion of paragraph 4S2 of the Act of October 1, 1890,
which exempts from payment of duty " any anlmiil
imiKiited specially for laeedins' purjioses,"" but pre-
scrilies that "no such animal sliall l>e admitted free
unk'ss jmre bred of a i-ecojiiii/.ed breed, and duly
registered in the book of iccorci, established for that
breed," and that " eertitleatc of such record and of
the pedigive of such animal shall be iModiiced and
submitted to the customs otftcer, duly authenti<'ated
by the picijier eustodian of such book of record, to-
getlier with \hv affidavit of the owner, ag-ent, or ini-
poi'tei', that such animal is the identical aiumal de-
scrilied Iti said ceitific ate of lecord iuid pedijjree."

It has been reiiresented to the Department, and it

is doubtless true, that i|ueen-beeS, whicli are classi-
fied for duty as animals, are never imported for any
purpose other tlum Ijieeding; that thej' are always
of superior breed, and adapted to impix)ve the stock
ill this country, but that, from the nature of the
case, the keeping of l)ooks of record of the recog-
nized breeds and the furnishing of certiflcates of
registry, as I'equired by said provision of law, is im-
practicable.
Queen-bees were admitted to free entry under the

pro\nsious for animals specially imported for breed-
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ing- piiri)oscs, coiiUiiiied in Title 33 of the Revised
Statutes, and 1 liu ;R't of Marcli 3, 1883; and the reg-u-

lations applicable td otlicr animals were modified as

to bees so as to dispense with certain requirements
on their importation as to inspection.

In other cases, where the production of statutory

evidence was impracticable, and the importation

came clearly within the spirit of the law, such evi-

dence has been waived, as in the case of works of

American artists, imported after their decease, on
tlie ground that the law does not require impossi-

bilities. '
,, ^ ..

Tlie Department is therefore of opinion that it was
not the intention of Congress to change tlie practice

ill the matti'i- of the free entry of queen-bees import-

ed for breeding purjioses. and that (jueen-bees of

I'ecognized breeds may properly he admitted to free

entry uiidei- the provisions of paragraph 483, with-

out re(iiiiiing the certificate of record and pedigree

specified therein.
You will therefore lie governed accordingly.

Respectfully yours,
O. L. Spaulding,

Assistant Secretary.

[Now, the question naturally arises, " What
shall bee-keepers do who have already paid

the duty on their imported queens?" It will

do no harm to write to the Collector of Customs
as above, reminding him of the decision, and
asking whether a rebate on shipment upon
which duty has been paid can not be made.
You will see by Our Own Apiary, elsewhere,

that we I'eccived an importation of fifty qtieens,

and paid duty on the same. We shall at once

ask for a rebate on the duty.]

llADlES' G0bl¥ERSAZ10NE.

STONES ON HIVES.

SOME IMl'OKTANT MATTERS DISCUSSED 15Y MKS.
AXTELL.

When we began keeping bees we thought it

very necessary to put a stone on top of each
hive, as we have very high winds sometimes,
especially in summer; but because of the trou-
ble and hard lifting we left them off and have
not used any for 15 years or so. I can't remem-
ber of having the covers blown off, (except six or
eight at two different times, which did no harm
to the bees or honey.

I remember writing to the late Moses Quinby
(as we got our first hives of him), and telling

him we should have to put a very heavy stone
on the top of eacii hive, or stake them to the
ground, or the wind would blow them all to

pieces, because the sides and ends were not
nailed, but clasped together and dovetailed at
the bottom-board; but we have never had a
hive blown over or even moved by the wind oft'

its foundation.

LARGE UOUKDS AND SQUASHES Foil BEE-
FEEDERS.

I notice that gourd seeds are advertised by
Christian Weckesser, of Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

that will raise gourds that will hold from four
to ten gallons. I wonder why they would not
make first-class feeders, both for feeding out of

doors and in the hives. The inner walls of the
gourds would be so rough that the bees could
readily climb out; and the pulp, when dry,
would act as a float; but possibly it would be-
come too soft, and would need to be scraped
out and something else substituted as floats. A
small opening at the top of the gourd could be
cut out, and deep grooves or notches could be
cut in, and the whole covered up with a cloth
if fed in the hives, or they could be halved and
used as feeders, and they would not leak or dry
up as wooden feeders often do.

Last fall I picked a summer squash and laid

it up to get thoroughly ripe before saving the
seeds. 1 forgot to attend to it until sevei'al

months after, when 1 found it had dried np so
hard thafi could not cut it with a knife, and
had to take a hatchet to cut it open. I thought.
"Why would they not make a good bee-f('ed-

er?" The pulp was dried hard, like shavings
or chips; also the flesh was dried up. Nothing
remained but a hard dry rough shell, inside and
out, One side is large and flat; the other is

small, so that it would readily stand up and not
tip over. A lid could be cut oft' the top, and
deep notches cut in, so that the bees could
crawl in when covered over with a cloth, and
there would be no leakage nor drowning. The
greatest objection to such feeders would be, it

would raise the honey-boards too high above
the frames. It would leave much air space
(cloths could be tucked in around them), but it

would not make so much difference in the fall

when all the brood was hatched out, and would
not make more empty space than section cases
would.

FEEDING OUT OF DOORS.

The way we are feeding our bees just now
(fearing some colonies would starve before we
could teed them and some being too weak to be
exposed in feeding in the hive), we put two long
shallow boxes in a little room at the out-apiary,
the ends of which came up to the little window
that is taken out, and a board fitted into the
window, making a shelf for bees to alight on.
Cool days the feed was poured in warm, and
the room warmed by the stove in the back end
of the room. The bees All themselves and fly

straight to their hives, and do not alight on the
tops of the hives, and chill, on cool days, as
th(^y do when fed out of doors; and it is but
slight labor to feed thus 250 or more colonies of

bees compared with having to feed in the hives,

and seems tons a better way early in the spring,
if there are not too many bees of the neighbors
within a mile. If any are very near, so their
bees get the beneflt of the feed as much as
the one who does the feeding, he ought to be
willing to bear his proportion of the expense of

the sugar fed.

When night comes on, and the bees do not
g(>t it all taken out, it does no harm, as they
will And it the next warm day and take it all

up, working at it leisurely with little or no rob-
bing or loss of bees, and it makes the bees
pleasant to work with. We do not feed regu-
larly, and then the bees do not hang around the
feeders like a cat for her morning meal; but if

they can fly out at all, the first tew bees seem
to tell the rest quickly. If one will put a little

resin into a dish, and melt it as hot as can be,

until it smokes profusely, it will attract the
bees very quickly to the feed. Honey fed in

this way would make them too excited and
wild. The syrup should be diluted much thin-
ner than if fed in the hive or honey-house.
Just before I wish to work with bees 1 likc^ to

till the feeders, and then I have no trouble with
robbing if I do not needlessly expose combs of

honey while opening hives.
Later in the spring, when bees can fly nearly

every day, sorghum syrup is just as good as

sugar if one has it of his own make, using but a
little at first, and increasing until they can use
half sorghum; but as sugar is now so cheap
there is nothing saved by buying sorghum. We
thought this spring we would feed in the hive,

as almost everybody else does; but it is so littk^

trouble each day to feed out of doors, and it

works so nicely, we can't see but it is much the

cheapest and best way for us. Others who
have neighbors near who have bees and would
not be willing to bear their share of the ex-

pense, could not do so unless their time were
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worth moip than what sugar syrup the neigh-
bors" bcos would take.
Strong colonics will tako much the most, just

as strong colonies will gathfr more honey: but
the weak ones do take their proportion, work-
ing just as hard according to numbers as the
strong ones, and it seems to stimulate them to

brood-rearing just as much oi' more than if fed

in the hive. Warm days we do not warm it

—

simply stir water into tlie sugar and pour off

the water. If none is melted, the bees will pick
up the grains of sugar and carry it out of the
feeder and waste it. Just as they carry it out of

the hive, or the hard candied honey in their
cells, they will carry out'grain by grain.

I think it would not be well to thus feed in

the fall unless all coloniesjwere scarce of feed
and weak in numbers, which, with us. is now
the case. Some colonies will liave twice and
sometimes five times the most honey, so that it

becomes necessary to feed individual colonies.

When a colony of bees gets the swarming-
fever bad. swarming two or three times, if emp-
ty combs are given them, and the sections for

comb honey taken away, they will settle down
at once to active work and stop swarming, and
generally raise a young queen to supersede the
old one. " I think they are not satished with the
old queen, the reason they swarm more than
once: that is, the first swarm when it swarms
more than once. We often hear the remark,
that Mr. B>ance, the Dadants, and some others,
have but very few swarm: but is it not because
they extract their combs and do not run their
bees for comb honey, rather than any other
management different from other people? The
colonies we run for extracting seldom swai'm.
especially if we do not let them get too full of
honey as it daubs their wings and makes them
unable to fly if too thick.

I should have mentioned, that, in the feeders,

must be placed wot)den floats that will remain
just so far apart, or many bees will get drown-
ed. We use thin slats nailed together, stand-
ing up on their edges, about ^< inch apart,
enough to cover the top of the troughs. The
troughs should not be too long to handle easily,

so as to turn over occasionally and brush out;
and if they get to leaking, resin, melted with a
bit of lard to soften it, melted very hot. and
l)0ured in on one side, and the trough lifted

and let run around the seams at the bottom and
up the sides will make it secure. That is one
leason we prefer to have the feeders in a house
to prevent their drying up. At the home apiary
we arci feeding in the same way, only we use ah
upper room with a south window thrown open.
They fly I'ound and round in the room but very
little, but till themselves. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Roseville, 111., April 1(5.

[I have often thought of gouixls for feeders
and other utensils. Perhaps nothing else of
the same capacity can be produced so cheaply:
but they are of such rude and irregular shape
that we can not nest them away as we do tin

pans, wooden butter-dishes, etc. They have
already been advei-tised for sugar-troughs, for
making sugar. Another objection »is. that, if

any thing sours in them, it is so much more dif-

licult to keep them clean and sweet than tin
utensils. Your idea of having a feeding-room
where all the bees in the apiary can be fed,

even during cool weather. I believe is an ex-
cellent suggestion. I once used a small green-
house or cold-frame for the purpose, and I never
saw brood -rearing go on more to my satisfaction
than with this arrangement. Bees seem to do
better when they lake wing to get their feed.
The objection to my plan was, that sunshine
was a necessary adjunct, and tliis we often fail-

ed to get in springtime. Your plan of a stove

in the back end of a room, it seems to me. would
be just the thing. Fixing your feed in one
room, and filling just one feeder, is certainly an
immense gain ovei- going from one hive to an-
other, ('specially when we have to go over .50 or
KX) hives. I believe the saving in labor would
pay. even if our neighbors* bees, or bees from
the forests, do get a little of the syrup. I know-
bees will go so quickly from the hive to a warm
room, tliat they ai'e kept at work during quite
cool weather; and. so far as I can see, few if

any bees are lost.J

BUILDING UP WEAK COLONIES.

FASTENING FOUNDATION.

I have just been reading Mrs. AxtelTs article,
page 4(57. I can sympathize with her feelings
about the weak colonies, as I have been ovei'
the same ground. Yes, I have heated the stones
for them. But, Mrs. Axtell. it doesn't pay. It
took me several years to find it out. but I believe
I learned the lesson thoroughly. Dr. Miller good
naturedly let me have my own way about them.
I suspect he thought I would not be convinced
in any other way. To be sure, you can build
them up into strong colonies, but it is always at
the expense of your strongest colonies, and the
brood or bees given to the weak ones can be
used to better advantage if given to colonies
that are tolerably strong, but will bear a little

more strengthening before the harvest.
If all your colonies, except these few weak-

lings, were so strong that your queens were be-
ing crowded for room to lay, and you felt oblig-
ed to take away brood to give the queen room,
and had nowliere else to put it. then it might
do to give to the weak ones brood with adher-
ing bees. But we don't very often find oiu- bees
in that condition. If you want to increase your
number, you can form a nucleus later in the
season, and build up into a strong colony at
much less expense: or, if you don't object to
swarming, let them swarm.
You say, "I would not weaken strong colo-

nies to build up weak ones.'' But, don't you
weaken them just that much wh(^n you take
brood and bees from them? also that you pay
back again? Now, I should like to ask where
you gel your brood and bees to pay l^ack. If

you take from the \\eak to pay back. I should
think that would retai'd their building up very
fast; but I believ<' that is the most pi'orttable
way of building up, to take from the weak and
give to the strong.

Again, you say. " I don't know that such
tinkering with be(>s would pay for high-priced
labor, but for us women-folks who need outdoor
exercise, and something to keep us out of mis-
chief, I know of no better employment." Now,
Mrs. Axtell, I do not believe in that kind of
doctrine. If it doesn't pay a man it doesn't pay
a woman: and I know of no reason a woman
can not do any thing with bees that a man can.
except it be for his superioi- strength and abili-
ty to do heavier lifting.

About that foundation-fastening. Yes, you
understand me coricctly. friend E. R. I mean
the heat to do all the work, using no founda-
tion-fastener whatev(>r. I think you must have
had your foundation too soft in the first place,
or else you must have heated it so slowly that
it got soft enough to bag liefore the wire melted
its way in. After reading your remarks. I

thought I would see how much bagging there
was in the work 1 had done. It so happened
that there were seven hives full of frames of
foundation in the slioj), that the bees had never
touched. So I went and looked at them, and
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could find no bagging. Then I called Dr. Mil-
ler to look at them, and said, "I wish you
would tell me how much bagging you find in

those hives.'* He looked at quit(! a number,
taking a frame here and a frame there out of

the diffei-ent hives, and then said, "No, there is

no bagging. Lay one of those frames down so

that the light can not shine through it, and I

defy E. R. or any one else to say where tJie wire
is unless it bo wired side up. Neitjier is there
any appearance in the foundation in any way
that heat was ever applied to it. Moreover,
you can tell E. R. that it is away ahead of any
other kind of imbedding, and I wish he would
stick to it till he gets it right."

I said, " I wonder what can be the trouble. It

seems so very easy to do it just right."

"Yes," he replied, "it's very easy to do a
thing when you know just how, but its's very
easy to make some little mistake that tlirows

every thing wrong." Then he put on a very
wise look, and said, "You see the secret of it

lies in this: The foundation heats very slowly
and the wire very rapidly. You hold the foun-
dation in intense heat for a little time, and it is

not affected, while the wire held there the same
time is almost red-hot. Now, the hot wire
coming in direct contact with the wax, rapidly
melts the wax just at the point of contact; and
then the. wire, just as quickly cooling, leaves

no change in the form of the foundation, only
the wire is imbedded."

I think he is right, for I hold the foundation
close down in the gasoline, and then move it

very rapidly. I think that's the secret of suc-

cess. I wish you would try it again; but Dr.
Miller says the fault may be in your "location."
Marengo, 111., June 10. Emma Wilson.

[Mv good friend Emma, may I help our mu-
tual friend Mrs. Axtell a little on her side of

this argument about " it will not pay '"? First,

I wish to repeat what I hav<' said several times
—it docs pay to save valuable queens, even if

you damage a strong colony by so doing—that
is, under some circumstances it does. Second,
you say if it does not pay a nuin it does not pay
a tvormtn. Well, may be that ought to be so;

but, unfortunately, it is not. There are thou-
sands of women wanting work; and manufac-
turers tell me that almost any number of wo-
men can be found in every town or city, who
will gladly work for iifty cents a day rather
than not have any work at all—that is, where
there are more than enough women in the house-
hold to do the work; and there are many more
women who consider it a privileges to work for

fifty cents a day than men. Again, there are
both men and women who beconu' fascinated
with bee culture, and who wouki work with
bees for fifty cents a day rather than to work at

some other employment which would give
them three or even /ou7" times that amount of

money. When I was a merchant in town own-
ing a few bees, almost everyday (aftei' having
done a certain amount of indoor work) I longed
for something to do with bees; and I can re-

member nuvny days, after I had done every
thing I could think' of with my few colonies. I

longed for something nuire to do, even if it did
not pay very well. A great many times, when
tired out with the duties of the stoi'e and office,

some kind of work with btses was really a rec-

reation and rest. We have a good many among
our readers, who, I think, feel just this way,
especially the younger ones in the business,

and those owning a few colonies: and I think
these people will make it pay to learn to rescue
weak colonies—saving those by hot stones, tak-
ing them indoors nights when th<i weather is

severely cold, in order that they may be kept
alive until warm weather comes, and fruit-

blossoms are out. The man who has hundreds
of cokmies in out-apiaries, and who has got
past keeping bees for the fun of the thing, may
well say that it will not pay him to fuss in that
way.]

"

A. I. R.

BUILDING Ur SMALL COLONIKS IN .SPKING.

I enjoyed very much reading how Mrs. Ax-
tell builds up small colonies in spring with such
loving care. A German woman told me that
her grandfather in (Jermany kei)t be(\s, and that
they were place'd upon shelves, fastened to the
sunny side of the house, and that, every night
during cool weather and chilly days, they were
brought into the house, where they were kept
warm. Would it not be better to have small
hives holding only two combs, to build up small
colonies in spring, so they could be easily car-
ried into a warm room dui'ing cool nights ?

This locality, so far as I know, has never
failed to produce a flow of honey from the river-
bottoms, and bees go into winter quarters
strong in young bees; and this may account in

a great measure for the lack of many small col-
onies in early spring. Are the queens belong-
ing to such small colonies of value '? If so, why
are the colonies so small? When I was a
scholar in school I loved to solve difficult prob-
lems, and I yet enjoy doing what is difficult;

and I should like to be able to accomplish this,

to build up small colonies into large ones, with-
out taking brood and bees from other colonies
to do it. Mks. L. Harrison.

Peoria, 111., June 10.

[I have stated before, Mrs. H.. that queens
from such small nuclei have proved to be equal
to any; but all attempts to take care of a large
number of very weak colonies, and bring them
through the winter and spring, have, so far as
I know, generally failed.]

pnjaBaeg ^^d gwipDiiE?

A subscriber to Gleanings mails us the fol-

lowing:
PLEASE DONT Expose.

Dear Sir,
It is with iileasure we send you tliis Circu-

lar, and we liopc you will read it carefully, and de-
cide to go to woi-k iit once.
We have a large lot of GREENBACKS for sale

that can not l)e told from geuuiue, except liy an ex-
pert. It will pass aiiywliare like a dandy txcept at
Washington, D. C. It is as fine an iniilation as liu-

man skill can produce tlie wt)rk. Wf liave tliesc

goods In 5 s, 10 s, and 20 s, only. No less than $5.

worth sold except to perstms not able to order tliat

mucli at a time, tliem can send wliat tliey are able.
If you have no use for our goods pleae dont g'ive

us away. Make your orders large as possible, you
will not i-egret it. Never mention money when you
Older. Say send niedieinc, large small or medium
size bottles. We will uiidirstand it. Never sejid
registei'ed letter as 1 will not sign for it. Send
Greenback, postal note, or by Expicss, or Check on
New York. W« will ship your goods by mail or ex-
press, as you wish. Please dont wiite unless yon
order, and say as little as possible then. Prices, $40.

foi' $6. ifluO. toi' $10. 300.00 for 25.00. VOO.OO for 50.00.

1000.00 lor for TO.UO. and so on.
Address,

W. J. NELSON,
Lemay, N. C.

Of course, it is an old, old swindle; but as
there are sonus who do not seem to know about
it, we give the contents of the circular verba-
tim, spelling and all. I hardly need say to

those who are conversant with these matters,
that people who send out these circulars never
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deal ill counterfeit money at all. All they get
in the above transaction is clear gain; for. of
course, any party so lacking in conscience as to
send for counterfeit money would never make
any complaint, nor undertake to expose them
as frauds. Some very good people have said,
"Let them go on with their scheme; serves
them right." In one sense this may be true.
lint there may be young people and thought-
less people who are so lacking in conscience as
to have a desire to get and pass countei'feit
money, if they felt sure they could do it without
detection. The time was when our nation suf-
fered much fi'om countf^'feit money, but there
is comparatively little of it of late years. Men
who possess sufficient skill to make a successful
imitation can usually make enough honestly,
so there is little temptation for entering into a
business that ends so quickly and so surely in
tbe penitentiary. We hereby give notice to the
postal authorities to stop delivering mails to the
above address, if any mails have been delivered.

With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 188. I have 75 colonies of bees.
Other interests oblige ineto movetothevlUnfje
of P., wliere Mr. N. lias (m (tpidry of 120 colo-
nies. He says there is no more pasturage than
will support his bees, and tliinks I ought not to

bring mine there. If I put mn bees on my own
lot, I thinli I have as good rigltt there as he.

Am I right or wrong f

Legally you may be right; but morally you
are wrong.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

You have legal right on your property, but it

will be of no material benefit to you. and very
detrimental to N.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viaixon.

He has priority of location; and if you move
near him you will only injure him without do-
ing yourself any good.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

An answer to this question may be found in
the 12th verse of the 7th chapter of Matthew.
If you don't read the Bible, just try it once.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

You are perfectly i-ight. I verily lielieve that
there is room enough in your neighborhood for
several more besides you, even if our good
friend Dr. Miller savs, " I don't know."
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

You're right. There's no law against it; but
as civilization advances. I think there will be;
and if I were in your place I think I should be
a little ahead of the age and do just as I would
if the laws were all right.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miixer. •

If the premises are correct, that there are
already as many bees in the village as can
be supported, then certainly you don't wish to
keep any there, as you would be a loser. If the
pasturage will support more, you can proliably
compromise the matter.
New York. C. P. H. Elwooii.

You have not as good right as he has: he has
the right of priority. I would not be afraid of
your bees, if I ha^d the larger apiary. It is the

nature of a bee to fly a distance from its hive
in search of honey; and my observation causes
me to believe that a large apiary, many times,
will whip out a small one.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harkison.

If Mr. N.'s statement is true, you are both
right and wrong—legally right and morally
wrong. You would do yourself a wrong with
nothing to compensate you except knowing you
had done vour neighbor N. also an unkindness.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

I see no reason why you should not share the
honey harvest, though he is correct in his first

assertion; and if he depends on his bees it

would show a very kind heart for you to leave
him the Held. "It is more blessed to give than
to receive." Happy the man that proves it.

Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

Legally, right; but. candidly, get yourself
just as near in the skin, thought, and position
of N. as you possibly can, and tell us whether
you would then think and feel as you do now.
If not, then the doctrine of "do unto others as
you would have them do unto you" will not be
your doctrine should you move your bees to the
village of P.
New York. C. G. M. Dooltttle.

If I were obliged to move into town, as you
say, if I could leave the bees where they are I
Vvould do it if the distance were not too great,
rather than put them on a locality ah'eady oc-
cupied to the extent you say it is in town. But
as to the right of your taking bees there with
you. you have as much right as he has. But if

you both keep all the bees you have on the one
locality, you will be overstocked and won't get
much honey.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

Legally you are entirely right; but for finan-
cial and moral reasons I "would not take them
there. Mr. N. does not want them in his field,

because he knows it materially cuts down his
pro-rata surplus yield. Now, Vvhile your 75 are
cutting down the yield of his 120, what will his
120 be doing to your 75? Your interests are
mutual. You may have a different opinion in
regard to this, but my opinion coincides with
Mr. N.'s.

Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Y"ou are right, my friend. You have a legal
right to go and share the pasture \\\W\ N.: and
the next man has a right to share it with both
of you. Nothing but self-interest seems to cut
any figure in the matter. I know just how to
sympathize with N. I have been in his place,
and gently remonstrated with the man who
was coming, and' argued priority of location,
etc., but he couldn't see it. He said it was a
free country; air. water, sunshine, dew, and
honey, are free. So many thought that way
that I was obliged last spring to make an in-
vestment of about §30(X) and move my bees 30
miles or share a range with others with twice
too many bees on it.

Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

Well, there! if this isn't a personal-liberty
question! John B. Finch said pfosonal liberty
ends when that fellow's fist comes in contact
with the end of his nose. Certainly, you have
the right to place your 75 colonies right over
the fence, next to Mr. N.; but, is it justice?
Just nn^erse the case. How would you like to
have N. move his 120 colonies of bees out into
your ficild? I think it would be justice for both
of you to look the field over, and then locate
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your bees where they will not interfere with
your ueighhor. He has tlie prior right, and it

should be respected.
New York. E. Rambler.

If bare compliance witli the laws is all you
desire, you are right. If you have that new
life that Jesus of Nazareth came into the world
to bring, you will find it says. " I can not take
advantage of the law to do my fellow-man a
serious injury." Sit down and think over care-

fully all the circumstances of the case. Then
put yourself right in Mr. N."s place, and ask

the question. - What would I wish and expect
an honest man to do?"' Then go and do that
very thing. If you should talk the matter ovei-

with Mr. N. in "a right spirit, very likely some
joint arrangement could be made for running
your bees as an out-apiary, which would be bet-

ter for you as well as bettei' for him, than trying

to buck against his 130 colonies.

Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

If you purchased the place for a home, in-

cluding the keeping of bees on it. while your
neighbor already had it fully occupied, it is

doubtful about the propriety of your having
done so: otherwise you need not consult him.
I have lately changed the location of my bees,

paying ^100 a yeai' for tlie privilege of ground
to set them on: but having over 400 hives. I

think it too many for one location, and accord-
ingly I purchased a location a few miles away
to set a part of them on: but as there ai'e three
other small apiaries covering the same gi-ound.

perhaps 2(X) hives in all. I have set 2.") hives on
my new purchase, and am now querying in my
mind whether to set more there or to take
away what I have there, simply out of defer-

ence to the neighbors, although they have not
specially objected.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

Legally you are right: morally you are wrong.
Yet it is not much worse than is done daily in

other lines of business. Suppose A keeps the
only grocery store in a town, and does it to the
satisfaction of all. making a good living at it.

B starts another store, and divides tlie trade.

The public is not benefited. A is impoverish-
ed, and B makes only half a decent living. The
right of B to do this is not usually questioned:
but, is it right? Your action in moving into

N.'s field is somewhat worse than that of B.
because B would probably have some difficulty

in finding an unoccupied grocery field, while
you can probably find an unoccupied bee-range
within five or six miles, and any number of

them, without mucli trouble. When four-fifths

of the honey seci'eted goes to waste for the

want of bee's to gatlier it. why rob another of

his sha'-e by infringing on his territory?

Illinois. N. C. .1. A. Green.

[Why, boys, I actually feel proud of you.

Yes. I feel glad to think we have a cabinet of

advisers who can collectively compass a mat-
ter so thoroughly as you have done in the
above. Every shade and phase—legal, finan-

cial, and moral—has been touched upon: and
there is a good sound ring of " Whatsoever ye
would that men should do unto you, do ye even
so unto them "' in every one of the answers, if I

• am correct. We have had experience in that
very matter here. Sevei-al times, even after I

assured those who brought bees into our neigh-
borhood that thev could not stand any chance
with our 200 oi' 3()0 colonic^s, they felt, perhaps.
as if I had some selfish motive in saying so, and
concluded to try it. But. as Mrs. Harrison says,

they all gave it up soonei- or later: and now we
have all the bees in the vicinity, unless it is a

few colonies belonging to some of our hands.
We like to encourage our workmen to keep bees
—just enough to know how the work on hives,

etc., ought to be done. Well. I believe the gen-
eral decision is. that bees five or ten miles away
do vei'y much better than where there are so

many. I have met with a few men who per-

sist in such a course as is mentioned in this query.

But the man who would bring 7.5 colonies into

the vicinity of 120. I sliould set down in my
own mind "as a bad man: and I should expect
him to be bad in other ways whenever oppor-
tunity offered. This is the very sort of men.
too. who are always having bad luck. Just
look about you, and see if what I say is not
trne.l

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

POLI-EN FROM ONE OF THE GRASSES.

The following notes, kindly handed me by
Dr. W. J. Beal, are worthy of record in your
valuable journal:

Yesterday bees were gathering' pollen from tlie

grass Fefttuca nvina, or sheep's fescue. Some years
ago I saw bees in great numbers gathering ])ol1en

from Festvca elitun: and also from Ptaiitaan Innceoli-

ta. About two weeks ago tliey were gatliering pol-

len abundantly from Ph)u>< Bavkseana. Tliese plants
all yield di'y pollen, wliicli is supposed to be distrib-

uted by tlie wind; tliat is, all are Anemnpliihms.

I can add to the above, that our bees are now
gathering i)ollen very rapidly and abundantly
from the Austrian pine (P. Auf<triac.n). As the
bees alight, a cloud of pollen rises from the
plant. It takes a bee only a very shoi't time to

load up. I have never seen them gather pollen
so rapidly fi'om any thing else. A. J. Cook.
AgM College, :Mich.. June 3.

HONORING THE INVENTOR BY ATTACHING IllS

NAME TO THE INVENTION.

I trust Dr. Miller will not take umbrage if I

call his attention to a remark relating to name
of comb frame, page 457. The Langstroth
frame has never had any other name than the
revered name of its inventor: and allow me to

express the veneration I chei'ish by protesting
against designating the greatest invention re-

lating to bee-keeping by any other than the
name of its inventor. I would not wish to be
dogmatic in suggesting that bee-keepers adopt
tlie rule of giving the name of the inventor in

some way, in connection with tlie invention.
In this day of small nnvards. the most endui'ing
tribute would not seem too much for a gratef\]l

fraternity to bestow. T. F. BiNffHAM.
Abronia. Mich., June 10.

CEM,-Bl II-DING IN THE HIVE : HOW THEY DO
IT.

On page 165 of the A B C you give an ac-

count of cell-building. You have described the
whole process of cell-building. Now, the bee
carries the wax under its chin, so as to make it

hot enough to stick, and he does not work it

when first put on, because it is too hot. It takes
a few seconds to cool off', owing to the tempera-
ture of the hive: then a bee bends the wax
down, then another bends it back. The bend-
ing makes the wax thin, and lengthens it. The
next wax is put on. and the bending process is

repealed. Take a few pieces of wax, and bend
them the same as the bees do. and you will see

tiie reason one hee does not finish the woi-k at

once. The cell is made by bending the wax
backward and forward. S. W. B.^rnard.
Olathe, Kan., June 19.
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A NUT FOR DOOl.ITTI.K TO CKACK : DO THE
BEES THAT GATHER THE HOXEY ALSO

PUT IT IXTO THE fEI-I.S?

Friend Doolittle says that the bees that gath-
er the honey do not put it into the comb. I say
they do, the same as the bees that gather the
pollen. Friend D.. just throw flour on the bees
that come in with honey, then watch through
the glass on the side of the hive, and you will

change your mind. In sending in reports in

regard to wintering bees, May 15th is soon
enough; then we know how many colonies we
have got safely out of the woods. I have 42

out of ()1. I had the first new swarm INIay 26,

and took off the first sections May 30. Bee-
keepers, there is going to be a large crop of

honey: and the first thing to do is to get sec-

tions and hives in time. Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Minn., June 1. 1891.

SHIPPING DRONES FROM THE SOUTH, FOR EARLY
QUEEN-REARING IN THE NORTH.

I do not know that the shipping of drones
north in early April has ever been attempted
with any degree of success. If not, friend Cray-
craft (did you see what that dyspeptic says in

the Canadian Bee Jourmtl 'dboni calling friends
"friends"?) and myself have made a new de-
parture in progressive bee culture. However,
even if it has not been before undertaken, I

have no idea a patent will be applied for: but
friend C. deserves as much credit for his suc-
cessful delivery of drones north in early spring,
which has enabled me to rear queens much
earlier than by any forcing method. The
Adams Express Co. deserves "boycotting"' for

excessive and unreasonable rates on bees.
Jno. C. Capehart.

St. Albans, W. Va., ^Nlay 6,

[Friend C, this matter of shipping drones has
been tried at different times for years back. I

believe, however, they do not ship very well:
and when they get to" their destination, so far

as I am informed they do not seem to answer
the purpose intended. If you and friend Cray-
craft have succeeded, let us know more about
it.]

A good testimonial for THE PORTER HEE-
ESCAPE,

Please allow a few words in praise of the
Porter bee-escape. We have tested it this sea-
son, and find it perfection. We use it on a
board }4 inch thick, with a ?^-inch space on
top. It cleared the bees from a super in five

hours. We shall not try any other, as we find

in the Porter all we want.
Will some one tell us how to prevent comb

honey being infested by moths or worms?
Roxobel, N. S., June 15. Barnes Bros,

[As a rule, friends, there is but little trouble
from moths or moth-worms whei-e Italian bees
are the rule and not the exception. Our text-

books on bee culture discuss the matter thor-
oughly in reference to fumigating with brim-
stone. I believe, however, that few bee-keepers
find it necessary to do this since the Italians
have so extensively taken the place of the
lalacks.]

THAT missing INDEX.

Mr. Root:—l want to growl just a little this

one time. It will not be worth while to set

apart a " Growlery " on my account, for T do not
promise to do aiiy more after this one time.
What troubles me now is. I can't find the index
in Gleanings. May be it is a good thing to

make people read it all through, bat sometimes
I want to refer to something in a hurry. I pick
up Gleanings, make a rush for the index, but.

alas I it is not thi're. I then begin to leaf it

over, because I have no time to read it all

through just then, and perhaps do not find the
passage readily which I wish to find: then, oh
how 1 wish there were an index to every num-
ber of Gleanings! However, if no one else

wants an index but me, I am willing to submit
patiently. So, inclosed you will find one dollar,

for which please send me Gleanings another
year, index or no index.
Durango, la., June 5. Jos. M. Woodhouse,

[There, friend W., I foi- one am very glad to

have you talk right out plain. I told the boys I

knew it would not suit: but they said. "'Well,

let's try it and see how many people grumble."
Now, if you had not " growled " you see they
wo^ild have taken it for granted that nobody
wanted the index particularlv, except your old
friend A, I, R,] '_

LAP.GE BLUE MOTH.

Mr. Root:—I send you a miller which is found
around the fruit- trees a good deal toward night.
What do you think they are about? What
kind of mischief ai'e they at? I. B. Whiton.
Ithaca. Mich., June 15.

[Prof. Cook replies:]

The large slim wasp- like moth, sent by I. B.
Whiton, is Ctoiiicha inrriinicd. The larv;e

feed on grass, and the insects are never com-
mon enough to do serious harm or awaken
alarm. The moth has an orange head, blue
thorax, and black wings. It flies in the day
time, often in the hot sunshine, though more
geuei-ally later in the day. It is a handsome
insect, and in size, form, and coloratioiL mimics
our large blue wasps. This no doubt saves it

from attack by birds. A, J. Cook.
Ag'l College. Mich.

QUEENS FROM DEAD COLONIES.

When you have queens saved from colonies

that die early in the spring, how do you keep
them till you want to use them ?

Edmund J, Purcell.
Clachan, Ont., June 3.

[Friend P.. we can keep them sometimes for a

few days, or may be two or three weeks, in a

queen-cage, giving them fresh bees every four
or five davs. being careful, at the same time,

that thev'are kept in an apartment that is al-

ways up" to about 70 degrees. If you wish to

keep them longer than that time, you will have
to take a nucleus from some strong colony: and
if your bees have the spring dwindling, you
may lose the strong colony and the nucleus too.]

USING DRONE COMB IN THE UPPER STORY. FOR
EXTRACTING.

Would you advise the use of frames that
have drone comb in the upper stoiy for extiact-

ing, using queen-excluders? J. R. Colville.
Coleman. Mo.. May 25.

[Some years ago drone combs w<Me used for

this purpose: but I have not heard much about
them of late yeais. Will some of our friends

who work for extracted honey tell us about it?]

EAllLY SWARMING IN ILLINOIS.

Bees were swarming in this vicinity two
weeks ago. I hived a very lai-ge swarm yester-

dav. which gives me four colonies to begin
with. The bees here have had a regular picnic

all spring, the best in many yeai's past. White
clover is beginning to bloom. There are but
few bees kept near mv town, but the pastun* is

No. 1. generallv. D. A. Cadwallader.
Prairie du Rocher. 111., May 11.
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REPOKT FKOM ALAHAMA.
We have an excellent honey-producing conn-

try here, but bee-keepers are many years be-
hind the modern improvements. 1 don't think
there is a single frame hive in the county, with
the exception of what I have, and the bee-
keepers come to my place and view them with
wonder when I open up the hive and exhibit
the combs and bees to them. I have only 16

colonies this season, as I was unacquainted
with the honey resources of the country, and did
not start until late. Kutmy bees have gone clear
beyond my expectations. They have the lower
story all jammed full of honey and brood, and
I put on supers several days ago. N(!Xt year, if

the good Lord spares my life, I am going to be
ready in time. There is plenty of white clover
herei and hundreds of trees and flowers that
yield honey. Just now they are working on
honey-dew. I never saw the like of it before.
I have seen honey-dew in Ohio, but nothing to

compare with it here. Inclosed I send you
some hickory leaves with it. It comes on hick-
ory, chestnut, and poplar. It is well-flavored
honey, not like the sickly stuff that we got in

Ohio, which killed 50 colonies of bees for me in

1883. F. H. Finch.
Florence, Ala., ^lay ."51.

HEES ON SHARES.

What is customary, as a rule, in ke(^plng bees
on shares? What must the keeper furnish for
half of the honey and half of the increase of
bees? Must the keeper furnish supplies for the
bees taken, and must he return the same num-
ber of colonies wh(m he gives them up as he
received—that is, must the keeper furnish, out
of his shai'e of increase of bees, to keep the
hives full of what may pei'ish. during winter, of
the number taken? Who furnishes hives for
increase of bees? W. M. Rush.
Courier, Ind., June 1.

[Friend R., the customary way has been ex-
plained several times in our back nutnbers;
and once or twice it has been illustrated with
pictures. Briefly, it is this: The bees are let

out without any particular understanding on
either side, unless it be, "Of course, we
will both do what is fair and right in the
matter." Before the year is up. however, there
will be a big quarrel—sometimes a neighbor-
hood quarrel: and if the arrangement is with
old friends, they will piobably luivci' b(^ friends
again afterward. Jesting aside, there is not
any rule that I know of for bees on shares,
neither can I see how there can be a rule made
that will take in all contingences. If there is

among our readers a man who is both bee-
keeper and lawyer, and who thinks he can
draw up a brief agre<>raent for both parties to
sign, and one that will be satisfactoiy on both
sides, and not on.it unexpected contingencies,
we should be very glad indeed to have him try
his hand at it. The trouble will be, the docu-
ment will be so voluminous that, when the
quarrel comes, it will transpire that one or both
parties never read it through carefully.]

the Reese, or vertical, works with me. I made
several the past winter to tit the top of the hive,
having two vertical cones 2)4 inches by 3 in
depth, with an opening of exit nearly ^p, of an
inch. If too small they clog it. and you have a
failure. 1 also want a space between the end
of the cone and brood-frames of at least an
inch. I don't want a bee standing on the top
of the frames, not even when two or three deep,
to be able to reach the month of the cone. I

use no smoke, and put it on just at night, and
take off as early as possible next morning. Cool
nights give best results.

OLD PHOSPHATE-SACKS FOK SMOKER FUEL.

It is said, that necessity is the mother of in-
vention. With me it has led to the discovery
of a fuel for the smoker, far ahead of any thing
else I ever tried. It is a well-worn phosphate-
sack. Let me say to Dr. Miller, get the most
worn one you can find. Have it perfectly dry:
tear it into as narrow strips as possible, or hag-
gle it thoroughly with a keen-pointed knife.
With these fragments pack the smoker fairly
well: pour on a few drops of coal oil to facili-

tate ignition; apply a match: now work the
bellows until well caught. It is a little slow in
getting caught: but. that accomplished, it will
smolder for hours. It gives the best suppressed
combustion of any thing I know of, punk not
excepted.
Manum's device for hiving swarms is a real

pleasure. There is a warm i)lace in my heart
for the man who brought it out. It will live
after its inventor has ceased to be among men.
Guys, Md., June 9. Wm. S. Adams.

EIGHT-FRAME HIVES TOO LARGE.

Experience here shows that an eight-frame
hive is too large when running for comb honey.
Anderson vi He, Ga., June 1. S. F. English.

[Well, well, friend E. While everybody else
is afraid that eight frames are hardly large
e?)ou(//i for an average colony, you decide it is

too large. What, then, shall we have—seven
frames, or shall we come down to a six-frame
hive? A six-frame hive would be very nice to
carry into the cellar; and if one raised bees for
sale, they would be very nice for another kind
of "seller"—that is, providing the buyer did
not object.]

CUTTING BEES OUT OF A TREE.

I bought a bee-tree for ¥1.00. The bees went
in at the ground. I cut it off' just above the
bees, and set a box hive on top of the stump,
and smoked them up and chopped in and split

off' till 1 got all of the comb out. It had lots of
young brood, and the largest swarm of bees I

ever saw. VVe carried them home and put the
comb into my new frames, and shook the bees
out on a sheet. They went in as nice as a new
swarm. I saw the queen as she went in.

Detroit, 111., June 7. Wm. Casteel.

bee-escapes; the reese only, a success.

My bees have swarmed with a vim. Cutting
out queen-cells and putting on sections early
availed nothing: cutting the queen-cells and
returning the swarm about sunset has worked
well so far. Wheie this plan works with me I

see but one objection—trouble of requeening
after the season is over. By doubling my first

swarms, and from a few strong colonies that
did not take the fever, I have had the pleasure
of further testing bee-escapes. I can't agree
with friend Brown, page 4.59, June 1. Only

A SUXDAY-SCIIOOL TENDERS ITS COLLECTION
TO TOMMY STRINGER.

I carried the case of Tommy Stringer (the

blind boy) to our Sunday-school, and asked for

a collection to be taken children's day for him.
It was readily granted, and has been taken.
Inclosed find a money order for ¥4..50.

Harmon, 111., June Ki. Mrs. G. E. Balch.

[My good friend Mrs. B., Uncle Amos takes
the responsibility of tendering his earnest
thanks to the dear children for their interest
in friend Tommy. Perhaps our friend Helen
Keller, if she is liot tasked too greatly, will also

send a message to that Sunday-school.]
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AI.l'M AS A REMEDY FOR SXAKE-HITES.

Tell Prof. Cook that I am sorry to think that
that so good a man as he should advise ihe use
of liquor in a case of snake-bite, even though
he does it under protest. One tablespoonful of

alum for adults, taken internally, will cure any
ordinarv case, by which I mean a bite from an
ordinary-sized snake. This is not hearsay, but
actual "experience on myself and others, with
rattlesnake, copperhead, and moccasin bites.

If Prof. C. wishes more particulars in regard to

this I shall be happv to furnish them to him.
Kyle, Tex., June 22. A. Siox.

[We are with you in regard to the liquor part
of your letter, friend S. But alum as a remedy
for bites is something I never heard of. And,
by the way, wouldn't a tablespoonful of alum
be a dangerous dose? Will Prof. Cook please
tell us what he thinks about it ? Its astringent
property, it seems likely, might prove somewhat
of an antidote for the poison of a snake-bite, if

the latter does not act too quickly. And then,
again, confronts us this old fact, that possibly
these snake-bites would not have pi'oven fatal

anyhow, and that the alum may not after all

have had any thing to do with the recovery.]

BEES IX FIXE COXDITIOX.

Our bees are in fine condition this spring.
We had 35 colonies last fall. All wintered
through excepting one. We have had four new
swarms. All are strong, with a very fine pros-
pect foi- a white-clover bloom. Pettit Bisos.

Cross Creek, Pa., June 8.

This is the best honey season we have had
since I have been in the business.
Altoga. Ind., June 20. Andrew Crock.

We have had to feed our bees more this spring
than ever before. White clover is very scarce
in this neighborhood. Mrs. L. C. Axtei-l.

Roseville, 111.. May 29.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

THE AMERICAX TEARI. OXIOX.

At present writing. June 25, these onions are.
some of them, one foot in circumference. Just
think of that, will you ? We are getting a
nickel for a bunch that weighs only 10 ounces,
tops and all. For the larger ones this amounts
to about a nickel for an onion: and yet these
were all planted last September, and the culti-

vation since that time has amounted to almost
nothing. The onion reminds me so much of
the Bloomsdale Pearl, from Landreth. that I

wrote him, asking if it were not possible for
the Bloomsdale also to winter over in Ohio.
Below is his answer:

Afr. Root;—Yours of the l.ith came duly to hand.
Most certainly the Bloomsdale Pearl onion-set. plant-
ed in tlie autumn, will stand tlie winter of Ohio. For
the past 15 years we have been growing this variet.v
on Bloomsdale Farm, Bucks Co., Pa., where tliey
stand out every winter. Wp have liad.50 acres stand-
ing-out. Tlie Bloomsdale Pearl and othei' varieties
of sets are planted out three inches deep during the
months of September, October, and November, and
winter as liyacinths in any garden, making a stiong
root growth, and frequently (juite strong tops.
In our publications we have recommended the

Bloomsdale Pearl sets for the South, as, planted
there in October, the.v make an almost uninterrupt-
ed growth, developing to four and five inches in diam-
eter, and coming into maiket earlier than Bermuda,
and consequently bring a high price. It is singular

that so little is known t)f the advantages of sowing
onion-sets of any kind, in the autumn.

Bristol, Pa., June 18. D. Laxdketh & Soxs.

Now, why in the world have we all this time
been so stupid? I have written to both Lan-
dreth and Johnson & Stokes for sets just as
soon as any can be had. and will try to get
enough to supply all demand.
Here is something about this same onion in

the South :

Reading your experience with the American Pearl
onion induces me to state that I have used the
Bloomsdale Pearl here. Last week I took some to
market that were from four to five inches across, and
weighed from 1^ to 1?^ lbs. They sell at six cents a
pound. A. Siox.
Kyle, Texas, June 22.

[We are glad to get your testimony, friend S.

Six cents a pound for onions that can be grown
for one cent a pound, if we could not get any
morel Now. then, the question is. Can these
onions be dried and cured so they will keep?
Can you tell us any thing about it?]

XEW STRAWBERRIES FOR 1891.

In the first place, we shall hold fast to our
original four of last year. The Bubach and
Jessie were both a good deal injui'ed l)y frost,

but gave us a tolerable crop after all. The
Haverland has proved itself away ahead of any
thing else in quantity of fimit: and reports
come from all sides that it stands the frost bet-

ter than almost any other. The Gaudy was
probably injured but little by frost, for it is so

late. These are just now ripening when other
strawberries are pretty much gone: and the
sight of great, beautifn'l, handsome, fresh-look-

ing fruit when all others are on the wane, is

enough of itself To give them a place. I often

feel disgusted, howevei". to see great lows of

such tremendous foliage bearing so few beri-ies

comparatively. But I suppose we can not have
every thing we want in one strawberry. In ad-
dition to the above four, we are going to offer

plants of the Sterling also. It is a beautiful
strong grower, with dark-colored foliage, and
it seems to stand the frost quite well. The
berries are handsome, but—oh myl how sour!
Tiiey would make a fair substitute for lemons,
and they are said to answer excellently for can-
ning. VVe planted one row of them late in the
fall, and I believe we did not lose a plant, and
they have given us quite a little cj'op of beriies.

Now. the above five are the only kinds fi-om

which we shall have plants for xtile; but we
are going to increase our grounds by th<' follow-

ing three: Edgar Queen. Parker Earl, and
Shuster's Gem. The two first promise to yield

almost equal to the Haverland: and the Edgar
Queen gives not only a great quantity of ber-

ries, but they are of nice shape and color, and
of good size. The berries have a flavor strik-

ingly like a fine Red Astrakhan apple. Shus-
ter's Gem was under disadvantage, because it

did not have a spot of ground equal to the oth-
ers. Lady Rusk and Saunders are awaiting
further trial. A great many other kinds have
qualities to recommend them: but .>^o many
others crowd them, we have d(^cided to give
prominence to only those mentioned above.
We have secured much better pi'ices for our
berries this year—yes. and our eai-ly peas too—
by being very careful not to let the pickers get
ahead of the sales: that is. instead of having
berries get old in the crates, we prefer to have
them get old on the bushes, and give ihem to

customers within half a day after picking them,
if we can. If they can have them only two or
three hours after picking, still better. We pick
just enough at night for the wagon to start
with in the morning. When the pickers com-
mence in the morning they pick just about
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what the wagon will need when it comps
around at 9 o'clock. If they have an unusual
demand, one of the two men who go with the
wagon brings back notice.

EARLY PEA8.

With us the Alaska has been from a week to
ten days ahead of the American Wonder. We
had just two ro>vs. These were sown in March
by raking down the top of a I'idgi^ where celery
was taken out in the fall. The weather was so
cold and the ground was so wet. it seemed as if

they would amount to almost nothing. We
sowed them, however, putting the seed in quite
thickly. The two rows both together were,
probably, fifty rods long. As they made the
most of their growth before any weeds were up.
they had almost no cultivation at all. When
the vines began to tip over we stretched poul-
try-netting a foot wide, so that the lower wire
was perhaps six inches from the ground. As
the peas went six inches above the upper wire,
they stood about two feet fi-om the ground.
Weil, from the two I'ows mentioned above we
sold ten bushels of peas for •*;3.5.no. Most of
them were sold by the quart, because they were
away ahead of the market, and. of course,
brought a high price. The pickers were cau-
tioned not to pick a pod unless it had good
plump peas inside. Unless this is properly at-
tended to. the average picker will, with tlie Ahis-
ka pea. cheat the purchaser by giving him pods
with almost nothing in the shape of peas inside.
If they are picked carefully and coiiKcicntiouf!-
?!/. however, and you have the first on the mar-
ket, you can sell a few at almost every house
for from 7 to 10 cents a quart, giving th(mi the
peas, as I said before, within only a few hours
after being picked. Twenty-live dollars from
two rows is pretty good business. And that is

not all: The vines will be ready to plow under
•luly 1, and then you can put in cabbage, celery,
early corn, or even Eai'ly Ohio potatoes, if you
have the seed—or. in fact, almost any crop if

your ground is up to the proper notch of fertili-

ty.

P.^RSNIP SEED THAT WON't GKOW.

The demand for tho Guernsey parsnip this sea-
son was away beyond our anticipation, so we sold
out toward the close of the planting time. The
only way I could get any more seed was to send
to Atlee Burpee, the originator: and as there
was not time to test it ourselves before tilling
orders, quite a good deal was sent to customers.
Out of the same bag. we planted for oursolves
five rows 40 rods long. Well, on our ground not
o/(c .sccf? came up of the whole five rows. The
ground was all right and the weather was all

right. Carrots, beets, vegetable oysters, and all

other seeds right in the same plot of gi-ound,
came up beautifully. It does seeni as if the sec-
ond lot of seed from Hnrpee )/u/.s'f have been
worthless. But in this business of seed-sowing
I have learned to be slow in condemning. After
waiting fully three weeks I .*ent to another
seedsman for parsnip seed that he h)icir would
grow. AVe have now waited ten days, but not a
seed of thlf< has started. As the ground has
been soaked with water almost all the tinn\
this may partially account for it. Now. you
who have bought Guernsey parsnip seed out of
this second lot are desired to report, and we will
try to make the matter satisfactory. It is the
only failure that I know of among our seeds,
this season, and we are planting all the seeds
we oflfer for sale, right along, day after day.

and save, perhaps, a costly experiment. I am
proposing to sow about 40 acres in turnips
among the corn. Would it be best to sow be-
fore the cultivator (we use the Albion spring-
tooth), or immediately after the last time the
corn is cultivated? I find just what I have
been wanting for years, in the "Southern
Queen." or winter turnip. I have been experi-
menting with the '•Cow-horns'" as a fertilizer
until you biought out the "Southern Queen." I

had only a poiuid of seed from you. and the
amount of winter pasture it furnished was a
surprise to me. and I shall have quite a lot of
seed, as I did not turn any of them under green.
After the seed-stalks weiv taken off. the boys
turned under a fine lot of partially sound tur-
nips to help l)ring on a ci'op of melons and
beans. I am not ready to put \\hat I claim
for turnips before the public until I am better
supplied with positive information; but I be-
lieve a crop that can be made between seasons
will furnish as much fertility as a crop of clo-
ver that takes a year to make.
Avon, Ind., June 11. A. A. Parsons.

[Friend P.. I have not had sufficient experi-
ence to advise very much. I would, however,
advise sowing the seed after th" cultivator had
been through the corn the last time: and if you
can manage so as to get it in just before a
shower of rain. I think you will find most of
the seeds will come up promptly. Your idea of
using this turnip as a fertilizer is no doubt of
value. We have tried it to some extent, but it

does not produce any such result as a crop of
clover. In fact, I do not know of any other
plant that equals clover for plowing under.
Perhaps some of our readers can advise you in
regard to your forty-acre experiment: but if I

were you I shotild greatly prefer to try five or
ten acres before going in so heavily.] A. I. R.

SELLING STRAWBERRIES, ETC.

Gle.^nings is at hand for June 15. Accept
thanks for your kind remarks on my strawber-
ries. Without doubt, there is a field open for
the producer as well as the consumer to get
nearer to each other, to the benefit of both.
One thing is plain to me: A man may be a
successful producer, and at the same time be a
very ])oor salesman. Berries are largely grown
in this vicinity. Thousands of busheJs are
shipped from here. I am satisfied that many
berries are sold three to four times ere they ar-
rive at the consumer's table. This tiieans a
low price for the produc(>r and usually a high
price for the consumer. I think the general
unrest of the farmer is caused in some measure
by the unbusiness-like way he disposes of his
merchandise in the market. Let us try to im-
prove in all directions. R. Stehle.
Marietta. ().. June 20.

A NEW USE FOR THE "SOUTHERN QUEEN

"

TURNIP.
I write you for information: and if your time

i s not too fully occupied you can do me a favor.

STRAAVBERRIES. ROSES, AND PUMPKINS.

I am much interested in your gardening.
Strawberries, roses, and pumpkins are my hob-
bies. I raised last year .3(5 .squashes that weigh-
ed from 100 to 214 lbs.—average 1()5, besides tons
of smalhM' ones. H^rdy roses, grown in the
open ground, can be sold by the million. One
who loves bees, naturally loves roses.

ClIAS. J. QUINBY.
White Plains, N. Y., June 9.

[Friend Q., you had better invite Dr. Miller
to come and see you when your roses are in
bloom. Here at the Home of the Honey-bees
we manage to have pumpkin pie once a week
the year round. So you see our tastes run a
good" deal parallel.]
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A MARKET-GARDEXER WANTS BP:ES FOR FER-
TILIZING BLOSSOMS.

The simplicity hives ordered are for a mar-
ket-gardener who keeps bees to fertilize cucum-
bers in his greenhouses. The greenhouses
cover ovei' an acre of ground, and are now near-
ly filled with cucumbers. He lost nearly all

his bees this winter by confining them in the
hive and leaving them in the greenhouse; and
between the time he lost them and when he
bought more (about two weeks) he says the loss

of cucumbers by their failure to set would have
more than paid for the bees (six hives). The
fore part of the winter his houses are filled

witii lettuce, radish, and pie-plant, and by
;\Iarch 1st they are replaced by cucumbers, and
lettuce and radishes are grown in hot-beds.
Bloomington. Minn.. Mav 3(5. E. R. Pond.

0aR 0WN ^PiHRY,
CONDUCTED BY ERNEST K. ROOT.

AN EXCELLENT FEEDER FOR STIMULATING
I5KES.

Some time ago our engraver sent us a hasty
sketch of the feeder shown below, remarking
that he thought it might be a good thing, and
that possibly we would like to examine into the
merits of it. Away long back in 18S1 I remem-
ber that the senior editor was very enthusiastic
over a feeder similarlv constructed.

MASOX-.JAR ENTRANCE FEEDER.

He had some made and put into the yard:
but on account of his burden of duties at the
time, the matter seems to have been dropped un-
til some bee-keeping friend resurrected it, and
forwarded it to the engi'aver to I'eproduce. We
do not know who the bee-keeper is, but perhaps
he will recognize the device from the engrav-
ing, and possibly tell us more about it. At any
rate, we uad some made in our tinshop, and
they are now in the apiary.
The great beauty of this feeder is. it forms a

part of a common household article—a quart
Mason jar. To the zinc cap is fastened a sort
of tongue, with pei-foratcd metal in front. This
front extension is only ^4 inch thick, and about
4 inches long, and can readily be slid into any
entrance. During feeding, the syrup passes
down on the atmospheric principle, and oozes
out slowly at the perforated metal, clear inside
of the hiVe. The great convenience of this
feeder is, that no opening of liives is necessary.
All you have to do is to. fill a couple of half-
bushel baskets full of them, and go around to
the hives where the slates or stones on top in-
dicate they are short of stoi'es. and slip one of
these feeders into the entrance, when, presto!
the whole work is done. No robbers will both-
er, because the point where the bees get the
feed is four inches from the entrance "under the

frames. The glass jar shows readily when it is

empty. It will take but a few minutes to put
about two dozen of these feeders to each hive;
and during a dearth of honey, just when these
feeders are likely to be used, and robbers are
moving around, no thieving bee need get even
a taste of honey from the hive. This feeder is

only for stimulative purposes. For winter we
very much prefer the Miller feeder, and feed up
all at once.

REVIVING THE IIOUSE-APIARY.

I have been conducting, during the past two
weeks, quite a siiies of experiments, to prove or
disprove some of the latest ideas, and among
them the bee-escape for the house-apiary.
You will remember that W. Z. Hutchinson, of
the Review, as well as the senior editor of
Gleanings, suggested that the escape might
overcome some of its most serious objections. I

had been thinking the matter over for about a
week: and the upshot of it was. I told the boys
to clean out the upper story of all rubbish and
unused traps, for this is all the use the building
has had for six or eight years. AVhen in use it

had two-inch auger-hole entrances. We tacked
Reese cone bee-escapes over a dozen of these
entrances so that the bee^^ in the dark would
see these holes if they got inside of the room,
and escape. Those entrances which we expect-
ed to use were closed temporarily until we could
put in nuclei. There are windows on three of
the eight sides, hinged at the top. opening on
the inside. These were darkened by nailing
black tarred paper on the sash. To make the
room comfortable while working in the build-
ing, these sashes are hooked to the ceiling

above: and to prevent robbers from coming in

from the outside, wire cloth was nailed on the
outside window-casing. This wire cloth must
permit the escape of the bees from out of the
room, but prohibit the entrance of bees from
the outside. Accotdingly. it was cut eight
inches longer than the casing, and allowed to

project that length above the top of the win-
dow. The upper rim of the casing was cut
away a quarter of an inch dee]) and clear across,

so as to allow the b(>es crawling up inside to

pass up and out. Those on the outside would
not. of cour.><e. think of running down the pas-
sageway eight inches, and then entering the
house-apiary—at least, very few would do so.

Lest some of you may not get an idea of what
this sort of window bee-escape is like. I here-
with reproduce an engraving made two or three
years ago. taken from Langstroth Revised.

the window bee-escape.

From the cut. I think there will be no trouble
about getting a correct idea. It is the same
thing used by the Dadants, Dr. Miller, and
other prominent apiarists, to cover the windows
of their honey -rooms. The bees that happened
to collect on the inside of the room fly toward
the light, crawl up on the sci'een. and finally
pass out. If they return they will not strike
the point above the opening in the window.
Well, now. how does it work? Nicely, so fai".

The screened windows make tlie I'oom nice and
cool, and the small Reese cone bee-escapes
nailed to the entrance permit what few bees
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there may be in the building, to escape after
the room is darkened and closed up. Yon see,

there are about a dozen entrances that have
Reese bee-escapes on. After the room is dark-
ened there are a dozen holes that shine dimly.
The few bees that may be inside fly to these
holes and pass out. Years ago, when we nsed
to work in the house-apiary we were troubled
by bees that collected on the floor making their
way toward the door when it was opened, as
there was no means of their escaping; and, fur-

thei'more, as we did not then know of the win-
dow bee-escapes, we had to work in a hot, sul-

try room, poorly lighted, and, more often than
not, filled with smoke. The bees that crawled
on the floor, somehow managed to crawl up
our trousers legs, and get mashed under foot;

and this, with the heat and smoke of the room,
was unendurable. All these things forced us
to abandon the house-apiary. When we go to

work noiv, we close the door behind us, open up
the darkened windows, and let the breezes of
summer pass through. The smoke passes out
of the windows so as to make no serious incon-
venience. Still further to obviate the ditticulty,

I have in my mind's eye a ventilating shaft to
connect with the peak of the building, under
which to set the smoker when not in use. From
present indications this can not be necessary;
but should it be required it can be put in at
very little expense. I have not yet tried the
bee-escape for taking off comb honey inside.
It is, however, too late to make this experiment:
but if the bee-escape works outdoors, I know it

will inside: therefore the house-apiary is not
such a terrible place in which to handle bees,
after all. judging from the present outlook.
Subsequent develoijments may cause me to be
disgusted with it, however.
Oh, yes! I forgot to say that each colony or

nucleus in the house-apiary should be thorough-
ly fastened in by itself. Each compartment
should be made as tight as any indoor hive.
They are not yet quite bee-tight, but this fall

I propose to have them fixed so they will be, if

I continue to like it as a place for working with
bees as I do now.
There is another thing that I did not men-

tion: and that is, that there is no grass to mow
—no long wet grass and weeds to wade through

;

no burning sun and no running indoors when
it rains.
Do not imagine that I have gone so crazy on

the house-apiary that I am going to recom-
mend it in preference to hives outdoor!^—not at
all. Hut there are a good many who, years ago.
at considerable expense, built house-apiaries,
and now they have them in disuse. I simply
wish those who have them to see how they can
be made available again. There are others
located in cities, perhaps, where land is expen-
sive, and a room or house-apiary on top of a
building could be used very nicely.'

SOLAR WAX-EXTKACTOHS.
We have just had one of those large Hoard-

man solar wax-extractors made. It is (i feet
long, 3 feet 4 inches wid(\ and 7 inches deep.
The bottom is made in the shape of an inverted
flat gable i-oof. the ridge-pole, as it were, run-
ning down lengthwise through the center. It

it is then lined with tin on the inside. The
length and width are just right so that stan-
dard grei-nhouse sash will just cover it. To
keep the latter from 1)1(»\\ ing off it is held down
by a pail' of Van Deusen hive-clamps. Into
this we can put some 2;") or 30 combs at a time

—

old ci'ooked combs that we got in buying up
bees. As fast as they melt, the wax runs
through the center of tiie extractor, and then
runs down and finally communicates with a
honey-gate in the end.' from which the hot wax

can be drawn off into a pan or any other recep-
tacle.

It has not so far worked up to my expecta-
tions. The combs being so old and tough. I

suspect, is the reason.

THE KEENEY METHOD OF WIRING.

Last year we followed Mr. Hatch's sugges-
tion on the Keeney method as to the use of
one wire, and accordingly our frames were
wired with the horizontal wire running along
near the top-bar, as in the cut. We put a lot of
those into' use last summer. Somewhat to my
chagrin I noticed that the foundation, after be-
ing slightly drawn out by the bees, bulged be-
low the horizontal wire. Quite accidentally I

ran across some others that had been wired the
other side up; and such nice beautiful combs
as they were this summer! All this is easy to
explain. The cut above shows the frame, wired
as Mr. Hatch recommended. Point 5 is secure-
ly braced, and there can be no sagging. The
wire from 1 to 2. not being supported, may sag a
little; and as it has with us sagged in every
case, there will be a bulge in the foundation be-
tween the points 1. 2, 5, 1. Now ttirn this page
upside down, and imagine the frame wired the
other way—that is, the top-bar in place of thc^

bottom-bar. A strip of foundation in between
the points 3, .5. 4. being pressed against the
comb-guide, will be held secure. The founda-
tion in between the points 1. 5. 3 ishekl by the
diagonal wires 1. n, and 5. 2. If the foundation
stretches any, which it surely will, the horizon-
tal wire sags accordingly: and if the founda-
tion is cut a little scant in depth, it prevents
bulging. All such combs—and we have tried

about a hundred of them this spring and sum-
mer in Hoffman frames—are as nice and true as
boards. I am very sorry that I did not discover
this before; and I am sure that friend Hatch
will see the point himself. If you use heavy
brood foundation there will be no trouble either
way in wiring, and it is possible that is what
he used. Hut heavy brood foundation is rathei'

expensive, and so we use light brood.

HOFFMAN FRAMES IN THE SHANE YARD.
We have now about seventy colonies on Hoff-

man frames in the Shane yard, and I am still

delighted with them; and for certain manipu-
lations I am sure that I can handle double the
number of colonies on them that I could on
loose fi'ames. Two weeks ago I had a good
chance for a comparative test, as about half
the colonies were then on loose frames. I di-

vided and manipulated two colonies on the
Hoffman fram(^s. where I handled one on the
loose. There are other operations whi>re there
will be no particular gain in speed; but to come
right out frank, the Hoffman frames kill bees
worse than I wish they did; but the more I

manipulate them, the less I see the need of
killing them. Don't forget, just before crowd-
ing the frames all together, to blow smoke be-
tween the end -bars, so as to drive the bees,

away; and then you will catch scarcely a bee.

INTRODUCING FIFTY' IMPORTED QUEENS.
On the 13th of June we received an importa-

tion of 52 queens from Charles Bianconcini,
Bologna, Italy. Only two were dead in the.
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entii'e lot. and two were fooble. Heretofore we
have introduced all our queens on the Peet
plan; but having had so much success by the
candy method I thought I would risk them. I

selected Dr. Miller's introducing-cage as best
for the purpose^; and lest you have forgotten it,

fully introduced with the exception of those
noted ; but here wei-e live or six. even after
they had started to laying, that died, for some
reason that we could not discover, unless it was
that the long journey was too severe.

c. c. miller's intkoducino-cagk.

I here reproduce the engraving, which we gave
a few months ago. 1 tried some in the Mori-i-
son introducing-cage. and the two feeble ones
on the Peet plan. About 30 of the queens were
put into the Miller cages; and every one of the
queens, so far as I know, was inti'oduced suc-
cessfully, the bees eating out the candy and
liberating the queen; and not only that, the
•queens were given to colonies that had just
been made queenless—that is, we did the fool-
hardy thing (foolhardy in the opinion of some)
•of taking out one queen and introducing an-
other at the same operation. About ten others
were put into Morrison cages. These did not
work very satisfactorily, although we lost no
queens. It took the bees so long to gnaw
through the candy to g(>t at the queen that we
finally had to release them on the third day,
and then go through the nuisance of " unball-
ing a few of the queens. Does this not prove
that the operation of releasing queens is liable
to start the bees to balling her as soon as she is

let out? I have noticed it a good many times
before, and Neighbor H. says he has also. The
:great secret of the Peet, or candy, method of
Introducing is, that the queen is released very
quietly, without any disturbance. Did you
ever notice that, sometimes, when handling a
•colony—that is, tearing it all to pieces, as it

were—the, bees will often ball their queen?
The poor little chaps know that something is

wrong, and so they lay it to the queen; and in
making known their appreciation of the fact,
they are quite apt to ball her. A colony that
has been queenless is moi'e apt to cut up this
•caper than one that has had brood reared in
the hive continuously for several weeks.

INTKODUCING AVITH TOBACCO.
I omitted to say, that, as a further precaution,

I went around toward evening to all the colo-
nies that had an imported queen, and blew
tobacco smoke in at the entrance—enough to
:give them all one scent. As all the queens were
:successfully introduced except the two that
were so feeble*, I do not know how much effect
the tobacco had. But this 1 do know: Last
jear we received an importation of some fifty

queens. Half of the number wei'e given to
Neighbor H., and half we retained in our own
yard. They were all, or nearly all, caged by
the candy method. We lost 25 per ceut of those
we introduced, while Neighbor H. lost none.
In comparing notes we found that he had
smoked his the night before thoi'oughly with
tobacco smoke, while we did not observe this
precaution. You know how we stand on the
tobacco question in regard to its use by the
genus homo. But a good many bad things (or
things which are usually used in a bad way)
have certain legitimate uses. There is nothing
else that gives such a strong, clinging odor as
does tobacco.

I have said, that all the queens were success-

* These two queens were caged In Peet cages, on
the candy p'an—that is, they were Immediately giv-
en access to cells of sealed honey; but they were too
far gone to introduce.

Be sober, be vigilant; for your adversary the Dev-
il, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom
he may devoui-.—I. Peteh 5:8.

What do I know about sin and Satan? If I

commence to talk to yon about bees or garden-
ing, you would probably listen, for you would
know that I talk from personal experience.
Not only my daily work, but my daily sympa-
thies and thougiits are full of these things.
Now, dear friends, I do know something of bees,
and of gardening and of strawberi'ies; but. oh
dear me! with pain and anguish I am obliged
to confess that I know a thonsond times more
about sin and Satan; yes. and I know. too. from
personal experience — actual conflict — and. I

was going to say, from acttidl contact; for I

feel every hour of my life, and in every fiber of
my being, that I am scorred and crippled by
sin. Somebody has said that there is only one
thing that God hates, and that is sin. Why
should God hate sin? In the first place, sin is

deceptive. Satan is a hypocrite and a U<vr. We
have the words of Jesus for it: " He is a liar
and the father of lies." Sin blinds us. It spoils
our oi'dinary good sense. It dims our percep-
tion. It makes us crazy when indulged in.

Satan persuades us that the best friends we
have on earth are enemies. He also persuades
us that our worst enemy—yes, the very worst
enemy we have in the ivhole wide wniverse—is

our best friend. When a drinking man at-
tempts to reform. Satan's very best chance of
success is in persuading him that his old cronies
are the best friends he has—yes, a better friend
than his own poor patient wife and suffering
children; and if he listens to Satan he will
make him J)elicve it again and again. The
greatest trouble witli us is, that we fail to rec-
0(//(i2c Satan. When some good friend tells us
that this thing that is spoiling our lives is the
work of Satan, we say. ''Oh, no! Why, it is just
exactly the other way."
Something like two years ago, in the middle

of winter it became desirable for us to do some
disagreeable work out in the mud in the streets.

Three or four sturdy German men who were
out of work volunteered to do it. I was out
with them, directing them, so as to save a wast-
ing of strength, uselessly, as much as possible,
and also because I like to become acquainted
with these German laborers. Why, there are
three or four of them on t)ur grounds for whom
I have more reverence and respect, I do believe,
than for many of my friends who always wear
nice clothes, and hardly ever step into the mud
enough to martlie polish of their soft fine boots.
Now, please do not think that I mean any fling

at well-dressed people or people of means. I

love them; but I love, also, the sturdy laboring
classes. I presume it will not be out of place to
say that I rather prefer to be among the latter.
When I find a great strong man who could toss
me over a high board fence, and not half try
either. I like him—I mean, of course, a good-
natured strong man; and when this big fellow
combines gentleness, kindness, and a good pure
life, with his enormous strength, I just like to
work by his side; and I rather think he likes
me too. Well, on this wintry day, when I

wanted somebody who could stand it to work
out in the rain, and dig in the mud, I became
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acquainted with one of tliese German friends.
Tlie expression, "one of God's nobility," comes
into my mind, and I am going to use it. Before
long one of my foremen said, " That's a mighty
good man. and I think we had better try to
hang on to him." I smiled, for it was just what
I had been thinking. Yes. there were two or
three of them who carved out foi' themselves
permanent situations before night that first day,
and they are with us yet. and I should really
like it if they could work with nie as long as
they live. One of them can not yet talk Eng-
lish very well, and sometimes he does the
wrong thing in consequence; but I often tell my
wife something like this: '" Look here, Sue;
whenevei' you see me vexed with Mr. , you
just remind me of what I am saying now. He
has. in times past, pitched into difficult work
with such enthusiasm and energy that he has
got a goodly balance on the other side to his
credit, and I want you to remind me of it."

Well, not many months ago one of these very
men came to me with a troubled countenance,
and finally informed me that he must leave my
service. I stood in open-mouthed astonishment
when he went on to say that he had so much
trouble with his wife that he thought it best
for him to go away and never come near her
any more.

'• Why. my good friend, you have a nice little

home all paid for, and, what is of a hundred
times more moment, some little children who
belong to you and your wife jointly. God gave
them, and no power on earth can make them
other than yours. Are you going crazy ?"'

" Yes, Mr. Root, I know about the children.
and that is the saddest part of it;" and the
tears came into his eyes as he spoke; but he in-

sisted that the best thing he could do was to

leave wife, children, and all, and go away oft'

for himself. In vain did I try to tell him that,
although he and his wife might both have been
to blame, the main point before us was, that
Sntari had made an entrance into his house-
hold, and had succeeded in poisoning him
against his wife, and his wife against him.
He would not admit that it was Satan's work,
however. Like Adam of old, he insisted that it

was " the woman." She was so disagreeable
he could not live with her. I told liim he
should consider the whole matter a good deal
the same as if the smallpox or mcaxles had got
into the family. But he said he had tried to be
peaceable and kind, until he could stand it no
longer. I exhorted and implored. My friend,
did you ever try to make peace, and drive out
Satan when he had got once well intrenched?
If you have, you know what a task it is. When
I found I could do absolutely nothing with him.
I told him that I was going to talk with his
wife; but, alas! she could talk only German,
and I only English; and he was determined to

take the first train out of Medina. I made up
my mind he was crazy. Well, he ira.s ci'azy; so
are you—so am I, vvIkmi sin and Satan get us in

their power. I remembered the Endeavor So-
ciety. One energ(!tic memb 'r is a woman who
speaks both English and German—a special
friend of mine. 1 went for lier, and she actual-
ly walked a m\W. and a half on a hot day. leav-
ing her household cai'ej". But she succeeded no
better than I did. The wife said. " Let him go
if he wants to." Now. this man professed to be
a Christian; but I believe he had not united
with the church. He told me his little girl said
her little prayer every night before sh(^ went to

bed: and yet he even contemplated leaving her
/or ever to the car<' of stfangei's. and the cold
hard world, because hi^ said he wanted " peace."
and could not find it at home. He not only
contemplated so doing, but he left his work, put
on his best clothes, took a little satchel, and

boarded the train. Am I not right when I say
that Satan makes people crazy ? That eveningr
was the regular meeting of the Endeavor Soci-
ety. I told them what was on my mind, and
several prayers were offered in behalf of our
poor friend. I remember that I prayed veiy
earnestly that (iod would touch the heart of
this deluded brother, and bring him back like
the prodigal son. I prayed that God would
take him in hand, and do that which I had
found myself utterly unable and incotnpetent
to do. I tliouglit I prayed in faith: but yet
when our triend came back in just 24 hours, I

was (tstonisheil. I asked God to soul him back;
but while I was asking I am afraid I had no-
faith at all that he wouW come back. He
seemed so determined that I fear that I had got
an idea that even God could not handle him.
He told me afterward, that, just about the
hour when his little girl said her prayer before
going to bed, he got to thinking of hi-r and of
the little prayer, and he could stand it no k)nger.
Now, don't you see that this was about the
hour when our little band of Christians was
praying for him at the Endeavor meeting?
After breakfast Sabbath morning. I thanked.
God in my prayer before the family, for the re-
turn of our friend, and asked him what next he-

had for me to do. Even while I was speaking,
came the thought. '" Go down and see the re-

united family." We have our breakfast rather-
earlier than some people on Sunday morning,
so I arose from my knees and walked down to-

the little home. Every thing was as neat and
handsome around it as could be—a nice well-
kept garden: trees, fruits, and flowers, and a
hen with tliirteen new chiclvens right near the
front door. Of course, I met with cordial treat-
ment. His little girl said her prayer to me in

(rerman, and the smiling mother asked papa to-

bring the prayer-book. I sang for them a few
pieces from the Gospel Hymns, and then they
stood up and sang one or two of their tJerman
hymns. Of course. I could not understand a
word, but I found my stalwart friend could
sing, as well as handle a pick and shovel. Why,
we had a beautiful little service that Sunday
morning, and I visited (?) quite a little with the
pleasant- faced woman who could not talk a
word of English. Could it be possible that this

was the one whom her husband said he could
not live with because she was so hard to please f
Now, this is vSatan's regular legitimate work.
May be I can help you a little by telling you
how the whole thing started. It all commenced
by finding fault with each other. The woman
not only did the housework, but worked in the
garden and out on a few acres of ground be-
longing to their place: but either she did not
do things right, or something else, and the
father complained. Then she complained of
the father, and Satan laughed in his sleeve as-

he saw the matter progress from bad to worse.
Look over the daily papers, note the crime and
suicide, and you will see the breaking-up of
families starts in just this way: and it is possi-

ble, dear brother and sister, that, when your
eye meets these pages, you may remember some
experience of i/(Ufr ot('» in something like this

very line. Perhaps you were wise enough to
say, before things got to a very bad pass, " Get
tliee behind me. Satan."

I have given you an instance in the above of
the way in which Satan persuades one that his

best friend is an enemy. Let me now take the
other side, and show you how Satan may de-
lude you into the belief that the worst enemy is

your friend. You may recall what I said about
the sad case of friend Mason, of the Advance.
and of his going away with his lodger's wif(>.

You have read this poor woman's plaintive let-

ter that came awav over the mountains from
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California. Satan doubtless persuaded her that
this man, who was the legal husband of anoth-
er woman, was a /r/eJuZ of ho's. Sh(! had had
troul)le with her own husband. This, of course,
was Satan's woi'lc. It was a sort of fuundation-
stono for a structure that Satan was going to
build. When he got the foundation in good
shape tlien he began to persuade her that tliis

vei'y man was a friend. Why, it makes one
shiver to think how Satan will crazt; the brain
and delude his victim. Think of considering
one a/vicucZ who would break u]j a houseliold,
and sever the most solemn and sacred ties! and
yet such things are going on every day. Our
daily /)f(pcr.s tell the sad stories. At such times
Satan comes as an (n^yr/ of //y/it. (See II. Cor.
11:14.) He persuades his victims that God sent
him as a messenger of peace. He frequently
puts on a sanctimonious air, and leads one to
believe that his mission on earth is to relieve
sufferinr) and distress. In ofc/H/liypocrisy he
even attempts to offer consolation and '• rest to
the weary." Perhaps by and by the victim sees
the sliam and the cheat, and I'ecognizes liow he
has been trapped. But by this time tlie fetters
are strong. They act not only like intoxicating
drink, but. as I have sonunimes imagined, they
craze the brain like opium. The poor victim,
under this sort of infatuation, thinks he can
never again be happy unless he is near the idol

which Satan has set up. And let me tell you,
my friend, tliat Satan builds idols out of ex-
ceedingly commonplace clay. He will take the
most commonplace individual on the face of
the earth; then he will clothe this person with
a halo of light. He will drape him (or her) with
fantastic rainbow colors: and when he gets his
victim where he is willing to sell himself, body
and sold, for the privilege of follinviiuj this
ignus fatuus, his woi'k is done. The man leaves
his lawful wife, leaves the bright happy home,
leaves loving children, who have learned to
prattle his name in love, and goes off with—

I

almost shudder to say it—goes away wMh an-
other man's wife, wi-ecking two households.
By and by the scales fall fiom the eyes of both
of them. They awake to the fact that this man
or woman is no better and not much different
from the ones they left. No /)ctter, did I say?
Why, bless you, this is a great blunder of mine.
Is the W(jnian who runs off' with some other
woman's husband to be comparcil with the one
who stayed at home, and was hiyal and true to
her linshand and her children and her Godf
God forbid that such a thought could enter any
one's mind. And yet these things happen here
and there with startling frequency. It is the
old, old story—entrapped, by Satan. Now, I

have been holding up a few notes of warning.
I have suggested only two ways in which Satan
breaks up households; bvit he h&f, a, thousand
ways at his command. Some poor soul may
say, "Well, brother Root, suppose we admit all

you say. Suppose we say we knew beforehand
what the outcome would probably be. Is there
any hope for the sinner'.' " Oh 1 to be sure there
is, my friend, and this is the happiest part of
my talk to-day. There is a remedy, quick,
swift, and sure. "Behold the Lamb of God
that taketh away the sin of the world." " There
is none other name under heaven given among
men whereby we must be saved." No one was
ever lost until he deserted his Savior and turned
his back on him; and one who already feels
himself to be lost has nothing to do but to turn
about, like the prodigal son, and come home.
What a word is home! It should always in-
clude the thought of going back to God. " God
bless our home" is a favorite motto. While
Goil reigns, and while the Savior is recognized
daily, Satan is banished. But nothing but the
name of Christ Jesus can protect us from Sa-
tan's wiles.

vi^.V-"

Eight pages extra again this issue.

Our Shane yard is booming with honey,
while the bees at home have scarcely begun to
whiten the edges of the cells. This is another
evidence of what an out-yard may do when the
home yard is doing comparatively nothing in
honey.

We have abandoned the pound cage for ship-
ping bees by express, simply because a large
percentage had to be replaced. We now use,
instead, a nucleus box, and ship on combs of
honey or brood. Sent in this way they always
go tlirough in good oi'der.

SoMK of the new bee-journals that started at
the beginning of this year have either ceased
publication already or else they are behind in
their issues. What is the matter with them?
Some of them will have to die or there will not
be a chance for a new crop next January, as
usual.

The one-cent-postage Benton cage was first

introduced by C. VV. Costellow, of VVaterboro,
Me., instead of by W. J. Ellison, of Catchall,
S. C. We are glad to make the correction. Mr.
Costellow has been quite a pioneer in the queen-
cage business, as the old back volumes of
Gleanings show.

We have just learned that Capt. J. E. Heth-
erington, with his several thousand colonies, is

using a good many reversible Van Ueusen-
Hetherington frames. This is news to us, as we
supposed he had exclusively the Quinby closed-
end frames. Those Van Deusen frames are
fixed frames, and have besides several good
features.

Milk SNAKES are becoming rather frequent
at our out-yard. They are exceedingly fond
of bees, and there are some big fat ones in our
yard. Neighbor H. says a pair of them used up
a whole colony of his once, and he has actually
seen them gobble up the workers at the en-
trance. Who has a method of trapping or kill-

ing these " varmints."

LATERAL MOVEMENT IN FRAMES.
SoAiE seem to have the notion that fixed dis-

tances entirely destroy the function of lateral
movement. Nothing can be further from the
truth, if he uses the open-side, or, better, a hive
a little wider, with a movable follower. By
removing the follower, the hanging partly closed
end Hoffman frames can be slid along, and
leave plenty of room to remove any particular
frame. Lateral movement is obtained in its

perfection with Hoffman frames.

rambler's visit to the home of the HONEY-
BEES.

We have just had a very pleasant call from
Rambler, now on a long ramble to California,
all of which Gleanings readers will have the
benefit. He seems to be in excellent health and
spirits. Dr. Merchant's remedy works like a
charm. See particulars on page .5.50. It is not
often tliat we sit up late talking with bee-
keepers; but with Rambler the time flew away
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so fast that, the two nights he spent with us,

we talked till midnight and after, and then
wanted to converse longer. Why is it that a
couple of bee-keepers like to talk so long?
Ramblei" had that mysterious and ever-present
camera with him. Don't know whether he
used it or not. We'll see.

The Report of the 32d Annual Convention of

the New York State Bee-keepers' Association,
held at Albany last January, in pamphlet form
is before us. Price 25 cts. It can be had of the
Secretary, G. H. Knickerbocker, Pine Plains,
N. Y.

When you receive queens, be careful not to
lay them on a shelf where ants can get at them.
A customer just writes that the queen he re-

ceived was a nice one, and he was well pleased
with her. He laid the cage containing her and
the attendants upon a shelf temporarily; and
when he went to get her she was covered with
small ants, dead. This has happened more
than once, and hence this caution.

By request of W. I. Buchanan, Chief of the
Department of Agriculture for the World's
Columbian Exposition, the editor of the Amerir-
can Bee Journal has prepared a list of all the
apicultural societies in the United States, and
published them, with the name and address of

the secretary. There are HI in all in the list.

As there are so many, thei-e may be some errors,

and the editor requests that corrections be
made at once, so that he may be able to present
a full representation before the directors of the
World's Fair.

Our thanks are due to Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson,
editor of the Review, and the stenographer who
is taking down these words, for the kind things
said in a well- written biographical sketch that
appeared in the last Review, relative to E. R. R.
It was a complete surprise to him. If we have
said any thing of a complimentary nature in

reference to Mr. Hutchinson's new book on the
next page, it was said solely on the merits of the
work, not because we desired to reciprocate.
Our conclusions as to the excellent character of

the new book were already formed before the
Revlcto with the sketch came to hand.

There has been some complaint because our
index has been left out for several months.
The idea of omitting it was that we might, at
the end of the year, be pi-epared to make a more
complete index of the whole volume. When it

is made up just before going to press, justice

can not be done it; and we thought that we
would try the experiment of leaving it out
without saying any thing about it. Well, as
some have complained, we rencnv it again in

this issue. One or two. for some unaccountable
reason, seemed to take the omission as an insult

or injury. We hope this explanation will satis-

fy all.

THE MICHAEL STRAWBERRY.

In my sti'awberry report I neglected to men-
tion the Michael's Early. It is a splendid grow-
er, and we could furnish any quantity of plants
with very little trouble: but I very much fear
that, like all the other extra-early strawberries,
it is not a good bearer. As the frost killed most
of the bloom in consequence of being so early,

we have decided to give it a trial another sea-
son. We have also tested Lovetfs Early; but
as these were put out late last fall, we can not
say much about them. The fi'uit is of good
size, and I am inclined to think it will give us

more berries than Michael's Early. We shall
have to wait another season before we can say
any thing definite. We have a great quantity
of plants of Michael's Early to spare; but at
present I prefer not to offer them for sale unless
it is to somebody who has already grown them,
and who feels satisfied they will produce fruit
in abundance during a favorable season. A. I. R.

THE BEST METHOD OF FASTENING FOUNDA-
TION IN SECTIONS.

The Hayes foundation-fastener, and the Ar-
thur C. Miller machine, on the same principle,
are far ahead of any pressure methods of put-
ting starters into sections. The scheme of hav-
ing a heated plate or a heated tongue held for
a moment in contact with the edge of the start-
er, and said plate then drawing back suddenly,
leaving the melted edge of the starter to stick
on the section, is vastly ahead of any other
method; and it seems hard to undei'Stand how
any one can come to any other conclusion after
having tried it faithfully. When we visited
Dr. Millei' a few months ago. we saw an Arthur
C. Miller foundation-fastener hanging up on
the rafters of the honey-house, unused. " Why.
doctor, why haven't you tried it?"' we asked.
" Never had the patience to get it down and
fuss with it. The Clark fastener is good
enough." Doctor, you want to pull that fasten-
er down and try it: and if you don't reverse
your judgment, it will suiprise E. R. R.

FIVE-BANDED VERSUS THREE-BANDED BEES.

W. J. Ellison, in the Bee-keepers" Review,
says, "1 have several colonies of five-banded
bees; and if they do not do better another sea-
son, they will have to take the next seat lower.
. . . . They surpass every ihing in beauty;
and the question now is. Shall we raise these
queens because they please our customers, even
though we feel that we have their superiors in
three-banded bees?" In a letter just received
from Mr. Ellison he reiterates in substance the
above, and then adds: "I have three-banded
Italians that can outstrip the five-banded bees
altogether in honey-gathering. Some of them
are also very irritable, and unpleasant to han-
dle, and the crosses are not as easily discovered.
A colony of hybrids from five-banded stock
may be called three-banded pure." Oui- yellow
bees were the first to die off, and some of them
have been very irritable, and we attribute it to
the fact thai they were bred from Cyprian or
Syrian bees. Let customers who want beauti-
ful bees have them, but let them be acquainted
with all their qualities. While we believe it is

possible to breed both for utility and beauty in

one bee, the tendency in such breeding is to sin-

gle out color, and let eveiy thing else go. Breed
for energetic workers, and you have a quality
in bees that is valuable—that is, a money-
maker. If we can add beauty at the same time,
then we are so much ahead. Mr. Doolittle
thinks we can do this.

THE CANDY-MAKER AND THE BEES; A VIC-
TOI'.Y FOR THE ITNION.

The Bee-keei'ers' Union has scored anoth-
er victory. At Easton, Pa., a certain candy-
maker (as we learn from the American Bee
Jour)ial) took measures to have the council
prohibit bees within the corporation. Before
this body took any action, however, C. G. Beitel,

a bee-keeper of that place, requested a hearing.
He used the argument of Judge Williams in the
Arkadelphia case, and theii showed the com-
mittee that his' bees were witiiin one thousand
yards of the city limits. As the city is only two
miles across, moving them only a thousand
yards would make no practical difference; and,
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besides, he explained tliat there are bees just
outside the city limits, all around the city, and
prohibiting them from th(i corporation would
not help the matter at all, because bees will fly

from one to three miles. One bee-keeper oflfer-

ed, at his own expense, to put screens in front
of the windows and doors of the candy-factory;
but the proprietor would not be appeased in

that way; and the result is now, that a com-
mittee of the council saw the foolishness of try-
ing to prohibit bees in the corporation; and
when the council took a vote, they struck it

out of the ordinance entirely.
Mr. Beitel makes a strong point; viz., in small

corporations it is entirely useless to prohibit
bees inside of the town limits, because those

Jlist outside of the limits can come in and do
practically as much damage. Putting them
outside of the limits does not help the matter.
An ordinance that would prohibit bees from
being kept within the corporation must also
prohibit the bees themselves from Jiijing into the
city or town. As bees can fly from one to three
miles, the utter foolishness of such a measure
is apparent to even those who are not bee-
keepers. The only pi-actical way is to screen
the windows, and put on a few bee-escapes, so
that the few that do accidentally get in while
the doors are open can escape.

ADVANCED BEE CUI/FUKE: HITTCHINSON'S NEW
BOOK.

As soon as it was announced that Mr. Hutch-
inson was to write a new book, I waited with
no little degree of expectancy for its appear-
ance. Accordingly, on the evening following
the day of its arrival I sat down to read it; nor
did I lay it aside until I had read almost every
word of it. The book is well named. It is not
only Advanced Bee Culture, but I think it is a
little in (idvunce of the times. From the na-
ture of the subject, it does not go into details
ordinarily sought after by begiiniers; but to a
professional or old bee-keeper it is suggestive
of a good many new kinks. Like its predeces-
sor it is nicely bound in appi'opriate cover; but
is larger, and contains 87 doubk^-column pages
the size of those of the Revieiv.

It discusses its subjects somewhat in the or-
der of the seasons of the year. For instance,
the first subject considers the " Care of Bees in
Winter;" the next, "Securing Workers for the
Harvest." and so on uniil we gtt to " Sections
and Their Adjustment on the Hives," and iinal-
ly ends up with " Mistakes in Bee-keeping."
Like the A B C of Bee Culture it gives, in a

condensed form, matter that has appeared fi'om
time to time in the bee-journal of which the
author is editor. This lifts both works beyond
the vale of personal observation and personal
prejudices.
On page 1.5, uuder the subject of " Bee-hives

and their Characteristics," the author says:
•• The times have not seemed to take kindly to
inversion. Like many new things it was ex-
travagantly praised; but it is far from being
valueless." I agree with our author exactly;
but 1 would add, with fixed frames inversion or
reversing is feasible and practicable; but with
loose frames, or, as Mr. Hutchinson calls them,
•' open-end frames," it is not practicable. That
is, I mean the expense required to make loose
frames invertible would more than offset the
advantage gained.
In the chapter on " Bee-hives and their

Characteristics." Heddon's new divisible-brood-
chamber hive is given the preference ; after
that the Dovetailed hive with loose frames is

given the choice. Mr. Hutchinson enumerates
a number of good features in the divisible-
brood-chamber hive—among them the shake-
•out function, and the readiness with which

queens can be fouud thereby. I believe it can be
done, but I have not been successful with it in
our Heddon, neither has Mr. J. H. Martin, who,
by the way, is an admirer (and was- formerly a
possessor of 100) of these hives. Said Mr. Mar-
tin, " This is one of the things claimed by Mr.
Heddon that I can not make work."
In the same chapter on hives, Mr. Hutchin-

son, in speaking of fixed frames, says: •' Closed-
end frames are having quite a boom just now.
Contrai'y to the belief of those who have never
tried them, they can be handled more rapidly
than the open-end frames."
On the subject of honey-boards, he thinks the

slatted style will still be retained, in spite of
the fact that thick and wide top-bars will prob-
ably rid the hivesof the nuisance of burr-combs.
The slatted honey-board has gone out of sale in
our establishment almost entirely; and as it

only keeps burr-combs from the sections, and
still leaves them on the brood-frames, I could
not be induced to use it after experiencing the
great comfort of using wide and thick top-bars
this and last summer.
Under " Sections, and their Adjustment on

the Hive," Mr. Hutchinson prefers the old-
style Heddon case for a non -separator arrange-
ment, and the T super for those, who prefer sep-
arators, or are obliged to use them.
Under " Varieties of Bees " he decides in fa-

vor of the Italians for extracting, and hybrids
for comb honey. Of Cai'niolans he says: '" I do
not find the Carniolans any more gentle than
the Italians; and they do run about on the
combs in a reckless manner." A little further
on he thinks they are worthy of a trial, but
would want to test them three or four years be-
fore coming to a decision.
Mr. Hutchinson is at home on the subject of

introducing queens. He, like myself, prefers
the candy method, and con'oborates what I

have said in another column on the advantage
of letting the bees release the queen quietly
themselves, without any disturbance resulting
from opening the hives.
Under " Shade for Bees " our author does not

recommend evergreens, grapeviiies. and the
like, but prefers an easily adjustable shade in
the form of a shade-board, because shade is not
needed in the spring and fall, nor in the morning
and evening; and he adds: "For thecomfoit
of the apiarist it is well to have a few scatter-
ing trees in the apiaiy; but let their branches
be trimmed to such a height that they will not
be knocking off his hat nor gouging his eyes."
This savors strongly of experience of one who
has " been there." I have had my hat cram-
med down over my eai's, <i la Miller, my veil

torn, and occasionally a punch in the face, from
a naughty twig that stuck out in the way. I

might add further, that I experienced much the
same, inconvenience with grapevines, barring
the cramming of the hat over the head.
In " The Use and Abuse of Foundation," Mr.

Hutchinson covers the ground fa'rly and can-
didly; but I think he retracts some from the
position he formerly occupied in his little book,
"The Production of Comb Honey." But an
editor who never retracts is one who should be
avoided.
Under the subject of " Queen-rearing " Mr.

Hutchinson is surely at home; and I know that
the plans advocated there will work.

I have mentioned only a few of the subjects
contained in the book, and only a thought or
two from those. This book will very nicely
supplement the work designed for beginners;
and every apiarist who has more than a
beginner's knowledge of the subject should
certainly have the book. Price by mail, .50

cents postpaid. It can be had at this office.

E. R. R.
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Queens! Queens! Queens!
If you want bees tliat will beat any tiling- you

ever saw in every respect, try our strain of Italians.

Warranted queens, each, 80c; six, $4.(0; doz., $11)0.

Safe arriv.il g-uaranteed. i;M4-ir)d

ORDER NOW. PAY UPON ARRIVAL.

JAS. <£ F. S. YOCKEY,
North Washington, Westm-d Co., Pa.

'^"In responding vo this a<^vel•ti^elllellt mention Glkanings.

Syracuse, New York,
IS A DEPOT FOR THE EAST FOR ALL OF A. I.

ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.
FOUNDATION Is Our Own Make.

Don't buy foundation of us, for it wt)uld please you.

F. A. SALISBURY.
Our foundati. 11 is for sale by H. Alley, Wenham,

Mass., and Model B. Hive Co., W. Philadelphia, Pa.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 4ttdb

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SACi IN BUOOD-FRAMES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No Flsli-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

t^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
If you want queens tliat are lived tor business,

send to me. See adv't in Gleanings of June loth.

Every queen warranted in every respect. Price 75

cents each.

JAMES WOOD,
lltfdb NO. PRESCOTT, MASS.

Please mention this paper.

ITALIAN \00 QUEENS.
Untested Queens, 6J cts. each. $6.00 per dozen.

Now ready to mail. 9tfdb
H. Fllz Hart, Avery |». o.. New Iberia. I^a.

t^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

CPPCI Brown Leghorn, White Leghorn, $L3.5.

LUU«9: Black Minoica, Plymouth Rock. Pekin
Duck, fl.50. Light Brahma, Laiigshan, Game. $2 per

13 eggs. Strictly pure-bred. Ship safely anywhere.
Illustrated circuhir tree. GEEK BK"S.,
Itfdb St. Marys, Mo.
C^"ln responchnd to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

J. W. Taylor's Fine Italian * * *

* * * and Albino Queens for Sale.

Cheap tested Italian, $1.50 each. Tested Albinos,
$1.60 each. Testeu golden Italian, $3.00 each. Un-
tested queens, 75 cts. each ; $8.00 per doz. I guaran-
tee safe arrival by mail. 9tfdb

J. W. TAYIjOK, Ozan, Ark.
Please mention this paper.

LITHOGRAPH LABELS
In. IS Colors, si-b $2.00 per lOOO.
The 13 colors are all on each label. They are ob-

long in shape, measuring 2^x2%. They are about
the nicest labels we ever saw for glass tumblers,
pails, and small packages of honey. We will mail
a sample, inclosed in our label catalogue, free on
application, and will furnish them postpaid at the
following prices: 5 cts. for 10: 35cts. for 100: $1.20

for 500: $3.00 for 1000. A. 1. Root, Medina. O

5-BANDED GOLDEN ITALIANS.
Beauties ! The best workers we ever saw. Work

on red clover. Very gentle. Drones i to t yellow.
Won 1st Premium at III. State Fair in ih90.

Nearly 300 hookeil for 1891. Warranted Queens, May,
$1.35, 6 for $(i.Oii; after June 1st $1.00,6 for $5.00.

Special discount for large orders as to dealers.
Satisfnction guaranteed. No foul brood. Good ref-

ei'ence given.
Itfdb S.F. & I. THEGD, Swedona 111.

(t^"Iri responding to this adveiti^eimiit mention Gleanings,

DISCOUNTS on all SUPPLIES!
All best improvements combined in hives, supers,

etc. Special size.s made to order. Send for price
list to Oliveh Foster, Mt. Verntiii, Linn Co., la.
12tfdb Please mention this paper

H
HNFY ^ ^^^ DISCOVERY.
Ullt I Diffeiing from all others ever yet

iiKidc for the i)urpose.EXTRACTOR.
It works strong, lliorough, neat, liaiidy and

rapid, and is the (•lieai)est E.vtractor known.
Send 3-ct. stami) for a circular of 18 pages to
REV. A. R. SEAMAN. Connellsville, Fayette
Co., Pa. 5-li5d

Please mention this paper.

ITALIAN QUEENS-
Progenj' large, and good honey-gathereis. Prices

low. Send for price list. V. M. tfICKS,
9-ll-13d Fairvie-w, Waslt. <:o., Md.

tyin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list.

Itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Liceyvllle, Pa.
Please mention this paper.

Barnes' Foot-Powep Machinery.
Read what J. I. Pakent, of

Charlton, N. Y., saj-s— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, .500 broad frames, 3,0()0

honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this shw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. Sc

JOHN BARNES, 546 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may lie sent to me. A. I. Root.

3:$tfd

So Quarto pages—50 cents a year.

AN Elegant Monthly for the FAMIIiY and.
FIBESIDE. Printed in the highest style

of the art, and embellished with magnificent
Engravings. Sample FREE. Agents Wanted.

246 East Madison St. CHICAGO, ILt-
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IF YOU WANT BEES
Tliat will just "roll" in tlie honey, try ITIoore's
Strain of Italiaus. tlie result of twelve yenrs'
careful breeding. Reduced prices: Warranted
queens, 80c each ; 3 for $3.00. Strong- 3-franie nucle-
us, with warranted queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Tht)se wiio liave never
dealt with me I i-efer to A. I. Root, who has purchas-
ed of me, during past 11 j'ears, 505 queens. Circulars
free.a i:3-Ud

J. P. ]VI00RE;, ITIor@:an, Pendleton Co., Ky>
Money-order office, Falmouth, Ky.

Please mention this paper. 7d

On Their Own Merits.
I am making a specialty of breeding Golden

and Albino Italian Queens. My flve-banded
bees are equal to any as honey-gatherers, and they
are the most beautiful and gentlest bees known.
Warranted queens. May, $1.25; six for $6; after
Junel, $1; six for $5. Satisfaction guaranteed. I

have a few 3-banded tested queens at f 1 each.

CHARLES D. DUVALL,
9tfdb Spencervllle, OTontg'y Co., OTd.

Please mention this paper.

ITALIANS
9tfdb Box T7.

Please mention this paper.

Tested queen, SI.25; Untested,
80c. Nuclei, brood, and bees
by the lb. Send for price list.

MRS. A. M. KNEELANO,
Mulberry Grove, Bond Co., 111.

,(T?).

Smokers, Foundation, and all kinds of bee-keepers'
supplies furnished at lowest cash price. If you
want the best Smoker in the market get one of the
Quinby old reUable—made the strongest; and al-
though the first cost is more than that of anj' other
made, the Jumbo is the boss of all. It has been used
constantly in yards for 8 years, and still it goes.
Send and get price list of Smokers, Foundation, Sec-
tions, and every thing used in the apiary. Dealers
should send for dealer's list on smokers.
4-lldb W. E. CLARK, OKiSKANy, N. T.

^^In responding to tliis uxlvertisemunt mention GLEANINGS.

^THE CANADIANS
Bee Journal PoultryJournal

Edited bif D. A. Jones. \Editedby W.C. G.Peter.

75c. Per Year.
\ 75c. Per Year.

These are publislied separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited by live practical men, ana contributr
ed to by the bes writers. Both Journals are inter-
esting, and are alike valuable to the expert and
amateur. Sa rple copies free. Both Journals one
year to one iddress f 1. Until June 1st we will send
either Jou; nal on trial trip for 6 months for 25 cts.

The D. A. Jones Co., Ld., Beeton. Onf.
t^. lease mention Gleanings.

P©NEY C0MMN.
CITT MARKETS.

Chicago.—Honey.—Receipts of comb honey up to
this date of tlie new crop can not grade as white,
with few exceptions. Sales are small at about 17c
per pound. Extracted quiet, as nearly all the offer-
ings are off in color or flavor. Dark honey sells at
6c; white, 7; with a little fine clover occasionally
selling at 8c. Beeswax, 28c. R. A. Burnett,
July 7. Chicago, III.

Sax Francisco.—Honej/.-Stocks on hand of ex-
tracted and comb honey are very light. Small ship-
ments of new crop of extracted are arriving. Sea-
son is late on account of the continued cold weather.
We quote: White extracted, 6@6^c; light amber,
5K@^; amber and candied, 5@5i4. Comb honey,
nominal, 10@14; the latter price for 1-lb. fancy.

SCHACHT, LEMCKE & StEINER,
June 25. San Francisco, Cal.

Detroit. —Ho»i€j/.—New honey in light demand
13@15c. Extracted, 8@9c. Beeswax easier at 37@28c.
Bell Branch, Mich., July 8. M. H. Hunt.

Columbus.—Honey.—Honey, if choice clover, sells
at 1.5@16c. Dark not wanted; no sale.

Earle Clickenger,
July 9. Columbus, Oluo.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Demand for both comb and
strained very light. We quote comb, choice white,
12@13c; dark, 10@12. Strained, in cans, 7@7H; in
barrels, 5@5%. Beeswax, prime, 26>^c.

D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
July 8.

^
St. Louis, Mo.

Boston.—Honey.—Best white comb honev, 16@18.
Extracted, 7@9. Beesu'oa;, 28. Stock on baud light;
trade light. Bl,ake & Ripley,
July 8. Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The new crop is very slow
coming in. We have had few small shipments.
Choice white 1-lb. comb is selling atl.5@16c; no de-
mand at present for 2-lb. comb or extracted. Bees-
wax 25c. Clemons, Mason & Co.
July 8. Kansas City, Mo.

New York.—Honey.—California honey is coming
slowly; have bought some to arrive. Southern com-
ing, and has a ready sale at 75@80c, according to
quality. Beeswax selling at 28@30c. We shall han-
dle comb honey this jear on a large scale, having
new outlets for the product.

Thurber, Whyland & Co.,
July 8. New York.

Albany.—HoJiey.—We have received one consign-
ment of new N. Y. State comb honey. The quality
is only fair clover, and some of it sold at 16c. Tliere
is but very little demand yet.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
July 10. 39:3-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—Hojicy.—Demand for honey is fair
only, with a good supply of all kinds. This is the
dull season of the year. Clioice white comb honey
brings 134@15c in the jobbing way. Extracted hon-
ey 5@8c on arrival. Beeswax is of slow demand,
with a good supply at 23@25c on arrival for good to
choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
July 10. Cincinnati, O.

For Sale.—3000 lbs. of comb honey in sections.
A. Fiddes, Centralia. Illinois.

For Sale.—I have a lot of honey in 60-lb. tin cans,
two cans in a case, which I wish to dispose of. I
have also comb honey in one-pound sections.

Write. J. D. Adams, Nira, la.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
60-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett,
lltfdb San Diego, Cal.

WANTED.—2000 lbs. comb and 2000 lbs. extracted
honey. Those having either to sell will please

write me, stating amount, price wanted, howpacked,
and, if possible, send sample. Address
IStfdb S. Ray Holbert, Monongah, W. Va.
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PASTEBOARD BOXES.
CRAWFORD'S SECTION CARTONS
ARE JUST WHAT YOU WANT.

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

A. O. CRAWFORD,
lltfdb South Weymouth, Mass.
It*' 111 responding! to this advertisement mention Gleantngs.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Our 5-baiidecl Italiaus are g-iviiig' peifei't satisfac-

tion ; gentle, excellent workers, non-robbers, and the
mt)st beautiful bees in existence. Won tiist prenii-

um at Illinois State Fair in 1^90. The judge said,
" The drones are tlie yellowest 1 ever saw." Queens
warranted purely mated; and replaced if they pro-
duce liybrid liees. One warranted queen, $1.0J; six
for $5.00; tested, July, $1.75; after, $1..50; sikttid
tested, $3.00; breeders, tlie best, $5.00. A few sohd
yellow warranted queens, at $1.50. No foul l)iood

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Refirt nct
our P. M. S. F. & 1. TREGO, Swedona Ills

Please mention this paper. Ittrih

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACT0RY7
We have a nice supply of hives in the flat wliuh

we will sell as follows: The A. I. Root Sirapli'-it\

for extractor, $1.50; 5 for $7.00. Simp, foi ( omb
honey, witli 2 T supers, sections, foundation .st utt is

wood separators, and honey-board complete, m flit

each, $3.10; 5 for $lo.(io. Portico liive witli Simi)ii( itj

upper story, in fiat, foi' tlie same juice.

The improved Langstiotli-Sini|)licity, in Hal tiglit

frame, VA story, each, 9J cts. ; 5 for $4.00; ten fi nni
IVa-story, each, $1.00; 5 for $4..50; eight-frame. Z^\nt\
each, $1.30; 5 for $4.75; ten-frame, 3-story, each -1 >!

5 for $5.25. Dovetailed hive.s, the same price is tlie

eight-frame hives above.

SHIPPING-CRATES.
13-11). crate, 11 cts. each; 16-lb., 13 cts.; 24-lb., 14 cts.;

48-lb., 16 cts. each.
Comb foundation.—Heavy brood, 48c; thin, 58c;

extra thin, 68c.
Pound sections, snow-white, at $3.50 per 1000. No.

1, cream, $3.00. Bee-veils, cotton tulle, witli .silk tulle

face, 7.5 cts. each. Bingliam smokers at manufactur-
er's prices. Write for prices to 5tfdb

aESaOEY BEOS. & SON, OTTUMWA, lA. SOUTH SIDE.

|^"Inrespoiidintr i.i i:.i .: . n... m n.. uliun (tLKanings.

Positively by Return Mail.
After June 2iltli, we shall be prepared to sliij) our

beautilul Go.deii Cariiiolan and Golden Italian
queens by return mail.

PRICES OF ITALIAN QUEENS.
WARRANTED. TESTED. SELECT TESTED.

12

1 queen, $ 1.25

2 •• 2 25
6 " 6 50

12.00

1 queen, t 2.00
2 " 3.75

6 " 10.00
12 " 18.00

1 (lueen.S 3.00
2 '

5..50

6 '• 15 00

Golden Carniolan queens each $3.00.

If you rather .see these queens before paying for
them vou can. Safe arrival and satisfaction inom-
Ised in all cases. HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

Please mention this paper.

EVERYTHING
USEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB.

Pleasant Valley, N. Y.

^W A
T
A

•^ L
O
C

Bee - Keepers' ^ Supplies.
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
alogue seJit free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, 111. Address

IITOT. WIcCUNE & CO.,
31-20db Sterling;. Illinois.
I^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleaxinos.

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATION.

The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING is WIRING BROOD-FRAMES
-Dr. G. L. Tinker.

OUR WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHEAPER, and not HALF the trouble
to use that it is to WIRE FRAMES. Many may confound the two, but they are EWTIBELY
different. J. VA.N I>KitiSEN«i: S»NS, Sole Manufacturers, Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

ES*"!!! re.-,p<iinlinir to this advertisement mention fSr.ir.ANTNaa. 6 4d

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be tlie best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on trial of from (nu> to adoz-
eu, you do not find them so, or it they do not prove sat-

isfactory in every way, return tliem by mail \Mthin 9J

days after receipt, and we will refund your niont \

PRICES:—Each, by mail, pcstpaid, with lull diiec-

tiims, 20c; per dozen, .f.i.'^^. Send for ciix'iilar and te-^ti-

monials. Supi>ly dealers, send loim\ holesale pi ice^.

lOtfdb R. (£ E. C. RORTER, LEWISTOWN. ILL.

u3rii mil inir to this advertisement mention Gleanings

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hivfts, plain Lang, hivos. Altftniating hives,
Cliaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by otliens.

We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical
construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send forour New Catalogae. 51 illustrated pages,
free to all. 4tfdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, I owa.
It^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

The boom is on for extra-yellow bees.

Wanted. A plan to prevent swarming.

-I WISH you could all see my bed of roses.

Is A ^ TOP-BAR thick enough? I'm afraid.

In spite of myself, I like the Hoffman
frame. Much.
Hi'TCHixsoN sits up nights studying how to

make his advertisements look nice.

What sweeter music than the roar of the
bees at night after a hard day"s work?
OvT-APiARiEs require, you will find, some

little difference in plans from home apiaries.

The a. B. J. has gotten out a list of 111 bee-
keepers' associations in the U. S. Big job.

Hutchinson's new book. "Advanced Bee
Culture."" is a fine specimen of boiling down.
lt"s good.

The Rcrieic, backed by Prof. Cook, says the
Union ought to prosecute adulteration. The
manager says no.

The Detroit Journal has been mulcted $.500

for its litttle joke of giving a local habitation
to the "Wiley lie.'"

Editor Newman has done a nice thing by
getting up a cajjital index at the close of the
half-year of .4.. B.J.

"Let us be able,'" says Hutchinson, "to
control swai'ming. and what would be the re-
sult?"" Doirt tantalize us with such conun-
drums.

If any lady or gentleman knows just why
bees swarm, please don't be backward about
coming forward, and speaking right out in
meeting.

Do BEES swarm and stay swarmed without a
queen? It scarcely seems possible, yet I have
had two or three cases that I can hardly under-
stand any other way.
Several times I have found young queens

in queen-cells wrong end foremost. They can"t
turn around in the cell, can they? Do the bees
let them out. or do they die in the cell ?

That section-press of Hubbard's is fine.

But he ought to be prosecuted for making that
boy in the picture stand up to make sections. I

stand the pri'ss on the floor, and then sit

a-straddle.

Thick top-bars for me. if for no other rea-
son than to keep them stiaight. I used to say
that my «« top-bars didn't sag, but that was
because I didn"t look close, and didn't realize
how exacting the bees are about spacing.

A PROPHET in Tennessee sent me word that I
should have a failure of white clover this year.
I never knew the fields and the roadsides whiter
with clover bloom: and the only failure just
now that seems likely to occur is a failure to
have enough sections ready.

SQUARE CELLS. Cowau. in •"The Honey-
Bee,'" gives an illustration of a piece of conib
that D. A. Jones gave him, and the cells are
nearly square. If Mr. Cowan's reputation for
veracity were not so well established. I shouldn't
believe bees had ever made such cells.

J. P. Israel thinks the cause of the •"dwin-
dling" of all the defunct bee-journals is his
writing for tliem. I didn't know before that he
was so voluminous a writer. Try your hand on
the C. B. K.. friend Israel. It certainly doesn't
look very "dwindly " at present.

Emma is enthusiastic over the latest Clark
smoker. Whei'eas formerly hi-r aprons were
riddled full of holes from smoker sparks or
coals, throughout the whole season so far she
hasn't had the teenty-tointiest bit of a hole. I

like it because she doesn't spend half her time
cleaning it out.

Shade. The other day Emma was working
at some hives in the broiling sun. and I took a
little boy's spade having a handle of the incon-
sistent length of five or six feet, tied an umbrella
on the top of it, and then ran the spade into the
ground. Works easily, can be changed in a
minute, and is lots of comfort.

Manum's swarm-catchek has been lying
around for two years, and I didn't think it of
much importance, having never had use for it.

The other day two swarms came out that I

feared had young queens, and I found the
"catcher" a jewel. If I encouraged natural
swarming. I should never be without one or
more.
Have you tried raising queen-cells under

a full colony with a laying queen? Put one or
two frames with some eggs or just hatched
larva? into an empty hive: fill it up with dum-
mies: set it under your full colony, with a cloth
or a thin board between, of course not prevent-
ing the bees from going up. and see if you don't
get queen-cells of first quality.

Pollen in queen-cells I had considered as
positive proof of a colony being hopelessly
queenless. Several times, however. I have
thought I met exceptions; and June 30 I found
two queen-cells with pollen, in a hive having a
good laying queen. The hive liad been filled

with foundation eight days i)reviously. so the
cells were made on the new comb built on the
foundation, the colony not having been queen-
less this year.

Queens hatch in how many days after the
laying of the egg? Sixteen days is the orthodox
answer. Thirty years ago it was between 17
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and 18 {A. B. J., Vol. I., p. 199). Cowan says 15.

Will It come down to 10 in 30 years more? No,
the bees have not changed. For if the work is

done in a small nucleus to-day it may take 18

days: but if the egg is laid in a strong colony,
and left there, during the season when bees
naturally raise queens—in short, as queens are
actually raised by the bees undisturbed—15

days is right.

gENE^^D C^RREgP^NDENCE.

COMB FOUNDATION.

SOME STRONG ARGUMENTS FOR ITS USE IN THE
BROOD-CHAMBEX{.

Friend Root:—This spring Goold & Co. estab-
lished an apiary at the Homedale, and I think
any one who would have looked through that
apiary of some eighty odd colonies would have
been a thorough convert to the use of full
.sheets of comb foundation in the brood-cham-
ber. We were very busy for a time, and colo-
nies purchased from all parts of the country,
and all gi'ades. from light pure Italians to black
German bees, had their own way as to di'one
production, as far as the combs would allow
them, and they made good use of their liberties.

The time came when, for the sake of the young
queens soon to be mated, undesirable drones
had to be desti'oyed. and it was then we found
how many there were. We trapped thousands
and thousands of drones worse than useless to
as, and in the production of which not only
much valuable honey had been lost, but, if they
had not taken the room, workers would have
been reared, meaning another loss in the work-
ing force of the apiary. Italian colonies we al-
lowed to rear all the di-ones their combs would
allow, and some of these have so many drones I

do not believe they will either swarm or store
much in the surplus apartment. Why is this
loss? Just because it was desired to effect a
saving in comb foundation. But, was it a sav-
ing? Surely not. A little outlay in the begin-
ning would have avoided this drone comb; and
not for one batch of drones only, but for many.
I think no one can point out a system of secur-
ing with certainty all worker coinbs. The bees
will build worker comb until the first young
bees emerge from the cells after swarming;
then if they build at all they will build drone
comb. Of course, we must allow for variations
of a slight nature. But to tell a bee-keeper,
and especially one of experience." that it is not
expensive to use only starters, is, I think, a
grave error in judgment. I say nothing about
the many other arguments in favor of full

sheets of foundation. There is only one in-
stance in which I use starters; and that is,

where I put swarms on them to g(>t comb honey
for exhibition purposes. I then sacritice the
comb for a special pui'pose.

I like Gleanings just as it is. If there were
one wish I could have, it would be to have the
honey statistics of Canada as well as of the
U. S. R. F. HoLTERMANN.
Brantford, Out., Can., June 39.

[You have given some heavy arguments for
comb foundation. Chalon Fowles says he can
not afford to buy hives, but he can afford to
buy brood - frames and foundation. Founda-
tion he must have. In regard to statistics for
Canada, if you Canadians will give a list of bee-
keepers who will agree to report, and if it is

agreeable to tlie officers of the United States

Honey-Producers' Exchange, we will undertake
the expense, and publish reports for Canada
along with the others.]

FIXED DISTANCES IN ENGLAND.

THE W. B. CARR METAL ENDS.

In (.rLEANiNGS of Api'il 15 is an article headed
"Objections to Fixed Distances." With refer-
ence to this matter, I have before written, ad-
vocating the use of W. B. C. metal ends, which
allow of the frames being placed at any inter-
val from IX inches, center to center, to l-^g. See
diagram. As regards the question of moving
bees with these metal ends, nothing could be
more simple. Two strips of wood are laid (one
at either end) across the ends of tlie frames
over the metal ends; and where it is intended
to move frequently, it may have a button to
hold the strips; but when it is for only one re-
moval, a screw at each end will be all that is

needed. Then for the question of propolis: I

never have frames glued real fast with the
W. B. C. ends; but if I let the ends of the
frames rest in a rebate, or rabbet. I am sure to
have the frames so fixed as to be quite unable
to move them without a lever of some sort.

I have had no experience with a closed-end-
frame hive; but I should imagine that it is a
return to very pi'imitive times, since Huber
made a hive which was closed end all round,
which is now known as •' Iluber's book-hive."
The W. B.'C. ends are not found to be in the
way of the knife when uncapping; and, if ow-
ing to circumstances of which I have no knowl-
edge, they were found to be so, they are remov-
ed without much trouble, simply by sliding
them off from the end of the frame. I will in-

close a diagram of the W. B. C. end, in different
positions for wide and naiTow spacing.

In England the W. B. C. end has whipped
very neai'ly every thing else out of the market;
and from the description of the Hoffman frame,
I imagine that frames fitted with W. B. C. ends
would answer in the hands of a novice (juite as
well if not better than the Hoffman.

EXCLUDER ZINC.

A great deal has been said about excluder
zinc. I have lately seen a pattern of Dr. Tin-
ker's excluder zinc, and find that the main and
only difference between it and some that was
described in the July issue of the 1888 Bee-
keepers' Record, as made by Messrs. F. Braby,
the design of which was stated to have been
registered, is that the openings are a degree
longer and narrower, and that Dr. Tinker
makes his without any " burr." I like Tinker's
pattern very much for its better finish: but
when I have said that I have said all that I can
see to be novel in its construction or design. I

think Mr. West's cell-protector a very neat con-
trivance, and only wait opi)ortunity to try one.

THE WATER CURE.

When I came to your own work. " Wash ye,

make you clean," it reminded me that, as I had
a very severe cold, I might get clear of it, as I

had done on previous occasions, by going to

George's Pier-head (salt water) baths, Liver-
pool, and have a swim. I did so on Saturday,
and woke up Sunday quite free of it. My plan
is, to dive three or four times, swim the length
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twice, and come right out and get dried (well

rubbed), and then go and ha%'e something to

eat. This acts much the same as HilFs " nasal
douche.'" as. when under water, a quantity en-
ters the nostrils, driving back the air till the
head is again above water. I have never man-
aged yet to get clean* of a cold by a fresh-water
bath.
With regard to " what is the matter with our

Patent Office?" I may state that, in England,
owr Patent Office grants patents for the same
thing (and does not pretend to make any search)
to as many as like to apply: and it is only in

the case of an '' opposition " that the thing gets
settled right off as to who is the " true and tirst

inventor." It would seem as if your Patent
Office were going to get on to the same lines.

Hakoi.d'H. Lixdox.
Liverpool. England. June. 18til.

[Knowing the tendency of your bee-keepers
toward fixed distances. I have been watching
closely what has been said on the subject. The
W. B.'Carr ends have always struck me as be-
ing good. I judge they are stamped out: but I

notice the price is five shillings sixpence per
gross, which would make about SI. (53 in our
money—something over a cent apiece. This
would add two cents to tlie original expense of
the wood parts of the fi-ame and their use.

Still, that price would not be prohibitory. The
scheme for using wide or narrow spacing is

very unique: but I do not suppose that it would
pay a bee-keeper to change his hives over from
season to season. But as there are a few who
prefer l}^ spacing, or l^^. they can take the
wider spacing with these metal ends, instead of
II4. if they prefer. Yon say these metal pro-
jections do not interfere with uncapping. 1 be-
lieve you are right. In the main. I believe this

objection has existed moi'e in imagination than
in actual practice.] E. R.

—•—^
HANDLING HIVES INSTEAD OF FRAMES.

FlilKXD GKAVEXHOKST SHOWS THE ADVANTAGE
OF SO DOIXG.

Friend Root:—I was much delighted in read-
ing Gleanings for May 1, p. 38S. whei'e I found
a letter from Mr. A. F. Brown, and your foot-
note to it. Yes. you and Mr. B. have undoubt-
edly liit the point exactly : and never. I think.
was a word truer than yours :

" Sooner or later
bee-keeping has got to resolve itself into the
handling of hives more and frames less." Y^ou
say further: "It may be truthfully said, that
old bee-keepers do not spend the time they once
did over their bees : and we think it is eqijally
true. that, as our industry progresses, bee-keep-
ers a.s- a class to-day. or in the near future, will
not spend the time over their bees they did a
few years ago : in other words, they will get a
thousand poiuids of honey with less labor."'

Now. friend R., let me tell you why I rejoice
over your words. First, those words came from
one whose name is known to bee-keepers all

over the world : and because you fully know, I

believe, what you are speaking of as an author-
ity in bee -matters. Second, because I have
fought for that principle to which yon give ex-
pression in those words, nearly as long as I have
kept bees in movable-comb hives. Descended
from a family which was in the bee-business
for generations. I kept bees at first just as did
my forefathers in the old Liineburgian straw
skeps : and. I may say. with no less success-
than they. Our crop fi'om 60 to 80 colonies,
spring count, which were increased, by swarm-
ing and driving, to ISO or 240 colonies, was. in
the best seasons, from .3'.K)0 to t)000 lbs. of honey,
and from .50 to 80 lbs. of wax—a vield that is to

this day not uncommon among our old-fashion-
ed bee-keepers in North Germany, especially in
the province of Hannover : and", what is "the
main thing, they get it at less cost of labor and
time than bee-keepers do to-day with their
movable-comb hives.
At the time I became well acquainted with

Dzierzon"s writings and with himself. I got some
Dzierzon and Berlepsch hives, and kept bees in
them by way of trial. But I soon found out
something by this new method that did not sat-
isfy me in contrast with the old one. In the
course of several years I always got more honey
and wax in the old-fashioned way. with my old
Liineburgian straw skeps than with my accu-
rately constructed and skillfully handled Dzier-
zon and Berlepsch hives : and last, but not
least, with undoubtedly less cost, labor, and
time. What was the reason? Not taking into
the account that the bees did not do as well in
winter, nor thrive early in the spring in this
frame hive, experience soon convinced me that
the principal point was. that I could handle my
old skeps instead of individual fi'ames. and get
a thousand pounds of honey with less labor. Of
course, my experience would have prompted me
to abandon the movable-comb hive totally had
I been blind enough to misunderstand the great
advantages of the latter. What was to be done
under such circumstances, not to fall out of the
frying-pan into the fii'e ? All things considered,
I thought : How would it be if you combine the
great advantages of the Li'meburgian straw
skep with the superiority of the movable-comb
hive ? This idea was strengthened by Dzierzon
and Berlepsch. Both of them wrote at that
time in their works as well as in the Bienen-
zeitiiug (Bee Journal), that, if it were po.'i.sible

to furnish the Liineburgian straw skeps with
suitable frames, there would be no better hive
than such a one. in regard to wintering bees,
rapid increase in the population of colonies in
the spring, and. not least, easy manipulation ;

but the cylindrical shape and the arched top of
the old hive would not permit this. All right.
I thought : but. why not alter the shape and
enlarge the hive to a moderate movable-comb
hive? The result of my endeavor was the con-
struction of a hive of which yon will find some
pictures in Dadant's Revised Langstroth. It is

this : The old Li'meburgian skep with the
arched top. only larger, and not in the shape of
a cylinder : but by means of this it is furnished
with Ki movable fixed frames, nearly as large as
the Langstroth frames. Although Dzierzon.
Berlepsch. and other prominent bee-keepers in
Germany acknowledge the great value of this
hive, it is adopted, with few exceptions, only by
such bee-keepers as have kept bees in the old
straw skeps. and therefore they know by expe-
rience the great advantages iii handling bees
by turning the hive over and manipulating the
ivhole hive. On the other hand, this hive has
met more vehement opposition than all others.
But that is easy to understand. He who has
never handled bees in the Liineburgian straw
skeps. especially in the rational way. like the
bee-keepers of Noith Germany, can not have
the slightest idea of the advantage bees may be
handled with in such hives.

The greatest objection to this hive has been
the inversion, or turning over, before one can
manage the bees. But by doing it in the right
way it is not a bit more troublesome than to
take off a well-filled super from a Dadant hive.
If you have those skeps standing on the ground
(as is always the case in America), you do not
have to lift the whole hive — only to turn it to-

ward you. Let it first rest on the front edge,
then on the front side, and at last on the top.

Now. I don't intend to urge any of my broth-
er bee-keepers in America to accL-i)t this niova-
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bli' straw hive- no. not in the least. Their
honey-market and other cii'cnmstanees are dif-

ferent from tliose of Germany in more than one
respect: and, besides that. I am fnlly aware
that the hive used in America is tlie most suit-

able one for the wants of the Ainerican bee-
keepers. But as there is nothing perfect in

this world of ti'ouble, and progi'ess must take
place evei'y where, I am convinced that very de-

cided pi-ogi'ess will be put forward in that
line which has been pointed o-ut by you. fi'iend

Koot. and by Mr. Brown

—

hdndliiig hires marc,
instead of frames. How this is to be done in

the most suitable way. in your country, will, no
doubt, be shown by American bee-keepers with-
out any assistance fi'om other countries. James
Heddon has already taken a great step forward;
and other steps of importance, to further your
idea are, I think, the accession of the fixed Hoff-

man frames and the movable bottom-board.
After these preliminary words, let me explain

in what way you, friend Root, and Mr. Brown
have advanced a most valuable idea in the bee-
keeping world by advocating the handling of

hives instead of frames. You will allow me to

describe this by referring to my hive, as I lay
great stress thei-eon. Amei'ican bee-keepers do
not think ill of my iiive : but I wish to convince
them that it is not the production of the writ-

ing-table, but the fruit of careful experience,
and such a one as has helped me to raise a crop
of honey not surpassed by any other bee-keeper
in Germany, unless by one of my disciples.

The handling of the hive, and not touching
any of the frames, can be accomplished if the
colonies are in a normal condition, as a colony
will be if the bee-keeper did his duty at the
close of the previous season, and the wintering
was good. Of course, there will b(^ exceptions
to the rule ; but of such I shall speak by and by.

As for these colonies, the movable comb and
handling of frames is of the greatest benefit. I

handle hives : 1. After the first cleansing flight

in the spring. I do not have to remove any
warming materials, quilts, nor to open a door,

as is necessary with side-opening hives. I sim-
ply turn my hive over, in the way before men-
tioned. This gives a most complete view of the
interior of the hive, not limited by wide top-
bars and thick honey-combs, or one single comb,
as is the case with German hives. I see how
many spaces between the combs are fill(>d with
bees, and how strong the colony is. No one
will deny that an exact knowledge of this is of

great importance every time. If the bees come
up briskly from a compact cluster below, then I

take it for granted the colony is not queenles.';.

Should the bees not sit in a compact cluster, but
more scattered between and on the combs, then
the colony is most probably queenless. A few
puffs from the smoker will drive the bees do\\n.

I now let the bright daylight in. and see wheth-
er there is brood in the comb oi- not : and then
should I not see what I wish to. I push aside

two combs from those in the middle of the clus-

ter, and take them out of the hive to look after

the queen or eggs. In the sam(> way I lind out
how it is with the provisions, providing lifting

the hive and weighing it in my hands has not
told me what I wished to know. Finding all is

right, as a good normal colony always will be,

the whole task is done without handling'any
frames. In less than a minute the hive stands
again in its old position—no replacing of a quilt
or warming nuitei'ials, nor a window : no loss of
heat from the hrood-nest, no tearing up of the
nicely glued cover to cause a draft of air from
the entrance through the cluster of the bees to

the top of the hive. If not prevented by loss of

time, there is no disturbing the bees by handl-
ing frames. To let the bees alone till a time of

mild weather would not be judicious. The

sooner I know the wants of a colony, the sooner
I can help. I do not need more than three
hours on the day following a cleansing flight, to
know the minute conditions of hundreds and
more of my colonies; besideshaving sweptwith
a brush the dead bees and the cappings of the
honey-cells from the floor board, saving more
than four pounds of wax from a hundred colo-
nies in this way. All colonies that need my
further attention (and these are always a con-
siderable part) get one, two. or three sticks on
the front side, according as the brood-chamber
is to be contracted, queenlessness is suspected,
or stores are supplied. In these colonies, as ex-
ceptions to the rule, I do not avoid handling the
frames ; on the contrary, in such cases it is a
benefit to help them by means of the movable
combs.

I handle only the hives, to know whether a
colony is on the swarming-point.or fit to swarm
artificially. No one will deny that it is of great
importance to know this. I simply turn the
hive over, giving a few whift's of smoke ; and
now, as the true workingplace of the colony lies

open before me. I see whether queen-cells are
started, wiiether there are eggs in them or lar-
vte. or on the point of being cajjped ovei-, or
have reached maturity.

All my hives have a space of fi'om two to
three inches beneath the small bottom- bars of
the frames, as such a space secures a good win-
tering, and shows me whi'ther a colony is ripe
for aitificial swai'ming. or whether I have to
extract honey. As soon as I see. by simply
turning over, that the bee.s begin to start combs
beneath the bottom-bars, I know for certain
that the colony is ripe for artificial swarming,
or that I have to take out some capped honey-
frames, and insert other full combs to be again
filled with honey. You see. friend R., the chief
point in most cases is to learn the true condi-
tion of the colonies, without handling frames,
covers, quilts, doors, etc.

TO CONTROL COMB-BUILDING SWARMS.

Whether I have given only starters or full

foundation, I must always strive to secure per-
fect combs. Without such combs, the mova-
ble-comb hive is nonsense, and more objection-
able than an old skep or box hive. All my
thousands of conibs in frames are perfect— not
crooked in any way. nor do tliey show any
drone-cells whei'e I did not allow them to be
built. Therefore I have no more drones in my
hives than I wish. A drone-ti'ap is for me a
useless thing, and not to be seen in my apiary.

To avoid faulty combs, oiie must have the
easiest control of the comb-building swarms ;

and that is to be accomplished in the most com-
plete way by turning the hive over. Then one
has a view of the actual woi-khouse of the bees,

iferc is performed comb-building; and therein
to be seen the busy life of the colony ; here are
hanging the wax-secreting and comb-building
bees. A little smoke, and one sees the new
combs built on the starters, or the finishing of

the foundation. In most cases I remove the
beginnings of drone-combs, and also regulate
crooked combs by a so-called drone-knife—

a

hooked knife with a long handle. Of course, in

some cases the drone-knife will not do all that
is to be done to secure perfect combs ; but then,

one may handle one or two frames to do the
rest. If I have before me a noi'mal colony, or

such a one as haswoi'ked according to 7ny wish-
es, I need not handle a single frame. An inver-

sion of the hive, a few putt's of smoke, a peep at

the combs, an inversion of the hive to its nor-

mal position, and the work is done in less than
a minute.
Now. friend Root. I could point out to you far

more advantages in handling hives instead of
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frames : but it may be enough to show of what
great importance your and Mr. Browu's sug-
gestions are for the advancement of bee-keep-
ing. As I have said before, I am of the opinion
that American bee-l\eepers will themselves soon
lind out in what way this is to be carried out
with their unsuipassed Langsti'Oth hive; and I

should be vei'y ghui to learn from them how
they in future handle their hives instead of

frames. C. J. H. Graveniiokst.
Wilsnack. Germany.

[Friend G.. we are oliliged to you for your
very kind and very valuable communication.
It were no more than fair, however, to say,
especially as Eruest is at present absent, that
to him belongs tlie credit of the quotation you
make. Notw ithstaiiding, however, I empliati-
cally indoi'se what he says. The glimpse you
give us of the way in which you mauipulate
your hive is to me very int(>resting indeed, and
I can und(M'Stand now, as I never did before,

why it is that you prefer such an an-angement.
You have got accustomed to it, and the whole
process is, as it were, at your fingers' ends; and
then we must admit, as you explain it to us.

that there are some very important advantages
indeed in handling bees without uncovering
the brood-nest at all. In fact, I remember
many instances where positive damage has
been done by some awkwai'd manipulator in

tearing open the top of the brood-nest during
cool weather, and then leaving it only partially
closed up again after he went away. Nay.
further, I have seen colonies get the "spring
dwindling" and actually die outright (in my
opinion), simply by this kind of unseasonable
and unreasonable tinkering. If we don't use
the same kind of iiives, friend G.. it is comfort-
ing to know that we agree on general princi-
ples iir the production of honey.]

DOTS ON QUEENS.

SOME QXTESTIONS ANSAVERED.

A coriespondent says that he has a few Ital-
ian queens which have dots on them, like what
we (ised to see pictui'ed out some years ago,
while the most of his queens do not have these
dots. He wishes to know whether thes(? dots
are a sign of their purity: and if not what they
do denote. I do not know tiiat I am competent
to tell just what they denote: but of one thing
I feel quite certain, and that is, that they do
not denote purity. On the contrary. I should
sooner think that they denoted impurity, for I

never had a queen which showed these dots
that was a good bi'eeder as to the color of her
queen progeny. If a mixed race is desired,
then such queens aie as good as any; but if it is

desirable that a queen should duplicate herself
in her queen progeny, oi' come anywhere near
it. then such queens would have to be discard-
ed. That we may have hybrids of the best
class, it is necessary that the breeding queen
should be of good Italian blood, else we can not
have good hybrids. Some seem to think that
good hybrids can be obtained by bi'eeding from
hybrid mothers; but so far as my expei'iencc;
goes along this line, the best hybrids come from
the iirst cross between the Italians and tiie
blacks, or vice versa; hence we wish a good
queen, as nearly pure as possible, for our breed-
ing mother. Where queens have many of these
black dots on them, they are likely' to breed
queens with black stripes, which, with the
Italian bee. so far as my experience goes, al-
ways denotes quite a large amount of black
blood. Again, the purity of a queen can not be
told by her looks. Her progeny is what tells.

Of course, if the queen is of equal value other-
wise, a good-looking queen is to be preferred.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.

Another correspondent wishes to know liow I

introduce virgin queens which come to me
through the mails. Well, I do not aliiutys do
it; yet when I have suitable notice of time of
shipment, so that I can prepai'e for them, I am
nearly always successful. Young virgin queens,
just hatched, can be introduced much more
surely than those which ai'e from two to six
days old. as are those which come from abroad.
I hiad an order not long ago for a dozen virgin
queens; and after sending half of them. I was
requested not to send more, as all had been
lost so far; and this was from one of our most
noted queen-breeders. Not long ago I saw. in

the CdiKididii Bee Journal, something from
friend Jones, on this subject, in which he said
that all should know how to introduce virgin
queens, or something to that effect; but after
reading carefully all that was said on the sub-
ject. I failed to tind how to do it explained.
There are two ways to do this with oldish vir'-

gin queens, and only two ways, that I know of.

The Iirst (and. as I consider it, the best plan) is,

to make a colony queenless for from four to
nine days before the introduction is tried, then
drop the virgin queen in honey, looking out
that she does not fly away in getting her into
the honey, after which she is to be rolled in the
same, aiid, with a teaspoon, dipped up and
turned down between two frames from the top
of the hive. If the colony or nucleus has been
queenless long enough to have sealed queen-
cells, not one in ten will be killed, providing
said colony does not desire to swarm, no matter
whether the queen-cells in the hive are destroyed
by the apiarist or not. In fact, as a rule I prefer
not to destroy these cells, for the bees seem to

rather let the virgin queen do it. If they have a
desire to swarm, the virgin queen will generally
be killed in spite of all precautions.
The other plan is, to take all the combs out

of the hive where you wish to put the virgin,

placing the queen in a cage having Good candy
in one end of it, to an amount sufficient to take
from 13 to 20 hours for the bees to eat through
to her. By this time they know that this queen
is their only hope, so will accept her. but the
combs and brood must be kept out of the hive
till she becomes fertile; for if put back sooner,
the bees will oft<ni kill her and raise anothei'
from th(>ir brood; and they will often kill her if

only combs having no brood are placed in the
hive within 48 hours after the bees have lib(>r-

ated her. I consider the introduction of virgin
queens as impractical, only as w(^ wish to do it

as a means of changing" blood." If Bro. Jones
makes it practical, will he please tell us (?i de-
tail just how he does it?

USING OLD COMB FOUNDATION.

" A year ago I put some foundation in both
brood-tVames and section boxes. Will it an- ,

swer to use the same this year ?" is a (pu'Stion

asked by anothei' correspondent. VV(!ll, now. I

Should like to say to every one who has a simi-
lar question to ask on any subject, you can tell

just as well as any one; and all you have to do
is to try and see. I have hundreds of questions
asked me which I answer by saying. " Try it.

and that will tell you." Any thing which you
can try and prove for yourself, just as well as
not. with little or no cost, don't run off to some
one else with; for after you have tried it you
will have a knowledge regarding it which will

be of more value than a dozen answers to the
same question. In trying these things always
do it on a small scale; then if it is a failure, lit-

tle harm will result; and if a success, you have
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plenty of time to try again more largely. Then
if it pleases you, use the whole apiary in the
same way if you desire, with no fear of a heavy
loss. G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., July, 1891.

[I am inclined to think the dots on the queens
are mostly accidental, although I agree with
you that they are much more likely to appear
on a queen that has black blood. We have sev-
eral tin.'es given our opinion that it did not pay
to buy or sell unfertile queens. If one could be
sure of getting them, the day they were hatch-
ed, either in the hive or some kind of nursery,
they might pi'ove valuable: but when it comes
to trying to introduce those that are several
days old. our experience is exactly with you.
This matter of answering our own questions

has much truth in it; yet as long as these ques-
tions, when asked through a joui'nal, tend to

start discussion and bring out a variety of ex-
perience. I think to a certain extent they should
be encouraged.
We. as a rule, see but little difference in foun-

dation that is j)ut into frames or sections a year
before. Sometimes it seems as if there were a
difference; at other times not, so that circum-
stances have Drobablv much to do with it.]

success in evei-y way. The Porters certainly
deserve the thanks and hearty patronage of
bee-keepers for giving us a perfect bee-escape.
But there is a great deal of credit that should
go to J. S. Reese for popularizing the idea, al-

though there were one or two who pi-eceded
him in the use of cones for getting bees out of
the supers of comb honey. Those to whom I

refer are A. E. Manum and H. R. Boardman.
There is still another man who deserves much
credit for helping to popularize the escape, and
that is our friend of I\Iilau. 111.. Mr. C. H. Dib-
bern. Now that we have a pei'fect bee-escape,
whether there is a patent or not we hope no one
will attempt to make them except the Porters.
It requires considerable mechanical skill to
make them perfect; and the Porters so far have
given us something that is very neat, and
which accomi)lishes its obiect admirably.]

E. R. •

BEE-ESCAPES—THE PORTER, PERFECTION.

.JOHN S. REESE, THE ORIGINATOR OF THE ES-
CAPE, DECIDES IN FAVOR OF THE PORTER.

The writer, who claims to know something
about the working of escapes, has now in actu-
al use a number of Portei-'s spring escapes, and
takes pleasure in stating that they are working
perfectly under all circmnstancos; and the
rousing big colonies clean thems(>lves out of the
supers just as quickly and perfectly as any of
the smaller colonies. A Reese horizontal es-

cape (which is very nearly perfect), woi'ked
side by side with the Porter, was badly left, as
it were; and the Porter will be used in the
Highland Apiary exclusively, in the future.
These escapes have been left in place on top of
strong colonies for several weeks at a time, and
the bees seem to make no effoi't to i)lug up tlie

springs with propolis—a very nice little vent-
hole for these warm days. It seems absolutely
impossible for the bees to return to the supers
through the springs, so what better should we
want? and it makes very little difference now
who invented the bee-escape, since we have a
cheap and perfect one. The most of us know
who first published the principle, even if friend
W. Z. H. and his big brother did laugh; the
July Review will change its tune.
Why is it the proprietors of bee-journals don't

make a thorough test or trial of the new inven-
tions as soon as they know about them, and give
their readers the benefit? It seems as if it

might pay them to send an expert to the birth-
place of any thing that promises good results,
"Avhere they could see for themselves.

Winchester, Ky.. June 29. J. S. Reese.

[Friend R..your unselfish impartiality in decid-
ing that the Porter bee-escape is away ahead
of your own is commendable, not to say praise-
worthy. Would that there were moi'e of this
candor among inventors. In I'egard to the bee-
journals testing these new things, and giving a
report of them, if you will refei- to our volume
of last year you will see that we tested the Por-
ter bee-escape in our own apiary, and gave a
report to the effect that it was th<' best bee-
escape, and the only one that would rid the su-
pers of every bee; and now the repoi ts are com-
ing in, thick and fast, that the Porter is a grand

THE PORTER BEE-ESCAPE IN CALIFORNIA.

J. F. M'INTYRE gives his experience WITH IT.

The following is a communication sent to the

Messrs. Porter, and has been by them forwarded

to us, at the request of Mr. Mclntyre. We are

glad to publish it entire.

Messrs. R. & E. C. Porter:—I have tried your
V)ee-escapes under various conditions, to see
what they would do, and will now submit my
report. In the first place, it is far superior to

any other bee-escape which I have tried, and I

have tried several. Being positive in its action,
it will finally clear the bees out of any super,
no matter ho\\' large. I find that the length of

time taken to clear a super of bees depends on
the kind and number of Ijees. and the size ©f the
super. AT super full of comb honey will be
cleared of bees in about five houi's. Extracting
supers with small frames like Heddon's or Dr.
Tinker's ai'e cleared neai'ly as quickly, say in

six hours. With a full-depth ten-frame Lang-
stroth super it takes much longer—from 12 to 24

hours, owing to the number of bees in the
super. The bees seem to be more contented to

stay in a large super, or else they get dis-

couraged trying to find the way out, and give it

up. Our nights are always cool here, no matter
how hot it is in the day time; and if the escapes
have to be left on over night, the honey gets
cold, and does not extract so well. I shall use
your escape to take oft' what comb honey I pi'o-

duce, and brush the bees from my extracting
combs as before, while I use Langstroth supers.

Fillmore, Cal., June 23. J. F. McIntyre.

OVERSTOCKING.

TOO SMALL RATHER THAX
LARGE FOR A LOCALITY.

Mr. Root:—There has already been a great
deal written on this subject; but, of course,

from the uature of the case little in the way of

conclusion can be arrived at. Even recorded
experiments are often misleading, because there

are so many things that modify results. How-
ever, as I am very fond of reading the thoughts
and experience of others on this subject, I will

offer some of my own. hoping it may prove in-

teresting to some, and awaken more'thought on
the subject.
My location, until the fall of 1888, was at

Ainswortli. la.; and in the season of 1877 I

thought I did exceedingly well when IgotlKJDlbs.

extracted honey from 12 colonies, spring count,

and increased "to 2.5 colonies. In the spring of
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1882 I had (50 colonii^s. I increased to about 100.

and got fJOOO lbs. extracted and 1000 lbs. comb
honev. In the spring of ISSiJ I had 150 colonies;

increased to 184. and got 19,.500 lbs. extracted
hone}'.
From the foregoing it will be seen that I got

the largest pro riitu yield when I had the larg-

est number of bees. Of course, the larger
amount of bees did not augment the pro rata

yield, but. rather, it was my better facilities

and management. Hut I always noticed that,

when bees did well anywhere in that region,
mine did as well or better, and I was utterly

unable to see that my pro rata yield was at all

affected by the numt)er of bees I kept.
Since I removed to this place, bees have done

very poorly until this season. Last season near-
ly all in the country died of starvation, but it

was no worse in large apiaries (of which there
are very few) than in small ones. This season
honey is quite plentiful, and all are doing well.

Of course, it is possible to overstock a given
location; but when the area of honey-produc-
ing flowers is large, the apiaries may as well be
large; for poor seasons do not so greatly lessen

the area of pasturage, or the number of flowers,

as the amount of honey secreted in each little

floweret. I think that bee-keepers oftener un-
derrate the capacity of their locality than oth-
erwise. Suppose a scjuare mile of white clover
would yield one drop per day to each square
foot of land. That would amount to about 1600

lbs., or 11.300 lbs per week. Of course, this esti-

mate may be far from correct: but has any one
ever overstocked a good white-clover locality

In an average season, and how many did it lake
to do it? From what I have seen and known
of the yield from white clover in that part of
Iowa where I lived. I should feel safe in keep-
ing at least 300 colonies in one yard, and I

should not be surprised ir the number could be
still further increased. The question is still oc-
casionally asked

—

"ARE DKOXES FKOM A MISMATED QUEEX
PrRE?"

I should say no—not any more so than the
workers. Fifteen years ago I had about twenty-
five colonies of blacks and one Italian. I raised
lots of drones from the Italian, and suppressed
those of the blacks, and requeened them all

with young Italians. About two-thirds of the
queens were purely mated; but as I was in-

formed that the mismated ones would produce
pure drones I let them raise them the following
season, when I was astonished to find that vei'y

few of my queens raised that year were, purely
mated. After that I suppressed hybrid drones,
and then could get about 90 per cent of the
queens purely mated. Some say that

DRONES FROM A MISMATED QUEEX LOOK AS
PUKE AS AXY.

They don't to me. I can see that peculiar
dusky luster of the black drone on some of the
drones of a mismated queen, quite as often as I

can see a black worker among her workers.
But it still remains true, that drones from vir-
gin queens are potent.
One season I had a number of hybrid colonies;

which I undertook to Italianize late in the sea-
son. I raised a lot of Italian drones late— after
other drones were all dead^and then placed
Italian queen-cells in each of the hybrid colo-
nies; bat before the queens got mated the
weather turned cold and remained so all win-
ter; and in the spring all of those queens were
drone-layi'rs. As soon as I discovered that, I

killed them; and when the bees started queen-
cells I grafted them with larv« from an Italian
colony, and thus raised about 13 queens very
early—before my bees had any other drones
than tliose from the virgin niothers. These

queens all showed pure mating, and it must
have been with these drones, foi- there were no
other Italian bees but mine in that vicinity. I
thought I could notice that the queens laid a
little irregularly at first, but could see nothing
else remarkable about them.

BEE-ESCAPES.
I am pleasc^d to see those improvements in

bee-escapes coming forward. There ai'e many
good hives already in use. Now, if we had a
perfect non-swarming race of bees should we
not have things pretty much our own way?
and would not those "hundreds of thousands of
tons " of honey that Mr. Clute used to talk
about be in sight pretty soon ?

By th(^ way. why don't some of our enter-
prising queen-breeders get up a strain of bees
that will never swarm, but just stay at home,
and work and behave themselves generally as
bees should? 1 believe it can be done, and "will

be. even if I have to do it myself. lam sur-
prised that the readers of Gleanings do not
all know
HOW TO STICK LABELS TO TIX WITH HOXEY.

Some years ago I read in Gleax^ixgs that a
little Orleans molasses added to common paste
would make them stick; and as I had none of
that I put in a little honey, about a teaspoon-
ful to the pint of paste, and found that it an-
swered the purpose perfectly, and I have used
it a great deal. T. W. Livixgstox.
Dalton, Ga., June 18.

[There may be some localities that would
easily support 20<J colonies, but they are few.
We are pretty well satisfied that our home yard
has been for years overstocked. Why ? Be-
cause smaller bee-keepers starting up around
us soon decided that their bees didn't make
enough surplus to pay them to keep th(»m. and
now every one here has given up the keeping of
bees so neai- us. We have from 1.50 to 3.50 col-

onies, from fair to strong, in our locality, on the
average. We do not run for honey, but for
bees, and so overstocking is not as serious with
us as it might be.—Yes, it is possible to do
something at a non-swarming race of bees, if

bee-keepers only concentrate their attention on
the matter longenough. If the same thought
and painstaking skill were put upon a non-
swarming race of bees that there is put upon
five-banded bees, we should have something
practical instead of something that pleases
the eye: but it's easier to breed for color
than for a non-swarming propensity. It takes
a whole season to tell whether the bees of

a queen are non-swarming, or but little inclin-

ed to swarm; but it needs only about a mouth
to determine the number of yellow bands on
the bees of a certain queen.] E. R.

OTJK CHINA LETTEE.

FRIEXD WALKER GIVES US SEVERAL GOLDEX'
RULES.

Friend Root:—Last week I saw a carp that
measured 37 inches in length, and was said to
weigh about 18 lbs. It was a wild one, which
had just been caught in the river. Last winter
I spent a Sabbath at a mountain village where
they had a score or so of pet cai'p in a small
pond just below a spring that supplied the vil-

lage with water. The carp were a foot oi- more
in length, and a few of them were of a bright
yellow, like goldiish.
Last week I also saw a dead leopard that

measured 47 inches in length, exclusive of its

tail, which was 31 inches long. It was a mag-
nificent sight. It was some distance south of
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here that I saw it. Now. my chair-bearers are
Quite anxious that I should not travel after it

begins to get dark. One of them said to me.
' That's wliat we are afraid of at night. He
won't liurt any one by day: but at night he will

crouch by the road and pounce on the passer-by."
And now permit me to say a few things to

the boys— yes. and the girls too, who read
Gleanings. When I was a bay I never could
keep a knife. Once when I had earned money
and got a new knife I spoke about this to a man
who had a knife which he had kept for years.
He replied, "Never lay your knife down, and
you will never lose it." I followed his advice,
and kept that knife a whole year. Then one
day I forgot it, and it disappeared, never to
be seen again. It often seems a bother to stop
to shut up a knife and put it in the pocket,
when I expect to use it agaiii in a minute: but
it is really a great convenience, foi' I never have
to waste one second in looking for my knife.
This man gave me another good rule: '"Never
whittle toward you. and you will never cut
yourself." This rule is not so easy of applica-
tion as the other, but it does make a difference.
Another trial to me has been in making mis-

takes in writing: and the worst of it was. that,
the more I felt vexed about it. the more likely
was I to blunder. I read last year about a man
who, from being very forgetful, gi'ew to be fa-
mous for never foi-getting; and he acquired the
habit of renK'mbering in this way: When he
found that he had forgotten any tiling, he went
right off and attended to it, no matter how in-
convenient it might be. This put me on the
track of a rule by which I might overcome this
infirmity of blundering. Now when I write I

have a bit of i)aper handy: and if I make a mis-
take I stop at once and write the word or
phrase over and over several times. It is mak-
ing a decided difference.

I have begun to wear specs: and for a while
I was much bothered by a habit of laying down
my spectacle-case, and then having to hunt for
it when I took off' my glasses. I adopted the
plan of going through the process of taking off
and putting on the glasses, and putting the case
in my vest-pocket several times, whenever I

found that I had forgotten and laid the case
down. Now when I want either case or glasses,
tliey are right there in my vest-pocket.
One thing more: I find when I have mislaid a

thing, and have to hunt for it, it always helps
to pray about it. Two weeks ago I wanted to
lock up the house and go away: but, lol my
keys were missing. I flurried around a minute,
then stopped and said. "Lord, you know what
I have done with those keys; please guide me
to them." In an instant I recollected that there
was a little matter that I had forgotten to at-
tend to in a room which I usually keep locked.
I went to attend to it. and there weie my keys
in the door. When we humble ourselves to ac-
knowledge that we need God"s help in every
thing, we receive that help in every thing.
tJod has i)ut into this universe such an order
that there is a right way of doing every thing.
It is marvelous how little we can do by men-
sti'ength or by force of will if we do not work in
the right way. But more marvelous still are the
wouflers i^erformed by those who patiently seek
out the right way. "If ye be willing and obe-
dient, ye shall eat the good of the land."
Shaowu, China, April 39. J. E. Walker.

[Friend V>.. I want to thank you for the sim-
ple sugge.stion in your last paragraph. Pei-haps
some may smile to think of ])iaying over a
matter of so little moment, but in many of the
varied trials that I constantly meet in giving
orders to so many people every day in my life,

I have nevei- found any help likethe one you

mention. When overl)uidened with cares and
responsibilities, if I have the [presence of mind
to stop and meditate, and breathe my simple
prayer, " Lord, help," a break in the clouds
comes sooner or later, and I get a glimpse of
his loving care. Yes, it has bef'u for years that
I have prayed for guidance in hunting for tools,

or any thing else tliat was making trouble. Oh,
if the boys and girls, and the readers of Glean-
ings in general, old and young, could only learn
this lesson of faith in ])rayerl And another
thing that comes in with it. is this: We must
be living good, honest, straight, pure lives, or
we have no right to expect our prayers will be
answered. "If I regard iniquity in my heart,
he will not hear me." So you see such a habit
of prayer is a great safeguard against giving
way to evil.] A. I. R.

RAMBLE NO. 42,

IN WASHIN(iTUN. I). C.

It is said that evei'y true Mohammedan is

bound to visit the tomb of his prophet at Mec-
ca at least once in his lifetime. So I believe
that every true American should visit the na-
tional Capitol at Washington. To view the
city from which so much of our national history
has emanated, and walk the slree-ts that, in all

the past, have in their time reechoed to the
footsteps of our gi'eat men causes the blood to

flow with more patriotic fire, and gives the cit-

izen a resolve to do his little toward making a
government for the people instead of for the fa-
vored few.
The Rambler, being greatly favored by the

force of circumstances, was not a little surpris-
ed to find himself in the national Capitol on
April 7th last. I left the cold and cheerless at-
mosphere of my northeiii home, where now and
then a good amount of snow could be seen, and
the accompanying shiver could be felt, and
found here the green grass, the budding trees,

and the fragrant magnolia coming into bloom.
The change was invigorating: and all the eye
saw and soul felt could not be properly put
upon paper.
Washington is of interest to the bee-keeper,

for here have centered the hopes of thousands
of bee-k'eepers: and as their papers for a patent
were issued from the Patent Office, it has been
received with reverence as the stepping-stone to
fortune. How few have realized that fortune
is well known to the fraternity 1 Still, we are
not one of those who would destroy our patent
system, but believe that, under its fostering in-

fluence, the inventive faculty has been stimulat-
ed as under no other system. Our belief was
greatly stimulated by the testimonials of hun-
dreds of inventors who. at the time of our visit,

were celebrating the centennial of the Patent
Office. Their words were full of meaning
when directed to the past 1()0 years, and still

more pi'egnant with prophecy when directed to
the future. The celebration will greatly
strengthen the patent system. i\Ir. Callamer is

at the head of the bee-hive dejiartment. and is

thoroughly posted upon all matters pertaining
to bee culture. I think he made the remark,
that no patent that had been granted upon bee-
hives had been successfully overthrown. ]\Ir.

Callamer has been in the Patent Office for 3.5

years, and patents on hives and fixtures have
iseen quite numerous; but at present there is

a decline in quantity.
There are a few bee-keepers in the city of

Washington and subiu-bs. The most enthusi-
astic of these is Mr. F. Danzeubaker. Mr. D.
will be remembered by the readers of Glean-
ings as the inventor of the Dual hive, and the
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tirst to use ihe Dovetailed eonicr. He has giv-
en his hive and system much thouglit. and
thinl^s he has it about to the point of perfection.
Certainly it woi'kswejl in his climate, and there
are many points in th<» hive that accord witli
tile Rambler's e.\perieiic(\ and othei' points that
must be tested. The makinaj of the hive of thin
lumber, both inside and outside cases, and us-
ing a paper packing, are imi)rovements in the
right direction. The use of thick top-bars to
the brood-frames, a j^^^-inch bee-si)ace. and a
heat-retaining cover at all times, gives the best
results we ever saw in relation to the building
of brace-combs and daubing of propolis. A
4i.j'.\4i.2.\*'4 section is used upon this hive, and
Mr. D. claims that such a section sells Ijetter

than any other in his market. His apiary prop-
er is in Virginia, on the Blue Ridge. 60 miles

those beautiful Washington parks. The real-
estate business now largely occupies his atten-
tion: and from the amount of property the sale
of which lie was negotiating while I was in
Washington, and the profits arising therefrom,
the Raiubler was inclined to think that, while
the bee-interests had a strong hold upon him,
tliere are but few men who would hang on to a
business that is profitless when compared to the

D.A.XZENBAKf;R S lU'AL-IIIVP: APIAHY,

from Washington, and in one of the best honey-
producing regions of the country, ]\[r. D."s sys-
tem of taking comb honey is a little different
from late methods. His clamps look like the
old-style 13-lb. box. but this box of very thin
veneer contains the sections. Three clamps
are placed upon a hive: and as the center one is

filled first, it is removed to the outside when
nearly full, and an outside one placed in the
center, and so the relation continues through
the season. The hives and frames are made to
titto the hundretli part of an inch, and every lit-

tle detail has been carefully worked out by the
inventor. The hive is not so well adapted to
the production of extracted honey as for comb.
Mr. D. is one of those nn-n who believe that our
honey crop can be and should be wholly pro-
duced in the shape of beautiful comb. The

WMuV^{i''ilMl-

AX IXSPIRATION,

more profitable line of work. But the secret
probably lies in the fact that Mr. D. entertains
Senator Peffer and Pres. Polk, of the Farmers'
Alliance, and is in cordial sympathy with their
views, and is in some fear of too soon becoming
a " bloated bondholder." Mr. D. believes that
the farmers should rule this country, instead of
the aforesaid bondholder, to which the Ram-
bler is ready to say amen.

A SHAIvE WITH THE PRESIDENT.

hive can. however, be modified to suit the de-
mands of tlie honey-extr-actor, Mr. D.'s city
apiary was of small dimensions, and is located
in the basement of his house. He lives in a
"beautiful residence on K St., fronting one of

A stroll through the markets of Washington
I'evealed tlie fact that it was quite bare of hon-
ey. Mr, Hoops, a bee-l^eeper. had a market
stand, and sold much honey. Samples of alfal-

fa honey were shown: but the quality was
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somewhat inferior, and had a taste of New Or-
leans molasses. Mr. Fish, also, had a stand,
and had sold 3000 lbs. of honey. A peculiarity
of this market over any other is the custom of
cutting out the comb from the section, and
placing it in a paper box. If the section was
fitted to the edges it was seldom cut out; but if

partly tilled, or there were a few empty cells,

the customers stood by and saw it cut out and
weighed. Mr. Fish also sold pickles and sour-
kraut, so we see the extremes meet—the sweet
and the sour. Fashionable turnouts were
around the market all the morning hours. It

is the custom here for the fashionable and
wealthy people to do their own marketing, and
it is no uncommon thing to see the wives of
cabinet officers in the market, selecting their
produce for the day.

I might take much of your time in describing
the many interesting things I saw in Washing-
ton, but I will forego the temptation at present,
with the exception of one incident—the climb-
ing of Washington Monument, .500 feet. This
was an arduous journey. At the height of about
300 feet weariness overtook the Rambler, and
he was about to give up when Mr. D. pointed to

a bee-hive carved in stone. That gave us a
new inspiration, and the journey was tinished
with vigor. The stone bee -hive is the coat of
arms of " Deseret," and I hope it will inspire
many other bee-keepers who travel this road.
The meeting with President Harrison was

very cordial on my part. I expected he would
say something about the McKinley bill keeping
out queen-bees, but he said not a word—didn't
even ask about our postmaster. There was
nothing cordial about his shake—just a grab.
and a hint to get along so as to give him a
chance at the next fellow. My umbrella inter-
fered a little with the proceedings, and the big
prize-tighter at the right of us began to work
his muscles, and I bade Pres. Harrison an af-
fectionate good-by. These shakes for a second
presidential term do not please the Rambler.

NUBBINS.

FROM PI50F. COOK.

Please ask Dr. Miller to wait a little before
he comes to take lessons on the rearing of
queens in the Doolittle cups. Our last gives
eighteen good capped cells and eight destroyed.
In some cases all, or nearly all, were destroyed.
Our students are now trying the Doolittle
method. They have some succe.ss.

The Chapman honey-plant is a fraud. Our
plants, self-sown two years ago, are weak and
of little account. We "have two hne fields of
rape and three of sweet clover. Our Rocky
Mountain bee-plant has failed again. This
plant will never pay to plant, except to throw
about in waste places. This should be done in
August or Septembei-. to secure the best results.

I am not a chemist, but have no doubt that
beeswax can be distinguished from either cer-
esin or parafline. Not only is the composition
somewhat different, but the texture and
strength are not the same. W^e shall soon have
these matters (pin-ity of honey and wax) work-
ed out by our Experiment Station. We are
only getting a good ready. I wish some Wis-
consin bee-keeper or some other would furnish
me some basswood honey, say two pounds,
where the honey was gathered veiy rapidly

—

say 15 or 10 pounds per colony in a day. I have
special use for it.

Our reversible frames are not working well.
The bees are filling in on the sides below with
honey. They never did this before. ' One
swallow does not make a summer."'

The honey-dew is coming from several trees.
Lice are very common, and the secretion eqtial-
ly so. Bee-keepers must look out.

I should expect no harm from eating poison-
ous animals like centipedes. Even the venom
of the rattlesnake or copperhead is harmless if

taken into the stomach, though deadly if in-
jected directly into the blood.
We. too, are among the fortunate ones, for

Rambler is spending the '" Foui-th '' with us.
As he comes from so many bee-keepers it is like
a visit from the whole fraternity. A. J. Cook.

Ag'l College, Mich., July 4.

[There, friend Cook, I am very glad indeed tO'

have you come right out and pronounce the
Chapman honey-plant a fraud, so far as rais-
ing it for honey is concerned. You know I

stood almost alone in objecting when it was
first lauded so highly; and I don't know but I

incurred the displeasure of many of my best
'friends in so doing. The same is true with the
Rocky Mountain bee-plant; and just think
how certain catalogues have boomed iti—Tell
me when your rape and sweet clover are yield-
ing honey at their best and I will come and see
them.—Your caution in regard to honey-dew is

well timed, and there is great need of looking
out.—I am glad to hear you say that centipedes
are not poisonous when eaten by accident; but
I infer that you have had no such case come
under your observation.]

KUEBLER'S SECTION-FORMER.

ANOTHER WAY OF DOING IT.

To-day I send you a model of a section -press-

worked by the foot. I made one the same as
the model a few weeks ago. I have put up a
lot of sections with it since. It worked admir-
ably. If you find the press has any advantage
over other presses, will you please describe it in

Gleanings for the benefit of our brother bee-
keepers, as the press is easy to make? I have
kept bees over 1.5 years, and "have taken Glean-
ings for a number of years. I know how much

kuebler's section-press.

trouble it is to put up a lot of sections with the
hammer. The press can be bolted to a bench
or table. Conrap Ki'ebler.
Calamus, la.. June 12.

[We had our engravers make a pictun^ of
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your modol. The engraving is so complete that
a description is almost unnecessary. It has. no
doubt, advantages over some others that have
been illusti-ated. These section-formers are of
the greatest assistance, and are vastly better
and more rapid than the mallet or hanimei.]

E. K.

HONEY-DEW, AGAIN.

luo AXl) BEETLES.

Mr. S. E. Miller. Bluffton. Mo., sends me
leaves of walnut, hickory, and oak which are
thickly covered with plant-lice. He says these
latter secrete so much hon(>y-dew that the bees
till their hives in a w(>ek oi' ten days. He wishes
to know whether they will continue to secrete
the nectar, as he would like to make up in

quantity what this lacks in quality. ]Mi-. sill-

ier sends one louse with wings, and asks if this
is the mature louse. The plant-lice are very
thick this year. I find oni- bees are working oil

the same trees (hickory, walnut, and orik) that
Mr. Miller's bees are finding dripping with nec-
tar. From my correspondence I think thi'^ yeai".

1891, will be known as the "honey-dew" year.
The honey here, as yet. does not seem to lack
in quality. We have never had on our table
honey that pleased us more than some we have
just received from our ajnary. True, it is

mainly white clover, but not all. There is a
flavor about it that is suuerb. Of couise. I can
not say that tuat comes fi"om this aphis secre-
tion, but I think it must, as I can conceive of
no other source.
The winged lice are no more mature than the

wingless, or apterous, ones. There an^ sevei-al

generations of plant-lice in a season, and they
increase so rapidly, and are so ruinously de-
structive to the plants on which they live, and
from which they suck, that, were thc^y not able
to migrat(\ they would soon destroy all vegeta-
tion on which they feed, and then die them-
selves. But their str'ange natural economy
prevents this total destruction of plant-lice and
their own suicide. Aft<>r a few generations
there comes a winged gent^-ation which flies to
pastures new, and thus their lives are preserved.
Sometimes they go to an entirely new plant, as
the plum-louse goes to the hop. and the grape-
root louse to the leaves.

Mr. M. asks how long the lice will I'emaln.
This, no one can tell: for no one can tell of their
enemies. Sometimes parasites \\'ill destroy the
lice in a few days. Just now a little braconid
fly, Aphklius (intnaridphis, is destroying the
myriads of wheat-lice, so that the latter, despite
their rapid increase, will soon be almost exter-
minated.

i\.s I have said before, bee-keepers should be
very watchful of their honey, and see that no
serious harm comes from it. If good and whole-
some, it is all right; if strong and rank, it

should be kept fi'om the sections or any good
honey that may be in the hive.

THE BEE-STAKBER.

Mr. Wm. C. Peterson, Canaveral, Fla.. sends
me a fine large bug of which he wishes to learn
more through Gi,eanixgs. Of it he writes: "I
caught it with a honey-bee on its long probos-
cis. The bee was dead, and Mr. Bug was walk-
ing off with it as demurely as you please. I

have seen one other with a bee which was cap-
tured while I was looking at it. The bug stabs
the bee. which causes almost instant death.''
This is in substance what Mr. P. writes about

this bee-killing bug. He speaks of it as a bee-
tle, which is a mistake, .\11 beetles have thick
wing-covers, called '"elytra."' which sheath the

under wings. In bugs, only half of these upper
wings are thickened: heiice the name of the
bug order, Hemlpterd. Again, beetles have
strong jaws \\hich move sidewise, so a beetle
bites much as would a turtle, only the jaws do
not move up and down. On the other hand, a
bug has a beak, or proboscis, which is strong,
and used to suck. Thus a bug does not bite—it
stabs and sucks.
This bug is described and illustrated in my

Bee-ke(>pers' Guide, p. 433. where I call it the
"bee-stabber.'" The scientific name isEtttlty-
rhtinchus Fl(irid<nu(s. I also illustrate the
strong four-jointed beak, which looks no more
cruel than it is. The bug is about half an inch
long, purplish or greenish blue in color, with
yellowish or reddish orange spots. I have had
this bug from South Caroliiui. Georgia, and
Florida. Tiie name indicates that it was first

discovered in Florida. It certainly does much
good in killing noxious insects: and I hardly
think it should be condeiuned for its attack on
an occasional luckless bee.

I have a fine large black groitnd -beetle, re-
ceived from Mr. S. W. Taylor. Harveyville. Pa.
Mr. T. says he found this culprit actually en-
gaged in the act of carrying a live bee out of
the hive. He has courage at least. This be-
longs to the great family of ground-beetles,
Cnrahiil<r. Nearly all are black. They are
quick, have long legs, and so an- good runners:
and, when alaraied, seek to escape danger by
running rather than by flight. They live in
the ground, or under stones, logs, under bark of
old trees, etc. They are all predaceous. both in
the grub (or larval) and imago (or mature)
stages. Thus they do immense good in killing
cutworms, white grubs, etc., etc. This one rath-
er oversteps the bounds of genuine usefulness:
but from the generally good reputation of the
family, the courage of this one, and the fact
that even he doubtless did far more good than
harm, makes me slow to condemn him. I think
this is the first record we have of a carabid bee-
tle preying on the honey-bee. Who will dis-
cover and send on the next rarity? A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

-WHAT TO DO WITH WEAK COLONIES IN THE
SPRING.

A SHORT CUT IN BITILDING THEM UP

Perhaps my method of handling the swarm-
ing business will be of some use to some of the
readers of Gleanings whose bees will persist
in swarming, and who find their crop of honey
curtailed by the same. Unless the season is an
exceptionaf one it does not pay to build up weak
colonies in the spring, at the expense of the
stronger ones. Let them get what brood and
bees they can; and when swarming commences,
hive the first swarms in these, saving the
queens, which introduce into the colony from
which the swarm issued, next day. The three
or foui' combs of brood, supplemented by a cou-
ple of combs of foundation, will usually be very
acceptable to the swarm, and the work-bees
will be a valuable addition. Put on the sec-
tions, and your honey crop will be scarcely
diminished. Introduce the queen in 24 hours,
after removing all the cells and smoking bees
thoroughly, by turning her loose on the combs,
and this also will soon have a full working
force again. After all weak ones are treated in

this manner, hive the next swarm on the old
stand on half the brood-combs and the rest on
foundation, or empty combs. Put the brood
taken out where it will not chill, and hive the
next swarm that issues with this swarm, catch-
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ing tlie queen as she runs in. and return her
and the brood taken out to the hive from which
her swarm issued. If she should not be caught
as she enters the hive, she will usually be found
balled on the bottom-board inside of the hive,
where she is easily caught. All who have hived
two good swarms together during a honey-flow
know what honey they will gather with their
enormous stock of workers, while the stock to
which the queen is returned and brood given
will be a rousing colony again in a few days

—

one that may store a large amount of honey.
By this method a comb of brood can be taken
here and there for forming nuclei. It does
away with the after-swarm nuisance; ijrevents
all increase, keeps all colonies strong and with
a laying queen, and scarcely if at all diminishes
the sui-plus. After the flow is over, weed out
all poor queens. Bees are booming at date.
Baptistown. N. J., June 18. W. W. Case.

[P'riend C. there Is certainly wisdom in your
suggestions. In fact, where one does not want
Increase, and has quite a number of weak colo-
nies. I do not know of any bettiM' way of man-
aging.]

BEE-ESCAPES AND CLOSED-END FRAMES.

CI-OSED-END FRAMES IX A TIGHT-FITTING CASE
NOT PKACTICABI.E. AND WHY.

In my last article in Gleanings, page 510. I

said that bee-escapes did not work with me.
Since that time I have received some of the
new Porter spring escapes. I used them nearly
every day during a month or more in compari-
son with the Dibbern and Reese escapes: and
now ray opinion on be(!-escapes is entirely
changed. If the Porter escape is adjusted to a
hive, the super will be practically freed of bees
during the night, every time, if no brood is in
the super. In fact, many times I had not a sin-

gle bee left in the super.
To work quickly with the escape-board, we

give the super with the just extracted and now
empty combs at the same time, when the escape
is adjusted to the hive in the evening. All un-
necessary lifting is avoided thereby, but we
need an extra set of supers with empty combs.
If two hands work together, one lifting the
supers while the other sets on the empty super
and the escape-board, the whole work takes
very little time. The supers to be exti'acted
can be taken oft' at any time during the day.
when they are needed.

In out-apiaries it is somewhat more difficult

to use the escape-boards with advantage, and I

do not know as yet of a practical way. To ad-
just the escape in the evening. riMuoving the
supers in the morning (the best plan for the
home apiary) takes two difterent trips to the
same out-apiary: and a few hours in the morn-
ing are not sufficient to free the supers of all

the bees. As yet I use in my out-apiaries some-
thing similar to Dr. Miller's escape-tent, but
made of wooden fi'aniework. and covered with
wire cloth.
My opinion is now. that the Portei' escape

will very much lessen the work of taking off
honey. This escape is much ahead of all oth-
ers, because no bee can get back into the super.
Even if some brood is thei'e. the most of the
bees will escape. exce))t quite young ones,
which never l**ve the brood, and which can't
take wing at an. These young bees, if brushed
through a funnel into any box. will be accepted
by any colony, and can be used to strengthen
small colonies or nuclei.
On page 543. ^Iv. Lester Judson and you (E.

R.) sav that closed-end frames in closelv fit-

ting hives are not a practical success, at least
not in a hive as deep as the Dovetailed hive. I

used these frames and hives this season, at first

opposed to them: but I prefer them now to

hives with swinging frames or with Ilottinan
frames. You have given no reasons for youi-

opinion, and I can't see any. I can handle
these frames quicker than the common hanging
frame, and as fast as the Hoffman frame, and
kill no be(>s. If in some years the i)ropolis will

not make any trouble, and many apiarists of
reputation, among them yourself, say that this
will not be the case. I will not use any other
frame: that is. if I need fixed frames. So far
my experience with these fi'ames and hives
leads me to the idea that the new Heddon hive
may not be so bad after all. and very probably
I shall try some of them next year.
What a queer change of opinion! About a

year ago I was opposed to these frames, and
you told us of th(Mr great advantages: and now
i have got used to them, and found out their
advantages, and you say. "They are no practi-
cal success." L. Stachelhausen.
Selma, Tex.. July 8.

[I felt quite certain that you would reverse
your opinion when you tried the Porter escape.
Its conception is a great stride in advance;
and the conservative bee-keeper who loon't try-

it or won't make it work is going to lose some-
thing.

Regarding those closed-end frames. I see you-
do not quite understand me. They are a mag-
nificent success as used by Hetherington and
Elwood; but when they are used in a tight-
fitting box I have my doubts about them.
Frames as shallow as the Heddon will work. I

know: but when we increase the depth of those
same frames we encounter a difficulty. Did
you never have a bureau-drawer stick or draw
out by " hitches'"—that is. catch on one end
and then on the other? Well, if you never did
it is because you live in a climate so dry that
bureau-drawers don't swell with moisture. I

trust you see the application. Closed-end
frames in a tight-fitting case must not have a
play of over ^s inch, or more than ^. Why?
If more, the space will be great enough to roll

bees over. If h inch is just right, what is the
trouble then? It can't be maintained in most
localities, on account of moisture: and. besides
this, unless there is pe?'/ecf acci<./vff(/ of work-
manship the frames won't go into the hives.

Those we sent you, and others, we made with
great care, knowing its importance: but be-
cause these frames would be put in other hives
than our own, and because of the shrinking and
swelling in many localities, we felt that we
could not conscientiously continue to recom-
mend them. Let there be a variance of even ^^

of an inch in the length of the hives, and there
is trouble. Among the supply- dealers there are
some who do not work to tlie same gauge in

Langstroth size of hives: and add to this some
inaccuracies of manufacture, and you will see
the point. Now, if all L. hives were of exacts

ly the same length, and if wood would not be
affected by dampness, I think there would be
no fixed frame equal to the closed ends in a
tight-fitting box. When all the conditions are
right their manipulation is pretty, and they
would kill no bees.

I will add one more word about this swelling.

Last spring, when we took our Heddon hive
from the cellar (a dry one; the end-bars and the
ends of the hives had been so swelled that the
fj-ames were immovable. After it had been
outdoors, exposed to the sun for a while, there
was no trouble. For the benefit of Mr. Heddon
I will remark that I don't think there would be
serious trouble with shallow close-fitting frames-
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if the climate is suitable. You see. tlie point is

here: The deeper a close-fitting fi'ame is. the
more there is of that tendency to "hitch "in
pulling out the frames, as was explained in the
case of the bureau-drawer. Thi' only satisfac-

tory way to use deep closed-end frames is to

have them a hi Hetherington.] E. il. R.

A REPORT OF TWO QUEENS FROM IMPORTED
STOCK.

EXPERIENCE OF A HEOINNEK.

Last summer I bought two untested queens
of you—one in July and one in August. They
both proved to be purely mated, both good: but
the one received in A\igust was extra good.
I have raised 20 young queens from her. They
are all as large or larger than she is. and two of
them are the largest, finest-looking queens I

have ever seen. Are the largest queens always
the best?
The two received from you came after the

honey-How had passed. I had to feed the colo-
nies tln^y were inti'oduced to. They came
through the wintei' all ligiit. From the 10th of
April to the 1.5th of .June I took 7 frames of cap-
ped brood from each one of these Italian colo-
nies, to reinforce blacks: and although I have
drawn so heavily from them they have built
ten Simplicity frames of new comb, and filled

them full of houey. I think if I had taken no
brood fi'om them they would have filled three
Simplicity stories—ten frames each—chuck full.

The first two queens I raised were out before
I had any Italian drones, and they are now two
magnificent colonies of hybrids. I have never
used a veil, and don't often use a smoker; but I

think these hybrids will bring me to it. I went
one morning to hoe some weefls down in front
of one of their hives before the bees got to stir-

ring. The hoeing woke them up, and they
were getting excited. I was anxious to get the
weeds out of the way. I made a big lick to get
the last weed (there was a little stick in the
way), and the hoe glanced and struck the cor-
ner of the hive. Then they poured out. I was
bareheaded and baldheaded to boot. One got
on top of my pate, one on my ear. and one got
his business end in contact with my proboscis
(it was big enongli before) ; several got tangled
in what little hair I had left; several more in

my beard, and I made a very undignified re-

treat. If I had lieen in reach of a veil, oat-sack,
or one of Miss Emma Wilson's aprons, I would
certainly have wrapped my head up. By the
way, I owe Miss Wilson a vote of thanks for
her plan of putting foundation in frames—
Gleanings, page 4156. I owe Dr. MilUa' several
votes. I have several good ideas from him;
Doolittle and others too.

The Italian bees are a long way ahead of the
blacks.

PACKING FOR THE SOUTH.

I like your idea of chaff packing. Friend
Jenkins says, in his catalogue, that " chaff
hives are not necessary in the South;"' but I

think it pays to pack bees up snugly for winter,
even here. The strongest colony I had this
spring was a swarm hived in a large soap-box
last June. The box was turned bottom up on a
plank laid on the ground. In October they
were packed up like a heap of potatoes, except
a little passage for them to come out. They
were not fed nor distni-bed till they were trans-
ferred in April. They never felt the coo! nights.
Most of the others" standing out in the ydrd
were weak. They had been fed too. The soap-
box was booming without any feed.
Fayette, Miss., June 20. I. N. Bedford.

[Largest queens are not necessarily the most
IJiolifiic. though they are usually regarded so.]

THE HOUSE-APIARY, AGAIN.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE BEE-ESCAPE.

Permit me to say a word from my experience
with the Reese bee-escape placed in the bee-

iiouse. as you will observe by referring to page
9'.)0. 18S9. Aftei' reading E. R."s short experience
in this line on page 5(51 (1891) I am not sur-

prised at the facts he has given. I have often
wondered wliy it was that persons abandoned
the house-apiary. Well, since reading E. R.'s

article I presume there was good reason; and
as I have always used the escape,- and never
had any inconvenience? from bees in the house
outside of the hive, it ought to be a good reason
why I thus pondeied over the problem.

I have frequently secMi articles coHdemning
house-apiaries, and I frequently thought of

writing' you for the reason; but, thanks to E. R.
for the explanation. I want to say that any
one having a house-apiary can, by putting in

a two-inch hole, with the cone bee-escape just

over each hive, henceforth continue to call

blessings down upon the inventor of that most
valuable gift, the bee-escape, to the bee-frater-

nitv.
Ill my article on page 990 1 did not say any

thing about inside manipulation. I have an
abundance of light from a revolving window-
in the south end, sufficient to catch a queen, see

eggs, or for any work; also blinded when not at
work. Of course. I use a spring blind. To be
handy, the ventilator, or escape, above, carries

the smoke away at the roof; and the cone es-

cape—why. it's just grand. Put them on over
a three or four inch rim, and the crate on top in

the evening, and in the morning no bees, or
scarcelv anv. are found in the crate. If any,

they are quite young. Yes. the escape works
tiptop in the house, and I want to predict the

most pleasant manipulation of bees you have
ever enjoyed in your life. If you thus arrange
your house-apiary, however, you must not forget

to have plentv of light while manipulating or
looking for queens and eggs. The spring blind

is the handiest, and most convenient in work-
ing the house-apiary. I use so little smoke one
would hardly perceive it, and the ventilator

draws it away when you are not using the
smoker. One thus working with the house-
apiarv does not or can not know what robber
bees are to a certainty—at least, that^is my ex-

perience. J. A. Golden.
Reinersville, O.. July 10.

COMB SOMETIMES PRODUCED WITHOUT LOSS.

RUNNING OUT-APIARIE.S ALONE.

Several days ago I noticed a colony hanging
out some. It was not a very warm day. and
they w(M-e under a tree, so the sun did not

strike them except for a short time in the morn-
ing. I did not have time to look after them
until late in the afternoon. By that time there

was a fair-sized swarm hanging in front. I

found the upper story full, and no signs of

swarming. I took out half of the combs above,
and gave empty frames instead. They went in,

and by next morning had several good-sized

pieces of comb, and they built those frames full

in a very short time. Now, I think if I had
given them foundation, or extracted the comlxs

and returned them, that wax would have been
wasted; and that, under such conditions, wax
is involuntarily produced. I find, during fair

w<'ather or a good honey-flow, by keeping about
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two empty frames in my upper story for ex-
tracting over good colonies, 1 get aboutas mnch
lioney as though they were not building
comb, and they seem much better contented
—not so liable to s\\ arm. and I have the combs
to help till the upper stoiy of new swarms.

I ri'ad friend Slanum's article in April 15th
Gleanings with much interest; but I am
afraid he will get "stuck," or pei'haps some one
with less experience will try to follow the same
plan with his out-apiaries, and will'get so much
on his hands tliat he will pretty emphatically
wish for some help. A little of my experience
may illustrate one diftlculty that may come up.
This spi'iiig I have my home yard and a yard
four miles away. I planned to visit the out-
yard once a week, and divide every colony that
showed any. sign of swarming. My home yard
built up very strong, and swarming commenc-
ed. All went according to plan for a while.
Then the weather got so that, for some days,
the bees could work only an hour or so; this
continued* several days, bees swarming all the
time, as there was plenty of honey when the
bees could work. Of course, with my two yards
and some one to stay at hom(\ I did not lose
many. One cool day after working at the out-
yard. I got home after dark and found my wife
had three swarms clustered together on both
sides, end, and bottom of a two - story hive,
while the day had been so cool that bees had
worked only during the middle of the day.
Then we had a cool spell of four days, with
frost three nights. The first and fourth days
the bees Hew some; the second and third days,
the yard looked like winter—hardly a bee stir-

ring, as there was a cold north wind; and on
the fifth and sixth days swarms issued. Now, if

I had had more than three yards, even if I de-
pended on dividing, I must have lost more or
less swarms, as the weather would not permit
of working with them, though the swarming-
fever kept up.

IS THERE DANGER OF FERTILE WORKERS?
In making colonies hopelessly queenless to

prevent swarming, I should be afraid of fertile
workers taking possession; and a colony with-
out Queens, or means of rearing one, is of very
little account for work with me; and this I am
afraid would be a greater loss than to raise
bees by having a queen with them, though it

may work all right in certain localities.
Port Orange, Fla.. May 11. John B. Case.

to shake the bees out of one of his shallow
brood-chambers? P^or instance, if he simply
wants to find the queen, he seldom shakes them
at all—just lifts the cover, and gently puft's a
little smoke down the frames, then lifts off the
bi'ood-chamber, and, in tiie majority of cases,
the queen is on the bottom-board; if not. gently
shake them over the bottom, and the queen
will di'op off. as she is heavy, and can't cling as
well as the workers. But when shaking out of
the extracting supers you want to shake them
•• alltired hard.''
When I came here to work for Mr. Phidel

Baldwin, in 18S7, they all used a mouth smoker
—merely a tin tube, with corn silk for fuel: but
he bought a Bingham "for me;" but when I

bought bees in the fall, and started for myself. I

offered to take the Bingham off his hands; but,
no; he had " got used to it." .Since then I have
got so used to the mouth smoker that I use it

considerably. Strange, Isn't it? Perhaps Mr.
Heddon will remember who it was who wrote
in an article a few years ago. that " the man
who never changes is a humbug." I used to
laugh continually at Mr. P. Baldwin about his
side-opening hives, and now I think he has
nailed every one fast. " Don't want a hive to
tumble to pieces when he picks it up."' But I

am thinking of making my hives side-opening.
S. A. UTftEY.

Mt. Washington, ]SIo., June 20.

[There; I am glad you have told us about that
shake-out function. I shall try it again, for you
have given me a new idea on the method of
shaking. Yes. for extracting supers I should
think you would have to shake "alltired hard."
Say, don't you use side-opening hives or you
will regret it, as they nearly all have done.
Use a hive a trifle wider, and then pull out the
follower to get the •' function '"of a side-opener.]

E. R.

PROSPECTS POOR IN MISSOURI.

HEDDON'8 SHAKE-OUT FUNCTION, AND HOW
HE DOES IT, AS TOLD BY ONE OF HIS

STUDENTS.

We have no honey yet—too wet and cool.
Bee-men around here are wearing long faces,
but hope basswood will yield. All we shall
need. I think, is good weather. The trees seem
to be loaded down with buds. Mr. L. W. Bald-
win says there's only one chance in ten of get-
ting any honey from basswood. His brother
Phidel says this is the 10th chance. I really
hope it is. But this is the fifth year I have
been here, and I have yet to see much basswood
honey—that is. any thing like the way it yields
in New York; so you see our main dependence
is white clover; and when that fails we are
"up a tree."

GETTING USED TO A THING.

Friend Ernest, you ari' just talking when you
quote about "getting used to a thing." Will
you please allow one of Mr. Heddon's students
to just inform you how Mr. H. would proceed

llADlES' G0N¥ERSAZ10NE.

RECORD-BOOKS.

HOW DR. MILLER KEEPS THEM.

You ask, Mr. Root, for some information in
regard to the way we keep our record-book.
Now, I have been wanting to write on that sub-
ject. I can hardly see how any one who has
many bees can get along without a record-book,
and I haven't the least doubt that others who
keep their records by means of slates, bricks,
etc.. can't see how we get along with a record-
book. I think the first remark Mr. Root made
was something like this: "Suppose you lose
your book." We replied, "\"es, but we don't
lose it. We never lost' one yet." In the first

place, the book is rather large to lose easily;
and, secondly, it is so constantly in use that it

has not much time to get lost, as we take the
same book to each apiary. We could not get
on very well without it.

Some one may say, "Suppose you forget it

when going to an out-apiary. What would you
do then? " Well, we might have to go back
after it. But to avoid the possibility of such a
thing, we have in the back of our book a mem-
orandum of such articles as we might wish to

take with us, such as hats, chisels, smokers,
shavings, etc., and have made it a rule that
that memorandum must be read after we are
in the wagon, ready to start, to make sure that
nothing is left. Of course, we must have the
book to read it, so the book can never be forgot-
ten. I don't think we should ever get very far
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without it in any case, as Dr. Miller usually
roaches for the book before we have gone fai'.

Then he looks over the record for' the whole
apiary; and by the time we get there he has
our day's work planned. Those colonies that
must surely be seen to are done first; then in

case a shower comes up. or any thing else in-

tei'rupts, the most important ones ai'e done.
We can pick up oui' record-book, turn to any

colony we have, whether in the out-apiaries or
at home, and tell the condition of ailairs. and
it is often very handy to be able to do this.

For instance, suppose you have a number of
queenless colonies in one of your out-apiaries,
and extra queens at home; all you have to do
is to take your book, find out how many queens
are needed, put them in candy-cages, and take
them with you.
One advantage the book hasover other meth-

ods is, that you can refer back five or ten yeai'S.

as we keep all our' books. A gi'eat deal of our
planning and deciding what to do with our
bees—in fact, the most of it—is done away from
the hives, at a time when we are not able to
work, and our record-book Is most faithfully
studied.

In making our records we abbreviate as much
as possible. I will give some of the abbrevia-
tions used; cl q (clipped queen); dqc (destroyed
queen-cells; ecj (eggs present); sw/ (saw virgin
queen); gybi- (gave young brood); t2hr tt- h (took
two frames of brood and adhei'ing bees); 8hr
(the colony has 8 frames of brood); s<ir (sealed
queen-cells); keg (desti'oyed eggs in queen-
cells); <ih (queen hatched), etc. You can readily
see we take very little space for our I'ecords—
very little time to make them or read them.
Our book is about 13x() inches, contains 180
pages, and costs 25 cents. You hardly need so
large a book; but it is very nice to have a few
pages for miscellaneous entries, such as date of
first clover-bloom; when bees were taken out
of cellar, etc. It makes interesting reading
in later years. - Emma Wilson.
Marengo, 111., July (i.

A PROTEST FROM ONE OF OUR WOMEN-FOI.KS.

Friend Root:—I have a crow to pick with
you. I don't think you half treated us right in
your answer to the complaint on page 517. You
have there made it appear to the readers of
Gleanings that no one can send queens by re-
turn mail unless he charges a dollar—or, no
one but you can do so. Now, I have sent over
three hundred queens this season, and all have
gone by return mail when requested. You have
overthrown our advertisement, and still we
have you to pay. I can send queens by return
mail at .50 cents justas easily asyoucan foradol-
lar, as long as they last. But. of course, I shohld
not make as much; and at the same time my
queens could be just as good as yours. I hope
you may see the point, and correct it.

Jennie Atchley.
Farmersville, Tex., June 27.

[Well done, my good friend Jennie. I sup-
pose you see that, by publishing your letter, we
have redeemed ourselves froni a large part of
our charge, for we have given you a tiptop ad-
vertisement ; and if you have filled all or-
ders by return mail when so requested, you
have done better than anybody else I know of
in raising queens. If you will n^fer again to
what I said in regard to raising queens for less
than a dollar, you will notice that it is not
quite as you state it. In fact, your own state-
ment above settles the question. Queens can
be raised so as to make it pay, for only .50 cents
each. Hold on! your experience does not prove
that a rnan can do it, but only that a ivomnn
can. Now, then, if our queen-breeders do not

look out we shall be in a tight place. The only
point I wished to niak(^ in what I said was this:
That thei'e is no adv(>rtisement in the world
that can equal prompt habits in business; and
I judged that the reason why we had so many
orders while we charg(> a dollar, was because of
our promptness in shipping. One of our mails
comes from the office, and is opened after four
o'clock; and the mail train passes our doors at
5:1.5. AVell, we manage nowadays to pick out
all the queen orders from this four-o'clock mail,
and get queens on the train at 5:15. It makes
us skip around lively to do it, and I am afraid
that I sometimes " yank on the lines" a little

when the queens there on the table do not go
off on this evening train. If I have inadvertent-
ly not treated any of our advertisers right, I

shall be very glad to correct it.] A. I. R.

Pn^Baeg JiJiJ) ^WIJMDLEg

A FRAUD.

Brother Root:—I wish to call the attention of
your readers to a fraud or swindle. It is the
Kaweah Cooperative Colpny, of Kaweah, Tu-
lare Co.. Cal. It is being advertised considera-
bly all ovei' the U. S. as well as in England and
Germany, and othei' countries. I have recent-
ly thoroughly investigated its workings and
management, and do not hesitate to brand it as
a base swindle. Many of its members have put
in one hundred to one thousand dollars, and
one to five years' work—hard work—and can
not get a ten-cent meal out of their " time-
checks." I have a host of plain facts and fig-

ures—reliable documents and indisputable evi-
dence—which I will gladly give to you or any
other publishers who will give the space in

their columns. To one and all, I say, don't be
misled by their scheme. If you do you will
surely lose your money. All inquiries cheer-
fully answei'ed. J. G. Gilstrap.
Last, Fresno Co., Cal.. July 1.

[That is right, friend G. Show them up. In
these times, when there is so much truth in the
familiar saying that " farming does not pay,"
and when a good many other things, by the
way, do not pay either, it seems a little sad to
think of the amount of money that is scraped
up to support blacklegs and swindlers. The
Bohemian-oats fraud is pretty well killed out;
but the same spirit is noc killed out by any
means; and pretended co-operative institutions
are being worked all over our land to swindle
those who can be drawn into them. It is well,
as a rule, to be careful about investing in any new
enterprise that suddenly springs up, especially
if it has a high-sounding name. Several things of
that sort have recently been worked in our own
community. One in particular claimed that
everytrody who pui in his money could get from
12 to 15 per cent interest, and they went through
a lot of figuring to demonstrate to an absolute
certainty that there was no possible hook or
crook about it. The absurdity of such pro-
posals ought to be plain to every reasonable
man or woman. Put it in this way: If they
can ijay 12 to 15 \)(^r cent interest, why in the
world don't they go and get money at from (>

to 8 per cent? Well, they have a sort of ex-
cuse to make by saying that their business is

planned to "help poor people." By the way,
friends, you had bettei' give a wide berth to any
new enterprise that i)i'oposes any thing of the
sort; and if you have money to invest, put it

into the hands of somebody whom you know
personally—some one of undoubted integrity.]
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With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 189. T dm ii farDicr ivitlt no hmnrl-
eilfje of bees. Is it hctter fur iiic to Jiiiji my Iton-

eyortoheep one or two colonics of bees (ind
raise ivhat I need f

If yon could give ihoni the propor care, keep
the bees by all means; if not. buv youi' honey.

Ollio. N. W. H. K. HOAHDMAN.

It is the easiest job in the world to buy. pro-
viding one has the money. But a good farmer
should buy nothing which he can raise.

Ohio. S. W. G. F. MuTH.

If it is for the sake of honey only, then buy it.

If to this you can add a special liking for the
care of the bees, then ke(>p thfi bees.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

If you have a liking for bees, and ai'e not
afraid to handle them, we would advise you to
keep some instead of buying honey.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

If you will read and study the matter it will
pay much better to keep the bees, especially if

you like such work and study, or have children
that do.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

If you will buy what your family need, you'd
better do so; but if your family like honey and
you won't buy it, you'd better keep bees', that
your family may be supplied.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

If your experience is like that of three-fourths
of those who propose to keep only a W\\ bees
for their own use, undoubtedly you could buy
honey cheaper than to raise it— if you would.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Grp:en.

Very much depends upon your location, your
qualifications for farming and bee-keeping,
how large your farm is, and other things. Usu-
ally you will make the most money by letting
bees alone.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

As honey is usually sold for less than it costs
to produce it, it will be cheaper for you to buy
it unless you make a better bee-keeper than a
majority. You are probably pretty conhdent
that vou will be onci of the successful ones.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

Keep bees to fertilize the fruit-bloom, and
provide your family with the choicest sweet
known. Many farmers go without what they
do not produce. It is a hardship for a farmer
to buy any thing to eat.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mks. L. Hakrison.

This will depend upon yourself. If you ai'e

willing to invest in a good book ti'cating on the
subject, and study the way of caring for bees,
it will pay you to buy one or two colonies; but
if you wish to buy ttiem and let them care for
tliemselves, then it is better to buy your honey.

Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viaij.on.

That depends. If you have a liking for bees,
and the spare time to attend to them properly,
get the bees, by all means. If. on the contrary,
you have no special liking for them, and you
are crowded for time during the summer
months, you had better by far buy your honey.
New York. C. G. M. Dooi.itti,e.

It is seldom that a farmer keeping one or two
colonies just to get enough honey for his own
us(^ cvci' has any on his table. It is better for
him to piircliase a libei'al supply for his family,
of some good and worthy bee-kee))er.
New York. E. Rambi.eu.

liny youi- honey. It won't pay to fuss with
one or two colonics of bees. If you try to su])-

ply your family in that way you will likely go
without the hcmey. The i)rice of a few l)ushels
of giain, or a small pig, will ]jay for your honey,
and no bother on your part.
Wisconsin. S. AV. E. France.

In most places it would pay you best to buy
the honey. There are localities, however,
where a few bees, half tended and half neglect-
ed, will hold their way from year to year, and
frequently furnish a fine lot of honey. If other
farmers like yourself do well with their bees
you may safely follow suit.

Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

If your liver is all right, and you like honey,
and kinder like the little eritteis. and are not
afraid of their business end, why, get some bees
and raise your honey; but if you don't care for
much, and the stings poison you badly, and you
are afraid that they will sting your blooded
horses, you had best buy what little honey you
want.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freerorn.

If you are enough interested in bees to take
fairly good care of them, it will be better to
keep enougli to furnish you honey. If you ex-
pect to have them •' work for nothing and
board themselves," you'd better buy your honey
and save youi' time, money, and temper. But
it might result, as it generally does with fa"m-
ers who think it is cheaper to buy their straw-
berries, etc.—they usuallv go without.
Ohio. N. W.

'

A. B. Mason.

Now look here. It's not much use to tell you,
luitl'll tell you. anyhow. You can buy a horse-
shoe clieaper than you can make it. and the
blacksmith can buy a bushel of oats from you
cheaper than he can raise it. You see the
point. But if you're such a stingy old hunks
that you won't bviv any. it will be cheaper for
you to raise it. Get your wife the Ironey, one
way or the other.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miixer.

[The above covers the whole ground so well
it hardly seems to me worth while to add any
thing. Yet there is one thing I wish to empha-
size. It depends almost altogether on the man
and his surroundings. My attention was at
first turned to bees by seeing just two hives in

a pretty garden. The man was a physician,
and his garden was his recreation and delight,
and the bees were a part of it. The two colo-
nies, although in old-fashioned patent hives
with a glass door, were kept so neat and tidy
that they were a thing of beauty, besides the
goodly amount of honey that they gave him
almost every year. Now, such a man will find

both pleasure and profit in raising his own
honey. As this was a country pliysician, he
doubtless had quite a little time on his hands
while waiting for calls. This time he wisely
devoted to making his home pleasant, and car-
ing for his nice garden. Now. I know of a
great many other cases where somebody thinks
he will make some money by keeping bees
when he lias already more unfinished work
around his home than he can possibly look aft-
er. The pig and the chickens and the garden
are not care'd for. When he gets some bees it

just aggravates the whole matter, and it all

i
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ends ill vr^xation and trouble. Such a man
had better buy his honey. See what I have
said about friend Teiry's farming in the month
of .Inly, in anotiier column.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

SUIPinNO BEES IN LARGE CHAFF HIVES: HOW
IT WAS DONE.

I sliipped 24 colonies of bees by freight from
Hardin, Colorado. April :.'.5, arriving at Payson.
Utah, late in the afternoon of the 28th. My
hives are two-story chafl' hives, holding 24 Sim-
plicity frames. The hives wcM-e overflowing
with bees. I left but very little honey in any
one frame. Many of the hives had ten frames
each of brood in all stages of growth. I did not
lose a colony until after I arilved here. I lost

three in hauling two miles from the depot, over
the roughest road I ever attempted to haul bees
on. Tbe three colonies were not all kilh^d; but
the queen and so many of the worliers were
killed that I united them with other colonies.

They have been building up so fast that I now
have 42 colonies. I shall have to extract a few
hundred pounds in a few days, as many of them
have the twelve upper-stoi'y frames full and
pretty nearly capped.

I prepared my bees for the trip as follows: I

divided the brood and scattered it throughout
both stories of the hive. I closed the entrance
and left the cover off. covering the top with
common wire screen. Of course, I fastened the
frames in place. I loaded the hives on lumber,
which was so arranged on slats, alternated,
that it served as a very good spring. I put
eighteen inches of straw in the end of the car.

to break the force of the terrible knocking and
bumping, and six inches at the sides. I had a
deck temporarily built two feet above the top
of the hives. . When it was hot I kept the end
door and one side door open sufficiently to fur-

nish a good draft. During the first day and a
half it was raining and cool; after that it was
very hot. I had a horse and cow in the car
next to the bees; and although the bees escaped
.some, they did not sting the stock. When a
bee came out of the hive it struck straight out
for a window, and was lost. A thermometer,
which I placed just above the straw cushion at
one side of the car, not directly ovei' the bees,

did not. at any time, show over 02 degrees.
I think this is a good honey country. There

is a great deal of alfalfa (called '"lucerne"
here) and sweet clover, and fruit-bloom of all

kinds. The country is full of bees.

Payson, Utah, June 23. James A. Todd.

QUEENS IN THE SECTIONS, AND AVIIV: BRICK
HIVES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COMB

HONEY.
On page 474. June 1. E. H. Schaeffle \\'ants to

know why his tjueens raised brood in his sec-

tions. I think it was on account of the cold
weather, and lack of honey in the tirst part of

the season, causing the bees to hang in the su-
pers a long time, drawing the combs slowly,
and no honey to store. The queens went up
there to keep warm, and got into mischief. I

do not use queen-excluders. I made ;30,000 lbs.

of comb honey last season, all in 4V by 1J< sec-

tions, and had but four sections with brood in

them. This season I have found about two
dozen sections with drone brood in them, which
I account for as above, and pai'tly Ixicause I did
not use full sheets of foundation in those sec-
tions. Those with full foundation did not have

brood. I nearly always use full sheets of foun-
dation in sections.

I have 128 stands of bees this season. They
are storing honey very fast now—the finest I

ever saw. The weather is rather cool for this

time of yeai'. It may indicate a long honey
harvest. I have built six brick bee-hives as an
experiment, for comb honey. I think the bricks
will warm through during the day. and give off

heat all night. kee])ing the supers warm, so the
bees can draw comb all night. Who has tried

brick hives? My bees seem to like them first

rate so far. Tell us all you can about Piniic

bees. The Aw erica )i Bee Journal gave them
a big iiuff lately. If we had that kind of be(>s

in California, half a dozen swarms would make
a man rich. A. B. Meelen.
Acton, Cal., June 13.

[Mr. Schaefflo's experience was very unusual.
Old bee-keepers like W. Z. Hutchinson and Dr.

Miller have since said as much. No, I shall

still advise comb-honey producers not to bother
with queen-excluders, even if friend S. did

think such advice pernicious. No one else has
had such experience.—There may not be a bad
idea in the brick hives for you: but in our cli-

mate, in the spring they would gather too much
cold at night, and give it off even during the

day, when the bees need the warmth.] E. R.

THOSE r)-BANDED BEES OF ELMER HUTCHIN-
SON'S.

Friend Root;—All the bees from my breeding
queen are five-banded, like the sample I sent

you. and all are equally light-colored when
young. When they become old, say six weeks
to two months, they turn a little darker: but
the five bands remain, and are all yellow, only

a slightly darker color. The queen herself is

very light-colored, with not even a tip of black

on the tip of her abdomen.
The prospects for a good honey crop are bet-

ter than they have been for the last five years.

White clover is very abundant: basswood
hangs full of buds, and'the bees are rcry strong.

Elmer Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Mich., June 20.

FEEDING IN THE BROOD-NEST; DOVETAILED
HIVE, VAN DEUSEN FRAMES, ETC.

In the March numlier, page 200, 18fK), Mrs.
Axtell speaks of feeding outdoors in troughs,

preferring the plan to the use of saucers, pans,

and inverted cans above the brood-chamber. I

heartily coincide in her methods, but I use the

trough inside the brood-chamber. A tin recep-

tacle the full length of the inside of the hive,

one inch wide—it may be made the width of

two frames if desired, and three to six inches

deep, with half-inch nrojections that it may
hang suspended in the hive, taking the place of

the one frame removed for its reception. A slat,

fitting the trough loosely, and perforated with
many small holes through which the bees feed,

floats on the surface of tlie syrup. A trough of

the above dimensions, six inches deep, will

have a capacity of over half a gallon: one may
be placed on each side of the brood-chambei-,

and feeding be done quickly, and without the

melancholy drowning of our bees.

HOW TO REMOVE PROPOLIS.

I see many remedies recommended for the re-

moval of propolis from the hands. Alcohol will

be found to entirely answer the purpose. A
small quantity poured upon the hands and rub-

bed vigorously, will convince anyone.

INTRODUCING WITH PEPPERMINT.

There are numerous and diverse ways by
which a queen may be successfully introduced
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to a queenless colony; but all are accompanied
by delays and sometimes exasperating fail-

ures. I have introduced queens at once by
smoking the colony on the removal of the
queen, sprinkling the usurping queen and colo-
ny with peppermint water, and at once releas-
ing on top of frames. This plan has met with
no failure at my hands, the queen beginning to
lay, and the bees remaining quiet, apparently
not noticing the change of queens.
My 18 colonies are now in winter quarters.

All are in Dovetailed hives, with outside cases,
and packed in mineral wool.

I am greatly pleased with the broad (one
inch) and thick Van Deusen m(>tal-cornered
frames. I shall replace all frames with them
in the spring. .1. B. Exos.
Connellsville, Pa.. Nov. SG, 1890.

[Your feeder, if made of wood, would be ex-
actly what Doolittle uses. It is a very good
feeder, by the way. Propolis may be removed
with alcohol; but benzine or gasoline, now used
in most homes, is cheaper, and about as good.
A weak solution of lye is recommended by Dr.
A. B. Mason for the same purpose. Queens can
very often be introduced by giving them and
the bees some strong scent; but. if I mistake
not. thei'e have; been ipiite a number of repeat-
ed failures with the peppermint plan. It is a
good deal safer to cage queens on the candy
plan, and then you may scent them to advan-
tage. See Our Own Apiary, last issue.] E. R.

A WKT SKASOX IN MISSOUKI.

It is very discouraging here this spring for
bee-keepers, farming, and. in fact, every thing
else, as it has been so wet. To-day is June 20,

and it has rained 17 days this month. White
clover commenced to bloom May 20, but it has
been too wt^t for it to do any good. It has near-
ly quit blooming. Bees are making only their
living, and I judge a good share of that is

bread by the amount they are carrying in.

There is always plenty of pollen here. I have
57 colonies of bees, and I don't suppose they
have 3 lbs. of honey apiece in their hives.
Raymore, Mo., June 20. Wm. O. Heivly.

over tlie tulie in box B. and covered witli wire clotli.
This let the liglit ill just where it was most needed.
After that, about the first bee that entered box B
was the queen, and tliere was no further trouble.
Those who have received the swarmers and found
this troulile will take the liint. It was found that,
the nearer the liive or decoy-box foi' catching' the
swarm was phieed to the entrance of tlie parent
hive, the better the .swarmer worked. Instead of
using a hive for catching tlie swarm, a box made of
any hght material is better. We placed a comb in
the decoy-box; and a day or so before the swarm is-

sued, the bees would commence to work into the
box; tlien when a swarm came off they quickly
liived tliemselves. Now, in order to l)ring'the l)oxes
A and C neai'er the parent hive, other lioles were-
made in the i-enter of tlie tops of them. No one is
obliged to use the swarmers just as they are received
from us. Make any change in theni toflt your hives-
and situation. Tlie idea should not he lost sight of
that, the nearer the decoy-box can be placed to the-
parent colony, the better. The swarmer is an as-
sured success. Of this there is not a particle of
doubt.—American Apicitlturist, July 1.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT, AND HI&

FRIENDS WHO LOVE TO RAISE CROPS.

SPURIOUS TOMATO SEED.

With the large demand for the Ignotum, we
sold out all the seed of our own raising, and
were obliged to purchase seed; but it all came
from our bee-friends, so far as we know, and
from those whom we judge to be reliable. We-
found out, however, that some who .sold the
seed were very cai'cless, if nothing worse; for
some of our plants, when they began to show
the second leaf, had foliage like the Mikado.
These were pulled out and thrown away, of
course. One of our patrons complained that he
raised over 2000 plants, and they seemed to be-

from seed of every variety and description. I

know it is a pretty hard matter to make amends
for work like this; but we should prefer to do
what is right and fair in the matter, and we are
going to work right off now to try to save all

our seeds fi-om tomatoes of our growing, and
these will all be from selected tomatoes. Sui'e-
ly there is no excellence without great labor.

WILL IT PAY TO KEQUEEN ?

Will it pay me to requeen a small apiary in

order to get a strain of bees that is more indus-
trious? Do you think there is any difference in

bees in regard to their working qualities ?

Olivet. O.. June 30. E. S. Mead.

[It would not pay you unless you wish bees
of a more gentle disposition. While Italians
will gathei' more honey than blacks, they will
not gather much more than hybrids.]

To date I have taken a little ovei- 17 barrels
(50 gallons each) of extracted bonify from 116
colonies, and the honey is of fair quality.
Sterling, Ark., June 13. Ciias. II. Kincade.

We now have frequent showers, and fine

weathei' for bees to work. The fields are white
with clover, but the bees will hardly notice it.

I hope it will yet yield, for my bees were never
in a better condition for a harvest.

Belle Vernon, Pa.. June 17. A. B. Baird.

alley's AUTOMATIC SWARMKK.
We must speak of the swarmer. All the reports

that have come in ai-e favorable. Not one unfavor-
able report lias come to hand up to date. Our expe-
rience this season has been this: Occasionallj' a
queen could not find her way through the tube.
This was quickly remedied. A hole 1>2 inches in di-

ameter was quickly made with a center-bit directly

OMON-SETS.
We have just received the following from

Landreth;

Mr. Root:—Replying to yours of the 2d inst.,

we book your order for Pearl sets, subject to our
ability to supply them after tilling orders on
iile. The writer noticed an article in the jour-
nal relating to Pearl sets; and even in the face
of it we do not recommend them for fall plant-
ing, except in the South, where the winters are-

open. They have even been frozen out and
entirely killed as far south as Georgia. It is

the most tender onion we know of; and were
we to recommend them for fall planting in the
North it would undoubtedly bring us a number
of orders and a stream of complaints later on.

D. Landreth I'C- Sons.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 3.

THE southern PRIZE TURNIP.

Friend Root:—As you put my hobby befoiv
the readers of Gleanings before it had been
properly groomed, I beg leave to state some of
the r(>asons on which my conclusions are based.
I have been raising turnips on a rathei' large
scale for several years, feeding them to slock.
I observed that oats fell down before maturing,
and corn grew stronger on the turnip ground
than on other parts of the field, when only the
tops had been left to decay. Twenty-five tons
can easily be grown to the acre, and I suppose
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the tops add a Hfth more We have 30 tons of
green matter, about 18 lbs. for each hill of corn.
This estimate is on the Cowhorn variety.
The Southern Prize, I reason, will do nearly

aswell, besides being green and fresh: and the
fall crop of tops having decayed, a new ciop
begins to grow as soon as the freeze is out of
the ground; and when the time comes to plow
for corn we have a mass of tops a foot high,
our 18 lbs. of green manure in th(! best possible
•condition to mature the hill of corn, and this

has all been done between the seasons of plant-

The nutritive properties of turnips, I am sure,

are greatly underrated. The chemists say that
turnips contain 90 per cent water. How is it

that they are so highly esteemed for feeding
sheep, when sheep require less water than any
other class of stock V My experience is. in feed-
ing to all kinds of stock (even to the chickens),
that it is a kind of water that helps a little

corn and fodder out mightily, and you save the
pumping. I can get 100 bushels of turnips with
as little labor as it takes to raise one bushel of
potatoes: and. supposing the stock harvest
both crops, the gain would be with the stock
that gathered the turnips and the ground they
grew on.
One of your correspondents, a year or so ago.

said the way to insure a crop is to sow the seed
two inches deep: and supposing you had proved
the statement, as you are so well fixed for that
kind of business, was why I wrote you.
Avon, Ind.. July ". A. A. Parsons.

To-day finishes the strawberries with me. I

marketed 4ii bushesls. How do you like the
Enhance? Mr. Young, the originator, has an-
other wonderful crop of it. He told me the
other day that his advertisement in Glean-
ings brought him more orders for plants than
any other paper he used. J. (Juisingek.
Ada. Ohio. Juni* 5.

THE NEW STRAAVBEKRIES, ONIONS, ETC.
«

Your last Gleanings is a very valuable and
Interesting number. I have read your reports
on the Haverland strawberry, with much inter-
est. It is a very fine berry indeed. I see you
have added the Parker Earle to your list". I

don't want so say too much of this variety at
present, for I have seen it in fruit here only
this season: but it was a sight long to be re-
membered. It was the most productive straw-
berry I ever saw, I think. That and Bubach No.
-Twiil make a fine team. I would advise you,
from what I have seen of this berry, to take
care of every plant you have, for I think they
will please j'ou; but, of course, I may be mis-
taken: but from the reports we are getting for
our July number. Parker Earle is doing most
•excellently outside of what I have myself seen.
Michel's Early is doing very well in most
places. Our July report will be rather late

—

1.5th to 20th: but you will find it very interest-
ing on the strawberry. We would only suggest
that you also try a few of the Princess, pistillate.

I notice the tobacco dust with you was not a
success for the cucumber beetle this year. I

would say, for the first time I had a hard mat-
ter to save our ''cukes" and melons this year,
but we did with the tobacco dust and air-slack-
ed lime, mixed. This I have always used, but
had to use it more freely this year than ever
before.

I have a white Silver Skin growing, in every
way similar to the Egyptian, except that the
tops make a nice-sized bottom, and very few go
to seed except the largest. The sets are the
best-keeping onion I ever saw. We kept them
last year in our small berry-crates, and did not

notice one sprouted at the time of planting.
We have found a good market here for these
bunched, selling for 2.5 to 35 cents per dozen
bunches: on an average. 30 cents or more. Last
Saturday we took in '.lO dozen. They brought
830. costing 3 cents per dozen for peeling. But
I don"t think they run as large as the onion you
speak of: or, at least, mine did not this year.
But I know my land is not as good as yours:
but I am wonderfullv well pleased with it.

Rio Vista. Va.. July 7. M. T. Thompson.

THE KEEPING QUALITIES OF THE BLOO.MSDALE
PEAiSL ONION.

Friend Root:—In reply to your inquiry about
the keeping qualities of "the Bloomsdale Pearl
onion. I can only say that I do not know. So
far I have not been able to keep them long
enough to find out. I pulled some this year
with the intention of keeping them, but sold
them last week, after they had been on the
ground exposed to the hot sun for about four
weeks. They were then sound and sweet. I

have no more, and so can not make a trial this
year. The onion is so sound and firm that I be-
lieve it will prove a good keeper. A. SioN.

Kyle, Tex., July 8.

STRAWBERRIES IN WISCONSIN. ETC.

My strawbeiry crop this year was a failure
on account of the hard frost in May. There
was one mjin here who got up in the night two
or three times, and covered his up: and as the
result of a few hours" work, from half an acre
he picked (50 bushels of berries. Another year I

shall cover mine.

THE LANG WEEDER.
Did you ever use a Lang weeder for putting

in strawberry-runners? If you have not, try it

and you will not want to use any more stones
and sods to hold them down. Take the weeder
in the right hand and the runner in the left:

make a slit in the ground, and then shove the
runner in, being careful not to (jover the end.
A smart boy, when he gets used to it. can put
in 1000 an hour, and then they root about three
times as quick. By this method I can get a
stand of plants, even if it is dry for six weeks.
I should as soon think of being without a hoe
as a Lang weeder. I save the price of half a
dozen every day I use one.
ing on basswood now. P. H. Fellows.
Brodhead, Wis.

[We have used the Lang weeder, but find a
garden trowel about as handy.]

Qm P8ME?.

A righteoujs man regardeth the life of his beast.—PR. 12: 10.

Charity suffereth long, and i.-< kind.—II. COR. 13: 4.

Our business usually begins to slack up to-

w ard the Fourth of July, so that we can breathe
a little easier, and think about visiting •• our
neighbors" and taking a holiday, especially
when the Fourth of July comes. Just after
dinner on the 3d of July I" obtained a "leave of
absence'" until the Fourth of July was over.
As horses are, as a ruh'. mostly pressed into
service during the Foirrth of July, I found my-
self obliged to tak(> one of the horses from our
big team for my buggy-ride of 60 or 75 miles.
They decided to let me" have old Jack. Jack
would be worth, perhaps. $200, or even more, if

it were not for an infirmity. When he is taxed
toward the limit of liis strength he is troubled
with the heaves, and begins to cough. He is a
large, powerful horse: and although he is not
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used to being driven in a buggy, just as soon as
. I gave him the word he started off on a long
"steady lope that takes one forward at a pi'etty

good ])ac(>, although the liorse does not seem to
be making much exertion. He kept this lope
up, without any urging, for seven or eight miles.
Then he began to lag a little. A little chirrup,
however, would start^ him up. and he would go
again almost as well as when he started. On
account of his infirmity it is not well to have
him get wet. But a cold thunderstorm was ap-
proaching from the north. In order to reach
shelter during the storm I huri'ied him, even
when he was pretty tired already. Then I no-
ticed that he began to show the sweat .just a
little; and to get him in out of the storm I used
.the whip a little—just touching him with the
end of the lash. He is so unused to the whip
that this startled him, and he puslied on until
he began to cough. Just as the big di'ops be-
gan to fall we reached the shed w(( were mak-
ing for. Then I got out and patted my hoi'se,

and began to get acquainted with him.
"Good old fellow Jack, I really beg your par-

don for having used the whip a little on a horse
that never needs whipping. But I hope you
will recognize, as you hear the storm outside,
that I did it for your own good."
He was panting, however, and coughing, and

it took him ten or fifteen minutes to fully re-
cover his breath, and to get entirely over being
urged beyond his strength. Then the cough
gradually abated; and when the rain had
ceased he started off with the same strength
and ambition that he showed when he first

came from the stable. As I drov(> out of the
shed I was ])lanning to myself that I should
boast to Mrs. Root that I did not get even a
spatter of mud on the cleanly washed buggy.
Before many miles, however, we had a repeti-
tion of the thunderstorm; and this time our
refuge was a covered bi'idge. We did not reach
it until the horse got pretty wet; and the north
wind blew through the bridge so as to make a
draft that I knew must be bad foi- the horse.
His coughing .increased, and I finally decided
that we must push ahead, i-egai'dless of the
rain, to a better shelter. Now. the point of this
little sketch is this: What a wicked and brutal
thing it would have been to whip this horse to
make him go ahead when his strength was ex-
hausted, and while he was doing the very best
the poor fellow could do! When urged the sec-
ond time, his infirmity showed woi'se than the
first, and I resolved to get a wai'm stable for
him, no matter what it might cost, and have
him well cared for and fed before he did any
more service. I said to him. as I got him out of
the rain. " Look here, old fellow; you are one
of the best horses I ever got acquainted with;
and you and I are going to be friends as long
as we live. If anybody ever ovei'tasks your
strength needlessly, or scolds you, or abuses
you, when I am around, if I car. not stop it

otherwise I am ready to fight for you."
And now I want to tell you that w(^ often find

among horses, as well as among human beings,
a sort of nobility. As it was time for firecrack-
ers. Jack started a little several times, and
looked somewhat troubled when they came
around him pretty thickly. But when I as-
sured him it was all I'ight. and that they would
not do him any hai'm, Ik^ gave me a look as if

he were mentally wondering wh(!thei' his new
driver was thoroughly ])osted in all tlies(> mat-
ters, and knew wJiat he was saying. But when
I told him I /fjicic all about fiVeo'ackers—that
they were all right— hi' si-enied to take my word
for it, and we had no fiu'th(>.r trouble.

During tlie Fourth (the next day) Jack and 1

had a chance to get pretty well acquainted
with firecrackei'S and fireworks. In fact, I

drove him about twenty miles after sundown,
and before eleven o'clock; so we were passing
many "homes" during almost all that ride.

Aroiind the dooi'way at every home wei'e morr
or less juveniles celebrating the Foui'th of
July. Tiieirkind mammas had permitted them
to have a little fire out in the yard; and even
the little tots, not moi'e than two yeai'S old.
were "celebrating." The grown-up boys—yes,
some that were of age or more—generally help-
ed—that is, where they were not off with th* ir

girls. The Fourtli of July is a grand time to go
riding with your " best gii'l," you know. If you
don't know—why, you ought to (at least, in "my
opinion), providing you do not overdrive your
horse, or forget him. in your devotion to your
companion. I do not think I saw very many
horses overdriven, unless in one or two in-
stances, where the occupants were intoxicated.
There was not any girl in the crowd in these-
cases. Come to think of it. the young men with
theii' girls generally drove very slowly— so-

much so that Jack and I had to go past them,
and they were too busy to even think of turn-
ing out of the road. Sometimes the girl was
driving, and sometimes iwhitdy seemed to be
driving very much. Never mind. It is all

right, providing they get home in good season,
and remember that a solemn and sacred rcspon-
slhility rests upon the boys and gii'ls of our
land, even on the Fourth of July. Wi'll. faith-
ful Jack, during those two days, won such a
place in my affections that I mentally resolved
to tell Mrs. Root, when I got home, something
like this:

"Look here. Sue. I have made a resolution
that, whenever Jack misbehaves in any way, I

will remember that he has a great big balance
to his credit, made up during this trip; thei'e-

fore he must not be scolded, nor. under any cir-

cumstances, whipped. You are to remind me
of this agreement, or covenant, if that is tlie

right word to use, between myself and this
horse."
By the way, friends, wouldn't it be an excel-

lent idea to foofc for oppoi'tunities of laying np
a balance of credit on the good side of every-
bddy, to be brought out and held up to over-
balance the time when they are bad '? My dear
friend, have you not yet discovered that every
human b<Mng on the face of the eaHli will,

sooner or later, act bad in some way? and if

horses should do as badly as we "humans" do.
would it be any thing to be wondered at? Sure
enough, my good friend Jack acted badly before
we got home—at least, it seemed to me that he
did at the time, and I came pretty near forget-
ting my good resolution. Long before we
reached Medina, away off over the hills I saw
the fireworks—rockets innumerable, and occa-*
sionally a balloon. When we were within per-
haps a quarter of a mile of the town, Jack. too.

began to notice, with his horse sense, thnt
there was some unusual display in the heavens.
He had seen stars, of course, time and time
again, ever since he was a colt; but who ever
saw stars shoot up in that way, and then pop
to pieces with a boom, spreading sparks and
fireballs everywhere? He pricked up his ears,
anfl followed the rockets with his eyes, even
looking almost straight over his head. My
path led directly by the square where the fire-

works were being sent up. At first I thought
Jack was steady enough to go right through
them all. As I ui'ged him forward he began to

tr<Mul)le, especially when a I'ocket fell pn'tty
near to him. Then he would turn his head
around and hwk at me inquiringly, evidently
anxious to know just what I proposed to do.

and perhaps feeling a little bit doubtful about
my own good sense and judgment. So 1 decided
to turn off one block' before we reached the
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.scone, and go around; but of course I could not
icll him this. So much had been going on dur-
ing the day that I had not had my usual after-

noon nap; and the Fourth of July dinner was
late, so I began to feel a very great hankering
for the privilege of laying my head on its ac-

customed pillow. This made' me somewhat im-
patient; and when Jack said to me. as plainly

as actions could say, that he was really afraid

to go further on that street. I grabbed the
whip and was going to give him to understand
that, when i said go ahead, I meant just ex-
actlv go (ihend and nothing else. Then I re-

membered my resolution. We were pi'etty near
the corner; but Jack could not understand, of

course, that I pi'oposed turning off at the corner.

He thought he had got to go past that volcano
of pyrotechnics. To nuike him go on to a point
that would lead us out of danger, I did use the
whip; but 1 am glad to tell you that I used it

lovingly. I did not give him a stroke more than
was necessary, nor did I strike even a fraction
hdrder than was really needed to get him up to

the point where he could see the turn. The^i it

'was worth something to see how he pricked up
his ears and started off, tired as he was, on a
brisk trot. He seemed to " catch on " all at
once, just how we were going to get home; and,
tired and weary as we both were, he fetched
around to his stable in fine style. Huber, Cad-
die. Constance, and mamma were wide awake
and full of the Fourth of July, but, like myself,
pretty tired. Something new in the way of
balloons attracted my attention until my wife
told me I had better take care of my horse and
go to bed. But when I went to lead him into
his stable, old Charlie, who has a fashion of
getting "cast" once in a while, was found to be
down and could not get up. At Hrst Mrs. Root
thought he did not breathe, and this got me a
little excited. As soon as I loosened his halter-
strap, however, and gave him a pull, up he
€ame on his feet, as sound as ever. Then tired

old Jack was unharnessed, and by that time I

began to discover that I was about on the last
point of nervous exhaustion. Oh how I did long
to lay my head on my pillow, and not stir, nor
heai" a sound nor a word from anybody! Why,
my friend, if sleep should fail me I should bi^

—

what? Well, I felt that night like—something
about half way between a walking skeleton
and a maniac. Do horses ever feel that way?
Yes. I am sure they do. 1 have seen them sway
about through overwork until they looked and
acted just as I felt. Suppose somebody had
whipped me at just that point, and tried to
make nu; go ahead and do more work. Well.
people do whip horses under just such circum-
stances. They whip them when thc^y are suf-
fering for food and perhaps for diink, when
they are exhausted to the last point of endur-
ance by long hours without rest. They whip
them until they do fall down and die. Now, if

you can realize and understand what it would
be to be whipped and pushed ahead under cir-
cumstances like these. I shall have accomplish-
ed the purpose of my little story to-day. "'A
merciful man regardeth the life of his bc^ast."
My friend, if you are a Christian, and I hope
yon are. you profess to be a merciful man; and
are you merciful to your beast?

Before I close. I wish to tell you something
more about horses that I got from friend Terry.
I went all over the farm, and looked at every
thing—dug into the ground, climbed up on the
fences, look(;d over into the fields, etc. I looked
for thistles, docks, and other weeds along the
roadsides. I watched to see whether the horses
had steppc^d on his hills in turning around, es-
pecially as I saw the potatoes come up pretty
near the fences. To my surprise, the potatoes
were just as good, oi- even better, where the

end of the row comes, as anywhere. Said I,
" Why, friend T., surely your planter does not
plant the potatoes clear up square and true to
the fence like this?"
"Oh, no! We plant two or three hills by

hand."
"Oh, yes! I see. But how does it come that

none of these hills at the ends of the rows have
been stepped on by turning the horse around ?"

' Well, Mr. Root, it comes by having a horse
that knows better than to step on hills. Pie is,

perhaps, 18 years old, and has been at that
work all his life."

•'There, friend Terry, that is just such a
horse as I want. I would give almost any
thing for one."

" Why, friend Root, you have one already.
Almost any horse can be taught to do it. The
point is, with the driver. More hills are stepped
on by the driver yanking or scolding the horse
until he is so worried he can not attend to his
work, than any horse steps on of himself.
Teach the horse kindly what is wanted, then
let him manage it alone by himself, and he will
keep off the potatoes."
"Now, look here, friend Terry; I have often

suggested that an old gentle horse should lie

driven without lines entirely. Why not omit
the lines, and then the driver could not yank
him. even if he would?"

" Well, you can omit the lines if you choose.
In fact, I have seen it done a good many times.
But a line properly used is a help, both to the
horse and to the driver. You see, a horse gets
so used to the regular routine that he will turn
around of himself, and go back on the next row
without a word; and when, for some reason or
other, we wish to stop work, or to woik in a dif-
ferent way, a line helps to indicate what you
want him to do. I should prefer to have the
lines, but use them only to direct the horse and
in a very gentle mannei'."

After this talk I began thinking of how many
times I had been pained by seeing a good horse
worried, and made inefficient, by yanking and
scolding. Let me tell you what Ihave seen

—

not. perhaps, at one time, but at different times.
Suppose it is Hubbard squashes we are culti-
vating. Strong thrifty plants are valuable, and
they are planted so far apart there is no diffi-

culty at all in turning so as to avoid injuring
them. At the end of the row the horse would
have turned aroiuid all right without hitting a
plant, especially as its leaves are. say. a foot
high. The driver, however, has his mind on
something else, until he thinks the horse is go-
ing to step on a plant. He yells at him, and
gives him a yank. The horse looks pained, for-

gets to notice his feet, and steps on the best
plant in the hill at the end of the row. Then
the di'iver yells, and calls him a fool, and yanks
him h.irder. He backs up and tramps on the
hill behind him, forgets all about the plants
and every thing else, and possibly thinks there
is no us<', trying to please, and so he finally steps
on another hill. After a while they get started
again. The driver has been desired to swing
the cultivator up between the hills as much as
possible, as they are a good way apart, and pull

it out again before I'caching the next hill.

While doing this he forgets all about the horse,
and the horse steps on the leaves of another
]jlant. The driver calls him an idiot, and gives
him another yank with the lines, and the poor
horse crosses' clear ovei' until he steps on a
hill on the other side. Now, I have seen nearly
as bad work as this in one afternoon; and I

have seen at least four or five different drivers
dosoj/ic of that kind of work. The horse gets
too near the row. The di-iver then loses his
temper a little, gives the horse a tremendous
yank on the other side, and pretty soon the
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horse gets so he does not pay any attention
whatever to rows or phmts. What a sad. sad
state of aflfairs this is, both for horse and driver!

It is the old trouble I spoke of in my last paper
—sin and Satan. Perhaps somebody may say,

"Well, Mr. Root, when you cultivate I suppo.se
we have perfect work, and an exhibition of per-

fect, even temper.'"
My good friend. I do not often cultivate more

than one or two rows at a time—that is. I do
not cultivate potatoes and squashes much more
than that. But. oh dear me I there Js a kind of

•' cultivating" that I do every day of my life.

I am afraid—yes, I am sorely afraid—that, if

those around me were to tell the full truth,

they would be obliged to admit that I do soinc-

ti'mcs- " yank on tlie lines."' While it is bad to

spoil tlie disposition of a horse by giving way
to ill temper, it is a thousand times worse to

spoil the temper and disposition of human be-

ings by giving way in this manner to sin and
Satan." 1 suppose" the good friends about me
would be very loth to teTl I'ight out what they
sometimes think. Perhaps they would excuse
me by saying that I am overburdened with
cares, or suffering fjom nervous prostration,

etc. The best remedy for nervous prostration,

or, in fact, for any iuiirmity of the nerves, is to

practice the latter of our two texts
—

" Suffereth
long and is kind."" This little text is not only
conducive to the health, but it is a money-
making investment. A man who is cultivating
corn, and who has a disposition all day long to

"suffer long and be kind,"' accomplishes a

great deal more. He makes more inaiiey in

every way. If we look about us we shall find

sin and Satan along in this line almost cveriy-

whcre. It is not only out in the fields with the
horses, and among the farm help, but even in

our homes; and while I write, there comes to

me a plaintive letter from a child. When I

first thought of putting it into print it occurred
to me that there might be many, many homes.
and many fathers and mothers, "who might feel

startled, thinking perhaps it was a child of

their own—an inmate of their home who had
seen fit to write Uncle Amos that letter. As
you read it, dear friend, may God give you
grace to own up and set up a thorough reform,
if it is needed, in your family. May God give
you grace to say. •"Get thee behind me. Satan,"
with such energy and determination that a
change shall be brought about. Here is the
letter:

Dear Mr. Roo/;—1 am so {flad ydu wrote about the
trouble in your German family. Wtjii't you be kind
enough to pray for my papa and mamma just as
you did for tliem? They are living the same way—
never see any thiuf^^ trood in eacli other, though
they are both good to otlier people. 1 have been an
invalid fcr a long time. I suffered liorrors; but T

don't mind tliat half as much as T do their ill treat-
ment of each other. Tliere is little or no enjoyment
in life for us t)u account of it. They will both read
your Home talli in tlie last Gleaninos, but I am
afraid they won't profit by it. Do help us to pray
for tliem.

To be sure. I will pray for you. tny dear young
friend; and I wish to ask the readers of
Gleanings to unite with me in that prayer;
and won't this wonderful Endeavor society,

that is doing so much, not only pray with us
but try to help us? Let me beg of you, dear
father" and mother, whose eyes meet these
pages, foi- Jesus" sake do not " yank on the
lines'" when things go wrong. Don't "yank"' at
each other, no matter hoiv strongly Sdt^in
urges. When temptation comes, take my little

prayer into your hearts, and breathe a fervent
"Lord, help." and I assure you it will bring
peace and joy to take the place of rankling and
bitterness. Henry Drummond. in that wonder-
ful little book entitled •• The Greatest Thing in

the World.'" has the following in regard to this
vice of which I have been speaking:

"No form of vice, not worldliness. not greed
of gold, not drunkenness itself, does more to
nnchristianize society than evil temper. For
embittering life, for breaking up communities,
for destroying the most sacred relationships,
for devasting homes, for withering up men and
women, for taking the bloom off childhood, in
short, for sheer gratuitous misery-producing
power, this influence stands alone."

A VISIT TO T. B. TERRY.

HOW HIS FAKM LOOKS DURING THK FORK PART
OF .JULY.

It was just after the thunder-showei', as you
may remember, when I came in sight of his
beautiful place. His premises were not only
plainly manifest by looking over into the fields,

but the sides of the roads indicated it at once.
His place is on a road rather unfrequented, and
therefore the grass comes np pretty well to the
wagon-tracks. But it is clean grass, and noth-
ing else. No weeds are allowed to go to seed
on any ground that he has any sort of control
over. I talked with him about abandoning
fences at the roadside: but he says his neigh-
bors are largely engaged in dairying and stock-
raising, so it would inconvenience them so
much that he must, at least for the present,
keep his farm fenced in. W"ll, when we ap-
proached the barn and dwelling-house, on op-
posite sides of the street, I came very near
uttering exclamations of surprise. The lawn
inside of the dooryard fence is not a bit hand-
somer than that outside. Yes, the grass was
so beautifully trimmed with the lawn-mower,
clear up to the barnyard and stable-doors, that
I almost hesitated to cross it with my buggy. I

said "stable-doors," but there are not any
stable-doors until you get inside of the covered
barnyard. I began wondering how it was pos-
sible to keep the premises around the barn in

such "citified"" style, if 1 may use the expres-
sion. Then I remembered that friend Terry
has not a chicken, cow, nor pig, on his whole
farm. Oh. yes! they do have one cow to fur-
nish milk and cream to go with the strawber-
ries. I did not ask what became of the refuse
from the kitchen, that is ordinarily given to

pigs and chickens, but I presume it goes into
the slop-barrel on wheels, and is then wheeled
out on to the ground, where it is soon worked
under. In banishing poultry he certainly gets
rid of a great deal of bother and a lot of un-
sightliness. In fact, I do not know of any ani-
mal that can make more distn'der and confusion
than an enterprising, go-ahead hen. Give her
a lot of half-grown chickens to help, and they
are certainly a terror to neatness. On the other
hand, there is a great deal wasted on the aver-
age farm and around the average farmhouse, if

there ai'e no chickens arouud to pick it up. I

do not like poultry around the house any better

than Mr. Terry does: but I am not yet quite
ready to lose the daily supply of eggs that I

get. "costing, a great part of the year, almost
nothing. Another thing. I do like to see a troup
of nice poultry start out to follow the plow or
cultivator. Where we manure ground up to

the highest standard of fertility, great quanti-
ties of angleworms seem to be a natural prod-
uct, and I believe they would eat up and destroy

a great part of this rich manure if we did not
have poultry on our grounds to follow after the
tools whenever the ground is stirred and turned
over. It is true, the chickens get into the tool-

house to some extent (but we have almost got
them broken of the habit, however), and I feel
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ais much disgust at tbiMr droppings as almost
anybody. One of the first lessons my father
taught 'me was to save every thing: and the
poultry are adepts in economizing and saving
every little odds and ends eatfible. Within the
past few days they have been making sad havoc
by eating off the foliage of our late cabbages
where they were planted near the barn. Of
•course, it was the Brahmas that did this. We
stopped it, however, by giving thc^m all the
shelled corn they could eat, and planting some
early cabbages very close together right around
the poultry-house.
It was a great treat to me to be permitted to

run over Mr. Terry's farm and ask all the ques-
tions I chose. I had been carefully scanning
the crops through Medina and Summit Coun-
ties, and therefore I was better prepared to

notice the marked difference through all of

Terry's fields. First, the crops were all even.
How I do like to see a crop all alike over a large
field! The rule is. you know, spots of fine

growth, and then larger spots of poor miserable
growth; and on many of the farms we see

places where they do not even get back their

seed. How can there be any good average, so

long as such things exist ? Well, Mr. Terry has
been hard at work for years in fetching uiJ the
poor spots. Where it is wet, careful, thorough
underdraining has fixed that part of it. Where
it lacks in fertility, a little manure, or mulch-
ing with straw at just the right time, and en-
couraging a growth of clover fii"st, last, and al-

ways, has brought those poor places up to the
general average. Now, I wish to emphasize
one point right here. Everybody seems to be
trying to find out some excuse for Terry's great
crops, rather than to admit that the credit

belongs to Terry himself. One friend of mine
said, a few days ago, something like this:

"Oh, yes! you talk Terry. Terry has a great
army of men to help him, and plenty of money,
and it is no wonder that he can raise big crops."

I stared at the man in surprise, and he stared

at m(^ in surprise a little when I quietly re-

marked, "Why, my good friend, you are mak-
ing a tremendous mistake. Terry's great hobby
(next to clover) is in managing so as to avoid
employing high-priced help. He and his boy
and one hired man do all the farming; and a
great part of the year they do not have even
the one hired man."

Well, a good many have said, "Oh, yes! Mr.
Terry has got a piece of the richest land in the
vState of Ohio; and anybody can make a living
on .sntc/i soil as he has."
That, too, is a big blunder. We got a bright

clean spade out of the tool -house, and I made
it my special business to dig down as I passed
through the fields. In one place where the
clover was particularly rank and strong I ut-
tered an exclamation of surprise when the spade
showed poor yellow-looking dirt almost exactly
like the poorest ground on my own place at
home. Yes. we have some ground that is so
poor that I have just thrown away manure in

trying to make it raise something. It is doing
better, but it takes time. Well, friend Terry
has several acres yet that has never been re-

claimed. As we looked it over he said it would
probably not bring over $15.00 per acre. The
original soil had been wash(jd off, and it was
hard, stony, gravelly, yellow clay. A part,
however, of this same kind of land lias been re-

deemed. Just over the fence there was a beau-
tiful stand of wheat, all even, with great long
heads just bending under their loads of plump
grain. Clover and underdraining did the busi-
ness. From what experience I have had, I

should say that his tiles were too small; but he
said they were all he could afford when he did
the work. Another thing, many of them have

no outlet, except being stopped right in this
hard gravel; but they are doing very satisfac-
tory work. Mulching tlie poor portions with
straw has also been a wondeful help in getting
a stand of clover. It is the result of enthusi-
asm and steady work year after year, together
with careful planning and experimenting, to
make the most of some of the poorest ground to
be found in the State of Ohio. There is, how-
ever, soine very good ground on the place. This
will produce excellent crops without very much
care or attention since it is thoroughly under-
drained.
While at Everett, on the river, we talked

Terry, of course; and a store-keeper there told
me he would like to see Terry manage with as
little help as he used, on their rich river-bottom
land. I asked him where the trouble lay, and
he replied: " Why. Mr. Root, the xoeeds grow so
enormously. It beats any thing you ever heard
of. You can scarcely raise a crop of any kind,
for the weeds shoot up, and get away above it,

and you can see them all around you "here, high-
er than your head."

Y"es, I did see them " higher than my head;"
and I saw rank luxuriant corn and potatoes
struggling with the weeds. Oh, dear! what an
excuse to bring forward—that the ground was
unfortunate because the weeds grew so fast!
Why, I just delight in seeing weeds grow on
our place—that is, I delight in seeing them un-
derUike to grow. Now, I, too. should like to see
Mr. Terry take hold of some of that rich river-
bottom ground, and I should like to see him
manage the weeds. There may be a provi-
dence, however, in the fact that God has seen
fit to plant him where he is—on a farm that
averages about as poor naturally as almost any
farmer in the State of Ohio has to contend witli.

If you think I am deceived, just visit friend
Terry, as I did. and take the spade and go over
his farm.

I was a little surprised to see their straw-
berry-patch struggling with wheat, so that it

might almost be called a wheat-field. But the
reply was. that, after the frost killed the ber-
ries, it was not worth while to go to the ex-
pense of pulling out the wheat.

" But. my good friends, why didn't the wheat
come up in the same way last year? When I

was here a year ago there was not a spear of
wheat on the whole half-acre.''

"Oh! we pulled it out last year."
"Oh! you did, did you? Well, now, when I

wrote about it in the strawberry-book I was
under the impression that you shook the straw
so thoroughly that no grain was left to germi-
nate."
Now, friends, look here. Right here is a

significant fact. Even our best thrashing-ma-
chines (for I suppose friend Terry employs a
good thrasher) leave enough grain in the straw
to make a thin seeding where the straw is put
on the ground for a mulch as thoroughly as Ter-
ry does it among his strawberries. It is true, his
strawberries were almost a failure, with the ex-
ception of the Sterling. I thought I had seen
and tasted handsome berries; but I certainly
never enjoyed any berries before as I did those
during my last visit. I took supper while my
horse was eating at Everett; but when I told
them the fact, Mrs. Terry said I must have
some strawbei'i-ies anyhow. You know I not
only eat a quart at a meal, as friend Terry does,
but I eat a great many Ixitween meals. In the
first place, the Sterling, besides being hardy, is

about the most handsomely colored berry I ever
saw. I do not believe the colored plates of
strawberries have ever overdone the matter,
so far as the Sterling is concerned. The berries
are not extra large, but they are of good shape
and even size; and then the strong tart taste
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that I liken to lomons. with large berries fully

ripe, is not an oV^jeclion. with plenty of sugar
and cream. I ate so many that I was ashamed
to eat any more. One tiling more: The heavy
manuring we hav<' lieen in the habit of giving
our strawberri<'s foi- some years past tends to

make them awkward in shape, and, especially

where there is abundance of rain, watery in

flavor. Preparing the ground with clover,

without using manui-e, gives us berries of bet-

ter shape, and, I am pretty sure, berries of bet-

ter liavor. By the way, I examiijed the soil

critically around the shrubs in the dooryard.
Mr. Terry got it out of his old clover-tields.

Perhaps where the ground is good already, and
where clover has been turned under for a good
many years, such ground as that is certainly a
splendid soil for any plant or fruit. I am plan-
ning now to grow some clover just on purpose
to tit the gi'ound for some crops that I do not
succeed with to my satisfaction. I asked friend

Terry how to manage, and he suggested cutting

off the top of the clover often enough to keep it

down where it would plow under nicely. A
neighbor of mine wanted our big team a few
days ago to turn a piece of clover under. The
clover was so rank and long, that, after they
tried it half a day, they had to give it up. So
you see if we wish to turn under all the clover
the land will produce, you have got to work
and watch carefully.
In my next I want to tell you of another visit

made to one of the most progressive and piomi-
nent farmers in the State of Ohio. It will be
interesting, because this latter friend arrives at

much the same conclusions that friend Terry
does, but by quite a diffei-ent method of work-
ing.

T0B^CC6 OQiiWMN.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WE GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who have siven up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this

department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to

GLEANINGS. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his

pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses to-

bacco again, he (the subscriber) will pay for the smoker. The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub-
scriber to GLEANINGS, though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

I have persuaded Mr. Jonas Yutzy, of this

place, to quit using tobacco, and you will please
send me a smoker for him; and if he ever uses

it again he says he will pay you for the smokei".

Sunny Side, Md.. May K). M. H. DeWitt.

THE FUND FOR HELEN KELLER.

SOME GOOD NEWS FOR TOMMY STKINGEK.

You may send a smoker to V. B. Fulkereth.
as he has been induced through Gleanings to

give up the use of tobacco. I have had him on
probation for a year, and think he is worthy of

the gift. I am his security in case the pledge isgift,

broken.
Lebanon, O., May IS.

J. Q. MULFOKD.

Through the Tobacco Column in Gleanings
I have quit the use of tobacco. I have used it

for ten years. I never tried to quit before. If

you will send a smoker I will never u.se the
weed again. If I fail to keep my promise I will

pay you for the smoker. L. W. Franks.
Betzer, Mich., May U.

W. S. Hurt, Huwk's Park, Fla $1
W. F. Nelirinfj, Sirashurg. Ills 1

MoUie O. Large, Millersville, Ills 1

Kittle Bickford, EUenton, Fla
A. A. Duncanson, Suiierlor, Neb 1

T. H. Strickler. Solomon City, Kan
Stebbins' children, ('liurehland, Va
C. C. Phelps, B. Windsor Hill. Conn
" For Tonmiy," from Hanover, N.,H 1

Sunday-school, Harmon, 111 4
H. L. Wells, Rockville, Md...
Mrs. Jackson, Sigourney, Iowa 1
Lewis' cliildren, Peru, Ind
W. W. Case. Baptistowu, N. J 1
J. N. Cairol, Jr., Owing's Mills, Md 1

John Short, Moline, Mich 1
W. W. Kulp, Pottstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Root, Assumption, 111 1

E. Lee, Fliutstoiie, Md 1

E. J . Hulse, Washington, D. C 1
George, Jessie, and Clara Easterday, Dexter, O. 1
A Reader. Washing-ton, Kan 2
E. C. Babcock, Elioy. Wis 1
Sallie Kulp and friends, Danboro, Pa 5
B. D. Sidwell and children. Flushing-, 2
W. E. Cunningham and friends. Kent's Store, Va 1

A subsciiber. Crescent Hill, Ky 1

Mrs. Mary Hunter, Vicksburg, Mich I

Cash, New Hampton, N. Y 1

Total, $33 70

Mr. Charles J. Quinby, of White Plains, N.
Y., sends us $14, subscribed by the following
persons

:

Robert Sherwood $5 00
Robert Sherwood, J r 100
Mrs. B. M. Gary 1 00
Miss M. E. Gary 100
Miss Bessie Gary 1 00
Mrs. W. H. Bowers 1 00
Mrs. A. E. Stewart 100
Miss Jennie Horton 100
Mrs. I. A. Soroby .... 1 0(>

Miss M. J. Haminond.. 100

Total $14 00

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

THE WAY WE FILL ORDERS FOR BEES.

Your bees came to hand, and I must say in verj-
good order, last Friday. I don't believe they were
in their hive over an hour Ijefore they were at work
as though they had always been there. I thank you
very much for being so prompt, and sending me
sucii a g-ood lot; and though T did not see the queen,
stiil the bees are looking all right.
Moiiticello, 111., June 10. William Worsley.

I do not know how any one interested in bee cui
ture can get along without Gleanings. It is a ver.v

welcome journal, asit contains so many good things.
The prospects for a good honey crop this season are
assured. All kinds of flowers appear to contain a
secretion of honey. White and red clover are better
and more plentiful than for many years.
Muncv Station, Pa., June 33. R. I. Cromley.

OUR method of putting up BEES.

I received the bees fi-om you a tew da.-^s ago, and I

woidd say that I think it is the very best way they
C(mld lie .sent. J. Rouse and S. Vanalsti"c, two bee-
keepers, looked into tlie frames, and are very cer-
tain that there were not one dozen dead bees in all

three boxes. We saw two of the queens. They were
very nice ones. One had her wing clipped. What
do you think caused that V Did you do it ? If so,

why ? Z. O. Titus.
Lynd, Minn., June 15.

" IS NOT EASILY PROVOKED, THINKETH NO EVIL."

On page 483 you will find these passages applied to

my case, because in an article in the Bee-keepers'
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Ouide, page 131, 1 gave mj- opinion of the way Mr.
Root answered an article concerning rich men and
lawyers being Christians from a Bible standpoint,
and told, also, how I had alwajs regarded Mr. Root
as a Christian, and why. Tlie reason I wrote in

tliat paper was because I thouglit Mr. Root shut ofif

the liberty, in his paper, of speaking furtlier on the
subject, whicli.I considered wrong; and as I saw
that, in the Bee-keepers' Guide, there seemed to be
fault found with Mr. Root for selling poor articles;

and as my article was strictly religious, and 1 Ijnew
not for certain whether tlie editor of tlie Guide was
a Christian; and if he were, perliaps he niiglit be
like Mr. Root—would favor tlie ricli. I tliouglit to

tell of tlie articles I had bought of Mi'. Root that I

thought were not worth the money I had paid ; also
telling the facts concerning the smoker. If his

clerks sent me a bill before I wrote, I never received
it or I should not have written as I did; and when
thej' wrote, asking me if I had received it, I thought
they questioned my honesty, and I did not answer
them, but Ijelieved their woi'd, and waited, thinking
that the letter or card might have been lost through
the mails, and would yet come. But it never
came, or. of course, I should not have been such a
thief as to have put in the word " liope " instead of
"trust," as this was the word I ought to have put
in; and after the article was gone I saw it would
look doubtful, and realized they could do no such
business and prosper, and had no idea they did. I

hoped the editor of the Guide would notice it, and
not print the article. I meant to write and tell him,
but prayed that God would lead him right, as I had
taken pains to send my articli> away to have it cop-
ied, so as to have it plain, and I trust yet that it will

all work for the glory of God.
My son, whom I had wished to print a bee-paper,

and" let me write mj- religious experience as Mr.
Root did, had left me with the bees. I think the
main reason was because his mother had no faith in

Ills success in the business unless he took God at
the helm, as I ctintended that Mr. Root did. The un-
justness and unfairness of professed Christians had
made him a skeptic in regard to the whole business
of Christianity. He had the best of reasons for his
doubts, and was much more honest than a hypo-
crite; and he has always contended that millionaires
do not get their propert.v by means of their honesty,
and was not sure that Mr, Root was entirely unself-
ish. I wrote that article for his encouragement
and benefit as well as Mr. Root's. We read, that
" open rebuke is better than secret love."
When a young girl I went t;) school to a young

and very devoted Baptist minister who wrote a mot-
to on the blackboard, and had all the scholars read
it with him in concert until we learned it. It was
this: " Those are our best friends who tell us of our
faults, and teach us how tt) correct them;" and it

was my respect for Mr. Root, and love foi' his soul,
that caused me to write as I did; but moie especial-
ly for my son. But there was this (ine flaw in my
article, and he has published it all over the United
States, and it has greatly misreinesenled my princi-
ples. When I read the A B C of Bee Cu.ture I could
not have thought that he could ever have so erred;
but, to err is human. I liclievc that A. I. Root is a
superior man. and that he started right; that he
has superior business tact, and it is getting ahead
of liim, so he has no chancy to search the Scriptures.
He can goto church on Sunday, i nd trusts too much
to his good pastors instead of sear('hing more for
himself. His main fault is in not realizing that
A. I. Root is not deserving any pr.iise for his tact,
for God only gave it to him to secure the avails for
his own glory. I hope tliat Mr. Root will never
again publish that a woman professing religion
could be so dishonest and unwise as to do as he as-
sumes that I might have done, unless he says boldly
that [ am a hypocrite of the blackest-dye.
For fear Mr. Root maj' think I favor the poor be-

cause I am poor, I will say that my husband is a
money-loaner. and all my relatives, so far as I know,
are C(msidered well off, but are not million:iires. I

am not keeping bees for a livelihood.
Bradford, Iowa. June 29. Mks. F. A. Dayton.

[M.v good friend, I never once thought of your be-
ing other than a sincere and earnest Christian. But
earnest Christians are often led into making griev-
ous mistakes, and mistakes that harm and hinder
the very cause they love; and I still think that this
matter "of being in" haste to think evil is one of the
saddest mistakes of the present day. We are allot
us more or less guiltv. May the kind Father help
us!]

A bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall
he not quench.—Isaiah 42: 3.

We are raising queens now in the house-
apiary. Not so bad a plan, after all.

According to our Honey Column, elsewhere,
there is very little new white honey on the
markets as yet.

Since our editorial in our last issue, referring
to the delinquency of new bee-papers, qtiite a
number of the missing journals have put in an
appearance.

Mr. DogLITTLE says (p. 585), that "the purity
of a queen can not be told by her looks.'" Quite
right, Bi'o. D. We have more jangles with our
(ignorant) customers on this point than on any
other.

Among oiu- potiltry exchanges there is none
better printed or edited than the Fancier's
Mo7ithly, published by James R. Parker. San
Jose, Cal. The price is Sl.(K) per year: or club-
bed with Gleanings, $1.75.

We see by the American Bee Journal that
some credit is due to the manager of the Union.
T. Ct. Newman, as well as to Prof. Cook, for se-

curing the privileges we now enjoy of having
imported queens free of duty.

We have just received some samples of yel-
low bees from J. F. Michel, German. O.. and
from Leininger Bros.. Fort Jennings, O. They
are beautiful to look upon. While we should
be glad to contintie our notices of these yellow
bees from other breeders, our space is so crowd-
ed that we shall be compelled to do so no more.

Oh dearl we are having trouble with the
Doolittle cell-cups. The bees clean 'em all otit,

build comb over them, and disregard them en-
tirely in some cases. The fault is with os. for
we have made them work, and we have a num-
ber of excellent reports from those who are
succeeding with them. If others make a suc-
cess of them we can.

HANDLING HIVES; THE BEE-KEEPER WHO IS

GOING TO WIN.

We would call especial attention to a valua-
ble article on handling liiven instead of frames,
from the pen of that veteran bee-keeper. C. J.

H. Gravenhorst, editor of the lllustrierte Bic-
nenzeitung, a German bee-paper of no ordinary
standing. This is a vital subject, and we are
glad Mr. Gravenhorst has given his experience
along this line. Close comin'titiou and poor
honey-seasons, such as we li;ivi> had. mean that
we nuist produce a ton of honey with less labor,
and that is. handling hives instead of frames.
Mr. James Heddon deserves no little credit for
advancing this idea of late: but he is by no
means the pioneer in it. Since we have been
handling fixed fram<'S we have seen the possi-
bilities in handling hives, and the time is fast
approaching among progressive (not conserva-
tive) bee-keepers wlien they will find queens,
ascertain the amount of stores, and diagno.se a
colony in a dozen other ways, with a tenth part
of the labor. Old fogies need not poohpooh at
this: if they do. they will be left in the race on
profits. Let this subject be discussed. We
have lots of room for such articles.
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E. Fkaxce. in a letter dated .June 38, writes

that the bees are gathering a very poor and
darlv honey, and but very little of that. Little

or no honey he says is coming from white clo-

ver or basswood; The latter will be out of

bloom in a few days. While this is discourag-

ing for frjend France, we have very encourag-
ing reports from others; such as, for instance,

"The best honey season ever known:" and,
" Fine honey-flow," etc. At the Home of the
Honey-bees the flow has been exceptionally
good, both from clover and basswood. At this

date, July 14, the latter is yielding honey, and
clover is but, even yet.

We never had such a rush for queens as now.
For the past few weelcs we have been sending
out, on an average, about a hundred queens a
week, and we have sent over forty in one day.
With our large business in sending bees out in

colonies and nuclei, it has been impossible for

us to rear all these queens. In fact, it is nearly
all our own apiary can do to rear queens for ex-

press orders. Those sent out by mail are reared
by neighbors H. and Rice and two or three of

the oldest and best queen-breeders in the South.
We don't breed for color, but for gentleness and
business. This, together with promptness, is

what brings this rush of orders. In most cases
we have sent queens by return mail.

THE NEW BENTON INTRODUCING-CAGE.

The introducing feature of the ne>v Benton
cage works to perfection in our apiary. There
is a small hole, j\ in diameter, through which
the bees eat out the candy. For 24 hours, only
one bee can work at it at a time. For the next
36 hours, two or three bees: and for the next 13

hours, a dozen or so. In the majority of cases

the candy is eaten out in 48 hours; but the
hole is so small at tlie extreme end of the cage
that it takes about another 13 hours for the
queen to find her way out. This is quite an
advantage. In 48 hours there might be some
bees that would ball her: but it is very seldom
indeed that they would attempt it inside of a
cage. After many liees have been in thei'e a
while and gone out. they all come to regard her
as the rightful nMgning sovereign; and when
she does get out, she is accepted. So far we
are inclined to think it is the best introducing-
cage we have ever had—equal to the Peet, and
—oh so much less work ! We are sending queens
in it with success to all parts of the country.
C. W. Costellow deserves credit for making the
size just I'ight for one cent, but our boys put on
the introducing feature—let's see, way back in

1888.

THE NEW CLAKK SMOKEK.

We have been making some decided improve-
ments recently in the Clark smoker. One of

these improvements was made at the .sugges-

tion of Dr. C. C. Miller; and that was. that the
end of the tire-cup be perforated to admit of

more draft. Another improvement consisted in

perforating tiie underside of the smoker so that
the fuel burns much more vigorously. Another
feature is the substitution of a neat brass tube
instead of a tin tube, that will occasionally
send a stream of smoke "' crosseyed " as it were.
The new smoker is so much better than those
sent out in 1890, and a part of this year, that
our later customers will readily appreciate the
change. We have obviated the fire-dropping
features by means of the extra ventilating per-
forations, and the door is so constructed as to

shut tight. The volume of smoke is almost as
dense and conquering as that from the hot
blast; and, at the same time, it will send it

down six feet through a pile of supers. Dr.
Miller is very much pleased with it, and says it

will burn wet shavings. In a letter just re-
ceived, he adds: "Do you know that, in the
last year or two, you have practically reduced
the price of the Clark to less thaii half, by
making it last so much longer?" Those of
you who have the old smokers can very great-
ly improve them by punching about a dozen
nail - holes in the end of the fire - box, and
as many more midway between the large
end and the apex of the cone. Just try it. and
see how much better it is. Then close the fire-
door tight. By the way, the new fire-door is

now so made that no sparks can drop out
around it and burn dress, fingers, and hive-
covers.

GOING BACK TO LANGSTROTH AND QLTINBY.

How often, when we think we have invented
something new. we find, by referring to Quinby
or Langstroth, that the idea was first originat-
ed by them I Thei'e is a strong tendency now
toward the flat cover. This we find described
in Langsti'oth"s work, issued away back in 18.53.

This flat cover is all complete with cleats nail-
ed on the end. Everybody nowadays seems to
be going back to the eight-frame idea. Why,
that came from Moses Quinby, L. L. Lang-
stroth. and Adam Grimm, away back In the
(jO's. Thick and wide top-bars is another new
fad. vStill, we find essentially the same thing
described in Langstroth. Chancing, a few days
ago, to look over some old hives, some that were
made after Langstroth's early instructions, we
observed that the frames all had top-bars 1,^
inches wide, and % deep. The combs had been
cut out of these frames; but by the propolis ac-
cumulations on them, it was evident that they
had been used for a number of years. The re-
markable part about it all is. that they showed
no traces of bui-r-combs. Again, there is a very
strong tendency toward fixed distances. Here
again we are going back to father Quinby.
Why in the world did we not catch on to these
things earlier? And, again, is it not remarkable
that fathers Langstroth and Quinby were so
generally right?

STICKING TO OLD NOTIONS, OK KETRACTING ON
REASONABLE EVIDENCE.

W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Bee-keepers' Revlexo,
has somewhat modified his conclusions in ref-
erence to the use or non-use of foundation in
the brood -nest: and in a paper which he read
before the Ohio State Bee-keepers' Association
at Toledo he gave expression to these words:
" I know it is not customary for authors oi" ed-
itors to acknowledge their errors: but, let me be
editor or orator, I shall always proclaim what
1 believe to be the truth, even if it does conflict
with my former published conclusions.'* That
has the right ring to it, Bro. H. Would there
were more authors, editors, and orators, or. if

you please, contriZ)»(ors, who would be willing
to retract some of their published statements.
If there is any one thing that does the pursuit
damage, it is the persistent clinging to old no-
tions, A man who can not change his opinion
occasionally, on reasonable evidence, is a man
whose opinion should not be trusted too im-
plicitly. We know of some people among the
bee-keeping craft—good bee-keepers and con-
tributors, who, when they have once published
a certain view, never change it, and who go
still further to bolster up and strengthen that
opinion or supposed fact. As our readers know,
we have abandoned the ten-frame idea and the
beveled edge on hives—that is, we do not rec-
ommend them any more. It is no weakness to
change your mind; but when it is necessary,
come out and say so like a man.
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IT'5 OUT AJOW GOLDEN ITALIAN HONEY HUHENS
" AD\?AiHCED BEE - CULTURE, " a.

booK of 68 pa^s:«5f 's pow^ out. It

begins witl? " Tb* Care of Bee? ity

Winter, ' JiO<I cl«2irly a.o^ concisely

goes ov^r tbe groun<l, giving 'What it?

autbor bel!«v?s to be tbe best tn?tl70<Is,

until tb? bee5 a.re zigaiin prepared for

V/^inter. Price, 50 Cts. Tbe REVIEW
2Ln<l tbJ5 booH for J 1.25. If you a.r^

not acquaint*?*! witb tbe " REVIEW, "

s?n«l for sa.n7ples.

W. Z. HUTCKlWSOff, Flint, /^icb
Please mention this paper.

A couibiDatioM of best lii)iiey-^iitherers.'*'"S4aid iiV
America. Try one. Eacii. i^l.'n ; six for ^5.1X>. '~~

—

THE MISSOURI BEE-KEEPER.
A moiitlily jdiu iial ckvuttil to practical bee-lseep-

ing; 50c a year. Above jouinal one year and one
queen, $1.1.5. Sample copy free. Addres.s

lo-16d E. F. QuiGLEy, Unionviul-e, Mo.
Sriu respunuiiii.' u- ilPi ••k- i i i-m.i.i m. iium Iti.kanl <i.i

TESTED ITALIAN QUEENS,
REARED FROM IMPORTED MOTHERS,

At9Jcts. each: untested. 60 cts. each; U doz. . fS.OO.

W. A. COMPTEN, Lynnviiie, Tenn.
IS"Iaresii()Ti(liiii-' !• ilion (il.KAXINGS.

F
[O LTNDATION & SECTIONS are my specialties.

No. 1 V-g-roove Sections at fS.OO per lOuO.

Special Prices to dealers. Send for free

price list of every thing- needed in tlie

apiary. 'l- H- HLiiMT.
Itfdb Bell BriiucU, Micli.

spuiiuin^ lij Li.ij> adverti.~eiiieni meiiliijii tii.i..i.\i.\(is.

A NEW DISCOVERY.
Ditteiing- from all others ever yet

made for the purpose.EXTRiiCTOR.
It works strong-, thorough, nejit, handy and

rapid, and is the cheapest Extractor known.
Send3-ct. stamp for a circular of 18 pag-es to

REV. A. R. SEAMAN, CounellsvlUe, iayette
Co.. Pa. 5-lod

Plea.-ie mention this paper.

Box8S|n:dShipping- Crates.
EVAPORATED APPLE-BOXES and

SHIPPING-CRATES A SPECIALTY.
In this line we take the lead. If any one reading-

this ad. will send us the name of driers we will make
It right with them. Send for prices. Address

W. D. SOPER & CO., JACKSON, MICH.
15 17-l9-21(i Please mention this viaper

Flics. Asls l\m. Piles.
The most wonderful race of bees on earth. Full

description of these bees with prices of queens, full
colonies and nuclei, in the August (1891) American
APICULTURIST. .^ample copies free. Address
IStfdb HENRY ALLGV, Weuliam, 3Ia8s.

Please mention this paper.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
\
FIvc-Bandcd Italians.

July, iM.Oi); Aug., $3 5 i; Sept., $3.01). Send in your
orders now. Untested It-,iliaii queen, 75c. 7-lTdb

W. C. FRAZIER, ATLANTIC, lowA.
nri,. i-.-sir. ........iv. ,. ,,,.-,,ii..ii iij..-..^M%..~.

o< Queens • From . Texas. >o

Kind friends. I have untested Italian queens from
now till September, at 7.5c cacli; $4.00 for 6, or $7.25

perdoz. I have shipped hundreds this spring, and
all by return mail so far. I liave my breeding yards
kept out on the lone prairie at safe distance. Give
me your orders and see how promptly I can fill them.
100 nuclei running. lOtfdb

i»KS. JENNIE ATCHLEY,
Box v., Fariiiersville, Tex.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 3-8db

SECTIONS.
!ii!4.50 to ^3.50 per M. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures che^p. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
jg»-|i, rt>]'- ti;i., arlvf iti>t-iiit-i\t mention GLKANTNGS.

Syracuse, Ne-w York,
rOR ALL OF A. I. ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNDATION Is Our Own mLake.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writing: to atlvertisers please mention this paper. 4tfdb

NEW^ FACTORY-
No. 1 Sections, $3.50; No. 2, f2.75. Fine Comb

Foundation a specialty.

IJL. S. HOOF, 520 East Broadway,
6-17db Council Bluffs, la.

tS'Xn responding to this advertisement mention GLKA^•^^•GS.

My .5-banded breeding;- queen, with her bees, took
Fir.«it Frentim»» last fall at the Detroit exposition.
Piice of untested queens, Sl.uo each, or 6 for s;5.(iii;

tested queens, ;f2.0.1 each; select testid, $3.iiii each.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Make moncv-orders pay-
able at Flint, Mich.

"

l.'tfdb

ELMER HUTCHINSON.
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.

Please mention this paper.

IG SWARMS OF GOLDEN ITALIAN BEFS FOR SALEin at $3 per colnny; all im wired L. frames, built
* '^ from foundation in chaff hives.
1.5-16-17d r. N. THttMt-sn\,

Jii>.r 'i4<>. Hlairseillf, Imlinuti Co., Pa.

1 TNTE.STED QUEENS CHEAP. I have 25 untest-
"^ ed queens which I wish to dispose of, and offer
them at .50c each. They are reared from one of Doo-
little's select queens. Those who wish a nice queen
speak quick. P. BROWER, New Paris, Ind.

CAI
I

HATCHING AND FALL PLANTINS PATS.
* f^^^ Brown and white Les-liorn. Plvmouth

PI AMTQ Rock, and Black Minorca Eg-^s. 11.25rknn l O per 13. Strawberrv plants, l.io; $1 : 1000,
$3..50. Raspberry plants. inO. $1..51); 1000. $5. Illustrat-
ed circular free. GEEE BEOS.. ST. MASTS, UO.

Please mention this paper.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

Catalogue free for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO.,
14tfdb HiaaiNsviLLE, Mo.

Please mention this paper.
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gPECI^L ^e^^ICES.

Something' new in liives in our next number. Look
out for it in this department.

CHINESE ROSE WINTER RADISH.

Now is the time to sow tliis, tlie most liandsome
and delicate of all radishes. In our opinion.

SPINACH.

This is the montli I should prefer to sow .spinach
for fall, winter, and spring use. We have a nice lot

of seed, just g-athered, of our own raising'. Ounce,
5c; pound, !i5c; 5 lbs. or over, 20c. per lb.

STKAWBERRY-PLANTS DURING AUGUST.
As we are having- about all the orders we can

handle, without an.v advertising, wo do not feel very
much like urging people to buy. The demand for
the Sterling Is alread.v beyond our cap;icitj-; but we
can proliably keep up on any of tlie other four
kinds. We lire going to i)ush the Sterling the very
best we know how; but as it is slow in making run-
ners and plants, we fear we shall not be able to catch
up as we did on the Havei-land last year.

THE AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.

We have finally made out to get ten bushels of
these new onion-sets, and we can fill orders promptly
—at least so long as the ten bushels last—at the fol-

lowing prices: Pint, 20c; quart, 3.5c; half a peck,
fl.25; peck, «2.2,5; bushel. ?8.0U. If wanted by mail,
add lOc per quart extra for postage. Now, piea.se
remember, friends, that all we can say for these sets
is tliat, in our localitj-. they wintered over perfectly.
We planted them in the fall, as I have told you be-
fore, and they came right up and made a nice
growth; and every one—or, at least, nearly every
one—started and grew in the spring, and made
great big handsome white onions, long before any
thing to be compared with them was found in the
markets, and long befoie we succeeded in getting
any good-sized onions from those started in tlie

greenhouse. The great achievement is, that you do
all the work in the fall of the year. They can be
planted anytime during this month or next. Wt>
.shall put out our own at once. We do not know
whether these are the same thing as the BloomsdMle
or not. You will remenilier that some of Landreth's
people think it .somewhat risky to put out the
Bloomsdale pearl in the fall, in our locality.

HONEY, COMB AND EXTRACTED.

We are beginning to get some inquiries for new
honey, and also have a good deal offered us. A
large part of the ofleiings ccmtain lione.v-dew. We
have onl3' one or two outlets for such honey, and
these seem to be well supplied at present. We have
received several lots of choice extracted honey,
which we offer as follows:

L'lin (or basswood) honey in bairels, @ 7i-i cts. per
lb.; in 6u-lb. cans, @. 9 ets., or a full case of two cans
@8>^ cts. per lb. In lots of four cases or more, 8 cts.

Clover extracted. 1 ct. per lb. moi-e than basswood.
We have also a supply of choice new comb honey

in 1-1 b. sections, 24-lb. cases, that we offer at 18 cts.

per lb., in lots of four cases or over. We have al:

little of last year's choice comb honey in 48-lb. ca
We have also a

^ „.. year's choice comb hone.v in 48-lb. cases,
1-lb. sections, at 2 cts. per lb. less than this j'ear's.

GLASSED CASES OF COMB HONEY MUST HAVE GLASS
COVERED FOR SHIPMENT.

Among the recent rulings of the Western Classifi-
cation Committee we find the following: "June 23d.
Honey in comb, packed in boxes having glass fronts,
should not be received for shipment unless fronts
are fully covei'ed and protected." From our experi-
ence this ruling will work mischief unless honey is
crated as outlined on p. 643. If comb honey is so crat-
ed I think it will pass under the ruling, and it was
no doubt intended to enforce such crating or pro-
tection that the ruling was made. If, however, in-
stead of crating your honey you simply cover the
glass with a Ijoard. as you will no doubt be obliged
to do unless the I'uling is changed, your honey will
faie woise than before. When, by means of the ex-
posed glass, the freight-handlers can see the contents
they are more likely to handle with care than if in
a solid box; at least, this has been cmr experience.
From this point of view the ruling Is unjust to bee-
keepers; and if they desire to have it changed, the
person to write to is J. T. Ripley, chairman. Room
733, The Rookeiy, Chicago, 111. Remember, this rul-
ing applies on the roads west of Chicago and St.
Louis, not in the territory east of these points.

GOODS FOR EXHIBITION AT FAIRS.

Inquiries are already coming in for our terms on
goods for exliiliition at fairs. We are prepared to
make the same reductions we have done for several
years past. The articles on which we will allow a
discount of 25 per cent are only of our own manu-
facture, found on pages 10 to 27 of price list, and
there are some exceptions on these pages; namely,
Bingham and Quinliy smokers, rubber gloves, im-
plements foi- hec-lmnting; Whitman and Smith
sprinklers; Chicago zinc; Stanley extractors; honey-
knives; burlap: cheese-cloth; duck; enamel cloth,
etc. Only enougli for exhibition purposes are fur-
nished at this reduction, and on condition that you
distributi' judiciously the advertising matter we
send along with the goods. We havehardl.y received
sufficient returns from our I'eturn advertising cards
to warrant ntlering an ABC or Gle.\nings free for
their distribution, as we did last year. If, however,
you will send 2.5 cents to co\'er postage we will fui-
hish you Gleanings one year free. Or, for 40 cts., a
cloth ABC free for distrlbutingthe advertising mat-
ter we shall send. Where we can send the printed
matter with otliei- goods by express or freight at
your expense there will be no postage charge, and
the terms will be the same as before.

THE PURPLE-TOP WHITE-GL(JBE TURNIP.

We have received from one of our bee-keeping-
friends a whole two-bushel bagful of nice seed, on
which we give you the following- very low prices:
Ounce, 5c; K lb., 20c; pound. 35c; 5 lbs. at 30c per
lb.; 10 lbs. at 25c per lb. If wanted by mail, add 9c
extra for postage and packing. We are now selllng
these turnipson our wagon, andthey may be sown in
most localities, with a good chance of a crop, almost
anytime during the present month of August. I

have just learned U'?iy it is best to sow turnip seeds
just after a rain rather than just before. If sown
just before a heavy rain, in- many soils the ground
may bake so hard that the plants can not get
through the crust. If, however, you prepare your
ground before the rain, and then break the crust
again just alter the rain, and sow your seed in a
loose soil, there is a good chance of Its germlnating
and gettine- through the ground before another rain
comes. Of course, all depends very much on the
way the rain comes. The >Vhite Egg we place next
for a late turnip. The Breadstoue is perhaps the
most toothsome of all turnips, but it takes longer to
mature th.an the two first mentioned. If sown at

once, however, and we have a late fall, you will get
nice turnips for table use even j'ct. The Southein
Prize and Seven-top turnips may be sown any time,
for they stand the winter without injury.

SUPPLIES

!

standard Goods. Best
shipping point. Reason-
able prices. Thirtj'-page

I^B^BM^^HH^^BB^ Catalogue free. Walter
S. POUDER, 175 E. Walnut St., Indianapolis, Ind.
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}I(!)j\EY C^WIMN.

VITY MAUKETS.
Sax FiiAxnsci).— "")'t)/.—Tliere is a good di niand

f(ir honey. i)Otii Mb. fiaine ani ex.rai ted and the
crop in Califon iu is only a short one (omn honey
will be in limited quantities. ;ind later on an active
demand, at advanced piiees, is e.vpected. \s e (luote

exti-acted honey. a.'-(«i6. Coinb honey, 1- b. frame,
Vd(<sli: 2 lb., li(y»l;i. Beeswax is scarce but without
transactions; we (juote ;.t5v<2;:iTc.

SCHACHT, Lkmcke & Steixkh,
July 22. San b'rancisco, Cal.

r New y<}HK.--Hi)iity.—Honey is coming- in quite
slow, still there is no great demand. From hearsay
there will be a good crop, but it is rather early yet
to predict wliat it will be. A few carloads California
extracted honey were sold here frtjm "(gTVi per lb.

We expect a good trade this tall, as all the old comb
honey of last year has been inetty well cleaned up.

Chas. Iskael & Bros..
July 27. 110 Hudson St., New York.

Ci'scmsATi.—Honey.— Demand is fair for new
comb and extracted honey. The supply of comb
honey is adequate to the supply; that of extracted
honey, in excess, of c^iurse. as usual at this time of
the year. Extracted honey brings TiCgtSc on an ival.

(_h<)i*ce comb honey. 14a,l6r- in the jobbing way.
BctfUiaj , there is a fair demand at 2j©25c on arrival
tor good to choice yellow.

Cha.s. F. Muth & Son,
July 2ti. Cincinnati, O.

ALB.A.XY.— Wi))ic)/.—We have sold the consignment
of h.iney referred to in last issue, at Itii'. Jia\e
some on" hand at present. \Nould advise early shiii-

ments if oniy a few cases. Extracted, dull We
quote: clover in pQund sections, 18c; IVj-lb , 1.5@16c.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
July 20. 393-397 Broadway, a Ibany, N. Y.

New York.—Hi/ney.—About comb little can be
said until season commen>_es. Extiauted is in fair
demand; California is scarce f>ir spot casii: sellli g
at 7 ''2, against 7c to arrive. Florida in g\.od supply
7<g;7>4 ; ^outhern, 7u(a*«uc yev gal. lieegwax selling
slowly; supi>l.es are more fieely ottered; prices a
shade lower, 28@29. F. (j. Stkohmeyek & C(J.,

July2j. New Vork.

Boston.—Honey.—No change in honey market.
Slow sale. Little new honey leady now to bo sent
in. Expect to seU at 18c tor best quality.

iiL,AKE & KlPLEY,
July 2d. Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.—Honej/.—Beceipts of new comb ar-
i'i\'lng very slow. Clioice white 1-lb. comb, l.i@16;

dark, 10@12; extracted, 6(gj6>'2. Beeswax. T&a:2h.
Clemons, Mason & Co.

July 20.
^

Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Market dead dull at h'Ac in
barrels; 7c in cans. Comb unsalable. Beeswax,
prime, 26^2. D. G. Tutt Ghocer Co.,
July 22. St. Louis, Mo.

New York.— ffo?iej/.—Our market is well suiJiilied
with extracted. Receipts are heavy and demand
rather light. Common, 6.5(a,6^c per gal.; good to
choice, 7o@72; orange bloom. Kmlii per lb.; Califor-
nia, 6?£@7. We received a few small lots of new
comb honey, white, 1-lb., unglassed; same sells at
from U^l.oc. Beeswax, dull and declining, 26@2«c.
July 23. HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelkex,

28, 3J West Broadway. New York.

Detroit. — Honey.—New comb honey selling at
13(5,15. Not mucii demand. Extracted, 7@8c. Bees-
wax, 27(g,28c. M. H. Hunt.

Bell Branch, Mich., July 20.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
60-lb. tin cans. New ca.ses and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett,
Utfdb San Diego, Cal.

Wanted,—Comb and extracted honey.
Walter S. Poudek, 175 E. Wa'lnut St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

For Sale.—About 2000 lbs. of white-clover honey,
in 60-lb. tin cans. For prices and samples, address

Leinixger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

60-111. cans extra linn honey. 7X cts.; dark, m.
Same in sections, l:J-lb. cases. 13 and 7 cts.

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Rock River Bee-l£eeper.s' .Association will hold it,-* next

semi-annual meeting on Thursday, Aug. 6. J. M. BnRTCH.
Morrison, 111.

The Darke County Union Bee-keepers' Society will hold a
basket meeting on the fairgrounds at Greenville, O . .A.ug. 22d.
All are invited. ' J. A. Ri>K. Sec.

X^-Z" 1TE"W
THIN DOUBLE-WALL HIVE
Is the best summer and winter hive yet devised.
Takes regular "L" furniture. Is lighter than Ji

single-wall hive; may be storifled to any extent,
etc.. etc. Send for descriptive circular, mentioning
the New England hive, t^pecial low prices for 1891
to introduce it. A full line of bee-keepers' supplies
always in stock. Catalogues free.

C. W. CosTELLow, Waterboro, York Co., Me.
Please mention this paper. 1.5-19-23d

Goldeyi
Gafpi-|ta1ia|is
Golden Italian Queens mated to Carniolan drones

produce the largest, geutle.^t, most beautiful and
best working bees of ;iny I ever saw. Queens, $1.00
each. Sample bees and circular free,

l.otfdb J. A. ROE. Union City, Ind.
Hlease mention this paper.

A FEW Carniolan queens for sale at .oOc each.
A. A. SIMJr'SON. Swaits, Pa.

loo PURE ITALIAN QUEENS
For the next 3 i days will be sold as follows: Tested
queens, *1 each; untc.-.ted, 7c ea h: ;i lor >1 7o; 5
or more, .5iic each .All (jueens bred from select im-
ported and home-bred ijueens. Safe airival guaran-
teed. D. G. EOUISJ OIV,
lo-19d Adrian, Lenawee Co.^ ITlicta.

Please mention this paper.

WANTED.—To rent an apiaiy of one or two hun-
dred colonies. Southern states ]ireferred.

H. FiTZ Hart, Avery P. O.. La.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

Fur the ijeiiertt of friends who have hiaek or hybrid queens
which they wish to d spuse ot. we will insert notices free of
charge, a- below. We .10 thi.^ oe, ause there is haidlv value
enough in the.^e queens to ji ly for bu.ving them up and keep-
ing them in stock; and yet it is ofrentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those wh.i can not afford higher-priced ones.

7.5 hybrid queens for sale at 30 cts. each, 50 cts. for
selected. Most are clipiJed and young.
Charles H. Thies, Steeleville. Kandolph Co., III.

A few mismated Italian queens from a honey
queen, 30 cts. each.

\V. W. KuLP, Pottstown, Montg. Co., Pa.

We have a few mismated Carniolan queens 1 year
old. They are line, large, prolific queens. Prices:
1 queen, 2.5 cts. ; .">, *l.oii.

F. A. LoCKH.^RT & Co., Lake George,
Warren Co , N. Y.

25 mismated Italian queens for 20 cts. each, or 6
for Sl.UU. J. W. Taylor, Ozan. Ark.

Hybrid queens for sale at 25 cts. each.
Mrs. a. a. Si.mpson, Swarts. Pa.
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PASTEBOARD BOXES.
CRAWFORD'S SECTION CARTONS
ARE JUST WHAT YOU WANT.

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

A. O. CRAWFORD,
lltfdb South Weymouth, Mass.
,•»; In rofxinclinB: to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Our 5-b;mded Italians are giving- perfect satisfac-

tion ; gentle, excellent workers, non-robbers, and the

most beautiful bees in existence. Won first yn-emi-

um at Illinois State Fair in lb90. The judge said,
" Tlie drones are tlie yellowest I ever saw." Queens
warranted purely mated; and replaced if they pro-

duce hybrid bees. One warranted queen, Sl.OJ; six

for $.5.t0; tested. July, f1.75; after. $1.50; selected

tested. i3.0ii; bi-eeders. tlie best, fS.UO. No foul brood.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Reference,

our P. M. S. F. & 1. TREGO. Swedona, Ills.

Plea?e mention this paper. Ittdb

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
We have a nice supply of hives in the flat, which

we win sell as follows: The A. I. Root Simplicity,

for extractor, $1.50; 5 for Jt.OO. Simp, for comb
honey, with 2 T supers, sections, foundation starters,

wood' separators, and honey-board complete, in flat,

each. $2.10; 5 for $10.U0. Portico hive with Simplicity

upper story, in Hat, for tlie same piice.

The improved Langstroth-Simpliclty, m flat, eight-

frame IVi story, each, 9u cts.; 5 for W-.Ol); ten-frame,

I'/z-story, each,'*1.0a; 5 for $l.oO; eight-frame, 2-.story,

each, $1.30; 5 for $-1.75: ten-frame, 2-story, each, $1.30;

6 for $5.25. Dovetailed hives, the same price as the

eight-frame hives above.

SHIPPING-CRATES.
12-lb. crate, 11 cts. each; 16-lb.,13 cts.; 24-lb., 14 cts.;

48-lb., 16 cts. each. •

Comb foundation.—Heavy brood, 48c; thin, 58c;

extra thin, 68c. ^, ,,.,. ,t
Pound sections, snow-white, at $3.oU per 1000. No.

1, cream. $3.00. Bee-veils, cotton tulle, witli silk tulle

face, 75 cts. each. Bingham smokers at manufadult-
er's prices. Write for prices to .5tfdb

GEEG0E7 BEOS. S SON, OTTUMWA, lA. SOUTH SIDE.

l^ln respond i M.- • ' ,,.. i.li..ji Rlkanings.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honej', try Moore's
Strain of Italians, tlie result of twelve years'
careful breeding. Reduced prices: Warranted
queens, 80 cents each; 3 for $2.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Those who have never
dealt with me I refer to A. I. Root, who has pvirchas-
ed of me, during past 11 j-ears, 505 queens. Circulars
free.a 13-14d

J. P. MOORK, Wlorjran. Pendleton Co.,Ky.
Money-order office, Falmouth, Ky.

Please mentiim this paper. 7d

SEND NOW to P. H. Fellows, Brodhead, Wis., for
Strawberry-plants. Crescent and May King, 60c
per 100; $4 per M . Bubarh and Jessie, 7£c per li 0.

Mention this paper. U 15 16d

S
Tested queen. $1.25; Untested,

75c. Nuclei, brood, and bees
by tlie lb. Send for price list.

MRS. A. M. KNEELAND,
Mulberry Grove, Bond Co., 111.

Please mention tliis paper.

I RE-QUEEN EACH SEASON,
Consequently am selling flue one-year-old Italian

queens, tested, at 75 cts. each.

14-15-16d J. C. WHEELER, Piano, Illinois.

EVERYTHING
r.'iEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWARD E. NEWCOMB.

Pleasatt Valley. N. T.VCA
•w T

Otfdb

\^S
Please mention this paper.

TftKE TiME TO ORDER, bbg - Kecpers' * Supplies.
And get New Stock into your Apiaries

For the Next 30 Days.
Golden Italian queens, bred for business! bees

work on r«d clover. Tested, $1.10; 3 tor $3.0ti; un-

tested. 70 cts ; Hfor$2.0ii; 12 for $7.00. Nuclei at a

bargain. Hive**. !»ie«-tion*. F«»ui>«!atioit, and all

kinds of Bee-kt-eperx' Stippllfs. in stock. Cata-

logue free. Sttlb

Jw>HN NEBEL & SON, High Hili, l\Ao.

Please nientinn this papei-.

We are pivi^ared to furnish bee-keepers with .sup-

plies promptly and at lowesl rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and i oirespoudence soll.-ireil. Our goods
are all first class in quality ;uid workmansliip. Cat-
ahume xent fret. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, 111. Address

WM. iUccunk a- «'0..

21-20db sterlinji. Ellinoi*..

t^In responding to this advertisement mention Gi.eanincs

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be tlie best escape known, and far

supin-ior to all others. If. on tiial of trom one to a doz-

en you do not tind them so. or it they do not prove sat-

isfactory in every way, return then, by mail within 9

J

days alter receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRICES:—Each, by mail, postpaid, with full direc-

tions. 20c; per dozen.' $2.25. Send tor circular and testi-

monials. Supply dealers, send for wholesale prices.

lOtfdb R. <£ E. C. PORTER, LEWiSTOWN, ill.
ar-i .. ...MiiiriL' ti' this Mflvertisenien

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Doveiailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives.

Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by oihevs.
We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical

construction needed in the apiarJ^ and at Lowest Prices, Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Send for our New Catalogue, 51 illustrated pages,
free to all. -itfdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, I owa.
|I^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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Cool summer.
'"The Caiiniolax race, or strain, of bees is

the original yellow race."—Henry Alley, in
A.inericaii Dee-keeper.

Killing queen-cells is a nice thing in the-
ory, but we're tired of it at our house. Some
cells are sure to be missed.

E. R. IS MIXED about that foundation-fastener.
It's one of the things I thought worth trying,
and 1 tried it the tirst good chance I had.

Pkof. Cook says, in A. B. J., that a student
came from Japan to Michigan Agricultural
College purposely to take a course in apiculture.

•• Whexevei; yellow is found among bees in
Carniola it is to be taken as evidence of Italian
blood."—Frank Benton, in American Bee-keep-
er.

Say, E. R., isn't that rather heavy stimula-
tive feeding to use quart jars and then "put
about a dozen of these feeders to each hive "V
(p. oGl).

The nameless disease, if I am not mistak-
en, is called bee-paralysis (BffciiiH.s depll is) in
B. B. J. It's time the nameless thing had a
name.
The White MijuiiUthi Apiarist champions

the black bee, and ^ays it is as good as, if not
better than, tlie Italian for honey-gathering
and wintering.

Lately' I found a good-sized worm in foun-
dation that had been lying a year with paper
packed between the sheets. I never met the
same thing before.

When a queen flies away when you catch
her to clip, we are told just to let heralone and
she'll come back. Sometimes she does with me,
but oftener she doesn't.

Prick of honey hasn't come down as much
as I expected at this date (July 1(5). In a good
many localities honey will be honey this year,
and it may not be wise to sell it for a song.

Friend Root, tell E. J. Purcell (p. .557) to
put his queens in penny cages and give them to
a colony to care for. I've kept seven in one
hive. liut it's safest to cage the queen of the
colony.

Dadant & Son (A. B. J.) say that queen-
excluders are a nuisance; that only a few queens
go up into supers not oftener than once every
four or live years. In working for comb honey I

haveno need of excluders to keep queens down;
but or oDii er purposes I think a good deal of an
excluder that excludes.

Calves, the otlier day, in the Wilson apiary,
amongst other mischief, knocked off five supers
which the bees robbed out. Sheep are not so
bad. although they have moved some hives on
their stands, and horses have never done any
harm at all.

Cold nights, or something else, has hindered
the bees in their work a good deal of the time.
Still, I think I'm going to have a better crop
than for years. White clover is a sea of white;
linden, enough to make itself felt: and four or
five hundred acres of cucumbers will keep the
bees out of mischief till frost.

British Bee-keepers are asking for a
clieaper rapid bee-feeder, 7.5 cents being consid-
ered at iiresent low for any thing in that line.

Why don't our British cousins try the Miller
feeder at one-third the pi1ce. holding 20 pounds,
and requiring only to lift the cover to retill?

Since Mr. Warner improved it. it is really a val-
uable article.

White clover is the only thing I have ever
counted on for surplus, but I find there is more
linden here than I had supposed; and for a few
days it made quite a difference in the storage.
Every tree seemed to have all the blossoms
there" was place for. Without a good deal of
looking, one doesn't always know thoroughly
the honey resources of his locality.

J. M. Hambaugh, the man that secured S.500

annually from the legislature foi' the bee-keep-
eis of Illinois, produced 1.5,000 pounds of honey
from 18 miles of territory. He figures out that,
if the whole State pi-oduced at the same rate
from its .5().0(X) square miles, it would produce
4(i.<)65.000 pounds, oi' nearly double the census
report of 18'.K3 for the whole United States. (A.
B.J.)

Laxgstroth, in his book, gave a cut show-
ing a cell made by the bees, having an acute
angle. Cheshire referred to it, and gave a cut
to show that the cell '"is such that no bee ever
did or could construct." Without naming ei-

ther. Cowan, in the "Honey Bee," gives illus-

trations of several acute angles taken from
actual combs. But Dadant. who has found
several such cells, says they don't go the full

depth in that shape.

Those replies on page 5.55 make me scratch
my head. All agree that I have no right to

overstock territory occupied by another bee-
keeper, and I'm afraid some one will yet say
that there ought to be some kind of a law to

secure him in his rights. For pity's sake, don't.

It's all right to make laws about every thing
else under the sun. so as to make bad people do
right; but bee-keepers are exceptions, and don't
need any laws to make them do right.

Friend Bingham, you almost frightened me
by suggesting, on page .556, that I withheld
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credit from father Langstrolh. Of course, I

wouldn't. But is it necessary to use his name
every time we speak of movable frames? Have
you done it? Rather than withhold any credit

from him, however. I'll say closed-end Lang-
stroth movable fi'ame, Hoffman- Langstroth
frame, or how would you write that item on
p. 4.57, any way? But, say: why are you com-
ing at («c for "it? I'm only using names that
others have been using this long time. Go for

those New York fellows, and don't come at me
just because I live out west.

DIVIDING COLONIES AFTEK THE HONEY
HARVEST.

WHAT DOOLITTLE THINKS ABOUT IT.

Beside me lies a letter containing the follow-

ing, in substance: "Our harvest of white honey
will soon be over, and my colonies are all strong

lis to numbers. Not having as many bees as I

wish. I propose to increase those I have, by
division, as soon as the flow is over, and wish to

do it in such a way that a good crop of honey
may be secured from fall flowers. How shall I

do this?"
There are various ways of doing this; but as

I have a way which is successful with me I will

give it here for the benefit of all who may care

to try it. In the first place, nuclei should be

started at once, so that we may have laying
queens at our disposal when we come to the in-

crease. Having these queens, the honey har-
vest being over for the present, and we being
otherwise ready for action, the second thing we
shall want is a'bo.x holding about a cubic foot,

wire-cloth sides, similar to what I have de-

scribed in back numbers of Gleanings, and
the same as described in "Scientific Queen-
rearing;" together with a large funnel, such as

is used to put up bees by the pound with.

These, with our lighted smoker, are to be taken
to the apiary, when one of the hives is to be
opened, the queen found, and the frame she is

on set outside of the hive for the time being,

till we have taken out a third of the combs
with the adhering bees, when this frame is to

be returned. The frames now outside of the

hive are to be gently jarred a little to cause the

bees to fill themselves with honey. While they
are filling themselves with honey we are to go
to another hive and treat it exactly the same
as we did the first, when we go back to the first

and shake all the bees off the combs which are

outside the hive, down through the funnel into

the box, immediately taking it to the secohd

hive and shaking the bees there down into the

same box, when the frames of brood and honey
are to be returned to their respective hives,

after first removing the funnel and closing the

box. If this work is done toward night no
trouble from robbers will be experienced, and
the bees will be better prepared for what is to

follow. Just before dark, taking plenty of time

to find the queen readily before it is too dark,

go to your nucleus and secure the queen from
it, having her in a provisioned cage, the new
West cage being particularly adapted to this

purpose. Having the queen in the cage, go to

your darkened, cool room (where the bees should

be left while they are in the box), and, by set-

ting the box down suddenly, drop them all to

the bottom, when the caged queen is to be hung
in so the cage touches the top of the box, and
the bees left till the next morning. When going
to put the queen in, you will find them in great
commotion, and "crying" over their queenless

condition: but in an hour after the caged queen
has been put in they will be all quiet, and send

forth a satisfied note, as much as to say, " We

are now prepared to make a future home of this
place if need be;" while in the morning they
will be clustered as snug and compact as any
swarm. Early in the morning, before robbers
are around, tlie same two hives are to be open-
ed, and a third of the combs are to be taken
from each, having the honey and brood corres-
pond in about the same proportion as that left

iy the hives, the bees from these combs all

brushed off and allowed to go back, the hive
filled out with combs, comb foundation, or
dummi(^s, as you prefer, when these new beeless
combs of brood and honey are to be put into an
empty hive, the same placed on the stand you
wish it to occupy, and the one-third vacant
space filled out the same as you did the others.
The clustered swarm of bees is to be hived in
this hive, the same as you would hive a natui-al
swarm, the same being accomplished by remov-
ing one side of the box, which should be easily
removable for this purpose. In this way you
will have three good colonies in place of two
(which would be as great an increase as I would
recommend at this time of year, if I expected
to secure a yield fi-om fall flowers), and it is one
of the very best plans of artificial increase that
I know of. If done early in the season, when
the bees are about to swarm naturally, it would
do well to take half the bees and half of the
combs, so that the colonies could be doubled, if

increase is preferred to honey.
Many, who can not be with their bees, on ac-

count of work which keeps them away from
home during the middle of the day, will find in

this an easy and good plan of controlling
swarming, and yet have their bees in good con-
dition all the while. I foi-got to say in the
right place, that, as the bees are running into
the hive, the queen should be let out of the
cage and allowed to run in with them. For-
merly I always put the queen in with the bees
after they were "crying" for her, without cag-
ing, and, so far as I am concerned, generally
had good success; but some report failures,

which thing can not result by the plan here
given, for the queen can not be harmed un-
til she has become a part of the newly formed
colony, when, of course, they will not injure
her. In reading this many will exclaim, "This
is lots of work!" but after a little practice you
will find that it takes hardly as much time as
it does to read this article, and put you in a
place where you are master of the situation,

every time, aiid also gives you just tlie right
division of nuitters and things, so that the right
proportion of bees and brood is in each hive,
and all ready to go to work to the best advan-
tage, on all subsequent bloom, so that all are in

readiness for winter when it arrives, and gen-
erally a good yield of honey.
Borodino. N. Y. H. M. Dooi,itti,e.

FUSSING WITH BEES.

something on the other side.

" Don't fuss too much with your bees." say
some of the wi'iters for the bee - journals.
" Don't tinker with your bees unnecessarily,"
says Dr. Miller. " Mr. G. de Layen's plan for

an out-apiary is to have very large hives, and
visit them only twice a year, spring and au-
tumn " (Dr. Miller, page 155, Gleanings). " If

you wish a large yield of section honey, keep
prolific queens, and let the brood-combs alone,

after they are once filled with brood in the
spring," says G. M. Doolittle.

My young bee-keeping friends, and those of

the South in particular, don't let such state-

ments and advice as the above lead you astray.
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Some of It is all right, and more of it may an-
swer fairly well for men of such experience as

can tell pretty nearly the condition of a colony

by a glance at its entrance or in at the top of

the hive: but I will venture the opinion that

he wiio does not examine each colony sufficient-

ly to know its exact condition, at irast once in

irom one to two months, and oflener in the
working season, will hud plenty of evidence,

through the yeai'. to prove that a little closer

attention would have been profitable. Don't
fuss too little with your bees. •' Prevention is

better than cure " in bee-keeping as well as in

the care of one's bodily health. The very best

way I know of to prevent the evils of fertile

workers, foul brood, queenless colonies, starv-

ing out. dron(!-laying queens, ants in the liives,

mice, robbing, etc.. is to "fuss "' with your bees

often enough to thorouglily know their condi-

tion, and remedy these evils before they exist,

or, at any rate, as soon as the first symptoms
appear.

In Florida it is possible to carry on an apiary
year after year without the loss "of a colony. I

do not know that there was a colony lost from
my apiary, from any cause, for nearly three
years at one time, and yet in some of the apia-
ries liere it is not uncommon for the number of

colonies to vary from year to year as mucli as

in poorly kept apiaries of the North. Why is

this? If it is not for the lack of sufficient in-

telligent fussing witli the bees, then I should
like to have some one rise and state the cause.
Without close attention to the apiary, bee-
keeping goes back to a matter of luck, as of old;

and he who trusts to luck usually gets it and
becomes a malcontent in the long run, though
succe-s for a time may make him proud of his

method, or lack of metliod, rather. Do not
understand me that I advise overhauling each
colony from top to bottom, every four or five

days, tliougli a novice who begins this way is

more apt to succeed eventually than one whose
interest is not so thoroughly awakened ; but do
not, even at tlie end of the honey season, close
the hives and then forget them for months.
Through the fall, many queens are superseded.
Some may get lost in mating. If you watch
them you know wliere this is the case, and you
also know wliether you have ripe queen-cells
to supply the need. These may l^e plentiful to-

day, but hatched to-morrow. If you are not
well acquainted with your bees you have to
start from the egg. even though there are such
cells in the next liive. or you will not discover
the need, and after a while you see a case of
robbing; and, looking into the hive, find anotli-
er case of the bee-moth eating up your bees.

Too late then to save the colony. Is it a fact
tliat it is as harmful to the prosperity of the
bees to open a hive as many declare? I think
not. Neighbor O. O. Popp'leton tells me that,
instead of the moving of bees being a detri-
ment to them, if properly done and not carried
too far, in his experience it has prov<Mi a benefit,
and seemed to stimulate them to more ener-
getic work. He has had a good deal of experi-
ence along this line, is a careful and observant
man. and not inclined to hazard his reputation
as a skillful apiarist on mere guesswork. His
statement I accept witli confidence, thougli
contrary to the teachings of some; and, if true,
I should say that the disturbance of looking
over a colony of bees, when there is lioney in

the fields, should stimulate them sufficiently to
more than counterbalance the cost in time and
honey. I will also say, that I believe that a
bee-keeper who is thoroughly posted at all

times on the condition of his bees will also be
so alive to their requirements and prejudices as
to get all the information necessary without
the bees hardly noticing his presence.

SEATS WHILE WORKING OVEK HIVES.
What shall we sit upon when opening liives?

Why. stools, of course. Is a hive-cover, a box,
or any other device so handy and comfoi'table
as a light stool with a draw«'r opening at the
end, in which to carry the bee-brush, smoker-
fuel, matches, scissors, slates, queen-cages, and
queen-cells? Then at the other end have a
couple of sockets—one for pencil, the other for
a heavy knife or chisel. Take this stool by the
•wire handle in one hand, youi- smoker in the
other, and you have all you need foi- ordinary
woi'k. Something of this kind, but of a differ-
ent pattern, was illusti'ated years ago in
Gleanings. This one is better than that was,,
as the tools can be got at while sitting ui)on it;

and scraps of wax. with honey adhering, can
be shut away from robbers. I was sui'prised
that friend Root did not call attention to that
one when this matter was up for discussion
lately.

HIVE RECORD.
Like Mr. Root. I can not understand the line

of reasoning that can cause a bee-keeper to
use either bricks or heavy stones on the cover
of a hive, as an indicator of the colony's con-
dition, when so handy a device as a little slate
is so easily obtained. My slates hang at the
back of the hive on one of three tacks. Its po-
sition shows whether the colony requires im-
mediate attention—attention as soon as con-
venient, or is in good shape every way. The
slate gives particulars, also the age of queen,
and whether clipped or not. It takes me near-
ly a year to cover one side of one of these small
slates, as I have a system of indicating a good
deal in a small space.

SHADES.
Then, too, the idea of handling a big shutter

of boards or iron, or some other material, in ad-
dition to these lieavy rocks, etc., every time a
hive is to be opened, is one that fills me with
wonder, and makes me tired to think of. If I

had them I don't know but I should be content
to fuss very little with my bees, and get a very
little crop of honey as a consequence. Here I
have, as before stated, a light arbor covered
with palmetto-leaves, or scuppernong grape-
vines. The first are lightly taclced on with a
four-penny nail through the stem close to the
leaf. These can be easily knocked off in the
fall, and make a good mulch for the orange-
trees. The grapevines put on leaves and fruit
at the time shade is required in the spring, and
drop the leaves at the right time in the fall.

Nothing could be pleasanter than these shades
to work under in tlie summer, and they serve
every purpose of sliade, both for bees and own-
er. If something of this kind is constructed in
the northern apiaries. I feel sure that they will
be found far more satisfactory than the shade-
boards and rocks. If tlie covers blow off, con-
struct them differently, or use liive-clamps. I

have never had a cover blow off that I know of,

and I use no device to hold them on. There is

no chance for the wind to get hold of them.
It must be remembered, however, that a good

bee-tent, to be placed over hives that are open-
ed during a honey dearth, is an absolute
necessity. Witliout this prudent protection
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HjrainPt lobtiiiig. a vfry liitlo I'assiiig may be-

come altogether too much. :iiui that in a very
few minutes. .Judgment should entei' into all

vour work. W. S. IIakt.our woi K.

Hawks Park. Fla.. June 17.

A VISIT TO MR. THOMAS PIERCE.

DBY BUDDIE G. HIGI.KY.

I previously notified Mr. Pierce o,t' my inten-

tion of paying him a visit. After wading
tlirough the mud for hve miles on foot, wliich

took me about two hours, I was at the station.

Stepping aboard the train, which soon arrived,

I was soon on my way to Gansevoort. On ar-

riving here I was directed to Mr. Pierce's

dwelling, which is only a step from the depot.
Knocking I was soon in the presence of ray

young friend who has lately retired from busi-
ness, being somewhere about 70 years old.

Through the foresight of his genial companion
they had put off dinner till I came. How my
heart tilled with joy after sitting down, to hear
praise go up to the God that had car^ d for him all

his life! Our conversation naturally led to

bees; and by the time dinner was ovei' the bees
got quite lively; and before they became quiet-
ed we were out in the bee-yard.

THE BEE-YAI!D.

His bee-yard is very nicely arranged, some
10 oi- 12 rods from the road.

" Do the bees trouble your neighbors'?" I

asked.
'* No. not to amount to any thing. I general-

ly remedy it all by giving the persons troubled
some honey, which keeps them good natured."

STOREHOUSE FOK HIVES.

The next place was his barn, which is now
used for storing* away hives and fixtures in the
barn. He has a box which is moth and mice
proof for the storiiig-away of combs. In this

he also keeps his swarming fixtures, which
have before been illustrated in Gleanings.
His honey-house is nicely arranged some few-

steps from this.

WORK-SHOP.
In this he has an improved engine which

runs a planer (one of the best kinds), and saw.
The saw is one of his own make, being strong,

to be run by steam power. He used to make
the old-fashioned 2-lb. nailed section, which
looked almost as nice as our four-piece dove-
tailed sections. He buys his sections now, they
being so cheap that he can not afford to make
ihem. Those he made showed tine workman-
ship.

STORE FOR SUPPLY-HOUSE AND BEE-CELLAR.

A store built some 20 years ago is now used
for a store room. This is a commodious struc-

tui'e, and gives plenty of room for a bee-keep-
er's supply-house. As Mr. Pierce is a supply-
dealer, it comes quite handy. His bee-cellar is

under this. He was wintering about 7.5 stocks.

They were wintering rather badly. He attrib-

utes it to low temperature, saying that bees
winter better with him with a high tempera-
ture, say .50° to 58° F. To maintain this tem-
perature he uses artificial heat. He futher-
more says he can show a good average in favor
of high" temperature for the past five or six

winters. This is the cellar that is shaken every
time a train goes by.

HIS HIVE AND WAY' OF WINTERING.

For winter he places a sort of Hill device
over the frames, and over this a cotton cloth,

which is attached to a box without top or bot-

tom, which tits the top of the hive. Upon this

a chaff cushion is put, then he raises the hive
from the bottom about two inches by blocks.
This, he says, gives them sufficient ventilation
and escape for dead bees. His hive is the mod-
ified Langstroth. tw'o Manum clamps exactly
covei'ing the top of it.

MIDDLEMEN, PRO AND CON.

"Mr. Pierce, what do you think about mid-
dlemen in connection with the honev indus-
try ?"

'•Well, there are some that are a damage to
tlie producer, but on the whole they are an ad-
vantage."

CHEAP OR COSTLY CONTRIVANCES.

"Well, Mr. Pierce, what is your conclusion
as to the advisability of using cheap or costly
hives and fixings ? Do you think that it would
pay to go to the extra expense of having every
thing of the very best?"

" No, I do not, for a hive that would cost
half the cost of mine would answer just as
well."

" Don't you think that this is too often the
case with the over-zealous beginner?"

" Yes, I do; for a great many go into the bus-
iness with the idea that, the more money they
can get Invested, the more will be their returns.
But it is generally the other w-ay."
" What do you think of the idea of putting a_

swarm of bees worth ?!3.(X) into a hive worth
$4.00?"

" I think it is like driving a 8100 harness on a
$50 mule."

CAKNIOLANS OR ITALIANS.
" Which kind of bees do you prefer, Carnio-

I'ans or Italians?"
"I tried one Carniolan queen; and if the

progeny of all Carniolans ai-e the like of this,

I have had enough of them."
These were some of the topics talked over.

When looking at the clock it said train time, so
my very pleasant visit had to come to an end.
With good wishes I left Gansevoort, and arrived
home in four or five hours. fe<'ling well paid for

mv visit. BUODIE (r. HUiLKY'.
Hartfoi'd. N. Y.. April 27.

THE NEW BENTON CAGE.

WHAT AN EXTENSIVE QUEEN-HHEEDEK THINKS-
OF IT.

Friend Ernest:—I think the new small Ben-
ton cage is the best that I have ever seen, and
the item of postage is a considerable one when
a person has to send off many. I think there is

plenty of room in warm weather for eight bees
and the qu(>,en. In colder weather it will hold
about sixtiM'n bees, and be a little crowded,
which is better in cold weather, though when
we have to send off bees in as cold weather as I

had to send some this past spring. I feel as if I

should like a cage that would almost hold a lit-

tle nucleus; but I believe this will do to send
queens in safely in most parts of the United
States, at any time of yean It being shallower
than most cages, and having sufficient length,
the bees and queen seem to be comfortable and
easy; while if they had more room, by giving
more depth they become more excitable every
time they are moved or handled on their journey.

I concluded to try an experiment as soon as I

received the first lot from you. I had a small
dark queen which I had rejected, so far as

sending her out to any one, but I concluded to

keeip her in one of my hives for the purpose of

building up. This queen I placed in one of the
improved cages, with exactly one dozen bees,

on the 1st day of July. To-day, the 18th, there
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is not a dead bee in thf cage, and the queen is

lively, and they have. I think, about three days'
rations, whicli I hope will be enough to land
ht^r safely at the Hnine of the Honey-bees.
This queen and bees were placed, when first

caged, ill a bureau drawer, and have been there
ever since. They have been in fine condition.
Of cours(>. I don't expect you to keep the queen.
a-^ I don't consider her of any vahie. but she
will answer for the experiment: and if you find

that she anives all o. k.. and you dei-m it

wortiiy (tf trial, you may renew liie caiidy and
mail her back, and I will ivpoi"t wliat coudition
she arrives in. Would it not be a good idea for
us to take a qneen. as in this case, and mail her
back and forth, and report the condition she
arrives in each time, and see how long they will
last in the improved cage? If you deem it

worth a trial we can start on this one after
having been caged 18 days. J. D. Fooshe.
Coronaca. S. C.. July IS.

[There is no doubt, friend F.. but this cage is

a big step in advance. Costellow's penny-post-
age featun>. and our method of making it a
succe.>;sfui introducing-cage. are two of its dis-
tinctive features. The cage containing queen
and bees arrived in I'xcellent condition. We
put in fresh candy, and return theih to you to-
day (20th). and no doubt they will arrive to you
in "good order, even after being confined over
three weeks. Since we adopted the new cage,
by mistake a quei'u was sent to the wrong man:
but he very indignantly returned it. saying he
had not ordered any queen. It so happened
that the queen had originally come from you,
anfl had been lying on the table for some five or
six days. The total length of time that it had
been out was something like three weeks, and
she was still in good order, and was successfully
inti-oiiuced into oui- apiary. How many more
weeks" journey she would have stood, we do
not know. As she was a good queen, we did not
like to put her to any further test. Of the hun-
dreds of queens we have sent out in these new
cages, the number that we have had to replace
has been remarkably small—I think it is about
one in a hundred: aiid (>ven this hundredth one
might be eliminated if we could (ilirays make
the candy just right. Candy that will do for
cooler weather is not as good for real hot
weather: and sometimes sudden changes of
weather so affect the candy as to cause the one
in a hundred to die. Mr. Fooshe uses, with ex-
cellent results, granulati'd sugar and the best
quality of extracted honey kneaded into a stiff'

dough, the honey having been first warmed
until it is of about the consistency of milk. We
also wai'ni the honey, but use instead pulverized
sugar. We are not sure it is any better, al-
though we have excellent results. The Good
candy, or. more properly, the Scholtz. as de-
scribed in the earlier editions of Langstroth
on the Honey-bee." is one of the elements in the
successful mailing of queens.] E. R.

THE KEENEY -WIRING.

C. A. HATCir explains; HOW TO WIRE FOtTX-
DATION HORIZOXTAI-LY AXD NOT HAVE

IT KULGE.

Friend Root:—I want to say a word about
the Keeney method of wiring frames, or, rather,
say what I should have said last year at the
time I made my experiments in wiring, that
were reported in Gleanings. It was rather
cool weather, and the report was made as the
facts then stood; but I found, later on in the
season, when the weather got warmer, that I
had the same trouble that Ernest speaks of.

and ask pardon of the brethren for not report-
ing the subsequent failure as well as the suc-
cess. However, there is one point that is not
explained: i. e.. how the foundation is kept
fi'om lopping over between the top wire and
the top-bar: there is where I had trouble with
that method. May be Ernest has explained all

this: but if so. I have forgotten. The only way
we could obviate this trouble was by rubbing it

down to the top-bar, which made so much
bother it wa^ all given up in disgust. The
foundation we used wa.^ part of our own make
and part of Dadant's. and it ran about six
sheets, L. size, to the pound.

HOFFMAN FRAMES.

I did not expect to come out anywhere but
second best in my argument on the Hoft'man
frame: for who could expect to prevail against
two such able advocates as the junior editor
and Dr. Miller? In fact. " thou almost per-
suadest me." But to Dr. Miller's ideas about

SPKING DWINDLING,

I must cry out. "Shan't either'."" In the first

place. I am sure that brood-rearing in the cel-
lar ha-J nothing to do with it. I would have in-
dorsed every word Dr. Miller had said about it

previous to this spring: but my experience this
year has knocked all my preconceived notions
endwise. First. I never set bees out with as
little brood as this year, none having more
than two patches the size of one's hand, and
some alnH)st none; and yet I never had as bad
a case of spring dwindling, and nothing seemed
to check it—chaff packing, warmth, feeding,
nor even new pollen. There was no stop, ap-
parently, until all the old bees were gone. Col-
onies tiiat were apparently in good condition
when Set out. all went " where the woodbine
twininh."" I thought, when my bees were set
out. that I had a pretty fair lot: but there was
no let-up until fully 50 per cent were dead.
What was the cai;se? Don't know. I know
they had more or less honey-dew, and perhaps
it is as well to lay it to that as to anything
else. But the worst cases were fed on Good
candy in the cellar. Would leaving in the cel-

lar until dwindling time was over have saved
them? I do not think it would have been over
until all had gone just the same. The weather
was not bad: on the contrary, unusually favor-
able I thought. This experience has put me all

at sea in regard to spring dwindling, and I am
sure of only what I don"t know.
Ithaca, Wis.. July 9. C. A. Hatch.

[Your experiment, friend H.. being made in

cool weather, would make quite a difference;
and I do not wonder that you decided on wir-
ing by the plan as you originally gave it in
Gleanings, for I too encountered the same
difficulty in fastening the foundation to the
top-bar.' and decided as you did. This j-ear, a
mere accident showed me conclusively that the
other side up was much better. The top of the
foundation we fastened on to the comb-guide,
and we had no trouble. But perhaps I should
say that a common knife will not answer. We
use in our binding department what we call

"bones "for folding papers. They are some-
thing the shape of a strong heavy paper-knife,
about six inches long, no handle, and blunt at
both the ends. They are nicely polished, and
the edges and ends are beveled, the ends also
being slightly rounded instead of square. I

tried rubbing foundation on to the comb-guide
with a knife, and gave it up in disgust. Then
it occurred to me that one of these bones that
they use in the paper-room would be just the
thing. I at first did not succeed: but finally I

got the knack of it by dipping the bone fre-
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quently in water, so that I could show the girls

how to do it. It is something that 1 can not
explain; but any one who tries such an imple-
ment will discover the modus operandi after a
little pi'aclice. A piece of liard wood shaped
after the bone might answer.

I might say, further, that we are now getting
some beautiful combs. They are equal in
every way to those made on the perpendicular
plan.

It has been a great puzzle to me'for a year or
so back how the Dadants. (reorge E. Hilton,
and others could use plain horizontal wires,
without having the foundation bulge. [Some-
body, perhaps Geo. E. Hilton a yeai' ago. said
the seci'et was in not drawing tlie wires Unit.
Something interrupted, and I did not have an
opportunity to try the experiment; but I now
discover that we can wire frames horizontally
as well as perpendicularly, providing the hori-
zontal wires are left not drawn taut. When
the foundation sags in drawing out, the wires
sag with it a trifle, so there is no more bulging
of the foundation than if simply put on the
comb-guides without wire. Do you see ? Well,
this means that we can use plain horizontal
wiring, if it is more convenient than the
Keeney, providing we use thick top- bars, or
bars that will not sag. and foundation cut a tri-

fle shorter than the inside depth of the frame.
The Keeney helps to sustain the top-bar, and I

think it is a little stronger than the horizontal
plan, but it's more work.

In regard to the Hoffman frame, I desire only
that its merits shall be seen and appreciated as
the usei's and admirers of this frame do. For
be it far from me to come out ahead in discus-
sion simply for the sake of it. I did feel, and
think so yet, that if you were to try a few Hoff-
man frames, and accustom yourself to them,
you would be so convinced of their merits from
practical use that you would adopt them exclu-
sively, in pnjference to any other style of neu'
frames that you put into the apiary. I am not
sui'e that it would pay any bee-keeper to trans-
fer his co7nbs from loose frames to the Hoffman;
but if he is going to buy a lot of new frames, to
be used in an out-apiary, the Hoffman is the
style that he should adopt, providing he has
tested a few to know that his locality will ad-
mit of their use. There, there! I have en-
countered that old bugbear "locality" again.
Howevei-, I suspect the time will come when
we shall tind that it is not so very great a factor
after all, in the use or disuse of Hxed frames. I

have studied this propolis question in a good
many States: and I am loth to believe it is so
essentially different as to make fixed frames im-
practicable.] E. R.

A POOR HONEY SEASON IN KENTUCKY.

HOW Bf:E8 THAT wouldn't .STAY HIVED WERE
MADE TO STAY AT HOME; GAEDENING,

ETC.

This has been a poor season for honey here.
The long drouth of two months cut off' our usu-
al white-clover supply: and though some has
bloomed since the recent rains, there seems to
be no sweetness in it. Many of our largest bee-
keepeis report no swarms at all. Howi'ver. I've
had three swarms from four old stands; and
while it has been our (my wife and I are part-
neis) fii'st year with liees. we have secui'ed an
ample supply of honey for our own use, and
some I'eally amusing as well as useful experi-
ence. Coming home fiom my office one after-
ternoon I found my wife with the A B C of Bee
Culture in one hand, and a box with a queen in
it in the other.

"I'm trying to find what will make those
bees stay in the hive. I have put them in
twice, and they are out again. Hurry, or they
will be back before you are ready."
The queen had her wing clipped. I had

heard something about getting a fiame from
near the center of another liive. containing
" unsealed larvie," etc.. and so I rushed and
procured one. and had it in the new hive by
the time the swarm came back; and as soon as
they were going in rapidly, we released the
queen and they remained contentedly after-
ward.
There is one hive of vicious hybrids, and, like

Dr. Miller, I wish the queen could be "mashed
up very fine:" but some other fellow will have
to do the mashing.
While I enjoy the bee-department of Gi.ean-

iN(iS very much, the " crop"" of garden notes is

always read first. .My first attempt at growing
Spanish onions for seed this season, I call a
success already. They are just cracking the
ground open in their haste to get large. Some
are as large as one's fist now, and the tops look
green enough to grow all summer. As soon as
they were out of my hotbed, celery seed was
sown, and a good supply of extra-fine plants,
which were put out the 8th inst., is the result.
jNIy Hubbard squash wei-e entirely eaten up
by the little striped bug, while the common, or
field squash, was not hurt. If I get nothing
more of benefit from Terry's strawberry-book I

shall think myself well repaid from the instruc-
tions obtained as to setting plants alone. Six
hundred were put out by filming the ground
around each one. and throwing some loose soil

over this, and not three plants were lost. Some
of my neighbors lost all. some half, just in pro-
portion as they were carefully put out. Give
us more " Terry sermons."" Walter Stuaut.

Winchester, Ky., July 1.3.

AN APPROPRIATION OF $500.

WHAT the state OF ILLINOIS HAS DONE FOR
ITS 15EE KEEPERS.

Hurrah for the great State of Illinois: Hur-
rah for the Bee-keepers" Association of the
State of IllinoisI Did you hear that the last
General Assembly of Illinois has passed the
first law ever made in Illinois, recognizing the
existence of the little bee? Why: they have
given us five limulicd dollars \nv annum, lo be
used in iji'onioliiig the iutci'csts of our g)-eat,

glorious, and honoiable industry in IllinoisI

Now let any misguided person try to have the
courts declare bee-keeping a nuisance, and we
will rise uf) in our indignation and say, " Sir,

would th<^ State of Illinois appropriate fivt;

hundred dollars for the nuiinlenance of a nui-
sance '?" and our enemies would r<'tire. covered
with confusion.
There lies in front of me a book (>ntitled

" Laws of Illinois, passed by the 37th General
Assembly in session at Springfield. January 7,

1891—June 12. 1891. "' Turning to page 7 I read
as follows:

An act making- an appropriation in aid cf tlie Illi-

nois Bee-l-;ee| ers' Associailon.
Whereiiif. The large and growing- industry of l)ee-

keeping- in tlie State ot Illinois is wortliy ot proper
eiK-ounigeiJieiit V)y the General Assembly; and
Where in. The Illinois Bee-ktepers' Association, an

oi-ganization composed ot tlie leading- apiaris+.s of
the State, is engaged in promoting this industry,
and desires an appropriation to assist in this work;

Therefore—
Secti(m I. Be it enacted by tlie people ot tlie State

of Illinois, represented In the General A.sseml ly,

thai there be and hereby is appropilated for the use
of the Illinois State Bee-keepers' Association the
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sum of $oOO pel' annum; provided, liowever, tliat no
portion thereof shall be paid for, or on account of
any salary, or emoluments of any ofHcer of said as-
sociation; and that said sum be expended by said
Illinois State Bee-keepers' Association in the publi-
cation of such reports and information pertaining
to this industry as will tend to promote the growth
and develop the apiarian interest for the years 1891
and 1892.

Section II. That, on oi'der of the President,
countersigned by the Secretary of the Illinois State
Bee-keepei-s' As.sociation, and approved by the Gov-
ernor, the State Auditor shall draw his wai'rant an-
nually in favor of the Treasurer of the Illinois Bee-
keepers' Association for the sums herein appropriat-
ed.
Approved June 16, 1891.

Brother Root, this is one of the grandest
things that has happened to us bee-men for
manj- a year. I think I see Dr. Miller's eyes
snap with pleasure at the good news. Illinois
is now and will be the cynosure of eyes all over
the world, and this good move on her part will
be the signal for more decided recognition of
our industry, and foj' similar appropriations in
other States.
Let this be the signal for bee-keepers in Ohio

to get this matter thoroughly digested, and in

form for presentation to the ne.xt General As-
sembly of Ohio.

" Forward " be our watchword,
Hearts and voices joined.

Chicago, July 20. Hekman F. Moore.

[This is indeed important; and, as a prece-
dent, it will be invaluable. Now, ii there is any
organization that needs such an appropriation,
it is the North American Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion. Although the stamping of medals, etc.,

is now under way, to be awarded to affiliated
societies, in accordance with the constitution,
we need other benefits that we can award to
members that we can not now give from the
treasury. The Ontario Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion gave to each of its members one year a
copy of Langstroth's Revised; the last year, I

believe they gave a copy of Cowan's scientific
work. The Honey-Bee. The Ontario associa-
tion has had an appropiation. so that it is able
to give its members substantial benefits. This
is just what we need for the national associa-
tion. Bee-keepers are not aft(M' presents; but
benefits confei'n^d in one way and another
would help very much to enlarge the membei'-
ship of our national association. This will be a
proper and a timely subj<'Ct to discuss.] E. R.

CENTRAL ARIZONA AS A HONEY COUNTRY.

A TKIl' OF 40 MILES IN TIIp; WILDS OF THE
COUNTRY.

As I sat on a stone by the roadside and took
my fii'st square look at the Verde Valley, the
thoughts uppermost in my mind were, that, if

that were a honey country, I had at last found
something more marvelous than the manufac-
ture of nice jelly out of old boot-heels. It was
the aftei-noon of Sept. 21, 1888, and I had been
tramping most of the time for the previous 24
houi's. I had walked until 9 o'clock of the pre-
vious evening, and then rolled myself up in my
one blanket, stretched myself out on the bare
dry gi'ound, and slept, though I had no idea as
to whei-e I was noi- how fai' I was from human
habitation. I only knew that I was on the road
from Prescott to Fort Verde, and to what I

hoped and expected \\ould be a good honey
country. I slept soundly till midnight, when I

awoke with the cold: for the nights in the
mountains of Central Arizona are rather cool
for slf>eping out in only one blanket. I " turned

out" and walked a few miles until I got warm-
ed up again, then stopped and caught about an
hour of sleep, and concluded I had slept enough
to carry me the remainder of the distance.
Even though I was a "tender-foot," I rather
enjoyed the novelty of the situation. There
was a romance about the awful stillness of the
wilderness, broken occasionally by the startling
yell of coyotes, which I suppose just suited
young blood, for I did actually enjoy it.

As I had walked through that wilderness
during that long day, seeing nothing growing
on the barren rocky ground which I thought
could possibly yield honey (though I afterward
found I was mistaken) I had consoled myself
with the thotight that I should see a different-
looking country when. I came in sight of the
valley, for "verde" cei'tainly means green.
But i must confess that I felt green—or, rather,
blue—as I sat there on that rock, weary and
footsore from a tramp of 40 miles through a
wilderness where neighbors and water were
from eight to ten miles apart. The river, which
lay about 1000 feet below me, and about three
miles away, could be seen occasionally through
openings in the narrow belt of cottonwoods
growing along its banks. The sight of these
green trees and the water did look good; but
still my eyes ached for the sight of some green
grass; for from that point I could not see the
alfalfa ranches, though I afterward climbed to

a point of about the same elevation, and looked
down upon another part of the valley. I think
I never saw a more beautiful sight than that
presented by the bright green fields of alfalfa,

and the cottonwoods, with the river shining
thi'ough them in places, as contrasted with the
barren hills and mountains which hemmed in

the little valley.
The valley is about thirty miles long, and

from one to five wide. From the point of which
I speak I had a fine view of the surrounding
country. Away to the northward, about 80
miles, could be seen the San Francisco Peaks,
the highest points in the Territory, of which
one or two are extinct volcano-craters. These
peaks are often snow-capped for nine months
in the year. Further to the west of these can
be seen iSitgreave's Peak and Mt. Bill Williams.
In the east rise the Mongollon range into the
timber line, and there, within 100 miles of
Phcpnix, are hundreds of square miles of the
finest pine timber I ever saw. rotting and going
to waste for the lack of proper shipping facili-

ties, while the bee-men of the Gait River Valley,
I suppose, are shipping their lumber for hives
from Michigan via Bro. Root's factory.
As the remainder of my journey was not

eventful enough to warrant my occupying any
more space, I will begin upon my subject; that
is. the honey resources of the country, which, I

will say to begin with, proved much better than
my first impression led me to expect; for, after
becoming better acquainted with the peculiari-
ties of the country, I learned to like it, and
shall count my two years' sojourn there as two
pleasant and profitable years of my life.

I went there to tak(^ charge of an apiary own-
ed by- Mr. F.E.Jordan, an enterprising man
from New England, who has made Arizona his

home for the past fourteen years. Although
he was but a novice in apiculture, he yet saw
an opportunity for making an apiary a source
of profit to him if run in connection with his
other business (fruit culture, milling, and stock
raising). Wishing to adopt the Heddon hive
and system of management, he wrote to Mr. H.
to send him a man who had been in his employ,
and one who understood the system of manage-
ment which is such a necessary accompani-
ment to this hive. Having a desire to see some-
thing of the West before locating permanently
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in the business. I was readj^ to take this oppor-
tunity when it was tendered ine.

The principal honey-plants of the country
are the famous alfalfa, clover, and mesquite.
which correspond to the white clover and bass-
wood of the East. Perhaps I can give the b<'St

idea of the honey n^sources by describing the
honey-flow as it came last year. Early in Feb-
ruai'y. pollen began to come from the alder
which grows in the river bottom. Unlike an
Eastern climate, the days of February are gen-
erally uniformly pleasant, and warm enough
for bees to fly well, though the niglits are cold
and fi'osty. Thei'e is seldom a week of weather
during the entire year sev^ere enough to conflue
bees to tln'ir hives; but still there is often a
range of .50° between noon and midnight tem-
perature. Following the alder comes the " fil-

leree."" or alfllaria. a California plant which is

fast taking possession of this country. This
plant, like bvickwheat. yields honey only a few
hours in the morning, and it is a beautiful sight
to see the hills and mesas (tablelands) take on
a pink tinge for a few hours on those bright
warm mornings. In places the little pink flow-
ers cover hundreds of acres like a bright pink
carpet, while a delicate pink tinge can be no-
ticed clear to the top of the surrounding moun-
tain, though the flowers are not as abundant
on the hills as in the valley. As the flowers
Ijegin to close about 10 o'clock, the color fades;
and by noon all is green or gray again.
Sometimes at this season of year there are

patches of bright yellow poppies nnd other wild
flowers, and of blue wild flox. upon the carpet
of green and pink: and the fruit bloom which
comes at this time of year gives still another
color, making the valley, when viewed from
the surrounding hills, a most beautiful sight,

and in striking'contrast with my first view of
it. The honey which comes at this time of
year is dark, and of little value as surplus: but
coining as it does where there is but a small
working force of honey-gatherers, and a large
quantity of brood to care for. it is used about as
fast as gathered. By the first of April, strong
colonies begin to show signs of swarming; and
bv the 15th of this month swarming is in full

blast.
In February, mesquite and cafs-claw begin

to bloom, and then begins our white-honey har-
vest; and I think some of the honey which
came from these shrubs in the season of 1889
was by far the nicest honey I have ever tasted.

It was as clear as sugar syrup, very thick, and
of a delicate flavor. The mesquite shrub (pro-
nounced ines-kcet) has a very wide range as re-

gards its time of blooming, for I have seen bees
working on it constantly from April till August.
Early in May the alfalfa begins to bloom;

but there it yields but little until the plant is

in full blooiu. and about ready to cut. I am
not pr<'parefl to gush upon the merits of this as
a honey-plant: for, from my experience, it is

not a great yielder. and the honey is almost
amber in color. The flavor is not as flue as I

had been led to expect, by reports from other
localities.

Mr. Jordan's apiary was located within bee-
range of 1(X)0 aci'es of alfalfa. Perhai)S some
one may say that it was not hot enough: but
when the mercury gets up to 114° in the shade,
it's hot enough for me—plenty. I have no
dou'bt but that it will yield large quantities of
honey under favorable circumstances: but just
what are favorable conditions I don't think is

known yet. I am inclined to think that locali-

ty and circumstances have a great effect upon
the quality of honey secreted by this plant.

In June" we get some honey from a shrub
called i>nIo verde (green pole), which grows on
the surrounding hills. AfU-r this thei'e is usu-

ally but little honey gathered from any source
except the different crops of alfalfa: but last
season was an exception to the rule, for the
bounteous summer rains, which began about
July Isl. brought us a I'ank giowth of a pecu-
liar weed of the mint family, the namr of which
I have been unable to learn. This yielded
quite a quantity of honey, w liich in quality was
dark and strong, but it sei vcd to keep the bees
out of mischief.
During the late summer and fall months the

bees gatheri'd a little honey from a plant simi-
lar to the MoilieO. Large honey-plant, which
grows in the sandy river-bottom.
Though there was only about two weeks dur-

ing the entire season, from February until Oc-
tober, during which the bees were idle enough
to rob. yet our average yield was only 1()() lbs.

per colony, over two- thirds of which was ex-
tracted; so you can see that the honey came
very slowly. It came too slowly for the produc-
tion of a nice article of comb honey, a fact
which I learned bv dear experience.

Brecksville. ().. Julv 18. L. W. Bkll.

S"WARMING-LADDER.

STRIMI'L S DKVICE.

Swarms usually alight low. so that the ordi-
nary swarming implements previously described
will reach them from the ground. But there
are times when they will settle on pretty high
limbs. It is then that a ladder is called into
requisition. If it will not reach the swarm it

will at least land the climber among the upper
limbs, so that he can step from one liiub to the
other, and finally reach the bees. But it is dif-

ficult to stand an ordinary ladder against a limb
of a tree so that it will be secure for climbing,
on account of the unevenuHs;- of the limbs. A
Bohemian by the name of I!. Strimpl. of Schet-
schan, Bohemia, sent us a drawing of a ladder

STHIMPL S SWARMIXO-LADDER.

that can be lodged—that is. the upper part of
it—securely on some limb above. The ffdlow-
ing engraving illustrates its principle of appli-
cation.
The two side arms, or forks, prevent the lad-

der from revolving; and it will be observed
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that the ladder term inates in a single pole,

which can be very easily lodged in the fork of

a limb where a two-pronged ladder would not.

The three prongs below the laddrr are sharpi-n-

ed at the ends, and secuiely pushed into the

ground: and the perfect lodgment of the other
end in the crotch of the limb makes it a safe

means of ascent. Aside from this, the ladder
will be lighter and less top-heavy, and this lat-

ter is quite a di'sirable feature. Erxkst.

CONTRACTION. AGAIN.

O. W. l)AYTOX"S AKOf.MIONT FOR IT: I-.\KGE VS.

S.MAl>L IIIVE.S.

Friend Root:—On page ICu is an article on
contraction, on which you and I differed, and
from which you appeal to Messrs. Uadaiit and
France to tell why contraction is not advanta-
geous. Mr. Dadant replied on page 3.")4. To
show, fi-oin a coniiaction sttmdpoiiit. how the
opponents of contraction numipulate that sub-
ject, is my excuse for again encumbering your
columns with an article on the above subject.

First, Mr. Dadant says, " A queen from
July to August can lay very little in a small
hive."
There is nothing strange about this assertion

but the dates. By reading my article it will be

seen that the dates I gave were to contract on
'• June 1.5 to 20.'' and continue during the honey
harvest, which lasts "scarcely 30 days." That
the date should be jogged along 40 or (iO days is

deserving of a row of Mr. Heddon's "guide-
boards" (lately described in the American Bee
Journal, so thickly posted around the assertion

and its promulgator that the inexperienced can
not see through them.
Mr. D. should understand that a contractible

hive is an expansive one also: and that the
last time around, to extract or remove sections

is the season when this expansion is applied:
and this expansion continues onward, as much
as possible, for 340 to 3.50 days, or until the ap-
proach of another honey harvest.
Mr. D. also says, on page 3.54. that his '"hives

are larger than a twelve- frame Langstroth;
and when white clover begins to bloom, nearly
every one of them is full of brood, and of bees
ready to bring honey into the upper story."
This' statement carries with it a strong in

ference which thousands of bee-keepers have
demonstrated to be a fact: which is, that
•• ready to bring honey into the upper story "

happens only after those capacious brood-
combs are packed with brood and honey: al-

ways later than the beginning of the harvest.
Mr. D. estimates the number of bees in the

brood state as 7o,(XX) to 80.000. Now. I ask what
Grant could have done before Richmond if

75,000 of his soldiers had been in their cradles,
and had to be rocked by the remaining 35.000.

But Grant said he would fight all summer
there; where, on the contrary, the bees have
" scarcely 30 days." It should be remembered
that brood does not gather honey, neither are
honey-gathering bees propagated in less time
thanSO days.
On page 3.55 it says, " The new doctrine which

advises bee-keepers to contract " is " laborious."
Let us see. The principle of " the new doc-
trine " consists of the insertion of two sheets of
perforated zinc in a twelve-frame hive, so as to
confine the qtieen in an apartment containing
four or six brood-combs. This is done at the
opening of the honey-harvest. These six combs
the queen is allowed to fill solid with brood,
while the six combs remaining on the outside
will gradually have all the brood hatched out,
and be filled solid with honey—probably 35

pounds. These six combs may be set away for

winter, and wide frames filled with sections put
in their places: whereas, if the queen were al-

lowed to travel througli the whole hive it

would be impossible to remove a comb without
taking brood also: because, as Mr. Hoolittle

says. •' then! is much brood and iioney through-
out the hive. l)ut not much of either in any
single comb." But suppo-^e the extractor is

used, then it is less labor to extract 35 pounds
of honey from six combs than twelve, and then
it i>i a teilious job to ttu-n tlu; exti'actor when
extracting the twelve combs so slowly as to

avoid throwing out the young larvie. ^lany
consumers do not know that the black putrid
worms they skim from the barrels were once
voinig bees. It is next to impossible to strain

thick honey, and that is the kind most apt to

contain yotmg bees. Mr. Dadant's wholesale
manageiiient may not involve these points so
closely: but nine-tenths of the bee-keepers
manage exactly as desciibed. While Mr. D.

amas-ed his whole article against the "new
doctrine" as "stopping the laying of the
queen." it was neai'ly a total miss shot, as that
is not the most valued function. This valued
one is the consolidation of honey and brood in

the HK'eptacles provided to receive them. This
saves labor, saves combs, saves hives, saves
time and vexation.

There is one advantage which the large hives
possess over the old "doctrine" of contraction,
and which advantage is admissible, and in-

scribed entirely within the range of the " new
doctrine " of contraction.

By the old "doctrine" of contraction by us-

ing '" dummies," the bees were to be forced or
driven, at the beginning of the harvest,
through a honey-board into a dry uninviting
super or chamber, where, on the other hand.
Mr. Dadant's supers are not an upper story, and
ai'e full of combs more enticing than "baits."

But then, instead of the bees coming up into

them immediately they are coaxed along from
comb to comb, close by the side of the brood in

the lower hive until they have stored one-
third to one- half a crop, and the duration of

the harvest half gone.
Now. it is a rule that, when the honey-har-

vest has been on hand ten days, many colonies,

though filled with brood and bees at first, are
twice as large as then; and the hive, even if of

large size, literally boiling over with bees.

At this time of the harvest no one complains
that bees are not in the supers: but the com-
plaint is. that they do not begin in the supers
until the harvest has partly gone by. By old
•• doctrine," the sections were drawn and filled,

then the winter stores looked after, when, with
large hives, it is just the opposite.
\Vhatever the hive may be, the successful op-

eration is to get the receptacles for honey near
to the brood: and this " new doctrine." which
Mr. D. may have mistaken for the old, admits
the sections and extracting-combs into the low-
er story so close by the brood that thirty-five

pounds of large^hive winter stores may be ob-
tained in marketable shape, besides saving the
propagation of a host of young bees which are

of no use except to help crowd the old working
bees from the brood-chamber into the super.

Without contraction many colonies crowd
the honciv into the brood-nest so compactly
that the "queen can not find cells in which to

propagate a sufficient colony for winter, while
a few queens will keep so much brood that a
hive full of combs does not contain enough hon-
ey for winter. This difference is very much
owing to the manner of the queen's laying eggs.

Some queens appear to prepare their colony for

the harvest, while others use the harvest for

the enlargement of their colony. Contraction
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is a regulator. One writer, speal<iiig of con-
traction and the queen, says: " I am willing lor

her to run her little realm just as her motlierly
instincts pi'onpt her.'" By following out the
same line of reasoning he could tui'n over the
affairs of the barnyard to any presuming old
biddy who would sit on a nest of 40 eggs, hatch
out three chicks late in the fall, and lose them
all by the rigoi's of approaching w inter. That
the queen and bees should not be coirected in

their affairs as well as oihei' donnstic animals,
is simply superstition. C.'W. Dayton.

Clinton. Wis.. May 1.5.

BALDENSPERGER'S APIARY IN JAFFA.

THE KIND OF HELP HE HAS TO PUT UP WITH;
MOHAMMEDANS AND THEIR PRAYERS.

Mr. jRoot;—Jaffa, tlie landing-place of Pales-
tine, is shown in the pictui'e. It is supposed to
be the oldest, or. at least, one of the oldest,
cities in the world, foundi'd by Japhet. accord-
ing to some. In the Scriptui'es we know the
prophet Jonah embarked here for Tarshish.

afternoon, sunset, and nighttime. All devout
people are then expected to kneel down and
pi-ay. no matter where they may happen to be
—on the street, in their houses, fields, shops: a
fervent prayer is expected to be in wliite, and
have no stains on his clothes—a fact very diffi-

cult to observ<^ for the busy times. The man on
the right of the apiary in white, and armed
fi'om head to fool, is supposed to listeh atten-
tively to the directions he is receiving from
your humble servant at the left of the apiary.
I had some trouble to make him stand still. As
he is a strict follower of Mohammed, he has
visited Mecca, and is now styled 'Pilgrim." or
Haj Mohammed, liis own name. The Koran
forbids tlie "making of the likeness of any
thing living," taking it stricter than the seconi
commandment enjoined, whence they have
copied it, undoubtedly. I told him I would be
responsible foi' the sinfulness of the thing,
though he gave it unwillingly. He guards the
bees by night now. When extracting time is

very urgent it is difticult to go ahead with him,
as he always has to perform his prayers. Now,
this is not simply to kneel down and pray, but
ho has to wash liimself all over if he touched

HALDENSPERGER'8 apiary, with A VIEW OF .JAFFA, IN SYRIA, IN THE BACKGROUND.

and Japho was in the tiibe of Dan. It has
been built and destroyed over and over, as have
almost all cities in Palestine, the last notable
invasion having been by Napoleon I., then
Genei'al Bonaparte. It changed hands again
in 1833 and 1840 from the Sultan of Turkey to
the Viceroy of Egypt, and vice versa, and seems
to have been flourishing since then. Although
oranges have been ))lauted here, yet the orange-
groves as seen lying between the apiary and
the town for nearly a mile have been planted
since, and are greatly extending all the while.
The building on the left hilltop is the British
Hospital: on the main hill is the French Hos-
pital, and a church (not shown) belongs to the
Franciscan friars. Away down is the minaret
on which the Mohammedan "muaddin," or
'caller," calls out for prayer live times in
twenty-four liours; i. e., at daybreak, midday.

any unclean thing. The prayer itself doesn't
take more than five or ten minutes; but the
clothes he has on for woik are all to be chang-
ed. Should he omit one of these prayers, he can
recall it next day about, tlie same hour, along
with the regular one; and should he have omit-
ted ten prayers, he has to pray ten prayei-s.

Not one is foi'gotlen; and if he die in the mean-
time, there is supposed to be a fiery iron plate
at the "gate of hell " where he is to perform
them. Of couise, he is burned or roasted every
time, and gets restoi'ed again when he has said

one prayer. When all his prayer-debts are
paid he is allowed to enter heaven. His prayei'S

ai-e known by heai't. He has a form of prayer
to repeat two or four times at evei-y prayei'.

consisting of the first of the Koraii. and some
other similar repetitions, about God the only one,

and Mohammed his prophet, to be kept from
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the devil, etc. Such chaps are very difficult to
be had just tlie momeut you Avaiit tliem, for
they are either prepai'ing to pray or praying,
and can not be disturbed'for any thing in the
world.
The hives ai'e placed about four paces apart

•on each side, and covered with tiles individual-
ly in winter time; in summer there are no rains,
consequently they are taken away. Such a
hive weighs from (50 to 70 lbs. before the honey-
flow begins; and this is, taking eight hives per
camel, pretty near what such an animal can
carry. The value of a camel ranges from 40 to
()0 dollars.
A railway, the first one in Palestine, is now

building, and will likely diminish the earnings
from camels; consequently, also, the value of
the animal itself. The tiist Palestine railway,
fiom Jaffa to Jerusalem, is now in construction.
It was begun on the 31st of March, 1890. Possi-
bly in future bees will be transported by rail,

instead of camelback. as it has been done hith-
erto, with great risk to the camel's life.

and tallest of all, in the Arab clothing, and
having an Arab bee-veil on. Many hives have
been already transported to the thyme-fields.
This is why the rows are incomplete. The ex-
tract! ng-house is away in front.
This will give you only a faint idea of Jaffa

and the vast oi'ange-groves. In the season of
1889 and '90 there were exported to England
alone, thirteen million oranges. I do not know
exactly how many to other countries.

Ph. J. Bai.densbekgek.
Jaffa, Syria, May 37.

[PMend B.. it is to be hoped that our mission-
aries may soon make progress in Palestine, and
let the real spirit of God's holy word supplant
the superstitious traditions you tell us about.
I am afraid I should lose patience, and tell the
fellow you speak of that I preferred somebody
for a helper who did less praying, and what he
did do, of a better kind. I do not know how
profitable you make bee-keeping; but we Yan-
kees would be continually inquiring. "Does it

ANOTHEH VIEW OE BALDENSPEKGER'S APIARY, JAFFA, SYRIA.

I send another photo, taken by an amateui' in
my apiary. It was taken in spring. The hives
in front are nuclei; the hinder ones, with the
supers on, full colonies: the ground whereon
the hives are standing is covered with weeds,
and the weeds with snails. In the background
are the orange-groves of Jaffa. Jaffa is on
three hills, in the horizon, the main town being
between and behind the two figures to the left,

looking at the photo. The first man on the left
IS my brother Henry, with a comb in his hands
on the liive before him. a pair of gloves, and
next to him an Arab holding a '" Palestine im-
proved " smoker. The bellows is to be driven
with both hands, as no spring opens it. Next
is your humble servant, with Bingham smoker
in one hand, and my litti(^ daughter, aged five,

Avith bee-veil, beside me. and behind the earth-
enware indigenous bee-hives, out of which the
bees and comb have been taken and transferred
into movable-frame hives. My man is the last

pay to fuss so much and run such risks of load-
ing bees on camels, etc.?" The views of the
orange-trees at the foot of hills remind me so
vividly of California that I feel a great longing
to see an orange-grove again. Whenever I

taste our Messina, Sorrento, and Palermo or-
anges, I think of the immense quantities our
neighbors across the great ocean produce in
order to send them so far away, and still they
are sold at from only ten to twenty cents a doz-
en. During the past year we have fi'equentlv
found oranges by the dozen cheaper than apples
by the dozen.] ^ I f

BEES AND STRAWBERRIES.

A REPORT FROM VIRGINIA.

I carried 18 hives thi'ough the winter on sum-
mer stands, without any loss. By natural
swarming I now have 49 doing well. Some of
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my earliest swarms, about the 8lh and 10th of

May, are now full, the sections being ready to

come off. I keep Italians from six or eight
diffei'ent breeders. All are pretty and good;
but Doolittle's select tested queens have given
me the greatest satisfaction.
Sti'awberry season is ovei'. I have gathered

a good crop. My largest berry was the Mam-
moth, bought a few years since by a friend

from a nurseryman in New Jersey. The ber-

ries were the lai-gest I have ever seen, and I

have been raising berries foi' maTket for nearly
20 years: and during that time I have tested

more kinds than I could name. About one-
fourth of the fruit was tiat, or coxcombed.
The largest specimens were shaped more like a

cantaloupe than any thing else I can think of.

A few ladies ottei'ed me 5 cents foi' one berry.

Of course, it was given them without money, as

I was selling them for 1,5 cents per quart. If I

live I shall await with a great deal of anxiety
the equal contest between them and the Saun-
ders, next season, so highly recommended by
you and friend Crawford. The most prolific

variety was the Old Kentucky, which I have
cultivated for a dozen or more years. It has
always been in the lead as to productiveness.
Last year I sold the Kentucky for 12h' cents l)y

the crate: this year, 8 and 9 cents by the crate,

when others, before they came in. wei'e selling

for 6 cents per crate. I always get from 3 to 4

cents more for the Kentucky than the medium
crop brings. I had my first strawberry feast on
Sunday. May 10: my last yestfiday. the 19th,

being 41 days. I was selling about 30 days.

My earliest berry I bought for Sharpless: but
it is something else, being both moi'e acid and a
darker red than the Wilson: about as dark as

the Cramer. I have been taking runners off

from them to-day, and find a good many ber-

ries here and there now, notwithstanding they
had ripe fruit 41 days ago. By the way, I

bought some Ohio fi'om Mr. G. L. Miller, of

your State: he claims that it is a seedling of the
Kentucky, and considerably later and more
prolific. If this should prove true with me I

intend to give him a nice suit of clothes, for

introducing such a bonanza. R. Jeff. Jones.
Design. Va.. June 20.

AKIZONA AS A HOME FOR BEE-KEEPEKS.

AX IXTEIiESTING I.KTTEH FIJOM A. .J. KING IX
KEGAIil) TO THE GREAT AI.FALFA

FIEI-DS IX ARIZOXA.

When writing the articles on Cuba for

Gi^KANiXGS a few years ago I little dreamed
that there was a country anywhere in Uncle
Sam's dominions rivaling if not excelling that
fanions island as a paradise for the bee-keeper:
yet such is the fact, and Salt River Valley in

Maricoi)a County, Arizona, is that country.
Fully equal to Cuba in honey resources, it is

not be.set with the many disadvantages of that
beautiful island, such as the laci< of good socie-

ty, schools, churches, the universal prevalence
of a language foreign to our own: the unjust
exactions of the Sininish government, and,
lastly, the duties—both export and import—on
honey, amounting to over two cents per pound.
A country ever so well adapted to the keeping
of bees, yet wanting in these and other impor-
tant resp(>cts. we could not conscientiously ivc-

ommend as a desirable place lor the "many
home-seekers of the East, so we will briefly de-
scribe this country before speaking of its adap-
tability to honev production.
By reference to a map it will be seen that

]\Iaricopa County is situated sonunvhat south of
the cent(>r of the Teiritory. being a little larger

than the combined areas of Massachusetts and
Delaware. Salt River Valley occupies the cen-
ter of the county, and extends east and west.
It is at an elevation of 1200 feet above the sea
level, and walled in by mountains. The valley
is ^0 miles in length by about fifteen in width:
and the Salt River, running near its center,
travels its entire length froth east to west, the
valley gradually sloping in the same direction.
It also slopes from the base of the mountains on
either side down to the river, the inclination
being about ten feet to the mile. Along the
bases of these mountain chains, canals extend
neai'ly the entire length of the valley, receiving
their "water from the river far up in the moun-
tains. The water is soft, clear, and fi'esh, be-
ing the product of melted snow. From the ca-
nals, laterals extend at convenient distances
toward the river: and from these, ditches are
dug. so that the entire country is well Irrigated.
The soil is deep and exti-<'mely fertile, produc-
ing not only the crops raised in the East, but
the semi-tropical as well. The farmer having
lain (irrigating water) just when needed, a
failure in crops is unknown.
Here is the home of most of the semi-tropical

fruits, figs yielding two and three crops each
season, and gi'apes two crops. Oranges, lemons,
dates, olives, pomegranates, almonds, walnuts,
peanuts, etc.. all grow in profusion. Better
j)eaches. apricots, pi'unes, and pears I never
saw or tasted than were produced here the past
season. Apples do fairly well in the more ele-

vated places near the mountains, but not so

well a.< in more noi'thei'u latitudes. Stock of all

kinds thrives prodigiously on the thousands of
acres of alfalfa (Chilean clovei-). forming a lich

green carpet the year round. This clover is cut
fiom four to six times during the season, and
yi(>lds about two tons per acre at each cutting.
This valley has been well denominated •" a

beautiful oasis in the dreary desei't that
sti'etches from the cornfi(^lds of Kansas to the
orange-groves of Southern California." Well
do I remember the feelings of joy which came
over me on leaving Maiicopa, a station on the
S. P. R. R.. and running 30 miles north over the
de.seit: of the sudden appearance, on nearing
Tempe. of the green fields sti'etching away as far

as the eye could reach, and covered wilh groups
of fat horses and cattle. The mental picture I

had formed of the countiy from reading the
glowing accounts of others, I foiuid. were liv-

ing realities: and now aftiM' more than a year's
residence I find the picture is not dimmed, but
heigiitened and bright(Mn'd in nearly every par-

ticular.
The climate is something wond(M-ful to ex-

perience, having, on an average, about 300

cloudless days in the year. We liave neither
the cyclones' and blizzards affecting the coun-
tries further east, nor the fogs and dampness of

the Pacific coast. Malaria, rlu'umatism, and
all diseases of the throat and lungs, find no
lodgment here: and persons so aft'ected— if not
too far gone—receive immediate and permanent
relief in the dry and salubi'ious atmosphere.
June. July, and August are sometimes incon-

veniently hot. the thermometer ranging from
80 to 11": yet the hottest days, owing to the al-

tnost total lack of moisture in the air. are more
endurable than a temperature of 80° in the At-
lantic States: and were it not for the thirmom-
eter. one could not believe it so hot. The work
of the agriculturist and horticulturist go stead

-

ilvon: and th(^ first case of sunstroke has yet

to be recorded. The nights are all enjoyable,
and the total absence of dew renders sh'eping
out of doors in the open air on cots both agree-
able and fashionable.
The evenings and mornings are something

grand to behold. The twilight lingers far into
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the night: and the constantly changing huos of

the sky form an ever vaiying picture of beauti-
ful colors, fit only to be described by the pen of

an artist deeply imhiicil with a love fur the
grand and beautiful in nature. That thi>^ no-
ble valley has so long escap(>d tlie notice of
most travelers and immigrants is probabK ow-
ing to its distanc(> from the great thoiougbfai'es
of travel extending frimi the Atlantic to the
Paci tic. coupled with the lonely aspect of the
country lying between. That it was. ages ago.
densely populated by a comparatively civilized

people, is attested by the remains of ancient
canals, cities, and towns, together with iiottery

and implements of slt)ni' scattei'ed ovei' its en-
tire surface fnmi end to end. It now contains
quite a numbei' of towns, tlie chief of which is

PlKpnix—now the capital—which has a popu-
lation now estimated at SOtKJ. The buildings,
mostly of brick, are tasty and substantial. It

has one I'ailroad. two horse-cai" lines, three dai-
ly and two weekly papers: is lighted by elec-
tricity; has fine schools, and churches i-epre-

senting all the prominent denominations; and.
in short, it compares favorably with any city of
like population in the East.
The (Mitii'e valley is well provided with

schools wherever tln' population will justify.

and the same buildings are occupied on Sun-
days for religions purposes. No one n(M^d hesi-
tate to emigrate here on account of any lack
of moral and intellectual facilities. W<^ should
like to expand the descriptive pai't of our arti-

ticle to include many subjects that space in a
bee-journal would hardly permit: so we will

devote the remainder to apiculture.

Bees were originally brought here from Cal-
ifornia, and are nearly all hybrids, being the
common bee mixed with Italians and Syrians.
They are large and industrious, being fully
equal to pui-e Italians in honey-gathei-ing qual-
ities: but their tendency to bunch on the
combs, hang down in festoons, and finally drop
from the frame, renders it difificult to find the
queen. Such qualitii'S, inherited from the
blacks, are so objectionable that I shall re-
queen with pure stock, and advise my neigh-
bors to do the same. Unlike the East, "here the
farmers nearly all keep bees—enough, at least,

to supply their own tables: yet only a few un-
derstand bee-keeping well enough to produce
honey for the markets. The f(nvwhodoare
making the business quite profitable, usually
averaging from 200 to 300 pounds to the hive.
Dr. Gregg, of Tempe. told me that twelve hives
once averaged him 480 pounds each. This will
doubtless look like a " fish story " to some of
your readers: yet. knowing the immense honey
resources of the valley, and the character of
the man, I can easily credit the statement.
The greatest source of supply is alfalfa, of

which there are thousands of acres. It is mo\\n
frotii three to six times during the season, and
affords a constant succession of bloom. The
honey is light-colored, of excellent quality, and
commands the highest price in market. Next
in importance is the mesquite. which is abun-
dant in all parts of the valley. The honey is

thick, light, and of excellent flavor. The tree
much resembles the locust, and blooms two and
three times a year. Next in importance among
the trees are the ironwood and palo verde (or
green pole)—both evergreen—which produce a
honey much like the mesquite, only not so
thick. The palo verde is highly ornamental,
the bark being perfectly smooth and apple-
green. It blooms profusely, and its large tress-
es of small yellow flowers are fragrant to a sur-
prising degree. The cactus family is well rep-
resented, and are all honey-producers. The
giant cactus, of which there are thousands in
the foot-hills, attains a height of from 20 to 50

feet, and a circumference of from 3 to 6 feet.

It usually has from three to seven branches,
each of which is surmounted by a crown of
large white trumi)et-shaped flowers, rich in
nectar, which attracts the bees the same as
does the basswood in the East. The fruit ripens
in June, is about the shape of short plump cu-
cumbers, which they much r(>semble. each of
which is filled with a rich pulp, which looks
and tastes like stiawberries. Other honey re-
sources are cat's-claw. arrow-weed, greasewood.
Cottonwood, asters (all vaiieties). and thousands
of beautiful flowers, the names of wliich I

would not attempt to enumerate, and which
afl'ord a constant season of bloom, so that there
is not a month in the year when the earth
is devoid of flowers, or in which the bee is not
at least self-supporting. If this letter draws
forth any questions, please send the same to
the editor and I will answer them through the
columns of Gleanings. A. J. King.
Phoenix. Arizona. June 8.

[Perhaps some of oui' readers may think that
fiiend King has r-ithei' overdrawn his bright
picture of Arizona. Either our good friend K.
has not had Gi.kanings during the past year,
or he forgets that we have had a couple car-
hjads of that same Arizona honey, and quite a
few of the readersof Gleanings will remember
that Arizona, at some seasons of the year at
least, produces some very pour honey, "as -jvell

as some equal to any found in the world. The
jjiire alfalfa, and perhaps also the pure mes-
quite. is certainly good enough for any market.
But I suspect there ai'e many other kinds that
are liable to get mixed in at cei'tain seasons of
the year. As my next younger brother has for
some time been a resident of Tempe, Arizona. I

have had occasional glimpses all along of al-
most eveiy thing that friend King mentions:
and I believe it is true that the particular val-
ley of which he speaks promises a great future,
not only in bees and honey, but for fruit, veget-
ables, and almost every thing else that grows.
By the way, why can't we have some of those
cacti fruits ? My brother found some growing
by the roadside in Southern California, which I
came pretty near pronouncing the most deli-
cious fruit I ever tasted. Has anybody ever
tried it. to see whether they would bear ship-
ment to the East ? The writer of the above,
A. J. King, will be recognized by many as the
former editor of the Bee-keepers' yT({(j(tzine, of
New York.]

Mi ^
UNITED STATES HONEY - PRODUCERS' EX-

CHANGE.

REPORT UP TO JULY 10, 1891.

Our reports from most States are veiy com-
plete this month. We have devised a plan
whereby the questions are sent out on three dif-
ferent dates. In this way the reports from dis-
tant points reach usas quickly as those near by.
They were answered from the <3th to the 13th
of July, the average date for the whole of the
reports being July 10.

The average crop of honey gathered up to
date for the whole of the U. S. is 47 per cent.
This is much better than last year up to this
time. In many of the Northern States linden
was just opening when the reports were made
out. and the prospects for a good flow from
that source were reported to be excellent: but
advices since, received from portions of New
York and Vermont, say that linden is almost a
failure. There are some localities in several of
the Northern States where the season has not
been as good as last, and bees have had to be
fed up to July 1st, to keep them from starving.
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In some instances it was caused by a severe
droiiglit. and in others by excessive rains. We
now hardly expect to see a large crop of honey
this year. It will probably be a little below
the average; but that it will be better than
last, there is no doubt. The quality of much of

the white honey will be poor, on account of be-
ing rai.xed with honey-dew—some of it rendered
entirely unmarketable. It is to be hoped that
every bee-keeper who has been so unfortunate
as to get any that is not palatable to himself
will not put it on the market, and thus spoil

the sales for thousands of pounds of good
honey.
The following are the questions sent out to

the respondents corresponding to the tabulated
replies below:

1. What per cent of increase up to date?
2. What per cent of an average crop of white

honey gathered up to date ?

3. Prospect for a full crop? (1 indicates good:
2, fair: 3. not good.)

4. How does this compare with last year same
date?
The tabulated answers correspond to the

questions by numbei'S above, and are as follows:

ST.\TE. Qu.l. Qu.2 Qu 3] Question 4.

Alabama 65
.\rizona 15
Arkansas

,
30

California 20
Connecticut

|

25
Colorado i 35
Florida

'

25
Georgia 26
Iowa 35
Indiana 60
Indian Territory.

.

5
Illinois 30
Ka nsus 50
Kentucky 20
Louisiana 60
Maine

I

50
Massachusetts 50
Maryland ! 35
Mich gan i 16
Minnesota 1; 30
Mississippi .

.

Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada ' 10
New Hampshire .. 50
New Jersey 15
New York 35
North Carolina....! 15
Ohio 50
Pennsylvania 15
Rridde Island 15
South Carolina....; 50
Tenuesr.ee 40
Te.xas .50

Vermont 75
Virginia -..-• 20
West Virginia.
Washington. .

.

Wisconsin

35

10

P. H. Elwood. Pre?
G. H.

50 to 75 ', better.
About the same.
Some better.
H lit a^ much.
Slightly behind.
[Better.
Better than 1891).

Much better.
jSoiiie better.
jSome belter.
jBetter.
(More honey-dew. less h"y.

I

Not as good
Not as ^ood.
7.')^ better.
Better.
Some better.
Much belter.
.\bout the same.
jLinden just opening.

Much hi>nej'-dew.
Much better.
>tuch ijuorer.
Much better.
Much better.
Little better.
Little better.
Some better.
Si'me better.
About the sa:iie.

Much better.
Very much better.
Better.
Much better.
Much better.
Much better.
.Much better.
About the same.

Knickerbockkr, Sec.

LAMES' GeM¥ERSAZ10NE.

SOME FLORIDA BEES AND BEE-KEEPERS.

HOAV THE BEES CAME TO THE KE.ICVK DURING
THE YELLOW-FEVER EPIDE.MIC.

Since reading about Deacon Homespun's
•' knowin' bees."' in the April 1st number of your
ionriial, it occurred to my William (he's my
liusband) that perhaps your readers would like
to know something of the bees that live and
flourish in the "Great Lake" region of our
flowery land.
We live, William and I. in a little village

near one of the largest and most beautiful of
Florida's lakes, and there are a few in our
neigh liorhooil who are or have been interested
in bee culture. Whether it pays or not. I will
leave you to judge when you have read all I

have to sav.

Four years ago my mother, who lived with us
then, heard that an old man near had a "July
swarm " that he would sell '• at a sacrifice."
As it was a late swarm, and he was very busy,
he would ask "only three dollars"' for ft—in a
box I Mother bought them. Two years after,
all our State was under quarantine on account
of the epidemic of yellow fever: and as we were
a small community, our supplies were often de-
layed: and for weeks there was no sugar to be
had for love or money. Thanks to the busy
bees, this old man and his wife were well pro-
vided with sweets. They could hardly have
got on at all without their honey, and were very
enthusiastic in praise of their "good bees.'' In
a few weeks he sold off his black bees to buy
new colonies of Italians. The blacks were too
vicious: and either he did not know of Italian-
izing by introducing an Italian queen, or else
he was simply tind of bee-keeping, for he fail-
ed to buy more, and turned his attention to
horticulture. Hh sold three colonies to a miller,
who thought it would be nice to .>'aise his own
honey. W'hen an examination was made as to
the condition of hi-s (the miller's) hives, one had
become a prey to the bee- moth, induced by the
close robbing of the first owner, and the whole
colony had perished I The surviving bees were
then placed under a shed, but the owner was
unable to go near them. as. at his approach, the
bees rushed at hiiu. and inflicted so many stings
he was glad to beat a hasty retreat. After a
year of such experience, during which time one
swarm issued and escaped to the woods, and no
honey had been taken to recompense him for
his numerous i-outs. a brimstone match was ap-
plied, and the fiery iribe annihilated, in order
that the few pounds of dark strong honey might
be enjoyed (?). as there was no other way to
wrest it from its producers. Poor innocent bees!
Who would not protect his home, his family,
and the product of mouths of unceasing toil 1

Alas! all that was left of the much-praised
honey-gatherers belonging to this knowing old
gentleman were those my mother bought, con-
cerning which more anon.
Then, in the opposite direction, lives another

old man who keeps bees. He has stands and
stands of them. His orange-grove is dotted all

over with them till the darkies are afraid to
venture from the fence to the house, except
through the regular front path. Wise old man!
he needs no dog—his watchers live at home and
find themselves. His hives are about 8x12x14
inches, w ithout frames, and these he considers
latiier too large! He has so luanv new swarms
each year that more than half are not even
hived, but allowed to move to the woods. A
gentleman told me these swarms were quite
large too—would make a ball eight or ten inches
through. This remarkable apiarist doesn't rob
his bees very often, and has very little honey
on his table: but he thinks ?ie ought to know
something about the size of hives and the pro-
ductiveness of bees, for he has had " forty years'
experience'' with them, and has got away be-
yond movable frames and patent hives, and
gone back to the old box hives of our ancestors!

Well, down west, on the lake shore, lives a
man who caught a runaway swarm, hived it in

a goods-box. and. after some weeks, as no one
seemed to know where it came from, he sold it

to a neighbor for a couple of dollars, as he
didn't wish to keep bees, for his enterprising
boy made things lively every day by poking a
stick into the hive-entrance to "tnake them
more industrious."' This neighbor had. some
years ago, handled b<^es considerably, and in
due time came with his wagon to carry home
his new treasure. He intended to make an im-
proved hive, and in a few years would supply
this community and a city, some five or ten
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miles away, with all the "lymph of industry"
that would be needed. He meant to send for a
" king and queen " of some of the finer kinds of
bees, and have such gentle and industrious
stocks that he'd always have honey and nev(M'
have stings I Success attended the removal,
and all things were progressing nicely, when,
lol one fine morning, such as the Great Lake
region of Florida alone can boast, he went to
inspect them, and not a bee was to be seen I

They had all decamped, or died from some un-
known cause; so that pooi' man was out his
S2.00. and not a pound of honey left behind to
show to his interested n(»ighbors, as a sample of
what "'might have betMi." Then, too, he was
deprived of the opportunity of testing his " king
bee" (I) much to the dismay and disappoint-
ment of some of us. Maria Makiooli).

REPOKT FROM MRS. HARRISON.

Emma Wilson wished to know how I suc-
ceeded with those combs that I stored in the
cellar, whether moldy or not. As soon as the
Ijees had been removed from the cellar, and the
latter thoroughly cleaned. I returned hives of
empty combs to it. Some of these combs had
not been used the year previous. Whenever I

found a hive destitute of bees I cleaned it. cut
off all queen-cells, and prepared it for a swarm,
and carried it into the cellar. These combs
were all i-emoved from the cellar by the last of
June, and none were moldy (as the cellar has
sub-earth ventilation), and not any had moth-
grubs in them, with two exceptions: and these
were put in late, and belonged to drone-laying
queens, and had grubs in them when discov-
ered. My opinion is. that combs that have
been exposed to freezing, and stored in the cel-
lar before the bee-moth is flying, would not be
infested with them, provided the windows were
covered with wire gauze. I never kept my
combs as well, or with as little work, as I did
this year, and the increase in colonies has been
about equal to the loss in wintering.

I have done but little work in the apiary this
year. The two preci>ding seasons of severe
drouth destroyed the white clover, and we
could see no profit in feeding when there was
no prospect of a flow of honey. Bees have
made but little more than a living, and much
that they gathered was honey-dew. There
has been abundant I'ain. and all nature is

green and flourishing, and crops of fill kinds
wei'e never more promising. July has been
cool, and the prevailing winds have been from
the north and west. Vegetation is so thrifty
there may be a flow of honey during the fall.

The largest flow of honey that this locality ever
had was at this season. Mrs. L. Harrison. .

Peoria. Illinois.

A LAI>IES BEE-HAT.
I bought a man's large white straw hat for 10

cents, and wore it several times: but the straws
would catch in my hair, and pull it. and make
me fpel cross. Then I got some cheese-cloth,
and faced the brim by sewing a piece near the
edge on the outside. th(Mi turning it under, and
gathering it to fit th(^ crown, and faced the in-
side of the crown with a plain strip. To finish

it off. I took about a quarter of a yard, and
turned the edges in and looped about the out-
side of the crown. Tliat made it look nice. It

is so light and comfortable that, without the
veil, it is nice to wear in the garden or when
picking berries. I make over veils of cheese-
cloth, with black net face, and draw-strings at
the top and bottom. I pin my hat on with long
hat-pins. I handle bees only to hive them.

Mrs. Hannah Rineboi.d.
Overton. Pa., Mav <).

HOW TO PREVENT SWARMS FROM ALIGHTING
ON TALI. TREES.

I wish to ask about hiving swarms with clip-

ped queens. I lost swarms last season by their
going into the top of a large apple-tree. I have
never tried clipping queens. My hives are
large chaff hives, and sometimes I am alone. I

think I could move some of them, but I should
like to hear the different methods discussed by
the ladies. Mrs. E. M. Crossman.
Batavia, N. Y., May 8.

[We would advise you to clip your queens'
wings. When a swarm issues, catch the queen
at the entrance, put her into a cage, and the
latter into a swarming-basket. The bees will

probably return soon unless they have a virgin.

Where swarms with a queen start to alight on
high limbs they can usually be driven away
and forced to alight on a lower position with
a fountain-pump. We should like to hear how
the ladies manage when their men are away.]

For the benefit of Mrs. M. A. Shepard, I will

say that, if she will dip her fingers in kerosene,
she can clean the propolis off easily.

Mrs. a. B. Winder.
Grand View, Iowa, May 6.

0a^ QaEg3Fi0N-B6^,
With Replies from our best Autliorities on Bees

Question H»0. Would yon have any drone
comb in <i hive f If so, hoio much f

Yes—from two to four square inches.

New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

Y"es—about half a comb in each colony.

Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

Yes, a small piece the size of your hand in one
of the outside combs.
'Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Yes: the women like to see the men around

—

a small amount.
Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

I would not leave any in the hive when trans-

ferring. The bees will soon have enough and
to spare.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

I prefer to have all worker comb; and even
then there will be drones enough reai'ed when
occasion demands them.
New York. E. Rambler.

Yes. I would leave from five to twenty square
inches in each hive. The extreme desire of the
bees for some seems to justifv it.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

No. T would not have any drone comb in the
hive if I could help it just as well as not— not a

cell. None is necessary. I know by extended
experience.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

One need not feel small on the exi.stence of
the poor drone. If you have from 20 to 200
drone-cells dispersed over 10 frames composing
your bi'ood-chamber. your colonies are well
supplied.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. Muth.

If you have but one colony, and no other bees
near. I would leave a piece of drone comb^ as
large as your hand or a part of a fi-ame. With
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100 colonies you will probably have drones
enough, though you make no special provision
to rear them.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Fkkehokn.

No: the bees will always build ^^nough when
they need it. I n>e di'onc combs only in tiie up-
pei' stoi'y for ixtiucted honey, with a queen-
excluder.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viai,i,on.

No: you will always have more drone comb
than you wish, in the average colony. But we
do furnish whole sheets of drone comb to our
choice colonies, so as to raise good breeding
diones.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

Very little or none, except in one or two of
th(i best colonies. Drone comb and drones are
not piolitable. Better prune the comb closely,

so as to exclude the diones.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

No. I just wouldn't. They'll have a few cells

in #pite of you: but if I could help it I wouldn't
have a bit of drone conii). except in one or two
hives in which were best queen.x.

Illinois. N. C. C. Mii.i.ek.

It is the normal condition of a colony to raise
some drones. The most prosperous colonies I

have ever seen had considerable drone-brood
during the swarming season. I practice remov-
ing only an excess of drone comb.

Ohio." N. W. H. R. Boardman.

Why, yes: I'd leave drone comb in a hive un-
less I wanted to make it into wax: but I'd ptit

it above a queen-excluding honey-board. If I

wanted to raise drones to use in iminegnating
queens, I'd raise them in choice colonies, and
raise none in other colonies.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

I leave just as little as possible, which is

enough. I don't mean to say that I go over the
hives every week to remove drone comb, but
all my colonies are originally all woikei; and I

try to keep them so. The bees will almost al-

ways find some place to put a few cells of di'one
comb, and this is all they need.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Gkeen.

I should much prefer not to have all drone
comb rigidly excluded from a hive. Let each
of the outside brood-combs have a piece four or
five inches square. In that position it will not
be used unless they eagerly want some drones:
and when they do it is better to yield to them.
I should expect brood in the sections, and re-
fusal to build worker comb anywhere, of a col-
ony denied their wishes to proceed according to
nature.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

THE UPPER STORY FOR BUILDING OUT CELLS
NOT ALWAYS A SUCCESS.

I have had a large lot of cells torn down—or,
rather, since honey has ceased to come—in the
uyper stories. Bees have gone back on me.
^\hile they will work out cells they fail to per-
fect them in some way, which I have not exact-
ly caught on to yet, but I have lots of valuable
experience. When the cells are within two or
three days of hatching, they tear them down.

It will not do in all seasons to risk an upper
stoiy as a nursery to keep cells in. I have
tried it to my satisfaction and sorrow and dis-
apijointmint. which 1 regret more than any
tiling else. 1 have about overcome the disap-
pointment, and now have a fiiu- lot of cells
ready to hatch, which I hope to have and
(iuee'n up every thing for the August rush.
Coronaca, S. C, July 17. J. D. Fooshe.

[We have been using the upper story for the
real ing of cells with very good success in our
apiary, and so lar we have not experienced any
bad results: but you are no doubt right in say-
ing we can not always rely on it, especially
after the honey season. I believe Doolittle ad-
mits as much: but he says that, when the bees
refuse to complete the cells, feed them a little
daily, so as to put them in the condition ot a
colony that is I.ringing in honey. By the way.
feeding a colony always puts it into a normal
condition

—

tiiat is, if no honey is coming in
Iron) natural >-ources. It is a good plan, in in-
troducing, you know, after the hoiu'y-flow. to
feed the colony a little to make them good-
natured. Bees are quite disposed to be con-
trary and to do things not in the regulation
w av. alter n( ctar has siopped'coming in.]

E. R.

FULL SHEETS VS. STARTERS IN THE BROOD-
NEST.

I have been watching the discussions in
([leanings about full sheets vs. starters in the
brood-frames. I have no ax to grind, as I never
made a pound of foundation. I always hire
my wax worked up or buy my foundation if I

have not enough wax to make what I want. I
have come to believe that, if there ever was an
honest man. you are the one: but how you come
to think that it does not pay to use full sheets
of foundation is more than I can understand.
There must be a great difference in locations.
Here in Vermont 1 am very sure it pays to use
full sheets. In 1888 I tried the experiment to
my own satisfaction. I hived a swarm of bees
on full sheets one day, and the next day I hived
a swarm on starters equally good as the first.

for any thing I could see. The swarm on full
sheets filled the hive and four clamps. (i4 one-
pound sections, and nearly finished the whole of
it. The swarm on starters did not fill all the
frames with comb, and barely had enough to
winter on. V. V. Black.mer.
Orwell,* Vt., May 5.

YOUNG BEES AND LARV.E CARRIED OUT; WHY.
I have a swarm of bees that brings out young

dead bees, some in the larval form, some in the
shape of a bee. only white: some almost full

grown. Last summer they did the same thing.
I examined them last summer when they were
doing that. There were no moths, and. if I re-
member right, some bees that were full grown,
or nearly so. were alive. D. A. Gaylord.
Rockland, Wis., May 9.

[W'e usually trace such results to the work of
moth-worms: but in your case we should have
to guess that the brood had at some stage been
chilled or overheated.]

HONEY-DEW DRIPPING OFF THE LEAVES.
I inclose you a clipping in regard to honey-

dew. W. G. McLendon.
Gaines' Landing, Ark., July 10.

I met a young lady who told me that she had been
engaged in teaching a school up on the Boston
Mountain, and that she had seen places where the
pure honey was dripping off the green leaves in
such abundance that on one occasion she dipped
her bread in it and got honey enough in this way to
make a good dinner of bread and honey.
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i^UEENS BY MAIL TO AUSTRALIA: BROOD-
COMBS; HOW I.OXG SHALL THEY BE KEPT ?

Referring to your notes about sending queens
to Australia. I "have liad four queens from Een-
ton ari-ive alive after from 42 to 4'.i days in tlie

mails; but only about one in ten ariives alive.

I have ordered them from various breeders in

Cai'uiola. England, and Amei-ica. but liave

never received a queen alive except from Hen-
ton. I should like to ask how long you keep
brood - conilis in use in the brood - chamber.
This question arises in my mind. b<'cause. here
in New Zealand, owing to the prevalence of foul

brood, it is unsafe to let the bees winter twice
in succession on the same combs, and we are
beginning to qui'Stiou whether, given the right
conditions. :uid old combs, the disease will not
naturally develop. Is foul brood more preva-
lent in California and those States of America
where the bees fly every fin'- day during th(>

winter, than in those States where they are

kept confined during three months or more by
cold ? T. G. Brick ELL.
Dunedin, New Zealand, Mar. 24.

[Although we have had success in mailing
<iueens to Australia, and failure too. for that
matter, we may meet with entire failure. We
have sent quite a number to Australia and the
distant islands of the sea this summer, but as

yet it is too early to receive reports. We shall

promptly give the results as soon as we hear.
Regarding brood-combs, we have some that

have been in use ten years that are good yet,

and we see no reason why they should not be
perfectly good foi- ten years to come. You
must have foul brood pretty bad in New Zea-
land if it is not wise to winter or use combs the
second season. It is quite possible that, where
bees can fly nearly every day, the disease
spreads more rapidly, and. at the same time, is

more difficult to eradicate. If your country-
men would follow up your foul-brood law as
the Canadians are doing, is it not possible that
your foul-brood trouble would, in two or three
years, be a thing of the past?] E. R.

BEES ON SHARES. AXD SO QUARREL IX SET-
TLING.

I have just read an item on bees on shares,
page .")58. and am somewhat surprised at the
position you take as to the inevitable quarrel,
etc. Some ten years ago I took a lot of bees on
shares of a friend—no writings but a verbal
agreement to keep them as long as I wished

—

we sharing equally the honey, and also ex-
penses of new hives, etc., I to return original
hives and half of the increase. In five years I

got quite enough of the bee-business, and we
divided up. Then I put out my part to another
friend, on same conditions. He has them still.

There has never been the slightest misunder-
standing or hard feelings between either of us.

I have known of some others taking bees on
shares, but have never heard of any quarrel.
Hyde Park, N. Y.. July 15. A. T. Cook.

FEEDING SUGAR SYRUP TO FILL OLTT PARTLY
FILLED SECTIONS.

I have about 1.50 .sections about half filled,

which I should like to have finished for our
own use. Could we feed sugar syrup and have
them finished? Would it keep?
July 1(). A Subscriber.

[No, don't feed sugar. Feed nice extracted,
if any thing. Even though you did intend to
use the sugar-fed honey yourself, the practice
on general principles is bad. While it would
be all right in your case, the general public
might interpret it otherwise.] E. R.

successful bee-hunting in FLORIDA.
In the A B C of Bee Culture you speak of the

danger of smashing eveiy thing when cutting
bee-trees. I have had no trouble, and I have
cut seven since I purchased my hives of you.
You know in I'lorida there are acres and acres
of forest, and it don"t make any difference if I

do cut a tiee. Afti r we find a tree we just car-
ry a hive to it and cut it down. The instant it

falls you must stop the hole up or you will have
a livi'ly time of it. Then we give them a good
smoking: then chop notches in the side, and
split the hollow open, from one end to the other.
We then cut the brood and honey out. We take
tite best pieces of brood and fit them into the
frames. After we get all the comb out of it we
proceed to hive in the ui-iuil way. I believe I

got over half a barrel of honey out of the seven,
and still it was early. This is how I got my
stai't with bees. I am going to Italianize them
—afti'r a while. H. C. Haven.

St. PYancis Lake. Fla.. Mav 10.

a FAILITRE OF HONEY IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Honey season is over for this season, and al-

most a total failure. From 8rt colonies, spring
count. I took about 700 lbs. of comb honey, and
increased to 12n colonies. This is the second
year we have had an abundance of white clo-

ver, but no honey in it. The weather seemed
to be about right" too. but no honey. I can not
account for it: so far as I have heard, the honey
crop is no better. Osman McCarty.
Millsboro. Pa.. Julv 13.

early-blooming LINDEN.

I have a linden on my place that seems at
least two weeks earlier in blooming than any
other specimen about here. Has an unusually
early variety of linden ever come under your
notice? I inclose a specimen of seed-pod. and
also one of the common variety, which you see

has not vet opened. Levi De Freest.
Troy, N. Y., July. 1891.

bees booming in MINNESOTA: 24 LBS. FROM
ONE COLONY IN ONE DAY.

Bees are booming on basswood. One colony
on the scales yesterday gained 24 lbs. We are
having clear' bright weather, and every thing
looks lovely for the bee-keeper.

F. B. Jones.
Howard Lake, Minn., July 12.

[Friend J., that sounds like friend Hosmer of

old. Y^ou don't tell us liow many colonies you
have in that location, where one gained 24" lbs.

in one day. Let us know more about it, and
please give a report of your whole crop.]

SUCCESSFUL wintering IN THE DOVETAILED
HIVE WITH CHAFF CUSHIONS.

I use the Dovetailed hive. and. with the chafT
cushions. I have wintered out of doors and lost

but two swarms out of thirteen, and they not
by cold. One lost the queen in the winter, the
oilier died for lack of stores. We have had a
long cold winter in this region.
Spencer, Mass., May 4. J. S. Gledhill.

SOLICITUDE FOR A. E. MANUM.
My solicitude goes out for Mr. Manum with

his 600 stocks of bees to work all alone. How
can he stand this and live ? Better not. Manum,
is my judgment. B. C. Vandall.
Monterey, Cal., May 2.

From 100 colonies I have not 50 lbs. of good
honey, the rest nothing but honey-dew.

Erne.st Shuman.
Breckenridge, Mo.. July 13.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOE A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LIKE TO RAISE CROPS.

WHAT WE akp: .skirling in the way of gak-
DEN-STUFF. JULY 1.5, AND WHAT WE

ARE GETTING FGK IT.

Kidney wax beans have been on the market
for about ten days, and we are still getting 10.
cts. a quart for them, or S3.20 per bushel. Just
think of iti I suppose we migUt just as well,
while we were about it. have planted enough so
that we could have sold them at 50 cts. a bushel;
but we were afraid of getting too many of
them, and so we planted only a limited area for
the first crop. Fruit has been scarce and high,
and this has seemed to make garden vegetables
scarce and high. We are getting .50 cts. a peck
for peas, and have been for the last six weeks.
Some of the time we had 60 cts. We are hav-
ing quite a trade in Eclipse beets at 5 cts. a
pound, tops and all. As some of them weigh a
pound, it makes a pretty good business. We
might sell them lower; but we sowed such a
limited quantity that they would not hold out
if we did. We get 5 cts. a pound for Jersey
Wakefield cabbage. It is the same with this as
with the others—we were afraid of getting too
many. If we should get more than the market
could use, we could come down to two or even
one cent a pound, and at this price it does not
pay very well. Caulifiower we succeeded in
putting on the mai'ket, even before we had new
cabbage, and I think we can do it every time.
The caulifiower makes heads before the cab-
bage does. We started it at 15 cts. a pound;
but as we planted almost too much, we put it

down to the price of cabbage, and could not get
rid of it all even then. A good many would
pay moi'e for cabbage than they would for
cauliflower. Perhaps friend March's fine strain
of seed has had something to do with our get-
ting nice heads of caulifiowei' so early. We
can dispose of more cauliflower in our market
quite late in the season, say after frost has kill-
ed the cucumbers, than we can where it is put
on the market so early. By t\w way. we have
a fine lot of cauliflower-plants that we are go-
ing to put out about the first of Augus.t, to have
a good lot for pickles. We have been selling
White Plume celery for about two weeks. We
got at first 30 cts. a pound for it: but now we
have just a cent an ounce, and we an> having a
nice little trade on it. You may remember
that we planted some Corey's Early corn in our
steam hotbed. There was just enough to go
under two sashes. It was planted between on-
ions under the sash: and when the onions were
big enough to pull, the corn had all the ground.
Well, the many frosts in May made us consid-
erable trouble in handling the sash; but we
have just sold the last of the corn for ?i.(;3—
about 80 cts. per sash for corn, to say nothing
of the onions, so we certainly I'eceived more
than a dollar per sash, which is very good busi-
ness, even if the sash did have to be moved a
good many times. I am ashamed to say. that,
up to the present writing, we have not been
able to get a cucumber of our own raising—no,
not even bystfirting them under glass. Per-
haps you think we are very awkward. Well,
that is what I think. Hut I feel just like say-
ing that the cucumbers have been vei-y "awk-
ward"' too during this past season. We are
selling about half a busliel of (Jrand Rapids
lettuce per day. We get only 5 cts. a pound for
it. but it pays tiptop to raise it at tliat price.
We have been selling onions, started under
glass, for more than a month. The White Vic-
toria is certainly the handsomest and sweetest.
They are now as large as good-sized apples.

and I believe they make large onions quicker
than any other that has been on the market.
The Spanish King is growing with great vigor,
but it does not mature so soon as the Victoria,
Early Puritan potatoes are now down to 35 cts.

a peck. The first we dug brought (50 cts. We
sell radishes at 5 cts. per bunch of one i)ound.
We have been getting 10 cts. a jwund for sum-
mer crookneck squashes, for perhaps ten days.
It seems almost wicked to charge so much, but
we can not supply the demand as it is. Purple-
top White Globe tui'nips are selling tiptop at
4 cts. a pound. We have some beautiful ones,
bigger than the biggest kind of apples, and,
when properly cooked, they are certainly nice.

Now a \^'ord about the high prices we get.
Quite a few have accused me of a lack of con-
science because I consent to take such prices.
Why. dear friends, I am trying to demonstrate
that farming fZoc.s- pay— that is, my kind of
farming. We have tried, at times, piitting the
prices down; but the boys would sell out their
supply before they had gone three or four
blocks, and then our customers further along
on the route would not get any at all. The
only way I know of is to let supply and demand
regulate the price—that is. charge enough so
that what we have to put on the wagon will be
sure to go around, or pretty nearly so. For in-
stance, when we had our first large heads of
caulifiower. I said. "Boys, I am sure that some-
body will give 15 cts. for that head of cauliflower.
If they won't, bring it back."
Sometimes Mr. S. says that people scold a

good deal about the prices we charge. Said I,
" But yon sell out every day what you have,
don't you?"

" Yes. the people buy them, even at the high
prices, because there is no opposition, and they
can not get them anywhere else. But still they
complain."
"Oh I never mind the complaining so long as

you have nice stuff, and sell it all out."
Now. may be you think this is hard philoso-

phy, but I don't. There is quite a tendency to
think that farming and even market-gardening
are not aristocratic. Very few people want to
engage in either one. That is all right. Every
man to his taste, and let every one do what he
likes. But where there is no opposition, there
is certainly nothing wrong in taking what your
product will bring. We are selling red rasp-
berries at 18 cts. a quart now. A great many
scold about it: but there is not a raspberry in
town anywhere: and if we get only 15 or 20'

quarts a day. I think there is nothing wrong in
taking 18 cts. By the way, there is something
the matter with raspberries this year. They
act contrary. Even friend Terry said that his
raspberry-patch that he used to take so much de-
light in is now a place to be avoided. He laid it

to the frost. But I am inclined to think that
iiisi)l)ci'ries have been spoiling from blight, or
something of that sort, for two or three years
back. It seems to be getting worse and worse.
No matter how much we cultivate and manure
the ground, they won't grow and act thrifty in
the way they used to. Even new plants on new
ground act the same way.

GETTING UP A SUM.MER SHOWER BY ARTIFICIAL
MEANS.

A few days ago we tried spraying about half
an acre of our market-garden with the new
steam-pump. It took us about two hours to
wet th<^ half-acre down pretty thoroughly, and
it took 200 barrels of water. Tlie windmill
went right at it and replaced the water in a
few houi's: but it was pretty severe work for
one man for two hours to throw the water over
the ground evenly, and then it took some little

time more to put away the things. The water
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was not applied as evenly as a natural shower,
after all. and a good part of the ground looked
dry after about 48 hours. Even where you
have the best of appliances right on hand, it is

expensive work to irrigate by throwing the
water. In our market-garden stuff, it seems to

me it will be considerable trouble to run it in

the furrows: but I guess that running it in the
furrows will be the cheaiiest way aft.r all. One
difficulty is. that the ground must be graded so

that the water will run just fast enough and
not too fast.

Perhaps I have been dull heretofore, but it

was an astonishment to me to find that the
sprav ol the steam-pump thrown high into the

air toward sundown will produce as h.indsome
a rainbow clear across the sky as anybody ever
saw put up by dame Nature. I sent Huber to

tfll the women- folks over at the house to come
over on Ernest's lawn and see tlu' beautiful

rainbow. No one came, however. They looked
out at the sky. and did not see any rainbow,
and wisely concluded there was not any. Then
I sent an invitation to the girls in the office to

come. They also looked out of the window,
but they didn't see any lainbow. and therefore
thought there wasn't any. and so did not come.
Yet a hundred persons while seated on the edge
of the lawn might have seen a most beautiful
rainbow spreading its perfect arch over the
whole heavens: and it was just as plainly
painted on the sky as the moon and stars that
have tlie sky for a background. The reason I

mention thisis because it illustrates so clearly

how ditferently things look from a special point
of view. On the la«n where I sat. there was a
rainbow. Over at the house and up in the office

there was not a speck of a rainbow, even if I

did say so. These good fiiends. however, might
say, ' Well, what is a body to do? Can't one
believe the testimony of liis own eyes?" I an-
swer, " No. my friend, vou can not always be-
lieve the testimony of your eyes. The "state-

ment of a friend is very often rnore to be relied

upon than what you si'e with your own eyes,

or, if you choose, what you do *iof see." And
this brings out another great truth. There is

no rainbow across the sky under'any circum-
stances, and never wax. Next time you look
up and see a beautiful iiow placed thei'e by the
Almighty himself, remember that there is not
any bow there at all. The bow is really in your
own eye. and only seems to be on the sky. If

somebody disputes this, you just tell him it is

true, because Uncle Amos said so.

RAISING celp;ry-pi.a>'ts.

With all the celery there is planted out at the
present day, I have many times wondered
where people get all their plants: and I have
wondei'ed. too. how many seedsmen can offer

them so low if they are all transplanted. As
the seed catalogues lately do not say any thing
about transplanting. I am forced to conclude
that it has been, to a great extent, skipped or
omitted. But in that case I wonder how it is

that customers succeed in making them grow.
Where they are grown in the seed-bed. unless
the seed is carefully spread over considerable
ground, or unless the plants are thinned out
afterward, the result is a big spindling top with
vei'y little root. Transplanting is the only way
of getting even, regular-sized plants withlaige
brushy roots, that I know of. We have this

season succeeded in getting very early White
Plume celery without having scarcely a plant
send up a seed-stalk. In the tirst place, we got
Dui- seed of I^ivingston. of Columbus—the same
seed that gave us sucli beautiful plants last

Season. 1 think our tirst sowing was about Jan-
nary 1st. When the plants had two or thi-ee

second leaves they were put into shallow boxes
with the poultry-netting frames we have de-

scribed. They were kept growing in the green-
house during the winter months; and by the
time they could go outdoors each plant had a
great bunch of bushy roots with comparatively
small tops. These roots had so interwoven
themselves through the shallow plant-boxes
that the whole coukl be taken out of the box,
like a sod of turf. We just took the butcher-
knife, and cut thissod up into little squares, each
plant being the center of a square. Although
this was a dry time when they were set out,
scarcely one plant in a thousand failed, and we
commenced selling the celery toward the last
of June. Now. there is one thing about raising
celery-plants that we have learned by experi-
ence. They will grow and do well where they
get almost no sunshine at all. Our plant-beds,
that were made some yeais ago at so much ex-
pense and pains, some of them having even the
sub-iirigation (of father Cole memory) under
them, we could not very well throw away with-
out quite a loss. The reason why they are tit

only for celery, is that the new buildings we
have been putting up have cut off most of the
sunshine. Well, for years back we were com-
ing to the conclusion that celery did as well as,

or even better, when shaded most of the time,
than when right in the sun. So this past sea-
sou we have put our cabbage-plants in our new-
garden across the road, and tilled the old plant-
beds and greenhouses entirely with celery, and
we never had celery do so nicely, suffer so little

loss in transplanting, with so little trouble in

shading. Wi-th a hose and sprinkler, we simply
keep the ground wet when it does not rain: and
almost every plant, even if put into the ground
by awkward boys, takes right hold and grows.
Now. if one wants to raise celery-plants for sale
as a business, he wants to use a place that will

be in the shade during a greater part of the
daytime.

MAKING ONE CROP QUICKLY TAKE THE PLACE
OF ANOTHER.

With our highly manured, thoroughly drain-
ed, high-priced ground, we can not afford to let

it lie idle any more than we can afford to let a
high-priced competent man stand around wait-
ing for a job. In fact, to make it pay. the
ground must be cropi>ed incessantly — certainly
during the summer time if not during the fall

and early spring, and sometimes even during the
winter. For an illustration, let us take Wake-
field cabbages. Some plants head up very
quickly—sometimes only two or three weeks
after they are put out into the ground, provid-
ing the soil is very rich and the plants are very
large and strong.' Well, aftei- the head is cut,

what then? Why, the cabbage then becomes
at once, to all intents and purposes, a weed.
Cabbage and cauliflower, with the heads cut
out. should not be tolerated on the ground for

24 hours. Pull them up. shake off the dirt, and
give them to the pigs: or. if there are too

manv. put them on the compost heap. Then
what? Why, plant another cabbage or cauli-

flower in its place, and so on. We have, in a

nice piece of ground, kept a continuous crop of

cabbages almost all summer. If you don't want
cabbages you can put in tomatoes, a hill of

white beaiis. melons, or squashes. But thei-e is

one objectionable feature about tiiLving crops
in this wav. It is a good deal more trouble to

gather them, and they are a good deal more lia-

ble to be neglected. If you fill up cabbages
with cdhbiige it makes no confusion in this way.
There are objections, howevei'. First, you can
not clear the ground off' entirely for some other
crop: second, the ground is liable to become
hard in the row. unless you spade up the place

where the plant has come out. before you put in

another, and this is too much work. Now for a
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plan that we have begun practicing this sea-
son, that seems to fill the bill, and at the same
time makes tilth supplement manure. As a
matter of course, we keep the horse and cuiti
vator going constanily : and with the trouble
we have had fi'om dreiu'liing rains, especially
on that side hill by tlie windmill, we have found
it necessary and desirable to hill up most of onr
crops, making a pretty deep furrow between
the rows—not such as is made with a shovel-
plow, howevei' : but we are gi'catly pleased
with a sort of smHll shovcd-plow that goes on
the back end of the Planet cultivator.

We like this, especially where the soil is not
as deep as is desirable. Hy running this shov-
el-plow or furrower between the rows, it throws
tine soft ground up ai'ound the potatoes and
other plants, and (loHhlca the depth of soil, as it

were. I have known for years ihnt I could get
a good crop by pulling up the surface soil round
the plants so as to make a broad flat -topped
hill, as it wei'e. This hill is of tine soft earth ;

and it makes the "dust blanket" we have read
about, ana keeps th<^ ground from drying and
cracking. Of couisc. we can not have our stuff
so close together wiien we do this. Friend
Teri-y recommended putting sti-awbi')'ries four
feet apart : and while we had onr marker ready
we have put potatoes, cabbages, and some otii-
er things, four feet ai)art. Well, at this dis-
tance we are just in sliape to make a furrow be-
tween the rows, and double the depth of soil
around the plants, at tlie same time leaving tlie

hill so bi'oad that it does not dry thi'ough. nei-
ther does the lain all run over iiito tlie furiow.
And when we have thesi' tremendous rains that
make mud of every thing, these raised-np rows
with a pretty deep furrow between them are
just the tiling. Tliis sort of shovi'I-plow on the
Planet cultivator \\ill, if you pusii it down
deep. leav(> ihe hoitom of ihe fnirow almost
hard and bare, and the ground will be likely to
crack. To obviate this, the next time through
we go with a cultivator rigged out with the
small teeth only. This mellows up the bottom
of the furrow down as deep as the plow went,
and sometimes, may be, a little deeper. I know
this is opposed to the teaching of Terry and
others who practice flat cultivation ; but with
sandy soil the flat cultivation may l)e better ;

but with our clay soil I do not like it— that is,

especially for a wet season. Now, then, when
your cabbages are, some of them, almost ready
to be cut, and your early potatoes so you can
commence digging them, I will tell vou what
we do.
We run the cultivator on the bottom of these

furrows until the ground is so fine and soft that
you can easily put your hand down into it all

over. When it is iii this condition, plant be-
tween the cabbages, potatoes, or any other
crops, more cabbages, more celery, tomatoes,
white beans, or any -thing else that matures
quickly, and by the "time the plants are well up
and ready to grow, remove your first crop and
then work the cultivator in the same way where
the first cabbages or potatoes stood ; and I am
not sure but you could put in a third crop of
spinach. This enables the cultivator to fine up
the whole of your ground. In fact, while you
are fining it up to make the first crop grow, you
are also preparing the very nicest kind of seed-
bed for the succeeding crop. You can in this
way manage so as to have a strong heavy crop
cover the ground almost all the while ; whereas
if you wait until your vegetables are all off from
the ground, and then plow and harrow it all

over, and sow your seed, there will be several
weeks when no crop of any account occupies
the ground. The seed must germinate, and the
plants must get to be of sufh'ciennt size for the
roots to occupy the ground. During all this

time your high-priced, highly enriched ground
is. comparatively, wasting its time ; and this,
too. right in the best growing season of the year.
It is like letting a liig strong man do a child's
work b(>cause you have nothing else for him to
do. Anothei' thing, one of the most important
things toward getting a crop is to liav(> your
ground thoroiigliUj pulverized, and nothing does
this so effectually as running the cultivator
through it every three or four days for several
weeks : then try it and i<ee how things will take
hold and grow riglit in the iniddh; of the fur-
row, where your cultivator has been going back
and forth all the fore part of the summer. Then
wlien you get the first crop out of the way. and
repeat the process between the furrows of the
second crop, your ground is in most beautiful
condition so far as tilth is concerned. Few peo-
ple have any idea of the amount of stuff that a
piece of ground can produce when it is all the
time covei-ed with a rank growth of vegetation,
about as thick as it can stand. Ground in this
condition also suffers much less from drouth ;

for where it is pretty thoroughly shaded all the
while, the sun does not seem to have a chance
to dry out the moisture. A tew minutes ago I

wanted to find some carrots large enough for
the wagon. Many of them had good -sized tops,
but no bottoms. Finally I found where a Hub-
bard squash had run over the carrots so as to
shade them pretty thoroughly. This had the
effect of keeping it still damp from the last
shower ; and riglit here I found carrots twice as
big as where the ground had not been shaded.
There are quite a tew things that will do better
in the )n(iut}i of Jnly if they are pn^tty well
shaded frym the burning rays of the hot sun ;

and a luxuriant growth of almost any thing, so
as to covMU' and shade the whole surface of the
ground, does this.

A VISIT TO W. I. CHAMBERLAIN.

A FARM THAT HAS BEEN UNDERDRAINED FOR
15 OR 20 YEARS.

Before we take leave of friend Terry, I wish
to say something more about his nice potato-
fields. At one time I climbed over the fence
and went out in the rows and kicked my feet in
the soft dirt, and said:
" Friend T., if I understand you these pota-

toes have never been hoed at all."
" You are right. There has never been a hoe

In the field."

"That is, the weeds were all so thoroughly
destroyed by the cultivator. Breed's weeder,
and similar tools, before they came up, and after
they came up, that no hoeing was necessary."
At first sight there did not seem to be a weed

in the field; but I commenced examining hill

after hill, for it seemed to me almost impossible
that there should not be a weed lurking in the
potato-tops sooner or later; and, sure enough,
I found a stalk of red-top. This is a peculiar
weed that our boys can not see. They will go
through a field and get out every thing else;

but this looks so much like a potato it eludes
their vigilant eyes. It malies me think of what
Prof. Cook has told us about the mimicry
among insects and small animals. Friend T.
smiled as he added:
"It is true, Mr. Root, we did not use a hoe,

but we did have a man pull out the occasional
weed that escapes the horse-tools. A relative,
who is not able to do severe labor. -has this sea-
son taken care of the bugs; and he also, while
doing this, gets out these stray weeds. But
even the sharpest man is liable to skip that
kind of weed now and then."
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"And you don't even noir use any Paris green
nor any sort of poison?"
"Oil! we could not afford it. As wo plan our

work, the poison alone would cost more money
than w(> pay the man who keeps the fields free

from bugs."'

Now. friends, please notice that Terry's whole
system of working is all hinged or interlocked
together. With such land as you and I have,
or, rather, with land in the trim that yours and
mine is, a good d(»al of it. he would probatily

use hoe and Paris green both. lie has kept
wiH'ds from going to seed for many years on his

grounds. He has also got every acre so it is

tine and soft, and all works readily under the
harrows and weeders, and in a like manner the
bugs have been prevented from "going to seed"
until very few of them make their appearance
on his premises. If he should let the bugs get
ahead of him. as you and I do. very likely poi-

son would be the cheapest way to "catch up."
And in like manner, if the weeds should get
ahead of him as they do of us. it would be only
a question of hoes or a loss of crops. I do not
mean that you and I must ((lioays use hoes and
poison, for we can get our land in trim just as

well as he can- some of us better, because we
have better ground. I am getting up to it grad-
ually. The potatoes we are digging now, and
which come pretty close to 400 bushels per acre,

have never been hoed. We are retailing them
around town at 30 cts. a peck; but I am e.xpect-

ing every day that competition will bring them
down to an even dollar a bushel. To-day is the
34th of July.

THE FREEMAN POTATO.

Perhaps some of you have heard of the Free-
man potato. Wm. Henry Maule gave Terry a
barrel of these potatoes, asking him to make as

many bushels of them as he possibly could.

Now, Terry does not fuss with gn^enhouses and
hotbeds, so the best he could do was to cut the
potatoes to one eye, and then split the eyes.

He has done this, and made them cover pretty
well 1% acres. Of course, tiu'y do not look
([Uite as strong and thrifty as his regular fields,

but they come pretty near it. This crop of

Freeman potatoes will be worth, at Maule's
prices, several thousand dollars. I copy the
following from the Pn (ct leal Farmer, oi July
18. It is what friend Terry says in answer to a
query in regard to these potatoes:

1 like the shape and looks of the Freeman potato
very much. It is simply perfect, being oval-sliaped,
with eyes on the surface. It certainly has strong
vitality or we c.mld not have got a good even stand
on 1% acres from a barrel of seed. It is a pretty
hard test wlien one asks a full top from split eyes.
We shall get it, and cover the ground, if we have a
reasonable amount of rain. Of course, such small
beginnings can not stand drouth as well as larger
ones. The eating quality? Well, we did not eat
very many at $3 a pound ! 1 will tell you about that
a month later. As a keeper—a very important point
with me— it is all right. I should judge our seed
was dug as early as August, at least, and we kept
them through till May in good shape. 1 think I can
keep them in a pit, without a sprout starting till

that date. As far as I have got, I e.xpect great
things from the Freeman potato, but it will need
more time to actually prove it.

SECURING NICE POTATOES FOR THE TABLE IN
APRIL AND MAY.

Friend Terry has made a good many e.xperi-

ments in reference to this matter. He is so cer-
tain that he wants all his potatoes hard and
firm, without any sprouts when planting-time
comes, that he buries all his potatoes for the
seed, in a pit. This is covered with straw and
earth in the usual way, but he puts on only a
little at a time. When there is a good hard
crust frozen over the potato heap he puts on
more dirt and lets that freeze, until the potatoes

are finally incased in frost. Then straw is put
on over this fi'osty coating, to prevent it from
thawing out; and in this way he keeps them
until planting-time in May.
Before 1 started away he wanted me to go

down cellar and look at a new potato called, 1

believe. Early Rochester. His good wife object-
ed to taking Mr. Root into the cellar, on the
ground that it was not "slicked up." I man-
aged to get permission, however, all the same.
I wish all the readers of (Jleanings had cellars
ro/)«/>Zc of being slicked u|) like this one. The
different rooms in the cellar were made as nice
and clean with cement and plaster as most
living-rooms. The Freeman potatoes were
great whoppers; and although the sprouts had
been rubbed olT several times they were firm
and solid, and just splendid to eat. as I found
out afterward; and this, mind you. was on the
Fourth of July. Now, thei-e is something pe-
culiar about this potato. It was sent to Terry
to try with his own; and on the first trial he
pronounced it not equal to some he had already.
For some reason, howevctr, he gave it another
trial, and the nc.rt year it showed marked su-
periority; and this season it is just doing
grandly. The moi'al is. don't be in haste to
condemn a thing from one season's trial only.

I confess I felt a little sorry when I was oblig-
ed to bid good -by to this pleasant home with its

pretty aooryard and surroundings. I will tell

you one reason why it is possible for friend
Terry to keep his place so neat and clean and
tidy. He is a specialist, or a specialist fanner,
if you choose. He has not, lying scattered
around his house, barn, and premises, the traps
and "calamities" that a great many of us have
for so many various lines of industry. He does
owe thing, and lets his neighbors do the other
things. I do not wonder he likes to stay at
home. The man or woman who would not,
with such a home as his, would be a wonder.

Prof. Chamberlain's farm is not very far from
friend Teriy's, and close by the town of Hud-
son, Summit Co. Even though it was the
Fourth of July. I found his son and hired man
in the barn, painting a wagon. I mention this
because most farmers' boys would think they
could not work on the Fourth.
One of the first things that attracted my at-

tention was a cistern to supply his cow and
horse stables with water. This cistei'u was both
above ground and under ground; that is. it was
built entirely above ground originally. This
saved the expense of digging. In the second
place, it was entirely under ground, so as to be
safe from frost, for it is under the bank that
leads to the upper story of the barn. The cis-

tern is 9 feet deep, and"l.5 feet in diameter. The
barn stands on a slight side hill, so it is an easy
matter to lead the water from the extreme bot-
tom of the cistern right into the horse and cow
stables, into an appropriate watering-trough
for each. Now, the most of us would think
that, if we had the water so it would run by
opening a valve, that would be handy enough.
But friend Chamberlain has a large tub with a
float in it. so the water always stands just so
high. It is large enough for several horses to
drink from at once; and just as fast as they
drink the water out, more comes in. This ap-
paratus has been in use for 17 years, and has
worked perfectly, and without repairs, except
new hoops on the tank, and without freezing.
When we take into consideration that every
barn should have eavespouts any way, the ar-
rangement is not so very expensive. The cis-

tern holds 3.50 barrels. Only those who have
had a similar watering-arrangement so as to
have water always at hand right in the stables
can realize the amount of time and labor saved
compared with the way many farmers manage
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to water their stock. Another thing. I believe

it is pretty generally conceded that rain water

is more wholesome for our stock than any other:

and friend Chamberlain declares that, if all the

water is carefully saved that falls upon the

roof that shelters the hordes and cattle, and
their hay and grain, it will give them all the

water they will ever need to drink; therefore

all that is wanted is the necessary spouting and

a cistern to hold the watei'. With this arrange-

ment, mind you, there is no pumping at all:

neither are you obliged to trouble yourself even

so much as to open a valve. The horse is sim-

ply led up to the watering-tub; and as it is lo-

cated right where he passes when he tui-ns

around to come out of his stall, when he is used

every day, he waters himself.o

The farm is so rolling that most people would
think there was not any need of underdraining.

Some of the drains have been in use for 17 yeai's.

His orchard is underdrained, and this we ex-

amined hrst. On the underdrained portion very

few trees have evei' died out, while on the other

part a great portion of tiiem had to be replaced.

My impression has been for some time, that

more fruit-trees are killed by too much wetness

than by almost any thing else. On our own
place wherever, bv any accident, a puddle of

water has stood for even a few days near a

fruit-tree, it has been either injured or killed

outright. The most marked feature of under-

draining, however, was soon brought to our at-

tention by our enthusiastic friend in his own
peculiar and emphatic way. He took us to his

grass land, and where it was quite rolling, too,

and showed us how many kinds of weeds, es-

pecially plantain, had made their way on to

the farm, and crowded out the timothy and
clover. It were well to state light here, that

friend Chambeilain has been absent from his

farm for eleven years, and returned only last

fall. He was for many years secretary of the

Ao-ricultural Department of the State of Ohio,

and more recently President of the Iowa Agri-

cultural College. But last fall he came back to

his own farm, and has so far I'efused all ap-

pointments to leave it. He wants to be at

home. Well, during his absence of eleven years

many things had. as a matter of course, run

down He showed us the fields infested with
plantain—that is. in spots. This land was not

underdrained. Then he took us to the opposite

slope where it was und(^rdi-ained years ago, and
showed us a wonderful growth of clover and
timothy both, without any weeds or plantain

to be seen. The point is. that plantain survives

on wet places, vhere grass and valuable crops

are killed out by wet. I had suspected this l)e-

fore but was not i)i-epared for such a wonder-
fully marked exhibition of the good effects of

underdraining. Perhaps I should mention that

our little pai'tv included Mr. L. B. Pierce, of

Tallmadge, O.. who is so well known as a writer

for our agricultural papers, and our good friend

Gould, who has for so many years written for

the Ohio F<inncr as "Sam.'" Sam is a dairy-

man, and, of course, was alive to every thing

pertaining to growing cow-feed. Some of those

present suggested that perhaps the two pieces

of ground had different care. It could not be

called two pieces of ground, however, because

it was one large held of timothy; and in order

to demovstnitc the advantage of underdrained

ground, they had for years worked and sowed

the ground in strii)s or lands running directly

across both pieces; so the drained and under-

drained had precisely the same care and treat-

ment in every respect. It would seem that, no

matter how sloping the ground, if it be thought
desirable to plow it to put it into crops, it i.s also

desirable, to have it underdrained. and this in a

soil that is consider; 'My more gravelly and

porous than our Medina clay. Friend Cham-
berlain uses phosphates largely on his land;
and lie has been in the habit for years of run-
ning the drill once or twice through a field with
the phosphate shut off'; and this year the effect

of shutting off the phosphate through a strip of
wheat was so marked that friend Pierce sug-
gested his hired man must have made a mistake
and shut off' not only the phosphate but the
wheat also. I have seen the same thing on our
own grounds. Shutting off the phosphate on a
piece of poor ground was almost equivalent to
shutting off' the grain also. In fact, it made a
clearly detined lane all through the held.

Friend C. keeps cows, and. of course, has im-
mense quantities of manure to spread on liis

land: and we saw great flat-topped pyramids al-

ready deposited in the lield, ready to be put on
the wheat with the manuie-spreader when
springtime comes. Friend C. is also a strong
advocate for osage oraug(^ for hedges. This was
a little surprise to me, for so much has been
said about robbing the soil of its fertility near
the hedge, and the lalxir of keeping them in

trim, that I had begun to think they were most-
ly .abandoned. In reply to my question, our
host called us to a hedge along the roadside,
that had been there more than a dozen years.
It was. perhaiis, 3 ft. high, or may be a little

more in places, and not more tlian 2 or -').<

through. It certainly did not occupy very
much room above ground: and as a proof that
it did not below ground, we saw good wheat
growing so close that the well-tilled heads were
right lip against the hedge. And so it seems
that hedge fences, like many other things, need
only a little care, if that care be given at just
the right time. I have forgotten how many
rods he trimmed with a sickle, before break-
fast; and this trimming is needed so seldom
that ii certainly could not be considered a very
great bill of expense. There are no posts to rot
off', no boards to be blown down by the wind,
no sharp wires to injure animals. Besides, the
fence is exceedingly pretty, and more ornament-
al than any other fence I know of. and by no
means "as homely as a hedge fence." The
trouble with all these fences is like the trouble
with a great many other things, only it works
the other way. If you neglect a hedge fence it

gets bigger and bigger (and homelier and home-
lier), instead of tumbling down and going to

decay as most other fences do. A landscape
gardener has been at work at friend C.'s door-
yard, and a great variety of shrubs and plants
are making an excellent growth, and giving
pi'omise of future usefulness and beauty. As 1

shall probably have occasion to refer to this

visit a good deal in the future, 1 shall say noth-
ing more about it just now.

Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy.—Ex.
2U:8.

This subject has been again brought to my
mind by the Sunday excursions that are being
pushed, not only inour ow n county, and on our
own railroads through our county, but even
abroad and all over our land, to a greater

or lesser extent, judging by the advertisements
I see in the papers; and. by the way, I have
been surprised and astonished that editors of

home pai)ers should permit a railroad company
or anybody else to advertise broadly and un-

blushinglya pleasure-excursion to some plea-

sure - ground oa Sunday. Very Ijkely more
than one good friend of mine who J.;eads.Glean-
ings will feel like saving something like this:

"Look here, friend Root; you have your
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opinion in regard to theso matters, and are no
donbt conscientious and honest. But is there
not a large class who are also conscientious and
honest, who have different opinions? Many of
us are compeHed to work in stores, factories, or'

of'lic(\s. the whole week. Our bread and butter
dei)ends upon our sticking to our places unless
our busses will let us off for a day now and
liien. We need the open air and outdoor rec-
nmtion just exactly as much as lyoit do. If

there is no' opportunity afforded for taking it

any other day in the w<'ek than Sunday, and
whih^ our health and the health of our wives
and children is suffering for this same rest and
recreation in the open aii-, may it not be possi-
ble that we are right and you are ivroiujf
Dear friends, I have considered this matter

well and carefully. It has been presented to
me by smart, intelligent men—by men who are
managers, and who occupy other high positions
in our railway corporations; and I have waited
until I have examined the evidence carefully
on all sides before undertaking to speak to you
on this sul)ject in print.

I confess that, in my boyhood days, I had a
sort of feeling in regard to Sunday that might
possibly have had some superstition in it. For
instance, I satisfied myself by many and repeat-
ed trials that nothing prospered in the way of
work or play if I undertook it on Sunday; and
I have known other boys to say the same thing.
If you go fishing you have bad luck, as a gener-
al thing. If you go nutting, or go out riding or
hunting, there seems to be a sort of fatality fol-

lowing such things sooner or later. Now, you
will say this surely must be superstition. In
one sense it is superstition, and in another it is

not. The Christian religion and Bible teach-
ings are certainly founded on sense and reason,
if any thing in this whole wide universe is

founded on sense and reason. Most of you
know how little patience I have with any thing
that approaches " signs," or even forms or cere-
monies. There are places in the world even
now wh(M-e they pretend to cure diseases by
saying over mysterious woi'ds. There are
places where they believe in witches and
witchcraft. Yes. there are people among our own
neighbors, not to say in our homes, who doctor
their horses and cattle, sow their seeds, etc., by
rules that have no sense nor reason about them.
There are people who follow old supei'stitions
that have been handed down for ages, when
there is no possible chance for any thing but
lujusense about it. Now, is this idea that noth-
ing prospers, if undertaken on Sunday, super-
stition, or is it sense? You may know of peo-
ple who i-efuse to go into any undertaking on
Friday because Friday is an unlucky day. I

hope there are not very many such, however.
Now, perhaps some of "you would ask, " Bro.
Root, do you mean to tell us that there is some-
thing mysterious about it that makes Sunday
an unlucky day in just the same way that
these people believe a mysterious fatality hangs
over the day of the week called Friday ?" No,
I do not believe any thing of the kind? audi
do not mean to teach any tiling of the sort.
You may remember that I urged very vehe-
mently in a former paper that our days of the
week were all alike—as much alike as two peas
or two grains of sand. The sun shines and it

rains im Sunday just exactly as it does on any
other day. Furthermore, it is most emphati-
cally true (for it can certainly be proved with-
out question) that the days of the week as we
have them now are sim]/ly of man's making.
They were so named for convenicmce; and if

people got out of joint, as they used to in earli-
er times, and hitched a day forward or back-
ward, it would certainlv make no difference to
anybody, if all were agreed in the matter. In

sailing around the world in one direction a day
is to be dropped; but if you sail in the other
direction, there must be two Mondays or two
Fridays as the case may be. This is necessary
in order to catch up or " catch " on to the days
of the week where you happen to land. If this
be true, why shouldn't every one decide for
himself in regard to what day shall be Sunday,
or whether there shall be any vSunday at all ?
Perhaps if you were a Robinson Crusoe, and
lived on an uninhabited island, such might be
the case. I think, however, our Robinson
Crusoe would find it conviuiient to set apart one
day as Sunday; and if he had a Bible with
him, I am inclined to think he would decide to
keep the day according to Bible teachings. I
recently heard a public speaker make the re-
mark, that, if he were Tving alone on an island
he would have no scruples against getting out
his horse and buggy Sunday afternoon and tak-
ing a little ride all alone. Why, then, would it

be right on this island, and not right as we are
situated with " neighl)ors " all around us? Be-
cause God wishes us to obey his commands in
the sinrit of them, and not in the letter. A
crazy man, we are told, chopped off his right
hand because the Bible commanded it. He
took an exceedingly literal interpretation of the
Bible teachings, and put it in practice; and I

am afraid some, otherwise good Christian people,
make mistakes in a like manner, although, of
course, none of them carry it to such a terrible
extreme as did this jioor brother with his crazed
brain. Of course, none but a crazy person
would think of doing any thing of the kind.
Thank God, we are not crazy—at least not
many of us. Now, do you ask if you are to
obey the Scriptures, or be religious, simply be-
cause our neighbors are looking on ? Not at all.

I will try to tell you what I do mean. I said, a
little while ago, that the Bible commands are
reasonable. If we look into the matter a little
we shall find that they commend themselves to
reason and good sense. Well, the most promi-
nent command in the whole Scriptures—in fact,
the first of the ten commandments—enjoins us
to turn our thoughts to the great Creator of the
universe. A keen critical lawyer gave it very
glibly when Jesus turned it back on himself,
and asked him how he read the .Scriptures. He
said. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with
all thy strength, and with all thy mind, and
thy neighbor as thyself." Now, we all recog-
nize the God of the universe, even if we do not
all recognize him at the same time as God the
Father. Reason and common sense also indi-
cate emphatically that we owe something to
the Author of all things. The Being who gave
us life and reason and sense is surely entitled to
some recognition, from the highest type of life
that this world contains. There is "a limited
number of people, of course, who say in their
heart, '" There is no God." We can not afford
to take time just now. to answer or even con-
sider this class. The larger part of them have
probably denied the existence of a God because
they want to be stubborn and contrary, and we
are not talking to stubborn and contrary peo-
ple on the subject before us to-day. Now, fol-
lowing right along in the thought "before us, we
have God's command in the language of our
text, " Remember the sabbath day, to keep it

holy:" and right along with it we read, " Six
days shalt thou labor and do all thy work."
This is Bible, I know; but is it not sound com-
mon sense? The great Author of the universe
demands comparatively little of us. We are
free agents, and honored with a free will. It is

our privilege to step upward toward heaven, or
to rush downward to I'uin. But with all this
wonderful liberty God insists on and demands a
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few things: and he also asks us for a small
part of our time. Six days are granted to us to

do our work, and to do almost as we please.

The seventh only is set apart for the considera-
tion of our Creator. If the whole plan of the
world and humanity were submitted to a rea-

sonable being before the world was, and the
Author of the universe should submit the ques-
tion, who could say that it were any more than
fair that man be asked to give one day in

seven for the consideration of , something be-

sides .se?/is/( matters? The next step would be

for humanity to ask of God, " What, then,

shall we do. or how shall we makp use of this

one day in seven ?" And herein comes our
text—-'keep it Iwly." What does '-holy"
mean? I have submitted the question to a

great many young people, frequently in the
Sunday-school class, sometimes even to chil-

dren. I do not know how it comes about; but
there seems to be a general undc-rstanding. and
a prettv general agreement in regard to this

word "holv." Very likely only a few men can
define the" word " holy " in plain words: but
almost any urchin of a dozen years, sometimes
only half that, will tell you what is wA holy.

When I ask what the word means, very oftiui I

get no reply at all. If 1 change my manner,
however, and say something like this. "• Boys,
do you believe you are remembering the sab-
bath day to keep it holy when you go fishing

on that day?" the reply comes, prompt and
readv:
"No. sir; going fishing is not being holy."
•• Well, if you go out buggy-riding Sunday, is

that remembering the sabbath dav, to keep it

holy ?'

The responses are nearly as clear and decided
in this case: and by asking a variety of ques-
tions we can gath(M' pretty nearly just what
each one thinks God meant when he gave us

the command. The whole world recognizes it.

In discussing the matter with a lawyer who was
Sent to us by our new railroad to see whether
they could have permission to pass through the
new curve on oui- grounds with an excursion
train on Snndny. I propounded the question to

him. Although he was a church-member, he
defended the excursions on the giound that it

gives fresh air to folks shut up in cities. When
I asked him if he thought Sunday excui'sions

were strictly in k(H'ping with the command to

keep the day //o/iy. he frankly admitted that it

was not. but plead that it \\'as the leaser of

two evils. Of course, they make great promises
in their handbills and posters, that order and
sobriety shall rule. In fact, a man was s^elected

foroneof the Sunday excursions, for the spe-

cial purpose of going along to see that every
thing that was dcjne was strictly in keeping
with the sacredness of the day. Do you smile?
Well, I smiled a little, and 1 wondered where
this qood man would be found, who would con-
sent to act in such a capacity. The demand
was for a man something like this; Some good
faithful Christian—no. no. not Oiristian. but
some one who would go on a railroad train with
a band of excursionists to keep them decent
and in order. How did it turn out? Why. as

you might expect. This blind leader of the
'blind, before the day was half spent, needed a
guardian more, perhaps, than any of those he
was sent to guard I

We are now ready to consider why it is that
Sunday seems to be an unlucky day for business
or recreation. For successful enterprises of

any kind we want ;/ood men. A good man can
not be found who will undertake business or
enteiprises for pleasure on Sunday. We may
sometimes meet with pretty fair men who have
no regard for Sunday; but.no matter what a

man believes, he must certainly be uncivil and

ungentlemanly, to say nothing of being irrev-
erent toward God, who will deliberately set
aside the time-honored custom of keeping Sun-
day as a day of rest. I have tried it myself.
Atone time in my life I argued that Sunday
was no better nor worse a day than any other.
I had a lot of bees located in a swamp, perhaps
ten miles from home. Well, one Sunday I de-
cided to look after my bees, as I hadn't time
week days. In going to this out-apiary in the
morning. I met strings of people going to
church. The sight of them was a rebuke to me
that I shall never forget. In going back home
I met the same people returning from church.
I noticed the peaceful, quiet look on their faces,

which springs from a happy consciousness of
having done one's duty, and of having obeyed
God's holy command. While riding along I

promised God m^'Utally that, if he would for-

give the disobedience of that one day I would
try to take care that the offense should never
be repeated again. It was my first prayer, or
perhaps the first sentiment "in my heart ap-
proaching a prayer, that I had felt for many a
long year. Now. if you undertake any sort of
business enterprise on Sunday, you are of ne-
cessity obliged to choose from a class of i)eople

more or less devoid of cou'icience. They do not
hesitate to rob God, and. as a rule, they would
not. of course, hesitate to rob you. Is it to be
wondered at? Oui' railroad companies have
had so much (Experience of just that kind, that
many of them have decided they want nothing
more to do with Sunday excursions. Sup-
pose, however, you decide to do some work for
yourself—you won't ask anybody to helj) you at
all. The offense shall be yours and your.^ only.
Why should it turn out differently from any
other day ? Because, my friend, in deciding oii

this step you have violated the instincts of
your own conscience; and no man is pi'epared
to do his level best when he is in a disturbed
state of mind. Very likely there ai'e those who
have set aside the sabbath for so many years
that their conscience is hardened, and they feel

no qualms of conscience in boldly breaking
away from public opinion and from the laws of
God. But even if this be s-o, such pei-sons are
not the successful ones. They may be success-
ful in making money, perhaps: but the present
age does not recognize a man simply because
he has money oi- because he conti'ols property.
In fact, it is getting to be rather the other way.
The world }ii))tiirs the man who is helpful to

his fellow-man. who is honest toward his

neighbors and toward his God. I can remem-
ber that, in my childhood days, when I disobey-
ed my parents, or when I did something on
Sunday I knew I ought not to do. I did it with
a cei'tain nervous and excited feeling that un-
fitted me for using my ordinary caution and
good sense, therefore trouble came: and for the
same reason trouble will come to you. dear
friend, when you set aside and ignore God's
holy command at the head of this talk. " The
wicked flee when no man pursueth." Of cotirse.

they do.

I do not know how many editors read these
pages. Well, the editors of this land have very
much to do with the morals of our land. They
preach to audiences much larger than are
reached in pulpits. They reach mixed audi-
ences, and they too often preach evil as well as
good. Dear brother, if you have been induced
to give publicity to Sunday excursions, or to

lend your influence in getting people to attend
these excursions, dinners, or dances to be held
on Sunday, phnxse believe me when I tell you
that you are losing money by so doing, instead
of gaining. Do the boys of our land need any
tirging in the way of Sunday excursions or bi-

cycle excursions, on God's holy day ? The road
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that leads to ruin is downward. People go al-

most themselves, just as a ball goes down hill.

The narrow path that leads to eternal life and
glory is notouly straight and narrow, but it is

coll.•^tantly iipfilU. Even giown nn-n and wo-
men are in danger uf fainting uy the way. Is

it to be wondered at. then, that young people
without any very Hxed ideas in regaril to morals
or godline*s g(a weary, and perhaps reckless?
Think for a moment of exhorting them on the
ddirn irard way. Well, an exhortation to a poor-
er or more feeble observance of Sunday is cer-

tniidy on tlie downward course. 1 think tluit

none can deny it. no matter what may be their

belief, providing, of course, they recognize God
as the Creator. Some may ask. "Brother Root,
do you not think there is such a thing as too

much strictness and too literal an observance
of God"s commands or supposed commands?"
A few times in life I have met with cases of

that kind. As I write, however, just now I do
not know that I recall one. When Jesus was
on earth, a class whose religion consisted almost
entirely of outward forms were going so far as
to let their strict ideas prevent them from re-

lieving sutTering or want on that day. and Jesus
reproved them. The ijresent age is not much
given to such folly. Where somebody is suffer-

ing, you will scarcely tind a man. woman, or
child who will hesitate a minute to spring to

the relief of such a one because it is Sunday;
and I think we as a people honor God for tak-
ing it for granted that ne wishes us to use good
common sense in solving all such difficulties.

When shall we have excursions? Why, on
week days, of cour.se, just as our forefathers
did. I am surt^ there are very few industrial
establishments whose proprietors would not
much rather give their employes a holiday at
some season of the year when business is com-
paratively dull, rather than to see them go on
Sunday. In fact. Christian peoph' are so mixed
in and sprinkled through all classes of humani-
ty, that it would be next to impossible to induce
all the members of any factory to go on Sunday.
Their best help would not bf seen in such a
crowd. Sometime-; I have felt almost helpless
when I see how Sunday excur.-ions have been
increasing. May the Lord be praised, some
otlier things areincreasing also. The Endeavor
society I have frequently written about has now
here in our United States more than a »i»(/ioN

inembcrx. The recent national convention at
Minneapolis gave us a glimpse of tlnMr numbers
and power: and they have already with success
taken hold of this matter of .Sunday amu>e-
ments. Base-ball playing, and Sunday theaters,
even in large cities, have been oliligid to give
way before them. They are live and wide
awake, and are keen and fearless: and they are
on hand everini^lierc. just as xi>i and Sittun are,

on hand everywhere. May God's spirit continue
to be with them, and bless the efforts they ai'e

just now making to Induce all the world to—
reiminher the suhhith duy. to keep it iKdy.

Queen was re^'eived in g-ood shape yestei'da.v
morning on nf-ut-dais' order—quite ditttTent from
a queen-raiser in Mississippi! ordered fiom hi.st fall.

It took four laeks to g-et one, and tlien took the sec-
ond letter to hurry him up. I. B. Olmste.\d.

Charleston, III., June 2v».

GLEANINGS, AND THE GOOD THINGS IN IT.

Having- been in the printing: l)u.siness nearly
twenty years, during- wliicli time I liave read or re-
viewed a great number of vai-ious pnblications, I

am free to say, that, after thirrnughly digesting the
last tlu-ee vt)lumes of Gleanings in Bee Culture,
I have found less ehatf and more good things than
in any other publication devoted to trades profes-
.sions or otherwise. L. G. English.
MarvsvlUe, O., June 22.

AH the law is lulfiUed in one word, even in this: Thou shalt
ove thy ne:gi.bor as ilijM-lt'. Gal. b: 14.

Mn. E. France, of Platteville. Wi.s.. writes.
"We have s( cured 3O.(X)0 lbs. of honey, some
good and some pool'.""

The West queen-c(dl protectors are a big suc-
cess in our apiary. Nearly all the cells given to
our colonies now are protected by them.

Although we have been trying hard, for
some reason or other we can not make the bees
accept the Doolittlecell-cups—at least not more
than two or thi'ee out of a dozen. This is some-
what humiliating, as others are reporting suc-
cess.

,

The nameless bee-disease seems to have
broken loose again. From the reports that are
coming in, it .seems to be starting up with un-
usual virulence in a great many localities, and
some write that removing the queen does not
bring about a cure. How is this, friends?

Ix response to the call for criticisms and sug-
gestions as to the various departments in

Gleanings, the majority write in effect to
" keep Gleanings as it is—it is all good."'
There has been no dissenting vote on any par-
ticular department. While all this is veiy en-
couraging, we shall endeavor to make Improve-
ments fi'om time to time.

Thomas G. Newman & Son, of the American
Bee Journal, have removed fi'om their former
location to larger and more commodious quar-
ters at 199. 201. r>u3 East Randolph St., Chicago.
This doubles their floor space, of which they
now have ovei- lO.OlK) square feet. They will

now be found upon the third instead of the
fifth floor. We congratulate oar friends on the
change.

Don't iiang on to your hrst honey with the
expectation ot getting higliei' prices. The soon-
er you can move off' the Hrst of your crop, pro-
viding then^ is no other in the market, the more
you will be apt to get. Sell it in yourown home
market, or, at least, do not rush it off to the
city. When the buyers around home are sup-
plied, then look elsewhere. Indications point
to 'a large honey crop this year—at least, In
most localities. •

The Western Classification Committee, of
which J. T. Ripley is chairman, calls founda-
tion " bee-comb stuff',"" and then qualiiies the
words by calling it. in parenthesis, " artilicial

honey-comb."" VV'e have entered a protest, and
hope'all supply-ilealers will do the same. We
want our product named correctly. It is true,

we need a term besides the word " foundation,'"
for the general public: therefore on our freight-
bills we call it " wax in sheets."" That is just
exactly what it is.

We are greatly annoyed by many of our cus-
tomers calling for imported queens of a bright
yellow. We do not pretcuid to rear bright yel-

low bees or queens. We .say in our price list,

and have repeated through the journal many
times, that the progeny of imported queens, as
well as the queens themselves, are, as a rule,

leather-colored. If you want bright yellow
queens. don"t order imported. Our select tested
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queens come the nearest, and yet we do not
guarantee that even these shall produce the

golden Italians.

We have just been advised of the successful

mailing of a select tested queen from our ofifice

to Jamaica. She was sent in a large Benton
cage, and was on the road 18 days. The cus-

tomer says she arrived in excellent condition,

and was successfully introduced. Score anoth-
er one for the Benton cage.

One of our advertisers, Mr. A. A. Byard.
West Chestertield. N. H., writes: Take out my
ad., as it is getting late in the season. It has
paid, for itself; and almost every one who sent

for the goods mentioned (ii.KANiNGs."' As we
have, in times gon('. by. given instances of un-
proti table advertising in our columns. It may be
admissible to give this as a sample of the other

side. This is only one of several otliers we
have received, of a similar import.

Now is the time to infuse new blood among
your Ijees if you intend todo it at all. Untested
queens are now the cheapest they will ever be

in the year, and most apiaries are or very soon-

will be doing little or nothing in tbe way of

getting stores. The time to requeen is during
the month of August, when brood-rearing is not
necessary, and, in a good many cases, undesira-

ble. Look over our advertising columns, and
order the queens you want.

As an illustration of the extent to which
honey is now being used by bakers, we make
the following exti'act from a private letter just

received from the United States Baking Co.,

MansHeld, O.:

Mr. A. I. /foot.-—We liave been bujiiig honey from
Tutt, of St. Louis, a very fine article, -Atbli and 6 cts.

per lb. We just bought from him yesteiday 93 bar-

rels at bK cts., said to be equal to the last lot we
boug-ht ot him at 6 cts. ; if so, it is a very good pur-
chase. Youi'S i-espectfully,

United States Baking Co.
(Crawford-Taylor branch).

Mansfield, O., July 29, 1891.

How do you like the new design on the front

of the cover? This was ordered ab)ut a year
ago, but we told our engravers to do tlieir level

best, without I'egar'd to time or cost. The rep-
resentations of clover, and bees on the wing,
are unusually accurate. You see the idea. The
little gleaners are gathering the sweets from
far and near. The goldenrods are also excel-

lent, and the whole design represents a handful
of clovers. gold(uirods. and other bee-plants
that have been gleaned on the way. The en-
gravers seem to have held in mind distinctly

the idea of a gleaner, or, better, a Gi-kanixgs in
Bee Culture, and it is no little gratification

to us that they have succeeded in combining so

well not only beauty but the etei'nal fitness of

things.

PARAFFINE for candy - HOLES OF QUEEN
CAGES.

We are just lining all the candy-holes of our
Benton cages with paralline. The idea of this

is to prevent the candy, or moisture in the
candy, from soaking into the end or grain of

the wood, thus causing the candy to dry up and
become hard. After the cages are filled with
candy, the candy itself is covered with paratlfine

paper. All this seals the candy up practically
air-tight, with the exception of the feed-hole;
and the candy around this is kept fresh by the
bees eating out their daily rations. The use of

paraffine in this way in keeping the candy soft

is old, but we believe there is something in it.

Recently a customer returned the cage in

which the queen had died. Upon examination
we found that most of the honey had soaked
into the wood, leaving the candy as hard as a
brick. This and other returned cages has de-
cided us in favor of parathne lining. With an
ordinary five-cent brush, and a little vat of
melted paraffine, one person can paraffine about
five hundred cages in half a day. We shall
watch the results narrowly now for the next few
weeks, and report later for the benefit of our
readers.

THE OLD comb-honey CANARD BROKE LOOSE
AGAIN.

The old sensational falsehood about artificial

comb honey is breaking loose again. To show
how stale it is, we reproduce it.

ARTIFICIAL HONEY.
Artificial honey, wliich is much more common in

the market than consumers know, is made of potato
stai'ch and oil of vitriol. Some rasli ojitimists think
that they are sure of getting tlie genuine judduct of
bees and flowers by i>urchasliig honey in the comb.
They do not know that the exquisite white comb
that pleases them is often made of paraffine wax.—
Heiald of Health.

That old twaddle about " potato starch " and
"oil of vitriol," and " rash optimists," is more
than stale. Our thousand dollars Is open to
any one who will prove that comb honey can be
successfully manufactured of potato starch and
oil of vitriol so that rash optimists or anybody
else can not detect the ditrerence. This offer
was made some five years ago, and we see no
use of recalling it. for nobody has ever yet
written to us about it. The item has been ap-
pearing again in a number of local papers. It
has probably got into the " boiler-plate" mat-
ter which is sold for so much a yard to country
papers, and now it will go the rounds for a
while. This appeared originally in the Herald
of Health a number of years ago, and every
once in a while it bobs up. Our subscribers can
do more to get their local papers to refute it

than we can, and we trust they will seize their
opportunity without delay. We will furnish
plenty of our rewai'd cards to help substantiate
your statements.

HOW TO CLARIFY BLACK AND DIRTY WAX
•WITH SULPHURIC ACED.

We have been experimenting for the past
few days in rendering wax with sulphuric acid.
Although we knew the Dadants and one or two
others were using it with excellent results in

clarifying old dark wax. somehow or other " we
hadn't got around to it." For several months
back we have been saving up our old inky
pieces of wax, and. besides this, the scrapings
from the floor, and other odd accumulations
from broken bits of comb. This week we pro-
cured some sulphuric acid and proceeded to
clarify first the dirty scrapings from the floor,

putting them into a copper boiler holding about
half a barrel. We first put in about two pails

of water, and then about three ounces of sul-
phuric acid, and afterward the scrapings.
We next let on steam, until the wax began to

come to the top. We first dipped off the clear
wax floating on the suiface. and poured it

through a cheese-cloth bag. We next scooped
out the residue, including the dirt, dumped it

into the cheese-cloth bag. put it into our wax-
press, and squeezed it under a gentle and in-

creasing pressure. The wax,, as it oozed out,
ran into the vat, which, upon cooling, proved to

be nice yellow wax. On former occasions, the
same treatment without sulphuric acid, would
give us wax about as black as ink—or, at least,

of a very dirty and muddy coloi'. The action of
the acid is to carbonize, or. in other words, burn
the organic mattei', and this frees the wax that
is mingled with it, and allows it to separate
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and rise to the surface. We have repeated this
operation with sulphuric acid on several lots of
very dirty cakes of wax. many of tlietn .almost
perfectly black; and each time we had. as a
result, several nice yellow cakes of wax, and a
small pile of black organic matter that had
been freed by the acid. We followed the pro-
portions given us by friend Salisbury in a re-

cent article; viz., about a pound of commercial
sulphuric acid to about a quarter of a barrel of
water. Into this we introduced a steam-pipe,
and then tilled up the receptacle with the wax
accumulations, or dark cakes of wax which we
desired to lighten up. Sulphuric acid mixed in

water in the proportions given will not make a
solution strong enougii to be corrosive to the
hand, nor dangerous to the bees after it has
been re-melted and worked over into founda-
tion. We exi)ect to render all our dark wax
into nice yellow cakes, so that it may all be of
good color and ready for use this fall, or for next
season's trade.

HIGH PRICES FOK (iAKDEN PRODUCE, AND
VICE VERSA.

After reading the proof of what I have
said in another column, about taking all we
can get for the stuff we raise, I fear it did not
convey just the meaning I wish. Let me give
another side to it. I iiuiy, perhaps, have a
thousand bushels of potatoes from less than
three acres of my little ten-acre farm. At pres-
ent we are getting 80 cents a bushel; but the
prospect is that the price will go down very
much. I might dig them in haste and market
them in haste, and perhaps get a good deal of
money for them. But it is not the money I am
after. I am going to enjoy selling them at the
market i)rice. If they go down to 25 cents a
bushel, I hope—yes, I believe—I shall enjoy just
as much giving our customers great beautiful
Puritan potatoes for 35 cents a bushel as I do
now in getting 80 cents. Then why not dig
them and sell them for 25 cents a bushel now '

Because, dear friends, it would be doing a
great wrong to a large class of people. I should
break the price down prematurely, and justly
incur the ill will of farmers and evei'ybody else
who have potatoes to sell. We inquire every
day what potatoes are selling for at the gro-
ceries, so as to avoid breaking down iJiices. At
the same time, we want to be prompt in com-
ing down just as fast as t/ici/ come down. I

want to be fair, honoi'able, and just with all

my neighbors, and I am happy in it, and enjoy
doing it. The amount of money that comes into
my pocket ought to be. and I ho|)e is, a second-
ary consideration. I do esp(^cially enjoy see-
ing consumers get nice products at a low price
—that is, when the crop genrrally is so large
that a low price is the right and proper price.
Now. then, hurrah for the big Puritans!

MY •' POSV-GARDEN " THE FIRST OF AUGUST.
May be some of you have thought that I

don't care for a po.s'i/- garden, but I tell you I

do. It is just across the street from the office.

It is part of that hotbed that is wai'med by
steam in winter. It was so conspicuous right on
the street, you know, that it seemed too bad to
have the beds vacant, even in summer. We
were fixing tlie ground for strawberry-sets. It

wa5 made fine and mellow, and very rich, and
tlien covered half an inch with lake sand
smoothed down as level as a floor. This lake
sand looked so pretty and clean that I told the
boys we must have some flowers. Perhaps it

was first suggested by the spider-plants that
came up quite thickly. We were so careless as
to let them get killed by the frost, liowever, two
or three times, but now they are doing finely.

But the floweis that please us so much are

from the portulacas growing right in this white
sand. The green foliage contrasts very pretti-
ly with the sand; and evei'y forenoon the many-
colored blossoms are to me startlingly beautiful.
I gaze at the passersby, and look at the boys,
and wonder how they can be unmoved by such
entrancing beauty. Then another thing that
makes portulacas attractive to me is, that the
bees so delight in hovering about them, and
crawling down into the blossoms before they
are yet quite opened; and how they scramble
to get out when they have rifled the blossom of
its store of nectar! Then they dance about the
expanded blossoms as if they too were en-
chanted by the brilliant hues. A great manv
times, when I admire beautiful flowers in the
florists' windows, and hear the prices, it gives
me a feeling of pain. I confess I do not greatly
enjoy high-priced flowers, especially when thev
go away up into the dollars. Well. now. my
portulaca - bed was the product of only a
small part of a five-cent paper of mixed portu-
laca seeds. Why, if the whole wide world could
see that bed, just as it looks to me now out of
the window, it seems to me that such a bed
would spring up straightway in front of almost
every home. It is worth more than it costs,
just to show the children, while you teach them
and lead them to think of the great God over
all, who planned and fashioned the flowers for
no other purpose than to please his children
wh(jm he loves.

gPECI^Ii ]^0WICEg.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNT.
We begin now to offer ^% discount on all goods of

our mill lu facta re found on pages 10 to 27 of our price
list, ordered tor use next season. Tiiis discount ap-
plies on all orders f(jr such goods during tlie months
of August. Septeml)er, October, and November,
when tlie discount is claimed.

BEESWAX DECLINING.
Tlie market on beeswax sliows a downward tenden-

cy, and tliere is always less demand at this time of
year than in the spring. We will pay, till further
notice, 26 cts., cash, 28 trade, for average wax de-
livered here. Our selling price will he 31 cts. for
average, 35 for select yellow. We will make no
change in price of coral) foundation, liecause our
early-order discount of 5 ])er cent begins this month,
which more than compensates for the drop in wax.

CKATING COMB HONEY FOR SHIPMENT.
Comb honey in sections, put up in suitable, shape

for market, Is put into light cases, usually called
shipping cases, or crates. These vary in size from
13 to 48 Ihs., and usually tliey have lieen sent to mar-
ket without any further protection. This may do
veiy well in full carloads, where it is not ti'ansferred;
but it is not safe to ship such cases in less than car-
load lots without additional protection. Your lioiiey
will reach the market in so much l:)etter shape that
it will paj' you several times over for the extra care
in preparing it for shipment. The plan of crating
has been given once or twice, but it will bear repeat-
ing at tills season when you are about to ship your
honey to niarki't.
Make a rough crate that will hold a pile of cases

weighing 1.50 to 200 Ihs. Let one piece on each side
project at each end so as to form handles to carry it

by. Make the bottom solid; and, before putting in
the cases of honey, spread in two or three inches
deep of straw oi- tiay, to break the jai- if the crate
should be dropped. The crate should be made of
such a size as to hold a certain number of cases
snugly; and it should be covered over the top, and
pretty well covered on the glassed sides, so the
glass need not be broken. If your lioney is in 24-lb.
cases, put either two or three piles three' ca.ses high
in a crate, and double the number of 12 lb. cases
can be put into the same-sized crates. If any prefer
to buy crates rather than make tliem, we will fur-
nish them in flat, right size for nine 24 lb. cases, or
eighteen 12-lb. cases, at 50c each; $4.00 for 10.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be insertPd un.irr this head at one halt' our usu-

al rales. All advercisem Tits intemle.l lor this depaitment
must not e.xceed five lines, and you iiuist say you want your
adv't in this dep.trtnient. or we will noi lie respDU 4b.e tor er-

rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;

bui ail over five lines will cost you aeeoiding to our legular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide e.\-

ch in;^es. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notice-s of-

fering arti.-les for sale, can not be inserted uniler this head.
For ; uch our regnl.ir rates of iO ots. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be i-tsponsib.o for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

ANTED.—To e.xflianjrc Simplicity hives, and L.

fi-aines, filled with oonilis, nearly all worker,
for hees, any breed, or Barnes foot^power saw.
lltfdh L. \V. Nash, West Kennebunk, York Co., Me.

U' ANTED—To exchange wall pav't''- t'roni he a roll

and up, for honey. J. S. Scoven,
12tfdb Kokomo, Ind.

ANTED.—To e.xchange pure Scotch collie pups
for tested Italian queens. 13tfdb

N. A. Knapp, Rocliester, Lorain Co., O.

W

W
WANTED,—To e.xchange a 10-inch Pelham fdn.

VV mill, a Wilson No. I bone and feed mill, bees,

honey, and suppli^-s, for a small printing-press, shot-
gun, wax, or otters. Send for price list to 12tfdb

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

\ir ANTED. To excliange Golden Italians or Carni-
VV olan queens, for nice straight worker combs in

L. frames, or pure-bred poultry. J. A. Roe,
litftb Union City. Ind.

W

W

W

On Their Own Merits.
I am making a, specialty of breeding Ci<>l«t< il

»iid .^Ibiiiu It-.iliaii Uu< ens. My liv*--l>:iiidecl

bees are eijual to an.\' as hoiiey-gathei'ers, and they
arc the most l)eautiful and gentlest bees known.
Warranted queens. May, *1.2.t; six for f6; after
June 1, *1; six for $b. Satisfaction guarinteed. I

have a few 3-l)anded tested queens m $1 each.

CHABLUS D. BUVALL,
9tfdb *i>encerville, Montg'y < o., VIA.

Please mention this caper

BttSMlMl
FOR SALE.

TANTED.-A man to take charge of my bees. .

I' 14-l.d J. S. Cooper, Quebeck, Tenn.

WANTED.—Exchange with the "Home," St.

Vt Petersburg, Fla., and get our " mailing lists
"

free. 9tfd

ANTED.—Two pairs tame fox squirrels. Will
pay cash or exchange coloay pure Italian bees.

Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange select tested queens for
potatoes of northern production

1.5-ied L. C. CauVcRi, 1 o, 1 :r Flat, Ky.

ANTED.—An oil-t;ink, coffee-mill, scales, candy
and spice cans, show-case, and combination safe.

A. C. Fassett, Watson, Allegan Co., Mich.

WANTED.—All the names of persons running
V) api le-driers. \\ ill yny liberally for same.

W. D. SoPER & Co., Ho.x Makers,
15-I8db Jackson, MU h.

W INTER cases in flat, or made up, for dovetailed
VV hive, or supplies of all kinds, and bees and
queens, in exchange for either comb or ex.rai'ted
honey. l.tfdb

Hii.L M'f'g Co., Dennison, Ohio. Box 12ii.

llj ANTED.—Situation and good home in small fam-
W ily of an e.\perienced bee-keeper in any State,
by a woman. Am willing to help with house or bee
work. Address with references,

P. O. Box .35, Roseviile, Warren Co., 111.

WANTED.—To exchange new Odell type-writers
VV ft .r comb or extracted honey. Write for illus-

trations and samples of work. Valued at *15.0ii.

Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Mich.

W ANTED. -A few of the American bee keepers to
VV send me a simple of their best strains of Italian
or Caini. Ian queens. I will pay postage in any case,
and postage and H times regular cost of queen if

she comes through alive. See Gle aninos, last .Jan.,

page 12, for Mr. Root's instructions as to mailing.
^neas Walkeh, Redland Bay,

15-16d Via Frisco. Queensland, Australia.

'IVANTED.—To excliange 90 colonies Italian bees,
VV in 2-story H-frame L. liives, for Safety bicycle,
lumber, horses, buggy, lioney, or machinery for box
making. L. J. Tripp, Jackson. Mich.
Mtfdb With W. D. Soper & Co.

Crude and refined. We have con-

stantly in stock large quantities of

Beeswax, and supply the prominent manufacturers

of comb foundation throughout the country. W^e

guarantee every pound of Beeswax purcliased from

us absolutely pure. Write for our prices stating

quantity wanted. ECKERMANN &, WILL,
Bleachers, Befiners, and Importers cf Eeeswaz,

5-i6db Syracuse, N.Y.
t^^ln responding to this advertisement mention <ii,EANlNG8.

WE WILL BUY YOUR
OLD COMBS.

F. A. SALISBURY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Please mention this paper. lltfdb

Testad Italian Queens.
By retui'n mail, 81.00 each. Hybrids, 20l'; 6for$l.

J. A. GREEN, Dayton, Illinois.
' mention this paper.

FIVE-BANDED GOLDEN RED-
CLOVER BEES.

If you want bees that will work on red clo\'er, try
one of our .^-banded queens. Queens in August, un-
tested, 75 cts.; >^ doz., $3.60; tested, $1..50; select,

$2.00; the very best, $4.00. Descriptive circular
free. LBININGER BROS.,
lOtfdb Ft. Jennings, Ohio.

SECTIONS! SECTIONS! SECTIONS!
On and alter Feb. 1, 1890, we will sell our No. 1 V-

groove sections, in lots of 500, as follows: Less than
2000, $3.50 per 1000; 2000 to 500ii, $3.00 per 1000. Write
forspecirtl prices on larger quantities. No. 2 sec-
tions at $2.00 per 1000. Send for price list on hives,
foundation, cases, etc.

J. STAUFFER Ac SONS,
Iti-ftdb Successors to B J. Miller& Co..

Nappanee. Ind.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

•'i^THE CANADIAN^
Bee Journal

Kflitfd bif n. /I '/on fit

75c. Per Year.

PoultryJournal
Eilit'ffby W.i).G.Pfter.

75c. Per Year.

These are published separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited by live practical men, and contribut-
ed to by the bes writers. Both Journals are inter-
esting, and a- • alike valuable to the expert and
amateur. Sa pie copies free. Both Journals one
year to one ddress $1. Until June 1st we will send
either Jou nal on trial trip for 6 months for 25 cts.

The D. A. Jones Co., Ld., Beefon, Ont.
tW ease mention (xLEanings.
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ITALIAN QUEENS.
If yon want qUL'fris tliat ai-e hied foi- business,

sfiid to mt'. See adv t in Gleanings of June Intli.

Every queen warranted in every respect. Price 7.5

cents each.

JAMES WOOD,
lltfdl) NO. PRESCOTT, MASS.

Pleai^e mention this paper.

B
AMERICAN Tr

EEtFOURNAL
32 pag-es—$1.00 a year—Sample Free.

The oldest, largest and cheapest Weeklj' bee-paper

THOMAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
CHICAGO. ILL

^e mention this t-at'er.

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's Goods can be had at PesMoii

Jowa Hi Root's Prices.
The larcrest supply business
in the West, Established 1885
Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
t)ons, Foundation, Ex-
tractors. Smokers, Veils,
Crates, Feeders, Clover '

S e e d 8, e 1 0. Imported
Italian Queens, Queens and

'

Bees Sample copy of our
Bee Journal, "The West- '

em Bee - Keeper. ' and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers. r i

JOSEPH NTSEWAOTES, DES MOINES, lOWi, [j
jyin respondirit' lu tins uiiverli,~enient nientiuii Glkanings.

Honey - Extractor.
Square Glass Hot^ey^tFafs,

Tin Buckets, Bee-Hives
Honey-Seetions, &e., &e.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers.

APPLY TO

CHRS. P. IVIUTH & SOfl, Cincinnati, O

K S.—Send 10-ct. stamp fur 'Piactical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

THE PEGOS VALLEY
THE OF

FRUIT BELT NEW MEXICO
Over 100 miles of irrigating canals now completed, each

from 18 to 60 feet wide t n d carrying 5 to 7 feet of water.
Over 300,000 acres of the richest lands in the world al-

ready available for irrig-ation and farming under these
canals, twenty-five per cent, of which are BtUl subject to
entry under the homestead laws.
Other lands for sale at $15 to $30 an acre and on easy

terms.
The Pecos River being fed by never failing springs

of immense size, the water supply for all the canals can
carry is assured.
Climatic and soil conditions here are superior to those

of Southern California. All the fruits grown there can
be produced here, except oranges and lemons, while the
Pecos Valley grows all the cereals, vegetables and grasses
that can be grown anywhere on this continent, while the
neighboring mines afford a home market for all products.
Our farmers raise two crops a year of grain and vegeta-

bles, five crops of hay, and stock grazes out doors all

winter. Our climate is a perfect antidote for consump-
tion and all throat and lung diseases.
Send for maps and illustrated pamphlets, giving full

particulars.

PEG0SIRRI6ATI0N& IMPROVEMENT CO.,
EDDY NEW MEXICO.

t^In respondirig to this advertisement niertioii Gleanings.

GOLDEN ITALIAN HONEY QUEEN^^^/
A combination of best lioiicy-iiatliercis. Bred iij-

America. Try one. Each. ? l.nn: six foi- *.').(KI.

THE MISSOURI BEE-KEEPER.
•
^ '^^^'''^'''y i<JUi''iiil devoted to practical bee-keep-

ing; 50c a year. Above journal one j-ear and one
queen, *1. 1.5. Sample cnpy free. Address
1.5-16d E. F, QuiGLEY, U1VIONVII.1.E, Mo.
tS^lii rcsponrli? 1 mis .•irlvi-tni-finent mention 6LKA}>-iiG.s^

FOA? ALBINO AND GOLDEN ITALIANQUEENS, SEND TO "*"-"*"
A. L. KJLDOW, SHEFFIELD, ILL.

1 untested Albino, H : 6 for i'l.

1 tested Albino, June and Julv, $1.7.5; August and
September, II. .50.

1 select-tested Alliino, Aug. and Sept., $2.50.
1 untested Italian, June, $1; Julv to Sept., 75 "ts
1 tested Italian, June and July, |l.50; Augoist and

September, $1.35.

1 select-tested Italian, June, $3,.50; after June, $2
For particulars, send for descriptive catalogue.

i u responding to this advertisement mention CVlkanings.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES:
The Nonpareil Bee-hive and Winter case. White

Poplar Sections, Wood-zinc Queen-Excluders, and
the finest and best Perforated Zinc now made.
Send for catalogue of i^rices, and inclose 25 cts. for

the new book. Bee-keeping for Profit.
Address DR. G. 1.. TINKKR,

21tfdb New Pblladelplua, O.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write" for prices on Onc^Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14ttdb New London, Wis.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL, AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVERY"
CIVILIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham & Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
Standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, 3X in., postpaid ...$2.00
Conqueror '• 3 " " ... 1.75
Large "

3!4 " " ... l!50
Extra (wide shield) 2 " " ... 1.35
Plain (narrow " )3 " " ... 100
Little Wonder, IM " " ... 65 'immm
Uncapping Knife 115 wM
Sent promptly on receipt of price. To ^

sell again, send for dozen and half-dozen rates.

Milledgeville, 111., March 8, 1890.
Sirs:—Smokers received to-day, and count cor-

rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as I do
your trade will boom. Truly, F. A. Snell.

Vermillion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.
Sirs:—I consider your smokers the best made for

any purpose. I have had 15 years' experience with
300 or 400 swarms of bees, andknow whereof I speak

Very truly^ R. a. Morgan.
Sarahsville. Ohio, March 12,1890.

Sirs:—The smoker I have has done good service
since 1883. Yours truly. Daniel Brothers.
Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itfdb BiNaHAM k HETHEEmaTOH, Abronia, Mich.
t^"lii responding to tliis uilvt rtist.'iinjuD laeiiiiLiji i.lk^., ..mjs
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STRAWBERRY
GROWING

A CERTAINTY AND A PLEASURE
By grrowina' tlic ENHAN("E, a new and well-tested

s()it, suci-e'eds everywhere. Most reliable, most pro-

ductive, largest sliipi'i'iK and all-i)iiri)o.se berry ex-

tant. Send for description and i)i-ice.

16-17d Henry Young. Ada, Ohio.
Please mention this paper.

TESTED ITALIAN QUEENS, 75 CTS.,

HYBRIDS, 25 CTS.
I re-tiueen my yard every jear. None of the

queens older than one year. T. H. KLOER,
letfdb 42o Willow St., Terre Haute, Ind.

A NICE SOUTHERN HOME OF 57^2 ACRES.

Within one mile of churches, schools, and railroad.

Healtliy location, well adapted to small fruits,

splendid for dairy, and unsurpassed for potatoes,

as two crops can l)e raised here in one sea.son.

Good markets north and south of liere. If not sold

privately I will sell for t'ash in parts and as a whole
on first Monday of October next.

Jacob Buchi, Franklin, Tenn.
Please mention GLBANl>Gti.

NO MORE QUEENS THIS SEASON, or

after this jimrnal leaches you.
.Jennie Atchley, FarmeisviUe, Tex.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one half our usu-
al rates. .\11 advei-tlseinents intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can nave the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over Ave lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This departmer^t is intended only for bona-fide e.\-

changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering arti<-les for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from 5c a roll
and up, for honey. J. S. Scoven,

13tfdb Kokomo, Ind.

WANTED.—To extjiange pure Scotch collie pups
for tested Italian queens. 13tfdb

N. A. Knapp, Rochestei-, Lorain Co.. O.
w

wTANTED.14-1."-d

-A maD to take charge of my bees.
J. S. Cooper, Quelieck, Tenn.

WANTED.— To exchange select tested Italian
queens for poiatoes of northern production.

1.5- 16d L. C. CALVt-RT, Poplar Flat, Ky.

'VITANTED.—All the names of persons running
Vt apple-driers. Will pay liberally for same.

W. D. Super & Co., Box Makers,
15-18db Jackson, Mich.

11 f INTER cases in flat, or made up, for dovetailed
VV hive, or supplies of all kinds, and bees and
queens, in exchange for either comb or extracted
honey. IStfdb

Hill M'f'g Co., Dennison, Ohio. Box 12o.

QUEENS! QUEENS!
For the rest of the season (till Oct. 11 1 will .sell at

a discount of 3u per cent on prices given in June
15th Gleanings. Foi' further parti<ulars address

W. J. JOHNSON, ACKEEMANVILLE, NORTHAMPTON CO . PA.

(Satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed.)

DON'T
you want to imi>rove jour stock?
Don't you want nice large Inisiness
Italiaiis that will ,iust"n)(i in the

honey" I Seven years caiefiil breed-

ing from the best stock obtainalile; 65 i (jueens sold,

and never heard of but one mismated. Queens
large, yellow, and prolitic. Warranted, 7,5c: 3 for

$2 00; or a street breeder, S1.50. Ycmr orders appre-
ciated. Return mail. IMfdb.

\N. H. LAWS, LAVACA, ARKANSAS.
tyin responding to this advertisement mention Glkamnus.

50 TESTED QUEENS, 75c. Young Italians

guaranteed in every particular. Samiile .5-baiided

bees, 2c. 16 F. C. MoKROW, Wallaceburg, Ark.

rOR SALE.
One 40-horse-power steam engine and locomotive,

or fire-box boiler, in good order. Price *.5( on cais

here. 16-17-l.sd

T. A. POTTS, Wlartinsburg, W. Va,

FOR SALE. 2.1 colonies Italian bees at $.5.(10

each. Simplicity hive, eight bi'ood-fiames, one
broad fiame filled with sections. Plenty of iioney.

16-17-lSd Franklin Thorn, Paterson, N. J.

WANTED.—Situation and good home in small fam-
ily of an experienced bee-keeper in any State,

by a woman. Am willing to help with house or bee
work. Address with references,

P. O. Box .535, Roseville, Warren Co.. III.

WANTED.—To exchange new Odell type-writers
for comb or extracted honey. Write for illus-

trations and samples of work. Valued at $15.00.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Mich.

WANTED. -A few of the American bee keepers to
send me a sample of their best strains of Italian

or Carni( Ian (jueens. I will pay postage in any case,
and iiostage and H ' imes regular cost of queen if

she comes through alive. See Gleanings, last Jan.,
page 'i2, for Mr. Root's instiiietions as to mailing.

^NEAS Walker, Redland Bay,
1.5-16d Via Frisco. Queensland, Australia.

w ANTED.—To rent an apiaiy of one or two hun-
dred colonies. Southern States preferred.

H. FiTZ Hart, Avery P. O., La.

117 ANTED.—To exchange a foot-power saw, almo.st
Vf new, and a lirinting-pre.ss, 4>4x7ii, also a press
7.X11, for honey. A. D. Elmngwood,
16 17d

'

Beilin Falls, N. H.

Vl'ANTED.—A situation with a bee-keeper in the
Vl west or southwest, by a young man with four
years' experience. Addi'ess

J. M. WoRTHEN, Wai'.saw, Ills.

U/ANTED—To coi'iespond with Swedes and Hol-
Vl landers to work in fruit orchard and garden-
ing. I6d J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

WANTED—To exchange Bubach and Gandy
strawbei'ry jilants for Italian (lueens, plants at

rate of W. on per I'O in exchange. 16d
David Lucas, Jewett, Harrison Co., O.

Instrumentc
URRAY &c HEISO

c^ CLEVELAND OHIO. "S

OEIMD FOR CATALOGUE.
Please mention this paper.
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pajvEY C0MMN.
CITY MARKETS.

New York.—Hf)»icj/.—OwinM- to tlu' lower itiiccs

for all swet'ts tliis year, and the M't'iKTally full

crop of honey, It Is probaljle tliataiow raiifft-of

values will riile for the lattci'. We do not wish,
however to depress the market 1(.\' inakinff Jow of-

fei-s, and have therefore decided to icceive and sell

on conuiiission for our friends who wish to shiji to
us, pledK'infi' to them the liiH'hest wlioiesale market
price, and reseivin^' tlie lifilit to purchase at this
j)rice wliat we ri'(piiie foi' our di,>tril)Ut ive ti-ade.

The Old \- lot sold ill this market so far this \ear has
lieen a lot of 45 cases, N. Y. Slate fan<-y white. Ml).,
unbiassed, lifilit weifrhts, which sold at l(i cents.
We will advame I wo-t hirds of llie market value

on receipt of the K<»'ds. Tht^ market to-day for
California e.vtracted honey is 7'i in carload lots,

.lohbint;' prici', 7'o. Southern Koods are arriviiij;' in

(piite larfi'e quantities, and si>llinji' from 6S((/i74, ac-
cordinfi- to (piality. Beeswax, slow at 26.

Auk. •" THUKUICK, WhYI,ANI) (!()MP.VNY,
New Yoi'k.

New York.—Honej/.—Extracted In K()<)d supi)ly;
have already had fi carloads from California. De-
mand rat her linuled. We fpiotc: California tir'afS^T^^.

OranjJC-hloom, 7(ai7'v. Southern, common, 6r)@70
jier gallon; choice, 7ii(?7i,7r). Basswood, 7@7X. As to
comb h()iie.\', is is a little loo earl.\' to say e.xactly
what it will'sell for in tlie johhinj-- wa.y. We do not
wish to nuslead oui- sliippers !)>• (piotiiiK hijiln'r

|iiici-s than we can realize. Foi- the Seiitcmher is-

sue we will fjive fidl i)rices. BcMWax dull, and
drag-Kiii«- at from 'i()%:ll.

Aug-. 11. HlI,I)HETH JJkos. & Segei.ken,
28 & 30 West Broadway, New York.

|{()ST( )N.- Himey.—New honey is cominf.'- on the
marki'l from Vermont, and is certainly as tine as
we lia\'e ever- seen. It isslarliiiK in at irom 1.5(0)16,

and selliiifi- fairly well consideriiiK the e.vlremely
hot, weather. We think it is a niistaki- to market
new honey befori' Sept. 1; but as ot heis are send-
iiiK in their honi'y to this market, we, of course,
liave to have a little to ket^p aloiiH' with the demand.
E.xtracted, 6@9. Beeswax, none on hand.
AuK. 10. Blake & Kii'ley,

Boston, Mass.

Alb.\ny.-- /-/(Oiej/.—We have received 15H cases of
comb lioni'j' u)) to date. Last season we received
none before Septend)er, showing that the croj) is a
month earlier this year. The (iuali1.\' is only fail',

some stock beiiifir hadly discolored. We have made
sail's at 15@*1H for clover. No buckwheat received
yi^t. From i)resent indi<'alions we tliiiik the crop
will be (juite larg-e. Not much demand for e.\tra('t-

V(l. CH vRLES Mf^CtlM.OCH & Co.,
Aug. 8. Albany, N.Y.

Albany. —H.-nef/.—Maiket not fairly oi)eiied yet,
but some fj-ood sales have been made at: Wfiitt!
clover or basswood, comb, li"(fflH; mi.xed (lit to, c()nd),
13(f('l.T; dark, dillo. 12(5il3. Hxtracled, lifi-ht, KC&iSH:
lifiht southern, 6((i',7. Honey demand will impi-ove
as soon as beri'ies and i)eaches are out of the way,
althoufih prices will not clianjie much, lice-iwcix,

not so tlrm, 27(;®2H. H. ft. Whioht,
Aug. 8. Albany, N. Y.

MiLW.vUKiiE.Honrjy."Demand fair for the sea-
son; later will improve. Suppl^of honey is enoujili
for all wants now, but think we can take care of all

that comes. We (piote <'lioici' white 1-lb. sections
in nice cases, 16(5)17; good to choict\ nice cases,
l.")(?»16; dark or common (pialilj, 1(K«14; extracted,
white, ill barrels oi' kegs, 7C«*7)i ; daik, in barrels or
kegs, 5^(6»6>^. Beaswax nominal, 3> fe),25.

Aug. 5. A. V. BiSHoi',
Milwaukee, Wis.

Cincinnati.—Hoiej/.—There is a fair demaiifl for
<-hoice new comb honey, with a M'ood siippl.N' at H(0,
16c a lb. for best in the jobl)iiiK wa.w Demand is

fair for e.xtracted honey, with a supply in e.xcess of
the demand. It brings it^^c a lb. on arrival. De-
mand is good for bi!eswa.\ at 2.i(s35c a lb. for good
to choice ji'llow on arrival.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 8. Chas. F. Muth & Son.

New York.—Jfowci/.—Demand still rather limited,
witli large sui)plies of e.xtracted and very little

comb honi-y. We (piote: White comb, l4(Sil5; e.x-

tracted, common southern, (i.5(ai7(l; good t-o <'lioice,

7()l§)7o; mangrove and palmetto, 7(gj7.^ ; California,
7(tt7'.i. yje('isii>ar.- Supply increasing, with very little

di'inand at 25(^26. K. (J. Strohmeykr,
Aug. 11. New Yoik.

Chicago.—Honcj/.~Tlie market is in a sluggish
condition at pri'sent, weather being hot, and the
(pialily of comb ottered is not of liigh grade. The
best lots bring l.n@10, and extracted 6(rt)K, with sahiS
cliieliyat7, foi' white grades. The call for it i.s fair.
Beeswax, 28. K. A. Burnett,
Aug. 11. (Jhicago, 111.

New York.— Tfonrw. New comb honey arriving
in small (pianlities. Demand verj' light. We quote:
l-lb., 16(aj20c, as to (pialily and style of iiackage.
Extracted, in good demand at 6@8c. Beeswax in
fail- flemand at 28@31c for choice yellow.
July 16. F. I. Sage & Son,m Keade St., N. Y.

St. Louis.—H(jnej/.—There is very little of change
to repoi-t. Comb in good suuply, but light demand
at lU@13c according to quality-. Strained and ex-
tracted at 5>ic in barrels, 7c in cans. W^' consum-
mated a few dajs since the largest saU^ of the sea-
,soii—40,000 lbs. e.xtracted to one party at 5Xe.

D. G. TuTT Grocer Co.,
Aug. H. St. Louis, Mo.

Columbus.— Ho?/e//.— White-clover honey scarce
and wanted. Selling at 16c for choice white. Home
ci-op not ainounling to any thing.

Earle Clickenoer,
Aug. 8. 121 S. 4lh St., Columbus, O.

Detroit.— H(»?iev.—Comb honey is in light de-
mand, and selling at, 13®14. Extracted, 7@8.
Beeswax, easy at 26@27. M. H. Hunt,
Aug. 10. Bell IJrauch, Mich. '

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey. Address
H. G. Camp, Winona, Ohio.

60-11). cans linn honey, >>c; dark, honey dew, 5c. In
sections, linn, 15c; dark, 8(;.

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

For Sale.—2000 ll)s. well-ripened linden e.xtract-
ed honey, in iron-jacket (-aiis, 7c per lb., f. o. b.

Mrs. N. M. Of>SEN, Nasliotah Mission, Wis.

1 am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
60-11). tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett,
Utfdb San Diego, Cal.

Honey, Beeswax, Etc.
We are now in [losition to r(H-ei\'e lioiie.>' and

beeswa.x on consignments, and to obtain best mar-
ket prices for comb and extracted honey. Last
yeai- we could ha\(' disposed of as much again
honey as we received, and our outlet this year will

be still better. Correspoiid(!iice solicited.

CHAS. ISRAEL <£ BRO..
UO HUDSON ST., N. Y.

Dealers and Commissiiui Mei-(-hants in Hoiii^v,

Beeswax, Maple Syrui), Sugar, eU;. 16tfclb

Pleane mention this paper.

ITALIAN QUEENS FOR SALE.
.luly and August, tested, $1.01); untested, 75 cts.

Bees at $1.00 per lb. Make money ordi^r i)ayable at
Waynesbui-g, Greene Co., Pa.
9-16db MKS. A. A. MITIPSON, SwartN, Pa.

Please menticn this paper.

YELLOWEST ITALIANS.
My bees are the l)righlest and gent lest bees, and

for honey-gatherers arc; ((pial to anj-. Send 5 cts. foi-

sample and be convinced. One queen by mail, 7.5c.

25 t('Sted Italian (pieens one .yeai- old, 75c each.
These are tine ones, so don't miss this chance. Un-
tested (pieens, August, and Septeml)er, 75c.

J. V. lUICHAIili, Oerinan, Uurke Co., Ohio.
Please mentiun this paper. 1I-17<11>
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ONE 0OLONY Saved ifotn Daath the Cohoing
CUintef CUould I^epay the eost oi

a eopy of " RDVAI^ICED BEE CUUTORH " ten Times Ovep. In 5 of its 32
Chapters nnay be pound the Best That is HJnotun upon Wintering Bees.

It costs 50 eents but its Perusal may make you $50 J^ieher next Spring.

The " I^EVIEW " and this Book for $1.25. If not Acquainted «jith the

««t?HVIEW," send for Samples. W. Z. HUTCHINSOI*, piint, JWiehigan.

Porter's Spring Be6-Escape.
We guarantee It to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a doz-
en, you do not tind tliem so, or if they do not prove sat-

isfactory in every way, return tliem by mail within !)J

days after receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRICES:—Each, iiy mail, pu.stpaid, with full direc-

tions, 30c; per dozen, ^;,'.:.'5. Send for circular and testi-

monials. Supi)ly dealers, send for wholesale piices.

lOtfdb R. <e E. C. PORTER, LEWISTOWN, ILL.
tVi . ' 1 1 iitr lo tills advertisement mention Gleaning

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATIGN.

The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING is WIRING BROOD-FRAMES
—Dr. a. L. Tinker.

OUR WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHEAPER, and not HALF the trouble
to use that it is to WIRE FRAMES. Many may confound the two, but they are ENTIRELY
different. J. VAN OKUSENA: S<»INS, Sole Manufacturei'S, Si)rout Brook, Mont. Co.. N. Y.

It^f"!!! resijonilin^ to this advertisement mention fJi.KANiNfii 8.4(1

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives.
CliatT hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by othei'S.

We can furnish, at wholesale or i-etail. Every thing of practical
construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for oui' New Catalogue, 51 illusti'ated pages,
fi'ee to all. '^tfdb

E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
! TTIii responding to tills advertisement mention Oleakinss.

PASTEBOARD BOXES.
CRAWFORD'S SECTION CARTONS
ARE JUST WHAT YOU WANT.

SENO FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

A. O. CRAWFORD,
lltfdb South Weymouth, Mass.
ii:«'Im IBSjxjndlnK to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Our 5-banded itiilians are g-ivinji- peifect .satisfac-

tion; gentle, excellent workers, non-robbers, and the
most beautiful bees in existence. Won first premi-
um at Illinois Slate Fair in lt-90. The judg-e said,
" Tlie drones are tlie yellowest I ever saw." Queens
warranted purely mated; and replaced if they pro-
duce hybrid bees. One warranted <iuceii, $1.00; six
for $.5.U0; tested, July, $1.76; after, $l..iO; selected
tested, $3.0(1; bi-eeders, tlie best, $5.00. No foul brood.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Reference,
our P. M. S. F. & 1. TREGO, Swedona, Ills.

Please mention this paper. Itt'db

Pee-pives, Sections, Jltc.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES.

EVERYTHING
USEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWARD E. NEV7C0MB,

Pleasant Valley, N. 7.

^^ A
•*^ T

S
Please mention this paper.

We make 15,000 sections per hour. Can fill orders
promptly. Write for free, illustrated catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
L^lii r>.^;MjinUiiff to this aUvertisenient mention (ii.K.i.siMis.

iC SWARMS OF GOLDEN ITALIAN BEES FOR SALEin at $a p 'r colony; all on wired L. frames, built
'^ from foundation in chaff hives.

15-16-17d T. M. THimifSON,
Jio.r 'J4<t. HIair.si'Ufe, Itnliaim Co., P(t.

Bee - Keepers' «- Supplies.
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence .solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
aliipue sent free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, III. Address

Wm. McCUNE & €0.,
21-20db Sterling, Illinois.
Il^"ln responding to tills adveilisenient mention Glka.ninos

I. RE-QUEEN EACH SEASON,
Consequently am selling fine one-year-old Italian

queens, tested, at 75 cts. each.

14-15-16d J. C. WHEELER, Piano, Illinois.

SEND NOW to P. H. Fellows, Brodhead, Wis., for
Strawberiy-plants. Crescent and May King, 60c
perlOL); $4perM. Bubach and Jessie, 75c per K.O.

Mention this paper. 141516a
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FROM DR. C. V. MILLER.

Does melilot piodnee pollen? I have not
seen bees gathering pollen from it.

Dry ceuak bahk. cut short and pounded
fine, is the favorite smoker fuel of the C. B. J.

"Absence of occupation is not rest:

A mind quite vacant is a mind distrest."

"Bees swarm.'" says Miles Long, "because
it's s'warm. That's how the bees be-hive in
Canada.'"

Wedging up sections in a T super after E.
R. Root's plan works very satisfactorily with
me so far as I have tried it.

The Porter escape is a big success. Put
one under a finished super to-day, and to-mor-
row the super is ready to carry into the honey-
room.

The IT'cster/i Bee-keeper gets rid of laying
workers by placing the whole colony over an-
other containing a laying queen, and extracts
later. A good way too.

Gasoline is a good thing—makes a better fire

than wood to cook by if you don't want your
wife roasted, and is a grand thing to use for
moths and bedbugs.

Twelve sections in each super is what I

am using now. Aug. 1. patting back the unfin-
ished sections in hopes of getting them sealed,
in spite of the bees working so slowly.

J. A. Green has a rose-bush with 1:.' kinds of
roses budded on it. I suspect that a good many
bee-keepers are great lovers of flowers. It's a
pleasure that leaves no bad taste in the mouth.

I commenced the season with 2.36 colonies;
and if I had it to do over again the number
would be 3(3 less. I'd rather have less honey,
and have enough time to sleep, and look at my
roses.

Queens of second swarms, accoiding to H.
Spuhler, in Revue Internationale, are better
than the queen left in the old hive, mainly be-
cause there is a choice of several queens in the
second swarm.
July 30, bees commenced robbing, and stor-

ing let up. although clover bloom was abundant.
and plenty of young blossoms coming on. 8ome
of the time, however, honey shook out of the
combs. It's a mixed mess.

On page .589 Rambler goes even beyond Prof.
Cook"s teaching, using "we" and " I" and " he "

with such rapid changes that it makes one
dizzy, changing nine times in the course of his
article. Prof. Cook has much to answer for.

A SURE sign of swarming, says C. B. J., is the
back and forward movement of the bees on the
fiont of the hive and alighting-board, some-
ti7nes called "raking." "After they commence
doing that they are almost sure to swarm the
same day, and will very seldom, if weather is

favorable, wait till the next."

Laying workeiis have been very easily
cured in the few cases I have tried, by simply
dropping into the hive a young queen just
hatched, and I have generally pulled the young
queen out of the cell without waiting for her to
hatch. But further trial is needed to see if it
will always work. Will others try it and report
results ?

Crimson or scarlet clover has a good re-
port for West Virginia from R. A. Little, in
National Stockmnn. He says, " I have tried a
number of ditt'erent grass and foliage plants
the last few years, and am better pleased with
the crimson clover than any thing else. . . .

. . It is a beautiful sight when in full bloom,
and I never saw so many bees on one acre of
ground."

Top-bars, reinforced with strips of separator
% of an inch wide, have worked just as well,
this season, as slat honey-boards. But then I

had them in only one hive, and the bees of that
hive may have had something to do with it.

The top-bars were % wide, and most of my top-
bars are one inch wide. I wonder whether it

will do to make them l^g wide with the sepa-
rator, or would it do to use strips of tin?

For out-apiaries I know of nothing to come
up to the little mosquito-tents in the way of
bee-escapes. Where desirable to leave on over
night, the Porter escape is better; but if you
want to rush the thing through the same day,
smoke the bees out pretty well before taking
off, pile l.T or less in a pile, and then put on a
tent. In that way we took off and brought
home 7.5 supers from the Wilson apiary July 31.

Virgin queens may yet become a pi'opei' ar-
ticle of commerce. I received two virgin Punic
queens from "A Hallamshire Bee-keeper," Eng-
land; and although they were ten days in the
mail on the way, by following his instructions
they were safely introduced. Think of it! A
virgin queen crossing the ocean and a good part
of the American continent, knocked about in
the mails till ten days old or older, and then
safely introduced!

A satisfactory bee-brush is yet to be in-
vented. I can make a good brush, but it is

good for only a day. Tie together a good lot of
mayweed, goldenrod. sweet clover, timothy, or
some other plant 18 to 34 inches long. Let the
tops of the plants be all laid together, so it is

big at the brush end, and use enough so that
it is all that can be comfortably handled at the
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butt end. Wliile it lasts it is perfection, taking
a whole side of a frame at one sweep. To be
good, a brush must be big.

I HAVE KKCKiVED a Sample of the Punie bees.

They don't look as 1 expected. TJlack! I should
say they wei'e black. 1 never saw black bees
before. The common bee is brown beside them.
Of couise, one can judge nothing of their value
by their looks. Such great things are claimed
for them that tlie story looks a good bit tishy.

But we must not judge hastily. So far. I only
know that they are distinct in looks.

HONEY-PLANTS.

FlilEND IIEDDON GIVES US SOME SUGGESTIONS.

By the above heading I have reference to

such honey-plants as we bee-keepers have from
time to time planted witli our own hands. I need
not tell you, Mr. Editor, that I am somewhat
outspoken, and quite apt to express bluntly any
honest opinion which is pressing hard; but one
of the times when I was astonished, but did not
say much—not a half nor a fourth what I felt

like saying—was when the commission of bee-

keepers trapsed off down to Bro. Chapman's, in

New York, to investigate a honey-plant which
had no reasonable backing; but, on the other
hand, all that had been written and said about
it indicated that it could never be a success, if

for no other reason, for the fact that it couldn't
stand alone after being started, but must be
watched and tinkered all the time to keep it

even with grass and weeds. For the average
bee-keeper I have no faith in the use of good
land specially for raising honey-plants; but for

the case of gathering seeds and scattering them
in waste places, I have great faith. If the
Chapman honey- plant is in no way noxious,

yet, when once started, will assert supremacy
over grasses and weeds, at the same time read-
ily yielding to the plow, and is a good honey-
yielder, bearing at a time when the general
yield is not on, then it would be worthy of the
inspection of a commission; but there were to

me no such evidences. Well, I see that you are

now satisfied that the Chapman honey-plant
was never in the race.

I have tried many kinds of honey-plants,
among them the Simpson and spider: but from
two only have I received any profit; and those

are sweet clover and pleurisy. Both ai-e tena-

cious, good yielders, both yielding at a time
when we used to suffer a complete dearth; both
increasing about my apiaries so rapidly that, at

this moment, the colonies in each apiary are

gradually storing surplus, instead of robbing
and stinging. The result is profit and pleasure

combined. The sweet clover spreads and in-

creases faster than the pleurisy; but the latter

is tlie best honey-yielder—yes, the most copious
yielder of nectar of any blossom we have, bass-

wood not excepted. It is now yielding abun-
dantly; and I only wish that commission were
here to see the bees go for the nectar plainly to

be seen in every petal. So far as I can discover,

this plant has not a fault; and one point great-

ly in its favor is. that it is a perennial.

No doubt yourself and many of your readers
remember about the splendid reports from the
epilobium, or great willow-herb (some called it

purple fireweed), which came in from northern
latitudes a few years ago. One brother near
Duluth, Minn., reported an enormous yield

from this plant alone—something like an aver-

age of 100 pounds of comb honey per colony. I

have made three trips to the nortliern part of

this State, and each time watched this splendid
honey-plant carefully. As stated in Gray's

Botany, I saw no specimens south of 43 to 44"
north latitude. Now, what do you think?—

a

clap of thunder from a clear sky. Some two
weeks ago. while riding witli a party of
friends to a summer resort ten miles noi'th of
this place, I saw, by the roadside, as many as a
dozen plants of the genuine epilobium. and no
mistake. 1 stopped the procession and went to
the spot and picked some heads to make sure,
and brought some home just in time to show
them to •• Rambler." whom I found in my office
at the time. A few days later I found another
and larger patch, six miles east of the former
one, and so I now believe we are to enjoy tlie

blessings from this plant, here in latitude 43°.

^V(^ must not forget that our bees ai'e the main
factor in the sure increase of any new honey-
plant. It may be that these plants are a little

titter to survive this climate than their cousins
of the North. I shall gather a lot of the seeds
of these more southerly specimens of tlie epilo-
bium, and plant a lot in my garden. I shall
have to drive 21 miles several times to get the
seeds from both patches; for, while the lowest
pods are seeding, the middle is in blossom and
the top in bud yet. If I succeed in "running
in " this plant as I have the pleurisy and sweet
clover, I shall have a continuous surplus honey-
flow, all of nearly one magnitude, from the
opening of white clover to the closing of golden-
rod, the weather being equally favorable, and
that, too, without the use of a foot of land fit

for any other purpose, and without making any
noise about it to incite my neighbors to the un-
profitable attempt of raising honey in an al-
ready occupied field. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 1.

[Friend H., the only objection to what you
propose, that I know of, is the complaint that
has often been made, that we bee-keepers are
scattering weeds along the fences and road-
sides, that may incnsase so as to be a pest to
the farmers. In our locality there is not very
much waste ground. It is getting to be fenced
and occupied for something, if not more than
pasture; and our plowed and cultivated fields

are quite generally dispensing with fences, so
the crops come clear up to the road. The pur-
ple fireweed will grow here with very little en-
couragement; but I hardly think it wtmld make
its way by itself.]

THE KEENEY METHOD OF -WIRING FRAMES.

THE BULGING OF THE FOUNDATION, ETC.

When this method of wiring frames was first

made public we were just wiring a lot of frames
for use the coming season, and I made haste to
try the new plan. It looked well, worked beau-
tifully, and 1 was delighted to think that the
wires on the outside of top and bottom bars
could at last be avoided. But by the time a
few sets of frames had been made up I began to

be doubtful; and the more I thought of it, the
less I liked the plan, so I told my helpers we
would wire frames the old way until we saw
how the new plan worked in practice.
When I saw the first frame of comb built on

those wires I said, "Just as I thought. Another
of those things that look well but won't work
when you come to try them." The foundation
liad bulged out at every one of the large op(m-
ings, making a most unsatisfactory comb. The
top had not lopped down, because we had fas-

tened it with melted wax and rosin; but the
combs were so uneven that I did not want them
in the brood-chambers of my hives. I was per-
plexed and astonished, though, when it seemed
that others were making a success of it. You
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continued to advocate it in your catalogue, and
even reduced the amount of wiring, making
the openings larger than they were with the
orieinal plan, and very much larger than in the
shallow frames I use." The only way I could
account for the difference in results was by
supposing that the very thin foundation I use
was responsible for my failure, so I kept still.

I have since had several hundred frames wired
by this method, but they were to be used as
extracting frames, spaced li inches apart. No
brood will be raised in them, and after they
have been uncapped once or twice it makes no
difference how irregular the septum is. For
brood-frames, though. I have never found any
plan of wiring as satisfactory as the old way

—

with diagonal wires and tin center-bar. You
have complained that brood was not reared
in the cells over the tin bar. My bi^es rear
brood over the center-bar about as well as else-
where. I think the trouble with you was, that
the bars were made like some you once sent me
—three-cornered instead of flat. If the bar is

folded flat, and properly put in, I should think
it very strange if the queen did not. in time, lay
in the cells over it as well as anywhere else.

DRONE COMB IN HIVES.

In my answer to Question 190, I meant to say
that my combs, not colonies, are originally all

worker, and that I try to keep them so. I do
not know whether it was my mistake or the
compositor's. It is practically impossible to
keep all the drone comb out of a hive. The
bees will build a few cells along the bottoms, or
in the corners of the combs, and these are all

they need. Sometimes they will tear down
worker comb, and build drone comb in its

place: and any holes made in the comb by mice,
or other accident, are apt to be filled with
drone comb. If there \\as more than one or
two square inches I would cut it out and replace
it with worker comb. I think the bees would
get along just as well without drones, if it were
practical to get rid of them entirely. I would
much rather not have any drone comb in a
hive, even when used for extracting above a
queen-excluder. The queen is often tempted
up stairs thereby. Most of the excluding-zinc
sold will allow a queen to get through, if she
wants to get through badly enough. Even
when it is impossible for her to get through, the
bees will sometimes save drone-cells for her to
lay in. sometimes even standing considerable
crowding before they will put lioney in these
reserved cells. Do you say that this great de-
sire for drones shows that they ought to have
them? By no means. They will do just as
well without them, and it is unnecessary to
humor them. Man can improve on Nature's
ways in many respects, and this is one of them.
Of coui'se. we want to encourage drone-rearing
in some colonies for breeding purposes.

C'LARIFYIXG AVAX WITH SULPHUKIC ACID.

The articles on this subject, while very valu-
able to those handling large quantities of wax,
have been, as some one has complained, of very
little use to the average bee-keeper, because
they conveyed the idea that expensive appara-
tus, and especially steam under pressure, was
necessary. Small quantities of wax can be
clarified in this way just as well as large ones,
and by the simplest means, though of course
with a little more trouble and labor, proportion-
ately.
Take the ordinary earthenware milk-crock

or stew-pan, such as are found in most house-
holds. Put into this about a quart of water,
and add a dram or two of sulpjiuric acid. Put
in wax enough to fill within an inch or two of
the top, and bring to a boil. Cai'e must be tak-
en not to heat the crocks too rapidly, or to have

the stove too hot where they are. You will
save time by heating the water, crocks, and
wax, separately, but great care is necessary in
uniting sulphuric acid and hot water. The
union of sulphuric acid and water—even cold
water—generati'S a large amount of heat; and
if the water is already hot there may be an ex-
plosion, which might be dangerous. Let it boil
gently for fifteen or twenty minutes, stirring it

well meanwhile. Watch it very carefully, that
it does not boil over. Keep a dipper ful of cold
water in one hand, while you stir with the oth-
er, and add a little whenever there is any sign
of boiling over. Let it cool in the crocks: or.
the top maybe carefully dipped or poured off
into molds. You will be surprised to see what
nice yellow wax you can make from the black-
est and dirtiest scrapings. With crocks enough,
a great deal of wax may be clarified in this sim-
ple way without much labor, though if you
have much to refine you will want something
less fussy and more expeditious.

THE HONEY-YIELD.

What's the matter with white clover? For
another season our old friend and stand-by has
gone back on us. The fields were whitewith
blossoms, the weather seemed favorable, and
we had reason to expect a good yield. But
scarcely a bee was seen on clover, and the hon-
ey stored in the hives was the dark, thick, and
wretchedly tasting honey-dew. Didn't the
clover yield any honey, or did the bees prefer
the honey-dew? Basswood yielded well, but
there is not much of it here. Sweet clover has
yielded fairly well, but the farmers have taken
it into their heads that the roadsides must be
mowed. Ragweed, dock, cockle-bur, and their
allies, had possession of the roadsides for years,
and no one was alarmed or moved to action.
For that matter, they are not yet. where those
are the only weeds. But sweet clover is a con-
spicuous plant. A stalk of it makes more show
than a dozen ragweeds. What other reasons
there are for its destruction might make an in-
teresting study. The fiat has gone forth that
sweet clover must be exterminated from the
roadsides. In this they will never succeed until
they improve their methods. It will continue a
struggling existence, but this almost unobjec-
tionable weed, the only one of any use to any-
body, is under a ban, and the crop of the bee-
keeper will be many a pound lighter in conse-
quence. J. A. Green.
Dayton, 111., Aug. 4.

[The Keeney method of wiring has generally
given good results; and the reason why you had
such badly bulged combs was as you say be-
cause you used such thin foundation. In all

our wired frames, we have becui using what is

called "medium brood," which I suspect is a
heavy grade of foundation compared with
what you have been using, hence difference in
results. The Keeney method, which we con-
tinued to advocate, however, I think was better
than the original plan; and the scheme of hav-
ing it wired the other side up. as I recently ex-
plained in Gleanings, gives still better results.
We have been continuing our experiments with
the horizontal wiring, the wires being left loose,
and using all grades of foundation, from the
heaviest to the thinnest we can manufacture in
large sheets: and the result has been uniformly
perfect combs. Combs built on the perpendicu-
lar plan of wiring are good, but they do not
compare with these on the horizontal loose
wires. Try it and see. But be sui'e to leave a
good big ys inch between the edge of the fdn.
and the bottom -bar, to allow for stretching.
The thinner the foundation, the more space
will be required. Remember that this horizon-
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va\ plan Is the one used so successfully by the
Dadants, Geo. E. Hilton, and others.
In the articles on clarifying wax with sul-

jihuric acid, we did not intend to have the im-
pression conveyed that expensive apparatus
must be used. However, most of our readers
like yourself could readily adapt them to their
own use. Steam under pressure is not necessary,
but it is a great convenience. I have no doubt
you can use the milk-crock for rendering small
quantities very nicely. Yes, the acid does have
a wonderful effect in improving- the color of
wax; and I propose to talk about it until bee-
keepers generally will use it. even in rendering
out small quantities. It is well known that
yellow wax brings several cents more per pound;
and the expense of the sulphuric acid is so little

in comparison with the returns in dollars and
cents, that no intelligent bee-keeper who has
very much wax to i-ender should neglect to try

it, especially if he has any regard for profit.]

E. R.

FIXED FRAMES.

DR. MIIJ.EU SHOWS HOW THE LO<JSE FRAMES
KII.I. MORE BEES.

Bangs wanted to know on what frame I had
settled.

I said, "I haven't settled. As you know, I

am trying several, and I don't know yet which
I like best. On what have you settled'?'"

"Ohl" said he, •"I'm well enough satisfied

with the old loose hanging frame. Even if any
thing else were better, have you any idea they
are enough better to pay for the trouble and
vexation of havin' a half-dozen different kinds
in your apiary, and throwin' away or chaugin'
over all your old ones that have done you good
service, and that you know are good?"
"I've no notion." I replied, "'of changing

every thing in a day. For a long time I have
been dissatisfied to have my frames ?^ of an
inch longer and % of an inch shallower than
the Simplicity, although I don't suppose in ac-
tual results there will be difference enough to

notice; but I should like to be in line with oth-
ers, and to have what comes nearest to being
standard, if I can do so without too much sacri-

fice. So. as fast as any of my hives become too
old for good service I want to replace them with
Dovetailed hives; and as the frames must also

be changed, it is of some importance to find out
just what is the best."

" Well," said Bangs, " what's the matter with
just changing the size and having loose frames'?
If I remember rightly, it was a man just about
your size that once told me he wouldn't tolerate

a frame that he couldn't move about in a hive
as he pleased."

" Yes," I said, " I did say so; but we are learn-

ing all the time. At that time, the only advan-
tage I could see in fixed frames was the con-
venience of having them always ready for

hauling without any danger of having frames
swing or slide out of place. While that is a
very important matter to some, it is not so
much so to me. for I live in a rather level coun-
try, and can haul my hives without having the
loose hanging frames fastened otherwise than
by propolis. Still, thei'e are times when fixed

frames would be better, for sometimes I should
like to opi'U a hivi- before hauling it away in

the spring, but can not do so without breaking
up the fastening of bee-glue. But there were
other things that I did not realize at that time.
Now, Bangs, will yo>i please tell me some of
your objections to fixed frames?"
"IMl give you one objection.'" said Bangs,

' thafs enough to knock the whole business. It's

this. If the distance is fixed, all combs must be

just so far apart from center to center, no mat-
ter how thick the. combs be. and no matter
whether they are bulgin" or hollowin". Now,
you know well enough that some combs are dif-
ferent fi'om othei's, and one ought to have a
chance to space them different."'

I didn't make any reply, and for a few min-
utes we talked about something else. I then
said, "Bangs, how far from center to center do
you think brood-combs ought to be spac<;d
apart?"
"Scant 1M»" said he. "Mine are all that

distance."
"Don't you think it would be handy," said I,

" to have some arrangement by which you could
be sure that your frames were always properly
spaced, without any danger of mistake?"

" No," said he, "I wouldn't give a cent for any
thing of the kind. I'm so used to it that I can
space them exact just by letting a finger of each
hand be squeezed just so much."
Said I, "Are you sure that all your frames,

every one of them, are so exactly spaced?"'
" Yes, sir.'" said he, emphatically ; "you may

look through my hives, and measure between
the top-bars, and you'll find them alike all

through."
"Now, see here, Bangs," said I, "if you try

to space all frames at exact distances, what be-
comes of your objection to fixed distances that
you can't space according to your combs? Ac-
cording to your own story, you try to have fixed
distances now, without the convenience of doing
it quickly, and being sure that it is entirely
exact.'"

He looked down for a minute and scratched
his head, and then, like the good-natured fel-

low that he was, he broke out into a hearty
laugh. " Well," said he, "I don't know that it

ever came to me before that I was using any
thing like fixed distances. I guess you've got
me. But I'll tell you another objection that you
can't get over so easy. Whatever toggery you
use to keep your frames at fixed distances,
you're sure to kill a lot of bees: and with loose
frames, they don't touch, so you can"t kill any
bees."
"I'm not so sure," said I. "You know that

it is claimed that, by having the right space
made exact, together with thick top-bars, there
are no burr or brace combs. Now, don't you
believe that your burr-combs make more trotible

than the end-bars touching together, if it is

true that such burr-combs can be avoided?"
"Why, no,"" said he, "I didn't suppose so."

"Well, you think about it. Bits of comb and
honey are put without stint between the top-
bars, and when a bee gets to licking up honey
in such a place, you must give her a pretty
rough squeeze, perhaps several of them, before
she is ready to move on. Then when you go to

replace your honey-board it's still worse. Yoti
can't see what you are doing: and unless you
go very slowly and carefully you are sure to
kill a number of bees, probably more than you
ever know of; for by the next time you open
the hive the dead bees are all cleared away.
Now, suppose the only chance to kill bees is by
having the end-bars come together; don't you
see there is less surface comes together, even if

the whole of the end-bars touch, than the com-
bined surfaces of burr and brace combs that
come together between top-bars, and between
top-bars and honey-board? But even if the
space between end-bai's were much greatei-. you
know very well that a little touch will make a
bee get out of the way when it is standing on
the bare wood of the end-bar: whereas you may
mash it sometimes before it will get out of the
way when on a spot daubed with honey."

" Well, now," said Bangs, " I guess it's jest

accordin' to how we're used to things. Mebbe

J
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if \vt'"d git used to it. lil'Ce tiiem New York fel-

lers. \ve"d change our notions, and I gaess you
better give the thing a fair trial, and 111 watch
how you come out. At any rate. I didn't know
before, or leastways 1 hadiTt thought of it. that
I was usin' fixed distances, and sraashin' more
bees than closed ends would." C. C. Millei;.
Marengo. 111.

[You cornered Bangs completely, and there
are more bee-keepers just like him. Although
they disclaim it. yet, at the expense of a great
deal of time and labor, they try to maintain
between their fiames a fixed and invariable dis-

tance.] E. R.

IMPROVING BEES, ETC.

IMPROVIX(i IJACKS OF Bf:ES

ETC.
BY SELECTIOX.

A correspondent wishers me to tey the readers
of Gleanings my opinion as to the effect of
breeding, on black bees, had the same coui-se

and untiring energy been spent on them in try-
ing to improve them wliich has been put upon
the Italian bees, and winds up by saying.
"Would not the black queen now be larger,
finer, and more prolific, etc.. had such a course
been pursued '?"

L^ndoubtedly there would have been some im-
provement in the black or German bee. had the
apiarists of the United States taken hold of the
matter with the same will in breeding which
they have shown in breeding the Italian bee up
to its present standard: but I do not think that
the effect would have been as marked on the
German bee as it has on the Italian, for the
simple reason that the black or German bee is a
fixed race or variety, while the Italian bee is

nothing more than a hybrid, in my opinion.
Any race of animals which are fixed and con-
stant in their breeding, can not be improved
nearly so easily as can one which is liable to
sport. The same holds good in the vegetable
kingdom, all of our best varieties of vegetables
being obtained from " sports.'" Breed black
queens as carefully as you may. they will not
vary a particle as to color, while the Italian
queens vary from a queen nearly if not quite as
black as any black queen, to one whose abdo-
men is of an orange yellow throughout its

whole length: hence those who have bred for
beauty as well as other qualities have been able
tosucceed in producing queens that will giveall
yellow queens every time, and whose worker
progeny are a solid yellow nearly its whole
length. Those who have paid no attention to
color breeding have seen their bees go from
those with three yellow bands back to bees with
scarcely a bit of yellow on them; and yet there
is scarcely a number of a bee-paper printed but
that tells somewhere in its columns about
' pure "' Italian bees. If the Italian bees are a
pure race they are given to sporting beyond
any other known pure thing. It seems to me it

is impossible for these bees to be any thing else
than a hybrid. This inclination to sport as to
color gave the assurance that they would sport
as to quality as well, so we have breeders who
have worked for a very industrious bee, and
have seen industry come to the front with
them. Others have worked for wintering
qualities, white capping of the combs, etc.. and
seen these qualities increase: till, take it all in
all. the Italian bee. as bred in th^ United
States, undoubtedly stands at the head of all

the bi>es known to the world. This is evidenced
by calls coming for them from all parts of the
world: and could they be shipped the same as
can non-perishable articles, there would not be
a country on the face of the earth, where bees

could exist, where they would not be found.
Now, the same thing which keeps the black
bees from sporting as to color, hinders them
from sporting in other directions desired by tin-

bee-keeper, so that, to a certain extent, they
are nearly if not identically the same as they
were when they first left the hands of the Crea-
tor. There is "a certain amount of improve-
ment by the "survival of the fittest.'" and yet
such improvement has not advanced these bees
as much during the centuries which have pass-
ed as has the hand of man the Italians during
the past quarter of a century: nor has the
hand of man ever made as much improvement
on them during all the long past as has been
made with the Italian during the last decade.
There is one other thing which I wish to no-

tice in the correspondent's question before clos-

ing. He wishes to know whether the black
queens would not be " larger '* and " finer " had
the right coui'se of breeding been pursued. All
of my experience goes to prove that an exceed-
ingly large queen is rarely if ever as good as
one of a medium size: and if it is meant that a
large queen is " finer "" than is one not so large.
I beg to diffei- with the writer of the question.
A large queen seems to be less active than a
medium-sized queen, and, so far as my experi-
ence goes, they can not be depended upon to

bring the colony up to the greatest strength at
the pleasure of the apiarist so well as can
queens of lesser size. It would seem by the
complaints which come to almost all queen-
breeders, saying. " The queen you sent me is

small.'' that." if queens sent out could be as big
as bumble-bees, the purchaser would be fai'

better pleased than he is with a queen which is

capable of yrent things, but small to look at

when she arrives at his postoffice. The old

saying, that " you can not tell by the looks of a

toad how far it can jump." applies more fully

to a queen-bee than to any thing else with
which I am acquainted, especially to a queen
which has come a long distance in the mails.
I have seen queens which came a long journey
in the mails, which did not look nearly so well

nor as much like a fertile queen, as did virgin
queens which I had in my yard at the time:
but give them a few weeks in a colony during
the month of May and they would not look like

the same queen, and could do a business at egg-
laying which was a marvel to the most fastid-

ious. The queen that is capable of pi'oducing
the desired number of worker bees in just the
right time for the honey-harvest, and these
woi-kers have the desired energy in securing the
harvest (all minor qualities being equal), is the
queen which will give the best results, be she
large or small: but the real moneyed result will

generallv go with the queen of medium size, for

she is the most apt to give the bees as above.
Borodino. N. Y., Aug. 4. G. M. Doolittle.

[Friend D.. you may be right in the above,
and you may be wrong, so far as I know, for I

confess it is deep water for me. I do know,
however, that some of our plants and vegeta-
bles are capable of very great changes, and in a

very few years, by careiul selection. Out in

our" garden, right "before me. is a great whop-
ping—well. I can't tell you its name, for the
plant has evidently nut yet decided whether it

will be a cabbage or a cauliflower. There is a
great mass of leaves inclosing something. The
shape of the leaves indicates that it is a cauli-

flower: but at present it looks as if these leaves
contained only a good-sized cabbage-head. Our
readers mav remember my White Plume lettuce.

A single stalk of lettuce in the greenhouse
came up looking white I at first thought it

was caused by feeble growth and lack of sun-
shine, etc.. and therefore I hadn't much faith
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that it would perpetuate its bleached appear-
ance. By much pains and care, however. I suc-
ceeded in getting it through tlie winter, and
making it bear seed, and the little plants were
more or less white. Bj' selection we got heads
of lettuce that were lilie some of our coleuses,
mostly white, with green splotches; but when
we tried to sell them on the wagon we were re-
warded for our pains by having customers ob-
ject, fearing that the bleached appearance was
caused by something we put on it to kill in-
sects. Well, we should have succeeded in get-
ting it all white, no doubt; but by that devel-
opment of its albino peculiarity the plant be-
came enfeebled, and I soon found that we must
work for good solid heads as well as for white
ness. Old dame Nature seemed quite willing
to give us one or the other, but I have about
given up trying to get both. The white plants
do not inake good heads, but just push up to
seed. If I were to attempt to reason by analo-
gy, and say that the albino bees will be feeble
and '• run up to seed." I should probablv be
jumping at conclusions. I wish Prof. Cook
would tell us what he thinks about it.] A. I. R.

KING-BIEDS.

THEIR habits; AN ENEMY UF BEES.

r Editor Gleanmgs :—The question of the king-
bird and its habits as discussed in Gleanings
at different times has not thrown much light
on the habits of that bird; and
from what has been said. by cor-
respondents in that journal from
time to time, it is apparent that
some have mistaken other birds for
the king-bird. That such a mis- ,„ ,,

take should be made is not so wiJ

given resembles the bird commonly called
'"phcjebe" nearer than it does the king-bird.
I send you drawings, both of the male and fe-
male, which are more true to life. .

The king-bird in this latitude (42) brings
forth its brood toward the last of June or the
first of July, usually from three to six in a lit-

ter. It builds a substantial nest of rather
coarse material, most often in the forks of large
limbs of a tree, and close up to the tree-trunk,
without any perceptible attempt to screen it

from rain or sunshine. When situated near an
apiary, the food of the young king-birds, at
least while they remain in the nest, is mostly
bees and usually drones. Five young king-
birds were taken from their nest at sunset, and
dissected. Upward of forty bees, mostly drones,
were found in the gizzards of the five. Please
note, not in the crop, but in the gizzard: fd'i'

king-birds have no crops. The fact that they
have no crop, and tliat the oesophagus does not
appeal' to be larger than an ordinary shoe-
string, certawily not capable of expanding much
more than to accommodate itself to the size of a
large drone, should be sufficient proof to con-
tradict any statement to the effect that they
are capable of regurgitating their food in quan-
tities described in the A B C of Bee Culture.

DOES THE HONEY-BEE RECOGNIZE THE KING-
BIRD AS ITS NATURAL ENEMY"?

Circumstances seem to indicate that they
consensually so undei'stand it, and are ever
ready to punish it whenever they have an op-

KING-BIRD, FEMALE.

KING -BIRD, male; % NATURAL SIZE.

very strange when we consider how little well-
informed people on other subjects know of or-
nithology, and, worse than that, those who
attempt to write on any of the different species
of birds are usually very careless or else igno-
rant in legard to the subject. Our cyclopedias
and luitural histories are also faulty in this
respect, and more on account of poor illustra-
tions than from detailed description. The
American Cyclopedia describes the king-bird
quite accurately in respect to its size, coloi'. and
markings; but the cut of the bii'd as theie

portunity to do so. Only a few
years ago two men were pi'e-

paring to hive a swarm of Ital-
ian bees which had just issued
from a hive; and while wait-
ing for them to cluster, their
attention was called to two
king-birds whose actions indi-
cated that they were in a
panic of alarm and perfect

fury. Their continual screams
seemed to voice both feelings

of despair and rage. They would dive out of
their hiding - place right into the cloud of
circling bees, screaming, and snappping their
bills, then suddenly dart back to their cover of
thick brush, followed by a perfect stream of
bees. While this battle was going on, three
full-fledged young king-birds fell to the ground,
and died from the effect of stings. The par-
ent birds, which had so heroically tried to
defend their brood, were never seen after-
ward, probably having also died from stings.
The love of the king-bird for drones affords a
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sufficient excuse for all boe-meit to make war
upon him. even if it did not touch the worker,
for it could easily mistake a queen for a drone;
then, too, the cumbrous flight of the queen and
drone when united in the air would be a very
temjjting morsel for a bird that loves to take its

prey on the wing. J. W. Pokter.
Ponca, Neb., June 30.

NUBBINS.

THE AGKICUI.TURAI. COI.I>EGE AT I-ANSIXG PRO-
NOUNCES SPECIAL PLANTING FOR BEES

ONLY, NOT A SUCCESS.

This is proving our third poor honey season.
Every person says, " What delighiful weatherl"
People who have gone north are hastening
back, or sending for cloaks and overcoats. Is

there any connection between the cool weather
and the small honey-flow?
The matter of " honey-dew " is one of nation-

al importance. I am getting scores of letters,

asking, "Why is our honey so dark, so strong,
and what can we do with it? " It should have
been kept from the sections. It can be used for
manufacturing—for cakes, cigars, and printers'
rollers. Maybe it will be safe for winter. It

surely will do for spring food for the bees.
What does friend Muth say on the matter?

I think our experiments have shown that
special planting for bees is not advisable. If a
plant can be found that will surely grow, will
secrete nectar in all weather, will self-sow. and
hold its own against weeds, etc., and needs no
cultivation, such a plant might pay just for
honey ? Is there such a plant?
We have tried experiments this season that

show most conclusively that bees are a blessing
to the farmer and fruit-grower. These latter
should either keep bees or else beg the bee-
keeper to come. I am sure all will be interested
in experiments that prove beyond peradventure
that bees are very essential in nature's economy.
Agricultural College, Mich. A. J. Cook.

SHUCKS.

Bro. Root:—l see you always have " Straws "

to go with your " Heads of Grain," so I conclud-
ed to bring you an armload of shucks to be fed
to your readers, along with the " Nubbins " fur-
nished by Prof. Cook.
I've been thinking what a grand scheme it

would be to get a queen each from friends
Nebel and Moore, and raise a strain of bees
that would "root ovei' the flowers," spill their
contents, and just "I'oll in the honey" like a
little boy gathering pumpkins. This scheme is

not patented.
Dr. Miller can have nice nail -boxes cheaper

than he makes, by getting a restaurant-keeper
to open sonie square oyster-cans, according to
the constitution and by-laws stamped on the
thin-tinned end. Cut ihem down the side a
piece, take part of one side ofl". punch a hole in
the long side to hang up by. What better
could one ask? Neat, light, cheap and durable.
I never lost any sleep " hatching" this inven-
tion, doctor, so it is free.

SNAKEV.
Yes. I too have seen prairie rattlesnakes

swallow as many as seven young ones "way
down." but they did not " give them up in the
dying act." as friend LaMontagne says. The
one with seven didn't give 'em up till our old
dog shook her in two. Those little fellows were
old enough to light. But a copperhead is old
enough to fight befoi'e leaving the eggs. I saw

a man once who thought his boots were " too
snakey " and wouldn't have them on.

PAINTED APICULTURE.
I think Dr. Miller put in some hard licks in

the right place in speaking about the "rosy
hues." It seems, from all appeai'ance. that
honey-producing will soon be as badly overdone
as the queen-rearing business now is. From
the number of advertisers catching on every
issue of Gleanings, it looks as if every breeder
would soon have to be his own customer.
Carbondale. Kan. J. H. Markley.

THE SILK-MOTH.

its care and culture.

While there are several larvae of moths that
spin good and abundant silk, there are none
that equal the mulberry silkworm, or. the Chi-
nese silk-moth, Bombyx mori. This insect has
been cared for so long that it has become feeble,

pale, and nearly helpless, so that, should man
fail to care for this valuable insect for a single

year, the species would become extinct.

The moth is white or cream-colored, with ob-
scure brownish stripes across the front or pri-

mary wings. The moths are about the size of

our "common cabbage butterflies, though, of

course, the body is much heavier. Curiously
enough, neither sex can fly, though the male is

the more active of the two. We see here how
too much care and fondling tends to weaken.
It is not the boys or girls whose parents do
every thing for them that set the river on fire.

The insects mate very soon after they come
from the chrysalis state, and the female com-
mences almost at once to lay her 300 eggs.

Strangelv enough, the female will lay. even
though coitus does not take place. What is

still more strange, these unimpregnated eggs
sometimes develop. Thus we have here what
we see in aphides and oui' drone bees—parthen-
ogenesis, or agamic reproduction—reproduc-
tion without males. The eggs are glued fast to

whatever receives them. It is common to place
thick paper by the insects to receive the eggs.

The moths lay these eggs in late summer, and
soon die. The eggs liatch the next spring or

summer. The form of the egg is nearly spherical,

slightly flattened. It is small and yellowish;

an ounce of eggs will produce 40.000 worms.
The eggs are lighter colored just before hatch-
ing. The larva is also whitish, rather rough,
with a caudal horn, like our tomato-worm and
other sphinx larvae. When small it is quite

hairy; but as it becomes full grown, the hairs

are lost. When mature it is nearly two inches
long. It feeds on mulberry or osage orange. It

is an enormous feeder, as any one knows who
has raised it. It is said to eat its own weight
of leaves each day. This may not be correct,

but it is not very far out of the way. It is no
slight task to care for a large number. The
larvcG are usually kept in trays, and the feed

must be kept fresh and clean or disease will de-
stroy all the insects. The larvie are also help-
less. If put out on to the trees, they are blown
off and destroyed. Like the moth, loiig care and
dependence has made that care necessary to life

itself. The larva feeds for nearly a month,
wiien it spins its cocoon, which is egg-shaped,
as large as a small hen's-cgg, and may be white
or yellow. The worm is about three days spin-
ning its cocoon; then it rests three days, when
it pupates. It remains as a pupa for three
weeks, when the moths come forth. If the
eggs are not desired, the cocoons are heated, so

as to destroy the pupa. It is easier to wind the
silk off from such baked cocoons; for if the moth
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comes forth, slie breaks the thread, which is

siniii as one coiitiniioiis fiber. If the eggs are
wished, the moths are suffered to come forth,
mate, and deposit their eggs on the heavy pa-
per on which they are placed.
Of course, it is interesting to care for a few of

these insects; but the hibor is quite severe, and
the returns quite slight. Labor in Europe is so
much less than here that it is to be doubted
whether this industry will ever give satisfac-
tion. There are quite large establishments, I

think, in Kansas and California. My experi-
ence with sillvworms has been only that of an
amateur. Will not some expei'ienced reader of
Gleanings correct my statements if necessai'y.
and add further points? A. J. Cook.

Ag'l College, Mich., June 17.

RAMBLE NO. 43.

WAXWORKS OF ECKEKWANN & WILL; A VAL
UABLE AND INTERESTING ARTICLE.

Having for several years sent our surplus
wax. whenevei' we had any, to the firm of Eck-

ing candles and working with wax upon a com-
mon kitchen-stove. From this humble begin-
ning the business has grown to its present propor-
tions, which employs aboutTO persons, male and
female, and who yearly transform thousands of
tons of crude wax into the many beautiful
things into which wax can be worked. In the
basement of the factory we find crude wax from
all parts of the world, and the qualities are as
various as the countries from which it comes.
This variety in quality is derived, it is supposed,
from the diffei'ent flora from which the liouey
is obtained. The wax from Cuba is of a cherry
red, while from the adjacent island of St. Do-
mingo the color and quality are entii'ely differ-
ent.
Imported wax comes in various stages of dirt,

and requires much cleansing before it is tit for
use. Wax from Africa is shipped in large 300-

Ib. cakes, covered with sacking, and contains
much foreign substance. Aniei'ican wax is

shipped in l)arrels and boxes, in the well-known
tin-pan shapes. The tii'm gives North Carolina
the bannei' for producing the best quality of
wax in this country.
The receipts of Aniei'ican \\ ax have falleu oft'

FACTORY AND HLEACHING-VARl) OF ECKERMANN & WILI>. SVRACISE, N. Y.

erniann & Will, of Syracuse, N. Y.. and receiv-
ing prompt returns and the highest market
prices, we desired a further acquaintance with
them; and as we rambled through the city of
Syracuse the opportunity was embraced of
looking their works over, and with the; follow-
inff result.

The waxworks of Eckermanii <^ Will were es-
tablished in 18.55. Mr. Anthony Will was a
practical wax-worker from Germany, and. soon
after .settling in Syracuse, he commenced mak-

to a certain extent during the past few years;
but foreign wax has steadily increased, and
especially sinci' the enactment of the new tariff

law. which allows wax to come in free.

As foreign wax is taking the place of native
wax to a certain extent in the manufacture of
foundation. Messrs. Eckermanii & Will find

that a little educational process is required to

teach foundation-makers the difference be-
tween native and foreign wax. Parties wlio
have ordered wax from them have been dissat-
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istied witli quality and color, and ininiodlatcly
jump to the conclusion that it is adalteratMi.
The name of the firm has certainly been long
enough l)efor(i the public to give assurance
that the wax. or whatever else that may be or-
dered from them, is true to name and descrip-
tion: and if the firm had conducted its business
on the plan of deception tiiey never would have
grown up to tlieir prestjnt prosperous proi)or-
tions.
The wax is melted by steam in large wood-

en tanks, with a capacity of 1000 lbs. It is re-

duced to thin sheets in another long tank, in

the end of which is a i-evolving cylinder about
2 feet in diameter. After sheeting, it is spread
out upon canvas trays for bleaching. The
yard in the rear of the factory will contain
10,000 lbs. of wax, and that amount was going
through the interesting, course of bleaching at
the moment of our view, which is hei-e rejjro-

duced.
When the wax is tirst put out it compacts

more or less; and dui'ing the first processes it

has to be frecjuently showei'ed with water, and

process, but the gn^ater portion of them are
made in molds, in which hundreds can be made
in a short time, and which have a very ingen-
ious self-vvicking attachment.
At present the firm are making large candles.

A 1.5-lb. candle was too much of a temptation
for our Hawkeye to pass by, and we here give
the appearance of it by the side of a workman.

.

The largest candle made by them weighed 75
lbs. These large candles are made for mer-
chants. The latest popular advertising fad is

to set up one of these mammoth candles in a
store, touch a match to the wick, and let peo-
ple guess how long it will bui'u. Of course, th(^

one guessing nearest will get a suit of clothes,
a piano, or a building lot, and the merchant get
a power of advertising. Another important
branch of manufacture is a relined article for
the drug trade. This is put up in small fancy
cakes, and sent to all parts of the countiy.
A majority of the workmen are Germans.

The leading industry of Bavaria has foi- years
been the making of cliurch candles, and their
product is the best in thewoi-ld; but from the

ANOTHEK VIEW OF THE BLEACHING-yAHP.

worked over by hand to keep it in a loose and
arable condition. As tlie process draws toward
completion it is then shielded from wet or rain
by being placed under protecting sheds if a
shower should rise. The bleaching process
also develops other features in foreign wax.
Some will not bleach at all. When the bleach-
ing process is finished on good wax it has a
pearly whiteness good to look upon. After
bleaching, colors ai-e incorporated in the wax,
and the artist in wax has a wide Held to exer-
cise his artistic taste. Church, fancy, and toy
candles are made in large numbers in all shades
and colors, and in all stages of decoration.
.Some candles are made aftei' the old dipping

number and variety in tliis manufactory we
think Bavaria has a worthy I'epresentative in
Syracuse. A cheapei' grade of candles is also
made of paraffine and stearine. Ceresin is also
used. This latter product comes from Silesia,

Austria, and is almost like wax, but it eventu-
ally hardens and becomes tough like rubber.
The firm have never manufactured founda-

tion, except in an experimental way. The ex-
periment was not a success: and from points
we have learned since visiting the factoi-y, we
think the result of further dealings in the
aforesaid line will lesult only in money out of
their own pockets.
The founders of this establishment have gone
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the way of all living; but the younger Wills
continue the business under the old firm name;
and from the honorable and enterprising way it

is conducted, we expect t.o see the business still

further develop.
Syracuse is one of those energetic cities of

Central New York supported by a fertile farm-
ing country. Its leading industry is the manu-
facture of salt, from the abundant saline
springs there found.

A MAMMOTH CANDI.E.

There are many bee-keepers located in this

vicinity, and their wants in the supply lini^ aie
attended to by F. A. Salisbury, who not only
manufactures but handles supplies for other
parties. Winter losses were heavy in this por-
tion of New York, and Bro. S."s outlook and his

feelings seemed to be lacerated thereby, and
electricity had greater charms for him than the
keeping of bees. We tried to give him the Cal-
ifornia fever in order to give Dr. Merchant anoth-
er patient; but we fear the doctor will not get a
fee from Mr. S. To encourage the doctor, sev-
eral cases will 'soon be handed over to him by
the Rambler.

[You have indeed given us a valuable article;

and this, together with your Hawkeye views,
gives us a glimpse of the extent to which one of
the products of the apiary (wax) is used in the
arts outside of its use by bee-keepers in the
form of foundation. I venture to suggest that
very few bee-keepers who have sent Ecker-
mann & Will wax have before realized the
magnitude of their business. It might be inter-

esting to know what proportion wax sold for

foundation in their business bears to that used
in other lines. Perhaps the company or the
Rambler can favoi- us with the information.
As bee-keepers use very little if any bleached
wax for foundation-making, we must infer that
the product of the large bleaching yard shown
in the two views, of a capacity of 10,000 lbs. at
a time, is used wholly for other purposes. Say,
Rambler, why didn't you tell us more about the
bleaching—how it is done in detail, and what it

is for? The three views are exceedingly inter-

esting, and stimulate a desire for more facts.

Is that big candle held by the workman sup-
posed to be made entirely of wax, or is the candle

bettei- for the mixture of some gi-ease or par-
affine? Wouldn't pure beeswax at 26 or 37
cents wholesale be rather expensive for those
big candles, or in the small candles used in the
Catholic churches? By the way, it has been in-
timated in a quiet way that Eckermann & Will
have sometimes sent out adulterated wax to
foundation-makers. Of the many tons of wax
that we have bought of them we never had any
but the pure article, and \^e have no evidence
of their furnishing it to other makers. Indeed,
it would be very poor policy, for " doctored "

wax for foundation can be so readily detected.
They may mix other ingredients in wax used
for other pui'poses, and this would be perfectly
legitimate, so long as the foreign addition did
not deteriorate the wax. In fact, we suspect,
for instance, that candles made of pure bees-
wax are not so good as those made of adulter-
ated wax. When adulteration improves an ar-
ticle, and consumers understand the fact (mark
this), then adulteration is perfectly legitimate.]

E. R.

MRS. GOLDEN' S SWARM-CATCHER.

HOW TO f'ATClI A SWARM RKFORE IT GETS I.V-

TO THE AIR.

I inclose a photograph of Mrs. M. A. Golden's
swarm-catching device. It may an old idea,
used years ago, for all we know; but, neverthe-
less, it is one of the best, handiest, and most
complete arrangements for catching swarms
when issuing from the hive that we have ever
used. The cut will explain the whole matter
better than words can, and is very easily con-
structed.

MRS. golden's SWARM-CATCHER.

My good wife is the author, and suggested
the above device, which I hastily constructed.
You see I caught her using it in a few minutes
after completing the catcher; thus she has
caught some 18 or 20 swarms with it, and the
queen every time. You see there is no fussing

or catching from trees, and running through
the hot sun; but simply, when a swarm is issu-

ing, pick up the device and hold it against the
entrance, and behold with considerable pleas-

ure that no tree is to be climbed or stings to be
induced.
To construct the catcher, take 4 strips of

pine 4 feet long. X in. square; 3 strips 30 in.

long by M square; 3 strips 15 in. long by %
square; 2 strips 20 in. long, % square; 3 strips
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13 in. long, K square; :3 strips 4 in. long, %
square; one strip 15 in. long, >.<x3 wide, nailed
together as per diagram, and covered with cot-

ton cloth, but light oil cloth is much the best,

with the gloss side in: :.' light sash, A. covered
with wire cloth, are slipped into a groove at B,
and fastened by a spring C. A flap of cloth is

tacked to the upper slide at D, and when the
catcher is moved it falls over the entrance and
keeps the bees from getting out. When the
swarm has issued, take hold of the wire bale at
E. and go to your hive and sprinkle the bees
through the wire cloth: then tui'n the catcher
with wire screen down, and a shake places the

lor. of Forestville, Minn., used a similar device
last year. Of its practical workings in a letter

received he says:

Friend Root;— I send you to-day photos of

two swarm-catchers invented by myself. I used
one of them last season; and I will say that it

does the work with absolute perfection. One
person can adjust it to the hive instantly, with-
out killing a bee, and it will be tight whether
tilted much or little. The self-hiver is equally
perfect, and offers no obstruction of any kind to

the bees while at work. I took all these things
to the Keokuk convention, with the intention

MKS. UOI.DEN'S SW.\RMEK CATCHING A SWAUM.

bees on the screen spring: the screen at C
which comes out, and the bees, are shaken off

and harmony reigns supremely. Any one us-

ing the above catcher, old or modern, will be
blessed with a mild temper in swarming time.

^ , J. A. Golden.
Reinersville, O., June 25.

[These devices will doubtless work very nice-

ly if you can get to a hive just as the first bee
of the swarm are coming forth; but in most
cases a swarm is entirely or neai'ly out and in

the air before they are observed. There are
cases when these hi vers would be very useful:
During the height of the honey season, swarm-
ing-out is contagious: and while one swarm is

in the air, another, hearing the swarming-note,
is very apt to come forth. Hy keeping up a
careful watch at such times these swarms can
be trapped, and so prevent them from uniting
with the one already in the air; but the apia-
rist must be spry.
We have engraved in half-tone the photo-

graph of Mrs. Golden hiving the swarm, so that
our readers can witness an actual case.

I am unable to say whether Mrs. (rolden was
the first one to conceive the idea. Mr. li. Tay-

of giving them to the bee-keeping friends, but I

was met in a different spirit Irom what I ex-
pected, and had no chance to otter them.

B. Taylok.
Forestville, Minn., May 14.

It is quite possible that these devices may be
very serviceable in a good many instances. We
should be glad to get reports from others who
have used them. By the way, there ought to

be a good many who have tested the Alley
automatic swarmer. How has it worked ?]

E. R. R.

RIPENING SAGE HONEY ARTIFICIALLY.

qlTESTIONS FKOM A CALIFOKNIAN ANSWERED
BY A CALIFORNIAN.

In our locality—Coast Mountains—the sage

honey is too thick to allow it to ripen in the

comb. We use a tank of 300O to 4(KX) lbs. capa-

city. The greatest heat is about 115° in the

shade.
. , , j

1. Do you advise setting the tank in the shade

or in the sun?
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3. What is tlip greatest heat that honey will

ripen in without injury ?

Last, Cal. Gilstrai- & Gilstrap.
[We sent the above to INIr. J. F. Mclntyre,

Avho replies:]

1. You may set the tank in the sun if you
cover it with white muslin, and do not let it

stand over two weeks; 115° in the shade means
135° in the sun. in California, where the air can
circulate; but in a hole or tank, the air gets
much hotter. I once spoiled half a tank of
honey by covering it with wire cloth, and let-

ting it sit in the sun about a week. My neigh-
bor had a hen lay in a nail-keg which stood out
in the sun during a hot day, and in the evening
the egg was cooked. Myself and neighbors all

set our tanks in the sun: but I intend to put a
shed over mine this spring.

2. I have never made any careful tests, but I

have reason to believe that honey will stand a
higher tempei'ature if heated with hot water or
steam than it will if heated in the sun. I be-
lieve that the strong light has some effect on
the honey to make it darker, and that honey
allowed to stand in the sun soon acquires an
old strong flavor—becomes rancid, as it were. I

have frequently heated honey to 1(50 or 170° by
setting the can in hot water, without injury:
but I am sure that that amount of sun heat
would spoil the honey. I have great faith in a
" vacuum pan " for evaporating honey: and if

I knew where to get an air-pump of half hoise-
power capacity I would build one and try it.

Fillmore. Cal.. Apr. 7. J. F. McIxtyrp:.

FRAMES.

DR. MILLER DISCUSSES THE HOFFMAX FRAME.

Isn't it time we were having reports coming
in from different quarters as to success and
failure with different kinds of frames? For
after all the discussion it is hardly possible that
there has not been considerable experimenting.
Come on, friends, and tell us how you came
out: give us your successes and failures, espe-
cially the failures.

It is hard to be fully settled, but Til tell you
about my experiments, as far as I've got. That
feature of the Hoffman frame that allows the
ends of the top-bars, and the upper ends of the
end -bars, to conu^ together in such a way that
the bees can get at the rabbets only fi'om "below
to propolize them, I am much pleased with, and
think whatever else may be about the frame,
one feature must be. that th(> ends of the top-
bars must be wide enough to touch. The great
advantage is. that you can slide several or all

the frames along together.
But the thickness of the Hoffman top-bars

that I have had is '%. and I am not satisfied
with that. There are decidedly too many buir-
combs over them, and the top-bars of '< thick-
ness are just as clear, so far as I can judge, as
the slat honey-board. Possibly as they become
older they may not work so well, but that does
not alter the'fact that K is ahead. It may be
that one inch might be still better, but if X al-
ways works as well as it has done so fai', I think
I shall be as well satisfied as I am likely to be
with any thing in bee-keeping.
Some top-bars have mortises cut in them for

tenons on the ends of the end-bars. That makes
a nice tit. but it weakens the top-bar at that
point, making it liable to split off. Decidedly,
no mortises for me.
So mucli for top-bars. As for end-bars. I

don't know enough about it yet to know wheth-
ei' the Hoffman is all right, or whether end-bars
closed their entire length are better. To tell

the plain truth. I don't know yet just how to
handle either. If, in putting one frame against
another, it is first to be rested on the rabbet
and then slid along, then the less of the end-
bars to touch each other, the less danger :of
mashing bees. But if the lower end of the
frame in the hands is tii'st to be placed against
the uppei- end of the next frame and then to be
slid down, then there is no more dangei' of kill-

ing bees if the end-bars touch their entire
length. Still, even in that case, the shorter the
part of tlie end-bar that touches, the quicker it

can be slid down. So far. then, the advantage
is on the side of having the cud-bars touch
only at the upper ends. But another thing
comes in. If the end-bars touch their entire
length, we have the closeness of the box hive,
and it may be that this is so important, espe-
cially at the North, as to overbalance the dis-
advantage in handling. Who can help to settle
this?
So far. then, as I can see, the frame I want is

the Hoffman having a top-bar not less than "s

thick and a little more than an inch wide, hav-
ing end-bars possibly touching the entire length,
possibly only part way.
As to one point in using these frames. I am

still in thedai'k. In using loose hanging fi'ames.
suppose the top-bars are one inch wide, and
they are spaced 1% from center to centei'. That
will leave ?§' space between the top- bars. I

believe it is the genei-al custom to leave the
same ^V space between the outside top-bai' and
the side of the hive. Now. in the hives that I

got \\ith Hoffman fi'ames. there was no piovi-
sion for any thing else than to have th(> top-
bars tit snug up against the side of the hive, for
of course if every thing is not wedged up tight
together we have no tixed distances. By the
way. there was nothing provided to wedge up
with. Well, when the loose frames with inch-
wide top-bars have % between the top-bar and
hive wall, if the comb is % thick there is yV of
an inch between the face of the comb and the
hive wall. But if a Hoffman top-bar is 1%
wide, if it is shoved up tight to the wall, thei'e

is just a quarter of an inch between the face of
the comb and the hive wall. Will that do? In
a hive with Van Deusen spacers I let one frame
fit snugly against the side of the hive, and that
side of the frame had cells so shallow that no
brood could be in it. Did it only happen in that
case, or would it always be so? If the frame
must be spaced out further from the hive, how
should it be done? I have nailed on little

pieces on the side of the hive, but I don't en-
tirely like that, for I don't like any thing that
makes one side of the hive different from the
other. I'd like to know how to fill up the other
side of the hive, also how to wedge up the dum-
my, etc. C. C. Mii.LEH.
Marengo, 111.

[Yes. doctor, it is time we were having reports
as to the success or failui'e of the different
kinds of frames, and I am glad you have started
the ball rolling. If some frames are great la-

bor-savers, and othei'S are not. those of us who
are earning or trying to earn our bread and
butler off' the bees want to know what frame
or fi'ames it is.

The HotYman top-bar. with its widened ends,
is good, and I think' the majority of those who
give it an unbiased test will so agree. There
may be some difference of opinion regarding
theOld-bar, but I think that, if we accept his
top-bar. we all sooner or later will adopt the
end-bar substantially as Mr. Hoffman himself
prefers it. Mr. H. uses a deep frame, and
lience the widened part of the ends does not
need to extend down more than P^ inches on the
L. frame. It's my oi)ini(Ui. that the less that
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conies in contact, and yet Is snfficient to keep
the bottom-bars correctly spaced, the better.

One and a half inches. I think, will be enough.
Another thing: Hoffman's idea of liaving the
parts of the end-bar V-shaped— i. e.. one square
shoulder against a sharp edge—is something
we must have. At first I thought we could dis-

pense with it. but now I see its importance;
but, more anon on this point, when I will illus-

trate the reason, with diagrams.
The Hoft'man frames, to be handled the most

expeditiously, should be set down in the rabbet
and then slid along: hence I do not want too
much depth to the wide part of the end-bai':
because, the greater the depth, the more liabili-

ty to kill bees. You citii have closed ends with
Hoft'man top-bars, but the sliding function is

then sacrificed: that is, the sliding of the
frames in the rabbets. Without this, rapid
handling is greatly hindered, because we wish
to avoid killing bees.
There should have been with your hives small

strips of wood about '.i inches long, 9^ wide, and
^ thick. These are to be nailed to the in-

side of the hives in such position that, when the
frames are crowded up. there will be the usual
distance between the comb and the side of the
hive that there is between the combs. But.
after all. we have left them off' in actual prac-
tice in our Shane yard. I am not sure it is uec-
essaiy to wedge Hoft'man fi'ames.] E. R.

LADIES' G8N1ZERSAZ18NE.

NOT GLOVES, BUT OIL OF WINTERGEEEN
FOR THE HANDS.

A SUGGESTION FROM A DOCTOK IX AUSTKALIA.

Dear Sir:—The May numbers of Gleanings
arrived a few days ago, and I see that the writ-
ers in the Ladies' Conversazione are much ex-
ercised in their minds on the subject of gloves
for apiary work, and all sorts of materials are
recommended, from pigs'-skin to sheep"s-wool.
Gloves are no doubt of use to keep the hands
clean and soft: but I want to tell the ladies
that, so far as stings are concerned, they can
do without any covering for the hands. ' Just
let them get some oil of wintergreen and rub a
few drops of it over their hands; and if they
can get a bee to sting, unless it is hurt, they are
cleverer than I am.

It is now mid-winter here. The day is dull
and threatening rain, but the temperature is

not low enough to keep bees indoors; the day,
however, is of the kind on which they are usu-
ally cross; but just now I went out, and, after
putting on a veil and rubbing my hands with
oil of wintergreen, I removed the cover of a
hive and stripped oft' the mat. which was stuck
down with propolis. The bees came at me in
fine style, and dozens of them struck my hands;
but as a rule they went off at once. Some re-
mained, and curved their bodies around so that
it took some strength of mind to prevent me
from knocking them off; but they always
thought better of it before the sting went in. I

then jari'ed the hive and jerked my hands over
the frames; but. though numbers of bees struck
my hands. I was quite unable to get one to
sting. I repeated this with two other hives,
with similar results.

I know that the use of oil of wintergreen in
this way is not new: and Mr. Cheshire, in his
"Bees and Bee-keeping." Vol. II.. desci'ibes
some experiments similar to the above which
lie and Mr. Simmins conducted; but thev do

not seem to have taken root, and I notice that,
in your review of Cheshire's work, j'ou do not
mention it. I feel convinced, however, that,
were the fact more generally known, gloves for
handling bees would soon become things of the
past.
The smell of oil of wintergreen is not dis-

agreeable, and it does not soil the hands. It is,

moreover, easily washed off afterward. Che-
shire says that, in England, it is often adulter-
ated, and it is here also; but, of course, I know
that they wouldn't do any thing like that iu
America. They might, though, in Canada.

H. Miller. M. D.
Warrnambool, Victoria. Australia, June :i'.t.

[Is not oil of wintergreen the chief ingredient
of apifuge, a substance that is sold in England
as a preventive of bee-stings when smeared
over the hands"? The stuff did not prevent the
bees from stinging our hands, although it did
seem to make them hesitate a little. \Ve ac-
cept the very tine compliment you pay us Amer-
icans. We wish we deserved it.] E. R.

BEES KILLED BY CLOSED-END FRAMES.

MISS WILSON discu8se;s the matter.

^Ve read a great deal about the closed -end
frames being troublesome in killing bees; but I

don't think they can compare with brace and
burr combs, and'the honey-boards as bee-killers.
It would be a great saving of time and bees if
we could manage to get along without those
three articles. I would not object so much to
the honey-board, providing the space between
the top-bars and honey-board were not tilled

with burr-combs and honey. But if your colo-
nies are strong, that is almost always the con-
dition of affairs. Just go to a good strong col-
ony, pry up your honey-board, and you have a
sticky, dauby mess. Then pry your frames
apart, and the brace-combs are just as bad. In
handling your frames, unless you are very care-
ful the honey is dripping all over your clothes.
Now try to replace your frames and honey

-

board without killing "bees. The bees will stick
to the honey as if they were glued there, and it

will take a good deal of patience and smoke if
you do not kill any, to say nothing of time.
The bees will be very thick, both on your

honey-board and top-bars. You can dislodge
them from your honey- boai-d by giving it a vig-
orous shaking, or you can take your honey-
board in one hand, and. with youi' other hand,
pound on the hand holding the honey-board:
that will jar them oft quickly. But you can't
shake or jar your top-bars. Nothing but smoke
will do any good, and I am not always able to
get them out of the way \\ith that, and I use it

pretty freely too. I truly believe I kill more
bees in this way than any other. Thick top-
bars are a great improvement. While they
have not been entirely free from brace and burr
combs, they have been nearly so. The fact that
they are new may have had something to do
with it. and they may not work so well when
older. But. even if necessary to use honey-
boards, with them I should still want thick top-
bars to lessen the dauby mess ovei- the top-bai'S.
Our bees have seemed possessed this year to

build brace and burr com 'os. I don't think we
were ever so much troubled with tliem before.
They have built them between supers of sec-
tions, on separators—in fact, almost everywhere
it was possible to find a place for theiii. We
carefully scraped them off separators and sec-
tions each time the supers were moved, and
usually found them as good as ever next time
the supers were looked at.
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Of late, in putting on our supers we have
written a memorandum on the top of one of the
sections, to keep track of the work of the colony.
For example, suppose on the 10th of July we
give No. 1:2 the third super. We write on the
top^ of one of the middle sections, "' 13, July 10,

.Sd." It has been a great help, as we can tell

thereby what the colony has done, and how
much more room it is likely to need, even sup-
posing all the supers but one have been filled

and taken off. Before, we had bothered about
telling how much room to give. Suppose we
come to No. 3. It has a stiper lacking a pound
or two of being full. Now. if this is the second
or third super it has tilled, it ought to have
more room; but if it has been all summer filling

this one, it will do very well as it is. By our
memorandum we can readily tell how much it

has done, and act accordingly.
Marengo, 111. Emma Wilson.

[So you have really discovered that keeping a
memorandum on top of a section in the hive is

less trouble than lugging around a great book. I

am glad to hear of it. But, now, why not have
a slate on top of the hive, or hanging on the
hive, instead of being obliged- to raise the cover,
and then make a section unsalable by unsightly
figuring '? Stay a little. Perhaps I am in haste
in my remarks about "unsightly figuring." If
it were done by a feminine hand it might make
a difference; but who wants pencil-marks on a
section of honey? If the pencil were very
shai'p. and the writing small, with fine lines, it

might not be so bad, and I should say it is most
assui'edly a short cut. Other bee-keepers have
found it out, for I have I'epeatedly seen memo-
randa written with pencil on different parts of
the hive when visiting bee-keepers. Sometimes
the memoranda are so voluminous as to cover
considerable space. Your suggestion in noting
down the rate a colony has been bringing in hon-
ey is certainly a big advantage. I have seen ex-
pensive, blunders made in just the way you
nlention in your concluding sentence.]

A. I. R.

[You have given a true pictuie of the nui-
sance of burr-combs between honey-boards and
the old-fashioned thin top-bars; and it begins
to seem that bee-keepers all over the land are
coming to the same conclusion. The slatted
honey-board scarcely sells now at all as an ar-
ticle "of hive furniture, at the Home of the
Honey-bees; and we are infoi'med that another
large supply establishment is about to throw it

out of their price list. The reason is not given,
but presumably the sales had gone down so low
it did not pay to advertise it any longer. A
year ago this month we had only recently pur-
chased our Shane yard. The colonies to the
number of about 80 were on loose thin top-
bar frames, honey -boards on top. We had a
large order to fill from this yard, which required
opening about half of the colonies. Honey
stopped coming in. and our boys had actually
to give up work on account of the tearing
loose of the burr-combs, and the consequent
dripping of honey and the inevitable result of
robbers and cross bees. The next day we sent
down a force of three men, and even then they
had their match. The apiary is now all on
Hoffman frames, with thick top-bars. There
are no burr-combs on any of the 80 colonies, ex-
cept between two stories of one strong colony;
and in this the foundation had got loose so as
to bulge into the next frame. TIh! reason was
apparent. Well, what a contrast now! We
can open or handle any colony, with the excep-
tion of the one noted, without breaking a sin-
gle burr-comb. We sometimes sever a few
brace-combs (spurs of wax between the frames),
but aside from this there is not a drop of honey

that comes from broken combs. You say thick
top-bars are a great improvement. Just so;
but if you had a bee-space reduced to a scant
quarter of an inch, I feel pretty sure you would
not find a single burr-comb. The hives you use
provide for a % bee-si)ace, if I am correct.]

E. R.

Wilh Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Qup:stion 191. I tun a heijinncr. WiU it pitii

me to siioid $5t() (tttciid the State convcnthni,
or would I better spend the money for pajjcrs
and books about bees f I have the A B C.

Indulge in both.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MUTH.

I would spend it on bee-literature.
California. S. R. Wilkin.

If you think you need expanding a little, at-
tend the convention.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boakdman.

If you can not afford both, I would say, take
the papers and books.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

If you can spend but .^.o.OO you had better in-
vest in papers and books. '

It will pay you to
put -fS.OO in each direction.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Unless you wish to have the pleasure of meet-
ing some of the fraternity, it will pay you better
to invest in the bee periodicals and "books.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viallon.

That depends upon the individual. Some
can not learn from books, but readily "catch
on" in conversation and when they see things
done.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

If you can attend a good State convention for
an outlay of 1.5, do so by all means, and then
you will feel like spending $5 more for papers
and books.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

Until you have read good books and journals
attentively, and followed their instructions
carefully for at least a year, you had better in-
vest your money in books and papers.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

You can probably buy more new ideas in

books and papers than you can gathei- at a con-
vention; but if you already take the leading
bee-journals, and have read the bee-books, you
will learn things at a convention which no
amount of reading will give you.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

Having but $.5 to spend, and wishing to make
the most of it, you'd better spend one dollar of
it for one year's subscription for a papei' devot-
ed to bee culture that will report the doings not
only of your but many other conventions, and
then you have $4 left with which to buy bee-
iDOoks.

Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Perhaps you will value my advice more if I

tell you that I am sour on conventions, and sel-

dom go. Notwithstanding this, if you have
five dollars burning in your pocket, and waver
between convention and some more books and
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papers. I would say, go to the convention. I pre-

sume you would get a better-balanced view of

some things by seeing and hearing actual men
who have made a success with bees.

Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

1 hardly like to say. I think likely you'd get

more information fi'om the books and papers,

but I believe it might be best to go to the con-
vention, for vou'll be pretty sure, if you do go
there, to get the ^.") worth of printing afterward.

Illinois. N. C. C. Millek.j;^

Invest the $5 in bee-literature; for if you go
to the convention you will not likely remember
well enough to make a practical application of

more than a small part of what you hear. With
the books, you go over them till familiar with
their contents.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Fkeebokn.

I think the books and papers would very like-

ly do you the most good—certainly so if you are

a veritable novice. One must have some knowl-
edge and experience to geti much good from a
convention. You would profit by meeting and
talking with bee-keepers.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

If you have the ABC and take a journal,
spend no more on literature until you master
what you have. If you are to succeed in bee
culture, the ABC or'any other one standard
text-book will give you all the desired present
information. You might learn some points at
the convention; at any rate, the change and
the contact, and the touching of elbows would
probably be svell worth $5 to you; and if you go,

don't be afraid to ask questions—pump every-
body you meet. The Rambler will try to an-
swer if you attend his convention.
New York. E. Rambler.

It would not do foi' me to advise you not to

attend conventions; and if I should advise you
not to take Gleanings, perhaps the editor
would not print my answer. Y"ou ought to take
one or more good bee-journals, and you ought
also to attend one or more good conventions,
which includes our own. At conventions you
get something you can not get fi'om books and
papers—you get a knowledge of men, and learn
who are the level-headed writers. For this

reason our wide-awake editors attend conven-
tions.
New Y^ork. C. P. H. Elwood.

With me, the money and time would be more
profitably spent in reading some more good
works on apiculture, and putting the thoughts
into practice, if I were a beginner. This is just
what I did on the start. However, I realize
that there is not another Doolittle, of just the
same make-up as I. therefore you might spend
that $.5 to good advantage in attending conven-
tions. Don't rely too much on the advice of
others, but study your own make-up; and when
you see what you want, movi' right out along
that line. If you have the right mettle in you,
you will succeed, no matter how many "flat
stones " are laid on your head.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

[No. 191 is a hard one. If a bee-keeper has
had two or three good seasons it will pay him
to go to a convention. For the money, he can
get more information out of hooks and jour-
nals: but to see and talk with an old writer
whom he has known through the pi-inted page
for several years is a pleasure indeed, and his
writings will have double value thereafter. It

is worth something to know the visible person-

ality of writers. There are very few that have
attended conventions who, on returning home,
would be willing to have the money paid back
to them and forfeit the benefit of what they
gained by attending.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIEUDS.

MORE AHOrT MALTA ; OLD RELICS.

Gleanings for June 1 contains a correcting
letter from friend D. Noble about the island of
Malta. Though he may know a good deal
about many things in Malta, still I maintain
that I was wronged in being put in Lazaretto
for ten days. I was coming fi'om Jaffa, and no-

cholera was there. I landed in Egypt without
interference; my passport was examined, and
the English steamer that brought me to Malta
was set free, while I alone had to be in quaran-
tine; and, again, the French Mediterranean
squadron coming from Beyrouth, in Syria (the
cholera being in that province to the north),
was freely permitted to land. Why can one
man more easily bring in an epidemic than sev-
eral thousand soldiers and. sailors'? Explain
this '"quarantine regulation."
You likely, friend N., meant Citta Vecchia

with its wonderful spring. Yes, I've seen this,

the catacombs, etc., not the pressure of Paul's
foot, as we have similar things here in Pales-
tine by the dozen; but such things are only
tradition. We have the print of Christ's foot
on Mount Olive; we have drops of his blood;
we have Elijah's lied in the rock; we have the
stone that "iroiitd have called out hallelujah "

on that first Palm Sunday; we have the angel
Gabriel's finger-prints when he kept back the
rock of the temple trying to follow Mohammed
into heaven: in short, we have possible and
impossible things. When I said " nothing but
carob-trees," I meant as being worth any thing
for bees. A few oranges, lemons, apricots, are
not sufficient for honey-gathering. Plenty of
fig-trees are growing around from Floriana to
Sliema; but fig-trees yield no honey except the
overripe fruit, just as do grapes. Olive-yards
are also to be found, but all availing nothing
for bees. That is what I meant. I, too, should
enjoy an exchange of ideas as to the " haunts
of the pirates " in the beginning of this century.

Philip J. Baldensperger.
Jaffa, Syria, July 6.

WASPS AS AN enemy OF THE REE: THEII!
HABITS.

Prof. Cook:—By this mail I send you two
insects — a big wasp I caught sipping honey
from a honey-can, and another insect I J,ake to
be one of the asilus family. It was captured
trying to force an entrance into one of our
hives, but the door-kei-pers seemed to say no.
Please name the insects througli Gleanings.
I enjoy your entomological talks, and only re-

gret that the demon of work pursues me at a
time when I should like to be collecting my
favorites (beetles). We are thinking of .trying
Heddon's new hive on account of the inversion
feature. II. H. Y'ouNG.

Perris, Cal.

[Prof. Cook replies:]

The large beautiful wasp sent by H. H.
Young is a species of stizus, new to me and to
our collection. These wasps have a very pow-
erful sting, which they use to paralyze their
prey as tliey capture it for their young. They
breed in cells which thev dig in the earth. In
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these they store the suing and paralyzed young.
Thus baby wasp has teudfi- spider or locust
steak as soon as it wakes to life. These wasps,
except that tliey sometimes capture bees, are
wholly our fiiends. They I'arely sting human
beings, if the latter will leave them unmolested.
I have had a tine pajx'r was])- nest close beside
my door all the sumuK^- through. I admired
the industry of Mrs. Wasp, and she surely had
nothing against me or mine, for she never
showed war or any thing but the. most kindly
spirit. Wasps like and act upon the tit-for-

lat rule. If struck they strike back: if hit on
the cheek, they turn nut the other, but the ab-
domen. And this wasp morality is that. I re-

gret to say. of many people. This species is

very near, and may be stizus grande.
The fly seen going into the bee-hive is a rob-

ber fly, as Mr. Young thought, a species of

asilns. It is dark in color, with a snow-white
hand across the abdomen. The whole under
surface is white. These flics, like the wasps,
are very predaceous. and destroy many of our
foes. It is too bad that they will pounce upon
the useful honey-bee. Yet, as I have often
suggested, they do very much more good than
harm. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College. Mich.

of my two lists; and between the hours of 5 and
7 A. M. we took !tO fine trout. We had other
bait, but as soon as the larva? gave out the flsh

refused the other bait. I would have giv«>n a
dollar then for a handful of drones. Trout re-
fuse the larvie. after the wings are formed.

I save all my propolis, for it is more valuable
than wax. It is splendid for waxing thread for
sewing leatht^r. and it makes as good a varnish
as leaf shellac. Dissolve it in alcohol. Wood
alcohol is cheap and good.

AltTHUR T. Goi>I)SBOKOUGH.
Washington, D. C, June 8.

[Friend (i.. your communication should cer-
tainly be a valuable one to trout-fishers if not
to bee-men. In the first volume of (ti.eaninos
published 18 years ago, the idea of using moth-
worm for baiting a hook was given: but your
suggestion that drone larvie. and the larvae
from the nests of hornets, is of value, is, so far
as I know. new. Will those of our readers who
are followers of our old friend Isaak Walton
test and report? By all means, let us make
use of the products of the hive. Will shoemak-
ers and liarness-makers please test propolis for
waxing thread, and report?]

APPLAUSE AXD CKITICISM: WHY A SUBSCRIBEK
I.IKES <;i,EAMN(;s.

Gleanings contains more information suited
to the masses than any other journal I have
yet seen. Prof. Cook's suggestion relative to
your editorial course is full of wisdom, and
should not be classed with "Nubbins," or. at
least, we Texans think so. It's really refresh-
ing ("an oasis in the desert") to find one who
is willing, when his faults are pointed out. to
publish them to the world. Really, brother
Root, do you not feel just a little bit lonesome
in the journalistic world ? The prevailing cus-
tom is to publish encomiums, and send criti-

cisms to the cruel waste-basket. But your
course, notwithstanding any thing that may
have been said, has endeared you to the readers
of Gleanings in this part of the world. Prof.
Cook's articles are more than worth the price
of Gleanings. The namos and habits of in-
sects and reptiles as given by him are very in-
teresting indeed. S. G. Christal.
Stony, Tex.. July Ki.

A USE ?FOK DRONE LARV,E AND PROPOLIS;
HOW TO CATCH TROUT.

The following is a use for drone larvte and
moth-worms. I believe in making all the pro-
ducts of the bee-hive useful. Any one having a
choice lot of young chicks they wish to force
and make happy, ought to give them their
drone larva?. After cutting out the drone comb
I shove off the caps: and by tapping the under
side of the piece, the young drones easily drop
out. The hens will begin by eating, and show-
ing the chicks how to eat the white ones: but
after a while they will take them wlien they
are almost old enough to crawl out of their cells.

If there can be any thing more nutritious I

should like to find it." Moth-worms are also as
good. Both of them make the best conceivable
fish-bait. If you are near a trout stream or
lake, don't give it away, and your friends will

wonder why you are catching all the trout.

At Oakland, Md., boys spend their Saturdays
(and Sundays too) looking for hornets' nests.

and sell them for 50 cts. and §1.0() apiece.
In 1S88 a party of three fished in Browning's
Lake three days, without catching a trout.
My brother and myself arrived and found they
were not biting: but on the second day we were
able to procure a hornets' nist about thn size

ORIGIN OF ALFALFA, OR LUCERNE.

We clip the following from th(> Soiithcrn Cul-

Uvator and Dixie Farmer:
I was recently on a tour in the West, and was

asked the question whether I could ascertain if

in any part of Alabama or Georgia an attempt
had ijeen made to raise alfalfa. This is also
sometimes called lucerne. As you are in con-
stant correspondence with the farming district,

I will appreciate receiving a reply. Vindex.
Atlanta, Ga.

The editor of the CultivaU)r gives the follow-
ing answer:

Lucerne, or alfalfa, has been successfully
grown in the South for fifty or more years. The
writer's father cultivated it as far back as 1848,

and we know not how much earlier. Seed
were introduced from France, Italy, or Spain,
some time in the forties, or possibly earlier, un-
der the name of lucerne. Subsequently, some
years after the acquisition of California to this
Union, the same plant was introduced from
that State under its new name, alfalfa, into the
Western and Northern States, having originally
come into California from Chili, South America.
Hence its Spanish name.

WHY THE SWARM ABSCONDED.
I have something in regard to bees that the

best bee-man in these parts can not answer;
and if the whys and wherefores can be given,
I should like to have them given in Gleanings.
On the 11th of July. 20 minutes before 2 o'clock,

I was driving along the road and saw a large
swarm of bees hanging on a small tree at the
roadside. They looked so nice I wanted them
bad: but I dared not go back home after a hive,
so I thought of a neighbor who kept bees, so I

hurried and got a hive; and in just 30 minutes
I had them in it. At sundown I brought them
home and transferred them into oneof my hives
(I weighed the swarm, and had just 10 lbs. of
bees) with foundation and three frames of new
brood comb. At 2 o'clock Sunday they com-
menced to come out of that hive with a rush,
and nothing would make them cluster, and to

the woods they started. My boy followed them
half a mile, and then lost track of them in the
woods, and I bade them good-by and went into
the house disgusted. In not over 20 minutes I

looked out of the window at the hive, and I saw
the air full of bees, and out I went. They were
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going into that hive with a will that soon took
all in that came, and at jnst 3 p. m. I opened
the hive and saw that not over half of my
swarm had come back. I weighed them, and
had 4 lbs. back, out of the 10 lbs. that went
away: so I gave them a frame of brood, sealed
and unsealed, and in just 71 hours they had ten
queon-cells started in good shai)e. Now. here
is the strange part of the drama: Why did those
bees come back without the queen? " Some say
pai't of the swarm got lost. AVho ever heard of
a bee getting lost? J. R. Cassei.man.
Panama. N. Y.. .July 27.

[Friend V.. all you mention is but an ordinary
occnrrenc(>. with the exception of a part of the
swarm coming back: and I can think of no ex-
planation except that the swarm must have
strung out to such lengtli that a part of it with-
out the queen got sei>arated from the rest; and
if they came back after only a short interval of
twenty minutes, my opinion is that they never
clustered anywhere at all. They simply got
lost, and flew around in dismay, hunting for
their queen: and as they could not do any bet-
ter they went back to their hive where they last
saw her. It is true, bees do not often get lost

—

that is. they do not get lost to such an extent
but that they can tind their way back to their
hive; and that is just what these bees did do:
The other part of the swarm got away from
them, and they had no means of "catching on

"'

to the lost trail, inasmuch as it all happened up
in the air.]

THE BROTlIEKHOOl) OF FEELING IX GLEAN-
INGS.

Friend E. Tt.:—In your criticism, or com-
ments, on my article (p. 418) you mention that
Mr. Hoffman uses hive rabbets only J4 in. wide
and deep. That is a fact which was not men-
tioned in any other article in regard to the hive,
and must, to some extent, assist in the jtreven-
tion of the destroying of the lives of our little

laborers. 1. In regard to the zinc roofs I use.
they cost me about one shilling each, size 31 x22
inches. They need no paint, and are practical-
ly everlasting. 2. In regard to escapes. I was
prepossessed with the one brought out by Mr.
Porter, and made one on the same principle to
try it. I hope I have not made myself liable
for infringing a patent, however : and although
the night was cold, there were only a very few
bees in the body next morning. 3. I see you ask
for opinions as to the best or most attractive
features of your journal. To me the best fea-
ture of it was. and is still, its warm genial at-
mosphere. It tnakes one feel at home to read
of friend ' Root, "friend" Miller, "friend"
Doolittle. Terry, and the rest; and to see the
way in which every one corrects every one else
without the corrected one getting mad and
leaving the school does me good : and although
I may never cross the tide that separates us. yet
the influence of this broad charity helps one to
stand up and do his own duty in a cheerful
spirit: for are we not all brothers and sisters,

with, in the aggregate, common interests? 4. I

have extracted the first honey this season to-
day. July 1. The weather is unsettled at pres-
ent, but all around is one mass of white clover,
and none cut yet. as, owing to the protracted
drouth, the hay was too short and poor, and the
present showers promise to help it a little.

J. Stokmonth. Jr.
Kirkbride Silloth. Cumb. Co.. England.

A STATEMENT OF ACTOCNT WITH THE BEES.

I will give you my experience and some fig-

tires, the result of the nice queen and two
pounds of bees I bought of you in August. 1889.

This is considered a very poor countrv for bees,
and I think it is justly considered so."

August. 1889, to 2 lbs. bees, one Dr. Cr.
queen. - - - .^.5 00

Express on same - - - 1 7.")

By August. 1890. increased to 4
colonies, at S.i 00 each, 1=20 00

By July. 1S91. increase of (5 colo-
nies, at ?o W) each, - 30 00

By July, 1891. sold honey to the
amount of - - 17 00

By July. 1891, 3 qtieens - - 3 00
By July, 1891. 10 hives cost - 11 00

Totals - - - .«17 7.i ?70 00
Net profit in 2 years, .52 2.5

You will notice that I valued the bees at .*5.00

per colony, but I would not take SIO.OO per colo-
ny, cash, for them* I feel sure that I have as
nice and as good working bees as any one in
the business. Since I have had Italians, a man
could not give me the common black bees, as I

consider the blacks as worthless in comparison
with the Italians.

I have one question I wish to ask yott. I have
been told that bees could not be kept on a rail-
road where coal is used—that the coal would
kill out the bees in a year or so. Is it so? If
it is. I shall have to move mine off somewhere
from the railroad, as I will not part with my
bees now. for I love them too well to have them
destroyed in that way.

I think the Dovetailed hive will be the hive
for me in the future, as the one I bought of you
a few days ago shows, according to my notion, in
addition to my figures. I expect to get at least
?^.5.00, or may be, S10.(MJ worth of honey yet from
my bees this season. H. N. John.son.
Mooresville. N. C. July 25.

[Don't be alarmed because of coal smoke, and
the proximity of railroads. We have two rail-

roads, with attendant switches, within 100 feet
of us. besides the smoke from our own factory
chimney. If there were any truth in such a
statement, the bees ought to have been dead
long ago.]

ANOTHER COLONY LIVING AND PROSPERING
WITHOUT A HIVE.

I discovered, a few days ago. an outdoor colo-
ny of bees which seemed to prefer the pure air,

plenty of it. They liad located on an outside
limb of an apple-tree, within 20 feet of my
brother's residence in Norwood, a beautiful
suburb of Cincinnati. They had evidently been
there for some three or four weeks, for they had
some four sheets of comb hanging down from
the small limbs to which they were attached,
and bees already hatching. I would have left

them there to see what effect the weather
would have, and how long they would endure
the winter frosts, but for the fact that the wind
had already detached one of the combs, which
fell to the gi'ound. and was the means of dis-

covering to me the location of the swarm.
Cincinnati, O., July 18. J. Ferris Patton.

[We have had several other recorded in-
stances where colonies have lived and prospered
in the open air; but that prosperity, except in

warm weather, probably would not extend be-
yond the summer season.]

\ QL'EEN laying drone eggs after BEING
chilled.

In June. 1890. I started a nucleus which was
rather weak, but succeeded in rearing a fine

Italian queen, and in August it was strong and
running over with bees. Jan. 7. for some un-
accountable reason, the queen - bees and all
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left their hive (a two-frame box ^H in. x 10 x 18

in. long) and clustered on the front of a hive
clo.se by. During the night we had a cold rain,

or sleet; and when I discovered them in the
morning they wei'e more or less covered with
ice. Supposing they were all dead. I brushed
them off and found the queen, which, to all

appearance, was chilled to death; but after
holding her in my hands a short time she
began to show signs of life, and in a few
minutes was lively. During the- same day,
Jan. 7, I discovered a queenless colony which
was very weak, and after laying the chilled
bees in the sun awhile, most of them revived. I

then put the queen and all into the weak colony.
It being cold again until about the 30th I did
not examine them until that time, and found
quite a lot of eggs and some capped brood; but
all had the appearance of drone brood. After
that time I examined them every warm day
until March 2.5th, and found that nothing but
drone eggs had been laid by the queen since she
was placed in the hive. Was the cause of her
laying all drone eggs the result of her being
chilled? R. J. Anderson.
Palouse City, Wash., July 17.

[You are right, friend A. The fact that freez-

ing would injure a queen so that she would pro-
duce only drones, was given by Baron von Ber-
lepsch. You will find an account of his experi-
ments in a little book called " The Dzierzon
Theory."']

PLURALITY OF QUEKNS IN ONE BKOOD-NEST.
I have, by long experience, found out that, if

one queen is good, two are better: so I have
succeeded in placing any number of queens in
the same brood-chamber, all loose on the same
combs, and they all agree nicely. I have seen
them meet on the combs and caress each other.
I should like to hear from the bee-men, and
should like to know all opinions. I have one
colony with four queens in. and I can take out
enough brood to rear up all the weak stock in
no time. G. W. Palmer.
Greeley, Col., June .5.

[You are putting it too strong, friend P., I

am pretty sure. I have seen queens that, at
certain times, would behave nicely, even three
or four on one comb. But I have also, a great
many more times, seen them attack each other
so fiercely that one was lost before I could
hardly interfere. We tested a great number of
these encounters with a glass observatory hive
years ago. If you mean to tell us that you can
at any time put two or three queens into a hive
and not have them molest each other, it must
be something new.]

prevention of first swarms from re-
swarming.

Your ABC and all the prominent bee-writ-
ers have much to say about preventing after-
swarms; but nowhere do I find any thing about
preventing first swarms from re-swarming. As
the large bee-keepers say nothing about this
trouble, I conclude they do not have re-swarm-
ing, as I call it, and I should like to know how
thev prevent it. E. Benting.
Whfte Pine, Tenn., June 26.

[With black bees, fi-iend B., it is very seldom
that any sort of swaim sends out a swarm the
same season. With Italians, however, and our
foreign races of bees, svhen they get the swarm-
ing mania one swarm may send out several
during a good honey-flow and a long season.]

pan by putting a board on each side when they
are small; they will then grow flat instead of

round. The boards should be planed; and a

nice way is to nail a block between each end of
the boards, the thickness you want to grow
your gourd. C. R. Ruth.
Elimsport. Pa., July 20.

We are having a great run on basswood
honey, which has been good for many years
without one exception. F. B. Jones.
Howard, Minn., July 23.

a report that is encouraging.
Our bees, 110 old colonies, gathered over

12.000 lbs. surplus, and have plenty for winter

—

all from basswood. A colonv on the scales got
17.5 lbs. from the 10th to the 20th of July.
Viola, Wis.. Aug 2. M. A. Gill.

I have 21 stands of bees, from which I have
extracted this season, up to date, about 2100 lbs.

This. I think, will beat the record, and they are
now storing honey as fast as ever. The season
is not half over. I have also managed several
apiaries for my neighbors. Bees are all doing
well here. A. B. Farrar.
Palma Sola, Florida, July 18.

We are now packing honey-cases and sections
of your make. The season is very late. This
is the first we could get off. and yet our hives
are " packed " to keep them warm. To-day
the thermometer declares 108° Fah. The gen-
eral opinion seems to be that this will be a good
season fot" honey, but considerably later than,
usual on account of the cold backward spring.
Foster's Station. Cal.. July 1.5. J. I. Foot.

A good report.

My bees are doing well. I am extracting 2 tc
2)^ gallons from the hive, and selling at ¥1.00'

per gallon. I have 15 hives. I have sold 4 at
S3..50 this spring. I started with one hive five

years ago (a present), and am out, say. ^35; but
I have sold enough to overpay it. I had honey
all the time, and have the bees left as profit.

Kopperl, Tex., July 10. Rice Maxey.

1000 LKS. OF HORSEMINT HONEY FROM 60
COLONIES.

We have had a fine honey year so far. My
bees, 60 stands, gathered about 1000 lbs. of hon-
ey from horsemint. It is very good honey. I
am counting on 2.500 lbs. of honey this year.
There are some 20 acres in horsemint in reach
of my bees, and may be a little more than that.
It has been in bloom all June. It grows on all

waste land in this country, among other weeds,
and is hurtful to any thing, and hard to get rid

of. I think it would be well to sow on all waste-
land in fall. J. F. Teel,
Elmont. Tex., Julv 5.

HOW TO GROW GOITRDS FLAT, THE RIGHT
SHAPE FOR HKE-FEEDERS.

I notice Mrs. Axtell speaks of gourds for
making feeders. They can be grown flat like a

A DROUTH IN ARKANSAS.

A drouth is upon us, and the prospect foi- a
white-honey crop from our main plant (cotton)
is not promising. The planters will suffer as
well, and I hope I am not with the numb<H- who
say. "Misery loves company." I have taken
only 1100 lbs. from my home yard of 100 colo-

nies. The queen -trade, however, is brisk. I

have shipped 430 to date, and have orders foi"

.50 more, which will go in the next ten days. I

will make a final report at the end of the sea-
son. W. H. Laws.
Lavaca, Ark., July 22.
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR A. I. ROOT. AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LIKE TO RAISE CROPS.

HOW TO RAISE STKAWBERRIES WITHOUT SO
MUCH HARD WORK.

Candidly. I do not know, and that is what
troubles me; and I will tell you how far I have
got in loolving over the matter. Friend Terry
thinks tlie plants might be as near as six inches
apart; and if the ground is rich it will give us
tine large fruit. Where ground is expensive we
wish to have it fully covered- that is, to its ut-
most capacity. If the plants are nearer than (3

inches each way, they crowd each other so
much as to diminish the size of the berries if

not the number of quarts. Well, we must have
paths to walk in, for the ground \\'ill all be
tramped hard, and the plants injured: there-
foi'e friend Terry has 3 feet of matted row and
then one foot of path, and so on. Now, it is an
awful big job (if you will excuse the phraseolo-
gy) to get the matted row 3 f(;et wide, and thin
out the plants so they are about (i inches apart.
Then in ordinary soil it is a big task to get the
weeds out.
The ideal way would be to have the plants set

in a bed 3 feet wide, and just (3 in. apart; and,
in fact, one of our leading strawberry-growers
does recommend just this way. Make long
beds 3 feet wide, with paths one foot wide be-
tween, them; then set your plants on these 3-

foot beds 7 inches apart. But now comes in the
matter of runners. If runners are allowed to
put out and take root, where would be our ideal
bed of plants all 7 inches apart? There is no
way but to keep picking out or cutting off the
runners; and unless you let runners grow, your
bed is good for only one season, or at most two
seasons. You see, the second season the plants
would all be old; and Terry, and. I believe,
almost everybody else, has demonstrated that
the best and largest fruit comes from vigorous
young plants; therefore for garden culture I
would advise just the plan given above. If the
plants are put out with the transplanting-tubes
in July, August, or even September, they will
be strong enough to bear a fine crop of fruit the
next season. After the fruit is gathered I would
give good cultivation (by hand or wheel hoes)
and keep off all runners. By fruiting time the
second season they would be tremendously
strong plants, and pretty severely crowded; yet
they would give an enormous crop of fruit, even
if not quite so large in size as at the first season.
Plants crowded like this will do very well with-
out mulching, for the fruit-stalks will grow
longer than ordinary to get to the light; and
this, with the great masses of foliage, will keep
the berries from the ground. If the fi'uiting
season should be very wet, however, the berries
would be, very many of them, very soft, and
not as sweet as where they have more room to
get sun and air. If. on the contrary, we should
have a dry time during fruiting, these strong
plants would shade the ground so thoroughly
that they woulil give tine fi'uit when otTiers
wider spaced miglit be dried up. This does
very well for the garden or small plantations;
but I suppose the majoiity of our readers are
more intei'ested in strawberries out in the fields,

cultivated by horse- power.
And now we come back to the fact that by

far the easiest and cheapest way is to let each
plant send out runners. The spacing would be
a great deal better, it is true, if the runners
could be made to go out like the spokes of a
wheel, so as to cover the ground equally; but
this is a difficult task too. and requires an ex-
pert. Just after fruiting, some of our Haver-
lands got to be veiy weedy—so much so that

one of the men decided that the cheapest way
to clean them out was to pull up plants that
had rooted; then, with cultivator and i-akes,
clean out the weeds completely, then take the
other side of the i-ow. throwing the plants and
runners over to the side already cleaned, and
clean out that side, then put each runner in its
place, covering each plant with dirt. How do
yon suppose it turned out? Why. the first time
through there wei'e so many plants with their
roots sticking up in the air that I sent the boys
back to do it over again; and after the boys
had sijent more time on that one row than I
could afford. I sent a man to space the runners,
and put the plants in the ground where they
ought to be. But I never want to do that way
again. It cost a good deal more than to have
got the weeds out by hand. In our plant-gar-
dens we have often taken some valuable variety
and trained the runners by looking after them
every day. In this way we can carry each one
straight out from the mother-plant, to give all

the jjlants their proper share of room, and make
the mother-plant cover quite a large area—sav
three or four feet in every direction from the
center. Now, this gives us beautiful strong
plants and the finest berries. But you can not
do any cultivating—or, at least, not very much.
You can cultivate them about as you do water-
melons when they begin to set fruit. All the
weeds that come up must be got out by hand.
And now we begin to long for some soil that

is rich and strong, but which does not have any
weed - seeds in it. The strawberry - grower
should harve a piece of land specially for the
purpose, where no weed of any kind is ever allow-
ed to go to seed. Neither should any weeds be
allowed to go to seed in fence-corners or on
neighboring land. In fact, no weeds should
produce seed within a quarter of a mile of the
strawberry-plantation. You may say this is

too much fuss and bother; but I tell you there
has got to be fuss and bother somewhere; and
prevention in this case is ever so much better
than cure. Then, again, this matter of mulcta-
ing comes in. In one of the strawberry-books we
have a ])icture of a machine made of stoneware
that goes all around the plant, and keeps it out
of the dirt; and somewhere I have read of a
kind of brick or tile with a hole through it, to
let the strawberry-plant come up through, but
covering the ground perfectly everywhere else,

so no weeds can grow. I wonder whether any-
body has tried that plan. Will strawberries
gro.v and bear pi-ofitably where the ground is

covered in that way? After all this discussion
we finally come around to the fact that Terry's
plan is less labor, and perhaps the nearest to
perfection, of any thing that has yet been de-
vised. But he gets his fertility by turning un-
der clover. A good many of us get it by buying
stable manure; and. oh dear me! what weeds
we do get through stable manure! Sometimes
I have declared that I would give it up and
turn under clover. But we get along with the
stable manure pretty well with almost every
crop except strawberries. Some of you will say,
'"Why, brother Root, enrich your ground with
chemical manures, or our modern fertilizers."

Well, there I am just where the trouble is. On
our gi'ound I have never been able to discover
any good result whatever fi'om handling any of
the fei-tilizers offered—that is, with strawber-
ries. Ashes and bonedust do pretty well.
Guano is also all right, but it costs too much.
Oui' good fi'iend "Joseph " (Tuscio Greinei') has
just put out a vei'y neat little book that makes
the whole matter of chemical fertilizers plain
and simple. The book is sound on chemistry,
especially that which pertains to agriculture,
and it teaches in a plainer and simpler way
than any other text-book I have ever yet come
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across. But it speaks of success only, with these
chemical manures. Its teachings are right in line

with the Rural New-Yorker and many other
agricultural papers. What does it mean, that
neither Terry nor I can get any such results'?

Right iu the plant-beds just before the window
where I am writing we have a lot of American
Pearl onions growing beautifully. They are
put out very thickly in rows, to raise sets.

Well, we have tried putting nitrate of soda on
two rows, then skipping thi'ee, and so on
through the bed. We skip thi'ee -for fear the
niirate might alfect the two outside rows. We
have tried it in liglit doses and in heavy doses.
In our last experijnent we put on so much that
it injured quite perceptibly the two rows where
it was applied. Now, nitrate of soda is special-
ly recommended for onions: yet on our soil it

has never yet in any case been of any benefit
whatever; on the contrary, where it has pro-
duced any effect, it has been a damage. Some
may say that our ground is too rich already.
But this can not not be. A part of the ground
is new ground, and very poor—so i)oor that the
onions have made a vei'y feeble growth. What
is the matter? I have almost come to the
point where I should be glad to pay our exper-
iment stations if they would send me a man
who would teach us how to make nitrate of
soda or any other chemical mauui'e take the
place pf stable manure. I am not stubborn nor
contrary a particle. I am, on the other hand,
exceedingly desirous that the .truth of this mat-
ter should come out, especially if we as a peo-
ple are throwing away our hard earnings in the
purchase of chemical fcitilizers.

SPORT OF TOMATOES. POTATOES, ETC.

Mr. Root:—You complain about spurious to-

mato seed which you have sent out. and say
that the bee-men" you got the seed of have
been careless if nothing wors(>. Well, fi-iend

R.. you ought not to be uncharitable and
so hard on your bee-friends. The Ignotum to-
mato is by no means a settled sort. I think it

is nothing but a sport of some other variety,
and hence liable to sport more or less. I have
grown it, and raised my own seed ever since
you inti'oduced it. and I have been very care-
ful: but in spite of me I had this spring, in a
batch of perhaps 3000 to 4000 plants, three plants
showing foliage like the Mikado, with the only
difference that they had the same yellow tint
as the Ignotum.
But. look here, old friend. You have not

only sent out spurious tomato seeds, but also
spurious potatoes. What were supposed to be
Early Ohios I receivetl. are some very late sorts.
I was very suspicious about them when I re-
ceived them: and had they not hailed from A.
I. Root I would certainly have remonstrated;
but as it was, I thought there could hardly be a
mistake about them: but I know now there is

little mistake, if nothing worse, somewhere. I

think you have been humbugged with them,
because potatoes do not sport—at least, not so
much. I wanted to plant cabbage after I had
the potatoes out: but it got too late, so I want-
ed to sow tui'uips; but it will get too late. The
potatoes are green yt^t: and that is not all; for
had they been Ohios I could have got !|!1..50 per
bushel; but now I can get only ."iO cts.—quite a
loss for one little blunder. But, hold on. I

don't want to find fault with you. You can not
help it; and although I suffer a little loss from
the spurious Ohios, the Puritans make it up.
They are the best potatoes I ever raisi d. There
is not a small potato in a hill. They are about
as large as a fist. They call forth exclamations
of surprise wherever I roll them out of a basket.
I shall want two barrels for se(>d this fall. I

always think seed grown in a different soil from

my own is better than that grown here. This
you will certainly call only a notion of mine;
but. never mind. Jui.ius Joiiannsex.
Port Clinton. O., July 28.

[Friend J.. I am exceedingly obliged to you.
and more especially for your injunction to liave
more charity: but I do not believe charity will
cover all of it—about tomatoes, I mean. I am
well aware of what you say. that tomatoes arc
very liable to sport. I. too. have found a jiotato-
leaf plant whei'e it did not seem po.-^sible that
any of the seed had got into the ground. I have
also found occasionally a plant with the dark
compact foliage of the Champion; and I have
thought that, if one should take almost anyone
kindof our best tomatoes, and grow it very large-
ly, he would, say once in a thousand, or in several
thousand, get a sport which, if developed,
would give almost any of the other kinds. This
accounts for the fact that most of our tomatoes
have been brought out simultaneously by differ-

ent people. There is one other solution of this
state of affairs. If these other tomatoes have
been grown even two or three years before'
on the same ground, there is liable to be some
seeds that have lain dormautin the soil. Some-
times we sow tomatoes in the greenhouse, and
only a part of the seed comes up. Well, every
time that dirt is worked over, some of these
seeds will germinate and gi'ow, for perhaps two
or three years. The lot of seed. Iiowever. that
I mentioned, which was bought for pure Igno-
tum. showed pei'haps ten p(>r cent potato leaf.

I do not think this was a sport. In I'egard to
the Ohio potatoes, last spring they were so
scarce that we advertised for them in our
county paper. One lot was bi'ought to our
place, the owner declaring they were the genu-
ine Early Ohio. But we discarded them on
account of the appearance of the tubers. It is

something I very inuch dislike to do. to buy
seeds of any kind of somebody I don't kjiow;
and I am resolved to be. hereaftei'. prepared
with potatoes, at least, of our own growing. I

have never been humbugged when I have
bought such things of our established seedsmen.
It is only when I buy of obscure individuals.
In order to keep seed potatoes on hand that we
know are genuine. I have once or twic(^ paid .50

cts. a bushel for potatoes in the fall, and sold
them for ten cents in the spring, or threw them
away—that is. I disposed of afeiv in that way.
The only safe way is to put away 7Hore than
enough; but in that case we must have profit

enough to cover the loss of what we do not suc-
ceed in selling. I think we can supply yon with
Early Puritan next spring or even this fall.

Friend J., and I am very much obliged to yon
indeed for your kind and clever way of excusing
our blunders. We will try to remember when
we have future deal with you.]

strawhp;rries; preparing the ground, etc,

I wish you could see those Haverlands you
sent me July 8. Some have runners 13 inches
long. I have raised berries for market a num-
ber of years, and have grown ten varieties. I

think the Haverlands and Michel's Early are
the best growers lever saw. My half-acre of
Crescent and Sharpless was hurt by late frost,

but I sold 2000 quarts. I think you are right
about clover sod for strawberi'ies. The finest

berries I ever raised were where I plowed undei'
clover. The variety was Sharpless. The next
best. I think, is a heavy crop of buckwheat turn-
ed under. In ISSiO I turned under half an acre of
buckwheat. This spring I put on a coat of ma-
nure. Oh my! the Jessie and Michel's Early! I

never saw such thriftv plants.
Chillicothe. O.. Julv 30. V. H. Seeling.
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CONDUCTED BY ERNEST R. ROOT.

OUR NEW DOVET.\ILED AVINTER CASE FOR THE
DOVETAIEEI) HIVE; ALSO OUR ONE-

STORY DOVETAILED CHAFF
HIVE.

While the two-story chaff hive wintered bees
successfully, it is cumbersome and expensive,

and not adapted to out-apiaries or for general
moving. We (Mr. Calvert, Mr. Warner, and
myself) have been considering the matte)' a

good deal, and after two years' experimenting
we now tind ourselves ready to otter the bee-
keeping public an outside winter case, and also

a one-story dovetailed chaft' hive that is both
light and portable, as well as cheap. We don't
therefoi'e propose^ to offer to beginners and oth-
ers something we have not tried; and although
the winter case differs in some slight details

from the one we used with success for the past
two winters, the essential principle has been
retained.
The fact confronts all who have single-walled

hives, and who are not disposed to winter in

•cellars or repositories, that they desire some-
thing which, at a slight additional expense,
will convert their hiv&s into double-walled
abodes for bees during the winter. Again,
there are other bee-keepers who winter in-

doors who wish something cheap and service-
able in the way of a protection to put over the
hives after they ai'e set out in the spring, and
here it is.

on the single- walled hive is adjusted to the
single-walled case. Well. then, you ask, how
do you provide against the cold entering uiuler
the bottom of the case ? To the bottom inside
edges of both sides and ends is luiiled J<-incli-

FIG. 2. DOVETAILED WINTER CASE.

square Sticks. As the whole space to be taken
up is 1}^ inches, these sticks are piidded the
same as division-lioards, with a roll of burlap
(see Fig. 3). The outside winter case is then
slid down so that it covei'S the whole body of

the hive. The front end of the case is left so as

to leave an entrance, the back end being let

down a littln lower, something of the style of a
baton the back of th(^ head. All this provides
for dead -air space around the sides of the hive
and chaff' packing above, which my experirnents
thus far in this locality say is enough. If any
one doesn't wish to risk the dead-air space, he
can pour in packing material before he puts on
the cover, and before he puts on the cushion.
This done, he can tuck in the cushion, when he
has a packed hive.
The diagram below will make the matter a

little planer. The position of the cushion and
the padded square sticks is shown. The space
between the two walls is \% inches. The space
between the cover and the brood -frames is 3

inches.

FIG. I. DOVKTAILED WINTER CASE.

This is simply a shell made of ^^-inch lumber,
dovetailed at the corners, and is large enough
so as to leave IJs inches space between the sides
and ends, and deep enough to allow of a cush-
ion 3 inches deep. To save the expense of a
cover we conti'act, as it were, the top, with an
ordinary chaff-hive water-table. This makes
it possible to use a regular Dovetailed-hive
cover.

Fig. 2 shows how the case is set down over the
Dovetailed hive. Our experiments last winter
demonstrated pretty clearly that a chaff cusli-
ion on top of the brood-nest is one of the things
we can not very well dispense with. We need
sometliing to take up the moisture arising from
the cluster, at the same time something that
will tuck down around snug to the top edge of
the hive. The cushion should be three inches
deep, just large enough to tit down inside the
winter case, and is to be set on top of the brood-
frames with a Hill's device under as shown in
diagram Fig. 3. This cushion, therefore, will
be large enough to project over the sides of the
inner hive about 1>8 inches all around. The
case is then slid over, and the cover that was

.^-
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in the ten-frame hive the chaff division-board
is, of course, to be set down on the inside of the
inner hive. We therefore have the same dou-
ble-walled space that we have with the eight-
frame hive, only we secure it in a different way.

FIG. .^.—THE r)OVETAII-ED CHAFF HIVE WITH
AN EI6HT-FKAME SINGLE-WALLED DOVE-

TAILED BODY FOR THE UPPER STORY.

Story chaff', which we have changed as shown
above. It now takes Dovetailed supers for
Dovetailed hive, instead of Simplicity supers
and fui'niture. As the latter now seems to be

going out of date, this change seems to be
necessary. Now, the same dovetailed winter
case is also a dovetailed shell to the permanent
double-walled chaff hive, the inside hive being
made of % lumber as well as outside. The in-
side width isl3i'8>and will take eight frames
and a division-board with wedge. Accordingly,
if any one should get the cases and afterward
wish to make a permanent double hive, he can
do so by getting the extra parts.
Figure 5 shows how this same hive may

be made to take a full depth story. The water-
table has a raised projection, so that the sep-
arate parts of the hive come together as square
joints, a feature that is nowadays so much
prized by bee-keepers ; but there are some wha
prefer the telescopic feature for winter. We
have therefore made a 7-inch cover of ,9^-inch
lumber that slides over this raised projection.
This cover is just large enough to take a cush-
ion or a dovetailed super, the same as shown in
Fig. 5, above.
The space between the walls is IX inches.

There is also a double bottom and tarred paper
to prevent rotting. The hive may be packed or
not, as desired, and the whole weighs only 2
lbs. more than the single-walled hive with

FIG. 4.—OUK PER5IANENT DOUBI>E-AVALLEI)
f'HAFF-PACKED D()VETAILI<:D HIVE.

It became evident to us that a one-story chaff'

hive is preferable to one made of two stories.

First, to secure lightness; and, second, that the
same may b.e interchangeable with the Dove-
tailed hive or any of its furniture. The hive
above secures both of these advantages, and at
the same time it weighs but a trifle more than
the permanent single-walled hives. It is made
of^-inch lumber, also dovetailed at the cor- ^
ners. It resembles somewhat our former one- '^g

FIG. (5.—THE DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVE WITH
^g-INCH TELESCOPIC COVER.

bottom-board. It will be observed that we
have dispensed witli the expensive corner posts,

and use instead the cheaper dovetailed corners,
which are equally strong. Instead of having
the hive made of a lot of three-inch slats, the
sides are made of one whole piece. This makes
it much simpler to put together, and also makes
the two separate walls as near aiir-tight as
possible. The hive in inside dimensions is the
same as the Dovetailed hive, and in outside
dimensions it is 1(5% x 23, and can be loaded into
a wagon with almost as much economy of space
as the single-walled hive. This makes it pos-
sible to secure in this hive all the advantages
of the singk^-walled hive, with the additional
advantages of a winter and spring hive. Such
a hive can be carried into the cellai', the pro-
jection of the water-table affording an excellent
grip to hold the hive by. Then the advantage
in setting out a double-walled hive in spring,,

when the weather is so uncertain, will be ap-
parent, but we intend this hive to be a success-
ful outdoor winter hive.
This hive is not an experiment. The same

thing in the one-story chaff' hive we formerly
offered has given us excellent results for the
past seven or eight years. The packing space
between the walls is the same, so that we know
we have retained the essential principle that
goes to make a good winter hive, and that we
are not putting on the public an experiment,
but an old tried hive in a new dress.
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Qm peMRf^-

He that is faithful in that wiiicli is least is faitli-

ful alsi) ill much.—Luke ltj:Ui.

This has been one of my favorite texts foi' so

many years, and I have talked on it so inces-

santly, perhaps some apology should be made

for taking it up again. But 1 i-eally think the

lack of success in business, and the recent com-

plaints fj-om many quarters that farming does

not pay, and other kinds of business do not

pay, comes more from lack in the special

line of our text than from any other one thing.

In other words, the greatest foe of the farmer

—

yes. and the village mechanic too. is not the

millionaire? of our land, but the half-hearted-

ness of the very people who complain. Our

good friend VV. I. Chamberlain has touched the

matter up with some practical illustrations

from real life with such wonderful vividness in

the Ohio Farmer for Aug. 1st, that I have de-

cided to copy his article entire, and here it is:

THE NON-EXPERTNESS OF VILLAGE EXPEKTS.

" Mr. Hoot," said a student friend of mine to

a village photographer, showing him a first-

class city photograph, which had the tine shad-
ing and delicate finish of the real artist

—
" Mr.

Hoot, I wish you would make our class photo-
graphs look like that."
"Ah I"' said Mr. Hoot looking at the city pho-

to. •"Ahl if 1 only couitZ make them look like
that, tny (jtdlery would he in Chlc(t<jo. not in

Ames, and I should soon be rich I" That longing
look showed that he is a rising man. Soon a
small city, and then a large one. will get him.
For the " room at the top " for experts and for
those who "do the best they know how or can
learn how,*' is ustially in the city. And so the
cities take our best experts and k^ave us ?

Twenty-six years ago a village expert grained
a part of my house. It is as good as ever to-
day, and as tine in quality as the best city
graining. He was a real expert, and in two
years he was foreman, then partner, then pro-
prietor of a painting, graining, and papering
establishment in Cleveland. Many of those
that remain as village experts lack not only
skill, but push, enterprise, desire to excel and
please.
"Alas! I could a tale unfold ' of my experi-

ence with real experts and with so-called ex-
perts. I once hired a real expert to paper a
number of rooms, and paid ^3.50 per day and
board and car fare from Des Moines to Ames.
He averaged 30 single rolls per day; ceiling,
wall, and border, fitting edge to edge, trimming
both edges; and tie left no "nasty mess "on
tioor and paint to be cleaned up. One day he
hung J5 coif-s " just for the fun of it;" and to
show wliat he could do on plain ceiling and
good wall. I once liired a village " expert " at
•*:.*..")0 per day. He averaged about 10 to 12 rolls
per day, lapped the edges in the old-fashioned
way, and left behind him a siege of houseclean-
ing—paper pasted to tlie tiooi's, and tramped in,

mixed with tobacco juice.
A village " expert " once painted my blinds,

and another, at another time, oiled tliem, Ixjth
in my absence and while tlie house was vacant.
Both left the slats shut, lapping upon eacli oth-
er to dry, instead of rolled wide open at right
angles. The slats stuck as if glued. When we
came to use the house we had to loosen each in-
dividual slat by hand or screw-driver, and witli

great care not to break them oi' pull the little

staples, before lliey would roll. Wlien my
good wife tried to turn ttiem for a long time
one day to ventilate a chamber, without ttuow-
ing the blinds themselves wide open, slie at last
made the .somewhat unchriiitian or hyperbolical
remark tliat she " would Just like to wring
tliose painters' necks I" 1 could actually have
oiled tne blinds in less time than it took to un-
glue th'.Mn

uA real expert once did some painting and
kalsomining inside. He did not ask to have
fui'niture or carpets removed oi' covered; a)id
wlien 1 asked liim how he dared risk it, he
made the somewhat sai'castic remark, that
when he " couldn't woi'k without spattering and
daubing he would quit the business." A vil-

lage " expert " at another time daubed and
spattered the haixl-wood floors around the
" mop- boards " so that the l)orders around the
rugs had to be scraped wiiti glass, and sand-
papered, fo/tyer tZwvi (t toofe to paint the room,
beioie the borders were tit to Oe dressed witli
" Butcher's Boston polish" or "hard oil tinisli."

Tlie window glass was spattered and daubed
too, so that it took much muscle and much
cleaning soda to make them tit to be seen. I

afterward told him about the floors. " Why,
he supposed we would carpet tliem." I wanted
to asl< him if he supposed we would carpet the
window glass, but forbore.

Then, too, the delays, mistakes, and cost!
For example, on an excellent old wagon, 2ii

years old, one wheel collapsed, and a few days
later another, showing the spokes to he brash.
They had been put in new some six years be-
fore by a village expert. Inferior timber.
When this second one collapsed 1 sent it and
the two still unbroken, but evidently untrust-
worthy, to another village expert, with explic-
ii insuuctions to lill ((i/ i/(/'ee wlieels with new
spokes complete, and set the tires. Well, next
day. by mere chance I went to town and to the
shop. He was settiiiy the tires with the old
spokes still in. He had '" only spokes enough
for one wheel, and the other two looked ijretty

good." " Did 1 leave it to his judgment?"
.. t^q" •• jjid I probably know what I want-
ed '?" " Yes." So the wagon waited three days
more until he sent to the city and got Just
enough more spokes to till the two wheels, and
of course I had to pay the express and " stand "

the delay. Strange that I ever sent another job
to him, but pretty soon I did—a lumber wagon-
box tor a new bottom. 1 was too busy to do it

myself. " Yes, he would do it promptly. It

would take only two hours." But not needing
it 1 left it a full week, to be .sure it should be
done. Then 1 wanted it to drive ten miles for
special sizes, elbows and connections of sewer-
pipe for my main tile outlet that carries tlie

water of some .50 acres. 1 went at noon for the
big afternoon's drive. The box had not been
touched. He " hadn't any lumber," and " could
not get any planed at the mill." They " liad
broken the planer," etc. I felt like advising
hiia to keep on hand enough dressed and sea-
soned lumber to make himself a coffin, or else
grind his hand-planes enougli to dress 33 feet of
lumber on one side for a wagon-box bottom! I

took the box to the other shop and had a new
one complete. Last week 1 bought a new wag-
on, box. top box, spring seat, and brakes com-
plete, for almost exactly twice what 1 have paid
lor repairs and improvements on the old one
witliin two months: In one case I paid their
own prices to village; experts for retail piece
work. In the other ca.se 1 paid my price, aided
by sharp competition, to a great concern of city
experts, that turns out thousands of wagons
each year. Retail and piece-work prices will

soon ruin the farmei'.
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But I was spoaking of the annoyance, care-

lessness, and di'lays in dealing with village ex-
perts. My driving horse (h(» works too) had
lost a front shoe, running in pasture, and the
other was loose. I sent him by a boy with a

note stating in explicit terms that I wanted
both front shoes set. and within three hours, as

I needed him for a long drive. The horse came
back with one .s/ioc .s'cf and the other hanging
clattering by^two nails. L took him back my-
self at great inconveiuence and delay. The
" expert " pulled my note from his vest pocket
unread. " The boy didn't say you wanted
both set." " But the note did, and I will find a
shop where they can Hnd time to ^/id out and
do what I want."
Such things, actual recent occurrences, make

one think the village experts do not want one's

custom. There seems to be no effort to under-
stand, accommodate, expedite, please, excel.

And such experiences for years have made me
gradually fit up what is. at last, pretty nearly
my ideal of the fdnner's warksliop. There, in

stormy weatiier or in sudden emergency, I can,

and do, do almost all kinds of mechanical work
except hot blacksmithing, and do it quicker and
with far less annoyance than I can take or send
the job (especially small ones) to town or get a
village expert to do them, and oftentimes do
them better and more thoroughly.
This shop with its tools and supplies of ma-

terials and conveniences, and the saving and
convenience 1 Hnd it to be to me. I will try to

describe in the next numbei'. The non-expert-
ness of village experts is one of the " difficul-

ties "' of the farmer. It will be his " fault " if

he does not either overcome or avoid it.

W. I. Chambeklain.

It would seem from the above as if wagon-
makers are especially guilty in the line friend

C. has marked out. About a year ago one of

our heavy wagons broke down a wheel while
we were helping to move some timber for the
new railway. We sent the wagon to the shop,

with instructions to put in none but the very
best timber for spokes. We had the usual dis-

appointment in getting it when promised; and,
almost as soon as used, the sam«^ wheel broke
down again under a very moderate load. It

was sent back and repaired again, but we were
compelled to pay full price right through. In
fact, both bills for repairing the wheel were
more than a new wheel would cost outright.

The proprietor said he knew if, but it was al-

ways that way; and when i showed him a

piece of one of the spokes he first put in, I ask-
him if he called that lumber fit for spokes for

a heavy wagon, and he candidly admitted that
it was not, but yet refused to make any abate-
ment, claiming that he was in no way at fault,

because he used the best lumber he had. Now,
this strikes one great and important point.

The avera(je village mechanic is very much
averse to taking any responsibility or to mak-
ing any reduction if his work amounts to

nothing.
Another case occurs to me right here. I once

employed a man to mend a wheelbarrow. The
charge was SI. 50. When I remonstrated he
said he did not get quite his regular price per
hour, even then. When questioned closely as

to how he came to work so many hours on that
wheelbarrow he said one of the steel pivots on
which the wheel turned was bent, and he
thought it ought to be straightened. In at-

tempting to straighten it, however, the temper-
ed steel snapped off, and it took him a long
time to get the broken piece out, so as to put
in a new one. Now, when he undertook to

straighten the bent pivot he did it on his oi«h
responslbiJltii. and I should say that it was his

own job. for I employed him only to put a new
handle in the barrow. As he could 'not under-
stand, however, why he should be called upon
to lose his time, I "paid the bill. While I was
talking with him I explained it by an illustra-
tion. In my hands were a lot of spoiled sections.
They were made of beautiful white basswood:
but the man who set the machine made a mis-
take. Said I, " My friend, here are a couple of
thousand sections made wrong. It cost me at
least SS.OO. It is hard to lose so much, but I

should be glad to sell the lot for 35 cts." He
suggested that I could afford to do business
that way. but he could not. because he was a
poor man. Do you see the point, friends? I

have been assuming responsibilities all my life

in just this way. and it has not made 7/ie a poor
man either. Do you not see that it verifies
what our text tells us? People who rise, people
who stand at the head of great lines of busi-
ness, have to accept responsilailities. They are
in the habit of standing in places of terrible
responsibility every day of their lives. In ask-
ing about a recimt railroad accident I was told
that the engineer calculated on making his
station with only one minute of time to spare.
1 was astonished, and inquired of a raili'oad
man whether it was customary to run trains of
cars with so little leeway (if that is the term)
as only one ininnte. He said they did that, or
very near it, "right straight along."
"But. my friend, where do they get ivatrlics

that are so accurate that the officers all along
the line can l<noir that their timepieces do not
vary more than that?"
"Well. I want to tell you, sir. that, at the

presfMit time on our great thoroughfares, they
have [lot to provide themselves with watches
that will agree with the standard time within a
minute."

All these men are high-priced experts. If

sickness or death, or any other accident, should
prevent them from filling their places, a substi-
tute would be provided, without any hitch or
hindrance; and we have great rail way compan-
ies that have trained men so perfectly for each
appointment that they run trains daily for

manv years without single accident or loss of
life."

Now, here in the first place we have a glimpse
of the jewelers who sell watches and keep
them in repair. .Such watches cost a big price,

and the man who repairs t'hem mu><t be steady
and cool, and remember that the lives of hun-
dreds if not thousands depend upon the fidelity

with which he attends to little things. It is

the same way with the engineer; it is the same
\\ ay with the conductor; it is the same way
with the train-dispatcher. Not only does their
bread and butter depend upon their assuming
responsibility, but the very lives of the great
traveling public.
Of course, they get great pay, for such men are

scarce. The world is full of people, of course,
who say by actions if not by words, " Oh, well I

I guess you had better get somebody else, if you
are goiiig to be so reriy particular as that;" and
the consequi'uce i*, the whole world does get
somebody else. They employ somebody who
cares for consequences, and who values his rep-
utation. Let us go back a little. If I were the
village expert who painted all those blinds,

when informed of it I would have paid friend
Chamberlain damages, in order that I might
learn better next time. If the village expert
who spattered the floors and windows with his

paint had any ambition he should also have
made good his' daubing, or paid somebody else

for doing it. This other fellow that kept the
wagon-shop, and put up a sign, and had to wait
for wagon-spokes by express when he got a job.

had better give up business and go and hire out
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to somebody at a low price. The same way
with the man who iiadirt any lumber, and
could not get it planed at the mill. The black-
smith who put the note in his pocket without
reading it should have said," Mr. Chatnberlaiu.
I confess I have been very heedless and care-
less: and if that trifling piece of stupidity has
put you out to the extent of a ten-dollai' bill

here "is the money to make you good."' Friend
C. would not have taken the money. I assure
vou. but he would have accepted the will for

tliede'd: and instead of going to some other
shop with his work, he and the blacksmith
would have been steadfast friends/or life, and
very likely friend Chamberlain would have had
((unther funny story to be told in his irresistibly

comic way. at the fainu-rs' institutes as he goes
from place To place during the winter time,
meeting the farmers of our land.

The tnen who run these great factories, and
turn out good wagons made of honest material
for Irss than tluM'illage workman often charges
for repairs, have built up their business by do-
ing just what I have been advising. They com-
menced away back years ago. by standing be-
tween their customers and loss. They showed
that they loved their neighbor as themselves by
saying. ""Look here, my friend, this was no
fault of yours at all: it wa< a blunder of mine,
therefore 7 and not j/ow will pay all the pen-
alty."
You may remember that I once (years ago)

opened a shop and i)Ut up a sign when the boots
on my feet were not paid for. and I hadn't
money enough in my pocket tu \n\y for them. I

advertised in the papers that, when repairing
was not done at the tiiue promised, there would
be no charge. I kept ahead for quite a while:
but the time catue when I could not keep up
with itU my promises. One customer waited
two hours while I finished cleaning his watch.
When he took out his pocketbook to pay me I

told him there was no charge, because I had
failed in having it ready at the time specified.

He protested at once, with a remark something
like this: "No, no. my young friend. You
have done me a good nice job. and did the best
you could. Here: take your pay. It is true, I

have been hindered a little, but this world is

full of hindrances. Who ever heard of a me-
chanic undertaking to \\'ork for nothing be-
cause he got behind a little?"

Now. friends, that has been my experience
from that day to this. Just as soon as you
show this spirit in deal you make friends who
will stand by you through thick and thin; and
the majority of mankind will refuse to accept
what you offer in a fair and generous spirit.

The Bible is sparkling with these texts right in
this line, besides the one at the head of our talk
to-day. Just listen to a few of them: "Give,
and it shall be given unto you:" " Cast thy
bread upon the waters:" " Do good, and lend:"
" He that Hndeth his life shall lose it: and he
that loseth his life for my sake shall find it."

Now. I wonder whether there is not some young
man just starting in business who can catch in-
spiration from friend Chamberlain's talk to-
day. Don't say you can't afford it. A young
man once pied a form of type in our printing-
office. In order to get the journal out on time
he worked all night to make up for his mishap.
When I offered to pay him for his night work
he refused to take any thing. Did he lose
money? Not at all. He was not a Christian
then, hut he became one nfterimrd. and died
trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ. Not only
will such a course give us success and prosperi-
ty in this world, but. my friend, it oftentimes
proves a stepping-stone ton faith in and an
ajipreciation of the character of Jesus Christ,
who first uttered the words. " He that is faith-

ful in few things shall be made ruler over
manv."

Go'id lllea^UI•e, p•es^pd down, and sliatcen ti getlier and run-
ning- over, stiall men give into your bo-om —Like 6: 38

\Vk sei- h\ thp American Bee Jmtrnnl that
the North Aiiu-iican Bee-keepers' Association
is now incorporated, and a legal body, known
to the law. with heailquarters at Chicago. It

is well.

Fho.m late experiments made in the apiary,
we are fast coming to the conclusion that the
horizontal wiring (wires drawn loose) is the
best plan of wiring frames. It is not only the
sim plest and easiest, but it gives the best combs,
and you can use either heavy or light founda-
tion, and get good results from both.

Charlks Bi.\xc()xcim. who .sends us import-
ed Italian queens, writes he can not send
queens to this country by mail successfully.
About half of them, lie says, die before
arrival. We think if he adopts our export
Benton cage he will meet with general success.
We will send him one. with the request to re-
turn it with a queen in it at our risk.

We have received samples of the Punic bees,
from E. L. Pratt, of Beverly, Mass., in his very
neat Benton mailing-cage. The bees are of a
shiny black, and. so far as we have been able to
judge from the sample sent, appear quite differ-
ent from the ordinary black bees of this coun-
try—at least, a great deal more so than the
Carniolans. We have ordered Mr. Pratt to
send us a select tested queen, so that we may
next year tell something about the bees and
their "qualities.

It will be remembered that there was some
complaint on the part of the affiliated societies
of the N. A. B. K. A., that it. the parent society,
was failing to fulfill the conditions of the con-
stitution in not providing medals. The com-
mittee appointed at the last meeting, of which
Mr. Newman was chairman, has the matter in
charge, and now we see by the American Bee
Journal the medals are being stamped. They
are to be used by the local societies in bee and
honey departments, and at fairs and expositions.

Hip. hip, hurrah I We are having success
with the Doolittle queen-cell cups. Nine-tenths
of the artificial cups are now accepted by the
bees, and built out into large handsome cells.

Without this plan we should be short, at this
time of year, of cells for queen-rearing. If
everybody has as good success as we are now
having, it is going to be a great boon to bee-
keepers, from the fact that we can breed all, or
almost all, queens from a choice mother, the
best queen in the whole apiary, instead of a
dozen or two as we were obliged to do by the
old methods.

Henry Alley, in the American Bee-keeper.
argues that black Carniolans will very speedily
develop the yellow tendency in the race: and.
by way of proof, he urges a trial of the experi-
ment. He says that in-breeding of black Car-
niolans will develop, sooner or later, bees with
yellow bands. While it is true, that two of the
imported Carniolan queens we had showed a
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tendency toward yellow in their bees, yet it

seems to us lliat, if Mr. Alley's theory were
correct, tliere would be no such thing as black
Cai'uiolans at present, because the yellow ten-

dency would, yeai's and perhaps centuries ago,

have obtained entire predominance and there
would be no such thing as black Carniolans.
As it is. most of the Carniolans we have ever
seen or read about have been black.

Our last importation of queens from Italy is

entirely exhausted, except one breeding queen,
which we must keep. Next lot of queens will

not arrive until about the middle of September.
We say this for the benefit of any who contem-
plate ordering of us. We shall b(^ glad to fill

orders next month when they arrive.

On page 669 friend Cook starts a question
which has often come up in my mind. He says
the worm is about three days in spinning its

cocoon, and that the thread of silk is one con-
tinuous fiber. About how long is this fiber, and
how in the world does this feeble, shiggish
worm manage to spin a fiber of such length in

only three days f May be this thing is fully

described in some of our books; but I confess
I have never been able to find it. I think it has
been said, that the worm rolls around, and this

winds the silk about its body from head to foot.

If this is true, in order to make this prodigious
number of turns every 34 hours I should think
it would need a crank and pulley so as to make
it spin like a buzz-saw. Now, you knowing
ones need not laugh, for I suspect thei'e are
otliers just as ignorant as myself. A. I. R.

Dr. Miller proposes, or, rather, advises, the
expediency of another name for the "nameless
bee disease." It is a shame that this misnomer
has gained all but universal acceptance on this

side of the Atlantic, for designating a peculiar
malady that affects bees. Perhaps we are re-

sponsiiale in a great measure for it. At any
rate, with the concurrence and agreement of

the editors of other bee-jounals, we propose to

accept, as a better name, "' bee paralysis

"

(BaclUus (Icinlis). This is the name that is in

use in England, I believe. By Cheshire it is

called Bacillus Gaytonl. The termination
depllis is descriptive, while Gaytonl is derived
from a name—a Miss Ga-vton who called Che-
shire's attention to it. We like depiUs better,

because it means loUhout hair or fuzz, and this

just exactly describes bees afflicted with Bacil-
lus depiUs.

Again we are successful in mailing queens to

the islands of the sea. In June we sent two
mitested Italian queens in our large export
Benton cages to the Sandwich Islands. After
a journey of about 4000 miles, ov(M-land and on
the Pacific Ocean, a customer wi'ites us that
the queens were received in excellent condition.
But, oh dear ! he lost them in inti'oducing. We
suggest to all those who receive queens from
such distances, that they introduce them by
giving them frames of hatching brood. This
method is perfectly sure. It is a little risky to

hazard ordinary methods of introducing when
queens have been received from such great dis-

tances. We have not yet heard from the queens
sent to Australia; but for the present we say,
'• Score another one for the Benton cage." By
the way, the ])OStage on these two queens was
only t?irec cents each: and th(> postage on the
same cages to our nearest postoffice, four miles
from Medina, would have been five cents each.
Here is a little inconsistency in rates that our
l)0Stal authorities should equalize. In the name
of common sense, wliy can't we be permitted to

send a queen by mail to a point /oj(,r miles dis-

tant as cheaply as we can send it to a point

four thousand miles distant? If the rates
were reversed, tliere might be some reason; but
as they stand, they ai'e an anomaly.

Yesterday afternoon (the 13th), just as we
had finished our work at the Shane yard, we
saw a hive lying partly on its side. There had
been a heavy wind and rain storm two days
before, and we concluded that it liad been
blown over at that time. The hive contained
Hoffman frames, fortiuiately; and wln'u we
came to examine it, wliat was the result?
Why, nothing at all! The frames were inclined
at an angle of about 4.5 degrees, but every thing
was well, just as though nothing had happen-
ed. Now, suppose tliis hive had contained
loose frames, what would liave lieen the result?
They would all have been jarred in together;
brood would have been desti'oyed in conse-
quence of the fi'ames lying togetiier in contact;
combs would have been mutilated and disfig-
ured, and many bees destroyed. Score another
one for fixed frames. Although the storm had
been terrific, there were no covers blown off.

As we are not bothered with burr-combs, we
use no enamel sheets. The consequence is, the
covers are fastened down with propolis, and a
light twist witli a screwdriver easily removes
them. Right here is where propolis serves a
good purpose. It is far ahead of other sorts of
clamps and castings for holding covers down.
After replacing the cover you do not have to
fasten it. The bees do it afterward for you.

DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE.

I DO not see but I shall have a new chapter
in this matter. And if the grip that I have
been having for the last two weeks is going to
help me in studying up appliances whereby
drugs and medicines may be dispensed with, I

do not know but I rather (in one sense) rejoice
in having the grip. After Iliad had it for three
or four days I consulted one of the oldest and
best physicians in Medina. I told him that I

found it necessary to wear an overcoat and fur
cap, even during August days, when the tlier-

mometej- registered 8.5 in the shade. He asked
me just one question: " Do you find that you
are unusually sensitive to any sort of draft or
chilly wind ?'

" Well, I should think I am sensitive to
drafts and chilly winds, doctor, especially if the
wind happens to be in the north. Why, with
more than my winter's clothing, as soon as a
Isreeze starts up I involuntarily get behind the
barn-door, or into some corner, before I attempt
to even direct business."
He declared it was "' grip " sure, and. after

some more conversation he laughingly told me
that he guessed I did not need any advice—that
all I needed to do was to keej) up the tempera-
ture by winter clothing, and to be sure tliat I

did not get chilly. He suggested that quinine
might Itelp to kee]) up the circulation; but
when I told him that I I'ather preferred over-
coats to quinine, if it would do just as well, he
said, " All right, go ahead with the overcoat."
Now, here is the result. Just as long as I

keep warm enough to perspire sufficiently to
keep my under-clothing a little damp, I feel

pretty well. At night I keep bundled up in

just the same way; but if I attempt to leave off

my wrai)S. and my flesh gets dry, chills com-
mence, and gi'ip pains and something between
neuralgia and pleurisy comes streaking along.
Very likely different individuals are differently
affected; but. my friend, just you try my plan
of doctoring the grip without "jrtecZicine. And,
by the way, there are quite a few ailments
along this line that yield quickly to bundling
u]) until you perspire freely. There are some
peculiarities of the treatment that I rather en-
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joy. One Is, that I can drink all the cold water
I please all day long, without any bad effect at
all. It passes off with the perspiration of the
body; my appetite is also fair, and I can eat al-
most any thing. The most inconvenient part
of it is having people stare at me, wondering
whether I am a crank or lunatic, with over-
coat and fur cap, in August.

^PECI^Ii ]S[0TICEg.

STRAWBERRIES.
Under the iiifiueiice of the recent lieavj' rains we

have ii full stock now of all varieties we advertise;
uamelv, Bubacli, Gaiidv, Haverlaiid, Jessie, and
Sterling-.

AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.
We have still a goodly quantity of tliese left, and

now is the time to put tliem out—or, say, any time
during: this montli and next. Remembei-, unlike
tlie new onion culture tlie work is all done in the
fall, and tlie onions are ver.y much earUer tlian
even tliose planted in the greeidiouse and started
out in tlie spring-. For prices, see page bl4 of our
last issue.

EARLY PURITAN POTATOES FOR SEED.

A good many like our friend Johannsen (.see pag-e
682) have found it advisable to purchase their .seed
potatoes in the fall. Of course, we can not tell
what prices will be in the spring- compared with the
present time; but as a rule, prices are much higher
about planting- time. For the benefit of those who
would like to lay in Early Puritan, we offer them
foi- 6Uc a bushel, or 75c if packed in the new slatted
bushel boxes. Price per barrel, $1.75.

PRICE LIST OF DOVETAILED WINTER CASES.

On another pag-e you will tlnd an illustrated arti-
cle describing our new " dovetailed wiutei- case,"
which please read and then note the following:
prices. The winter case, as in Fig:. 1, includes the
four boards forming the body, four pieces forming-
the rim, and four Ja-inch-square pieces for the low-
er edg-e. The chaff cushion and padding, as shown
in Fig. 3, when sent put up, include cliatf; but in
flat, the cushion is sewed up ready foj- tilling-, and
the strips of burlap or cotton are included to make
the padding-, but no chaff is Included. For ten-
frame hives not over It) inches wide, outside mea-
sure, the same winter case can be used.without the
sticks and padding- on the side.

Nailed and In tlat W'ght
p'nt'd each each 10. of 10NAME AND DESCRIPTION.

Dovetailed winter caxe
Dovetailed chaff cushion and

padding
winter case with cushion and

padding complete
Dovetailed telescope cover,

shown In Fig. 6
Riius for winter case

3.50

1.50

5 00

80 lbs

5 "

DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVES.

By adding- to tlm winter case a ?8-inch Inside body
8M inches deep, with double bottom and tarred pa-
per, you have the material to complete the Dove-
tailed chaff hive as shown in Fig. 4, where a .super
and covei- are also added. This makes the simplest
and cheaiH'st winter hive ever ottered for sale. Bj-
adding- to the price of the regular Dovetailed hive
as listed, page 21 of our price list, 75c each nailed,
50c each in flat, or 40c each in lots of five or ten in
flat, you get the price of the Dovetailed chaff' hive
complete, in the same combinations. The price of
the separate parts will lie as follows:

N'ld and In flat— W'ght
NAME AND DESCRIPTION. p'd each each 5 10 of 10

Dovetailed chaff hive, no cov-
er or furniture

Inside body with bottom, %
Inch thick

Outside bottom % Inch with
tarred paper and supports.

Outside body with sticks, no
rims

Rims for dovetailed chaff hive
or winter case

1 20 3 50 6 50

1 10 2 00

150 lbs

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the henellt of friends who have black or hybrid queens
whic^ they wish to dispose ot. we will Insert notices free of
charge, as below. We do this because there is hardly value
enough in these queens to jiay for buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones

75 hybrid queens for sale at 30 cts. each, 50 cts. for
selected. Most are clipped and young-.
Charles H. Thies, Steeleville, Kandolph Co., 111.

Nice hybiid and misinated Italian (pieens, ;>5 cts
each. T. H. Kloer,

426 Willow St., Terre Haute, Ind.

I have 30 nice Italian queens, but mismated.
They are nearly all extia fine, and part of them al-
most pui-e. Pi-ice 5'ic each.

P. C. Gress, M. D., Atchison. Texas.

Six mismated Italian queens for sale at 35c each,
and 6 hybrid queens at 35c each.

Lewis Werner, Edward.s\ille, Ills.

I have 20 fine hybiid queens to ship bv retui-n
mail at a5c each, and g:uarantee safe arrival.

W. A. Sanders, Oak Bower, Hart Co., Ga.

A few hybrid queens for sale at 30c each.
Llovd Sechrist, Box 43, Pleasant Home, O.

Hybrids at 20c, and mismated Italians at 25c; mo.st
of them from imported stock.

C. G. Fenn, Wa.shing-ton, Conn.

Six choice mismated young- Italian queens, 20 cts
each. F. C. Morrow, Wallaceburg-, Ark.

STRAWBEPPY GROWERS!
Try the Enhance. Vei-y larg-e, productive, and

g-ood shipi)er. Pei-fect flower. Begins to rii)en as
soon as Crescent; holds out with Gaudy. Plants,
postpaid, $1.50 per doz. ; Haverlaiid and Bubach 75c
per lUO. Address 16-17d

JACOB CUISINCER. Ada, O.

BY RETURN MAIL, 400
Golden Italian Queens. Tested, *1.00 each; un-

tested, 70c, 3 for $1.80. HIVES, SECTIONS FOUND-
ATION, and all BEE-KEEPEHS' SUPPLIES kept in
stock. Catalog- free. JOHN NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Uo.

PASTEBOARD BOXES, OR CARTOXS.
Bee-keepers are realizing

more and more the value of
these cartons for putting
their comb honey in marketa-
ble shape. Other articles of
home consumption are put
up in a neat attractive way,
and in shape to be handed to
(tie customer, and carried
safely without wrapping.
Why not sections of comb
honey, especiaUy whi-n the
cost Of the boxes is so low?

TABLE OF PRICb'.S OF 1-LB. SECTION CARTONS.
Name oi- designation.

1-lb. carton, plain
Price of 1 25 100

1-lb. carton, printed one side, one col-
lor, name and address .90 3.50 6.00

1.00 3.75 6.50

1-lb. carton, printed two or three col-
lors, one side

1 lb. carton, printed one color on both
sides, name and address l.OO 3.75 6.50

lib. carton, printed two or three col-
lors, both sides l.io 4.00 7.00

We can no longer furnieh the lithofrraph labels,
and priniinir on the box in two or three colors is
cheaper and more tasty.

It sent by mail, postage will be 3 cts. each; or in
lots of 35 or more, 1 cent each. All the above have
tape handles. Price, without tape handles, 6c per
100, or 75c per 1000 less. The quality of the boxes is

fair, being made of strawboard, plated outside. If
more than 1000 are wanted, write for prices.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, O.

\ ,
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BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE.
16th THOUSAND JUST OUT.

Pliiin, Practical, Scieatiflc. Every farmer and bee-
keeper should have it.

PRICE REDUCED TO «1.00. Liberal discount to
dealers. Address 8-18db

A. J. COOK, Agricultural College, Mich.
flease luentiun thi^ paper.

The most wonderful race of bees on earth. Full
description of these bees with prices of queens, full

colonies and nuclei, in the August (18.91) American
APICULTURIST. trample copies free. Address
IStfdb HENRY Ai.I^EV, U'euliara, Mafit»».

Please mention this paper.

rAI I HATCHING AND FALL PLAHTIHQ PAYS.
t HL.I. Hrown and wliitc Legliorn. Plymoutli

Dl AMTC Rock, and Hlack Minorca Eggs. $1.^.5

rUHIllO per 13. Strawberry plants, lOU, $1 ; 1(100,

i?3..50. Raspberry plants, 100, Jl.im; lOtHI. $5. Illustrat-

ed circular free. QEER BEOS.. ST. MAEYS, MO.
Please mention this paper.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

Catalogue free for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO.,
14tfdb HiGGINSVILLE. Mo.

Please mention this paper.

FO
[JNDATION & SECTIONS are my specialties.

No. 1 V-groove Sections at f3.00 per 1000.

Special Prices to dealers. Send for free
price list of every thing needed in the
apiary. Itt. H. HUNT,

Itfdb Bell Branch, ITIicb.
l^ln responding to tliis advertisement mention Gleanings.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per 7H. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures cheap. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
J^"lii resiMniin:'-" t'> this advertisement mention Gleanings.

On Their Own Merits.
I am making- a specialty of breeding Ooldin

and Albino Italian Qufenis. My tiv«—banded
bees are equal to any as honey-gatherers, and they
are the most beautiful and gentlest bees known.
Warranted queens. May, $l.".i.5; si.x for f6; after
June 1, fl; si.x for $.5. Satisfaction guarinteed. I

have a few 3-banded tested queens ai $1 eacli.

CHARLES D. DUVALI.,
9tfdb Kpencerville, ]TIoiitg'y Co., Md.

Please mention this paper

FOR 9111 F Crude and refined. We have con-
1 Ulv OrlLL. stantly in stock large quantities of

Beeswax, and supply the prominent manufacturers
of comb foundation throughout the country. We
guarantee every pound of Beeswax purchased from
us absolutely pure. Write for our prices, stating

quantity wanted. ECKERMANN & WILL,
Bleachers, Befiners, and Importers cf Beesvaz,

5-i6db Syracuse, N.Y.
tyin responding to this advertisement mention (TLKANUJoa.

WE WILL BUY YOUR
OLD COMBS,

F. A. SALISBURY. SyRACUSE. N. Y.
Please mention this paper. litt'db

Tested Italian Queens.
By return mail, $1.00 each. Hybrids, 20c; 6for$l.

J. A. GREEN, Dayton, Illinois.
Please mention this paper.

FIVE-BANDED GOLDEN RED-
CLOVER BEES.

If you waijt bees that will work on red clover, try
one of our 5-banded queens. Queens in August, un-
tested, 75 cts.; >< doz., $3.60; tested, I1..50; select,
»2.00; the very best, $4.00. Descriptive circular
free. LEININGEff BROS.,
lOtfdb Ft. JENNiNas, Ohio.

SyraoTise, New York, SECTIONS! SECTIONS! SECTIONS!
rOR ALL OF A. L ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNDATION is Our Own Make.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writing to a<lvertisers please mention this paper. itfdb

NEW^ FACTORY-
No. Fine CombNo. 1 Sections, $3.50;

Foundation a specialty.

X-I- S. noOP, 520 East Broadway,
6-l7db Council Bluffs, la.

larin responding to this advertisement mention Glkanings

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat

four-color label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having either " comb " or " extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand; 50 cts. per .500, or 30 cts. for 3.50, postpaid. The
size of the label is 3>^xl inch—.iust riglit to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, lUedina. O.

On and after Feb. 1, 1890, we will sell our No. 1 V-
groove sections, in lots of 500, as follows: Less than
3000, I3..50 per 1000; 3000 to 6000, $3.00 per 1000. Write
for special prices on larger quantities. No. 3 sec-
tions at $3 00 per 1000. Send for price list on hives,
foundation, cases, etc.

J. STAUFFER A: SONS,
16-ftdb Successors to B J. Miller& Co.,

Nappanee, Ind.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

-^^THE CANADIAN^
Bee Journal

Edited btf I). .1. Jones.

75c. Per Year.

PoultryJournal
Edited by W.C. O.Peter.

75c. Per Year.

These are published separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited by live practical men, and contribute
ed to by the bes writers. Both Journals are inter-
esting, and ar ^ alike valuable to the expert and
amateur. Sa pie copies free. Both Journals one
year to one iddress $1. Until June 1st we will send
either Jou. nal on trial trip for 6 months for 35 cts.

The D. A. Jones Co., Ld., Beeton, Out
XS" ease mention Gleanings.
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The Latest and Best Bee-Escapes!

The " New Dibbern":iiid " Little Giant."
Two entirely new esc;ii)es just out. Tliey woi-k
laindly. and no bees rt'iui'u tliroug-li tlieni. Tliey
ventilate tlie super, and all parts can be seen and
instantly cleaned. Satisfaction g-uaranteed or
money refunded. 16-17d
Prices, by mail, either pattern, 20c.

per dozen. •i^2 25.

No patents. Discounts to the trade.

C. H. OIBBERN, Milan, III.
Please mention thisoaper.

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's CoodScanbehadatDesMoini

Iowa, ut Root's Prices.
The largest supply business
in the West. Established 1885
Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation, Ex-
tractors, Smokers, Veils,
Crates, Feeders, Clover '

S e e d s, 6 1 c. Imported ^
Italian Queens. Queens and
Bees Sample copy of our
Bee Journal, "The West- '

ern Bee - Keeper."^ and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH NYSEWAOTES, DES MOINES, IOWA.
^^111 lespKiidiiife' tL iLKA^LNGS.

TESTED ITALIAN QUEENS, 75 CTS.,
HYBRIDS, 25 CTS.

1 re-fiueen my yard every year. None of the
queens older than one vear. T. H. KLOER,
letfdb 42 i WiUow St., Terre Haute, Iiid.

FIVE-BANDED GOLDEN RED-
CLOVER BEES.

If you want bjes that will work on red clover, try
one of our o-banded queens. Queens In August, un-
tested, 75 cts.; ,'2 doz., §3.60; tested, $1..5u; select,
§2.ou; the very best, *4.'H). Descriptive circular
tree. LEININGER BROS.,
lOtfdb Ft. Jennings, Ohio.
^P'ln responding to tills advertinement mention Gleanings.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

Catalogue free for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO.,
14tfdb HlGGINSVILUE, Mo.

please mention this paper.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75
Cts. Per Thousand.

Just think of itl we can furnish you a very neat
fiiur-coliir label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having- either " comb " or "extracted "

before the woi-d "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand; 50 cts. per 500, or 30 cts. for 2.50, postpaid. The
«ize of the label is 2Xxl inch—just right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, TTIedlna, O.

DON'T FORGET TO REMEMBER

HOUSEHOLD

REPAIRING ODTTITI
This consists of tho

tools and materials
shown in the cut. It en-
ables one to do his own
half-soling, rubber,boot,
shoe, and harness repair-
ing. No pegs needed—
simply wire clinch nails.
Saves time, trouble, wet

feet, vexation, and
expense. Any b-^y
can use 't. Sells like
hot cakes. Agents
wanted. The whole

mWi ?A\^fl*' neatlyboxed,
cemSI 20 lbs., only $2.00.

Send for circular.

200TBS0S.,Uediiu, 0.

ponding to this advertisement nieniioii Ulka-vi.ng.s.

STRAWBERRY GROWERS!
Try the Enhance. Very large, productive, and

goodshi|ii)ei-. Perfect flower Begins to ripen as
.soon as Crescent: holds out with Gandv. Plant.s,
postpaid, *1 5p pel- doz.; Haverland and Bubach 75cper 1 U. Address 16-17d

J.ACOB CUIStNCER Ada, O.

BY RETURN MAIL, 4O0
Golden Italian Queens. Tested, 1100 each- un-

tested. 70c. 3 for $1.8 i. HIVES, SECPIOXS Fi )UND-ATION. and all BEE-KEEPERS SUPPLIES kept in
stock Catalog free. JOaN NE 3EL i SO ^. High Hill, Mo.

One 40-liorse-power steam engine and locomotive
hre-box boiler, in good order. Price $.5110 on carshere cars

. n^-...« — 16-17-18d
A. POTTS, Martinsburg, W. Va.

STRAWBERRY
GROWING

A CERTAINTY AND A PLEASURE
By growing the EJ^HANCE, a new and well-t"?St^
sort succeed.s everywhere. Most reliable, mo.st prt>
ductive, largest shipping and all-puri)ose berrv ex-
tant. Send for description and price.

'

16-17d Henry Young, Ada. Ohio
Please mention this paper.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per M. Bee-Hives and Flx-

mres cheap. NOVELTY CO.,
^^^ Rock Falls, Illinois.

NEW^ FACTORY.
No. 1 Sections, f3..50; No. 2, $2.75. Fine Comb

Foundation a specialty.

1^. S. ROOr, 520 East Broadway,
6-17(lb Council Bluffs, la.

t^In responding to this advertisement mention Qlkani.vgs.

SECTIONS! SECTIONSTSECtiONS!
On and after Fi'b. 1, l89it. we will sell our No 1 V-groove sections, in lots of .500, as follows- Less thar

3000, $3.50 per 1000; 2000 to 5000, $3.00 per ioOO Write
for special prices on larger quantities. No 2 sec-
tions at $2.00 per 1000. Send for price list on hives
foundation, cases, etc.

,ft ^t^h ^'' STAUFFER & SONS,
Ib-ftdb Successors to B J. Miller& Co.,

Nappanee. Ind.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed live lines, and yuu must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be resp<insible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from the.--e "'swaps."

WANTED—To e.\fhiing-e wall paper, from .5c a roll

and up, for honey. J. S. Scoven,
IStfdb Kokomo, Iiid.

7ANTED.—To exchange pure Scotcli collie pups
for tested Italian queens. 12tfdb

N. A. Knapp, Roche.ster, Lorain Co.. O.
W
Vl' ANTED.—All the names of persons running-
Vt apple-driers. Will pay liberally for same.

W. D. SoPER & Co., Bo.x Makers,
15-18db Jackson, Mich.

11' ANTED.—To exchange a foot-i)oweT' saw, almost
Vl new, and a printing'-press, 4>^x7>^, also a press
7x11. for honey. A. D. Ellinowhod,
16 17d Berlin Falls, N. H.

WANTED—To exchang-e apiary of 160 colonies,
with evei'y thing- needed in the business^-flr.st

cla.ss and in flist-i'lass location—for land, city lots,

mdse, or otters. To Untsc meaning- liusiness I invite
the closest insjiection of my outfit and location.
17-18d H. L. Graham, Letts, la.

WANTED — To exchang-e two pj-inting--presses,
type, etc. Want honey, Barnes saw, foot-

l)owei- press, or body type. Write for printed list of
articles to exchange. ITtfdb

Model Stamp Works, Shenandoah, la.

\1? ANTED.—To exchange fruit-tri^e or ornamental
VV shrubs for a copying-press foi- letters, a safe,

oi- a shotgun. Gko. Gould & Son,
17d Villa Ridge, 111.

DALE OR EXCHANGE.—Catalpa Kcempferii, 1

O year old, Mai-lboro, Cuthbert raspberrj, curled-
leaved Parsley seed.
17d F. J. M. Otto, Sandusky, O.

\l' ANTED.—To i-eiit or purchase an apiary of one
V» or two hundi'ed colonies in California or Ari-
zona. A. Carder, Hebron, Boone Co., Ky. 17-I8d

PORTABLE ENGINE AND BOILER,
4 HORSE POWER.

Ill good condition. Address

LowEY Johnson, Masontown, Pa.
Manufacturer Utility- Bee Hives, Smokers, and

Feeders.
'

ITtfdb

ROTATO-BOXES.
GALVANIZED BOUND.

(TERRY'S).

These are made of
basswood, bound with
galvanized iron. The
galvanized iron gives
strength, and the
basswood strength
and lightness. These
hold exactly a bushel
when level full, and
may be piled one on
top of another. Al-

though they are made especially for potatoes, they
can be used for fruit, vegetables, picking up stones
on the farm, and a thousand other purposes. When
piled one above the other, they protect the contentg
from the sun and rain; and from their shape a
great many more bushels can be set into a wagon
than where baskets are used. They are also much
more substantial than baskets.
Price, nailed up. 2.5 c each; 10, 13.25; 100, $20.00.
In the flat, including nails and galvanized iron.

Per pkg. of 1 ^\> z.. 2 nailed and 10 packed mside
$2.10; lu pkgs., 5 per cent ott'.

SLATTED POTATO-BOX

As the pieces of
^'hich the above
are made are
mostly from rem-
nants of basswood
used in making
sections, we can
furnish tbem nail-
ed up for 20 cents
each; 111 for If I 85;
100, $16.0ii. Materi-
al in the flat, in-
cluding nails, in
packages of 12
boxes each, at

fl..50 per package, and each packatre includes two of
the 12 boxes nailed up, complete. Ten pkirs , b'h off.
Please be careful in ordering to say whether you

want the galvanized bound or the slatted boxes.

A. I ROOT, l^edina, O.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

75 hybrid queens for sale at 30 cts. each, 50 cts. for
selected. Most are clipped and young.
Charles H. Thies, Steeleville. Randolph Co., 111.

1 have quite a number of nice mismated Italian
queens which I will sell for 40 cts. each. Send now.

A. D. Ellingwood, Berlin Falls, N. H.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I received the Doolittle wax-extractor ordered
from you; and after giving it a fair trial I must say
it gives entire satisfaction, and I recommend it to
all those wishing a labor-saving imiilenieiit.
Plaquemine, La., Aug. 7. Ignace Tullier.

Gleanings is just i-eceived, dressed in its new
covei'. Changes are not always for the better, but
I do think your designer has this time given you a
cover tluit, as the " Vassar girls" say, "is .just

s|)lendid " What more can I say? As to contents,
keep it just as it is. " Variety is the si)ice of life."
and whoever finds fault with the price is not woith
noticing. Go on iis you have begun, and may the
Loid continue to bless voii in vour work.
No. Attleboi-o. Mass., Aug. 5. .To.s. E. Pond.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Central Michigan Bee-keepers' Association will be held
at Pioneer rooms, Capitol, on Wednesday, Sept. 10, at 9 a.m. .All

are invited. W. A. Baisnes, Sec, Lansing.
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JI0NEY CQMIflN.

CITY MARKETS.
Albanv.—Ho/iei/.—We liave received, up to date,

30O cases of comb honey. Owing- to extreme hot
weather lor tlie past few daj's demand has been
very light; but we look for much better trade the
fore pai't of September. From advices received,
the crop in New i'ork State will be very Uirge, and
prices not as liigli as last seasi)n. We qiiote: Fancy
white, 1-lb. sections, 16; f;iir to good, U@il5; 114-lb.

sections, a cent less; buckwheat, 11(0(13. E.xtracted,
ligrlit, 7@8; dark, 6@7. (has. McCulloch & Co.,
Aug-. 2^. 393, 395, 3!1T Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Philadelphi.a,.—Hofiej/.—We do not quite agree
with some of your correspondents in regard to the
l)resent and coming prices of honey being weak and
depressed, but think tliat honey will not be inter-
fered witli l)y other sweets being plentiful and low-
er priced, as people who buy honey will not take
any substitute on account of price. We have orders
now, at prices very little if any lower tlian last sea-
.son, and have a large outlet for the goods. We
shall be glad to receive consignments, and guaran-
tee to get best market rates, and remit promptly;
or, if preferred, we will advance two-thirds of the
value in cash. We quote prices: Fancy white, put
up in neat lioxes, 1-lb. caps, 16@18; 1-lb. wliite,

15@16; 2-lb. white. 13@14. Buckwlieat, 1()@13, as to
style put up. E.xtracted, 7@8. F'or basswood, clo-

ver, or yellow, 7@7J4. Fall flowers or southern,
6@HV4. E. J. Walker,
Aug. 19. 31 South Water St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boston.—Honey.—New honey is coming on tlie

market from Vermont, and is certainly as fine as
we have ever seen. It is starting in at fi-om 1.5r§16,

and .selling fairly well consideiing the extremely
hot weather. We think it is a niistaki' to maiket
new honey before Sept. 1; l3ut as others are send-
ing in tlieir honey to this miU'ket, we, of course,
have to have a little to keep along with the demand.
E.xtracted, 6®9. Bcegwax, none on hand.
Aug. 21. Blake & Ripley,

Boston, Mass.

St. Louis.—H()«ej/.—Tliere is veiy little of change
to report. Comb in good supply, but light demand
at 10@13c according to quality. Strained and ex-
tracted at5>^cin barrels. 7c in cans.

D. G. TuTT Gkocer Co.,
Aug. 21. St. Louis, Mo.

Columbus.— Honey. — White - clover honey very
scarce; nice stock in one-i)ound sections would
bring 18(a>20. No. 2 stock would meet with good sale
at 15c. No extracted wanted in tliis market.

Earle Clickengek,
Aug. 17. 121 S. 4tli St., Columbus, O.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—There is a plentiful supply
of most kinds of honey, with a fair demand. Ex-
tracted honey brings 5®8 on arrival. Comb honey
14@16 for best wliite in a jobbing way.
Beesu'aa;.-Demand is fair, at 23@2.5 on arrival, for

good to choice yellow. Ch.\s. F. Muth & Son,
Aug. 18. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City. — Hniifj/. — Demand light; supply
light, but sufficient for the demand. We (juote:
1-lb. white comb, 15(rtd6; 1-lb. dark, lu@12. Extract-
ed, white, 6X@7; dark, .5(§»6. Beenwax, 22@25.
Aug. 15. Clemons, Mason & Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Our honey mai-ket is dull on
account of the low price of sugar. Extracted,
Southern, in barrels, dark, 5c; choice light, 55i@5'/4;
white-clover in small cans, 5 to 111 lbs., 7@8; kegs, Q'A.
Comb honey, dark, 9(rttlO; fair, 11@12; choice white-
clover, 13^14. Beeswax, prime, 25*2; burnt and
greasy, half price. W. B. Westcott & Co.,
Aug. 13. St. Louis, Mo.

S.A.N Francisco.—Hoiiet/.—Honey remains very
flim, and owners are asking higher prices. The
crop is a great deal smaller than for yeai-s. We
(luote: E.xtracted honey, 53^x6; 1-lb. frame, 12@14;
2-lb., 9(3*11. BecKwax, not plentiful, and selling at
24c. . SCHACHT, Le.MCKE & StEINER,
Aug. 22. San Francisco, Cal.

New York.—Honey.—New crop comb honey isnow arriving. We quote for the jiresent: Fancy
white 1-lb. sections, 15(g>16; 2 lbs., 13(5,14; fair white
1 U)., 13@U; 2 lbs., 12c. No buckwlieat cimib in the
market as yet. E.xtracted in good supply, demand
linnted. We quote: California, 7@i7>4; basswood
l^lh; orange bloom, 7(g(7i^. Simthern, common 65
(3i70c i)er gal. ; choice, 7U@75. Beeswax, xerv dull 25
®"~6o. HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken
Aug. 27. 28 & 30 West Broadway, New York.

Detroit.—Honei/.—Best comb honey, 13@14. Ex-
tracted, 7@8.

M. H. Hunt,
Bell Branch, Mich.

Beeswax, 26(^27.
Aug. 19.

For SALE.-800 lbs. white honey in Mb. boxes at
14 cents per lb., delivered at R. R.

Wm. Van Auken, Woodville, Jeff. Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. of white-clover and basswood
honey, somewhat colored with honey-dew, in 24-lb
cases, 1-lb. sections, delivered free on board cars at
Dixon at 10>^c per lb. E. Baer, Dixon, Lee Co., III.

For Sale.—6 tons alfalfa and sweet-clover honey
in 60-lb. cans, .'ic by the ton. Must sell.

A. B. Thomas, Payson, Utah Co., Utah.

I am prepared to furnish pure e.xtracted honey in
60-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett
lltMb San Diego, Cal.

Honey, Beeswax, Etc.
We ai'e now in pi>siti()n to receive honey and

beeswax on con.signments, and to obtain best mar-
ket prices for comb and extracted honey. Last
year we could have disposed of as much again
honey as we received, and our outlet this year will
l)e still better. Correspondence solicited.

CHAS. ISRAEL <& BRO..
110 HUDSON ST., N. Y.

Dealers and Commission Merchants in Honey
Beeswax, Maple Syrup, Sugar, etc. 16tfdb

Please mention this paper.

A 6-HORSE-POWER ENGINE AND BOILER
For sale at a bai-gain, or will trade for comb honey
17tfdb Address iJ. A. ROE, Union City, Ind.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
.50 colonies of Italian bees for sale. They are in

flrst-class condition; hives chock full of bees and
honey. Also a tine lot of choice queens for sale.
Not going out of business, but .shall continue as
ever to till oiders for any thing in our line of trade.
For full particulars address 17-18d.

J. M. YOUNG.
BOX 87a. PLATTSMOUTH, NEB.

with tin roof,
for the next
60 days, com-

plete in flat, 75 cts.; made up, $1.25; 10 per cent off
on orders for 5 orniore. if'^j:*^" /^ I7tfdb

HIUL. MFG. CO., B0xTl20, DENNISON. O.
Please mention this papei'.

N. A. KNAPP, Rochester, Lorain Co.. 0.,
has for saue

50 Strong Colonies of Pure Italian Bees,
500 White and Black Ferrets.

Also a fine lot of Scotcli collie and coon-dog pups.
Prices sent on application. 17tfdb

Please mention this paper.

100 PURE ITALIAN QUEENS
For the next 3J days will be sold as follows: Tested
queens, $1 each; untested, 7oc each; 3 for $1.75; 5
or more, 50c each. All (lueens bred from select im-
ported and home-bred (]ueens. Safe arrival guaran-
teed. D. C E:D]TIIS'rO>,
15-19d Adrtau, lisnawee Co., inich.

Perfection Winter-Gases,
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ONE <30L0iSY Saved fpom Death the Coming
CCJinteif tUould l^epay the eost oi

a eopy of " HDVAJMCED BEB CULiTUI^E " ten Times Ovep. In S of its 32
Chaptei»8 may be pound the Best That is i^nouin upon Wintering Bees.

It eosts 50 cents but its Pepusal may niake you $50 Riehep next Spring.

The " REVIEW " and this Book fof $1.25. If not flequainted tuith the

"I^EVIEW," send foP Samples. W. Z. HUTCHINSOfi, Flint, ^Wiehigan.

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We g:u;iraiitee it to be the best esetipe known, .md t.ii

superior to nil others. If, on tiial of liom one to a doz-
en, j'ou do not And them .st), or if tliey do not pi (n o s.it-

isfactorj- in every waj', I'etui-ii tlieni by mail within !i '

days after receipt, and we will refund your monej .

PRICES :--Eacli, by mail, postpaid, with full diiec-
tions, 'Mc; per dozen, $2.^5. Send for circular and testi-

monials. tSupiily dealers, send foi' wliolesale pi ices

lOtfdb R. & E. C. PORTER, LEWiSTOWN. ILL.
. '^' •f\MLr to tills advertisement mention Gleanin

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, liivos, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives,
Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not nuide by othei's.
We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical

constrnction needed in tlie apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for our New Catalogue, 51 illusti'ated pages,
free to all. 4tfdb

£. KRETCHMIBR, Red Oak, Iowa.
psponding to tills advertisement mention Gleanings.

I MAKE THE

Benton Shipping and Introducing Gage
in two styles, at JlO 00 and *:ii).(IO per lOOO. I am
sendiiijf tln-iii all over tlie country. The largest
queeii-biceders are using them, and ;ire entliusiastic
in their praise. Send your order now, and jret 5 iiei

cent discount from above prices. A full line of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
always in stock. Catalogues free. IV-21d

C VV. COSTELLOW, WateRBORO, YORK CO., ME.

In writing to advertisers please mention lliis paper. 3-Sdb

FO^ Sf^W.
Italian bees bred for
business and lieauty
combined, for only $3
(7-frame Root hives),

if sold by Sejit. 15. Any number fi-om I to 6u.

Guaranteed free from disease. Dn not miss a good
chance for a liargaiii. I7d

W. V. MOOREHOUSE, LAFAYETTE, IND.
Please luentlun this paper.

Apiary and Storeroom for Sale.

In Cential Iowa, SO colonies Italian bees in modi-
tied lU-frame L. Iiives, and all necessary modern im-
Ijlements. A good supply of whiti' i'k)ver, ba.ss-

wood, and a great variety of otlier bee-pasturag'e.
No large apiary witliiii ten miles; plenty of room
for <mt-apiaries. Also a good location for a .store or
creamerv. A good iiouse with 13 rooms, new barn,
36x43 feet ; good well and cistern ; 30 acres of land, 3
acres used for raising trucli, tlie I'cst for pasturage;
all fenced with hog tight fence. A tine lot of young
basswood and other i^inds of timlier gi-owing; k
mile from .school and Simda.v school. Reason for
.selling, old age and poor health. For further i)ar-
ticulars, addre.ss W. R. H., 17-19 aid

St. Anthony, Mar.shall Co., la.

Please mention tliis paper.

YELLOWEST ITALIANS.
My bees are the brightest and 'gentlest bees, and

for honey-gatherers are equal to any. Send 5 cts. for
sample and be convinced. One queen by mail, 75c.

2.5 tested Italian queens one year old, 75c each.
These are fine ones, so don't miss this chance, Un-
tested (pieeiis, August and September, 75c.

J. V. lTrii;HAI<:L., Oenuan, Darke €o., Oliio.
Plea.se mention this paper. ll-17db

EVERYTHING
rsEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED It. NEWOOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. Y.

^^ A

O
C
F
R
E

i%
Please mention this paper.

Bee - Keepers' * Supplies.
We are prepared to furnisli bee-keepers with sup-

plies pi-omptly and at lowest rates. Esiiuiates gladly
furnished, and < orrespoudeuee s<jli iied. Our goods
are all first class in qu^bily and workniausliip. Cat-
aUiQue stilt fi(M. itet'ereuce, First National Bank,
Sterling. 111. Address

\VM. OTcCDIVS: A: CO.,
21-20db Merlin:£. Illinois.
tyin responding to this advertisement mention Glkaxinrs,

IC SWARMS OF GOLDEN ITALIAN BEFS FOR SALEn at $3 per cohmy; all en wired L. frames, built
' ^^ from foundation in chaff hive.«.

15-16-17d T. X. THuMfsON,
tio.r 'i4i). Hliiii srille. Iiiilinim Co., fn.

UNDOUBTEDLY THE BEST
Time to order, foi' the best selection, is now.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
Stock first -I'lass. Hare and clmice Small Fruits,

Beautiful Hoses, Shruls. A specialty in Grape-
vines, Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, beauti-
ful Scillas, Azaleas, Hhodi dendrons, etc. List free.

THEODORE JENNINGS.
P. O. BOX 69. PORT CHESTER, N. Y.
Lj? in responding to tnis advertisement mention Gleanings.
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FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

LiXDEX is a better name than linn or hiiss-

loood.

SuPER-CLEAREK is what our English cousins
call a bee-escape. Appropriate.

Pleurisy-root is so highly spoken of as a
honey-plant, why doesn't Gleaxixgs give us a
picture of it ?

PopiiUir GariTening says: " We believe bees
are a good thing, and a number of colonies
should be kept in or near every orchard."

Porter's escape is a good thing to put under
a pile of supers with a little tent on top. It ac-
commodates those bees which have a down-
ward tendency.

I HAVE HOPE of A. I. Root. When a man
cares as much as he does for a bed of portulaca.
there's something of good in him. Some day
he'll go crazy over roses.

The xameless disease (bee paralysis) is

said to be more plentiful this year, but. strange-
ly enough. I haven't seen a single case, although
plentiful in previous years.

That xew titi.e-page of Gleaxixgs is a
gem of art. For solid weai'. however, month
after month, nothing equals a very plain title-

page with little besides the title.

Hasty says he is "sour on conventions."
Take some saleratus. friend Hasty. A man
who can write with so much good nature ought
to be able to sweeten a whole conventitm.

The British Bee Journal is making arrange-
ments to send, post free, a packet of naphthaline
sulHcient for any single apiary, to be used as a
preventive of foul brood, at a cost of twelve
cents.

Sweet clover comes a little too early, be-
ginning right at the height of white clover.
That which was cut before blooming does bet-
ter, blooming in good shape after white clover
is gone.

W. S. Hart seems afraid I don't fuss enough
with bees. Bless your heart, friend Hart, don't
worry. Till swarming is over I go through
every colony about once in ten days. I wish I

didn't need to.

The Review says: ''The Ajjieulturist for Au-
gust is but little more than a great big booming
cii'cular for the business of E. L. Pratt and H.
Alley.'' Now look out for the Apl. saying,
"The Review for September is but little more
than a great big booming circular for the Hed-
don hive."

I WONDER if the fur cap that friend Root
wears for the grip in August is the same that
he wore to bed with him when I slept with him
at the Chicago convention. But he took his
boots off.

L. Staciielhausen, in Aplcultrtrlst, com-
bats the idea that bees are natives of warm
climates, and maintains his ground with vigor.
He thinks it more reasonable to believe them
natives of Northern Germany.
Sweet clover, says a writer in the Omaha

Bee. is supplanting the wild sunflower in the
neighborhood of that city, and he becomes
poetically eloquent in speaking of the beauty
and fragrance of the new comer.
Editor Newmax thinks I "don't know"

that ril have a "better crop than for years."
May be I ought to have said "a better crop
than for a year." Anyhow, when he. an editor,
doesn't know, how should I?

Cucumbers don't seem to amount to auv
thing, so far. this year. At least, they don't
do more than to supply what the bees use daily,
without allowing any surplus. If they can't
store any from 400 acres. I doubt whether they
would from more.

The Puxic virgix queexs I received from
England were safely introduced. Then one of
them came up missing—probablv on her wed-
ding-flight. The other is laying nicely, and I
am waiting with interest to see what half-blood
Punics will be like.

Cabbage, as generally cooked, needs the
stomach of an ostrich. Get your folks to try it
this way: Chop it up and boil; pour off the
water in which it was boiled, then dress with
cream, butter, pepper, and salt. Cooked thus,
a dyspeptic can make a whole meal of it.

To raise hoxey successfully and prevent
swarming, we need, first, to prevent drone-rear-
ing: secondly, to prevent drone-rearing: third-,
to prevent drone-rearing. One frame full of
di-one comb will furnish all the drones that are
needed for a full apiary of 100 colonies.—Dadant
& Son. in Review.

That dress reform has every appearance
now of becoming fashionable. Speed the day I

Think of the deai- women getting down from
fourteen articles of dress to four, and being
able to go the store and buy a suit readv made,
just like a man, instead of several half days
spent at a dressmaker's, standing up till they
faint away I

HoKSE-SHOES cost you how much a year?
Well, they don't cost me much, and my horse's
feet are healthier for it. The hind "feet are
never shod, unless in icy winter times. Then a
full set all around, well steeled—plugged, they
call it; the rest of the year, barefoot all around.
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unless the feet get tender, and then a pair of

Tips in fi'ont only, at a cost of 15 cents per foot.

These tips are merely old shoes with the heels

cut off and tapered down so the horse's heel

ivsts on the ground. It's a sort of cruelty to a

liorse to make him wear a hard, heavy piece of

iron when traveling over the nice soft ground
that would feel so cool and comfortable to his

feet.

White i.ettuce, all white, friend Roo.t I

don't believe you could ever reach. There is a

beautiful foliage geraneum. Madame Salleroi,

having some of its leaves pure white—a beau-

tiful thing. I tried a number of times to root a

<jlip of the pure white, but failed every time,

although partly green slips root easily. Then I

took an established plant with a strong root,

a,nd pulled off all the green part, so as to have

a white plant ready rooted. Do you believe,

the whole thing died, root and all. There must
be some green to keep up life.

A BEE-HUNT WITH A SEQUEL.

SOME FUNNY EXPERIENCES, AS RELATED BY
•T. P. ISRAEL.

John and I went out on a bee-hunt. He had
the fever bad. He said he wanted an apiary,

even if it was only one hive. He was a great,

'Strong broad-shouldered fellow who could al-

most fell an ox with a single blow of his great

tist But his heart was great too—big enough
to embrace all humanity. Nothing did him so

much good as to do a kindness to any one. He
would stop a plow in the field to lend a team to

a poor neighbor, and even send a team and

man to do the plowing. But he was quick to

resent an injury or avenge a wrong. John was
no fool either. He knew enough to know that

he was not somebody else.

John had found the bees some days before,

about live miles from his house. He had come
over with his wagon for a hive, and insisted on

my goin"^ along. As we passed John's place he

took on°hiswife and two children. I did not

like this, and told John so: but he said the bees

were in a big piece of woods, and that his wife

and children could wait under a tree at a safe

distance from the bees. One of John's animals

had a colt—a mule colt. Going np a long grade

I noticed the colt appeared to be tired. 1 called

John's attention to it. and told him the story

that you published some years ago about Prof.

Cook taking his little colt up into his carnage,

and thus taking it home. At the same time^I

dilated on the professor's claim that, by kind-

ness to animals, we could make them just as

gentle as we please; and I added that Mr. Root
indorsed all that Prof. Cook claimed.

Arrived on the ground, I found that these

bees, in a moment of temporary insanity, had

built up in a forked limb of a large oak. They
were on the lowest limb, but it was twenty feet

from the ground. I at once decided that the

limb—bees and all—would have to come to the

ground I raked together about a cartload of

forest-leaves and set them on tire You can

create a world of smoke with forest-leaves, and

need not let them blaze at all. Well, the smoke
poured up among the bees, and set them to

howling at once. I got John up the tree to saw
off the limb.

i # +
" Now. John, take this rope; put the end ot it

over the limb above your head, then haul it

down and make it fast to the limb the bees are

on When you saw off the bees I will let them
down slowly to the ground."

,^ , ,

,

" But how am I to saw ? I can't hold on to

that limb up there and stoop down to saw."

" All right, John. Here is a short rope. Tie
one end of it to the upper limb."
"Well, it's done." said John, looking down.
" Now tie the other end around your neck, so

that, if you fall, you won't fall far."
John's eyes blazed with indignation.
"Look here, old man; it's well for you that

you've got me up this tree. If I were down
there, there'd be a tight or a foot-race."

" I beg your pardon. John. Put it round your
waist, and tie it securely."
"All right, old man. Now you're talking

sense."
" But, John, if your brains lie in your heels

as—"
" Now, there you go again—but, look out

now; this limb is nearly off."
" All right, John. I'll let it down easy."
We had miscalculated the weight of the limb

and bees, and I shot up into the air like a sky-
rocket. I heard John shout in derision, " Let
'em down easy!"

I looked up, and saw that great black limb
rushing at me at the rate of ninety miles an
hour.

If my head should strike that limb, it was
certain destruction. A thousand thoughts
seemed to rush through my mind at once. What
would the poor bee-keepers around me do ?

What would they do in the hour of peril, with-
out my wise counsel and fatherly advice?
What would become of the bee-keeping fra-

ternity, if such a star should set in cloudless
night? What would Gleanings — no, no!
Gleanings is already a victory. Gleanings
will live—live without the aid of any one single
man in all this world. All my anxiety was for

others. Not a selfish thought sullied my gener-
ous and magnanimous soul. But after all I was
equal to the occasion. I gathered into my iron
frame ail the agility of three combined circuses

—threw up my hind feet, and warded off the
blow. Tilt! bees had alighted on the ground,
and I on the limb. When I backed down the
tree I found the limb and bees had turned clear
over, thus making a natural reversible hive.

Hang it in the air. and it was right side up.
Hang it on the ground, and it was self-revers-

ing.
•• John, this is the coming hive. Ten frames

(for it has ten combs), fixed distances (because
their Langstroth is not yet born), self-reversing
every minute, for it is so crooked it can't lie

still at all. My fortune is made! Hurrah!
hurrah! Drawings, four dollars. New hive,

just cut from the tree, two dollars. Beginners
should take both—one will illustrate the other.

Dear! A fraud? What's the matter with you?
Didn't Mrs. Cotton sell her drawings for four
dollars? Doesn't Dr. Hall charge four dollars

for his little secret, which is no secret at all?

Haven't I as good a right as any other swindler
to make four dollars? Answer me that."
In fifteen minutes I had the comb and bees

all in the new hive, ready for home. We did

not intend to leave the bees there to fasten

their combs. I did the fastening right there.

How? Well, I will tell you. Bend a No. 16

wire like this,

so that it will spring tightly on the frame
lengthwise. Take a frame and spring three of

them on a side. Turn the frame over and fill it

with comb. Now spring three more on this

side—on top of the comb. Put the frame in

your hive. You can haul it any place. The
wire is bent inward, because, when it is sprung
on the frame, it will hug the comb in the center

and hold it fast. Strings? Why, strings are

perfectly worthless. They do not and can not
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brace the comb in the middle—the very place it

needs bracing: and yet they are recommended
in some bee-papers, and some very good bee-
books. One author says they are the very
thing, because the bees will eat them away in a
few days! He was too lazy to spring off the
wires.
When we got within a mile of John's ranch,

near the top of a long grade, John saw that his

colt was about done oat. He stopped the wag-
on and declared he would put the colt in be-
hind. To this I objected; but John replied.
" Do you think you know more'n Prof . Cook ?

Didn't he take his colt inter his kerriage and
haul it home? My colt is as good as his'n, and
has as much sense. Didn't you tell me he knew
all about bugs, and caterpillars, and so forth ?

And didn't you read lots to me about him in-

tersectin" butterflies and grasshoppers, and oth-
er varmints ? A feller that knows a caterpillar
or a June-bug as well inside as I do outside
ought to know a colt too."
"But. John, this is a mule colt. Prof. Cook

had a horse colt.''
'• I don'tcare for that. Amulecolta'in't much

of a mule till he gets inter the company of his
feller-citizens. Look out there—" and he gath-
ered up the mule and heaved it into the back
end of the wagon. Thus the lady and the two
children, the colt and the bees, occupied the
first floor. John and I were hung away up in

the air. on a high seat. John was right. That
colt was as innocent as a baby that is twins.
He lay right down and went to sleep. I was
getting disgusted. Here we had been from
home more than half a day without the least

bit of fun—unless you call it fun to be shofctip

into the air as if from a catapult, and have to
crab it backward down again. But I did not
have to wait long. Whether the colt dreamed
he was among '• his feller-citizens." as John
put it, or whether he was yearning, like myself,
for a little fun, I can not decide. But all at
once there was a wild scream—a hammering
and battering noise, and John's wife was sent
clear under the seat—mixed up with the two
children—up against the front end-gate of the
wagon. Then that mule commenced on the
hive of bees. He went into the business as if

he loved it. In a second he had kicked the
cover loose, and the bees poured out. The
screams of the woman and children rent the
air—tore it into tatters in that immediate vicin-
ity, in such a reckless manner that it took at
least a week to mend it.

John jumpi^d down into the wagon and threw
the colt over the side. Then he pulled his wife
from under the seat and threw her on top of the
colt. The two children were quickly piled on
top of their mother. Just then I jumped down
and sti'uck on the hive, and shut in the bees
that had been pouring out all this time. But no
sooner had I struck on the hive than John grab-
bed me, and over the side I went on top of the
whole pile. John had gone clear mad, crazy I

We were all in a pile, but it didn't take us long
to find ourselves, for the bees were stinging fu-
riously. I jerked up the oldest child and cried
out. "Martha, break for the bushes! John,
drive for your life, to get away from the bees

—

drive half a mile, and wait for usi"
I covered the child's face with my vest, and

stuck it in the bushes. I couldn't help it—

I

had to pause on the edge of the bushes to see
that colt kick. He never moved from the place
where he had been thrown out. He stood there
to " fight it out on that line." The air was full

of bees, and they were furious. He kicked and
bucked, and kicked again. He fouglit the air
with his fore feet. He tried to stand on his
head, but it was not a decided success. Then
he bucked again; and while he was up in the

air he tried to paw the bees off his forehead.
This brought him down on his nose. But he
was up in a moment, and, with a look of dis-
gust, as if the earth, air. and sky were against
him, he rushed oft' after the wagon. So I was
satisfied. We had had ten minutes of the keenest
and most glorious fun I You see, I am only (58

years of age, and the hot young blood runs riot
in my veins. Why wasn't the world all made
out of fun ? •

When we got to the wagon I saw that John
was angry. He would not speak more than a
yes or no. So I took a short road through the
hills to my own home.
Sumac. Cal., Aug., 1891. J. P. Israel.

[Friend I., when you spoke about that mule
colt, in the fore part of the article, I began to
surmise at once a fI'acas among the bees. There
is nothing that makes the bees so aivfiilly cross
as to have their hive unceremoniously kicked or
knocked about. Say, it must have been rather
exhilarating to find yourself suddenly shooting
up into the air. Verily, I believe I would have
let go and dropped. Wereseive the sequel till

our next issue.] E. R.

HO"W TO MAKE THE BEES ACCEPT THE DOO-
LITTLE CELL-CUPS.

rPPEK STOKIES FOR CELL-BUILDING NOT AL-
WAYS RELIABLE.

I notice in Gleanings that you fail with the
cell -cups. I will give you the benefit of my ex-
perience, and, if it will be worth any thing, I
shall only be glad. I don't depend on having
the cells started in an upper story, as the bees
will tear down the cups and start comb, espe-
cially if nectar is coming in; and if not, they
will not start the cells. I fasten cups to bars or
strips of comb on the plan of having cells built
on strips of comb (the Alley plan, I believe). A
frame will hold about 60 cups. This frame I

place in a strong colony made queenless and
broodless, and let it remain three or four hours,
when the bees will be ready to accept the young
larvae placed in the cups, and will start from 2.5

to 40 cells—these the next day to be removed to
an upper story where they will be completed,
provided nectar is coming in; but if not, they
may not perfect them as they should without
feeding. At certain times I find these upper-
story bees very inquisitive—especially so after
swarming has passed. I find that, from about
the 1st of July, in my locality, till fall flow of
honey commences, the bees in upper stories are
very tricky, and will not do to depend upon to
work out and care for cells.

I find also, by experience, that it will not do
to keep any colony building cells long at a
time. They seem to get tired, and will not
work as when first made queenless; upper sto-
ries are the same way. A colony made queen-
less and broodless, as I have mentioned above,
and given a frame of cell-cups with larv*. will
start cells by the cup plan better, and more of
them, and will continue to do so longer than by
any other plan. I often use a colony that way
for a whole week, by taking out those cells
started, and give tht^m fresh cups with larvte.
Transferring larv;e to these cups is a very

small matter when one gets used to it. When
I make my cups I am not very careful as to the
depth; but after they have hung in a hive
three or four hours, if the bees do not cut them
down properly I cliiJ them off to the right depth
with my honey-knife heated at the point.

I can't say that I see any difference in the
queens reared in the cups and those the bees
start in the strip plan; but it saves mutilating
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llio comb, and the cells are well apart, and are
more easily transferred, as they become capped,
to a nursery.
While I am writing I will say that I use pul-

verized sugar for candy instead of granulated
sugar. This I work into honey that has been
warmed until thin, and work well until it will

not run. After my candy is made and given
the bees, I notice it looks like granulated sugai-.

The more I use the improved Benton cage,
the more I like it. J. -D. Fooshp:.
Coronaca, S. C, Aug. 7.

[Your article above, friend F.. is I'ight in line

with our expci-ience. and gives the keynote why
we first failed with the Doolittle queen-cell
cups. We gave them, in our first trials, to an
upper story of a strong colony having a queen,
and this, strangely enough, was during the
honey season. Out of a dozen cups given them
with larvte. at a time, we could secure on an
average about 2 cells fi'om a lot. The rest were
either torn down. or. what was more often the
case, comb was being built in the space they
occupied. In some cases comb completely cov-
ered cells that were nicely built out and capped
over. Well, before we knew it. the upper story
of our c(^ll-building colony had become queen-
less, and it was tlien we began to have success
with the cells given them. We could not im-
agine why the cells would be accepted in one
case and not in the other, under apparently pre-
cisely the same conditions. We were forced to

the conclusion that the absence of the queen in

the lower story accounted for it, and an exam-
ination proved it. Our cell-cups are now given
to queenless colonies to start; and nine-tenths
of those cups are accepted. After they are
once started, the upper story of a colony hav-
ing a queen will build them out. We do not
find any thing in Doolittle's book that contem-
plates just exactly the condition of cell-build-
ing as we find it in our own apiary. We have
no doubt that Mr. Doolittle can enlighten us,

or perhaps point out the missing link.

We. too. have found that the bees in an upper
story sometimes get tired of cell-building, and
after a while do not do their work so well.]

E. R. R.

SOME ITEMS.

BACILLUS DEPILIS.

What causes the nameless bee disease? Does
any one know? Does the location of the indi-
vidual hive cause it? These are tiie questions
that are running through my mind at this time,
and I thought a few facts along this line would
not b.' amiss in Glkanings. Four years ago
was the first I ever had this disease in my api-
ary that I know of. I then found it in one hive,
and tlutt colony became so depopulated that I

united it with anotiier for winter. The colony
stood all summer near an ant-hill, which grew
during the summer to a large size; thus the
stand of this colony became of note in my mind,
so tliat a mistake would be impossible as to the
location. On this colony I tried no prevent-
ive, only carefully inspected the bees, hive,
etc., but could come to no conclusion regarding
the trouble. Three yeai's ago no bees occupied
that stand on account of the ant-hill, and dur-
ing that summer I dug the ant-liill out one wet
•day, and stamped other earth in the hole, a la
somebody— I can not tell who. but guess it was
Prof. Cook. This dirt, when it hardened, kept
the ants away that year. Last year I placed a
colony on this stand liaving a queen in it that
came from the South, and in about six weeks
from the time the colony was placed there I

noticed that the ants had begun on their old
location again, near the entrance of the hive,
and in a week or so more I noticed that the
nameless bee di.sease was putting in an appear-
ance in the colony. In a short time this colony
became worse than the first, if possible, they
being out in front of the hive, rolling in the
dirt by the hundreds, and finally dying to such
an extent that there was a stench aliout the
place. 1 now gave them three frames of brood
from another hive to keep their strength up,
killed the queen, and gave them another, a la
Root. This new queen laid very prolifically.

and I hoped that these new bees would be proof
against the disease, as friend Root told us we
might expect; but not so. These took the dis-
ease, or were never free from it, and all died
before spring, in the cellar, while not another
colony died, or came anywhere near it. that
was wintered in the same cellar. This spring I

placed another colony on the stand—a colony
which had been perfectly healthy all of the
season of 181)0 (as were all the rest of my bees,
except the one spoken of above), and in less

than six weeks from the time this colony was
placed on this stand it began to show signs of
the' disease, and to-day is nearly extinct from
the great mortality of the bees, although the
combs have been kept well filled with brood all

the while. Some four weeks ago I tried the
brine (or salt-water) plan, as recommended by
Henry Alley and others, making a brine so
strong that not nearly all of the salt would
dissolve, and poured this on the combs and in
the hive. For a few days I thought this was
going to be a help, but now the bees are dying
and rolling about in front of the hive as badly
as ever, while on the combs and in the hive the
condition is no better, although there is still

plenty of salt in sight therein. I am now giv-
ing tiiem bi'ood and a new queen to try and see
if they can be wintered. During all this time
not another colony in the yard has shown signs
of the disease. Can the location of this hive
have any thing to do with the trouble, or the
ants? With Dr. Miller I will say, "I don't
know;" yet I must say that it is very singular.
I have studied the colony as closely as possible;
but so far I have no light as to what the trouble
is and how it can be remedied.

IvEEPING DRONE BROOD.
We que(Mi-breeders often want to keep the

very last eggs laid by the queen of our choice
in drone-cells, so as to have a very few fine

drones late in the season. By hand-picking
these, after all the other drones are killed oft,

we can have things our way as to the mating
of our queens. Now. I find that drones reared
in July '"play out" before October; hence, to
have good strong drones in October they must
come from eggs laid duiing the fore part of
August. I have no di faculty in getting these
eggs during the last of the honey harvest; but
to get the bees to perfect them to living drones
is where the trouble lies. Last year I tried

placing these in a queenless colony, but only
about 50 drones was the result out of about as
many thousand eggs. This year I tried putting
them in a populous colony which had lots of
honey, putting them over the queen-excluder,
in the second story, where I raise my queen-
cells. This did better than last year, yet the
bees destroyed over one-half of the eggs. Who,
in a locality similar to mine, where basswood is

the last hoiiey crop, can tell me how to rear and
keep drones during August and September?

QUEEN-CELLS FROM WAX CUPS.

I see friend Root is not having success with
the wax cell -cups, again, although he reported
success last spring. Now. my opinion regard-
ing the failure is. that the trouble lies in han-
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dling the laiva\ These very little larva^ are

easily killed by rough handling, or handling
them" in too cool a temperature. The end of

the instrument used should l)e very thin, and
conform to the shape of the bottom of the cell.

and before using be dipped in royal jelly, so

that the little larva will float above the quill-

point on this jelly in lifting it out. I find by
looking ovei' my record of this season, so far,

that out of iiixi cups used, as given in my book,
852 have been completed, and given nice queens;
and I do not see why friend Root can not do as
well, if the larvie are not injured in manipu-
lating them. Ct. M. Dooi.tttt.e.

liorodino. N. Y.

RAMBLE NO. 44.

SITTING AT DuOLITTLE'S FEET.

From Syracuse to the outlet of Skaneateles
Lake there are some changes to make, and
some waiting to endure. Ordinarily, from

yond. The weather being decidedly torrid, I

mopped the sweat from my brow foi' the twen-
tieth time, took courage and went foi'ward.
As I walked up the road that led to his house I

saw a man over on another road a qnartt-r of a
mile away, whom, from distant appearances, I

thought to be Doolittle. When lie turned up
the road and followed me I knew it was Doo-
little, and it was Bro. D. A short I'ide behind a
large dapple-gray horse brought us to the resi-
dence.
As might be expected, he had the carriage

well loaded with bees in those well-known nu-
cleus boxes, which he had obtained from an
out-^piary. Nuclei were immediately formed
for cells, and during the forming of these nu-
clei there was an opi)ortunity for looking over
the bees. We found tlie colonies used for
breeding were of a beautiful golden color: and
what Mr. D. called live-banded were solid gold
to the tip. which showed only a tinge of black.
The bees were gentle to handle, and the orders
for them were giving Bro. D. all he could do to
fill them. His apiary and system have been so

DOOI.ITTEE S HOME AND Al'IAKV.

Skaneateles the journey is performed by stage:
but as I landed from the train I leained that a
little steamer was soon going up the lake. I

availed myself of the opportunity, and had a
delightful, i-estful, icfreshing half- hour's ride
until the dock at Borodino was touched. The
village of Borodino is a mile from tlie landing,
and forward I stepped with a light heai't. Bees
were merrily buzzing on i'aspb(M'ry bloom by
the wayside, and an occasional glance at them
revealed the golden Italians. Borodino is a
little village of KiO people: and inquiry of the
good - looking people I met revealed" to me
that Bro. Doolittle lived another mile be-

much written about and illustrated that I do
not propose to treat on that subject in this ar-
ticle. Tlie camera was brought out, and one
view taken of the apiary and the residence:
and I can write only somewhat personally of
Mr. D. and his home life as I caught a brief
glimpse of it.

Mr. Doolittle's hives are not so pretty as you
would think to tind in an apiary of such wide
reputation. A good share of them are painted,
but quite a number of the large hives are un-
painted. and show the marks of many years'
exposure. The hiv('s that Mr. D. winters in
his clamp are cumbersome double-walled hives
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packed with straw, which are carried into the
clamp, straw 'and all. As bee-keepers well
know. Mr. D. uses the Gallup frame: and all

his manipulations, either in raising comb honey,
extracted honey, or queen-rearing, are per-
formed with this frame. He has '• become used
to this management," likes it, and advocates it,

and it is evidently none of the Rambler's busi-
ness if he sticks to it. Still, I believe there are
ji^st as good and less cumbersonje ways to ac-
complish the same ends.
Bro. D.'s avoirdupois is about 280 lbs. ; still,

he does not have the appearance of an un-
Avieldy and clumsy man. It is, however, some
labor to carry himself around; but thei'e is

steam enough in the system to do the business,
with a surplus to spare. In personal appear-
ance he is of average height, full florid com-
plexion, sandy hair and beard, blue eyes, and,
on the whole, a sanguine temperament. The
queen of the household has the same general
make-up as the head, only less in degree. Mrs.
D. gets around to her daily cares with a per-
ceptible limp, which is a cross patiently borne.
Mr. D. does not live in a mansion; but his

home was erected Under his own supervision,
and is one of those modest American homes
built according to present needs and means, and
under the roof of which there is more real hap-
piness and enjoyment than can be found in
palace halls.

If, as some writer has said, refinement can be

of the heavens without becoming a broad and
liberal thinker.
Another hobby is an annual season of hunt-

SITTING AT THE FEET OF DOOLITTLE.

judged from the books and papers found in a
house, then we can judge Mr. D. well up, for
the latest and best magazines and papers are in
profusion, while of bee-publications there are
files of all for several years past.
While many mount their hobbies with so

much noise that all the world knows it, Mr. I),

very quietly gets upon his, and no doubt enjoys
them just as well. It may surprise many of
your readers to learn that he is an amateur as-
tronomer, and has a fine telescope that will
show the moons of Jupiter, the rings of Saturn,
double stars, and many other wonders of the
heavens. Still, he thinks his glass but an ag-
gravation, as there is so much beyond he de-
sires to fathom. In the study of this noble sci-
ence we see where Bro. D. gets his breadth of
thought, for no man can look into the wonders

DOOLITTLE AND HIS HOBBIES.

ing and fishing. The beautiful Skaneateles
Lake is a fine field for the exercise of the hook
and rod; but from the contour of the coantrv,
and the apparent scarcity of large forests, I

should judge the kind of game mostly pui'sued
was targets. That this game was pursued with
energy was proved by a fine stand of three tele-

scopic rifles.

The little oiifice had the general tidy appear-
ance of the house; and the cosy corner where
the Hammond type- writer is used is surround-
ed with other literary conveniences.
Mr. Doolittle is a useful man in the commu-

nity in which he lives; is an active worker in
the church, lives near his Maker by a daily
study of his word and a daily communing witli
him in prayer; and in his conversation about
those around him, and about the bee-keeping
fraternity in general, I found him a man pos-
sessed of charity for all and malice toward none.

I have a lurking suspicion that Bro. Doolittle
is not altogether suited with his locality. As a
successful queen-breeder with an extensive pat-
I'onage, he is aware that his season can be
lengthened by a move further south. But for

various reasons Borodino will be his home for
some time yet.
In the early morning I took the stage for the

busy outer world, and the pleasant home of Bro.
D. will ever be cherished in the thoughts of the

Ramblek.

[Your visit at Mr. Doolittle's I have read with
much interest, as it revives many pleasant rec-
ollections of my recent visit there. I believe we
have never before had an engraving of Doolit-
tle's apiary, as much as it has been prominently
before the bee-world during the last fifteen or
twenty years. I took a Kodak view of it, but
it was not large enough to reproduce in Gean-
INGS with any effect. His hives and frames did
not strike me as being as easy to manipulate as
some, but then, as you say, he has got \ised to

it. I can't help but think he would do as well
with the L. frame and hive.—He lives in a beau-
tiful section of country. His home and apiary
is midway between t\vo of the prettiest lakes in

the world, only about a mile from each, I be-
lieve. I enjoyed my bicycle trip in this region;
and if our friend only had good long seasons for
queen-rearing I don't believe he would ever
tliink of moving.] E. R.
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IMPROVED SWAEMING-LADDEES.

DR. MILLER I.MPROA'ES STRIMPL'.S DEVICE.

Whoever has had even a litth^ experience in

trying to set a ladder against a tree, in among
the limbs, will appreciate the upper terminus
of Strimpl's swarming-ladder, as given on page
6:M. The lower extremity is also good — the
sharp points to stick in the ground. I am in-

clined, however, to think tliat the middle part
must be modified in order to stand the test of

strength.
A very little reflection will show that it will

be difficult to fasten the steps or rungs of the
ladder securely enough. There is only a small
surface on wiiich to nail the rungs: and when
the foot steps on them, it has a strong leverage
to tear oflF the rungs. If holes are bored through
the upright, so that no nails are needed, the
leverage will still be there to split the upright,
so that in any case there must be as luuch, and
I am inclined to think a little more, weight of
lumber than in the ordinary ladder, to secure
the same strength.
But the desirable feature, the upper part end-

ing in a single point, can be retained by a little

modification of the common ladder. The picture
will show what I mean.

2.' ^
3.

SWARMIXG-LADDER.S.

Fig. 1 is merely a common ladder having one
side longer than the other, the short side coming
close up to the long side, and a few of the up-
per rungs allowed to project.
A common ladder may readily be changed to

answer the purpose by having a middle piece
fastened to the uppei- riings. as shown in the
cut. Fig. 2. This middle piece projects above
the two sides of the ladder as much as may be
desirable. It may be necessary to use strap
iron in fastening this middle piece to the upper
and lower rounds to which it is attached.

It often happens that a swarm alights on a
place where it is not easy to seta ladder con-
veniently against the tree, whether the ladder
terminates in one or two points. Especially is

this likely to be the case with bushy fruit-trees.
The swarm is away out at the end of an over-
hanging limb, and it is hard to get the ladder
anywhere near it. In this case a fruit-ladder
described in Popxdar Gurdenhnj comes in.

The principle is very old. Fig. 3. It is made of
common inch boards, about .5 inches wide, a
rest-piece coming between the two side-pieces
at the top, and a bolt passing through the three

boards, holding them close together. This
third piece is of the same width as the two sides
for a little way at the upper end, and for the
rest of the way about an inch narrowei', so that
the piece can be folded up. allowing the ladder
to be set up against a tree the same as an ordi-
nary ladder.
With ]\Ianum's device and a good hook, there

ought to be very little need for ladders.
Marengo, 111, C. C. Miller.

[As soon as I saw the diagram of Strimpl's
ladder I recognized at once that he had given
us something good. But now you have gone
and made it a good deal better. I believe it

would pay in every well-regulated apiary to
have ladders like Nos. 1 and 3—that is. provid-
ing there are tall trees around. In our home
apiary there is nothing but low grapevines; and
with a fountain pump and a Manum swarmer
it is seldom that a swarm gets out of oui- reach
from the ground.

1

E. R.

LUTHER W. GRAY.

some reasons why we should be careful
ABOUT accepting ADVERTISEMENTS.

Not a few of the friends have been offended
because we have insisted on having full infor-
mation in regard to the financial standing and
general habits of a person before accepting ad-
vertisements: and we have, in conseqtience,
received some pretty severe letters. I have
thought best to give you an illustration by
narrating a case in point, that srjme of our
readers will no doubt be greatly interested in.

On the 1st of May, 1890, the following adver-
tisement appeared in our pages:

Tested Italian queens now ready, at $1.00 each;
untested, 75 cts; ready bj' return mail.

Luther W. Gray, Orlando, Fla.

I may explain that we had had some previous
acquaintance with friend Gray, and had ac-
cepted several advertisements. As no com-
plaint appeared, we had no hesitation in ac-
cepting the above, especially as he says, in a
postscript to us, '• Give two lines of space to the
underscored words, and make prominent "Now
Ready,' and "^l.OO." "' If there really were
queens ready then, there should be no reason
why they did not go by return mail. Very
likely, friend Gray did have tested queens ready
on hand. We hope these went by return mail;
but before long, complaints began to come in.

We wrote to him repeatedly, and we give space
here for one of his replies:

Your letter of May 13tli was received. I will make
matters straig-ht as soon as possible. On account
of ill health I am staying a while in the mountains.

Luther W. Gray.
Chattanooga, Teiin.. May 23, 189J.

Now. I felt a good deal vexed with the above,
for it seemed to me a rather cool piece of im-
pudence. If it were myself. I believe my health
would be improved more in sending money
back, when I could not fill orders, than in using
it to stay in the mountains. May be. however,
I am too severe on people who are out of health.
But before my health fails T hope God will give
me grace to place my aff'airs in such shape that
1 can get sick with a clear conscience. Well,
friend Gray has not sent the queens nor return-
ed the money yet. and I have published him
because many of his customers urgently demand
it. When we could get no further letun's from
him. I obtained the address of his father.

Then I suggested to his father that he might
be able to help him to return the money, as he
was unable to furnish the queens: or if he
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could not do this. I suggested . that he write
something for print by svaj' of explanation of
his son's conduct, to which he replied as below:

LETTER FROM LUTHER GRAYS FATHER.

Dear Sir:—I don't .see wliy you are under obliga-
tions to adverti.se a sick niaii as being- a fraud be-
cause be failed in Iju.siiu'ss because of being- .sick;

neither do I .see liow it will benefit you or Luther's
creditors eitlier. There never was a nioi'e lionest
boy tlian Lutlier, and more ui)7-i.t!-lit-in all his -ways,
and no doubt lie intended lo fill his contracts, and
will, if lie .trets well enoucli to attend to business.
He started to Flcn-ida last fall, or wintei- (where he
has some bees yet), but g-ot worse before he got to
his journey's end. and came back and has not been
able to do any thing yet. He .seems to be better
now. I never beard the name of fraud used in his
case, or ai)plled to him before. Universal sym-
pathy is expi'essed by all wlu) knt)w him. Many
fail in business wlio are not sick, and are not always
advertised as fraudulent. I do not think it would
be pleasant or profitable for a man who has plenty
of business, to say. in a public document, that
Luther obtained money fraudulently. In fact, I
kiKjw it would not. He has bought many lots of
supplies from you. and some are here no-w—honey-
extractor and other things. You can have them if
you want them. He sliipi)ed them here from Flori-
da, a?id paid more freight on them than they are
worth. He used it but very little; but that is not
your fault. I knew nothing of it. 1 suppose he did
not like to ask us for money to pay back, hoping to
he able to fill the orders, and perhaps will yet; if
not, we may assist him. Wji. Gray.
ZanesvlUe, O., 19 N. 4th St., June 10. 1891.

Now. friends, let us try to take an unbiased
view of this whole matter. Is Luther Gray a
fraud or is he not? Can a man say honestly
that he failed in business when he put in an
advertisement like the one sent by f'-iend Gray,
and then kept or used the money when lie

found, on account of ill health, that he could
not furnish the queens"? Perhaps those who
have lost money by him will have more decided
opinions than others. My impression is, that
an even SlOO would come pretty near settling
all claims, and leaving friend txray square with
his fellow-men. The account has been sent to
an attorney, but he replies that Mr. Gray is

posse.ssed of hut little means, and is in poor
health, so that nothing can he recovered by
law. By the way. this whole transaction re-
minds me of a remark once made by our friend
W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the Review. He
said the money he received for queens was
never used until the qtieens had been put into
the postoffice: therefore when the weather was
unpropitious, or if poor health intervened, the
money was at hand, ready to go back with an
apology. I am afraid, however, that we have
not very many who are as conscientious as this.
Now, we do not undertake or agree to be re-
sponsible for all delinquencies of our advertis-
ers: but in the present case I wish all who lost
money by friend Gray would tell us how much.
We do not want long details—just tell ns brief-
ly how much money you sent liim for which
you received no equivalent. His father sug-
gests, in his closing sentence, that he may as-
sist him some: and if our brother who is out of
health is really desirous of making good those
he has unintentionally wronged, shall we not
turn in and hel]) him ? He who has poor health
certainly should have our sympathies. I know
a little more about it than I did a week ago. for
I have been having a touch of the grij) myself.
There. I have tried to treat this whole matter

in a Christianlike way. and in a fair way to all

parties concerned. Have I been too severe or
too easy with our delinquent friend? Perhaps
some of the friends may be able to take the ex-
tractor his father mentions: and where the
amount he owes is sufficient to cover it. I would
advise corresponding with him direct. A. I. R.

MR. EDOUARD BERTKAND.

A BKK-KEF,PKR. EDITOR, AND AUTHOI!

Among the foremost bee-keepers of Europe,
and one who stands high in apicultural circles,

is Mr. Edouard Bertrand. editor of the Reinie
InternntUmale d'Apiculture. While the rest

of France has rather held to the old-fashioned

straw skeps. Mr. Bertrand. with the assistance

of Mr. Dadant. has been slowly infusing into

the bee-keepers of that country progressive

ideas; and he is therefore, perhaps, the most
distinguished bee-keeper of that country or

Switzerland. He it was who gave material aid

to Mr. Dadant in translating " Langstroth on
the Honey-bee," revised by Dadant, into the
French language, at the same time adapting it

to French people. Some time ago there ap-
peared in the British Bee Journal a biographi-

cal sketch, accompanied by a half-tone engrav-
ing. At our request. Mr. Charles Dadant fur-

nished us with a photograph from which we
made a new portrait. The following is taken
from the British Bee Journal for Nov. 7. 1889:

We have much pleasure in presenting to our
readers this week the portrait of one of the
most advanced bee-keepers on the continent of
Europe, and who is one of the pioneers of mod-
ern bee-keeping in Switzerland—that land lit-

erally flowing with "milk and honey."
Ed". Bertrand was born in 183? in Geneva,

where he was educated, and resided until he
was nineteen years of age. Like many other
Swiss he left his native home to make a living
abroad. Paris was the chosen place. He re-

mained in business there until 1873. The anxi-
ety he went through during the insurrection of
the Commune in 1871 told seriously upon his
health, and. not having any childreii. he decid-
ed to retire from business and return to his
native land. Here he purchased a property on
the shores of Lac Leman. where he could de-
vote himself to his favorite pursuits of horticul-
ture and arboriculture.

It was not long before he became possessed of
two skeps of bees with straw caps, such as are
used by the villagers, which a friend of his had
oifered to him. and with these he commenced
bee-keeping. Having no other ideas about
bees than those he gathered from the work of
his compatriot F. Huber, in his Nouvelles
Ohsenmtions. he found that the knowledge
acquired was not sufficient for practical bee-
keeping. The first two or three years of his
novitiate were passed in trials and failures
without ever harvesting a single pound of
honey. He tried, one after the other, hives
with supers, such as the Varembey, Ribeau-
court. Carey. Christ, etc.: then hives with small
frames, like the Berlepsch. Vaudoise, Bauverd,
Jarrie. etc.. always with the same unsatisfac-
tory results. The neighborhood of Nyon is not
very favorable for bee-keeping, and no ai)iary

had succeeded there before him. The honey-
flow is of short duration, and therefore more
than in other places it was necessarry to have
strong colonies, an impo.ssihility with the small
hives he was using. He became at last ac-
quainted with the works of G. de Layens. Ele-
vage deft Abeillefi. and of C. Dadant. Petit Cours
d'Apiculturc. The methods there described
were a revelation to him. and in 1877 for the
first time he obtained a good harvest of honey
from a Layens hive, which he had placed in an
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apiary he had started in the mountains on a
small family estate. The following year he
changed his" hives, partly for the Layens and
partly for Dadant, and established a third
apiary at Bex.

In 1880 he started a third apiary at Allevays.
in the Jura, which he visited and described in

B. B. J. for 1883. p. 9(5. Hei'e he put an equal
number of Layens and Dadant hives for com-
parison. This apiary, which later he gave over
into the charge of an assistant, has always
given good results in s[)ite of foul brood, which
decimated it. but which, however, was stamped
out. Not only its first cost of 2.500 francs (for

hives, building for lodging, and workshop and
fences) was quickly returned by the produce,
but every year a handsome proHt is derived and
is divided between Mr. IScrirand and his assist-

ant. Mr. Bertrand supplies at his cost all

comb foundation, and takes in return all the
wax from cai^piugs and melting of old combs.
When sugar for feeding has to be purchased,
each pays his share. The assistant does all the

KDOUAKI) KKUTKAND.

work, and all swarms are the propei-ty of Mr.
Bertrand. who supplies the hives and appli-
ances. This apiary consists of fifty hives.
In 187(5, when the Socletc Roiiianile d'Apicul-

ture was started. Mr. Bertrand was elected
secretary, a post which he occupied for seven
years. On several occasions he has been elect-
ed president of this society. This post can be
held by the same person only two years con-
secutively. He has also been the treasurer
since 1879.

In 187(5, the society having recognized the
desirability of having an organ which would
place its members in communication with each
other, and inform fhem of the advances made
in biM^-kecping. .Mr. lliTtruiid offered to edit

the journal, on condition that he was the sole
manager, and nndei'took to bear all costs. He
furnishes the journal to the members at a re-
duced rate; namely, three francs, whereas the
ordinai'y subscription was four francs: and. in
order to remunerate himself, sought subscrip-
tions at home and abroad. At the end of two
years ihp Bulletin cVApiculture pour la Suisne
Rouuinde had sufficient subscribers to pay its

cost of production: and these having so rapidly
increased abroad, especially in France, he
changed its titl(> to Revue Iiiteriuttiomile
(VApiculture. There is no doubt that this
journal is the most practical in the French
language: and as it is the only one that treats
seriously of modern methods, we are not sur-
prised that it is eagerly sought after by ad-
vancing bee-keepers.

Mr. Bertrand has also from time to time
published several practical works, such as La
Routine ct /es Methodes moderneH. premieres
not ioni^ d'Apiculture, in 1883: Description des
nieiUeures Ruches: Co)iscils et Notions a
I'usiifje des Coinntencunts; and in 1883. Calen-
drier de rApiculteur. The three last were
later combined in one volume, entitled Lo Con-
duite dii R}ic}ier. which has ali'eady passed
through four editions. Mr. Bertrand has ulso
translated our British Bee-l<cepers' Guidc-Bnoh,
and is at present engaged on a translation of
the last edition.'

He has been indefatigable in giving instruc-
tion, and from 1884 to 1887 every spi'ing he gave
a course of lectures and practical instruction at
liis apiary. This course lasted six days, and
was open free of charge to all. The mornings
were devoted to instruction, and th(^ afternoons
to manipulating hives. Failing health caused
him reluctantly to relinquish them. He still

from time to time gives lectures in villages, and
ijains many converts to modei'u methods. He
is appointed lecturer on apiculture at the (iov-
ernment Agricultural Institute at Lausanne.
The acquaintance which we made with Mr.
Hertrand .some years ago has grown into an
intimate friendship, which we hope nothing
but death \vill sever. His persevering industry
and indefatigable zeal make him esteemed by
all wlu) know him, and it is to him that the
French-speaking portion of Switzerland owes
the present position it holds with regard to bee-
keeping. We hope he may continue for many
years to enjoy his quiet I'etreat at Nyon, and
pursue his favorite occupations of bee-keeping
and horticulture. A full account of Mr. Ber-
trand's apiaries will be found in Vol. XIII.. B.
B.J.

Mr. Dadant adds the following:

Since the publication of the works mentioned
above. Mr. Bertrand has published the «5th

edition of his Conduite: a translation in French
of the Honeij-hee of Cowan; and. after helping
me to publish L'Ahellle et Id Ruche, he has
published La Construction econoinique des
Ruches Loyens. and just now the same work
on the Dadant hives.

THE DOVETAILED HIVE AND LOOSE FRAME.

SUGGE.STIONS A:\D CRITICISMS FROM .1. H. LAR-
RABEE, OF THE MlflllGAN AGRICULTURAI.

COLLEGE.

Friend E. JR. JRoof.—We have been trying
some of the Dovetailed hives: and although,
because of the poor season we could not test
them to our entire satisfaction, I will suggest
a few points in their construction whereby they
might be altered to suit me better.
Horace Greeley said that the average news-
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paper article should be cut in two in the middle,
and the first half thrown into the waste-basket,
the last half published, so I will make a line
here where you can divide this.

In the first place, the follower, or division-
board, is too thin and frail. I like something a
little more substantial, that will hold a good
stout nail; and those cleats at the ends can be
nailed on in two or three ways, so as to destroy
their usefulness by closing the bee-space at the
ends so that they are soon fixed.

Then I don't like the end-bar -of the " swing-
ing" frame. It is '• too thin;" and the slit at
the top to admit the comb-guide makes it al-
most impossible to nail firmly this end-bar to
the top-bar to maintain the frame a perfect
rectangle. Just go out into the shop where
those heaps of frames are. Ei'nest. and nail a
few and tell us how you would do it. We don't
use the comb-guide, as we like full sheets of
foundation in wired frames.
Another thing. Are you sure that % inch is

the proper and necessary thickness for the top-
bars of frames? Isn't the main idea in having
thick top-bars to keep the fi-ames from sagging?
and won't % inch do it? Is Dr. Miller doubtful
that "^ inch will prevent sagging, or does he
doubt for other reasons? I like the wide top-
bars. I have, at home, about 1500 frames with
top-bars a plump inch in width, and like them.
I have the more appreciated their value since I

have handled frames this summer with %-wide
top-bars spaced IW inches that had to be cut
from the adjoining frames with a jack-knife
before they could be removed.
Again, were I buying one hundred or one

thousand of these hives for my own use I should
prefer to pay 10 or 15 cts. per hive more, and
have the tops and bottoms made of the clearest
and best pine obtainable. Nearly every one of
the covers we have here has warped so that a
bee could pass beneath them.
Now, if I have found fault with the hive it is

because I like it. I believe the ideal hive will

be obtained by a slow process of evolution rath-
er than by brilliant invention. The first great
step was taken by father Langstroth; and, as
has been the case with all other great inven-
tions, when once the first principle was discov-
ered, the remainder of its progress has been
step by step.

I am thankful that we have such large deal-
ers in bee-supplies as Lewis, Falconer, and
Root, each one of whom is willing to sacrifice

present gain for the ultimate benefit of the pur-
suit, realizing that their lasting prosperity de-
pends on the success of bei' culture as a perma-
nent source of livelihood. On the enterprise
and conservatism of these and otliei' large firms
depends the responsibility for the future prog-
ress of apiculture to a large extent.

J. H. Larrabee.
Ag'l College, Mich., Aug. lit.

[Thanks. Such sort of criticisms we invite.

The division-board has becMi made heavier
since those we sent you; and the drawings that
will accompany the new hive will show how to
nail them so that there can be no mistake. We
have no complaint of the end-bar of the loose
frame—or, as you call it, a swinging frame. I

know, after they are nailed together, or. rather,
in the nailing, there is a tendency to depart
from the rectangular: but many bee-keepers
have a sort of nailing-form that holds the
frame securely while being nailed. I do not
quite see why the slot for the comb-guide in the
end-bar weakens the frame.—No, I am not sure
that X is the necessary thickness; but I know
it is sufficient, and prevents all sagging, and at
the same time does prevent burr-combs. Top-
bars for loose frames we do not dai'e to make

shallower, although we have done so on the
Hoffman. I have observed, however, some of
our top-bai'S % inch thick and one inch wide
have already begun to sag perceptibly. But
our top-bars % inch thick are as triie as a
straight-edge, although they have been in use
for over two years. I do not wonder that you
do not like top-bars % inch wide. I hope you
will get Prof. Cook and the rest of them to
adopt a wider and thicker bar.— In regard to

lumber in the hives, we endeavor to put in

nothing but sound knots, with as much clear
lumber as we can get in ordinary lumber we
use for hives. Lumber perfectly fi'ee from
knots is just as liable to warp and twist as that
which is not. A few years ago we offered to
furnish Simplicity hives at a slight additional
cost, made of perfectly clear lumber; but there
were so few calls, that it did not pay us to keep
the notice in the price list. We take it that
bee-keepers generally are satisfied with bee-
hive lumbei', even though it is knotty, providing
said knots are sound. It is possible, in the hur-
ry of our season, that you have gotten some
extra poor covers and bottoms, and we should
be glad to send you better ones. Ours do not
behave in the way you speak of. They are all

bee-tight—every one of them. There are a few
that show a little tendency to wind. The tend-
ency is slight, however. I believe you are right.

Large supply-dealers are, as a rule, quite will-

ing to sacrifice present gain for the ultimate
good of their patrons. When the thick-top-bar
rage, as well'as fixed distances, came up. we
were obliged to modify some expensive ma-
chinery—or, at least, in some cases, put in other
pieces. All of this sacrificed present gain, but
we believe it will result in ultimate good.]

TESTING THE DIFFEKENT BEE-ESCAPES.

THE PORTER COMES OITT AHEAD.

Believing, as I do, that the bee-escape and
queen-excluder are bound to make quite a rev-
olution in the production of comb honey, I

thought perhaps an article on that subject
might be acceptable.

First, I will give my mode of constructing a
simple and cheap bee-escape which can be
made by any one who has the tools at hand.
It is constructed on the double-cone system,
and therefore is nothing new, I suppose, but
may be somewhat easier to construct than some
others. The one I shall describe is for the Sim-
plicity hive, for taking off exti'acting-supers.

First." I make a rim the same as foi- a covei'. In

fact, it is a cover, only I use Jo-inch lumber for

the top. and bore one to five one-inch holes
through it. I think one or two as good as more.
I now take my former for making Doolittle

queen-cell protectors, and make a lot of cones,

and bend the corners out at right angles to the
perpendicular of the cone. Di-oj) one through
the hole from above, and fasten the corners
with small tacks. Turn the cover over and
place another cone over this one, tacking the
corners to the under side of the cone. This
leaves the apexes of the cones }i inch apart,

and room for bees to pass between the two
cones; thus, if the bees enter the first cone they
are apt to miss the inside one. Those who are

not familiar with the Doolittle cell-protector

can refer to the A B C or back numbers of

Gi-EANiNGs to see how they are constructed.
The first one I made for trial. I put five dou-

ble cones in the board; afterward I made a

number with three double cones—one double
cone, and one with one single cone. The cir-

cumstances under which they were tested
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varied somewliat. as some of the hives had no
exchidi-rs. and consequently brood in upper
story, and I find that we need not expect any
escape to work satisfactorily where this is the
case. The one single cone did very well. One
double cone worked pooi'ly; but. perhaps, this
was owing to circumstances or the disposition
of the bees. Three double cones did very well
where there was a queeji-excluder, in nearly
every case. The Dibbern star, sent out a year
or two ago fi-om the Home of the Honey-bees,
did poorly, though there was a small patch of
sealed brood in the upper story. But when I

came to the Porter spring it just "took the
cake." As nearly as I could tell, there were
about fifteen bees in the super. As the darkey
i>aid. I counted all but one, and she frisked
around so 1 could not count her. All were ptit

on about 6 p. Ji.. and supers taken off about 9

next day. The supers were carried into the
honey-house without brushing off the bees
remaining, and placed close to one window
having a bee-escape as shown on page .5(31,

Gleaxixgs for July 1. The sash were removed
to allow the bees to alight directly on the
screen, and all combs containing no brood were
vacated in a short time.

I could now lay off my hat. roll up my sleeves,
and go to work extracting in a businesslike
manner, instead of running in and out, cairy-
ing combs in buckets, brushing Ix^es. getting
stung, etc. We did not have enough No. 1

honey-boards to reach round for exti'acting colo-

nies: but we do not intend to be without a full

supply in the future. I believe that the time
is coming when few extensive producers of ex-
tracted honey will be without them. For comb
honey, the honey-board is not needed; and
while I am not yet converted to the Hoffman
frame, I would recommend tlie tliick-top-bar
frame, and the abolishing of the honey-board
for comb-honey production. We get along
without honey-boards, even over the metal-
cornered frames, vvith % top-bar: and in only
one case did the queen enter a few sections.
To producers of extracted honey I would say,

use the No. 1 queen-excluding honey-board.
Then use bee-escapes to I'id the supers of bees:
and if a few remain, place them in the honey-
house near a window with a bee-escape, and do
away with brushing bees off the combs, and the
consequent stings and hard work; for there is

nothing more laborious about the apiary than
bending over, shaking and brushing iDeesoft' the
combs.

I now wish to name one of the advantages of
the Poi'ter spring bee-escape over others;- viz.,

being instantly changeable from one board to
another. With the Simplicity hive, an escape-
board for removing comb honey sliottld not be
larger than a T super, so that an empty super
may be placed over the brood-chamber, the
escape-board over this, and the full super on
top : but for removing extracting-supers this
is not practical, as the board should have a rim
to fit the hive-body; and with a supply of both
kinds of boards, one set of escapes will do for all.

I tested two escapes—the Dibbern star and
my three double-cone—to see how many bees
would return after leaving them on about 24
hours. I found that many bees would return
through the Dibbern star; over the three-cone
escape the robbers had gained an entrance
between the escape-board and the upper story,
so that I could not tell. There were quite a
number of bees in the upper story, but most or
all of them seemed to be robbers. I did not try
the Porter on the back-action principle, as I

considered it of no use to try, for the bees have
no crowbars with which to pry the springs
apart and return.

I may tell you later what a colony of bees will

do, with the queen confined to seven Simplicity
frames, provided there is room for expansion
and contraction. S. E. Miller.
Bluffton. Mo., Aug. 10.

[Thanks, friend M. The evidence is accumu-
lating that there are great jjossibilities in the
bee-escape; and it begins to look now, at least
for many of us, as if the old nuisance of shak-
ing and brushing combs could be dispensed
with. I presume, for very large apiaries, es-

pecially for out-apiaries, it will be necessary to

brush and shake the combs, for extracting; but
certainly in our home yards the bee-escapes
may be used to great advantage; and they may
also in out-apiaries, providing one can afford to

drive to an out-yard the night before, and put
on bee-escapes; then the next morning go down
and take off the honey. If the bee-escapes are
already at the yard, and one has a good Victor
Ijicycle. the time of going to and from the yard
will be reduced to a minimum. This is no idle

theory, for I have had experience right in this

line—not in putting on bee-escapes at night in

an out-yard, but in making long trips in a short
time. While I c(m make a trip to our yard,
seven miles away, in .30 minutes, I never take
over 45: and I am not fatigued, either, for a
good day's work.] E. R.

CLOSED-END FRAMES IN A TIGHT-FITTING
HIVE.

DOES SWELLING, THE RESULT OF MOISTURE,
CLOSE UP THEIR END PLAY IN THE SPRING?

Ernest Root, in Gleanings for July 15. con-
tends that, the deeper are close-fitting frames,
the greater is the difficulty of manipulating
them in a tight-fitting case, a la Heddon. He
says that deep frames catch and draw out by
" hitches." as in the case of a bureau drawer if

it fits snugly and is not pulled out perfectly

straight. I am inclined to agree with Ernest in

this matter; not so. however, when he says that
the right amount of " play " or space can not be
maintained between the ends of the frames and
the outside ciise on account of the effects of

moisture. Lumber does not swell ciidivise: and
by halving together the corners of a hive in

such a manner that the inside of the end pieces

comes against a shoulder cut in the ends of the
side pieces, the hive can never be any smaller
i?i.sir7e in the direction of its lcngth.no matter
hoio much the lumber swells. Now for the
frames. Their top and bottom bars extend
their extreme length, and can never be any
longer from swelling. The ends of the top and
bottom bars fit into notches cut into the ends of

the end-bars, or uprights, and are nailed fast,

the nails being driven within >% of the end of

the top or bottom bars. The end-bars ai-e %
thick, and perfectly free to swell in either di-

rection from where they are fastened by nail-

ing. In other words, they can and do swell

both ways from the nailing. Outside of the
nailing, at each end, is 3s of wood that can
swell in such a manner as to lessen the dis-

tance between the ends of the frames and the
outside case. This is all the wood there is

about the whole hive that can swell in such a
manner as to lessen this space. One-fourth
inch of ordinary pine wood will never swell un-
til it is more than ^ thick, while }^ play can be
allowed if necessary.
My Heddon hives and frames are made ex-

actly as I describe them. When I put them
into the cellar in the fall I always loosen up
the screws, as I well know that the end-bars
will swell crosswise of the hive. Ordinarily

the screws press the frames back about ^ from
the sides of the hive. When taken from the
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collar th(> ciid-liai-s have sometimes swelled so

much ill some hives that this ^v ^l»ace is entire-

ly closed up: but between the ends of the
frames and the cmls of the outside case there is

ample space to allow the manipulatiou of the

frames. I allow only ,^
" play." yet the blaiU'

of an ordinary case-knife mi^ht be easily thrust

down between the ends of the frames and the

ends of the case iu the most swelled set of

frames I ever saw. If hives and frames were
made as I have described, and ^„ play allowed,

they might be suuk in the miUpond a week
without the fi-anu's being sweHed against tin'

ends of the case— it couldn't be done.

[The above is an editorial that appeared in

the Bee-kccpers' Review for Aug. It), page :il;.\

that perhaps needs some reply. In tlie first

place. I will -ay tiuit Heddon hives, made in the
manner Mr. [lutchinson has here tlescribcd.

would be practically i)roof against flames stick-

ing, because of swelling eiihcrof the endsof the

iiives and the ends of the frames; and so far I

agree with Hro. Hutchinson. But the hive we
have is made quite differently. I believe it came
from Mr. Heddon in 188()oi-\S7. The ends arc-

halved %\^-2. and are nailed in such a way that
>i inch at each end may swell towai'd the

frames. The frame-ends (% in. ihick) are dove-
tailed to the top and bottom hai-s. This gives

1^-4 inches of wood that may swell, instead of ^'s.

as would be the case with Mr. Hutchinson's
hives. Mr. H. says lumber does not swell end-
wise. I know this is a current impression.

But let him oi- anybody else try tlir experi-

ment, and it will be found there is a .s'//(//if in-

crease in length in dry to wet lumber.
I have no accurate data before me to show

just how much difference there is in shrinkage
tvidthwisc from wet to dry liimbei-; but every
year we buy up iminense quantiiies of basswood
lumber, and we always oi'der it sawed 'Jis thick.

This will shrink to two inches, and .soineliiiies

a little less. I am well aware that liasswood
will shrink a little morc^ than pine; but in 1-^4

pine tiiere would be a shrinkages from dry lo

wet of somewhere about iV ii^'h. Brother
Hutchinson will say there is >et a whole iV i"^'''

to be taken up by swelling bel'ore the irames
are wedged tight. N(jt so. If In- will examine
liis frames 1 think he will find that they are a

trifle diamond-shaped. This tendency, how-
ever, will i)e so slight as almost not to be de-

tected by the eye; but if you |)lace a squan- on
tliem, you can see. When these frames are
tilled out with combs, or are wired, they a.r<'

practically rigid. Seveial of the Heddon
frames in our hive were nil the way from ji, to

3ft from square, so that the diagonally ojiposite

corners of ihem touch the ends of the case.

Now. a very -slifiht swelling would make these
frames /V(st But there is another factor comes
in here. I find that, in close-litting frames,
propolis will somehow get down in between the
backs of the frami's and the ends of the hive.

Now, in cool weather in early spring propolis is

hard and unyielding. Taking into account the
manner in s\ hich our hive is maile. and the
fact that some of the frames are not absolutely
square, no matter how perfect their sawing, and
the propolis accumulations that will wedge in,

shrinkage and swelling do have quite an etfect.

The frames of our Heddon hive were wedged
tight e»tZ(i'i.sc from swelling last spring. After
it warmed up they became loose. But the mat-
ter of moisture does not begin to assume the
importance in the way of an objection that in-

accuracy of manufacture has upon the close-

fitting frame. As I explained in my original

article on page .o;i.">. unless there is perfect ac-
curacy of workmanship, or unless manufactur-
ers invariably go by the same gauge, which

they do not in standard sizes, the clost--titting

frame would not be made inteichangeable with
hives throughout the country, like frames hav-
ing a bee-space back of the end-bars.

FOUL BROOD.

now TO TEI-L WHKTIIEIi COM15S II.WE HAD IT.

Our readers will rememl^er that, some time

ago. we gave an illustration of foul-brood comb
—comb that had. at some previous time, held

the diseased brood. We sent samples of the

comb to our engravers, but they did not at the

time succeed in getting Mr. Taylor's idea. We
requested him to send another sample, and we
would try again. We made another engraving,

whiclu though not entii'ely satisfactory, is per-

liaps sufficiently accurate to illustrate the idea

which friend T. wishes to bring out. To be

able to recognize promptly combs that have
once held tlie disease is a very impoi'tant mat-
ter indeed. Mr. Taylor writes:

'

Friend Root:— I send you a rough pencil-
sketch, giving something' of iny ideas of how it

should appear. I also send you a piece of comb
containing the diseased and dried- up larvie.
To see the dead laiva? to the best advantage,
stand with your face toward the point of the
compass where th(> sun is. and hold the comb
down in fiont of you. with what was the lower

^^^m^

Enlarged CELL. Cells Natural Size.

(>dge away from you, so that the sun lights up
the upper sid(\ aiid so that your sight strikes
across it at an angle of ;^0 or 40 degrees. This
will make the presence of the disease very evi-

dent. R. E. Tayi-or.
Lansing, Mich., .luiie 1.

[In a former article Mr. Taylor said: "The
dead brood is entirely dri(>d up—mere scales,

almost the color of th(> comb itself, lying fast

to the lower sides of the cell, and drawn back
more or less from th(> opening." In the sample
of comb sent, th(;re seemed to be a sort of resi-

due a little darker in color than the comb itself,

lying fi^st to the lower sides, as explained. It

is, perlia])s. exaggeiated a little bit in the en-
graving: but the purpo;-<' is to show about how-

it lies on the bottom sides of the cells, or what
are the bottom sides when in the hive. It

seems these scales are nothing but maturat-
ed masses of foul brood dried up, and which tht^

bees are loth to clean uii.]

THE NORTH AMERICAN AT ALBANY.

TO THE VERMONT BEE-KEEPEK8.

The North American Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion will meet soon in Albany. N. Y. A year
ago I was making calculation- to attend this

mi-eting: but. how little can W(- foresee the fu-
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tiiivl However, my inlPrest in its suecess re-

mains. I want the bee-keepers of the east, and
especially of Veimont. to show the woi-ld that
they are not behind the times, I wish that
every person who has stood by the Vci-mont
Bee-Keepers' Association duiingr the past three
depressing seasons would find time and disi)0-

sition to attend this meeting. Many men of
national l>ee reputation will be there: the meet-
ing will probably hold three days, and Albany
is a city in which there is much to see. You
have had a good season this year. The farm
crops liav<' all been good, the rain plenteous,
and all nature has done her best. Now take a
rest and holiday by visiting Albany during the
time of the North American. All the great bee-
men of Central and ^Yestern New York are pre-
paring to go. Massachusetts will not be far
behind, and there will be some there fiom the
great West. E. R. Root, and perhaps others
from Medina, will try to be present. Next year
it will probably be held in the West, and the
good opportunity tiiay not come again: so, I

say. attend and talk, and make this the best
meeting of the North American, and make
President El wood and Secretary Dadant happy.
I should like to see twenty bee-keepers of Ad-
dison County express their intention to go, to
President V. V. Blackmer. of Orwell. Vt.. when
I am sure he can make arrangements for re-

duced rates from some point. I was sorry the
Vermont Bee-Keepers' Association did not af-
filiate last winter with our Intei'uational Asso-
ciation, but trust they will show the world they
still live. J. H. Lai:k.\bek.

'

Agricultural Collt>ge. Mich.. Aug. 15.

SHIPPING COMB HONEY.

KECKNT RULINGS BY THE WESTEUN CLA.SSI-
FICATIOX COMMITTEE.

After our editorial in regard to the above

subject appeared in our Aug. 1 No., page (il4.

the Miller Bros, wrote to J. T. Ripley, of the

Western Classification Committee. The Rook-

ery, Room 733. Chicago. To this J. T. Ripley

replies:

Miller Bros.—Gentlemeit:—Answering your
favor of the Sth inst., I think if your shipments
of honey in comb are securely packed and box-
ed, and marked conspicuously. "Glass, handle
with care.'" on the outside of the packages,
that no difficulty should be experienced as re-
gards breakage. Large quantities of glassware
are constantly being handli'd by transportation
companies upon which the breakage is insig-
nificant. .1. T. RiPi.EY. Chdirttvui.
Chicago. Aug. 10.

Miller Bros, promptly forwarded the cori'es-

pondence to us, and to this our business man-
ager, Mr. Calvert, ivplied as follows:

J. T. Ripley. Chairman Western Classitica-
tion Committee:—
Dear Sir:—In looking over the recent rulings

of the W^estern Classification Committ<'e we no-
ticed one or two rulings in regard to items af-
fecting our industry. "We mail you a copy of
our publication. Gl?:anix(;s tx Bee Cri--
TURE, in the August 1st number, p. (U4. of which
appeared the clippings below.

GLASSED CASES OF COMB HO.NEY Ml'ST HAVE GLASS
COVERED FOR SHIPMENT.

Among- the recent ruling-s of the Westei'ii Classitl-
cutloii Committee we tind tlie followinji": "June 23d.

Honey in comb, packed in boxes lia\"iug'g-lass fronts,
slioidd not be received for sliipment unless fronts
are fully covered and protected." From our e.\i>eri-

ence tins ruling' will work mischief unless honey is

crated as outlined on p. 643. If comb honey is so
crated 1 think it will pji.ss undei' tlie ndiug-. audit
was no <loubt intended to enforce sucli cratinjr oi-

proti'ctioii that tlie ruling was made. If. however,
instead of crariiifi- your lioney you simply cover tli.e

grlass with a board, as you will no doubt l)e obliged
to do unless tiie rulini;- is t-liauffed. your honey will

fare worse than before. When, by means of tlie ex-
po.sed glass, the freight-liandlers can see tlie ci)n-

teiits tlie.v are more likely to handle with care than
if in a solid box: at least" this has been our exiieri-

ence. From this point of ^'iew the ruling' is unjust
to bee-keepers; and if they desire to have it chang-
ed, the person to write lo is J. T. Kipley. chairman,
Koom 733, The Rookery, Chicago, III. Kemember,
this ruling- ap|)lies on" the roads west of Chicago
and St. Louis, not in the territory east of these
points.

In response to this you have doubtless re-

ceived some letters from lioney-producers.
Your answer to one. Miller Bros.. Bluffton. Mo.,
under date of Aug. 10th, press copy of which
we attach, has been forwarded to us. Your
statements there would seem to indicate that
vou had more concern for the glass inclosing

the honey than for the honey itself. Now. one
of the cliief objects that bee-keepers have in

putting glass on the cases containing honey is

that parties handling the cases can see what
they contain, and will thus be induced to han-
dle them with greater care. Your statement,
that "large quantities of glassware are con-
stantly being handled, upon which the break-
age is insignificant."' it seems to me does not
have any bearing on the case. This glassware
is safely" packed in hay or straw, and will stand
reasonably rough handling: hut honey in th(^

comb willnot stand such rough handling. If

the honey is roughly handled, the combs break
down, and it begins" to leak, and the transpor-
tation comjianies have a worse job on their
hands, oftentimes, than they realize. Every
thing that will contribute to the careful han-
dling of comb honey should be done, it seems to

me: and your recent ruling, that the glass must
be covered before such honey is received, looks
to me like a step in the wrong direction, for our
experience has been that honev so covered has
not received the careful attention that it does
when the glass exposes the honey to view. Let
the case be marked ever so plainly, it doesn't
have the effect that a view of the article itself

do(>s. Then. too. your advice to mark the pack-
ages " glass, handle with care.'" it seems to me.
a little questionable, for tthe contents of the
packages is honey, not glass. If the packages
are to be marked glass, what is to hind(^r bill-

ing the stuff glass, and shipping on a lower
rate? In the interests of bee-keepers, as well

as of the transportation companies, we think
the ruling ought to be changed.
We desire, also, to call your attention to an-

other item in your rulings. Under date of July
6th. you incorporate a new item in the classifi-

cation called " bee-comb stuff."' and. in paren-
thesis, artificial honey-comb. This name is

misleading. I suppose you have seen in the pa-
pers accounts of comb honey being manufac-
tured without the aid of liees, all of which is

entirely false. We Inclose you a cai-d which
we have distributed widely for the last four or
five years, and hav(> challenged such slander-
ous reports for proof, but no proof has as yet
been forthcoming. In view of these slanders,

the «'ording of this item in the classification is

misleading: and because of this misleading, it is

unjust. We would suggest that you change it

to the name that all manufacturers of the arti-

cle give it: namely, comb fotuidation. or. if you
choose. '• bee-comb foundation."' Everv bee-
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keeper knows what that term is, and the agents
having any thing to do with it will soon learn
it. Very resp'y,

A. I. Root, per J. T. C.

In reply to the letter above we have received

this very gratifying letter. We have been

granted some of the points we sought for,

though not all:

Mr. A. I. Boot;—Receipt of your favor ot the
15th inst. is hereby acknowledged. I am pleas-
ed to note the demonsti'ation which you appear
to make, that comb honey can be safely trans-
ported if properly packed by crating. Evident-
ly, such shipments might be inclosed in boxes,
thus meeting the conditions of the ruling refer-

red to, and protect shippers from loss and
damage. If, in your judgment, it would be
better to mark such packages, " Honey in comb,
this side up with care," or, "Handle carefully,"
there is, of course, no objection to such mark-
ing. I have changed the wording of the article

referred to by you as '•Comb Foundation," and
it will appear, in the next sheet of rulings
issued, as "Bee-comb Foundation" (beeswax in

sheets), which I presume will meet the point
raised by you. There was no intention to mis-
represent or do injustice to any interests by the
wording originally adopted.

J. T. Ripley, Chairman.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 18.

Mr. Calvert replies to this as below:

J. T. Ripley. Chnirman Western Classiflca-
tion Cornnnttee:—
Dear Sir: — Replying to your favor of the

18th, we wish to thank you for changing the
item of " Bee-comb Stuff " to " Bee-comb Foun-
dation'' (beeswax in sheets). We did not in-
tend to convey the idea that your former word-
ing, which conveyed a wrong impression, was
done with the intention of injustice, but that it

would be injustice to allow it to stand so, when
advised of the facts.
With reference to your ruling on comb honey

in boxes with glass fronts, we don't gather from
your letter that you propose any change in this.

It may be that you intended to allow honey,
crated in the manner we outlined in the clip-

ping sent you, to pass as though it were boxed.
One of our correspondents writes that this will
do very well, when there is sufficient in the
shipment to crate up in this way; but when
only one or two cases are to be sent it can not
well be so crated, and we are still of opinion
that it would go much more safely without the
glass being covered, even if it is not ci'ated;

and if crated honey is to be passed, the ruling
will have to be changed somewhat so as to cov-
er it. Very respectfully yours,

A. I. Root, per Calvert.
Medina, O., Aug. 20.

Mr. Ripley replies:

Mr. Root:—Answering your favor of the 18th
inst.. I intended to convey in my letter of the
18th. that, if shipments can be crated and then
boxed they could be safely carried without hav-
ing any exposed glass surfaces. I still think
the provisions of my ruling are reasonable, and
that, with a slight exercise of ingenuity on the
part of shippers in packing, they can be com-
plied with to the advantage of all parties in-
terested. Packages with exposed glass sur-
faces are very objectionable from a ti'ansporta-
tion standpoint, for reasons that should be ob-
vious. J. T. RiPi.EY. Chairman.
Chicago, 111.. August 21.

FIXED DISTANCES; SULPHURIC ACID FOR
RENDERING WAX.

c. p. dauant enteks a pkotest against
SOME lately devised THINGS.

Friend Ernest:- I should like to say a few
words to help Bangs against our good friend
Dr. INIiller in regard to the closed-end frame.
Bangs says he wants to have a chance to space
the combs to suit himself, and the doctor seems
to think he has "got" him when he proves to
him that he spaces all his frames at exact dis-
tances. The trouble we found with fixed dis-
tances was. that we could not change one frame
for another, or turn a frame wrong end fore-
most, when we used them. 1 have not the
least doubt that, if you always put the frames
back into the same hive, and in the same
places that they formerly occupied, you will
find no trouble in fixed distances. But in that
case, where is the advantage of using movable
frames? Suppose we have a weak colony short
of stores, and wish to help that colony with a
heavy thick frame of honey from another hive.
With the loose frame we shall have no trouble;
but with these fixed distances we shall very
often mash the combs on both sides of the thick
comb so given. Dr. Miller tells Bangs that
he will crush as many bees with burr and brace
combs as he will with the closed end; but I say
that, if your hives are of equal age, you will

find as many burr and brace combs in the one
as in the other.
You say that, in your Shane yard, you have

but one hive with burr-combs. And. pray,
would you have very many of these in this
apiary, on loose frames, if the hives were like
these, only one year old ? It is not in the first

one or two seasons that one finds these impedi-
ments to neat work. It is when the hives have
been long in use by the bees, and opened but lit-

tle by the bee-keeper, and especially when the
bees have found themselves crowded for room.
There is no doubt that closed-end frames have
some advantages that will never be found in

the open end frames, the main one being their
greater warmth for winter; but for the every-
day manipulations of practical bee-keeping,
queen-i'earing. artificial swarming, strengthen-
ing and helping weak colonies from stronger
ones, uniting, and the thousand and one man-
ipulations that are so often repeated in a prac-
tical apiary, we can not see how any one can
hesitate between the two styles.

One word about hoi'izontal wiring. So far as
we know, the credit of originality is due to
friend J. Vandervort, in whose apiary I saw
this used first, and we only imitated him. It is

certainly much superior to vertical wiring.
One more word on another subject. I see

that you are advising bee-men to use oil of
vitriol to render their wax. I believe it is a
mistake, for we have always noticed that bees-
wax rendered thus had an unpleasant smell,

and we believe its general use would have a
tendency to render the wax unfit for foundation.
You will remember that we told you that we
used it only for our residues, and such wax as
could not possibly be cleaned otherwise; but
we are very particular to use this wax only in a
very small proportion to the water-melted wax.
The fact is, we do not use this method on more
than two per cent of all the wax we handle,
and we consider wax thus cleaned as very
much inferior to that melted by the ordinary
methods. We should very much object to buy-
ing any beeswax produced by bee-keepers, ren-
dered in this way, for the sweet balmy odor of

the hive is all taken away by this process. We
are satisfied that a part of our success in foun-
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dation-makiiig is due to the fact that we used
this way of cleaning less than several others to
our knowledge, thus presei'ving the natural bee
smell in the greater part of the foundation.
Hamilton, 111., Aug. 22. C. P. Daoaxt.

[Thanks, friend C. P. I hope it is not my
policy to demolish every thing in the way of
objection to fixed distances: but I can not help
saying that all those who have tried fixed dis-
tances, such as El wood, Hetherington. and
many others, do not experience that trouble in

Interchanging. Indeed, I saw Hoifman and
Elwood both interchanging their combs; nei-
ther have we run aci'oss any of this unpleasant
bulging, except where a frame of foundation
was inserted in the height of the honey season,
between two combs. The bees would bulge the
latter into the frame of foundation. This does
not prove serious, because, when we put the
two fat sides of two combs together, the bees
will shave them down, and reduce every thing
to an even thickness. This we do every year
with loose frames to restore them to normal
thickness. Still, as I have said a number of
times before, I know there are many who do
not like fixed distances, on account of their
methods of working and habits of thought. I

am glad, therefore, you have stuck up for our
friend Bangs. Some, like yourself, prefer a
large frame, while others think a Langstroth is

all-sufficient; so with regard to fixed and un-
fixed distances.
Yes, I realize all you say, that top- bars for

the first season, either thick or thin, are not as
apt to have burr-combs as when they have
been in use a number of seasons. But, friend
Camille, I have been trying both thin top-bars,
% inch wide, alongside of thick top-bars one
inch wide. After two years of use, there are
burr-combs built on top of the thin bars, but
none on the thick ones. Nearly all of the thin
and narrow bars that we have put into the
apiary have burr-combs—at least a few—the
first season; and, besides all that, there have
been reports from those who have tried thick
and wide top-bars seven or eight seasons, and
have had no burr-combs. Hoffman had frames
that I saw that had been in use some twelve or
fifteen years, quite free from these little nui-
sances on top.
Although we may disagree in regard to fixed

distances, we join hands on your method of
wiring. I am glad to know that the credit of
originality belongs to Mr. Vandervort. Is he
the one who discovered that drawing the wires
loose makes all the difiference between success
and failure?
As you are the largest foundation-makers in

the world, it may be well for us to heed your
warning and go a little slow in this matter of
rendering wax with sulphuric acid. So far we
have used it only in our dirtiest refuse, such as
we could not render in any other way. We
have tried, however, a few very black cakes of
wax. to see if we could not lighten them up,
and the result has been highly satisfactory as
to color. Since you have spoken of it. I notice
a little odor, though very slight, clinging to the
wax so treated: huti think that, if it is melted
up into foundation again, this odor will disap-
pear. In the first place, the acid is diluted
some .300 or 400 times—so weak, indeed, that the
hands can be dipped into it with impunity, and
I do not know but we could drink quite a quan-
tity of it with no injurious results. It certain-
ly can not be poisonous to man or to bees any
more, it seems to me, than soap used for lubri-
cating rolls in foundation -making. We find
that there is a very slight residue of particles of
soap left on the foundation, and this is not ob-
jectionable to bees.—See Editorials.] E. E,.

With Replies from our best Authorities on Bees.

Question 193. Do you think you ivoidd have
been richer or poorer to-day if you liad never
had any thing to do ivith bees f

Poorer.
California. S. R. Wilkin.

I don't know, but I am going on with the bees.
Illinois. N. C. J. A. Gkeen.

Been a deal poorei', and not nearly as fat and
well.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

I should have becm poorer in wordly goods,
and much poorer in pleasurable experiences.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

I am sure that the bees have increased my
possessions, as I am richei' on account of the
bees.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

I believe I should have been poorer; for. till

this season, my bees have been a source of in-
come, and the attention given them has not
materially interfered with my other business.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

Well, that's an awful question. I certainly
could not have been poorer. As to whether I

should have been richer or not, the Lord only
knows—I don't.
New York. E. Rambler.

There is no "thinking" about it, when we
know thy result. I have always realized a good
interest on my investments and troubles. There
is no living in it except for specialists, unless a
large number of colonies are kept.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viallon.

We certainly can not tell; but what we now
have was nearly all made from the bees. It is

true, that we are supply-dealers; but up to 1883

it was our honey crops that gave us profits.

Our honey crop of 1883 netted $3800, labor and
expenses paid.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

That depends upon the success I might have
had in some other kind of business. I might
have had more money and less knowledge of
the laws of nature, and perhaps less enjoyment,
had I never kept bees. Dollars are not the only
riches we should strive for while passing
through this stage of eternity.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

A question like tho above reflects suspicion

on the pursuit of bee-keeping, but amounts to
nothing. Apply the same question to any
branch of home production, as, for instance,

wheat culture, corn or potato production, hog,
cattle, or sheep raising, and see what an amount
of blasted hopes you will stir up. We pray for

better times.
Ohio. S. W. • C. F. MuTH.

Richer! Almost every one thinks he would
have made more money with less work if he
had gone into something else, no matter what
his occupation. We know of more thorns in

our own pathway, because it is better known.
It is strange that bee-keepers do not speedily
become rich, when the bees work for nothing
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and board themselves, and all the bee-man has
to do Is to exchange the honey for money.
Either lie doesn't get enough honey, or he ex-
changes it foi' too little money.
New York. C. P. H. Ei>\vooi).

That kind Master, who is ever willing to

guide the plans and lives of those who wish to

be guided by him. made it very plain to me that
I ought to take up bee-keeping. Such being
the case. I feel sure that, in some respect, it has
been to my proHt to do so, although the amount
of money I have realized from it has not been
large.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

The terms richer and poorer come to differ-

ent persons with widely different meanings.
I've never made much money with the bees,
and yet I feel ivell paid for all the hard work
and care bestowed upon them. It would be
indeed a sad state of affairs if money were the
oialy compensation we get for our labors.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

Well, 1 declare I don't know. I have done
better out of the bee-business than '.i9 out of
100: but as I begin to pay attention to other
lines of business, I begin to think perhaps I

should have been bett<'r oft' if I had never seen
a bee. I find that the same amount of well-
directed thought and energy in other lines of
business will turn out as much or more money
than can be realized from the production of
honey and bees.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Thoughts about such a matter amount to but
very little. The destiny of all is shaped by an
all-wise Providence, and happy is the man who
is content with his lot after striving with all

his powers to make his chosen pursuit a success.
I might have been richer, I might have b(^en

poorer. I am thankful to my heavenly Father
for what I have, and still more thankful for the
good health and the high aspii'ations (aspira-
tions that lead out toward God) which have
come to me while being permitted towoi'k with
this wonderful part of his creation.
New York. C. G. M. Doolitti,e.

None of your business. Oh I you "didn't
mean to be impertinent"? Well, if you mean
the amount of money, I'd have been a good
deal richer if I'd never seen a bee—that is, if

I'd been alive now. But I don't crave any
sympathy. I'm no pauper. I have one of the
happiest homes, one of the best of wives, and I

don't know any other business that would let

me have so much time with either of them. I

have clothes enough to keep me warm, and
more food than I can eat. I've had lots of fun
with the bees, and am healthier and younger
than I was 25 years ago. I'm expecting a good
time while I live, and a better one afterward.
What's money to a man who can't stay home
to enjoy his best earthly treasures'? How rich
does a millionaire feel, with a bad liver and a
sour stomach? Yes, I'm richer for the bees.

Illinois. N. C. C. Mii-ler.

What a question ! Who is sufficient for these
things? What might have been is a sad refrain,

and has had an echo in the hearts of most of
the human race. A good deal of destiny seems
at times to hang on a very small pivot. A few
words sefm to have decided the fate of Napo-
leon; the swarm of bees, that A. I. Root hired
the ijian to catch for him, carried lots of fate
on their wings as they went over his head. In
my case I certainly became no poorer by get-
ting bees 30 years ago. When I started house-

keeping I regretted that I had not sufficient
means to buy a good farm, that I might be a
farmer; but, not having the money to buy
largely, I bought a small place and kept bees.
Time has saiistied me that bee-keeping in my
cas(! was preferable to fai'ming.
Wisconsin. S. \V. S. I. Pkeebokn.

[1 would call particular attention to the
answers given by friends Muth, El wood, and
Miller. It is true, as Mr. Muth says, you can
stir up blasted hopes in almost any industry by
touching the right chord, and bee-keeping is

no exception. It is also true, that, as Mr. El-
wood remarks, almost every one thinks he
would have made more money if he had gone
into something else. Dr. Miller says, very truly,
What is money to a man who can't stay at

home and enjoy his b(^st earthly treasures?"
VVhen we take up the question as to whether
bees pay, we need to consider something besides
the mere matter of dollars and cents. Dr. sill-

ier thinks he would have been richer— that is,

*/ he had been alive. It is worth something to
be alive, to have health, enjoyment, and fun;
and where in this wide world can we find any
industry that will att'oi'd any more diversion,
more field for study, and more opportunity for
real fun and hcaWi, than bee-keeping.]

E. R.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

IS THERE ANY WAY' TO PREVENT OR CONTROL
SWARMING WHEN RUNNING FOR COMR

HONEY?
Is there any way to prevent swarming or to

control it to some extent in working for comb
honey? My bees are disposed to swarm, and do
notliing but swarm two and three times a week.
I have ten colonies in Simplicity and Dove-
tailed hives. We returned swarms immediate-
ly, and removed two frames of brood from the
center, and replaced with frames of foundation,
cutting out all queen and drone cells, and they
would swarm again in two days. Our hives are
all made eight-frame by the use of dummies.
We enlarg(>d the Simplicity to ten frames, cut-
ting all cells, and still they would swarm in two
days. We have left them out 48 hours, accord-
ing to Dadant, and yet they would swarm. Our
queens are all clipped; and when the swarm
issues, if someone is not there they will unite
with another colony instead of coming back to

their queen. Lester Childers.
Morrow, Kan., Aug. 13.

[Yes, you can do something toward prevent-
ing or controlling swarming by running for

comb honey; but when bees get excited by the
swarming-note, the whole apiary is more or
less demoralized. When they are in this con-
dition it is poor policy to return swarms to their
old stands. In fact, it is poor policy under any
circumstances. It is natural for them to swarm,
and you must gratify them with a new loca-
tion and a new hive, or at least a new condition
of things. If you do not desire increase, we
would recommend Heddon's plan of preventing
after-swarras. For a description of his method,
see his book, or Mr. Hutchinson's "Advanced
Bee Culture.'' We have sdinctimcs. where we
desired to keep down increase, put a swarm in

a hive on top of the old one; then after the sea-

son is over, put them all into one hive, taking
out the surplus combs. Cutting out all cells

helps; but it is. as the Dadant say, not reliable.
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When several swarms come out together thoy
are very apt to unite, and go with the queen or
<iueens that are in tlie air. Mrs. (Jolden's
swarm-catcher, illustrated in our last issue,

might help very much in a case of this kind,
provided you have one on hand and are spry
enough to' catch them before they all get into
the air.] E. R.

THE MAMMAI-IAN CATEKPII.LAK.

I have received from Mr. C. H. Longstreet,
Mount Dora. Fla.. a most curious caterpillar.

It is known in science as Litgoa opercularL^.
It is the larva of a moth, and is peculiar in be-
ing clothed with long fur-like hair. As it

creei)S along one can not but think of some of
the weasel family. I showed it to my class as
the mammalian caterpillar. The color of the
hair is light brown, with some dashes of white.
Beneath the hair are stiflf bristles, which sting
about as does the nettle. It pupates in an ob-
long cocoon fastened in some forked twig of the
tree on which it feeds. The side of the cocoon
has a raised spot which jeserables marvelously
a bud. The moth escapes from the cocoon by a
lid much like that seen on a queen-cell after
the queen comes fortli. I suppose this gave the
uanw, opcrciihtris. This insect larva feeds on
oak. and occasionally on orange. Mr. L.. I

think, found this one'on the orange—at least,

he inclosed an orange leaf in the box which
contained the larva. The moth which comes
from this larva is pale yellow, lined with gray.
It is about the size of the cabbage-butterfly.
As this specimen is new to our large collection,
I need not say that I received it most gladly.

Agricultui'al College. Mich. A. J. Cook.

THE IGNOTUM TO.MATO. ETC.

Filcnd Root:—Geeanings for Aug. 1 is just
received, and its new cover is much admired.
Your talk about crops, and {)rices you are

getting, is very interesting to us down this
way. where all vegetables and fruits are raised
in such profusion by every family, in town as
well as in country, that we might say we have
no market, and not miss the truth very far.

Extra early vegetables, however, can be sold,

and I wish you to know right here how well
pleased we all are with the Ignotum tomato
seed which I purchased from you last spring.
These were sowed under glass, so that the
plants were transplanted for outdoor culture
by the time other people were sowing their
seed: hence I had tomatoes far ahead of my
neighbors, and was able to sell large fine Igno-
tums at the extravagant price of 10 cts. per doz-
en, or about 3 cts. per pound.

I like it better than the Ruby, Mikado. Tro-
phy, or any other kind I have grown: and it

surely comes up to the general-piu'pose stand-
ard you give it. ^ly vines are loaded with
large, round, even-running tomatoes of finest

quality of size and flavor, and we have been
having them a long time.
Melons sell here now at from 5 to 20 cts. A

.30-pound melon brings what you get for one
pound of cauliflower.
As you say of that potato, and as I wrote you

when sending the seed, one season does not
always bring out what a vegetable or fruit is.

A second year will often change our estimate
of a fruit that we have condemned the first.

But it is also true, that a valuable fruit in one
climate or section proves to be worthless in an-
other: and, quoting you again, it seems as if in
horticulture aS in other pursuits, to obtain the
best results takes constant care, skill, and work.
Still, what an incentive there is to have a full

variety of all these gifts from the great Giver,
around us. and to have each type as near per-
fection as we can make it.

The honey crop is about gathered here. We
now let them fill up with bitterweed for winter.
My crop was about 100 lbs. per colony, and net-
ted 7 cts. for extracted and \'2^., for section.

I have a novel water- feeder—a plant called
water-hyacinth, a succulent plant that will
grow in a vessel of water with a little earth,
stones, etc., on the bottom. It shoots up many
joints with bulblike stems and leaves, which
fill a large pan or earthen receptacle very soon,
covering the water except in small spaces. The
bees find it just the thing, and abandon the
well and every thing (^Ise foi' this natural drink-
ing-font. But it is a thirsty plant, requiring
plenty of water. C. P. Coffin.
Pontotoc. Miss., Aug. (i.

bees XECES.SARY tor FERTILIZING PLANTS.

lu GLEANING.S you Say something about not
succeeding with cucumbers. If you should
ever come west of Chicago it would pay you to
come to Minneapolis, just to see a greenhouse
belonging to a Gernum gardener. I do not
know the exact size, but I think it covers nearly
two acres, besides acres of hotbeds. lie devotes
the fall and early winter to lettuce, and then
fills them up with cucumbers, and they are still

selling from them, although outdoor cucumbers
are now in the market. His sales from cucum-
bers alone would amount to several thousand
dollars. During the winter and spring he is

obliged to keep a hive of bees in each house to
fertilize the blossoms, or else very little fruit

sets. Last April his bees all swarmed out, and
he lost all the queens but one. and a few weeks
after he came to me for more bees. He told me
in that time he had lost more for not having
them than the amount he paid me

—

^21.00. His
cucumbers in the greenhouses do not run on the
ground, but on trellises of cord and wire slant-
ing up about the angle of the roof of the house.
Any one. by stooping a little, can see the whole
length of the greenhouse under the vines, and
see cucumbers hanging down all around. I

have a small farm, and, in addition to my bees.

I keep eight or ten cows, and raise some small
fruit, chiefly currants and raspberries. The
honey crop last year was nearly a failure, and
this year does not i)romise moi'e than half a
crop. I hope when you come west again you
will come this way, and I will meet you and
take you around. E. R. Pond.
Bloomington, Minn., Aug. (1.

HOW TO MAKE EIGHT-FKAME HIVES OUT OF
TEN-FRAME SIMPLICITIES.

Will you please tell me what is the best plan
to reduce my 130 Simplicities to eight-frame
hives'? A ten-frame hive is too large. The
season is so short that the bees can not fill and
seal them. Jno. H. Mullin & Son.
Oakland, Tex.. Aug. 8.

[If the Simplicities were nailed together with
one board lapping on to the other it would be
an easy matter; but, unfortunately for your
purpose, they are not. The only practical way
is to put in dummies in the extra space. Dr.
Miller had originally ten-frame Langstroth
hives. These he made into eight-frame by
sawing through the ends at the right point.
He then removed the short pieces hanging to

the sides now loose, and then nailed the side
back again. The old ten-frame Langstroth
caps he discarded, and made new eight-frame
flat covers.]

DEVELOPING A RED-CLOVER STRAIN OF BEES.

I want to let you know how I managed to get
my bees to work on red clover. For three or
four years I have believed they could be graded
up to work on led clover. I had the large
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brown and Italian, and they are all of that
strain now. I commenced watching them, as
they worked some on the red: and by their
mark, and watching them at the hives". I soon
found where the most of them belonged; and
I could see a diffei-ence in the honey. Then I
became satisfied that I could raise a strain of
bees that could gather honey from red clover;
and this spring they are just booming on it.

and I commenced taking off honey the first

of July, and many have filled .i(5 boxes, and
are on the second set. The" honey is not
quite so white, but of a better flavor and twice
as much of it. I hope others will try it. Do not
get discouraged, for you will succeed, and not
be sorry when you can lug in the big loads as I

am doing now. Jacob Childs.
Amherst. Wis.. July 21.

[I suppose you mean, friend C, that you have
been for some time i-earing queens from colo-
nies that stored most honey during red-clover
bloom. If this is so, it will be nothing strange
if you get a strain of bees as large as you de-
scribe.]

SUCCESS WITH THE DOOLITTI.E CELL -CUPS;
BEES FOR BUSINESS IXSTEAD OF BEAUTY.
I have ten colonies building cells according

to Doolittle, and what a lot of fine cells I am
harvesting! I am starting a lot of them every
day (except Sunday), and some days two lots.

His method is far ahead of any other I have
ever tried; and the beautiful part of it is, that
the cells slip right into the cell-protectors, with-
out any trimming at all. except when the bees
are getting honey pi-etty fast, when they will
sometimes build bits of new comb to the cells.
I found one colony this week storing honey so
fast from red clover that they were building
bits of snowy-white comb to the cells. Who
will say that I shall not rear queens from such
a queen as this, even if her bees do show but
three yellow bands. Your advice, to breed for
energetic workers, is to the point. If it were
not for my bees' ability to work on I'ed clover. I
could hardly carry on queen-rearing now, as
the white clover is dried up, and there is nothing
for them to work on (to amount to any thing),
except red clovei'. It is wonderful to see how
they root down to get to the honey. I have not
had to use the bee-tent yet this season, for
which I am truly thankful.
My sales during June amounted to S135..50.

Gleanings is a good advertising medium.
Morgan. Ky.. July 14. J. P. Moore.

the HOFFMAN FRAME.
I should like to tell you of the Hoffman

frames I got of you last spjing. I have used
several kinds of frames; but after a thorough
test alongside the " thick top.'' I find the Hoff-
man far superior to any other. Thev are the
fi'ame, and will be for years to come. I find
them easier to handle, save time and patience,
and, so far as manipulation is concerned, free
from bun- and brace combs. The bi-ood-combs
are smoother and nicer. They are not difficult
to get apart, as was supposed, on account of
propolis. E. E. Edwards.
Alexandria, Ind.. Aug., 1891.

[You have come to the same conclusion we
have, and I feel sure other unprejudiced per-
sons must come to a similar conclusion.] E. R.

the 2Gth a swarm issued, but it didn't work,
and I had considerable trouble in getting the
queen into the new hive. I then modified the
liiver thus: I tore the perforated zinc from the
box B. and put in its stead the zinc from box C.
and then tore the wire cloth from the second
division of box B and beveled the lower edge a
little. I place the new hive close to the old one,
and raise it a couijle of inches above it on four
half-bricks: then put the " hiver " in place,
not using box C at all. and 99 out of 100 swarms
will hive themselves without any care except
placing hivers and hives in place. At least,
such is my experience. E. A. Boal.
Hinchman, Mich., Aug. 10.

A SWARM THAT KEEPS SWARMING. AND WON'T
STAY HIVED: WHAT TO DO.

Could you tell me what is the matter with a
swarm of bees when they keep swarming out
every day or two? I put" them into a hive and
they will come out and go back to the same
hive again. I have two colonies that have done
this five or six times this month, and the last-

week in June. F. E. Hess.
Whittemore, Mich.. July 11.

[Giving a frame of unsealed larva" sometimes
makes such restless swarms contented. If this
fails, give them the l9,rvie. and, in addition,
take the queen away from them. Where bees
swarm out one or two times after being put
back it is better to put them into an entirely
different hive in an entirely different location.
Sometimes bees take a notion they just won't
stay in a certain hive. It is best to give up to
them, and put them somewhere else.]

THE SELF-HIVER: how IT DID AND DIDN'T
WORK.

In an issue of Gleanings some time ago you
called for reports of the self-hiver. so I will
give you my experience with it. I placed a
hiver at the entrance of a hive June 2.5. and on

shipping drones early in the season,
AGAIN.

In regard to shipping drones, as mentioned on
page .5.57. please refer to page 35i5. 1889. Since-
that was written we have had two shipments
made from the South in April, with entire-
success. To get them in the best possible shape,
order ahead; and by the time they are wanted
your drone brood is nearly ready for hatching
when received. Of course, some are hatched.
These will do all right by making the nucleus
queenless. J. Nebel & Son.
High Hill, Mo., July 14.

[It seems, friends, from the above, that, in-
stead of shipping drones, you are shipping drone
brood. This can be done. I am well awai'e, and
I think it quite likely that quite a number of
young drones could be sent quite safely in a
good-sized nucleus.]

BEE-PARALYSIS (BACILLUS DEPILIS) EARLY IN
THE SEASON.

Some one says that the nameless bee-disease
(or '"bee-paralysis") comes from the brood
being overheated in combs that have a large
amount of bee-bread in them, and that bees do-

not have it early in the season, befoi'e hot
weather. Last spring, and this, some of my
bees had it as soon as they began to fly. One of
the worse cases I have had was the bees from a
queen from Florida. If you will set the tin bars
In wired frames with the edge against the-

foundation, instead of the flat side, they will
cover but one row of cells, and the bees will
cover them entirely with comb.
New Hampton, June 8. E. D. Hoavell.

[Friend H.. I am sure this disease does not
originate in the way you suggest. The fact
that it is usually found in the progeny of cer-
tain queens as long as the queen lives, points
pretty clearly to the fact that it is an inherited
disease.]
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A GOOD KEPORT FOR THE PfXIC BEES.

I observe you think the statement of the su-
periority of the Punic bees is colored. I have
not seen that statement, but I assure you that,
if they are all as good as some I have had for

two years, it will not be easy to exaggerate
their" good qualities. With me they are the
best of all imported varieties of bees.

I also observe that some speak of extra col-

ored Ligurian (Italian) bees. Similar beauties
I had were neillier more nor less than Ligiuiaus
crossed with Syrians, Cyprians, or Holy-Land
bees.

"

Wm. Thomson.
Auchinraith, High Blantyre, Scotland.

HONEY FROM SWEET CLOVER—WILL IT D<^ TO
WINTER ox?

For weeks bees have worked but little except
on sweet clover and spider-plant. Can you
solve the mystery? Is there any remedy, and
will not this dark honey kill our bees next win-
ter?

"

J. G. White.
Stanford, 111., Aug. 14.

[Honey from sweet clover and spider-plant,
what little there would be of it, would be per-
fectly wholesome; but sweet-clover honey is

not counted dark. Is it not possible that your
bees have gathered honey-dew? This would
be dark, or darker than any other with which
it is mixed.]

WHY bees hang out.
I want to know vvhy the bees hang out in

front of the hive night and day, and do not
work. Tliey have been that way for the last
lour weeks with me. Frank Jacobs.
Peshtigo, WMs., Aug. 17, 1891.

[The reason your bees hang out now is be-
cause it is warm, and thei-e is probably nothing
for them to do. Give, if possible, a wider en-
trance. If this is not practicable, tilt the cover
up at one end. If they ai'e not already in the
shade, this may explain why they hang out. In
this event, put on a shade-board made of thin
lumber, and large enough to project four or
five inches on all sides of the hive.]

TO CLEAN BEESWAX FROM PANS AND KETTLES.
Pour into your pan or kettle a small quantity

of water, say half a teacupful. then add half as
much kerosene; warm over the fire until quite
hot; then with an old rag rub all parts of your
dish. You will find this removes every particle
of wax as easily as you could remove any other
substance from the dish. Any kind of grease
will answer, but kerosene is best.

Mrs. Mattie A. Bonfoey.
South Riverside, Cal., June 2.

[My good friend, I should be a little careful
about advising kerosene in the way you do, es-
pecially where you use the utensil over the
tire. Remember the many accidents, and lives
lost, by the use of kerosene in this way.]

A STUBBORN CASE OF BEE-PAKALYSIS.
I can't stop the nameless disease by changing

queens. I will kill my bees and commence
with new ones. Could I use the old hives and
combs again without disinfection ? If not,
what shall I do ? Fred A. Hund.

Casco, Mich., June 10.

[Friend H.. it is possible that infection can
hang about the hives. But nobody can settle
it without making a test. Take a hive where
they have had it the worst, put in a new swarm,
and see whether you tind more of it. See Doo-
little's aiticle elsewhere.]

TARRED PAPER FLAVORIN(i HONEY IX THE
HIVE.

I have lost about 700 or 800 lbs. of comb honey
from using taiTed paper in the bottom of those
one-story chalT hives. It gives the hont'y a
terrible flavor. M. W. Breece.
Delaware, O., July 13.

[Friend B.. I am sure that the tarred paper
has nothing to do with the flavor of the honey;
that is. the terrible flavor came from something
else. We have used tarred paper on the bot-
toms of chaff hives for toward twenty years,
and never heard of such a thing before.]

WHAT SHALL AVE DO WITH HOXEY DAMAGED
BY HOXEY-DEW?

My crop is ruined for sale with honey-dew.
I have nearly two tons of this stuff. What can
I do with it? My hives are all full from top to
bottom with the disagreeable stuif.

Marissa, 111., July 1.5. Wm. Little.

[I do not know what you can do with your
honey unless you sell it to confectioners, vine-
gar-makers, manufacturers of printers' I'ollers,

or for some other manufacturing purpose.]

AN AVERAGE OF 2.i00 I-BS. OF HOXEY A
AVEEK.

The bees are doing well. They are making
an average of 2.500 lbs. a week at present. I

have 1.50 capped hives, and 50 weak one-story
hives and nuclei. Our best honey-fl )w comes
next month; then I expect two tons each Aveek,

and perhaps more. I have about 30 of my best
hives making comb honey. The rest are Avork-
ing for the extractor. I sold yesterday 5000 lbs.

extracted, at 5 cts. G. W. Camp.
Armona, Cal., July 21.

GLEAXINGS AXD ITS COXTEXTS.

I think the man who complains about the in-

dex in Gleaxixgs is not as interested in it as
I am. I always commence in front of the paper,
and read it through, and then the index Avill do
me no good. There is nothing in it that I do
not like. I only Avish there were more of it. Is

Bro. Manum alive yet? J. P. Meyers.
Fort Dodge, Iowa. July 21.

[We will let Bro. Manum speak for himself.

We think he is alive yet; but he is probably
pretty busy.]

successful MOVING. AXD BEES BOOMING OX
ALFALFA.

I moved my bees, 150 colonies, from NeAvark,
Ark., the last of May, without the loss of a
single colony—pretty good success, I think.

Alfalfa is just noAv in full bloom, and you ought
to see the bees Avork on it. They are just

booming, but they Avill have to boom all sum-
mer to pay back the money I have spent in

bringing them out here. Albert Arnold.
Duff, Col., June_23^

WHITE CLOVER NEARLY A FAILURE; BUT
PLENTY OF DARK HONEY-DEW.

White clover yielded no honey until about
July 15. Until the present, all the honey Ave

have taken is honey-deAV. and extremely dark.
The season has been extremely Avet. and the
prospect for a fall flow is very encouraging, as

there is a rank growth of vegetation every-
where. A. A. Weaa'ER.
Warrensburg, Mo.. July 30.

The basswood bloom was the least here for

ten years. C. J. Barber.
Rodney. loAva. July 20.
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I in them, and tliou in me, that Ihey may be per-
fect in one.—John 17:23.

Dear friends. I am speaking to you on a siclv-

bed. I have been here for something over a

week. The doctor calls it nervous malarial

fever. As he insists that what J dictate shall

be brief, j'ou will excuse me if I come directly to

the point I wish to make to you just now.
There have been many improvements in medi-
cine since I was under the doctor's care toward
forty years ago; and one of these is a beautiful

little instrument called a fever thermometer. It

is placed underneath the tongue, and tells

whether the patient's temperature be normal.
The doctor and I call it the " orthodox tempera-
ture," just for the sake of variety. Well, now,
I had forgotten (or had never known) the as-

tounding fact, that there is one fixed, exact

temperature for the blood, not only in human
beings, but in animals as well. When you stand
beside your horse and pat him on the neck, you
can feel that you two are brothers in at least

this: That the temperature of the blood in his

veins is the same as that in your oum, even to

the fraction of a degree. It seems that the Al-

mighty, in his infinite wisdom, decided in the
beginning that the best tempei-ature for the
growth and well-ljeing of the liuman organism
is just that point—98^-^no more and no te.ss.

The Instrument is made with only a narrow
range, so that the degrees ai-e usually divided

into fifths: and with this beautiful little instru-

ment, even a child could read the fifth of a de-
gree, without trouble. Of course, the thermom-
eter is self-registering; that is, the mercury,
when it is pushed up the tube, stays there until

the nurse can read it at his leisure. After that,

he shakes it down. I questioned the doctor
long and cIo.sely about this: and he said the

blood remains at this exact point almost until

death comes: that neither summer's heat nor
winter's cold makes a particle of change, so

carefully has nature fortified and guarded and
prepared these wonderful bodies of ours foi'

emergencies. Finally I burst out: '• O doctor !

why is it not possible to find some line of moral
temperature I'unning through all humanity-
say among political parties, for Instance—some
common ground of agreement somewhere—
something that can be settled once and for ever,

to remind us that we are brothers—one through
God. and through that only Son of whom we
are told in our text?""

He drew a long sigh, and smilingly admitted
that it irould be a "big thing'" just at the
present crisis of affairs. And then I fell to

thinking of religious denominations—that even
we are not settled conclusively on very many
things; and then I thought of one thing of mod-
ern date that, after all. seems almost parallel to

the fever thermometer. Thei'e is an organiza-

tion—I was going to say in oiir land; but. thank
God. it really extends throughout a great part
of the ^vhvl€ world—an organization where all

Christians of whatever denomination drop dif-

ferences of opinion and circumstances of every
kind, and meet and work together with about
as much singleness of purpose and unanimity
as the little instrument tells us of: viz.. that
the temperature of every man. woman, and
child, high or low, rich or poor (in health), is

aljsolutely always at one and the same point,

even to the fraction of a degree. I will tell you
what this society is. I have some very good
Christian friends who can not think exactly as
I do, and I can not think exactly as they do. and
no amount of talking will help the matter.
Suppose we, for the sake harmony, should say:

*' Here. Lord, we bi'ing our differences of opin-
ion, and things we can not agree upon, and lay
them at thy feet, leaving tiiee to do with them
as thou seest best. And here before thee we
clasp hands in brotherly love—in love to thee,

and in love to all the rest of humanity whom
we find on the face of the earth."

And this is what this Christian Endeavor
society has done. And now my good young
friend Mr. Calvert will cell you of the wonder-
ful meeting that has recently been held by this
society of Christian Endeavor in Minneapolis—
probably the largest assembly of Christian
workers the world has ever seen.

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAI, CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR CONVENTION, HELD AT MIN-

NEAPOLIS, .JULY 9 TO 12. 1891.

The tenth international Chiistian Endeavor
convention has passed into history as the larg-
est and doubtless the most enthusiastic and
spiritual gathering ever known in the history
of the church. No doubt most of you have
read somewhat of this meeting already, as
there has scarcely been a paper, religious or
secular, in all the country, that has not at least
mentioned it. if they did not fully report it.

The Ohio train, with over two hundred dele-
gates, reached Minneapolis just an hour before
the opening of the convention; and, not having
time to find our lodgings, we marched at once to
the exposition building, where the convention
was held. We first had to fill out registration
blanks, for which we received a program, a
leaflet of 24 pages, with selections fi-om the new
Christian Endeavor edition of Gospel Hymns
No. n, and a badge, which we must wear to
gain entrance to the hall before the hour of
opening each session. Entering the hall we
found tacked to the posts, in conspicuous places,
and in bold letters, the names of each State and
province over the section set apai't for their
delegation. In front of the platform, on the
floor, was the place assigned to Illinois: to the
right. Ohio: to the left, in the gallery. Indiana,
Massachusetts. Michigan, Nebraska, and so on
throughout the vast hall; each State was gath-
ered under its own banner with its chosen in-
scription.
Notwithstanding the immense jam attending

registration, the liall was pretty well filled at
the hour of oi)ening: and at 4:20. Pres. Clai k.

or, as he is familiarly called. " Father Endeavor""
Clark, said. " Let oui' first words be the voice of
song." and announced Coronation—"All hail the
power of Jesus' namel" and. oh that you might
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have joined that mighty chorus I It would
have thrilled you as you were never thrilled
before. One of the most inspiring parts oi all

the convention was the singing, of which we
had much. It was no eifort to sing in such a
company: indeed, it would have required a
greater effort not to unite in those grand melo-
dies of praise.

After preliminary business and prayer, the
first words of welcome on behalf of the com-
mittee of 1891 were spoken by the chairman.
T. B. Daniels. He said the people of the twin
cities were proud of their factoi'ies. lalces. and
the Father of Waters: but they were prouder
iitill to open their hospitality to the greatest
army ever gathered, not for any selfish end. but
for "Christ and the Church." Ours is a crusade
that is sure to win. The old Crusaders fought
for land: but we fight for souls: they fought
with speais and with swoixls: we fight with a
sword too, but it is the sword of the Spirit, the
woid of God. The eyes of the woild. also our
]\laster. are watching us. and we must ever ad-
here to our motto— • For Christ and tlie Church."

A. J. French followed on behalf of the pastors
of Minneapolis. He counted it a high honor to
welcome such an assembly. He told of the
strength of the church in their fair city, and
what they had done for temperance. They had
a church for every lO.oS of population — far
ahead of any other city of equal or greater size

in America. The saloon power entered on a
crusade to extend the city patrol limits, and
thus extend their influence. The churches
came out boldly, opposed to the scheme. The
enemy threatened, and was furiotis. When
the election had passed, and the smoke of
the battle had cleared away, it was found
that the limits were just .vliere they were be-
fore. Said he. "Ingersoll says. "The church
must go.' Certainly it must go—go into all the
world to preach the gospel to every creature.
Christian Endeavor with its youthful vigor and
aggressive methods is destined to greatly help
to make it go.'"

Rev. Robt. Christie spoke in behalf of St.

Paul pastors, giving a hearty welcome to this
new child of the church, the youngest and the
best. He commended Christian Endeavor be-
cause it promotes interdenominational fellow-
ship: and. let me say. this was the keynote of
the whole convention. Nothing is so injurious
to the Christian name as denominational jeal-
ousies. Such meetinffs as this clarify the vision.
The church shall prosper when loyalty shall be
tested, not by subscribing to any particular
creed, but by a common loyalty to Christ.
Youth has the power to influence youth, when
the aged would doubtless fail. In this lies our
strength. When Jesus wanted disciples he
called the youthful James and John, and left

the father. "Zebedee. Missions are awakened,
not by some learned divine or bishop, but by
the youthful Carey. And by other striking ex-
amples he proved that youth is the time for
Christian service. My brother, my sister, are
you giving that service gladly, enthusiastically?
If you withhold it you are missing the best
things in life.

John H. Elliott, on behalf of the Y. M. C. A.,
^poke earnest words of welcome, telling of the
close relationship between the Y. M. C. A. and
the Y. P. S. C. E. He was glad that they both
rejoiced in the old- gospel, and had no room for
the new theology and higher criticism, and
other isms of the times. Resjjonse was made
by Geo. H. Wells, of Montreal: and it was
probably the most witty and telling address of
the convention. He carried every thing by
storm, eliciting applause at almost every sen-
tence. He spoke of the scene of the convention
being near the head waters of the streams that

flow to the Arctic seas, the (Julf of Mexico, and
the Atlantic: so the streams of blessing would
flow from this convention to bless the continent.
The Methodists, said he. are fiery: the Baptists
like water. When these elements are united
they will put each other out. Properly united,
they make steam. So in Christian Endeavor.
We unite them to make the steam that drives
the gospel train to carry the glad tidings to all
the world. Christian Endeavor is not denomi-
national: is not undenominational: but it is

interdenominational and also international.
As we come from diff'erent countries, it dispels
prejudice.
Around the front of the high platform on

which the speakers stood were wreathed the
stars and stripes and the Union Jack, united
with a wreath of flowers forming the initials
C. E. He called attention to the flags. " which."
said he, "at first sight look different, but really
are much alike. They are composed of the
same material and the same colors. We be
bretliren. Let there be no strife between your
fishermen and our fishermen, whether "they
catch cod or seal."
After adjournment, supper and a song ser-

vice. The evening session opened with singing
" Stand up for Jesus," and repeating in concert
the 23d Psalm. After singing "Nearer, My
God. to Thee," General Secretary Baer gave
his annual report, which was full of statistics,
by no means dry and uninteresting. The growth
of the movement for the past year has far out-
stripped all former records.
A year ago at St. Louis there were reported

11.000 societies, with a membership of (i60.000.

This year there were reported 1(3,374 societies,
with 1,'K)8.980 members, and there have been
gathered inio the churches from the societies.
S2..5(X) young people in one year: 307 societies
are rcjiortpd outside of Ami-Vica. of which 120
are in England. 82 in Australia: India 30. Tur-
liey 12. China 7. Canada reports societies in
every province, and 829 in all. The States hav-
ing the largest number of societies in their or-
der are as follows: New York. Pennsylvania.
Ohio. Illinois, Massachusetts. Oklahoina won
the banner for the greatest proportionate gain
during the past year. Increasing from 1 to 1.5

societies. Pennsylvania won the banner for
the greatest aggregate gain, increasing iUr> dur-
ing the year. The Junior movement is rapidly
growing, and 8.5.5 societies are reported. In this
movement Illinois is the banner State, with 122
societies.

Thirty denominations are represented in this
world-wide movement. The Presbyterians take
the lead, with 4019 societies: Congregationalists
next, with 3.545: the Baptists rank third, with
2381: the Methodists rank fourth, with 20(38

societies: and if the memorial to the General
Assembly prevails, and our Methodist brethren
settle the Epworth League question as they
have settled it in Canada, by calling their soci-
eties Epworth Leagues of Christian Endeavor,
then they will take the first rank in numbers,
settle a vexed question, and bring glorv to the
cause of Christ. Christian Disciples rank fifth,
with 801 societies. The glory and strength of
this movement is. that, while each society is

first loyal to Christ and its own cnurch. still it

is adapted to the needs of each and every de-
nomination, and all can unite in interdenomi-
national fellowship. This was referred to
again and again by representatives of twenty
or more denominations on the program.
After a song by Ira D. Sankey. "Throw out

the Life-line," and reading of cablegram greet-
ings from Australia. South Africa, and Japan,
Father Endeavor Clark arose for his address
amid showers of applause and waving hand-
kerchiefs. Father Clark is always unassuming
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and modest, giving all the glory for the spread

of the Endeavor idea to Crod, who directed him
in its conception. His tlieme was. "Fidelity

and Fellowship."
The two elements most prominent in the En-

deavor movement have been fidelity to the local

church with which each society is connected,

and the broad fellowship represented in this

gathering connecting the difterent divisions of

Christ's army by common bonds. Our fidelity

would become narrow and bigoted without fel-

lowsliip, and our fellowship flabby and senti-

mental, without fidelity unswerving to the

Church or God. but with fidelity and fellowship

we may win the world to Christ. The watch-
word of the day is "combination." Kumseller
is combining w'ith rumseller: speculator with
speculator; libei'tine with gambler, to resist

good laws, to obstruct righteous legislation,

and bring about a reign of teri'or among the

hosts of God. Shall we. who represent the

coming generation of Christ's warriors, play

into the enemv's hands by weakening our ranks
and dividing "our hosts? "United we stand,

divided we fall," is as true of the church to-day

as it was ever true of any cause.

Bishop Vincent, wlio was to preach the con-

vention sermon, was detained in Chicago on his

way by an attack of bronchial trouble, from
which he has suffered much of late. He told

Secretary Baer in the depot that, had he been

a Presbyterian or a Congregationalist. he would
not have started to come; but being a Methodist,

he must make the attempt. The vacancy thus
" made in tlie program was admirably filled by
Rev. O. H. Tiffany, of Minneapolis, who follow-

ed up the theme of the president's address in

stirring words from John 17:31, "That they

may be one. as thou. Father, ait in me and I in

thee, that they also may be one in us. \,hat the

world may believe that thou hast sent me."
The world complains of our denominationalism
and sectarianism, and can not see the oneness

of our Christianity. Christian Endeavor is

helping more than any thing else to dispel this

delusion. We may diher in our creeds, but we
are one in Christ; and the days of church strife

are largely past. He hoped to live to see the

lion and the lamb lie down together, the Ar-
minian and Calvinist walking arm in arm. Mr.
Sankey related the origin of the familiar hymn,
" Ninety and Nine.'' and then sang it as he did

the first time in Glasgow, some twenty-five

years ago.
, , ^ ,

Every thing was applauded as only young
America in the joyous mood of Christian En-
deavor knows iiow; but Mr. Sankey made a

special request that applause be omitted after

his songs; "for," said he. " who can tell but

that some wanderer may be led to thoughts of

seriousness that would be dispelled by such
demonstrations over songs so sacred?" En-
deavorers, ever loyal and obedient, were glad

to obey this wish of the great singer.

Friday morning, at the 6:30 prayer-meeting,

found several thousand in attendance; yet the

company, compared with that vast hall, resem-

bled a prayer-meeting in the auditorium of our
churches. The second morning there were
nearly double the number. If the delegates

could have located nearer the building, no
doubt many more would have come. The re-

sponse was ready, and those who attended were
uplifted and strengthened.

One of the best sessions of that best conven-
tion, and it was hard to tell what is best, it was
all so good, was the free parliament Friday
forenoon, conducted by Rev. J. A. Rondthaler,

the " Indiana Cyclone," from Indianapolis.

Topic, "What the Society has Done." In ex-

horting them to be brief and to the point, he

savs, " Leave off the introduction, cut off the

closing, pull out the middle, disintegrate the
remainder, and give us what you have left."

As a result we had 67 testimonies in 63 min-
utes, and each one repeated in the main byjtlu^
leader so that all could hear.
A number of societies reported that they had

sustain(>d services in pastorless churches for pe-
riods of 6. 9. and 12 months. Nebraska reported
a society in every town, city, and village in the
State. Societies of Painesville. Ohio, had clos-
ed all the saloons. vSocietiis in Cleveland had
closed the Sunday theaters. Society in Peoples
Church of Boston have got hold of a lot of Chi-
namen and brought them into the Sunday-
school as permanent members. Anotlier sends
their members in squads to conduct services in
mission Sunday-schools in surrounding territo-

ry. A society in St. Louis wholly supports and
mans with teachers a mission Sunday-school
of a thousand children. Another society ap-
points a number of Its members each week to
take part in the regular church prayer-meeting.
C. E. Union of Syracuse, N. Y., have closed the
Sunday saloons and stopped Sunday ball-play-
ing.
Another society carried on the work of the

church during the prolonged sickness of their
pastor so well that, on the first Sunday in

which he took charge, after his recovery, IOC)'

persons were received into the church. The
Christian Endeavor Society trains teachers for
the Sunday-school. In one State 163 societies
have brought 1026 into the church, over 100 of
these from one society. Another society has a
vestibule committee to welcome strangers at
the church-door, and introduce them to the
members after the service, making them feel at
home. And no one who has not gone as a
stranger to another church knows how to ap-
preciate these words of welcome. Systematic
benevolence, which means iceJI-ivishing, has
been changed to systematic beneficence, which
is ivell-dolng by another society, and so the tes-

timony rolls on.

AVhat the .^iociety may do was clearly defined
in three addresses which followed in the morn-
ing session: The Society and the Pastor, by F.
O. Holman. of St. Paul. The relation of the
pastor to the Christian Endeavor society is the
same as to other organizations of the church.
If such a thing should happen as a disagree-
ment between pastor and society, the ultimate
appeal is not to the United Society, not to F. E.
Clark, not to Sec. Baer, but to the governing-
board of the local church, and nowhere else.

The relation of pastor to society is expressed in

the (me word "/o}ya7t{/." Brag of your pastor,,

and attend all the church services. If a noted
speaker comes to town and speaks in another
church, and there are services in your church,
be loyal and attend your own church, and thus-
inspire your pastor.
" The Society and Sunday-school " was pre-

sented by the great Sunday-school man, Jas.

A. Worden. of Philadelphia. Though a great
Sunday-school worker he was also greatly in

love with the Christian Endeavor society. He-
said that every member of the Sunday-school,
from the primary department up, should be,

heart and soul, members of the Christian En-
deavor society; that 7.'),000 Sunday-schools of

the United States and Canada are afflicted with
antediluvian mossbackism. too conservative to

welcome an efficient ally in their work of win-
ning souls. He made much of the fact of our
remaining young regardless of the number of

years we had lived. What have we to do but
grow young ? " Except ye be converted, and
become as little children, ye shall in no wise
enter the kingdom of heaven." When we have
all eternity to grow in. what business have wo
growing old? To keep young in spirit, we
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must keep in touch with the young people. If

we want a sure i-ecipe for growing old, it is, to
criticise the young: look with suspicion on
their efforts and find fault. He rejoiced in the
Christian Endeavor HH)venient because it is

training an army foi' battle with anarchism
and nihilism on the our hand, and Romanism
on the other. He was glad because the women
are included in it. because they are oui' most
efficient workers. He said the Sunday-school
was not what it seemed to be in too many
of the schools, simply to grind out .53 responsive
exercises and lessons during the year, but to
win souls to Christ: and where will you put
your young converts from the Sunday-school
but in the Christian Endeavor society, to be
trained in Christian service? and the school
should send them into the society, surcharged
with the sincere milk of the word. There are
three things the Sunday-school officers are go-
ing to set out to do the coming fall, in which he
asked our help:

1. Gather all the church into the Sunday-
school.

3. Gather in all those who have drifted away
from the Sunday-school.

.3. Gather in those outside who do not now
attend.

*

The society as a soul-winner was the general
thought of the afternoon session. There were
four open conferences, similar to that in the
morning. " Souls won thi'ough the commit-
tees " was lead by F. J. Harwood, of Wisconsin.
The Lookout Committee was called the eye:
the Prayer-meeting Committee the heart, and
the Social Committee the hand of the society.
Make strangers so welcome that they will come
again. *• Souls won through the prayer and
consecration meetings. "" The prayer must be
from the heart, and the consecration real.

Know the sinner, and know the way of life per-
sonally, if you would win .souls. Look after the
bashful and awkward boys: no hearts so sus-
ceptible to good or evil influences. In one
society, consisting of one-third of Associate
members, these were divided among the Active
members, and personally invited to give them-
selves to Christ, and in less than two months
there was only one Associate member left.

'•Souls won through the Junior societies," led
by W. \V. Sleeper, Stoneham. Mass., was full of
inspiration. The children's crusade in the
Christian Endeavor was born for victory. The
children have been too n>uch crowded out and
ignored. They eat the same food for their
bodies as their elders, and can enjoy much of
the same spiritual food. The Junior Societies
have proved to be soul-winners. Numerous in-
stances were given wheiv the children were
brought into the church through the Junior so-
ciety. In the Junior society organized seven
years ago. in Phillips Church, Boston, every
one of the fifty original memtsers has united
with the church. In a society of 40 in Philadel-
phia, six of the parents were brought into the
church; 3,5 additions to the church from the
Junior branch of a Toronto church, and many
like wonderful testimonies to the value of work
among the juniors.

Passing the Local Union Conference, which
was full of inspiration and suggestions. Rev.
C". A. Dickenson told us of the recent campaign
in England, where the Christian Endeavor
cause is full of promise. Then followed a most
stirring address by the evangelist, L. W. Mun-
hall, on "'The Society as a Missionary and
Evangelistic Force." Would that I might bring
you a coal from that fiery appeal! The neces-
sary things are. first, consecration, not to the
Y. P. S. C. E.. not to the church, but to Jesus
Christ. No matter if the work succeeds or fails,
your business is to be consecrated to him. Next,

systematic Bible study. '" Study to show thy-
self approved unto God, a workman that need-
eth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth." Tliird, personal work, using
the Bible which you have rightly divided.
"And remember." said he. '"you will never
have any influence in winning souls to Christ if

you go to the prayer-meeting one night and to
the theater or card-party or dance the next
night. I have, in the meetings in which I have
labored, seen lOO.OOo avow themselves Chris-
tians, and I never knew a young person who
indulged in the.se things to be inquired of by
their companions in the way of life." My
Christian brother and sister, you who have
named his name, and still indulge in these
amusements, can you stand in the last day ac-
quitted before God. with your comrades gone to
perdition because of your careless example?
Oh for consistent, consecrated lives, lived in the
likeness of Christ our perfect example!

I must pass rapidly on to the close of the
evening session, when Dr. Barrows, of Chicago,
announced the decision of the trustees to hold
the next convention in New York. This was
greeted with loud applause by the delegates
from the Empire State. But above the ap-
plause was heard the noise and crash of a thun-
der storm. Soon the electric lights flickered,
and went out entirely, and there we were. ] 2.000
in the midst of that great building, nearly 10
o'clock, in total darkness. All is silence. Pres-
ently a voice starts in the melody.

Blest be the tie that binds
Our hearts in Christian love.

What matter if the tempest raged, and. for
aught we could tell, our last hour had come?
A loving Father was watching over his own,
who rejoiced in his love. How our hearts were
knit together, as our voices swelled in that
glorioi;s melody! Pi'esently. after a darkness
of sevei'al minutes, as it seemed, the light re-
turned, and the exerci.ses were resumed. I
would not have missed that experience for a
great deal, and I could not help thinking that,
if the company were of worldly people attend-
ing a theater or a circus, or something of that
sort, there might have been a panic and stam-
pede in which many would have lost their lives.
The address Friday night on •' The Revival of

Generosity " was too good to pass by unnoticed.
The speaker mentioned the urgent calls for
men and money for the Lord's work from all

parts of the world. No investment that we can
make is so sure of results, so sure of an income,
as investment in the gospel, not only from a
spiritual standpoint, but from a business view.
If we should send 85,000.000 to educate and Chris-
tianize the negroes and poor mountain whites it

would, within a few years, be returned to us
fivefold for wares to supply the new needs
created by elevated tastes. He believed that
the day is coming when shrewd business men
would recognize this, and, instead of investing
their money in bonds and real estate, would in-
vest it in the gospel. There is need of such an
awakening. Twelve thousand millions of this
country's wealth is controlled by Christians.
Of this, three cents out of every SlOO is given
for the support of the gospel. The Christians
of L". S. give an average of 25 cents a member
for the support of the gospel. The poor Chinese
Christians give Sl.OO per member, and the Mo-
ravians •?12.00 per member. Our civil govern-
ment has a claim upon us which it uses in de-
manding taxes for its support. So God's gov-
ernment has higher claims upon us which we
are just as much bound to respect. If we are
liberal in giving of our means for the support
of his government, he will prosper us abun-
dantly.

I must leave unsaid many of the best things.
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When the delegates passed out of the hall, and
when they came In. they were singing. On the
crowded electric cars and on the crowded streets

they sang—singing everywhere.
This is my stoi'j', this is my song-.

Praising' my Savior all the day long'.

The climax was reached in tlie closing conse-
cration meeting, in which fully 10,000 took part.

Whole State delegations rose in a body, offer-

ing their consecration in a word or song, in

concert. Almost every one at the meeting
pledged himsejf to try, during the coming year,

to lead one soul to Christ. How many of you,
my readers, will join in the pledge?

They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength:
they shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run and
not be weary; and they shall walk, ana not faint.—Isa. 40: 31.

We should be glad to furnish sample copies
of Gleanings for distribution at fairs. Re-
member, we allow you 35 per cent commission
on all subscriptions you take persimally.

Among the new bee-journals for 1891. the
Missouri Bee-heeper promises to stay. It is

well printed, and the editorials snap with ex-
perience and good humor. Success to you,
Bro. Quigley.

The Missdiiri Bee-keeper says that thick top-
bars are a great improvement; and although
there were a few brace-combs—or, as we now
distinguish them, burr-combs—there were not
enough to justify the use of a honey-board.

Some of our agricultural exchanges, in theii'

bee departments, are calling extracted honey
"strained honey." The fact is, there is little

or no strained honey on the market—at least,

in any quantity. Strained honey is a very poor
article in comparison with that taken by the
extractor; and wciioiiethe apiarian editors of
our agricultural exchanges will se:' that the

V right word is usech

A coKHESPONDENT writcs! "Only a small
portion of the California bee-keepers are happy
this year, as the honey crop is almost an entire
failure. San Diego Co.," he adds, "sends in the
best report; but there is only one-fourth of a
crop for other sections." While this is discour-
aging for California bee-keepers, it means a
stiftening of prices on eastern honey—a fact
that our producers should bear in mind as well
as commission merchants.

We learn from our Spanish bee-journal, Bc-
vista Apieola, that Prof. Heer, of Zurich, has
discovered 844 species of fossil insects which
date back to the tertiary period. Among these
is found a bee, well preserved, which has been
added to that museum. Its size is half that of
the present bee. Its tongue, wings, and abdo-
men are well defined, and also its composite
eyes and two simi)le ones. Prof. Herr has
named it A.pis Adamitica (bee of Adam) and
he considers it the progenitor of the present
bees.

William Little, of Marissa, 111., says that,
while some 40 colonies gathered very dark and
unpalatable honey-dew, he had some ten others

that gathered only white honey, leaving the
' nasty stuff " entirely alone. We hope our
friend will tell us more about those ten colonies.
Were the 40 hybrids and blacks, and the 10
pure Italians? It is a fact often observed, that
Italians will gather white honey while the
blacks and hybrids are busy at work on buck-
wheat and darker grades of honey. If we are
going to be bothered with honey-dew from
year to year, it might be well to single out
those races that leave the " nasty stuff " alone.

It has sometimes been questioned whether
there is any use of importing queens from Italy
—at least for some time to come—the argument
being that home-bred American Italians are
just as good or even better. In our Shane yard
there has been for several years nothing
but the latter kind of iDees. The most of them
were nicely mai']<ed. and were good honey-
gatherers; but, oh my! they are cross. In re-
markable contrast to these are the bees from
imported queens that were introduced a couple
of months ago. While they are just as good
and in many cases better honey-gatherers, they
are very quiet. Tlie gentlest bees we ever had
were from imported stock.

Since we have begun to paralfine the candy-
holes of the Benton cages, ot the hundreds of
queens we are sending out. the number to be
replaced amounts to practlcnlly none. As these
results began to be noticeable immedUttely aft-
er pai'affining the candy-holes, it is something
significant. By the way, S. W. Morrison,
formerly of Oxford, Pa., now of Colorado'
Springs. Col., writes that he has used for many
years, paraffine in the candy-holes of his cages,
and that it worked well with him. As we
stated editorially when we first announced the
matter of paraffine for cages, the idea is old;
but it is one of the old things that is worth re-
viving.

Mr. Andkeu, editor of the Revista Apieola^
a Spanish bee-journal published at Port Ma-
hon. island of Minorca, near Spain, is anxious
to know about that Minorcan queen he sent us
in 1888: and he asks us, by printing in his jour-
nal, in the English language, in big plain let-

ters, what we thought of them. Our last report
in reference to them was given on page 7.5.5. 1889.
Since then, the bees proved to be I'ather vindic-
tive; and although they differed a good deal
from the common blacks of this country, they
were somewhat nervous, and unpleasant to
handle. The queen was enormously prolific;

but somehow this spring she turned up miss-
ing, and we have had none since. By the way,
Minorcans look a great deal like the samples of
Punic bees we have seen.

Sweet clover seems to be growing very pro-
fusely along the roadsides in the vicinity of
Medina. We do not discover it anywhej-e else.

It is doubtless scattered during tlu^ muddy sea-
son by th.e seed clinging to the wheels of
wagons. By the way, someone was unginierous
enough to report that A. I. Root had been sow-
ing the plant all over Medina. Nothing could
be further from the truth. We had a little

patch of it on our honey- farm years ago, but we
could hardly hire it to grow.' But along the
roadsides, on the hardest kind of soil, where
nothing else will take root, it will start spon-
taneously and thrive wonderfully. It can
not very well be a pest to farmers, at least in
this vicinity. While it looks unsightly to the
average person along the roadsides, to "the bee-
keeper it looks very pretty when it is dotted
with the little toilers as it usually is during the
day when they can fly.
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PRUNIXG OFF THE COKX-TASSELS FKOM EVERY
OTHER ROW.

We have beon practicing this until we are

satisfied there Is no question but that it really

will do all the experiment stations claim. Two
small boys go out nearly every day in our Held

of Shoepeg corn, right opposite tiie factory,

with a wheelbarrow, some half-bushel m.irket-

baskets. and a couple of ten-cent pocket-knives.

They cut every tassel out as soon as it makes
its appearance. As the boys are small they do
not work many houi-s a day, and the tassels cut
out are worth nearly if not quite what we pay
the boys for doing it. I suspect the tassels are
worth a little more for horses and cattle than
the other part of the corn-fodder. Now for the
result: The pruned hills have developed great
stocky plants, with ears that stand out, both in

silk and size, in a marked degree in contrast
with those in the other rows that are suffered

to mature the tassels.

HOUSE-Al'IARIES; HOW TO MAKE THEM A
SUCCESS.

The last Bee-keepers'' Revieio is an excellent

number. It discusses the subject of house-
apiaries. In our judgment, the best article on
the subject is from the pen of James Heddon,
and it covers every point. Among other good
things, he says, *' Never let any one advocate
tlie use of any hives, frames, cases, or brood-
chambers that are fixed within the building."
You are quite correct, INIi-. Heddon; and you
might have added, that they prevent the bees
from escaping into the room, for all outside
hives are supposed to be bee-tight. One great
reason why the house-apiary was abandoned
was because the hives or compartments for

holding the frames are fixed to the sides of the
building, and it is pot easy to make these so

they are bee-tight. Again he adds: "The an-
noyance fi'om robb^^rs is tiie one great cause of

irritability among the bees of an apiary: and I

want to tell you that, if you have a colony that
is so confounded mean that you expect to be
stung even when using the smoker, put them
into the house-apiary and the bees will behave
perfectly." I have noticed this very thing my-
self: and. in fact, it is a very rare thing indeed
for bees to sting inside of a building. To sud-
denly find themselves indoors takes all the fight

out of them. In winding up. Mr. Heddon con-
cludes: '"On tlie whoh', 1 think the house-apiary,
when rightly made and managid, is, in many
localities, a thing of comfort and profit. It is

an easy thing to pack colonies in for winter:
and after being packed. I can see what splendid
advantages can be gained from stove heat dur-
ing extremely cold weather."

WHAT KIND OF PACKAGES SHALL WE PUT EX-
TRACTED HONEY IN TO SHIP?

From our experience, we say emphatically,
60-lb. square cans, not kegs or barrels. Several
years ago, when the square cans were first

brought prominently before bee-keepers as a
convenient package in which to ship extracted
honey, we were continually having trouble by
the barrels and kegs springing a leak: and be-
fore we knew it the bees would find it out and
be set to robbing. We had so much of this that
we well liigh made up our minds that we would
not buy honey in kegs or barrels at all, or, if we
did, we would transfer it into cans as soon as it

arrived. About a year ago. inquiries were sent
to the commission men to find out what kind of
packages they preferred for honey, both comb
and extracted. Some few favored the cans;
but the majority said that, while they preferred
cans for California honej^ (because they could
not get it in any other way) they would rather

have extracted honey, so far as possibl(>, in kegs
and barrels. From these reports we concluded
that, may be, we wore prejudiced, and have
gone so far as to offer honey-kegs for sale. This
year we have received five or six lots of honey
in kegs and barrels, and in every instance they
w(>re leaking on arrival, while we very seldom
have a case of leaking with the cans. Is this

merely accidental, or are the cans really better ?

We certainly have good grounds for thinking
so. And if we put aside this lu after of leakage,
are not the cans a much more convenient pack-
age for the retailer to draw from than a keg or
barrel, especially if he uses the screw-top hon-
ey-gate? For storage the cans take less room:
and though they can not be rolled around like
kegs or barrels, yet on the whole they are con-
venient to handle. We are much inclined to
think that the commission men or their cus-
tomers prefer the barrels, for the same reason
that some of us stick to old things and notions
tliat we are used to. simply because we ai'e used
to them and dislike to try new things: and yet
if they have had the same experience we have
with leakage, it would seem as if they would
welcome something better. Leaky kegs and
barrels can usually be remedied for the time be-
ing by driving on the hoops; while if a can
springs a leak a tinner has to be called in. or
the can emptied to stop the leak. May be this

is the explanation of it. We greatly prefer to

contend with an occasional leaking can than to

be continually tinkering with leaky barrels and
kegs.

HANItLING HIVES INSTEAD OF FRAMES—WHO
WAS THE PIONEER ?

Mr. Hutchinson copies the article from Mr.
Gravenhorst. which appeard in Gleanings for
July 15. In a footnote he is glad that the edit-

ors of Glp:anings accord to Mr. Heddon the
credit for fujiUiting the question of handling
hives instead of frames: but he thinks we do
not give him sufficient credit. All right; we
shall be glad to give him more if we can. Our
Dowagiac friend has certainly done much to-

ward making the idea popular; but it has been
mostly in connection with his new patented
hive. He has said vei y little in regard to han-
dling hives instead of frames when applied to
hives of other construction. Mi'. Hutchinson
asks. ' If Mr. Heddon is not the pioneer- (in the
matter) who is?" We still think Mr. Heddon is

not the pioneer in its advocacy or its use. and
we will mention a few whom we think precede
him. For instance, we will here mention our
much-lamented friend M.Quinby; then follow-
ing soon after. L. C. Root. Capt. J. E. Hethering-
toii, and P. H. El wood; Julius Hoffman, too,

has long carried into practical ap{)lication the
scheme. Tlieir system of manipulation enables
them to perform many of the operations by
handling hives in halves—in other words,
splitting their hives perpendicularly instead of
horizontally, a la Heddon. So far as the main
principle is conceriied, it is just the same
whether we handle th(! hives in perpendicular
or horizmital halves. Then, again, in early
times there was Barnett Taylor, of Forestville,

Minn., whosays he has long practiced the plan;
and then we must not forget our much-respect-
ed friend C. J. H. Gravenhorst, editor of the
Bienenzeitung. Mr. G. has been advocating
this ever since he has been a bee-editor, and
how much longer we do not know. Now. even
if Mr. Heddon did advocate the handling of

hives instead of frames in early times, the ref-

erences to that idea are very obscure; and we
are inclined to the opinion that Mr. Hutchin-
son, catching on to its possibilities in later

years, gave it more prominence than Mr. Hed-
don himself. But suppose that these men did
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not publish the plan, as some of them did not.

Would it be right for some one else, who. Inter,

conceived the idea and published it. to have the
honor, and control of its use?
We can not agree with the statement, that

the one who iirst publishes a discovery is the
one who should have the honor of an invention.

It belongs to the one who can prove the first

use. That may be by printed proof, or by reli-

able witnesses who are still living, either one of

which is recognized in the courts of law in de-
ciding these dithcult cases between inventors.

Mr. Heddon may have been the first one to use

the terms " handling hives instead of frames."
Now, please understand, Bro. H.. that we are

not trying to detract from Mr. Heddon's right-

ful glory or credit as an inventoi-. We recog-

nize the' fact plainly that he is a practical bee-

keeper, and one of the few who are able to dis-

criminate between the useful and the useless.

He has contributed, by his practical articles,

manv a useful idea, many of them entirely orig-

inarwith himself: but just how many it

would be impossible for any one to say. Re-
member, this world is full of ideas and inven-
tions; and the man who can locate accurately
and unerringly to whom priority belongs, would
be an anomaly indeed: and therefore our posi-

tion may be wrong and yours right. In these
days, when so many minds are at work upon
the same problems, new ideas and new inven-
tions are necessarily born simultaneously, or so

near it that no court of equity nor any editor of

a bee-journal, if it be in his sphere of work,
can decide to whom the credit belongs. Now,
let us simmer this discussion down into this il-

lustration: Mr. A. a quiet sort of man. has
been using a bee- escape, say ten years. Mr. B,
quite independently, a prominent bee-keeper,
some ten yeai'S later, invents the same thing,
patents it.'and publishes it to the world. Is it,

fair or just that Mr. B should go to Mr. A and
say, ' Here, you have got to stop using that. I
was the first one to publish that bee-escape.
To riic belongs the credit and royalty "? That
is the way we look at this " first publishing"
matter.

Blest, too, is he who can divine
Where real right duth lie,

And dares to talie the side that seems
.Wrong to man's blindfold eye.

THE 53d thousand OF THE A B C OF BEE
CULTURE.

When we finished the 42d thousand, about a
year ago, we thought we had so revised it that
next time we could put it in the press with but
few changes; but our industry has made such
progress during the last year. that, in order to

bring the work clear up to 1891—in fact, almost
1892—we found we were obliged to re-write
much of it, besides adding some entirely new
subjects not before incorporated. Among the
latter are Fixed Frames; Frames, How to Man-
ipulate; Record - keeping of Hives; Spacing
Frames; Honey-plants; Willow. The subjects
that have been entirely re-written for the pres-
ent edition are, Hive - making; Introducing
Queens; Candy for Bees; Extractors. Those
subjects which have received very large addi-
tions are. Moving Bees; Reversing; Smokers;
Veils; Alighting-boards; Alsike; Apiary; Bass-
wood: Buying Bees; Out-apiaries. There is

scarcely a subject that has not received some
slight revision.
A noticeable feature of the edition is the

absence of the Simplicity hive, either in Hive-
making or elsewhere. The comments by G. M.
Doolittle are entirely revised and extended.
Another feature is a large appendix. In this

are put subjects that have come up since the
forms where they would regularly go were

printed. The new features that were added in
18t»0, such as the Picture Gallery and Biograph-
ical Sketches, have been retained. In short,
we have endeavored to make each edition a
complete epitome of the times; and while it

assumes the character of an ordinary annual, it

is at the same time a complete text-book. The
present work contains over 400 large doiihle-
cohunn pages of closely compacted mattei', the
whole being illustrated with something over
3(X) engravings. This number includes some
of the latest that have appeared within the
past year.

DOES r.ENDEKING WAX WITH SULPHURIC ACID
RENDER THE »AS1E UNFIT FOR USE

HV THE BEES?
Since that article from C. P. Dadant, and our

footnote on page 702 was ptit in print, we have
been making some experiments. We took about
1(X) lbs. of wax, rendered with sulphuric acid,
and placed the same in our regular melting-vat.
From this we dipped wax sheets the same as
we did for making foundation. There was ab-
solutely no odor to these sheets, and absolutely
no taste after chewing pieces of them for half
an hour. To go a little further and make the
test sure, we went to the druggist's and got
what is known to chemists as blue litmus pa-
per. This is so sensitive that it will show the
least trace of any acid or alkali in a substance.
If there is a trace of acid, the blue litmus on
being dipped into the solution in question will

turn red. Red litmus paper will turn blue in a
mixture having a slight trace of alkali. Well,
we dipped some of this litmus into melted wax
that had been rendered by sulphuric acid; and,
quite to our astonishment, it showed absolutely
no trace of sulphuric acid left; i. e.. the paper
showed no tendency to turn red. We repeated
the experiment in a number of different ways,
with the same result. We feel very sure now
that wax rendered by sulphuric acid, after be-
ing made up into foundation, can have no pos-
sible bad eltect. We will admit, that the cakes
direct from the melting-tank of the sulphuric-
acid mixture do have a very slight odor; but
on remelting for making foundation, this odor
seems to be all volatilized, or done away with
in some shape or other.
There is another point, perhaps overlooked

by our friend C. P.; and that is, that sulphuric
acid has a specific gravity 2>.2 times tbat of

water: and by the methods which have been
described in Gleanings, after the dirt and ref-

use have been boiled in the sulphuric-acid mix-
ture, the melted mixture is allowed to stand for

five hours. The wax comes to the surface, and
is dipped off. The acid, having a specific grav-
ity 2>.f times that of water, settles to the bottom,
and leaves the wax entirely, or at least practi-
cally, free. This shows that there is a very
slight trace or practically no acid left in the
original cakes. These cakes, on being melted
up again to dip into sheets for foundation, are,

so far as we are able to observe, perfectly
wholesome, and fit for the bees. There may be
some missing links that we have overlooked.
If so, our friend C. P. will straighten us out,

for he is a keen observer and a bright bee-k(»ep-

er; but in this we think he will admit our
premises after he has tried the tests himself as
above described.

FROM A. I. ROOT, JUTST BEFORE GOING TO PRESS.

Well, friends, I am here in bed yet, but have
much cause for thanksgiving. My blood has
got down to only 98^—only 3 of a degree, as you
will notice, above the great level of all the
blooded universe. Bro. Newman smiled a little

at my "enjoying" having the grip. Well, I

take it all back. There was a point reached where
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even I couldn't find a thing enjoyable about it

;

and this reminds me. since I have said so much
about doctoring withoid medicine, that I shall
have something, to say. Providence permitting,
in our next issue, in regard to doctoring with
medicine. Very likely the great Father is

teaching me some needed lessons along this line.

I regret the absence of the department of gar-
dening ; but you will notice that some of it is

scattered elsewhere, and probably the boys
will give us a few pages extra for our next issue,

for they tell me that my crops are bearing pro-
digiously of every thing. It is two weeks to-

day. August 28. since I had a glimpse of them.
And now good-by. From your old friend, per-
haps a trifle sadder, but may be a good bit wis-
er. A. I. Root.

Our subscription list is now 10.54."..

THE UNITED STATES HONEY
EXCHANGE.

PRODUCER'S

KEPORT rP To AUGUST 15.

The white honey is now all gathered, and the
average crop for the whole of the U^nlted
States, according to statistical reports, is (53 per
cent, which may be considered a pretty good
average. In several of the States, notably Illi-

nois, Iowa. Missouri, and Minnesota, quite an
amount of dark honey has been gathered
(caused by being rai.xed with honey-dew), and
this is notincluded in the answer to Question 2.

There are also several States where all but one
or two reports say. "A full crop secured, ">J3ut
the others report a total failure, and, of course,
this lowers the general average. The amount
of honey sent to market fi'om California will
probably average as light as any of the large
honey-producing States.

1. ir/iat i's the appioximate number of colonies in
your vicinity and Locality^

'. VDiat per cent of an overage crop af white honey
ha-t lieen secured in your locality?

3. What per cent of this is c<nnt)1

4. How does this compare with last yearl
5. What is the prospect f<n- a crop of fall honey I

In the last column, 1 stands for good : 2. fair ;

4, pool'.

STATE. Qu. l.iQu.2.!Qu. 3.1 Question 4.

Alabama S-il)

Arizona UMH)
Arkansas 9)0
California 29 K)

Connecticut 27.5

Colorado 29.)0

Florida 7.i0

Georgia 800
Iowa 4-ilK)

Indiana 1361
Indian Territory.

.

Illinois 27.")0

Kansas 1600
Kentucky 1000
Louisiana 8.t0

Maine iS)
Massachusettji 82.5

Maryland 1200
Mich gan ISOO
Minnesota 14.i0

Mississippi 3l5
Missouri 20.tO

Nebraiska 1190
Nevada 600
New Hampshire .

.

700
New Jersey 400
New York 12900
Noi-th Carolina.... 2.t0

Ohio 16,10

Pennsylvania 18(l0

Rhode" Island 38:1

South Carolina.. .

.

8oo
Tennessee 700
Texas 7.tO

Vermont 3345
Virginia 17uO
West Virginia 18.50

Washington 440
Wisconsin 5900

".,-
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Five-Banded Italians
Are the liaiulsumt'st and {jeiithsT bees I liave ever
seen, are good workers, and are nc)t niclined to roll.

My bleeding' queen, togetlier witli lier bees, took
First l*reiuiuiu at the Detroit exposition last fall.

I can furnish untested queens for ifl.OU each, or 6

forSo.OJ; tested (jueeiis, rZXO each; select tested,
$3.00 each. Safe arrival guaranteed. Make money
orders payable at Flint, Mich. ITtfdb

ELMER HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO.. MICH.

^F"In re.s!>oniJiiit,' K' I'n^ atlvei-tisemeiit nifiition Gleanings.

On Their Own Merits.
My 5-B;inded Ooldeii It.:ili-'iii» will g-i\-e sat-

isfaction. Trvtheni. Warranted (jueens. 'hi, 3 for
$a..50. Tested queens, *1..50. Circular free. lT19d

CHARLES D. SUVALL,
Speiicerville, I?Ioiitg'y Co., Itld.

Shipping - Cases.

GLASS FOR SHIPPING-CASES.
Prices.

Size of glass.

3X17)^ in. 24 1b single-tier case. .

and 48-lb double-tier cases.
8 X 17K

' combined crate
8X9 •' 12-lb. cases

8p.
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PONEY OQI^^MN.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Honey.—Coml) honey is beginning

to come in very freely now, and tlie demand is also
Increasing. Fancy 1-lb. section, 16@17; nice 1-lb.

sections. 14@1.5; fair, 13@13'/4 ; fancy 3-lb. sections,
14; fair 2-lb. sections, i:?; buclvwlieat, 1-Ib., 11; 2-lb.,

10. E.vtracted lioney. little demand, 7@7'/^.

Beeswax, limited demand. 25@37.
Sept. 10. Chas. Israel & Bros..

ifO Hudson St., New York.

Cincinnati.—Hont'jy.—There is no change since
our last. Honey of all liinds Iceeps coming in slowly
but steadily. Thei'e is a fair demand for all but
honey-dew iioney. of which there is an unusually
large amount. Comb honey brings 14@l6in the job-
Ijing way, for bestwliite; extracted honey 5@8 on
arrival.
Beeswax.—Denvdud is fair, at 23@25 on arrival, for

good to choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son.
Sept. 10. Cincinnati, O.

New York.—Honey.—Comb honey ai'riving now,
but demand verv light vet. We quote: Fancy white,
1-lb., 16; 3-lb., U; fair white. 1-lb., 13@11; 3-lb.. 13.

Extracted. suppl3- large, and demand still limited.
California, Tii ; Florida and basswood, 7^"i/^

; com-
mon Southern, 65@70. Beeswax, stagnant; good
Southern, 35@36. F. G. Strghmeyer & Co.,

Sept. 13. 133 Water St., New York.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The demand is good with
light supply, the new crop arriving; but about lialf

dark, mixed .with honey-dew, the other half fair

qualitv. One-pound comb white, 16@17 cents; dark,
1-lb., 12; 3-lb., white. 15; dark, 10@11; extracted,
white, 7@7^ ; dark, 5@6. Beeswax, 35@36.
Sept. 9. Hamblin & Bearss,

514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Albany.—Hwuey.—Prices quoted in last issue not
maintained, and we dare not quote above 15 for
fancy white clover in pound sections. No. 3 clover,
13®13. Buckwheat, 1U®13. l^/i-lb. sections sell ut
about 1 cent a pound less. Extracted, very dull
Hud but very little demand yet.

Chas. McCui<loch & Co.,
Aug. 23. 393, 395, 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

New York.—Honey.—Comb honey arriving very
freely, and sells at following prices:

1-lb. section.s, fancy, 15@16; same, fair, 13@14;
2-lbs., fancy, 13®14; same, fair, 13. No buckwheat
comb in market yet. Extracted, supplj- good, de-
mand limited. We(iuote: California, 7; basswt)od,
7; orange bloom, 7@Ti4. Southern, common, 65c per
gal., choice 70. Hildketh Bros. & Segelken,

38 & 30 West Broadway, New York.

Philadelphia.—Honey.—We think that the Phil-
adelphia market will be the best for honey this
year. As we shall be the lai'gest dealers liere, we
can quote reliable flguics. We quote: Fancy white,
16@1><; and sometimes as high as 30, as to stvle of
package. No. 3 white, 14@16. E. J. Walker,
Sept. 10. 31 South Water St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Hojiey.—Market quiet; clioice sells at
15@16. Not much ot it coming. Nearly all more or
less strained, oi' out of condition. Dark, dull at 13;

extracted, 6@7@8, according to quality. Now is a
good time to forward coml) honey. Beeswax, 37.

Sept. 9. K. A. Burnett.
Chicago, 111.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The demand for 1-11)

comb is fair; reclpts light; demand for extracted
larger than the receipts. 1-lb. comb, white, 15®16;
1-lb. comb, dark, 10@13; extracted, white, 7®7)i; ex-
tracted, dark, 5@6. Beeswax. 33@25.

Sept. 10. Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Kansas Citj', Mo.

St. Louis.—Honey.—The trade is honey rather in-

jictive. Until colder weather we don't look for
much demand. However, we are, as usual, dispos-
ing of consideral)le, our last sale being 15,000
pounds. We quote: Comb, 10®13; extracted, iU@5K.
Basswood. 36. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,

Sept. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

Detroit. — Honey. —Comb lioney, 11@13>^, with
good supply. Extracted, 7@S.
Beeswax, 25@26. M. H. Hunt,
Sept. 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Choice white clover, comb,
13@14; fancy. 15; fair, 13. Extracted, small cans,
7@8; large 6^(gj,6'/^; barrels, 514 ; southern, in bar-
rels, 5@o;^. Beeswax, choice, 24^4; fair, 24.

W. B. Westcott & Co.,
Sept. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. Stordock, Durand, Winnebago Co., 111.

For Sale.—1000 lbs. of white clover and basswood
honey, in 60-lb. cans. How much am I ottered for it
on lx)ard cars here? Thomas Gedye,

Grand Ridge, La Salle Co., III.

For Sale.—Extracted honev. in 14-gal. kegs; 7>^
cts. M. IsBELL, Norwich, Chen. Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—7 barrels of dark extracted honey.
Will run near .500 lbs. to barrel. Make us offers on
lot, or any amount wanted.

J. A. Thornton, Lima, III.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted lioney in
60-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett,
lltfdb San Diego, Cal.

Honey, Beeswax, Etc.
We are now in position to receive honey and

beeswax on consignments, and to obtain best mar-
ket prices for ctunb and extracted honev. Last
year we could liave disposed of as much again
honey as we received, and our outlet this year will
be still Ijetter. Correspondence solicited.

CHAS. ISRAEL <£ BRO.,
110 HUDSON ST.. N. Y.

Dealers and Commission Merchants in Honey,
Beeswax, Maple Syrup, Sugar, etc. 16tfdb

Please mention this paper.

assAvood

EXTRA QUALITY.

USUAL LOW PRICES.
ADDRESS

JAMES HEDDON,
18-I9d DowAGiAC, Mich.

Plea.-ie mention this paper.

50 TESTED QUEENS, 76 Cts.
Young Italians guaranteed in every particular.

Sample 5-banded bees. 2c.
F. C. MORROW, Wallaceburg, Ark.
Please mention this paper.

CYCLONE HONEY - CASES.
it is "an ill wind that blows nobody

ANY GOOD."
That terrific cyclone that swept through this

place, leaving a path of ruins in its wake, demolish-
ed .some valuable timber. I have had some of this
worked up Into shipi>ing-cases for hone.v, for the
benefit of my bee-keeping friends. I can afford
them cheap. Write me if vou wisli to know more of
these cj-clone relics. H.'R. BOARDMAN,

East Townsend, Huron Co., Ohio.
Please mention this paper.
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LADIES' FINE SHOES.
PRICE ONLY $2.

Gt='iiuine Kid. Soft Soles, Elesnnt Style; Broad or
Narrow Toe. Sizes, 2 to ». C. D. E. and E E widtlis.

This Slioe Is sold at tS in all retail stores.

Our Price $2, Postpaid.
Fit, Styi-e, and Wear Guaranteed.

NO SHODDY, BUT GOOD SHOES.
Send P. O. order. Ke^istei'ed Lettei' or Postal Note.

C. L. Griesingbr, Medina, Ohio.
Reference, Gle.aninc.s. • 18-19-2 -2 Id

In writing ;nivertiseis please mention this p.aper

SPECIAL NOTICE.
50 colonies of Italian bees for sale. They are in

fli-st-class condition; hives chock full of bees and
honey. ALso a fine lot of choice queens for sale.

Not k'linff out of business, but shall continue as

ever to fill orders for any tiling- in our line of trade.

For full particulars address 17-18d.

J. M. YOUNG,
PLATTSMOUTH, NEB.BOX 874.

Please mention tliis paper.

BY RETURN MAIL, 400
Golden Italian Queens. Tested, $1 UO each; un-

tested. 70c, 3 for *1.S ). HIVE.-*, SECTIONS. FOUND-
ATION, and all BEE-KEEPRUS SUPPLIES kept in

stock. Catah)g free. JOHN NEBEL & SO.Sf, High Hill. Mo.

Please mention tliis paper.

DON'T
lu want to improve your stock ':!

Don't you want nice large business
Italians that will just "roll in the
hitney "1 Seven years careful breed-

ing from the best stock obtainable; 65J queens sold,

and never iieard of but one mismated. Queens
large, yellow, and prolific. Warranted, 75c: 3 for
$3.00; or a select breeder, $1.50. Your orders appre-
ciated. Return mail. Ititfdb.

W. H. LAWS, LAVACA, ARKANSAS.
®"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

rOR SALE.
One 40-horse-power steam engine and locomotive,

or fire-box boiler, in good order. Price $)i on cars
here. lt>-17-18d

T. A. POTTS, Martinstaurg, W. Va.
Please mention this paper.

/I/. A. K/IIAPP, Rochester, Lorain Co., 0..
HAS f^OR SAI-E

SO Strono Colonies of Pure Italian Bees,
500 White and Black Ferrets.

Also a tine l.it of Sc(.t;'h collie and coon-dog pups.
Prices sent on apj lication. ITtfdb

Please mention this pupt.

EVERYTHING
rSEI) BV

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDW/iED K. rEWCOMB.

Ple:sant Valley. N.

Please mention this paper.

WE WILL BUY YOUR
OLD COMBS,

F. A. SALISBURY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Please mention this paper. 16tt'dl>

A 6-HORSE-POWER ENGINE AND BOILER
For sale at a bargain, or will trade for comb houey.

17tfdl) Address J. A. ROE, Union City, Ind.

Bee - Keepers' ^ Supplies.
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence .solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
alopue >fciit free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, III. Address

WM. iTIcCUNE Ac CO..
21-20db Sterling. Illinois.
(t^In responding to this adveitir-ement nieiiti<in ni.KA.viN<;s,

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all othci-s. If, on trial of finni one tt) adoz-
en, you do not tind them so, oi- if they do not i)rove sat-

isfactory in every way, return them by mail within 9J

days after receipt, and we will i-efund your money.
PRICES:—Each, by mail, po.stpaid, with lull direc-

tions, 20c; per dozen, $2.25. Send tor cii-i-ular and testi-

monials. Supply dealeis. send for wholesale prices.

lOtfdb R. (£ E. C. PORTER, LEWiSTOWN, ill.
CWI II res]ion<1ins; to this advertisement mention Gleanings

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives.
Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.
We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every tiling of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for oui- New Catalogue. 51 illustrated pages,
free to all. 4tfdb

£. KR£TCHMER, Red Oak, I owa.
"

' I responding to tuis advertisement mention Olisanings.

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATION.

The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING is WIRING BROOD-FRAMES
-Dr. a. L. Tink

OUR WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHEAPER, and not HALF the trouble
to use that it is to WIRE FRAMES. Many may confound the two, but they are EN TIRELY
different. J. VAN 1>KUSEIVA: SONS, Sole Manufacturers, Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

H3?-lii respondinir to tills advertisement mention Oi.B-.AN'rxr:« g-id
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FROM DR. C. MILLER.

Are yon going to Albany?
Departed this life—the Bee World.

The blood of a boo is not rod, bnt colorless.

Carniolaxs make \vork(M- cells of larger size

than those made by black bees.

Editor Newman has been laboring with one
of his correspondents to make him believe a
colony is a colony and not a swarm.
How I WISH I knew all about beesi But if

there were no more hard nuts to crack, bee-
keeping would lose some of its brightest charms.

Honey-dew honey should not be sold as
good honey, if sold at all. Can't you feed it

next spring, and get it all used in brood-rear-
ing?
An Automatic Smoker has been invented by

the French apiculturist, M. de Layens, which
is said to give good satisfaction. Costs 14
francs.

Extracting sections that are partly filled

is a fussy sort of job. Is it not better to feed to
the bees, and then extract, if necessary, from
the brood-combs?
Beeswax rendered with sulphuric acid has

" absolutely no odor." Then I shouldn't like it

so well. I do like the odor of good foundation,
and it's possitjle the bees do.

I AM with friend Larrabee in 'his opposition
to slits for comb-guides in top and end bars.
Should the many who don't use them be obliged
to sutter then, in order to accommodate the few
who do use them?

J. H. Larrabee asks if I'm afraid of % top-
bars sagging. Somewhat; but I find more
burr-combs ovei- top-bars % thick than over X.
So I'm doubtful about ^ preventing burr-
combs.

Of Punic bees, Gleanings says: "It is ad-
mitted that they are bad propolizers." "A Hal-
lamshire bee-keeper" (the introducer) says in
the Jour iKil (jf Horticulture that they are not
bad, but good propolizeis, for they fill cracks or
chinks with an enormous quantity of propolis,
but do not put it on their combs.

Another cure for laying workers. From
F. H. & E. H. Dewey, in A.merican Bee-Keeper.
Put the infected colony in a ventilated box
without combs for 4 or .") hours, in the shade or
in the cellar: then drop in a caged queen, pref-
erably a laying one, and in about two hours
more pour the bees before a hive devoid of all

brood, releasing the queen to run in with the
b(>es.

Gleanings says that sheets made of wax
rendered with sulphuric acid have "absolutely
no taste after chewing pieces of them for half
an hour." I should think not. Almost any
thing would have all the taste chewed out of it
before the half-hour was up.

A. I. Root, in a private talk, once raised the
question of using excluder zinc between the
top-bars. Now that thick top-bars seem to be
taking the place of honev-boards. and yet
queen-excluders are used for extracted honey,
might it not be a good plan to combine in some
way top-bars and excluders?
Your Wife doesn't like to let vou have bees-

wax in her pans and kettles. It's a big job for
her to clean them up. Well, clean them up
yourself. Set them over the fire till the wax
melts: then, without any water or anv thing
else, wipe out all the wax with old newspapers,
perhaps finishing up with dry rags.

Eli Sheppekd. in Home and Farm, says
melilot is highly valued in Hale county, Ala.,
as a fertilizer, bringing - vouth and renewed
fi-eshness to the most worn piece of lime land."
" It makes a nourishing and finelv perfumed
hay. When fed to cows it imparts to the prod-
ucts of the dairy a delicate and pleasant flavor."

The editor of the American Bee-Keeper
says: "We believe it is generally understood
that Italian bees do not work to anv extent in
buckwheat, while common bees and hybrids
usually get a good harvest from it.'' Is this
coriect? I had supposed that Italians would
work as well as blacks on buckwheat, if nothing
better was to be had.

Allen Pringle. in C. B. J., is down on the
doctors, and quotes quite an imposing array of
doctors themselves, eminent ones too. to prove
that the world would be better off without doc-
tors or drugs. Very likely; but if friend Prin-
gle gets really sick, see if he doesn't send for the
doctor. It's born in people to want to be doped
and dosed.

Introducing Queens. Here's a plan given
by H. Spuhler. in Revue Interuationale. Sev-
eral hours after the removal of the old queen,
put the new one in a little cylinder made of
foundation. It is closed at both ends, and fur-
nished with little holes pierced with a needle.
After daubing it with honey, put it in the mid-
dle of the brood-nest. The bees do the rest.

Friend Jones, of the C. B. J., thinks if a
young queen be slyly dropped into the top of a
hive about dark she would supersede the old
queen. I tried superseding quite a number
last year by having a young queen hatch out in
a cell -protector. They hatch out all right, and
would be found peacefully traversing the
combs; but before it was time for them to lay.
every last one disappeared. If I had removed
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the old queen. I have no doubt all would have
been lovely.

The Peach Tomato, sent out by the Agricul-
tural Department at Washington, has a decid-
ed individuality. It doesn't look shiny, like

other tomatoes, doesn't feel smooth, has the
shape and size of a not very large peach, and
might easily be mistaken for one at a little dis-

tance. It seems ripe inside before fully colored,

and drops from the stem when quite ripe. It

didn't rot on my ground, while Ignotum and
Mikado did.

ARE WE DRIFTING FROM OUR MOORINGS 1

A WARNING NOTE FKOM DOOLITTLE.

I have read with interest what has been said
during the present summer about hives and
their manipulation, as against the manipula-
tion of frames, as has been the custom of the
past: and, unless I am greatly mistaken, there
is not in this idea all the pecuniary benefit to

the bee-keeper that a superficial view of the
matter would lead him to expect. The idea
embodies, in all of its bearings, unless I am
blind in this matter, two things which will be
an expensive luxury to the one who adopts this

idea of "handling hives instead of frames:"
and these two things are, first, a radical change
in most of the hives now in use: and, second,
the placing of a greater number of colonies in

the field, both of which are against us; the
latter for all time, and the former for the near
future. This changing of hives and fixtures, to

the extent to which it has been carried in the
past, has been somewhat against us, and the
outlook for the future shows no sign of im-
provement. The changing of hives and fixtures

in an apiary that numbers fifty means quite an
expense—an expense that will take many good
years of production to pay it, over and above
what might have been secured with the old

fixtures, even should the new prove better than
the old. Not long ago a "new" hive came out,

the claim for which was that it was going to

cheapen honey production; for surely the pro-

ducer must produce his crop at a less expense
than he was now doing if he was to be enabled
to keep his head above water, in these times of

low prices. Have we seen these great things
accomplished? Let friend Gravenhorst answer:
"I found out something by this new method
that did not satisfy me in contrast with the old

one. In the course of several years I always
got more honey and wax in the old-fashioned
way." While "friend G. was not speaking of

this particular hive as "the new method." yet
he but voices what many another has found
out. To illustrate more fully just what I mean
I will let the reader into a little bit of my past
history, together with that of another whose
name I will not mention. When I first began
keeping bees it was with the <>xpress under-
standing that, after the first outlay (S3.5.00) on
them, not another cent should be paid out un-
less they brought it in, and that I would not
pay out for new fixtures a cent of what they
brought in unless I could see that some pecun-
iary benefit was coming back in the near
future to more than balance what I would pay
out, and that I would use up, as far as might
be, all of the old, without throwing away that
which had cost me a cash outlay. This under-
standing has been carried out all of these years;

and to-day, instead of having only .S.VJO as my
worldly possessions, as I had in that spring of

1869. and living in a tenant house, with my
small apiary on somebody's possessions besides

my own. I have a comfortable home, consisting

of 30 acres of land and the necessary byildings;
have enough laid aside to carry me and mine
through life, unless something extraordinary
should happen to us. besides being enabled of
later year? to do something to advance the
Master's interests in the woi'ld. and that which
tends to uplift humanity; all having come from
the bees over and above what I have paid out
for them, and I still use the same old Gallup
hive with which I started, and see no reason for
wanting or desiring a change.
In 1869, the " another " spoken of above,

counted his worldly possessions far above mine,
pioduced much more honey each year than I

did, as a rule obtained better prices, but laid
out each year all or more than wbat the bees
produced in "something new," throwing away
that of the past which did not suit, and pur-
chasing new again, till a short time ago found
him bor'rowing money that he might still pur-
chase something new in the "bee line," while
there were wagonloads of stuff, representing
thousands of dollars, to be found strewn about
the premises, that had accumulated by this
great desii-e to keep "abreast of the times" and
"secure the greatest amount of income with
the least capital and labor."
Did any one who reads this ever say to the

"good wife," "Can't you wear the old bonnet
another year, or get along without that new
dress we talked about, so that I can get that
hew hive. ortJiat foundation-mill, or some other
thing about bee culture, that I may succeed
better in my pursuit"? And hasn't the baby
gone with holes in the toes of its shoes, the
children gone with ragged and patched clothes,
the wife set up long after the rest wei'e abed, to
patch these clothes, and the whole family suf-
fered, that a change for the better (?) might be
made in the bee-business, when, as friend G.
says, the old in the end would give the best
results?
Now, don't understand me as "butting"

against improvements, for no one rejoices more
over real improvements than I do; but if I am
to rejoice, the thing offered must be an im-
provement when viewed fi'om all of its many
sides. Talk about handling hives instead of
frames I The old hive, as given us by father
Langstroth, with a movable bottom-board and
no portico, can be handled just as you please
after the bees have been in it (on this plan)
one year; and yet how many of the bee-papers
of to-day are recommending it as the hive f To
be of real value, unless a radical change is

necessary it is better to tell us how to secure
the same results with what we now have, rath-
er than advise something new to secure these
same results. The "stone that keeps rolling
gathers no moss." I may have been too severe
in this, but I have felt for some time that we
should call a halt, so I have written what I

have. G. M. Dooeittle.
Borodino, N. Y.

Concluded in next issue.

[I am glad, friend D.. that you have taken up
the other side of the question; and whether or
not we are "drifting from our moorings" your
caution will not come amiss, especially to that
class of bee-keepers who are over-enthusiastic.
It were better, far better, that they stick to the
old-fashioned things that have done good ser-

vice than to waste their profits on new things.

But. why go to either extreme? Is there not a
golden mean somewhere here ? You have done
well with the fixtures you adopted in 1869; but
this does not argue that you would not have
done better with something else. Father Quin-
by made bees pay, and pay well, with only />ox

hives: but because he did so, would it have
been better If ive had never adopted the Lang-
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stroth movable frame? Nay. verily. Father
Qulnby, yourself, and the rest promptly fell in

with the new idea, because the new system of-

fered advantages.
I will say right here, by way of parenthesis,

for the benefit of our readers' private ear (not
for Doolittle's), that our Borodino bee-keeper is

systematic and careful, and, withal, a good
financier; and I am quite sure he would have
made almost any system—yes, almost any busi-
ness—pay. Well, now. we are tending toward
fixed frames as against the excellent loose frame
given us by Langstroth. We, who are advo-
cates of the former, hold that they save labor,
and, to a greater or lesser extent, permit of
handling hives more and frames less. In order
to secure this latter feature, we who are of this
school do not all advocate a radical change of
hives. The Hotfman frames do not require the
change of a single hive of the Langstroth type;
and the change of frames should be made grad-
ually. In most apiaries, new frames are by
degrees added, and old ones are being replaced
and the combs melted up. Why not, then, work
in gradually the new frames—that is. if a test

of a few justifies their further introduction?
To get the principle of handling hives instead
of frames, or, as I prefer it, "handling hives
more and frames less.'' it is not necessary to
work a revolution in hives. Even with the old
loose frames it is possible to handle hives more
and frames less than is usually practiced. I

venture to say. you do not handle your frames
now to the extent you did in 1869. But with
the Hoffman frames the possibilities in this
line are much greater. Try it and see. The
very quotation you make from Gravenhorst
was by him intended to prove the advantage of
handling /(ires and not /rtojics, as you seem to
take it—at least. I so understand it. In another
column I tell what I mean by handling frames
less. I am now glad to give something that up-
holds points made by both of us.] E. R.

FIXED DISTANCES AND FIXED FRAMES.

HANDLING HIVES INSTEAD OF FRAMES.

I commenced |bee-keeping in 1848, and fol-

lowed it in just about the average way until
1861. when I was " born again " into apiarial
life. I bought " Langstroth on the Honey-bee."
and commenced work in real earnest; but I

found that there was no way of spacing frames
the proper distance apart except by the mere
chance of guessing; and not being cast in the
'good luck guess it good chance" mold, I be-
gan to experiment to find a better way; and,
as a result. I invented the frame that I exhibit-
ed at the Keokuk convention, in the hive I

gave Mrs. L. Harrison, and. so far as I know, I

was the first person that eviM' made and used
such frames. They had all the advantage of
lateral movement, but can be quickly adjusted
in fixed places, and are as easily moved and
handled as your metal-cornered frames. They
are cheap; take of necessity a thick top-bar;
and hives made upo,n this plan, when properly
constructed, have given universal satisfaction
to all who have tried them for the last 30 years,
and I have made, sold, and used thousands of
them in this section of country. I tried to in-
terest others in them, the senior editor among
the number; but he said. '• The bee-keeping
brethren have decided that any kind of fixed
distances is no good, and they are laid away to
stay."
But eight or ten years ago the bee-keeping

air grew hot with reversible frames, fixed
frames, fixed distances, reversible hives, inter-

changeable hives, storifying hives, double-
brood-chamber hives (the last of which, by the
way. I had been using for 35 years or more),
continuous - passageway hives, non - swarming
hives; and soon without end, the bee-journals
giving them all prominent notice; and I con-
cluded that I knew nothing about good fixtures;
that I was badly behind the times, and, to liave
any chance of winning the apiarian race, I
must throw aside my old-fashioned scrub fix-
tures and cultivate the new traps. Now, I well
knew that the use of a hive or two of any sys-
tem gave the experimenter no chance of arriv-
ing at just conclusions; and having all the fa-
cilities for experimenting cheaply, first-class
machinery, coupled with proper" mechanical
skill. I resolved to try things on a scale that
would enable me to know what was what.
Well, the first thing I did was to make .")0 hives
on the Heddon or closed-end-frame principle.
When I had them completed I would handle
the^ frames by the hour, and would think.
" Well, this is just splendid;" and when swarm-
ing time came I filled the .50 hives with good
early swarms, and obtained as good a vield of
honey from them as from my old stvle of
frames: and as I handled the frames but little
that summer, all went well, and I made ,50 more
hives the following winter on the same plan.
The next spi-ing. on setting my bees out I found
it necessary to examine the combs, as some
swarms were dead, some queenless. some weak
in bees: and I went to work joyfully to handle
the frames that were " easier "to rnanipulate,
and would kill far less bees, than the hanging
frame." But the winter dampness had swelled
the dry wood in frame and hive, and they came
like i)ulling teeth: but, however. I got them out,
and things arranged, but not without some cu-
rious thoughts creeping through my mind.
After a time the bees increased in numbers, and
the hives became overflowing with bees, just as
they had to. to become profitable in gathering a
large yield of white honey; and here again I
found it necessary, in carrying out mv plans, to
open the hives and handle the franies. They
had become dry by this time; and, while com-
ing out easier than at the first trial, thev stuck
fai' tighter than I expected. But every Inch of
space was now crowded with bees; and when I
tried to return a frame among that mass of
bees, with all I could do with smoke and skill,
what a crushing of bones: I filled the 50 new
hives with bees that summer, with fair success
as to honey; used them all the following sea-
son, and then the combs were all transferred to
hanging frames, and I am entirelv satisfied
with the change.

I will say, before leaving this style of frame,
that the hives in all their parts were construct-
ed in the very best mechanical fashion. I had
been using a half-closed-end frame. like the
Hoffman, in my little shallow double-brood-
chamber hives for years before I ever heard of
Mr. Hoffman or his hive. They were only 4i^
inches deep, and I seldom needed to handle
single frames. They worked without just
cause for complaint. But I was establishing
out-apiaries, and what a splendid thing full-
brood-chamber hives with the now famous
Hoffman frame would be for hauling around!
The engine was started, and some 50(J hives,
with the aforesaid frame, was immediately con-
structed in first-class fashion: and after they
were all done I spent hours in handling the
empty hives on my work-bench, and I said,
"Well, this is just splendid." Each station
was supplied with these new hives, and all
swarms hived in them; but pretty soon Mr.
D. W. Whitmore, who was very successfullv
managing one of the out-statioiis. said. " I do
not like to handle the new frame as well as the
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old wire-end kind. Tliey take twice the time,

and kill three times more bees." Mr. Whit-
niore"s partnership with me has now terminat-
ed very satisfactorily by its limit of time expir-

ing, and he is managing his own bees now. He
recently said to me." I want 50 hives in the flat,

made for me on the old pattern of wire-end
frames—that is the hive for me. I want no
more HolTman frames. They are a hnmbug
compared with the old frame."

I used some 50 of these hives in the home
yard. I do not say they are a very bad hive.

They, like the entire closed-end- frames, are
nice to handle when the liives are empty, or
contain but few bees, and are not swelled by
dampness. I transferred all of my own this

season to suspended frames, and am well satis-

fied with the change; and during this time I

took the reversible-frame fever, and construct-
ed 40 hives with a reversible frame constructed
on the principle of my old wire-end frames. I

filled them with bees, and they worked with
entire satisfaction. The combs looked extreme-
ly nice, filling the frames tightly, top, bottom,
and sides. But I soon found I could obtain no
more surplus with them after a great deal of

extra fussing and work; and after 2 years' use
I drew the wire nails from one of their sides,

and tised them as I did my old-fashioned fixed

frames; and I must say, before I quit, that I

am now convinced thati do not want tlie combs
fastened to the bottom-bars. The reason, I will

not ti'y to give here.
I tried several other styles of fixed frames on

a smaller scale during this time, but have re-

jected them all.

Now, friend Root, I will send you. in connec-
tion with this report, a sample of an improved
rabbet that I invented and now use in connec-
tion with common suspended frames. I do not
ask for your opinion of it. I ask you to just
let your boss workman take it and make one of
your Dovetailed hives with that kind of rabbet;
and after the frames are in you give it a good
examination, and then set the frames, bees and
all, from some good colony into it, and then
give your opinion. I am pretty sure yon will

decide, after you have added my method of
keeping just a bee-space on all sides of the
hives on a plain bottom-board, and always
keeping a proper bee-space between two or
more hives tiered up for extracting or other
use, that the Dovetailed hive is equal to any
thing ever constructed for a full-brood-chamber
hive, and, excepting the donble-brood-chamber
hive, I will say that I believe it will be the best
hive in use for all purposes.
Now, I suppose the readers of this article

would seem to be justified in saying that the
man who had gone to all this expensive trouble,
only to go back to old ways, is too old to appre-
ciate new things, and deserves no considera-
tion. But. friends, if you think I am not thor-
oughly alive to new ways and new things, just
visit my apiary; and if you do not change your
mind I will pay your expenses. In bee-keeping
it may be trnly said, '"Old things have passed
away, and, behold, all things have become
new."
Before closing this article I wish to say to the

honest, enthusiastic advocates of closed-end,
Hoffman, and other fixed frames, that I regret-
ted to write this on their account. But I did it

believing what I have said to be true, and that
it would do the general bee-keeping world
much good. In the future even my little dou-
ble hives will be made with the new rabbet and
plain suspended frames. B. Taylok.

P"'orestville. Minn., xVng. 16.

[I will explain to our readers, that Mr. B.
Taylor is the one who has used shallow brood-

chambers for some 20 years, though I believe on
a different plan from that advocated by Mr.
Heddon. He is a fine mechanic; and I should
judge, fi'om wliat I saw of him at the Keokuk
convention, that he is somewhat given to ex-
perimenting, and testing all the new " fads."
He has indeed been through the " mill " on fixed

distances: and it seems after all that he is still

in favor of them, although he does not agree
with the othei' brethren on the exact form. The
fixed frames he now advocates are ordinary
loose frames, so arranged as to hang in notches
in the rabbets. These notches are spaced
equally distant. So far as my recollection goes,
all sorts of spacing-devices in the rabbet have
been unpopular, and have been discarded soon-
er or later. The trouble is. you have got to
move two or three frames, or else roll the bees
over and over in moving the frame that you
wish to draw out.

Well, friend Taylor, from what I can gather
from your article", the half-closed-end frames
you speak of were quite different from those
used by Mr. Hoffman. These frames, to give
the most satisfactory results, should have the
widened part of the end-bar V'd—that is, so
that a knife edge comes in contact with a blunt
edge, and then the top-bar should be widened
so as to cover up the rabbet. Or. if this is

not done, the frames should be compressed by a
wedge, or, better, as 1 now think, with thumb-
screws.

I notice that you speak of closed-end frames
in a tight-fitting case sticking because of mois-
ture. This is just the point I tried to illus-

trate in our last issue, and to which Mr.
Hutchinson takes exception. I should like to
have reports from those who have been using
this class of frames, as to whether they have
experienced any trouble such as friend T. and
ourselves have had.]

THE KING-BIRD A BEE-ENEMY INDEED.

FURTHEK facts; DO KING-BIKDS REGURGI-
TATE?

When I opened Gleanings for Aug. 15, and
saw the pictures of the king-bird, in connection
with J. W. Porter's article, it struck me as a
coincidence that I had it in my mind for a week
or two back to write to Gleanings and suggest
that it would be to the interest of bee-keepers
to open a war of extermination on these active
little enemies of the apiary. I know that, in

my neighborhood, they appear to be getting
more common; and this, very likely, may be
generally true. I shot some lately, and took
from the gizzard of one the parts of as many as
ten distinct bees or drones, and possibly the re-

mains of more were there, but unrecognizable in

their semi -digested state. There seemed to be
nothing along with them save a few kernels of
some berry as a digestive agent.
Now, on the assumption that this bird had

two full meals of the kind per day. and that
there are only twenty of them in my neighbor-
hood consuming at the same rate, it means that
they levy a tax on me of 2800 bees or drones per
week, 11,2(X) per four weeks of the flying season,
or probably the bulk of from one to two swai'ms
per year, besides the honey immediately con-
sumed in the bees taken.
They are very active on the wing, though

favoring only short excursions, and not flying

continuously like the swallow. Their favorite
perch, when round the apiary, is on an upper-
most or outmost twig of a tree. From thence
they fly out and intercept their victims. At
other times they may be seen flying along the
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roadside, perching on fences, telegrapli wires,

tree or bush, as it comes handy. With their
dark slate-colored back and wings and white
under parts, they are easily distinguishable.
When round our bee-yard they are quite alert,

as though they wei'e aware that they were aftei'

mischief and might be caught in it.

On one occasion, some years ago, I saw one.
sitting on a wire clothes-line, attract a passing
bee by a movement of its crest and head: and
whenthe bee came within range the biixl's bill

was presented open, and the poor unfortunate
taken in. I was just then starting with bees.

and thought that a terrible enemy had come to

close quarters, as the hives were only a few
yards away from the spot, and I bethought me
of my gun that it would be a necessary weapon
of defense.
The beautiful bright orange feathers in the

crest are so well concealed that people who
have shot, or seen the bird when shot, are often
quite astonished when they are pointed to

them, as they had never noticed them before.
One can spread them out so as to make them
resemble a bright-colo-ed flower.
Notwithstanding Mr. Porter's view to the

contrary. I am inclined to think that, in the
matter of regurgitation of food. Mr. T. L.
Waite. as reported in the A B C. is right, and
that the bird may do tliis thing—though for
my part I couldn't easily stand by and give
them tinu' to do it. On the lid of a hive, some
weeks ago, I found a ball of mashed -up bees
which I can account for in no other way: and
as proof that, early in life, they have a habit of
this kind. I have been assured by the station-
master, at the village where my bees are. and
who had an excellent opportunity for observa-
tion, that he watched a nest with several young
one.s. and saw the mother bird repeatedlycarry
in food which she would put into the open
mouth of one of them, while she would take
something from the mouth of another and carry
it a few feet away, usually dropping it on the
station platform as she flew off again. He
pointed out the substance to me. and asked me
what it was. I told him that, as nearly as I

could make out. it was bird droppings. He as-
sured me that it came out of the little bird's
bill, and, when I made light of the idea, he said
he had watched closely, and was prepared to
give his oath to that effect.

There are some things in nature that are al-

most too strange to credit when we are told of
them: yet that these strange things happen,
we sometimes get ample proof after.

R. W. MCDOXXELL.
Gait, Ont., Can.. Aug. 29.

[Thanks for the additional facts which you
give. In regard to the regurgitation matter,
as given in the A B C of Bee Culture, we should
like further testimony: i. e.. do king-birds on
occasion regurgitate wads of bees, as explained
by the writer in the A B C. or is this all a hoax?
In a multitude of testimony there is wisdom.]

FKAMES.

A. GREEN HAS DECIDED TO ADOPT THE
HALF-DEPTH CLOSED-END FKAME WITH

A HOFFMAN TOP-BAK.

I have been greatly interested in the discus-
sions over the frame question. I have adopted
my frame, and have four or five thousand of
them in use. and pi'obably shall not change
again very soon. Still. I like to hear the talk
of those who are not yet out of the woods, and
I hope that, from the combined experiments of
the many who are just about to adopt some

form of fixed frame, something may be evolved
better than any thing we have now.
Dr. Miller and Miss Wilson make very plain

some of the reasons why fixed frames are supe-
rior to hanging frames: and when they come
to use them more and learn the very many
ways in which time and labor may be saved by
their use. I shall pxpect them to grow still more
enthusiastic over the subject.

It would seem, from what I have read, that
the usual way of handling Hoffman frames is

to set the frames loosely in the hives just as
though they were hanging frames, and then
crowd them up close together. When this is

done a large number of bees must inevitably be
crushed. My end-bars fit close for a little over
five inches, and I very seldom kill any bees be-
tween them. The frames should always be
kept tight together as far as possible, as they
are set back into the hive. AVhen I I'eplace
a frame in the hive I put the bottom of its ends
against the ends of those in the hives, and slide

it down, keeping the frames close together. No
bees can get caught between the uprights, so
none are crushed there. The only bees killed
are the few that get caught between the ends
of thf top-bars as they come together, and be-
tween the toi)-bars and rabbet. With a little

care, even this may be avoided. As the combs
are straight, with no brace -combs between,
bees are not hurt by being rolled between the
comb surface.s. as so often happens with loose
frames. If. for any reason, it is not best to put
them together in this way. they may be put
nearly down and brought nearly together,
when a slight lateral vibration will make the
bees get out of the way.
In order to slidi' frames together in this way

so as to avoid catching bees, it is necessary that
the end-bars be kept pressed tightly together
in order that propolis may not accumulate be-
tween. I think you are wrong when you think
that the wedge, or. what is far better, the
screw, may be dispensed with. Some of my
hives havebeen in use four years. The frames
have been kept tightly screwed together, and
there is practically no propolis between the
end-bars. My nuclei are on three or four
frames, in the regular hive. The frames are
simply pushed up close together. Within two
months so much propolis has accumulated be-
tween the end-bars that they are much more
difficult to handle.
Dr. Miller wants a better bee-brush. Take a

piece of broom-handle of convenient length.
Saw a slit in the middle, a little longer than
your frame is wide. Crowd this slit full of
pieces of binding twine—rope raveled out will

do. but is not so good—and then nail through
with wire nails, clinching them. Trim the fiber

off even, and you will have a brush that will

take all the bees off a comb at one sweep, and
that does not need to be renewed every day.
This idea is not altogether original with me,
but it's just as good as if it were.
Since one of Dr. Miller's " straws"' has drag-

ged my rose-bush into print, let me tell you
that he hasn't told the whole truth. His in-

formation is old. The bush in question, which
is a Bomsault climber, covering a space on the
side of the house 1.5>4xlT feet (you see I've just
measured), has now .36 varieties of hybrid per-
petual and tea-roses growing in it. As I write,
9 distinct varieties are in bloom, and it has
borne a constant succession of the choicest roses
all summer. The man who is not helped and
made better by a love for and association with
the beauties of luiture is an anomaly.
What about that " sure sign of swarming."

quoted from the Canadian Bee Journal ? Is
the " raking " motion of bees on the alighting-
board a sure indication that thev will swarm
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that day or the next? This is important, if

true. But I am very sure it is not true.
Dayton, III., Aug. 24. J. A. Gkeen.

After receiving the communication we wrote
friend Green, inquiring if the cut, which we liei'e

reproduce, was correct, and asking for more in-

formation on points suggested in his article.

The nature of the questions will .be readily un-
derstood from the reply, which is of so much
interest we give place to it below, with the cut.

.T. A. green's fixed FRAME.

The engraving omits the central tin-bar,
which is a necessity with a thin top-bar. and,
In a sectional brood-chamber, the top-bar must
be thin so as not to make too great a division in
the brood-chamber. The brood-chamber is in
two stories, and the frames are pressed togeth-
er with screws as in the Heddon hive. The
frames are much more easily handled than
frames that fit close to the ends of the hive,
while the hives may be just as readily handled.
Bees may be shaken out. and. in fact, every
thing in the way of " handling hives instead of
frames " done with this hive as well as with
any. The ends of the frames, fitting closely to-
gether ?^ of an inch away from the end of the
hive, form a double wall with dead-air space
between, which is of considerable value for pro-
tection. By laying a sheet of enameled cloth
over the frames, the bees are in a hive as tight
as a box hive, and in the best possible shape for
breeding up in the spring.
My hives are made with a shallow rabbet on

the lower edges. By turning the hive over
and putting the frames in from that side, the
frames are flush with tiie top of the hive and
the bee-space below. The hive may now be re-
versed as a whole, to get the frames solidly
filled with comb, or for any other purpose for
which inversion is desired. Screws can not be
depended on to sup])ort the frames when in-
verted, so 1 use strips of heavy tin slipped be-
tween the ends of upper and lower stories. If
it is desired to invert the lower story, it is push-
ed back a little on the bottom-board, which
supports the back ends, and the frout ends are
held up by a strip of tin with two or three small
blocks under the middle. Your Hotfman frames
might be reversed in the same way. Inversion
is seldom profitable except for ' getting the
frames full of comb. For this purpose it is al-
most indispensable. __j ^ J "^

In the brood-chamber, 8 frames occupy a
space 1] inches in width, measuring to the out-
side of frames, the hive being ;^^ inch wider.
For extracting, 7 frames fill the same space.
All transferring is done into extracting-frames.
After these thick combs have been extracted
from two or three times, the crookedest combs
are straight.

I made my frames iS;?^ deep in order to tise a
lot of combs I had. If I were to start over
again I would make them only 5 inches deep.
Dayton, III., Sept. 1. .1. A. Green.

[I have read your article with more than or-
dinary interest, perhaps because it is one of my
hobbies. I fear that, if you don't change your
mind, our friend C. P. Dadant will have to la-

bor with tjou on the undesirable features of
fixed frames (see page 703).

I was not certain that compression was nec-
essary with fixed frames; but that uncertainty,
in the last few days, has changed to the con-
clusion that I want compression, and I am rath-
er inclined to the belief that Manum's thumb-
screws are the best for the pui'pose. As I have
explained elsewhere, wedges do not give suffl-
cient compression.
In handling Hoffman frames I use both meth-

ods of adjusting them to position; i. e., sliding
them against each other as you explain, and
crowding them up together. The proper use of
the smoker just before closing them up will
drive the bees all, or nearly all. out of the way.

I have practiced reversing the Hoffman
frames this summer on the plan you describe,
and I believe I have explained it somewhere in
Gleanings. I agree with you that the chief
object in reversing is to "get well-filled-out,
straight combs; and with all frames that ad-
mit of compression we can accomplish this very
nicely.
You were right in deciding on a bee-space

back of the end-bars. Full-depth closed-end
frames without the bee-space have been any
thing but satisfactory, on account of hitching in
in withdrawing. If every thing is made perfect,
and moisture doesn't interfere, they work well.]

RAMBLE NO. 45.

AT THE AV. T. FALCONER MANUFACTURING CO'S.

After leaving Onondaga Co. we cross the out-
lets and catch views of nearly all of those beau-
tiful lakes which make Central New York just-
ly famous. The many thriving towns in their
vicinity, and the tidy farmhouses thickly dot-
ting the landscape, is an evidence of the fertili-

ty of the soil and of the thrift and prosperity of
the occupants. These lakes, though separated
from each other by only a few miles of laud,
have characteristics peculiarly their own. Sen-
eca Lake is peculiar from the fact that it is

very seldom frozen over. Like a large spring
welling up from unknown depths, it is proof
against the congealing effects of frost. Lake
Keuka is also peculiar, from the fact that the
influence of the water, and the contour of the
surrounding country, make it a very paradise
for the grape-grower, and over 40,<K)0 aci-es of
vineyards greet the eye as we float over its wa-
ters in one of the many pretty steamers in con-
stant use. Whenever we ride upon these steam-
ers upon any of our inland lakes, the price is

much more per mile than railroad fare ; but
what was oui- surprise when charged the ridic-
txlously low amount of 10 cents for a 22 mile
I'ide! We felt just like spending a whole week
riding back and forth. In consequence of these
low rates, picnics and pleasure-parties of all

kinds are on the lake everyday; and even at
these low rates the traffic is I'emunerative. In
addition to passenger traffic thei'e is much mer-
chandise cairied; and in autumn the boats are
loaded to theii' utmost capacity with the lus-
cious products of the vineyiirds. There are not
many bees kept in this locality, and con.sequent-
ly there is not much conflict between the fruit-
grower and the honey- producer; and the fruit-
men with whom we conversed, we were happy
to find, were enlightened enough to know that
the sin of grape destruction is not altogether
the fault of the bee.
In the vicinity of the lake we found Mr. Beck-

with, with 50 or (50 colonies of bees, but they
were evidently not doing much, and his busi-
ness of handling supplies was also suffering
from the same cause. A drouth prevailed to
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such an extent that the white-clover honey
crop was an entire failure. Bee-keepers are
not disposed to talk much about their i)ets when
there is but little sign of business in the apiary,
so we pursued the even tenor of our journey,
which allowed iis to pass over another of those
beautiful New York lakes—the world-renowned
Chautauqua. The thousands of readers and
gi-aduates of the Chautauqua Literary and Sci-

entific Circle think of the assembly grounds lo-

cated here as their ttlrna mater, and to make at

W. T. FAT.COXER & CO. S FACTOKY. FROM A HAWKEYE PHOTO

wax cylinder, in a theater in New York. The
machine was adjusted, and the Rambler was
seated before it. with tubes inserted in his ears.
The phone has to be run at a very even speed,
and a little water-motor here supplies the pow-
er: but in many places electricity is more avail-
able, and is the motive power. Friend F. then
touched the lever. We heard at first a gur-
gling sound, and a splash and a bang: and then
a whole orchestra was playing in our ears.
Then the song commenced, and it was repro-

duced perfectly. We arose from
our first interview with the phono-
graph with a sort of awe-struck
feeling, not only toward the in-
vention and the inventor, but to-
ward the age in which we live.
Mr. Falconer is not much of a

liee-manager himself. His time is

devoted to the mechanical produc-
tions, while his partner. Mr. D. E.
^leiTill. gives a portion of his time
to the bees, and edits the American
Bec-kccper. which seems to have a
liealthy circulation. The partner
was away at the time of our call,
engaged in seeing to the next issue
of the Bee-keeper, which is print-
ed in Jamestown.
We found here, as elsewhere upon

our journey, a little complaint
about the unfavorable outlook for
the season, and which is usually
felt at the supply-factory as the
season advances. For the contin-
ued prosperity of the supply-dealer

least one pilgrimage here while pursuing their
course of studies. The city of Jamestown is

very pleasantly located at the eastern end of
the lake, and is known to all readers of bee-lit-

erature as the address of W. T. Falconer, the
bee-hive manufacturer, though his home and
factory are two miles away in the little village
of Falconer. In ISTii the making of bee-hives
was begun in a small m ay. in connection with a
custom sawmill, and, we believe, a sash and
blind factory. The bee-hive factoi-y has in-
creased from year to year. Several enlarge-
ments have been made, until Mr. F. has one of
the largest plants in the Eastern States, and
probably as large as any in the country in the
special line of bee-hives and sections. The fac-
tory is equipped with fine machinery, and ^Ir.

F. sustains a reputation for good work. His
sections ai'e made from seasoned lumber, and a
stroll through his lumber-yard will convince
any one that he is ready to meet the most ur-
gent demand. The idea of working up such
piles of lumber into sections gives one an idea of
the number of bee-keepers and the extent of the
business. Mr. F. thinks he can not make his
sections smooth enough with a saw. so they are
all run through a planer. The same care is ex-
ercised through all bee-hive work: and while
many kinds of hives are made, the great run
during the past two seasons has been upon the
Dovetailed hive. At the time of our visit, a
thin ^-inch-walled Dovetailed hive was being
constructed, over which a thin outside case
would be used in the winter. The Rambler was
much pleased with this hive, and believes it is

an experiment in the right direction.
The tin department of the factory was rather

light, as no smokers nor extractors were manu-
factured, but were kept in stock in great varie-
ty. The wax department was not very lively,
but there were tons of wax ready to be worked
into foundation.
In the office we were treated to a song from

the phonograph. This song was taken on a

RAMBLER INTERVIEWS THE PHOXOGRAPH.

and the honey-producer, may there be more
bountiful honey seasons is the earnest wish of
the Rambler.

[The Hawkeye photograph of Falconer's
place of business was not very clear, hence we
had to use zinc etching. We should have pre-
ferred to give our readers a real view by the
half-tone process. Our business transactions
with the W. T. Falconer Co. have been the
pleasantest: and we are glad to note that they
have built up their business by square dealing
and good goods. Gleanings wishes them more
and greater prosperity, and a booming circula-
tion to the American Bee-keeper, of which they
are the publishers.]
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BEES AS FEBTILIZERS.

READ AT THE ASSOCIATION FOK THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF AGRICXU.TURAL SCIENCE,

AVASHINGTON. I). C.

Darwin's memorable researches and gener-
alizations in relation to the fertilization and
cross-fertilization of plants, through the agen-
cy of insects, are not the least of his many
valuable scientific discoveries, nor yet are they
least in their bearings on economic ques-
tions. His classic investigations settled the
question of the great value or insects in secur-
ing full fruitage to many of our most valuable
fruits and vegetables. Since Darwin, many
scientists have, by crucial tests and experi-
ments, abundantly conlirmed his conclusions.
Our more intelligent practical men have also

made significant observations. They note a
scarcity of insect visits to the blossoms of the
first crop of red clover, and also its failure to

bear seed. The alsike clover is freely visited in

early June by the honey-bee, and bears a full

crop of seed. In New Zealand, the red clover
failed to seed at all seasons, and there was a
conspicuous absence of insects upon the blos-

soms, both early and late. This led to the im-
portation of bumble-bees from England, to the
earth's very limit, and now the New Zealand
farmer produces clover seed. Gardeners keep
bees to-day that their vegetables may fruit and
seed more liberally. Even the producers of
flower-seeds in our cities keep bees in their
greenhouses, as they Hud this the easiest and
cheapest method to secure that more perfect
fertilization upon which their profits depend.
Secretary Farnsworth, of the Ohio Horticul-
tural Society, could account for a very meager
crop of fruit a few years since, in his vicinity,
after a profusion of bloom, only through lack
of pollenization. The bees had nearly all died
off the previous winter. I have often noted the
fact, that, if we have rain and cold all during
the fruit-bloom, as we did in the spring of 18^)0,

even trees that bloom fully ai"e almost sure to
bear as sparingly.
Darwin's researches considered insects as a

whole, and it is true that all insects that visit

flowei'S. either for hectar or pollen, do valuable
service in this work of pollenization. Thus
many of the hymenoptei'a. diptera. and coleop-
tera. and not a few lepidoptera, are our ever
ready helpers as pollenizers. Yet early in the
season, in our northern latitudes, most insects
are scarce. The severe winters so thin their
numbers that we find barely one, whereas we
will find hundreds in late summer and early
autumn. In late summer the bumble-bees and
paper-making wasps number scores to each
colony, while in spring only the one fertile fe-

male "will be found. This is less conspicuously
true of solitary insects, like most of our native
bees, and wasps; yet even these swarm in late
summer, where they were solitary or scatter-
ing in the early spring. The honey-bees are a
notable exception to this rule. They live over
winter, so that even in early spi'ing we may
find ten or fifteen thousand in a single colony,
in lieu of one solitary female, as seen in the nest
of bombus or vespa. By actual count in time
of fruit-bloom in May, I have found the bees
twenty to one of all other insects upon the
flowers; and on cool days, which are very com-
mon at this early season, I have known hun-
dreds of bees on the fruit-blossoms, while I

could not find a single other insect. Thus we
see that the honey-laees are exceedingly impor-
tant in the economy of vegetable gi-owth and
fruitage, especially of all such plants as blos-
som early in the season. ^Ye have all noticed
how much more common our flowers are in au-

tumn than in spring time. In spring we hunt
for the claytonia. the trillium, and the erythro-
nium. In autumn we gather the asters and
goldenrods by the armful, and they look up at
us from every marsh, fence-corner, and com-
mon. In May our flowers demand a search,
while in California the fields of January and
February are one sea of blossoms. The mild
Califoi'nia winters do not kill the insects. There
a profusion of bloom will receive service from
these so-called "marriage-priests," and a pro-
fusion of seed will greet tlie coming spring time.
Thus our climate acts upon the insects, and the
insects upon the flowers, and we understand
why our peculiar flora was developed. Yet
notwithstanding the admirable demonstrations
of the great master Darwin, and the observa-
tions and practice of a few of our intelligent
practical men, yet the great mass of our farm-
ers ai'e either ignorant or indiflerent as to this
matter, and so to the important practical con-
siderations which wait upon it. This is very
evident, as appears from the fact that many leg-
islators the past winter, when called upon to
protect the bees, urged that fruit-growers had
interests as well as the bee-men, not seeming
to know that one of the greatest of these inter-
ests rested with the very bees for which pro-
tection was asked.
Now that we understand the significance of

the law of adaptation in reference to the pro-
gressive development of species, we easily un-
derstand why our introduced fruits that blossom
early would find a lack of the '"marriage-
priests," and why it would be a matter of ne-
cessity to introduce the honey-bee, which, like
the fruits, are not indigenous to our country,
just as the bumble-bee must go with the red
clover, if the latter is to succeed at once in
far-otf New Zealand.

It is true, that we have native apples, cher-
ries, plums, etc. But these, like the early in-
sects, were scattei'ing. not massed in large
orchards, and very likely the fruitage of these,
before the introduction of the honey-bee, may
have been scant and meager.
Now that spi'aying our fruit-trees with the

arsenites. early in the spring, is known to be so
profitable, and is coming and will continue to
come more generally into use, and as such
spraying is fatal to the bees if performed during
the time of bloom, and not only fatal to the
imago, but to the brood to which it is fed in the
hive.it becomes a question of momt>ntous im-
portance that (ill should know that bees are
valuable to th<^ fruit-grower and the apiarist
alike, and that the pomologist who poisons the
bees is surely killing the goose that laid the
golden egg. That bees are easily poisoned by
applying spray to trees that bear nectar-secret-
ing blossoms, at the time of bloom, can be easily
demonstrated by any one in a very short period
of time. It has been demonstrated in a fright-
fully expensive manner in several apiaries in

various parts of the country. Several bee-
keepers, whose all was invested in bees, have
lost all this pi'operty. all because some fruit-

growing neighbor either thoughtlessly or ig-

norantly spi-a.v<'d his fruit-trees while in bloom;
and this in the face of the fact that, for the
best results, even in the direction sought, the
spraying should be deferred until the blossoms
fall." I have demonstrated this fact, where the
results were entirely in sight. I have shut bees
in a cage, and given them sweetened water,
containing London purple in the proportion of
one pound to :200 gallons of water, and in 24

houi'S the bees were all dead; while other bees,

in pi'ecisely similar cages, and fed precisely the
same food, with the poison omitted, lived for

many days.
We thus see that it becomes very important
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that pomologist and bee-keeper alike know the
danger, and also know the loss to both paiaies

in case caution is not observed 10 avoid the dan-
ger and probable loss. It is also important that.

by definite experimentation, we may learn just
how important the bees are in the pollenization

of plants. To determine this point. I tried

many experiments last spring. I counted the blos-

soms on each of two branches, or plants, of apple,

cherry, pear, strawberry, raspberry, and clover.

One of these, in case of each fruit or each ex-
periment, was stirrounded by cheese-cloth just
before the blossoms opened, and kept covered
till the blo.-^soms fell off. The apple, pear, and
cherry, were covered May 4th. and uncovered
May 2r,th and May litth. The number of blos-

soms considered varied from 32, the smallest
number, to 300. the largest. The trees were ex-
amined June 11th. to see what number of the
fruit had ;-et. The per cent of blossoms which
developed on the covered trees was a little over
2. while almost 20 per cent of the uncovered
blossoms had developed. Of the pears, not one
of the covered developed, while 5 per cent of
the uncovered developed fruit. Of the cherries.
3 per cent only of the covered developed, while
40 per cent of the uncovered bhjssoms set their
fruit. The strawberries wei-e covered May ISth.

and itncovered June 16th. The number of blos-

soms in each experiment varied from (30 in the
least to 212 in the greatest. In these cases, a
box covered with cheese-cloth surrounded the
plants. The plants wei'e examined June 22d.

Eleven per cent of the covered blossoms, and 17

per cent of the uncovered had developed. To
show the details, in one case (30 blossoms were
considered, it of wliich in the covered lot. and 27
in the uncovered, had developed. That is. three
times as many floweis had set in the uncovered
as in the covered. In another case of 212 blos-
soms, the fruit numbered 80 and 104. In a case
of 123 blossoms, the number of fruit was 20
and 30.

These experiments agree with similar ones of
former years, in seeming to show that straw-
berries are less affected than other fruit by the
exclusion of insect visits. The raspberry canes
were covered with cheese-cloth 5lay 30. and
uncovered July li. In every case but one the
canes seemed to have been injured by the cov-
ers, and so the results were not considered. In
the exceptional case. 1S4 blossoms were consid-
ered : 93 blossoms developed on the covered
canes, and 1(30 on the uncovered. In every case
-the fruit on the covered twigs was inferior. It

might be thought that the simple presence of
the covers was prejudicial: though this could
not be a very important matter, as blossoms
covered after the bees had freely visited them
set well, and showed no injury. Thus we see
that, in all our fruits— strawberries the least

—

the free visits of insects during the period of
blooming is absolutely essential to a full or even
a fair crop. In many cases the covered blos-
soms all failed to develop. We also see that,
where fruitage does occur, there seems a lack,
as the fruit lacks vigor. The free and ample
cross-fei^iUzation^eems to be requisite, not on-
ly for a crop, but for a pei'fect development and
maximum vigor.
Our experiments with clovers were tried with

both the white and alsike. While the uncover-
ed heads were full of seeds, the covered ones
were entirely seedless. This fully explains the
common experience of farmers with these plants.

Having the law of the necessity of insects to
accomplish this function so well demonstrated,
it might be asked. "• Why do we have uny fruit
in case the blossoms are covered?" This seem-
ing exception may be no exception. Indeed,
this may come from the fact that all insects are
not excluded. Very small insects, like the

thrips. and variuus of the jassid;e, which we
know ai-e often attracted to flowers, either by
the pollen or nectar, would be concealed about
the plants, and. from their small size, might
gain access, even after the covers were adjust-
ed. These would be sufficient to secure partial
fertilization, and very likely are the .cause of
the meager oop which, in a few cases, we se-
cured, even on the covered twigs.
In case of strawberries, our experiments this

year, like some previously tried. .><eemed to show
that the presence of insects, though important
to a maximum jiroduction. are not so necessary
as in case of nearly all other fruit. But we
must remember that the strawberry-plants are
not wholly inclosed. A cloth-covered box rests
on the ground about the plant. This gives a
fine chance for insects that burrow in the earth,
and for insects that have pupated in like posi-
tion, to come up during the tliree or four weeks
of tlie experiment, and pollenize the blossoms.
This, though a possible, and (shall I say?) a
probably explanation, may not be the real one.
But we can still affirm, in case of the strawber-
ry, that the free visits of insects serve surely to
much enlarge the i)roduction of fruit.

Thus we see that oni' horticulturists and farm-
ers alike, with the a iarist. are dependent for
the best prosperity 0,1 the presence and well-
being of the bees. They should realize this
fact, and should demand that our legislators
not only become informed, but act accoi'dingly.
Agricultural College, Mich. A. J. Cook.

[We believe this paper to be the best, in point
of definite facts, and most comprehensive, of
any thing we have ever read. It is so valuable
that every reader of this journal should peruse
it carefully, that he may be able to talk intelli-

gently to his faiming and fruit-growing neigh-
bors who unfortunately, in many cases, regard
bees as a positive detriment to the proper ma-
turing of fruit. Almost every year we come
across farmers in the vicinity of our home apia-
ry and out-yards who persiat in saying that our
bees are responsible foi' their ti'ees not fruiting,
and so this sort of ignorance is gaining cuiren-
cy in many localities, much to the detriment of
the bee-keeper and the fi'u it grower. This ig-
norance, and perhaps prejudice, should be dis-
pelled by solid facts, such as Prof. Cook gives:
and we hope our agricultural exchanges, and
journals devoted to fruit-growing in particular,
will give this paper of Pi-of. Cook's a wide cir-
culation. We shall be glad. also, to send extra
samjile copies of this journal for bee-keepers to
distribute among their neighbors who need a
little "posting." That the good work may con-
tinue to go on. we have decided to make this
article over into a leaflet for general distribu-
tion. To cover bare cost and postage, these
leaflets will be sent to all who applv. for .5 cts.

for 25 : 10 cts. for 50 : 25 cts. for 200 :'(50 cts. for
.500. or SI .00 per 1000. postpaid. Now let bee-
keepers do a little missionary work for them-
selves and neighbors, and thus avoid, in some
cases, these unpleasant clashings between the
bees and the fi'uit.] E. R.

THE NEW BEE-ESCAPES.

DIBBERX S LATEST.

The cut will give a general idea of the new
Dibbern bee-escape. and is the final restilt of a
long series of experiments. It has stood the
test of actual use on crowded hives in warm
weather, and under difficult conditions.
This escape is entirely original with me

—

there is not a principle or idea copied from any
other escape. I now claim this is the final

complete success of my theory, that no " force "
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or obstructions such as springs or trap-doors
are necessary in a complete bee-escape. It Is

no labyrinth, but a system of plain passage-
ways. The bees travel less than four inches
from the entrance to the outlet of the escape,
and they pass through much more rapidly than
where obstructions are used. The body of the
escape is made of one piece of tin, with proper
holes for ventilation, and outlet of bees. The
ventilator directly under the inlet also serves
to di'aw the bees out of the super.

[We have tried the escape illustrated in the
engraving. It does not stem to free the super
as quick as the Porter. I suspect the reason is,

that the bees sort o' get lost in getting out,
though further trials may siiow different re-
sults.] ^— I ^

BEES ON SHAKES.

DIBBERN S IMPROVED BEE-ESCAPE.
This escape is plain and simple. There is no

delicate machinery to get out of fix, and bees do
not find their way back through it, no matter
how crowded the hive may be. All parts of the
interior of the escape can be seen: and should
any clogging ever occur, which is not likely, it

can be easily cleaned by removing the middle
strip and springing up the wire cloth, or remov-
ing it entirely. It can be I'eadily replaced.
This escape ventilates the super better than
any other, and this point is of great importance
in hot weather.
While I have given a great deal of time and

study to perfecting what I call my principle. I

have not overlooked what can be done with
springs, traps, etc. Out of some half a dozen
devices on this plan. I have produced a little

escape only 1^4x4 inches, that pleases me great-
ly. It is made on the flood-gate pi'inciple. The
little gates ai'e made of broom wire, in such a
way that the bees from the hive side can not
reach the hinges, and cause trouble by propolis.
The great advantage in this escape is, that five
or six bees can escape through it at once, and
not a bee can get back. I do not see where
there can be any trouble, and I have had a
number in use for some time; but should the
working parts ever become sticky, they can be
readily cleaned by putting the escapes into
boiling watei". I have found this to be the
most rapid escape I have ever tried, and have
named it the " Little Giant." It is advertised
in this number of Gleanings. In making my
num(>rous experiments I have been gi'eatly aid-
ed by the fact that I have a tin-shop, and can
do oi'dinai-y tinner's work. I would get an idea
of a device, and at once make it myself; and
before night I would find out what the bees
thought of it. In this way I soon knew wheth-
er an idea was practical or not, and what
changes ought to be made.
The escape-boards may be made of any

thickness from f^ to }i inch. These boards
make the very best covers for supers, and are
also good covers for brood-chambers while in
winter quarters. It is a good plan to have as
many escape-boards as there are hives, with
the holes foi' escapes all cut to a uniform size.

These holes should be closed with little pieces
of board, with tin on the upper side. Now,
when a super is removed, when cleared of bees
it is only necessary to exchange the escape for
the wooden jilug. and the bees need not lie

greatly disturbed. This plan will be found a
great advantage over removing tlie Ijoards
every lime a super is taken off.

Milan. 111. C. H. Dibberx.

THE PRACTICE DEFENDED; FORM OF CON-
TRACT; HOW TO AVOID DI.SAGREEMENTS, ETC

Other woi'k taking nearly all of my time, I

get only glimpses of Gleanincis and "the bee-
world. I see that knotty problem, " bees on
shares." is still a topic under discussion. You
and I will disagree. The plan is a good one for
both parties many times. A wants employment,
and perhaps wants to build up his apiary. B
has an apiary that he can not sell to advantage,
and does not care to; yet health, or other busi-
ness more profitable, prevents him from woi'k-
ing bees himself. Why not one help the other?
There has been but little lime in eighteen
years that I have not woi'ked or let bees, rang-
ing from a few colonies to whole apiaries; and
to the liest of my knowledge there has never
been a bit of dissatisfaction. This is due. I

think, to three points. 1. Give and take what
experience has taught would prohably be fair
to both parties in that localitu; 2. A fair un-
derstanding in the begiiuiing, each party hav-
ing a copy of the conti'act; 3. A knowledge of
your man. I would not think of letting a man
have my bees, of whom I had the least suspi-
cion of dishonesty. I should also prefer to have
them in the hands of a man who '" makes haste
slowly" in the way of new-fangled things.
You let your bees for profit, not for experimen-
tal purposes. I should not like to take bees
from one that had no knowledge of bees or con-
ditions affecting the honey-flow. A poor season
might be the cause of losing a good friend. In
localities where there is always a good honey-
flow, the danger in this direction would be
greatly lessened.
The main points in my last contract are, A

owns stock, B experience. B takes the stock
(and in this case the fixtures on hand are loaned
by A), furnishes the yard and tools necessary
for working the same; does the work, and re-
ceives for his compensation half of surplus in-
crease of stock, and half of any other profits

arising therefrom, including the sale of queens,
nuclei, wax, etc.. A and B to share equally the
expense, except that of labor; settlement" and
division to be made on or after Oct. 1st of each
year. Should A and B fail to agree on the di-

vision of stock it will be left to tlie decision of
three disinterested persons, one of whom is se-
lected by A, one by B. the two to select a thiid.
The action of the "" board " is to be final. Ex-
pense of arbitration is borne equally by A and
B. B is to leave all colonies in good condition
for winter, with not less than 2,5 lbs. of honey
per colony. This is not to be consti'ued to mean
that, in case there is not sufficient natural
stoi'es gathered, B is to feed to make good the
deficit.

What is the original stock to be retui'ned?
Is it the swarm issuing, tlie one remaining in

the old hive, or an equal number in good condi-
tion ? A and B usually use a different style of
hive, hence it has been my practice to increase
naturally, giving A the first. B the second, A
the third, and so on, the old hive with the new
queen lemaining oi'iginal stock.

I think an agreement of this kind, changed to
suit different localities and conditions, can be
made satisfactory to both parties.-

Lima, Ohio, Aug. 28. J. K. McCErRG.
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[There, friend M.. you have given ns just the
article we have been looking for. It is no doubt
true that there are times and occasions when
bees may be kept with profit on shares. Your
form of contract seems to cover all or nearly all

contingencies that are likely to arise: and al-

though there have been a great many troubles
and disagreements between the contracting
parties, we believe it is mostly because of a lack
of a good contract and a proper understanding.
It is an excellent idea to agree to settle all dis-
putes that may arise, by arbitration: and if

both parties agree to abide in the first place on
their decision, there ought to be no hard feel-
ings left. As yon suggest, different localities
might require different forms of contract. For
instance, in warm climates they have no winter
troubles to contend with: and there can be no
dispute or disagreement over serious losses of
bees during winter as to who should stand the
losses or who is responsible for said losses. In
localities where there is usually a good flow of
honey, it would not be a difficult matter to di-
vide the pioceeds; Ijut in localities where the
Season is uncertain, one good year, say followed
by two or thi-ee very poor ones, it is sometimes
difficult to decide what are actual losses and
what are actual profits.]

will not swing and rock. It is this rocking me-
tion more than sudden jars that does the mis-
chief with hanging frames, and it must be
avoided as far as possible.
My rack was made for hauling bees. It is

raised high ennugh to cU'ar the hind wheels,
making it fiat on top, as per cut.

MOVING BEES TO NEW HONEY-FIELDS.

HOW .J. A. GREEN DOES IT.

This is a time when many bee-keepers will
find it to their interest to see if there is not
some locality near at hand where there is a
better prospect for a fall crop than there is at
home. Every year's experience with out-apia-
ries makes me see more clearly the great dif-

ference there is in localities. Locations but a
few miles apart may differ widely in both the
quantity and quality of the honey they will
yield. My Marseilles apiary is five miles south-
east of the home apiary. Both are close to
timber-fringed rivei-s running through a prairie
country. My Wallace apiary, four miles west,
is on the prairie, but within reach of the timber
and river bottoms. There is a very perceptible
difference in the yield at these places. Some
experiments, tried several years ago. showed
me that bees did better only a mile and a half
a,way from the home apiary. These things
convince me that bee-keepers might often,
with comparatively little trouble or expense,
largely increase their yield by moving their bees
to more favorable locations.

With many of the hives in use it is a very la-

borious and somewhat risky job to move bees by
wagon. But with the light, readily movable
hives and fixed frames so rapidly coming into
use, it is much simi)lified. With proper ai)pli-

ances and methods it becomes a very easy mat-
ter to load up an apiary and move it to a new
location. Last fall I drove to an out-apiary,
with one assistant. The hives were just as
they had been during the honey-season. The
bees were fastened into the hives, the parts of
the hive securely fastened together, and the
hives loaded on the wagon, ready to start back,
in a time that was an average of just two min-
utes to each hive.
Bees may be moved very successfully on an

ordinary hay-rack. Put boards in the" middle
to make it as nearly level on top as possible.
On this load the hives, with the combs running
crosswise of the wagon, ."-^ome put on part of a
load of hay or straw, and set the bees on that.
This is unnecessary unless the roads are very
rough, or at a time when combs are brittle: and
it is objectionable because it is difficult to i^et

the hives on it so that th<'V will be level and

.J. A. GREEX'S WAGON AND HACK FOR MOVING
BEES.

If I were to make another I would have run-
ning-gear made with the hind wheels the same
size as those in front, so it would not have to be
so high. The top is divided up so as to take
four rows of hives, eleven in a row. Each hive
fits into a compartment of its own. without
touching other hives; and whenever hives are
placed on the rack, no matter how few or how
many, they will ride safely without any slip-

ping about.
There is a box b, low as large as an ordinary

wagon-box, in which other hives, or whatever
is desired, may be hauled. Springs are not
really necessary. I have hauled a great tnany
bees over very rough roads, without springs,
and without bad results: but this spring I came
across some springs made by the Racine Econ-
omy Spring Co., to fit the ordinary farm-
wagon, that proved to he just the thing. With
them the rack rides almost as easily as a good
bnggy. and I should almost want them for my
own comfort, if nothing else. They work well
whether the rack is loaded or light.

For fastening the hives together I use the
wire loop which I described before, and was il-

lustrated by you. The more I use this the bet-
ter I like it. and I use it for a great variety of
purposes. For hauling hives and supers to and
from out-apiar.ies I used loops long enough to

fasten together four sections of my hive or five

supers, making a package as easily handled as
a single box.
For fastening the bees in the hives I use a

strip of lath. On one side the middle is cut out
to correspond wi I h the entrance. Over this is

tacked a folded strip of wire cloth. The whole
is fastened over the entrance by a couple of
inch wire nails. In hot weather a frame cover-
ed with wire cloth takes the place of the cover.
With these arrangements hives are very quick-
ly prepared for moving, and two trips will move
a good-sized apiary.

I send you photographs showing the rack
empty, also loaded with bees. The large jiic-

ture shows a load that had been wintered in

the cellar just over the fence. The apiary and
honey-house are in the background. The hive
on top shows how the parts of the hive are
fastened together. A light rope is run around
the load, as a precaution against any possible
jolting out of place. J. A. Green.
Dayton, 111.. Aug. 25.

[Your article, friend G.. is very timely, es-

pecially for those who will be hauling home
their out-apiaries about this time of year.

As we have just moved our Shane apiary to our
home yard, over quite a hilly I'oad, covering a
distance of seven miles, I am in a position to

appreciate and indorse almost every point you
make above. We brought the apiary home in

two loads. For the purpose of experiment. 27

colonies were put into our spring platform
market-wagon for the first load; but as the
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colonies were all on Hoflfman frames, I conclud-
ed we might just as well haul home the re-

mainder of o7 in our lumber-wagon, with a
hay -rack. We started for this second load
about noon, in the midst of a light raiu. from
the Home of the Honey-bees, and arrived at
the out-yard about half-past one. By this time
the clouds had cleared away, and the sun was
out bright and the air was full of bees. This
did not strike me very favorably on alighting
from the wagon. I told our teamstei', INIr.

Ward, we would try what \\"e could to smoke
the bees in: but after working about half an
hour to no pui'pose. wc^ concluded we would
wait until it rained, or toward evening. I have
heard the advice given, that bees will not fly if

you smoke them; that the smoke would keep
the remaining bees in the hive, and those re-

turning would stay afterward. But it certain-
ly did not work in" tills case. After waiting a
couple of hours, a tliunder-shower came up;
and then we set to work in earnest, put the
bees in. fastened the covers and bottoms, and
laid the hives on the wagon. Two of us, in

about an hour and a quarter, prepared .")7 colo-
nies in elght-fram*' Dovetailed hives, and set

them on the wagon. This would make only
about a minute and a quarter for each hive,
after the rain set in, so we could close the bees
in. We should have been enabled to do it in

less time, but the rain poured down so furiously
that we could hardly see to work, to say noth-
ing of being dripping wet. Each hive had to
be carried quite a distance around a building.
under some low-spreading apple-trees, and
finally we had to crawl over a rail fence before
depositing them on the wagon. Now. if these
bees had been on loose frames we should have
spent all the afternoon, and more too. in getting
tlae frames stuck up. As it was, we did not even
open the hives. ^\ e used the same kind of en-
trance screen as you describe, exactly; and two
wire nails held all securely in position. Last
year I looped the cover and bottom with tarred
twine; but this year I thought we would try
using four wire nails instead. These were an
inch and a half long, and were driven through
the cover, one on each side, and two in the bot-
tom, so that the heads just stuck out. The op-
eration was very much shorter than I had sup-
po.sed. and on arriving home the nails drew out
very easily with a claw-hammer. As the
frames were fixed—that is, Hott'man—in order
to nail the bottom-board on all we had to do
was to turn the hive on its side. Imagine, if

you please, the fun of doing this with loose
frames. But let me sav, I drove no nails until
the entrance screens were fastened. Then I

had every thing my own way.
After the hives were all on, the load looked

v'ery much like that shown in your picture,
only the hives were piled up two tiers high, in

many cases. Add to this the fact that they
weighed on an average from 60 to 7.5 pounds
each, and you will get some idea of the extent
of the load. As nearly as I can estimate, there
was something over .3(XX1 pounds weight, includ-
ing bees, honey, and Juves. To provide against
any emergency I hitched a rope to the draw-
pin of the doubletree, so that, in case any bees
got out and made a rumpus, all we would" have
to do would be to draw the rope, drive the team
away and leave the wagon standing. This hint
I got from Mr. C. A. Hatch. As soon as we
hitched on the big team, Mike, the bigger one,
showed right away that he knew that bees
were roaring behind him, and I feared he
would not stand much in the way of stings.
After we had got nicely started, to my horror I

saw that the bees were getting out of one of the
hives near the horses; and not only that, they
had commenced stinging myself, and were

threatening the diiver and horses. I quickly
grabbed up a wet rubber coat and crammed it

tight arounfl the entrance, and with my hands
I commenced smashing the bees that were in

the air. It was now fast growing dark, and the
heavy black clouds gave indications of rain:

and an intensely dark night, with seven miles
ahead of us, with very bad roads, and one or
two railroad cuts that were any thing but easy
to get over, were not very cheering. I felt con-
siderably nervous, and employed myself in

running on top of the load, inspecting the en-
trances as long as I could see. and then ran
ahead of the team, so as to give the driver
warning of bad phices in the road. After we
got over the worst places I mounted the wagon,
and in about t\\() hours' time we were home
safe, with no mishap.
By this and other experiences I have learned

.some things, and they are quite in line with the
points made by friend Green. In addition I

will add a few other points. Th(^ first is, I

would always have a rope attached to the
draw-pin of the doubletree for emergency. Sec-
ond, before putting the hives on the wagon,
carefully inspect the wire cloth that closes the
entrances. The time to fix up leaky entrances is

before the hives are put on the wagon. Third.
I would have a smoker already well lighted.
In addition to this I would have two or three
paddles. I would also have a wet rag. large
enough in size to cover up an entrance. If you
find the bees are escaping, tuck this around the
edge of the wire cloth, where they are coming
out. and then bring your smoker to bear.

Fourth. I would have some extra rope, a ham-
mer, and some nails; any or all of these we may
need. We can not take too much precaution,
for a single bee may cause a runaway and the
almost complete demolition of all the hives on
tlie wagon. Fifth, so far as practicable, draw
the bees home by moonlight. After dark, even
if some of the bees do escape from leaky en-
trances they will not be likely to sting horses or
men. Experience shows this to be emphatical-
ly so in my experience. There is another ad-
vantage in night hauling: it is cool, and combs
will not be liable to break down, and then on
arriving home the entrance screens can be torn
off and thus avoid that angry lot of bees during
the day. By morning ail will be quiet. One of
our horses was very much afraid of bees, while,

the other would take four or five stings without
making very much fuss. If you have a horse
not much afraid of stings, you are lucky.

I have gone into details because the facts are
fresh on my mind, and because they may come
in good use to some who are about to move
their bees home for winter.] E. R.

FIXED FRAMES.

AFTEK TRYING S?:VEKAL KINDS. SETTLES TPON
A CLOSED-END H.\NGING FRAME WITH A
HEE-SPACE BACK OF THE END-BARS.

I see Ernest has made the request that users
of fixed frames give in their testimony, so here
is mine.
Some twenty years ago I purchased the first

fi.xed-frame hive I ever saw. It was called the
" Hoosier" hive. The frames slid into notches,
and were fixed and spaced in a very nearly per-
manent foi'm. The hive contained a colony of
bees at the time, and I removed the frames just
once, then the coTubs and bees were transferred
into L. frames without going through the bee-
masliing ceremony of replacing them in those
notches, and the hive went to the woodpile in a
hurry; and, if I remember rightly, the criti-

cisms regarding the hive and inventor were
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more forcible than polite, for this was before
the days of the smoker, and the bees were hy-
brids of a very warlike tribe. This was experi-
ence No. 1.

The next season we made a lot of American
hives for an oat-apiary, frames with a close-
fitting top-bar the entire length, and slots for
the bees to go up into the surplus apartment
cut in them, and a movable side. This was
better, but had many objections, and was dis-

carded. Thus closed experience No. 3.

The next year I had charge t)f still another
out-apiary, mostly on frames very much like
the Van Deusen, only the corneis were worked
solid from the top-bar. This, the " Union "

bee-hive, was so arranged that the frames
could not be removed except from the side, or,

rather, from the rear, and was a very inconven-
ient arrangement indeed in many respects— in
fact, about all respects. This was experience
No. 3, and I was then satisfied that father
Langstroth was right, so I built my hives two-
story, and confined my operations to the pro-
duction of extracted honey with the L. frame.
A few years ago I changed to a frame a foot

square, a swinging frame, being satisfied that,
for the production of extracted honey and for
winter, it was superior to a shallow frame as
well as for brood -rearing.

METHOD OF GETTING BEP:S OUT OF EXTKACTING-
CA8ES.

But here I ran against a snag with the Lang-
stroth frame. I found it an easy matter, usual-
ly, to smoke the bees down from the upper sto-

ry, and then pile up as many stories on top of
one another as I conveniently could, and place
a board on top of the pile, with a wire cone per-
mitting tlie bees to leave the combs. They
w^ere then wheeled into the honey- house and
extracted.

BEE-ESCAPE.
This cone was made from a patent fly-trap,

and I sent a description of it to the old Bee-
keepers' Magazine, away back in the "70's; but
for some reason it was not illustrated. But
when I tried this same way with my di'ep

frames I did not succeed as well, on account of
the greater depth of frame.

THE FIXED FRAME I NOW USE.

I then, to remedy this defect, constructed a
frame nearly six inches deep, twelve inches
long, with }i top and bottom bars and uprights,

If^ wide, with usual bee-space between up-
right (or end-bar) and hive, top-bars resting in
a rabbet, dummy at side, and set-screws to
crowd all frames up close. At th(> side opposite
the dummy the frames rest against a pair of
little strips to keep them away from the side of
the hive and preserve thp correct spacing.

I made a large number of these litth; cases;
and although, from past experience, I was very
much opposed to fixed frames, and believed
them impractical. I am more than pleased with
the result of two seasons' use. and shall try
them next year as a brood-frame. I can han-
dle them by cases, pairs, and trios, with ease,
and have no difficulty except with the comb-
building nuisance between the cases, which will
happen to a greater or les'^er extent with any
hive I have ever used yet. I also left the screws
out of nearly half of these cases, and fastened
the dummy with a key; but it does not fill the
bill with me, as it is too slow and uncertain.
My hive is, in many respects, like your Dove-
tailed hive—cleated cover, and bee-spaced bot-
tom-board; and all cases, supeis, etc., inter-
changeable. When I adopted the closed -end
frame I did not intend to try to handle them
except by cases, and expect to handle them
mostly in that way: but in my limited expe-
rience with tills frame I find no tiouble if vou

only screw your frames up close and prevent
the bees fi'om sticking glue between the edges
of the uprights, or end-bars. If usual care is

taken in this there will be but litth' trouble; or
such, at least, has been my experience, and I am
surprised at the ease and rapidity with which I

have Ijeen able to handle these little combs, and
very often with less trouble than the lai'ger
ones. But I want a bee-space' between the end
of the frame and hive so far; and in case I wish
to do away with it I can easily nail a thin
board in at each end. J. A. Nash.
Monroe. la., Aug. 2.5, 1891.

[You are correct in saying that fixed frames
should be wedged or screwed tight. This is

necessary in order to keep the bees from stick-
ing the frames together with propolis. On some
accounts I should prefer th<^ wood screws. One
objection to wedsies inside of the hive is, that
bees propolize them fast; and it sometimes, in
the case of hybrids, takes no small amount of
pulling to get it loose. The screws have the
advantage, also, that more power may be ap-
plied.— I think you are also right in deciding
that there should be a bee-space between the
end-bars and the hive. I once, you may remem-
ber, thought that no bee-space would work
better; but practice does not warrant this con-
clusion.] E. R.

—^^ I i^

A FKIEND MALIGNED.

PKOF. COOK STANDS VP IN DEFENSE.

Mr. J. S. Whittenburg writes as follows of an
insect of which he desires the name:
"I send you a vicious insect which I have

just killed. I could smell (?) the poison all oyer
the house. What is the name of the thing? I

shall call it the McKinley wasp until I hear
from you. I tore off its head, and five minutes
afterward it was still crawling around trying
to spear things with its four-inch lance."'

Mr. W. is much mistaken, as this is one of
our largest ichneumon flies, and one of our
best friends. The name is Tlialessa Uinator.
It is a large wasp-like insect with a very long
ovipositor, which it uses to bore into trees, that
it may lay its eggs on or near the borers that
are tiinneling and destroying the trees. Thus
this insect is very useful in destroying borers
that otherwise would destroy our fine maples.
Thus the insect is not only our friend, but is as
harmless and safe to handle as a house-fly. I

have handled them fret'ly, many times, and
never smelled the poison or received harm.
This insect belongs to a very useful family of

insects—the JclDieurnonuhr—nW of which are
parasites, and our very good friends, as they
live on our insect enemies, which they destroy
by the millions. They lay their eggs in, on, or
near some grub, or caterpillar; and as the eggs
hatch, the young of the ichneumon feeds on the
luckless grub, etc.; and so, as we attempt to

rear these lattei-, we rear the ichneumon in-

stead. Were it not for these friends, agricul-
ture, horticulture, etc., would be losing pursuits.

All of these have large flat abdomens, and long
ovipositors, and so are easily known. The ovi-

positor of this one is four inches long. This
species, which is beautifully marked with yel-

low and brown, is very much like another
species, T7(a?e.s.'<rM/frato, in form and size, but
the latter is black. As these bore into trees

they sometimes get their long auger fast. I

have caught them thus enti'apped several times.

Mr. W. calls this the McKinley wasp, and an
enemy, or vicious thing. Is this suggestive
that the "McKinley bill," so often defamed,
may also prove oui- very good and helpful
friend? Many very wise and good men think
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it looks that way. We shall all see, as we are
likely to have several years' trial.

Agricultural College, Mich. A. J. Cook.

SOME HINTS ABOUT CONVENTIONS.

DR. MIT.LER MAKES SOME EXCELLENT POINTS.

The secretary of a bee-keepers' society has
asked me for some suggestions as to a program,
and I will comminice btnond the program.
One of the worst things is to have too large a

place of meeting. In a large room it is difficult
to hear all that is said, and more difference
than might be supposed is caused by this. If
effort must be made to catch all that is said,
and even then some words be lost, the most
zealous seeker after bee-truth becomes weary,
and the meeting loses much of its interest.
Better have a room so small that it is some-
what crowded than to have it uncomfortably
large. And that word "uncomfortably" re-
minds me that a large room is likely to be un-
comfortably cool during the first session. More
than once I have entered the place of meet-
ing, waiting for the opening of the first session,
the room so cold that it was not even comfort-
able with an overcoat on, a score of peoi)le
perhaps scattered in different paits of the
room, looking at one another in a very foi'mal
manner, and I couldn't help feeling a littk^

homesick. Put the same twenty people into a
room twelve feet square, with a good warm
tire, and how soon they would begin to talk and
get acquainted! Make sure that it is some-
body's business to have the room comfortable
at the first session. And that doesn't mean
merely that it shall be irayin enough. The av-
erage poller on a railway ear makes it hot for
you. but you wish he wouldn't. It is of equal
importance that the air be tit to breathe. A
close, stifling atmosphere will smother the in-
terest out of any convention.
In the larger places it is often possible to have

the meetings in one of the rooms of a hotel. In-
deed. I think it might be a good plan, even in a
small place. It commends itself on the score of
economy, comfort, and convenience.
There is a general tendency, in bee-keepers'

conventions, to get disorderly in a certain way.
A certain topic is up, perhaps the size of a hive,
and. first thing you know, some one is talking
about a new honey-plant. With the right one
in control. I am inclined to believe that this
sort of disorder is a good thing. Often very
valuable points are brought out. and the dis-
cussion becomes intensely interesting, when the
digression has gone so far as to leave entirely
out of sight the topic which, according to the
program, should be under discussion. It re-
quires no little wisdom on the part of the pre-
siding officer, however, to make the right kind
of steering so that the whole concern does not
becoiuf; hopelessly demoralized. I do not know
that it would be as safe with any other assem-
blage as with bee-keei)ers. But somehow they
are such a good-natured lot, and withal so un-
selfishly eager to leai'n the truth, in spite of
their general prejudices in favor of the things
of their own "git up," that, no matter how far
they are allowed to stray, whenever the lines
are drawn on them they will good naturedly
pull back into the track.
The fact is, the best, the most useful meetings

are likely to be those where there is very little

formality; and instead of being a formal meet-
ing, it falls more into the character of a genei'al
conversation, only so that the line be strictly
drawn not to allow more than one to speak at a
time. It often helps greatly to have questions
asked of the one who has the floor, and it is a

plan to allow any one in the room to in-
terrupt with a nui'sriou. whenever it will bring
out more clearly something that may be omit-
ted by the one who has the floor. And I would
not require the one asking such questions to
rise or to address the chair. But the president
must be closely on the watch; and whenever
there is appearance of straying that brings no
profit, he should bi-ing the speakers back to the
subject; and if there appears the least inclina-
tion to fall into off'ensive personalities, he
should bring every one up sharply into parlia-
mentary order.

It often happens that private conversations
bring out items of interest—perhaps on the way
to the convention, perhaps between the ses-
sions. In this way facts may be had that would
never be sent to any paper for publication.
Possibly the one who has the facts does not
himself recognize their value, or possibly he
could not write them out so as to be understood.
Indeed, there are cases in which nothing less
than a series of questions will succeed. In such
cases it is evident that what is valuable to the
individual may be valuable to all. and it would
be foolish to pass such things by because they
had not been formally named on the program.
But how^ shall a private member, who has
picked up some item in the way I have indicat-
ed, manage to have it brought up before the
convention? Just here is where the query-box
comes in. A question can be asked about the
item, or the president may be requested to ask
Mr. Smith how it is that he managed his 125
colonies for comb honey without having a sin-
gle swarm.
So you see there must be allowance made for

these things, about which you can know nothing
beforehand, and time left for them. Plenty of
time certainly should be left for the query-box.
One way in which the question-box is valuable
is in giving each one the opportunity to ask
specifically about the things he wants to know!
It is true, that some one may ask some such
question as, "Do the drones' ever lay eggs?"
but I have never seen any particular harm come
from it. and such questions need take very little

time for answer. But I have made my intro-
duction so long that T must leave the program
for another time. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, Illinois.

[I indorse particularly what you say in re-
gard to conventions being held in a room
adapted to the number in attendence. Once or
twice our wState and National associations have
met in the chamber of the House of Represent-
atives in the State capitol at Columbus, Ohio.
The hundred or two hundred bee-keepers as-
sembled seemed like a small squad huddled to-

gether in this immense hall. It was very difficult

for certain speakers to be heard; and such
rooms, although elegant in their appointments,
are decidedly undesirable. I remember dis-

tinctly the difficulty I had in taking notes; and
the report of several important things had to
be omitted just because there was a word or
two I could not catch, thus marring the whole.

I somewhat question whether it is wise to let,

here and there, bee-keepers digress from the
subject under discussion. Our presidents do
not always discriminate between that which is

valuable and that which is not: and again, we
do not all hold the right opinions on the useless
and useful. You say, have good presidents
who will discriminate. That is not always pos-
sible, considering the favoritism we have for
our special friends in electing them to the posi-
tion. A very successful bee-keei)er might make
a very poor president, and a very poor judge of
good matter for discussion. You see, if a presi-
dent discriminati'S in one case and not in an-
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other, the feelings of some will be hurt. Why
not treat all alike, and then leave valuable
points, when they wedge in. to be reserved by
the president, either for the qui-stion-box or the
time when some subject will be discussed un-
dei- a head where it propei'ly belongs. We
who report the proceedings of the bee-conven-
tions must eithrr give the report verbatim, giv-
ing all the connecting links, or else omit the ir-

irrelevant It looks bad in a printed report to see,
after a valuable paper on Controlling Swarms,
the matter of comb foundation, wintering in
cellars, and a whole lot of other things lugged
in after the discussion, with here and there a
sprinkling of the real matter under discussion.
The reader can not, in the necessarily brief re-
port, see the connecting links that bi'ought in
these other points. It is the report that does
the great(ist general good, and this report
should be orderly and logical, and should show
evidences that bee-keepers can meet together
and discuss a subject without running ofi on a
tangent.

I agree with you heartily, that there should
not be too much formality or parlimentary
stiffness. It is better to address the chair when
arising to speak, especially if many are seeking
the floor: but for ordinaiy questions or inter-
jected sentences sprinkled in here and there,
the formality of addressing the chair would
spoil the continuity of the connecting links.
Yes, sir, there should be a question-box in

every program, and plenty of space allotted for
it. Some of the liveliest and most valuable
disctissions proceed from this, and right here is

the place to bring in the valuable points that
were or would be irrelevant elsewhere.] E. R.

A BEE-HUNT WITH A SEftUEL.

COXCLUDED FKOM I'A(,E fi'Kj.

The next morning after the bee-hunt I was
hard at work under a large oak, in front of the
apiary. Here I have my carpenter shop, black-
smith shop, tin-shop, paint-shop, etc. They
are so located that I can see everv hive in the
apiary, as the ground rolls gently upward.
These various shops are all in one I'ai'ge room,
which has neither sides, ends, nor roof. I find
that this kind of building is the least expensive
of any, and I have the advantage of being able
to see all around me. About 9 o'clock John
came ovei', passed the house, and came on up to
my bench. His brow was dark, and his coun-
tenance was lit up with fury. His great tist

was clenched so tight that I could see the white
ring around the edge of his forefinger and
thumb. There \\ as not a single soul on the
ranch that day but myself.

" Good morning. John," said I in a hearty
voice.

•• You'll find it a'in't any good mornin'for you
afore I'm done with you, for I'm goin" to mash
you.""

I am no coward. I have stood at the can-
non's mouth—when nobody else was near—all
alone. I am brave—as brave as the bov on the
burning deck—brave as a sheep: but "when I
saw that great clenched fist, as big as one of
the boulders with which they pave the streets
of Native City. I was scared—scared all over.
In the midst of my teiTor (I was only a little
bit scared) I thought of Solomon saying, "A
soft answer turneth away wrath."
Here let me digress from my narrative to say

a_ word to the young men of the rising genera-
tion. You may not know, young man. that I
have been a great benefactor to my fellow-men.
Atone time I donated fifty millions of dollars

for the good of mankind: at another time,
thirty millions; and at still another time,
twenty millions more—aggregating one hun-
dred millions of dollars. I here donate to yoti
ten millions more—in good, clean, cold-cut ad-
vice. This is the same form in which I gave
all this immense sum of money 1 Here it is

—

listen to Solomon. He will be "a lamp to your
feet and a light to your path." Put one of his
proverbs in your pocket every morning. It will
be better tlian a pistol to ward off danger,
and protect you fi'om haim. Chew it through
the day instead of tobacco. Drink in its wis-
dom all day long, instead of guzzling beer. The
dainty little letter that you carry next your
heart is from the dearest girl in all the woi'Id.
Just think of iti When she fumbles in your
pockets—just for fun—and finds a proverb of
Solomon instead of a chunk of tobacco, how
her heart will roll out to you I When you "pop
the question,'" that girl—with her Saratoga
ti'unk packed full of new clothes—will hand
herself over to you without any express charges
or cash in advance. Listen to Solomon: "A
soft answer turneth away wrath.'" So I said
very softly to John. " Did your wife— did Mar-
tha send you over to smash me "?""

"No, she didn"t: and she would cry her eyes
out if she knew it. I could no more hit you
afore that woman than I could fly. But I've
got you here, and I'll settle the case here. You
had it made up aforehand with that colt and
them bees to kick up that fuss. A feller that
can go into a hive of bees and rake 'em round
with his hands just as he pleases can do any
thing with "em. I don't know how you got
round that colt, but you done it. and Fm goin'
to pay you for it. I don't believe in no Prof.
Cook, nor no Rutt. I believe you made up the
hull thing aforehand to git us into trouble."
John made a grab for me. but I eluded him.
"John, just one word more. Do you I'emem-

ber how often I used to go over to your house
and romp with the children—with little Nel-
lie?"

I saw the great fist unclasp, and John's hand
fell limp at his side. The tears were in his eyes.
Little Nellie was then sleeping peacefullybe-
neath the grass in the cemetery.

" Do you remember, John, how I used to
spend an hour at a time in dancing her round
the room, and she would lay her dear little cur-
ly head on my cheek and say. "Mo-a! mo-a!'
meaning more?" I had found the "soft an-
swer that turneth away wi-ath." for the tears
were now streaming down John's cheeks.
" Now, John, I have no defense to make.

Strikel Strike, mani what's the matter with
you?"
"Whatl"he cried, with his arms extended

toward me. "strike a man that loved my little

dai'ling?—strike a man that nursed that dear
head upon his bosom ?—strike a man that kiss-

ed the dear lips that are now cold and silent in
the grave? I was a fool—a beast—a brute.
May God forgive me—I'll never forgive myself."
He grasped my hand, which I had reached out

to him. " Come." he said, " you'll do no more
work to-day. We'll go over and tell Martha,
and ril beg her pardon, and you'll be there to
intercede for me."
O Solomon, Solomon ! You were a great man

—a wise counselor, a mighty king, a prophet!
AVhen you added that proverb to the brlliant
galaxy of other sayings with which your name
will ever be intimately and sacredly associated,
you gave a star to the world that will never set
—a jewel that will never be lost. You got me
out of that scrape, without a broken bone or
the loss of a single drop of blood. I was only a
little bit scared, anyhow.
Sumac. Cal. J. P. Israel.
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LABIES' G0N¥ERSAZ1QNE.

REMINISCENCES OF THE WAR.

OVER SOME OF THE OLD BATTI.E-OKOUNDS.

We are just home fi'om another .Southei'n
trip. Atlanta (nearly ruined in our late war)
was our first stopping- place. From the Kim-
ball House, where we stayed, we could see the
State capitol building, a beautiful structure of
Georgia gianite and marble from the quarries
near Atlanta. We were inside, but did not go
to the top. Many nice churches are seen: and
no one would think, to see the city now, that,
at the close of the war. but four business houses
were left standing: but so we were told.

We next stopped in Chattanooga, visited the
National Cemeteiy. noticed Ohio's tribute to

the memory of the "Andrews Raiders." which
Is a monument with a fac-simile in copper
bronze of the old engine "'General" above, and
the names of the soldiers, twenty in number,
who made the raid in 18ti2. underneath.
On Chicamauga battlefield is yet to be seen

Bloody Pond, a small body of water where men
and horses would crawl, wounded and dying, to
quench their thirst, even after dead bodies
had fallen into it. Three miles further on we
find the wonderful Crawfish Spring. Oh such
a depth of clear pure water, away down fifteen

feet, and nothing to mar its beauty I From the
row-boat we could look down and see wonder-
ful mosses growing high, but away below us.

and out of reach. A little pamphlet says:
"This lake is two miles long, and is formed
from the largest mountain spring in the world
—sixty million gallons of the purest water flow-
ing through it every twenty-four hours." We
shall not forget Crawfish Springs any sooner
than we will the hot springs of Arkansas, or
Niagara.
In sight of this spring is Park Hotel, where

we were introduced to General J. B. Wilder (of
Wilder's brigade), who told us of many trying
scenes during the battles in the surrounding
country, and showed us where General Rose-
crans had headquarters—a pretty place just
back of this spring. After getting bacli to
I'hattanooga we took the inclined plane up
Cameron Hill and back, and were in the old
prison building where Confederate and Federal
soldiers were confined, according to which side
had possession of the city. We were under ob-
ligations to Mr. Piper, Rogers Bros., and their
families, for a large amount of information
about the country during the war, and our very
pleasant time during our stay in Chattanooga."
A wonderful ride on the cars, fourteen miles

up the mountain, brings us to Lookout Inn, a
large hotel containing li.V) rooms, 32(X) feet above
sea-level — a real pleasure-resort for people
from Southern cities; and this pretty place is

where the railroad traveling passenger agents
of the United States and Canada held their
annual meeting for 1891. While the men were
holding a business meeting we followed a path
from the hotel a short distance, leading to
Point Park. Going through to the end we look
do'.vn off the projecting rocks, and see another
hotel, but no way to get to it. A path back a
little way shows a ioi>e tied round a stump,
and dangling down over the- locks out of sight.
Two of us decided to go down, and hung to the
rope and let ourselves go, thinking it would
bring us on a level with the hotel on the
mountain -side; but we followed the path
around and over the rocks, and soon came to
another rope and old wooden ladder; but it

landed us safe at the bottom. Then it com-

menced to rain; but we soon got to the hotel
we had seen from the rocks above; and from
the verandas we could see, in the trees below,
chestnuts, redbirds fiying around, and here we
get the best view of Moccasin Bend, in the
river below, and a good view of the city. But
we were glad to get into a narrow-gauge car
and ride, although the conductor says he can
not take us to the inn, or in sight of it; but the
remaining walk up the mountain is a short one,
and we enjoy it and are soon safe in our room.
The next day a party of five went down on to

this narrow-gauge track around the mountain,
over trestlework. trees, rocks, and shrubbery,
away below us. and followed on to the same
hotel; but a railroad man was our pilot, so we
did not fear a train coming. No wagon-road,
no foot-path, no Ijoat, no safe way to get there,
only in cars, and— well, it makes me think of
the dungeon at Foit Snelling; for isn't it prison-
like to be where we can not walk away satVly?
Again we ride back, and climb the remainder
of the mountain near where General Hooker's
army came up, we are told. Not far from the
inn is a war-relic museum. The proprietor
kindly explained things of interest to us, and it

is worth visiting. From the top of the inn
there is nothing higher than we are in any
direction. It is said we can see into seven dif-

ferent States here. One night we watched the
sun set from the tower. A beautiful souvenir
of wild flowers, gathered from the grounds
whereon were fought the battles of Lookout
Mountain. INIissionary Ridge, and Chicamauga,
was presented us before leaving; and now we
bid our Southern friends good -by, and expect
next to visit Mammoth Cave. Ky.
Medina, O. Mrs. Herman Holmes.

[We would explain that Mrs. Holmes is a sis-

ter of A. I. Root, and has on a former occasion
given an account of another trip over the L. &
N., of which her husband is a general passenger
agent.]

^
MISS 'WILSON AND THE RECORD-BOOK,

AGAIN.

THAT HUBBARD SECTIOX-PRESS, FOR WOMEN.

Now, see here, Mr. Root: I didn't think that
of you. We just do lug about our big book,
the same as ever. It is one of our biggest com-
forts. But the little memoranda on the sections
are comforts too. The one has nothing to do
with the other. You say. "' Why not have a
slate on top of the hive, or hanging on the hive,
instead of being obliged to raise the cover, and
then make a section unsalable by unsightly
figuring?'' But. Mr. Root, we have to raise
the cover to see what the bees are doing, and
we never care to see the m(>morandum unless
we do uncover the super, while the book keeps
the record of the colony, that we may want to
see when we are miles away. It seems to me
it is much more convenient and safe to have
the memorandum on the section than on a
slate. I should very much object to the figur-
ing on the sections, if it had to stay there per-
manently. But just take a damp cloth, rub it

over a cake of scourine a fe^\ times, and give
your sections a few vigorous rubs, and see how
like magic your pencil-marks will disappear.
By the way, scourine is a capital thing to take
propolis oit your fingers.

If Mrs. E. M. Crossman will try Manum's
swarm-catcher I think she will find it a great
help in hiving her swarius. We clip our queens'
wings, and only occasionally have to bother
with swarms having virgin queens, but at such
times we have found the catchej- very handy.
Our bees have given us no surplus honey
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since linden, altliough tliey have plenty of cu-
cumbers to work on. and several acres of buck-
wheat are in easy reach of the Hastings apiary.
I think a large part of our honey this year is

linden. The white clover never was more
abundant, the iields and the roadsides being
perfectlv white with it. and we had every pros-

pect of a very large crop. Still, tin' honey came
in quite slowly until linden bloom, when for a
week or ten days the bees did a rushing busi-

ness, th(Mi suddenly stopped. I nnilly think we
have very little clover honey. When I ask Dr.
Miller about it. he says. " I don't know." Here-
tofore we have always thought there was so

little linden that we have never counted much
on it. I think there must be more of it than
we know of. All the trees we saw were per-

fectly crowded with blossoms.
We feel v(n-y thankful that we have not been

troubled witii honey-dew.
Are we never to have any more large crops

of honey from white clover? It looks a little

that way; but, why?
I wonder how many of the ladies have a

Hubbard section - press. It is splendid— just

fun to feed in the pieces and see them come out
nice, square sections, requiring very little out-
lay of strength. Charlie has nearly always
made our sections, and I confess I rather dread-
ed the thought of having them to make this

vear. Dr. Miller sent for a Hubbard press.

i had very little faith in its being a very great
help, and was simply delighted with it on first

trial. I quite enjoy making sections now. If

any of the ladies have sections to make, and
haven't a press, send for one right away. Don't
you make another one by hand.
How many nice things we do have to make

our work easy! I wish some one would invent
a machine for scraping sections and getting
them all ready for mai'ket—one that would
work as nicely and easily as that section-press
does.

Dr. Miller need not laugh any more at the
ladies for discussing gloves and aprons. We
have converted him to wearing aprons. When
he gets to wearing gloves. I'll I'eport.

Marengo, 111. Emma Wilson.

[" We " explained to A. I. R., that he in his

footnote had misunderstood you, and that you
had not discarded the get-lossable record-book.
" Let it be as it is. It will do no harm,"' said
he, •• for it will draw her out a little more." And
it has. Mr. J. F. Mclntyre will have a very in-

teresting article in our next, in its defense.
Yes. that section-press is a very handy and sat-

isfactory machine. The one who could not
make it work, or would not be delighted with
it, must be very stupid or very hard to please.]

He/ids of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

SOME queens; experiments at the agki-
CULTURAL COLLEGE.

Without doubt the chilling of a queen, as
told by Mr. Anderson, page W.). would in most
cases destroy th(> spermatozoa; yet last spring,
while removing the bees from the cellar here, I

came upon a colony that was, as I supposed,
dead, and I set it to one side. The next day I

found the queen, while cleaning out the dead
bees, and, to my surprise, she showed signs of
life. I brought her in by the tire, got a cage
with some bees, and in an hour she was as live-
ly as if she had no memories of how near she
had been to a death by freezing. The next dav

I introduced her +o a queenless colony, and to-

day she is at the head of a strong colony of her
own bees.
We have also a queen, very diminutive in

size, that produces bees, ma7iy of which are
much smaller than the normal. She was evi-
dently reared under unfavorable circumstances,
as she has laid only si)aringly, and her brood is.

much of it. drone brood. Her extremely small
size, not only of abdomen but of thoi'ax and
head, makes her interesting, especially as she
ti"ansmits this peculiarity to her offspring.
We also have a queen from C. W. Costellow.

of Maine, fi'om a mother whose colony i)erished
of bacillus depilis. as E. R. Root would have
us say. She is structurally imperfect, as both
anterior and posterior tarsi on one side are
missing. Her bees are healthy, and a qui-eu
reared from her does not give the disease to her
bees. J. H. Laruauee.
Agricultural College, Mich., Aug. 30.

[These experiments are interesting and valu-
able, and we hope Mr. Larrabee will tell us
about his work oftener. This will greatly in-

crease the usefulness of the apicultural station
at the Michigan Agricultural College.]

TO THE BEE-KEEPERS OF FLORIDA.

I am desirous of securing complete and relia-
ble statistics of our industry for the past sea-
son. WMll you kindly assist me in this work by
forwarding me your name and address, also
those of your neighbor bee-keepers, foi' a ques-
tion-blank, to be filled out and returned?
Blanks are printed on postal cards this year,
for yoitr convenience in I'eturning. All re-
sponding will receive a copy of the complete
report when published. I shall try to have it

out by the 1st of November. A report of this
kind will be very valuable to the fraternity,
therefore I earnestly ask your assistance in
making it complete. A. F. Brown.
Huntington, Fla.. Aug. 35.

ANOTHER SWARM-CATCHER A LA GOLDEN.

On page (563. Aug. 15, you ask for reports of
those who have used swarm-catchers. I have
one of my own invention, used in an apiary of
100 colonies, and I like it very much. I would
not be without one or more of them. Mine is a
little different from jNlrs. (rolden's. I use wire
cloth, flat bottom, with tin slide, to fasten lh(?m
in. I can stand it on end any place in the
apiary.

I do not car(> if I do not get all of the swarm
in. They will alight on the outside of the
catcher; but I nearly always get them in.

Then I can set it while catching, and leave to
attend to others, if there are any to look after.
They do not cling to the smooth bottom-board
as they do to the wire cloth.
Cowden, 111., Aug. 33. A. W. Spracklen.

SAD DEATH OF A KEE-KEEPER.

On the 3(jth of July my dear brother Willy,
aged 3(jj^'S' years, was drowned while bathing in

the sea. A last effort by myself, swimming
with him, was in vain. He warned me to go
ashore to my family. I had only just time to
arrive. Two sailors got hold of me, but Willy
was lost. He was a bee-keeper since 1883, and
was one of us five brothers (all bee-keepers),
wide-awake in the business. Together with an
elder brother he owned 340 hives, and got some-
thing above 30.000 lbs. of extracted honey. He
came here from the Philistine plain to rest
from his labors, as he put it, and he rests in-

deed. He departed this life in peace with ev-
erybody, widely beloved and deeply regretted
by his friends and family. His career as a bee-
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keeper was short but brilliant. He now rests
in peace. His sorrowing brother,

Pii. J. Baldenspekger.
Jaffa, Syria, Aug. 10.

STANDING CLOSED FRAMES.

I have put all my new swarms this year on
closed-end frames, and I am so well pleased
that I will never put any more bees on the old
swinging frames or any other frame that works
in a tight box. I have handled bees for thirty
years, and I am sure I never had any frame
that killed fewer bees.

I put some hives in the sun and some in the
shade, and left the winter cases on in the sun,
and left them off in the shade. One comb
melted down in the shade, while those in the
sun have not. I used full sheets of foundation,
and I have combs exactly alike, and are inter-
changeable without any trouble. Fixed dis-
tances for me from now on. J. F. Morrow.
Stromsburg, Neb.

[Closed-end frames are all right when made
to sPind on a bottom-board, a la Quinby and
Hetherington; but it is questionable whether
they will work in a closely fitting hive; i. e.,

no bee-space back of the end -bars. See page
699, Sept. 1st issue. We should rather account
for the comb melting down in a shaded hive to
some defect in putting in the foundation, or to
small entrances.!

SPECIAL DEPAETMENT FOR A. I. EOOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LIKE TO RAISE CROPS.

WHAT WE CAN PLANT DURING THE LAST OF
SEPTEMBER; BY A. I. ROOT.

Well, we can plant spinach; and as it is a
dif^cult matter to get good strong heads, just
before the fi'ost hinders them from running up
to seed I would advise making several plant-
ings. Last winter and spring we could have
sold barrels and ban-els of spinach at tremen-
dous prices had we only planted enough of it.

During severe freezing weather without snow,
it is .very liable to be injured during the spring;
but we have never succeeded very well with
any kind of mulching. Evergreen boughs,
where they can be procured, have been highly
recommended, and 1 should think they would
be about the thing. Perhaps some coarse
mulching like tomato-vines, bean-stalks, etc.,

might answer nearly as well. The idea is, to

get something that will make the snow bank
around the plants, and keep them frozen, or, if

you choose, to prevent so much freezing and
thawing. The American P(^arl onion-sets can
also be planted any time this month. By the
Avay, it seems a little singular that no s<^edsmen
besides Johnson iSt Stokes have discovered that
many kinds of onion-sets may be planted out
in the fall. W^e have also been told through
our agricultural papers for years, that onion-
sets of the hardier kinds can be put out in the
fall as well as in the spring. I suspect it must
be a matter largely of soil and locality. Egyp-
tian onion-sets, of course, succeed everywhere.
In fact, I never heard of a failure. And. by
the way. as we are sold out, perhaps it would
be a good thing for somebody to advertise both
top sets and bottom sets. Oh, yes! there is one
more thing that we can sow in September,
October, and November, or, in fact, any time in

the fall when the ground is not frozen. It is

winter rye. And I think it will pay market-
gardeners exceedingly well to get in rye just as
fast as they can get oft' a ciop of any kind. It

will hold the ground together, prevent wash-

ing, prevent the manure from getting away;
and the ground will be dry quicker, and be
sooner ready to plow, wlaere your rye is than
where it is left bare. Add to all this the value
of the fertilizing material of a heavy crop of
rye plowed undei-. In the spring, plow the rye
under just as fast as you need the ground, and
no faster.

SPINACH FOR poultry; A CAUTION AND A
SUGGESTION.

If you keep poultry, and they find yotir spin-
ach, good-by to at least a portion of it. And
this reminds me that, if you have vacant
ground near their quarters, it will pay well to
sow a good long strip purposely for them. Then
give them a sti'ip of rye. and if you have any
old cabbage seed you do not care much for,

sow that for them, and the same with lettuce.

A good generous feed of lettuce at a time when
the fowls have been somewhat short of green
food will often of itself start them to laying
briskly.

CABBAGE, LETTUCE, CAULIFLOWER, ETC., FOR
COLD-FRAMES.

Now is the time to sow seeds of the above to

get plants to put out in your cold-frames a
month later. By the way, if you can afford
the sash and the handling of it, it is the nicest
way in the world to raise spinach and be sure
that the frost does not injure it. The rest of

this space I have left for one of our gardeners
to till, as the doctor does not allow me to dictate
or write much.

OUR GARDEN, SEPT. 10.

Come down across the creek and railroad, and
see the strawberry garden. The long rows,
about three feet wide, are a dense mass of foli-

age; the leaves of the old plants in the middle
a dark brown; the young plants on the sides

bright green, and all just reveling in the soft

rich soil. It is enough to arouse an enthusiastic
love for nature in any one who can see beauty
at all. Who can help admiring the bright
beautiful things, fresh from the Father's hand '?

The American Pearl onions are down here too.

They are just coming up: and the long straight
rows reach from the west fence away down to

the old railroad. The little whi.e throats,
showing above the dark soil and under the
green tops, assure us tliat we can depend on
them to help furnish us with money, and that
means work to keep all the boys busy. The
blackberries on the side hill don't seem to

"weary in well-doing." though their time for
fruit is long past. While there are not enough
to send many of them on "the wagon," we do
get enough to delight Mr. Root's eyes and help
make him hungry. Then down in the corner
by the railroad is the tomato-patch where we
are testing the dift'erent kinds that the many
friends have sent us to try.
Henderson's new No. 400 that has no name

yet is the only one which has attracted any
attention so far. Its color is pink, like tlie old
Mikado, and it is an immensely large tomato.
I picked one this afternoon that weighed a
pound and eleven ounces. This was not one of
the largest by any means; but it was one of the
smoothest and most medty, or thickest— that is,

through the tomato from the stem to the blos-
som end. It is quite solid, also, but has more
seeds than the Ignotum, and does not ripen well
down around the stem.
Our people think that the Shoepeg corn is

about the richest and best corn we have ever
had. It is not very early, and does not have
very large ears; but there ai'e two, three, and
sometimes four of them on every stalk, even
when the stalks are only three or four inches
apart in the row. We have ti'ied the new
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scheme of cutting off the tassels, as fast as they
appear, on every other row of our sweet corn
this year; and, so far as it is possible to judge
from one year's experience, it pays well. There
are many more fully developed ears on the
trimmed rows than on those that are not.
We are selling the first of the Spanish King

onions on the wagon these days. The boys get
five cents a pound for them, and they weigh
from one to two pounds apiece— five or ten cents
for an onion I'aised right here at.home!
Well, friends, we have not been all over the

place, but I guess this is enough so that you
will know we are here and at vour service.

Qu^ pejaEf^.

He tliiit is faithful in tliat which is least is faitli-

ful also in much.—Luke 16:10.

Well, dear friends, here I am again, just

where you found me before. I am free from
fever, free from pain of any kind, and my mind
seems more clear and vigorous that it has be-

fore for months. But our good friend the doc-

tor is vehement in objecting to my dictating

one of my usual Home and neighborly talks;

therefore I have selected a chapter from a Sun-
day-school book that has recently interested

me greatly. The title is " Cecil's Knight," pub-

lished by Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., New York.

Perhaps I had better explain to you that the

good lady who takes such a prominent part in

the story, and has so many proverbs and old

sayings at her tongue's end, has been christened

in her own neighborhood '• Aunt Solomon." If

the story is not by Uncle Amos it has his most
emphatic indorsement, for it is a better story (in

his opinion) than any thing he ever has written

or ever will write in that line. I have taken
the liberty of giving it a heading myself.

THE BOY WHO WAS DETERiMINED TO HAVE AN
EDUCATION, AND WHO WAS ANXIOUS AND

WILLING TO WOHK FOR IT.

'There's somebody knocking, Sophy I You
will have to go to the door. If I go, whoever it

is will stand there and talk till noon. I dare
say it is a book-agent, or a man selling notions.
It's ' in for a penny, in for a pound.' when they
get hold of one. Tell 'em I've got everything
in the world that I want, and haven't a cent to
buy any thing more, nor a minute to spend
talking about it. There, he's knocking again!
Don't stop to prink any longer, you foolish girl!

What do you suppose he will care how you
look ? 'All horses are the same color to a blind
man.' Do hurry!"
Sophy hurried, according to orders, while she

was within reach of her mother's eyes; but she
stopped on the stairs to pull down her sleeves,
and glanced at the looking-glass, as she went
through the sitting-room, to satisfy herself that
her hair was in order.

" If it's a book-agent, I don't mind," she said
to her.'^elf ;

" but if it's somebody else, I don't
care to look like a Hottentot!"

•'It's a boy who wants to see you," she said,
coming back to her mother presently.

"I'll warrant it." Mrs. ^tarten said impa-
tiently. "If ever I'm up to my elbows in suds,
or have turned the house out of the windows
for spring cleaning, some one is sure to call;

but if I happen to be dressed up in my Sunday

best, with nothing to do but to hold my hands,
not even a tin-peddler comes near me. I'm sure
I haven't a minute to waste on any boy to-day.
What does he want of me? Why didn't you
ask him ? However, ' a short horse is soon
curried.' I'll be back in two minutes. ' What
the fool does in the end. the wise man does in
the beginning.' Where did you leave your
boy '?"

" Standing at the south door. He wouldn't
come in,'' Sophy said, getting upon a chair to
take down a picture, and dusting it energetical-
ly-

Mrs. Marten had been putting down her
sleeves while she talked, from force of habit,
but she recollected that it was only a boy. be-
fore she untied her apron.
She found the south door closed, and her call-

er standing on the step outside. She gave him
a nod by way of greeting, and waited for him
to declare his business.
He looked at her; what he saw was a tall

woman, with a sensible face, and a pair of keen
eyes; she was dressed in a neat, dark print,
which was carefully pinned up. and covered
with a huge apron, while a brown barege veil
was tied over her hair, as a substitute for a
sweeping-cap. The (mds of it floated out on
each side of her head, as she stood in the bi'eeze

at the door, giving an odd suggestion of wings
in the wrong place.
She looked at him; what she saw was a fair-

ly well-grown, strongly built boy of fifteen,

with black curly hair and bright eyes. He was
neatly dressed as far as spotless cleanliness went:
but her quick eyes noted that the sleeves of his
worn jacket had been pieced out at the wrist,
and patched at the elbow, and even a piece of
cloth of a different shade had repaired some
damage on one shoulder; while his trousers
were too short, and the shoes had evidently
seen their best days.
A glance had shown her these things, and in

the same instant she summed up the items.
"The amount of it is," she decided mentally,
" he's as poor as Job's cat. but he's got a good
mother. He's as tidy as can be, only he's
grown out of every thing."
He lifted his straw hat respectfully.
" Good-morning. Mi's. Marten," he .said. "' My

name is Louis Thorne. Last night I heard that
you wanted some one to work for you, and I

should like to get the place.''
" You '?" she said, In surprise. " Oh! I want-

ed a man."
"Well, I'm a youn<j man!" he returned,

pleasantly, seeming in no wise discouraged.
"And I tliink I'm as strong as some older men
are, and as tall as some others. Couldn't you
forget my age—I am growing older every day!
—and let me try ?"

He straightened himself a little, to look as
tall as possible, and his frank, pleasant manner
spoke strongly for him.

" You may be as big, but I should be remind-
ed soon enough that you are nothing but a
boy," Mrs. Marten said, shaking her head.
" You are strong enough, as far as that goes;
but ' old heads don't grow on young shoulders,'
and you would be a care instead of a help.
There are boys enough about the house now. I

should never be sure that Dandy had any thing
to eat unless I looked in his manger."

" Only try me." Louis urged. "I'll promise
you he shall always have his dinner before I

have my own.''
" Oh, thei'e's no use talking." she said impa-

tiently, thinking of her suspended work. " I'm
sure I don't know what I'm wasting my
time with you here for. I've got plenty else to
do with every minute of it. I ought to have
told you in the first place that, though I did say
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I wanted to hire somebody a week ago. I've
changed my mind since, and am going to do
without. I might find an odd job for you now
and then, if you don't get steady work." she
added, noticing the siiadow that fell over his
bright face. " If you were only a girl now. yoti

would be just what I want. Haven't you got a
sister who wants work V
"No. ma'am: Freda is sick," he said. "But

I know how to do girls* work, Mrs. Marten 1 I

really do. I have always helped my mother
about the house, and she says sometimes that I

am as good as a girl ! She would give me a rec-
ommendation for housework. I know. Do let

me try. I am sure I could do it."
• You lidiculous boy!" Mrs. Marten respond-

ed, laughing heartily. "A minute ago you
were sure you could do a man's work, and now
you think you can do a girl's. I should like to
.see you at iti"

I shall be very glad to let you see me. if you
will give me the chance," he said, joining in

her laugh. "I don't pretend that I can sew,
though 1 suppose I could leai'u to do that on a
pinch. It can't be any thing very hard. But
1 know that I can sweep, and help about the
washing, and cook some things: for I have oft-
en done it. I don't say that I like that kind of
work, but I can do it. when I can't get the kind
that I do like. Indeed. Mrs. Marten. I am in
earnest,'' he said, growing grave again. •" Since
we moved here I have tried everywhere to
get work, and I can't find any. This seems
to be my last chance, and I want very much to
get it. because my mother has no one but me to
help her, and instead of helping I am only a
burden. It seems a shame that a great strong
fellow like me should not be able to stipport
himself. So I will do any honest work. I don't
care what it is."

'• I believe you, my boy," Mrs. Marten said,
with unwonted kindness. " But you don't real-
ize how unpleasant this would be. It is va-
cation now: but school begins next week,
and some of the Academy boys board with
me. You would not want to do such work
after they came. You don't know how they
would torment you.''
"But I should do it all the same, whether I

wanted to or not.'' he returned. •" I've learned
that lesson. If the boys want to amuse them-
selves. I suppose they can: but it will be an old
story before long, and I shan't let them keep me
from any work 1 can get. I will do any thing.
except to steal or to beg."
Mrs. Marten wavered a little. Thrift hinted

that the combination of man-and-maid-servant,
though unusual, would be very convenient:
compassion whispered that he needed the place:
her womanly nature was attracted by his frank
speech and pleasant face, no less than by his
resolute spirit. He saw her hesitation, and
pressed his advantage.

" Suppose you were to take me on trial for a
•day or two.'' he suggested. "Then you could
tell whether I was likely to be worth my salt."
" Well.'" she said at last, " it's a queer thing to

do. but I may be sorry if I don't do it. " Some
refuse roast meat, and afterward long for the
smoke of it.' I beUeve I will try you as you
say. What wages do you want'?''
"Something to eat, and whatever you think I

earn." he answered.
• Well, that's fair,'' she said.

"
' When two ride

the same horse one must ride behind:' but if I

am both buyer and seller. I'll see that you are
not cheated. When will you come?"

" Ohl I have come," he said gayly. His spirits
had gone up with a bound. "1 can stay now if

you like. Mother will know that I have found
work."
'Very well. Then come upstairs," she said.

pleased with his piomptness. " We are clean-
ing house, and I can't waste any more time, if I

am going to get tln(mgh before those boys come
back again."
He followed her upstairs, and she presented

him to the much-astonished Sophy.
"Here's Bridget's successor.'' she said. "I

hope he will be an improvement on her. There's
room enough for it. Oh, you have got all the
books and pictures out and cleared the room.
That's a good beginning. Where's the tack-
hammer ? This carpet is to come up. Louis."
He set to work at once, drew out the tacks,

folded the carpet, carried it into the yard, and
began cleaning it in a most satisfactory way.
Sophy seized the oi)portunity of his absence to
shower questions about him upon her mother,
who was quite unable to answer most of them.

•• But I never heard of such a thingi" Sophy
said, when she had learned all she could. " He
only thinks of the work; and I dare say he can
do that, for if his face tells the truth, he has
ten times Bridget's sense; but I don't believe he
has counted on the rest of it. When Jim Bur-
ton finds out that he is doing girl's work, he
won't give him much peace. 1 can't say that I

should want to stand in his shoes I"

"Well, 'a laugh breaks no bones,'" Mrs.
Marten said, with much composure. "I guess
we won't disturb ourselves about it. " Our
worst misfortunes are those that never happen.'
Louis looks wide awake, and I have an im-
pression that he can take care of himself. I

told him about the boys, but he did not seem
frightened about them. I shan't be surprised
if he gives Jim Burton as good as he sends.
I've taken a fancy to him."
"But you know nothing about him."' Sophy

said.
"Not a thing," her mother assented, "ex-

cept just what my own eyes and ears have told
me. I shall trust their testimony for the
present. The boy's face speaks for him. If
he doesn't suit us we shall be no worse off than
we were before, and he may be real good help.
' The proof of the pudding is in the eating.'

"

" He has a pleasant face." wSophy admitted,
looking out of the window which gave a view
of the yard, and the new help at his work, " and
I believe he is smart. Do see how he goes at
that carpet! Doesn't he make the dust fly! If

he isn't striking twelve" now, he'll be a trea-
sure.''
" Mustn't expect too much," Mrs. Marten said.

" He's nothing but a boy. and I don't suppose
he is perfect. ' He who wants a horse without
a fault may go afoot.' But I like the spirit he
showed: he was ready to take what he could
get. if he could not get what he liked. That's
the kind of boy that succeeds in the world. He
can try it a while, and I'll be on the lookout to
find a place with more suitable work for him.
But I wish those boys would just let him
alone."

" They won't then." Sophy said, shaking her
head. "It will be nuts to them, you may de-
pend."
" And it I try to caution them, it will only be

• showing the cat the way to the cream.' " Mrs.
Marten said. " We shall have to let him fight
his own battles for any thing I see. ' Every fox
has to take care of his own tail.' But boys are
unfeeling creatures sometimes, and I am afraid
he won't lie on a bed of roses."

They worked silently considering this point,
until Louis appeared, with a flushed face, and
said:
"I think tlie carpet is clean, Mrs. Marten.

What comes next ?"

" Can you wash windows?" she asked, look-
ing round the room.

" I should think so," he answered. " At least
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I can follow directions. Where shall I find my
tools?'"

She gave him his " tools" and his directions,
ending with, '• Take care of the corners."
"That sounds natural," he said, setting to

work; "for my mother always looked at the
corners to see if the room was clean, after I had
swept it."

"That shows that she is a sensible woman,"
Mrs. Marten said, appreciating that bit of
housewifely wisdom.
"You would think so if you knew her," Louis

replied, rubbing the glass vigoi'ously, by way
of emphasis, until it shone again. "She's just
the best mother a boy ever had I"

"If you said a girl," Sophy interposed. "I
should have something to say, because that
would be my mother I"

"Nonsense." Mrs. Marten said, though she
looked pleased. " But it"s just as well that you
should think so. ' Every mother's child is

handsome.' and, by the same rule, I suppose
every child's mother is good. I should like to

see your mother, Louis. Have you only that
sick sister you spoke of?"'

"Only Freda." he answered.
"What an odd name!" said Sophy.
" Do you think so?'" he returned. " She was

named Winifi'ed, after my mother, but father
always called mother Winnie, and the two
Winnies made a confusion, so we gave Freda
the other end of the name."
There was a little change in his voice when

he spoke of his father; and Mrs. Marten notic-
ing it refrained from asking the question about
him which was on the tip of her tongue, and
changed it to an inquiry about Freda's health.
"I don't know whether you would call her

sick.'" Louis said doubtfully. " vShe doesn't take
much medicine now. and she eats like other
people; but she hurt her back some months
ago, and the doctors said she must not try to

sit uu for at least a year, so she has to stay in

bed.'"'

"Oh, poor child!" .said Sophy. "How hard
that must be! How did you happen to come
here? Did you have friends here?"

" Oh, no, "'"he answered: "we knew no one;
but a friend of ours knew Mr. Howarth. and
got a place for mother to work with him, and I

was glad to come, because of the Academy.
We hired that tiny cottage ngxt ^Ir. Prince's, on
Woodland Sti'eet, very cheap, and I hoped to

find a place where I could get woi'k. and per-
haps go to school part of the day. But 1 very
soon found that I should have to drop the
.school idea, and I began to fear the rest must
follow it; for 1 couldn't find anybody who would
take me at any price until I came to you. and I

was getting pretty well discoui'aged."'

"Oh, well. I wouldn't do that. 'A stout
heart breaks ill-luck.' you know," kind-hearted
Mi'S. Marten said. "It is true that boys are
more plentiful than places, at this time of

year, but we'll be on the watch. "All comes
round to him who can wait.' and .something
will turn up for you. never fear."

' Thank you." he said, with evident sincerity.
" I know there's never any use in getting blue,

and I don't often do it: but things did look
ratht r dark this morning, and I didn't know
wheic to turn next. I'm all right now.''

" Then perhaps yon would like something to

eat by and by."' she said. "Sophy can finish

here, while we get dinner."

Sophy made a comical face, and Louis smiled.

"You have no faith in my powers, just be-
cause I am a boy." he said; " but you will see!

Aren't my windows as bright as your Bridget
would have made them ? I have—oh. let me
carry that!"' he broke off. catching a pail of

water from Mrs. Marten's hand.

They went down stairs, and he speedily show-
ed that he had not overstated his own abilities.
He put the tire in order, filled the kettles with
water, prepared the vegetables, laid the table,
and, in fact, did every thing that she had been
accustomed to expect from her servant girl,

and did it all with a deft readiness which con-
trasted strongly with the style of service which
Bridget had been wont to render. His mis-
tress' heart was won long before dinner was
ready.

" No. I like to cook my own meat," she said,
when he proposed to broil the steak. " Then if

it isn't all right, there's no one to blame but
myself; but I don't doubt that you could do it.

I had no idea that a boy could be good for so"

much in the house."
" Well, you see a boy has to learn, when his

mother needs his help." Louis replied. "He
has to be both son and daughter soinetimes.
Shall I feed Dandy now? I'm interested in his
having his dinner, since mine depends on his."

" I declare, I had forgotten him!" she said.
"Yes; I will show you the way,'' and she took
him out to Dandy's quarters.
The bai'n was connected with the house by a

long low woodshed.
"So that we can get there without going out-

doors." she explained. " It comes handy in
winter and wet weather."
She introduced him to Dandy, whose looks

certainly did not justify his name, and Louis
tried in vain to find something complimentary
to say about him. He was too much accustom-
ed to Brown Bess's graceful head and glossy
coat to be able to admire Dandy.

" He seems to know you,"' he said, for the
horse whinnied eagerly when he saw his mis-
tress, and began to paw. as if connecting her
presence^ with the idea of dinner.

"Good old fellow!'' she said, patting him,
and supplying him with two or three apples,
which he ate from her hand. " I don't need a
horse any moi'e than a robin needs a ladder,
but I can't make up my mind to sell Dandy,
because my husband I'aised him and was so
fond of him. I shall depend on your taking
good care of him, Louis.""

She showed him how to feed him. and ex-
plained his other duties, and then they went
back to dinner, to which Louis was ready to do
full justice.

The afternoon was as full of work as the
morning had Ijem. He wiped the dishes which
Sophy washed, and learned where their places
were; he swept the kitchen, blacked the stove,
and mopped the floor; he put down the carpet
and took anothei' one up, and was I'eady with
his help whenever it was needed; and through
it all Mrs. Marten watched him with growing
satisfaction.
The day's work \\as done at last, even the

milking, though Mrs. Marten's more skillful

hands had to come to his aid to accomplish
that. He tilled the wood-box. and brought in a
basket of chips, in readiness for the morning
fire, without waiting to be told to do it; and
Mi-s. Martin told him how to "set a sponge "for
the breakfast rolls.

Then he said, " If there is nothing more to

do to-night, may I go home for an hour?"
"Certainly," Mrs. Marten said. "I am go-

ing to make" you an offer, and you will want to

consult your mother about it. You have prov-
ed that you are worth your salt, and a potato
to eat with it. ' Where the will is ready the

feet are light.' If you choose to stay, I will

keep you until we can find you a better place.

If you still want to go to school. I will give
you yoiu' board for what you can do out of

school hours; or. for all your time, I will give
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yoii the wages that I gave Bridget—two dollai's

a week."
A flood of color came to Louis' face.

•"To school!" he said, with shining eyes.
"Oh. it won't take lung to decide which I

choosel I never will lo^e coiu'age again; I will

always think that God will bring things right
at last. Only this morning that school looked
as far out of ray reach as the Kohinoor dia-
mond, and 1 did want it so much!'"

••
' When the tale of bricks is doubled. Moses

comes.' " Mrs. Marten said. ••
I have faith in a

boy who will dig with a spoon when he can not
get a shovel, and I'm glad to help him. But
about the school, you must see what youi' moth-
er says. She may not agree with you. Stop a
minute."— for he had caught up his hat. " Tell
your niothe)' that I shall want you hei'e nights
to be ready for work iu the morning, but you
can run home every evening foi' a call, if you
choose. You have done Bridget's work to-day,
and some of a man's besides, and you may like
to take your pay home. Here it is."

He looked at the silver she pushed toward
him. but did not put out his hand.

' Have I earned that?" he asked doubtfully.
"Why. certainly, you silly boyl It isn't

charity, if that is what you are afraid of," she
said, laughing. "It is your pay for to-day.
Didn't I tell you that you" had earned it?"
He took it then, with thanks.
The glow of pleasure was still on his face

when he reached home, and his mother greeted
him with,

—

" Successful at last, my boy, I'm sure!"
"I knew it before 1 saw you." said Freda.

" You did not come slowly, slowly along the
road. You were walking fast, and I heard you
whistling "Yankee Doodle,' so I knew."

•• Yes, I've got a place at last," he said.

And now, friends, for the moi'al. Some of

you may ask, "Was there ever just such a

boy ? " or, perhaps, what is of more importance,

''Are there any such boys nowitdmjsf-' Thank
God, there are both boys and girls, and men and
women of much the same stamp, although, per-

haps, the character in the story as given above
is somewhat an ideal one. I do not know that

I ever saw one single boy who possessed all

these virtues. I have seen, however, a gi-eat

many who possessed more or less of the same
virtues. How I shouhl love to tell you about
some of them ! But space (and the doctor) for-

bids. I would say this, however: I have been
among such people for more than forty years of

my life. I have seen them grow into important
positions, and positions of sacred trust. Per-

haps I should tell you that the hero of the sto-

ry above did work his way—yes, fought his

way, inch by inch at times, through the (icade-

my, next thi-ough college; and before he died he
was governor of t]i<f State in which he lived.

And now for the moral, dear reader. It is

this: When you meet such a one, eager and
hungry for work, give him a chance. Give him
a brief trial, at least; and when the great and
final day shall come, then the Judge of all the

earth will say to you, " Come, ye blessed of my
Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world. . . . For
I was a stranger" (and without work) " and ye
took me in."

Be not forsetfu] to entertain strangers; for thereby some
have entertained angil> unawares —Hkb. l:i:2.

This issue seems to be largely devoted to a
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages
of loose and fixed frames. Discussions on this
topic will be in oider for two or thi'ee issues
more. Now that there have been hundreds of
bee-keepers all over the land who have been
testing some form of lixed frame, it is fitting
that we compare notes and so avoid expensive
mistakes and blunders. In other words, we do
not want to get into that unhappy condition
spoken of by friend Doolittle. where a bee-
keeper wasted all his substance in useless ex-
perimenting.

On page 728, current issue, J. A. Green doubts
the statement made by some, that the raking
motion on the part of the bees in front of tlieir
entrances is prognostic of swarming. We have
observed this scraping or raking, hundreds of
times, and it usually, with us. occurs some
thi-ee or four weeks after the honey season is

closed, and swarming ceased. Almost anv time
during the latter pait of July and all of August
we can find a good many of our colonies doing
this " washboard act:" and yet, so far as we
can discover, it means nothing. The bees at
the entrance evidently have nothing to do, and
think they must clean ott' the paint from the
alighting-board, as the paint to them is foreign.

Our Shane yard, when bi'ought home, was
set out on the S. E. Miller plan (see page .534,

Gleanings for 1890. or the last edition of the A
B C), in groups of five each, so arranged that
there would be an alleyway for the bees and
one for the apiarist. It looked well to us in
the first place on paper, and it works well in
practice. As the hives in individual groups are
only 14 inches apart, there is a handy seat for
working over each hive, and the tools are with-
in easy range of tlie whole five hives. Where
apiaries are arranged with a single hive in a
location, there is a great deal of traveling from
hive to hive, and a lugging of all the tools. On
the plan of five in a group, lugging has to be
done only once for every five hives.

A. I. ROOT, JUST BEFORE GOING TO PRESS.
Weix, friends, I am in the office once more ;

but I do not stay very long, and do not go very
often. The doctor forbids it. I have to-day,
Sept. 1.5th, for thcf first time been down to the
creek- bottom garden. It seems wonderful that
so great changes could be made in the growing
season, in just a little over four weeks. Parker
Earle strawbei'ries, set out after my sickness
(with transplanting-tnbes).arenowgreatstrong
plants sending out vigoi-ous runners on either
side. American Peai'l onion-sets, planted at the
same time, are now several inches high, mak-
ing a pei-fect stand of long green rows. It seems
good to get around and look over this wonder-
ful world once more. But I have had a little
sad experience in the way of getting well too
fast; so, good -by for the present.

LOOK OUT FOR HIM

!

We received the letter below from friend Da-
dant some little time ago, as you will notice.
As it is always our custom to give even a rascal
a hearing, we wi-ote him at once, asking him
what he had to say for himself; but by some
carelessness of our own he was not promptly
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published after a considorable time had elapsed

with no reply. W(> ti'iist, however, he has not
succeeded in getting any thing from other bee-

keepers meanwhile.
Friend Root:—Will you please advertise Mahlon

Taylor, of Columbus, Ohio, as a swindler y You
may give our name as autliority. He buys honey
and does not pay for it. He is so much more to be
feared, becavisi- lie i-efers, sis you will see by his let-

ter-licads. " to any liousi' in tlie city," and lias been
coinifctfd with s'onu' lionoral)le men in the same
place. We ue tlie losers of aboiit $.oO,UO on his ac-

count, owing' to his former connections.
Hamilton, III., Mai'. 31, 1891. -Dadant & Son.

INSURE YOUR HONEY AND HONEY-HOUSE.

A FEW days ago we received an appeal in be-

half of a bee-keeper who had lost his honey-
house, and its contents of several thousand
pounds of honey, by lire. The building was
not insured; and the friend of the one wlio lost

the property desired us to put in a notice, re-

questing bee-keepers to help our brother in

trouble by contributions, the same to be depos-
ited at the Home of the Honey-bees, and by us
forwarded to the party direct. We wrote to

the friend that this would be impossible, and
that, when a bee-keeper was so improvident as

not to have his property insured, he would have
to stand the loss. A honey-house and contents
can be insured for a trifling sum; and even if

you never suffer loss by tire, you can. perhaps,
go to bed and sleep a little easier. A house
does not need shingling when it does not rain,

and a building does not need to be insured if

there is to be no tire; but we do have rains,

and we do have tires, and it is wise to be on the
safe side.

bee-pai:ai>ysis and the sai/f cuke.

Mn. Aij.ey says, in the Apiridturist. that
bee-paralysis ilxiclllus depUin) can not be cured
by changing the queen, and wonders how much
longer this sort of advice will be given. He
pronounces the salt cure to be sure, and that
many readers of the Apicrdturixt have reported
success with it. Salt is known to be a mild
antiseptic, and it is possible that salt water, or
syrup strong of salt, might have the desired
effect. We shall test it at our earliest oppor-
tunity, and in the meantime we should like to

have reports from those who have tried it. We
do know that the removal of the queen has,

in all cas6s that have appeared in our apiary,
cured the disease, thus showing that the trou-
ble in our case is an inherited one. Cheshire,
we believe, found the bacilli in the ovaries of

the queen. By the way. something more ought
to be known concerning this disease. There-
ports of its appearance in various apiaiies all

over the country rather go to show that it is

on the increase; and altliough it is a mild dis-

ease compared with foul brood, it should receive
our careful attention.

GOOD OK BAD PROI'OI.IZEKS—WHICH ?

Dr. Mii.i.ek. in Stray Straws, pokes fun at us
in one or two places. First, he can not quite
reconcile the statement we made editorially,

that the Punic bees are /jad propolizers, while
the introducer of the same bees quotes them as
f/ootZ propolizers. Why, doctor, we both mean
the same thing. When bees deposit propolis to
an excess, it is disagreeable and bad for the
bee-keeper; therefore we said they are bud
propolizers. just as we would say they are bad
stingers, although "a Hallamshii'e Bee-keeper"
might call such good stingers. The English
language is unfortiuiate in having so much
elasticity. You may remember the story of the
Frenchman who. while on a tour through this

country, was told to "look out" while he had

his head sticking out of the window, meaning
that he should pull it in; and on aiiother occa-
sion he was told to "look out," meaning that
he was to put his head through the window
and view some sight. It is said that he com-
plained, after getting his head severely bumped,
because of the ambiguity of our language.
Doctor, we didn't think that of you. You are
bad for poking fun, even if the Hallamshire
chap should insist that you are good at it.

DEATH FROM A SINGLE BEE-STING.

A CASE of fatal stinging is going the rounds
of the Eastern press. It seems that a young
man, Wm. H. Danley, was stung on the finger.

He complained of excruciating pain, and his
hand commenced swelling. In a few minutes
his whole system was affected. The report goes
on to say. that, "only ten minutes after being
stung, he fell into a comatose condition; and
before aid could be summoned he was dead,
only fifteen minutes having elapsed from the
time he was stung. The physicians expressed
a belief that the sting entered a nerve or blood-
ves.'^eKand the poison was carried to the vital
organs, causing almost instant paralysis." It
is no doubt true, that the young man was very
susceptible to the influence of bee-poison, other-
wise the sting could not have killed him, even
if it )Kid entered a nerve or blood-vessel. We
can not deny the fact that, in rare cases, there
are persons whose death is liable to occur in a
few minutes after being stung, unless medical
aid is at once .summoned; but these cases are so
very rare that they give no reason for alarm.
Alrnost every one who has to do with horses is

liable to be kicked or run away with, and yet
this liability does not cause any fear in han-
dling them.

HO^V TO KEEP BEES AWAY FROM THE CANDY-
STANDS AT COUNTY FAIRS AND

OTHER PLACES.

Almost every fall we have trouble by our
bees visiting the candy and popcorn stands dur-
ing the days of our county fair. As the grounds
are right in sight of our home yard, the bees,
especially during a dearth of honey, are quite
apt to makti themselves disagreeably free at
these stands. Several times we have been
threatened with a suit for damages, although
we have done all we could to keep the bees at
home, and have offered to make good all dam-
ages. This yeai' we pi'ovided several wire-
cloth paddles. (( Ut Doolittle. These paddles,
as made by Mr. Doolittle, are small enough to
go into a hip pocket; the center is cut out. and
covered with wii'e cloth. The object of the
wire cloth is to permit the air to pass through
the paddle, so as not to fan the bees away.
Doolittle's wei-e made of wood, but oui's are
made entirely of metal, the wire cloth being
supported and held in position by one wire loop,
and the hole around the edges securely bound
with tin. Well, we supplied each one of these
candy-stands with the aforesaid paddles, and
requested the proprietors to kill the very first

bee that hovered around his goods, adding that,
if they allowed a single bee to get away with a
single load, she wotild bring back a dozen
others; and these dozen others, if still allowed
to escape, would increase the number of visit-

ing bees proportionally. We impressed this
latter fact upon their minds, and then told
them that, if they hadn't time to kill the bees
themselves, we would employ small boys to do
it for them. They thanked us for the informa-
tion, and told us they thought they could man-
age the thing themselves, and they did. When-
ever a stray bee appeared, either they or their
clerks killed it promptly; and the result was,
that all the candy-stands were free from the
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nuisance of bees. An ordinary observer would
have said that not a single bee made its ap-
pearance during the two days. The whole
secret lies in not letting the bees have a start.

HANDLING HIVES MORE AND FRAMES LESS;
HOW TO PRODUCE A TOX OF HONEY FOR

LESS M()Nf:Y AND LABOR.
On page 727 of the cnn-ent issue we promised

to say something further on this subject. The
older a bee-keeper grows in experience, the
more he will handle hives rather than frames;
and especially so when his colonies increase to

such an extent that they have gone beyond his
individual care, and there is a prospect that
hired labor has got to come in and assist. To
illustrate what we mean, we will give a few
manipulations that are, pei'haps, to a greater or
lesser extent practiced by the more or less ad-
vanced bee-keepers.
At an out-apiary it is seldom necessary to

hunt the queen to see whether the colony is

queenless or not. The pulling-out of a single
comb, with eggs' and brood in all stages, will

show pretty well the condition of a hive.
" But," you say. ' how are you going to know
about the other combs?" A single comb drawn
from the center of the hive will, to a practiced
bee-keeper, pretty accurately tell the condition
of all the other combs with reference to brood.
If it is well tilled, and has brood in all stages,
the inference is pretty strong that at least four
or five other fi'ames have brood in. to a greater
or lesser extent, depending on the season of
year, and whether the queen is a young or old
one, which the record should show. If it is in

the fall of the year and there is only a small
patch of brood in the comb from the center of
the brood-nest, very little or no brood may be
expected in the other combs. For experiment,
in the last few weeks we have been diagnosing
colonies as to the extent of their brood in just
this way, and then verifying the result by look-
ing at every comb. We seldom missed our
guess.
A practical bee-keeper will tell, when first

lifting a cover, almost unerringly whether a
colony is queenless, by the behavior of the bees.
For the benefit of beginners we will say that
queenless bees have a sort of nervous hum,
which can be very readily learned after it has
been heard a few times; and this nervous hum,
while by no means infallible, is tolerably safe to

go by, especially with Italians. Sometimes hy-
brids and blacks, more particularly the latter,

will hum just from mere disturbance, even
when they are not queenless. In going through
our out-apiaries when time is limited, we very
often lift olf only the cover. If the bees appear
quiet, and seem to be populous in numbers, we
replace the cover after blowing a little smoke
down between two or three of the frames, to
see how the brood -combs look. Some three
weeks ago we went through the whole Shane
yard in just about this way, and removed the
frauies from only eight or ten colonies, which
we found to l)e queenless, one of them having
fertile workers. These we supplied with un-
sealed larvie oi' queen-cells. A few days ago, to
prove whether our former diagnosis had been
true or not, we looked carefully through the
whole apiary, and found by the record on each
hive that we had not in a single instance mis-
interpreted the condition ol^ the hive. Bees
will sometimes hum when they have a virgin
queen; but an examination of a single comb
will probably reveal the presence of one or two
cells that have been gnawed into in a way that
indicates that a virgin queen has recently been
thereabouts. We say "recently" advisedly,
because in three or four days more, these cells

will have a very different appearance, the bees

having smoothed them over the ragged edges
of the cell. We seldom look for a virgin queen;
and about the time we expect her to be laying,
we look for eggs, bur not for the queen. If she
happens to be on the first comb we pull out. all
well and good; otherwise, if we see the eggs
laid regularly, and the frame pretty well tilled
on both sides we infer she will continue in this
sort of business until she has gone over six or
seven combs, depending on the season of the
year, and whether honey is coming in slowly or
not. If the virgin is lost during the wedding-
flight, the bees are pretty apt to make the fact
known by a peculiar hum; then we give a cell.
If she is not lost the cell will do no harm.
The amount of stores in a colony can largely

be told by hefting the hive, or. at least, by pull-
ing out the two outside frames and blowing
smoke down through the rest so vou can look
down between the frames. During the woi'k-
season you can tell what colonies are doing well
and are prosperous, largely by the entrances.
These things are familiar to veterans.
So far the handling of hives more and frames

less applies equally to both loose and fixed
frames. Where fixed frames give us an advan-
tage on the subject of handling hives more and
frames less is, that we can pick up two. three,
or four frames at a time. This is specially ad-
vantageous in forming nuclei; and if we do not
have very much time we do not wait to see
which half the queen is in. The slate is put in
a certain position on the cover; then in about
24 hours we ^ round and lift the covers and
wait for the hum. If not satisfied we pull out
one of the combs and look for initial cells. The
queenless hive is then supplied with a caged
queen, according to the diagnosis.
There is one feature that seems to be peculiar

to the Hoffman fiaine; and that is, when it is

necessary to pull a frame out it is not required
to finger over four or Hve to get I'oom for the
one to be removed. Draw out the division-
board, crowd over from the center three or four
frames just next to the one you wish to remove.
This will leave nearly two inches of room in
which to move the frame in question, and there
is no needless rolling-over of bees. You can
examine as many frames as you like, either in
pairs or singly, replace any, and. with one or
two shoves with a screwdriver, push them all

to their place, and all are equally distant. But,
as I have before said, smoke must be blown
down between the uprights before this shoving-
over is made.

In giving room to colonies, we have frequent-
ly picked up four frames of foundation out of a
hive, can led them just us they were, and set
them down in their place, without even dis-
turbing their position. Thus the four can be
i^andled in the time that one could be on the
old loose plan. Again, the fixed frames do not
have to be fussed with; i. e., stuck up for ship-
ping or moving.

It can very often be determined whether a
colony needs moi'e super room by the flight of
the bees at the entrance. We found, by exam-
ining into all such hives as we thought needed
more room, that our entrance diagnosis was not
far from I'ight. Now, the fact is. we want to
learn to do as little work as possible in han-
dling frames, and as much as possible in diag-
nosing hives.
We have given only a few of the many ways

in which a colony may be diagnosed on the
scheme of handling hives more and frames less.

We should be glad to have this subject thor-
oughly discussed by our readers, because it will
help to solve the problem of how to handle
whole apiaries with less labor- in short, pro-
duce a ton of honey for less money. Now, Mr.
Manum, we are all on tiptoe to hear from you.
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gPECI^Ii ]S[05^ICEg.

CHANOE IN PRICE OF EARLY PCKITAN POTATOES.

We liave been obliged to change the price of
Eai'lv Puritans from 6u cts. per bushel, as advertis-

ed in Gleanings Auk- 15. to H.W per busliel, or
$1.1.5 i>acked In new slatted boxes. Price per barrel
will he $2. .50. Peter Henderson, in his new fall cat-

alogue, charges just double above price.

STRAWBERRIES.
Sept. 11.—Now is just the best time to make youi'

strawberiy-heds that you will have this year. We
have on luind now lots of nice plants of all the vari-

eties we advertise-^Jessie, Haverland, Bubach,
Gaudy, and Sterling; and we can, in most cases, pack
your "plants so tliey can start on the next train after

receipt of vour order. Prices: 10 for 10 cts.; lUO, 75

cts. ; luOO, *6.U0. By mail 5c extra for 10, 25c for 100.

AMERICAN PEARL ONIONS.

We still have plenty of nice sets left, and now is

tlie time to plant them. The rows should be about
a foot apart, and the sets may be put two and a half
inches in the row. They ouglit to weigh from y,

pound to 1 pound apiece by the middle of May; and
this vear we sold most of our crop at 10 cts. a pound.
Tlie "crop will be all olf tlie ground by the time
Strawberries are gone, leaving plenty of time to put
out earlv celery. Price a.5c per qt. By mail, 10c extra.

$•2.25 per peck." We have just got a lot of new seed
of the American Pearl onions, which we will sell at

$3.50 per lb.; >» lb., 11.85; oz., 25 cts.; k oz., 10; pack-
et, 5 cts.

ONE-STORY CHAFF HIVES CHEAP.

Having adopted the Dovetailed cliatt hive as our
leader in this line, we still have on hand a good
stock of the old-style 10-frame one-story chaff hives
to take Simplicitv uppei- story and furniture. To
work this stock down we otter you a reduction of 20

cents a hive on any of the numbers as listed page 21

of our price list. This equals a reduction of 20 per
cent on the hive without furniture. You may have
the earlv-order discount of 5 per cent besides. This
offer is inade only to reduce .stock, and we reserve

the privilege to withdraw it at any time. This is a
very good liive, especially for those who prefer the
Sim'plicity combinations^

ANCHOR PASTE FLOUR.

This is used like dextrine for pasting labels to tin,

glass, etc. In many respects it is better than dex-

trine. It is mixed cold, while dextrine has to be mix-
ed in boiling water. It will not sour nor mold, will

keep in any climate, and contains no poison. If by
evaporation it becomes too thick it is thinned by
simply adding a little cold watei-. Its adhesive
qualities are excellent. It comes put up in tin cans
of four sizes, nicely labeled with directions.

Price of j-lb. cans, 10 cts. each; by mail 20 cents.
" 1 " " 15 33 "
" 3 .' .. 25 " " " " 60 "

" " 10 " " 1.00 " " Not mailable.
In lots of 1 doz. or more cans to dealers to resell,

special prices quoted on application.

GLEANINGS FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Our subscription list is constantly growing by a
healthv vigorous growtli, being not far under 11,000

at this"time. We desire to increase to 12,000 as rap-

idly as possible, and are ottering some special in-

ducements to that end. There is a quarter of a year
remaining before January, after this issue; yet we
propose to give to »iei(; subscribers for 1892, at $1.00

eacli, the rest of the year free. This is surely a
strong inducement to get your neiglibor bee-keep-
ers to subscribe, espet-ially when you consider that
these numbers will contain notes of travel from the
senior editoi', who is going on an extended trip west
and south to regain his strength after tlic sickness
througli which he has just been i)assing. You wlio
have given frequent evidence of the enjoyment,
lielp, and inspiration of his writings will be glad, no
doubt, to put forth a little effort to widen the circu-

lation of Gleanings aod tlius extend tlie influence
of ills writings. To repay you for jour efforts in se-

curing new suliscriptions we will, if you send in

your own renewal at the same time with a new
name, and f2.00 in cash, send you postpaid any of
tlie following books.
Menybmiks and His yciahhor, a book of 223 pages,

half the size of tliis page, and over 60 illustrations.
A. I. Boot, author. This is a serio-comic serial that
appeared in Gleanings years ago. Not only the
grown-up folks, but children as well, will find it in-
tei-esting almost to fascination, and likewise profit-
able. Regular v^i'ice is 25 cents; but if more are
wanted than the one we give you, we will make a
special price of 15 cents postpaid.
Robiiiaon Crusoe, in paper covers; 240 pages, illus-

trated. This old story needs no description. It is

published in a great many different forms. The
book we otter is a 25-cent editinn, which we liave al-

ways sold for 25 cts. by mail, nr 2ii with othei' goods.
W'e now reduce the price to 15 cts., postpaid, or give
it free on al:)Ove conditions.
The Chtistiaji's Stciet of a Happy Life; in paper

covers. Over fifty thousand of this popular work
have been sold, and it is just as good and true as
ever. Given free for one new sub6cril)er, with your
own renewal, or the same in cloth binding for two
names with your own i-enewal.
Please rememl)er, that only the numbers of this

year remaining after the subscription is received
will be sent to new subscribers free, so you should
go to work at once and secure the names as soon as
possible. The earlier .vou do so, tlie greater the in-
ducement.

l:.ast Ghajice
FOR THE SEASON OF '91

If you wish ALBINO or GOLDEN ITALIAN
QUEENS, send your order at once, as I will not
have any for sale after Sept. 30. Catalogue free.

A. L. KILDOW, Sheffield, Illinois.

t^rin responding lo this adverti^ieiiieiit mention Gleanings.

JVIOTH'S

j4oney - Extttactor.

Squafe Class floney-Jat»s,
Tin Buckets, Bee-fli^ss

^oney-Seetions, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokers.

APPLY TO

CHfl^S. p. IWUTH & SOli, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send 10-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

Teller

KITCHEN
KNIFE.

This is the knife we have sold for years as our 10-

cent honey-knife. It li:is lately been improved by
putting on a wire handle instead of the old one of
cast iron. It is the invention of a woman, for
work in the kitchen, su'^li as chopping potatoes,
turning pancakes, scraping kettles, etc. Many
thousands liave been sold for use in the kitchen,
and they prove so satisfactory that the manufac-
turer makes tlie following guarantee:

Anv purchaser who, after using the knife one
month, may decide that she does not want it, may
wiite nie to that effect, stating the amount paid,

whereupon I will return to her the said amount by
mail. R. K. Teller.

Thev are excellent for scraping bits of comb and
propolis from frames and hives, and can be used
for uncapping. We have just bought our third lot

of about a tliousand. and otter tliem as follows:
Ten cents each. Bv mail, 15 cts., or 2 for 25 cts;

85 cts per doz. ; or by mail, $1.20; $9.00 per gross, by
frieght or express.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
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ONE GOLOiSY Saved fpotn Daath the Coming
tUintep tUould l^epay the eost oi

a eopy of " HDVAjvJCED BEH CULiTUf^H " ten Titties Ovei*. In 5 of its 32
Chapters may be pound the Best That is I^notun upon Wintering Bees,
It eosts 50 cents but its Perusal may niake you $50 l^ieher next Spring.
The " IREVIEW " and this Book for $1.25. If not Acquainted tuith the
"I^EVIEW," send for Samples. W. Z. HUTCHINSOfl, Flint, JVIiehigan.

NICKEL-PLATED "LEAOER'^SHEARS

Elegantly Nickel-Plated Steel Shears

At Less than Half the Usual Price.

table: of prices. -Prices-

Postag'e.
I

Nfimf and size

About two years ago we bought 150 dozen of above shears, and they have gone off like "hot cakes"—so
much so that we have just bought another lot of 350 dozen, which are, if any thiug. nicer tlian the other
lot, most of which are gone. The otliers pleased so well that we got repeated and increased orders from the
same parties. Neighbors of those who were fortunate enough to get a pair, on seeing them and learning
the price, wanted a pair, and so the orders kept repeating themselves. We are always glad to give our cus-
tomers a bargain which gives more than satisfaction, and this is one of them. You will see we have made
special prices in quantities, and no doubt some of you can do a good thing for yourselves, as well as your
neighbors, in getting a quantity and introducing them. They are put up H dozen in a bo.x, and we can not
assort y-i dozen; but we can give you larger lots assorted, ^ dozen of a kind.

A. I. ROOT. Medina, O.

Apiary and Storeroom for Sale,
i gfj^ _ HJYES ] SECTIONS !

In Central Iowa, 80 colonies Italian bees in modi
fled 10-frame L. hives, and all necessary modern im-

\

plements. A good sui^ily of white clover, bass-
wood, and a great vanety of other bee-pasturage,

jNo large apiary within ten miles: plenty of room
|

for out-ainaries. Also a good location for a store or
j

cieamery. A good Ikjusc with 13 rooms, new barn,
36x13 fee't; good well and cistern; 20 acres of land, 3
acres used for raising li'iick, the icst for pasturage;

|

all fenced with hog-tight fcm-e. Aline lot of >()uiig
basswood and other kinds of tinil)er growing; k 1

mile from school and Sunday st'hool. Reason for
j

.selling, old age and poor health. For further par-;
ticulars, address W. K. H., 17-19 31d

j

St. Anthony, Marshall Co., la.
Please mention Glranings.

PORTABLE ENGINE AND BOILER,
4 HORSE FO^VER.

In good condition. Address

L0WS7 Joai^soiT, Masontown, Fa.

Manufacturer Utility Bee Hives, Smokers, and i

Feeders. ITtfdb
Please mention this paper

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. - Michael's Early
Strawberry Plants, $4.00 per 1000. Will take

fruit-trees in exchange.
J. S. Warner, Medina, Ohio.

And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

Catalogue free for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO.,
HiaaiNsviLLE. Mo.

please mention this paper.

lltfdb

i FOR Q A T TT 20 hives of bees for $60.00;
!

run. OALiEi. Italians and hybrids; 8 Sim-
i pliclty frame hives. Each lilve is boiling over with
I

bees. If sold all to one party, will tlu'ow in free a
15-gallon honey-extractor, cost $12.00. C. E. Price,

18-I9d Smithtown Branch, Long Island, N. Y.
Mention thi.s paper.

LITHOGRAPH LABELS
In. 12 Colors, a.-b $2.00 per lOOO.
The 13 colors are all on each label. They are ob-

long in shape, measuring 2^x258. They are about
the nicest labels we ever saw for glass tumblers,
pails, and small packages of honey. We will mail
a sample, inclosed in our label catalogue, free on
application, and will furnish them postpaid at the
following prices: Sets, for 10; 35ct8. for 100; $1.20
for 500; $2.00 for 1000. A. 1. Root. Medina. O.
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HELEN KELLER FUND FOR TOMMY STRINGER

Friend, Clontarf , Canada $ 25
Cash. Pliiladelphia. Pa 130
H. L., Iiid 150
Ejiwortli League. St. Davids, Can a .55

David Lucas, Jewell , Ohio 1 00
A. L. Dav, Patersoii, N..7 1 UO
B. & W. Stephens. Favette Citv, Pa 1 00
H. R. Talcott, Seat tie. Wash 5 00
S. & E. Davis, Montro.se. Col 50
P. W. Smith, Ephratali, N. Y 80
T. W. Li^-infist()n. Daltoii. Ga 100
W. G. & Mrs. Snodgrass, Montro.se, Mo 2 00
L, R. Hillman, Canova, S. Dali 1 GO
C. K. Decker. Haiiford, Cal 100
N. N., Wood\ille. (ihio 100
H. & W. Jacl^son, Karns City, Pa 1 10
H.C. Fincli, Oil City, Pa 1 00
Mary E. DeKalb. Raceville, N. Y 100
Mary Jaessing-, Maumee, O 100
J. Johannseii, Port Clinton, O 50

Including- above amount,
I'eaclied the sum of $1Z'6M).

iubsci'iption^
$26 50
have

gPECI^Ii ]\[0¥ICEg.

Remember that our untested queens
1.00 each during October.

ome up to

NEW SEEDS AND NEW PRICES POH 1893.

Of course, we do not undertake to laise all the
.seeds we sell; but tlieie are certain kinds of which
we make a specialtj', oi' that, for certain reasons,
we prefer to rai.se: and as I make it niy liusiiiess to
examine personally the plants and see to the curing-
and selecting-, I feel sure that what seeds we raise
are true to name, and as good as can be found.
Seeds are never saved except from the best, and
from a crop that has given us special satisfaction.
AspaJ-dgus.—Ouufi'. 5c; lb.. 7.')C. xAsiiaragus-i-oots,

two years old, ten foi- Idc; 100, 75j. If wanted by
mail, add at the rate of one cent each foi- postage.

Hende7'xiiii'!< Bu)<h. Lima Beiof. — Half-pint, 15c;
quart, 50c; peck, J3.

Kidney Wax Bean.—Fint, 1.5c; peck, $1.75.

White Kidney.—Pint, 10c; peck, $1.

White-Plume Cilery St'«l.--This .seed is not new;
but we would rather have it to .sow than any new
.seed in the world, because it neither runs up to seed
nor rusts, and it is a part of the same seed that we
sold and sent out during- the past season. We liave
bought up all that was to be had — only 35 lbs. Per
oz., 30 c; 11)., f2.50.

S/iocpe&f Cor?).-Half-pint, 5c; peck, $1; bushel, $3.

This is not only equal to any sweet corn, but it is

perhaps the best for taV)le use of any thing known.
Our yield this past season has been enormous.
The stalks were allowed to stand very close—closer
than we ever v)ut any kind of field corn; but, not-
withstanding-, the greater part of tlie stalks con-
tained three ears, a few of them four, and scaicely
any of them less than two ears to the stalk. Of
cimrse, the ears are small. 1 should think it would
be of great value for a silo. Of course, our large
crop was secured on ground thon)Ughly underdrain-
ed and well manured.

Our late mammoth sweet corn—the special strain
that we have kept for so many years—we offer at
the same prices as per above." If anybody should
prefer to buy it on the cob, they can liave it at just
half the above price. : : ' t̂^f,^ a.-,^.,

Oii)(i)is.—\\'t' havi' now thorouglily cured as fine a
crop of Sitanisli King or Prize-taker onions as you
often see in the maiket, imported from other coun-
tries. At present we otter them ready for shipment
at $1.00 per bushel; $2..i0 per barrel of 11 pecks.
Onion-sets, Yellow Danvers, 20c per quart; $1..50 per
Iie<-k, or $5.(10 per bushel. We have three kinds of
while onion sets which we offer at 3Uc per quart;
$3.25 per peck, $7..">0 per bushel. The three kinds
ai-e. the old well-known Silvei-skin: the New Mam-
moth Silver King; and the beautiful oval White
Victoria. These are all put through a sieve that
screens out every tiling larger than U inch in di-
ameter. We have another larger size, which are
sometimes used for sets, but more often for pick-
ling, a little larger than the above, which we fur-
nish at just half the above prices. If wanted by
mail, add lOc per quart extra. The question has
come up, Will not all of the.se foreign onions winter
over like the American Pearl, if planted in the fall,
so they may take root and make a little growth V

We can only say that we are testing the matter,
and will give a report in the spring.
Po'ofof's.—Early Ohio. $1.25 per Inishel.
At the present writing we do not know any thing

about the market price for these; but we have con-
cluded to otter ours as above, subject to advance or
decline in the market.
Earlfi Puritan, $1.00 per bushel, or $2 50 for a bar-

rel holding about 11 pecks. These Early Puritans
were all raised from second crop seed sent us from
the South. This year this kind of seed has given us
much better potatoes than seed of our own raising.
They were shipped us last fall, .iust before fi'eezing
weather set in. and, of course, they did not have to
stand in the cellar nearly as nian.v months as pota-
toes raised here in Ohio. Friend Terry has also ex-
pressed himself as much pleased with the second-
crop seed-potatoes raised in the South. This prom-
ises to open up a new industry for oui- friends who
live far enough south so they can rise two crops of
jiotatoes.
Karly Suanr Pumpkin.—Oz.. 5c; lb., .50c.

Bliiomxdiile .^pl'(^(lc7i.—Per lb., 2.5c; 5 lbs.. $1.00.
Ignntum Tomato.—Per % oz.,lilc; oz., 3jc; lb., $3.50.
This seed is all from selected specimens grown on

our own vines.
Livinyi<ti,n'g Beauty, fi-om selected si)ecimens; oz.,

.5c; lb., $2..50.

HONEY-BEARING TREES AND SEEDS.
Ba.s.«(ro»)d^rees.—One foot and under, each, 5c; 10,

30c; 100, $3,00. By mail, each, 8c; 10, 3.5c; 100, $2.25.
One to five feet, each, lOc; 10, 75c; lOJ, $.5.(.0.

Tulip tor uhiteux'ixi) treex, 10 to 15 feet high, each
25c; 10, $3.11(1; hid, $15.(0. Smaller size, 5 to 10 feet,,
each, li'c; JO, *1.35; loc, flo.no.

These latter aie vi'i-j- liandsome trees, having been
in nursery rows for several years, and haAiiig been
cai'efuUy pruned, so they are of nice shape for
handsome shade-trees. For a descriijtion of both
tulip and basswood, with illustrations, see our A B
C book.
Alsike Clovcr.—At present there seems to be no

very definite price in the market. There have been
some sales of seed at from $6.ri0 to $7.00—$7.5ii, per-
haps, for vei-y choici- seed. The lowest price we
dare quote at retail at present is $9.00.

Japanese Biieku-heat.—As the crop has not as j'et
been harvested, no )n-ices have been settled on. It
probably will not be less than f1.00 per bushel. In
order that we may settle upon some jirice as near
as jiossible, we wouUl ask the friends to tell us what
they have, either of alsike or buckwheat, and also
mention what prices have been ottered. In this way
we can determine about what prices the product
will pr(jbahly bring.

JuTUST BE SOLD— I liave a lot of new and""" second-hand bee-supplies for sale at .50 per
cent below cost. Full list and prices on ai>plication.
They consist of Sinij). bodies, covers, Simn. sei^tion
cases. Sections made uji and tlat, Honey-Extractor,
No. 5, Division-Boards, Drone-Traps, Piirker's Fas-
teners, and numerous other things, about ^.5.0(V

worth in all; $35.00 cash buys them. Honey taken
in exchange.
19-34db G. WIEDERHOLD. Yonkers. N. Y.

Please mention this paper.
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CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Honey.—As yt-l,bur limited quantity of

honey on market. We liave g-ood demand for fanry
white at 16c; other g'rades, 14:@15. E.xtraeted sell-

ing: from 7@8. Beeswax, selling- quick at l'6S>-T('.

Sept. 19. S. T. Fis^H & Co..
189 So. Water St., Cliicag-o, 111.

Kans.\S City.—Jlonej/.—Supply of comb and ex-
tracted light ; demand good for comb. 1-lb. white,
16@1T; Ml), dark, 12; 2-lb. white, 14@1.5; 2-lb. d;irk,
10@12. E.Ytracted, white. 7(§(7>2. Dark, 5'/4rg)fi.

Beeswax, 26. Hambli.v & Be.\rss,
Sept. 21. .514 Walnut St., Kunsa.s City, Mo.

St. Locis.—If><ney.—The market is quiet. We
quote: Comb, common. ll)@ll; choice, which is verv
scarce, 12@13i,4. Extracted, in barrels, dark. i'A@i%';
light and good flavor. r,%oH ; cans and good flavor,

7@7^. Beeswax, prime, 26.

D. G. TuTT Gro. Co.,
Sept. 21. St. Louis, Mo.

New York.—Hone;/.-Comb honey now arriving.
Warm weather checks demand yet. We expect a
good business wiieii it becomes cooler. We quote:
No. 1 white, 1-lh . 16. No. 2, ISJaill: 2-lb., No. 1, 14.

Extracted, basswood. 7'4@8; California. 7@7H

;

common southern. 6.5(rt70e per gallon. Beeswax, 26c,
with a good supply and limited demand.

F. G. Strohmeyer & Co..
Sept. 21. New York.

Albany.—Honej/.—The continued warm weatlier
has a depressing influence on the honey-market,
and but very little doing. We look for an improv-
ed state of attairs as soon as we get colder weatlier.
No cliange in prices since last quotation.

Cnxs. McCuLLOCH & Co..
Sept. 22. 393, 395. 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

COLtfMBUS. Honey.—Owing to warm weiither and
abundance of fruit prices have weakened. White-
clover selling at 16(0*18; and demand fair. Look for
better prices with tlie approach of cold weather.
No sale for dark or extracted honey.
Sept. 19. Earle Clickenger.

121 S. Fourth St.. Columbus, O,

Cleveland.—Himeu.—Our honey - market quiet.
Fine white comb. 1-lb.. 15®16; inferior, vei-y dull.
10@.12. Beeswax, pure, scarce, and selling 28(a30.

Sept. 19. A. C. Kendel,
.

Cleveland, O.

Sax Francisco.— Honej/.-Firm. extracted, 6)i@&;
comb. 12@14. Beeswax. 24@25.
Sept. 1.5. SCH.\CHT. Lemcke & Steiner.

San Francisco. Cal.

Detroit.— Honey.—Comb hone.v in fair demand,
and bringing 11@13. Extracted, selling slow at 7@8.
Beeswax, dull. 25@26. M. H. Hunt,
Sept. 21. BeU Branch, Mich.

K.^NSAS City.— H()/(c?/.—Tiie demand is steadv;
supply light. White 1-lb. comb, 1.5(®16; dark. ]0®i2.
Extracted, white. 7@7,'^ : dark, .5®6. Receipts of
comb and extracted liglit. Beeswax, demand good,
supply light. 23@26. Clemons. Mason & Co..
Sept. 21. Kansas City. Mo.

New York.—Hojiej/.—Honey is coming in very
freely, but very little going out on account of the
exceedinglv warm weather. We quote fancy 1 lb.

sections, 1.5c; 2 lbs.. 12@13; fair, 1 lb.. 13; 2 lbs.. 11®
12; buckwheat, 1 lb..40>^@ll: 2 lbs., 9@10. Extract-
ed, 7@7^. Beesitflx firm at 26@27c; stock exceeds
the demand. Chas. Israel & Bros.,
Sept. 25. New York.

For Sale.—7 barrels of dark extracted honey.
Will run near .500 lbs. to barrel. Make us offers on
lot, or anj- amount wanted.

J. A. Thornton, Lima, 111.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
60-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address E. Lovett,
lltfdb San Diego, Cal.

For Sale.—60(X) lbs. extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. Stordock, Durand, Winnebago Co., 111.

For Sale.—1200 ilis. white clover honey, in 60-lb.
cans. H. Van Vkanken,

Union City, Branch Co., Mich.

For Sale.—6 tons alfalfa and sweet-clover honey
in 60-11). cans. 5 bv the ton. Must sell. 19tfdb

A. B. Thomas. Payson, Utah Co., Ctah.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To exchange a good farm of 80 acres,
for sheep, or jiart sheep and balance in cash.

J. M. Cate, Moravia. Appanoose Co., Iowa.

WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from oe a roll
and up, for honey. J. S. Scoven,

12tfdb Kokomo. Ind.

l\' ANTED.—To rent or purchase an apiary of one
Vl or two hundred colonies in California o)- Ari-
zona. A. Carder, Hebron, Boone Co., Ky. 17-18d

WANTED.—To exchange a No. 1 saw-table, paral-
lel gauge, hinge top, sliaft, belt, 2 saws, emery

wlieel, not used over two mos. ; a fine 3^frame ob-
servatory hive; a 60 lb. spring scale. All for ex-
ti-acted honev (wliite). beeswax, or otters.

18-19d H. L. Graham, Letts, Iowa.

TTTANTED.—To exchange Baired Plymouth Rock
TT chicks for comb honey. A.A.Simpson.
18-19d '_ Swarts. Pa.

WANTED.—A position in any of the Southern
States, Arizona, or California, bj' a practical

bee-keeper, of 15 years' experience. Under.stands
farming, and something of fruit culture.

Address Box 25, care of F. B., Gallupville, N. Y.

VirANTED.—To exchange a fine 23-acre fruit-farm,
TT at Terry. Miss , 1500 peach-trees in bearing, for
city property, or ofl'ers. A desirable home in the
sunny Soutli. Geo. Gould. Villa Ridge, 111.

117 ANTED.—To exchange one fine breech-loading
TT shotgvin, one Safety bicycle, used but little
(only one j'ear from shop', for lieesor supplies with-
in 300 miles of F. H. Howard.

18-19d Garden aty. Kan.

On Their Own Merits.
My .5-B.iuded (;oIdeu ItaliHUti will give sat-

isfaction. Trv tlu-ni. Wan-anted queens. $1. 3 for
$2..50. Tested qurciis. .$1.50. Circular free. 17-19d

CHARLES D. DUVALL,
Spencerville. Montg'y Co., Md.

DPTWTVniTTl SAVE money: Make
rlllil 1 lUUu iHOiiey printingr for otheis

OWN cards'
PRESS $3.00

Ty])e setting easy: printed
nstru tion^. Senl •-! stamps
..r catainfr of Presses,
Type, Cards, Paper,

.>ce.. tc. till- Facturv.

_^ ,..„„.„,.... . KELSEY & CO.,
N? newspaper $44. / Meriden, Connecticut

Please mention (jlka.sings 19-2n-21

Circular Size $8.00
Press for a small

BERRY PLANTS,fc*i^iVIm. RmaU fruit Dla;

Ixiw prices.

tirape Viiiejt.
_ . Fruit Trees,

Small fruit plants. Large stock.
Oataiogae free. WM. STAHL, Qulncy, III.

280^Acres of Good Farming Land For Sale.

150 acres cleared, the balance wood land, with bi-
tuminous coal near boat-landing; 3 dwelling--houses
with other out-l>uildings; flsh-ponds witli carp; 80
colonies of bees: situated 6 miles south of Galla
Creek Station, on Ft. Smith & Little Rock R. R., on
north side Arkansas River, with landing- for steam-
er. Mj- reason for wanting to sell is. that I am old
and unal)le to lal)or and want to retire, and will give
some one a bargain. Call and .--ee me.

A. W. MATTHEWS.
Holla Bend, Rope Co., ark.
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LADIES' FINE SHOES.
PRICE ONLY $2.

Geiuiiiie Kid, Soft Soles, Elt'j4;int Style; Broad oi-

Narrow Toe. Sizes, 2 to 8. C, D, E, and E E widths.
This Shoe is sold at $3 In all I'etail stores.

Our Price $2, Postpaid.
Fit, Styi-e.ano Wear Guaranteed.

NO SHODDY, BUT GOOD SHOES.
Send P. O. order, Kegistered Letter or Postal Note.

C. L. Griesinger, Medina, Ohio.
Refereiioe, Gleanings. 18-19-3J-21d

In writing advertisers please mention this paper

Golden • Italian • Queens
o<BY RETURN IVIAIL.X

The Golden Italians are considered to be the
handsomest and gentlest l)ees in the countrj'.
As workers, they are second to none. Mv breedinir
queen and liees took FIRST PREMIUM last fall at
the Detroit Exposition. I can now furnish untest-
ed queens promi)tly, for .tl.OO each, or 3 for $2 5'i.

Tested queens 3*a.0u each. Select tested, $3.U0 each.
Make money orders payable at Flint. Mich.

N. B.—One of mv queens, tog-ether with her liees,

has again taken FIRST PREMIUM at the Detroit
Exposition. 19tfdb

ELMER HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.

PJease mention this paper.

l^V 1TE"W
THIN DOUBLE-WALL HIVE
Is the best siuuiuer and winter hive yet devised.
Takes regular "L" furniture. Is lighter than %
single-wall hive; may be stoiitied to auj^ extent,
etc., etc. Send for desciiptive cireulai-. Special
low prices for 1891 to introduce it. A full line of
bee-keepers' supplies always in stock. Catalogues
free.

C. W. CosTELLOw, Waterboro, York Co., Me.
Plea^e mention tli[s p.iper. l.'>-19-23d

TTOUNC TESTED ITALIAN* QUEENS FOR $1 25 EACH.
Do Not Let a Colony go through the Winter
Queenless. Get a Queen.

I930d JOS. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

$5 FIVE DOLLARS $5
or le.ss, invested in BULBS this fall, will give vou
weeks of pleasuii' nc.\t si)ring. Try it. Roses, and
Carnations toi- winter blooming. ' A specialty of
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Lilies, etc
Price List Fhee. THEODORE JENNINGS
19-2ud Port Chester, N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

FOR
^^ _ _ _, _ Italian bees bred for
^Tlilwt 1 business and beautj'
i^liVlA^L* combined, for onlv

I ^ JLoUiT-fr. Root hive.s),
if sold by Oct. 1. Any number from 1 to 6U.
Guaranteed flee from disease. Do not miss a good
chance for a bargain. I7d

W. V. MOOREHOUSE, LAFAYETTE, IND.

N. A. KNAPP, Rochester, Lorain Co., 0.,
has for sai-e

50 Strong Colonies of Pure Italian Bees,
500 White and Black Ferrets.

Also a fine lot of Scotch collie and coon-dog- pups.
Prices sent on application. ITtfdb

Please mention this paper.

EVERY THING
USEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWOOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. 7.

^^ A
•^^ T

S
ntion tliis paper.

FOI? SRLlE.
One of the best all-round grain, stock, and fruit

farms in Virginia. Thousands of peaches, apples,
and other fruits now beai'ing. Natural increase of
apiary this year from 13 to 47 colonies. An old
homestead of HtUi aci-es that will be sold at a bargain.
If interested, write for lull descrii)tion, ])rice, etc.

CYRUS H. KLINE,
18-19d BELLS. BEDFORD CO.. VA.

Please mention this paper.

Bee - Keepers' «- Supplies.
We are prepared to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly iind at lowest i-ates. Estimates gladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our goods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
alogue sent free. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, III. Address

%in?I. MEcCLINE & CO.,
21-20dh Sterling, Illinois.
I^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a doz-
en, you do not find them so, or if they do not prove sat-
isfactory in every way, return them hy mail within 90
days after receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRICES:—Each, by mail, po.stpaid, with full direc-

tions, 20c; per dozen, $2.2,5. Send for circular ;ind testi-
monials. Supply dealers, send for wholesale prices.

intfdb R. t& E. C. PORTER. LEWISTOWN, ILL.
.*"lii iHsnonriing to this advertisement mention Gleanings

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives,
Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.
We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for our New Catalogue. 51 illustrated pages,
free to all. 4tfdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
SJ^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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Are you ready for winter?

The North American meets at Albany.
Dec. 8-11.

Doubling up colonies may be done more
easily now than later.

I'm glad to see Hive-making, in tlie latest
A"B C, brought right up to date.

"Princess"" is what our English cousins sa;y.

instead of '"virgin queen." Isn't princess a
better name?
May a kind Providence attend Bro. A. I.

on his jotirney. and bring him back younger
and stronger, outside and inside.

"Ten thousand bee-keepers in the U. 8.

having .500 colonies each,"" is going the rounds.
I challenge the pi'oof that half of that is true.

Cough mixture. The Medical World gives
this: Cod-liver oil. 3 oz.: honey. 2 oz.: lemon
juice, 2 oz. One to two teaspoonfuls three times
a day.

That man Quigley says I invented a feeder
and then let my own bees starve. But he's im-
proving tiie Missouri Bee-keeper so much that I

forgive him.

If house- apiaries should come into general
use, "invalids and women "' would have to seek
something other tlian bee-keeping as an out-
door occupation.

The Aplculturist is catching it from the B.
B. J., which thinks Hutchinson didn't come
down hard enough on the Apl. for being a " big
booming circular."

From no compression to thumb-screws is a
pretty big jump. E. R. I'll not go to either ex-
treme at present, but be "mejum"" and give
wedges a fair trial.

If horses or cows are smart enough to un-
latch a gate, just put on two latches and you've
got "em. They can't unlatch both at once, and
you can.

—

National Stockman.

C. J. Robinson, in American Bee-keeper,
thinks I "assume" when I give Langstroth
credit for inventing a frame surrounded by a
bee-space except at the point of support. If I

assume in that, what a lot of " assumers " there
must be!

Mrs. Jennie Atchley says, in Missouri Bee-
keeper, " Wlien a person thinks he or she can
tell what a queen is altogether by her looks, I

am here to tell you that such a person is simply
off his base." Your head's level, Jennie, no
matter how you put up your back hair.

That incident (.n page 737, of the bees get-
ting out in hauling. I read with intense interest,
nearly holding my breath till I reached the out-
come. I've been there myself too often.

"Handling hives more and frames less"
doesn't suit me. I'd rather spend an hour
handling frames than hives. The thing I'm
after is handling hives and frames less. Guess
that's what E. R. is struggling after too.

Canadian bee-keepers should have a law
passed prohibiting D. A. Jones from working at
any thing else than bees. When he's held right
down to it, Bro. Jones is a good editor, as the
improvement in the C. B. J. shows.
What ailed the summer, that the bees let

up so early on storing? Was it too cold? It
was a remarkably cool summer; but to make
up for it we have in the last half of September
the hottest kind of summer weather.

The weather takes up so much room in the
BritisJi Bee Journal as to astonish an Amer-
ican reader. But then, American journals
would do the same thing if they had any thing
like the same kind of weather for the whole
counti'y.

When driving, does your horse switch the
line under his tail? Just cross one line over
the other twice, and he'll not get the lines un-
der his tail very often; and when he does you'll
not pull him clear out of the road in getting
them out.

Punic bees, while so highly praised by those
who sell them, have strong insinuations thrown
out against them by British bee-keepers, as
being in the line of humbugs. As vet. lean
only say that, in appearance, they are" decided-
ly different from all other bees I have seen.

What made you haul home your bees from
the Shane yard so early, friend Root? They
surely could have something to browse on there
more than at home. I may be wrong, but I
have always left my bees in the out-apiaries
as late as possible—only so they had time for
one fly before going into winter quarters.

Mrs. Harrison, in A. B. K., supposes "I
don't know" whether the six or eight barrels of
sugar I fed to my bees was a paying invest-
ment. Now, Mrs. Harrison, I think I do know
something once in a while, and that's just one
of the times when I do know. Without feeding,
a good many colonies would have died which
gave me a fair share of the 8000 or 9000 pounds
of surplus.

The Britisli Bee Journal says: "If, say, a
third of the center combs, with brood, queen

-

cells, and adhering bees, are removed bodily
from the parent hive, and replaced with foun-
dation directly a top swarm has cleared out.
the latter may be returned the same evening.
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and will rarely come off again." I don't know
whether tliat would work in this country, but
I'm afraid.

Cheshire thinks that there is something in

the old-fashioned idea of making noises to in-

duce a swarm to settle. He thinks bees choose
quiet times—notably Sundays—for swarming,
when they can hear the queen. But then conies
the old question. If the din makes them settle

because they don't hear the queen, why don't
they generally settle when they come out with
a clipped queen, which they surely don't hear?

WAX SECRETION.

E. FRANCE GIVES SOME INTERESTING EXPERI-
ENCES, PROVING THAT OLD REES DO SE-

CRETE WAX ANT) BUILD COMBS.

I have been trying to find out just when bees
secrete wax, and some other matters. That
the reader may perfectly understand me, and
what I have to say on the subject, I want you
to read several articles in back numbers of

Gleanings. First, one by Prof. Cook, 1891,

page 212. There you will see that he thinks
wax is not secreted unless It is wanted to build

combs. Now, this is just what I think about
wax secretion: That wax is not secreted unless
it is needed to build combs. But, how is wax
secretion brought about? Can the bees secrete
wax any time it is wanted for comb-building?
I believe they can, and will try to prove it fur-

ther on.
Now turn to April 15th Gleanings, page 318.

Here we have another article from Prof. Cook
on this same subject, followed by my ideas in

the same line. You see I take the ground that,

in order to secrete wax. the bee fills her sac full

of honey, and then remains quiet, and wax
secretion goes on as a consequence, just the
same as a pig fills his sac with corn and then
remains quiet and secretes fat.

Now turn to May 1st number, page 3.59. to

Prof. Cook's "Nubbins." He says he thinks
France makes a good suggestion regarding wax
secretion, and says he shall try some experi-

ments to prove or disprove my theory. I hope
he has done so. and that others have also, as I

don't want to stand alone in this matter.
Now we will turn to page 421, May 1.5th num-

ber, "Fragments," by Bro. Doolittle. You see

he agrees that wax secretion is brought about
by the bees holding their honey; but he says

that the old bees returning from the field give

their loads of honey to the young bees, and that

these young bees hold these loads of honey till

they are sufficiently evaporated to be deposited

in the cells; hence it comes about that it is

the young bees very largely that secrete wax.
Hold on, Bro. Doolittle. Let me ask whether
the bees in your one-comb observatoiy hive

were building comb at that time. If not, what
did those young bees do with the wax secreted

while holding those loads of honey? Do the

bees evaporate their honey by holding it in

their sacs? I think not. unless they have no
other place to put it. If evaporation of honey
was brought about in that way, then wax se-

cretion would be going on all the time, whether
the bees wanted it or not. I have seen bees

take honey from one another in that way; but
how do you know that it was j/o((w/ bees that

received the honey ? I can not tell a young bee

from an old one. unless in case of a very young
one just hatched, young enough to be white.

Now let us look at the next fragment by Mr.

D., about old bees secreting wax. Read this

carefully; and then if you have also read all

the other articles mentioned you will be ready

for my experiment, which I will now proceed to

give you.

On the 10th day of June I hived a good fair-
sized swarm of bees to experiment on, and
prove, as far as possible, how old bees will live,
and also whether they ever get so old that they
don't secrete wax. I gave them 9 full L. frames
of combs. I took them out of my comb-room,
where they had been kept since last fall, so
there was no brood in them. I also gave them
y L. frames with one-inch foundation starters
above the combs, and 8 L. frames with one-inch
foundation starters below the combs. The bees
were working very strong at that time on hon-
ey-dew. June 19th the upper set of frames
vvere full of combs, and they Were 'building
nicely in the lower set. At this time I extract-
ed all of their honey, but did not weigh it. July
1st I extracted 40 lbs. of honey. The whole
three sets of combs were full of honey and
brood. It was then 21 days since the swarm
was hived. Then I took away all of their
brood, and there was not a bee hatched at this
time. In place of the brood-combs taken out,
I put in empty frames with inch starters of
foundation. July 11th I took out one comb of
honey, o lbs., and sold It to a neighbor who
wanted some comb honey very much, and gave
the bees one more frame with foundation start-
er. July 20th I took all their combs away and
gave them six full combs of honey. Mind, the
combs contained no brood- positively nothing
but honey. Why did I take all of their combs
away on the 20th ? For the reason that every
comb in the three sets contained brood, more or
less, so I had to take them all to get all of the
brood. At this time our basswood honey-flow
was over. 1 now, July 20th, reduced their space
to two stories—upper story six combs of hon-
ey with two empty frames with foundation
starters, and eight frames below with founda-
tion starters; and now that the honey harvest
was over I gave them two three-pound feeders
full of honey, so they can have plenty of honey
for wax secretion.
July 25, according to Mr. Doolittle, all the

bees should be dead; but instead they are alive,
a fair working colony, and are building combs
rapidly—have eggs in one of the new combs,
and eggs in one of the honey-combs, whence
they have removed the honey. August 3d I
reduced their space to 8 L. frames, and took
away all of their brood again. This makes
three times that tiu\y have been robbed of their
young ones. It look^; too mean, when a queen
has worked so hard to build up a family, to rob
her in that way. Of course, the l^rood is given
to other colonies, so there is no loss.

Now, Aug. 3d, the hive contains four combs
of honey, four empty frames with inch founda-
tion starters. The empty frames are put be-
tween the honey-combs.
Aug. 15th I looked at hhc bees and fed them.

Since the 3d tht^y have built comb in all of the
four empty frames. One of them is a fourth
full of comb; the other three are half full, and
have brood in two of them. Some of the brood
is capped over. The bees are at work every
day when others work. They gather pollen,
and appear to carry loads of honey; but it may
lie water. It is now 21 days since they should
all be dead, according to Mr. D.'s standard;
but instead there is a fair colony for a one-story
hive, and they are building combs yet. I am
afraid that I shall be compelled to take their
brood again.
Aug. 24th I examined the bees and found

enough alive to warrant further exi)erimenting.
I took away four combs that contained brood.
Three of the brood-combs were built since Aug.
3d. One of these was built half way down.
The other two lunv combs were each two-thirds
of a full comb. I nov/ reduced this space to five

L. frames. One of the frames was empty, with
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a one-inch startei'. I put the empty frame in

the middle, between the other four combs.
Aug. 2Sth I put in another empty fi-anie with a
one-inch starter of foundation. Sept. 10th I

looked at the bees again. They are a fair

working colony yet. The fi'ame put in Aug.
24th is two-thirds full of comb, and the empty
fi'ame put in Aug. 28th is half built, and both
new combs are nearly filled with brood as tar
as they are built. They have now been work-
ing steadily for three months, sc^creting wax
and building combs 90 days—just double Mr.
Doolittle's time, and I am not sure but they
would pass the winter if allowed to hatch the
crop of brood that is now coming on. They
don't dwindle away very fast. What kind of
bees are they? Very near pui'e Carniolans,
from a queen that I bought of John Andrews,
Pattens Mills, N. Y. I don't know whether the
kind of bees has made any difference: but it is

the kind of stock that I have in my home yard.
But. one thing I do know—my home yard has
stored double the amount of surplus honey of
any other yard we have.
Now. what have I proved by this experiment?

Just nothing, positively. Here it is 90 days
since this swarm was hived. There is quite a
lot of bees there yet building combs and raising
brood. But, arethe bees that are there now a
part of those that were hived there the 10th of
June? If they are, they are 90 days old at
least. I do know that there has not a bee
hatched in the swarm since they wei'e hived.
But I do not know but that young bees fi'om

other hives near them may have joined them
in sufficient numbers to keep up the stock to its

present working condition.
Now, if I have not proved any thing I have

learned how to prove the point that I was driv-
ing at; and if I live until another year I will
try it again. I propose to hive a swarm as
early as I can get a good one, and then place it

20 rods at least from any other bees, so as to be
sure that no other bees would join them; then
take their brood away often enough so they
can not get recruits, and then see how long
they will live. I hope others will try some ex-
periments of this kind

If any one has any suggestions to make I

should be glad to get them. Prove all things
yourself. E. Fkance.

Platteville, Wis., Sept. 14.

[See editorials.]

RECORD-BOOKS AND MEMORANDUM PAPERS.

THEIR COXVENIEXCE AS VIEWED BY A CALI-
FORNIAN.

I was much interested in what Miss Emma
Wilson had to say about record-books. She
gets away with Mr. Root's argument in good
shape. I will add that I have depended entire-
ly on record-books for seven years, and have
not lost one yet. It would be a serious matter
if the book should get lost; but the advantages
are so great that it pays to take the chances. I

indorse all Emma says in their favor, and wish
she had said more. I wish she had given us a
page fi'om the book, so we could get the plan,
and see how much space is devoted to each
colony. And wouldn't it be interesting to see
one of the memorandums which Dr. Miller
makes from the book, while going to the out-
apiary—of work to do whim he gets there?
Just think of having to run all over the apiary
to see which colonies need attention, when you
can do it in one-fourth the time sitting in the
shade or in a buggy ! Cards and slates might
do for a very active man; but for one who
wishes to take things a little easy, and still

get there on time, the book is indispensable.

Mr. Root comes out ahead in Aug. 1.5th

Gleanings; and the question is now like the
one in the Question -box on the same page, with
regard to buying books or going to the conven-
tion. It is more econom-ical to buy the books;
but you really need both. I have often felt
the need of some memorandum on the hive to
tell whether the colony has filled several supers,
or has been all the season filling one super. A
colony that has been all the season filling up
should not be extracted late, for it would surely
starve if not fed; and how are we to tell which
are the best colonies to breed from unless we
know how many supers each colony has filled?
I think I should want a slate about as large as
a postal card, tacked on top of the hive so I
could read it, and write on it without holding it.

You are obliged to visit each hive in the apiary
ortce a week or oftener to see if it i.s full of hon-
ey, and you might just as well have your honey
memorandum on the hive; but other conditions
are irregular, and it is not necessary to go to
every hive in the apiary because twenty colo-
nies are queenless; better have a memorandum
of the twenty colonies, and go directly to each
one and attend to it. I have dispensed with
queen registers on each nucleus, because I

could not see the whole at once, as it were, and
know just where to go for what I wanted, and
adopted a system of memorandum which I car-
ry in a light paper clip with a pasteboard back.
I give below a memorandum of 20 nuclei for one
month, so you will see how it is done. You will

AUGUST.
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condition of every hive in your iiand in tlie

most condensed form, and can go straiglil to a
h\\>' having a laying queen, if you want one,

or to a queeniess hive, if you have a cell to put
ill, and no false, moves are made, and no unnec-
essary steps taken. I rear all my queens now
by placing the Doolittle prepared cells in the
brood-chamber of colonies that are superseding
their queens: and the young queens bred from
the best in the apiaiy are so large and tine it

makes me feel happy. J. F. Mr Intyke.
Fillmore, Cal., Sept. 1.

[You have scored some good points foi- the
record-book. The system as you use it may be
much better than ordinary records made on the
hive where the position of the slate does not
indicate any thing; but where the position, of

the slate, tablet, or card on the hive-cover in-

dicates whether the colony is queenless, or pos-
sessed of a cell, virgin queen, laying or tested, I

think I should still prefer the slates. The sys-

tem which we use is a written record on slates,

and the same indicated by the position of the
slate on the hive-cover. From any part of the
apiary I can tell at a glance which colonies are
queenless. which ones have cells, which ones
nave virgin, laying, or tested queens. There
are advantages in both systems. With the rec-

ord-book it is possible to say which colonies
need attention, even though they may be miles
away.] E. R.

A VISIT TO " SUNNYSIDE.

AVHERE SPANISH-NEEDLE HONEY IS PRODUfEI).

Having just returned from a visit to the Sunny-
side apiaries of Hon. J. M. Hambaugh, one mile
north of Spring, Brown Co.. 111., I thought per-
haps a few lines relative to what I saw and
learned while there might be of intei-est to some
of the readers of Gleanings.

THE HIVE.

Mr. H. uses two styles of hive—the Quinby,
eleven-frame, and Langstroth-Simplicity, ten-
frame, but rather prefers the Quinby with a
seven-inch super, for extracting. Both hives
take the hanging frame, and each hive has a
spacing- wire, (i la Dadant, in the bottom,
which spaces the frames about right below,
and greatly assists in keeping them in place
while the hives are being hauled from one
l)lace to another.

HAMBAUGH^ SIMPLICITY.

This is a good representation of his Simplicity
hive, except that it does not show the sloping
alighting-board. Tliis hive Mr. H. recommends
above all others for the average bee-keeper;
and his advice seems to be heeded, for he raan-

HOME AI'IARY' IN 188.5.

This engraving was made in 188.5, and shows
the home apiary as it looked then. A house-
apiary is shown in the engraving, which Mr.
H. used at first, but afterward abandoned, set-

ting his hives in rows upon the ground.

ufactures more of this style of hive than of all

others put together.

HIVE-FAC'TOKY.

Mr. H. owns and operates quite an extensive
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hive-factory, and turns out annually a large resent his district in the State legislature: and.
number of hives, feeders, and other apiarian be it said to his ciedit. he improved the oppor-
appliances for the trade. tunlty to nMider valuabh' service to the bee-

HAMBAVGII S FOUX
He also makes and sells the celebrated Ham-

baugh foundation-roller, as sho vn in the en-
graving, for fastening foundation in brood-
frames—a very useful tool of his own invention.

OUT-AI'IAKIES.

Mr. H. has, at present, about :l?)0 colonies of
bees, and has them divided into four lots, mak-
ing three out-apiaries, and one at home, all of
which are run foi' extracting. As a great
many of his neighbors keep bees, he considers
75 colonies the largest number that should be
kept in one place, and thinks a less number
would do belter. By thus dividing them yp he
thinks he is amply repaid for the extra labor it

entails. He also practices

MIGIiATOIiY KEE-KEEI'ING:

and each year, about the first of August, he
moves all the bees, except a portion of the home
apiary, further out in the great Illinois River
bottom, where they have access to thousands
of acres of Spanish m-edle. goldenrod. August
flower, heart's-ease. etc.. in consequence of
which his fall crop of honey is generally abun-
dant. The home apiary, and out-apiaries as

• well, are situated on the extreme western edge
of the bottom lands, and hence the necessity of
moving in order to get the best results from the
fall bloom.

MOVING THE BEES.

Before moving the bees from their stands, a
ventilator is placed on the top of each hive.
Tbis consists of a rim :.'3'2 inches deep, with an
opening oni' inch wide, and nearly full length
of the sides and ends, and covei-ed with wire
screen. A piece of lath is placed upright on
each side of a hive, and nailed midway to the
lid and bottom -board. A strip. i}i inches wide,
and three inches longer than the entrance,
with an opening cut on one side to match the
entrance to the liivi\ and a strip of wire screen
tacked ovfr this opening, is used to closir the
entrances. As soon as the bees cease, flying,
one of these is tacked over the entrance of "each
hive with two small nails, when the same is

I'eady to be placed upon the wagon. The
wagons used in hauling have racks made for
the purpose, holding 1(J hives each. All the
hives are loaded on tht' wagons the same even-
ing they are prepared, and on the following
morning before five o'clock are on their way to
"pastures new.'"

IX THE LEGISLATURE.
Last fall Mr. Hambaugh was elected to rep-

IIATIOX-FASTENEK.
keepers of his State. He originated, among
others, two important bills for the benefit of
bee-keepers, one of which became a law. and
was published at length in Aug. 1st Gleanings;
namely, the bill appropriating S.5(X) for publish-
ing the annual report of the Illinois Bee-keep-
ers" Association. The other is entitled '• Spray-
ing Bill," which passed the House but was
tabled in the Senate. The bill was published
in Gleanings for April 1.5. page 326.

Quincy, 111.. Sept. 2. W. J. Cullinan.

[We are very glad to give this sketch of Mr.
Hambaugh and of his business. It is indeed
fortunate that the Illinois bee-keepers have in

the House of Representatives so able a cham-
pion. It would be very pleasant to have an
appropriation in a similar way for the National
Bee-keepers' Association. We may never have
it. but we entertain the hope that we shall have
some time.

In our trip through Illinois we had a very
pleasant chat with Mr. Hambaugh. and in be-
tween sessions at the Keokuk convention. He
is a very modest man. and we were very much
surprised when the news came, a few months
ago. that he had been elected as a member of
tlie House of Representatives for the State of

Illinois. We are glad that he is not only a good
member in his official capacity for the State,
but an excellent bee-keeper. There is many
another successful bee-keeper who is also fit

for the halls of our legislatures.]

THE ALLEY AUTOMATIC SWARMER.

HOW SOME SIXTY OF THEM WERE TRIED ANI>

FOUND WANTING.

In response to your call for reports concern-
ing the Alley automatic hiver. I submit the
following:
In the year 1S89 I purchased a number of the

queen and drone traps, and found them useful
in hiving new swai'ms. In 1890 the automatic
hiver seemed to promise so well that I purchas-
ed .50 as a trial venture. That year being an
extremely poor one in this locality, though a
few purchased them, no one had a chance to
give them a ti'ial. I could not try them myself
tiiat season, as I had not a single new swarm.
This spring, after selling the rest of the fifty,
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I sent for 25 more, about half of which have
been sold, so that there are now in use between
fifty and sixty among my customers.

I have not from this number had one really
favorable report, but a number have reported
unfavorably. A common complaint is, that the
hiver becomes so clogged with drones as to
interfere with the passage of the field workers.
Early in the season I placed three on the

three strongest out of ten strong colonies be-
longing to a neighbor. Those colonies cast no
swarms, though all the others did so. While
most bee-keepers have had a fair amount of
swarming, it has not been an old-fashioned
swarming season, or I should be inclined to
recommend the hiver as a non - swarming
device. I have noticed the same effect in my
own yard, where hivers were early placed on
colonies showing strong signs of swarming.
Days went by before the swarms issued, and
then the bees went back instead of into the
new hive prepared for them. It was ten days
before they came out again, probably with a
new queen. That time the hiver was ofl', so
they were gathered off a ti-ee. The next time a
weak swarm was caught, the most of the bees
returned to the old hive. At another time,
with an after-swarm, several young queens got
through the hiver, rendering it of no use in that
case.
The later form of the hiver may be made to

serve an important purpose, aside from its main
object. The two small sections, with perforat-
ed zinc in the front, may be used in retaining
swarms after they have been hived.

I am very sorry that I am not able to make
a favorable report on the hiver. A device that
will efl'ect its purpose every time will be eagerly
purchased by the farmer members of the bee-
keeping fraternity, especially as it will enable
them to keep bees without interruption toother
work in swarming time, and consequent loss of
time demanded by other interests.

I hope Mr. Alley may yet give us a really
practical hiver ; but this one, at least with
me so far, does not fill the bill. M. S. West.

Flint, Mich., Aug. 24.

[This report may be exceptionally bad, but it

rather strikes us that these automatic swarm-
ers were boomed pretty heavily before they
were even tested. If the majority of the others
who have tried them have had similar failures,
it means a big disappointment.]

ENEMIES OF THE HONEY-BEE.

READ IN WASHINGTON BEFORE THE A. A. A. S.

The foes of the honey-bee are more numerous
than would be supposed. We find them among
the highest class of animals, and also among
the lowest of all organisms. Three classes of
vertebrates contribute to the group; many in-
sects are included, while one of the most dead-
ly of the microbes finds a i-ich pabulum in the
brood of the honey-bee.
Among mammalia, bears, except that man

has so nearly exterminated the species, would
be counted among the honey-bee's worst foes.
Bruin braves the anger and attack of the bees,
impelled by an exceeding fondness for honey.
The dense hair and thick epidermis serve well
to fortify for the most part against the stings.
In some experiments with a tame bear it was
found that she would never hesitate to satisfy
her taste for honey though the latter were
guarded by scores of bees. The bear would
close her eyes and rush to the feast. The shut-
ting of the eyes was not simply an expression of
satisfaction, but, rather, to protect them, as

she never closed her eyes when given a bottle
of honey to suck. In taking the honey from
the hive, the frequent head-shakes proved that
she had to take the bitter with the sweet.
The shrews and mice are serious enemies.

These, however, make their attack in winter,
when the semi-stupor of the bees prevents any
considerable resistance. Owing to their minute
size these little mammals, especially the shrews,
are able in almost every case to gain access to
the hive. Whether or not these animals eat
the live bees, I am unable. to say; but they cer-
tainly eat the dead ones, and so gnaw away at
the combs, in their search for the pollen at" the
base of the cells, that they often fall in one
shapeless mass at the bottom of the hive. Very
likely the irritation consequent upon such dis-
turbance kills the bees, which are afterward
devoured.
The king-bird, one of our most rapacious fly-

catchers, is a very serious enemy of the honey-
bee. This bird. I dare say, would not refuse'

a

large sleek drone; but that it confines its at-
tack to these is certainly not true. I have tak-
en worker bees from the stomachs of these birds
several times, after watching it capture the
bees. The bird flies from some convenient
perch near the apiary, snaps up a bee. returns
to its perch, works a moment with the bee,
when the latter is swallowed and the whole
operation repeated. I have wondered whether
the manipulation to which the bird subjects
the bee just prior to swallowing it renders the
latter unable to sting, or whether, as in the
ease with the toad, the bird receives a sting for
every bee swallowed. The fact that a bee will
sting, with opportunity, for hours after the head
is removed, or even the abdomen cut in two at
the middle, makes it seem impossible that the
king-bird could liandle the bee so dextrously,
except that it were wise enough to extract the
sting, so tiiat the bee could not sting; and yet
the motions always observed just before the
swallowing act are significant. Why is not the
bee swallowed at once? Of course, this inter-
esting question could be easily settled by a
careful examination of bird and victimized bees
—a thing which I shall surely do upon the first

opportunity.
The toad is no mean enemy of the bee. As

evening approaches, or even on dark cloudy
days, this rough-skinned batrachian sets him-
self near the entrance of the hive, and, by aid
of its long viscid tongue, will catch and swal-
low a dozen bees in a very brief time. I have
often seen this interesting performance. Once,
after a toad had taken five bees in succession, I

took the toad, examined its stomach, and found
therein five stingless worker bees. I then ex-
amined the toad's throat, and found all the five

stings sticking in this vital cushion. Is the
toad callous to these venomed pricks, or is he
a sort of martyr to his love for the bee and its

load of sweet? As I could never see any scowl
or wince, I have imagined that the toad, unlike
the bear, was not very sensitive to such venom-
ed stabs.

The insect enemies of bees are quite numer-
ous. Among the bees, a species of andrciuv often
enter the hives in the spring as pilferers. Often
the bees pay no attention to them, though a
honey-bee from another hive enters at its peril.

I have wondered whether these andrencv could
have a protective scent, or whether they are re-

garded by the bees as too insignificant to excite
either afarm or apprehension. Species of bom-
bus also enter the hives—usually, however,
only when the hive is opened, as the entrance
is commonly too small to permit ingress. Once
in. and the hive closed, the bumble-bee receives
rough treatment. The bees attack it and
soon rob it of life and its hairy covering.
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They attempt to drag its great cai'cass from
the hive, but, unable to do this, they show
their respect for size by proceeding at once
to give it decent burial. This is effected by
covering it with pi'opolls. or bee-glue. Often
I have seen the dead body of a mouse sim-
ilarly scaled within the hive. Is not this a
kind of sanitation ?

A species of apathus. which also enters the
hlveof the honey-bee without any resistance, is,

as I have reason to believe, a worse foe than Is

andrenn. as there is considerable evidence that
these bees breed in the hive. I have received
specimens of these bees fi'om a very intelligent
bee-keeper of Indiana, who reports that this
cuckoo-bee certainly breeds In the hive. If

this is correct, it Is a very interesting case. I

hope soon to have positive evidence on this
point. The fact that many of the cuckoo-bees
were seen jn the hive, and acted entirely at
home, seemed to confirm this theory as the
correct one.
In America, wasps are not serious enemies of

the honey-bee. I have received from the South
the large handsome Stizus siiecinxiis. Drury,
with the report that it had caiigiiT and killed a
honey-bee. I think such depredations, even In

the south of the United States, ai'e much less,

frequent than in Europe and Asia. Of the fam-
ily Mutilkhr. the cow - killer of the South.
Sphcem-iiii}ith(tliinii< oecldenUtlis. Linn., is no
mean enemy of the bee. This beautiful insect
has no apparent feai' of bees, and is very free to
attack them. Probably its densely chltinous
body and very powerful sting make it an over-
match for the honey-bee. I have this very
hairy ant-llke Insect from Kansas, Mississippi,
and Florida, In all of which States it has been
seen to attack and kill bees. It Is a very pre-
daceous Insect, and doubtless Is more our friend
than enemy.
Various species of the family Formlcidiv at-

tack bees. In the North, ants do no harm, ex-
cept to gather on the top of the inner cover of
the bees, seemingly for warmth. Occasionally
they annoy or irritate the bees to some slight
extent. In the South, ants often kill the worker
bees, and occasionally the queens; at least, it

is so n^ported.
Ants are easily poisoned, and may be killed at

wholesale by applying bisulphide of carbon to
their ant-hills.
Among dipterous insects we find bee-enemies

in three families. Without doubt the robber-
flies. As'didiv, are the chlefest offenders. These
terribly predaceous insects are well denominat-
ed bee-klllei-s. They are most destructive in

the South. There are several species that are
known to kill bees. These belong chiefly to the
following genei'a: Erax. Promach^in. Asilus,
and Mdllopliord. These often do serious dam-
age—so much so that, in some parts of the
South, boys are employed to kill them, which
they do by the dextrous use of the wlfip. The
habit of these flies reminds us of the king-bird.
They pounce upon the bee, grasp Itwiiileon
the wing, by use of their fuel, and repair to
some resting-place, where they deliberately
suck their victim's blood. Scores of bees may
be destroyed in a dav by one of these rapacious
flies.

Till' bee-louse, Braula cceca. of the family
Brditlinkhr. has been frequently introduced
into this country from Italy and Cyprus, on
queen-bees; but from the fact that it has giv-
en no ti'ouble— indeed, is rarely seen in the
Unit(>d States—It would seem that our climate
must be inimical to its well-being. It can
hardly be called an enemy of bees on this side
of the water.
Among lepidopterous insects, the well-known

bee-moth, Galleria f.erenna. Fabr., Is a general-

ly recognized enemy of the honey-bee: yet it is

usually powerless to injure any but weak colo-
nies, especially of the yellow races of bees.
Though called the wax-moth, it really feeds
mostly on pollen, though It cuts the comb in a
ruinous fashion, as it tunnels through and
through it in search of its feal food. It is not
considered a serious enemy by any well-inform-
ed bee-keeper, but will often do serious mis-
chief to weak colonies of bees by matting,
soiling, and tunneling the combs, and in this
way exciting and dispiriting the bees. It is

also ruinous to exposed combs, and thus makes
caution on the part of the bee-keeper an Im-
perative necessity to success. A. J. Cook.
Ag'l College. Mich.

Tube continued.

AKIZONA.

SOME QUESTIONS ANSWERED—SEE P. 628, AUG. 1.

Notwithstanding my request that all ques-
tions relating to my communication on Arizona
be sent to Gleanings, I have been fairly del-

uged with letters from all parts of the Union—
from Maine to California, and from Oregon to
Florida, demonstrating the extensive reach of

your publication, and its consequent value as
an advertising medium. It also shows the en-
terprising character of Its readers, and. what is

better than either, the sterling worth of the pa-
per Itself; for, as I understand, your circulation
Is not maintained by the offer of premiums, but
rests entirely on the merits of its contents. I

think this Is due largely to the fact that you do
not conflne yourself to bees alone (for this one
subject, with the lapse of time, necessarily be-
comes "hashy""), but, on the contrary, you em-
brace many live subjects of practical impor-
tance to men and women of all stations and
callings in life.

Some of the letters received I have turned
over to editors and real-estate agents who have
promised to mail papers and pamphlets fully

answering the questions propounded; others I

have answered by letter, and the rest to date I

will endeavor to answer In this letter.

Right here peimit me to suggest, to all who
contemplate emigrating, the wisdom of visiting

this country and seeing for themselves before
breaking up their homes. If your means will

not permit this, and you enjoy good health and
reasonable prosjjei'ity, it is often wise to stay
where you are.

To the question. " Which pays the better, bees
or fruit?" we unh(>sitatingly ai.swer. fruit pays
better than any thing else; but honey, vegeta-
bles, etc., pay well enough to maintain you
while waiting for your orchards to come into

bearing. An oi'ange-grove in full bearing is

worth from :?1()()0 to .?3.500 per aci-e, for the net
proceeds from the sale of the fruit will pay 10

per cent interest on those sums, and this is the
general rule in determining the true value of a
grove. I have now before me a letter from a
nephew residing at Riverside. Cal., who reports

an orange-grove. of ten acres just sold for the
sum of $2.5,0(X) cash. I have known ten acres of
grapes to yield a net profit of !?24()0. Ten acres
well cared for is amply sufficient for the main-
tenance of a family of ordinary size. For pay-
ing crops of oranges one must wait four or five

years after setting out the trees, the tinie of
waiting depending much on the size of the
trees when taken from the nui'sery. and the
care bestowed on them afterward. Figs, apri-

cots, peaches, nectarines, and other fruits of

that class, require about three years to yield

really paving crops. Grapes pay well In a year
and a half after setting out the rooted vines;
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but where cuttings are used it will require
about two years for the same result.

There are uo fleas or bedbugs here, and very
few mosquitoes; but at certain seasons the flies

and ants are rather bad. The former we screen
against, and the latter are most effectually de-
stroyed by flooding and drowning. Lizards and
horned toads abound, but are perfectly harm-
less; and, besides, they are useful in destroying
insects. Scorpions are very scarce, and I have
not yet seen a tarantula here. We occasionally
meet with the large yellow rattlesnake: but. as
"every man's hand is against them." they are
fastdisappearing. The abundance of jack-rab-
bits renders it desirable to fence orchards and
vineyards with poultry-netting, from theground
upward for from 2>.2 to .3 feet. This, with a
barbed wire above, makes a fence which is

durable, and proof against every thing that can
not fly. The posts are usually cottonwood-
trees. which grow rapidly, and soon afford a fine

shade, and make the best kind of windbreaks.
Quails, doves, blackbirds, and, indeed, nearly

all species of the feathered tribe, abound in this

valley, and occasionally do considerable dam-
age to fruit crops; but by destroying all nests,

and by the general use of shotguns, they will

gradually disappear.
The Lidian question is hardly worth consid-

ering. I have not yet seen an Apache. The
Maricopas and Pimas are small tribes whose
reservations are from twelve to twenty miles
away. They are self-supporting, very friendly,

and it is their boast that they have never yet
killed a white man ; but they are the mortal
enemies of the Apaches.
As to fish, they are plentiful in the river and

canals: but any one having a little land can
easily and inexpensively have his own carp-
pond.
There is no government land left in this val-

ley. Town lots in Phoenix are .50 by 150 feet,

and vary in price from 6150 to •'Pl'^OO. accoiding
to location. Unimproved land, from two to ten
miles from Phoenix, sells at from 1100 down to

$25 per acre, water included, the price varying
with its distance from town. Very fine land
can now be obtained within from five to six

miles of Phoenix at from 640 to $75 per acre.

Our school system is of the best, being mod-
eled after California's. School year is eight
months, compensation $75 per month. The ex-
amination of teachers occupies three days; is

critical, and the standard high. The applica-
tions always greatly exceed the numbers em-
ployed. The cost of living here is, on the whole,
about the same as in the Northern States.

Do not bring bees, as the cost of transporta-
tion would equal or exci^'d their price here.
Our home market for honey and other produc-
tions is limited, and large producers ship their
overplus to other localities. We have as yet
but one railroad, the Phoenix & Maricopa,
which intersects the Southern Pacific Railroad
30 miles south. The necessary [)apers are al-

ready siji-iied by the Santa Ve company for the
construction of a north and south I'oad from the
Central Pacific to this point, which will proba-
bly be completed within the next two years;
and as it will pass near the second largest pine
forest in America, lumber, which is now worth
from $25 to $45 per KXX), will drop to reasonable
prices; and the enormous freight charges now
demanded by the Southern Pacific will drop off

a half, and at the same time I'eal estate will

surely advance to probably three tinu's the
prices now asked. Why not? Ours is a still

milder climate than that of Southern Califor-
nia. We produce all that they do. Our fiuits

ripen from three to six weeks earliei-, and we
are .500 miles nearer the eastern market. Law-
yers and doctors will not find this an inviting

field; but to energetic men and women who de-
sire to build up prosperous and happy homes, I
know of no country otfering better inducements.
Phoenix, Ariz. A. J. King.

[Friend King, we ai'e glad of this second let-
ter of yours, as it modifies somewhat some of
the encouraging things you said in your other
one. Permit me to add a word here' in regard
to those orange-groves worth 62.500 per acre. I

saw just such groves while at Riverside: and I

saw some that had recently been sold for large
sums of money. Now. I think I am right when
I say there is only occasionally a man who has
enough energy, and love for the business, to
manage successfully an orange-grove after he
owns it. It is exactly like the fruit-farms of
the Eastern States, that yield great results. It
is the result of hard work and brains; and right
in Riverside—or. at least, not manj' miles away
—there are hundreds of orange-groves going to
ruin and decay because their owners hadn't en-
ergy or interest enough in the business to give
it the necessary care. Great sums of money
have been made fi'om single acres of strawber-
ries; and almost every locality can furnish one
or more examples of what maybe done by an
enterprising man: but it takes "the man to do it,

after the locality has been found. In the arti-
cle following this we have a very truthful
statement from a resident, in regard to the state
of bee-keeping in Aiizona at the present time.]

A.I. R.

ARIZONA AS A HONEY COUNTRY.

SOME COKUECTIONS.

In the August 1st number of Gi.eaxixgs, Mr.
A. D. King, of this valley, has an article in re-
gard to this country and its honey-producing
capacity. Mr. King is a comparatively new
comer, and, like all such, seems to see only the
advantageous points of the valley, and to have
them magnified in his mind. This valley has
many good points, and. like all places on the
globe, some poor ones: but I wish to write of it

only from the honey-producer's standpoint. Mr.
King's article would lead one who is unac-
quainted with our valley to overestimate its

honey resources, both as to yield and the extent
of our range.
There is no doubt that Dr. Gregg extracted

an average of 480 lbs. of honey per colony from
12 colonies in one year; but that was years ago.
before the land around his place was cleared of
mesquite, and made mostly from that tree.

There were no bees but his 12 stands in his vi-
cinity, and it was an extra good year. Now
there are very few localities where mesquite is

fovuid in any quantities near alfalfa-fields, and
the country is full of bees. In the neighbor-
hood where my apiary is situated, a circle five

miles in diameter, with my apiary as the cen-
ter, would contain fully 1(X)0 colonies of bees;
and the land within the circle, although only
part in alfalfa, would contain the majority of
that plant growing in the vicinity of Tempe.
On the north side of the river, in the neighbor-
hood of Phoenix, the range is nearly as thickly
populated with bees. There are nearly, if not
quite. 4(X)0 colonies of bees in the valley now;
and. as I said before, there is very little mes-
quite now, except on the desert, beyond range
of cultivated ground, so that alfalfa is almost
our sole dependenci; for surplus. The other
honey-producing plants mentioned by Mr. King
grow mostly out on the desert, away from the
alfalfa, and so can not be utilized.

Of alfalfa there are from 18.000 to 2.5.000 acres
growing in the valley; but of this a large num-
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ber, probably the majority, of acres are kept
pastured by stock the entire time, so that there
is no bloom'on it. and very little is being plant-
ed, owing to lack of markets for hay. so that
the bee-range is not increasing as fast as the
bees ai"e.

In regard to yield. I can speak with some au-
thority, and not from hearsay, as Mr. King evi-
dently doe.s, as I have been connected with oar
association, which ships nearly all the honey
produced in the valley, and I know the number
of colonies owned and amount of honey pro-
duced by nearly every bee-keeper of the valley.
Dr. Gregg's yield last year averaged, according
to his report. i>0 lbs. of extracted honey, and it is

less this year, owing to his range having been
closely pastured.
The best average yield, both last year and

this, was secured by W. L. Osborn. who report-
ed about KJO lbs. extracted per colony, from
nearly 200 colonies last year, and about the
same so far this year. He has the best range in
the valley. Mr. Osborn is a bee-keeper of many
years" experience, and is up with the times, and
I think he makes his bees yield as much as any
one could.
The average yield of extracted honey per col-

ony reported by our membei's varied from 7.5 to
1(50 lbs. Of comb honey. 50 lbs. per colony is

considered a good yield.
The past two years which I quote were fully

up to the average, if not better: so you see that
Mr. King's 200 to 300 lbs. per colony fails to ma-
terialize when put to the test. In regard to the
quality. I do not think he has overdrawn a par-
ticle, except in the case of a little mixed spring
honey. Mr. Brooraell. upon his return from
Chicago recently, broughtsamples of clover and
basswood honey, both comb and extracted: and
while it is some lighter than ours in color, all

who have tested both, side by side, pronounce
our alfalfa or mesquite very much superior in
flavor. J. Webstek John.s<)X.
Tempe, Ariz.

CHIPS.

BY WOODCIIOPPER.

Dr. Miller, please tell Miles Long that he is

wrong, for bees don't swarm because it's

s'warm. but because it's nature's way of in-

crease and propagation: and if it is warm
when they get ready, all right: but. on the oth-
er side, they often swarm when it's s'cool that
they nearly starve, and the brood in the old
hive has a narrow escape from chilling.
Queens of second swarms are no better than

the one left in the old hive, and there is no bet-
ter chance for a choice, for not once iniKX) times
do over half the cells hatch with the second
swarm, or third either.
The Porter escape is not a success with me.

It takes three days to get about two-thirds of
the bees out. and the rest come out only after
carrying to the honey- house. lean beat that
by two and three-fourths days, and get the
bees out five times as clean, on the average,
without any escape.

XOT A SURE SIGN OF SWARMING.
The backward and forward movement on the

alighting-board is no sign of swarming. Bees
do it all the time some years during August,
when they are not working at all. They do it

sometimes, too, at swarming time: but they do
it much more when they don't swarm at all.

WIDTH OF TOP-BARS.

You need not be afraid to reinforce your top-
bars to 1,V. It's only what they should have
been at first. Just try a few hives; and when

you know, tell us how they work spaced ^ to
'% apart.

DRONE COMB IN HIVES.

J. A. Green says it is practically impossible
to keep all drone "comb out of hives. I agree with
him so far: bat when he says he doesn't want
any drone comli I disagi'ee. Bees work better
with a fair amount of drone comb than without.
I have had hives with one-fourth drone comb,
and they outsti-ipped those with but little.

This season I have had drone-cells built under
the bottom and between the end-bars of frames
where there was only room for one or two rows
of cells, and lots of drones raised there.

PROPER PLACE FOR DRONE COMB.
I have always thought it should be in the

outside frame or in the lower corners, so as to
be as far away from where the queen was lay-
ing as I could" get it. so she would be later in
getting to it; but this summer I have made a
discovery. It may be old. but was new to me.
It is this: If three" or four of the center combs
have an inch strip of drone comb right close up
to the top-bar it will be kept full of brood all

the season, and no honey can be stored between
the brood-nest and sections: so if they store
any above it will have to be in pound sections.

FIXED FRAMES.
These are all right some of the year, especial-

ly for new swarms: but after the first year they
are entirely unni'cessary. at least for my bees,

for they fix the distances so that theie is no
danger of their getting loose in wiring in han-
dling. I formerly used the Durant hive, hav-
ing closed-end frames, without any outer case
except sides, and over 100 of them, for 10 years
or more, but finally I fixed them all over to

hanging or swinging frames: and as I now use
them i don't want any thing more fixed than
they are after the bees have had them a year:
and if that is not sufficient for new swarms, a
vei'y simple arrangement can be made with two
small strips the length of the hive crosswise
and the thickness of the top-bar of frames. It

is made by nailing one on the other, like a rab-
bet. To use. just as I want it I tack it down
over the ends of the frames at each end. and
they are ready for moving any distance by rail

or wagon that bees ever ought to go: and to

loosen them will not take over two seconds aft-

er the hive is opened. But phase don't take
this as an argument against fixed frames. Let
anybody try some if they want to: but they
will be like a new broom, and sweep clean for a
time: but I very much doubt whether they
will have much of a hearing five years
from now. The same care that is necessary to

get those closed ends together without killing

bees will save more bees without the closed
ends or fixed distances.

don't 'KILL THE KING-BIRDS.

J. W. Porter says they are an enemy of bees.

\yell. they do eat lots of drones, and I used to

shoot them: but after opening many of their
gizzards, and never finding a single worker, but
some di-ones and a great many more bugs and
beetles than drones, I came to the conclusion
that they are one of our best friends—that is,

of those that wear feathers, although they are
not as showily dressed as some of them. In the
instance of the bees stinging them, which he
gives. I will say that any other bird would have
fared about the same in the same place. There
has been a king-bird's nest close to my bees
every year for a long time: and as soon as the
youiig ones were large enough to fly they would
take up their position on a wire about eight
feet high, which ran the whole length of the
apiary, and stay there as long as drones were
plentiful, the old ones catching them and feed-
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ing the young. I have scini the beeS after the
old one very often when they were flying: bnt
they will chase I'obins or any other birds just
as quick if they fly across the apiary; but the
flight of the king-bird is of such a dilatory, part
stand-still kind of movement, that the bees can
follow them much better than swifter-flying
birds like the robin, which will very quickly
distance a bee's flight.

COOKED NUBBINS.

No, Prof. C there is no connection between
the cool weather and the small honey-flow. Some
of the best yields I ever saw have- been in cool

seasons when there was alm,ost no hot weather;
but it must be moderately dry, any year, wet or

dry, to get the best, although we see it every few
days something like that. The weather is hot and
rains abundant; the air is damp, full of elec-

tricity, just right for the secretion of nectar:
but. friends, how many of you get much honey
during such seasons'? or if you do it will be
thin and smarty, especially clover, which will

almost strangle a person to eat it clear, while
that gathered in dry weather will be smooth
and rich, and much more palatable than the
other, usually much more abundant, although
the flow may be short if it gets too dry.
Now. Prof. C do quit urging every farmer or

fruit-grower to keep a few hives of bees, for

all it will amount to will be to spoil the market
for othei-s who have no other business, or not
much, and of very doubtful beneflt to the farm-
er, who. if he has much of a farm, will have no
time to fuss with or take decent care of a few
hives of bees without costing him, in one way
or another, more than it will come to. One
specialist in any community will furnish bees
enough to fertilize all tlu^ fruit free of charge,
and get curses enough to satisfy any man who
is satisfied with any thing reasonable in

amount. One would think that the field of bee-
keeping could not be enlarged enough, by the
many suggestions made, that eveiybody should
keep a few hives: and it does not look consis-

tent, at least, to see it. and then hear the cry
about glutted honey-markets and low prices

which we are sure to have again just as soon
as there is any thing like a full crop of honey.

THAT STKAIX OF KOOTING BEES

which J. H. Markley suggests, would not suit

me; for, instead of spilling the honey, I should
want to have them gather it up without spill-

ing. It might be clearer, you know.

HONEY-DEW NOT GOOD FOR WINTER.

Several are inquii'ing about honey-dew for

winter, and some of the replies are that it is good
if of certain kinds: and another says it is not good
if itison beech-trees. I will tell hereitis just as

bad on oak or chestnut or hickory as on beech. I

have had experience witli it four years at dif-

ferent times, with always bad to much worse
than bad luck every tinie. I lost 100 out of 200
one winter. The dew that time was on beech-
trees about half a mile west of my bees: and a
man living a mile east of me had 30 swarms,
and his bees were not affected. He laughed at
me when I told him it was dew that ailed mine.
Well, next fall it was on beech timber in the same
place, and also on some close to his, and I lost

120 out of 12.5. and he lost every one. of his, and
gave it up, and has not kept bees since.

WOODCHOPPER.
Blue Mounds, Wis.. Sei)t. 10.

[Yes, but king - birds do eat workers. I

watched one one day catching workers on the
wing. Before he had fully satisfied himself, he
had snapped up something over a dozen bees.

That they were workers was evidenc(!d by the
fact that they were coming in from the fields

heavily laden with honey, and they were so
close that I could readily recognize the differ-
ence between them and drones. That they are
very fond of drones is quite true: but they are
also fond of workers. See what Prof. Cook
says elsewhere in this issue and the preceding
one.] E. R.

BEE-GLUE IN CUBA.

ITS EFFECT ON FLAT COVERS, SUPERS, AND
FIXED FRAMES.

As the merits and demerits of the Hoffman
frame seem to be the main tojiicof discussion at
present, I can say the same as others say about
the frame in Cuba; viz.. it is not a practical frame
to use here on account of the propolis, which
abounds in a superlative degree; and for stick-
ing qualities it is second to none. To give you
some idea of its adhesive properties. I have
time and again placed supers on a one-story
hive, and let them remain some time; and
when I would want to remove them, by placing
my foot on the bottom-board, with all my
strength I was not able to remove the super.
Now. mind you, they neither had bees in them,
nor stood in the sun. You know that, to do a
good job of gluing, you must have a space big
enough for a good quantity of glue to adhere to
the surface, to be successful. Now. the bees
seem to realize this in the Hoftn^an frame, and
I assure you they put it into practice.

I notice on page 473, of June 1, that one of
our friends says he can handle the Hoffman
frame about twice as fast as he can the loose
hanging frame. We must always have a cause
before an effect, and I fail to see how it is, that,
by causing the top and end bars to be made a

little bit wider, it will affect their handling
enough to admit of their being handled twice
as fast as the common loose fi'ame. Of course,
a person may get used to handling a frame,
even if it is a little odd shaped and inconven-
ient at first, so that he can handle it with
ease and rapidity: but not twice as fast as
the loose frame. Now. the Hoffman fi'ame
might do if every one is put back in the same
place it was taken from, so the glue would not
accumulate on the edges so as to prevent them
from going close together; but that would be
too much like walking up hill backward, es-

pecially where one has to go over large apiaries
weekly the year round. I believe the frame
will do in a colder climate where less propolis
abounds; and the advantage of moving the
hives is quite an item in its favor.

FLAT COVERS AND THEIR DLSADVANTAGES.
Flat covers are a nuisance here. They are

hard to remove, for the bees keep them glued
down so tight it makes them unhandy to be re-

moved, besides there being no air-space, which
makes the bees rather warm. A hive adapted
to this climate should have a space above the
frames of about two inches, and also an enamel
cloth, which allows the air to circulate freely

through the tops, and the bees don't get so hot
^tliat is the main kind of hive in use here.

San Miguel, Cuba. T. O. Somerford.

[From the evidence that has come in. we
shall have to admit that bee-glue in Cuba, and
perhaps in other hot climates, is superlative in

qualitv and quantity; and it is quite probable
that, in such climates, it would foi'bid the use
of fixed frames and flat covers, or covers under
which no cloth or enamel sheet is used. When
Mr. Hoffman and others said they could handle
the Hoffman frame twice as fast as the loose

frame, they meant for northern localities, or
where bee-glue is no worse than it is with them.
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Our own manipulations with this frame justify

their statements. Where they gain in speed
rests in the possibility of handling three or four
frames at a time: and propolis, after these
frames have been in usefor years, cuts no figure,

but it probably would in your locality. As we
have explained before, in older to remove a
loose or open-end frame, it is necessai'y lo finger
over several frames before it can be drawn out,

otherwise the bees will be rolled over and some
killed. With the HofPman. when we crowd one
we crowd over all nexttoitat once, and then we
can remove the fi'ame we want, and yet really
handle only one fianie. Then, too, there is a
great gain 'in closing up a hive with these
frames. All that is necessary is to crowd on
the outside frame, and they are all simultane-
ously spaced, and the hive can be closed. There
are several other points where we gain in speed
of handling; but as I have before explained
them, it will not be necessary to go over the
ground again.]

THE INTRODUCTION OF VIRGIN AND LAYING
QUEENS.

TAKING AWAY THE 01,D BEES

I have been reading an answer by G. M. Doo-
little on introducing virgin queens, and I have
been thinking of writing something on the in-

troduction of (jueens in general, as, at this sea-
son of the year, to many it is not an easy under-
taking to introduce a queen safely. There have
probably been almost hundreds of suggestions
as to ho'w to introduce queens, and I find almost
every method will at times fail, and almost
every method, on the other hand, will succeed.
The introduction of virgin queens I find so diffi-

cult and unci^rtain that I avoid doing so, when-
ever I can: by holding the queen-cell between
my eye and the light. I can generally see if she
is about ready to come out. She can be seen
distinctly, moving slightly in the cell, perhaps
only a leg. but the movement is almost contin-
uous: then if the larva is at the right stage
when given to the queenless colony there need
not be much doubt about the time the cell is

ready to hatch; and whenever there is room I

introduce the cell directly into the nucleus.
When a colony or nucleus has capped cells it is

not a difficult matter to introduce a virgin
queen; or if there has been a virgin queen im-
mediately before, it is not a difficult matter to
introduce a virgin queen. The bees want just
what they had before; if before, a laying
queen, then a laying queen; if a virgin, a virgin
and so on. During a heavy flow of honey we all

know the conditions are favorable to the intro-
duction of queens.

I will give a method which has been given to
me, of introducing a valuable queen. Take one
•comb of uncapped brood; place it in a hive with
perhapsoneor two empty combs; remove the old
colony, the one you wish to introduce the queen
into, to a new stand, leaving the hive having
the comb with brood, etc.. on the old stand.
The bees old enough to have mai'ked their
location will leave the old colony, and fly back
to the old stand, when the valuable queen may
be introduced with safety, as the younger bees
will not molest her. Of course, time enough
must be allowed for the old bees to fly out from
the hive, which, in good weather, should be not
more than one day. After the queen has been
introduced, the old hive may be placed on the
old stand again, the hive having one frame of
brood anywhere. The old bees, as they fly out,
will return to the old hive one by one. and not
molest the queen.
The other day we were examining a nucleus

having a virgin queen when she flew from the
comb and immediately went into another nu-
cleus having no queen at all. Upon examining
it a day or two later we found her all right;
they had accepted her at once. I think an
Italian virgin queen is more easily introduced
than a hybrid or black, as they are quieter in

their movements. R. F. "Hoi.tekmann.
Brantford. Out.. Can., Aug. 17.

A NON-SWARMING RACE OF BEES.

THKY AKE a SXAKE AXD A DELUSION. AC-
COKDING TO ONE WHO HAS BEEN EXPERI-

MENTING ALONG THIS LINE.

After reading T. W. Livingston's letter, and
your foot-note, page .587. July 1.5, I could not
help smiling; and whenever I see an advertise-
ment of non-swarming bees I think it is the
most misleading thing that could be put into a
bee-journal. I have been working at this non-
swarming business for six yeais. and I had the
nonswarming bees to my entire satisfaction.
I would build my bees up for the honey harvest
till the hive was running over witli bees. 11

frames to the hive, frames 14'sXlO, then I would
reduce it to 8 frames, put on my cases, and get
from two to three cases of honey, 37 sections in

each case, and not a swarm. I was so sure I

had the non-swarming bee that I was going to
advertise queens for sale last spring; but the
spring was so favorable, and the bees built up
so fast, I concluded to wait another year, and
see the result before I said any thing about
non-swarming bees. Now for the result. A
large number of colonies were marked for honey,
and the rest for queen-rearing in the home
yard. The honey -flow commenced; and so
gi-eat was the flow that the ground would be
full of bees dropping down, unable to reach the
hive. The second case was put on. No bees
hanging out, all at work. I told my better
half that, if this honey-flow continued as lofig

as other years, the way they ai'e rolling it in we
should get over 100 lbs. per colony.
"Why," says she, "look up there at those

bees."
Out was coming a swarm, and it continued

on from day to day till every colony swarmed
that was in the yard, that was marked for
comb honey, and my non-swarming race of
bees was gone I

I think that, as long as the honey-flow is not
too great, and the bees can build comb and
store it out of the brood -nest, you can control
swarming; but whenever the flow comes with
a rush as it did this year (and it may be ten
years before it comes that way again), and ev-
ery cell in the brood-nest is filled with honey,
eggs, or brood, and they can't build comb fast
enough to receive it in the sections, they will

swarm. I don't care what kind of bees they are.

It's nature, and they are going to follow it.

Lots of colonies hadn't a queen-cell started
when they came out, and plenty of room in the
sections. C. M. Hicks.
Fairview, Md., Aug. 1.5.

[Yes: but, friend H.; it is worth something to
have a race of bees that swarms but once in ten
years. When this tenth year comes along with
its tremendous rush of honey we can aftord to
let 'em swarm. A race that is not inclined to
swarm, during 07-c7mory seasons, and. with prop-
er care, won't swarm, is much desired. We agree
with you, that we shall probably never be able
to develop, by careful selection, a race that is

absolutely non -swarming, even in a rush of
honey. Some bees are greatly given to swarm-
ing, and others go much toward the other ex-
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treme. It is these latter that we should try to
single out.]

EXTRACTING HONEY BY THE AID OF A
STEAM-ENGINE.

A. W. OSBURN, OF CUBA. TELLS US ABOUT HIS
MAMMOTH EXTRACTOR, AND HIS PLANS
FOR DOING EXTRACTING ON AN IM-

MENSE SCALE. AN EXTRACTOR
THAT WEIGHS 1730 LBS.

FHend Root:—I am happy to s^y to you and
the readers of Gleanings" that my :il-frame
extractor, and engine to run it, are both in their
I'espective rooms, and we are now busy putting
them in position for business, which, by the
looks of our 600 colonies, will not be long in
coming. This has been no unusually good
year for honey. It has been too dry. P^rom
Jan. 1 to Aug. 15 we had only dJo inches of rain:
yet for all that. GOO colonies here in this one
apiary have done well. We have not fed one
pound of extracted honey this summer; and
now at this date many of them need extracting,
and will have their honey taken away as soon
as we can get the machinery in position to do it.

Now, friend Root, you know in years gone by
you have heard me speak several times of ex-
tractors: and I once gave you ray ideas of
what I thought an extractor should be for busi-
ness. You made fun of it (but I forgive you.
as you are sorry for it now). Well. T have got
now the only extractor I ever saw. The others
have been but toys, playthings to be broken
and smashed every time a man got the least bit
in a hurry. But it will lie a cold day and a
slippery afternoon wlien the operator smashes
this one. To give you a little idea of its

strength and dimensions, I will say that the
reel is 7 ft. 3 in. across: the upright shaft is of
3-inch round steel, and weighs (the naked shaft)
127 lbs. The horizontal shaft is 2}.<-inch I'ound
steel. The arms that sup])ort the combs are %
square steel, and the whole machine complete
weighs 1730 lbs.: so you can see it is no toy or
plaything. It is all built of steel, and is "the
very best workmanship. It was built by E. R.
Newcomb, Pleasant Valley. N. Y., after plans
I sent him. The engine is a Bookwalter, built
by James Lettel & Co.. Springfield, Ohio, and is

first class in every respect.
Now, will it pay? Well, let's see. I calculate

to be my own fireman and engineei'. and to ex-
tract ail the honey two men can bi'ing to me
with two comb-cai'ts that cany 80 combs each.
Now. how many men would it take to throw
out what honey these two carts can bring in in

a day ? Well. I can tell you pretty nearly. It

would take about six. The engine I can run
for 75 cts. a day for fui'l: oil, 15 cts.. all told, iiO

cts. Now. which would be the cheaper, do you
think? I will take the steam extracting-plant.
and let those extract by hand who like it better
than I do.
Now. I know I have told you before that no

man knows what the honey resources of this
counti'y are. I have b^en trying to find out
something about it. but as yet I have not been
in position to judgi^ for I havt^ not had colonies
enough to test it. Does not this summer's ex-
perience prove that the resources are entirely
unknown? for. with all the dry weather, my (iOi)

colonies have done well. Why have they done
better than last year? I will tell you." Last
year I put in 4.50 young queens, and made 3(X)

new colonies, so you can see that all x\\(' colo-
nies were weak, and you need not be told that
weak colonies gather little or no honey to store.
This year I had but few colonies to make, and
but few queens to put in. so the colonies have
been strong all summer, and their hives wi-ll

supplied with honey. So I tell you for a fact,
that I do not know what the resources of this
range are. I shall put 100 more colonies next
spring in this apiary, and try the range with
700 colonies.
By the way, I want to tell you I took 3400 lbs.

more honey last spring after I sent in my re-
port, making 73.400 lbs. foi' last winter's crop.
To I'esume, I look at it like this: Suppose I get
more bees in this one apiary than can get a
good living all summer long: ^^iH it not pay to
feed a little in the summer? for. as I have told
you before, it is practically impossible to over-
stock in the winter. Well. 1 have the machinery
for throwing out an almost unlimited amountof
honey, and it is all under the same roof, with
the same set of hands, and the same manage-
ment. It is worth the trial, anyhow.

A. W. OSBURN.
Punta Brava, Cuba. W. I., Sept. 5.

[No. friend O., we did not mean to make fun
of your extractor: wejonly desired, in a pleasant
way. to warn small bee-keepers of this country
against investing too much in appliances for
extracting. In your case we must certainly
consider the matter of locality. There are very
few places indeed that will support so large a
numbei': and where so many are in one place,
it is possible that you might use to advantage
steam power, providing you have other uses
for the engine outside of the extracting season.
An engine and boiler are expensive, and. if not
kept in use. will deteriorate, unless a great deal
of care is exci'cised. We should also considei"
first cost, and interest on the money. After all

it is a question whether you can extract the
honey as cheap by means of these extra appli-
ances as you could by the use of more small ex-
tractors and more men. Labor is cheap in

Cuba, we understand. Your enthusiasm is com-
mendable: and if any man will make it suc-
ceed, you piobably will. We shall read with
intei'est your further reports, and we hope you
will keep us posted right along.] E. R.

PROGRAMS FOR CONVENTIONS.

DR. MILLi:i! T?:LLS how HF. would H.A.VE
TIIEM.

Well, about that program. What's a program
for? When yon attend a concert, a program is

placed in your hands that you may better un-
derstand what is going on. You hardly need
one for that purpose at a bee - convention.
Even if the program is not placed in your
hand at the concert, the performers need one
in order to have a plan to go by. So a plan is

needed at a bee-convention. And yet some
excellent conventions which I have attended
had no program made out beforehand. Tlie
fact is, you do not know beforehand who will

be in attendance, and it is too often the case
that a name is put on a program when the man
does not come at all. So I would make a point
right there, that no one's name should be put
on a program unless he had positively agreed
to be present t.

Another object of a program is to advertise
the convention— tliat is, where the program is

published in advance. Indeed, is not that the
most important use? And an entirely legiti-

mate use it is. Get up a fine program, having
on it a number of tot)ics in which I am deeply
interested, and will not the reading of tliat pro-
gram make me anxious to attend? Snpi)Ose I

find on the program tht> two following items:
'• The successful prevention of the desire to

swarm when working for comb honey.

—

Theodore StuU.
Nailing hives together. — G. M. Doo?itt/e."
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Now, how will those two items affect me?
The first topic just stirs me all up. the second I

don't care any thing about. Hut the first topic
is discussed by a young man of scarcely any
experience, and withal somewhat visionary,
and I doubt whether it will be worth hearing.
The second topic—I know how to nail hives
well enough, and I don't care a great deal about
it any way; but Doolittle will be sure to give
some bright hints, no matter what he talks
about, so 1 should really like to hear it. After
all, that doesn't get to "the bottom of it. I care
more to know the names of the men who will

be there than the topics. If the right men are
there. I'm pretty sure the right topics will come
up, and I'm very sure the discussions will be
interesting and useful, whatever the topics. So
if a program were to be gotten up to make me
almost crazy to go. it would read something
like this: "'Among the topics to be discussed
are. Closed-end frames; Spring management;
Cultivated honey-plants, etc. The following
persons have notified the secretary that they
intend to be present: Adams, John; Baker.
Mrs. B. F.; Cook. Prof. A. J.,"' and so on
through the alphabet, giving a full list of all to

be there, so far as known. Some have already
acted on this plan, so far as to mention the
names of one or more prominent men expected;
but a full list would be better on more than one
account. Such an entire innovation as I have
suggested might not do. but I merely give it as
a hint in the right direction.

From what I said in a former article, it may
easily be inferred that I would give the ques-
tion-box a prominent place, mentioning on the
program that all were requested to contribute
to it. Indeed, this box might very easily fur-
nish material to occupy the whole time. Lately
I saw in the SUickmmi a)id Fttriner the advice
to avoid having too many topics on the program
of a farmers' institute, and it will apply with
equal force here. Always leave room for plen-
ty of time to discuss live topics that will be
pretty sure to present themselves, and which
may not have occurred to you. A president's
address, giving, tersely, suggestions as to things
needed, new things to be considered, etc.. is a
good thing. I've known a few such. But a
"Again, brother bee-keepers, the seasons have
rolled around, bringing their usual allotment of
successes and failures." and so on through a
quarter of an hour of platitudes, without a sin-
gle new idea—such an address is better left un-
spoken. Let the seasons roll if they want to.

and you get down to business. For the same
reason I would have no essay on any subject
that requires no discussion. The proper place
for such essays is in the columns of the bee-
journals. About the only use for an essay at a
convention is to i/ifro(/i(ce a subject, and you
ought to do all in your power to keep those es-
says from going beyond five to eight minutes.
An exception should be made in case some spe-
cial subject needing something in the line of
illustration that could not so well be given in
the l)ee-iournals. . Prof. Cook once gave us
such a talk at Chicago on the bee's leg.

Neither is it a good plan to have time taken
up with an address of welcome from the post-
m'aster or mayor, with a reply thereto. What
matters it to us to be told of the many natural
advantages of the growing city of Podunk.
with a detailed statement of the number of
pounds of cheese shipped from that poi't dur-
ing the last twelve months ending Feb. 31"?

We come there to talk about bees. Nor should
a place be left on the program for a visit to
the principal point of interest in Podunk, un-
less it be a visit to a foundation-factory or
something in whicli we all have an interest.
If any want to visit the slaughter-houses or the

rolling-mill, they can stay and do so after the
convention is over. A. I. Root will be sure to
find a big cabbage a mile and a half away; and
if he finds a greenhouse full of loses he may
coax me to go with him; but let him go be-
tween times, and not break in on the sessions.
There should be a recess of ten or fifteen min-
utes in each session; and as there is danger of
this vei-y important matter being forgotten, it

ought by all means to be down on the program.
Marengo. 111. C. C. Mii.i.kk.

[I am glad, doctor, you would leave out the
address of welcome from the mayor or some
other important functionary. Whe'n bee-keep-
ers go a good many miles to attend a conven-
tion, they go to get acquainted with bee-keep-
ers and not with mayors, and to get down to
solid business as soon as possible. The address
of welcome and the reply take up a great deal
of time; and after all with the majority of them
what is there of real value for bee-keepers to
carry home"? There is one thing, however, that
you have omitted, and I am a little surprised at
it; and that is. a place for music on the pro-
gram. Whenever we have good music we al-
ways agree that it helps to enliven us and to
relieve the tedium that follows on prolonged
sessions; and surely who is there who is more
capable of giving us really good music of the
enlivening kind than Dr. Miller himself ? The
doctor need not read this last sentence.] E. R.

A MODEL CALIFORNIA APIARY.

THE SESPE APIART; SOME OF THp: MODERX
COXVENIENCES OF A WELI.-HEGUI-AT-

ED APIARY.

My first glimpse of the Sespe apiary was in

the A B C book years ago. when yet an ABC
scholar. Mr. Wilkin's reports of the wonderful
honey yields, and the hundreds of colonies of
bees comprising single apiaries, to me at that
time seemed incomprehensible. We sometimes
change with time, so with place; thus the past
four years on this coast have passed as pleas-
antly as one season here glides into the other.
It has been my good foi'tune during this time
to form the acquaintance of J. F. Mclntyre, the
present owner of the famous .Sespe apiary.
To an oft-longed-for and pleasantly consum-

mated visit, your readers are indebted for a few
facts and some untold history of this apiary.
It is located three miles from Fillmore, Ventu-
ra Co., on the Big Sespe River, and at present
contains .500 colonies, arranged as you see above,
in pai-allel rows, one row fronting" one way and
one the other, and so on to the end. This meth-
od permits a passageway for the comb-cart,
and. 'd< you will notice, the growing of grape-
vines for shade.
In numbering for his record-book. Mr. M.

begins with the first row. calling that A; the
second row B, the third C. and so on to the end.
Beginning at A he has a stake number for each
colony from one to the number composing it,

repeating the same with every row. While
this method is not new, it undoubtedly is a very
simple method of keeping a record of each col-

ony and location, and this reminds me that Mr.
M. relies entirely on his record-book, conse-
quently makes use of no unsightly stones as
signs to indicate the condition of things. Every
hive is painted white, and spaced, so that in

appearance the apiary is a miniature city.

In the background, to the left, are some large
orange-trees under which are nuclei for queen-
rearing. Four 4i4x4i.i'xiyg sections compose the
brood -frames for each nucleus. The loose bot-
tom-board has rabbeted strips to hold frames
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>^ inch from sides and bottom. The miniature
hive is of i4-inch lumber, and made just lil\e a
box without any bottom. Therq are 1(X) of
these in use at present, and, with the Doolittle
method of securing queen-cells, have proved
quite a success.

It is necessary to keep these nuclei well sup-
plied with honey to prevent swarming out;
and as soon as the queen is laying, a single
strip of queen-excluding zinc over the entrance
prevents her loss.

At the left of picture is the honey-house. The
uncappiug-can, which was of so rtiuch interest,

has been described in a previous number. Ad-
joining the extractor is a Pelton water-motor,
which is intended to supply the place of hand
labor. The water to run the motor is juped
from a reservoir located at the right of the
apiary on the side hill about 50 feet higher than
the honey-house. Mr. M. has a perpetual
water-right, and, by connecting the reservoir
with the water-ditch, if necessary he has a con-
tinuous flow of water to run the motor. He at
present contemplates attaching a dynamo to

his power, using electricity for ligliting his res-

idence.
At the left of the honey-house are three large

tanks, holding 4 tons each; and with a 12-ton
tank near his residence, this gives storage for

34 tons of honey. As we tO(j often read only the
bright side of bee-keeping, I herewith append a
record of this apiary for the following years:

ears.
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TIjose great, mountains befoi'e and beliind your
pretty littl(> i-knrli kept me staring- so mucli of the
time with open moutli tliut I am afraid I did not
look at the apiary as mueii as I might liave done
otherwise. Perliaps not all the readers may be as
fortunate as you are in having access to stones of
any particular size you may happen to need. I

want to explain to the friends, that right in fi'ont
of his house a big block of granite about tlie size of
a meeting-liouse stands as tranquillj'and unconcern-
ed as if it had a perfect rig-ht thej-e; but friend M.
told me, when I looked at it in a questioning way,
that it came down tlie canyon one night in afltxul,

and stopped right tliere. In my innocence 1 spoke
about following the iiath up to the summit of a
mountain right across the stream, while waiting
for the buggy. They said I would not have time,
and asked me if I noticed some animals away up on
the summit of the mountain. I told him I saw some
little black pigs, if that was what he meant; but aft-
er looking carefully tlie little black pigs seemed to
have hoi'iis on their heads. When told they were
cows, the mountain seemed to si)ring up a quarter
of a mile all at once, and I concluded I would not
go up where those little cows were, especiall.y as
we hadn't more than an hour to spare.
Do you want to know something- more about the

apiary ? Well, Pesiie apiary, as they call it, is one
of the prettiest I ever saw. The honey-house is at

PLAN OF SESPE AI'lAKY, BELOISGING TO .J. F. MIN-
TYHE, FILI.M(JKE, CAL.

tlie foot of the incline, just below the bee-hives, so
that a cartload of honey goes down through those
open lanes without much labor. Between the hon-
ey-house and the road is a great iron tank. These
Iron tanks are to be seen near every honey-house
in California. An iron pipe runs from the extractor
into the tank; then a gate at the bottom of the
tank lets the lionej' into the square cans, standing
on a platform just right to load into a wagon.
Thei-e is no need of bililding any roof over the tank,
lor it never rains in California during the honey-
How. You will find a, photograph of .some of tlie

mountains back of Sespe apiary, in oui- ABC book.
Eight back of the ai)iary, on the western slope, is

an irrigating canal that pleased me greatly. It is a
sort of wooden hume; and the sight of the pure
babbling bi'ook that glides down over the sandy and
gravelly bottom, as it it were in a big hurry to get
somewhei-e, was to me a fascination. These streams
of water mean business—market-gardening, fruit-
raising, etc. The picture of R. Wilkin's apiary, in
the ABC book, does not begin to do justice to the
.spot. The trees seen scatteied about are orange
and flg trees, and the oranges and flgs are good too.
Do you want to know what our young friend

Mclntyi-e is doing with K.Wilkin's apiary? Why,
he married fiiend Wilkin's youngest daughter—
that is how it comes about. Oh, yes! I want to tell
y(ai one thing more al)out young Mclntyie: He is

a young Canadian, like "our .lohn;' and i tell you,
friends, when you find better lioys to \v(nk than
tliese young " Laiuu'ks " you will have to tly around
lively. When friend Wilkin was i)utt ng up his
shipload of lioney to take to Europe there was a
great demand for tinners, to solder uj) cans. The
best tinner in San Buenaventura succeeded in sol-
dering only about lluo cans in a day; but ti'iend
Mclntyre, after a couple of weeks' practice, .solder-
ed up 140U.

You know I am greatly interested in irriga-
tion ditches; and the one above the apiary on
the side of the mountain attracted my atten-
tion at once. The; mountain-side was so steep,
however, that I was pretty well tired out when
I reached the edge of the; canal; and when I

attempted to stand up straight, the sight of the
apiary away below down the vei'y steep moun-
tain-side made nie so dizzy that I was forced to
grasp hold of som(> little bushes that grew
along its bank; and even then I greatly feared
I should ios(> my footing and roll down in an un-
dignilied way among the hives. Besides, I was
puffing and blowing because of the effort re-
quired to climb the mountain-side. Just then,
whom should I see right behind uk; but friend
M."s little girl? She had followed unobserved,
at least by myself. I was so sure she would
fall and endanger her life that I was going to
make haste to catch her in my fright. As hei-
father manifested no uni^asiness, howf>ver, I

turned to him qiiestioningly. "Why, Mr. Root,"
said he, "you need not be worried at all. She
and her younger sister come up here almost
every day." And then I discovered that she
had not only kept up with us great stout m(m,
but had lugged along a pretty good-sized dollie,
and seemed none the worse for the exertion.
You see, they iiad been brought up among th(i

mountains, and had learned to climb them,
even in their infancy.
Many thanks, good friend M.. for your kind

invitation; and i assure you that. Providences
permitting, I will some time give myself the
pleasui-e of going over those great mountains.
In fact, ever since my visit I have felt a little
tJ'oubled because I was in such haste to get
home when there were such wondei's to be seem.
I wish to say to our readers, that the picture
showing the mountains on the east and north is

the most perfect and life-like of any view of
the mountains I have ever seen.] A. I. R.

BACILLUS DEPILIS—WHAT CAUSES IT •?

SEE DOOLITTLE's ARTICLE, PAGE &J2, .SEPT. 1.

From my observations in three States—In-
diana, Texas, and California—I am convinced
that writers have confounded two distinct and
radically different diseases under the name of
"nameless di.sease." Bacillus depilis is a very
appropriate name for the one wherein the bees
attiicted become hairless, shiny black, and
tremulous bt^fore death, which, so far as I
know, was first described by A. I. Root, under
the nomenclature of '" nameless" disease. Bro.
Doolittle, the disease you encountered is not
bacillus depilis, but a much graver malady, and
the ants had nothing to do with it, only when
they dug up the germs of the disease where
you had buried it; and changing queens is ut-
terly useless as a remedial measure.
This disease often plays havoc in the spring,

especially where brood-rearing is progressing
rapidly in cold or chilly weather, and in hives
without sufficient protection. In an apiary so
situated, let the microbe (or bacillus, if you
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prefer) find a lodgment with a hive crowded
close together, if you want to see bees die and
the apiarist get the blues.

The disease which friend D. encountered,
and which I have met in Indiana. Texas, and
badly in California, is, in my judgment—

1. Of bacillic origin.

2. Contagious.
3. Does notattaclc the young bees before they

emerge from the cell.

4. Rarely if ever attacks bees after they have
been in the fields for a week or ten days.

.5. Primarily attacks the nurse-bees in the
second week after hatching, and is communi-
cated by them to the young tield-bees, to young-
er nurse-bees, to the drones, and. lastly, to the
queen, in the order above mentioned. The
queen and drones generally escape the malady,
and the old field-bees always escape. When
the queen dies tlie bees will rear another, some,-

times two or three from the eggs or larvie in

the hive. The symptoms are:

1. Lassitude.
3. Enfeebled power of motion.
3. Inability or unwillingness to sting.*

4. Paralysis— first, hind legs; second, of wings
and abdominal muscles; third, of the second
pair of legs, death being simultaneous with the
complete paralysis of forelegs and antennae.
Paralysis of the muscles used to work the sting

is, I think, the reason they can not be made to

sting. Dissection shows the alimentary canal
to be loaded with thick but not dry feculent

matter, revealing that either paralysis or con-
stipation had occurred at the outset of the dis-

ease.
A bee afflicted as above described rarely lives

for two days, frequently dying in a few hours.

I have seen them fall by the wayside after get-

ting a load in the field. Others would reach
the alighting-board with their pollen-baskets
full, and be unable to enter, and thus die, as it

were, on the doorstep. The odor emanating
from bees dead with this disease is almost
identical with that from the dissecting-room of

a medical college. Bees with this malady do
not become bald or hairless, nor have the trem-
bling motion. This disease never attacks
queenless or broodless colonies. Next in order
of escape are those with very little bi'ood, and
therefore few bees under 30 days old.

In my apiary of 130 colonies last spring, 125

liad the disease; .5 were queenless, and so es-

caped; 3 other queenless stocks to which I had
given brood escaped until the young bees were
about ten days old. Stocks that were prepar-
ing to swarm lost fully two-thirds of their bees

in two or three weeks. It was interestins to

watch these colonies two or three weeks after

the appearance of the malady, and see that
three-fourths of the field-bees were old, gray,

and bald-headed fellows.

The malady lasted for about two months
from its first appearance until it was of no ap-
preciable consequence, although it was over
three months before it took its final leave. I

lost only two colonies, but it effectually pre-

vented swarming. It is the best non-swarming
device of any; but don't try it if you can help
yourself.

I have no doubt but that the real cause is of

microbic origin, assisted by cold and damp,
especially damp chilling winds; therefore give

good protection, especially in the spring. The
malady showed itself in my apiary this spring

in two days after a cold northwest wind that
kept the bees at home for most of two days; but
it had made its appearance in Mr. Cheadle's

*I liave never been able to induce a bee so afflict-

ed to attempt to sting- \iy iiincliing, rolling- between
my thumb and finger, or taking- a few in my hand
and gently squeezing- them.

apiary, only about a mile distant, some time
before, but also aft(U' a cold chilly wind. I

think the bacillus was present; and when the
cold winds came, the bees, in trying to protect
the brood, gorged themselves with honey and
pollen to increase the heat, and did not gather
in a compact cluster as broodless stock would
do, and so were chilled and enfeebled, and thus
furnished a fruitful field for the propagation of
the bacteria. That it is not caused by cold
alone is proven by its not appearing every
spring after cold spells when the bees are in

like condition as to brood. That they have
consumed much pollen is demonstrated by the
composition of the contents of their intestinal
tube.
When you see a few bees moving sluggishly

over the alighting-board, or lying as if they
were sunning themselves, and, when disturbed,
move their hind legs with difficulty, take a few
of them between your fingers and thumb, and,
if they will not attempt to sting, be sure you
have a colony that is afflicted with a very grave
malady. Bees thus afflicted do not curl up like
those that have been stung, although a bee
that has received the barbed javelin of his en-
emy never tries to sting, but uses his strength
to get away from the swarm to die.

I fancy the disease above spoken of is produc-
ed in the bees by a cause somewhat similar to
that which produces the grip in tlie " human
insect," and would therefore suggest Apis la
grippe as a name, although Apis paralyUcns
would be more appropriate.
Perhaps spirits of turpentine, rubbed up with

sugar, one part to 10, or mixed with honey, one
part to 30 or 40, will be found of value; but re-
member that any remedy for a disease that
often eventuates in recovery may be overesti-
mated. Remember, too, that a bee that is once
afflicted with this malady never recovers, al-

though the colony generally survives it.

Los Berros, Cal., Sept. 11. E. S. Akwine.

ARE WE DRIFTING FROM OUR MOORINGS?

FEAV OK MANY COLONIES—WHICH ?

Under the above heading, in the last issue of
Gleaxin(;s I spoke of what seemed to me to be
a mistake that was creeping in among the
br(>thren of to-day in regard to •' handling hives
instead of frames,"' and spoke of the matter
along the line of the necessary change in hives
which must be brougiit about, according to the
notions of those advocating this theory of
handling hives to accomplisli the looked-for
results. In this I will speak of the bearing
"the field " will have in this matter; for if the
liandling of hives instead of frames means any
thing, it means that the apiarist is to gain time
in this handling of hives, so that he can keep
more colonies of bees, and thus secure a larger
crop of honey from this increased number of
bees than he did before with a less numl^er and
more time spent in the manipulation of frames.
In this matter of increasing the number of col-
onies, the field, or location, plays a very impor-
tant part; and it seems to me that here is an
item which those jjushiusi tliis matter of han-
dling hives have overlooked. It is well for all

of us to look any matter over carefully; and if

we are on the wrong track, get right. If any of
the readers think I am on the wrong track, I

wisli they would speak right otit; for liy a
friendly talk ovei- these matters we shall all be
benefited, and no retarded growth of Glean-
ings will result.

After carefully looking the matter over I be-
lieve that there is one item, and that item is

the one hinted at above, which is great enough
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to more than pay for all the extra work of ma-
nipulating frames which is required, so that the
investing of capital in more hives in which to

put more colonies, so that " hives can be han-
dled instead of frames," is woi-se than thrown
away. Each of the extra colonies put into the
field in order to secure the honey secretion from
a given area with less work, or manipulation
of frames, costs at least 60 lbs. of honey each
year to support. So the question which we
must answer will be. Which is the cheaper—

a

little extra manipulation of frames, or the cxti'a

colonies, hives, etc., and the honey that they
consume? Suppose that 100 colonies produce
an average of .50 lbs. each, and by so doing se-

cure all the nectar in a given field, year by year.
This will make ,")000 lbs. of .surplus as our share
of the field, while each of the 100 colonies will

use (50 lbs., or 6000 lbs. as a whole, as their share
to carry them through the year. Some contend
that it takes at least KX) lbs. to the colony to

carry them from May first to May first again, as
far more honey is used during the summer than
the winter months: but as I have no means,
except my own observation, of saying just how
much is consumed. I am willing to err on the
side that will be of the most advantage to my
opponents. It will be seen, by taking even the
low estimation given above, that we fail to get
half of the honey from our field by employing
an extra number of colonies. On the other
hand, if we employ the "manipulation" (or

economy) plan which our English friends do of
securing the same amount of produce from an
acre of land (just the plan A. I. Root has been
telling us about in his gardening papers during
the past) that we Americans do from three or
four, we shall find our statement thus: 11.000

lbs. is the product of our field: .50 colonies are
all that are needed, with good management, to
secure the whole amount. Then 50 colonies
must use 30(X) lbs. of this for their support,
leaving S(KX) lbs. for the manager. It will be
seen that the apiarist gets 3000 lbs. of honey for
his manipulation, and uses but little if any
more time on the .50 than he would on the 100
worked on the other plan of " handling hives
more and frames less:" hence from the stand-
point of overstocking a field, the former plan is

3(X)0 lbs. ahead of the one which is now being
agitated through the columns of our bee-
papers: and as 1 said in my former article, this
matter of supporting a greater number of colo-
nies in our Held is a matter which is against
the '• handling of hives instead of frames" for
" all time." I firmly believe that it is no fancy
of mine in thinking that it is just as easy to
care for half the number of colonies in the way
we have been formerly doing as to care for
double the number on the plan now being push-
ed; and this same half will give the apiarist as
good results in dollars and cents as will the
whole in the " new " way, and save the extra
honey consumed by the exti'a half of the num-
ber of bees as clear gain to the bee-keeper.
Friend A. I. Root should be able to tell us by
this time whether he has been right in recom-
mending the high-pressure plan of gardening.
Without waiting for him to answer, I will I'eply

foi' him by saying, "He knows he is riy/it."

If his plan of getting the greatest possible yield
from an acre of ground is right. I am equally
confident that the same plan is the right one
when applied to bees. A larger yield from each
colony, and a fewer number of colonies, is more
preferable, to my way of thinking, than more
colonies with a less yield per colony; and this
lattei' must always be the case where we " han-
dle hives more and frames less."

Now, readers of Gleanings, the thing is be-
fore you. If I am wrong, show wherein I am
so, and I will make my best bow, and say

" thank you." In conclusion I will say that no
hive compels the handling of frames, for the
frames need not be handled at all if the apiarist
does not wish to. It is in the handling of the
frames, if handled judiciously, that the profit
comes. Where there is no profit, don't handle;
and it is for each individual to know whether
profitable to him or not. G. M. Loolitti.e.
Borodino, N. Y.. Sept. 21.

[I am sure, friend Doolittle. that I do not dis-
agi-ee with you unless it be on one point

;

your argument, as stated above, is directed a
great deal more against the overstockinij of any
one locality than against the handling of hives
more and frames less. It is a big piece of folly

to have too many colonies for the locality. If

50 stocks will gather all the nectar thei-e is in
the place, it is a great waste to keep and main-
tain in strength 50 colonies more that would not
increase the product of the apiary. Now, your
argument, friend D., applies just as much to
out- apiaries. Instead of overstocking, the
thing to do is to take the surplus of colonies
and put them in a new location from three to
five miles distant: then when we get two or
three out-apiaries we certainly do need to han-
dle the fi'ames less, or to diagnose colonies a
great deal more in the line I pointed out edito-
rially in our issue for Sept. 15.] E. R.

REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY, ETC.

OUR VKXEK.^liLK FRIEND CHARLES DADANT
TELLS ITS SOMETHING OF THE CUSTOMS

OF KEEPING THE SABBATH DAY
IN FRANCE.

Friend Root:—You are mistaken when you
say that people who do not act as you do on
Sunday are dishonest. Do you want us to be-
lieve that it is impossible to be a good Christian
without being intolerant? As far as my mem-
ory goes back in my boyhood, I see the old men
of my village sealed under the trees of the
large square, on Sunday afternoons, playing at
cards with one or two farthings at stake; while
the yoitnger played at nine-pins, and the girls

adorned themselves with garlands of flowers
gathered from the pi-airies. or danced on the
square. I see our old parson walking around
with a smile for every one. He used to say
mass at four o'clock on Sunday moinings, dur-
ing harvest time, not to interfere with the work
of the scythe. Do you conclude that these peo-
ple were dishonest," or robbed, or were bad? A
little later, when living in the city, I saw the
museum and the city library, of 35,(KX) volumes,
open especially on Sundays; for the poor were
more numerous than the wealthy, who could
visit them on work days! I received my first

lessons in physiology and chemistry from a pro-
fessor paid by the city to give, on Sundays, free

lessons in the city hall, for the benefit oif the
workingmen.
From their beginning, every railroad in

France and in most European nations have had
Sunday trains at half price. The French In-
ternational Exposition was not only open on
Sundays, but the admittance was reduced to
half price, to help the poor. Yet the Eiffel

Tower was not thunderstruck. Then the suc-
cess of this exposition seems to show that God,
far from being angiy, smiled from above and
said: "To work is to pray: you poor work-
men have prayed enough during your six days
of toil; now enjoy the life that I gave you, and
be happy; for the God of to-day is no longer
the God' of Moses, who ordered "the Jews to
smite the other nations (Dent. 7:2, etc.). but the
God who asked, "Is it lawful on the sabbath,
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to do good?" (Luke 6:9). Friend Root, would
you dare say that, to help the toilers to have
some pleasure, or to get some iustruction on
Sundays is not to do good ? Chas. Dadant.
Hamilton, 111., Aug. 10.

[God forbid, my good friend D., that I should
cause Christianity to appear intolerant of any
thing but evil, or that I should judge my broth-
er. No doubt the people of your native village
who used to spend Sunday afternoons playing
cards and nine-pins on the villa'ge gi-een may
have been perfectly honest, and never thought
of robbing any one: and yet it remains true
that any man who uses the time of Sunday for
his own pleasure, while he helievefi that it

should be devoted to God, is violating his con-
science in thus lobbing God. and is in a tit state
of heart to rob his brother also, if circumstances
and motives should conspire to tempt him.
Yes. the God who is "the same yesterday, to-
day, and for ever," instituted the sabbath — the
"rest" day — long before Moses' time, for the
goodoi man. Now, the question is. How shall
we keep it holy, sacred, set apart for man's
greatest and highest good ? How shall his body
get rest, his mind relief from care and worry,
and his soul freedom and opportunity to feed it-

self upon the glorious works and character of its

Creator, and take a lookout above and beyond
its narrow work-day horizon? Whatever con-
tributes most largely to this end is what we
want, is it not? and what God wants for us in

giving the command. " Remember the sabbath
day, to keep it holy."]

LADIES' G0N\^ERSAZ18NE.

WEAK COLONIES.

THE ADVANTAGE OF HAVING GOOD QXTEENS.

Mrs. Axtell's article, page 4(59, pi'ompts me to
ask whether we might not have; fewer loenk
stocks by timely and proper attention to queens.
If a good queen can and does bring a colony
through in a flourishing condition for two or
three successive seasons, under the same condi-
tions that other stocks in the same yard have
barely survived, why not endeavor to have
more of these worthy queens and fewer of those
whose families require so much nursing?
This has been a discouraging season with us,

not realizing more than 20 lbs. (average) to the
colony, to date, in our yaid. But while some
stocks have produced much more than this,

others have stored only the brood-chamber. I

blame the queens, for aU had the same stimu-
lative feeding in early spring. The weak were
I'einforced by the strong until I was tired of it:

and what have I now fi'om these for all this
work? Not even a swarm. So. now. while we
have a fcnv sunny days and a little honey com-
ing in. I am busy taking the heads olf these
unprolitable mothers, and introducing new
blood: and as soon as I am convinced that any
of these successors are unworthy theii' house
and home, aliens from right principles of duty
and tidelity. they shall be beheaded, as any un-
faithful (iiieen should be. This decree is estab-
lisln^d in the dominion of our apiary.
We had one colony witli a fertile worker, or

workers, (which is it?) which became almost
depopulated of working bees. I gave them
some brood and embryo queen-cells three differ-

ent times. The last time they concluded to
rear a queen, and the result is astonishing.
Their hive is already running over with bees
and honey, and they are now at work in the
super—a good queen, you see.

I want to tell you, Bro. Root, of some new-
fashioned sections which I saw the other day,
and which you will have to compete with—at
least, we know we have to compete with the
honey in them. They are pieces of unplaned
lath nailed together, forming a frame about
7x9 inches. Some of them were bulged on one
side, and an extra tapering slice or comb built
in on the other side. They were broken and
mussy looking, and put on the market here to
sell at 10 cts. Honey is honey here—no differ-
ence what grade, and we have much of just
such competition, so that I almost heartily
wish that everybody would let bees alone who
does not, can not, and will not do the business
up right. Mrs. Mii,ton Cone.
Chillicothe, Mo., Aug. 4.

THE RECOBD-BOOE.

SOjrE QUESTIONS FOK MISS WILSON TO ANSWER.

Miss Wilson:—This record-book subject is a
very Intei'esting one to me: but I wish you
would tell us whether you cai'ry your book with
you from hive to hive all day and how you
manage when you and Dr. Miller are both at
work in different parts of the apiary. Do you
keep the book and does he call out to you what
to write, or the reverse? Do you not some-
times forget to make a record of some hives?
I know we do. We have a board nailed against
the bee-house, about two feet wide and three
feet long, drawn otf' in squares like a checker-
board, representing our apiary. Our hives
stand three on a stand, seven stands in a row,
and seven rows in the apiary. The squares
represent the hives, and in the squares is where
we keejj our record. We abbreviate about as
you do, having copied from " A Year among the
Bees." by Dr. Miller. We plane the board off

every spring. We have used it three seasons,
but i do not like it a bit: and about every year,
especially in swarming time, the board, or we,
would get all mixed up. It took much time in
running back and forth to make a record, or
else we had to use a piece of section until we
filled it and then we had to take it to the board
and copy it off. I discarded the board altogeth-
er this summer; but Mr. Tittsworth sticks to
the board, and I use th^ hive - cover. One
glance at the cover tells what was done last

without having to walk back to the record-
board.
Bricks or stones are very useful sometimes.

We found them so this season, in requeening.
We place a brick in the center of the cover, to
mark it queenless; then when our queen is

hatched in the nursery, one glance told where
she was wanted. Then after we gave the vir-

gin queen we moved the brick to the front of
the cover and took it away wIkmi she was lay-
ing, and clipped her.
That reminds me of your once saying in

tri.EANiNGS, that sometimes you cari'jed a
queen to Dr. Miller to clip. Y"ou just try clip-

ping a queen without catching her at all.

There is not so much danger of injuring her
that way as thei'e is by catching them. I have
never injured one yet, and I have clipped over
a hundred this summer. I use a small pair of
embroidery scissors. You just try it once; and
if you are not a nervous person (which I don't
think you are, for it takes some nerve to work
with bees as you do) you will never carry a
queen to Dr. Miller again, and you will also
find fewer queens killed after being clipped, as
I used to when I caught them.
This has been a very poor season in this

neighborhood—no surplus lioney at all, and we
shall be thankful if we don't have to feed our
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bees before winter. It looks very discouraging
to see about (3000 sections all put up with full

sheets of foundation standing empty when we
expected them to be full; but such is the will of

Providence. Miis. W. G. Tittsworth.
Avoca, la.. Aug. 2.5.

REPORT FROM MRS. AXTELL.

SOMETHING IN DEFENSK OF HONEY -DEW.

This has been another year of failure of the
honey crop, except of honey-dew. We should
have had to feed largely this summer, except
for this honey-dew. The bees filled their brood-
combs very full, and sealed it up. so that much
of their winter stores will be honey-dew. It is

not nearly so thick and heavy and waxy as linn
or white-clover honey. When a comb is cut it

all readily runs out. For this rea.son I fear the
bees may not winter well upon it. not so much
because it is dew iioney. but because it is thin
and watery, even when sealed up.
In this locality theie was honey-dew only

upon hickory-lrees. which for a few days near-
ly dripped with it. I notice that nearly every
writer in the journals, who speaks of the dew
honey, speaks disparagingly of it: but we are
very thankful for it. If it does not kill our
bees this winter, it has saved us fi'oin feeding
largely this summer, as our bees seemed to
get scarc<^ly any othei' honey.
The hickory-trees could be seen glistening in

the sun a long distance with it on the leaves;
and all shrubs that were underneath were cov-
ered with the same sweet substance, and
swarming with bees. The very topmost leaves
were just as wet with it as the lower ones, and
no leaves were dry on vigorous young trees.

The smaller and younger the tree, the more
honey-dew. Old and large trees had not nearly
so much upon them. If that all came from
aphides, I should think the trees would have
had to be swarming with them, but they
were not. There were a good many, or several,
under each leaf, but more upon the top of the
leaf. Why do we so spleen to eat such honey?
Is it not just as clean as the milk of a cow or
goat, and much cleaner than to eat oysters ? In
this case we eat only the product of the insect;
but in the other case we eat the whole animal.
If we could get only honey-dew in the future. I

believe nearly every one would use it, and like

it too. At first I could scarcely bear the taste
of it: but now I rathei' like it. We have sold it

only in our home market, and people call for it

nearly as much as for good honey. We tell

them it is honey-dew. and to return it if they
don't want it. If they wish to buy it we can
see no harm in selling it; and as to its being
poisonous, as some have asserted, I am sure
they are mistaken.
These honey-dearths will kill the suspicion of

manufactured honey more than all our denying
it. Last year we fed several barrels of dark-
sorghum molasses, and all the honey we got
was nice white honey. This year, as sugar
was so cheap we fed only granulated, and all

our honey is as black' as sorghum molasses, and
so is all our neighbors' honey.
We have several hundred pounds of this dark

honey, nicely sealed ovei', and it looks quite well,

as the cappings Mi'c very white: andif not looked
through toward the light, it looks much like

fall honey, and not so dark as some white-
clover honey I have seen that has remained
upon the hives all summer. If it does not kill

our bees in winter, as brother Heddon thinks it

will not if well sealed up. surely we should be
thankful for it; but if it does kill them, what
then ? Is not the promise, that all things shall

work together foi- good to them that love God ?
Our loving God will make itforoui- good. If

we don't love him, and are not submissive to
his will, I suppose it will not be for our good;
for we shall feel like finding fault with God.
Job says. " Shall we receive good at the hand
of God, and shall we not receive evil ?"

Roseville. 111., Aug. 26. Mrs. L. C. Axteei..

[Perhaps it should be remarked that there
are some kinds of honey-dew that are quite
palatable, while others are almost nauseating.
A good deal depends, also, upon the likes and
dislikes of the individual. It is perfectly legiti-

mate to sell honey-dew when you can sell it as
such; and if the bees will winter on it, as I

think they will do in the generality of cases,
it is not so gi'eat a calamity after all, when
there is no nectar to be had from other sources.
But it does work havoc when the bees bring it

in along with clover and basswood, and mix it

in with the nice white .sections—sections that
would bring a fair price otherwise.] E. R.

UNFINISHED SECTIONS.

WHAT TO DO AVITH THEM.

What is best in all cases to do with unfinish-
ed sections is a problem not easily solved. Dur-
ing the early and main part of the harvest we
have been in the habit of taking them out of
the super as soon as removed from the hive

—

that is. the supers that are taken off to-day are
taken to the honey-room, and to-morrow each
super is emptied, the unfinished sections put
into a fresh super, and giv(>n back to the bees
as soon as possible. Taking out the unfinished
sections is not as much work as you might im-
agine. The supers are inverted, and by means
of a push-boaid th(^ sections are all removed at

once, or. rather, the sections are all held down
by the push-board, and the super lifted off.

Generally only the corner sections, at this part
of the season, are unfinished, and these can be
picked off without disturbing the T tins. After
the unfinished sections are all taken, the super
is inverted over the sections, pushed down in

place, and the finished sections are back in the
super all right. To avoid such a catastrophe
as the sections tumbling out while the super is

being inverted, it is necessary to have a board
under the supi'r to be inverted with it. If de-
sirable, the vacancies can l^e filled with finished
sections, a whole super of such being occasion-
ally emptied for that purpose.
So far we could probably do better. But lat-

er in the season comes the difficulty. The sec-

tions are not finished as quickly; in fact, you
are not sure whether they will be finished or
emptied out. You hardly know whether to

give them a whole super, only half a super, or
whether it is best to clear every thing off when
the harvest begins to lag.

If we leave any thing on, I think we have
generally the best success in giving only twelve
sections at a time. They finish them more
quickly if they work at all. and the honey is

not daikened as it is apt to be when they work
slowly and too much is given at a time. If

they don't finish them your sections are better
oft' than on; and by using 12 instead of 24 you
are likely to have only half as many unfinished
sections at the end oi the season.
Of course, this will not apply to localities

where there is a good crop of fall honey, unless
it be toward the close of the fall harvest. Still,

it is an open question whether it is best to put
on 12 sections, or to clear every thing off' as
soon as the harvest begins to lag. and trust to
extracting if the brood-chamber Ijecomes too
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crowded. Different seasons require diffei'ent
management. Tiiis year we put on 12's and
iiad our laboi' for oiir pains, ov nearly so, as
very few sections have been finished. Although
a few colonies have stored a little, the most of
them have left the sections just as they were
when we put them on, and a viM'y few colonies
have done some emptying out.
When it is decided that the bees can not be

induced to do any further finishing, what then?
Is it best to extract, or to sell at a sufficiently
low price to find ready sale? 'I suspect it is

pretty safe to say that sections having only a
small amount of honey in them are best fed
back to the bees. EiMMA Wilson.
Marengo, 111., Sept. 19.

IIf)W A LADY MANAGES SWARMS WHILE HER
HITSIJAND IS ABSENT.

The editor wishes to 'know how the lady bee-
keeper manages In swarming time when her
husband is absent. My husband works out by
the day, and we use chaff hives. The queens
are clipped. When a swarm issues I cage the
queen, swing the hive around on one corner
backward, turning the entrance in the opposite
direction to what it was formerly, and put an
empty hive with frames on the old stand.
When the swarm returns I let the queen run in.

Sometimes I have to cover the old hive or the
bees would Hnd their way back again. Then
when my husband comes home we put the old
hive where it is to stand. We are not troubled
with second swarms. Mrs. Wm. D. Kratz.
Lawndale, Pa., Aug. 20.

With Replies from our best Autiiorities on BeeSc

Question 193. Hmv can I keep lumcy, thnt
was e.rtrdctecl in the su7nmer,fro)n souring f

How can I keep comb honey from souring ?

By evaporating it. By curing it in a warm
room.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

If you keep honey of any kind in a diy, warm
place it will never sour.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

1. Ripen it by evaporation. 2. Put it into a
dry, airy place as soon as taken from the hive.

Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

No trouble from any kind of honey souring if

kept in a temperature of from 75 to 9.5°, where
the atmosphere is dry.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

Ripen your honey before putting it away.
Use an evaporator, or expose it to the sun in
^shallow vessels until ripe.

Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viallon.

By evaporating thoroughly. If necessary,
keep it in the sun extractor until it is thick and
ropy. About comb honey, I do not know.

'^~''
S. R. Wilkin.

ropy.
California.

Be sure that the extracted honey is thick. If

not so, keep it in a very warm room in open
ves.sels till it is. All honey should be kept in a
dry room, and, if possible, in a warm one. Never
keep in a damp room.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

Well-ripened comb or extracted honey will
not sour if kept in a dry place, and both are

better, and will keep well, if kept in a dry and
ivarm place, where they should always be kept.
Extracted honey that will sour in such a place
should be called sweetened water.
Ohio. N. VV. A. B. Mason.

Honey that has been propei-ly ripened, either
before or after being tak-en from the hive, and
tiien kept where it will not absorb moisture
from the atmosphere, will never sour. This ap-
plies to both comb and extracted honey. Keep
honey where it is always dry and warm.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

It will not sour if fully ripe when extracted.
There is sometimes a slight alcoholic fermenta-
tion in the upper layer that causes expansion,
but this is readily evaporated by melting au
hain-uiaric. If we had unripe honey we would
evaporate it in this way also, and it would not
ferment.

Illinois. N. W. Dabant & Son.

If good honey is stored in a warm dry room
there will be no danger from souring. In my
(^arly days in bee-keeping, if I put comb honey
into the cellar it would gather damjjness, and
ooze from the cells; and in a close closet it

would do the same. Since I keep honey, either
comb or extracted, in a wai'm ventilated room,
I've foi'gotten such a thing ever happens.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

If the honey was properly ripened there
would be no danger of its souring. I would
store in a warm dry room, in half-barrels stand-
ing on end, with the cork out of the hole in the
end. The sour honey will rise to the top and
can be turned off, leaving good honey under it.

Comb honey should also be kept in a mild dry
room. You must have a very sour country up
your way.
New York. E. Rambler.

Keep it anywhere but in a damp place: and
if it sours, then the trouble is in the bee-keeper.
Honey should not be extracted until properly
ripened; and comb honey should not be taken
from the hives until sealed. Honey is deliques-
cent, and this affinity for water is why honey
becomes thin when kept in a damp place. This
is also the trouble with the barrels shrinking

—

the honey takes the water out of the wood.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

The way to keep honey from souring is to put
it in a dry place. The cooler the better, of
course: but the trouble is, cool places are not
dry. I put mine in air-tight tin cans as soon as
settled, and put them into a cool cellar. Then
I get a low temperature without moisture, for
moisture can not get through tin. I guess the
trouble is, your comb and extracted honey is

too thin when you take it from the bees.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Don't extract it till it is ripe enough, then it

will not sour; but if it is necessary to take some
thin honey, to be ready for a better quality,
you can improve it somewhat by setting it in
wide-mouthed vessels in a room kept hot and
ventilated, or put in the sun. Comb honey can
be improved by keeping it in a Avarm room.
How long it would improve, I can hardly tell.

Some that I have tried two or three years seems
to be still improving.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

Keep it In a warm and dry place; then if the
honey was ripe and thick it won't sour. Honey
sours because there is too much water in it.

But how to get the water out of thin honey is a
question I should like to see answered. I have
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thought of a gn'(Miliouse. Can it be evaporated
in a greenhouse before it would sour? I have
seen cream-separators at work taking the
cream out of milk. Won't the same thing take
the water out of thin honey? I should like to

see it tried.

Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

Well. now. seein' it's you I'll tell you just,

what rd do if I wanted to make the very best
kind of a job of it. In the first place, you must
understand that it takes heat and water for

fermentation. Td make all effort possible to

get all the water I could out of the honey. I'm
not sure that Td make any dlffenMice between
comb and extracted. I'd keep it in a place
where it would have the full benefit of the sun
—up near the roof, or in a building with thin
walls of dark color. Give plenty of ventilation,
so the evaporation from the honey can escape.
Wire cloth, of course. If nights are cold, or a
cold wet time comes. I'd close up. and perhaps
build a fire. If you've been thorough about it.

it will take care of itself in winter; but be sure
not to have it where steam will settle on it from
a warmer room.

Illinois. N. C. C. Midler.

Some of our funny fellows will probably tell

you to eat it up before it sours. As to extract-
ed, be careful and not extract it too green.
Then take immediate care to have its surface
exposed to a warm drying atmosphere, that it

may ripen up instead" of deteriorating. As to

sections, there are three things you can do.

You can see to it that they go speedily into the
hands of customers who will eat them up. You
can ripen them in a hot airy room. You can do
as I do—leave them on the hive until they are
ripe enough to be safe for keeping. Your hon-
ey will not look quite as well if you follow the
latter method: but if you sell steadily to the
same customers, the fact that your honey does
not spoil will count in your favor. I have in

mind one grocer who sometimes goes without
honey when he can not get a supply from me,
just because he has learned that extra-white
honev sometimes spoils on his hands.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

[There seems to be a uniformity of agreement
on this question: namely, keeping honey in a
warm dry room, and having it thoroughly rip-

ened before taking it from the hive. Mr.
Elwood makes a point, perhaps, that has not
been observed by many before. Honey is cer-
tainly deliquescent—that is. it seems to have the
property of taking up any moisture there may
be in the air. For that reason it should be put
as near as possible where there is no moisture.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

FROM COLORADO: ALFALFA IIOXEY. ETC.

Having been a gi-eat lover of bees for sevei-al
years. I concluded to start in this year for the
profit there is in the business, not for pleasure
alone. So when starting out I concluded to
keep a record (which I think every one ought
to). On the ITtti day of June, at noon I had
my first swarm in a hive ready for business, and
in nine weeks I had taken from that hive 3(5

one-pound sections of the finest alfalfa honey
that was ever put up. Besides this thev had
made 12 frames (odd size) full for brood- nest.
I took out three frames, and weighed them, and
found they weighed just i}4 lbs. each, making

52 lbs. of brood comb, aad 3(5 of surplus. I find

it to be just 88 lbs., or a fraction less than 9 lbs.

per week. The rest of my apiary is in Wiscon-
sin, l^o - story eight-frame hives, but I don't
think I shall like them, on account of the bees
propolizing too much on them, and also making
a great deal of burr and brace combs, which I

find very inconvenient in iiandling the supers.
I think I shall try the Dovetailed hive next
season.

I occasionally see something in Gleanixg.s
protesting lightly against alfalfa honey. But I

come boldly to its defense, and ask such per-
sons to just call around to my Platte Valley
apiary and taste some of the "most delicious.
mo.st beautiful, soul - satisfying nectar ever
gathered by the busy little bee. For my part, I

can't see any thing wrong with it whatever.
I was very much interested with Bro. King's

communication from Arizona, in August 1st

Gleanings, and in his description of that love-
ly valley. I would ask him if he was ever
through the Platte (or Nebraska) Valley. It

very much reminds me of his description of
that one. insomuch that we irrigate, and raise
immense fields of alfalfa; yet the fruii bespoke
of is uot produced here, yet we far surpass any
other country for potatoes. The writer and
brother have in only thirty acres this year,
while a great many have in twice as many, and
some three times. Theo. V. Jessi^p.
Greeley. Col.. Aug. 21.

HOW TO get a colony OF BEES OFF THE
SPACE BETWEEN THE SIDINGS OF A HOUSE.

I have a colony of bees in the north end of a
house. They are between the plastering and
outside boarding. They have been there since
about the 6th of .luly last. Below is a rough
diagram showing just how they are situated.

I

.J

I I

^ is the point of entering, which is about 3-f

inch squaie. It is about 10 or 12 feet from the
ground. B is where they have made their
comb. Distance between plastering and out-
side boarding is 4 inches. They are pure Ital-
ians, and I wish to save them. How shall I go
at it to transfer them into an L. hive?

O. C. Benedict.
Atlantic. Iowa, Aug. 30, 1891.

[It is desirable not to mar the house, and
therefore I would suggest that, after removing
both window-sash, you cut out carefully that
part of the casing that is opposite the bees.
Willi a small bit. so as to make a small hole,
and a key-hole saw. j'ou can do the job so as
not to mutilate the woodwork. After smoking
the bees a little, proceed to cut out the combs
with a long knife (a bread-knife, say), and then
brush out and smoke out the bees. You prob-
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ably can not gpt out all; and to save these we
would put on a bee-escape at the entrance, so

as to shut them out as they come forth. Re-
place the piece cut out of the casing, and the
sash will conceal the saw-marl<s. In sawing
out the piece, the saw should b(> made to cut
on a bevi'l, in such a way that, when +,he piece

cut out is put back, it will rest against the
bevel, or shoulder, and there nailed. It would
be better, after titling the combs of brood into

the frames, to move bees, hive, and combs, to a
location about two miles away, so that they
will stay in their new location. Where the col-

ony is located between the two walls remote
from any sash, you could trap out the most or
all of the bees, with a bee-escape; but then,
how about the combs and brood? There is no
way to get this out except by making an open-
ing.] E. R.

HONEY EXHIBITS.

Honey exhibits should now be more magnifi-
cent than ever. The new honey medals are
now ready for delivery, and two of them will be

sent to each affiliated society, by Secretary Da-
dant, at the earliest possible moment. They
are furnished without cost to the local societies
affiliated to the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and will be awarded by the local
officers, one for the best exhibit of comb honey,
and the other for the best exhibit of extracted
honey. Now for good-natured rivalry! Let
the best win.

—

American Bee Journal.

THE SEW MEDALS KEADY FOB DISTRI15UTION.

The secretaries of the affiliated societies are
requested to forward their present address to

C. P. Dadant. Hamilton, 111., Secretary of the
North American Bee-keepers' Association, so
that the medals furnished by the North Amer-
ican, to each affiliated association, may be sent
to them. They will be forwarded by mail, in

registered packages. C. P. Dadant.
Hamilton, 111.. Sept. 22.

YELLOW CARNIOLAN8 NEyEIt PURE.
A lady bee-keeper has just written us, ask-

ing which we prefer, dark or yellow Carniolans.
We know of no pure Carniolan bees which are
yellow. Mr. Frank Benton, who has been
among the Carniolans, in their home in Carni-
ola. and examined them, should be undoubted
authority on that point. He says there are no
yellow Cai'niolans. We have bred them for
years on our isolated islands in the Georgian
Bay. and tliere were no traces of yellow, so long
as they were kept isolated; but when bred in
our own apiary, or in the most isolated places
we could find on land, we were unable to breed
pure ones, and traces of the yellow race could
frequently be found, proving that they were
hybrids. While some of our Carniolans give
considerable promise, we do not think that they
in their purity are equal in all points to our
best Italians, or the best yellow races, as there
has been so much Cyprian and Syrian blood
scattered through our country, also through
Italy, the home of the Italians, that we believe
there are very few pure Italians, although call-
ed pure Italians from their general appearance.
It is easily seen how difficult it is to keep a race
of bees pure, when th(»re are unquestionable
cases of mating between different races, for ten
and fifteen miles apart; but the crossing is no
detriment so far as honey-gathering and dol-
lars and cents are concerned. Hybrid bees of
the best sti'ains give as good or better results
than the pure bees of any i^train.—Canadian
Bee Journal.

[It was some seven years ago that we visited
Mr. D. A. Jones's islands in the Georgian Bay,
where he was rearing Carniolans. We will

vouch for Mr. Jones's statement, that the Car-
niolans then on the islands were black. The
fact that they could be kept so while isolat-

ed is rather significant, and is a pretty good
argument to show that the real Carniolans are
black and not yellow.]

A GRAND SUCCESS FOR A BEGINNER: HE BUYS
KXJ COLONIES AND SECURES 12,000 LBS.

OF HONEY.
This is my first experience with bees. Last

spring I purchased 100 colonies; and besides
'• learning the ropes " I have taken 12,000 lbs. of
extracted honey, thanks be to the bee-publica-
tions, and gloi'ious climate, and the kindly sug-
gestions of neighbor apiarists.

H. E. AVlI,DER.
San Bernardino, Cal., Aug. 10.

[Well, well, friend Wilder, you have indeed
done well. We usually expect that, when be-
ginners go in so heavy on bees for the first year,
they will lose one-half their bees in less than
six ' months, and be a good deal sadder but
wiser. We are glad you are not only wiser but
happier, and we extend our congratulations.]

RED-CLOVER BEES AHEAD.
Red-clover Italian bees, 100 lbs. comb honey

in sections per colony. Yellow Carniolans, per
colony, 80 lbs. in section honey. Italians, per
colony, 00 lbs. comb honey. Blacks, per colony,
28 Ibs^ comb honey. The bees are booming at
present. Thomas Oberlitner.
Deshler, Ohio, Sept. 15.

BASSWOOD HONEY IN TEXAS.

You ask wliere we get linden honey so far
south. Why. friend R.. there is a section of
linn hummock, about a hundred miles from the
coast here, that is as fine, I suppose, as any you
ever saw. Some trees are S^-i feet in diameter.

W. W. SOMERFORD.
Navasota, Texas. July 1.5.
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•yiTEEN-KKARING A LA UOOI.ITTLE A SUCCKSS.

You ask for the experience of those who have
tried the Doolittle plan of rearing queens: and
as I have reared a considerable number that
way this summer I will report. When I first

read Mr. D.'s description of his method I was
not favorably impressed, but concluded to try
it, and now use no other. It certainly gets fine

queens.
At first I was not very successful in getting a

good per cent of the prepai'ed cells started and
completed by the bees: but 1 have experiment-
ed carefully, and now succeed in getting from
40 to iX) per cent started, and that in the upper
story of a strong colony having a queen below,
using a queen-excluding honey-board of course.

I tried giving the cells to a queenless hive to
start, also putting the queen above the honey-
board and cells in brood-chamber to be built,

but found that, if the hive was properly pre-
pared, just as many would be started in the
upper story, and the cells almost invariably
contain dried lumps of royal .ielly after the
young queens hatch, showing that the brood-
supply is abundant. The preparation I have
found necessary is, to put a couple of fi'ames of
brood, one hatching and one unsealed larvte,

above the queen-excluder the day before intro-
ducing the cells. I find that a colony will sel-

dom start as many of the second lot of cells as
of the first.

I give twelve cells to a colony, believing that
a small number will be better fed than more.
When honey is coming in freely, and the bees
get crowded for room, they sometimes build
comb over and around the cells, if they are left

until ten days old. J. Webster Johnson.
Tempe. Arizona, Sept. 8.

i.mbe;ddin6 foundation wires with lamp
heat: GEO. E. FRADENBUKG TELLS

HOAV HE DOES IT.

Shortly after Miss Wilson gave her plan in

Gleanings, of imbedding wires in foundation

by means of lamp or gasoline-stove heat, Geo.

E. Fradenburg. Kansas City, wrote us that he
had {)reviously sent us a letter on the subject.

Although we have not yet made the plan a

success, we are glad to publish his letter on the

subject under date of Jan. 18, 1891

:

I do it with a lamp with a piece of tin over
the top: the tin has a slot cut in the center,
which dii'ects the heat on to the wire. I use a
Rochester lamp, turned down quite low. and a
scalloped chimney. «iiich gives a good ciicula-
tion with the tin on the chimney. When the
frame is passed moderately fast over the lamp,
only the foundation along the wire is slightly
melted, and runs down on the wire.

Geo. E. Fradenburg.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 18.

HOFFMAN frames: TESTIMONY FROM ONE
WHO HAS USED THEM 1.5 YEARS, AND

LIKES THEM.
I have used a franle similar to the Hoffman,

for fifteen years. I like the spaced frames bet-
ter than loose ones, especially in moving from
place to place. The top of the frame I use is

similar to the American frame. The frame
makes the honey-board. As to the ends of
frames. I don't see any particular need. The
top, if made true, will hold the frame to its

place. The outside combs that Dr. Miller
speaks about can be obviated by placing a 14-

inch strip against the side of the hive: then
the outside combs will be right. As to han-
dling combs with fixed distances, it can be done
much quicker if bees are on the edge of the

frame. Pinch the bees, and then let them have
time to crawl away, and there need be very
few mashed. There is no gumming where the
end rests on the rabbet. The whole set of
frames can be shoved at once, or any number.
I am satisfied the Hoffman frame, or some
frame with fixed distance, is the coming one.

George Briggs.
New Sharon. la., Aug. 24.

BEE COUNTRY UP IN THE MOUNTAINS OF CAL-
IFORNIA.

The lioney season here in the mountains
(elevation 2.500 feet) is practically closed, as the
bees will not gather more thi< season than they
will need to winter on. The crop was not equal
to that of last season, per stand, but the in-
crease in apiaries and stands in this communi-
ty more than made up for the short crop. The
black buckwheat, upon which they mainly
depend for summer and fall pasture, has ceased
blooming earlier than usual. Our nearest
neighbor, H. G. Bovee, extracted 5 tons from
100 stands. A. L. Hubbard, an enterprising
young man. is starting in the business, and
took 1^4 tons from 30 stands. This is quite a
honey region, and there are already a dozen
bee-keepers in this community. They depend
solely upon wild flowers for their pasture.
Ravenna. Cal., Sept. 8. W. S. Devol.

CLOSED-END FRAMES PERFECTION.
Dr. Miller was thinking it time for reports of

closed-end frames, and he is right. With me
they are pei'fection. as made and used by my-
self: but I bought 100 of a dealer, and they are
100 too many. The ends of mine are ten inches
long, and reach from the bottom-board to the
cover, and can not be glued tight. I have no
trouble with their killing bees, as I handle
tliem mostly two or three at a tiiue. or by whole
hives. J. C. LiLLIBRIDGE.
Port Allegany, Pa., Sept. 5.

HOW MUCH CLEAR WAX CAN BE OBTAINED
FROM A POUND OF COMB?

Please tell me about how many pounds of old
combs that are clean make a pound of wax.
Oneonta,- N. Y., Sept. 7. C. E. Gifford.

[Much depends upon the age of the comb or
combs to be rendered. You would get more
wax from combs built from foundation than
from those natural built. From the average
combs you would probably get from (K) to 80
per cent pure wax.]

TWO QUEENS IN ONE CELL.

I found a queen-cell with two queens in it a
short time ago: tliey were perfectly formed,
but had got so crowded in the cell that they
could not eat their way out, and died.
The lioney crop in this vicinity is not large.

Ours is only fair, and we have allowed no
swarms. M. H. Hunt.

Bell Branch. Mich.

A VI.SIT TO THE LEININGER BROS., AT FORT
.JENNINGS. OHIO.

They have the best-looking five-banded bees
I ever saw. I got six queens, and we did not
use smoke nor did we get a sting. They are
the best-natured bees I ever handled, and I

have kept bees 16 years. E. .S. Harvey.
Cavett. Ohio.

SUGAR vs. HONEY* FOR WINTER FEED.
Which is the safer to feed for winter stores

—

good honey, or syrup from granulated sugar?
Is there any choice? Mrs. J. R. Fisher.
Rushville. N. Y., Aug. 18.

[Feed sugar .syrup, every time.]
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SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOE A. I. ROOT, AND HIS

FRIENDS WHO LIKE TO RAISE CROPS.

Although the woathcr is almost like summer,
it behooves us to think of the frost that is sure
to come sooner or later. Two weeks ago we
feared we should not gi't any tonuitoes for can-
ning; but at this date, Sept. 23, our tomatoes
are ripening as rapidly as I ever knew them to,

and our canners aiv, at work full blast. Cucum-
ber pickles are growing so rapidly that, before
I knew it. the boys had several bushels too
large for pickles, and they were cutting them
open and feeding them to the chickens. They
told me they had offered them for 2.5 cts. a
hundred, but they could not sell them all. and
there was not any use in picking them. These
are from seeds that were planted about the
middle of July. At one time we thought we
should not get a pickle: but hej^ we are with
our market overstocked. Some way I rather
enjoy taking risks in ])lanting late; for when
we have beautiful mild weather without frosts
it is such fun to get a crop when the croakers
said I was wasting my time. Talking about
pickles and cucumbers reminds me that a friend*
who visited us a short time ago made the re-

mark that he had sold sixty dolliirs' worth of
cucumbers from three hot-beds each 30 feet long.

WHAT SHALL V\'E DO WITH OUR SASHES WHEN
OUR HOT-BEDS ARE UNCOVERED ?

And this biings to mind a problem that has
been before me for some time. I presume by
far the larger part of us who make gardens will
have to depend upon hot-beds and cold-frames
rather than greenhouses; and even where we
have greenhottses, the movable sash often plays
a very prominent part in our work. We have
now six large beds, fi'om ICKJ to 1.50 feet long,
arranged to hold sash. There are plank walks
each side of the beds, so that even in muddy
weather two men—one on each side of the bed
—can strip off the sash very rapidly. Now
comes the question. "Where shall we put
them?" Last spring we piled them up in a
heap, one on top of the other; but during a big
wind, some way the top sash on the piles per-
haps three feet high were blown off' and carried
some distance, of course being ruined. Where
the piles were not more than two feet high, or,

say. as high as the boards to the hot-bed. the
wind did not disturb them. Well, where shall
we have these piles of sash? If the hot-beds
are not very long, we can easily pile them up
at each end. The friend mentioned above had
his three beds each 30 feet long. As the ortho-
dox dimensions of movable sash seem to be (i

feet long by 3 feet 4 inches wide, it would take
about nine sash to covei' a 30-foot bed. To
make the number even, suppose we say 10 sash
for a bed 33 feet long. This would let the sash
lap over the ends of the beds so as to make all

tight. In sti'ipping off tlu^ sash, live of them
would be cai'ried to one end and the other five
to the other end; and the men who move the
sash would have to cany the center ones only
16 feet each way. A couple of good stout fel-

lows would pile the sash light up. and finally
take the whole five in a heap, and set therii
down at the end of the bed. Perhaps cutting
our beds up into lengths of 33 feet each is wast-
ing considerable ground, (^specially where land
is high and expensive, as it frequently is where
hot-beds are worked. In that case a l)(>d can
be made to hold 12 sash, 14, or even 20, provid-
ing it is better to carry tlu^ sash a little further
than to have so much waste room in order to
make a place to pile them up.
One reason why I have gone over this is be-

caiise I should like to have our readers who are

* Emery Ransom, Ainboy, O.

using hot-beds and cold-frames say what length
they would choose for each bed, and also to
tell us where they are in the habit of placing
the sash when oft' from the beds. It is very
handy to have a few light shuttei's made just
the size of th(> sash. These can be placed over
the sash in very severe weather, to protect cu-
cumbers and tender things: and when the sash
are oft' and piled up, a shutter on the top of each
pile of sashes protects them from hail, stones
thrown by children, base balls, and last, but
not least, big dogs. Another thing: Every lit-

tle while our small boys, when they want to
get across the beds, will walk on the soft earth.
The temptation to do this is much greater
when the beds are long. Now, the openings
cut through the lieds in order to get a place to
pile the sash should also give room enough for
one to get through, say leaving a path a foot
wide between the sash and the next bed. If we
make our beds 33 feet long we shall have ten
sash in a pile. If they are made of two- inch
lumber th(»y will be less than two feet high,
even with a shutter on top. To protect them
from dampness I should prefer to have the bot-
tom one raised three or four inches fi'om the
ground. When arranged in this way the part
of the garden devoted to hot-beds and cold-
frames may look tidy, neat, and attractive,
whether the sash are either oft' or on the beds;
and I confess than hot-beds and cold-frames
often present any thing but a tidy and pleasant
appearance to passersby.

r

ARRANGEMENT OF HOT-BEDS. WITH PLACES
TO PILE UP THE SASH.

Let the diagram above represent four hot-
beds 33 feet long. At each end of the beds the
locality of the piles of sash is shown. If it

takes ten sash to cover each bed. there will be
a pile of live sash at the outside ends, while th(>

two middle piles will have ten sash each, five

from the bed on the right hand, and five from
the bed on the left hand. The walks should
be either plank, cinders, gravel, or some mate-
rial easy to walk on while carrying heavy bur-
dens. This is important, because the sash fre-

quently need to be moved during a rainy time,
and sometimes when the paths are full of slush
and snow, especially to get the best results
from hai'dy vegetables. The width of the walk
can b(^ ai'ranged according to the expense of
the ground. We find 16 inches a very comfort-
able width to work. On the diagram we figured
only 12 inches at the sides of the piles of sash
in the center. In regard to damage from wind,
I have never had a sash blown oft' when the
whole bed was covered entire. If, however,
the sash were tilted or spread so the wind gets
under, they are apt to be moved. In very se-
vere weather the paths may be filled with
coarse stra\\- and manure as an additional pro-
tection against frost. I hardly need add, that
we must have perfect drainage for our beds as
well as for our paths. The manure for hot-beds
costs too much money to permit its good quali-
ties to be washed out by rain or standing water.
After the plants have had rain enough we often
put on the sash to keep off the surplus. Whei-e
every thing is arranged so as to work handy,
I think this ari'angement will be cheaper than
any form of machinery. In fact, I wish our
greenhouse could be covered and uncovered as
cheaply and quickly as our hot-beds with the
arrangement above. There is a drawback
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about hot- beds, I know—we can not, as with a
greenhouse, get Inside to regulate the tempera-
ture; neither can we work inside during stormy
weather. Notwithstanding this, tlie benefit of
having the sash stripped clear oft' when the
weather will permit seems to me to overbalance
the other. Perhaps, however, in many cases it

would be profitable to have both the green-
houses and a proper number of hot-beds and
cold-frames to go with them.

THOSE GKEAT BIG ONIOXS.

Our friends who have secured a crop by the
"new onion culture" will need to be a little

careful about giUting them cured properly or
they may be troubled with rot. Some of our
Prize-takers have utterly refused to be cured
dry and hard, even during this beautiful drouth
we ai'e having, unless we first peeled off the
damp outside covering. The rot seems to com-
mence on the outside: but if you peel off all that
is wet and then lay them in the sun, being care-
ful they do not get rained on, they will make
hard dry onions. It is only occasionally that
we find such a one: but during a spell of damp
weather I can readily imagine thei'e will be
great trouble in curing the crop. Once get
them dry and hard, and then keep them in a
cool dry place, and we think you will have no
trouble in keeping them for at least a reason-
able length of time. Onions of all kinds seem
to require a tremendous amoiuit of drying. We
spread our onion-sets out in the sun on shallow
trays, and carry them in when the barometer
gives the least indication of rain. After they
are once di'ied and hard, you will not have
much trouble. We need to be very careful
about storing onions or onion-sets in any bulk
so they may get damp or heat. We have been
very successful by using some frames made of
lath. These are put into a cool dry room, about
six inches from the floor. Now put on. say, six

inches of onions: then another frame of laths:
more onions, and so on. This arrangement
allows the air to get through them in every
direction constantly, and they seldom get damp
enough to start to grow. Our Ohio experiment
station gives the preference to White Victoria
and Spanish King, or Pi-ize-takei', for starting
in greenhouses or cold-frames. The White Vic-
toria seems to be about the handsomest onion
in the world; but I suspect it is not a first-rate

keeper, unless cured as directed in the way I

have indicated. Better sell your onions oft' as
fast as they can be cured in good order, unless
you have had some experience in keeping them.
An unused greenhouse is just the nicest place
in the world to cure onions, providing you have
plenty of doors and ventilators so you can let

the ail' circulate freely. ' You can arrange your
trays of onions so they will have all the benefit
of the sun, and still be secure from rain. The
sash from a hot-bed or cold-frame can be used
to cover them with in the same way; but if you
want them to dry they must have lots of air, as
well as heat from the rays of the sun.

TOBACCO DUST F^R MELON-VINES, ETC.

I liave good reason to think that, while this
failed in our hands last season, it was because
we did not put on enough of it. Our Ohio ex-
periment station says, "Put a shovelful on a
single hill of melons or cucumbers." If you
cover the young plants all up it will not hurt
them. The bugs will not be likely to dig down
through the tobacco as they do through the
mellow soil. If a rain comes and washes it

away, or takes the strength from it, put on
another shovelful. They call the tobacco
worth $'2n a ton as a fertilizer, to say nothing of
its qualities for repelling insect-enemies. From
what experiments I have been able to make, I

am inclined to think they are right about it.

Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and lie shall su.s-

tain thee. He shall never sutler the righteous to lie

moved.—Ps. 55:22.

I have for years supposed that I und(!rstood
the admonitions of the beautiful little text at
the head of this; and I supposed my faith was
strong enough to bring all my burdens to Christ
Jesus and cast them at his feet, and

—

leave
tlion there. But my recent experience has
taught me something in this line. When the
doctor absolutely forbade all thoughts of
business, I promised obedience; and when he
gave directions to the people of the factory
that I was not to be troubled nor even consult-
ed, I assented. Of course, he did not forbid
their answering any questions that I might ask,
nor was any attempt made to deceive me. I

was simply to be ignored unless I inquired after
certain things: but with this he insisted over
and over again that 1 was to give up business
entirely, not to worry nor question, and to stop
thinking, so far as it was possible for such a
restless creatui-e as myself to do so. I promised
obedience; but very soon I began to I'epeat over
and over again my brief old familiar prayer,
"Lord, help!" My fever was a nervous fever,
brought on somewhat, perhaps, by weeks of
too much care and responsibility; therefore
absolute quietness and rest were the things to
be most desired. The doctor is an old friend of
mine. In fact, I have been more or less inti-

mately acquainted with him for thirty years;
so we good-naturedly joked together, and he
talked to me sometimes quite plainly. You
have had experience, no doubt, with people
who could not be taught any thing, because
they "knew it all'^ alrendy. Well, as I look
back at the experience of the past few weeks
I feel ashamed to be obliged to admit that, in
many respects. I was bne of those very chaps
who "knew it all." While I thought I was a
perfect pattern of docility and obedience to the
doctor's directions, the real truth was, there was
a great deal of self-conceit that had to be got
out of the way before the doctor could give me
any real help or aid. One reason why I want
to tell you this is, that I fear there are many
others who sadly err in this way. In fact, here
on these pages we have been discussing doctors
and medicines pretty freely. I for one hereby
humbly heg purdoii of the many physicians
who are friends and readers and contributors
of Gleanings. One of my first experiences
was with this same fever thermometer that so
delighted me when I first saw it. Of course, it

is desirable to break a fever when it can be
done; and accordingly I was given anti-fever
remedies. The doctor's instructions were, that
the powders should be given only when the
fever thermometer ran up to or above a certain
temperature. When I volunteered to manage
it myself, he rather objected to it. He said the
nurse had better have it in charge. But I was
so sure I could manage it to "a dot" that he
reluctantly gave way. Well, the first thing I

did was to make a blunder in reading the scale
on the instrument, and to take three powders
when they should not have been taken at all.

As a consequence, it threw me into a drenching
sweat, and weakened me somewhat. When the
doctor came he looked a little bit cross, and
said that the nurse should give the medicine,
and not the patient. I suggested;
"I suppose, doctor, because they are less liable

to make blunders'?"
" Yes, and there are some other reasons."
"What other reasons, doctor?"
"Well, for one thing, a person who is sick is

naturally inclined to be nervous, and to worry;
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and If symptoms ai'e bad. and his fever runs
away up, both experience and good sense in-

dicate that he should not be told of it."

" On the same principle, doctor, if there were
a probability that the patient would never get
well, it would not be best, as a rule, to tell him
so?"
He assented. As I recollect about it, I rather

think he was quite anxious that I should stop
talking. I remember that, at about that time,
he forbade my seeing visitors, except my own
relatives. Well, I had not been real sick at
that time, so I replied something like this:
" Well, doctor, you need not be at all afraid to

tell me the whole truth when the time comes,
if such a time should come, that it looks doubt-
ful whether I ever get well. I am ready to go.
and have been for years, when God sees fit to
call me from my labors here on earth."
He did not make any reply, or. if he did, a

very brief one, so I ask('d him if he did not be-
lieve that it was safe to trust me to know my
exact condition at any time. As nearly as I

can remember, his answer was something like

this:
"Mr. Root, I believe every word you say—at

least, I believe you are perfectly honest and
sincere in what you say; nevertheless, I do not
believe it best to tell you every day when your
symptoms are unfavorable, especially since the
main thing before us just now is perfect quiet
and rest. If you can think of any texts of Scrip-
ture that will help you to be at peace, to be
guided by your friends and physician, they are
the texts you need.'"

I suggested, "Take no thoiight for the mor-
row."
" Yes." said he. " that is just it exactly. And

that one about the lilies of the held, that toil

not, neither do they spin. That is what you
want to do just now."
Somebody told me afterward that he said

that, if he could get me to stop thinking and
talking, there would be some chance of getting
the medicines to do their work.
Now. friends, my conscience troubled me a

little afterward because I had been so positive
that death had no terrors for me; and I lemem-
bered the little text, " Let him that thinketh
he standeth take heed lest he fall." I thought
also of Peter when he said. " Lord, I am ready
to go with thee, both into prison, and to death."
Not many hours afterward my faith was se-
verely tried. When one thinks of it, the whole
matter was so ludicrous that it sounds like a
joke to laugh at; but I tell you it was to me
one of the most serious conflicts, or hand-to-
hand fights, with the powers of darkness I ever
encountered.
About this time the doctor was somewhat

puzzled over a kind of nervous chills that came
daily or oftener before the fever. I had been
taking rather heavy doses of quinine at fre-

quent intervals: hut it seemed to have but lit-

tle effect on the chills or fever. He ti'ied, ban-
teringly, to convince me that the chills were a
good deal the effect of imagination, or of the
nervous state of my system. Imagination or
not, when they began to come on they made it

lively for the women-folks in getting hot bi'icks

and bottles of hot wat<'r. besides all the bed-
clothing that could be scraped up. When I

told the doctor that these were always heralded
by a peculiar ringing in the ears, on a high key,
he said that, inasmuch as large quantities of
quinine always produce ringing in the ears, he
wished to try the effect of suddenly cutting off

the quinine for a time. So he directed me to
stop taking it after a certain hour, and left a
couple of powdei's to b<' taken—one at noon,
and the other at suppei- time. I remember of
hearing him say something about some un-

pleasant "fancies" that would result fronv
cutting off the quinine so suddenly; but he
said the powders would quiet my nerves. I

wondered what he meant by the word "fan-
cies," but dropped the matter and thought but
little more about it. Right here is something I

wish to emphasize; therefore you will excuse
me if I digress a little. I remember once hear-
ing a father remark that he had just taken his
son through a long siege of typhoid fevei'. and
saved his life. In speaking of the medicine
the doctor left, this man said he gave a part of
it to the patient, and the other part he threw
out of the window, regulating the matter ac-
cording to his own judgment. I thought at the
time that it was quite a smart thing to refuse
to take all the stuff that doctors usually pre-
scribe. I am ashamed of this last remark of
mine; but nevertheless, for a good many years
I have held such notions more or less. After
the doctor was gone, my wife prepared a pow-
der. I remember of thinking that it was a
pretty-good sized one, and that it looked dis-

agreeable, and smelled disagreeable to my
feverish senses, as she brought the cup to me.
It was dissolved in perhaps a quarter of a tea-
cup of water. Now, my wife has frequently
complimented me by saying that I could take
any kind of medicine that was ever prescribed
for anybody, without making even a wry face^
But this dose was too much for me. After re-

peated trials I drank about a half of it. and
then directed my wife to throw it away, telling
her I could not possibly take any more, and I

was sure I had had plenty. At night I felt less

like taking thf "villainous stutt" than I did at
noon; and when I told my wife I was not going
to try to take it she did not say very much, per-
haps relying on my superior (?) wisdom under
such circumstances. I n^member that I felt very
sick and bad that evening; but I concluded that,
when I got to sleep, "tired nature's sweet re-

storer " would take care of it all. To my con-
sternation, however, I found sleep did not come
as usual. I can never tell the experiences of
that night; but I will give you a little glimpse.

As soon as I closed my eyes I was in a terrible
muss with somebody straightway. At first I

discovered a lot of good wax thrown out in the
grass and weeds back of the factory. I gather-
ed it up and demanded to be shown the hand
who had thrown away good wax like that. In
my dream—for it was a sort of dream—Ernest
tried to quiet me by assuring me that it was
not good wax at all—it was only dirt. But I

insisted that there was a dollar's worth of as
good wax as was ever seen. When I got suf-
ficiently worked up to awaken, I would glance
at my patient wife and around the room, to as-
sure myself that it was only a dream. Then I

turned over and tried it again; but it was a
constant repetition, only things were growing
woi'se and worse. The doctor had bade me be
quiet, and not worry, and here I was ivearhKj
myself out over purely imaginary evils. Before
midnight, worse troubles came trooping along.
I was rolling and groaning and tossing in my
bed. and I began to fear that I should soon be
entirely delirious. While strange sights were
passing before me, I remember that my atten-
tion was suddenly attracted by a beautiful blue
snake. The intense shining "brightness of this
blue riveted my attention. Pretty soon there
were two blue snakes; then there were f/oze/is.

then hundreds and thousands. They stretched
away in the distance as far as the eye could
reach, all crawling toward me. Then came
snakes of other colors, and I began to think' of

delirium tremens. Why should /. A. I. Root.
be afflicted with this terrible malady ? Soon
evil spirits began to torment me. I call them
spirits, because they assumed the garb of my
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intimate friends until they roused me to a fren-
zy, and then they laughed and jeered to think
how well they had succeeded. One of them
would tell me that it was mail time, and asked
me to read a heap of letters: and with com-
mendable patience, sick and weary as I was.
I commenced the task. Then I remembered
that the doctor had said that I was not to read
any letters or any thing else, and turned to
reprove the one who brought them, when roars
of fiendish laughter met my ears. They vexed
me in all sorts of ways until I grew despei'ate
and began to chase them away. At this they
laughed and yelled, and seemed to enjoy It

more than ever. I was getting higlily delirious.
My wife insisted on sending for the doctor; but
I assured her that doctors could do me no good.
They might give me morphine, but I would
rather have my senses tlian to be lulled by any
such drug. During the night the chills also
came at frequent intervals. They seemed es-
pecially to affect my right side, and excruciat-
ing neuralgic pains were shooting all through
it. It has been for many years peculiarly sen-
sitive. Finally something put it into my head
that this side had received a paralytic stroke,
and that I was not only crippled in body but in

mind, and should be so for all time to come. At
this stage of proceedings, somebody who seemed
to have authority reproved my Imaginary tor-
mentors, saying that it was a shame to have
sport over anybody who was afflicted and suf-
fering as I was.
Some time before, I had noticed among the

snakes a very handsome light piece of hempen
rope. In our work on the grounds we often
have use for a bit of chain or a piece of rope;
and as I like good tools I have also a liking for
pieces of strong rope or cord, especially such as
is at the same time soft and pliable, and can be
easily knotted. This piece of rope was of such
fine quality, and looked so very handy, that it

attracted my attention. I wondered what it

could be doing among the snakes, but finally

thought no more al)out it. This personage who
seemed to have power to banish even the spir-
its of darkness tiicn commenced talking with
me something in this wise:

"Mr. Root, you said, not long ago, that you
Avere ready to die when your time came. Well.
I supi)ose many a man. when he has become
worried and worn out with the cares and trials
of life, has felt just as you do; but you, per-
haps, did not reflect that, instead of dying at
once, or perhaps in a few days, you might be
called upon to live months or years—yes, to live,

even though life has become a burden to your-
self and all your friends. You have already
received a stroke of paralysis, and may be you
think death is at hand. But, my dear sir, have
you considered that you may be called upon to
live for months and even years, crippled in
mind and body the way you are now"? No doc-
toi' can help you, for how can he furnish a med-
icine for only one side f In your prayers a
while ago—oh, yes! I heard them all—you ask-
ed if there were any help or any way out of all

this trouble. But you will get angry if I sug-
gest to you that there is a very quick and
speedy way out of it all, and only just one way."

I did not quite know what he meant just
then, so I kept on listening to him, and he re-
sumed:

' You believe that God answers prayer; but I

want to tell you that God never has and never
will answer prayer under circumstances like
these. Why, you yourself have known of the
most devoted Christians who suffered for years
just as you are suffering. Did God hear their
prayers for relief ? Not at all."

I do not think that, while he talked with me,
he looked in the direction of the rope at all;

but just then it came to my mind: and on
glancing that way I discovered a neat slip-knot
at one end, that I had not noticed before. For
one brief moment my mind did consider that
that bit of rope would cut short all bodily tor-
ment at least; and it seemed as if it would not
take more than a second to tie just the one
knot that was needed. Even in my delirium
the fearful poison was beginning to get just a
little hold on me. I roused up, however, almost
instantly, and said, with all the energy I could,
"Get thee behind me, Satan." And he was
gone. His imps, however, came back and tried
me even more .sorely. One of them suggested
that I dare not pray any more, since, in my
anger toward them, I had used fearful oaths;
and for a time they almost made me believe it
was true; but I kept on praying.
Let me digress a little. For perhaps a year, or

may be two years, after my conversion I used to
dream of getting into a passion and of going back
to the old life, rejecting Chi'ist Jesus, and reject-
ing every thing. At such times I would frequent-
ly awake in great distress of mind; but when I
found it was all a dream and only a dream, how
I used to thank God it was only a dream and that
those times were past! In a little time longer,
however, I began to pray, even in my dreams,
when temptation came; and pretty soon dreams
of blasphemy toward God vanished for ever.
The adversary seemed to say to himself, " Well,
there isn't very much use in hanging around a
man who begins to pray, even while he is

asleep." And let me say to you, my dear
Christian friend, that, if you are in the habit of
being troubled with similar dreams, it indi-
cates, or at least it seems so to me, that your
heart is not yet quite right in the sight of God.
Dreams are but a shadow or reflection, as it
were, of our daily lives. Of course, our physi-
cal health has something to do with this, and
this part of it I am coming to presently. In my
delirum I kept praying. My mind ran over the
passages in the Psalms where David urges God
tornale Itdstc to deliver him; and I remembered
how plaintively David many times plead with
God to hide not his face from him, and not to
turn away on account of his many iniquities.
So far in my experience as a Christian, prayer
for deliverance from bodily pain, when it gets
to be moi"e than I could beai'. has always been
answered; that is, either the pain has been
lessened or grace has been given me to bear it:

and I remember, during that night of suffering,
of praying earnestly something like this:

" O God, to thee I come. Thou who hast de-
livered me in times past from all trials and
troubles, be thou my stay. Save me from the
snares of the evil one. In thee I trust, and to
thee I come."
After this, grace seemed to be given me; and

notwithstanding the evil spirits that still seem-
ed to hover around, trying to tempt me. anoth-
er presence seemed near; and when I was wor-
ried and anxious for fear that I'ebellious
thoughts had come into my mind, when I was
sorely tempted, a voice full of comfort and as-
surance seemed to say to me, " No, child; no
blasphemy towai'd God has ever passed your
lips since the time you chose Christ Jesus for
your Savior." This seemed to satisfy me, and I
mentally repeated. " Thank God, thank God
for that." About this time, in response to the ur-
gent solicitations of my wife, I consented to have
the doctor sent for. I think it was just getting
daylight when he arrived. Under the clear
light of day I felt somewhat ashamed of the
fuss I had been making; but still I knew some-
thing was wrong, and I told him I thought I
had received a paralytic stroke during the
night. He asked me where I was paralyzed,
and I told him it was my right side.
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" But," said he. " you can raise your right
arm and your right foot, can you not?"'

•' Oh, yes!" said I; "but still there is some-
thing the matter of my whole right side. My
right eye seems twisted, and 1 can not see
straight with it, and it is affecting ray brain, I

am sure."
At this he began to laugh.
" My good friend, let us start out in another

direction. How about the soothing-powders
which I left for you yesterday? Of course, you
have taken them according to directions?"

I was reluctantly obliged to confess the triith.

He replied something like this: '

'• Look here, Mr. Root; if you have not been
pretty well punished already, I should be
tempted to give you a pretty sound lecture;
and I believe 1 will give you a short one, fol-

lowed by a practical demonstration, even as it

is. You are a pretty smart man, and know a
great deal; but, my dear sir, there are several
things you rZo 7iof know; and there are several
things, too, that we doctors know that you
have not yet discovered. This ' menagerie' you
have had during the night that is past, all

came by neglecting those little powders that
you decided were too 'nasty ' to take.'"

I begged pardon, and promised full obedience
in future if he would forgive me.
" Bttt, doctor, you do not mean to say that

just those powders, taken according to direc-
tion, would have spared me this terrible night
of anguish and suffering ?""

•' Yes, sir: that is just what I do mean. And
now if you are thoroughly convinced that your
doctor knows what he is'about, give us a proof
of your sincere penitence."'
He had laughed me out of some of my trou-

bles, and I was considerably interested in what
he was going to do. But I ventured to tell him
some of my troubles about there not being any
such thing as a "one-sided medicine:" but I

was careful not to tell him who gaiie me the
idea. He laughed, and said in due time we
would take up that part of it also. I remember
that, at this time, my wife and Ernest were
standing by. full of anxiety. They had been
consulting together, so it seemed. Then the
doctor spoke:

" Now, Mr. Root, you want to be real sure
that it is not a freak of the imagination that is

the matter with you. Look at the tigures on
the wall paper. Are they quiet and still?"

I looked, and the whoh; of them seemed very
much disposed to dance a jig. Something like

a moss rose was near to my bed, on the gilded
wall paper. As I looked at it, the petals began
moving as if they were about to unfold, and
glimpses of a lurid light shot out from under
the petals, as if they inclosed glowing coals.

Some tigures, so near by that I could put my
finger on them, were so surely wriggling about
that I did touch them. When I touched them they
stood still, until my finger was removed. I told
the doctor what I saw.

'' Very well," said he. " Now witness one of
the triumphs of medicine. Sit up a little. Now
take this glass, which contains the powder you
should have taken last night. Don't sip a little

and then stop, but pour it all right down ivWi-
oiit tasting."

I do not know but they feared I was going to
say 1 couldn't; for Ernest, who stood by with a
dipper of pure water, added some exhortations.
But I began to be thoroughly ashamed of my-
self. I took the glass as dii'ected, and poured
down the whole of the bad-tasting stuff at a
single swallow. Then I grabbed for the dipper.

" Well, what do you think about it now?"
said the doctor. .

" Why, I think the water in that dipper is a
little the nicest I ever tasted in my life."

'• Now," said the doctor, '' you can shut your
eyes and go to sleep. You can watch the hob-
goblins as they hunt their holes, if you choose.
But they won't trouble you very long. I will
be around about the time you wake up."
Would you believe it, dear reader ? I dropped

to sleep at once, and did not wake up till to-
ward noon. When I opened my eyes every
thing was natural and straight. The figures
on the wall paper behaved themselves as all
such steady and staid tigures ought to do in a
Christian family. ^lore than all. I could not
remember that, during my sleep of several
hours, I had had a single dream of inii/ kind.
When the doctor came in I Avas full of (uithusi-
asm. wondei', and sui'prise in regard to the new
medicine.

' Why, Mr. Root, it is not any thing nerv at
all. Bromide of potassium is as old as the hills,

and is in common use for quieting disordered
nerves. This remedy is what you need more
than any thing else; and vei'y likely it is at the
bottom of those chills that have been baffling
us. One thing is cei-tain, however—if you ever
get out of this nervjus state, you have got to
stop investigating and exploring and studying
into evei-y thing that comes along. Why, I

hardly dare to tell you the name of the medi-
cine you are taking, for fear you will ask so
many questions about it, and won't let the sub-
ject drop until you know all that the books
have to say in regard to it.'"

•' But, look here, doctor. Do you mean to
say that this bromide of potassium will abso-
lutely stop all unpleasant dreams and nervous
v.akefulness ?""

" Well, 1 do not know that I have ever seen
it fail under such circumstances. But there
you go again with your questions."
"But. doctor, if there is a medicine known

that will slop bad dreams, it certainly ought to
be made known to a suffering world. And you
say. too, that it is not an opiate, a narcotic, nor
any thing of that sort, and that it will not start
one in a bad habit?"

" Yes. sir, I mean to say all this. If you take
it in the day time, when you are well, or com-
paratively well, it will not produce sleep at all.

It puts peoples to sleep only as it did you, when
they have been kept awake by disordered
nerves. Another thing: If you are put to
sleep with opium you can not be awakened
very easily; but with the bromide one can be
aroused just as easily as from any natural sleep.
Now. you really must stop talking; and I think
that, for the present, everybody had better stay
away."
Somebody suggested that the various Jiimts-

ters of our town be allowed to see me; but the
doctor said that he preferred I should wait un-
til I got better, and then they might call: and I

tell you, my friends, the doctor icas rvjlit.

Before I leave this subject, let me touch upon
one point. Wouldn't this harmless medicine
oftentimes save people from temporary insani-
ty ? I feel sure it would. Not many years ago
my o IV II mother's brother, under the influence
ofdelirum produced by typhoid fever, during
the temporary absence of his nurse found
means to take Ms own life. One dose of this-

,

bromide of potassium would very likely have
saved him. I was so much interested that the
doctor mentioned, a few days later, he saw a
query in one of the medical journals where the
question was asked, " Is there a remedy for

dreaming?" The editor answered, " Why, to

be sure there is—bromide of potassium."
I have now given you some illustrations of the

way in which people may make terrible mischief
by omitting to take the medicine just because
" it tastes bad." By the way, the doctor, a few
days after, brought me two other preparations
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of bromide, made expressly to cover up or con-
ceal the nauseating taste of the drug, and I felt

encouraged to think that 1 was not the imly
one vviio pronounced it nasty. One ti'oublein
making it easier to take is, that a suthcient
dose, to produce a desired etfect, makes nearly
half- a teacupful, with water enough to dissolve
it. Let me now suggest a way in which you
can work in harmoiuj with your physician.
Night after night I slept with such unusual
soundness that my wife said it almost frighten-
ed her to see me lie so still and hear me
"snore." as the latter was very unusual for me;
and as it was still quite a punishment to take
the medicine. I begged to try half a dose.
" All right," said the doctor; " try half a

dose; and then, if you wake up and can't sleep,
take the other half."
This I did; and when I found that half &

dose answered every purpose, then we tried a
quarter of a dose. This answered generally;
but once in a while I had to have the other
quarter before morning. Sure enough, the chills
began to let go. Quieting the nerves, keeping
away visitors, in connection with the other
treatment, was beginning to tell favorably.
Soon the chills came only twice a day—at
about 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and between
4 and 5 in the afternoon. Now, a (jood doctor
is constantly hard at work, like a detective.
He began searching and questioning as to why
these chills should come at these queer hours
of the day. My wife was finally called in.

" Mrs. Root, at what hour during the fore-
noon has your husband been in the habit of
getting most used up by nervous prostration ?"

' Why, he always comes over to get his fore-
noon nap at about U o'clock."
The doctor's eyes t\vinkled.
" Now, then, when in the afternoon does he

get most used up in the same way '?"

My wife responded. •' Why, he has been foi'

some time insisting on his supper at half-past
four, so he would not be so used up in reading
the mails that must be put on the train at a
quarter after five."

" There we have it," said the doctor. " And
your feverish excitement and talk about the
piles of letters ' to read gives us another clew.
That letter-reading must be given up. If no
one else can do it as well as you do, somebody
else must do it as well as he can."
Before long I had the good news to tell the

doctoi', when he came at night, that I had got
through that one tvhole day and " nary a chill."

For a while they came ever-y other day; and
then they, with the fever, skipped entirely.
Now, my fi'iends, haven't I gi /en you reason

enough for the employment of a family physi-
cian when one is needed—a physician whom
you can respect and trust as yoii do the rest of
your neighbors '' and why, having once em-
jjloyed him, you should not hamper nor hinder
nor thwart his faithful work for your best good
by thinking you know as much or more than
he does, about his own legitimate business ?

Mind you, I do not mean to recommend any
special school or line of practice among physi-
cians. Our medical men, like our bee-keepers,
have different ways of working, but they are
often quite successful in their different ways.
Faith in God Includes faith in our " neighbors;"
and, if you choose, a physician from among
your neighbors—a man whom you can respect
and trust, and feel sure he will serve you well
and faithfully. ___ aaa:

And now, friends, a word in conclusion in re-

gard to our text—especially the latter part of
it, where we read, " He shall never suffer the
righteous to be moved." When sickness, fever,
and delirium come, how far are we responsible?
I suppose there is, of course, a limit to human

responsibility. A point comes in diseases of the
mind and diseases of the body, where the in-
dividual is responsible no further. Now, then,
how far or to what extent does God permit the
prince of darkness to tempt and try his chil-
dren? Our text answers it—" Cast thy buiden
upon the Lord, and he shall sustain thee." If
you do this, the matter is in God's hands. And
during my recent sickness, once or twice I came
to a point where I felt like saying. "It is God's
affair and not my own. I am perfectly willing
to trust the outcome afl to him." Then came
help. Then my overstrained nerves began to
get quiet and I began to mend. I tholight I

had learned tlie lesson—"Thy will, not mine,
be done." But I found there was still more to
learn in that line. Some of you may think I
am a little visionary in believiiig that the ad-
versary follows one, even to a sick-bed. Alex-
ander McClaren says, in a recent number of the
Sunday-school Times, "Thei'e are whole packs
of wolves snuffing at every fold." This he said
in discussing the lesson about the good shep-
hei'd. Do you think it is overdrawn? Well,
let us turn to God's own word. In the first

place, we find, in I. Peter 5:7, something re-
markably like our text—"Casting all your care
upon him, for he careth for you." The verse
following is as follows: "Be sober, be diligent;
for your adversary the devil as a roaring lion
walketh about seeking whom he may devour."
Now, is it not likely that this same adversary

should follow us. even when we are sorely tried
by sickness, suffering, and pain ? But, may the
Lord be praised, we have the plain pi'omise
still in the words of our text.

m-mnGGd (^dWM-
OONDITIONh UNDER WHICH WE GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO

STOP USING TOBACCO.
First, the candidate must be one ot those who have given up

tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this
department. Second, he pi-omises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subsciiber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives tlie smoker ever uses to-
bacco again, he (the subscriber) will pay for the smoker. The
one who receives the smoker in this ease need not be a sulj-
scriber to Glf.anings. though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time tu time in regard to this" matter. The
full name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

Since reading Gleanings I have quit using
tobacco. Please send a smoker; and if I ever
use tobacco again I will pay for the same.
Bradford, Pa., .June 4. E. M. Miller.

My brother has quit the use of tobacco; and
I promi.se. if you will send him a smoker, to pay
for it if he ever uses tobacco again.
Eupora, Miss.. June 2.5. . W. B. Enoch.

You may send a smoker to Jos. Stull, North
Webster, Ind. If he uses tobacco again I will
see you get your pay. I. R. Good.
Vawter Park, Ind., May 37.

Send Mr. W. F. Howard, Lovelace, N. C, a
smoker for quitting tobacco; and if he ever
uses any more I will pay the 70 cts. my.self.
Lovelace, N. C. June 9. D. C. Jakvis.

A friend of mine has given up the use of to-
bacco, and says if you will send him a smoker
he will pay for it in case he ever uses tobacco
again. I will go his security.
Altona, Col., June 12. Ellen Stewart.
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Mr. J. E. Dickorson. of Ozan, Ark., has quit;

and if you will send a smoker, and he ever uses

tobacco anv more, I will pay for the smoker.

Ozan, Ark.. May 25. J. D. Bakkow.

I am sorry to say that the writer has already

broken his pledge. I inclose one dollar, as

agreed, to pay for the smoker he got.

Wyoming, Ont., May ^iS. Akch. Duncan.

Please send Mr. U. G. Ballard, of Clermont,

Ind.. one of your smokers. Seeing your offer in

Gleanings he offered me his pipe, and resolved

never to use tobacco again. If he does I will

pay you for the smoker. Tinsley Tansel.
Clermont, Ind.. June 12.

you for it it he ever uses looacco again, r

has used tobacco a good many years, but he hi

quit, and quit for good. Chas. D. Faknkam.
Fleetville, Pa., June 13.

I am glad to say that I have given up smok-

ing for the last six months, after using tobacco

for twenty vears at least. I intend to use it

no more: and as 1 see yon present a smoker to all

who do so, I hope you will be able to send me
one.

Fillmore, Cal., June 24.

Rob. Dunn.

My husband, O. D. Draper, has been a sub-

scriber to Gleanings for about three years,

and has quit using tobacco. I have no fear he

will ever use it again. If he should. I will pay
for a smoker which I shall be thankful to re-

ceive. Mrs. Jane Draper.
Ortonville, Mic h.. June 17.

I received Gleanings, and am well pleased

with it. It gives me much pleasure to read it.

I see you still keep up the Tobacco Column. I

believe I am entitled to a smoker, as I have
quit the use of tobacco for ever. It is one of the

filthiest habits: it is icor.sc than whisky.
Canton, O., June 12. Wm. A. Rohn.

Mr. Richard Reeder is very thankful for the

smoker, and I don't believe I ever saw him bet-

ter pleased. He tells his friends how he got it,

and they look at him wonderingly. He says he

sometimes wants tobacco so bad that he takes

a stick in his mouth to chew, and the strong

desire leaves him. D. W. Rouse.
San Jacinto, Cal.. April 23.

The following young men, having heard me
tell how you would give a smoker to all who
would pledge themselves never to use tobacco

again in any form, quit about a weeK ago. and
request me "to go their security: W. A. Calla-

han, L. A. Callahan. If I ever know either of

them to use it again I will pay for smokers.
R. VV. J. Stewart.

Sonoraville, Ga ., June 4.

Please send a smoker to John M. Ehlert. who
has, through the influence of reading your To-
bacco Column and Home talks in my Glean-
ings, concluded that this indulgence in tobacco

is a stumbling-block to him or any one else who
is trying to live properly and exert a salutary

influence over his young comrades who so gen-

erally use it. He is much interested in bees;

and if he ever uses tobacco again I will be re-

sponsible, and pay for the smoker.
New Orleans, La., June 10. J. ^^ . Winder.

Six or seven years ago I commenced to read

Gleanings. It 'was sent to my brother, J. A.

Diilashaw, and we bought an A B C book. 1

have read it. and I claim that Gleanings has

been a blessing to me. 1 love to r(>ad it. and
the book too. It has broken me from a bad

habit—that is. using tobacco. I had used it for
1.5 years, and it did not do me any good, but it

did me harm. I have been converted from a
filthy habit, and an expensive one too. I will

never use another thimbleful of tobacco while
I live, so I claim the smoker, if you will send
it to me. W. A. Dillashaw.
Bowman. Ga.. May 25.

Mr. J. H. Terrell came to my home to-day ta
learn something about bees. He is just com-
mencing. I asked him if he was taking any
bee-paper. He said no. I referred him to
Gleanings, also to the Tobacco Column, as he
was smoking all the time. I told him I thought
if he would subscribe for Gleanings, and
throw away his pipe, you would send him a
smoker. He seemed to be in a deep study for a
moment, and then took his pipe out of his
mouth and threw it on the ground, and said,
' That is the last for ever." Please send him a
smoker. If he ever uses tobacco again I will

pay. F. B. Jones.
Howard Lake, Minn.. June 30.

I love Gleanings, especially the Home pa-
pers that I always read with great interest and
joy. because they always ring of a true love of
Jesus. I have lived the most of my life in sin
(be it said to my sorrow and shame). I was
converted in 1889. I had been a gi-eat user of
tobacco, especially smoking. It had such a
hold on me that I had tried time and again,
with all my strength, to quit, only to fall deep-
er than ever. My doctor told me it would sure-
ly kill me if I continued in its use, and that he
thought it very doubtful whether my constitu-
tion would bear an entire abstinence. You see
what a hold it had on me. After I had been
converted a few days, and had resolved on
living a new life, I told my wife I did not be-
lieve I could be a Christian and be such an in-
temperate user of the vile weed. I prayed God
to give me strength to overcome, and I quit
from that day to this, with all ease: and to-day
I thank God for his grace. M. L. Bonham.
Clinton, Mo., June 17.

[Well, well, friends, this is encouraging. When
I first saw the array of names from those who
were giving up tobacco I concluded that Ernest
must have been saving them up for some
months back, and then put them all in at once.
But in looking at the dates I see that at least.
13 of the 17 who iiave taken the pledge are
dated in June, so it seems this must be a sud-
den start, and I confess I do not know what has
called it out. Another thing, almost all of
them have taken the pledge as the result of
personal work of some friend who goes security.
Now. this is still more encouraging. A man "is

much more likely to hold out where some friend
is watching and praying with and for him. and
has an interest in the matter. Why, this is

real Endeavor work and nothing else. I won-
der whether those who are doing this personal
work are not members of the Christian Endea-
vor Society. May the Lord be praised for the
powerful testimony in this Tobacco Column
this month: and may he give grace and
strength to those who are breaking away from
the habit, and new zeal and energy, and faith
and love, to those who ai'e doing the work. I

am going to pray over this, dear fi'iends, and I

expect and believe that we shall have a larger
report, as a consequence, than we have ever
had yet. This is the kind of fighting that I

really enjoy. Who can read over this list of
letters and pledges, without feeling that God"s
spirit is in it? Why, a real live battle is going
on against tobacco, and yet it is all being done
with the kindest and pleasantest feelings imag-
inable: but the result in the end is, plainly and
clearly, " Get thee behind me, Satan."']
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Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill

the soul: bur rather (ear him which is able to destroy both
body and soul in hell. . . . Fear ye not Ye are of
more value than many sparrows.—M-\tt. 1(1: 28. 31.

Eight extra pages this issue.

The weather in our vicinity has been vei'y

warm for the last week or ten days, the ther-
mometer in the shade ranging 80 and above.
One day we noticed that it registered 87.

A SUBSCKIBER has sent us a copy of the
Americdu A<ji icuUurist for August, 1881. A
glance through it shows a ladder terminating
in a single prong, the same as shown on page
69.5. Dr. Miller explained at the time that it

was an old idea: but it is interesting to know
how long ago it was illustrated and desci'ibed.

As shown in the Agricultiirist. it was designed
for fruit-picking: such ladders, therefore, have
more uses than oiie^

On page 707 J. P. Meyers wants to know
what has beconn; of A. E. Manum. We have
been officially notified by friend M. himself
that, on the "l6th of Sept., he was married in

Bangor. N. Y., to Miss Hattie C. Barnum. This,
we think, will justify the temporary break in

his interesting articles. A footnote on the wed-
ding-card informs us that the "out-apiary"
which friend M. has found in New York will

be the " home " apiai'v after Oct. 1, 1891.

Here is an item that was sent in by Dr. Mil-
ler for Stray Straws, but it came too late for
insertion in that department:
The Bee-keeper, Winona, Minn., is the latest. A

name that does not apply to all bee-j\)urnals would
be better.

We would add, that the Americdn Bee Jour-
ndl is very often called "'The Bee Journal." for
short. The name of our new cotemporary is

unfortunate, and we trust that our new candi-
date for the field will reconsider and give us
some other name.

The Australian colonies are about to be ad-
mitted to the Postal Union. W^hen they are we
shall expect the postage on queens to that coun-
try to be reduced from 9(5 cts., the present
amount, to about 4o cts. Now that the mailing
of queens across the oceans is a possibility, it

will be a great boon to our friends on the other
side of the globe. By the way. we are noiified
of the successful mailing of an unti^stcd queen
to. I. Stormonth, Kirkbi'ide. England, with only
two dead bees. The queen has now been lay-
ing in the hive for some weeks.

Mr. a. DETWEiLEii. of North Middleton, Ky..
says, ' Your introducing Benton cage is quite a
success. I have not lost a queen this year.
With the Peet I lost .50 per cent last year.'" We
have jtist received a similar letter from our
large queen-breeder. Mr. J. D. Fooshe, of Catch-
all. S. C, adding that he has had wonderful
success in sending queens to distant parts of the
United States. We had supposed that there
was nothing better than the Peet for introduc-
ing: but from reports like the above, that are
coming in. it looks as if the Benton were the
better. All we have to do is to pull the cork,
and " we (the bees) do the rest," a la Kodak.

Our bees have been working some on golden

-

rod, but for the most part are inclined to rob.

After examining the colony, the robbers would
pounce down in full force at the entrance, and
before the guards or sentinels would become
aware of what was up, many of them would
get into the hive. After closing the hive, to
give the inmates timely warning we have tried
striking or stamping on the cover. This in
many cases brought the guards out for investi-
gation, and the result is that they fairly snapped
up their inti'uders while on the wing. It is not
always possible to arouse a colony in this way,
especially if they have been smoked very much.

We do not believe much in finding fault with
the railroads and their methods; but here is a
case in point where they rather get the " bulge"
on us. They will carry a carload of boxed
sqiiare tin cans from St. Louis to San Diego.
Cal., for .?213.0(): but for an inland point 74 miles
this side, on the .sn(»?c road, they will charge
.?44.00 extra. In other words, they will charge
.^44.00 more for carrying it to a point 74 miles
this side of San Diego, and simply dropping the
car off at that point, than they svould for haul-
ing it clear to San Diego, so much further.
There is a little inconsistency here that the In-
terstate Commerce Commission should rectify.

We have just learned a new way to light the
Clark smoker, that is ahead of all. We cram it

with our excelsior sawdust, then close the door
tight. We next strike a match on the sand-
paper, work the bellows, and then hold the
blaze directly against the perforations under
the smoker just back of the front legs. The
flame will shoot in. ignite the fuel, and the
smoker so lighted is almost sure to stay so.

Very often when the Clark is lighted at the
rear end it will go out in a minute or two: but
when lighted at the front end there is no dan-
ger. Now, please do not understand us to say
that the Clark is in the habit of going out.
When once lighted it is quite sure to hold fire

as long as there is any fuel to burn.

To illustrate how a business properly carried
on will advertise itself, we give the following
instance: Some time ago we received a request
for an estimate on 30 untested queens. We
quoted the price, and the estimate was immedi-
ately accepted and returned. They went out
by next mail, to a point in northern Ontario.
Canada. All went through alive. The parties
were so much pleased that they clubbed togeth-
er again and sent for more. Then again they
clubbed together and sent for more. The se-
cret of the success was in prompt mailing, and
getting the queens through alive and in good
order. We are frequently getting orders now
to ' send us another lot "just like the one you
sent us last. Be sure to send in Benton cages."

We have just enjoyed a visit from a bee-
keeper. Mr. J. E. Snider, and friend, of Salt
Lake City. Among other interesting things he
told ns about that part of the country was, that
Simplicity-hive covers, 16 inches wide, supposed
to have been dry. iiave been known by him to
shrink half an inch. That would make ^g^ in a
foot. We here in the East have no idea of the
dryness of some of these climates. Another
thing, it is very difficult, on account of the
scorching sun, to make white paint stick.
Venetian red is about the only thing that will
hold. He further added, that the dovetailed or
lock joint on our hives is the only joint that
can stand their climate. All other joints, by
the action of the weather, will gap.

We have received a good many photographs
of apiaries, the senders giving us the privilege
of using the same in Gleanings if we should
see fit. Most of them are too poor and indis-
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tinct to be used for our half-tone work. To
get reallv good landscape pictures, exposures
should be made on a cloudy day. When the
sun shines bright, the contrast between the
shaded and brightly illumined parts of the
picture is too great, the former being technical-

ly "under exposed." and the latter "over ex-

posed," and in neither case is there good work
produced. If the day is clear, have the photo-
graph taken toward evening, when the light is

not so glaring. We can use only a small per
cent of tlie pictures sent: but what we do use,

we should like to have perfect as to the amount
of exposure. Show this editorial to your art-

ist, and he will understand what we mean.

DO OI,D UEES SECRETE WAX V

In another column it will be noticed that E.

France has contributed an exceedingly valua-
ble and interesting article on wax secretion.

Most of us would be satisfied with the almost
overwhelming proof that he brings to bear,

that old bees can and do secrete wax and build
comb when pressed to do so; but with his

usual painstaking care and accuracy he is not
yet entirely satisfied, but proposes to try the
experiment again. We do not know that there

is any practical bearing touching this subject,

but there has been much discussion, and it is

now time that we have a series of facts to

prove which side is right. This will be a good
experiment for the Michigan Agricultural Col-

lege. Let them isolate a swarm newly hived,

and take the bi'ood away from them every 20

days, each time compelling them to build

comb.

QUEENS TO AUSTRAIAA.

W^Ei.L, we have just heard from two of the
queens that we sent to Australia. They were
36 davs on the road. One cage arrived with all

the bees alive, but the fittce?i was dead. How
provoking! Usually the tables are turned the
other way. We often find boxes that have just
arrived from Italy with the bees dead, but the
queen alive I We feel sure that, if the queen
had not been injured in some way, or weak
from some cause or othei'. she would have gone
through alive. The other cage had all the bees
and queens dead: but examination showed that
they had been dead only a day or two. and that
because of the fact they had receiv<^d a dash of

water—possibly sea-water—at an unlucky mo-
ment, and this was too much for the candy.
We can hardly regard either of these as fail-

ures; and the only reason why they were not a

perfect success in both cases was due to rather
unusual accidents.

THE TOBACCO COEUMX.

.SojiE of our readers may wonder why no tes-

timonies from tliose ^^ iio have given up tobacco
have appeared since the loth of July. The re-

ports on pages 747 and "8 will partially explain.

But you will need to keep in mind that all

these' reports should have been published in

July; and my footnote at the end of the testi-

monies was written with the supposition that
it would appear in the July 1st issue. While I

was sick it was crowded out for moi-e impor-
tant matter—that is. if there is any more im-
portant matter before the American people just
now. It does not quite seem to me that there
is. Now, please do not think, from the long
silence on this subject, that the work has not
been going on. for we have another string of

testimonies for our next issue. This explana-
tion seemed to be due our readers because of

my comments at the closing-up on page 748.

A. I. R.

LUTHEK W. GRAY.
In response to my request in our issue for

Sept. 15. page ()9."), a pai't of those who sent Mr.
G^^y money have replied, staiing how much.
Several others have made no response. As it is

quite unlikely that Mr. Gray will be able to re-

turn the money very soon, we have decided to
make good all that our readers have lost by
sending money to him, under the following con-
ditions: The one who sent money in answer to
Ml'. Gray's advertisement must, of course, have
been a subscriber to Gleanings at the time. If

he borro\v(^d the papei- of a neighboi'. and saw
(xray's advertisement, and then sent him mon-
ey. I hardly feel that we should pay it. for we
decide to piotect only our siihscrlbers. Second,
we ask the privilege of paying the amount in
bees or queens instead of cash. But we can not
furnish tiicm at the prices Mr. Gray advertised,
for he quoted very low figures, with the under-
standing. I presume, that he was in Florida,
where it is summer the year round, and so he
could afford to raise queens at a low price. If,

howevei', yt)u prefer to take the amount out in
Gleanings or ABC books, we will extend
your subscription oi' mail the books, and thus
have the matter ended. We shall charge the
amount to Mr. Gray, and hope he may some
time be able to pay it back to us. Our book-
keeper will mail a memorandum of credit to the
different parties. A. I. R.

THE APIAKY AT THE HOME OF THE HONEY-
BEES CRITICISED.

During the last three or four days we have
had quite a number of visitors here at the Home
of the Honey-bees. On going into the apiary
they were a little disappointed on seeing that
grass had grown some six or seven inches high,
and that some of the entrances were somewhat
obstructed with grass and weeds. They had
read the A B C book, and expected to see nice
white sand for dooryards to the hives, and the
grass all neatly kept down with a lawn-mower.
Perhaps we should explain a little. One of our
apiarists left us a month or six weel\S ago,
leaving only one man to manage the yards with
the assistance we were able to rendei' ourselves
whenever we could get time from the ofhce.
The consequence was, we were obliged to do no
more work than was absolutely necessary. The
principal thing we aimed to do was to keep the
internal condition of the hives in good working
ti'im for queen-rearing. Many of the hives had
nuclei. We have found that, while grass and
weeds in front of the entrances disconcert rob-
bers to a very great extent, they do not very
much ti'ouble the rightful inmates of the hive.
While it looks untidy in the fall of the year,
there is certainly an advantage in this untidi-
ness. After all. brother bee-keepers, how many
of i/oit have a model apiary with respect to
closely mown grass and neatly arranged door-
yards to fpcri/ hive? We have some 300 or 400
colonies oi- nuclei in the home yard now; and
one man has. practically, managed the whole,
and he does it largely on the plan we outlined
in an editorial on page 749. last issue; that is,

diagnosing colonies, and handling hives more
and frames less. In our visit to noted apiarists
of the country, we rarely found one who kept
eveiy thing neat and in apple-pie order, al-

though in many cases our visit had been antic-
ipated, and things were probably in better
shape than they would have been if it had not
been known that a bee-editor with a criticising

eye was soon to be among them. When our
colonies ai'e running for honey, and it is the
height of the honey season, we keep entrances
clear; but during the fall, for the reason above
stated, we let the umiker ones have their en-
trances a little bit obstructed with grass.
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A. I. KUOT AFTER HE ftOT WELI..

At this date. Sept. 30. I am liappy to tell you.
dear friends, that I am enjoying as good if not
better health than I hav(^ before at any period
of my life, so far as I can remember. Of course,
I tire out quickly, and am obliged to make
short trips and to rest often: but I am feeling a
vigor, energy, and enthusiasm that is filling my
heart with thankfulness. I can eat any thing
that anybody else does, and have never enjoyed
fruits and vegetables more in my life than T do
now. I do not need any overcoats nor fur caps,
and can stand as much draft as people ordina-
rily. Music, reading, companionship of friends,
and all these wonderful gifts that God has pi'o-

vided for us, come to me with a wonderful new
relish; and yet I have been under the cai'e of a
doctor who gives medicine I thought at the
time without' stint. I have also been quite a
patron of my neighboi' who keeps a drugstore;
and yet I have come through all of this "doc-
toring" and all of these "drugs'" like a new
man. In dropping the different kinds of med-
icine that have seemed at the time indispensa-
ble. I have experienced no trouble. I feel like
saying this, because I fear that many of us
have hot sufficient respect and confidence in the
great organized band of workej-s for the relief

of human suffering. Yes, I feel a new respect
and love, not only for the druggists of our land,
but for their carefully drilled and intelligent
clerks who put up prescriptions.
With the new strength and energy comes

back responsibility. A few days ago the respon-
sibility was mercifully lifted from my shoulders.
Now I must take it back; and with the respon-
sibility come back old temptations and trials;

and a good many times I have been obliged to
bow my head in sorrow and shame to feel that,
even with the new lease of life. I am but A. I.

Roof sti 1,1. with the old faults and old infirmi-
ties. Dear brothers and sisters, may I ask you
to pray for me, and to pray especially that I

may have wisdom and judgment given me from
on high, in the matter of these Home talks and
Neighborly talks which I hope to continue to
give you? May I be kept from mistakes, from
selfishness, from errors in judgment; and may
I be enabled to teach that wondrous love that
" thinketh no evil."

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The fifth semi-annual convention of the Missouri State Bee
keepers' Association will be held at Sedalia. Mo . Wednesday
and Thursday, O't. 7 and 8. Rites for all those attending are
promised at the .Sicker and Kaiser Hotels at SI..30 per duv each.

J. W. Rouse, Sec'y, Mexico', Mo.

Tlie Executive Committee have fixed the date of the next
session of the North American Bee keepers' .Association. Dec.
8 to 11. at Albany. There will be an infjrmal meeting on the
evening of Tuesday, Dec. 8th, for ^letting acquainted, etc. The
real work of the convention will commence Wednesday morn-
ing, and extend througli two full days ending Friday morn-
ing, giving distant delegates time to get home before Sunday.
We want all to get there if possible on Tuesday. If they have
a few hours of daylight it will give an opportunity to look
around the city, view the capitol building, etc. Reduced rates
have already been secured in all trunk-line territ'iry, and the
same is expected over other railroads. The program is now
under way. and other arrangements are nearly completed. If
you have decided to take a vacation that will, we trust.be
profitable, don't fail to attend this convention.

P. H. Elwood, Pres., Starkville, N. Y.
C. P Dadant, Sec, Hamilton, 111.

Friend Root:—The S. C. B. K. A. meets in this city the 21st of
October, and we are making a determined effort to convert it
into a State association; and to this end we are sending out
the inclosed address to the bee-keepers of California. To aid
us in this will you be kind enough to find space for tliis in
your next issiie ? Also give date of tlie convention in your
regular convention notices.
We expect a very large attendance. " The Rambler " has

promised to be present, and a great many of the noted Cali-
fornia bee-keepers; and I wish we could add your name to
our list. We trust you aj'e rapidly recovering from your ill-

ness; and if you desire to recuperate, come to C-.ilifornia and
remain over winter. Geo. W. Brodbeck.
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 19.

TO THE BEE-KEEPERS OK CALIFORNIA.
The Southern California Bee-keepers' Association will holrt

their second annual session at Los Angeles, in the W. C. T. t".
Hall, on Wednesday. Oct. 21st, at 9 a. m. This association has
been in oistence one year, ^^nd has met with such marked
success that at present its membership outnumbers some of
the Eastern State assiiiiutions that have been organized for
years. The object in forming this association was for • mutu-
al benefit and protection." and with this aim in view we desire
to enlist every one in the State of California " who owns and
handles bees."
The success of this association proves beyond question that

the bee-keepers of the State begin to realize the necessity of
building up and fostering the honey industry of Calif .rnia.
During the past few years this interest has seemingly been

dormant; and as a result, while other industries have pros-
pered, and by banding tugether have secured the law's pro-
tectiiin by proper legisLitioii. we. as a class, ha.ve secured
nothing. California is the largest honey-producing State in
the Union, consequently ought to rank first in everv thing
that tends to aid and build it up. Everv industry in tile State
is making a determineil effort to secure proper recognition at
the World's Fair, an I to accomplish this are doing their
utmost to secure their portion of the State's and counties'
appropriations, and it is high time we were doing likewise.
California's apicultural display at the World's Fair in 1893

will depend entirely upon the cuncerte<l action of the bee-
keepers of the whole State, and this will never prove a suc-
cess unless we are represented by a State association. There
is a proposition now before this present association to eon-
vert it into a State association; so if you possess any pride in
the bee keepers' industry, or consider Aour own interests, the
necessity of a strong and permanent organization can not be
questioned. We suggest to every county and local bee-keep-
ers' association in the State to send at least one individual to
represent their interests at this October meeting. We extend
a most hearty invitation to every bee-keeper in the State,
both male and female, and have made provisions for the
largest assemblage e-er held on this coast.
There will be " R.<mblers " from all sections; invite your

friends to join you; and, if possible, inform us of those'who
will be present. Geo. W. Brodbeck, Sec'y.
No. 223 South Spring St.. Los Angeles. Cal.

THE UNITED STATES HONEY - PRODUCEKS'
EXCHANGE.

REPOKT UP TO .SEPT. 1.5.

The following are the questions that were
sent out, and correspond by number to the tab-
ulated replies below:

1. In your locality, how imtny more colonies
irill go into winter quarters thun <i year ago?

2. What percent of an average crop of fall
honey has been secured in your locality?

.5. How does the yield for the season compare
with last year?

4. Quality of honey as compared with last
year's crop?

STATE. Qu. 1. ]Qu.2.

Alabama About same.
.Arizona 10^, more.
Arkansas
California About same.
Connecticut. Ill', mote.
Colorado 40^ more.
Florida 20'. more.
Georgia Abou t same.
Iowa 10'. more.
Indiana 15':, more.
Indian Terr'y..
Illinois 10'

Kansas 20'

Kentucky 30'

Louisiana . .. fiO'

Maine 2.5'

Massachusetts. 20

'

Maryland .25'
Midi gun a-;,

Minner,ota 20'

Mississippi
Missouri 10'; more.
Nebraska ,12', moi'e.
Nevada ]li)

New Hampsh'el l.i

New Jersey 20
New York 12

North Gar'lina 5

'

Ohio 10
Pennsylvania -t'

Rhode' Island Same
South Car'lina 20', more
Tennessee 25':

Texas 20'
Vermont 301^

Virginia 15*:

West Virginia. 10::

Washington... 15'

Wisconsin 10'

, more.
; more.
, moie.
i,
more.

, less.

, less.

, more,
more.

„ more.

more.
less.
more.
more,
more.
more,
more.

more,
more,
more,
more,
more.

Question 3.

50^,, better.
N ot as good.

J^ as much.
About same.
Little less.
Much better.
50 r better.
10', better.
.About same.

Qu. i.

Poorer.
Poorer.
Poorer.
Better.
Better.
Same.
Poorer.

,., About same. Poorer.
.501 Better. Same.

9,, Not as good. IPoorei'.
ISi;, Much better. Same.

About same. Better.
Some better. Same.

— „, -^ , better. Poorer.
Vt'^l About same.
255;, 25 C, better.

15 5?,

60 c,

lOc,
100 J,
65',

About same
.50':,;, better. Better,
Not as good. Poorer
Much better. Same.
Much better. Same.
.50:^, better. Better.
About same.
Some better
Better.
25', less.
50 <^^ better.
100', better.
Some better,

better

Same.
Poorer.
Better.
Poorer.
Better.
Much better.
Same.
Much better .

About same. Not as good.
Little better. Not as gooti.
Much better.

I

Same.
.50',, better. ! Better.

P. H. Elavood, Pres.
G. H. Knickekbocker, Sec.
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TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections. Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Fdiindation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH.
14tfdb New London, Wis.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

•^^THE CANADIAN^
Bee Journal

Edited bif D. .1. 'tones

75c. Per Year.

PoultryJournal
Editedby W.C. G.Peter.

75c. Per Year.

These are published separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited bv live practical men, and contribute
ed to by the bes" ^vliters. Both Journals are inter-

esting, and ar alike valuable to the e.xpert and
amateur. Sa pie copies free. Both Journals one
vear to one iddress $1. Until June 1st we will send
either Jou. nal on trial trip for 6 months for 2.5 cts.

77?^ D. A. Jones Co.. Ld., Beeton, Out.
tW lease mention Gleanings.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honey, try JTEoore's
Strain of Italian»«, the result of twelve years"
careful breeding. Reduced prices: Warranted
queens. 80 cents each; 3 for $3.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Those who have never
dealt with me I refer to A. I. Root, who has purchas-
ed of me, during past 11 years, .505 queens. Circulars
free. i;3-14d

J. P. MOOKE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky«
Money-order office, Falmouth, Ky.

Please mention this paper. 7d

THIS MONTH I WILL MAIL YOUNG
Warranted Italian Queens at 7.50 each;
si.\ for 14.00. My queens are mostly
yellow to the tip, and in quality al-

wavs please. Order now. 19-20d

W. H. LAWS, LAVACA, Seb. Co., ArK.

For Sale-- A Kelley Duplex Feed -Mi
No. 3; nearly new, for *25.00. Cost J75.00.

I9tfdb A. C. FASSETT, Watson, Mich.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 3-8db

Syracuse, New York,
rOR ALL OF A. I. ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNDATION is Our Own Make.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 4tfdb

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per M. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures clieap. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
t^"In responding to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of It ! we can furnish you a very neat

four-citlar label, with your name and address, with
the choice of ha^^ng either " comb " or " extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand ; 60 cts. per .500, or 30 cts. for 250, postpaid. The
size of the label is 3>^xl inch—just right to g-o round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalog-ue for samples of this and many other
prettydesigns in label work.

A. I. ROOT, medina, O.

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS.
Our .5-banded Italians are giving perfect satisfac-

tion; gentle, excellent workers, non-rol)bers, and the
most beautiful bees in existence. Won first premi-
um at Illinois State Fair in 1890. The judge said,
" Tlie drones are the yellowest I ever saw." Queens
warranted junely mated; and replaced if tliey pro-
duce liybrid bees. One warranted queen, $1.00; six
for $5.00; tested, July, $1.75; after, $1..50; selected
tested. $3,011; breeders, the best, $5.00. No foul brood.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Reference,
our P. M. S. F. & 1. TREGO, Swedona, Ills.

Please mention this paper. Itfdb

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BROOD-FRAMES.

THIN FLAT . BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Ha»« No Fietli-boiie in »>iirplui§ Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN ifc SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y,
Please mention this paper.

rAI I HATCHING AND PALL PLANTING PAYS.Huw Brown and white Leghorn, Plymouth
Dl AMTQ Rock, and Black Minorca Eggs, $1.25
rLHIl I O per 13. Stiawberrv plants, 100, $1; 1000,
$3.50. Raspberrv plants, inO, $1..5(i; 1000. $5. Illustrat-
ed circular free. GEEE BROS.. ST. MAEYS, MO.

Please mention this paper.

$11.00 FOR $4.50.

GENERAL GRANT'S MEMOIRS,

ORIGINAL $7 EDITION,

FOU 50 CEITTS,
IN COMBINATION WITH THE COSMOPOLITAN

MAGAZINE, f3.C0, AND GLEANINGS, $1.00.

IN ALL, «1.50.

Over 650,000 coiiies of U. S. Grant's Memoirs liave
been sold liy subscription at the original price of
$7. HO for the two volumes. We have them in our
lilirary, and no doubt many of our readers liave
also. Those who have not can never have a better
(il)l)0)tunity than tliis. The books offered are no
cheap reprint, lint guaranteed to be identical in
style and finish with the original subscripti<m
edition. This offer is made possible only by the en-
terprise of the puhlishei's of the CosmrtpoU'tnn, who
liurchased no less than (300,000 volumes of tlie Mem-
oirs with the view of greatly increasing their already
large snbsciiption list. They could not ;ifford to do
it if they did not have such confidence in the char-
acter of their magazine that they exi)ect to keep as
permanent readers most of tlie subscribers they will
by this means secure. The illustration and printing
of this monthly surpasses any other we are aquaint-
ed with, and most of the articles are on live topics
of the times. The price, too, witliout a premium, is

as low as the lowest. Remember, that for $4. .50 you
get this excellent magazine one year; Gleanings
one year, and U. S. Grant's per.sonai memoirs. At
this rate the books will be .sent by express at your
expense; or, if you send 50 cents extra, tliey will be
sent postpaid. If any already liave Grant's Mem-
oirs you may have instead at the same rate:

Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 2 vols.; retail price $5.00
Gen. Slieridan's " '

6.00

Gen. McClellan's " 1 " " " 3.75

Postage in each case, 42, 46, and 24 cents e.xtra.

The books can not be sold separately, oiextia coiiies
for less than $4.00 in each case, and postage extra.
If you are not acquainted with the Cosmopolitan, ad-
dress them at Madison Sciuare, New York, for a free
sample copy ; but addiess all orders for books and
subscriptions to

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
p. S.—To new subscribers to Gle.\nings we will

send from time subscription is received till Jan.,
1893.
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^\ ^J[ C^ ^? ^^ I ^^ 1^^^ Saved ifom Dzath the Coming
^^'* '^^ Vi^Vyii^Vy/ 1 J UUinteit Uiould J^epay the cost ot

a eopy of " ADVAflCED BEE CULiTOfeB " ten Times Over. In 5 of its 32
Chapt«Ks may be Found the Best That is Knotiin upon Wintering Bees.
It costs SO cents but its Perusal may niake you $50 I^ieher next Spring.
The " $?EVIEW " and this Book for $1.25. If not Hoquainted uuith the
"I?BVIEW," send for Samples. W. Z. HUTCHINSOfl, Flint, JVIiehigan.

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATION.
The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING is WIRING BROOD-PRAMES.

-Dr. G. L. Tinker.
OUR WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHEAPER, and not HALF the trouble
to use that it is to WIRE i'RAMES. Many may confound the two, but they are ENTIRELY
different. J. VAN DECTSBIVil; SUJNS, Sole Maiuifactuieis, Sprout Brook. Mont. Co.. N. Y.

G^lii re>poiidinir to this advertisement mention Oi.FAKTHna. g_j^l

THE NEW FAMILY

SINGER SEWING-MACHINE.
Made from latest models; first class in every respect, and

warranted tor .5 years. A boon to many an overworked
housewife who can not afford to pay the price usually
asked by agents. Cut shows No.i . No. 1 is the same with-
out the cover, leaf, and two drawers. Price $11.00. No. 3
has a cover, but no leaf or side drawers. Price |!]3.,50. No.
3, as shown in the cut, without the 3 side drawers at the
right. Price $11.00. No. 4. shown In the cut, price f15.00.
No. 5 has 3 drawers on each side. Price $16.00. We can
furnish a high-arm Singer, in any of these Nos., if pre-
ferred, at f3.50 extra. Wood parts are oil polished, walnut;
balance-wheel is nickel plated, and each machine includes a
full set of attachments, with instructions for use. We ship
them direct to customers from factory in Chicago. We
have a catalogue giving cut of each machine and full de-
scription which we shall De pleased to mail on application.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

JVITJTH'S

Honey - B:>ttP€iotort.

Square Glass Honey-Jars,
Tin Buckets, Bee-flives

Honey-Seetions, &e., &e.
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers.

APPLY TO

CHAS. F. IVIUTH & SOH, Cincinnati, O.

p. S.—Send 10-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

14tfdb

INSTRUMENTC.
URRAY & HEISO^

C^ CLEVELAND OHIO. "^^
OEND FOR CATALOGUE^

Please mention this paper

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. - Michael's Early
Stiawlieny Plants. J4.00 per 1000. Will take

fruit-trees in exchangi'.
J. S. Warner, Medina, Ohio.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswond Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH.
14tfdb New London, Wis.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

Catalogue free for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO..
HiaaiNsviLLE, Mo.

Please mention this paper.

Flics. Apis l\m. Pniiici
The most wonderful race of bees on earth. Full

description of these bees with prices of queens, full
fulonies and nuclei, in the August (1891) American
APICULTUKIST. Sample copies free. Address
15tfdb HENRY ALiLEV, U euliam, ITIass.

Please mention this paper.

Syracuse, New York,
FOR ALL OF A. I. ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNDATION Is Our Own ITIake.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. Itfdb

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per in. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures clieup. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
C^'In responding to tliis advertisement mention Gleanings.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Executive Committee liave lixed the date of the next
session of the North American Bee-UccpL-is' .\>si>tiation. Dee.
8 to 11, at Albany. There will be an informal meeting on the
evening of Tuesday, Dec. 8th, for getting acgu.iinteil. i-tc. The
real woilt of the convention will commence We.'.nesday morn-
ing, and extend through two full days ending Friday morn-
ing, giving distant delegates time to get home before Sunday
We want all to get there if possible on Tuesday. If they have
a few hours of daylight it will give an opportunity to look
around the city, view the capitol building, etc. Reduced rates
have already been secured in all trunk-lyie territory, and the
same is expected over other railroads. The program is now
under way. and other ariangemtnts are nearly completed. If

you have decided to take a varation that will, we trust, be
profitable, don't fail to attend this convention.

C. P D..il>AXT, Sei
H. Ki.wiioD, Pi-es., Starkville, N. Y.

,
Han.iltoii, 111.

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE.
Here is yi)ur fliauct' foi' a winter's job. Buy

them in tlie Hat. Learn to set tliem up. and con-
trol tlie sale of tliem in yoiii- locality. Foi' paiticu
lars address D. S. Hai-l. S. Cabot, Vt.

Please mention this paper.

m 0^ 0^ I can furnish aliout 100 young- layingr

*1 ilil Itnlian queens by return mail at $1.00

I \J\J each; six foi' $5.01. My (picens, many
of them, are yellow to tlie tip. Over

1000 (lueens sold in past two seasons, and not a dis-

pleased custonici', and but two queeibs i-eported im-
purely mated, 20tfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, seb. Co., Ark.

MUST BE SOLD.—I have a lot of new and
.second-hand bee-supplies for sale at .50 per

cent below cost. Full list and pi'ices on aiiplicat.ion.

They consist of Simp, bodies, covers, Simp, section
cases. Sections made up and Hat, Honey-Extractor,
No. .5, Division-Boards, Drone-Traps, Parker's Fti.s-

teners. and numerous other things, about .$45.00

worth ill all; $:'5.0U c.ish buys them. Honey taken
in exchange.
19-24db G. WIEDERHOLD. Yonkers. N. Y.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

That cover (Gleanings, Aug. 1) takes the cream.
Huntington. Fl;i., Aug. 9. A. F. Brown.

Your columns ai'e a good medium to reacli the
liublic with salable goods in tlieir season.
Dennison, O., Sept. 11. Hill Mfg. Co.

The goods ordered of you bj' express a few days
ago came to hand yestei'day in lUce shape. It is a
pleasure to deal with a man wlio is so prompt and
careful about his shipments. 1 will send you an
order soon foi' my next year's supplies, in order to
have them readj' wlien needed. Z. Wells.
Fort Smitli, Ark., Sept. 16.

Tlie goods came all right, and we join witli tlie

many who ai\> praising the qualities of the imiirov-
ed smokers. We could not sleep until we had pe-
rused till- A B C, and i-ead most of tlie pictures at
least. Now wlicn we read Gleanings we can turn
to the frieiidl.N' faces of the writers, and soon feel
we are acquainted witli tliem. S. Coknish,
Sprnigtiekl, >h»., .July 3 .

THE NEW IMPROVED (;LARK SMOKEH.

1 have trii'd one of tlie new im|)roved Clark smo-
kers, and it is (). K, now. Tlie grate is a big im-
provement. If there wei'e the same mimbei' of
lioles in tlie slide-door it would liurn more evenly.
jVly lireference has been decidedly in favor of the
Bingham; but the Improvt'ment on the ('lark
makes it (n'er.y wa.\' as good, and just look at the
dilteieiice in price I F. A. Salisbury.

Svrtu'usc, i\. Y., .liil.v 13.

THE ABC AND COOK S MANUAL.
The ABC of Bee Cultui'e haslieen on hand for a

few da.\ s. and 1 like the newly written and revised
articles very much. 1 tind it my most convenient
book tor quick reference. 'J'his book and Prof.
Cooks is all a Ijeginner needs in ilu' wa.v of books;
then a good journal, and he is equipped as far as
theoi-.v goes. C. L. Bl'CKM.\ster.
Columbia, Mo., Aug. 1,

THE WAY WK PUT UP NUCLEI.

We received the bees in tirsl-rate order, and were
well pleased wiih the change you made for us. We
saw tlie (pieen the evL-niug we hived them. I have
received nuclei of three frames from others, but
we were better pleased with the one you sent us
than any other so far; and as for packing, it was
just grand. Thiinks for your promptness in filling
mv order. K. Swift.

Bliisdell, N. Y., Sept. is.

Kindly send me ten water-cuie pamphlets. This
simple cure has done more for m.v wile than all of
the doctoring for the past eight years. A short
time ago we became fearful lest the constant wash-
ing would injure or remove the lining or coating,
and the use was partly abandoned for the time.
Then my wife said she did not feel as well, and
would have to start the use of it again, when she
exjierienced the siime relief as before. We have
told a great many, but I should like the pamjihlets
to send away where it is more dillicult to send par-
ticulars or have my journal returned. This to me
has been worth many times the jsrice of Gleanings.
London, Out., July 31. F. J. Miller.

From two nuclei bought of you in August, 1S90, I
now have eleven good eiglit-frami' colonies, and
exjiect to have three or four more swiirms in the
next few days. 1 am also getting a good croj) of
honey. M.v crop of Japanese buckwheat is in full
bloom, and bids f.iir to give a handsome yield of
both honey and grain.
By the way. fi'iend Root, my select tested Italian

queen that 1 purchased of you last August led out
a swarm yesterday, and settled in the top of a mul-
beriy-tree. I was at work at the Call oflice, over a
mile away, and my wife could not get them down.
She sent after me, and I reached home just in time
to see my beautiful queen :ind her babies leave for
the woods; $3.5.00 would not have tempted me to-

part with her. Z. Wells.
Fort Smith, Ark., Aug, 30.
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Honey Column.

riTV MAUKETS.
New YoiiK.—HDie.i/.— Owing to tlie still-coiitinued

warm weather, the lioiiey market is almost on a
standstill. Those liaviiig hought still hold it, very
little selling'. If we do not have eolder weathei'
soon, honey will drop in iirice. There is no change
in hoiiev and heeswax since last issue.

Ch.\s. I.sr.\el & Bros.,
Oct. 9. New York.

C'HiCAGd.— Wiinej/.—The honey market is more
active, and sales are more readily made. We now
obtain 16c for best grrades of white comb in iiound
frames. The supply is light. This is also one of the
best months to sell honey in our market. Very lit-

tle demand for dark grades. Extracted sells at 6c

for dark, and "©^c for white. The inquii-y is also

active. R- A- Burnett,
Oct. 8. Chicago, 111.

('ixCixNATi.—Ho?ify.—There is a fair demand only
for honey for table use. Waim weather and an
abundance of fruit may be the cause of it. Tliere

is a fair demand only from manufacturers. Supply
is plentiful of all but choice comb honey, which
brings 14@16c in a iobbing way. Extracted brings
S'^Sc on arrival. Demand for beeswax is fair, ar-

rivals are good, and it brings 23 to 2.5 cts. for good
to choice vellow on arrival. C. F. Muth & Son,
Oct. 8. ' Cincinnati, O.

Milwaukee.— Hojiej/. -This market presents no
new features to note, although the supply of comb
honey has increased, and the supply now is good,

and better quality than usual. The demand is not
very brisk, but values continue, for choice 1-lb. sec-

tions in good cases, 1.5'®16; good, U@1.t; fair, 13@U;
dark, ]0@12. Extracted, in barrels and kegs, KalY^
for white; 6@6% for daik. BeesK-ar. 2.")(^28.

A. V. Bishop,
Oct. 9. Milwaukee, Wis.

New York.— ff'Kwy.—The demand for honey has
been rather limited, owing to the unusually warm
weather and the abundance of fruit. Supplies are
sufficient for the demand. We quote: Fancy white,

1-lbs 14@1.5; 2-lbs., 12@13. Off grades. 1-lbs., ]2@13;
2-lbs, llfS(12. Buckwheat, 1-lbs.. 10@11: 2-lbs., 9.

Extracted, basswood, white clover, and California,

6%®1: orange bloom, Wq.'M: Southern, 6,l@7nc per
e-allon, according to quality. lieegwix steady :it 2.5

HiLDTiETH Bros. & Segelken,
New York.

gallon, accor
@27.
Oct. 9.

St. Louis —""net/.—Southern strained, in bbls.,

.5c for dark to .5VjC for choice; in cans, 7@8c. Comb,
white clover, 13@Uc : dai-k, lii@llc: broken, .5@7c.

Bee><wax. dull at 21c foi' inime. Comb honey, choice
stock, in good demaiid and scarce.

W. B. Westcott & Co.,

Oct. 5. St. Louis, Mo.

Albany.— Ho'iej/.—Roney demand improved since
weather cooled, and is selling as follows: White
comb. 14(@17: mixed, 13@1.5; buckwheat. 10(57)12.

White extracted, 7@7;i ; dark, 6@hj.<. fifcitwar. 2ii@

30 H. R. Wkioht,
Oct. 11. Albany, N. Y.

Kansas City.— Honej/.—Honey demand fail-, sui)-

ply light. With cooler weather demand will be bet-

ter. We quote 1-lb. white comb. ir)@,16; dark. I(1(ai2.

Extracted white, 7@7>^; dark, .5@6. Heexinir, 23'3i26;

none in market. Ci.emons, Mason & Co., .

Oct. 9. Kansas City. Mo.

Detroit.— HiDic)/—Best comb honej' is selling at

12@]3: suiijily light. Extiacted. 7(aiS. Breftu-nx. 25

@26. dull. M.H.Hunt,
Oct. 8. Bell Branch, Mich. "

Cleveland.—Himey—White comb honey in fair

demand at 16@17c in l-lb. sections. Beeswax scarce,

and wanted at 25@28c. A. C. Kendel.
Oct. 8. Cleveland, O.

St. Louis.—Hancj/.-No change since our last.

Demand remains quiet. nee>»vnx. 24c for prime.
D. G. TUTT Gro. Co.,

Oct. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

Boston.—H')7ief/.—We quote you our market on
fancj' lib. comb lioney, 15@;6. Extracted, 7@8. No
bjeswa.x on hand. ' Bl-ake & Ripley,
Oct. 9. Boston, Mass.

For Sa le —li Uis. of buckwheat comb lioney.
3Jd D. F. LASiiiE!'.. Hooper. Broome Co., N. Y.

Wanted.—5J0 lbs. extracted white-clover honey.
Edoar Briggs, care of W. Irish,

20d Poughl^'epsie, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—800 lbs. honey in 1-lb. boxes, packed
in 24-lb. single-tier cases; about 80 lbs. mi.xed, the
rest No. 1 white clover. Would be pleased to hear
from any one wanting honej", stating price they
will pay delivered at R. R. Must be sold. References
given. Wm. Van Auken,
2 d Woodvllle, Jeff. Co., N. Y.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honej' ia
6j-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded got)ds.
Carloads a specialty. Address
ntfdb E. Lovett, San Diego, Cal.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. StORDOCK, Durand, Winnebago Co., 111.

For Sale.—6 tons alfalfa and sweet-clover honey
ill 60-lb. cans, 5c by the ton. Must sell. 19tfdb

A. B. Thomas, Paysoii, Utah Co., Ctah.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended tor this department
must not exceed live lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only (or bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with tlie regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from 5c a roll
and up, for honey. J. S. Scoven,

12tfdb Kokomo. Ind.

IITANTED.—To exchange a 5xS i)hot<)grapli cam-
V| era with tripod and six plate holders—lir.st-clas.s

in every particular, for apiaiian sujiiilies.

C. F. Hopwood. Caldwell. Essex Co., N. J.

WANTED.—To exchange a Franz & Pope knitting-
machine in first-class order, nearly new, for

honej', or dovetailed hives in the Hat.
Mrs. C. a. Stebbins, Churchland, Norfolk Co.,Va.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "loU" in .the honey, try JWoore's
Strain of ItdiaiiM, the i-esult of twelve years'
careful breeding. Reduced prices: Warranted
queens, 80 cents each; 3 for $2.0u. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Those who have never
dealt with me I refer to A. I. Root, who has purchas-
ed of me, during past 11 jears, .505 queens. Circulars
free. i:3-14d

J P. rtlOOKE, ITIoru-aii, Pendleton Co., Ky.
Money-(^)rder office, Falmouth, Ky.

Please mention this paper. 7d

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat

four-cnlnr label, with your name and address, with
the choice of liaving either "comb" or "extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand; 50 cts. per .500, or 30 cts. for 2.50, postpaid. The
size of the label is 2>^xl inch—just right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, inedlna, O.
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LADIES' FINE SHOES.
PRICE ONL.Y $2.

Genuine Kid, Soft Soles, Elesant Style; Broad or
Narrow Toe. Sizes, 2 to 8. C. D, E, and E E widths.
Tliis Shoe is sold at 13 in all retail stores.

Our Price $2, Postpaid.
Fit. Style, and Wear Guaranteed.

NO SHODDY, BUT GOOD SHOES.
Send P. O. order, Registered Letter or Postal Note.

C. L. Griesinger, Meoina, Ohio.
Reference, Gleanings. 18-19-2iJ-21d

In writing advertisers please mention this paper

Golden • Italian • Queens
o<BY RETURN IVIAIL.>«

The Golden Italians are considered to be tlie

bandsomes't and j^entlest bees in tlie country.
As workei's, tliey are second to none. My breeding-
queen and bees took FIRST PREMItJM last fall at
tlie Detroit E.xposition. I can now furnish untest-
ed queens promptly, for 7.^c eacli, or 3 for $2. (Hi.

Tested queens $2.U0 eacli. Select tested, I3.0U each.
Make money orders payable at Flint, Mich.

N. B.—One of my queens, together witli lier bees,
has ag-ain taken tTRST PREMIUM at tlie Detroit
E.vposition. 19tfdb

ELMER HUTCHINSON,
ROGERSVILLE, GENESEE CO., MICH.

Please mention this paper.

EARLY QUEENS.
In March and .\|)ril, tr(mi apiary in Texas, the

choicest 5-baiided stock, warranted purely mated.
One, 11.25; 6 for J6.UU.

BREEDING QUEENS.
From home apitiry in April or May, $3.00 to $5.00

each. All orders tilled promptly. Send your name
NOW for full particulars, ready in February or fore
part of March. Safe arrival and entire mti^factian
l/unrduteed or money refunded. Orders booked now,
pay when you want the queens. 1-24-db

S. P. dt I. TREGO, SWEDONA, luu.
Please mention this paper. Itfdb

TTOUNC TESTED ITALIAN* QUEENS FOR $1 25 EACH.
Do Not Let a Colony go through the Winter
Queenless. Get a Queen.

1930d JOS. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

$6 . FIVE DOLLARS • $5
or le.ss, invested in BULBS this fall, will give you
weeks (jf pleasure next s])ring:. Try it. Roses, "and
Carnations for wintei' blooming. A s))ecialty of
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Nai'cissns. Lilies, "etc.
Price List Fkee. THEODORE JENNINGS,
19-20d Port Cliester, N. \.

Please mention this paper.

PRINT YOUR

OWN CARDS'^
PRESS $3.00

Ctrcolar Size $8.00
Press for a small

newspaper $14.

Please mention Gleanings.

SAVE MONEY ! Make
Miont-y pnntint; tor others!
Type setting easy, printed
nstructions. Send '. stani))s

r uataiop: of Presses,
Type, Cards, Paper,

&c , to tl Factory.

KELSEY & CO.,
Meriden, Connecticut

19-20-21

BERRY PLANTS/ik#lHlm.l%, SmaU fruit plant!

Low prices. Oatalogae free.

irape Vines.
. Fruit Trees,

plants. Large stock.
WM. STAHL. Quincy. III.

For Sale, Portable Engine on Wheels
8 H. P., in good repair. Will sell AT A BARGAIN

If taken at once. Address

LowRY JOHNSON, Masontown, Pa.

/!/. A. KNAPP, Rochester, Lorain Co., 0.,
has for sale

50 Strong Colonies of Pure Italian Bees,
500 White and Black Ferrets.

Also a fine lot of Scotch collie and coon-dog' pups.
Prices sent on application. ITtfdb

Please mention this paper.

EVERY THING

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWARD E. NEWG0M5,

Pleasant Valley. N. 7.

^^ A
•*^ T
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Please mention this paper.

Bee - Keepers' * Supplies.
We are prepaied to furnish bee-keepers with sup-

plies promptly and at lowest rates. Estimates grladly
furnished, and correspondence solicited. Our g:oods
are all first class in quality and workmanship. Cat-
aloQue .tent fre/',. Reference, First National Bank,
Sterling, III. Address

WiU. TIcCUNE ic CO.,
21-20db Sterling, Illinois.
t^In responding- to this adveitisenient mention Olkanings.

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a doz-
en, you do not find tliem so, or if they do not piove sat^
isfactory in every way, return them by mail within 9U
days after receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRICES :--Each, by mail, po.stpaid, with full direc-

tions, 20c; per dozen, $2.2,5. Send for circular and testi-'
monials. Supplj- dealers, send for wholesale prices.

lOtfdb R. (£ E. C. PORTER, LEWISTOWN, ILL.
ii^r"lM rHsiioMdinij to this advertisement mention Olkanin

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed
Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, jalain Lang, hives. Alternating hives.
Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.
We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send for our New Catalogue. 51 illustrated pages,
free to all. 4tfdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
t :^ln responding to this advertisement mention Qleaning9.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Shake hands with me at Albany.

J. F. McIntyke can go to the head with that
nncleus record on page 761.

Sunday seems to be the favorite day for bee-
conventions among the Germans.
Good honey sliould be a little more than a

third heavier than water.

Appi.es are very plentiful in my neighbor-
hood this year. Bad for bees. Cider-mills.

Cover a bup.n with what the grocerymen
call wa.xed paper, such as they cover over butter.

For' scraping sections I formerly believed
a dull knife was best. I have come to believe
a sharp one is better.

Sixteen Thousand, or at the most twenty
thousand, is the limit of the number of bees in

a swarm, according to Cheshire.

Winter casp;s, costing 2 cents per hive, are
made by A. N. Draper {A. B. K.), of lath, tar-
red twine, and forest-leaves.

A r?:mei)y for stings, given in Leipzicjer
Bienenzeititng , is to cut an onion in two and
apply the cut surface to the part stung.

Charles Dadant, in JRevue InternnUonale,
says that the United States stand at the head
in apiculture among all nations, because of the
study of bee- books.

This country stands at the foot in the mat-
ter of bee-keepers' societies. We might learn
something from other nations which leave us
clear out of sight in numbers.

My Punic queens were taken to the Wilson
apiary. When I told Mary Wilson I had
brought two Punic queens, she very innocently
asked, "Why do you bring puny queens here?''

"Piping," Cheshire says, "is certainly not
produced by the wings, since queens clipped
so vigorously that not a vestige of wing remains
can be as noisy as others."

Bees fly GO to 100 miles an hour under fa-
vorable circumstances, D. A. Jones thinks. M.
Teynac. when using bees as carriers, found a
loaded be(^ to make 3 miles in 1.5 or 20 minutes.

A meliuot stalk, that I found growing in a
clay bank on the roadside, measured 10 feet 4
inches in height. I can easily believe that a
few years' growth of such plants in clay land
would make it quite fertile.

Record-books have one advantage that is

not to be despised. They are safe against the
meddling of other people, animals, or winds.
One year I had manilla tags on all my hives.
Some person or thing, I never knew what, tore

off nearly every one. If my only records had
been on them it would have left me in bad
shape.

To FASTEN COMBS iu frames when trans-
ferring, Doolittle says in A. B. J., punch holes
with an awl through top, bottom, and end bars,
and then push wire nails through the holes into
the comb. Leave the nails permanently if you
like.

Honey candy. Take one pint of sugar, with
water enough to dis,solve it, and four table-
spoonfuls of honey. Boil until it becomes brit-
tle on being dropped into cold water. Pour off
into buttered pans to cool. — Ladies' Home
Journal.

The British Bee Journal still insists vehe-
mently against using granulated sugar made
from beets, in feeding. I suppose much of it is
used on this side. Can't Prof. Cook demon-
strate beyond a doubt either that it is or is not
poisonous to the bees?

A PATHETIC LETTER comes to me from a man
whose 128 colonies have been nearly ruined by
the bees getting into the furnace of a neighbor-
ing evaporator. The result is much the same
as if poison had been set out for them; but
there is redress against the poison and none
against the furnace. Ought there not to be?
Weighing colonies is more satisfactory

than hefting them, or guessing at the weight
by looking into the hives. With the proper ap-
paratus two of us took less than a minute to a
hive in weighing. Even when weighing, allow-
ance must be made; for in some hives as much
as ten pounds must be taken off for extra
weight of old combs and bee-bread.

Robbing bees can be stopped, even when
thoroughly under way, by wet straw or hay at
entrance. Pile it a foot thick all about the en-
trance, and then pour on water till every thing
is flooded. Pve tried it a number of years, and
this year saved a queenless colony thus, when
robbers were at it wholesale. The robbers did
not attack it afterward.

Bees as dispatch-carriers.—A Frenchman,
M. Teynac. has been experimenting, and seri-
ously considers the advisability of substituting
bees for carri<'r pigeons in carrying messages.
A tiny piece of paper is pasted on the back of
the bee, with a cipher number on it, and, when
the bee returns to its hive, it can enter only
through I'ound perforations which will not let
its paper through, so the message is easily
found.

Swarming was considei'ed a desii'able thing
50 years ago. Every year the desire for non-
swarming bees increases. If all who are anx-
ious for non-swarmers would breed only from
those colonies which swarm least, it seems rea-
sonable to suppose that some one of the num-
ber, in the course of a few years, would strike a
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stiain that would be valuable in this respect.
Because many have failed is no reason that
some one else may not succeed. It's worth
much trying.

The Punic queen that I succeeded in get-
ting to lay seemed to be doing a good business,
but suddenly disappeared. I don't know why,
and the bees have raised a successor from her
brood. The curious part of it is. that, of the
progeny of the Punic queen (she was fertilized

in my apiary), not one in .lOO shows any black
blood. A careless observer might readily take
them for pure Italians. I still think it was a
big thing to get a virgin queen from England.
and get her to laying.

ftUESTIONS ANSWERED.

INTRODUCING QUEENS TO COLONIES THAT HAVE
BEEN LONG QUEENLESS.

Some time in August I sent a queen to a party
in Canada; and in writing to me, telling of his

losing her in trying to introduce her, he inci-

dentally mentioned that he introduced her to a
colony that had been queenless for three or four
weeks, and asked what I supposed was the
trouble. I suppose the colony had a queen, or
something it called a queen. I do not know
whether or not he had given this colony un-
sealed brood at diiferent times during this time
that they were queenless; but from the tone of
his letter I should judge that he had not. The
object in answering this question in Glean-
ings is to particularly emphasize this thought:
DoiVt ever try to introduce a queen to a colony
which has been long queenless, without first

giving them unsealed brood, so as to knoui to a
certai7ity that they are <iueenless. According
to the many letters of the past, in regard to loss

of queens in introduction, I judge that more
queens are lost by trying to introduce them to
supposedly queenless colonies than from all

other causes put together. ''But,'" says one,
" how shall I know to a certainty that a colony
has or has not a queen, by simply putting in

brood?" As far as I have had experience, a
queenless colony will always start queen-cells
on brood given them, unless they have laying
workers, in which case they do not always cou-
sider themselves as queenless, and, as a rule,

one might about as well tiy to get a (jueen into

a colony which has a queen as to tr\' to intro-

duce one to a colony having laying workers. If

a colony builds queen-cells you may know that
it is queenless, and that, if the right amount of

care is used, a fei'tile queen may be successfully
introduced to it. But if any colony does not
start queen-cells on brood given them, it may
be known that it is a dangerous undertaking to

try to introduce a queen to such a colony.
Don't let us as a bee-fraternity be longer igno-
rant or heedless on this matter, for enough mon-
ey and fine queens have already been sacrificed

.at the shrine of ignorance and carelessness.

SECTIONS I'AIiALI.EI- WITH FRAMES.

Another writes, telling how he is about to

make some new hives in which he desires to

liave the sections in the cases go crosswise of

the brood-frames, and \sishes me to tell in

Gleanings whether I think the bees will do as
well in them wh(>n worked in this way as they
do where they go with the frames, as is the
usual custom. As far as the bees are concerned
or the amount of honey produced, it makes no
difference which way the sections run to the
brood -frames where the Langstroth bee-space
is used, as I have repeatedly proven to my sat-

isfaction. Where a continuous passageway is

used, necessity compels us to place the sections

parallel with the brood-frames. There is one
important item in this mattei-, however, which
makes it very desirable to have the sections
run parallel with the frames, and that is the
matter of having all hives pitch toward the
entrance. This is almost a necessity to keep
the water out of the hive, both as regards rain
at all times, and the condensed moisture fiom
the bees" breath during the winter and early
spring months. If hives do not slant toward
the entrance, Injury is worked, not only to the
bees, but to the hives; for a hive will not last
nearly as long which stands level as will one
that pitches enough to the front to run off all
water. If such pitch is used and the sections
go crosswise of the frames, the combs in the
sections will be run from one section into the
bottom of the ne.xt one. for bees always build
their combs perpendicular; or if the frames run
crosswise to the entrance, and the hive is pitch-
ed toward the entrance, as it always should be,
then the combs will not be built true in the
frames. Having hives pitch toward the en-
trance also helps the bees much in cleaning the
bottoms of their hives and keeping them clean;
also in defending themselves from robbers and
other insects. For these i-easons I should pre-
fer to have the sections run parallel with the
frames, if such a thing were possible.

PARTLY FILLED SECTIONS.

Still another writes, saying: "I am about
having my partly filled sections fixed up by the
bees preparatory to next season's operations.
This I do by uncapping the sealed part of the
honey and placing them over colonies which
need feeding. After the bees have removed the
honey, during my leisure houi'S this fall and
winter I wish to put them in my cases so as to
have all in readiness for another harvest when
it comes, so as to have no fussing with these in
my hurry next summer. fShould the supers be
entirely filled with these sections, or partly
filled with new? If the latter, what part of the
super is the best location for the sections con-
taining the comb?"
My way of doing this would be- to divide the

number of sections by the number of colonies
which I expected to have next year to produce
comb honey, and place the quotient in each
case, placing the partly filled ones in the center
and the othei' on each side. Used in this way
as " bait'" sections, these partly filled sections
are of gi-eat value, and will bring you a greater
interest than money in the bank; while if all

were put on top of a few hives they would not
be of nearly so much value. If you have more
paitly filled sections than enough to make one
tier through the center of each section-case,
then I should place in the middle tier as before,
then a tier on each side of this of the new sec-
tions, then more of the partly filled sections,
and so on. alternating till the section-case is

filled. In this way the bees will be at work
throughout the whole case, almost before you
know it. G. M. Doolitlle.

Borodino, N. Y., Oct. 5.

[I indorse emphatically what you say in re-

gard to introducing to queenless colonies: and
I wish that every ABC scholar might read
over those italics two or three times. The
meanest colony, according to our experience, to
introduce a queen to is one that has been queen-
less long enough so that there is a possibility or
a probability of a vii'gin queen being in the
hive somewhere. They will invariably kill the
introduced queen, no matter how valuable she
may be. and take instead any little old black
virgin that may happen to be lurking in the
hive. In the directions we have been sending
out for introducing queens for the past year or
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so, we have been entering a caution against in-

troducing to such stocks. We get the best re-
sults from a colony that has been queenless
long enough to show initial cells.] E. R.

A NEW DEVICE.

A SECTIOX-FOLDEK AXl) FOrNn.\TION-FASTKX-
KJ! CX)MBINEI).

Frienil Root:—Having expressed you one of
my combined self-folding section-press and
foundation-fastener (patent applied for in U.
S. and Canada), with your permission I will
endeavor to describe its construction, working,
and advantages over other devices.

As will be seen by cut, it is small, neat, and
light, being only 14x1(5 in., with a three-inch
rim, and weighs about 8 lbs. It is made of hard
wood and metal castings. The section is picked
up in the right hand in the center, out of the
flat; at the same time a piece of wax with the
left hand. When the section is drawn back in
the triangle back, stop, when it is half folded,
and immrdiately drops down in position even
with the table. A slight pressure now of the
foot draws the two upi'ightpins together, which
folds the two ends; at the same time the heat-
er, or wax plate, is raised up in position (being
heated by a lamp), when the pressure is stayed
long enough to touch the wax to the hot plate,
when, on further pressure, it immediately drops
out of the way. and the head-block closes the
section and draws it up to the wax. which at
once adheres. As soon as the foot pressure is

relieved it returns to its original place ready
for another section, being automatic, and takes
longer to describe than perform.

Its advantages are quite apparent from de-
scription of its working. 1. It is small, neat,
and convenient. It can be set on a solid table
or workbench, with treadle attached to the
floor, and can be worked sitting or standing.

2. Being foot-power, it leaves both hands at
liberty to handle the section and wax at the
same time, piactically saving time.

3. Being roiiilnncd. once handling of the sec-
tion from the flat prepares it for the super,
which is placed at your left to receive it. All
know, who have prepared sections the old way,
the time and labor saved here of handling the
sections all over twice and even three times,
besides doing the work of two machines by any

other method, there being no changing or
transferring required, but it can be used either
as a folder or a fastener separately. As a fold-
er it has no equal for expeditious work by de-
taching the wax-plate. Now that all sections
are put on with starters it may seldom be re-
quired to use it separately.

4. It is automatic, being always ready for
operation.

.5. It folds the sections even and square, thus
avoiding breaking.
Altogether it is a saver of wax, time, labor,

and patience: in fact, it has to be seen working
in order to appreciate all its advantages, and I
think it could be named Eureka.

W. (). Lkach.
Cold water, Out., Can., July 21.

[We have tried the machine sent, but didn't
succeed in making it work satisfactorily. When
one feature will work, the other has a fashion
of hitching or catching. As it is one of the
first machines sent out by Mr. Leach, it is pos-
sible that it is not so strong nor well built as
those he is manufacturing now. It will be a
great time-saver if it can be made to do both
operations at once.]

WHO FIRST SENT QUEENS SUCCESSFULLY BY
MAIL1

A LITTLE EARLY HISTORY OF THE SUBJECT.

Bee-keepers of the present scarcely appre-
ciate the advantages derived from the knowl-
edge that queen -bees can be sent from any
point of the earth to any part thereof by mail.
Not until July. 18(53, had a queen with a few
workers ever been caged and shipped per mail.
From 1860 to "(53 I was bothered about getting
Italian queens by express. It occurred to me
that queens might, perhaps, be transported by
mail. I wrote to my ideal apiarist. Rev. L. L.
Langstroth, suggesting the idea of sending
queens by mail, and asked his opinion of the
feasibility of mail transit of bees. He answered,
saying that, in his opinion, he thought it not
practical. I at once determined to test the
matter. I took a small paper box, about the
length and depth of the Benton cage, but wider,
took a piece of sealed comb, very tough by age,
and, with needle and thread, fastened the comb
in one corner of the box, and with an eyelet-
hole punch made holes in the box, by which air
could circulate among the bees. Then I put a
common queen and some 15 workers into the
box: made it secure and addressed it to Mr.
Langstroth; paid postage; and the postmaster,
who is still my neighbor, duly marked the
package, and. to honor me, dropped it into the
pouch with the installment of mail matter. A
few days later I received a letter from friend
Langstroth, informing me of the safe arrival of
the bees, and complimenting me highly for sug-
gesting and putting in practice so worthy an
enterprise. At the time he wrote he sent a fine
Italian queen in a very small cage, addressed to
me. The workers, five or six, were dead, and
the queen died soon after I took her from the
postoffice. Later he mailed another fine Ital-
ian addressed to me, and all came safely.
This is the history of the advent of sending

queen-bees by mail, which has proved a great
boon to the bee-keeping public. Mr. Lang-
stroth was the first who shipped queens by mail.
The authors of the " New Langstroth " were
mistaken in according credit to other parties as
being first to cage and mail queens to patrons.
At the time of my sending the queen to friend
Langstroth he wrote me that, in his contem-
plated' new edition, he would give me due
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crrtlit. Unfortunately, not only for bee-keep-

ers but for the prosperity and good or mankind,
the teacher was debarred by ill health from
i.ssuing another edition. In 1881 I wrote, calling

Mr. Langstroth's attention to the circumstance
of my sending him the queen by mail. I was
pi'ompted to do so from the fact that I thought
certain other parties laid claim to the discovery.

Mr. Langstroth answered my letter, and I in-

close it, requesting the publishers of (ii>?:AN-

INGS to publish his answer, to the end tiiat an
authenticated record be published, and thus
settle the question of priority. Mr. Benton re-

ceived a prize for a particular form of shipping
queen-cage, but I was first to devise a cage and
a way of transit. C. J. Robinson.
Richford, N. Y.. Sept. 22, 1891.

The following, in the familiar handwriting of

Mr. Langstroth, is the letter referred to, and it

speaks for itself:

Dettr Sir:—I remember distinctly the circum-
stances to which you allude. As far as I know
you were the first person to send a queen in

this country by mail. I am not sure that queens
had been previously sent anywhere by mail. If

you could give me the year I could probably
find all the facts recorded in my private jour-

nal. I think that the queen you sent came in

July. I am now entirely laid aside by ill health
from all active work, and have published no
new edition of my work since the 3d, in 1859.

L. L. Langstroth.
Greenfield, O., Jan. 21, 1881.

[We are sure no injustice was intended by
the publishers of the Revised Langstroth. We
are pleased to get the information. Mr. Lang-
stroth's letter above establishes the fact pretty

clearly as to who sent the first queen by mail
successfully. As Mr. L. would have given
proper credit had he been able to revise his

book, we are sure he would be glad to have it

done now over his own signature.]

WANTED—A HIVE.

an a b c schoi.ak is ai>i> in a maze; bund
lp:aders of the bund.

As you will perhaps recall from a foi-nior let-

ter, I am one of your A B C scholars in the art

and science of bee - keeping. I have got far

enough on in the past two years to know that
there is to me a lasting fascinatiou in the pur-

suit. My plan from the start has been to work
with a few colonies until I should become prac-
tically acquainted with the habits and require-

ments of my pets, to read books and journals
until somewhat posted as to the methods and
appliances used by leading men in the business;

and then, when I had tested my own capabili-

ties, and had found the best all-round hive for

the production of comb honey, to enlarge my
plant, and work for profit as well as for pleasui'e

and information. So far I followed what I

think was good advice. When I finished read-

ing the ABC book, two years ago, I thought I

had a well-defined plan, a good hive, and a good
frame. To-day, on finishing the Sept. 15th No.
-of Gleanings, I have half a dozen or more of

each, and am all at sea as to which will suit

me best. Any one of them might do, if it were
not that some other one is sure to have several

better features. Root and Cook; Heddon and
Doolittle; Miller and Tinker and Hutchinson:

How happy were I with either dear charmer.
Were t'other dear cliarmer away

!

As it is, I must have the best; and how can I

pick out the best of these varying methods, and

so combine them as to keep bees with profit and
pleasure? Is it always true, that in a multi-
tude of counselors there is safety—never confu-
sion ?

The thought comes to me sometimes, that
possibly things would work smoother if I quit
my part in the game of " follow your leader."
Perhaps with my little apiary "with ten or
twelve colonies I shall want to "' handle frames
instead of hives." In thinking it over I

really believe I shall. I am sure I shall
want to be acquainted with my frames, both
sides of them. I feel certain that my bees
will fare the better and work th<? harder;
that there will be less waste, and consequently
more profit, if the boss looks carefully into
every apartment of their home. And possibly I

do liot need a hive that is a good one for a
queen -breeder; that is, a non-swarmer out-
apiary hive; an extractor, comb honey, winter,
spring, summer, cellar, semi - tropical, snow-
drift hive combined; but just a hive, with
movable frames and a strong colony of bees in
it. With Dr. Miller '• I don't know." I con-
fess I can't keep up with you. You ought to
have taught me something in the past two
years that would enable me to decide what I

want now: but as you have not done so, I am
going to give you the task of deciding for me:
and it would tickle my fancy and perhaps the
funny-bone of others as well, if you could get,
say, Heddon, Doolittle, and Ei'uest Root to an-
swer the same query. Here it is:

If you were going to start, and maintain
at thatsize, an apiary of ten colonies, say in Cen-
tral Pennsylvania, having no money invested in

bees or hives or fixtures of any kind, and having
in view mainly the production of comb honey,
what kind of bees, hives, frames, supers, and
sections would you buy, and why ?

I need not tell you that, where there is one
bee-keeper owning fifty colonies, there are
twenty with from three to a dozen. Some of
these are of the helter-skelter class, and it does
not matter what hive or frame they use. Oth-
ers are careful, practical, economical men and
women who keep a few bees because they get
congenial employment, good foods, and wel-
come cash for them. These, doubtless, comprise
a large majority of your readers, and I want a
hive and frame for them as well as for myself

—

something that we and the bees can hang to

for a dozen years at least.

I like the conservative note of Doolittle's last

article. Ther-e is sense and cash in it. as I'e-

gards fixtures, and I am reluctantly approach-
ing the conclusion that the fine manipulations
and advanced ideas which bring about such
exactresults belong exclusively to experimenters
and to an experimental stage;: and that, to a
vast majority of bee-keepers, they are practi-
cally but vanity and vexation of spirit. Isn't

it enough to make a novice daft to read of the
ease with which one can handle the Hoflfman
frame, and, in the same article, that there is no
need to handle them, as the trained ear can de-
tect queenlessness by the hum, and the hand
estimate the amount of stores by hefting?

Now, I believe in progression in every indus-
try. I know these experiments must be made,
and our special pursuit go on to perfection by
way of selection and the survival of the fittest.

I am glad the editors and the owners of large
apiaries, and the many intelligent men who
have made almost a lifelong study of the bee,

are pushing ahead. Much good must result;

but by the time a system is perfected and
agreed upon by the leaders. I, perhaps, will

have gone over to the majority. So I wish you
to take account of stock now. and pick me out
a hive and frame which I can use for the next
five years in my proposed home apiary of a
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dozen colonies, without dreading that some
acknowledged leader in apiculture will hint of

kindling-wood when it is mentioned in his

presence.
I have read somewhere that almost every

bee-keeper, at a certain stage in his experience,

invents a hive of his own. Is it any wonder ?

for, soonei- or later, he is sure to come to the
conclusion that in this matter there is no such
thing as an unprejudiced mind; or that, with-
in certain limits, it makes no practical differ-

ence what the size or shape of hive or frame is.

So. why should he not have his own ?

As you will no doubt gues', I am drawing
very near that stage when either a hive of my
own get-up or a humiliating guess at what to

buy will be a necessity. E. J. Baird.
Orlando, Fla., Sept. 28.

[I have read your article with much interest.

and I do not much wonder that you are con-
fused when the doctors seem to disagree; for

who then shall decide? Surely not the begin-
ners. As I have said all along, beginners
should be careful about investing too much in

new things. In all cases it would be wise for

them to adopt the implements and devices that
hav(> given good satisfaction for many years.

To what I refer is practically the L. hive and
the L. frame. I would get this in a plain square-
edged hive with no porticos, movable bottom,
and a plain simple cover. It would be safe for

a beginner to adopt a loose frame, and equally
safe to adopt it with thick top-bars. While for

mv own use I should prefer something on the
style of the Hoffman frame for the production
of comb and extracted honey. I am quite cer-

tain that it would not please a good many oth-
ers. In oi'der to be progressive, advanced bee-
keepers ought to discuss advanced methods;
but begin)iers had better stick to established
methods: and if they can afford to, let them
try a few of the " new-fangled " devices. Of
course, they would like to adopt that which, in

the near future, would be accepted as the best;

but at the present stage none of us can decide.
I think we are safe in sticking to the eight-
frame L. hive with loose bottom and without
the portico: and if we wish tomake any change,
let it be in the matter of frames. But every
one should be very careful which one he pro-
poses to adopt. The advanced bee-keeper who
has tried all kinds of frames can decide for

himself which one he cares for. much better

than any one else can decide for him. A be-
ginner can not: and he had better (let me re-

peat it) stick to the established L. hive and a
loose frame until his advanced brethren come
to a little better agreement. The L. hive that
I would recommend is essentially the Dovetail-
ed. The same thing with both eight and ten
frames has been made and advertised for many
years by almost all supply-dealers; and it will

be a long while before the general principles of

this modified L. hive are changed—at least ten
years. Now, I hope that my fiiends who think
1 am going too fast on fixed distances will care-
fully read over the above, for it explains just

my position.] E. R. R.

CLOSED-END FRAMES.

JAMES HEDDOX DECLAKES AGAINST THE
UOFFMAN FRAME.

I believe we all entertain a just pride in form-
ing correct conclusions. I am very glad there

have been bee-journals through which we may
aid each other, not only, but on whose pages I

might place my opinions, which I believe to be
advanced opinions, on record. You know. Mr.
Editor, that the man who really believes him-

self a true prophet, really capable of laying
down such truths to-day as, although not ac-

cepted now, will surely be in the future, desires

to make his prophecies public.

The above thoughts are suggested by the ar-

ticle of brother Stachelhausen, on page .^Di.

You know very well that the mechanical con-
struction and devices of apiarian fixtures and
implements, especially of the hive, have been
my hobby for twenty years; and probably from
the great importance of having a good hive

have flowed forth the bitter jealousies between
inventors. I desire to make this article short,

although devoted to a very long subject.

While for fifteen years a user and admirer of

the laterally movable suspended L. frame, nev-
er a moment did I cease to study into and look

after the merits of close-fitting frames. I have
gone slowly and carefully, and made my exper-

iments on "a comprehensive scale; and I desire

now to go on record for the following:
1. The Hoffman frame will never come into

general use, and lemain so. It is not as worthy
as the L. frame. If I must use a Hoffman frame
or a Langstroth frame, I will have the latter.

2. A closed-end frame in a close-fitting case

is the only arrangement that will supersede the

L. frame" with practical honey-producers. As
you say in your footnotes on page 592, such an
arrangement works more perfectly in shallow
cases like those used in my divisible brood-
chamber: but. please place me on record, here

and now. as affirming that this same arrange-
ment in a case 10 inches deep makes a more
worthy hive than the L. hive with the suspend-
ed frames; and don't fail to record me as say-

ing that no other close-fitting style of frame
does.
Some of your readers may say that some of

the above are strong statements, and savor of

conceit in the writer, to which I take no excep-

tion. I meant to make them strong; for, when
I go upon record. I desire to go squarely so, and
I think I know that every statement above is

true: and have I not a right to some conceit?

I think that, as long as ten years ago. and per-

haps longer, I foresaw that the practical money-
making bee culture of the future must desert

the rules laid down in text-books and bee-jour-

nals; that the future bee-keeper who would
succeed in honev-producing must abandon all

work except that absolutely necessary, and this

he must be able to accomplish in the shortest

space of time. This demanded a different sys-

tem of management, and that, in turn, different

implements, especially different hives. Then I

began making and advocating lighter hives,

recommending the manufacture of the brood-

chamber and supers of thinner material. Of
course, I was met with plenty of opposition.

My lumber was "'too thin for winter'" and "too
thin for summer." My recommendation of

eight instead of ten L. frames was also heresy.

Very few, at least, agreed with me. even if

Adam Grimm did use eight frames. " Handling
hives more and frames less" is also a part of

the reform above referred to, and was the title

of an article of mine published more than ten

years ago, and yet I did not get on record in

letters large enough and ink black enough.
Let me refer you to many numbers of the

American Bee Journal and Gleanings, away
back as above mentioned. Please get me on
record strong, this time, Bro. Root, and record

me as saving that there is nothing superior to

or equal to the L. hive system except the close-

fitting frame as arranged in my late invention:

and that is so much better that any apiarist

who thoroughlv understands it and knows how
to use it can handle double the number of colo-

nies with the same labor required with any
other stvle of hive. Are the above statements
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any too strong, if true? Now let the future
decide; and when it comes, don't forget the
past, I pray you. James Heddon.
Dowagiac. Mich., .July 22.

ENEMIES OF THE HONEY-BEE.

KEAI) IN WASHINGTON BEFORE THE A. A. A. S.

CONCLUDED FROM LAST fSSUE.

Another lepidopterous insect which I have
called the ioee bee-moth belongs to the same
family—Pyrrifido'—as does the old bee-moth
just referred to. This, however, is much small-
er. It is the Ephestia interjninctella, Hiibn.
The larva feeds on the wax and pollen, and
overspreads the comb with its fine silken fabric.
It is a serious annoyance to the bees, and ruin-
ous to the comb honey. I hav6 this insect from
most of the Northern States, and from as far
south as South Carolina, where it is reported to
be a serious pest. Here, as before, the exposing
of combs doubtless invites attack.
Among Coleoptera we do not find many ene-

mies of bees. The common flower-beetle, Teue-
brionelUs molitor, Linn., and the still more
common bacon-beetle, Derme-stcs Inrdarius.
Linn., oTten mutilate exposed comb in quest of
pollen or dead bees, on which they feed. These
can hardly be said to be enemies of bees, though
they may vex the bee-keeper.
That the carabid beetles, from their chitinous

armor and well-known predatory habits, would
be especially likely to attack bees, we might
well expect; yet I have rarely known of any
such habit among the species of this immense
family of predaceous Coleoptera. I have dis-

covered one exception, which leads me to sus-
pect that more of the species may have a like
habit, or may acquire it at any time. The one
species is Pterosticus rotitndntus, Lee, which
attacks and kills bees in Virginia and Pennsyl-
vania. Secure in its chitinous armor this fine

beetle enters the hive, and captures and car-
ries out the bees upon which it feeds. It does
not seem to suffer In the least from the attacks
of the bees. It gives no indication of even be-
ing stung.
From California, New York, and Nebraska I

have received one of the larval forms of some
melceid beetle taken on the bees in the hive.
In one case several of these were found on a
single bee. Dr. C. V. Riley gives us a very full

and interesting account of the hypermetamor-
phosis of these beetles. It is in the earliest
stages that this blister-beetle larva attacks the
bees. The larva at this time has a long abdo-
men, strong jaws, two anal stylets, and reminds
us strongly of a neuropterous larva. I am not
sure what species attacks bees. I think it may
be Meloeharhdrus, Lee, in California and Meloe
Angnsticollis, Say, in the East.
Among the Heteropterous Hemiptera there are

two predaceous species which are wont to prey
upon bees. One of these, Euthyrhynchus
Floridanus, Linn., is found from Georgia to
Florida and thence to Texas. I have called
this the bee-stabber, as it stations itself at the
entrance of the hive, and stabs and sucks the
bees, one by one, till the latter are bloodless and
lifeless. This bug has a powerful four-jointed
beak, which fits it admirably for its fell work.
The insect is purplish or greenish blue, though
occasionally it is nearly black. There are
orange or fulvous spots on the scutellum, tho-
rax, and head, which vary not a little in num-
ber and extent.
Another bug, PhymaUi erosa, Fabi'., often

called the stinging bug, froni its severe bite or
stab, is one of the most formidable of all the
bee-enemies. In structure and habits this bug

is exceedingly interesting. It is its habit to lie

concealed among the flowers, especially the gol-
denrods. As its color is greenish yellow, it is very
inconspicuous among the flowers, and so is alike
hidden from its enemies and its victims^ and
thus thelatterruninto the very jawsof death, all

unaware of danger. The structure of this bug
is as interesting as are its habits. Its anterior
legs are strangely modified. The femur and tar-
sus are so hinged to the very small tibia that
they oppose each other as the blade does the
knife-handle as we shut our pocket-knives.
Both these parts are toothed. Thus the flowers
secr(>te a most formidable trap, which can
grasp and hold even the strong honey-bee.
With the bee thus entrapped, the bug has only
to insei't its very strong sharp three-jointed
beak, to suck bloodless and lifeless the luckless
bee. Thus thousands of bees lose their lives
each autumn through the rapacity of this
stinging phymata.
The oi'der Orthoptera gives us a single spe-

cies that preys upon bees. It is the common
praying mantis, Mantis Carolina, Linn. This
ferocious insect—so ferocious that the female is

said to conclude the ceremonies of the honey-
moon by devouring her spouse— is found from
Southern Indiana to the gulf. Its peculiar
forelegs, so admirably adapted structurally to
grasp its prey, remind us of the stinging-
bug Phynutta erosa, Fabr.. though here the
femur opposes both the tibia and tarsus, all of
which are toothed. That this insect often sat-
isfies its apyjetite by devouring the honey-bee is

incontestibly proved; yet I do not think it a
very serious enemy.
Among the Pscudo -neuroptera {odonnta)

some of the dragon-flies are great bee-enemies,
especially in the South, where they are known
as bee-hawks. Their savage rapacity is so se-

riously felt by the bee-keeper that not infre-
quently boys are hired to destroy them. They
are, indeed, hardly second to the Asilida\ or
robber-flies, as enemies of bees. It is the large
species, like Anax Junius, that are chiefly re-

sponsible for these depredations.
Among the arachnoids, all the orders contain

species that prey upon bees. Not a few of the
true spiders are known to captui'e and feed
upon the honey-bee. Often the web is made
close beside the entrance to the hive, so as more
surely to entrap the unwary bee. I have also
known spiders to hide in flowers, like the sting-
ing phymata. and thus easily capture the un-
suspecting bee as it came for nectar. Many of
these spiders, like phymata. mimic the color of
the flowers so closely that their presence is not
detected till their venomed jaws grasp the luck-
less bee.
The second order, the ArtJirogastrtt. also

gives us a bee-enemy in a species of Datames,
of the family S()}})iil{ild<r. I have several of

these from California. It is Datames Cal-
ifornicus, Simon. This enters the hive, where
it captures and eats the bees. I have received
this species from Central and Southern Cali-

fornia.
Of the order Acarina. or mites, a small, dark,

nearly black species attack and often kill the
bees, or are the cause of their death, so that,

through its presence and work, the hive is

nearly depopulated. Like the dipterous bee-
louse," Braula ca-ra they attack and destroy the
queen as well as the woi'kers. I have known
these mites to do serious damage to bees in sev-

eral of the Northern States.

Among the flowering plants there are sever-

al species of Asclepias, or milkweeds, that cap-
ture bees bv means of their sticky pollen masses.
I have thought these plants more friends than
foes. In Michigan they are excellent honey-
plants. In Grand Traverse Co., much fine hon-
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<^y is secured from the milkweeds. Mr. Chas.
Robertson, of Illinois, tells me that he has count-
ed over 1000 bees in a single walk captured and
killed by milkweed blossoms. Besides the
captures, many b(>(-s are so loaded by the stick-
ing pollen masses, \\hich ai'e torn off in the
struggle of the bees to escape, that the other
bees consider them useless hangers on and drag
them from the hives as mercilessly as they do
the di'ones when the latterare no longer needed.
The be<'s view social problems somewhat differ-
ently from what we do. They have no eleemos-
ynary institutions, but turn to and banish all

weak, feeble, and helpless members of the bee-
fraternity.
The last bee-enemy to which I shall refer is

that of microbes. Foul brood is the most seii-

ous malady of this kind. This is caused by the
attack of a vei'y minute cylindrical bacillus
which attacks the brood. Its germs are con-
veyed in the honey from affected hives. It is a
very deadly enemy of the bees; but by close
study it has been conquered, or brought under
control, so that now many of our brightest bee-
keepers, wiio have had extensive experience
with this mici'obe. liave little fear of it. Yet
safety demands quite a full knowledge of its

habits, and the utmost caution. There are oth-
er microbe enemies, not so fatal in their effects,

and not so well understood. One of the most
common, causes the " nameless bee-disease."
Here the imago bee. and not the larva or brood,
is the seat of attack. The disease usually
abates in a short time, and is thought by some
to disappear upon superseding the queen.

I think I have given in this paper all the ene-
mies that have attracted attention thus far
among the honey-bees of the United States. It
is probable that more will appear as the years
go by. A. J. Cook.
Ag'l College, Mich.

WIRING FRAMES.

DR. MILLEK GIVES HIS VIEWS.

I'm very glad the matter of wiring fi-ames is

still under discussion, and that the tendency
toward horizontal wiring has iiot gone beyond
the possibility of a protest. Horizontal wiring
may be best; I don't pretend to know; but at
least it will bear discussion.

I never saw a frame wired horizontally, to no-
tice it; but I can not readily become reconciled
to the idea that we must tolerate, and make pro-
vision for sagging and bagging. Ev(m suppos-
ing that the stretching of the foundation is not
enough to materially spoil the shape of the
cells, there must be allowance made for it at
the bottom, and that will always leave a space
between the lower edge of the comb an,d the
bottom-bar. Indeed. I am afraid we shall al-
ways liave more or less of that, the best we
can do. unless we invert the combs, for I have
known cases in which the foundation came
clear down to the bottom-bar. and the bees
coolly gnawed It away to allow a passage under
it.

By the way. does the bottom -bar itself have
any" thing to do with this '? D. A. Jones and
some others have bottom-bars that, instead of
being % wide and 3/ deep, are % deep and }4,

wide. What is claimed as the advantage in
this? and does it do any thing to prevent the
open space between the comb and bottom-bar?
If there is any real advantage in that kind of
bottom-bar. will some one tell us about it?
Yon know fiiend Hall was qui«!tly going on us-
ing his clumsy thick top-bars for a long time
before any of us thought there was any thing

good in them. Possibly we may wake up some
day to find our bottom-bars are all wrong.

1 have 2500 or more combs wired perpendicu-
larly. They are nice combs, straight as a board,
and until recently I felt entirely satisfied with
them. But wlien the younger Root raised
such a hullabaloo about small exact spaces,
then my frames wouldn't stand close inspection.
For perpendicular wiring, the wires must be
drawn so tight that the bottom-bar is curved
upward or else there will be bagging. Of
course, there is more or less tendency for the
top-bars to sag. and in a good many cases this
becomes more* than a tendency. But as to the
combs themselves, they are all that could be
asked. Possibly with top-bars % or an inch
thick there might be no trouble at the top; but
one would need very thick bottom-bars to keep
all straight below.
When the Keeney wiring came to light, that

seemed to offer a way out of the difficulty; but
upon trial tlKM'e was too large a surface of
foundation unsupported by wire, consequently
bagging. The good part of the Keeney plan
was the fact that the wires were attached to no
part of the frame except at* the four coruei'S,

making sure that there would be no interfer-
ence with the straightness of the top and bot-
tom bars. It also helped to hold a frame rigid,

so that, if square when wired, it was likely to
remain so.

I have done quite a bit of studying over the
problem how to combine the good features of
both the Keeney and the perpendicular systems,
eliminating the fault of each. The picture
shows the ideal I settled upon. You see that
there is a series of upright wires, giving the ad-
vantages of the perpendicular wiring, and at
the same time everything is supported from
the four cornei's. There can be no more chance
for sagging than with the perpendicular wiring
I have so thoroughly tested, except above and
below the horizontal wires; and as there is only
% of an inch between the horizontal wires and
the bai's at top and bottom, there can be no
great amount of bagging there.

DK. MILI-EK'S plan OF WIKING.

But it is easy to make perfect things on pa-
per. The real often differs widely from the
ideal. For some weeks I was so driven with
work that I could give the new plan no trial.

Wlien I did get time to try it, 1 found that the
up-and-down wires, instead of being taut and
straight as in the picture, were curved and
curled in all shapes, even wdien I stretched
them so tight that they were all pulled out of
place.
Without giving all my failures. I will give in-

structions how to do as I finally succeeded in

doing. Cut a board, no special matter about
the thickness, so it will just fit easily inside
the frame. Take nine one-inch wire nails and
drive them about half way in at the point.s

where you want the upright wires to cross the
horizontals. This should be about % of an inch
or less from tlu^ edge for the two central nails
near the top-bar, and for the central nail
near the bottom-bar. The other nails should
be nearer the edge, forming a curve. Now cut
off the heads of the nails. That's all the ma-
chine you need. With an awl, punch a iiole at
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each corner of the frame through the end-bars
at 1, 3, 3, and 4. Let it be tight up in the cor-
ner. Now string a wire through the two upper
holes at 1, 3. Fasten one end of it by giving it

two or three turns around a ?^ wire nail partly
driven in, then drive this little nail in tight.
Then stretch the wire just as tight as you can.
and fasten with another % nail at the other
end. This wire will then lie flat against the
top-bar. Stretch another the same way. to lie

flat on the bottom-bar. Cut a wire of sufficient
length; run it half way through under the low-
er wire at the middle, then run one end through
the upper wire, then through the lower, then
the upper, then the lower, then through the
awl-hole at 1, and fasten with a J^ nail. In
the same way, thread the other end back a^nd
forth, and thread it through the awl-hole'at
3. Fasten lightly the end temporarily on a 9§

nail driven partly in. Now lay the frame over
the board already described, letting the nails
come inside the angles of the perpendicular
wires. Taking hold of the wire at 5, stretch it

iicrj/ tight over the nail; then taking hold at
the next strand, stretch tight over the next
nail, and so on till it is drawn tight through the
hole at 3, when it is to be fastened. Lifting
your frame off the board, you will find it wired
just like the picture, only the perpendicular
wires will not be as straight and taut. But if

you have stretched them quite tight they will
be as good as the perpendicular wires in my old
frames that have made such straight combs. I

succeed in getting the horizontal wires perfect-
ly tight.

I have described minutely the way I put on
the wires, not because I think it the best and
easiest way, but because it is <i way. and I hope
some one may tell us how to do it more easily
It is a good bit of work, but hardly more than
the old way of perpendicular wiring; but even
if much more, it is, I think, the only wiring I

shall use till I learn a better plan, or till I learn
of faults in this that I do not now know.
Severest criticisms are invited; for if the

thing has faults enough to be useless, the soon-
er we know it the better. C. C. Miixek.
Marengo, 111., Aug. 36.

[I think I see two objections, doctor, to your
plan of wiring. The two horizontal wires have
too much weight to bear. The ordinary tinned
wire will pull in two quite easily, and will
stretch quite a little before it will break. If

one of the horizontal wires breaks, the whole is

gone. Another objection, which you have in-
cidentally mentioned, is the labor required to
wire it. I am not certain, but I think I should
prefer the Keeney method with the intersect-
ing wires at the top. and the horizontal wire at
the bottom. Out of some 300 or 300 combs wired
that way last season, there are very few that
have any appreciable bulging. But the plan
which, in my estimation, is ahead of all. is the
horizontal loose wires. There can be no bag-
ging. I have tried a full sheet of the very
lightest foundation we could make on a special
mill, the same wired on the horizontal plan.
The bees built out a perfect coinb. There is no
other plan of wiring with which I am acquaint-
ed with which we can use such thin founda-
tion.] E. R.

THE PUNIC BEES.

THEIK CHARACTERISTICS, ETC.

They are truly wonderful bees, and are an-
swering to all their claims. Mr. Alley says.
'• They are the most prolific, gentle, and hardy
of any race or strain of bees I have ever had
any thing to do with. They will supersede the

Italian." The queens are the most even layers
I have ever seen. Lift a fresh comb from a
Punic stock, and one will see the most beauti-
ful work in the way of egg-laying ever beheld.
Every egg will point downward in line with
the grain of the cells, and one could swear that
the queen used a straight-edge when putting
them in. Not a cell will be skipped. The bees
are as quick as a flash, and are off to the field
in no time. On their return they look and act
like robber bees, with the same quick motions.
They pass through the traps like a flash. It
does one's heart good to watch them. I never
before saw such lightning rapidity in motion.
I have spent hours watching them and picking
them up in my fingers as they go and come,
simply to hear the little fellows squeal as a
young queen will when handled. They refuse
to sting. If the sting happens to stick a little
into one's skin while being rolled about in the
finger, how quickly they withdraw it and fly

away!
It is a grand sight to open a full colony of

Funics and see the little " niggers " at horne so
quiet, so unconcerned, and, to me. so beautiful
because of their usefulness and not of the five
gold bands. The Funics put the gold into their
keeper's pockets, which is better than on their
little backs.
Their length of life, and hardiness, are some-

thing remarkable. I had some imported queens
come a few weeks ago that had been on the
road 38 days; and after the queens had been
introduced the attendants lived fully two weeks
longer in confinement. E. L. Pratt.
Beverly, Mass., Sept., 1891.

The above is pretty strong testimony for the

new race of bees. They may deserve it all,

however, and it were no moi'e than fair that

we give a little on the other side. Mr. Thos.

Wm. Cowan, editor of the BriUsli Bee Journal,

one who has traveled very extensively, in an-

swer to a correspondent who wanted to know
more about the new bees in his journal, says:

As a rule we do not like to import into our col-
umns controversies originating' in other journals;
but as our correspondent asks for information, for
tlie benefit of our readers we give all we know
about African bees. We know notliing of the ex-
perience of the persons mentioned, and have re-
ceived no reports from any of our numerous cor-
respondents al)0ut Punic bees. We know of no
such race Amongst African bees witli wliich we
ai'e acquainted are those from Algeria, Morocco,
and Tunis—all varieties of Apis melliflca. Tliej' are
prolific black bees, said to be good workers, but
wliich have not sustained their reputation wlien in-
troduced into Europe. Queens of any of these vari-
eties could be purcliased for a few francs, and
some years ago Algerian queens were ottered tov
ten francs apiece by M. Feuillebois at Beni-Amran.
The- variety cultivated by the Kabyles is shiny
black, and the workers much smaller than the
average European bee; the drones, however, are
(juite as large. The Kabyles inhabit the mountains
lying toward the desert of Sahara, wliere they live
in small villages, and derive a considerable income
from honey, and more particularly from wa-x.
These bees are cdUed '' thizizoua thik' am'm," and
are cultivated in cylinders of coi'k bark, basket-
work, or earthenware. Some of tlie Tiatives liave
as many as .500 such hives. They were tiist import-
ed intoFrance in 1874, and, by their behavior, show-
ed that they came from a warm climate. They are
great propolizers, which shows that they are not
used to cold. Although quiet at times, if stimulat-
ed they become very savage, and not only attack
persons, but even enter the houses in their vicinity.
Tliey l»ave not proved siitisfactory in Europe, and
we know no one now who cultivates them.
We know nothing about the so-called Punic bees,

and can give no information as to their value. Pos-
sessing as we do one of tlie largest libraries of bee-
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liteiature in tlie kingdom, it is stiangf that we
have uevei- found such a race alluded to. The word
Punic means faithless, treacherous — neither of
wliicli sliould be considered giwd qualifications for
hces. Punic bees are said to come from Africa, but
the only varieties of Afiican bees we know of are
those alluded to above, liesides the various species
mentioned on page 366 of B. B. J. for 1SH«.

As so little Is really known about these bees we
hai-dly tliink it necessary to advise our friends in
tlieir own interests to wait for reports from experi-
enced and well-known bee-keepers. We shall take
c'are to give any reliable information that may
come to hand and be of value to ovu- readers.

COLORADO NOTES.

HOW THEY WIXTER IX TH.\T STATE

Frioid /?oof.-—Here I come again with a few
notes from Colorado, that land (tlinoxt flowing
with milk and honey. The honey-flow is now
over, and it has beeii only fair, nothing extra.

We had too many rains during the season, which
greatly hinders the work of gatlieiing honey.
Wintering bees in this locality is something
which I wish to speak to the readei's of Glean-
ings about. We winter on our summer stands
by simply setting the hives C) to 10 inches apart,
and placing old straw between, over, and be-

hind them, and leaning a broad board up be-

hind them and laying one on top to keep the
straw from blowing off; then our work after

that is comparatively light the rest of the win-
ter. Some do not go to tiie trouble to put them
down in as good order as I have described, but
you are very apt to hear some grumbling about
the time when almost everybody else is getting
some flne large early swarms, and they none at

all. You will hear them saying, "Why. my
bees don't seem to be doing any thing at all. I

think they dwindled a rigiit smart this spring."
It is no uncommon thing to hear such com-
plaints, and I for one am ready to cry out, " For
shame for such dire negligence! they don't de-
.serve to have any thing on their farm that is as
busy and industrious as the honey-bee."

TATCK NOT NECESSARY FOR PROFITABEE BEE-
KEEPING.

Now. right here I say, how often it is tliat we
hear men say that they never have any luck
with bees I Why? let me ask. How many times
is it that they have let their bees remain out all

winter with not one paiticle of protection round
them? How many times dui'ing the summer
have you been to see how they were doing?
Once, twice, perhaps three times. Once a man
told me he had bees to sell. As I wanted to

buy I dropped around to see them. Well, now,
where do you think they were? Fully one hun-
dred yards from the house, on the bank of a
ditch, with sweet clover and weeds higher than
the hives. When we mashed the weeds down,
the bees rushed out like mad, but soon settled
back after a ray of sunlight had passed into the
«mall entrance. In fact, they were scared.
Now, what an absurd statement to hear a man
say "'luck"! Oh fallacyl how foolishi .lust

let me say this to all who read this: There is

no luck in bee-keeping. Did you ever plant a
field of potatoes or corn, and then expect as big
a yield without cultivation as your neighbor's
that was cultivated right up to the handle?
Nol that's what you say. Well. I should like

to ask A. I. Root, or Hutchinson oi- Prof. Cook,
whether a colony of bees doesn't need to be cul-
tivated in just the same manner, according to

its needs, to give good returns, that a field of
potatoes or a Held of corn does to make it yield
up to your expectations?
Now. to such bee-keepers as these (for that is

all they are, just bee-keepers and not honey-

producers) let me say. if you keep bees and do
not take cai'e of them as you should, if you do
not get any honey, don't complain ; but select
some good place for your-bees, keep the ground
clean, and free from weeds and clover; put your
bees into some good hives; attend to them reg-
ularly, supply their wants, and see how much
better they will work for yon. Also select some
good bee-journal. Study it carefully to see
what the latest novelty in bee-keeping is. Don't
be a natural imitator, but strive to devise some
plans and methods of your own, and put them
into practical use if possible. Some prominent
writer. James Heddon, I believe, once said that
it is rarely that a person will succeed in busi-

ness by being a mer6 imitator; so, now, let us
not think that it's all "luck" that makes this

busy world move. It is he who keeps posted in

regard to the occupation he follows, and puts
the theories of his own mind into active opera-
tion who shall win.

THE PORTER BEE-ESCAPE.

I will say that the Porter spring bee-escape
has proven to be a very acceptable addition to

ray apiary, and I feel like recommending it to

all bee-keepers. Buy one or two for trial; and
if they prove as satisfactory to you as they have
to me, you will never have cause to regret your
investment. T. V. Jessup.
Greeley. Colo., Sept. 19.

KING-BIRDS—REGURGITATION.

OTHER enemies OF BEES AMONG THE BIRD
tribe; indisputable evidence THAT

KING-BIRDS DO REGURGITATE.

In your note after Mr. McDonnell's article in

Gleanings for September 1.5, on king-birds,
you ask for further testimony in regard to the
regurgitation mattei'. suggesting that it may be
"all a hoax." Without citing further lay tes-

timony, which could be readily done, the writer
suggests a reference to those great ABC books
on ornithology, the writings of Audubon, Wil-
son, Nattall, and Buonaparte, whose authors
devoted their lives to this one study, and weeks,
nay, months, in learning the habits of a single

species, not only in its native haunts, but also

with the bird in captivity, and hence constant-
ly before their eyes. These books, particularly
Audubon's, if not often obtainable in private
libraries, can be found in all or most public
ones; and with its magnificent illustrations,

copies from life by that masterly hand, will re-

pay many fold the time taken in a visit to such
an institution. The plates were lost by fire,

and now so greatly are these bird-portraits ad-
mired and valued, that the volumes bring the
highest prices when sold at auction or at sec-

ond hand, however much the text may be de-
faced, if only the illustrations are uninjured.
In the large edition, found in public libraries,

only the largest birds are represented under
life size.

I feel sure that Audubon refers to the regur-
gitating habit of the king-bird. Nuttall cer-

tainly does, whose work is before me. After
miniitely describing its habits generally, he
writes, of a captive bird of this kind, "which I

had many months as my pensioner :" "At length
the pieces of beetle were swallowed, and he
remained still to digest his morsel, tasting it

distinctly .soon after it entered the stomach, as

became obvious by the ruminating motion of
his mandibles. When the soluble portion was
taken up, large pellets of the indigestible legs,

wings, and shells, as likewise the skins and
seeds of berries, were, In half an hour or less.
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broueht up and cjectetl from the mouth, after

the manner of hawks and owls." Hence Mr.
McDonnell and Mr. Waite have the very best

authority in corioboratioii of their position in

this matter: foi- it will scarecly be gainsaid
that it is eminently safe to accept as fact the
assertions of men of high reputation on a given
subject whose lives have been devoted tu the
exclusive study of that one bi'anch of science

—

not in the closet, but throughout.the broad do-
main of nature, whose books have been written,

not from hearsay evidence, but from notes made
in many places at many times by the author
himself, face to face, so to speak, with his

subject whose traits, habits, or characteristics
are not determined till verified by the study
of other specimens of the same species, thus
establishing your axiom, "In the multitude of

testimony there is wisdom."
So much for his kingship the "tyrant fly-

catcher," who has the reputation of standing
first as a bee-killer.
Down here we have a bird of another tribe or

genus that, I am sure, gets more of my bees in

one day than the king-liird does in a week.
The latter seldom percln^s near the hives. This
bird gets as close as he can. and he will stay all

day and be on hand early every succeeding day
throughout the season, unless he is killed. This
is the summer redbird, Tdihujrn (rKtiva, one of
the tanager genus, all of them bee-caters to a
greater or lesser extent. Do not mistake him for

the common red or cardinal bird—they are not
at all related. In ornithology this bird is de-
scribed as follows: "Male, vermilion I'ed, inner
vanes and tips of (juills tinged with brown: the
tail even. Female, young and autumnal male
(the sly fellow changes his clothing), yellow-
olive; below, brownish yellow."
Unlike his cousin the scarlet tanager (scarlet

and black), which comes only occasionally to

get a sweet meal, this robljer takes up his quar-
ters right in the apiary, his favoritt! perch being
a dead limb or bush close to the hives, ajid in

the bee-highway, where he can have space
sufficient to fly out and seize the incoming
worker, alight again, and swallow his luscious
morsel. Sometimes he even sits on the hive,
catching the Iwes in rapid succession, just in

its front, returning to it always to do the mas-
ticating part. Both sexes •' work " at the same
task and at the same time. Sometimes several
pairs are noticed, and it is safe to say they
never tire in well-doing.
My reason for thinking this bird kills more

bees than the king-bird is because he gets close
by where the lines of flight concentrate, and
bees are always within his range, while the
king-bird, perched on some tree a hundred or
more yards away, is on the line of only a few
bees, and he seldom comes much nearer, which,
however, may be because my apiary is under a
grove of forest-trees, making considerable shade.
The king-bird seems to like a prominent or high
perch on a leafless tree.

For both, the remedy is the shotgun: yet I

imagitu' many if not most apiarists allow these
depredators much hititude before they get
roused to the point of going for the gun.

C. P. Coffin.
Along with the above article friend Coffin

.*sends the following beautiful stanzas:

AUDUBON'S HYMN IN THE AMERICAN F()RESTS.

I keep my biuuits within the woodland solemn;
My charten-d coinriidc is the stainless beam;

My bed is iiijide iR-sidi- some old oak's column;
My goblet is the stream.

Whole years are mine in this majestic dwellinji'.
vyiiere Nature yet frowns l^u-k tliesouiidiug niait ;

What waves of life foreverniDie are swelling-
Thi>ir raiiture throiigli my lieai'tl

But not for tliese I wai.dei' oer the iiiouiitaiiis.

And not for tliese I dare tiie hurricane;
And not for tliese I quatt' the virg-lu fountains—

A prince of lull and plain!
Oil niiglity nu'aniiijis liiini the mountain Imaiy

:

All iiatiii'al ()l).ieets o'er me solemnly i-oll;

These give the loiigi'd-l'dr prize iliid sacred glnr>'
Unto my pilgi'im snul.

Amid the beautiful, the strange, the holy places.
With noondaj' bright or tender twilig'ht dim,

What joy is mine to measure all the spaces,
And And the prints of Him I

Von long', long- river, like an anthem pouring';
Yon tlioug'htful silence of tin' lonely mere;

Yon eagle, to the sun divinel.v soaiiiig.
All, all have meanings here.

To find and read them is my joy and duty;
Then hail, ye boundless scenes! forevermore;

How will I di'iiik and drink your perfect beauty
Upon tin- vii'gin shoi'e!

Oh! give me wclcoine, every woodland solemn,
And long-swept plain and mountain-piling' sod;

For I pass by each stately forest-column
To learn the thoughls of G(}d.

[We are exceedingly obliged to you for the in-
formation you have given us on this subject.
We can scarcely doubt now that the statement
as made originally in the A B C book was cor-
rect. We are glad this controversy has come
up, foj' now the true habits of the king-bird
are better known than ever; and. besides, we
have a better knowledge of other bee-enemies
among the feathei'ed tribes.]

EXHIBIT OF HONEY AT FAIRS.

A NOVEL DESIGN.

While in attendance at the New York State

convention at Albany last winter it was our
pleasure to make the acquaintance of Mr.
Charles McCulloch, senior member of the firm

of Charles McCulloch & Co., honey commission

merchants, of Albany. This acquaintanceship

grew into a sort of kinship when we learned

that our friend was a Christian Endeavor man
—in fact, a leader of the C. E. movement in that

city. While in conversation he showed us a

photograph of their exhibit of honey, made at

the Albany State Fair. We requested the

privilege of reproducing the same for GlI';an-

TNGs. Mr. M. has since forwai'ded to us a

photograph, which we take pleasure in pre-

senting to our readers, with a description of the

same.

The cut, next page, shows a display of honey
made by Chas. McCulloch A- Co.. dealers in

honey, at the last State Fair, held in Albany,
N. Y. It was in the form of a house 12x13, and
15 feet high. It took over 400 cases of honey,
weighing in all over 4 tons, to build it. The
room inside; was handsomely fui'uished with
easy -chairs, center- table, mirror, rugs, and
prelty lace curtains at the windows. Ovei' the
door was the very appropiiate motto, "Home,
Sweet Home." It was the headquarters for all

honey-producers visiting the fair, and they
were made to feel at home by Messrs. McCul-
loch & Co., who went to the trouble and expense
of the display for the benefit of their consignors,
taking orders for a large amount of the honey
during the progress of the fair.
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KING-BIRDS.

HOXEY-DEW FOR WINTERING, ETC.

In your footnote to my article about king-
birds, in Sept. 1.5th Gleanings, you query
whether the matter of regurgitation as explain-
ed by the writer (T. L. VValte) In the ABC
book is not all a hoax. On referring to the A
B C I notice that Mr. Walte's observations in
regard to this action of the bii-d are referred to
as " very positive evidence." I added some tes-
timony, which I think goes to further establish
it; and to your mind, because one observer has
expressed a contrary opinion, the matter as-
sumes the form of a possible hoax. I am not
going to be too hard on you, but "' in the mouth
of two or three witnesses shall every word be
established." The station master to whom I
referred as having seen part of what I related
is Mr. John A. Gallaher. Grand Trunk Ry.,
Branchton, Ont., who will no doubt answer for
himself if called upon. I trust, however, we
shall have some other of the readei's of Glean-
ings who may have further testimony to offer
on the subject, so that the evidence as regards
the facts of the case will be so very "very pos-
itive" as to be finally conclusive.

I notice in different papei-s. Gleanings in-
cluded, reference made to the question of honey-
dew as winter feed, and I would incline to
think that the test given by Prof. Cook some
year or so ago would be a safe one, if one's taste
could be depended upon to be uninfluenced by a
mental bias favorable or unfavorable to the ar-
ticle; viz., that, if the honey-dew were agree-
able to the palate, it would be safe: but if not.
it would be unsafe.

In this northern latitude, with its severe win-
ter, it is necessary to lean to the safe side of
any question affecting the wintering of bees,
and I am glad to be able to say that my experi-
ence with honey-dew extends only to "one sea-
son, that of 188(i, 1 think, when, by taking the
precaution to extract it early in October, I have
reason to believe I saved my bees. A voung
and aspiring bee-keeper, some four or five miles
away, who did not take the same precaution,
lost nearly all of his, and has never seemed to
rally from the blow, and the losses elsewhere
throughout the country were very severe from
the same cause. This honey-dew was such vile
stuff' that, by merely putting the point of my
finger into the combs to make sure that the
dark patches were not simply some dark-color-
ed honey, the taste was so disagreeable that it

would give me a headache. Some of the
patches in white combs showed almost jet
black. In the extractor the smell was verv
rank, and the product ran out like thin black
molasses.

I always find the reading of Doollttle's arti-
cles profitable; but I think that in Sept. 15th
journal was particularly timely and valuable.
I have had some of this changing to do, and
know, on a small scale, what it means in time
and money, and I believe the principle he laid
down at his start In bee-keeping is a safe one
to anchor to in almost any line of business. I

have seen and been personally Interested where
thousands of dollars weie squandered in adopt-
ing every thing new. and business failure fol-
owed on the vacill atlng course accompanying
this weakness. I do not believe in that "con-
servatism which amounts to old fogyism. so
that progress and improvement are made utter-
ly Impossible, but I believe in making th(^ most
of what one has. and that it is well to go
"canny" in making changes, for the reason
that " a rolling stone gathers no moss."

R. W. McDonnell.
Gait. Ont.. Can.. Oct. ().

[Our answer was not intended to imply that
regurgitation of king-birds was a hoax, but to
call out further facts. Your testimony togeth-
er with that on page 311 settles the matter tliat
the A B C is right.]

PAILS FOR MARKETING HONEY.

FRIEND FOSTER SCORES ANOTHER VICTORY.

1 read with interest in Gleanings for Aug.
1st and 15th, a year ago. the answers to ques-
tions propounded to honey-dealers as to the
best packages for honey for the various mar-
kets. I was surprised that only one firm makes
any mention of palls for extracted honey. Per-
haps one reason is, that much of the honey
shipped to commission men goes into the cake-
factory, or some othei' factory, before it finds
its way to the family table. I have found that,
where I once make a sale of honey in the cheap
and neat "raised-cover pails." holding from l.H
to 12 lbs. each, it is hard to sell extracted hon-
ey in any other form. Although I often sell 60-

Ib. cans to large dealers, there are comparative-
ly few families that use so much honey before
it granulates: they want it only occasionally,
with hot biscuit, for tea. or with pancakes for
breakfast. But when they find it is hard, rath-
er than have the task of warming up the large
can they content themselves with syrup.
The pails, when empty, are just what is

wanted, while the cans are in the way. Just
before shipping these palls I lift the cover and
slip under each, upon the hard white surface, a
slip of red paper printed as follows:

All pure extracted honey granulates
liard at the approacli of cold weatlier.

HONE Y.

To liqnefj' it, set tlie pail or can in
warm water—?iof too hot, or the flavor
may lie injured. If you can bear your
liand in the water tliere is no danger.

Or.ivER Foster, Pioducer,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Perhaps one reason why honey in pails has
not found a more extensive market is. that,
since the article has found a place in the freight
classifications, it has been classed as"c7oi<ft?f
first-class" freight, while comb honey Is classed
as first class: cans boxed, as second class, and
barrels as third class. Being iinpressed with
the injustice of these rates on honey in pails. I

sent to the Superintendent of the Western Clas-
sification Committee a sample pail of honey,
with the following letter:

Mr. J. T. Riplry:—A\h>\\' me to make you a present
of a pail of honey as a sample packag'e for sliiimient
whieli is becoming- very popular. My object is. in
belialf of tlie lioney-sliippers of tlie countrj', to call
your attention, in tliis friendly way, to an ovei-
siglit or misapprehension on tlie part of yonr com-
mittee in flxinjj- the classilication of "lioiiey in
pails." Your committee may liave liad in mind the
old-fashioned "sti-ained" lioney, or perhaps comb
honey in a broken state; wliereas, you will find. I
think, uv>on investigation, that 99 per cent of tlie

honey now shipped in pails is extracted lioney in the
granulated form, which, as you see, is a very differ-

eiit article. The agritation it receives In being'
thrown \nolently fi-om the comb, breaks up tlie

te.\'ture, causing' it, in a sliort time in cool weatlier.
to granulate very hard, in whicli state it will re-
main through tlie warmest weatlier. Tliese pails are
usually shipped in convenient bo.xes with handles,
holding about 125 lbs. each.

I think you will agree that tliis form of |)ackage is

safe for sliiimient, and most c<i)n'enient for shipper,
carrier, retailer, and consumer; but the present
classification (double first-class) is prohiliitoi-y.

1 would suggest that a just classification would
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be, "extracted honey (gTauulated) in palls boxed,
second class." Liquid iioiiey sliould not be receiv-
ed as freight except in sealed packages.
Trusting that a fair consideration of these sug-

ge.stions on the part of your lionorable committee
may result in securing to the many I'ailroad com-
panies you represent the patronage of a large class
of shippers, I remain very respectfully yoius,
Mt. Vernon, la., Feb. 16. Oliver Foster.

His reply, dated Feb. 10, reads as follows:

Mr. Oliver Foster:—Answering your favor of the
16th inst.. will you please describe more fully tlie

package or box in whicli your pails of honey are
packed? also say if it would "be cori-ect to describe
the extracted honey as "granulated honey," which
name, it seems to me, would indicate more clearly
the I'haiacter of the goods as an article of freight.

Cliicago, Feb. 19. J. T. Ripley.

In reply to which I wrote as follows:

Mr. J. T. Bip^cjy:—Answering you favor of tlie

19lli. I will make a sketch on the back of this sheet
showing the twt) styles of boxes I use for shipping
honey in pails. The small box is fen- one set of five

pails, as shown in price list inclosed, and the other

Box for one set (oi'

nest) of pails, with rope
haudle,sidesXin. thick,
bottom and top % inch
thick.

is for four sets of the same. Shippers as a whole
have as yet no uniform package for pails. Your
suggestion, to describe extracted honey in pails as

Bo\ foi fou) ->ets p.iiK, al)out 16 in square;
bottom .ind -,i(iis >4 to '« in thick; han-
dlis and bottom -^tups, 'svl':.

"granulated honey," is a vei-y good one. The term
"granulated honey " is perfectly correct, and is in
very general use witli bee-keepers and honej'-men.
"Granulated honey in jiails boxed," strikes me as
the form in wliieh to imt it. This could not be con-
strued to apply to such extracted honey as might
be unscrupulously offered foi- .shipment in paiLs
before granulation has taken i)lace.
Any fui'ther information you may wish on this

subject will be glatUv given. Oliver Foster.
Mt. Vernon, la., Feb. 2 i.

His reply of the 21SI gives the gratifying re-
sult. This classification applies to fifty or more
railroads throughout the West. As to classifi-

cation on other roads. I know nothing.

Mr. Foster:—Ajiswering your favor of the 3Cth
Inst., I will rule as follows: "Granulated honey in
pails, boxed O. R.. .second class." J. T. Riple"y.
Chicago, Feb. 31.

Mt. Vernon, la. Oi.ivek Fostek.

[Many thanks, friend F. You have done
bee-keepers a valuable service, and we owe Mr.
J. T. Ripley another vote of thanks. He has
kept his promise, as the revised Western Freight

Classification shows. Mr. Ripley has certainly
shown a disposition to be reasonable and fair

toward bee-keepers.
Those raised-cover tin pails are excellent for

the purpose. We sell large numbers of them.
They are so cheap that the honey-producer can
almost afford to throw in the pail; but even
when he adds the price of the pail to the honey,
the consumer makes no objection, because such
an article is always available in every home.
Now, won't some one get up some plan whereby
we can granulate liquid honey on short notice,
even in warm weather? Consumers are being
gradually educated to this granulated honey,
and very many prefer it in that form to any
other to spread on bread and butter.]

SUPERSEDING THE OLD QUEEN.

HAVING QUEENS FERTILIZED IN FULL COLO-
NIES HAVING A LAYING QUEEN.

I notice Dr. Miller says in Stray Straws that
he " tried superseding quite a number last year
by having a young queen hatch out in a cell-

protector. They hatch out all right, and would
be found peacefully traversing the combs: but
before it was time for them to lay, every last

one disappeared. If I had removed the old
queen. I have no doubt all would have been
lovely.'"

This item is of special interest to me. being
right in my line of experiment involving my
plan of having queens fertilized in full colonies
having a laying queen.

It is not necessary to remove tlie old queen

—

simply divide the brood-chamber into two parts
with perfoiated zinc; and instead of putting in

one zinc division-board, put in two. about half
an inch apart: or, what is better still, put the
zinc division-boards far enoiigh apart to allow
a comb between them and then fix a strip of
zinc before the old queen's half, and the young
queen will be fertilized, and lay as certainly as
if she were in a separate or nucleus hive. I

have tried more than a hundred in just the
w-ay Dr. Miller describes: and so long as the
young queen was admitted on the combs where
there were eggs, nearly all came up missing. I

think they thought they were not needed, and
flew out of the hives and never returned. I do
not know that I ever had one become fertilized

when eggs were present; and it is my belief

that, if the old queeu should travel across one
of the combs, it would have the same effect.

The reason I think it is the young queen's
fault is this: I make a queen-nursery with
Benton cages by suspending them between the
combs by a raveling of wire cloth attached to a
match that rests across the top of the adjacent
frames. The cells are thus arranged in the
cages to hatch: then when the young queens
need food it is provided by the bees. Before
the cells are put in. a fourth-inch hole is bored
through the wood into the cage, and a piece of
zinc with one perforation in it is tacked on. so
when it is turned it may or may not admit bees
into the cage and exclude the queen. I often
keep a dozen to twenty young queens in this
way until I have use for "them, and it is often
they are kept until they are too old to become
fertilized; and whil(> I used to lose a great
many by the old method where bees were not
admitted. I have never known a single one to
die treated in this way, and I have kept them
from July to November, and a laying queen
outside th<' cages.

If we divide a colony into halves by a solid

division-board, queen-cells will be built in the
queenless half. If a division of perforated zinc
is used, the effect is almost the same. They
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may build quef^n-cells or they may not. If

thoy don't, put in the solid board; and when
the cells ai"e started, take out the solid board
and put the zinc in its place, and the cells will
goon just the same. This raising the second
queen in the same colony is a grand key to suc-
cess. It succeeds where any sort of introduc-
tion fails. But the queens must be kept more
than a sheet of perfoiated zinc apart, so I place
the old queen on a four-frame res.trictor in one
.side of the hive, put in one zinc division-board
and slide the entrance-blocks along, and the
young queen has the privilege of flying from
the hive and returning safely to her own apari-
ment, and the bees go on storing honey as usu-
al. C. W. Dayton.
i^ Clinton, Wis., Sept. 1.5.

A BEAUTIFUL CARPENTER BEE.

THE XYLOCOPA.

The handsome bee received through you from
F. I. Tyler, Bakersfield, Cal., is a species of
Xylocopa, or carpenter bee. It is as yellow as
the yellowest Italian, and is a beautiful addi-
tion to our cabinet. It is a new species to our
collection, if not to science. I wish I could get
eight or ten more like it. In its long abundant
hair and yellow color it differs from most car-
penter bees, and reminds usof the bumble-bees.
Carpenter bees are usually black, blue, or pur-
ple. The habits of these carpenter bees are
well known. They bore into wood to form their
cells, store these wooden cells with pollen,
and lay their eggs in this, so that, as soon
as the eggs hatch, the little carpenters can
have bread (bee-bread) close at hand. We
see our friend Aspinwall was not the first

to construct wooden cells. These bees frequent-
ly tunnel into cornices and window-casings,
and do no little mischief. I have frequently
recommended the filling of the tunnels with an
ointment made of either lard and kerosene oil,

or sulphur and kerosene oil. This always drives
them away at once. I have never known it to
fail. The bee sent is a female. I should like
very much to secure a male, if no more.
Ag'l College, Mich. A. J. Cook.

WAX BLEACHING; HOW 'TIS DONE.

A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE WAY
ING WAX.

OF I{ENDf:R-

Frlend E. R. Root:—In answer to your foot-
notes, p. 6(32, under the last Ramble, in relation to
the process of wax -bleaching,
the process is so simple there is

but little detail to it. At first

the wax has to be frequently
loosened up, and is emptied from
the trays on to the wide bench
where the men are seen breaking
up the chunks and loosening it

up to the light. It is then re-
turned to the trays; as it pro-
gresses toward the finish it re-
quires less of this loosening pro-
cess. I understand the wax is

bleached to whiteness because
it can then be handled better in
the incorporation of colors. The
candles, to a great extent, are
white; also the wax for the drug
trade. From the amount of
bleaching done I should say that
yellow wax would b(! called
crude in this factory. As to the amounts
of other ingredients used, it depends entirely

upon the class of goods made. I did not inves-
tigate this point closely, for I was aware that I
might be treading in the forbidden paths of
trade secrets, etc. There is no deception, how-
ever, here in relation to the class of goods sold.
They are true to name and description. While
upon the wax subject I vi'ish to call your atten-
tion to a method of rendering which is quite
rapid, and which, though old. I have never seen

VROOMAN'S PLAN OF MELTING WAX.

described. This method is practiced by Mr.
Solomon Vroomau, of Hartford, N. Y.. in pref-
erence to any of the many methods recommend-
ed. The wax is melted in a boiler or large ket-
tle, and thoroughly boiled until all the lumps
are finely pulverized. A square of very coarse
burlap is placed over the end of an empty bar-
rel, a stout coi'd tied around, and a twist taken
with a stick to hold it secure. The hot melted
mass is then dipped on to the burlap, which
will soon bag down and hold several dipperfuls.
It is then pressed and ground around with the
side of the dipper until all the wax is out. The
dross is thrown into a pail, and another charge
manipulated. Steam from the heated wax and
water that goes into the barrel keeps the mass
in the burlap from cooling, and the mass can
be worked for a long time if desired. The
Rambler has tried tliis method on a batch of
20() lbs., and prefers it to the press method as
being cleaner, and accomplished more rapidly,
and the dross is so free from wax that there is

no necessity of further treatment. The photo

RAMBLER PROPOSES TO FIGHT IT OUT.

shows the method and Mr. Vrooman so plain
that any further explanation is unnecessary.
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The clear wax can be dipped from the barrel
into any kind of molds desired.

Tell Dr. Miller we are going to shal<e our i/-c

and / bannt'r more than ever. The way he
goes for all who differ with him upon that very
ivxportiint subject reminds tiie Rambler that
the accompanying cartoon just expresses the
situation. Rambler.

LADIES' Conversazione.

OUTDOOR FEEDING TO PREVENT ROBBING.

SOME GOOD SUGfiKSTlONS FKOM MKS. AXTEEL.

Sometimes during tlie summer I go out to tlu^

woodpile and carefully scrape up the clean
small dry chips and fill into barrels, being care-
ful that there has been no rain for some time
before gathering tliem. and get the men-folks
to set them away under sh(^lter for next year's
use. These, mixed with a little rotten wood for
starting the tire, make excellent smoke with
little time to prepare it. Where an old fence is

being rebuilt tliere are always plenty of old rot-

ten rails the builder is glad to give away to be
rid of, that, if gathered and laid away, make
excellent smoke when chopped or sawi'd up line,

or mixed in with the chips: also dry corncobs,
pounded just enough to split them open, and
Tiiixed with other fuel. It makes the work of
handling bees much easier if one has plenty of
smoke just when he wants it. and the smoke-
wood all in readiness. To have good smoke, the
fuel must be dry. The smoke does not gum up
the smoker so badly either. I have been asked
to look at others' bees when I had to wait for
them to run and hunt up tlie smoker, one mem-
ber of the family looking here and anotlier
there, and all in commotion, and then smoke-
wood had to be hunted up out of the woodpile
or barn, or along some fence, which, when
found, would generally be wet or damp, and
would not burn wtMl: or sometimes only very
rotten wood that burned out too quickly. Then
some inferior face-protector was brought, full

of holes. By the time I was ready to work at
the bees, if all things had been in readiness for
work, it would have been done.

ROBBING.
Toward tlie close of the honey-dew harvest,

even when we could shake honey out of the
combs, we had to work vej-y carefully to keep
all exposed honey covered, and close hives
quickly, ov the bees would be in a terrible hub-
bub of robbing as Dr. Miller speaks of. At one
time after honey harvest closed I had cons'ider-
able work I wanted to do. I got the bees quite
aroused before I realiz(Hi how bad they were.
I remembered how nicely I could work with
them while they were feeding from the troughs
of sweetened water. I went immediately and
tilled up thei/- trough with floats, poui-ed in
sweetened watei-. and set the robbers to work.
at the same time covering the robbed colonies
with wet sheets. Pretty soon all robbing ceas-
ed, and all were intent on bringing in the
sweetened water. After the robbers had left I

uncovered tlie hives l)eing robbed and let them
work too.

For open-air feeding, only slightly sweetened
water should \m\ used, or they will sting each
other badly in the troughs and around the
trough. On the gi-ass for sevei'al feet away
they will be seen fighting and dying, as they
are often seen to do in the honey-house wliere
tliey have access to combs of honey. If we
catch a bee as it conies in from the fic-lds. with
its honev-sac full of nectar, and kill the bee

and taste the nectar, we notice that it is not
very sweet. It only tastes like sweetened wa-
ter, so that is as sweet as the bees should be fed
out of doors. They not only kill each other,

but they daub themselves up so badly that
many are unable to reach their hives, and are
lost in the grass and dirt.

ESCAPKS.
To give best results with escapes we found

they need to be left 48 hours after being raised
up. Some supers could be taken off in :.'4 hours,
while a few would not all get out. so that they
might as well remain until all were gone, and
a clean thing made of the work.
At our out-apiary we have so good an escape

window in our honey-house that we concluded
this summei' it was about as convenient to
smoke them well and stand supers on end in

the house in such a way that the light from the
windows shone through the spaces in the sec-
tions, which attracted the bees quickly to the
windows, so that, in two hours, many cases
would be cleared out; in half a day all would
be gone.
The bees nearly all find their way back to

their own hives. Possibly the young bees went
into the nearest hives: but if so. they would be
received all right, because they were young
bees. Carrying them into the honey-house
saves opening the hives twice. Apiarists whose
supers were set on top of the hive would not
mind lifting the lids to take the supers off the
second time: but our supers are set inside the
hives. We have to take out the back-board or
l)ack end of the hive; and by the time we got
the super raised up, especially hives that were
not high enough to take in a slatted honey-
lioard and the bee-escape, the bees would be
coming t)Ut pretty lively at the back side of the
hive, except as they were smoked back: so that
it takes, with our hive, more time than it would
with some othei's to get the bees brushed off

and board returned and hive closed: and the
dripping slatted honey-board, unless great pre-
caution is used, would cause robbing. Some of
our hives will take in both the slatted honey-
board and the escape-board. In that case the
hive is closed up so tightly there is no danger
from robbing.
At an out-apiary where supers are set on top

of hives w ith no hive surrounding them, and
then lifted up with an escape put under, in the
hands of careless bee-keepers I fear some will

find their honey robbed out unless great care is

tak(m that there is no crack or opening large
enough for robbers to pusli tliemselves in. as
there are no bees to keep them out. as they can
crowd tliemselves through a very small place
when in search of honey. At a home apiary
such r ibbing would be detected.

BriI.DING UP WEAK COLONIES.

We thought to piace an escape over a very
weak colony, and place on top several supers
with adhering bees asthey came from the hives
to build them up. as we have often done, unless
using the (^scape-board; but we found it would
not work, as eveiy bee that pass<'d down into
the colony was killed and dragged out. They
were making a wholesale slaughter. S(^eing
that they were killing them off so fast. I had
the supei-s removed and the escape-board tak-
en away, a cloth laid over the frames, except a
space at one side, so the bees could readily go
up into the combs of honey, and all fighting
ceased. The bees in the supers wei'e from sev-
eral hives, so they readily nniti^d: and. being in

a strange hive, they would not fight, and the
honey stopped the bees of the colony from kill-

ing the incoming bees. Then they uuiU'd
peaceably, and formed a nice strong colony.
So long as there is luisealed honey in supers
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they will not uncap the other; but this fall, as
all bur honej' is dark we would not care If they
did uncap some of the combs.

Roseville, 111.. Sept. (5. Mhs. L. C. Axtell.

[My good friend, yoni' plan of getting rid of
robbers by feeding sweetened water instead of
syrup is one of my old hobbies, if you remem-
ber. At the time of my experiments, however,
I preferred grape s\igar, for the reason that it

was not as sweet as cane sngar,.and they did
not cai'e very much for it. I assure you it was
refreshing to get evei-y robber out of the way,
simply by drawing them off with a very little

cheap sugar. One objection, however, to this
very weak syrup or sweetened water, was that
it soured very speedily, especially in hot weath-
er, if I gave more than they took up at the time.
Yes, I too discovered how the bees would tight
and get daubed if it were just a little too sweet.
Do you not unconsciously give us an illustra-

tion of some of the very inconvenient features
of the closed -end frame you use in connection
with the old Quinby hive? Yes, I have seen
just the result you mention, in taking bees
from one colony to give to another. Unless you
take pains to let the inmates of the laive get a
taste of the honey to make them good-natured,
they will sometimes sting, even when the new
comers are gorged with honey.] A. I. R.

Our Quest/on - Box,
WITH REPUES FROM OUR BEST AUTHORITIES.

Question 194. In <i locality where flowers
are late in blooming in the ftprihg, ivoiild you
advise sujrplylng some substitute for pollen f

If .so, name two or three of tlie best.
*

Yes. We use flour, rye or wheat.
Illinois. N. W. Dadant A Son.

Yes. Rye or corn meal, or wheat flour.

Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

1 have always found enough pollen left in the
combs, but the best substitute is flour.

Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viai.i.on.

I don't think as favorably of feeding pollen
substitutes as I used to.

Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

Rye and oats ground together make an excel-
lent feed. That's all I have ever tried, and it is

seldom necessary in this latitude.
New York. E. Rambler.

No, not here. I would not supply any substi-
tute. I have repeatedly tried it, and found it

would not go. It looked to be a howling suc-
cess, but it was not.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Most assuredly, if the bees are short of pollen
for breeding-purposes. I would use either pea
flour, or wheat flour mixed with honey, and
placed in the combs.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. :Mason.

Yes. Rye, oats, and wheat are good. While
I have never tried it. I think peas or beans
would be better. Corn meal will not do, as they
can not carry it.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. (Jreen.

No. I would not supply any artificial pollen if

the flowers furnished plenty when they did
come, even if it were late. My experience in

that'direction has satisfied me that it pays bet-
ter to wait till natui'e comes to the rescue.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

The best substitutes for pollen are rye flour
and pea flour. But if you take care of your
combs of pollen of the previous season, substi-
tutes are hardly ever necessary.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

In this locality natural pollen is to be had as
soon as it is warm enough for bees to work
without loss. If I used a substitute I should
prefer rye flour.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

I would use unbolted wheat flour. My miller
told me that, on one occasion, the bees came in
great numbers and worked in his flour-chest
as it came warm from the stones.
California. S. R. Wilkin.

In this locality bees can get pollen as soon as
they can fly safely. I imagine that this is pretr
ty generally true. In case there is a lack of
pollen I should advise oat or rye meal.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

There are some localities where it pays to
furnish rye flour. A cheap wheat flour, known
as daisy flour, is taken quite readily. Pea meal,
recommended by British bee-keepers, is prob-
ably better. We do not feed.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

In my home yard I have used some rye flour
in early spring, but I don't know that it ever
did any good. I don't think I shall bother to
use any more. My bees always gather pollen
in the fall, so they have plenty of pollen in
spring, and don't need flour. If I thought they
had no pollen in their combs in spring, then I

would give them rye flour.

Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

I do not know that this pays in dollars and
cents; but the •'fun" pays me, for it is lots of
fun for me and all who call at my house to see
the little fellows roll over and over in the meal.
I consider corn meal ground fine just as good as
any, while all that the bees do not use is not
wasted, as it can be fed to the cow, horse, sheep,
or chickens.
New York. C. G. M. Dooi.ittle.

Not very much to be gained on that line, I

think; yet there is no harm in furnishing pol-
len substitutes when the bees go for them eager-
ly. They work with great zeal sometimes at
fine dry sawdust. Let them have' the choice
between a lovely article of sawdust and rye
flour. While I think of it, feeding flour is some-
times complained of for getting the combs full

of little solid lumps that the bees have to tear
out to get rid of.

Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

If the weather were i)leasant enough for bees
to work, and they could not get enough natural
pollen, I would try to give them all they would
take of some ground feed I was using for horses
or cattle. You see, if they use only the finer

parts the rest can be fed to the cows after the
bees are done with it. I think I have liked
ground corn and oats the best. Corn meal will

do, but it is pretty heavy for them to work.
Rye. wheat, barley, buckwheat, are good: but
I would have neither of them bolted—both be-
cause it is pleasanter for them to work on the
unbolted, and because. I think, some of the best
is bolted out. The different brans are good if

not cleaned too close. Pea flour is used in Eng-
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land, but I suspect it would be too expensive
for us.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miixer.

[It seems to me. friends, that this whole
matter hinges on a locality or season, where
pollen is plentiful and where it is not. Now.
there are seasons when our bees seem to care
but little for meal, and at other times they
seem just crazy for it. At such times I have
e.xamined hive after hive without finding a
trace of pollen. They were actually powerless
to raise brood unless th.ey could find some sub-
stance that would answer as pollen. They
went to a sawmill near by until the people
complained that they could not handle the
lumber on account of the bees, and the piles of
sawdust were also covered with them. They
went inquiringly into the barns and stables,

and seemed to be crazy for any thing in the line

of meal. Hour, or chopped feed. At such times,

oats and rye ground together were taken with
wonderful avidity, and brood-rearing started as
if by magic. The largest honey-yield I ever re-

ported came after the heaviest meal feeding we
•ever had. and visitors from adjoining apiaries
expressed great astonishment to see my hives
so crowded with brood when theirs were not.

Friend Hasty speaks of solid lumps of hardened
meal or fiour in the combs. We found quite a
little in our combs during one season, but we
•didn't discover it until extracting time. The
bees seemed almost unable to get it out without
•cutting out the combs or excavating it and let-

ting it tumble on the bottom-board. That
spring we fed fine white-wheat flour. In feed-
ing oatmeal and rye I have never noticed any
such trouble. My answer, therefore, would be,

whenever there is such a state of affairs that
the bees seem greedy for the rye flour before
the natural pollen comes, and when examina-
tion at the time shows that their hives contain
no pollen. I would most assuredly give them
some of the substanc<'S mentioned above.
When, however, natural pollen comes, as soon
as they fly freely, or when there is pollen enough
in thecombs, I would not fuss to give them a
substitute, unless it were, perhaps, a very little,

'•just for the fun of the thing," as Doolittle
puts it.] A. I. R.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

'• RASPBERRY APIARY " REPORT FOR 1891:
LEATHER-COLORED ITALIANS; HOW THEY

ROLL IN THE HONEY.

The hives used are " Bristol L.," and the
strain of bees is one cross, since coming from A.
E. Manum's leather-colored; and while not
•quite as gentle as some of the handsome, dude-
looking, five-banded hybrid bees so much laud-
ed for their beauty, yet if any one wishes bees
for honey I advise him to obtain some of A. E.
Manura, of Bristol, Vt.. as I know they are
good, and, as sent out by him. pure Italian.
April 27 I had two good colonies, two fair. May
11 I put upper stories with queen-excluders on
Nos. 1 and 2, and moved No. 3 to Barre. On
June .5th. all were in prime condition—Nos. 1

and 2 storing some new honey. On June 1.5th
I extracted from Nos. 1. 2. and 4. 1.50 lbs.; June
20th. from Nos. 1. 2. and 4. 170 lbs.; June 27th.
from Nos. 1, 2. and 4. 200 lbs.; July 2d, from No.
1. 80 lbs.; from Nos. 2 and 4, 100 lbs.; July 16th,
from No. 3. (50 lbs.; July 23d. from Nos. 1, 4. and
3, 110 lbs.; Aug. 3d. from Nos. 1 and 4. 100 lbs.
Total, 970 lbs. In the way of Increase I saved

two swarms. At least three large swarms went
to the woods, as no one watched for swarming.
I clipped the old queens' wings for the sole ob-
ject of keeping them at work for me as long as
possible. Bees are now in good condition; but
if the fall flow fails I shall have to have return-
ed to them for winter, 170 lbs.

I wintered in the cellar. Honey .sources, fruit,

raspberry, white and alsike clover, basswood,
and goldenrod. The remarkable record of 80
lbs. of honey as the net gain for four consecu-
tive days, of one queen's bees, in one hive, is

something which I do not remember having
heard of. The honey is of very good quality.
Barre. Vt. H. W. Scott,

[Your repoi-t is good, but we must not over-
look the fact that the product from a few colo-
nies is usually much greater in proijortion than
from a larger numbei'.]

THE HONEY-CROP IN NEW HAMPSHIRE; A GOOD
SEASON REPORTED.

New Hampshire has furnished the Union its

proportion of great men. and has done it hand-
somely; yet it can not show a great number of
" way up bee-keepers. Out of New Hamp-
shire's gi-anite flows an abundance of water,
but honey doesn't seem to flow so freely; but
scattered here and there over the rocks are
farms, and on these farms are flowers, and in
these flowers honey is to be found. Bees find it

and carry it home to their families. Then
comes man. with all his selfishness, and claims a
lion's share; and thus it is that, as I write, some
of the most delicious honey that flowers ever pro-
duced is tickling my palate, and making glad my
heart. Bee-keepers of New Hampshire have had
a very prosperous season. To be sure, the bees
died out badly during the winter and spring,
but the honey-flow has been all that could be
desired. Not for a good many yeai'S has there
been so much white clover. It has grown every-
where—by the roadsides, in the pastures, gar-
dens, in dooryards—anywhere and everywhere;
and that it contained honey, our bee-hives ful-
ly attest. Bee-keepers in this vicinity all tell

me that they have never known honey to be
more abundant: but the weather has been un-
favorable a part of the time. However, more
honey has been secured than for several years.
There is no purer, richer-flavored honey pro-
duced in any part of the United States than in
New Hampshire. There can not be. Perhaps
there is no place where honey brings so high a
price. The retail price is uniformly 25 cents
per box. and it is scarce at that. We should
judge from reports, that this season has been
more favorable than last in almost every sec-
tion of the country. Honey should bring a
good price, as it has been pretty well cleaned
up during the past year. A. D. Ellingwood.
Berlin Falls, N. H., Aug. 28.

BEE-PARALYSIS SLIGHTLY CONTAGIOUS; THE
SALT REMEDY A COMPLETE CURE.

By your correspondents it appears that bee-
paralysis (nameless bee-disease) is very preva-
lent. In my opinion it is caused somewhat by
the quality of the honey consumed. I have
been troubled in past years, but succeeded in
curing the disease last year by the use of sugar
syrup with a trifle of salt in it- about half of a
level teaspoonful of salt to one pound of sugar.
If too strong of salt it will kill the bees, as I

found by experience. At one of my out-apiaries
I directed the boy in charge to feed a colonv
that was badly affected. On mv next visit I

found half of the bees dead. The feed was
stopped and the colony was cured. For an or-
dinary colony, feed a pint of syrup every three
days. Sprinkling with brine often gave k short
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stop, but no cure to the disease. The little salt
that mixed with the honey probably produced
the effect. I have noticed, that, when the bees
gathered a better quality of honey, colonies
slightly affected soon became all right again. I

find the disease to be slightly contagious.
Hives that were a few feet in front of the affect-
ed colony would soon be affected. Contact with
the sick and dead bees that were on the ground
apparently caused it. L. M. Bkown.
Glen Ellen, la., Sept. 15.

[Mr. Alley, of the Aplculturist, claims the
idea of salt as a cure for the bee-paralysis, as
you will see by editorials in Sept. 15th Glean-
ings. We are glad of your testimony to the
same effect. Judging from reports, we are in-
clined to believe that the disease is slightly
contagious.]

DO KING-BIRDS REGURGITATE? FACTS TO
SHOW THAT THEY DO.

I notice in the Sept. 15th Gleanings that
you solicit further testimony on the matter of
king-birds having the power to regurgitate, or
disgorge, which I think is just as good a word.
I can s*ay it is no hoax, as I have seen it done.
A few years ago I saw one sitting on a fence-
post within 30 paces of me, so there could be no
mistake about it. He went through about the
same motions as a pigeon does when feeding its

young. I saw him plainly eject a wad as large
as an ordinary tobacco quid (but not as nasty),
which I poked apart with a stick, and found" it

composed of parts of insects, but no bees, al-
though I have opened them many times and
found worker-bees in the gizzard.' King-birds
are certainly a nuisance to bee-keepers, but I
am inclined to think that, on the whole, like
all insectivorous birds, they do more good than
harm. E. D. Barton.
East Hampton, Ct., Sept. 23.

.

[Friend B., I am sure you are right. I am
personally acquainted with the gentleman who
made the statement given in Gleanings, and I

know he saw exactly what he states. He mav
possibly have been mistaken in the kind of bird";

but there is certainly scnne bird that makes a
practice of catching honey-bees, and, after it

has squeezed out the honey, it disgorges the
pomace.] A. I. R.

crates for crating up cases of honp:y.

I see that you recommend crating comb hon-
ey for market in same size as I crated mine last
year: and I also see that you make crates for
sale. Now, I should like to know whether you
make them the same as I did. If it is not too
much trouble for you. I should like to have you
give me dimensions of differentpieces. and num-
ber required per crate.

Matthias Schneider, Jr.
Mclvor, Mich., Aug. 11.

[We took the idea of crates for crating up
cases, very largely from those you s<>nt us last
year. We have made up a small crate that
will hold nine 24-lb. cases, or eighteen 13-lb.
The bottom is made of a frame of Kx2-inch
stuff. 19x3(). 1^' inch. The long pieces stand on
edge: the short pieces nail crosswise on top,
and between them are nailed four pieces of (5-

inch crating, % thick. 19 inches long. The han-
dles are about four feet long and %'x4x5 iiiches.
On each side are 3 pieces of 6-inch crating, also
19 inchos long, nailed to the outside of the bot-
tom strij) and to the inside of the piece forming
the handle. These pieces of 6-inch crating 19
inches long are just what we used to make
boxes to ship sections in: and as most bee-keep-
ers have a suri)lus of these they can utilize

them in making crates. There are also three-

pieces across the top, about 21 inches long, and
one up each end, about 17 inches long. The
ends of the section boxes could be used to form
the ends of the crate, as they are just the right
length. Our shipping-cases, as we now fui'nish

them, have glass on only one side. In putting
them into the crates, the glass should be turned
in so that none of it is visible. This, at least,

will be required according to the new ruling of
the Western Classification Committee.]

BROOD IN SECTIONS WITHOUT QUEEN-EXCLUD-
ERS; ONE WHO CONSIDERS PERFORATED

ZINC INDISPENSABLE.
In May 1st Gleanings, E. C. L. Larch and

E. R. say they need no queen-excluders to keep
bi'ood out of sections. Will they please tell

how they keep the queen from the sections with-
out \ising something to keep her out? I use 10 L.
frames in my hives. I use both wide frames
and supers, and get brood in both. I have had
half of 48 sections in wide frames spoiled with
brood, and had lots of it in my supers. I often
have them, when I till the sections f4 f»ll of
foundation, fill the bottom with drone comb and
brood, and get plenty of worker brood in sec-
tions. I don't see how people can get along
with eight frames. By the middle of May
many of my hives had ten frames of brood; and
where I had two stories of worker- combs for'

extracting, some queens had 12 fi'ames; now
some have 14 frames of brood. E. D. Howeli-.
New Hampton, N. Y., June 5.

[You must have extra prolific queens. Our
correspondents generally agree that it is not
necessary to use the excluders for comb honey,
simply for the reason that no brood gets into
the sections. Perhaps we shall have to settle

the difference on the bar of locality.]

wedging sections IN supers BOTH WAYS.
Has any one ever tried wedging sections in

the Dovetailed hive endwise as well as side-
wise? It seems to us that it would be less work
to put the sections on the section-holder slats
without the end-pieces, and have an end-boai'd
as a follower, like the side, only of suitable
length, with a wedge. The sections could then
be wedged up perfectly square and true and
tight, so that there could not be any propolis
put between the sections at all; and then by
using separators 4I4 in. wide, with insets cut in
them to correspond with the sections, the bees
could only touch the sections on the edge where
they entered the sections and the inside. We
had intended to try this method this season, but
have had no chance on account of poor season.

J. W. Rouse & Co.
Mexico, Mo., Sept. 4, 1891.

[Oliver Foster, of Mt. Vernon. Iowa, wedges
sections both ways; but it does not seem to be
practiced generally. The object sought is a
good one, but the methods for producing this

double compression do not seem to be accepted.]

WAS IT THE WORK OF KING-BIRDS?

I had nine stands in chaff' hives last spring,
and had only two swarms issue this season.
Now, did the king-birds take the queens when
they were out on the wing? They were very
thick hei-e. My bees are not making very
much honey this season. It has been very wet
here. I think the birds took them.

Geo. Paddleford.
Tunnel. N. Y.. Aug. 27.

[King - birds had nothing to do with the
swarms not issuing. It was due to your poor
season.]
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RETURNING SWARMS A LA DADANT A SUCCESS.

During the month of August I returned 17

swarms as directed by the Dadants. in reply to

J. W. Murray, page .541, and only one of the 17

came out a second time, and that was over two
weeks after they were returned. I cut the cells

out of only one colony before returning the
swarm, and that was a colony that I was
changing from a single-wall to a chaff hive.
The most of them were i-eturned in 48 hours:
but on account of rainy weather a few swarms
were not returned until 9(5 hours. I consider
this the best method yet devised to prevent
increase, and shall practice it extensively on
early swarms next season. S. W. Taylor.
Harveyville. Pa., Sept. 8.

CLOSED-END FRAMES IN A TIGHT-FITTING CASE.

I am afraid of the close space at the end of
some closed -end frames, for I am sure to find

the moth there in my locality, and yet I don't
want a bee space at the end of such frames. I

shall try both.
I should like to ask Dr, Miller whether he

ever tested queens from cells reared with caged
queens, as mentioned on page 480 of Glean-
ings, 1890. Bro. Alley says, on page 130 of the
American ApimUiirM for May. 1889, that in

some cases the queen was caged, but the queens
reared in that way have proven worthless in

my apiary. My experience confirms his.

Galesburg, Mo. W. L. Smith.

HOAV TO CARRY BEES INTO THE CEIiLAR WITH-
OUT BOTTOM -BOARDS.

I should like to have some one tell how to
manage to keep bees quiet while putting them
into a bee-cellar, without bottom -boards, or
raised from the bottom-board, as some recom-
mend; also method of setting out.
Greenville, Mich., Aug. 2.5. L. C. Lincoln.

[As we have before explained, the bees should
be set in the cellar when the air lias a tendency
toward frost: that is, just enough so that the
colony is contracting toward their winter sphere.
With ordinary caution, scarcely a bee will fly.

As we explain in our price list and ABC book,
we prefer to carry colonies into the cellar »ut/;

bottom-boards ; and when inside, lift the hive
off and set it in its position.]

KEENEY METHOD OF WIRING FRAMES.
I would say tliat I have about 40 brood-fi'ames

of each of Keeney's method, and the horizontal
method drawn taut, and have not a single per-
fect comb of the former, nor a single imperfect
one of the latter, all on medium foundation. If
drawn tight, the wii-c will sag enough to cor-
respond witli sag in foundation.
Bees have done fairly well this year, but the

quality of honey is not up to the standard. It
is dark, with some little honey-dew,

Jas. a. Dimick.
Anderson, Ind., Aug. 26, 1891,

BEES AS FERTILIZERS.

Prof. CooTf.-—Please explain through Glean-
ings how bees fertilize flowers. The honey
crop has been very good here. Bees are gath-
ering honey fiom a bitter weed. I will send
jou a sample. Joe Smylie.

Wilson, Miss., Aug. 20.

Each flower of most plants bears stamens and
pistils, or male and female organs. The sta-
mens bear the pollen, or fertilizing element,
which must reach the pistil and pass to the ova,
or seeds, else they will fail to produce. In many
cases the stamens are on one tree, and the pis-
tils on anotlier, as in the willows. In this case,
wind or insect must bear the pollen dust from

the stamen to the distant pistil. Often the
seeds will not develop unless the pollen from
another flower, even though the flower has both
stamens and pistils, is brought to fructify them.
Thus we see that bees and other insects in per-
forming this valuable service are of immense
importance to vegetation. In many cases they
must bring pollen from distant plants, as the
male and female organs are widely separated;
in other cases they must cross-fertilize, as close
fertilization is impotent. Every bee-keeper
knows how bees get covered with pollen, and
how they bear it from flower to flower. Notice
the bees at this .season, August, as they visit
the snapdragons. The pollen is wliite. and oft-
en the bees have a white line tlie whole length
of the back wh<^re they rub against the stamens,
and bear oft' the pollen. As they pass to anoth-
er flower this poliini is rubbed t)if on the pistil,

and passes on to the seeds. J. S. will be inter-
ested in the other article sent to Gleanings,
on " Bees as fertilizers." See page 732.

Ag'l College, Mich. A. J. Cook.

SALT A GOOD REMEDY FOR BEE-PARALYSIS.

I notice what is said in regard to bee-paraly-
sis and the remedy. I had one stand this sum-
mer that had it. I took one handful of salt and
put it under the stand, on the platform, and in
the entrance, and crowded it up against the
front of the hive, and now the same bees are
well, I don't see that any are being killed.

Some of those bees would look black and shiny,
and the other bees in the same hive would kill

them. I salted every hive in the same way.
Moulton. Iowa, Sept. 28. S. S. Buckmaster.

THE DOVETAILED HIVE WITH HOFFMAN TOP-
BARS.

I have had about a dozen of your Dovetailed
hives in use this season; and to say I liked
them from the start is putting it mildly. I find
that they do much best with foundation wired
in. It seems so nice, after using the old Sim-
plicity frames so long, and l^eing bothered with
burr and brace combs, to watch the bees fill the
frames (Hoff'man), with the assurance that
there would be no such nuisance to bother.
But the regular white-clover flow set in, and
the hives were just running over with bees,
and honey coming in lively; and, didn't these
little knots of combs begin to grow right before
my eyes, and right up through those exact
spaces between the frames where we were as-
sured by the junior editor of Gleanings that
the soil would not produce a growth of these
noxious weeds! But they gi-ew up through
these spaces, and entirely across the top of the
frames. In several hives the space l)etween
the frames was half filled with these impedi-
ments to morality.
Well, seriously, I think if you will add I4 inch

to the depth of the Hoffman frame you will
liave it about right for this climate.
The wedging-up process, as applied to the

Dovetailed hive, is not satisfactory. It does
not draw the frames close enough together to
keep out propolis. But I still like the Dove-
tailed hive, with all its faults,
Henderson, Mo.. Sept, 23. S. S. Lawing.

[The hives which you had were among the
earlier lot of the season, and did not have the
scant J4-inch bee-space, as we had not at that
time learned that the bee-space was one of the
prime essentials in the riddance of burr-combs.
Instead of making a standard frame deeper, we
make our liives shallower, which accomplishes
the same results. Out of our 80 colonies in the
Shane yard, only one had burr-combs above the
top-bar, and that over only one oi- two frames.]
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DADANT ON SUIiPHUKIC-ACID WAX KENDEKING.
FHend Ernest:—After reading your remarks

on the use of sulphuric acid, pages 703 and 714.

I had about made up my mind not to reply,
because I thought the arguments which I could
give you against the ground you took would be
of but little importance, but in reading Dr.
Miller's opinion on this subject as given in his
Stray Straws I find his vi<nvs to agree so well
with my own that I will give you what argu-
ments I have on this point.
We Hnd that the more beeswax is manipulat-

ed, the moi'e it is re-melted, the more it loses
its fine honey flavor, and therefore the more
objectionable it is to the bee-keeper's taste, and
the more readily bees will object to it. There
is not a doubt in my mind concerning the
healthfulness of beeswax i-efined by the sul-
phuric-acid method, and I believe that this
method is advantageous to cleanse black wax
or refuse, since vve use it ourselves; but to use
it on all grades will simply make an insipid
material of the sweetly perfumed ai'ticle pro-
duced by the bees. I have often heard parties
wonder what sweet-scented substance was used
in the manufacture of foundation, when it was
only the perfume that Nature put into the blos-
soms that could be so plainly detected. All the
secret of this was the use of clean water in
rendering the combs. For this reason. I should
be sorry to see any of oui- bee-friends use the
dangerous oil of vitriol when anothei' process
much more simple will do as well. Let us teach
bee-keepers to render their wax in the sun or in
clean tin vessels with clean soft water, and we
shall make the very best founation that can be
obtained. C. P. Dadaxt.
Hamilton, 111., Sept. 18.

[I believe what you say is true, that melting
and re-melting does to some extent destroy the
peculiar aroma that Is present in virgin bees-
wax. Whenever visitors go down into our
foundation basement, they usually exclaim,
" How good it smells I" adding that tlie odor
is suggestive of honey. In regard to the sul-
phuric acid, perhaps I should explain that we
have tested it on only the very darkest grades
of wax, and the whole amount rendered in this
manner will be small compared with the sum
total used in foundation-making. But we find

that bee-keepers clamor more for the yellow
color of wax than for its peculiar odor ; so even
if all the wax were refined by sulphuric acid
(which will never be the case by a long way)
it would not be objectionable to bee-keepers.

I have been making some further experiments
in regard to acid testing in wax, and have final-

ly succeeded in detecting a very, very slight
trace of acid in wax rendered with sulphuric
acid; but the amount is so infinitessimally
small I feel sure it can do no harm ; and al-

though 1 do not know positively, yet I do not
think it would be objectionable to bees.] E. R.

HOW I GOT EVEN AVITH THE ANTS; A NOVEL
PLAN.

This vicinity has a sandy soil, and, being
loose and warm, it is inhabited by myriads of
ants. The sti'uggle for existence among them
makes it necessary for them to prospect every
nook and corner for food. They came up into
the house day and night, and soon learned the
way to the cupboard. No barrier would prevent
them. After failing with several expedients I

determined to give them a satisfactory feed. I

took a large bottle and dropped into it a quar-
ter of a teaspoonful of Paris green. To this I

added a tablespoonful of alcohol to make it

more soluble, and filled the bottle up with su-
gar syrup. Then I got a piece of a pane of

glass and poured them out a meal on it. setting

it in their trail on the floor. This was in the
aftei-noon at .5 o'clock. The whole colony was
awakened. They streamed in all night, pass-
ing around by the edge of the carpet, over
which they would not crawl, and filled up on
the deadly feast and went back again—hun-
dreds, thousands of them, hundreds of thou-
sands. The next day by ten o'clock not an ant
was to be seen. Once since, the colonies n the
rear of the house wei'e induced to come to a fes-
tival with like results. Not one died in the
house. The bottle is yet half full, waiting any
further encroachments. C. H. Mukkay.

"

Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 23.

KEKOSENE EMULSION AND HOP-LICE.
Mr. Root:—Do you know what would be the

best to spray hop- vines with, to kill the lice?
Every hop-yard in Oregon is loaded down with
the louse. The growers are spraying, but it

does no good. Please publish in Gleanings
what you think would kill them.

Butteville, Or., July 21. Lucien Geek.
[We forwarded the above to Prof. Cook, who-

replies:]

The hop-louse, like all other plant-lice, can
be subdued by use of kerosene emulsion. 1 have-
previously given both formuho for this valu-
able insecticide in Gleanings. Those needing
them may well try both, as it requires but little

trouble, and use the one that works best. In
making any kerosene emulsion it is necessary
to agitate very violently. Simple stirring is

not enough. Pumping the liquid forcibly back
into itself is always efl'ective. A one-fifteenth
emulsion—that is, kerosene one-fifteenth of the
whole—is always fatal to aphides, or plant-lice,
and never harmful to foliage. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich.

diagnosing COI-ONIES; handling FKAiMES
LESS.

I have closely read what has been said in
Gleanings, especially by the large guns, and
more especially the remarks that follow, either
by A. I. or E. R. Root. I have taken a deep in-

terest in the arguments over the closed-end
frames, foi- it is with us hei-e in the South to get
the most for the very least labor possible to ac-
complish the best results; and the handling of
hives instead of frames has been my practice
since coming to Florida. My hive is a ten-
frame short or crosswise Langstroth, loose bot-
toms, and can put on as many stories as the
colony can use, so that I can nearly always, by
handling the hive, tell what their wants are.

E. R. struck the key in his remarks when he
used the word "diagnose." To be able to do-

this is the firststep toward successfully handling
the hives instead of frames. You must first

practically learn to make a correct diagnosis of
the colony, the same as a successful doctor will

with his patients. The practiced eye and ear
can very closely tell what bees need by their

looks and movements at the entrance, and by
the hum of their wings. Colonies in want of

stores are smaller, have a pinched and drawn
up look, restless in their movements, and often
give off the hum of distress, similar to a colony
with no queen. First learn to diagnose your
hives (ftees would be the word), and then you
can save a vast amount of labor; then you can
handle hives instead of frames; still, with less

labor with loose-bottom liives.

John Chavchaft.
Astor Park, Fla., Sept. 36.

SNEEZEWEED HONEY. AGAIN.

F. H. French, Florence, Ala., sends me some
flowers of the sneezeweed, Heleniurn tenuifoli-
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tim. from which he says his bees have gathered
much honev and pollen for the whole of Au-
gust. The honey, he says, is of a beautiful gol-

-den color, but is so bitter that it is untit for ta-

ble use. He says it was brought from Texas by
a, physician because of its medicinal qualities,

which, it was claimed, resemble those of qui-

nine. The plant has spread widely, and ruins

all the fall honey, except for food for the bees.

Mr. French asks whether this plant is valuable
for medicine.
By looking in Gleanings for 18S)0, p. 673,' it

will be seen that I received very much the same
information and inquirv about this plaiit from
Mr. C. P. Coffin, Pontotoc, Miss., last year.

This is an introduced plant, and is naturalized

all through the South. It is closely related to

goldenrod, sunflowers, asters, etc.. and so we
need not wonder that it is a rich honey-produc-
er. It is to be regretted that the honey is bit-

ter. We can only advise that it be kept sep-

arate as much as possible by extracting all oth-
er at the dawn of its blossoming, and use it in

winter and spring to feed the be(>s. That it

mav have decided therapeutic qualities is not
improbable. To answer this, careful experi-
ments would need to be made. A. J. Cook.
Ag'l College, Mich., Sept. 15.

High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

STINGINESS BEES.

In Youth's Companion (Sept. 24, 1891) it is

•stated that they have siingless bees in Austra-
lia. Is that true? If so, why are they not im-
ported into this country ? E. Brubaker.

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 28.

[There are stingless bees in some parts of

Africa, South America, Mexico, and, we believe,

in Florida. So far as we know, they are worth-
less for practical use. Those we tested in our
yard were about equal to bumble-bees as work-
ers.]

Answers to Questions
FROM OUR ABC CLASS.

E. T., York, Neb.:—Pouring boiling water into
the extractor, and then revolving the basket,
might disinfect an extractor that had been used
for extracting honey from foul-brood combs.
The better way would be, if you can. to cover
the extractor and then turn in a jet of steam
and let the steam whistle into it for half an
hour. If you can not get access to steam, put
in a great deal of hot water. Fill the can full

of boiling water, and let it stand until the wa-
ter cools.

D. P., Vickshurg. Mich.:—If your bees have
built your combs crosswise, cut them out and
transfer them into the frames right, as per
'• Transferring,'" in the A B C of Bee Culture.
To avoid a recurrence of such, use founda-
tion. Even narrow strips fastened to the comb-
guides will answer to get the bees started right,
although almost all bee-keepers prefer to use
full sheets, and generally wired, at that.

F. J. S., Canaanville, Ohio:—It is too late
now to try to increase your colonies. Don't at-
tempt it until about next May, and then you
•can do it by dividing, as you suggest: but when
you divide, be sure to put all the hatching
brood into the new location, and at the same
time carry two-thirds of the bees there. This
will secure a nearly equal division of both, be-
cause the old bees will return to the old stand
where their queen is.

Here it is October 2d, and the beautiful
weather continues. Some tomato - plants
which I put out so late (on ground that was
vacated) that some said they were sorry to see
me wasting my time, are now i-ipening up beavi-
tifuily. Those cucumber-vines are also yield-
ing enormously. There has been a little frost
on the creek bottom, but none at all on high
ground. The market-gardener should own a
hill as well as a valley; and where it is desir-
able to escape frost, his gardening should be on
the highest ground. Underdrain and surface-
drain so as to avoid wash. Have your furrows
run horizontally instead of up and down, and
vou can have many things to put on the mar-
ket after the fi-ost has spoiled them for every-
body else; and this. too. without sash. The
hilltops are just the place for strawberries.
We dug our nice crop of Puritan potatoes

with the cheap potato-digger. The principal
reason why the ten-dollar digger is not as good
as the hundred-dollar one is because it does not
leave (ill the potatoes on the top of the ground;
thei'efore when potatoes are worth any thing
like a dollar a bushel, your ground should be
cultivated after digging, and have some boys
pick up the potatoes. We did the cultivating
with our two- horse cultivator, and the boys
picked up about twelve bushels more from a
piece that had given us something like 2(X)

bushels. You can see from this whether you
want a cheap potato-digger or not. After the
cultivator had gone over the ground it was in
bea.itiful shape to tit for rye; but as the ground
is comparatively new, and has never had much
manure, we gave it a heavy dressing, say 2,5

loads to the acre, right ovt r this cultivated sur-
face, and we are plowing it now. The ground
is so hard that, ordinarily, it would be impossi-
ble to plow it; but this ground has been made
so mellow in cultivating potatoes, and later in
digging them, that it plows up splendidly, pro-
viding we do not run the plow too deep. This
reminds me of an experiment we made in order
to test the value of rye. Last winter a strip of
rye a few rods wide ran right through where
our potato-field is now. The rye was put in in
September, and in the spring it had made such
a beautiful mass of feed that we commenced
giving it to the cow. By the time we had got
it all off once, where we first cut it it was ready
to give another cutting. About this time we
plowed it up for potatoes. As we cut such a
quantity of gi'een feed from the strip, I did not
suppose the stubble would be of any advantage
to the ground. To my surprise, however, the
potatoes all along during their growth looked
much finer over the rye strip; and the yield
this fall showed a marked difference in favor of
the place where the rye stubble was plowed
under. A part of this stubble, however, was
green and growing, as I explained. Somehow
or otherT always find a specially keen enjoy-
ment in making garden and in sowing seeds in
October. The cool nights and mornings act as
a tonic, and give me enthusiasm. We have
some rye that is now three or four inches high;
some more just coming up, and the piece I have
mentioned, where we have jiist been getting
ready to put in the seed. The sight of the
beautiful rank thrifty rye and spinach, when
every thing else is exhibiting only death and
decay, gives to me a special enjoyment. Owing
to the unusually warm fall, one lot of spinach
has got too large and has run up to seed. There
is usually no sale for it until frost comes, be-
cause so many other things are on the market.
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On this account it is well to make frequent sow-
ings of spinach, lettuce, etc. One lot of lettuce
that I had planted for Thanksgiving has al-

ready commenced shooting up to seed. Never
mind; we have sold enough of it at .5 cts. per
lb. to pay the cost of the crop.

Myself and my Neighbors.

He that lovetli not his brother whom he hatli seen,
liow can lie love God whom he hath not seen ? — I.

John 4:30.

A few days ago the text above suddenly
burst upon me. I was pretty sure it was in the
Bible sonnnvhere, but I did not know where. I

thought first it sounded like James. But we
Hnally found it as above. When it first came
to me, my impression was that it read neighbor
instead of brother—" He that loveth not his
neighbor whom he huth seen, how can he love
God whom he hath not seen?"' Well, shall we
make any mistake if we read it neighbor? I

think not. John may mean brother in the
church or a brother-Christian. But we are ad-
monished by the Savior not only to love our
neighbors as ourselves, but to love evim our
enemies. In the prayer-meeting and at church,
fn considering the matter we say, " Well, I do
love my neighbor;'" but when we come to week-
days and to week-day tasks and duties, do our
actions surely indicate that we have that con-
stant and (ibi(lin(j love? Do we not often be-
come discouraged, and say, " Well. I declare! I

do not believe there is any use in trying. I

really can't love that man"? But, hold on, ray
friend. Your next step will be to say you can
not love God. This epistle of John is a very
kind, loving, and gentle one. We can imagine
John as an old gray-headed man. In the second
chapter he commences with the expression,
" My little children." In the third chapter he
also uses the expression, " my little children;"
and his talk is almost constantly about love;
yet in the very verse from which I have chosen
my text, John uses some fearfully strong lan-
guage. Why. it almost makes me shudder to
read it. When I hear the word " liar'" used by
people who are talking, it almost always gives
me a start; and when some one calls another,
with whom he is talking, a ll((r, it sends a chill,

as if I had heard an oath uttered; but John
uses the word liar right in connection with our
text. In fact, the verse commences with the
sentence, " If a man say. I love God. and hateth
his brother, he is a liar.'" Oh I let us beware
when Satan so gets into oui' hearts that we be-
gin to feel hatred. Let us rememiier what John
says. We are really uttering lies whi-n we pre-
tend or profess to love God. and are at the same
time conscious of cherishing in our hearts ha-
tred toward a brothei'.

In these days of anarchy and various organ-
izations whose leadei'S (if not followers) utter
fierce, hard, uncharitable speeches toward their
fellow-men, how quickly we see hatred toward
God follow along in the footsteps of hatred to-
ward humanity I Somebody says there is no
sucht/i/uyas fairness in this world; and if he
cherishes this thought, and associates with a
class who think they are misused, and do not
have a fair chance, very soon comes the charge
that God has not created all men free and
equal. Some of you may feel inclined to dis-
pute tlie mattei'. even now. Please beai' in
mind, my friend, that one of the first things in
the Declaration of Independence, on which our
system of government was founded, is this
statement; and love and obedience toward God
follows as a matter of course, immediately aft-

erward. I can not take space, however, at
present, to go into the affairs of government. I

am dealing with Our Homes and Our Neigh-
bors; and I am pleading with you to have more
love, more faith, more confidence, in neighbors
you find wherever you are. There is. of course,
such a thing as having a foolish, unwarranted
confidence in your neighbors; but we so seldom
meet with this, compared with the grievous
troubles resulting from a lack of confidence,
that I am sure I am safe in dwelling continual-
ly on the latter. Yes. I feel sure I shall make
no mistake if my whole life be spent in encour-
aging that virtue that "' suft'ereth long and is

kind," and that " thinketh no evil." Some les-

sons I learned in my recent sickness are yet viv-
idly before me. INIost of us are given to falling
into notions. How much has been said about
bee-keepers getting into ruts, or getting into
notions, and sticking to them in spite of rea-
son or remonstrance from friendsl Now, inas-
much as Satan is watching to entrap us, even
during the delirium of fever, he is also watch-
ing for a chance to mislead us through this
same matter of notions. He is ever prompt and
active to suggest that such and such a neigh-
bor is a •' rascal:" and. if it is possible, he will
encourage this feeling until we fail to listen to
reason or to good sense. Oh do beware, dear
friend, that he does not entrap you in this way.
When he begins to whisper that nobody is any
thing but a downright rascal, spring up at once
and turn upon him with "Get thee behind me."
For many years I have had a "notion" that

my lungs were weak, and that probably I should
go into consumption before a great while; and
I have had another notion that I was laboring
under partial paralysis that I should likely
never get over. And during long years it has
never occurred to me that iSVifa/i had more or
less to do with these notions. I wish to men-
tion this, because I think that some of you may
have been tempted in a similar way. While I

advise you to have faith in your family physi-
cian, I do not by any means advise you to run
for him every time you feel bad. W'ell, while
under the doctor"s care I asked him about my
lungs. He said they were all right. But I felt

so sure they were not that he made an exami-
nation, and declared that my lungs were per-
fectly sound. In fact, he said I was remarkably
sound in body in almost every way—that all

my trouble resulted from overwork, and that,
too, mostly of a mental kind. At a time during
the fever when I did not seem to g(>t along very
fast, and at the solicitation of friends, a dis-
tinguished physician from Cleveland was called
in for consultation. Our regular physician in-

troduced him, and then told me he had not
informed him in regard to my case at all. He
said he wished Dr. Bennett to look me over and
question me. and then make his decision. Tlien
he laughingly suggested to me that I would
have an opportunity of seeing how well "doc-
tors ' do " agree."" You know there has been a
good deal of sarcasm, and a good many insinu-
ations to the effect that no two doctors decide
alike. If some of the friends who say this
should meet with the conventions of the phy.si-

cians or our land, or read some of their class

journals, they might think differently. Well,
D»-. Bennett gave me a very thorough examina-
tion. He tested my lungs with expensive
modern instruments, and decided positively
that they were strong and sound in every
" corner." Why, dear friends, it has been worth
twenty-five dollars to me since then to feel that
I have a pair of .sound, capable, healthy lungs in

my body. I draw great long breaths every lit-

tle while, and thank God for healthy lungs.

Then he went all over me—punched me and
pinched me, felt of the different organs of my
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body, and declared me physically sound in

every way. with the exception, of course, of the
malarial fever and the nervous condition of my
system. He said that what I have called par-
alysis of my right side was simply nervousness
brought onby too much mental work. As yet
there was no organic derangement aniiivhcre;
but he cautioned me that there soon would be
if I continued to abuse the good strong body
God had given me. When he spoke of my
paralysis I told him I should have to tell him
about the •" one-sided medicine " our own physi-
cian used in helping the chills on that special
side, and also in helping me out of some of my
notions I had for years held on to so tenaciously.
And I think, dear reader. I will tell you about

• it. After I awoke from that refi'eshing and
'"dreamless" sleep I told you about (after my
sleepless night of suffering) the doctor came in,

shaking vigorously in his hands a bottle of
labeled whisky. Said I. " Surely, doctor, you
are not going to give me whisky, "are you?"
He knew all about my feelings in regard to

.alcohol, opium, and such like dangerous (dan-
gerous to both body and soul) drugs; and, dur-
ing my whole sickness, he has not prescribed
.any thing of the sort. In reply to my question
he said, " Why, this is the 'one-sided medicine'
I told you I would bring."
" But, doctor, have I got to take itf

"

With a characteristic twinkle in his eye he
replied. " No, Mrs. Root must take it."

Now. I am a firm believer, as you may all

know, in the doctrine that man and wife are
•one; yet in all of the triumphs that medicine
has made, even in recent times, I had never
before heard that a sick man might be cured
by giving the medicine to his wife, even though
the twain' rrre one. In answer to my perplexity
he replied. This one-sided medicine is simply
whisky and cayenne pepper. Your wife is to

take it, as I said, but she lakes it and bathes
your defective side when the chills come on. I

told you some time ago that the paralysis that
you worried about was little more than skin
deep—that there was no derangement at all

except an affection of the nei'ves that lie near
the surface. You are beginning to have con-
siderable faith in medicine, and now see the
demonstration of what I have been trying to
convince you of."
Well, the chills came on bt^fore long, and my

wife applied the medicine, rubbing it in briskly,
as the doctor directed. Sure enough, the chilly
side was fully as warm as the other, and may
be a little more so. I rememVjer of dreaming,
during the fever, that my wife had put that
cold right foot into a stocking made of red-pep-
per pods. It was a glossy bright r(>d. but it

made my right foot very wai'in and comfort-
able. A good many years ago a patient whose
fever had just left him was in such a
feeble state that he was fast sinking. This
same doctor advised getting up a circulation
by rubbing briskly with cayenne pepper and
whisky. For a time the patient seemed to pay
no attention to it, and some of the friends found
a good deal of fault because he thus disturbed
the last moments of a dying man. Pretty soon,
however, the patient began to scold because
the rubbing made his flesh smart. The oper-
ators began to look inquii'ingly at the doctor;
but he was smiling, and told them to go on.
.Said he. "If you can get him to feel the pepper
you will start a circulation and he will live."
And he die? live. Now. the point I wish to
make here is, that you should have confidence
in your friends and in your family physician

—

*»nough confidence to put aside your notions,
and be guided by his knowledge and skill.

Pardon me if I dwell considerably on the
iidjuncts of the sick-room. I think that perhaps

some of my suggestions may help others as I

have been helped. When I began to mend I
was impatient to get out of doors, aitd especial-
ly to get over to the office and see to the folks.
The doctor had cautioned me repeatedly. He
had not. however, said just when I might go
over to the factory and when I must not. One
beautiful day, when I was feeling pretty strong
I ventured cautiously out on the street. After
sitting down a good many times I reached the
factory. Then I went back home and lay
down. Of course, they were all worrying about
me; but I was so certain that it would do me
no harm I made another trip after a while.
Very cautiously I climbed the stairs that lead
to the office. My slippers made no noise, and I
was nearly in the center of the room where a
dozen were at work, before any one noticed me
at all. The roomful of clerks were so intent,
each on his or her own business, that not one of
them noticed my presence. Have you ever
heard of unkind speeches about the way
'hands" behave when the '"boss" is away'?
And yet, after several weeks' absence, here
each one was working so industriously and
faithfully—so intent on the real work before
him—that I stood some little time unobserved.
During that time a prayer of thanksgiving
went up from my heart for these faithful friends
who were all doing their work so well in their
employer's absence. Finally the young lady
who opens the mail raised her eyes and uttered
an exclamation of surprise. They gathered
around me and shook hands, and "then com-
menced scolding me. and telling me to go
"siraight hock home.'' I asked them if that
was the way they always treated their com-
pany. Well, before the day was over I had
been to the factory four times and upstairs
tirwc. The last time I started out, Ernest was
so vehi-ment that I did not know but he would
take me by the collar and march me back
home. He is usually so mild, and especially so
deferential to his father, that it was really a
"big joke" to me to see the tables turned—my-
self the child (in fact. I felt weak enough to be
a child, certainly) and he the father or guardi-
an. I insisted, however, all the while, that I

knew what I was about: that I was not suffer-
ing in the least; that I was not imprudent.
When the doctor came, however, there was a
general stir of the young and old Roots and
their relatives, and they made such a "• fuss."
as I termed it. that I replied something like
this:
" Look here, friends, please do be quiet, and

don't go on any more. And even though I am
sure you are foolish and mistaken, foi' the sake
of peace in the family I will submit—not be-
cause I believe there is any need of it, but
because of the importunities and urgent en-
treaties of mv verv best frienas and relatives."
Had it not been foi- tnese urgent entreaties

and expostulations I do not know how many
more trips I should have made before the day
was over. In fact. I think I went to sleep with
the strong conviction that I was right and that
the whole lot of them, including the doctor,
were full of '" notions." However, on the line
of reasoning, as Paul put it,

"" If meat make my
brother to offend. I will eat no flesh." I submit-
ted to them. Do you guess the outcome'? Why,
next morning my legs ached in a way I had not
known since my childhood days when I ttsed to
have what they told me were "growing pains"
in my legs. It laid me up and set me back a
full week: and although several weeks have
passed, I fear I have not got over it yet. Love
to your neighbor or to your brother includes
also a faithful attention to. and at least a con-
sideration of. his honest convictions: and when
a lot of brothers, or neighbors, if you choose.
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are unitedlv against you, the chances are that

they are right and you are wrong. If you are

wise you will put aside your own convictions,

and listen to them, especially those who are

your best friends. There may be, it is true, cir-

cumstances when a man is justified in going
against the advice and counsel of his friends

and relatives: but in the present existing con-
dition of things I think these circumstances are

very rare.
God seems to have so constituted us that one

can not safely live alone. The Robinson Crusoe
idea does very well for a romance or a story,

but it is not practical. He who becomes mis-

anthropic, and declares he is going to stay by
himself, and ask no odds of anybody, is in a

dangerous position. This matter has come up
in our bee-conventions. The bee-keeper who
stays at home, and does not meet with his fel-

low-men, suffers. No one's education can be
complete until he has got out of school and
school ruts, and has been knocked about
through the busy world. Contact with our
fellow-men should soften us and make us better.

The man who flies into a passion, and uses

sti-ong words, is the one who in one sense is

ignorant. The active business of the world
makes us familiar to some extent with human-
ity as it averages: and one who is wise, espe-

cially if he is wise in the Bible sense, is slow to

anger. He stands cool and unmoved, even
though he be misunderstood and abused: and
with his heart full of love to God and love to

men. as in the language of our text, he can love

the sinner while he h<ites the sins. He is often-

times obliged to admit that a certain state of

affairs is bad: he often feels that something
should be done, and that speedily. But then
comes the question, " What is the wisest way to

remedy the matter?" Yes. as we Yankees put
it,

" What is the cheapest way to remedy the
present existing state of affairs in many direc-

tions ?" The wisest and cheapest way is. first,

to hive the sinner, and then "go for him."'

Don't let him keep on in his evil way, but wait
for a good fitting opijortunity, and then try the

effect of good neighborly counsel and neighbor-
ly exhortation. He may be getting into a rut,

just as you and I get into ruts. Ifo?ieofyou
can not pull him out, get three or four good
Christians, and take hold of him unitedly. Oh.
if this were only done more frequently, how
manv /J«(7 lives niight be made he(i}iiiful ones'.

As professing Christians we must love God.
But our text tells us in the plainest terms, that
we can not love God until we first love our
brothers, or, if you choose, until we first love

our neighbors. Dear brother or sister, how is it

with you as these words meet you to-day ? Can
you honestly say. before God, that you have in

your heart love for your neighboi-s and for the

brothers and sisters whom God has seen fit to

place round about you ?

Tobacco Column.

Send Mr. Dick Emley one smoker free. He
has quit tobacco. He has two nice stands of

bees, and will pay if he uses the weed again.

Eupora, Miss., Aug. 14. W. B. Enocht.

I have quit the use of tobacco after using it

12 years. I have not used any for 20 months,
and no more of it for me; and if I am entitled

to a smoker, please send me one.

Ben Franklin, Tex., July 18. T. J. Gross.

Charley Ellis has quit the use of tobacco, and
wishes you to send him a smoker. If he ever

uses the vile stuff again, and he does not pay
for the smoker I will, as it was through my in-
fluence he quit. He has not used any for about
three months. N. A. E. Ellis.

Rail. Mo.. Aug. 7^

I am 29 years old the 31st of this month, and I

concluded to stop using tobacco in every shape
and form; and if I ever commence again I will
pay twice the worth of one smoker.

Calvin D. Chellis.
Brookville. Ohio, Aug. 14.

Please sepd a smoker to E. T. Judson, Rich-
mond, Vt. He has quit using tobacco after
using it for years. If he ever uses it again I

will see that you have your pay.
J. D. Wright.

South Starksboro, Vt., Aug. 12.

If you are still sending out smokers, please
send one to H. O. Sluytes. He has quit smok-
ing and chewing. If he should use it again I

will pay for the smoker. He is sixty years of
age. W. E. Smith.
Randall, Kan., July 13.

In answer to your communication of Aug. 25,

I would say that Fred H. Jewhurst is my only
son, and has been induced to give up smoking
cigarettes through reading your Tobacco Col-
umn; and if he resumes, he or I will pay for
the smoker. Mrs. B. Jeavhurst.
Richmond, Va.. Aug. 31.

I still claim that smoker from you. I quit
smoking pipes and cigars about ten months
ago. and I never stooped so low as to chew or
snuff. I have also quit raising the weed. The
reason I wanted the smoker was to remind me
of my pledge. J. W. Switzer.
Bucklin, Mo., Aug. 27.

I have, through the influence of the Tobacco
Column, induced Mr. Freddie De Witt to stop
the use of tobacco. He agrees to pay you for a
smoker if he ever uses tobacco again. Please
send me a smoker for him ; and if he ever
breaks his pledge I will send you 7()c cash.

Matthew H. Dewitt.
Sunny Side, Md., July 1.5.

I believe I shall have to lay in a claim for a
smoker, as I have thrown away my pipe and
tobacco, and I need something else to raise a
smoke with. I will agree to pay for the same
if I ever take up the pipe; but I don't think I

shall ever use the weed again.
Joseph W. Bell.

Valle Vista, Cal., Sept. 1.

I must tell you that I have quit the use of to-
bacco, but I do not claim a smoker, as I am
supplied. You remember the man from Texas
who said if you would give him a smoker of
gold studded with diamonds he would not give
up tobacco. Your reply to him caused me to
wonder if I could not quit. I was a gre,3,t slave
to tobacco, chewing and smoking; but by God's
help I have not taken a chew nor a smoke since
the evening I read the article referred to in

Gleanings, which was the 6th of last March.
I had a terrible struggle, but came out victor.

If all would give up the use of tobacco, and
give to God's cause the amount each year they
had been spending for tobacco, the cause would
not suffer for want of means. I hope God may
spare your life many years yet, and that you
may be instrumental in doing much good.

H. C. Hedges.
Lumbersport, W. Va., Sept. 2.
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I know. O Lord, that thy juilgrnients are riprht. and that thou
in faithfulness hast afflicted me.—Psalm 119: 7.i.

How about those bees'? Have they been
united and fed ?

The very warm weather spoken of in our
last issue lasted until the morning of Oct. ,5.

We are having at this date (12th) a beautiful
October frost.

Repokts are beginning to come in, showing
that salt is a good remedy for curing the bee-
paralysis (nameless bee-disease). We have not
yet had a case in our yard since the salt was
suggested to us; but that the fact may be es-

tablished in the mouths of many witnesses, we
should be glad to have many more reports from
those who have tried it. The remedy is so sim-
ple, and so easy of application, that, if there is

any virtue in it, we do not want to pass it by.

Dr. Miller says he will be at the Albany
convention of the N. A. B. K. A. Good! If we
can have him and that other doctor. A. B.
Mason, present, there will be no lack of fun
and enthusiasm. How is it. Dr. Mason ? If

you expect to be present, the fact should be
known in advance, to help "'draw."' you know.
By the way, Dr. Miller wants to know whether
we will be present at the Illinois State conven-
tion at Chicago. We are inclined to say we
will. We will try to go, any way.

We have just been advised of the safe arrival
of a select tested queen by H. L. Jones, Goodna,
Queensland. Australia. It begins to look now
as though the mailing of queens to Australia
and to the distant islands of the sea had not
only passed beyond the point of possibility, but
had entered the realm of practicability. Our
success has been such during the past summer
that we mailed to-day a dozen queens to differ-

ent parties in Australia. The air. when we put
them up. was quite cool, and no bees were fly-

ing. \A e are afraid we may not have as good
results with this lot; for if the present cool
weather continues, the bees will have a week
of cool weather overland through the United
States before they will get to a warmer climate.
However, we await the result. In about three
months from now we shall be able to notify our
readers of the results. Oh, yes! G. M. Doolittle
sends two queens to Australia in our cages.

One of our customers expresses a fear that
the green wire cloth that is used in shipping-
boxes would be poisonous to bees, and therefore
dangerous. We have used this green wire cloth
for years: and while we know there is arsenic
in Paris green, we do not think it'has ever done
any harm. By looking on our books we find
that, out of 363 nuclei that we sent out from
May 1 till Sept. 1.5, current year, we had to re-
place only two: and out of these, one was mis-
directed, and was some two or three weeks in
arriving at its destination, and the bees starved.
The other one was broken open in transit
through the express company, and the bees es-
caped. All the rest of the 361 were reported to
have arrived in excellent condition. Almost
every customer wrote that scarcely a bee was
dead. When the fact is known that every one
of these nuclei was screened with green wii-e
cloth, it would seem conclusive thai there is no

danger from its use. In our fy)(et;?i-cages we
use blrtcfc cloth, not because the other may be
poisonous, but because we can see the queens
easier.-

Quite frequently we receive articles, ma-
chines, devices, and what not. by express, sent
from all parts of the country, without the
sender first writing us to ascertain whether
such articles would be acceptable. While we
appreciate the kind motive on the part of our
friends in sending us these things with a desire
to contribute toward the advancement of api-
culture, it will save them and us a good deal in
the way of express charges, besides some dis-
appointment, if they will first describe the ar-
ticles they wish to send to us. We can then
write them whether we should be glad to see
the articles themselves or not. We have a
repository, or sort of museum, where these
traps are kept, and this repository is now filled

to overflowing. The result is, we have a good
many traps on oui' hands that we hardly know
what to do with. We hesitate about destroy-
ing them, because the owners have given us no
orders for their disposition. We do not wish
to discourage in the least any worthy efforts in
the line of improvements; butif you will write
us, telling us what you have, we can tell you
very soon whether the thing has been ante-
dated, is useful, or otherwise; and if valuable,
whether we want it sent, and whether by .ex-
press or freight.

CLOSE-FITTING FRAMES IN A DEEP HIVE,
AGAIN.

We see we are misunderstood again in regard
to the impracticability of the closed-end close-fit-

ting frame in a deep hive. One correspondent in
the Rcvlev: can not see how E. R. can argue that
a deep frame of this description will work more
with hitches than the shallow one. We will
explain. In practice you will scarcely ever find
a frame of any description that is perfectly
square—that is. it will have a tendency to be
diamond-shaped. The deeper the frame, its

other dimension being in proportion, the fur-
ther will the diagonally opposite corners pro-
ject from the true sfjuare of the frame. Let us
take an illustration: A frame, for instance, a
foot square, is a little diamond-shaped. Plac-
ing the same on the side of a steel square you
will find, for instance, that itis an ' eighth out.""

Suppose we reduce this fran^e to one inch
square, the angles of variation being just ex-
actly the same as those of the larger square.
Now place this inside of the steel square, and
the departure from the true rectangle will be
imperceptible. Again, suppose our friend mea-
sure a good many of the L. hives in use; he will
find that the length inside near the top of the
hive won't always tally with the length near
the bottom-board. Now, then, taking into con-
sideration that frames in practice are not ab-
solutely square, that hives are not always
square if there is only an eighth-inch end play
in close-fitting frames, you can .*ee that the
diagonally opposite corners are pretty apt to
hit at the top or bottom: and the effect of
withdrawing them is the hitch that I spoke of.

Perhaps we have been misunderstood: butif the
Heddon shallow frames and the shallow Hed-
don hive are made as Mr. Hutchinson described
on page 699 we do not think there would be any
trouble from hitching. This is substantially
what we said at the time. But let the depth of
the hive be increased 10 or 12 inches, and there
would be. This is not theory, friend Taylor,
but actual practice and observation on a num-
ber of hives. But, Mr. Heddon. we understand,
is .selling a deep hive with close-fitting frames,
and he says they are a working success. We
could not understand how that could be till we
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learned that he leaves the bottom-bars out of

those deep and close-titting frames. There Is

the secret, and we agree with him when the
frames are made thus. To what we had refer-

ence was a d(iep and close-titting frame, with
both top and bottom bars. Thei'(% don't you see

when we get our heads together we pretty
nearly agree after all ?

COMMENCING MY TRAVELS.

Just a week ago, Oct. 7, I commenced by
making a small trip first; and I enjoyed the
rare pleasure of looking over the farms of

friends Chamberlain and Terry. I tell you it

was a pleasure, and I learned lots of things that
I i)ropose telling yon about in our next issue.

What a lot of interesting things and interesting
people there are in this world, to be sure! I am
just aching to tell you some of the things now;
but the forms are almost full, and I shall have
to put it in the Garden Department for Nov. 1.

HIGH PRICES.

Somebody said this morning that eggs were
worth 35 cents a dozen; and I not only said I

was glad, but I /cJt glad. The usual price for

eggs in our locality is about a cent apiece.
When they are scarce they sell for 15 cents,

rarely 18. I always feel glad when pi'ices ad-
vance on rural products, and it does not make
any difference whether I am buyer or producer
—at least I hope it does not. My wife remark-
ed that, at 2n cents a dozen, she was sure she
could make a living raising eggs: and I replied

that, as poultry-keeping was the hobby of my
childhood, I thought that " we two " might go
into the chicken business in our old age. One
reason why I rejoice in good prices for those
who work in the open air is because the ten-

dency is, at the present time, so great for every-
body to push into the towns and cities. A
young man told me yesterday that I had men
in my employ who own good farms. They had
left their farms and come to town to work for

14 cents mi hour. Dear me I what a state of

affaii's! By the way, did it ever occur to you
that there are but few lines of business in the
world where you get cash returns not only eve-
ry Saturday night, but every mghf? The ex-
pert egg-producer can have something that will

sell for cash the first day he commences busi-
ness: and if he is faithful, and knows how, he
will have something to sell at the close of every
day. winter and summer; and this something
just now brings 3.5 cts. a dozen.

THE PUNIC BEES.

Since I am able to be around and look after
business, my attention has been called to the
Funic bees; and Ernest greatly astonished me
by the information that we had two queens in

the apiary, and young bees hatched out. I

have just been to look at them. The oldest are
only about a week old. If nobody had told me
that they were Funics I should have unhesitat-
ingly declared that they were ordinary black
bees. Very likely they are a little smaller than
most strains of blacks, but in no respect can I

discover at present writing that they are any
different. I suppose that most of our readers
have heard the wonderful things claimed for

these bees. First, they won't sting; but our
bees, a week old, put out their stings when
picked up by the wings, just like any bees,

rather more than the Italians; and they cer-

tainly run about on the combs, and act fright-
ened, much more than the Italians. Of course,
we can not yet say in regard to thcur flying
when it is too'cold for other bees to be outdoors.
The queens are certainly very prolific. No
doubt they shake off' readily, as has been claim-

ed. And now a word of caution: Many of our
older readers—perhaps most of them—have had
some experience with Cypi'ians, Holy-Lands,
Carniolans, etc. When oui' friend Jones told us
of the peculiar traits of these ,new bees the
whole bee-world became enthusiastic. Some
of the traits were so wonderful that it seem-
ed to me an utter impossibility that time would
demonstrate that they were no better than the
Italians. At present writing, how(wer, they
have, in most cases, been dropped: and, with
^me of our veterans, the Italians have been
dropped also—or at least partially dropped.

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER.
During my convalescence I took hold of a

gi'eat heap of agricultural papers that had been
accumulating foi' months—some of them for
years. I had been telling my wife that she
must not sell them for paper-rags, because
some time I was going to overhaul them tlior-
oughly. Before long I selected three or four
periodicals from among our many agricultural
exchanges; and since reading them thoroughly
I have felt as though I must say a word in their
praise. Frominently among these select ones
is the i?»rrrf New-Yorker. 1. The fact shines
from every page that the paper " loves right-
eousness and hates iniquity." 3. Its editors
seem to be leaving no stone unturned in their
efforts to get out the latest developments in
""liigh-pressure farming." 3. They are equally
in dead earnest in striving to educate the farm-
er so that he may know his real friends from
his enemies. They are constantly interviewing
the best and wisest men of the present day on
all these great social topics that come up be-
fore us. 4. They are expending an amount of
money in fully illustrating and describing
every thing pertaining to rural industries, that
has before been almost unheard of. 5. Every
new thing that comes out in our seed catalogues
or anywhere else is at once promptly tested and
tried by some of their people. 6. And this fol-

lows as a natural sequence of the last: They
are exposing, without fear or favor, every thing
approaching the character of a fraud. 1 might
say more, but I guess the above is enough. I

believe they deserve it, any way. Th6 price of
the Rural is $3.00. It can not very well be less,

with the amount of money and hard work they
expend on it, especially as it is a weekly paper.
When you are subscribing for Gleanings, if

you will send us ¥1.35 more, making $3.35 in all,

we will send you both joui'uals one year. The
above includes their free seed distribution. I

hardly need tell you that the seeds sent out by
the Rural are none of the old and discarded
novelties.

a PROSPPX'TIVE raid among THE BEE-KEEP-
ERS OF THE GREAT WEST AND THE

PACIFIC STATES.

Among the other pleasant surprises that
have come to me lately was an invitation from
Frof. Cook, his wife and family, to join them in

a trip to the Facific States, where they expect
to spend the winter. Our boys have told you
that tbe doctor has prescribed three months'
traveling, among his other bad doses. Yon
may wonder why I say " bad doses." Well, the
prospect of such a trip with such comijanions
has rertainly nothing NJiinviting about it: but
when I think of leaving things here, and the
good friends, to get along the best way they
can in bearing the burdens and cares of the
business while I go off' on a '" playsj)ell," it

makes me feel guilty. As they urge it, how-
ever, and as I am frequently reminded that I

am hardly well on my feet yet, I have decided
to go, Frovidence permitting. Just think of it,

friends—going through these wonderful scenes
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once more, with such li traveling companion as

Prof. Cook I I have already warned him that

it may not be much recreation or rest for him-
self, lor I shall ask him so many qu(>stions, and
may prove more tiresome than his whole class

of pupils. However, he has decided to take the

chances, and just now startles me again by
suggesting that we ask the peoples to work up
or pre-arrange some bee-keepers' conventions at

ditferent points where we stop. Here is a little

extract from his last letter:

Dea7-Mr.R<><it:—\\e arrive at Salt Lake, Dec. 3;

convention at Salt Lake, Dec. 3 and 4; or if for

only one day, Dec. 4tli. Leave Salt Lake, Dec. .5; ar-

rive at Keuo, Nevada, Dec. 6; leave Reno, Dec. 8;

arrive at Colfax, Dec. 8; stay two days; leave
Colfax Dec. 11; arrive at Sacramento Dec. II;

call a convention for Sacramento, December 16 and
17. Do you like this ? Can't you arrange for tlie

meetings at Salt Lake, Utah, convention, Dec. 3 and
4, and Sacramento Dec. 16 and 17 V We go to Los
Angeles Dec. 24. Why not arrange for a conven-
tion at Los A ngeles about Jan. 6 and 7V It will be
very pleasant to meet tlie men, and tliey will be
g-lad, I think.
You please look after the conventions. I think a

note in Gi.eanings, saying that we shall be in the
places such dates would secure the nieetings if sug-
gested. A. J. Cook.
Ag'l College, Mich., Oct. 10.

Now, then, good friends, at or in the vicinity

of Salt Lake, Sacramento, or Los Angeles,
please set to work at once and have the thing
worked up; secure a hall; make the announce-
ments in your local papers, etc.: and, take my
word for it, if you are obliged to travel a good
many miles to see and hear such a man as Prof.

Cook you will not regret it. Not only may the
State'of Michigan be proud of having such a
man in her midst, but well may the whole
United States thank God that we have Prof.

Cook among us to lead us and to direct us, and
to teach us faith, hope, and charity. Yes. let

not only bee-keepers come, but anybody else

who is interested in the growing of crops, or in

solving the great social problems of the present
day. 1 do not know as yet what Prof. Cook
proposes to do with the rest of his time while
he is visiting the Pacific States; but I do know
that it will be worth your while, all of you. to

arrange so as to be neai' where he is as often as

you can.

Spec/al Notices.

CHOICE COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEV.

We shall be pleased to hear from those not too
far distant, having- choice honey to sell, either
comb or extracted. The fact of our having dispos-
ed of five carloads of honey hist season has given
us quite a prestige in the market, and we are hav-
ing a g'ood mauy iiKjuiries and a nice trade, and we
are often able to place a lot of honey, shipping
direct from the jnoducer to our customer, thus sav-
ing freight charges and lisk in handling. In wiit-
ing us, tell us how imich you have to .sell, whether
comb or extracted—liow it is put up, the quality,
and, if extracted, seiul sample by mail; also tell how
much j'ou will take for it.

EABLV-OKDEK DISCOUNT.

We desire to remind all you forehanded people
who take advantage of eai-ly-order discounts, that
the time is rapidly growing shorter when we allow
the largest discount. Only a little over a month re-

mains in which to secure the 5 per cent we allow on
orders sent for goods for next season's use. On
Dec. 1st the discount drops to 4 per cent, as you will
see by referring to page 4 of our price list, where
you will also find the limit of the goods to which
the discount applies. I believe the number is In-

creasing each year, of those who take advantage of
this discoiuit; and those who ti'y the plan t)nce,

usuallj' continue to do so, for they learn the gi'eat

advantage of having their goods on hand to make
up during the whiter months, wlien time is plenti-
ful; and when busy sprhig returns, and the bees
begin to require "tixin's," they are at hand for im-
mediate use, ready to secure the best possible results
from the bees. The f(nehanded bee-keepers pursue
this policj'; but the slipshod ones wait till the last

minute, when they haven't time to send for the
best-made goods without incurring a loss in honey or
swarms, and very often have to put up with a make-
shift in the way of hives and fixtures. We have
heard of cases of this kind so often that we offer
the ad^dce for your good, as well as to secure a
larger proportion of orders during the dull season,
when we have time to give them most careful at-

tention. Manj' things point t(j a good season next
year. Anticii)ate your needs, and order early.

On account of uiuting, we have scmie three oi-

f(mr dozen of race young untested queens which we
will dispose of as long as they last, at September
prices; viz., 7.5 cts. each. Speak iiuick if you want
these queens.

REMNANT PIECES OF PINE.

We have now a considerable lot of these accumu-
lating; size, 11 inches long, 3M wide, and )^ incli

thick, planed one side. Price 2.5 cts. per KjO, or $3.00

per 11)00. If you liav^e any use for such pieces, kee))
it In mind when you are ordering other goods—that
is, if you don't need enough of them for freight or-
ders. The side that is unplaned is quite smooth, as
it is sawed with a very fine saw.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYKUP.

Notwithstanding the cheapness of oidinaiy sugars
It does not atlVct very much the demand for honey
and the products of the maple. Thesi' sweets have
a flavor i)eculiar to themselves which secures for
them a reatly market at prices considerably above
ordinary sweets. We are prepared to furnish choice
maple syrup in almost any quarUity, put up in gal-
lon cans, at $1.10 per single gallon; $10.00 for 10 gal-
lons. We have a limited supply of maple sugar at
7, 8, and 9 cents per lb. In small lots; V^ cent less in
50-lb. lots, or 1 cent less In bai-rel lots of about 300
lbs.

EMPIRE SAFETY BICYCLE.

The Safety-bicycle fever runs high in Medina
at present. Thirty-eight wheels, of all descriptions,
were coiuited in "a recent parade, and a good many
of the boys have the fever bad, but think they will

wait till next season before' investing, and in the
meantime save up the necessary cash to purchase.
Naturally the wheelmen are looking into the merits
of ditferent makes of wheels. It has been claimed
that the high-priced ($i:j5) wheels are the cheapest
in the end. It has seemed to the writer, however,
that, like the old high prices of sewing-machines,
there is on these high-priced wheels a large margin
for profit, not t)nly to the manufacturers, but to
dealers, agents, and sub-agents. Three years ago
we negan ottering to our readers tlie low-priced
first-class Singer sewing-machine, shown on another
page. Since then we have sold 261 of these ma-
xhines, and the sales are coiistantlj- Increasing.
Especially where one has gone into a neighborhood,
it has given such satisfaction that it has advertised
itself, and many mo. e oi'ders have come from the
same locality. " This shows that the claims of old-

line agents, who .sell at old-fashioned prices, that
the machines are worthless, are not borne out by the
facts, and that they are valuable machines, and a
boon to many a household. During the past year
tue company who make these sewing-machines
have begun' making Safety bicycles, which are
thoroughly high grade in every respect, and yet we
are able to otter them at $40 to $.50 less than the
high-priced machines. The writer has had one now
for some time, and is giving it thorough and severe
testing, so as to be able to speak of Its merits from
experience. Most wheels are sold through State
and local agents. The territory is doubtless better
worked by this metliod; but the service comes high,
and the user has to pay for it in liberal conimissicms,
besides a large ad\fitising account. These Empire
wheels are sold on the same plan as the sewing-
machines, by interesting the newspapers and mer-
chandise dealers by ottering very low prices, and
thus a large expense is saved, and the user gets the
chief benelit of this saving. We shall be pleased to
give by mail further particulars, with illustrated
circular, to tJiose interested. J. T. C.
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'^THE CANADIAN^^

Bee Journal
Etiitfd Ittf />. /I. •lon.fa,

75c. Per Year.

PoultryJournal
Edited by tf.C.ii.fcter

75c. Per Year.

These are publislied separately, alternate weeks,
and are edited by live practical men, and contribut-

ed to by tlie bes writers. Both Journals are Inter-

esting, and a • ahke valuable to. the expert and
amateur. Sa pie copies free. Both Journals one
year to one iddress $1. Until June Ist we will send
either Jou. nal on trial trip for 6 months for 2.5 cts.

e D. /\. Jones Co., Ld., Beefon. Out.
tW lease mention Gleanings.

^ AMERICAN

Eeejour
32 pages—$1.00 a year—Sample Free.

The oldest, largest and cheapestWeekly bee-paper

THOMAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
CHICAGO. ILL.

CAI I HATOHINO AND FALL PLANTING PATS.
I HLU Brown and white Leghorn, Plymouth

Dl AMTC Rock, and Black Minorca Eggs, * 1.3.5

rLHraiO per 13. Strawberry plants. 100. $1; 1(X)0,

$3.50. Raspberry plants, 100, $1..50: lOT). $5. Illustrat-

ed circular free. GEEE BEOS.. ST. MAEYS, UO.

Please mention this paper.

For Sale -A Kelley Duplex Feed -Mill,

No. 3; nearly new, for J25.00. C(«t i^To.OO.

19tfdb A. C. FASSETT, Watson, Mich.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 3-8db

^BSST OXT SiiRTII-!^
ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL, AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVERY
CIVILIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham &. Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
Standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, 3-^ in., postpaid ...$3.00

Conqueror '" 3 " "
1-75

Large " Sy, •' " ... 150
Extra (wide shield) 2 " " .- I '^5

Plain (narrow " )2 " " ... 100
Little Wonder. 1^ " " ..65
Uncapping Knife 116
Sent promptly on receipt of price. To

sell again, send for dozen and half-dozen rates.

Milledgeville, 111 , March 8, 1890.

Sirs:-Smokers received to-day, and count cor
rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as I do
your trade will boom. Truly, F. A. Snell.

Vermillion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.

gxRs:— I consider your smokers the best made for

any purpose. I have had 15 vears' experience with
300 or 400 swarms of bees, and know whereof I speak.

Very truly^ R. A. Morgan.
Sarahsville, Ohio, March 13, 1890.

Sirs:-The smoker 1 have has done good service
since 1883. Yours truly, Daniel Brothers.

Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itfdb BiNQBAU & HETBEBiiraTOiT, Abronia, Mich.
|3P"ln reBpondins to this advertisement mention Glka.mngs

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's CnodS f^an be lad nt r>es Moi

Iowa ut Root's Prices.
Th<? larirest supply bnsintsse
tn the West. E-Ntaldished IS.'B

Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation Ex.
tractors, Smokers, veils.
Crates, Feeders Clover '

8 e e d s. 6 t c. Imported
Italian Queens Queens
Bees Sample oopv of our
Bee Journal, "The West- '

em Bee - Keeper." and Latest
Catalogue mailed Tree to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDEE, UES MOINES, IOWA,

FOR SALE.
13 chaff second-liand 1)^ -story liives complete; 1

self-inking- Merideii priiiting--press, 4^.x7!4, with 4
fonts of type, and furniture; 1 square coil 3 bends,
3 inch pipe, 10x10 inside measure.

H. W. AVIS, Matteawan, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

Pee-pives, Sections, ptc.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES.

We make 15,000 sections per hour. Can fill orders
promptly.' Write for free, illustrated catalogue.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

$11.00 FOR $4.50.

GENERAL GRANT'S MEMOIRS,

ORIGINAL $7 EDITION,

FOR 50 CEISTTS,
IN COMBINATION WITH THE COSMOPOLITAN

MAGAZINE, $3.00, AND GLEANINGS, $1.00.

IN ALL, $4.5J.

Over 6,50,000 cojjies of U. S. Grant's Memoirs have
been sold by subscription at the original price of
$7.00 for the two volumes. We liave them in our
library, a'ld 'i'> doubt many of our readers have
also. Those who have not can never have a better
opportunity than this. The books offered are no
cheap reprint, but guaranteed to be identical In
style and finish wltli the original subscription
edition. This otter is made possilile only by the en-
terprise of tlie publishei's of tile I'dxmopoUtnn, who
purchased no less than 6(j0,o00 volumes of the Mem-
oirs with the view of greatly increasing their already
large suliscription list. They could not afford to do
it if they did not have sucli confidence in the char-
acter of their magazine that they e.xpect to keep as
permanent readers most of the subscribers they will
by this means secure. Tlie illustration and printing
of this nioutlily surpasses any other we are aquaint-
ed witli, and most of the articles are on live topics
of the times. Tlie price, too, without a premium, is

as low as tlie lowest. Remember, that for $4. .50 you
get this excellent magazine one year; Gleanings
one year, and U. S. Grant's personal memoirs. At
this Vate the books will be sent by f.\ press at your
expense; or, if you send 50 cents extra, they will be
sent postpaid. If any already have Grant's Mem-
oirs you may have instead at the same rate:

Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 2 vols.; retail price $5.00
Gen. Sheridan's " '

6.00

Gen. McClellan's " 1 " " " 3.75

Postage in each case, 42, 46, and 24 cents extra.
The books can not be sold separately, or extra copies
for less than $4.00 in each case, and postage extra.
If you are not acquainted with the CoxmopoJitan, ad-
dress them at Madison Square, New York, for a free
sample copy; but address all orders for books and
subscriptions to

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
p. S.—To new subscribers to Gleanings we will

send from time subscription is received till Jan.,
1893.
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^^ M Ci ^^ ^\J ^\ M^^ Saved ivom Daath the Coming
^^/tCa \£J\^|i^V//» T CJUinteP UUould I^epay the eost ot

a eopy of " ADVflflCED BEE CULiTURE " ten Times OveP. In 5 of its 32

Chapters may be Found the Best That is I^nouun upon Wintering Bees,

It eosts 50 cents but its Perusal may make you $50 J^ieher next Spring.

The " REVIEW " and this Book for $1.25. If not Acquainted tuith the

"l^EVIEW," send for Sareiples. W. Z. HUTCHINSOfl, Flint, JVIiehigan.

LITHOGRAPH LABELS

la IS Colors, a-b $S.OO per lOOO-

The 13 colors are all on each label. They are ob-

long in shape, measuring- SisxSJs. They are about
the nicest labels we ever saw for glass tumblers,
pails, and small packages of honey. We will mail
a sample, inclosed in our label catalogue, free on
application, and will furnish them postpaid at the
following prices: Sets, for 10: 25ets. for 100; f1.00

for 500; $1.75 for 1000. A. 1. Root. Medina. O.

SECTIONS.
$2.aO to $3.50 per M. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures clieap. NOVELTY CO.,
«tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
^^In responding to tliis advurti^enient inenlmn (iLKANlNO.s.

$11.00 FOR $4.50.

GENERAL GRANTS MEMOIRS,

ORIGINAL $7 EDITION,

FOB. 50 CEITTS,
IN COMBINATION WITH THE COSMOPOLITAN

MAGAZINE, $3.00, AND GLEANINGS, $1.00.

IN ALL, $4.51.

Over fi.50,000 copies of U. S. Grant'.s Memoirs have
been sold by subsciiptiou at the original price of
$7.00 for tiie two volumes. We have them in our
library, and no doubt many of our readers have
also. Those who have not can never have a better
ijpportunity than thi.s. The books ottered are no
cheap reprint, but guaranteed to be identical in

style and finish with the original subscriiJtion
edition. This otter is made possible only by the en-
terprise of tlie publisliers of the ' osm'tpoUUin, who
purchased no less than tii'iO.uOO \'XjIumes of the Mem-
oii's with tiie view of greatly increjisingtheir already
large subscription list. They could not afford to do
it if they did not have sucli contideiice in the char-
acter oftheir magazine that they ''Xi)ect to keep as
permanent readers most of the submTilieis they will

by this means secure. The illustration and printing
of this monthly surpasses any other we are aquaiiit-
ed with, and most of the articles are on live topics
of the times. The price, too, without a premium, is

as low as the lowest. Remember, that for $4..",0 you
get this excellent magazine one year; Gleanings
one year, and U. S. Grant's personal memoirs. At
this rate the books will be sent Ijy express at your
expense; or, if you send .50 cents extra, they will be
sent postpaid. If any already have Grant's Mem-
oirs you may have instead at the .same rate:

Gen. Sherman's Memoir.s. 2 vols.; retail price $5.00

Gen. Sheridan's " " " " 6.00

Gen. McClellan's " 1 " " " 3.75

Postage in each case, 42, 46, and 24 cents extra.
The books can not be sold separately, or ex-tra cojiies

for less than $4.00 in each ca,se, and jiostjige extra.
If you are not acquainted with the Coxmrypohfan. ad-
dress them at Madison Square, New York, for a free
sample copy ; but address all ordei's for books and
subscriptions to

A.I. ROOT, Medina, O.
p. S.—To new subscribers to Gle.vnings we will

send from time subscription is received till Jan.,
1893.

WINTER APPLES.
LEADING VARIETIES.

How much am I offered? Can spai-e a few hun-
di-ed bushels. Address

J. B. MURRAY, ADA, OHIO.

Pee-pives, Sections, Jltc.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES.

We make 15,000 sections per hour. Can fill orders
promi)tly. Write for free, illustrated catalogue

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Root's Goods can be had at Pes Moines

Iowa, at Root's PrIces.
The largest supply business
In the West. Established 1886
Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation, Ex-
tractors, Smokers, Veils

,

Crates, Feeders Clover '

Seeds, etc. Imported
Italian Queens, Queens and
Bees, Sample copv of our
Bee Journal, "The West-
ern Bee - Keeper." and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH M7SEWAOTEE, DES MOINES, IOWA.

ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL, AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVERY
CIVILIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham &. Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
Standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, 3>^ in., postpaid ...$2.00

Conqueror " 3 " " ... 1.75

Large '•
3V4 " " ... 1.60

Extra (wide shield) 3 " " ... 1.35

Plain (narrow " )3 " " ... 1.00

Little Wonder, IM " " ... 65
Uncapping Knife 116
Sent promptly on receipt of price. To

sell again, send for dozen and half-dozen rates.

Milledgeville, Til , March 8, 1890.

Sirs:—Smokers received to-day. and count cor-
rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as I do
your trade will boom. Truly, F. A. Snell..

Vermillion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.

Sirs:— I consider your smokers the best made for
any purpose. I have had 16 years' experience with
300' or 400 swarms of bees, and know whereof I speak.

Very truly, R. A. Morgan.
Sarahsville, Ohio. March 13, 1890.

Sirs:—The smoker I have has done good service
since 1883. Yours truly, Daniel Brothers.

Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itfdb BiiraEAU k HETEEBnraTOiT, Abronia, Mich.
t^ln responding to this advertisement mention (ii.r.^.\i.si,s.
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^PEcmii pieTicEg.

SOME NEW TOOLS.

We !ire carefully watcliing- tlie market in tools;

and when any tiling- comes out that is i-eally superi-

or to wliat is'already in tlie market, we expect to be
able to furnisli it.

PLIERS WITH PARALLEL JAWS.

All ordinary pliers, as joii may have noticed, are
faulty when you come to jyi-asp any tiling- with any
deg-ree of thickness, because tlieir jaws open at an
ang-le; and the wider they oj^en. the more obtuse
the ang-le, and the greater dangci- of slipping. Well,

a new plier has been brought out with jaws that are
constantly parallel. There tire three sizes—50, 65,

and 90 cents eacit respectively. The smallest size

will open its jaws half an inch; the hirger sizes a
little more, of course. They are also a great deal
stronger tlian the smaller size. The smallest size is

4X inches long; the next 5^4, and the largest size Is

6 inches. Tlie jaws are of tlie finest tem]jered steel,

and a groove is made longitudinally in the center
of each jaw, for grasping different sizes of wire.

The jaws are not only parallel, but they liave an im-
mense lever purchase. If wanted by mail the post-

age will be respectively 5, 7, and « cents each.
The next thing is

TINNERS' SNIPS AT A LOW PRICE.

Did you ever borrow your wife's sliears to cut a
piece of tin, and spoil your tin and your shears also,

and possibly spoil your wife's temper—or, if not
quite that, give it a pietty severe strain ';' Well,

there is no need of your doing so any longer, for
vou can get a pair of tinneis' snips, made ot mallea-
ble chilled iron, for only 2.5 cents. When I look at
such a tool it seems ridicuUms to otter it at such a
low price. It is almost a foot long, and weiglis 1 lb.

6 ounces. In fact, it is so heavy that, if you want it

by mail, you will have to pay 23 cents postage on it.

A STEEL HATCHET FOR 35 CENTS.

I liave been for many years watching for some-
thing i-eally .serviceable that can lie futnished for
less than half a dollar; and now we liave it—a good
steel hatchet for only 35 cents. This is too heavy to
send by mail, so you will have to get it with other
g-oods by express or freight. WJio has not seen the
time he would not almost give the tibove amount
for a good hatchet to use one day? You need onein
the barn, and then your wife sliould have a good
hatchet to be her own property; and when tlie

children get older, she should teach them liow to
use it without chopiiing their fingers or toes, Some-
timeswe are inclined to say that a ten-cent cast-iron
hatchet is good enough for the uomcn-folks. Well,
it is a good deal belter than no hatcliet at all; but
my wife deserves a better hatcliet than a ten-cent
one. How is it at youi- house"? A few days ago I

c-alled for a hatchet in a gieat hurry, and was a
g-ood deal disgu.sted when my wife iiroiluced a cast-

iron one. When 1 expressed my displeasure she
said somebod.v bori-owed lier nice hatchet, and did
not bring it back; and when she sent for it they
sent that thing. It was just the same way with her
nice kitchen saw. It was not the neighbors, dear
friends—it was only some of our own men on the
premises wlio had it, and I suppose they thought the
cast-iron hatchet was the one I furnislied her, and
whicli she called her own itroperl.v. Now, I am go-
ing to take a good saw and a good hatchet this very
minute, and give my wife. She has worked very
hard, not only while I had the fever, but she did a

s))lendid job of house-cleaning since then. By the
way, don't these women-folks of ours deserve good
nice tools? Ma.v be yen don't think tht'.i,- under-
stand oi- a) predate them. Butjuit you tr.v giving-
,vonr wifeas:iw or a hatchet, or even a pair of
pliers. Ma.v be shewou!d like a pRir of sliears to
prevent the cliildi-en and other folks fi-om usijig-

her goi'd ones. B.v the way, has she got the nicest
pair of shears ,vou c;tn find in your market, and are
they kept in nice culling order? If you do not know
how to put a pair of shears in nice cutting order,
.vou ought to be ashamed of .voui-,-elf. And this
brings in the matter of nice little grindstones, whet-
stones, and oilstones. We have them all in oui-
price list; and. by the way, have yim had a new
price list lately? If not, drop us a postal. You see,
as I have got to feeling real well I am natui-all.\- full
of business.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Your Benton cages are Indeed greatl.y improved.
The Porter bee-escape Is .something that can not be
valued enough. The old queen you sent me last
fall is ]nire three-banded Italian, and does well yet.
She made a strong colony. L. Hammerschmidt.
Amana, la,, Aug. 17.

Please insert my name In your list of "Unte.sted
Queens." I .see you insei-t free the first time, so I
will send 20 cts. for another insertion. I think this,
will bring- all the orders I can fill, if it wiii-ks like
the other ad s .vou gave me. The.v brought so many
ordeis that 1 had tn take queens trom full colonie.s;
but 1 would not keeji a customer waiting if I had to
do It again, for I know bj- sad t^xperience what It Is

to wait several weeks for a queen after she is paid
for, E, C. Eaglesfield,
Berlin, Wis.. Aug-. 7,

'yyire Clotlx-
For door and window screens, tacking over hives

and nuclei for shipping, making hee and queen
cages, and a variity of purpo8<'8. We have the fol-
lowing list of green and black wire cloth which is

not exactly first class, but is practically as good for
the purposes mentioned, and atjirices much below
the ordinary price. You can no doubt select from
this list a piece to suit your needs. Price in full
pieces, IM cts. per square foot. When we have to
cut It, 2 cts. In case the piece you order may have
been taken by some one else before your order
comes, please say whether we shall send the nearest
in size, or cut one the size ord-red at 2 cts. per ft.,,

or give a second or third choice.

°S \
Pieces less than 100 ft. long. These

g* figures are the number ot square
~

I ty I -Cg I
^^*^^ '° each piece. Multipl.v by

53
I

» Ph5 li^ cents for the price of piece.

66, 64, 63, 63, 63, 62,

140, 8, green; 200 black,
I This is below reg, pr, of 1% c.

224. 224, green.
I

269. black ;
price $4.70

I. ROOT, Medina. Ohio.

100 1 67
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Portland.— Z/> I Hc?/. Tlierc is vtny little Oregon

honey being- ottei-ed here tliis season. From re-

ports" thei-e is a very short crop. There is compara-
tively little honey raised in Oregon anyhow. Wn
bought one lot of very tine white honey from one
party and paid him U'/ir for same. We are selling
California honey at 17c for white, and 15 to 16c for
durii. There is very little demand here for bees-
wax. Levy, Spieol & Co.,
Oct. 32. Portland, Oregon.

Cincinnati.—HoHcy.—Demand for honey is slow,
owing, perhaps, to the abundance of fruit, to warm
weather, or to tlie low price of sugar. There is a
good supply of all kinds. Extracted lioney bi'ings
5@i^c a lb. on arrival. Comb lioney. 13'^l«c in the
jobbing way. There is a fair demand for beeswax
at 23@2)C on arrival for good to ciioice vellow. Sup-
ply is good. C. F. MUTH&SON,
Oct. 23. Cincinnati, O.

Albanv.—iJfinej/.—Receipts are quite large, but
tliere is no accumulation. Stoclj is selling on ar-
rival at ifollowiiig prices: White clover fancy 1-lb.

sections, 15c; fair to good, 12@14c; mixed, 10@12e;
buckwheat, 9^11c. We are unable to fill our orders
for 2-lb. section buckwheat, as there are so few
coming forward. Extracted selling freely at 7@8c
for liglit, and 6@6'/4 for dark and mixed. Beeftwax,
24@26c. Chas. Mcculloch & Co.,

Oct. 20. .S93, 395, 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

New York.—iTo>iey.—Honey market is improving
and looks a little healthier. Honey is quite i>lenti-

ful. especially clover and basswood. (^ur (luntations
are as follows: 1-lb. fanev clover, 14(5 15c; fair. 12@
1.3c; 2-lb., fancy, 12^13; fair, 11. Buckwheat, 1-lb.,

10c; 2-lb., 9. Extracted honev. cloveiand l)a.sswood,
«>^@7; buckwheat, 5;^@6. Brr^iKi.r tirra at 26.

Chas. IsKAEL & Bros.,
Oct. 19. New York.

Kansas City.—Hohcw.—Demand good for comb
and extracted; supplv light. We quote: White 1-lb.

comb, 15@16; dark, 10(a!l2. Extracted, dark, .5@6;
white, 7@7!^. Beeswax, 23@26. We would advise
sliippers to get their honey into market liefore cold
weatlier. I'lemons, Mason & Co.,
Oct. 2J. Kansas City, Mo.

New York.—Wone.i/.—Demand for comb honey
has increased since the weatlier has become cooler,
but buyers are not inclined to pay liigh prices. We
(iuote: Fancy white, 1-lbs., ]4'^15c; fair, 12@13c.
Buckwheat, 1-lbs., 10@llc. Extracted, basswtjod, 7
•@7/^c; California, 7c ; Southern, 6.")@70c per gallon.
Beexwax, 26@27c. F. G. Strohmeyer & Co.,
Oct. 17. New York.

Kansas City.— Woney.—Honey demand good, with
a good supnly. We quote 1-lb. wliite comb, 1.5@16c;
dark, 12. Extracted, wlilte, 7(^7^; dark, 5@6><. No
beeswax on hand. Hamblin & Bearss

Sept. 19. .514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Detroit.—Hoxej/—Comb honey .selling more f ree-
ly at 12>^@13c ; supply not large. Extracted, 7@8c;
stocks low. Beeswax, 25@26c, dull.

M. H. Hunt.
Oct. 20. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—Honey.—Honey market continues
about tlie .same; demand fair; 16c for white comb
1-lb. sections. Dark honey slow at 11 to 13c. Bees-
wax scarce at 26@27c. A. C. Kendel,
Oct. 20. Cleveland, O.

St. Louis.—ff./Tiey.-Market unchanged: demand
quiet. Prime beeswax. 24c.

D. G. TuTT Gro. Co.,
Oct. 19. St. Louis, Mo.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
6i1-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialty. Address
lltfdb E. LovETT, San Diego, Cal.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. extracted lioney, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. Stordock, Dnrand, Winnebago Co., 111.

For SAiiE.—1000 lbs. of buckwheat comb honey.
20d D. F. Lashier, Hooper, Broome Co., N. Y.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will he inserted under this head at one half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed tire lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchang:es for cash or for price' lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these 'swaps."

WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from 5c a roll
and up, for honey. J.S. Scoven,

12tfdb Kokomo, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange a good printing-press
and 9 fonts type, value 114; also 6 pair prize-

winning Brown Leghorns, for gun, silver watch, or
offers. W. H. Laws, Lavaca. Ark. 21-22

A
COPY of South Florida Home in exchange for
your name on a postal card.

Y. G. Lee, St. Peteisbui'g. Fla.

A New POTATO-BOX Made Entirely of Slats.

This kind of box has been several times recom-
mended, but we have not made them till now. We
are having quite a trade on potato-boxes, and find
difficulty in getting lumber to make tlie ends of
one piece, so we have tried putting slats in both
ends and sides as well as bottoms. The cut above
shows 2 boxes nailed alongside of a package of 15,
put up ready for shipment. We make them the
same size as the other styles. 1414x16'^ xl2>^ deep
out.side measure, with six slats on the lx)tt(mi. five
on each side and each end, and a slat up each cor-
ner. It makes a lighter and stronger box. and we
can also furnisli them cheaper. We put them up
in packages of 15 — two nailed up and the other 13,
witli nails, packed inside. Weight of the package,
100 lbs., and the price *1.5U, which equals 10 cts.
each in full packages; lu packages, 5 per cent off.
Nailed up. 15c each. In ordering, call this the All
slatted box.

A. i. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75
Cts. Per Thousand.

Just think of it I we can furnish you a very neat
fitur-vidiir label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having either "comb" or "extracted"
before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
.sand ; .50 cts. per 500, or 30 cts. for 250. postpaid. The
size of the label is 2)6x1 inch—just right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, IVedina, O.
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LADIES' FINE SHOES.
PRICE ONLY $2.

Geiuiiiie Kid. Soft Soles, Elefjaiit Style; Broad or
Narrow Toe. Sizes, 2 to S. O, D. E, and E E widths.
Tliis Shoe is sold at *;J in all retail stores.

Our Price $2, Postpaid.
Fit, Styue, and Wear Guaranteed.

NO SHODDY, BUT GOOD SHOES.
Send P. O. oidei'. Kc^^istered Letter di- Postal Note.

C. L. Griesinger, Medina, Ohio.
Reference. Gleaxixgs. 18-19-3J-31d

In writing advertisers please mention this paper

EARLY QUEENS.
In March and Ain-il, from apiary in Texas, the

choicest 5-banded stock, warranted purely mated.
One, $1.3."); 6 for J6.0U.

BREEDING QUEENS.
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ST/iAr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Had to fekd this fall.

Finished haui-ing home bees from out-api-
aries October 12.

Did youk crop bring enough money to take,

you to Albany ?

Geo. E. Hilton says he believes in handling
hives atid fvdines less; "but if either must be
handled, let it be the frames."

The British Bee Journal is not often caught
napping; but two pages in the number for Oct.
1 ai-e tilled from (tI.eanings and credited to
Review.

Granulated honey, mixed in small quanti-
ty with liquid honey, will hasten granulation.
This in reply to the question on page 81.5. What
additional help can be given?

Eight-frame hives may be best for comb
honey— I don't know. iUit the man who uses
them in this region must be willing to feed, if

necessary, every fall and spring.

Uncapping cells to get bees to empty honey
is not as good as Cheshire's plan of striking a
few times on the cappings with a wire hair-
brush. The latter is quicker and easier.

"The drone is sealed 1<5 days, and is impo-
tent until 12 or 14 days old; he must, therefore,
be sealed about 7 days before the egg to produce
the queen was laid if he is to be in time for ser-
vice."

—

Cheshire.

Your Funics in Medina, you say, look just
like ordinary black bees. Well, mine didn't^
that is, the workers that came with the queens
from England. They were black—decidedly
blacker than common blacks.

Say. Ernest, is there any more weight on the
two horizontal wires in my way of wiring than
if you had two horizontal wires without any
perpendicular wires? Still, they're stretched
tighter and might break easier.

liEES don't gnaw through duck or oil cloth,
according to Prof. Cook and the ^4. B. J. Some-
how holes get in duck or oil cloth, if placed
over my bees, and it would be hard to convince
me that the bees don't gnaw the holes.

Ventilation in hauling bees is rightly in-
sisted upon as very important. But let me
whisper in your ear that I haul my bees every
fall and spring with no otlier ventilation than
the usual entrance covered with wire cloth.

At Chicago we always have good conven-
tions, and we expect this year to have the ed-
itors of A. B. J., Review, and Gleanings. So
we ought to have an extra good convention.
Xov. 19 and 20, at Commercial Hotel, 9 a. >l
Excursion rates. Come.

Tei-l Rambler we are sorry I said any thing
about his ine's and Fs. It never entered our
head, Rariiblei-. that you'd make such a fuss
about a thing of so little importance, and I give
you our full permission to mix your pronouns to
suit thyself.

Say, you. Prof. Cook, do you think it's nice
of you to keep the people of Colfax away from
Albany Dec. 8, and to coax A. I. Root along
with you? Never mind; we'll have Ernest
there, and I always could have more fun with
one of my own age.

Doubling up colonies for the honey harvest
results in gain, but only up to a certain point,
according to Cheshire. He says, "Careful ex-
periments seem to indicate that, after 12 lbs. of
bees have been heaped together, the loss is

greater than the advantage."
Anent golden Cakniolans, J. A. Green, in

A. B. J., wants to know, if they are pure, and
it is- the natural tendency of Carniolans to turn
yellow, why they don"t follow out that natural
tendency in their native land. Don't ask im-
pertinent questions. Jimmie.
At Oswego, 111., I saw a swarm -catcher used

by Mrs. Morrison. It is simply a lai'ge wire-
cloth cage, 3x2x2 feet, open only on the under
side. When a swarm starts out from a hive,
and you don't want it to mix up with any thing
else, just cover up hive and all, and there you
are.

In reply to W. L. Smith (page 821), I can not
now say positively as to the character of queens
raised in a hive with the old queen caged, but I

have always been under the impression that
they were as good, and in some cases better,
than if the old queen were taken away alto-
gether.

Friend Root (page 819) advises against feed-
ing meal when natural pollen comes. Don't
worry; the bees'll not take it then. But I'm not
so sure of the wisdom of advising against it

when there's old bee-breaa in the combs.
Doesn't it stii' up the bei^s to breed more when
they get sonn^ substitute from the outside f

Father Langstroth (page 80(i) is ready to
give to C. J. Robinson all the credit he deserves.
I wish Mr. Robinson were magnanimous enough
to return the compliment, instead of laboring
through columns of the American Bee-keeper
trying to belittle Mr. Langstroth, and to show
that the credit so generally given him is not
deserved.

Doolittle's advice on page 804. about bait
sections, is excellent, and I'd be sure that they
are thoroughly cleaned out in the fall, by set-
ting them outdoors and having the finishing
touches put on by bees from all the hives,
only taking the pn^caution to allow passage for
one bee at a time. Often bees will fail to clean
the sections thoroughly if put in a super over a
hive.
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Some think that a strong colony can hardly
bp got into an eight-frame hive. This fall I

put into eight-frame hives, without any trouble,

three colonies which had good queens, said

queens having had free range in three to five

stories. I had just as strong colonies among
those that had been in eight-frame hives all

summer; but, as a general rule, more combs
give stronger colonies.

HAULING HOME OUT-APIARIES.

A. X. DRAPEK CKITICISKS SO.MK OF E. K.'S

STATEMENTS.

Mr. E. R. Root:— I wish to protest some
against your article on page 749, on handling
hives more and frames less. To start with, are

you not a little off in your heading? I can't

see that you advocate handling hives any
whatever in your article. You simply advocate
Mr. Quinby's ideas of twenty years ago; viz.,

simply to judge from outside appearances, in-

stead of handling frames. This you incorrectly

call "handling hives more and frames less."

In the second column you say. " Where fixed

frames give us an advantage on the subject of

handling hives more and frames less, is, that
we can pick up two, three, or four frames at a

time. This is especially advantageous in

forming nuclei." I do the same thing with loose

frames—simply slip a finger between each of

the ends of the frames. Uon"t you think you
are overdoing the thing in order to boom the
fixed frame?
Turn back to page 737. Don't you think your

statements look a little "fishy"? Now, 57

hives at 67 lbs. to the hive would be 3819 lbs.;

add to this your weight and that of your driver,

probably 300 lbs. more, and you would have
4119 lbs. net; besides, the hives were wet, and
the wheels would pick up 200 or 300 lbs. more
of mud. In addition to this your road was
hilly, and it naturally was slippery from the re-

cent shower on it.

You say that one of your horses was Mike.
Wasn't the other old Jack ? See on page 599,

under the text, "A righteous man regardeth the
life of his beast." Now, my Christian friend,

did you actually overload that poor old heavy
horse in that way? I really had a better opin-
ion of you than' that. I can't believe it. I

don't believe your team could pull any such
load under such circumstances. Isn't it possi-

ble that you did not have so many hives on the
wagon, or else you overestimated the weight of

the hives? Another thing, you state that there

was no ventilation except the wire over the
entrance. Now. if it has been as warm there

as it has here, all of those bees would have been
suffocated; or you may have had so few bees

in the hives that they were all right; in which
case your hives were so weak that they would
hardly be worth moving. I have moved lots of

bees, and I have got to move 195 hives back
home very soon; but I shall wait till cooler

weather. I find that from 20 to 25 hives make
a load for a team. My hives are large, and
there are bushels and bushels of bees in them.
Now, if I should close them up as you advise I

should ruin the whole outfit. A. N. Dkaper.
Upper Alton, 111., Sept. 28.

[No, I think my heading was all right. When
I lift off the cover and look over the tops of the
frames, and diagnose its condition, without
even lifting a frame, I am handling hives and
not frames; or, if you choose to press the point,

handling a hive-cover or a part of a hive.

When I take up four frames at a time I am
handling half a hive at a time. When I lift or

weigh a hive to ascertain the amount of stores.
I am certainly handling hives in this case, am
I not? It is true, you can pick loose frames
two or three at a time. I have done it myself.
But you must take two hands, and he very
careful; and if a bee stings one of your fingers,
you must take the grief until you can set the
frames down. I have handled four Hoffman
frames of bees with one hand; i. e., can carry
the same to another hive.

I did not intend to claim originality for the
scheme of handling hives more and frames less.

I gave credit to Mr. Quinby. Heddon. L. C.
Root, Hoffman, and others (see page 713).

Then, again, if you will refer to page 749 you
will see that I acknowledged that the scheme I

outlined was probably in use more or less by
practical bee-keepers!
On page 737 I said in one place the load

weighed something over a ton and a half; and
in another that the hives weighed from 60 to 75
lbs. each. The first estimate was made by our
teamster, and was about correct. The weight
of the hives was made by one of our men who
liftiMJ off many of the hives after arriving home.
After all. the team was perfectly able to pull
either weight, though hereafter, thanks to you.
friend Draper. I will ascertain correct figures
when I speak of loads in print.
There is one thing I am certain of—there

were .57 colonies on the wagon. They were
counted on the wagon, and after they were car-
ried into the apiary.
In regard to the mud, your imagination is

a little vivid. The rain was furious for only a
very short time; but the water, almost all of it.

ran immediately away. The road was through
a sandy and gravelly region, so that there was
almost no mud clinging to the wheels. Yes,
the other horse was Jack; but he is in pretty
good sijirits and health, and has been for three
or foui- iiioiitlis liack. Both of the horses are of
the Clydesdales, of the heavy draft type, and
are counted as one of the strongest teams in

this county. We were two hours in making
the .seven miles; and as we stopped at the top
of the hills, they pulled the load with ease.
Remember, too. we hauled the bees at nigJit,

and it was quite chilly besides.
Let me now pick yo\i up on a point. It sounds

to me a little "fishy" when you say your hives
contained bushels and bushels of bees. I agree
with you that, if you were to close up such
colonies on a hot day, leaving ventilation only
through the entrance screen, the bees would be
smothered; and I agree with you that, if you
use the large Dadant hives, you would not want
to get more than 20 or 25 on a load. If you will
refer back to my article again, you will see
that I was not talking about that kind of hives,
and I did not claim that they contained bushels
of bees, nor did I advise any one to put 57 such
colonies on one load. Has not your disgust
at fixed frames led you into some wrong im-
pressions ?]

After making the footnote above I thought it

was no more than fair to submit a copy to

friend Draper, as it was evident that he had
misunderstood me in several places, and very

possibly he might wish to make some comment.

He has done so; and as he has suggested so

many points that I omitted to mention before,

I thought best to give place to the whole, as the

controversy may bring out some facts valuable

to beginners if not to the more experienced bee-

keepers.

Friend Ernest:—Perhaps 1 was a little too
fast; but moving bees is a particular hobby of
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mine. I at least tliink I know how it ought to
be done. Had I received your letter a little

sooner I should have modified my mieries some-
what on page 4(53, American Bee Journnl. In
the first query my idea was more to poke a lit-

tle fun at yon than any thing else.

If I am not laboring under a false impression
you have been using the "Shane apiary " for
queen-rearing; consequently your colonies are
not full of bees. Say I I really have got " bush-
els and bushels" of bees in my hives; and I

borrowed the expression, " bushels and bushels,"
from Gleanings. I think it was in an article
(and in the note under it) by Mr. Oliver Foster;
any way, it was in an article from some one in
Iowa. However, if you have any doubts about
it, next summer, when I am ready to move my
bees, bring your own measure and come and
measure them. If I don't have the '" bushels
and bushels'" of bees in my hives I will pay all

of your expenses and *100 per day for your time
coming and going. I don't even claim that I

have a bushel in the best hive that I have, but
that all of my hives collectively contain bushels
and bushels.
Why. my Christian friend, I am not disgusted

with fixed frames. Were I to begin again I

would have no other kind. Still, I would have
them much larger than the Simplicity. One of
the greatest advantages of the closed-end
frames you don't seem to appreciate; and that
isin wintering and in breeding up in the spring,
as the closed-end frames prevent all circulation
around the edges of the frames.

I always look for the editorials over E. R.,
and Notes from the Home of the Honey-bees,
the first thing I do when I receive Gleanings.
I find that horses are frequently overloaded
and abused all over the country. I sometimes
overload them myself. I have suffocated more
than one lot of bees by not giving air enough.
Think what a faithful old horse receives for all

of his hard work! See what kind of old musty
hay lots of them receive 1 Lots of horses receive
feed so badly spoiled that it actually gives
them disease from which they never recover.
I think your article would have a tendency to
encourage some of your readers not only to
overload their hoi'ses, but to smother some of
their strong colonies of hees.

I'll admit at once that 1 nave a very vivid
imagination, and I really enjoy it at times very
much. To convince you of the fact, I can im-
agine just how you looked and felt when it

began to i-ain before you had your bees fastened
in the hives. I can imagine how you felt after
you had carried about a dozen hives around
that house and ducked your head down to keep
from knocking your hat off. Perhaps a limb
caught in your veil ~and tore a hole in it. A
bee might have stung you on the back of the
neck, or your eye-glasses have got so much rain
on them that you would have to stop frequent-
ly to wipe them. I can imagine how you look-
ed while you were "crawling" over that fence
with a hive of bees in your arms. But really I

can't imagine why you did not lay the fence
down out of your way. I can imagine how
tired you were when you got home. I can im-
agine how a nice little woman sat up and wait-
ed for you. and had a nice warm supper ready
for you when you got home. I might go on nd
inflnituin. I really don't know what erroneous
statements I have made. I know that roads
through a gravelly i-egion do not get muddy.
My imagination did not take this fact into con-
sideration. I have now three teams hauling
straw to the glass-works. We have hauled 120
loads since Sept. 1. Every load is weighed, and
every wagon is weighed after it is unloaded.
One who has had no experience has no idea how
the weight of a wagon 'varies, especially in wet

weather. I intend to begin to move my Dees
out of the bottom Saturday night. Then I shall
have some more experience. I want to say
right here before I close, that the very best
strains of bees that I have in mv apiaries are
from stock received from Mr. A. I. Root. I like
Gleanings, and evei'y number is read through
from beginning to end. and looked forward to
eagerly. A. N. Dkapek.
Upper Alton, 111., Oct. 8.

[I would say to our readers, that, although
this may seem like a hard-set-to controversy,
friend Draper and I are on the best of terms:
and I am heartily glad that he has picked me
up on a number of points, because it gives me
opportunity to explain things that might possi-
bly have been misunderstood by othei'S. For
instance, I spoke about loading 57 hives on one
wagon, and having one team pull the same.
Friend Draper has drawn out the fact that we
used a heavy Clydesdale team, and that the
roads were not muddy, but more of a gravelly
nature. It was easy work for them. If some
of our readers should try to imitate our example
with ordinary farm horses, in muddy roads,
with hives overloaded with bees, they might
come to grief; but with all the facts before us,
there can be no confusion. Another thing: We
learn that, instead of being disgusted with fixed
frames, he is an admirer of them.
Why, bless you. friend Draper, we did let the

fence down to about two rails high. As there
was an overspreading tree right close to the
fence, we had to do some crawling over said
fence. See? The second time, your imagina-
tion very nearly hit the case. You have been
just there yourself. I see. I did have a nice
warm supper awaiting me; and, best of all,
that queen of the household did not worry her-
self sick for fear I had been kicked or stung to
death. You see, she loves those two big horses,
and had confidence that they would pull the
load and bring us home safe.] E. R.D

FEEDING IN FALL.

winter stores.

For the last two weeks I have had the very
unpleasant task of feeding for winter stores for
the bees. For four or five years I have been
able to avoid this entirely: but this fall we
have had to feed between twelve and fifteen
pounds of sugar syrup, with a small proportion
of honey in it. I do not know that I am about
to give any thing new on this question; but as
far as I can remember it is new to me, and it
may be to othtu's.

I thought I would try to make strong colonies,
and those best able to defend their stores, do
the storing in the combs. My object in this
was. first, to not excite all the bees—something
which I think they are especially apt to do
when we commence feeding. Next I thought
there would be a lesser liability to waste when
ten colonies were fed 100 lbs. than if twenty
were fed the same quantity. Again, the stronger
colonies could do the ripening better and more
quickly. Again, Italians would best defend
tlieir stores. So I put or left upper stories on
some of the colonies, and fed them sufficiently
to whiten out the cells in the upper-story
combs; and when they ceased to take down the
syrup readily I removed the feeder; and after a
few days, given to ripen the syrup, I put these
full combs into the upper story in hives that
had no honey. I found this work very satis-
factory indeed, and I would recommend it to
any one from present experience. I preferred
colonies having no honey to those having some,
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as. in the former, five empty combs can easily

be removed; in the latter there is generally
more or less honey scattered in every comb, as,

owing to circumstances difficult to control, our
feeding was very late. I had one or two bricks

for every feeder, and placed them above the
feeder and in an upper half-story snugly cover-
ed over. This helped to keep all warm, and
they were changed morning and night.

I should like to see every one bring his favor-

ite feeder to the convention at Altany: then I

should like to see a variety of bee-keepers' sup-
plies. As I am away off here in Canada, per-

haps I may be permitted to say this without
grinding an ax. I look for such a turnout of

bee-keepers that I hope to be there.

Brantford, Ont. R. F. Holtermann.

[I am not certain whether your plan is new
or not; but that is of little consequence. There
may be times when the strong colonies might
be used for storing and ripening honey to ad-
vantage. Our plan is to unite and then feed,

and we have always had good results, as you
may know.

I do not know whether it is wise or not for

supply-dealers to exhibit their wares at the
North American. While I think none of us
would abuse the pi'ivilege. there might be a few
bee-keepers who think we come to convention
just to advertise our goods. I know this is not
true in our case. We never carry samples of

our goods with us, except occasionally to ex-

hibit some novelty. The chief end of bee-con-
ventions is to get acquainted and compare
notes.] E. R.

ITALIANS IN ITALY NOT THREE-BANDED.

SOME PRETTY STRONG ASSERTIONS.

Mr. Root:—In traveling through Ireland,

Scotland, England, Belgium, Germany, and
Austria, I have seen none but the old straw
bee-hive and a few like our old '• gums." Here
in Italv they have also straw hives, but wooden
boxes are the rule. Leaving Lake Como yes-

terday I was fortunate in reaching this place

while an exposition was going on. There is a
splendid exhibit of peaches, pears, apples,

plums, apricots, nectarines, grapes, etc. Some
lemons are eight inches long and four in diame-
ter. The poultry display was fairly good, our
"Rocks" and Wyandottes being on the list.

What drew my attention the most was the bee
department, which was very poor considering
the advancements that have been made. The
only improvement upon forty years ago con-
sists in a few bad samples of brood foundation
and queen-cages—simple wire boxes—no ex-

tractors, no sections, no dovetailed frames, no
section-holders, no queen-excluders, no intro-

ducing-cages, no wax-extractors, and no sur-

plus arrangements other than the square boxes
with side glasses, such as were put over our old

box hives. The two largest exhibitoi-s were a
retired Catholic priest, and a most agreeable
gentleman, whose card I inclose, and of whom
I shall write later. The hives that these men
had were filled with bees—Italian and Egyp-
tian.
There is an impression in the States that the

Italian bee is yellow, or has two or more yellow
bands. Now% I do not pretend to be over-bright,

but I am a close observer when my attention

and interests draw me to a thing; and I assert

most emphatically that the belief has no foun-
dation in fact whatever. I have seen Italy

from end to end. In the beautiful flowers in

these most beautiful gardens; on the luscious

grapes in the market and stands, at work on

the buckwheat, of which there is a great deal
here, it is everywhere the same old friend, the
brown bee. At this exposition the yellow-
banded bee ought to be seen, if indigenous. As
a mattei' of fact, among the thirty or forty colo-
nies there is not a bee that can show moi-e than
one band. I looked at all the tly-holes for even
a "sport "that could show two bands, but in

vain. It stands to reason, too, that Italy, not
being an island, could not have kept up, all

these hundreds of years, a race of bees uncon-
taminated by its neighbors. Of course, there
may be here, as with us, some man who has
got these three or more bands by selection; but
the native bee has no such marking, nor have I

found a single bee-man of the twenty or thirty
talked with who knows even of their existence.

All the boxes here are poorly constructed, and
the frames heavy and badly put together. The
boxes hold 14 frames suspended on wooden rab-
bets, the frames being 12 inches long and 8 deep,
and are nailed together. The honey in Italy is

amber-colored, and not to be compared to our
clover and linden clear grades. The " idleweis "

white honey is a delusion unless the Swiss and
Italian-x\lpine people catch some before the
buckwheat blooms, which is both an early and
late crop here, and meets the eye in every di-

rection. We all know what color it imparts.
Honey is more commonly used here than
with us. On every lireakfast table is found the
dish of liquid honey. At Carlsbad, Hamburg,
and Baden-Baden, when people are put upon a
health diet, there is nothing on the breakfast
table but a small cup of coffee, one roll (no but-
ter), and a little dish of clear honey.

I should have about 1000 lbs. of comb honey
(sections) if our Maryland crop has been good,
and am anxious to get home and see what my
little workcnvs have done.

Arthur T. Goldsborough.
Palanza, Lake Maggiore. Italy, Sept. 12.

[Friend G., we are glad indeed to get a report
direct from Italy; but we are very much sur-
prised to have you intimate that the honey-
bees of Italy are not yellow-banded. You cer-

tainly must be stating the matter very strongly
or else you have not been very thorough -in your
investigations. D. A. Jones, you will remem-
ber, visited Italy expressly to see about the
Italian bees. Besides this, an old .schoolmate of

mi^ie, a most careful and eouscientioiis man.
went over to Italy on purpose to inv(>stigate

this veiy matter you mention. He brought
home a large number of queens from different

locations. He said he found a good many bees
that would be pronounced common blacks by
some people, but that these bees, when filled

with honey, and placed on a window, showed
distinctly "the yellow bands. They were, how-
ever, in some cases, so dark as to be of a rather
leather color more than golden yellow. The
importations that we are receiving constantly
from Italy must certainly give us some sort of

idea of the bees to be found there.] A. I. R.

RAMBLE NO. 46.

WITH THE ARTISTS OF CLEA^ELAND.

Our journey westward from Jamestown was
uneventful, except for the little surprises we
were constantly meeting. We of the far East
hear of smoky Pittsburg and its iron industry,

but we seldom hear of the smaller iron-manu-
facturing towns. So it was a surprise to us to

see nearly every village of importance all

through Northeast Ohio, clear up to and in-

cluding Cleveland, a busy community fashion-

ing iron into useful articles. Cleveland is
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largely engaged in the iron industry, as its tall

chimneys and smoky aspect will attest.

"Forest City "is what the good people are
delighted tocall their town; and from our short
stop and limited time for observation we should
say it is well named. The ^park on the shores
of Lake Erie. Wade Park, and Lake View Cem-
etery, where the remains of Pi'es. Garfield rest

in the magniticent monument erected to his

memoiy. are all points of beauty and interest

to visit.

The wood-engraver's material to work upon
is Turkey boxwood. No other wood is equal to
this in fineness of grain and cutting qualities.
The wood mostly comes from Turkey, and
round about that part of tlie world, and is pre-
pared in this country. It comes into the en-
gravei'"s hands pi-epared. oi- put up in different-
sized slabs, of type-high thickness, and the
wood arranged in such a manner that the en-
graver's work is done on the end of the grain.
The surface is smoothed off, and then whitened.

RAMBLEK AT THE ENGRAVING ESTABLISH
We did not call in Cleveland to find bee-keep-

ers and look up the honey intei'ests, but merely
to pay our compliments to the artist who
charms and edifies the readers of Gleanings
with the etchings and fine engravings we have
admired so long on its pages. Mr. Robt. V^.

Murray, of the fiini of Murray it Heiss, we
found at No. 204 Sui)erior St. We fortunately
found Mr. M. busy at his work. When we see
an engraver at his work it seems to be a very
simple process: but it requires so much pa-
tience, care, and sucli fine touches, that wood-
engraving is considered ojie of the fine arts, and
the artist becomes proficient only after long
practice, and never reaches somewhere near
the perfection he strives for. Any one having
files of the leading magazines or of Gleanings
for the past few years can see that great prog-
ress has been made in the art, and a fine wood-
engraved picture of the present can scarcely be
distinguished from a steel engraving of former
days: and though we are favored with such
fine pictures, the end is not yet. As many of
the readers of Gleanings have never been into
an engraver's shop (no, studio), with the edit-
or's and engraver's permission we will give our
impressions of the business. In the first place,
we wish to say the Rambler is a natural-born
artist. He loves pictures; and when the cam-
era can not be used, the pencil is resorted to.

Our earliest use of the pencil was a slate pencil,
and the pictures that were made on the slate
would set the whole school into subdued snick-
ers. They became louder, though, when the
artist and his slate were commanded to stand
on the floor and exhibit himself and pictures.
Though we were never a student of penciling,
our sketches are of such a nature as to make an
artist weep, and we have no doubt tears come
to the eyes of Mr. ^Murray as he works over our
elaborate sketches.

MENT OF JirKKAY & HEISS, CLEVELAND, O.

The picture to be engraved is then drawn or

photographed upon the surface, and it is ready
for further operation. The engraver first puts

on his armor—a shield over his eyes, a magni-
fying-glass to his eye, and, with his graver in

hand, he is ready for business. I should have
mentioned, that, when the drawing or photo-
graph is on the wood, and all errors corrected,

and necessary parts retouched, the whole sur-

face of the block is covered with a thin trans-

parent paper, and the edges firmly beeswaxed
to the sides of the block. The engraver then

A KIT OF engraver's TOOLS.
takes a portion of the paper away here and
there as the work progresses. A whole row of
men thus armed, and silently at work in a
room, is a very solemn sight, and highly im-
pressive.
The boxwood block and drawing are next

placed upon a flat rounding leather pillow filled

with sand (the artist, T believe, calls it a
swing-pad), in strong or concentrated light,
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aud the woi'k proceeds. The tools of the en-
graver are few, and, to the cursory observer,
they all look very similar; but they consist of

gravers, gouges, chisels, and tint-tools, of all

grades of fineness. Machinery for ruling
straight mechanical lines is also used. The
engraving of a drawing or design is merely
touching it up into lights and shadows; but
the producing of these shades is where the
fineness of touch comes in; and the terms " line

stipple " and " cross-hatching " are terms com-
mon to the engraver.
In times past the wood engraving was used

in the press; but now a cast of the engraving is

taken with wax, and a metallic electrotype
made, from which thousands of impressions
can be made. '

All other methods of making engravings are
called "process work," or by mechanical
means. Under this head comes the production
of those half-tone prints, also the cheap, quick-
ly gotten-up outline prints for the daily papers,
known as chalk or plaster-Paris engravings.
Etchings, such as illustrate these Rambl-er's
letters from time to time, are reproductions by
photographic and chemical means of pen-and-
ink sketches drawn by Mr. M., every line and
dot just as the artist made them, with the only
diffei'ence that, on the original sketches on pa-
per, they are drawn about, twice the size that
they appear here. Half-tones are direct from
photographs or wash drawings. No matter
how fine or how rough the engravings in our
papers may be, the reading-matter is much
more interesting and lucid than if the cuts
were not used. Gleanings is truly fortunate
in finding an artist who can enter into the
spirit of the industry, and give those correct
pictures which add to the popularity of the pa-
per. Long may it wave. Ramblek.

[When we learned of Rambler's proposed vis-

it to the Home of the Honey-bees, and of his

trip to California, we particularly requested
that he call at the office of our engravers, 204

Superior St., Cleveland. The article above,
and the engravings, show that his call was not
made in vain. We very frequently receive in-

quiries as to our engravings—how they are
made, and where. Rambler has very faithfully

told the whole story. With reference to the
picture, Mr. Murray is the one sitting in the
arm-chair, with pencil in his hand. He is the
artist. Mr. Heiss, the junior member, is the
engraver; and Rambler—well, you know who
he is; that umbrella and its relation to the hat,

those striped pants, all are characteristic. By
the way, we notice the picture of an urchin
waving the emblems of the engraver's art. We
have been querying whether this is one of

Rambler's original slate-pencil drawings that
caused the school to snicker. Under one of the
engraver's desks we notice an ax. Is that for

the benefit of unwelcome ramblers, or does it

find some other legitimate use ? The members
of the firm, however, are not dangerous. They
are both exceedingly affable and pleasant, and
we commend them to bee-keepers and others
desiring first-class work, and promptly done.
We have no pecuniary interest in the concern;
and this free "' add." if it may be called such,
is made without their suggestion or knowl-
edge.] E. R.

1^ I ^
CYPRUS ; BEES AND BEE-KEEPING.

SOMETHING FROM P. H. UAI.DENSPERGEK.

Only eleven years are past since Jones and
Benton left America in search of the Eastern
bees, and imported hundreds of the yellow
beauties into Europe and America: and now I

should say it is next to impossible to have one
single pure Cyprian. Isn't this a curious fact?
Many parties have been writing to me to have
Cyprian queens; but up to last fall Mr. Benton
had the choice; and as I am no queen-breeder
I almost always directed to him. Although
Cyprus can be reached from Jaffa in 24 hours I

never thought it would pay to go there myself;
but I wanted a little bit of fresh sea-air. The
trip to Cyprus and back was supposed to take
four day?. Up coast the steamer passes
Csesarea Palestina, mentioned in Acts, where
St. Paul was tried before King Herod and Felix,
and here he appealed unto Ca?sar. Only ruins
of bygone beauty mark the place, and a Bosnian
colony of INIohammedan emigrants are now
building up into a new L'ajsarea.

After six hours by sea tne steamer anchors in

the bay of Acre, at the foot of Mt. Carmel,
where a German settlement is flourishing in all

but bee-keeping. Some have clay cylinder
hives, others box hives, and some Dathe, Dzier-
zon, and other German hives. They average
very little honey, owing to want of pasture in

the immediate vicinity of the town of Haifa,
and the want of knowledge. Mt. Carmel itself

is beautifully covered with mellifeious plants,
as sages, thymes, and others. In one of the
Russian-Jewish refugee colonies on Mt. Carmel
one of my scholars is putting up an apiary, after
the Langstrotli system, our hive, and seems to
have done tolerably well.

Going up the coast we passed Tyre and Sidon
by night, and morning found us at the foot of

Mt. Lebanon. Two days were lost at anchorage
at Beyrouth. A gale would not allow the
steamer to discharge the goods; and when, on
the morning of the third day. we arrived at
Larnaca, in Cyprus, the steamer was gone, and
I was told that, before a fortnight was over, I

could not go back again. What a dull hope, to

be walking about a small town, with the pros-
pect of enjoying its crumbled walls and base
Cypriotes for a fortnight, while the bees in Pal-
estine are in vain awaiting me to take them to

pastures new I I then concluded not to leave
home again, at least not in May. across the sea.

when work is pressing. How often did I hear
about this " abode of the gods "! but the Turks
have done their part in destroying nature and
art. It is not now to be envied. The position

is good; the climate, like all Mediteranean
countries, is haunted with fever in the low-
lands; but. besides this, locusts have been
roaming over the land, and destroying what
little green the numerous goats left, which
themselves have been gnawing the young
growth, preventing, in connection with the
Turkish misrule, the restoration to its former
charms. The British government is trying to

restore the island; but it certainly will be long
before the inhabitants will awake from their

drowsy nap. And right here friends Jones and
Benton first brought American ideas and bar-
frame hives; and the only thing I found here
was two two- frame nuclei in the house of Mr.
Derwishian. a graduate of Benton's school.

The day before I ariived. another of Benton's
scholars had gathered every movable hive and
steered into Egypt to improve the Egyptians,
as I understood; but not having seen him I was
sorry to find I had come here to go back again
without taking even a Cyprian queen with me.
The two two-frame nuclei at Mr. Derwish-

ian's were as cross as cross can be. Smpkers
and veils of enormous sizes availed nothing. I

never saw such a bad lot. even in Palestine,

except when the camels had upset quite a num-
ber of hives, and they were pitching at us in

fury. Mr. D. attributed this behavior to Mr.
S. G.'s rough handling the day before, or three
days before. Mr. D. insisted on working them
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without smoke, wliich was just the right thing
to keep us at a distance, and I could not enjoy
the pleasure of seeing the queen. Since I came
back the queens have mated, and I received
one here which is developing nicely, with very
nervous bees. Mr. D. has sold all his bees to
Mr. L.. who started with them to Egypt, and he
himself will leave the island, thus leaving no-
body to care for Cyprian queens or bar-frame
hives. He had a beautiful arrangement for
silkworm raising. The moths were actively
engaged laying eggs, while he had a nice white
funnel through which the eggs were dropping
into little sacks. Mr. D. pretends to have a
method of raising healthy insects, peculiar to

himself, and tries to beat the Fi'ench market.
He will not divulge his secret, but keeps it to
himself. He has dropped bee-keeping alto-
gether, as he does not believe in I'eturns from
this business. It certainly is a poor place for
honey: and as he coiild not depend upon queen
sales, from different causes, he has made up
his mind to give up bees which give no honey,
and the island altogether, as the climate has
ruined his health and the islanders his feelings.

He had given a man a few hives a year ago;
and when he invited me to take a look at them,
the superstitious Cypriote objected, fearing the
effect of the evil eye. After demonstrations,
dickerings, and threatenings the man at length
gave way, and we proceeded to the clay-cylin-
der apiary. P. H. Baldenspergkr.
Jaffa, Syria, Oct.. 1891.

To he contmncd.

BEE-PARALYSIS.

MORE PROOF OF THE SALT CURE.

Editor Olednings:—In a recent issue of your
journal you request those having had experi-
ence with the new bee-disease, and the use of
salt as a remedy for it. to report their siiccess.

In '89 we had two colonies affected. We chang-
ed queens, which seemed for a time to mend
matters; but in the spring of 1890 these same
two. and five other stocks, were badly diseased.
Not knowing what to do we left them alone.
Having young and prolific queens they manag-
ed to exist through tiie summer and winter fol-

lowing; but when spring opened again, and the
bees could fly out, we found 24 colonies very
sick. Theiralighting-boards were covered with
dead and dying bees. They were black and
shiny and trembling, seeming to sitffer very
much. We felt nou' that something had to be
done or we should have to give up the business;
so we concluded to ti'y the salt citre, recom-
mended by the editor of the Ameriatn Apicul-
tw'ist. We promptly mixed enough in the right
proportion to doctor the whole 34 stocks. I used
it twice in three or four hives worst affected. It
was not moi'e than two days afterward when we
noticed a chang(\ and In a week they were ap-
parently well — building up remarkably strong,
and remaining healthy all summer. Half of
our apiary was not affected, to our knowledge.
These we moved out of their hives into hives
washed with salt water; and in this way we
prepared hives for n(>w swarms. It is a simple
remedy, yet not to be despised. We must not re-
ject the small things of the earth. I know very
little of the science of the disease ; but I do
know that, unless something had helped, oui'

harvest of honey would have been far worse
than it has been this year; and I do hope that
this simple remedy may be as effectual else-
where and hereafter vvith us, if we should ever
have such an awful death-rate among our bees
again. Mrs. Milton Coxe.
Kansas City, Mo.. Oct. 12.

[You have given valuable testimony. Come
to think of it, we haven't had a case of bee-
paralysis in our home yard since we have kept
down the grass at the entrances of the hives
with salt. At our out-yard, where we used no
salt at the entrances, we had two cases of bee-
paralysis. These facts are significant.]

BEE-PARALYSIS ; SALT CURE SURE AND EF-
FECTIVE.

I notice in Oct. 15th Gleanings several items
referring to the sodium remedy as a cure for
bee-paralysis: and from observation and vari-
ous reports from diffenmt sections I see that
this disease is becoming general, and, if not
checked, may eVentually become fatal, similar
to foul brood. Some three years ago this fall I

got a queen from you, and the following season
her progeny were, as nearly as I could judge,
black, shiny, and, as I thought, the most pecu-
liarly marked bees that I ever saw; and not
having had any experience with what was then
called the nameless disease I began to mistrust,
from what I had read in the different journals,
that I had in my apiary the above disease, or a
new strain of bees, and at once I sent you a few
of the bees, and requested your judgment as to
what kind they were. I gave a full statement
as to the bees. Perhaps E. R. may remember
the above, as I believe you were on your Cali-
foi'uia trip at the time. However, I received a
report stating that the bees i-esemhlcd bees that
had the above disease; also that they indicated
robber bees; also referring me to the sodium
(salt) as a cure. I at once prepared some and
sprayed these bees, and all other colonies that I

had, once a week, with moderately strong salt

brine. The following season I had none of those
shiny, hairless, varnished bees. I continued
the salt spraying once a week during the early
spring till October, and I am ready to challenge
all beedom to show up more hearty, bright,
and beautiful bees, both imported and Ameri-
can stock; and from my experience along this

line I would advise all apiarists to use the salt

spraying once a week, and the bee-paralysis
will be known only in the past. J. A. Golden.

Reinersville. O., Oct. 20.

[We do not remember, friend G., the circum-
stance of writing to you, but we presume we
did. As to the salt remedy, you must have got
this from some other source, because at that
time we did not know of its use for this disease.
Now we have plenty of testimony to the effect

that salt is an effectual cure. Are there any
who have tried it and found it to fail ? We do
not wish to take up very much more space, but
we wish to get the truth pro or con. The idea
of salt curing bee-paralysis, in the language of
the school girl, seems too ridiculous for any
thing; but if any one had told us that chloride
of sodium would be a sure cure, we should have
believed it at once.] E. R.

A REAL LETTER FROM HELEN KELLER
HERSELF.

SHE SENDS KIND WORDS TO UNCLE AMOS AND
TO THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.

TusfUMBiA. Alabama. Oct. 14, 1891.

My Dear Mr. Root:
I hope you will excuse me for not answering

your kind letters before, and I think you will,

when I tell you that I have a great many let-

ters to write during school-time, and my friends
do not like to have me write in vacation; for
you see I can not help getting tired sometimes.
But I was very glad indeed to get your letters,

and very grateful for the money that you sent
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to help educate poor little Tommy. I was sure
that if good people knew of Tommy's sad needs
they would wish to have his life made as bright
and helpful as possible: and it is very beautiful
to see how quickly and lovingly people every-
where took the little stranger into their hearts.

My friends in Boston write to me that his mind
is still in darkness but I am sure that God's
beautiful light will banish the darkness just as

night hastens away when the sun arppears.

I certainly hope liiati shall have the pleasure
of seeing (for even little blind girls can see, in

some wonderful way that I call seeing, with
mv mind) Uncle Amos some time. Then he will

see what a wonderful, faithful servant the dear
God has made the hand. I can tell my friends

as soon as I touch them, and I'can do almost
every thing that girls who can see and hear do,

because I have the dearest teacher in all the
world, and the sharpest eyes imaginable in the
tips of my fingers, and sometimes teacher says
I ought to see more than others because I have
ten eyes, but that is only fun. Howl should
love to visit the Home of the Honey-bees! I

have learned a great deal about the busy little

workers, and once 1 wrote a little story for

teacher's birthday and told about the different

kinds of bees and their work. I am very fond
of animals and like to learn all I can about
them. I have a funny little donkey, a beauti-
ful pony, and a great dog and a little canary.
Besides these pets I have the loveliest golden-
haired little sister, and the softest, plumpest
babv brother you ever saw. They are named
Mildred and Phillips Brooks. Bishop Brooks
is one of my dear friends, and I named little

brother for him. I have been to Ohio several

times and I have dear friends in Cincinnati and
Columbus and Van Wert. But I do not know
whether Medina is near any of these places or

not. I hope when yon write to my dear friend

Mr. Goodhue you will give him my love, and
tell him I am' going to write him a long letter

soon. Now I must say good-bye. Give my
kind love to all my friends at the Home of the
Honey-bees. From your little friend.

Helen A. Kkli.er.

[Many thanks to you. dear little friend, for

the pains you have taken to write me such a

good long letter. Medina is very much nearer
to Cleveland than it is to Columbus or Cincin-
nati. It is on the crossing of two railroads,

and these roads touch our premises; so the
Home of the Honey-bees is right in the north-
west corner made by the crossing. One of the
roads, the one going north and south, is named
the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling, and this

one communicates directly with Cleveland,
which is only 30 miles away. The other road,

east and west, is the Pittsburg, Akron & West-
ern; but at the present time its eastern termi-
nus is Akron, 20 miles east of here. I mention
this that it may enable you or any of the other
friends to reach us easily.

You speak of poor Tommy as being still in

darkness. I suppose that means that he can
not yet read and write so as to talk with his

friends, as it were, and learn all about this

beautiful world which God has given us. I

have faith as yon have, dear Helen; and let us
pray for him that God may brighten his intel-

lect, and help his teachers to reach out after

him in the same way they reached out for you.
And now, dear Helen, there is one thing I

feel very anxious to have you tell us; and that
is. whatwei-e your feelings before your teachers
reached you? What did this world seem to you
like then? and in your thoughts did you have
any conception of the great (Jod who gave you
being, and who gave you a place here among
us? I do not ask this question from idle curi-

osity, and very likely you may find it difficult

to answer it at all. But I have long had a sort
of faith or belief that God would make himself
known to his children in some way, even
though, perhaps, in a vei'y indistinct way. when
they, like you. vveie cut off from communication
with tluui' fellow-men. You see sucli cases are
very rare where one lives to be as old as you
did without being taught more or less of CJod.

From wiiat I know of you I should conclude
that, with your bright happy disposition, and
keen vigorous intellect, thei-e would have been
fnith that some time or other you were to come
out of this darkness; and this faith would ac-
count in a great measure for the readiness with
which you were I'eached and rescued. Did you
begin to recognize that you were not as other
people? I have not been able to learn just how-
old you were at the time of your emancipati(m;
but I believe you were old enough so you could
rememliei- and tell us something about it. Will
yon foi'give youi' good friend Uncle Amos for

being so inquisitive, and for calling up or re-

calling a poition of your life that may be pain-
ful to you? How wonderful and strange it is

that God has seen tit to intrust this great work
to ffs. of teaching his children! yes, the work
of teaching all mankind of Him who came to
eai'th to be a savior for us all! Good- by, dear
little friend: and accept our thanks again for
your excellent letter.

1 may say to our i-eaders that we publish the
letter without any change whatever in the
general arrangement, spelling, or punctuation.]

HOW WE PUNISHED THE ROBBERS.

WETTING 'em down WITH THE FORCE-PUMP,

The other day we asked one of our students
to feed a few late colonies of bees that had not
gathered quite enough to carry them through
the winter, and there was danger of robbing.
We thought we had better put the feeder on at
night, so that they might have it taken down
before morning. We think our instructions
were carried out fairly well with one exception.
When turning the syrup in the feeder, a little

was allowed to drip down the side of the hive.
This, of course, attracted the bees early in the
morning; and as three hives had been served
in this way, it was astonishing to see how
quickly the bees commenced robbing; in fact,

the center hive of the three was literally cover-
ed with bees, and we immediately set it in a
tent covered with mosquito-bar. The other two
had perhaps tliree or four quarts of robber bees
around each hive, and they had almost become
masters of the situation, in spite of the deter-

mination of the colony to prevent the robbers
from getting in. Tlie force-pump was then
brought into requisition, and the thousands
that were flying about the hive were soon
sprinkled, as "well as those that were trying to

get in. Aftei' allowing a tine spray to rain on
them a few minutes, the entrance became some-
what cleared of the robber bees on the two
hives that were not covered with the tent. We
then placed a little brush over the entrance of

each hive, and covered it quickly with wet
grass, and put long wet grass on top of the hive,

allowing it to hang down all around, laying a
weight in the center to hold the gi'ass from slip-

ping otf. A little cold water soon discouraged
them fi'om att(Mni)ting to rob these two hives

anv more. The rush, however, that was made
for the tent when they could not get through
the mosquito-bar was astonishing. They man-
aged to gain an entrance by alighting on the
ground and crawling under the netting. In

this way nearly a bushel of bees got around the
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hive, while we were protecting the two other
hives with grass and water. We tlien bi-ought

the spray to bear on these bees inside the tent,

and in a short time we had tiieni thoroiighl}-

drenched. There was an immense number of

bees around trying to get in. so we just raised
the cloth a litth^ way from th<' ground, and al-

lowed as many of the i-obhei's as possible to

rush in. In this way all thi> robhers in the yard
were admitted under the tent: and as tlx'y flew

up and alighted on the cloth inside, wliich was
literally covered with them, we drenched them
thoroughly with the cold water. This caused
them to tumble down and crawl out on the
ground: and a^ soon as the sun di'ied thfun suf-

ticiently they flew l)ack to their hives. In this

way w("> caught all tiie robb(M's, and gave them
a thoroughly good soaking, and. to our aston-
ishment, after the tiMit was oncf .set over the
hive and a little spraying done, few if any more
bees got into the hive: in fact, the inmates
seemed to be (piite able to protect the entrance,
and did so: the result being that the robbers,
instead of getting into the hive, were simply
caught on the inside of the tent, where they
were held until we gave them a thorough
soaking. Now, the point is this: Do not leave
the mosquito-netting down on the ground, but
keep it suflficiently rai.^^ed so that the robbers
will go under. Have your force-pump and cold
water ready; and every time you get a fresh
lot inside, give them a spi'aying.—CYr/iadiaji
Bee Journal.

THE HOME OF THE KONEY-BEES AND ITS
WORKING FORCE.

A COMMUNICATIOX WKITTPIX BY ON?: OF THEM.

The following was handed me by one of our

boys. Perhaps I might say, by way of expla-

nation, that it comes from one who receives

only moderate wages. It was both a surprise

and a rebuke to me. for I had but little idea

that he felt toward his employer as he expresses

himself. Trusting that it may prove useful to

those of our readers who hire hands as well as

to those who work for wages, I give it entire as

it was submitted to me.

My friends, do we ever stop for one moment
to think of the blessings that surround us as
helpers at the Home of the Honey-bees? Do
we realize that we are blessed above others in

things almost too numerous to nuuition? In
our dally labors we are given almost unlimited
freedom: we come and go without having any
exact and stated time set: and if we are not
there at whistle time, no high fence with bolted
door stands before us. and obliges us to go
away; but we are allowed the privilege of
keeping our own titne. And. friends, how care-
ful we should be in giving good, big, well-
rounded, honest hours I for if each one of us
should lose ten minutes every day it would be
over KKX) minutes, or over IG hours; and at the
price of 123.< cents per hour it wo\ild be >?2.(M)

everyday: and for a year—why I it would soon
be enough to buy a farm. Friends, let us be
careful. We ai'e not ground down and kept
under the hammer by a harsli and cruel em-
ployer who seeks to get all out of us he can, but
are looked upon as men and women. Who ever
heard of a strike or any disturbance at the
Home of the Honey-bees? Who ever heard of
wages being reduced, and harsh methods re-
sorted to? What a wonderful thing it isl Our
temporaJ as well as our spiritual welfare is

looked after, and every day we may hear the

word of God read at the noon services, the voice
in prayer, and sweet songs sung; and, friends,
can't w(^ make this institution one of the grand-
est and most useful instruments for doing good?
and let there sliine from every door and win-
dow a spirit of love and goodness. We shall
feel better, be better, make better helpers, bet-
ter men and women, and make the world better
for having lived in it; and the Home of the
Honey-bees will be known the woi'ld over as a
God-fearing institution, and other shops and
factories will try the example.
What beautiful scenes are all about us

—

blooming gai'dens teeming with vegetable life;

giant windmills pumping the cool and refresh-
ing waters from the earth; pleasant walks and
drives along shady avenues; beautiful ever-
greens and vineyards shading the homes of the
busy little bcM-. while all around is peace and
quietness; and while there is great activity and
business, and goods are being shipped by the
carload, yet there are no checks, no di'awbacks,
every thing being done by 'willing helpers.
The air is not polluted by profanity and tobacco
smoke; and, friends, while we may be away
five or ten miles, while we are away, don't
think we can smoke and do things we would
not do at the shop. God sees us, even if our
employer does not. We are doing wi'ong. and
deceiving ourselves. Look out; be careful.
What beautiful lessons we can learn everyday
scattered all around us I And now let us do tlae

tasks that are set before us. with cheerfulness
and alacrity, thankful that our lines are cast in
such pleasant places, amid such healthful sur-
roundings, looking to the best interests of the
Home of the Honey-bees; and last, but not
least, we are handed out every Saturday night
a fair and reasonable compensation for our ser-
vices, not grudgingly, but with a kind and lov-
ing spirit. And, friends, how many hours and
perhaps sleepless nights have been spent by
those who are in charge, planning and thinking
to find work for all of us to do! Are we thought-
ful ? do we strive to please? do we do our work
well? are we willing to do unpleasant and dis-
agreeable things? All hail to the Home of the
Honey-bees I A Helper.

THE HOFFMAN FRAME.

A FIXED FliAME THAT H.\NGS IX XOTCHED
RABBETS PREFERRED.

Mr. Editor:—I have been much interested in

the discussions on the fixed-frame question. I

have had the fortune, or misfoitune. to have in

my yard four or five different kinds of frames
at the same time. This, wiiile being a disad-
vantage in many ways, has givtui me a good
opportunity to judge of the merits of the dif-

ferent frames.
The HotTmau frame, which was of the num-

ber, had the preference until I began manipu-
lating them in the spring. The dampness of
the cellar had so swelled the frames that it was
with ditliculty I could remove them at all. I

complained of this to Mr. Whitmore, of whom
I had seciH-ed the hives. He assured me that
they would \\(jrk better when they became dry.
So they did: but still they, did not work easily.

Then, to add the delay and inconvenience of
tui'ning the screws, prying the fi'ames apart,
and the necessary pains to prevent crushing
bees, they were a very objectionable frame

—

especially when the wire-end frame, similar to
the one mentioned by Mr. B. Taylor, in (Jleax-
INGS for Sept. l.'Sth, stood by their side and
could be moved instantly without turning
screws, prying out frames, or crushing bees.
This frame has nearly every advantage of the
Hoffman, with none of its disadvantages, and,
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at the same time, every advantage of a loose

frame. It hangs on a single wire nail driven
into each end of the top-bar. The nails rest in

shallow notches in the edge of a strip of tin

nailed on the inside of the hive, projecting a
little above the bottom of the rabbet, and ex-
tend to the sides of the rabbet to prevent longi-

tudinal motion. There should be staples along
the sides, and toward the bottom of tlie hive to

hold the bottom of the fi'ame in position. There
is absolutely no chance for the bees to glue the
frame fast. A hive with these frames can be
tipped to any position except bottom up, and I

have moved them miles on the same wagon
with the Hoffman, with as good results. This
is the frame for me. and I shall eliminate all

others as rapidly as possible.
In the footnote to Mr. Taylor's article I no-

tice that '"all spacing-devices in the rabbet
have been unpopular;" and the reason given
is, that you roll the bees over and over unless
two or three frames ai-e tii'st moved. I have
experienced no more difficulty in this way with
this frame than with the other, and can see no
good reason for its unpopularity. I have no
crow to pick in this matter, but am anxious
that the brethren should have the advantage
of the cheapest, handiest, and best.

Etna, Minn., Oct. 12. W. A. Boyntox.

[If your Hoffman frames swelled so as to

stick in the spring, they could not have been
made as Mr. HotYmau makes his. As he uses
them, they can not possibly do so; hence I con-
clude you use something a little different. Of
coui'se, the bees could not stick with propolis
your preferred frame in notched rabbets; but
such a frame destroys the function of lateral

movement; and I am sure that, with some
hybrids, you would angei' them very much more
by pulling the fi'ames out. At the present
writing I know of but three bee-keepers who
use fixed frames in notched rabbets, and they
have used them foi' only a season or two. But
I do know that sevei'al who tried the plan
abandoned it. With shallow frames, however,
I have no doubt it will work, and possibly that
is what you are using. But with a deep frame,
or with a frame as deep as the Langstroth.it
must of necessity roll bees over more or less

when the colony is strong, maiming a good
many, if not killing them.] E. R.

THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.

ITS SIZE AND GKOWTII.—BY E. R. KOOT.

If you were to get upon an eminence a couple
of hundred yards north and east of the Home of
the Honey-iiees you might see something very
much like what is shown in the accompanying
engraving. But we have no great hills or
mountains in our vicinity; so in order to get
any good view of our bee-plant we have for
some little time cherished the scheme of elevat-
ing a Kodak by means of a kite or balloon, and
then at the proper time pull the string and press
the button. But the scheme never materialized
beyond the building of a mammoth kite by a cou-
ple of nephews; and although it swung aloft
majestic and like a thing of life we did not dare
to trust our Kodak to its tender care. Accord-
ingly our special artist, Mr. ^Murray, elevated
himself in imagination; and what he saw is de-
picted here, we think, without exaggeration.
We really do not wish people to think we are

bigger than we are; and if they have any such
idea, let them come and see for themselves.
Almost every week we are receiving visits from
bee-keepers from all over the land; and they

have generally expressed surprise that we have
so large a plant, and every thing equipped so
perfectly. They had not imagined that we had
so many large permanent brick buildings. In
fact, it seemed inconceivable that so much ado
could be made about the busy little bee. With
the exception of our warehouse, shown at the
upper left-hand coi'ner of the picture, the large
buildings are all built of brick—one of them be-
ing fire-proof, and all equipped with automatic
Grinnell fire-sprinklers, the use of which we
have before explained. To add further to our
security in the way of fire protection, we put
in, in 1891, a mammoth steam fire-pump.
12x7x14. of a capacity equal to two ordinary city
fire-engines. To this is attached, at various
distances, some six hydrant stations, with 50(>

feet of r-'io-inch hose—all ready foi' instant ser-
vice, night and day. The entire establishment
is lighted at night by a complete Brush incan-
descent electric-light plant. This finds service
in the manufacturing departments toward
evening during the short winter days and at
other times when we are obliged to run nights.
The entire bee-plant, exclusive of horticultural
interests, covers an area of five acres; and this
whole amount, with some minor exceptions, is

devoted exclusively to the little honey-bee in
some form or- other. If you were to put all of
the larger buildings in a row. end to end,
their length would aggregate ."lOO feet, to say
nothing of the small structures and lumber-
sheds scattered h(>re and there, and the large
bank barn. As all of these buildings are two-
story and basement, the floor space, to the
width of about 40 feet on an average, would
reach 1.500 feet, or nearly one-fourth of a mile.
The question may be ask^d, " What is the se-

cret of this enormous gi'owth. from one building
40 X 100, in 187S. to five such buildings in 1891, to
say nothing of the smaller ones scattered here
and thei'e. not to mention the large freight de-
pot put up by the railroad company just oppo-
site our works, very largely because our exten-
sive shipments demanded tempoi'ary storage
until the next freight could pull them out?"
Few people have any idea of the amount of

advertising that we do. While oui' cards ap-
pear in some of the largest agricultural papers
in the country, this is only a small part of our
real advertising. We send out annually 100.000
.52-page catalogufs to new and old customers, and
the aggregate expense of this amounts to some
$3000. Add to this al)out $1200 for outside ad-
vertising, and it makes a total of over $4000, ex-
clusive of the indirect advertising through our
own journal. But advertising alone will not
build up a permanent business. There must
be good goods back of it, so that, when a cus-
tomer buys once, if he needs any more he will

be likely to buy again at the same place. Once
or twice during extraordinary seasons we have
been obliged to send out inferior goods, on
account of th(> rush of the season, and the cus-
tomers must have something. We hope we
shall never be caught that way again; for itis
not profitable to make rebates afterward.

It will be impossible to enter into details in
regard to all the departments, though we may
touch upon some of the later improvements and
additions. The old main building shown in

front will be recognized as the one that has ap-
peared in our A B C of Bee Culture. In 1889 we
erected a 90- foot brick stack. For one-third of
its height it is square; for one-third more it is

octagon, then it terminates in a round shaft.
It is 8 feet square at the base, and tapers grad-
imlly to the top. The flue inside is round, and
40 inches in diameter.

In 1889 another boiler was added, nmking oui-

boiler capacity equal to 120 horse-power, and
j'et it is hardly adequate. One of the latest im-
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proved Buckeye engines, of a capacity of 13.5

horse-power, runs the wood-working establish-
ment just below the boiler-room. Three other
engines help to make up the equipment; viz.,

one 10-horse-power for the machine-shop, and
another 10-horse-power for the wax-room, dy-
namo, and an elevator, and a 7-horse-power for
the press and printing departments. Three
freight elevators—one in the wood - working
building, one in the main building, and one in the
warehouse, take the freight up to the various
floors. Overhead runways connect the main
building with the wood -working building and
machine and tin shop. This lattei'is tire-proof,
brick, equipped with the Grinnell sprinklers,
the same as the others. It is 36 x 98, two stories
and basement. This was put up in 1890. It is

in this building that all the metal work is done,
such as making extractors, feeders, tin I'abbets,
wax-extractors, perforated zinc, saw-mandrels,
and all sorts of wood - woiking machinery,
foundation-mills, and every thing else that the
use of the little bee can demand in metal.
Several Smead odorless water-closets are sit-

uated at convenient points on our bee-plant.
In 1891 an east and west raih'oad was put

right through our premises, and so we now
have two roads—an east and west as well as a
north and south. Some of our customers, no
doubt, have noticed a reduction in their freight
bills—a fact due to competition, that life of all

trade. Right alongside of the east and west
road we erected, duiing the past summer, a
building 48 x 96, two story and basement, of
wood. This is designed for storing made-up
goods, and it is intended to receive the work
turned out during our dull season. Heretofore
our storage room has been very much cramped,
with the result that we could not make up
ahead very many goods for the following sea-
son's use. The seveie lessons we have learned
In getting behind daring the busy season, and
the consequent necessity of running nights,
putting on green hands, with the inevitable re-
sult of poorer workmanship, has forced us to
the construction of this latter building. In ad-
dition we have bought enough lumb(U' to last
us anywhere from one to two yeais ahead.
This lumbei- is stored in our own yards and in
Michigan, awaiting our call. Instead of being
obliged to use lumber not properly seasoned,
we now have a stock of the very best of dry
lumber. This, together with our storage build-
ing, we hope will enable us to make" prompt
shipments, even of carloads. You see cars on
our switch standing in front of the warehouse.
All that is necessary is to truck the goods, al-
ready boxed, on to the car. to be pulled out by
the next freight. Almost all of our goods can he
loaded on our platforms. vSmall shipments are
trucked across the draw-bridge, shown in front
of the main building, to the freight depot.
The sjuall evei'greens that were set out. sur-

rounding the apiary, have now grown to an
average height of 20 feet, and their limbs
branch out past each other so much that it is

now quite difficult to pass between the trees.
When th(>y have a fe^v years' more growth, and
their tops have been lopped oflf. as a windbreak
they will be complete. In fact, even now. on a
cold, piercing, winti-y day. the pi-otection which
they afford inside of the inclosure is very ap-
parent. We have never yet had 500 colonies
in the home apiary—not even nuclei. vSo many
in one locality where they can not possibly sup-
port themselves are pi'etty a])t to get into mis-
chief with (-ach otliei'. unless etei'ual \igilance
is exercised during the hoiu'S of bee-flight. We
do not usually have more than 200oi' 300—rarely
this latter figure—in the home yard at a time,
the extra number being put intoan out-apiary.
This out-vard is used as a sort of reserve, both

to store honey and to supply bees, when neces-
sary, to the home yard.
We find, by looking on our books, that we

have sent out, during the past season, over
2000 queens. Besides that, we sent out from
our own apiary alone nearly 400 nuclei. Of
course, it would be impossible to rear all of
these queens ourselves. Accordingly, we have
to draw on one or more apiaries in the Soutli,
besides some from the apiaries of Neighbor H.
and friend Rice, These yards are situated any-
where from three to twelve miles from our
home apiary.

EXPERIMENTS.

DO WOr.KEK BEES LIVE MORE THAN 45 DAVS,
UNDEK NOKMAL CONDITIONS?

It was with intense interest that I read Bro.
France's article on page 760 of Oct. 1st Glean-
ings: not particularly because Bro. France was
trying to disprove some of the things which I

have written, but because he has brought out
something new for us to think about. May it not
yet be possible that we can make individual
worker bees live a year by throwing the colony
into an abnormal condition ? All of my experi-
ments have been with colonies in a normal condi-
tion; or, in other words, with colonies that have
their '"own sweet will" just as they would
have it were they in their home in the hollow
tree in the woods. I never had a doubt but
that bees could be compelled to do many things
which they do not usually do by thiowing them
out of balance, as it were. Iluber threw his
colony out of balance by confining them to the
hive, and so proved that it took 20 pounds of
honey to produce one pound of wax; but near-
ly all of the present day do not consider this
just a fair experiment; and. if I am correct,
none now believe that it takes that amount of
honey in " our every-day " bee-keeping to pro-
duce a pound of comb. Again, some one has
proven that, by allowing none but young bees
in a hive, bees go into the field to labor when
three oi' four days old; but all who are at all

observing know that, in the production of hon-
ey "with the least amount of capital and la-
bor," bees do not go into the field as laborers in
their "childish moments." Now, like Bro. P\,
Doolittle has been experimenting to see if he
has been wrong in the assertions which he has
made for a number of years, that " bees, when
in a noi-mal condition, do not live more than 45
days.'" and here is the history of those experi-
ments:
July 9th I went to my out-apiary, five miles

distant, and thei'e shook into a box 2)^ lbs. of
young. i)oorly marked hybrid bees. I brought
them home to my own ajjiary. and set them a
little distance away from the other bees, after
having first intioduced to them one of the
queens which give bees so yellow that they
look when flying at the entrance like lumps of
gold. In this lot of bees there were hundreds
which had only just crawled out of their cells,

and those probably not more than from three
minutes to an hoiii' old. fori took pains to se-
cure all th(^ young be(>s possibl(>. On the morn-
ing of July 10. tiu'ee frames of brood from this
queen which was introduced to the box of bees
were put into a hive, and set away from the restof
the bees as above, and the swarm made as
above given hived from the bu\ in this hive,
which also contained twoem|)ty ct)mbs and the
I'est of the hive filled out with frames having
starters of foundation in them. As the three
frames of brood had many c<'lls fi'om which
bees wi're hatching. I watched the hive closely
to see when the first "lump of gold "would
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take wing. for. according to those who havo
bees go to the tiold young, these lumps of gold

should be astir as soon as the 14th or 15th, but

neither of these days showed any signs of

aught but hybrid bees. On the Kith, at about

two o'clock, fsaw the first out for a playspell:

and each pleasant afternoon thereafter more

and more were out. but not one of these yellow

ones showed herself at any other time of day

till the 2(ith. when the first yellow bees weve
seen coming in with loads of pollen and honey

during the forenoon. So far I had the same
proof I had in my other experiments, that, when
there were plenty of field laborers in a colony,

bees do not go out into the fields as laborers till

they are 16 days old. I now watched with

more than usual interest, as the 20th to the 25th

of August came on apace, to see the field bees

go out and in at the entrance to this hive: for if I

had been right in the past with the 23d of Au-
gust at 10 A. M.. none of the hybrid bees should

be left. August 22d a very few hybrid bees

were seen going out and in at the entrance, per-

haps one in three or four minutes: but August
23 none were seen, and on the next day the hive

was opened and carefully looked through with-

out finding a single hybrid bee in it.

Now. the question which arises is, \Nould

there have been any difference had these bees

been Carniolans? I do not think so, for. with

the Carniolans which I liave had at three dif-

ferent times, they have not proved any longer

lived than other bees, and I have had Carniolan

bees from a queen from the same source Bi'o. F.

says his were from. Then, if the above conclu-

sion is correct, we see that the long life which
Bro. F. secui-ed for his bees came from throw-
ing the colony into an abnormal condition, or

else young liees from other colonies ke])t the

population good. I am glad he is to experiment
further, to tell us which of these is correct. One
tiling I do not understand about that colony of

his. unless young bees from other colonies did

. go to it. He says he " hived a good fair-sized

swarm'" in liis experiments; and I think that

it is Professor Cook who defines a "fair-sized

swarm " as consisting of about 20.000 bees.

Bro. F. then goes on to tell us how this fair-

sized swarm of bees occupied and filled with

brood and honey a three-story hive, so that he
had to take away all of the combs out of these

three stories in order to get all the brood away,
as they had brood in all the combs forty days
after they were hived. If not a single fiee had
died up to +his time, they occupied more room
than I should expect a good fair- sized colony to

occupy which had had no accessions to its num-
ber inlO days.

. Now just a word about secreting wax. Bro.

F. asks whether the bees in my observatory
hive were building comb or not. Most certain-

ly. Bees always build comb iu a honey-fiow.

t)oes not Bro. F. know that ? You can not
have a lioney-flow without the bees secreting

wax, all talk to the contrary notwithstanding.
When a honey-flow begins, what do we see?
The cells of the combs already built lengthened
out with new wax. which delights the heart of

the bee-keeper: next the cells of lioney capped
over, burr-combs built, etc.. and Prof. Cook tells

us that even bees on tlie clover-blossoms have
the wax scales on them (I quote from memory).
But my time is up. Don't shut down on us yet,

Bro. Root, for out of tliese friendly discussions

and experiments much good may come.
Borodino, N. Y.. Oct. 16. G. M. Dooijtti.e.

[Doolittle is a pretty careful observer, and on
general grounds it is not wise to disagiee with
him; but there is just one point on which my
observation differs. I w'ill admit that the
average worker bee, during the busy season.

dies inside of 45 days: but I can not quite think
that they all do. Nearly every spring we have
been obliged to buy up colonies, and some
would be hybrids. Afthough these latter would
be requeened early in May, I have often ob-
served the presence of quite a number of the
original hybrid bees, even to the latter part of
August. This would make more than itO days,
and these colonies wei-e i-emote from other hy-
brids too. The reason why I have observed the
fact is because we do not dare to .send out
to our customers nuclei containing any im-
pure bees. Two or three times we have been
very much annoyed to find, in a colony from
which we had intended to fill an order, .some
four months after an Italian queen had been
intioduced, too many hybrid bees. We have
once or twice sent bees to Australia in a mail-
ing-cage, and these bees were on the road any-
whei-e from 38 to 42 days. It seems to me that,

if bees will live this long, jostled about in the
mails, with no opportunity for flight, tliey

ought to be able, a few of them, to survive IX)

days or longer, with freedom to fly, even when
subjected to the toils of the season. Now. it is

possible that I have not understood :Mr. Doo-
little: but I am very sure I have observed, for

several different seasons. Italianized hybrid
colonies that would show their hybrid blood
for three months, and longer, after the Italian

queen had been introduced.
Hello! here is something from that keen ob-

server Emerson E. Hasty, who, as our older

readers may remember, used to deliglit us so

much by his bright spicy writings. What he
has to say. though.doesn't materially strength-

en my position. He suggests a rather new
idea.] E. R.

SOME SU<iGESTIOXS FROM FEIEND HASTY.

A very valuable and interesting experiment
is that which comrade France gives on page
7(iO. Oct. 1st. Of course, it must be repeated by
other.s, as well as in his own apiary. Besides

the possibility he speaks of—a multitude of

young bees joining in individually from day to

day. there is the further possibility of a small

wandering swarm entering some time when the

keeper is not bv. This last danger will beset

his isolated colony as well as the one in the

midst of the apiary.
We have heard of the witness who testified to

the truth, the whole truth, and more than the

truth; and what puzzles Mr. France and the

rest of us is. that this comb- building colony

looks, at first sight, like a witness of that sort.

It proves that old bees build comb; and then it

goes to work and proves so much more that we
are all thrown to the ground. I write in the

attempt to solve the riddle.

In the first i)lace, is it probable that the

army of careful observers, who have decided

that the bee's life during the highest stage of

activity is only six weeks, or a little over — is it

probable that this truth-seeking host have all

been mistaken—and so far mistaken as the dif-

ference between 45 days and 90 days'? No.
that is not at all probable. Yet I do not take

the opposite horn of the dilemma. I don't be-

lieve any swarm entered unseen, or that any
significant number of young bees joined indi-

vidually. My solution runs thus:

Edwin France uses a very large frame and
hive: and \ guess the swarm was what some of

us would call •• a monster." He naturally calls

it a '• fair-sizi'd swarm " because lu^ sometimes
' has much larger ones. In the next experiment,

friend F.. weigh your swarm. Not very long

after the colony was hived, the honey-fiow

ceased. At this time about half the colony, 1

conjecture, "laid themselves out" to go
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through the winter and work out their six
weeks of active scratching around, next spring.
In otiier words, they entered the semi-dormant
state, in which time counts nothing, or next to
nothing on the calendar of bee-life. This is

just what ivhole eohmiex do in many localities
where honey totally ceases early in the season.
The only peculiarity in this case was. that half
the colony were eagerly at work, while the oth-
er half didn't care wliether school kept or not.
But the work went on just as in -February the
work of. say, one-tenth of the colony goes on
while the others are idle. The workers actual-
ly engaged in constant labor wore their lives
out. and died in regulation time. Then, when
there was pressing need of more laborers, some
of the semi-dormant ones, like good patriotic
citizens, volunteed to help. Thus they kept on
doing as need required, till all had passed back
again into the active state. So the colony
built comb for 90 days; but no individual bee
secreted wax for so much as half that time.
Richards. O., Oct. 9. E. E. Hasty.

HEALTH VERSUS DRUGS.

SOMETHING ON THE OTHER SIDE.

A. I. Boot;- Having read with much interest
in the October 1st issue of Gleanings of your
painful experience while sick, I am moved to
write this letter with a view, if possible, of pre-
venting much suffering that undoubtedly
would follow a too hasty adoption, by numer-
ous readers, of certain views expressed in your
well-meaning sermon. As you declare your-
self as no longer belonging to that class of peo-
ple who " know it all," you doubtless will be
open to new truths presented by the other side
of the question, and by one who in their ex-
pression has only the welfare of humanity at
heart. May I therefore say a few words in op-
position to the use of drugs ?

Having had a severe attack of typhoid fever
some years ago, and having been attended by
an allopathic physician, I am able to appreciate
most of the queer sensations you so graphically
describe in writing of your sickness, and, to
some extent, to speak advisedly on the subject
of drugs and their effects. It is not my inten-
tion to criticise or compare the various schools
of medicine, but, if possible, to save you and
others much unnecessary suffering. This I

shall endeavor to do by turning your attention
toward the natural means which Nature has
provided to keep us in good health, and. when
sick, to cure us; in other words, to trust Nature
more and drugs, eic, less.

Like yourself, when sick I came, after a time,
to have implicit confidence in the healing pow-
<^r of the doctor and his army of drugs, and
never a suspicion crossed my mind but that it

was due entirely to them that I was able, after
some two months' confinement to my bed, to
get up — a mere shadow of my former self,

however. Since that time I have made all

matters pertaining to health a special study,
from all points of view, with the result that my
confidence in doctors and drugs has been dis-
pelled as completely as I have come to recog-
nize the fact that health is obtainable only by
obedience to Nature's laws. The doctor may
give us some temporary reli<if, it is true, by
suppressing some symptom, which, after all, is

but the cry of Nature warning us that we are
doing or have done wrong, and which is the
evidence that she is endeavoring to remedy the
evil for us. Medicine, however, as now prac-
ticed generally, is unable to restore health or
cure disease. This is a fact admitted by nu-
merous leading lights of the profession who have

the candor to speak the truth. By the use of
poisons. Nature's efforts can be diverted from
her own wise work of expelling disease, in or-
der that she may cope with the new enemy
thrust in upon her. This is the effect that is

called or mistaken for cure: but our wise moth-
er as surely returns to the completion of her
unfinished work, perhaps in another manner,
and it is well to remember that each lime she
is thwarted her work becomes more difificult.

Fevers are not cured by quinine; Nature's
sweet restorer can not be replaced by recourse
to bromide of potassium, chloral, or any other
poisonous drug. A great many diseases are
self-limited, and run. their natural course,
whether interfered with by the doctor or not;
and it is in the ineffectual attempts in such
cases to " break up " the fever that so many
lives are sacrificed. If the patient recovers it

is in spite of the doctor and drugs, not because
of their interference. The constitution of the
patient was strong enough to fight both the
disease and the drugs; but in the majority of
instances the doctor gets the thanks, not Na-
ture, as should be the case. I now come to the
principal point which induced me to write this
letter.

You refer to the bromide of potassium as a
" harmless medicine."' In consequence of this,

and the soothing effect it produced upon you in
allaying the effects of the quinine, many of
your readers, ignorant of any further particu-
lars of the drug, will be tempted to try its use.
To such I would say, " Be careful!" With all

due respect to you, Mr. Root, for I recognize the
fact that you have only the welfare of your
readers and humanity in general at heart, bro-
mide of potassium is not a harmless medicine
hut a. (leddly drug, the continued use of which
ruins the mind and will destroy the strongest
constitution. The use of the drug once begun,
it becomes harder and harder to discontinue it,

and its victim becomes a physical wreck. That
there are harmless and very beneficial medi-
cines I do not deny; but there are none such in

the mineral poisons, by the use of which we but
defile the temple of our body and thwart and
hinder Nature. ''A little knowledge is a dan-
gerous thing," and may prove so to many of
your readers in this instance, therefore I would
say again to those who might be in need of the
admonition, " Be careful!"
The evil effects of drugs administered by doc-

tors is little understood by the public, and their
indiscriminate use in self-doctoring is even less

appreciated. The family physician may be a
most worthy and conscientious man, actuated
only by the best of motives in the administer-
ing of his drugs; but we must be careful before
placing confidence in an individual or a body
who, it seems, only too often loses confidence
in himself and the art he practices. Medicine
as now practiced by the regular schools is whol-
ly experimental, and each patient is the object
for the experiments. Therefore, without fur-
ther evidence than this, would it not be better
to turn to such simple, natural, and most effica-

cious means within the understanding of all,

which Nature has so kindly provided for the
maintenance of our physical health and for the
cure of our diseases? By these I refer to the
proper and intelligent uses of that great purifi-

er watei-, pure and correct diet, and right and
temperate habits of living; To gain a knowl-
edge of all these means will require some study,
I will admit. We may even throw ourselves
open to the accusation of being *' cranks;" but
the end will more than justify the means, as I

can state from experience. It should be the
effort of all, and especially parents, to gain at
least some insight into the laws that govern
our being, and by then- obedience to maintain
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health and happiness in our homes. If, by the
reading of this little letter, hut a faint appre-
ciation be gained b.v only a few, of the b(niefi-

cial effects that would follow, the many heart-
aches that would be spared, and the good that
would come to humanity, by a moi'e general
study of and adoption of the laws of health,
I shonld feel amply repaid for the writing.
The scope of such a letter is limited, however,
and it takes long to convince; therefore, friend
Root (foi- we are friends in one cause—the good
of humanity), may I suggest the establishing
of a health column in your already valuable
.lonrnal. Avhere such subjects can be discussed
by your readers'? Then will your illness be-
come as an angel's visit, a message from God.
prompting you to the spreading of the gospel of
health. The work will be a good one, and the
reward ample in the blessings of many thank-
ful hearts. In justitication of what I have
said with regard to doctors and di'ugs. I add a
few quotations from men who have made the
profession their life study, and may thei-efore
be regarded as authoritative in the matter.
Prof. Alex. H. Stevens, of the New York Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, says: "The
older physicians grow, the more skeptical they
become of the virtues of medicine, and the more
they are disposed to trust to the powei's of Na-
ture;" and: " Notwithstanding all oui' boasted
improvements, patients suffer as much as they
did forty years ago;"' and again: "The reason
why medicine has advanced so slowly is be-
cause physicians have studied the writings of
their predecessors instead of Nature."

Prof. Jos. Smith, M. D., of the same school,
says: " All medicines which enter the circula-
tion poison the blood in the same manner as do
the poisons that produce disease;" and:
"Drugs do not cure disease; disease is always
cured by the ris inedicdtrix natiirce;" and
again: '" Digitalis has hurried thousands to the
grave."

Prof. Alouzo Clarke, M. D., of the same
school, says, with many other condemnations
of the methods of his school: " All of our cura-
tive agents are poisons; and, as a consequence,
every dose diminishes the vitality."
John Mason Good, M. D., F. R. S., has to say

on the subject, "The science of medicine is a
barbarous jargon, and the effects of our medi-
cines upon the human system in the highest
degree uncertain, except, indeed, that they
have destroyed more lives than war, pestilence,
and famine combined."
James Johnson. M. D.. F. R. S., also says: " 1

declare, as my conscientious conviction, found-
ed on long experience and reflection, that, if there
were not a single iihjixichni, surgeon, nutii-mid-
wife. chemist, aiioihccary. druggist, nor drag
on the face of the earth, there would be less
sickness and less mort<(U,ty than now |)revail."
Such extracts as these might be prolonged to

till a very respectable xolumi': but those I chose
I think are sutlicient to answer the purpose;
and those who are interested in finding more
can without difficulty do so.

Droit et Avant.

[My good friend. \ rather expected such let-

ters as this when I decided to defend the aver-
age family physiciaiis of our land; and I thank
you for the many good points you make in your
letter; but you are certainly too severe in your
criticism of our physicians, and you are putting
the matter too strongly. Permit me to take up,
good-natui'edly, the other side a little.

You speak of the " natural means which Na-
ture has provided to keep us in good health."
Now, I should be very glad indeed if Nature
has provided for all emergencies; but, my dear
sir, what does Nature do for us when failing

sight comes on from old age? Did she ever
give us any thing like a pair of spectacles, or
even suggest such unnatural means of assist-
ing waning vision ? Spectacles are not drugs,
it is true; but I do believe that medicine often
gives us as marked relief as a pair of spectacles
gives a man wlio has lost his own and can i

go on with his work. Some years ago, through
catching cold I had a coughing -spell every
night. It not only kept me awake, but my
wife and the i-est oif the family. I knev/, with-
out being told, that such a severe cough would
result in real harm if not checked. In one
sense the cough was simply Nature's means o
removing the obstacle, or," if you choose. Na-
ture's protest. I finally went to the doctor.
He compounded a cough syrup that stopped the
cough instantly. I did not cough once more,
and I did not feel like coughing. In fact, I

have never had such a cough since, that I can
remember. Again, while at Dr. Miller's I was
taken with sickness at my stomach, and vomit-
ing. For two days the good friends did every
thing in their power to assist me. The mar-
kets were ransacked for something I could eat
without throwing it up. I finally decided to
take the train, even though I was unfit, to meet
an appointment. While at the station the
sickness returned, and I was in a real dilemma.
Finally my good friend Dr. Miller said, " Look
here, Mr. Root; I shouldn't wonder if extract
of Jamaica ginger would stop this constantly
recurring tendency." As soon as he mentioned
it I called myself stupid for not having thought
of it before. We went into a drugstore, and I

feared I should vomit before the druggist could
pour some into a little water for me to drink.
It removed the difficulty at once; and only
once during the afternoon did it recur while I

was traveling. A few drops of the ginger in

water relieved me again; and by supper-time I

was ready to eat a tolerably decent meal. Now,
my stomach had got into that fashion of throw-
ing up every thing, just exactly as I liad got
into the/r(.s7i(07i of coughing. The thing had
"got a going" in the wrong direction, and I

am not sui'e but that one might cough himself
to death, or vomit himself to death, if some
remedy were not provided. I am sure our
readers recollect many personal experiences of
their own, similar to the ones I have mentioned.
Now. I feel that these remedies are as natural
and as harmless as the spectacles that help the
man to go on with his work. I believe, also,

that bromide of potassium relieved me in the
same way, and helped Nature to go ahead with
her building-uj), instead of hindering her.
Why, how could one build up when his unhing-
ed nerves would not ]^permit him to have a mo-
ment of sleep?

I was very much interested in this matter,
for I was pi'ejudiced against every kind of
quii'ting-powders. In fact, I was prepai'ed to
insist that then^ must be some objectionable
thing about a drug that could do such wonders.
The doctor gave me a full dose right in the day
time, to convince me that it did not produce
sleep, but only made sleep possible by quieting
the nervous dislurbanc(s and in discontinuing
the use of it, as I have explained to vou, I felt

no inconvenience whatever.
Another thing, my good fiiend, your com-

munication is full of positive assertions. You
say, " Ry the use of poisons. Nature can be di-
verted from her own wise work of dispelling
disease." Now, if you call extract of ginger
and the cough medicine " poisons," why not
call the spectacles poison also? The latter is

certainly as unnatural as the others. The doc-
tor declared the bromide to be a harmless and
innocent medicine; and I hope you will excuse
me for saving that I have as much faith in /i(S
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wisdom, o.speclally after my experience, as I

have in your own. I know wliat many of tlie

good men you quote iiave said; and I tliink it

may l)e J,liat some of tliem are riglit: notwitli-
standing. I would nnliesitatingly advise tiie

lielp of a trusty piiysieian wlien yon are suffer-
ing. I am well awar*^ people sometimes get a
mania of taking medicine the year round: and
I know, too, that other people live and get
along nicely, for months or even years, without
taking a particle of what may be called medi-
cine. 1 can not but think that your last quota-
tion, from James Johnson, is harsh and luichar-
itable; and when I hear such wholesale denun-
ciations, it makes me fear that tlie writer
judges othei's by himself. Sun^ly, I have rea-
son to agi'ee witli you in what yon say in regard
to pure water; but, my dear friend, pure M'ater
did not help my cough; and with the other
trouble I have told you about, a single swallow
of watei' acted like poison. Some of the water-
cure folks remind me of the good brother who
said that the Bible is the only Irook we need in
the woi'ld. Does it not become a wise man to
'• prove all things," and " hold fast that wliicli

is good "?

In I'egard to a health department in our jour-
nal, the dii^culty is, so many things of impor-
tance ai'e constantly crowding on us that Er-
nest and I are continually called upon to decide
which among gi'eat piles of letters are valuable
and will do most good.]

Our Question - Box,

WITH REPLIES FROM OUR BEST AUTHORITIES.

Question 195. T have <( tu^o-storn lO-frarne
L. hire super filled leith <j(><i(l drone cornh.
]]'imld yon tnelt the drone c<nnb and put in
foundation, or put on a queen-excluder and
keep the drone comb f

I save the th'one comb and u.se a queen-ex-
cluder.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

I would use the queen-excluder, and keep the
drone comb.
New York. E. Eambler.

I would put on the queen-excluder and keep
the drone comb.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

If the comb were even and straight, I would
put on a queen-excluder.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Keep it—but, preferably, divide it between
several supers instead of putting it all in one.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

If you are running for extracted honey, put
on the queen-excluder, and the drone comb for
extracted.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

I would put on a queen-excluder and keep the
drone ccmib, as they are just as good for ex-
tracted honey.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viai,eon.

I would make wax of the drone comb, and
put in foundation; for. so far as I have experi-
mented with i)e)'forated zinc, it is not absolute-
ly queen-excluding.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Put on an excluder, every time. This drone
comb is as good to hold honey as any other

comb; and if the queen is kept from it, it can
be used for no other purpose than the storing of
honey in it.

New York. C. (J. M. Doolittee.

1 would use the drone comb, and keep the
queen away by the use of the excluder. The
excluder is good, any way.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

Melt the drone combs, unless you are short of
combs. ' Putin foundation, or, still better, have
good natural worker combs built.

Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

I want no more drone comb in my apiary than
is necessary in my estimation; but. having a
queen-excluder, it is the most profitable for you
to use your drone combs.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. Mxjth.

I would melt it up, for feai' it would some day
turn up where I did not want it. If you will
promise to look after it yourself. I have no ob-
jection to your using it as you propose.
New Yoik. C. P. H. Elwood.

I'd melt up the combs unless I wanted to use
them for extracting. For extracting they're
just as good as any. aren't they? If the queen
can't lay in them, I suspect I'd use excluders
anyhow, for extracting.

Illinois. N. C. C. Mieeer.

I would keep all good drone comb, but I

would not use supers tilled wholly or even prin-
cipally with drone comb. Sometimes, even
when ci-owded for room, bees will not put honey
in drone comb because they want the queen to
lay in it.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

I would use the excluder, and save the drone
combs. I have concluded to let my bees build
their own combs instead of giving them full

sheets of foundation, especially when honey is

cheap; and when they make drone comb I will
place it in the supei's above excluders. Ex-
cludei's are cheaper than foundation.
California. S. R. Wilkin.

I prefer mostly worker comb, upper and lower
story. Bees store honey a little juore readily in

worker comb than drone comb; still, I have
kept more or less drone comb because I did not
like to lose a season or part of a season in get-
ting it changed over, though no doubt it pays
to work it out gradually.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

[Well, friends, the replies start out with a
surprising degree of unanimity. Friend Manum,
howevei-, objects, for the reason that the per-
forated zinc is not absolutely queen -excluding.
I believe, however, that most of the friends
have found it pretty nearly so. Friend Doolit-
tle contends that drone comb is as good to hold
honey as any other. Friend Elwood employs a
good deal of hired help, and he has had some
experience in having the help either forget or
ignore the instructions he has given them; and
J. A. Green suggests that..after the bees have
prepared the drone comb for the queen to lay
in, they will let it remain empty, even when
crowdo^'d for room. I think very likely this may
be true, although I hadn't thought of it before.

Friend Freeborn strikes upon the same point,

and so we may conclude there must be some-
thing in it. I remember of using quite success-
fully all the drone combs we could scrape up
for the second story, for the extractor.]
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Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

A CAKD OF THANKS.

Friend Root:—Many tlianks to you for your
kind publication of Cullinau's letter, p. 7()2; also
please accept thanks for your highly conipli-

mentory footnotes; and. indeed, the gratitude
the bee-keepei's have shown toward nie foi- my
services in the last .'iTtli (ieneral Assembly have
been to the extent that I fear is undeserving;
for yon know that, had I not met with many
warm friends in the cause, my eifoits would
have been futile: and my heart swells with
pride when I reflect that the solid representa-
tive men of the State stood side by side with me
to elevate the apiarian iiidusti'y of the State
abov^e its present level, and make it one of the
important industries of the State and of the
country. It now remains to be seen whethei' or
not the representative bee-keepers will come
to the rescue and make our lirst publication
one of such im|)0)-tance as will insui'e the con-
tinued indulgence of our legislatures, and the
inci'eased prosi)ei-ity of our pursuit. Any sug-
gestions from you or your many readei's would
be most happily received. J. M. HAMBAuciii.
Springfield. 111., Oct. 16.

SMUTS IN WHEAT.

Prof. A. J. Coo/t;—In this section of this State
we tind a good deal of smut in our wheat. At
a farmers' meeting the question came up. What
causes smut? Will this smutty wheat grow
smut again? As you are so kind as to answer
others, please answer this in Gleanings.

Scotts. Mo., Sept. 11. J. F. Long.

It is not exactly sate for one to advise or in-

struct out of his own line of study: but I can
safely answer the questions asked by Mr. Long,
in part at least.

Smuts in wheat, oi' in any plants, cereals, or
otherwise, ai'e really simplest plants or fungi.
They grow from seeds called spores, just as'
higher plants do. These spores are very
minute, and so often escape attention; and the
non-scientitic man thinks the fungi must come
spontaneously. The scientist, on the other
liand, knows that all life comes from gei-ms.
seeds or eggs. Thus these smuts do not spring
forth spontaneously any more than lireweed
comes in similar manner on the site of the burn-
ing bi-ush-pile. In both cases the seeds preced-
ed the plants, which by germination and devel-
opment they produced.
Like higher plants, fungi must have the pre-

existent seeds, and the suitable conditions, or
they will not spring forth. This year, wheat
smut seems to have met both these conditions,
as it is quite prevalent all over the country.)
There ai'e two kinds of wheat smut, as I tin

-

derstand it. One receives the spores from the
seed. In this case soaking the seed in blue
vitriol kills the spores, and tends to prevent the
smut in the succeeding crop. Because we have
smut in our wheat this year makes it more
probable that we shall have it next year, as the
spores are now present. But it does not follow
that we shall. The spores may be killed or we
may have unfavorable cortditions of weather
next year, and so no smut, or very little, will
be prodnccHl.
The common pufiliall is a fungus, and the

fuinelike (emanations as we ))ress one consist
w holly of the myriad spores. Think of the crop
if each spore developed I The. earth would be
carpeted wi I h them. But not one in a billion

grows, and so putfballs ai'e of rai'e occui'rence.

It is to be hoped that, next year, the condi-
tions for wheat-smut development will be ab-
sent; but in the meantime It will pay to do our
part by trying to destroy all the spoi'es in the
seed before we sow it. With no spores there
can be no smut, even with the most favorable
season for smut-growth. A. J. Look.

Ag"l College, Mich.

A f'AHD OF THANKS FROM ED. BKRTRAND, ED-
ITOR OF THE REVUE INTERNATIONALE.

Dear Friend Root:—I wish to thank you very
heartily for the engraving of my i)hotograph
which you sent me by friend Dadant. as well as
for the publication of my biography in Glean-
ings. It is an honor, and -a testimony of kind
fellow-feeling which I fully appreciate. I also
wish to congratulate you on thi^ beautiful exe-
cution of your repi'oductions liy |)h()totype.

Friend Cowan wrote to me: " (JLE.\xiX(is has a
capital portrait of you." and he undei-stands it.

as he publishes engravings also. The fact is.

you have an establishment wonderfully planned
and complete. It is now fourte(Mi j'ears since I

ti)-st read Gle.\nings and saw your work, so
useful, progri'ss and increase year by year. I

congratulate with all my heart on your success,
and on the services which you have rendered
and will still render, I trust, for a long time to
come, to apiculture.
Believe me, dear friend Root.

Yours faithfully,
Ed. IJehtkand.

Nyon, Switzerland, Oct. 8, 1891.

[We were very glad to do honor to the most
distinguished and piogressive bee-keeper, as we
believe, in France or Switzerland. Such cordial
fellowship of feeling is api)reciated on our part.
The phototype, or half-tone portrait, as we call

it. can not help being true to life. We Ameri-
cans, you know, have a just pride in the execu-
tion of this class of work.]

tarred paper; dop:s it affect the flavor
OF HONKY? how IT AFFECTED APPLES.

I am inclined to take sides with Mr. Bruce in
his statement on page 707, as to the cause of
the "terrible flavor" of his honey, and for the
following reason:
Two years ago I had a few barrels of fine

Baldwin apples: and, wishing to keep them
out of doors as long as possible in the fall, I

rolled them on some posts and covered them
with tarred paper. As the weather became
cold I put them into the cellar, and soon after
sold the lot to one party. In a few days he
called on me and said there was some trouble
with the apples—they smelled and tasted bad-
ly. I went to look at them: and the moment I

put my nose into the barrel I said (to myself)
"Tarred paper I" and after cutting into several
and tasting of them I was even more convinced
of the cause of the trouble. Of course, I re-
placed the ap])les with some picked and put
into barrels at the same time, but which iiad

not been covered, out of doors. Now, the pa-
per was laid on the barrels, and this out in the
air. Would it not seem as if it would affect
honey if put into a clo.se hive, and where the
heat would more or less aft'ect it?

Edmund K. Belcher.
Randolph. Mass., Sept. ::.'l.

[Friend B.. 1 am greatly surprised. We have
used tarred ])ap('r in the bottom of chalT hives
for twelve or fifteen years, but never before had
a complaint. We have also used tarred paper
for fruit-rooms, and for almost every other pur-
pos(>. I do rememlier that, when our fruit-room
was (luite new. there wcwe a fe\<- complaints to
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the efft^ct that apples smelled of it. The bad
odor, however, was entirely gone in a few
weeks, and now there is no trace of it.]

SILK-ilOTH LARVA.
The large green spinous caterpillars found by

you on the spirea at Medina are larvieofour
largest American silkTmoth. Phitysaniki Ce-
cropia. There are six larger spines, or tuber-
cles, which are waxlike, and orange at the end,
two on each segment just back ot the head.
The larva gets to be four inches long, spins a
large loose cocoon to the tree or shrub on which
it feeds, and the next June or July comes forth
as an immense brown moth, more beautiful
even than the larva. The larvie feed on apple,
maple, cherry, basswood, azalea, spirea, etc.

They are never abundant enough to do serious
harm. You ask whether this larva is venom-
ous. I assure you that it is as harmless as a
kitten—yes. more harmless, for a kitten may
scratch: but this one can not do even that.
You asked in last Gleaxixg.s how the co-

coons are spun. If you had put these beautiful
green larvtr into a glass can. and fed them a
few days, you would have seen the whole oper-
ation, for these catei-pijlars were n(>arly grown,
and hence nearly ready to pupate, and they al-

ways spin a cocoon before they pupate. The
spinning is done simply by a to-and-fro motion
of the head, the sticky thread of silk being
forced out, and stuck as the head I'eaches the
limit each time. Thus if the thread is a mile
long, the caterpillar nu)ves its head a inile in
all in this back-and-foi'th motion, much as we
may hold our hand still and move thi^ end of a
finger back and forth. The first framework is

frequently formed by spinning to twigs or coil-

ed leaves.
The insect sent by M. W. Strickler. York. Pa..

is tiie saddle-back caterpillar. EiiipretUt xtlinii-

lea. I think I described it with figure, in
Gleanings, on p. iK)3. 1887. The cateri)illar is

rich brown, with hairy spines at head and tail

and along the side. A green saddle-like patch
adorns its back. This is centered with a deep
red oval spot. The hairs which deck its body
sting like nettles. This is one of three or four
of our caterpillars that can hurt us. This,
however, is not serious. The moth is rare. It

is velvety, and rich reddish brown in color. This
caterpillar feeds not only on the rose, but on
apple, cherry, gi'ape. raspberry, curiant. Indian
corn, and sumach. It comes so late that it does
but little harm. Plants sutler vei'y sei'iously if

defoliated in June or July: bul in August and
September the damage from being stripped of
leaves is not great. The leaves are nearly ready
to go, any way. Again, this beautiful insect is

too rare to do much injury, even if it came ear-
ly in the season. There ai'e i)arasites that work
on it that will almost certainly hold it in check.
This Is one of the silk-moths: and all of those
sent by Mr. S. had spun cocoons in transit. The
cocoon is sub-globular. They leave the plants
and seek .some crevice in which to pupate.
Ag^ College. Mich., Sept. 2;.'. A. J. Cook.

WATER FOR BEES: GOOD CANDY FOR SPRING
FEEDING.

Of late I read in '" Langstroth on the Honey-
bee " all about water for bees in February, and
soon till spring, to promote brood-raising; and
now I wish to ask if. by placing candy over the
frames, say in March, that will give them wa-
ter enough. Mr. Alley says. •• Make candy by
mixing powdered sugar and good honey, and
place it over the frames, on a wire-cloth honey-
board, so that the bees will suck it through the
wire cloth,"' and one pound will keep a large
swarm alive two weeks; besides, it"s a good
way for stimulative feeding in spring. Ques-

tion: Will the water in the candy be sufficient
moisture for the bees to promote brood-raising?
Ludlow, Vt., Oct. y. A. P. Fletcher.

[Some years ago it was thought necessary to
provide water for bees when wintered in the
cellar. Some results, however, seemed to throw
some doubt on the matter, and finally the Mich-
igan Agricultural College, under direction of
Prof. Cook, tested the matter thoroughly, giv-
ing half of the bees in the winter repository wa-
ter, and the other half none. As those with no
water came through winter in the best condi-
tion. I believe that, since then, water in winter
has been generally droi)ped.] A. I. R.

FASTENING STARTERS IN FOUNDATION WITH
PASTE.

I put my eight .section boxes into my frame,
then set my frame down, bottom side up. I

cut my comb or comb foundation into the sizes I
wish, then I take some paste made of hot water
and flour and keep it a little hot. and about as
thin as warm honey. I now take my cut start-
ers of nice comb or comb foundation in my fin-

gers, and dip lightly one edge into paste, then
place it in the section: press down very light-
ly, and so keep on. I like this l^etter than a
fastener. Have you tried it?
My smoker throat, or windpipe, as you may

please to call it. got gummed up. I took a
feather fi-om a goose's wing, and warm water,
and used it as a swab, and soon had my smoker
getting its breath all right. Sam'l Langford.
Buckskin. Ind.

LIPPIA REPENS ON THE MEDITERRANEAN.

Several years ago I observed, in several fields

bordering on the Mediterranean, a little plant
with which you are possibly acquainted — Lip-
piK rcpcji-s'—which I found to be charming, for
it foiined a real carpet of white flowers. I

planted some at home ; and when the blossoms
wei'e out I was pleased to see many bees at
work on the little flowers. I believe that I may
say that this is one of the plants which the bees^

will be glad to visit in preference to many oth-
ers. I have, in my garden, thyme, vanilla, por-
tulacca, and other plants, but they are not fre-

quented as is the lippia. Continuing the com-
parison which I have made above, on the carpet
of white flowerets there seemed to be also a
carpet of liees. and that from morning till the end
of the day. If one I'emerabers that lippia begins
to blossom at the end of May, and that in Sep-
tember it blossoms again, and that the blossom-
ing is full during the gi'eatest heat and the
most severe drouths, it will seem that this little

plant is very valuable to bee-keepers. Pei-haps
you know this, and perhaps I overestimate a
little the services which lippia may render to
the apiculturist : but as I had occasion to write
on other matters I thought it would do no harm
to add a few words, though it may be nothing
new to you. Chas. Bianconcini.
Bologna, Italy, Oct. <>.

chicory as an OREGON HONEY -PLANT.

The plant sent by Mr. Hilton is common chic-
ory, Cichorium hiiybus. It is introduced from
Europe, and is common in the East as well as
in Oregon. It is a composite plant, and so of

the same family as goldenrod. boneset, and
asters. We may expect nearly all the compos-
ite plants to secrete nectar in favorable condi-
tions, so need not be surprised at what iVIr. H.
says. The root of chicory (or succory or cichory.

or names of this same plant) is often used as a

substitute for coffee. The showy blue flowers

open only in the morning or on cloudy days.
Agricultural College, Mich. A. J. Cook.
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LADIES' Conversazione.

I have been so very busy that I have not
found time before this to answer the questions
of Mrs. Tittsworth. Yes, we carry our book
from lilve to hive, just as we do our smoker and
chisel. If we are at work near together, the
book is laid on a hive near us; then Dr. Miller
makes his own entries and I make mine. But
when he is at work at one end of the apiary
and I at the other, then it is somewhat more
difficult to manage, and we have tried different
methods. Quite often I call to him. and he
makes the entries, or the reverse. But I con-
fess I don"t just like this way, as by its use we
have occasionally missed making a record. I

like better the plan of having a small memo-
randum-book tied with a good strong string to
my apron, so that I can't lose it. making the
records in this, then copying at night each day's
work in the large book. Of course, one of us
uses the large book through the day.
There is only one objection to this plan that

I know of. I always want to know the previous
condition of the colony I am going to work at.

and for this I need the large book. It vei-y

•often happens for some reason that this may be
necessary. For example, there may be a young
queen in the hive that needs clipping, and a
little caution is necessary not to give too much
smoke, or you may have trouble in finding her
To obviate this difficulty I write the numbei's
in the memorandum-book. leaving space enough
at each number for any entry I may wish to
make. Then I take the large book, and glance
over the records of the different colonies. If
there is nothing unusual I leave the numbers as
they are, making no memorandum. If I come
to one that is queenless, I write '" qless '' after
the number in my small book, using different
characters to mean different things, no matter
what, so I understand tliiMu. If I come to any
thing very complicated. I make some mark that
will refer me to the large book. It takes but a
very little time to get my small book ready,
then I am quite independent.
We have tried clipping queens in the way you

mention, but have not made a success of it. Our
queens will not keep still enough.

In reply to Mr. J. F. Mclntyre, I would say
that we allow one page of the book to three
colonies, the page being 13 by o% inches. That
gives us ample room for all records, as we have
a new book each year.

I indorse what Mrs. Axtell says about small
chips used as smoker fuel. I have used them,
and found them very good when perfectly dry.
We were so very busy getting our honey

ready for market that some of our feeding was
not done until so late that Dr. Miller thought
best not to feed sugar syrup, but concluded to
feed unfinished sections. For this kind of feed-
ing we found our reversible bottom-boards a
good thing, as the two-inch space under the
frames gave room to put the sections directly
under the bees. We tilled a wide frame with
these sections, then slipped it under the brood-
frames and closed the entrance with a sep-
arator cut to tit. leaving room at each end for
only a few bees to pass at a time. Sometimes
the space was a little too shallow to let the
sections under. In that case both wide frames
and sections had to be cut down a little. A few
brood-combs filled with honey were used in the
same way. To hui-ry matters, sometimes the
sections were reversed as soon as the upper side
was emptied.
We first uncapped any honey that was sealed.

I don't know that I ought to call it uncapping,
as we simply struck the cappings a few times

with a wire hair-brush. It did the work nicely
and very easily, and in much less time than we
could have done it with a knife.
Marengo. III.. Oct. 21. Emma Wilson.

PHEPARIXG FOR WINTER.
We had very little surplus. Bees worked on

both alsike and white clover, but not much was
accomplished after raspberry-bloom was gone.
As soon as buckwheat blooms we remove the
white honey and diminish the surplus room.
This makes fewer boxes to handle and to be
soiled if there is no fall honey. It saves heat
and causes moi'e honey to be stored below,
I'eady for winter. For the same reasons it is

best to take off all boxes quite early. As we
take off the honey we examine the lower story,
frame by frame. All frames not needed are re-
moved, being replaced by division-boards and
chaff. The number of pounds of honey is noted,
small sticks laid across the frames, and a por-
ous cloth laid over them. Turn back one cor-
ner for feeding. We prepared syrup by heating
10 lbs. of sugar with 4 quarts of water and 3 lbs.

of honey. As we could not buy feeders we filled

two-quart glass cans and inverted on grooved
boards. Three or four can he placed in a hive
at once, making enough for winter. As soon as
the feeding is done, put on chaff cushions to
save the heat. We have no pure Italians, but
the bees with golden bands are the ones that
are wide awake, and ready for work or—rob-
bing I^It was in their hives that we found honey.

STRAWBERRIES. I

I should like to tell you, Mr. Root, how
Gleanings improved our bed. The whole bed
was kept mellow and clean. I went three times
over one half, placing the runners six incbes
apai't, as Gi-eanings advised. I also placed a
chunk of earth on each plant. That part of
the bed has now an even stand of plants, in
spite of drouth. The other half looks ragged.
The plants are thick in some places, with none
at all in others. While it is an awful lot of
work, it pays. Have the bed smaller, if need
be. It also pays to clean out an old bed. as it

will make a longer season than a new one.
Ladies, please write on other subjects while
gentlemen discuss frames.

Miss Libbie Williams.
Delavan. Wis., Oct. 3.

MAKING MONEY WITH CHICKENS—T OTHER
SIDE.

Friend Root:—You speak very enthusiastic-
ally in Gleanings about the poultry business;
but I should like to give you a glimpse of my
experience. I have tried now for six seasons
to raise a flock of geese; and the most that I

ever had to reach maturity was seven. Last
spring my geese laid 30 fine" large eggs, and all

hatched but two. 1 had as fine a lot of goslings
as you would wish to see; but they got cramps,
or something, and about half died, and the
rest of them dropped off one by one until only
seven are left. I set several hundred hens'
eggs. About half of them hatched, and I had
about 250 chicks. Well. I worked with the
chicks until I did not know what more I could
do for them, when some of them began to droop.
Upon examination I discovered a few lice. I

set to work and greased them, as so many rec-
ommend. It killed the lice—yes, and the chicks
too. Then I tried insect-powder. This seemed
to do pretty wt>ll for a time: but it seemed the
vermin soon got used to it. and paid no more
attention to it. but kept on killing my chicks
until now I have only about .50 lett. How is

that for a business? 'Tis true, that eggs are
25 cents per dozen; but how often does this
happen ? They have not reached so high a
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piMce here for several years. Well, to tell the
truth about it. I am glad that they scarcely
ever reach so high a price. What would poor
hard-working people do who live in the city,
who can hardly affoi'd to pay ten. cents per doz-
en '? It is with the poultry business as with
any other—all have their bright and their dark
side; so we must try again and be thankful for
what we do have. Mhs. Edw. Smith.
Carpenter, 111.. Oct. 31.

[My good friend, I well know the difiticulties

inkeepiug poultry successfully: and may be.
if I had a chance to try it. I should have as
many mishaps as you do—at least, to start
with. But do you not know that we meet sim-
ilar difficulties in all rural industries—in fact.
In almost eveiy industry in life ? But men and
women do succeed in overcoming just such dif-
ficulties. We have fought down the potato-
bugs, and pretty nearly killed them out. Fruit-
growers have mastered the codling moth, and
our experiment stations have just solved the
problem in regard to scabby apples. W. I.

Now, my good friend, whenever prices come up
to a point where fai'ming (iocs' pay, the poor
must pay more for these very things that
farmers produce. So you see that what is some-
body's else loss is another's gain, and therefore
affairs are not in such a very bad state after all.

And. by the way. to get right down to it, this is

a pretty good country; or to go a little further,
a pretty good world to live in. In other words,
is it not true that God knows best what is for
our greatest good and highest happiness ?]

A I. R.

THE POSSIBILITIES IN THE GARDENING
LINE IN THE STATE OF WASHINGTON.

A KEI'OKT- FROM ONE OF OUR BEE-KEEPING
FRIENDS.

Friend Root:—Knowing that you are inter-
ested in fine vegetables I send you a photo of
two heads of lettuce, raised from seed bought
of you. The one on the left side is New York;
the other is Grand Rapids. The New York

TWO HEADS OF LETTrrE. NEW YORK AND GR.\ND RAIMDS. RAISED IN AVASHINGTON.

Chamberlain, of whom I have told you, has,
even this present season, trees whos(> limbs are
breaking down with the most beautiful, perfect,

fair, round apples I ever saw. Nobody else has
any within miles—or. at least, none of any ac-
count. At the present time, in almost every
neighborhood you can find people who have
mastered the obstacles, and are making a suc-
cess with poultry, bees, small trulls, api)les

—

yes, and even corn, j)otatoes, and wheat. \Vhere
then; is a will tliei'e is a way. If it wcivi not fur

these drawbacks wf should never be, abh; to gel
th<^ l)rices we do. You speak about |)oor haid-
working people not l)eing able to have eggs
when they are 'J") cents a dozen. Well, then I

suppose they must go without them. You have
heard the lamcmt that has come up so fre-

quently of late, that " farming does not pay."

weighed 3 lbs. 4 oz.; the other measured 18

inches across as it stood in the garden, and
weighed 1)4 lbs., and was a beautiful plant. I

sold §54.5 worth of the New York. I'aised on five

rods of land: and have .^56 Mammoth King
onions growing on the same ground. Some of
them measui'e eleven inches ai'ound the bulb.
I owe to Gleanings a small hint on transplant-
ing that I put to practical use. I do not know
wliat the possibilities of tliis country may be.

I have a phnio of eleven Sluupless strawberiies
that filled a common b(>rry-box full, and the
largest bei'i'y measur<'d nine inches ai'ound. I

do uot wish to boom the countiy, for it has al-

ready been dowc quite sufficiently. Seeds bought
of you hav(^ given the very best satisfaction.

Albert INIcCay.
Olympia, Wash.. July 17.
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High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

I'.AISING WHEAT.
Some of you may wonder what wheat-gi-ow-

Ing can liave to do witli high-prc-sure garden-
ing. Well, yon listen to what I have to say.

and see if yon do not tliink it has a great deal
to do with it. In I'iding on the cars a lew days
ago I was talking with an old farmer who oc-
cupied half of the seat, about the crops we saw
out of the window. He told me a story that has
been much in my mind ever since. The story
was something like this :

He lost enough wheat last year by the use of

a worn-out drill to hny a brdnd-ncir machine
nut find out. The drill was not exactly worn
out either: but the drill -k'tt/i were worn until

they were so dull they would not stay in the
ground. The consequence was. a great part of

the wheat was left uncovered. He did not no-
tice it particularly until the field was all sown,
then he went on it with a harrow, and tried to

harrow it in just as he would if it were broad-
cast. This might have made matters some
better: but a neighbor of his was in the busi-
ness of raising turkeys cousiderablv; and the
turkeys took in the condition of affairs about
as soon as he did. The consequence was, the
stand was so poor he very likely lost enough to
buy a new drill. The only remedy was to have
plowed it all under and seeded it again: but he
did not know how bad it was until the wheat
came up.

" Well, my friend, I suppose, after such a les-

son as the above, you now own a brand-new
drill of your own. of the most approved and lat-

est pattern?"
' Why. no." replied he; •" I lost so much on

that crop last year that I hadn't any money to
buy a new drill with.'"

" Well, what did you do ?"
" Why. several of us went and told the man

who owned the drill we used last year that we
could not afford to pay him 2.5 cents an acre
unless he took off the old drill -teeth, and
got a set of new ones. He accordingly did it.

and this year my stand of wheat is all even and
regular, and not a grain of it was left uncover-
ed."
Think of it. friends, and consider such a state

of affairs. A set of driil-teeth costs only a little:

and yet the owner of the drill, and the farmers
who employed him. were such a stupid lot that
the thing went on until losses resulted such as
I have told you. They paid 25 cents an acre for
the use of a drill that, on one single field, dam-
aged them to the extent of fifty or sixty dollars.
Just the day before this talk occurred I had
been sowing that field of rye around the wind-
mill. The ground was in beautiful condition,
as I told you. after the potatoes were dug and
the harrowing we gave it. A little rain fell

during the night, just before we were ready to
roll the field the last time. I told the men I

was afraid the roller would compact the soil a
little too much. But the rain had made the
lumps so soft that they mashed up so beauti-
fully we concluded to go on and roll it. This
made the ground so hard in some places that
our dull drill-teeth slid over the top instead of
going down into the ground: and the first I

knew a flock of chickens belonging to a neigh-
bor were following the drill, picking up the rye
that was uncovered. Now, I do not like that
kind of work. We use 'this same drill for sow-
ing corn, beans, beets, spinach, peas, and the
greater part of our garden seeds. But of late,

when they sow peas and white beans, I have

noticed quite a few of the peas and beans in
sight, especially after we have a light rain to
wash the light s(-eds clean, so the eye can see
them. This has happened so many times that
I have had a man go over the peas and beans
\\ ith a rake, coveiiug those that were left in

sight. Please remember, we sow very small
patches at a time, so as not to flood the market
and breakdown prices: therefore it was not a
very big job to go over the strip with a rake.
Well. I noticed the matter was getting some-
what worse: but it did not occur to me that it

was because the drill was becoming dull. I

think the drill cost about ^75. perhaps five

years ago: and we have let it out at 25 cents an
acre until we have got. perhaps, Mo back on it.

No farmer who uses it has complained that the
teeth were dull, and so it has been allowed to
go. In relating the circumstance to another
farmer, he said that, if the ground were just as
it ought to be, he preferred the drill with rath-
er dull teeth. New teeth, he said, would often
go too deep, and thus defeat us in another di-
rection. I then suggested that there should be
some gauges on the teeth that would let them
go just so deep and no deeper: and at the Sum-
mit County fair I saw just this arrangement
attached to just such a drill as we are at pres-
ent using. It seems to me it will certainly pay
for market-gardening, if not for raising wheat.
Then we can have the teeth sharp.
Three or four days after. I visited T. B. Ter-

ry's farm, and looked over his wheat. It is the
rnost perfect stand I ever saw. In fact, his en-
tire fields look almost like rows of little onions
set just so far apart. The space left where the
drill turns and makes another " bout."' was so
exactly like the distance between the drill-teeth
that one could hardly tell where the drill had
gone the other way. Another thing, there are
no lumps in friend Terry"s wheat-fields. As I

could not find a lump on the surface of the
ground I dug down between the row'S of wheat
to see if I could dig up any lumps. Although
the ground was so fine and mellow I could put
my hand in it all over, it was just as fine as far
down as I could reach. Friend Terry was ab-
sent, and so I interviewed his son. He said his
father always drove the drill: and the ground
and every thing else must be just according to
his notion before he would go ahead with it.

Now, friend Terry not only has the finest and
best tilled fields I ever saw. but he has the
most perfect stand: in fact, there is nothing to
compare with it in either Summit or Medina
Counties. Friend Chamberlain's 36-acre wheat-
field, thoroughly underdrained. comes the
nearest to it of any I have seen. But there
were some lumps in sight, and the stand was
not as perfect as Terry's. Friend Chamberlain
has been on his fariin only a yeai\ remember,
and this, possibly, makes a vast difference.

After I had looked at the beautiful stand of
wheat, and enjoyed it as it showed to excellent
advantage in the rays of the declining sun. I

turned to the clover-fields that covered every
part of the farm the wheat does not cover. I

certainly never saw any thing in the way of
clover in October that would compare with it.

The stand of clover was even, the leaves large,
thrifty, and of such a bright green that it was
a sight to look at. I spoke to the sou:

• Why! wouldn't that clover just make a
regular 'picnh- ' for any kind of stock '? Now
there is such a tremendous amount of feed
there, I suppose a great many fai'mers wotild
turn their stock right into it."'

" Well, they might in some places. Mr. Root,
but they would not in this neighboriiood, I tell

you. They have learned better.""

Doesn't this account largely for the beautiful
mellow soil with no lumps, and with such won-
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derful fertility? Many of you have doubtless
read Terry's articles in regard to the prepara-
tion of his wheat-ground. You know how he
keeps at it until the lumps are all mashed, and
the whole surface thoroughly fined up and all

alike. Well, in riding across the country and
looking for wheat-fields without lumps, what
do you think I saw? Oh dear me! In some
places the lumps were as thick as they could
fie, and some of them almost as big as your
head. How should one expect" to get a paying
crop of wheat under such circumstances ? This
getting a perfect seed-bed, I suspect, is a work
of years. In the first place, we must have per-
fect underdraining. Then no stock must ever
set foot on the ground when it is soft; neither
must tools be allowed on the ground when it is

too wet to work. After this, turn under regu-
larly great rank growths of clover, and your
soil will begin to get mellow and soft and fine

—

yes. even though it is naturally some of the
most unpromising land to be found.

FINDING WHERE YOUK UNDERDRAINS ARE.

Much has been said about keeping a map of

all drainage, that the owner may at any time
know where to dig to find a tile. We have al-

ready experienced considerable trouble, and
sometimes wasted several hours of hard work,
in finding a certain line of tile. I think it was
the Ohio Farmer that said lately it is a good
plan to mash up all the broken tile, and strew
the bits along the top of the drain after it is

filled up. No matter how much you cultivate
and plow the ground, these bits of broken tile

will, more or less of them, be visible, and indi-

cate where the tiles are laid. There will al-

ways be more or less broken or soft tile, and I

do believe this is the very best use that can be
made of them.

STARTING A BOOM ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS BY
LOWERING THE PRICES.

Where one sells things at retail by sending a
wagon around town as we do, a little decline in

prices may make a big difference in the amount
of sales. Lima beans have lately been going
slow at 10 cents a pint. Well, the frost has not
killed ours yet, even up to this late date, Oct.

32; therefore I told the boys two days ago that
we had better put the price down a little, and
directed those on the wagon to carry the beans
in at every house whei'e they stopped, and an-
nounce that they wei'e only 8 cents instead of
10. How much "difference do you suppose a
drop of 2 cents made? Why, they sold four
times as many, and came pretty near stripping
the poles of all that were lai'ge enough. Per-
haps showing people clean boxes of beans just
shelled, good measure, had much to do with it;

for we often push any thing we happen to have
a surplus of in just this way.

TEN CENTS A POUND FOR SPINACH.

A few days ago I asked them why they did
not carry any spinach on the wagon. They
said nobody wanted it at this season of the year
because tliere was so much othei' stuff. Last
Friday, the 16th, however. I noticed our Extra
Curled Bloomsdale spinach was growing so

very thrifty that some of the heads with their
rich dark green were really a sight. By the
way. a few seeds were in the seed-drill when
we made our last sowing of bush lima beans.
It was on a piece where we had plowed under a
heavy growth of strawberry-plants; and this,

perhaps, accounts for the great luxuriance of

the spinach. A basket was fixed in neat order,

and put on the wagon, and I told them to try it

at 10 cents a pound; and if it did not bring 10

cents to come back to the old price of .5. Its

beautiful attractive appearance and rank luxu-
riance did the business. It was gone at 10 cents

a pound in a twinkling, and this in the middle
of October, when, if we had only taken the
pains, we might have had an acre of it that
could have been sold at a profit at half a cent a
pound. Of course, a town like ours would not
take very much of it; but if such spinach could
be put into the city markets, I feel certain that
vast quantities could be sold at tremendous
prices. I begin to suspect that no ordinary
grounds will produce spinach up to its highest
notch of excellence. Like many other foliage
plants, it wants the richest kind of soil. And,
by the way, we always get an enormous crop of
anything after we have turned our strawber-
ries under.

LINSEED OIL-MEAL AS A FERTILIZER.
Our Ohio Experiment Station has just been

making some experiments with linseed oil-meal
and nitrate of soda as fertilizers for German
millet. Both give an improvement over the
unfertilized plants; but the nitrate of soda, as
heretofore, not enough improvement to pay
cost. The linseed meal, however, went away
ahead of the nitrate of soda, and this was when
it was applied directly to the soil. Now, they
say that not more than a third of the fertilizing
value of the meal is lost in feeding it to stock;
therefore, to use their own words, " Linseed
oil-meal oflfers a far cheaper source of fertility
to the Ohio farmer than any of the so-called
commercial fertilizers or phosphates."

•^HE OREGON EVERBEARING STRAWBERRY.
Friend Root:—About a yeai' ago I was fool-

ish enough to invest i2.00 in a dozen of AVin-
quist's Everbearing strawberry-plants. Under
the best of care they proved far inferior to
common sorts for the first crop, to say nothing
of there being no blossoms or berries later in
the season. There were no indications of the
everbearing property about them. Now, I was
led to make this investment from the fact that
I knew you had had these plants upon your
grounds for some two or more years; and hav-
ing seen no warning (except a very mild sen-
tence or two in Gleanings of two or three
months back) I concluded they were at least
not a very big humbug, and sent my money
only to become a little richer in experience and
more cautious of mankind in general. In a
word, I look upon it as one of the worst hum-
bugs that has reai-ed its head in respectable
journals in a long time. The only thing that
can be said in favor of the plants, so far as my
experience goes, is that they are good strong
growers, throwing up an abundance of dark
green foliage, and a tendency to put out runners
in profusion. And now, Mr. Root, what can
you say in defense ? And how are we to account
for the silence of all, or nearly all, of those who,
in reports during the last year or two in Glean-
ings, have reported purchasing these plants
and have failed to report in their favor or
against them? Is it a huge "combine"? I

will not believe it. D. VV. C. Matthews.
Ypsilanti, Mich., Oct. 2.

[Gently, friend M. We have report(;d each
season, since receiving the above strawberry,
our success with it. When we first put it out
in our rich plant-beds, in a sheltered location,
it grew rank, and gave us some of the finest
berries before almost any othei' variety. On
account of .some new buildings, we were obliged
to move the bed while in full bearing. It was
taken into the fields, and received the same
treatment as our otheK varieties. Since then it

has amounted to nothing comparatively. It is,

with us, continually blooming and setting fruit

during the fall; but there is not enough of the
fruit to amount to any thing, and the plants
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grow with very poor vigor where they are now,
compared with the other sorts. Therefore yoii
see it is difficult for me to either condemn or
recommend it. Had I made a report while it

was in our rich plant-beds I should have called
it a great acquisition: but out in the fields,

along with the others, it is certainly not a suc-
cess in our locality. One or two have purchased
plants, and reported favorably; but the general
testimony seems to be that it is not a success
here in the East. There is certainly no "com-
bine" about it. There is not money enough in
it to make it an object, even if any one were so
unscrupulous as to ivish to push a worthless
plant. Besides, our experiment stations are
always on the alert to expose any deliberate
plan to humbug the people. They have recent-
ly reported that it seems to lack vigor under
ordinary ti'eatment here in the East. You re-
port, however, that you find it a "good strong
grower."] A. I. R.

Our Homes and My Neighbors.

When j-e spread forth your hands I will hide mine
eyes from you ; yea, when ye make many jjrayers I

will not hear: your liauds are full uf blood.—IsA.
1:15.

Our county jail has been for a long time
empty. In fact, since the saloons were banish-
ed from Medina, as a rule our jail is empty.
As an exception it has an occupant: and this
occupant is usually there for something per-
taining to the liquor-traffic, directly or in-
directly. Last Sunday a little girl in Sunday-
school told me the>-e was a man in jail. He
looked like a hard-working farmer, just about
the same age that I am. Why should he be in
jail'.' I found he was a farmer, as I judged,
and a hard-working man. He had, however,
been induced to get liquors at wholesale—as he
said, at first for medical purposes; then, under
the influence of temptation, he let others have
it, and finally the officers were on his track.
He received notice that they were coming one
day, when he was thrashing. He left his work,
and sought refuge at the home of a relative in
an adjoining county. His wife wrote him (un-
der cover, of course) that he had better leave
the State, as the prospect was that he would be
fined two hundred or three hundred dollars,
and may be a year or more in the workhouse.
At the time of his flight he had in his pocket
some money that did not belong to him. How-
ever, he reasoned that extreme eases justify
extreme measures, and he decided to take his
wife's advice and use this money to get beyond
the reach of the law. He went to the railroad
station and called for a ticket to his place of
destination, and found he had just money
enough to get him through. Just at this time,
however, he began to hesitate. Although he
had been a liquor-dealer, as I have told you, in
one sense of the word, he had never before
committed a deliberate crime like the one he
now contemplated. Years before, he had been
a professor of religion and a member of the
church. The church dwindled down, and what
were left got into a quarrel; and in that quar-
rel he became involved, and they said some
unkind things of him, misrepresenting his
motives, and he got soured. He concluded he
would read his Bible at home, and be a Chris-
tian all by himself—or he and his wife would
lead Christian lives together without any help
from the church. It is not at all strange that
his Bible soon became neglected, that his re-
ligion became a thing of the past, and that he
resolved to adopt desperate measures in order
to help him out of his straitened circum-

stances. By the way. friends, do you know
how often circumstances do become straiten-
ed when one loses his religion or lets it go?
Yes. though he niav work hard, and strain
every nerve, misfortunes and trouble come uijon
him. Instead of, as we have it in the first
Psalm. " Whatsover he doeth shall prosper."' it
seems just the other way—whatsoever he doeth
shall 7iot prosper. But, to go back: In order to
help him out of his straitened circumstances
he went to selling liquor, at good profits, no
doubt. But no prosperity came of it: and when
he was about to be .arrested for violating the
law he decided to use money he had no right
to, and was even counseled by his wife to do
this in order to evade the law. Perhaps I said
his religion was forgotten. May the Lord be
praised, it was not quite forgotten. When he
stood before the ticket-office with the money in
his hand, an old text flashed through his mind
that he had heard years before. The text
startled him. He told the ticket agent that,
on further consideration, he would not take the
ticket. He put the money into his pocket, and,
as soon as he could, he restored it to those to
whom it rightfully belonged. Of course, he
was arrested. He told me he gave himself up
to the officers of the law. If it was not that
way exactly it was pretty near it, for my good
friend the sheriff said the prisoner made no
attempt to escape; and here I found him with
the sentence of four months in the workhouse
and a fine of a hundred dollars. He had already
directed that his horse be sold to pay the hun-
dred dollars, although the horse was pretty
nearly all the available property he had in the
world, and he was going on the morrow to the
workhouse to commence his servitude of one
hundred and twenty days. He felt pretty sad
over the whole matter; and although he had de-
cided to abandon his evil ways and do right as
far as he knew how, it did not seem to have
brought him very much comfort.

Do you want to know about that text? Well,
it is the one at the head of this talk to-day. An
eccentric individual who preached occasionally,
delivered the sermon. People were a little sur-
prised at the strangeness of his text, and this
friend remembered it on that account. After a
little questioning I found I knew the preacher
well—in fact, he was a near relative, having
married my own mother's sister. Both are
dead and gone: but his eccentric sermon and
strange text are still here continuing their
work nevertheless. Ah, friends, this is only
one of the wonderful things about the Bible
and those Biljle texts. Cast thy bread upon the
waters, and thou shall find it after many days.
Yes, even after you have passed away, the
words you have uttered may sound 'down
through the ages. The connection, perhaps, is
not very clear without a little explanation.
This person had been a praving man in years
gone by. Very likely he expected to go back
to his religion by and bv, just as you and
I have thought we should do in times past.
When, howevei-. he stood face to face with the
crime he had contemplated, conscience told him
if he went on. (rod would not hear him. You
remember the text. '"If I regard iniquity in my
heart, the Lord will not hear me:"' and this
text before us not only contains this, but adds,
"And when ye spread forth your hands I will
hide mine ey<^s from you; yea. when ye make
many prayers I will not hear; your hands are
full of blood." Of course, he did not propose to
dip his hands in blood: but crime is sure to fol-
low crime, and probably bloodshed would event-
ually be the outcome. As I sat by his side in
the jail I continued to read. The next verse
runs, " Wash yc make you clean; put away the
evil of your doings from before mine eyes.
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Ceas(^ to do evil." Why, was it not wonderful?
But a niiinite before. I was meditating where I

should tiud sometliiiig in the Bible applicable
to his case and to his state of mind. While I

was turning the leaves absently he directed me.
I do not know that I ever noticed befoi'e these
wonderful words in the first ehaptei' of Isaiah.
Now just lool\ at the words of the next verse.
After I read "Cease to do evil." 1 followed on

—

"Learn to do well." What plaJn. simple terms
the prophet usesi And a little further on we
read. •"Come now and let us reason together,
saith the Lord. Though your sins he as scarlet,

they shall be as white as snow; though th(^y

be red like crimson, they shall be as white as
wool." It seemed then just as if the words of
the M(tster shone through those Bible texts. In
fact, 1 had a sort of feeling that some third
party was there with us, pointing out to me
what to read, and telling me what to say. T

cheered and comforted my poor friend. I told
liim that lie had obeyed the scripture command
so far. lie had ceased to do evil as well as he
could, and was trying to do well. As I shook
hands with him, perhaps never to meet him
again, there were tears in his eyes; but, dear
friends, they were not altogether tears of sorrow
at the hard path that lay before him. A new hope
had come into his soul there in that jail; and I

fully believed he was honest and sincere in his
determination to take up again his .forgotten
and neglected Bible, and to leave all and fol-

low Chi'ist Jesus. He said there was no church
of the denomination he belonged to. now in his
neighborhood. Said I, '"But, dear brother,
never mind if there is not exactly that one
church you like and prefer. Thei'e is certainly
some church or some gathering of Christian
people. Unite with them, and help them in

their endeavors to lead Christian lives. Never
again make the mistake of trying to follow
Jesus all alone by yourself. It never works."
"He that loveth not his brother whom he hath
seen, how shall he love God whom he hath not
seen?"
And now, dear brother or sister, if this little

lesson strikes any one of you—if any who look
on these pages have strayed away from the fold

because the church has dwindled down, or
there has been quarreling, take warning, I

beseech you, and do not wait until the prismi-
doors come, but go now like the prodigal son,

and take up your cross, and live and die a live,

earnest Christian.

A hard thing for humanity to learn is that
there is no satisfaction nor profit in sin. " The
wages of sin is death;" and yet, after repeated
experiences showing the truth of this, we can
not believe it. Satan persuades us that we can
Ije happy with ill-gotten gains; and yet we have
illustrations continually, showing us that this
is not true. The man who runs away with
money belonging to somebody else, or with
money intrusted to his care, never finds happi-
ness nor enjoyment of any kind. A case illus-

trating this is just liefore me. One of our bee-
keeping fiiends, Mr. C G. Ferris, of Miller's
Mills, N. Y., was induced to send ten kegs of
honey to an institution styling itself the Cham-
pion City Produce Co., Springfield, O. They
had quite a taking nam(\ and he thought that
they were all right. After a while he inquired
about his honey, and they told him that one of
tiu^ kegs was smashed, and the contents lost,

and they were waiting to get the railroad com-
pany to settle up in regard to it. Although the
price agreed upon was F. O. B. at friend Fei'ris'

railroad station, he finally, to get the matter
settled, told them to deduct the price of one
keg and send the rest of the money. Then they
did not answer at all. The matter was submit-
ted to us, and what do you think investigation

showed? Fii'St. that the Champion City Pro-
duce Co. Iselonged to a young man by the name
of Ed. L. Bowlus; that he was continually
making purchases of every thing he could get
hold of. without any intention of paying a cent
for any thing; and he even succeeded in get-
ting a large amount of stuff. It is strange that
bee-keepers or anybody else should persist in
sending honey or other pi'oduce to any person
or institution without first making inquiry at
the bank, or inquiring of us wliether such per-
sons are reliable. As this young man Bowlus
never paid for any thing, one might suppose he
would get lots of money, and have a good time
so long as he could escape the law. Did he?
Not at all. After continuing in this way, and
getting all the enjoyment that ])roperty with a
guilty conscience could give him, he

—

comrnlt-
ied suicide! When a man has deliberately de-
cided on such a coui'se of fraud and cheat, he
has, of course, turned his back on God. He has
abandoned all thoughts of right, justice, and
religion. He is in opposition to the great God
above. In the language of our text, he knows
that God can not hear him. Right along in the
same line he defies public sentiment, and the
good opinion of his fellow-men; he forfeits all
claim to sympathy from his fellow-men, and
finally ends in suicide. Oh! shall we not be
warned while yet it is time? shall we not, in
the words of Holy Writ, " cease to do evil and
learn to do well "?

There seems to be something really strange
about the way a man loses the respect of his
fellow-men when he loses his respect for God.
When a man says in his heart. " I am going to
look out for No. 1, and have a good time with-
out any regard to conscience or any thing else,"
he commences almost at once to ignoi'e the
claims of humanity upon him. Just a few
days ago an incident came to my notice as fol-
lows:

A man of considerable property rented a little

place to a German family. This family had
borrowed some money of a miller near by. By
hard work and careful saving they had scrap-
ed together the amount necessary to take up
the note; and as this man of wealth was going
to pass the mill, they sent word by him that, if

the miller would send the note by the bearer of
the message, they would take it up. This
wealthy man, however, saw a chance for spec-
ulation. The note was for f'T.'i.OO. Instead of
deliv(a'ing the message as given him, he told
the miller the German family were not doing
very well, and that there was but little pros-
pect that they would ever be able to take up
the note at all. He remaj'ked that he, however,
might get at least a part of it by letting them
work it out on his own premises. The miller,
not suspecting any trap or swindle, finally sold
the note of .^T.'i.OO for .?40.00—a little more" than
half price. The rich man carried the note back,
presented it, and got his fT.^.OO. The Gei'man
family supposed, of covu'se, that he had simply
brought the note for them to take up. So he
put f3.5.00 into his own pocket as the result of
his own shrewdness. Of course, the matter got
out; but as he was used to such sharp practices,
he seemed to care but little or nothing about it.

He offered the miller ?40.00 for it, and he took
him up; so in one sense he made what miglit
be considered a fair and square bargain. Very
likely he could have been arrested for obtain-
ing the note under false pretenses or false-rep-
resentation; but as the parties were poor and
he was rich, it was allowed to pass. I need not
tell you that such a man never thinks of prayer.
Well might the prophet say to all such as he,
" When ye make many prayers I will not hear."
At another time this same man of wealth and
means purchased a farm. I have seen the farm.
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and am personally acquainted with all the par-
ties. The owner of the farm was well along in

years, and there had been indieations that his
mind was failing. Notwithstanding, he sold
the place in spite of all his childrcMi coukl do to

persuade him not to let it go. Almost imme-
diately after the sale, however, he became very
sorry for his rash act; and, in fact, as he looked
over the home where he had been so many
years, and where all his children had been born
and brought up, he became tcuTibly homesick.
or, as the boys sometimes say, "' sick of his bar-
gain," and tinally made overtures to this man
of wealth to trade back. It was the same man,
mind you. who bought the note by false state-
ment, and he held off and refused to let the old
gentleman have iiis farm back until he actual-
ly offered and ixtid h'DnVfteeit InnKlred (Jnlhirs!

The whole transaction occuired within a short
time. Now, a good many of you may say that
this wasperfectly fair and all right. Very like-

ly there was nothing illegal about it. But. can
a man have a good conscience before God and
his fellow-men who thus takes from the pocket
of a neighbor the sum of ?15t)0 for trading back ?

Trades or purchases are usually made with the
understanding that the exchange is a /<(/r one
on both sides: therefore if one of the parties
should change his mind, or repent of his bar-
gain, under ordinary circumstances fairness
and justice would indicate that the purchaser
should receive enough to pay him for his time
and trouble, but no more. What do you sup-
pose became of the lich man? If he continued
to meet with such chances as I have named, to
' speculate " every day, he would soon become a
"millionaire." Do von think .so? God forbid.
I do not know how millionaires usually get
their money; but this man, a little later, was
involved in a scene of crime and murder. He
lost his property, lost his good name (if. indeed,
there was any good name to lose), and fled the
country. When he started out in his evil ways,
as I have said before, he defied God and justice.
In the language of our te.xt, the Father above
had hidden his eyes from him. He did not dare
to even lank toward a just God; and finally he
did not dare to look into the face of (iny one in
the community who knew him. He commenc-
ed by robbing his neighbors until no one had
enough confidence in him to permit him to rob
them any more. His final act was one involv-
ing the ruin of a child, the daughter of a near
neighboi' where I used to live; and murder was
the final end.
While speaking of this matter of ti-ading

back, I want to mention an incident of my early
life in business—an incident that taught me a
lesson. It may sound somewhat like boasting:
but at the time I did it I had no thought that I

was doing any more than any one ought to do.
An elderly gentleman came into the store to
buy a watch. He had never carried a watch,
and was therefore entirely inexperienced in

such matters. After spending an hour or more
I rigged him out with one that seemed to suit
him. He paid the price asked, and went home
apparently well pleased. Now, it seems that
he had decided on the purchase of a watch
without saying a word about it to his grown-up
children; and when he exhibited it to them and
told them he had patronized a town jeweler
without having some one experienced in watches
go along with him. they laughingly declared
that he had been swindled outright—that the
watch was not worth half what he paid for it,

etc. However, he insisted that the man he
traded with looked honest, and he believed he
ivas honest. One of the sons said, banteringly:

"Now look here, father. You go right back
to tin? jeweler to-morrow and ask him how
much money you will have to pay him to trade

back. If he does not admit by his reply that
he swindled you to the extent of five or ten dol-
lars, we will, with you, conclude he is an honest
man."
They worried the old gentleman so much that

he conclud(>d to test his new friend the jeweler.
As he came into the store the conversation was
something as follows:

" Mr. Root, suppose I decide that T do not
wish to keep the watch just now, after all: how
ranch money must I pay you to trade back?"

•• Why, the watch runs well, does it not?"
"Oh. yes! at least, I suppose it does. Yes, it

is just with your clock to the minute. There is

no trouble with it, so far as I know; but I
should like to know just how much money I
must pay you to take it off my hands."

It was something of a struggle. I confess. I
had worked hard for perhaps two houis to
make the sale, and I did not at all relish taking
the watch back and giving him his money.
However, as I had sold the watch at a small
profit I concluded that the most gentlemanly
way would be not to make any charge, as it

was returned in pei'fect order; therefore I told
him that he could have his money back with-
out any charge for my time, if he decided he
did not really want the watch. vSo I counted
out the exact sum, and laid it before him on the
counter. Then you should have seen his face
as he burst into a laugh, and put the watch back
into his pocket. Of course, he explained to me
the whole circumstance. But, didn't he crow
over the children when he got home! They, of
course, had to own up beat; but they declared
that it was a most remarkable thing to find a
jeweler, or. in fact, a man in any other similar
line of business, who would " swap back " with-
out a'" bonus." Well, he exhibited that watch
with great pride to all his friends and acquain-
tances, and told the story, and brought other
men to my store to buy watches. Why, dear
friends, it was a better advertisement for me
than any notice I ever put in the papers, and
yet I did not know it! "O ye of little faith!
wherefore do ye doubt?" A man who is hohest
and fair, and upright and true, not only has the
love of God in his heart to cheer him on his
pathway through life; he not only has the c(m-
fidence and esteem of his fellow-men, but he
actually r/ia/ces more money. And finally, when
trouble come.s—yes, when sickness and death
are near, and he feels constrained to throw
himself on the mercy of the great God above,
he need not fear the concluding words of our
text, " I will not hear: yoiu- hands are full of
blood."

,
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Sin, when It Is finished, bringeth forth death.—James 1 : 15.

Is your apiary all fed up and in winter quar-
ters? Ours is.

Secretaries of bee-conventions will oblige
us by sending us prompt notices of their local
and State conventions.

The Michigan State Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion will meet at Grand Rapids, Mich., Dec. 31
and Jan. 1, next. Reduced rates have been se-
cured at the Eagle Hotel; and as this will be
during the holidays there will be generally re-
duced railroad rates. This is another of the
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good conventions, and its reputation is high.

It is right in the midst of some of the best and
brightest bee-l<eepers in the country, and we
urge all those to attend who can.

We have all our hives now elevated on Hed-
don hive-stands—the same stand that he used
under his original eight-frame hive; and we be-

lieve he also uses them now under his new divis-

ible-brood-chamb(>r hive. We lili:e them the
best of any thing we have seen or tried for the
purpose. But. more anon in Regard to them
and their use.

In another column will be found a notice of

the Northwestern Bee-keepers' Association, to

be held in Chicago, Thursday and Friday. Nov.
19 and 30. A. I. Root will take in the conven-
tion on his wav to meet Prof. Cook at Denver,
Dec. 1. Ofconrse, Dr. Miller will attend. This as-

sociation has the reputation of having some of the
best conventions, and some think them equal to

those of the North American. We trust that
every one who can be present will make a spe-

cial effort to go.

Dr. Miller, in his Straws, asks us if there is

any more weight on two horizontal wires in his

way of wiring than if he had two horizontal

without any perpendicular wires. As you sug-
gest, doctor, your wires would be drawn tight-

er ; and the more a wire is pulled taut, the

less strength it has. In horizontal wiring sve

recommend for the L. frame three wires; and,

in addition, the top edge of the foundation
should be fastened to the comb-guide above.
This really makes four supports instead of two.

as you had them, doctor.

It is now approaching the time to stt«rt an-
other crop of bee-journals. Perhaps a sugges-
tion to prospective editors may not be out of

place. If you think there is a mint of money
in bee-journalism, you may be disappointed;
and if you think it will advertise your sup-
ply business, and lead you on the highway
to success, you may be disappointed again.

At any rate, do not put out the lirst edition

poorly printed with poor ink on poor paper.

If you do, its doom is sealed at once. Bee-
keepers as a class have come to be quite fas-

tidious. -

We are now putting our outside winter cases

on the Dovetailed hives of the Shane yard.

We painted all of these cases Venetian red.

As they are to be on only during the early

spring, late fall, and during the winter, the red

color, instead of being a detriment will be an
advantage. Of course, it would not do to paint
single-walled hives, or hives that are to be in

use during the summer, red. Venetian red. as

a paint, is a great deal more permanent than
white, and therefore there are two reasons why
it should be used on winter cases; viz., econo-
my, and the additional warmth from the sun's

rays.

We were just glancing over a bundle of let-

ters when our eye took in the last number of

the Bee-Keepers' Revieiv which the clerk had
just laid on our desk. The letters were imme-
diately put down and the Review taken up.

After we had glanced through it pretty thor-

oughly the question came to us, "What makes
the lieview so crisp? and why is it we take it

up so quick when it comes? Is it because the
editor quotes very largely from Gleanings in

his "Extracted ' department?" No, not exact-
ly, although that is a delicate compliment to

this journal; it is because the editor throws his

whole being into his paper. He loves it and
his readers.

Our apiarist is very much pleased with the
new one-story Dovetailed chaff hive. It is

but little heavier than the one-story single-
walled hive, and yet has the same chaff-packing
space that our old-style one- story chaff' has
had, that has given us splendid results for the
past four or five years in wintering. We expect
to use these new hives next suinnier in an out-
apiary, and leave them pei'mancntly, or until
such time as the necessities of the location may
demand their removal. Although double-wall-
ed, they are so small that 30 of them may be
loaded on to a wagon very easily, and they take
no more space than 40 of the single-walled hives
would. The projecting water-table makes them
easy to handle.

We have just been looking at our Punics
again. They are little black fellows, and they
do not seem to show that nervousness that a lot
of young black bees do among Italians. It is

said that Punics will not sting, and we believe
that some go so far as to state that they can
not be made to sting. The bees in our yard are
from select tested Punic queens, and our api-
arist says they will sting. He picked up one by
the wing and held it against his hand, and it

actually did sting him. He picked up several
others, and they did not. Then he tried Ital-
ians in a similar way, with similar results. The
fact is, almost any bees will stick out their
stings when you pick them up by the wings;
but unless you squeeze them they rarely sting
you even when you place the sting against vour
flesh.

It has sometimes been doubted whether it is

necessary to go to the expense of importing
queens, the argument being that we can breed
at home a great deal better stock. This may
be true; but the average home-bred queens, in
our experience, are not quite as good for real
business. Here is a letter that speaks for itself,

and which came unsolicited:

Mr. Boot:—The best imported queen arrived in
good shape the day after beuig miilled at Medina.
1 introduced her successfully, and her progeny
have now hatched in large numbers, notwithstand-
ing lier being introduced so late in the season.
They are also far better workers tlian my flve-

banded stock, especially on cool days.
Hiiichman, Mich., Oct. 36. E. A. Boal.

As we have reiterated before, stock that is

bred for color is pretty apt not to be equal to

that which is bred for business, and where color
is made entirely secondary.

We are not really satisfied with white lead
for a body paint to hives. It flakes off too easi-

ly. Common yellow ocher, were it not for the
color, would be vastly ahead. Well, the per-
manence of white lead for a priming coat can
be very gi'eatly increased by the addition of

about .50 per cent of yellow ocher. The second
coat can then have one-third of ocher and two-
thiids of lead. The resultant color will be a
light cream so near white, we think, as not to

make any practical difference as to the absorp-
tion of the sun's rays; and if all hives are
shaded as they should be, either with shade-
boards or shrubbery, it can certainly make no
difference. VVell, then, we have a paint that
will outlast pure white lead. Those of you
who have any thing to do with painting know
that ocher makes an enduring priming coat.

Venetian red is just as good, only the color is

against it for single-walled hives, as pointed
out elsewhere.

COUNTING THE COST.

If any one thinks there must be enormous
profits in making bee-hives, he probably does
not stop to consider the wear and tear of ma-
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chiuery, and the renewal of said machinery
when worn out. Just recently one of our boil-

ers—the oldest one—gave out. and we had to

stop and retlue it; and now—it leaks again!
We shall have to remove the defective flues,

and put others in their place. A few weeks ago
our boiler feed-water heater gave out. and
another had to be ordered to take its place.

This is only a very few of the many losses every
manufacturer has to encounter. All of these
expenses, if not figured in the cost of produc-
tion, have to come out of the profits. A certain
supply-dealer started up a few years ago to put
in a manufacturing plant of his own. Before
that, he had been buying all of his hives and
fixtures, and selling on commission, and was
doing a fairly sood business. But now he bit-

terly repents the project of going into manu-
facturing. Instead of increasing his profits as
he thought, he made his goods at a loss, and so
has many another one who thought he could
make his material cheaper than to buy it. The
trouble is, with many who go into the business,
they figure only two things—co?t of labor and
cost of material. They forget to add in quite a
large item of wear and tear of machinery, cost
of renewal, breakdowns, an occasional fire, cost
of insurance, interest on the money, mistakes,
lack of experience, storage, maintenance of
buildings, and a thousand and one other things
that eat into the profits. We do not say that
there are not some few small supply-dealers
who make money at it: but we wish the pros-
pective ones to count the cost and to count it

right before they curse the day they went into
the business. The fact should" not be lost sight
of, that a large plant can manufacture goods
for less money, and that the incidental ex-
penses are also less in proportiou.

this to Mr. Ripley, and requ(>st bee-keepers, and
all others who have suffered in consequence of
the ruling as it now stands, to send him a gen-
tlemanly and courteous request that he let

comb honey in glass-front shipping-cases go-

unci'ated. The very purpose of the glass fronts
is to show that the package is of a fragile char-
acter.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Michigan State Beekeepers' Association will meet in
Grand Ra"ids, Mich., on Thui-sday, Dec 31st. 1891, and Friday,
Jan. 1st, 1892. G. E. Hll.TOX, Sec, Fieniont, Mich.

The Northwestern Bee-keepers' Society will hold its annual
convention at the Commercial Hotel, corner of Luke and I)ear-
born Sts., Chicago, on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 19 and 20, at
9 A.M. Arrangements have been made with the hotel lor back
room, one bed, two persons, 81"'' per day each; front room,
$2.0() per day for each person. This date occui's during the ex-
position, when excursion lates on the railroads will be one fare
for the round trip. W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec. Flint, Mich.

The tirst regular meeting of the Connecticut Bee-keepers' As-
sociation will be held at the Capitol. Hartford, Nov. Uth, com-
mencing at 1(1-. 30 a.m.: .afternoon session at 2:30. Papers will
be read, followed by discussions, and it is hoped that all inter-
ested in bee culture will make an effort to be present. The
Connecticut association is the ninth to affiliate with the North
American Bee-keepers' Association.

Mrs. W. E Riley, Sec, Waterbury, Ct.

A BAD RULING IN KEGAKD TO SHIPMENTS OF
COMB HONEY.

The following illustrates just what we ex-
pected would take place, as we explained on
pa'ge 701 of current volume. We felt very sure
that the ruling that requires that all comb
honey shall have the glass fronts covered with
crating would work mischief, and so it is. The
following is a letter from a prominent honey
dealer:

Mr. A. T. Root:—We are receiving quite a few
shipmeiit.s of honey wliere tlie bee men are com-
pelled to board the glass fronts, and honey has
reached here in very poor shape, as freiglit-haii-
dlers are not aware of contents, and handle roughly.
We are very lieavy receivers of produce on this
market, and have considerable inliueiice with the
railroad companies, and feel confident that we can
secure tlie removal of the law compelling agents to
"refuse honey in crates unless glass is protected;"
but before attempting to take a voice in the above,
we prefer corresponding with you. We ai'e at all

times ready to champion any cause to further the
interests of the bee-men; so, command us when we
can be of ser^^ce. We have one complaint lo make;
and that is, that bee-men are trying to impose upon
us by sending honey-dew, which we do not want to
sell to the trade. S. T. Fish & Co.
Chicago, Oct. 24, 1891.

We wish that all interested bee-keepers and
all commission merchants would send their
protest to J. T. Ripley. Rookery, Room 733. Chi-
cago. Mr. Ripley, as the pages of our journal
have shown, has shown a disposition to grant
concessions to bee-keepers when the rulings are
manifestly wrong, and for this he has our
hearty thanks. But with regard to crating
packages of glassed comb honey, he does not
see fit to modify the ruling. We "feel sure, from
what we know of him. that, when the facts are
properly brought before him. and enough bee-
keepers" render their protest, he will grant us
what we ask. We will send a marked copy of

As previously stated, the meeting of the North American
Bee keepers' Association will take place at Albany. N. Y., Dec.
8 to 11. Our ))resident has been working hard, and has secured
reduced railroad rates from Chicago and the Missis^ipid Riv-
er, and from the South. The meeting promises to lie the best
in the history of the association, and we hope the West will
send a good delegation. Besides personal members' attend-
ance, we e.xpect every local and State association to send one
or more delegates. This will be a good occasion for Western
bee-men to become acquainted with the noted bee-keepers of
the East, nearly all of whom will attend this meeting. Bee-
keijifIS desiring to attend will please send their names either
to the president. Mr. P. H. Elwood. Starkville. N. Y.. or to the
undersigned, as we intend to publish a lull list of those who
are expected to be present. C. P. Dadant, Sec, Hamilton, 111.

Special Notices.

FIGWORT, OR SI.MPSON HONEY-PLANT, SEED
WANTED.

If any of our readers have anj^ of the above to
sell, please write, sending small samijle. State how
much you have, and what you want for it.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNT.

We desire tt) remind all you forehanded people
wlio take advantage of early-order discounts, tliat

the time is rapiilly growing sliorter when we allow
tlie largest disrount. Only a little over a month re-

mains in which to secure tlie o per cent we allow on
orders sent for goods for next season's use. On
Dec. 1st the discount drops to -1 per cent, as j-ou will
see by referring to page 4 of our price li.st, where
you will als;) lintl the limit of the goods tt) which
the discount applies. I believe the number is in-
creasing each J ear, of those who take advantage of
this discount; and those who try the plan once,
usually continue to do so, for thej' learn the great
advantage of having their goods on hand to make
up during the wi.iter months, when time is plenti-
ful; ;ind when liusy spring returns, and the bees
begin to require "tixin's," they are at hand for im-
mediate use, readj' to secure the best p( >ssi ble results
from the bees. The forehanded bee-keepers pursue
this policy; but the slipshod ones wait till the last
minute, when they liaven't time to send for the
best-made goods without incurring a loss in honey or
swarms, and %"ery often have to put up with a make-
shift in the way of hives and tixtures. We have
heard of cases of this kind so often that we otter
the advice for .vour good, as well as to secure a
larger proportion of orders during the dull season,
when we have time to give them most caieful at-
tention. Mail}- things point to a good season next
year. Anticipate your needs, and order early.

POULTRY. Choice Fowls and Eggs for sale at
all times. Finelv illustrated circu-

lar free. GEER BROS., St. Marys, Mo. 21tfdb
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MOORE'S STRAIN OF ITALIANS.
HOW THEY "ROLI-" IN THE HONEY.

T. J. Mi)ffit. Kemp's Mills, N. C, says: "They
beat any tiling- 1 ever saw In tlie bee line. They are
certainly 'lolling' in the honey now. One of them
beats three of my others at work, and they seem
very gentle. I -would not take J5.00 apiece for
them." The above is in lefereiice to 3 warranted
queens sold to friend M., June 33, 1891. They were
bred from my famous red-clover queen, whose
daug-hters I am now selling: at 8i) cts. each, or 3 for
$2.00, by return mail. Safe arrival and satisfac-

tion g-uaianteed.
J P. MOOKE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
('^Iii r.>|ic)ii.liii>,' !> Uiis ailvertiseineiit mention Hi.ka.mm.s

^'OR S.*l.E.—One-horse-power Shipman Engine" and Boiler, in good order; never used but a lit-

tle. Cost 9(12.=S.I 0. Sell for $riO.0O. With Barnes Cir-

cular and Scroll Saws. *S.5.0n. D. S. Bassett,
Farnumsville, Worcester Co., Mass.

FOR SALE--5 TONS HUBBARD SQUASH.
Ripe and nice. Who wants them '?

M. ISBELL, Norwich, Chenanao Co., N. Y.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS TVO SAG IN BROOI>-FRAMES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No Ftsli-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook. .Montgomery Co., N. Y.
Please mention this paper.

Apiary and Storeroom for Sale.

In Central It)wa, 80 colonics Italian bees in modi-
fled 10-frame L. hives, and all necessary modern Im-
plements. A good supply of white clover, bass-
wood, and a great variety of other bee-pasturage.
No large apiary within ten miles; plenty of room
for out-apiarles. Also a good location for a store or
creamery. A good house with 13 rooms, new barn,
36x43 fert; good well and cistern; 20 acres of land, 3

acres used for raising truck, the rest for pasturage;
all fenced with hog-tight fence. A fine lot of young
basswood and other kinds of timlier growing; )i

mile from school and Sunday school. Reason for
.selling, old age and poor health. For further par-
ticulars, address W. R. H., 17-19 21d

St. Anthony, Jlarshall Co., la.

Teller

KITCHEN
KIMIFE.

This is the knife we have sold for years as our 10-

cent honev-knife. It has lately been improved by
putting on a wire liaiidle instead of the old one of

cast iron. It is the invention of a woman, for

work in the kitchen, sui'h as chopping potatoes,

turning pancakes, scraping kettles, etc. Many
thousands have been sold for use in the kitchen,

and they prove so satisfactory that the manufac-
turer makes the following guarantee:

Any jnirchaser who, after using thf knife one
month, may decide that she does not want it, may
write me to that effect, stating the amount paid,

whereupon I will return to her the said amount by
mail. R- K- Teller.

They are excellent for scraping bits of comb and
propolis from frames and hives, and can be used
for uncapping. We have just bought our third lot

of about a thousand, and otter them as follows:

Ten cents each. By mail, 1.5 cts., or 2 for 25 cts;

85 cts per doz.; or by mail, $1.'20; *9.00 per gross, by
frieght or express.

A, I. Root, Medina, Ohio.

I MAKE THE

Benton Shipping and Introducing Gage
in two styles, at $10.00 and !f2v).00 per lOOJ. I am
sending them all over the country. The largest
cjueen-breeders are using them, and are enthusiastic
ill their praise. Send your order now, and get 5 per
cent discount from above prices. A full line of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
always in stock. Catalogues free. 17-31dC \N. COSTELLOW, WATERBORO, YORK CO., ME.
I;^lll I•e^lMJrllllnlr lij tlil^ lUl veil i~l'liifiil liii'iition (-iLKANlNOS.

Syracuse, New York,
FOR ALL OF A. L ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNDATION i« Our Own ITIake.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writinpr to advertisers please mention this paper. 4tfdb

Job Lot of Wire Netting.
CUT PIECES AT A LOWER PRICE THAN FULL ROLLS.

Having bought from the factory, at our own price,
five or six hundred remnants, as listed below, we are
able to give you the choice of a great variety of
pieces at the price of a full roll or lower. Full rolls
of netting are 1.50 ft. long, and when they are cut we
have to charge nearly double the full-roll rate, be-
cause it is so much trouble to unroll, measure, and
cut, and i-un the risk of having a lot of remnants on
hand. No doubt it is in this way that the following
remnants have accumulated. It costs a good deal
to get all this in shape so we can easily picli out from
the lot the piece you want. Bui to move it off quick-
ly, we put the price down so you can all have a
chance at it. Remember, first come, first served.
In ordering, therefore, name a second or third choice,
or say that we may send the nearest we can if the
piece selected is gone. On 5 pieces deduct 5 per cent,
on 10 pieces 10 per cent. These remnants are shipped
only from here. If any of you want to secure some,
and don't want them shipped till later, when you
will order something else, so as to save freight, pick
out the pieces you want, send remittance witlv the
order, with request to lay by till called for, and we
will mark them as belonging to you. We prefer to
ship them right out, however.

LIST OF POULTRY-NETTING REMNANTS.

Length of each piece. Multiply by the
widtli in feet to pet the number of square
feet in each piece. Then multiply by the
price per foot for the price per piece.

2
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ONE GOLONY Saved tvom Death the Coming
UJintei* mould I^epay the eost oi

a eopy of " ADVflriCED BEE CUIjTOS{E " ten Titties OveP. In 5 of its 32
Chapters may be pound the Best That is Kt^otun upon Wintering Bees.
It costs SO eents but its Pepusal may Hlake you $50 RieheP next Spring.
The '« l^EVIEW " and this Book foi» $1.25. If not JRequainted txiith the
««f?EVIEW,'» send foi« Samples. W. Z. HUTCHlNSOr*, Flint. JWiehigan.

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATION.
The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING is "WIRING BROOD-FRAMES.

—Dr. G. L. Tiuker-

OUR WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHEAPER, and not HALF the trouble
to use that it is to WIRE FRAMES Many may confound the two, but they are ENTIRELY
diflferent J. VAN I»EU»KiV A: SOi\S, Sole Manufac-tureis. Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

tSriu reMHjiiiiinu- to this advertisement mention Ri.KAviMriQ c.,]

Job Lot of Wire Netting.
CUT PIECES AT A LOWER PRICE THAN FULL ROLLS.

Having- bouglit from the factory, at our own price,
five or six liundi-ed remnants, as listed below, we are
able to g-ive you the rholc-e of a great variety of
pieces at the price of a full roll or lower. Full rolls
of netting- are 150 ft. lung-, and when they are cut we
have to charge nearly double the full-foil rate, be-
cause it is so much trouble to unroll, measure, and
cut, and run the risk of having a lot of remnants on
hand. No doubt it is in this way that the following
remnants have accumulated. It costs a good deal
to get all this in shape so we can easily pick out from
the lot the piece you want. But to move it off quick-
ly, we put the price down so you can all have a
chance at it. Remember, first come, first served.
In ordering, therefore, name a second or third choice,
or say that we may send the nearest we can if the
piece selected is gone. On .5 pieces deduct .5 per cent,
on 10 pieces 10 per cent. These remnants are shipped
only from here. If anj- of you want to secure some,
and don't want them shipped till later, when you
will order something- else, so as to save freight, pick
out the pieces you want, send remittance with the
order, with request to lay by till called for, and we
will mark them as belonging to you. We prefer to
ship them right out, however.

LIST or POtTLTRT-NETTING RKMNANTS.

%
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MAPLE SUGAR STIRRED OFF DRY.

If any of tlie friends liave, llko myself, a sweet
tooth f()r this kind of sugar, 1 wish to tell them that
we liave about luU His. of extra nice. It was broug-ht
in by one of our Medina Count.v farmers a few days
ago.' We ean sell it to you for H ets. per lb. as long-

as it lasts. If you have never tasted maple .sugar
stirred otT dry, there is a pleasant suiiirise in store
for you; at least, tliat is what /think. It is espe-
cially nice on 'oatmeal, coinmeal mush, or any
tiling of that sort. Put on ph-nty of butter, then
sift in the sugar, add :i little cream, and—ti'y it

your.self.

PROF. W. 1. chamberlain's NEW BOOK ON UNDER-
DRAINING.

Tliis book is now in press, and 32 pages are al-

ready printed, and another 32 will be out very soon.
The book is to be a comiianion to tlie industrial
manuals wliicli we have lieen publishing; viz.. The
A B C of Krawberry Culture; The A li C of Potato
Culture; Prof. Cook's Book on the Sugar-lnish;
Winter ("are of Horses and Cattle, etc. Perhaps no
bettei- thing can be said of the book tlian to coi>y
an etlitorial from the Rural NfW- Yorker of Aug. 39.

The Bion? was permitted to use some of the cuts
intended for the book, with an article written by
friend Clianiberlain. Here is what they say:

It is now nearly torty years since W. I. Chamberlain laid his
flrst uiidei drain. In that one. cobble stoni s were u.-ed for tile.

He has now, as he tells us clsewheie, liftci-n miles of tile on his
farm. The article printed in I his number gives the conclusions
drawn from forty years of aclu.il observation of the effects of
tile drainage on a soil that is lyjiical of thi usand.- of acres in
Ohio, and of millions of acres in this counti y. A dapper young
minister once asked Dr. Lyman Beecher. nfter listen. ng to one
of his great sermons. " How long did it take you. Mr. beecher,
to write that Sermon ? " " Forty years !

" wa.-^ the instant i-nd

emphatii levdy ; and it was a fact, because the ideas advanced
in the seriiion'wt rebMsedupon the thought and observation of
that length of time. In a hue manner we may safely say that
Mr. Chamberlain lias been forty ye;iis in writing- this article on
drainage. As to our cipinion o' ils value, we can oiil.v say that.
if any better statement of the matter has iver been printed, we
wish to know where it is that we mav publish it in our journal.
We like these forty year articles so well that we have planned
tor a number (jf thein during the coming .year.

The price of tlie book will pi-obably lie 40 cents—
certainly not less. If :niy of you are at work on
underdraining, or want information right away,
send us 40 cts. and you ma.v lisive tlie advance
sheets of the book as fast as it is jiriiited, besides
having a complete coi).\ when done. Of course,
A. I. Root will have something to say in the book,
as he did when Teriy wrote about sti-awberi-ies.

can get the dollar. Give us more of the garden de-
partment, also fruit, especially small fiuits.
Gi-and A'iew, Tenn.

"

A. F. Ames.

Friend Root:—If I was pleased with your select
tested (jueen when she arrived, 1 am more than
pleased now that lier progeny has appeared. Her
workers are very gentle and energetic, beautifully
marked, and altogether handsome and pleasing to
the eye. Her long confinement in the mail has evi-
dentlj- not been detrimental to hei-, as she is very
proline, and lier strain is destined to predominate
largely in my apiary. Since reading- your straw-
berry hook, 1 ve got the strawberry fever right bad,
and should like to know how I can oiitain some of
tiie varieties mentioned therein. Kindly let me
know iiow it is po.ssilile to get them.
Goodna, Queensland, Aus,, Oct, 3. H, L. Jones.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

TlieStai- butcher-saw plates from you till tiie bill

exactly to a dot. How nicely they cut, luiw easily
theii- work in the orcliard! Yes. and how cheap tliey

are'foi- tlie monev: j
"^^

l.'Zl L. H. Hill.man.
Caiiova, S. Dak., July 3S.

A kind word for two (';") GOOD PERIODICALS.

I can't resist subscribing for tlie Rural Neir-
Yorket when 1 can get it for $1 2'\ even if money is

sliort and cheap
i
apers plentiful. Tiie Rural is

wortli lialf a dozen of tlie ciieap monthlies, and I

will not get along witliout Gleanings as long as I

SOMETHING FURTHER IN REG.\RD TO THE INTER-
NAI, W.\TER CURE.

Your little pampiilet on the internal use of hot
water I haiipeiied tosee. 1 inive iiad occasion many
times to use tiie remedy for constipation, and be-
lieve a more .systematic u.se, as you recimimend,
would l)euertt me, and periiaps cure tiie internal
piles I now have. I would respectfully suggest to
,Vou tiie importance of saying in tlie pampiilet tiiat
the iii.iection should not Ijc used witiiin an liour or
two after eating—at night on retiring or in tiie
moi-niiig on rising; digestion is interfered witli
otiiei-wise; also a little salt added to tiie water
lessens the .severity of the .stinging. Snuff waier up
tlie nose clear, aiKl see hows it iiui-ts; add a little
salt, and see iiow it soltens and smootiis it. Tiie
nozzle of the syringe should i)e greased—vaseline is
good— l^efore inserting it into the delicate memlier.
With tnaiiks for your humanitarian effort, 1 am

—

Brooklyn, N. Y., iNov. 1. A. F. W. Grant.

SOME KIND WORDS FROM A COLLEGE PROFESSOR.
Mr. Ri Kit:— I iiave this minute tinislied reading

your little iiamphlet on '- A JSew Method of Tieat-
iiig Disease Wituout iMedicine. I liave long want-
ed just sucii a point in hygiene, not for my own
use, hut toi- my jiatieiits and those under m.^" cai-e.

1 admire >'()Ui- straightloiward w:iy ot imtti'iig the
truth. I do not doulit that you have already done
much good by the disti-ibution of tiiis little" tract.
Here is another thing tiiat will interest you. A
pint of cold water taken into the stomach on rising,
one lioui- before breakfast, washes out from the
stomacli all accumubited mucus and stimulates
the stomach to secrete a proluse supply of gastric
juice. The water and mucous from llie stomacli
pass on down through the alimentary" canal, soften-
ing and luliricating ever.v thing therein, so that,
within half an hour after l)reakfast, a free, easy
passage of the l)owels occui-s. It seems to me tliat
this l-emed.^ combined with yours ought to keep tiie

system pretty well waslied out. There is nothing
deleterious in the driiilv of cold water we have lie-

fore breakfast. Let me tiiank you again foi- your
pamphlet. You very kindly oner to furnisii" the
pamphlets to any one who can use them ftn- the
benefit (if mankind. 1 iiave nlan.^• student friends
in tlie Noi-tiiwesterii LJniversit\- who are being
urged to pay J4.1KJ for A. Wilford Hall's "Secret.'
I should like to send them a few cojiies, and should
also like to have a few copies to use among our own
students. Winfield S. Hall. M. D.,

Prof, of Biology, and College Physician.
Haverford College. Pa., Nov. 6.

Dnill TRY ^lioice Fowls and Eggs for sale atVIJUU I n I • all times. Finelv illustrated circu-
larfree. GEEK BROS., St. Marys, Mo. 31tfdb

A Four-Color Label for Only 75
Cts. Per Thousand.

Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat
fiiur-ciilur label, with your name and address, witii

the choice of having eitiier "comb" or "extracted"
before the word "lione.v," for only 7.5 cts. per thou-
sand ; 50 cts. per .5i (•,- or 3(1 cts. for 2;'i0, postpaid. The
size of the label is 2>4xl incii—just rigiit to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
tlie front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
in-ctty designs in label work.

A. I. ROOT, ITIedina, O.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—/YoTuy.— Honey market quiet. We

liave disjMisert of neai'ly all of our conih lioney. but
liart to reduce prices soniewliat in order to meet
competition. E.vtracted uiicliaiiged. Supplies run-
ning' down, and we are in the market foi- low dark
grades. B'eswax, 26@28c. Demand moderate. New
supplies will come in from the West Indies in about
a month. F. G. Stkohmeyer.
Nov. 9. New York.

Chicago.— H(i)!ct/.—Comb honey is selling- well at
15@lBc for the best grades. Nearly all late arrivals
have come in good order. Dark is slow of sale, with
exceiJtion of dark extracted, wliich sells at 6@6i4c,
and white at 7@8c, accoi'ding- to (juality and style
t)f paokag'e. Beesuajc, '.i'i@2-^(:

.

R. A. Burnett,
Nov. 7. 161 S. Water St., Chicag-o, 111.

Cincinnati.—Hoiicy.—Demand for honey is very
slow for this time of the year, from manufacturers
and consumers. Supply is good of all kinds except,
perhaps, strictly choice comb honey. Extracted
honey brings 6@8c on arrival. Choice comb honey,
r2@16c in a jobbing way. There is a fair demand
for beeswax, with a good supply. It brings 23@25c
on arrival for g-ood to choice vellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.
Nov. 7. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.—Ho/ie/y.—Demand for comb good,
supply large. We quote 1-1 b. sections, white. 15®16;

1-lb. dark. 12c; extrai-ted. white. 7@7',4; dark, h@
6X.^ Beeswax, none on the market.

~7i Hamblin & Bearss,
Nov. 11. _ri^J ' 514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

New York.—Ho/ipy.—Our market Is quiet. We
quote: Fancv white. 1 lb.. 14@15c; 2 lbs.. 12; off
grades, 1 lb., 12@13; 2 lbs., lo@ll; buckwheat. 1-lb.,

10®11; 2 lbs., 9c; extracted, white clover, ba.sswood,
California, 6?4@7c; orange bloom. 7@7,'2 ; Southern,
6.5@70c per gal. Bee.'<iC(tx. 26(S!27.

Hildketh Bros. & Segelken.
DNov. 11. New York.

Chicago.—HoHci/.—Good demand for fancy white
honey in 1-lb. sections at 16c. Other gradas white.
J-l@15. Extracted honey selling slow, owing to
warm weathei'. Quote selling 6'/^@7>2'. Beeswax,
light supplv, good demand at 26@27.

S. T. Fish & Co.,
Nov. 5. 189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Detroit.—Hokcj/—Comb honey in fair demand at
12® 13 c; supply light. Extracted, 7@8c. Beeswax
in good su))plv at 2.5@'i6c. M. H. Hunt,
Nov. 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

St. Louis.—JI./nei/.—Tliere is little of an encour-
aging nature to report in regard to the iioney mar-
ket. The trade is very quiet, and prices unchanged.

D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
Nov. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—Extiai-ted honey, basswood, clover.
mesquite, alfalfa, sage, and other varieties. Low-
est prices. Correspond with us. 22-2db

S. T. Fish & Co., 189 So. Water St., Chicago. 111.

I am prepared to furnish pure extracted honey in
60-lb. tin cans. New cases and cans; graded goods.
Carloads a specialt\'. Address
lltfdb E. Lo%t;tt, San Diego, Cal.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. Stohddck. Durand, Winnebago Co., III.

W.\nted.—11,000 lbs. bi'ight white comb honey.
B. Walker, Cainic, Mich., or Glen Haven, Wis.

For Sale.—1000 lbs. of buckwheat comb honey.
30d D. F. Lashier, Hooper, Broome Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—Four bbls. of basswood and 2 of alsike
honey. It is in full 32-gallon liarrels. I will send
sample, and take f30 per barrel on track, or $32 de-
livered, or 8c per lb. H. H. Ovehmyer, Lindsey. O.

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS, ETC.
We make the liest goods and sell them cheap.
Our Sections are far the best on the market.
Our Woiks turn out the most goods of any facto-

rj' in the world.
Our gootls are known as the best throughout the

L'nited States and Eunjpe.
Wiite for f ree, illustrated catalogue and piice list.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
I'lt-ase mention tliis iiaptr. Itfdb

A nVERXISING IWATTER judiciouslv di.s-"" tributed where it will do the most good among
bee-keepers, farmers, dealers, etc.. cheaper than
you can mail it. Address LEE SHORTT,

Local advertising agent. Lower Cabot. Vt.

QAY, YOIT BEE-KEKPRR, with nothing to
•*^ do all winter, have you seen mv ad. of •'Oin-
Domestic " clothes-dryer, on iiage 8U0.'Oct. 15? Re-
member I pay the freight.

D. S. Hall. Lower Cabot. Vt.

Hatch Chickens by Steam.
IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
aiff^L„^^Will do it. Thousands in successful oper-
W^Si^sl ^tion. Simple, Perfect and .sv Jr-IUgulniing,
tTW

f,
jTlTLowest-priceQ firet-class Hatcher made.

JiJiun beji Giiaranteed to hatch a larger percentage
cT \ „ , "' fertile eggs at less cost than any other.
Bend 6c. for Illus. Catalog. CEO. U. STAHL, ({nin^f. 111.

^P"ln responding LO tnisadveiti.-enieni nientiun GLEANINGS.

LITHOGRAPH LABELS
Zxi 12 Colors, a.-b $2.00 per lOOO.
The 12 colors are all on each label. They are ob-

long in shape, measuring 2'bx2?8. They are about
the nicest labels we ever saw for glass tumblers,
pails, and small packages of honey. We will mail
a sample, inclosed in our label catalogue, free on
application, and will furnish them postpaid at the
following prices: 5 cts. for 10; 25ct8. for 100; f1.00
for 500: «1.T5 for 10110. A. 1. Root. Medina. O.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be Inserted under this head at one halt our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed live lines, and you must say you want vour
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as jou please;
but all over five lines will cost you according- to our regular
rates. This department is intended onlv for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price" lists, or notices of-
fering artii-les for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular r.xtes of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from .5c a roll
and up, for honey. J. S. Scoven,

12tfdb Kokomo. Ind.

\1TANTED.—A good Chri.stian liousekeeper with-
V> out incumbrance, to keep hou.se for a family of
three adult persons. 22-23d

J. L. Clakk. Apalachicola, Fi-anklin Co., Fla.

ANTED. — Tt) exchange bee supplies for ex-
tracted honey. 22-23d

.1. M. KiNZiE. Rochester. Oakland Co.. Mich
W
IITANTED.—To exchange a good paying job for
Vt .some of your spare time this winter; also a
Goodspeed & Wyman gauge lathe, for a pony plan-
er, or " Our Domestic "' clothes-dryer (see page 800
Oi"t. 151, for extracted honey.

'
'

D. S. Hall, Lower Cabot. Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange 10-inch Root fdii. mill,
new queen-cages, drone-traiis, etc.. for displav

and job type. Ho.me, St. Petersliurg, Fla.
"

\IfANTED.—To exchange queens, supplies, or cash,
IT for full colonies of bees. Write, gi\-ing full
particulars and lowest cash price f. o. b.

E. L. Pratt, Be^erh , Mass
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Syracuse, New York,
FOR ALL OF A. L ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNOATIOJV is Our Own Make.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. Itfdb

USfOAL^
INSTRUMENTCs

URRAY Sc HEISO?
e CLEVELAND OHIO. °^rfl
OEND FOR CATALOGUeP^

Please mention this paper

EARLY QUEENS.
In March and April, from apiary in Texas, tlie

choicest .5-bandefl stock, wari'anted purely mated.
One, J1.25; 6 for $6.00.

BREEDING QUEENS.
From home apiary In Aiiril oi' May, $3.00 to $5.00

each. All orders tilled promptly. Send your name
NOW for full particulars, ready in Feliriiaiy or fore

part of March. Safe ari'lval and aiitirr satisfaction

guaranteed or money refunded. Orders booked now,
pay when vou want the queens. 1-24-db

S. F. <e I. TREGO, SwEDONA, III.

BERRY PLANTS
Low prices. Catalogue free.

Orape Vineti.
Fruit Trees,

plants. Large stock.

«M. STAHL, Quincy, III.

Honey - ExtiT^actot^.

Squafe Glass }ioney''JsiPs,
Tin Buckets, Bee«Hi^88

floney-Seetions, &c., &e.
Pepfestion Cold-Blast Smokers.

APPLY TO
^

CHfl^S. p. IWUTH & SO|Sl, Cincinnati, O.

p. S.—Send 10-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

EeejoomaL
32 pages—$1.00 a year—Sample Free.

The oldest, largest and cheapest Weekly bee-paper

THOMAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
CHICAGO. ILL-

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, ShipiJiug-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utidb New Loudon, Wis.

In writing advertis-ers please mention this paper.

For Sale, Portable Engine on Wheels
8 H. P., in good repair. Will sell AT A BARGAIN

if taken at once. Address

LowRY Johnson, Masontown', Pa.

/I/. A. KNAPP, Rochester, Lorain Co.. 0.,
HAS FOR SALE

SO Strong Colonies of Pure Italian Bees,
500 White and Black Ferrets.

Also a fine lot of Scotch collie and coon-dog pups.
Prices sent on application. ITtfdb

Please mention this paper.

EVERY THING
USED BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB,

Pleasant Valley, N. 7.

^^ A

S
mention this paper.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

lltfdb

Catalogue flee for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO.,
HiGGINSVILLE, Mo.

Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE=^dNE H. P. ENGINE AND BOILER.
Price $25.00. Good order. 21-33d

C. J. HUBBARD, Simonsville, Windsoi' Co., Vt.

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a doz-
en, you do not find them so, or if they do not prove sat^

isfactory in every way, return them by mail within 9J
daj's after receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRK ES:—Eacli, by mail, po.stpaid, with full direc-

tions. 20c; per dozen. $2.2.5. Send for circular and testi-

monials. Supjily dealers, send for wholesale prices.

lOtfdb R. (£ E. C. PORTER, LEWISTOWN, ILL.
ISrin resjionding to this advertisement mention Gleaninos

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed

Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives.

Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.

We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of ijractical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices, featistac-

tion guaranteed. Send for our New Catalogue. 51 illustrated pages,

free to all. -^Wdb

£. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
responding to this advertisement mention Olkantngs.
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STfi/ir Straws
from dr. c. c. miller.

Chicago convention Nov. 19, 20.

A TWIN DOA^ETAiLED HIVE is mentioned in
B. B. J.

If you WINTER in the cellar, try to get your
bees in dry. and before they are frozen.

The WAX-EXTRACTOR that S. F. Trego (A.
B. J.) uses to melt old combs is .simply an ordi-
nary queen-nursery 18x18x10 inside.

Several queens might be kept in one hive,
Henry Alley thinks, if the points of their stings
were clipped. Mightn't some of the workers
need clipping?

Honey-water, from which to make good
strong vinegar, should be strong enough so that
an egg floating in it will just show itself at the
top.

—

Dadant in Review.

•'When the tjees commence to drive the
drones out of the hive at the close of the early
honey-harvest, then cut out all the drone comb,
and the bees will replace it with worker comb."'
—H. Alley.

A LAWSUIT occurred lately in England, in
which a bee-keeper sued another man on whose
premises a swarm alighted, and were burned
by the owner of the premises. The bee-keeper
beat.

A report says that the D. A. Jones Co. has
gone into liquidation. Sony, but it may be a
blessing in disguise. The C. B.J. hasn't failed,
anyhow. The last number is an improvement
—more Jones in it.

Beautiful fall weather, and it seems as if

bees might enjoy staying outdoors: but they
don't fly any, and the thermometer goes down
below 30° at night, so I suspect if they are to be
taken into the cellar, the sooner the better.

Mrs. Harrison, in Pruirle Farmer, says that
the honey-bee is the only agent in securing per-
fect fertilization of apple-blossoms. That's an
important item, if true; and it doesn't come
from a person given to wild statements. I dare
you to give us the proof, Lucinda.
The Review is raising the question whether

each number shall continue to discuss a special
topic, said topics having been pretty well
thrashed over. The Review has been so suc-
cessful in this line that it's a pity to have any
change made.

Editor Hutchinson objects to a record -book
because it gets soiled, and becau-;e a pencil dan-
gles from it with a string. Now look here,
W. Z. Don't you get to b<:!ing a dude that can't
stand a little propolis. Of course, my book is

all daubed with glue from one end to the other,
and so are my hands; but I shan't give up us-
ing either on that account.

Friend Root, you say, page 836, "If you do
not know how to put a pair of shears in nice
cutting order, you ought to be ashamed of your-
self." Well, 1 don't, know, and of course I'm
ashamed, but you ought to be ashamed that you
didn't tell how. when you were talking about it.

It's not too late now.

The C. B. J. very properly disapproves the
suggestion of the B. B. J., that honey from foul-
broody hives may be used for household pur-
poses. "Supposing it is used on the table, and
the water that the dishes were washed in
thrown out in the yard, the bees might get it,

and carry it back to the hives."

Dadant »t Son say in Review, that, to get all
the wax out of our old brood-combs, they
should be mashed up fine when cold and brittle,
and thoroughly soaked in water before melting.
The breaking prevents the wax from lodging
in the cells, and soaking full of water prevents
the melted wax from soaking into the debris.
That's bright. I move a vote of thanks to the
Frenchmen.

" Fruit is not injured by bees, because
a bee has no biter, but only a slender proboscis
with which she sucks her food." That's an ar-
gument I've seen used several times, but I don't
believe it's wise to use such an argument, for
the simple reason that it's not true. Bees have
a " biter." as every bee-keeper knows who has
seen them gnawing quilts, and even pine wood
when the hive entrance is too small.

Here's PROOF that bees injure fruit. G. W.
Camp says in Hanford Sentinel: " Mr. Oliver
Smith informed me that the bees carried off a
tray of raisins per day from his vineyard." He
did not say whether they brought back the
trays or not; but two of his neighbors told me
that they saw the road near his place covered
with bees carrying off his raisins. The bees
were walking on their hind legs, and each one
had a raisin between its fore claws.

Syrup of granulated sugar shows more de-
termination to granulate with me this fall than
ever before, and others make the same com-
plaint. Heddon says, in Review, *' I find the
granulated sugar much different from what it

used to be once. Then the regulation amount
of acid would hold it every time; now hardly
any of the time." I wonder if we ought not to
have a special brand of sugar for bee-keepers,
something as the B. B. J. furnishes its patrons.

Cutting tin is one of the things that, as a
bee-keeper, I often want to do, but sometimes
have done it with a hammer because I couldn't
wait to go to a tin-shop and didn't want to
spoil my wife's shears. I thought I could hardly
afford to pay a dollar or two for a pair of tin-
ners' snips: but since friend Root offers them
for a quarter I've ordered a pair, and will give
up cutting tin with a hammer. I wonder if

he couldn't sell $40 squaring shears for about a
dollar!
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A swAKM of bees is reported as settling on a
man's chin; and the C. B. J., commenting on
it. says. "It is evident that the queen lighted
on the man's chin, and the bees settled around
her. same as they would on an ordinary limb."
Hasn't brothel' Jones been caught napping for

once? Do the bees follow the queen in settling,

any more than they do in leaving the hive?
Bees often settle on a limb when the clipped
queen is not with them at all.

CYPRUS ; BEES AND BEE-KEEPING.

f'OXTINUED FKOM LAST ISSUE.

The way led us through badly paved and
narrow streets until at length we arrived at the

house, which was in a miserable condition.

Through a low gateway he led us to his garden
where a profusion of lemon-trees, orange-trees,

pomegranates, and others were planted in adis-

oi'derly way. In the midst of the garden he
had arranged his hives in a pyramidal shape
above each other, with stone slabs closing up
both ends of the two to three foot cylinders. A
big entrance-hole (big enough to let the death-
head moths and hornets fall upon unprotected

hives) was in the lowei- part of the slab. The
bees were working actively on cucumber, veg-

etable marrow, and 01 her f1owei-s of the cucur-
hitacte. especially the "squirting cucumber"
(Echallium elaterUim), which yields bitter hon-
ey. This plant grows wild all over the East,

but seems to prefer ruined places. Ashes and
crumbled building material seem to be just the

right thing to make them thrive. The plant

very much resembles the cucumber at a dis-

tance, with its small yellow flowers; but com-
ing nearer vou find the leaves very prickly,

much rougher than garden cucumbers, and the

fruit a tiny cucumber growing at an angle of 4.5

degrees on an upright stalk. When we boys
used to run about the ruins of Zion and Jeru-

salem we used to have great fun touching one
of the ripe fruits, and off they go on the next

person, sending out the juice and seeds right

into the face or some part near the direction

the fruit points. This is one of Nature's curi-

ous ways of propagating its kind by sending oft'

the seed to a great distance. The cactus was
also yielding some honey; but as too few hedges

grow around Larnaca. and the cactus yields

honey very sparingly, this source is equally a

poor one. Thistles also, of the carduus tribe,

grow round the town; and the best of all hon-
ey-plants for summer was just beginning to

come into bloom—the thyme—of which we met
four donkey-loads being brought to town from

the mountains, for the oven. I felt very fidgety

about it. although not living in the place; still,

in Palestine they ar(- doing the same thing, and
robbing bees of their pasturage in the near fu-

ture. Plenty of carob-trees grow all ovei' Cy-

prus, and these carobs form an important arti-

cle of export, while the flowers yield honey of a

dark brown color. In places where cotton and
hemp are cultivated, the bees also get a chance
to gather some surplus; but cultivation or ag-

riculture is carried on in the most primitive

way. The island having bi'en chosen as an
abode for the gods by the ancients. Jupiter

named the mountain Olympus, and

Sweet Venus, born of ocean's creamy foam.
Chooses the sea-kissed Paiilios as lier liome.

In fact, a temple dedicated to Venus was dug
up near Paphos. and is supposed by archaeolo-

gists to be one of the oldest temples in the woi'ld

—at least of the Greek world.

old Neptune calls up finm tlieir ocean bed
His favorite Nereids to tlie mountain's liead;
Shows tliem the sacred land, and bids each say
Where on the tliirsty soil hei' streams sliall play.

But the beauty and fruitfulness of this island
have gone, partly by the cai'elessness of its in-
habitants, by the past government, and the
teeth of '3.'iO,0(X) goats roaming about the island.
The British government has done a good deal
to make the island in some distant future what
it was

Wlien Ceres, bounteous g-iver of the sU)re,
With lavisli liorn gave ever more and more.

But the heavy taxes which the British gov-
ernment levies on the poor inhabitants weigh
so much on them that it will take a generation
before the island will begin to show, before
better methods to cultivate the soil, and ma-
nuring, will have come into vogue, so that
every farmer will have found the usefulness of
the plowman's toil,

Wresting- from the fruitful womb of motlier Earth,
Heaping' tlie garners and dispelling- dearth.

Here, as in Malta. I could find no statistics
about bees or honey. Although the govern-
ment levies 2 pence on each hive, nothing could
be found out positively. Only approximately
could we find a few numbers.
Bee-keepers here depend on wild honey-

plants. No clover or such plants grow here.
As we have very long and dry summers, the
scattering of honey-plant seeds would avail
little or nothing on hard, uncultivated, sun-
scorched grounds. And, again, neither Cypri-
ote nor Syrian nor Palestinian would trouble
himself or move a finger in such work. Cyprus
would yield just as nice and as much honey if

some intelligent bee-ke.e])er would go ahead
and put up his apiai'y in such places as afford
pasture enough; but, to be sure, I would not
change another locality to live among a de-
graded race, such as the Cyprians, so long as
there are a good deal better places to live in.

Going round the town, a candle-manufactur-
er was bu^y nuinufacturing pure wax candles
(mixed with .")0 per cent of ceresin) for the
churches, with which the island is well provided,
belonging mostly to the Greek orthodox. The
man had a big kettle on the hre, in which he
put his wax to melt. A sieve, simply put inside
the fluid mass, kept all filth out; and with a
ladle he was taking out hot wax and pouring it

ovei' foot-long cotton threads hanging over the
kettle by hundreds. As soon as the wax was
cooled, another ladleful was poured over, till

every thread had received some. The first was
again cooled enough, and patiently he slowly
went oviM' his lot. evei'y time thickeniug the
candles. He had sonu:! weighing sevi'ral pounds,
while the greater part wf'igh 1:.' or more to a
pound. The beautiful yellow candles go fast

into tlie churches as offerings. For sick persons,

or any other vow, candles are offered. The
whole island may possess between 10.000 and
30.000 bee-hives, which rise and fall in number
according to the seasons, and thi'se average
about 3 lbs. of honey and I4 lb. of wax per hive,

winch is almost all sold on the island itself.

Government taxes ai'e 3 pence a hive.

As in all other Mediterranean countries, the
bees swarm out in April and May, and drones
are killed soon after. The honey is taken after

the r:;4th of June (equal to our 7th of July),

St. John's day. Taken before this the honey
must taste bitter—not because it is mixed with
the bitter flower of the squirting cucumber, but
because St. John's blessing must fully come
down on the hives and take away every bitter-

ness! The honey is cut up into small chunks,
and put into baskets away from robbers, to al-

low the honey to drip out. The wax is melted
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in a kettle and in a sack, and is sqneezed out with
the simplest machinery possible. Mr. Derwish-
ian tried another day to open his nuclei; but
after having got the first sting on his forehead
in his lif(\ he jiut on a veil and took me to his
" lamblike '" Cyprians, and gave them a few ta-
blespoonfuls of syrup to quiet them down; but
even this sweet inducement would not do. They
went for us, all for the sake of Louis G.'s rough
handling thr(»e days ago. I could hardly look
at them, and we decided to have a turn about
the town, but we were soon done. Mi'. I), took
me to silkworm raisers. He indulges in this

branch, and believes he gets a better living
from this than by buying bee-fixtures from
England and comb-foundation machines from
A. I. Root, on which he got along nicely mak-
ing foundation, but ultimately he found it to be
like the friend and bee-keeper I met last year
in Malta, " a nice thing to put his money in,

and have the pleasure of raising bees." He
was told, years ago, of 30 to 50 lbs, average sur-
plus per hive, but believes he was humbugged.
He is almost too cautious, suspicious, and mis-
trusting of his fellow-creatures. What would
he say if he could read reports like friend Os-
born's from Cuba, or friend King's from Phoe-
nix, Arizona? I wonder, too, why American bee-
keepers have not established themselves long
before in such a paradise. Why! we over here
have none of the advantages of Arizona nor
what Mr. King calls Cuba's disadvantages, ex-
cepting the great heat. With us the thermom-
eter ranges only from 30° to 33° Celsius in the
summer months. But here, besides the duty
on l^ees and honey, the poor help we have to

put up with, and the poor market which we
have to' seek in Europe and Africa, we have no
forests to give us shade, but plejity of un-
healthy districts. The grip, malaria, intermit-
tent fevei's, etc.. have been hard on me for the
past two years and yet I have found time to
work bees and make them pay; and I freely in-
dorse Dr. C. C. Miller's answer to question 193,

Sept. 1 Gleaxings, concerning health. I think
I should not have stood all these; but outdoor
occupation, and a trip over the sea once in a
while, have kept me up.
Cyprus being a little out of the way, steamers

only occasionally touch here; and having no
time to spare, and still no steamer here, I got
into a -lailing-vessel about to leave for Syria;
but the wind being calm we lay in the road till

night. After 34 hours of slow sailing we were
still in sight of Mt. Troodos, and could dream
of " the beautiful Cyprus," and think

What dreams of 01d-Wt)rId tales flit o'er tliy l)row,
O Troodos, in thy calm rest to-day ?

Vain visions of tlie future of the isle tiiou guardest
in thy lofty majesty?

But next morning, 36 hours after we left, our
vessel was being idly thrown about by the
waves, witliout proceeding, from morning till

night. The loose masts were squeaking as if

to tease us and try our patience. The next
morning a tine breeze filled the sails and speed-
ily drove us forward. Just before night we
could distinguish, many miles away, Mt. Leba-
non.

I close my article on Cyprus with the words
of an Englishman who says;

And now tliat all tin- ancient gods are flown.
Do ye wlio've made the island all your own
Bless witli your ever civilizing care
Tliewoful wreck tlieTurk lias left you tliere!

How glad I was to leave the poor little vessel,
in which my " tirst-cla.ss berth" was bare
I)lanks, after having been tossed about three
days and three nightsi I fancied the town of
Beyrouth could not stand still.

Ph. J. Baldensperoer.
Jaft'a, Syria, Oct. 1.

HORIZONTAL WIRING.

IT WORKI- perfectly; heavy vs. light
hrood foundation.

Mr. Editor:—As Dr. Miller is desirous of hav-
ing some one tell him of a more easy way of
wiring frames than that described by him on
pages 809 and 810, Oct. 1.5th Gleanings. I will
give my plan, which 1 feel sure is both easier
and better.

I have .5(X) or 6(X) combs, nearly all perfect,
wired as follows with four horizontal wires; I
make four holes in the middle of each end-bar,
at proper distances apart. The upper wire
should be about an inch below the top-bar. I
use a machine of my own construction, operat-
ed on the principle of a tobacco-knife, with a
lever. A pressure of the handle (lever), and the
four holes are made at once, all in line in the
center of the upright. This must, of course,
be done before the frames are nailed up. Now
nail the franu^s together. Nail two pieces, each
^8x1x3 inches, on your workbench, at a distance
so that the erifZs, which should point toward
each other (thus ), are ^^ or ^ inch
nearer than the out.side length of your frame.
Now spring the end-bars in so the frame will
just slip down between the ends of the blocks,
when the frame will be held firmly, having the
frame so adjusted that the blocks press exactly
in the middle. To secure this, nail another piece
•^a X 1 X the length of the frame, at the right
point, for the bottom-bar to rest against, to
hold the frame square while wiring. Now you
are ready to commence wiring.
Drive in, partly, two ?8 tacks in one end-bar,

one near the top hole, and the other near the
bottom hole, both in the edge of the bar. Com-
mence by putting the wire in through the bot-
tom hole fii-st, then across the frame and
through the lower hole in the other end-bar;
now back; and back and forth again; now
wind around the tack near the top-bar, and
drive it home. Now spring the frame between
the blocks and draw the wire all it ivill hear,
rubbing the wire with the thumb and finger of
the left hand to take out the little kinks while
drawing with the right; wind around the lower
tack, and drive it home and cut off the wire;
pull out the frame, and it is wired in the best
possible manner. You can almost play a tune
on the wires. The spring in the end-bars will
keep the wires taut.

I \ise foundation about 5 square feet to the
pound; leave ^4 inch between the bottom-bar
and lower edge of the foundation to allow for
stretching; place in an upper story, and the
bees will fill the frame every time. If in the
brood-chamber, they may leave a space between
the lower edge of the comb and the bottom -bar.
I have never had any trouble with the founda-
tion bagging except when there was not enough
space left for stretching, when it will bag out
between the lower wire and the bottom -bar.
The wires will stretch and sag as much as the
foundation. Thomas Nichols.

Di^ie, W. Va., Oct. 3<).

[We could not understand why you did not
have bulged combs if you drew your wires taut,
until we came to the sentence where you said
you use foundation -5 /ect to the poim'd. With
such heavy sheets almost any wiring will work;
but the fact is, such foundation is rather too
expensive, especially if sheets from S to 9 feet
to the pound will work just as well and give as
good combs, providing that the horizontal wires
are not drawn taut or just tight enough to take
up the slack. When they are stretched, they
are not as strong; and, besides, they will of ne-
cessity bow in the end-bars; and, worse than all,
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many bee-keepers will have "bulged comb."
We have before explained that we have wired
horizontally, nsing foundation 13 feet to the
pound. As the wires were not drawn tight,

there was no bulging; but it is impracticable
to roll out on the mill foundation so thin as
this, in large sheets. We find from 8 to 9 feet is

about as thin as we can work it on the average.
Foundation from four to five feet to the pound
—that is, " heavy brood"—costs nearly twice as
much as that 9 feet to the pound. In these
days of poor and uncertain honey seasons, close
competition with California honey and other
sweets, the bee-keeper needs every cent he can
save, and why not in foundation '? For unwired
frames it is advisable to use heavy foundation;
but it is apparent that this is rather poor econ-
omy when the wiring costs so little.]

A GOOD KEPORT FROM VERMONT.

SUCCESSFUL wintering; bee-escapes, etc.

My experience in honey-producing is rather
limited, as, previous to this season, it consisted
principally of looking on while my brother
handled the bees. Hut last spring he was sud-
denly called to Michigan, so he left his apiai'ies

in my charge, with many a piece of good advice
and warning injunction. As the bees last fall

were well supplied with good honey, and were
well protected in the chaff hive, they wintered
finely, and at the opening of the season there
were 84 colonies in two yards—63 in the home
yard, run for comb honey, and 31 in an out-api-
ary run for extracting. All the spring manipu-
lation necessary was to remove the burlap and
put on a board, at the same time seeing that
they had a queen and plenty of stores.

The little feeding that was necessary was
done by combs of honey saved from last year
for that purpose. This has always been ray
brother's method of feeding.
We use a hive similar to the Bristol, contain-

ing 10 Langstroth frames: and by the first of

June they were packed with bees. They got a
pretty good start on fruit-bloom and I'aspber-

ries; and as soon as while clover opened, the
sections were put on in the home yard, and tier-

ing up was practiced, putting the empty super
beneath. In the out-apiary, where extracted
honey was produced, large top stories were used
with a queen-excluder beneath. Not a pound
of honey was extracted from the brood-cham-
ber. By the first of August I found time to

look around and count up; and I found by do-
ing so that the home yard had increased from
63 to 100. and I had about 5.5(MJ lbs. of line comb
honey—an average of 87 lbs. per colony, and an
increase of over half the original number. In

the out-apiary I had increased from 31 to 31,

and taken 3.500 lbs. of extracted honey, or an
average of 119 lbs. per colony, and an increase
of one-half the original number. There were
two imported Carniolan queens in the yard, and
their bees swarmed early and often, but did
good work.
My brother used 15 of the horizontal cone

bee-escapes last year, and this year I made 15

more, and used them and the Porter exclusive-
ly in taking off both comb and extracted honey.
I prefer the Porter; but the cone escapes as I

make them do vei'y good work, and cost only
about 3 cents each for the wire cloth.

I had a hive on scales during the honey-flow.
June 13 a new swarm from the catcher was
hived on full sheets of foundation, such as we
always use, with sections and foundation for

comb honey on top. July 35th they had gained
110 lbs. The season began on white clover

about June 1. and lasted until July 13, or until

basswood was in bloom. The best daily yield
from white clover was June 35lh, and was 7 lbs.

The best daily yield from basswood was July
33d. 6>^ lbs. The best yield for five consecutive
days was 5 lbs. per day from the 10th to the 1.5th

of June. The poorest yield for 5 consecutive
days was from July 1st to the 5th, when they
neither gained nor lost, which was caused by
I'ainy weather. The average daily yield from
June 13th to July 35th was a trifle over 2^4 lbs.

per day. Counting the daily gains, we have
140 lbs.; and by subtracting 110 lbs., the differ-

ence in weight June 12th and July 35th. from
the sum of the daily gains, we have 30 lbs. as
the total evaporation, or nearly li of a pound
per day. Of course, the item of brood comes in

here, tint I have not estimated its value.
Mr. Root, I am glad to see you recommend-

ing wide thick top-bars. Ours are Ix^; and
when the space above is correct, and the frames
don't sag, there are few brace-combs and few-
er burr-combs. For this locality my brother
always did (and I think I prefer) a ten-frame
hive, for we never fed but very little, while
others with smaller hives were feeding all about
us, and not producing larger averages. We use
for winter packing a crate with cloth bottom.
These are stored away in sumnuM' with the
chaff in them, and are always di'y and clean.
Should I undertake, to tell all I have leained

this year about bees you would have to get out
an extra copy of Gleanings: but this I will

add, that he who begins bee-keeping thinking
(as some do) that th(\ bees work for nothing
and lioard themselves, and that it is all profit

and no exjjense, all play and no work, will, in a
very short time, find that he must work with
both mind and muscle; and he who becomes
discouraged at the drawbacks does not deserve
the reward. W. G. Larrabee.
Larrabee"s Point, Vt., Oct. 33.

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF AN A B C SCHOLAR.

APIARY OF SYLVESTER UILLAKI).

Mi\ Root:—I send you a view of my apiary :

and if it is worthy of space in Gleanings I

should like to see it. Farming was my occupa-
tion until 1SS7. After a long-continued sickness
I decided to st;irt a small apiary. In the spring
of 1888 I pui'chased 35 colonies of bees of Mr. A.
Wilkins.'piiying •?1.50 for them. I also purchas-
ed about Woo worth of supplies of A. I. Root,
and thought I would start a small supply-trade.
The season of 1888 being a short one. I got 800
lbs. of box honey in three weeks. This was
sold at 14 ct-;. a lb., and I became very enthusi-
astic in the line of bee culture, reading all the
bee-literature I could get hold of. I decided to

increase my stock to .50 colonies by ai'tificial

swarming. This was soon done. The winter-
ing problem was my next stumbling-block. I

finally decided to put up a building for the pur-
pose." This was done, and the bees were set in

for winter. They were put away about the 10th
of November, and remained until some time in

January, when they were set out for a fly, and
then put back for the rest of the winter. Along
about the last of March I found that the bees
were dying by being confined too long. As soon
as the weather was favorable they were set out
on their summer stands. The result was a back-
ward spring, and the bees died off till but a few
were left. Being fully determined to have more
bees I purchased 35 three-frame nuclei of Dan
White, of New London. O. The season of 1889

being a favoi'able one, the result was. after sell-

ing quite a number of colonies I increased my
stock to 43. These I wintered on their summer
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stands, losing only about one per cent. During
this time my trade had increased to more than
double the previous year.

Syi.vestek Hii.lakd.
Quaker City, O., Aug. 7.

HALF-STORY SUPERS FOR EXTRACTED HON-
EY.

A VALUAHI.K PAPER BY F. A. GEMMIM.. VICE-
PRESIDENT ONTARIO bee-keepp:rs'

ASSOCIATION.

At the request of a number of Canadian bee-

keepers, we publish a paper read by F. A. Gem-
mill, at a meeting of tlie Brant Bee-keepers'

Association, on the subject as above. Oui-

space is so crowded that we are unable to pub-

lish, as a general thing, papers read at conven-

tions; but as this one is so valuable, we are

glad to give it space, if for no other reason than

that we have been requested to do so.

As pi-omi.sed. I will attempt a short article on the
advantages of usitig- a super oi' half-story (in other
worcls, a case containing di'uwii combs lialf the
depth of those iisedlntlie l)i()od-cliamher) for the
production of No. 1 e.xti'acted Ik )ney, and as an ad-
jutant or iissisrant in secui'iiig' a flrst-class crop of
<-()iiil) linney, such as uo one need be asliamed to
j)lact' on ;in.\' market.

I know tlune are objections to a piactical apiarist
having' different sizes and styles of liives and ennibs
in his apiary; still, experience teaches me, at least,

that tile advantages outnumber tlie disadvantages,
especially if the outside dimensions of the hives
and supers are alike.

First, I would ask, why object to a half-story
containing combs such as desciibed. any mote 1 ban
the use of supers containing sections for comli lion-

ey, so long as the con)])leti' tiering up of all is not
interfered with? Second, Wliy shoidd bees be al-

lowed to cling to the brood-cluimber in the fore part
of the season, depositing honey therein, otdy to
crowd out the space wliich should lie occupied by
the (lueenV Simply l)ecause there is not sufficient

inducement to entice them to deposit it above.
Now, we all know the giving of a full story in

most localities at the time when more room is need-
ed, is rather more space than is iiecessaiy, and con-
sumes too much of the heat required in the biood-
chamber, unless the luves are cliatt'-packed; and,
again, the giving of a super containing sections,
especially if they are not nearly all drawn out the
previous season, does not always succeed in gain-
ing the desired end. There is, liowever, no trouble
if a half-story of drawn combs is first given, as such
<'an compose a part of the brood-chamber proper,
sufficiently long to secure the point sought for.

The market requiring choice grades uf lioney is

yearly becoming more marked; particularly is this
the case in regard to variety and quality; therefore
I venture the opinion that, while honey maj' always
be honey in the proper sense of that word, still all

kinds of this article are not alike to a consumer any
more than all kinds of butter, or, in fact, any deli-

cacy usually found for sale, and no one knows this
better than bee-keepers generally. Now, in order
to secure the ditt'ei'ent varieties by themselves as
nearly as jiossible, no other system offers better
facilities tlian the half-stoi-y system. There are lo-

calities and liives where it is not only advisable but
necessaiy to extract from brood-combs in order to
secure the honey of poor quality and flavor from
being deposited in sections (a place, by the way, in
which the very finest honey only should be stored)
or placed in combs of full depth, when added above
the brood-chamber, tlius completely destroj'lng the
appearance and flavor of a large quantity of what
ought to have been a flrst-class article of clover
honey; and while my own locality does not differ
materially from the "one quoted, still my mode of
IH'Ocedure is somewhat different; not, however,
tliat it is by any means new, l)ut because I am not
an advocate of extracting from combs containing
brood, especially unsealed lai'vae, as I believe brood
in br<>od-coml)sand honey in stoi-e combs is the prop-

er place for botli; in other words, the queen in
one apartment, and the honey in another, at all

times, except, of course, during winter. And right
here I trust yon will pardon the digression wli en I

state that incalculal)le damage is done yearly from
such work, independent of the risk of encouraging,
if not propagatiTig, the great curse of our pursuit;
viz., foul bi-ood.
But, to resume. The method adopted by myself

is as follows: About the first of June, or a little ear-
lier in some instances, as soon as the <jneen requires
more room (I use the eiglit-frame Langstrotli and
New Heddon hives), the hive is opened, and the face
of every capited cell of himey is bruised by simply
drawing a knife flatwise across the coml), first driv-
ing the bees away with smoke, or, if necessary,
sliaking them from the combs altogether, when a
half-stoiy oi drawn combs, as described, is placed
over the brood-chamber, and the cover to the hive
replaced foi' two or three days, wlien it is again
opened and a queen-excluding hoiiey-boaid placed
lietween the two, as egg-depositing in supers is not
encouraged, altliough the presence of a few eggs
will do m) iiarm at this juncture, prmiding the
bees are not allowed to build (jueen-cells and a
young queen reared and destroy the one below. It
is, of course, presumed when the excluder is insert-
ed, that the >)ld queen is in the lower portion of the
liive. Re^ersil)le fi-ames are said to aecomi>lish
this end, if the re\ersing is done at the projier time,
without the necessity of bruising the face of tlie

comb; but not having hatl an extended experience
with such I can give no decided opinion, although I

do not see why such a comse would not work. This,
however, I do know: the dividing of the Heddon
liive, -vdz., placing the top lialf below, and the bot-
tom part above, will etfwt the same pvu'pose.
There will now b(> no difficulty in securing the

honey in its propei' place, after it has been carried
upstairs, from tins time liencefortli. You will

please observe there is no difference up to this
point, whether or not one is woi'king for comb or
extracted honey, as that caii be determined after-
ward, as the strength of the colony and strain or
race of the bees are factors that must or ought to
be considered, especially in producing the former
article.
We will suppose extracted honey is desired. If so.

all that is required is to raise up the first half-story
oi' super containing the dark lioney stored from the
brood-chamljer, and any that may have accumulat-
ed before the flow from clover has commenced, and
add a second, wliich will, <jf course, now l)e filled

with clover, while a third or fourth may contain
basswood or thistle, as the case may be, and yet all

can be thoroughly ripened on the hive, as it should
be, for many reasons too luimerous to mention here.
If, however, for want of sufficient combs you pre-
fer extracting the different kinds before thorough-
ly ripened im the hives, it is an easy matter to place
one of tlie several bee-escaiie boards (preferably the
Porter spring contri\ance, whicli, tiy tlie way, is

only beginning to be half appreciated as it ought to

be) under each top story, and free the supers from
bees in a few hours. They can now be extracted
and again returned to the hives. Tliis way of man-
aging to one who has never before tried the escape
system, will, I fancy, become permanent with them,
as the pleasure of removing shallow supers, con-
taining nothing but honey, has only to be tried
once to be appreciated.
In the event of your being a producer of comb

honey, all that is necessrry is to tier up as for the
extracted article, with this advantage, only one
case of sections need be given any colony, unless
considered advisable to do so, and this not given
until the honey is coming in rapidly, and the bees
reacly and willing to fill and seal them in short or-

der, and thus present you with an article as wliite

as snow. Instead of travel-stained, propolized sec-

tions, sufficient to disgust anyone from purchasing,
even at a low figure. Again, 1 find I can get more
and better comb honey with fewer unfilled sections
than by any other process; in fact, it is not at all

desirable to' carry over any partly drawn sections
from the previous year, as, in my own experience,
thev are not filled and sealed any sooner than a

new case of sections containing full sheets of thin
foundation, when added under a half-story as de-
scribed.
The only valid excuse against using these half-

stories is the expense and the time consumed in

handling the double number of frames. As to the
flrst reason, 1 am free to admit the cost is a trifle

greater; still, if protected by outside cases until
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clover I'ommeiices to bloom, tlie niatorial compris-
ing- them need not lie any tliicker tlian v-incli stuff.

As to tlif second reason, 1 find it ea.sier und more
expeditious to uncap and extract two sets t)f lialf-

deptli frames tlian one of tlie full size, as one sweep
of the knife cleans the face of eveiy comb in an in-

stant; and if your frames are wired as they ought
to be, even in lialf-stoi'ies, notwithst;niding- what
others mav sav to the contrary, and your extractor'
is capable of taking- a full set of eight frames, or
lour of the large ones, as with myself, no time need
be usele^sly sacriticed.
Now. friends, try them. There is, however, no

necessity- of going into the e.xperimenl in a whole-
sale maimer; a few at first, and more afterward if

you need them, will be a wise plan to follow. [

know they aie gaining ground yearly, and this fact
alone should be a guarantee that they are not a
useless appendage in tlie apiary; and, as I am about
concluding, let me add: At all times have plenty of
store or sui-|)lus combs, no matter of what style or
depth, as they are good capital at any time, espe-
cially in a poor season like the past, as bees stored
in siicli and did well, while those in sections or on
f riimes of foundation did little oi- nothing.
Lastly, do not be afraid to put youi- name on all

honey offered for sale, at the same time stating the
source from which it is secured, and thus prevent
confusion and suspicion. Too much need not be on
the label, but it should be in large print and easily
understood.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE SELF-HIVER.

C. H. DIBBEHX SUGGESTS AN IMPROVEMENT.

I have read with much interest tlie article of

Mr. VVest, on page 7()3. reporting discoui-agingly
as to tlie success of the Alley liivor. I had in-

tended to report my experience sooner, but have
waited to hear from othei'S. and see how they
succeeded, before making my report. In 1890,

when Mr. Alley brought out his self-hiver, the
idea struck me so favorably that I at once sent
to him for a sample. In due time the hiver was
received: but in studying it a while I concluded
it was not just right: at any rate it did not ex-
actly suit me. As I was that year starting an
out-apiary, the matter of hiving tlie swarms
was a matter of considerable impoi'tance. espe-
cially as I found it rather difficult to get suita-
ble help. Anothei' serious difficulty was, the
place wliere the new apiary was located was
surrounded by tall trees from which it would
be a very difficult matter to get the swarms.
even by an expert. To settle the mattei-, and
at the same time give the new hiver a thorough
trial. I made up 1(J() of them after a pattern of

my own, though not greatly different from Mr.
Alley's. That year the hivers were put on every
hive in the new apiary, but swarming proved
almost an entire failure, as well as the honey
crop, as I had but two swarms issin^. through
them, neither of wiiich hived itself. P'ortu-
nately I was at the out -apiary when they
swarmed, and had a good chance to see how
the bees and queen acted. The bees in both
cases soon settled on trees, and the queen ran
up and down the perforated zinc in front of the
hive in great excitement. The opening and
wire cone were on the ends of the hiver and the
empty hives were placed by the side of the one
expected to swarm. I soon saw that the queen
would persistently run up the perforated zinc
front, an<l pay no attention to the wire-cloth
tube, through which she was expected to pass.

I do not believe she would have passed out of a
two inch hole one time in four, if placed at the
end where it v^fas darkened by the tube leading
to the empty hive.
This year the hiver had certainly proved a

failure, "but it had given me a valuable hint. I

can agree with friend West, that the hiver does
prevent swarming to a great extent. The two
swarms out of the KX) hives I had did not issue

till the :.'8th and 30th of June, while the b(>es at

the home apiary, without hivers on. had
swarmed for wee'ks. So I concluded that, as
the drones were trapped as fast as hatched,
swarming was not only to a great extent pre-
vented but delayed as well.

By comparing the two apiaries I found that
aboiit ten per cent of tho.se at the home apiary-
without hivers. swarmed, and only tNvo per cent
at the out-apiary swarmed with them on. The
amount of honey secured was about double as
much at the out-apiary. There is not much
difference in locations, and .so I concluded that
putting on the swarmers did not le.ssen the
amount of honey secured, if it did not actually
increase it.

While I had not succeeded in hiving a single
swarm, so well was I satisfied that the idea was
practical that I remodeled the hivers I had,
and made 100 more on a n(nv plan for the sea.son

of 1891. Now. to give the reader an idea of the
new hiver I will try, as best I can without an
illustration, to describe it.

THE SELF-HIVER I USED IN 1891.

I use common well-seasoned lath, planed, and
make a frame exactly the size of the hive-
fronts. The pieces are nailed .so as to make a
space as wide as the lath, in front of the hive,

and covei-ed with the perforated zinc. On the
upper piece I place the wire cones, with open-
ings not less than % inch, so drones will not
get clogged there. The wood should be painted
to pi'event warping, and is hooked to the hives
by my malleable hooks, which are just the
tiling.

Now for the empty hive to receive the swarm.
I make a similar frame, only it has a one-inch
hole bored thi-ough the bottom piece, and only
one wire cone on the inside. For a bottom to

the empty hive I use an escape-board with the
fi'ont strip removed, to make an entrance for

the expected swarm. The empty hive is now
placed on top of the super, on the hive expected
to swarm, and the two hives connected by a
leader, made of lath, and covered with the zinc

in the form of an inverted V. This, you see.

readily leads the queen, in swarming, past the
super.and I have another leader just twice as
long in case I want to put on two supers.

JUST WHAT THE HIVERS WILL DO.

This year I decided that I could, with the aid

of the hivers. run both apiaries, some seven
miles apart, alone. I made my hivers during
the winter, and had them all ready as swarm-
ing approached. These I placed on the hives,

both at home and at the out-apiary as fast as

colonies became strong, or showed signs of

swarming. 1 soon had them on all my hives,

except a few weak ones, and awaited results.

Swarms soon began to issue, and would almost
invariably hive themselves all right; but they
were very small, as so many of the bees would
return to the old stand. I soon found that this

was to be the rule, and most of the self-hived

swarms would contain only from a pint to a

quart. The queen would be there all right, how-
ever, and generally enough bees in front of the
new hive to show that the bees had swarmed.
Of course, such swarms would be useless if left

to themselves, and I am not that kind of a bee-
keeper. Now, the way I generally managed is

about this:
If a swarm issued while I was present I would

wait till the bees were about all out, and the
queen and drones in front of the new hive, when
1 would remove the old colony and put the new-

hive in its place, also giving them the supers.
In due time the swarm would return and go
into the new hive. Now. in order to make the
swarm still larger I would put on a bee-escape
board, with an escape in it. as a cover for the
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super, and put the old hive, without bottom, on
it. I allow the old colony a small entrance of

their own. The old hive is left there for seven
days, on the Heddon plan, when it is removed
to a new stand. During these seven days the
bees just hatching are constantly escaping to

the new colony: and when the hive is tinaliy

removed the homeless bees return directly to a

point over their old entrance now occupied by
the new swarm, and are peaceably received
there. Perhaps when 1 go to the out apiary,

as I do every three or four days, T find iliat sev-

eral hives have swarmed. On one occasion I

found seven. Usually the new hives will con-
tain the queen, a good many drones, and a pint

or two of workers. Now, as I can not tell just

what day they swarmed, and can not always be
on hand at just the right day to remove the old

colony to a new place, I pursue a little different

course. I put the new hive on the old stand,
giving it the supers, and brush oft' about thrt^e-

fourths of the bees from the combs of the old

hive, removing it at once to a new location.

In order to guard against a second swarm I

cut out all the queen-cells on my next visit, and
drop in a virgin queen fi'om my queen- nursery,
which I keep running constantly during swarm-
ing time. Of course, this method is vai'ied

somewhat, according to circumstances: and
one must do some thinking, and use good judg-
ment, to succeed. If you expect a " patent
hiver " that vou can put on an empty hive, and
let the bees do the rest, you will surely be dis-

appointed with any kind of hiver now in sight.

Do I consider the hiver a good thing? Well.

I certainly do. While it is not all I could wish,

it will enable me to do much more than I could
without it. Mr. Manum wrote, last spi'ing,

that, with his system, he could manage seven
apiaries by removing queens just befoi'e swarm-
ing. Well. I can't do that, and I should not
like to work at that rate, even if I could. With
the self-hiver and the bee-escape, and other
conveniences. I believe I could run four apiaries

of 100 colonies each, the year round, without
help.
As to my hiver, or Mr. Alley's, as he has a

patent on the principle. I will say that I have
none for sale, and am not iuterested one way or

another. I shall pay Mr. Alley for the i-jght to

use them, although mine is very different from
his: but the principle is the same; and as I

wish to be a law-abiding citizen I recognize his

rights, as I think all ought to do.

The worst difficulty to be overcome is to keep
the drones from getting clogged in the tubes.

Now, a live drone will readily pass through a

wire cone with a i^-inch opening; but the bees,

in their efforts to remove the dead drones from
the hive, will get them fast in the cones, and
they become stopped up. To remedy this I use

an open wire cloth from which I can make
openings % inch. This, I believe, will entirely

overcome the difficulty. On one occasion I

found two swarms had doubled up, and that
time I had a good-sized swarm in the new hive,

and the bees covered the fronts of both hives.

Mr. Alley says that two or more colonii-s

swarming' at once through the hivei'S will each
return to its own hive. I think he is certainly

mistaken in this, as they will not do that for

me. They will usually all pile into one hive,

making a large swarm. In such case I at once
divide up the bees to suit me, but I had only
one such swarm out of about fifty.

I find it a good plan to keep the hivers on the
new swarms for several days, as quite often the
bees will try to abscond. I had one colony issue

three times after hiving, before they became
satisfied. But this is not any worse than where
swarms issue and are hived in the old way.
The advantage in keeping on the swarmer is,

that they can't get away; and why not keep
them on till all danger of swarming is over?
Of course, the swarmers must be removed from
the old hive, to give the young queen a chance
to mate.
Mr. Alley may not yet have his hiver perfect,

but I am sure he will succeed. The trouble
with him is. he tried to make the queen run
sidewise and downward, while her motto is
' Upward." C. H. Dibbern.
Milan, 111., Nov.. 1891.

[You have greatly simplified as well as im-
proved the automatic swarmer. It is indeed
the natural tendency of bees and queens to
crawl upward, and, of course, we ought to take
advantage of this characteristic. We shall lis-

ten with interest for further reports, and in the
meantime we may give our readers an engrav-
ing illustrating more exactly Mr. Dibbern's
idea.]

BAMBLE NO. 47.

IN MEDINA, OHIO.

From the refined and artistic air of Cleveland
we journeyed directly south to Medina, and ar-
rived at this noted town about 6 p. m. As we
emerged from the crowd on the depot platform
the first person we met was E. R. Root, whose
face looked as pleasant and familiar as it did
upon our camp of bee-keepers a year ago at
Lake George. After a brotherly grasp of hands
he led the way across the track, and we were
before the establisment with which thousands
of bee-keepers are familiar. The building,
though very faithfully represented in Glean-
ings, the object itself, when we stand before it.

has an individuality about it which a print can
not convey. The factory had just shut down
for the day, and nearly all of the workmen had
departed. There was a small group at the
further end of the building; and as we ap-
proached we recognized A. I., the head of the
concern, and were introduced to Mr. Calvert
and others. Brother A. I. met the Rambler
with a double handful of those large, ripe,

luscious Gaudy strawberries. The Rambler

HAMBI.ER greeted WITH A HANDFUL OF
STRAWBERRIES.

was somewhat '• flustrated " by so much coming
upon him at once. Public attention, however,
was soon directed to another subject. Some
one made a remark about a Sunday excursion

over the new railroad. It seems that Bro. R.

had given the land to the new road with some
limitations, etc. Sunday excursions had to ask
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Bro. R."s consent, or did so ont of respect; and,
just as we bee-keepcis would expect, and just
as the superintendent of the road said he ex-
pected. Bro. Root refused permission. There
seemed to be suspicions in the air that the rail-

road would run the excursion. though,-o.and a
large poster on a tree at the other end of the
factory gave strong coloring to the suspicion.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.

Just then a young man was passing the tree.

He was hailed, and asked what the poster
meant. The youth was evidently in a hurry,
gave a glance, and shouted what sounded to
the Rambler like "'get there. Eli." and disap-
peared in the gathering shades of evening.
Silence fell upon our group for a minute. A. I.

was bound to look into that Sunday-excursion
business, and a few rapid steps placed him' be-
fore the tree. Getting into position with eye-
glasses he read, " Band concert at Elyria." He
immediately straightened up with an audible
"humph!" and sauntered back with his hands
in his pockets. He didn't whistle: but a far-
away look came to his visage, and he proposed
to go to the residence of E. R. and see the baby.
The babe was in sweet repose, however, and the
Rambler sat down by the hearthstone of E. R..
and somehow it was past eleven before we re-
tired. The next morning was devoted to look-
ing over the factory. Every department was
busy, and apparently moving with the regular-
ity of clockwork. After a round through the
factory the Rambler was tni'ned loose. We had
been introduced to INIi'. .Spafford. and were soon
looking over those tine Italian bees with him;
and in order to make him as busy as possible,
several swarms issued. The fountain pump
and wire-cloth swarm-catcher were success-
fully used, and in a very short time after leav-
ing the hive a swarm would be in a new home
ready for business.
Owing to some improvements in the bee-

escape line, the house apiary was receiving
more attention than usual, and with encourag-
ing signs for its future usefulness. The apiary
looks about as it does in print: but the grass
was getting the start of the apiarist, and it also
seemed that A. I. had forgotten his former
hobby of pinching off grapevines, or had left it

to some one \\ho hadn't the hobby on. The
vines and grass were properly trimmed in time,
and this apiary, like all others, has its times of
fitness and unfitness.
While we were interested in many things in

the mechanical line, we were particularly so in
the automatic machine for making the rolls for

foundation-mills. It might almost be called an
automatic engraver. Its adjustment and oper-
ation were to an infinitesimal part of an inch,
and punches can be adjusted to make a round
or hexagonal cell.

Another machine to facilitate rapid work is

the hive-dovetailer. which will automatically
dovetail 25 sides at once.
The gallery of Bro. Root's establishment had

a great fascination for the Rambler. We got
there every chance we could. It was very easy
of access, as it was in the basement. It was
where the girls made the foundation. Several
tons of wax are manufactured into that beauti-
ful foundation w ith which so many are familiar.
About 11 o'clock (June 2(5) A. I. found the

Rambler and conducted him safely over the
barren wastes the new railroad had created,
and into the midst of that wonderfully produc-
tive but small farm. There were enough of
those luscious berries left to give us our till, and
c^ops of various kinds in such rank growth as
to please the lover of thrifty farm crops. Bro.
R. pointed with evident pride to his rows of
potatoes, and thought he had a little the best
in the State.
A horseman and boys were at woi'k in the

field, and were kept constantly going in some
pait of the grounds. From what we saw here
it is evident that many men are wasting time
and strength by cultivating large areas when
sinaller ones well cared for would produce as
much if not more.
After dinner E. R. drove arotmd with a two-

seated canopy-t(jp wagon. E. R. and rce occu-
pied the front seat: Mrs. Root, Miss Smith, and
the baby the rear, with a suspicious-looking

MANUM SWARMER AND HOW IT IS USED.

basket under the seat. Our destination was
the Shane yard. From what we had read in a
certain bee-journal about E. R.'s driving we
expected to just fly over the ground; but we
were about two hours going seven miles, and
nearer three getting back. The Shane yard is

embowered in a thrifty young orchard, and
nearly all of the hives are of the new persua-
sion—dovetailed and Hoffman frames. When
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we got ready foi' business we came to a stand-
still for the lack of tire—no .matches in the
crowd. A small boy just then emerged from
the tail' grass, and was offered a nickel to run
to the house, almost a quarter of a mile away,
to get some. A nickel would not be accepted.
He was a generous boy, and ran for nothing;
but when we afterward found a large piece of
new comb with honey in it, it was given to the
urchin: and from the way he ate it while sit-

ting on the rail fence it was far better than

THK ITRCHIN, AND THE HONEY THAT WAS UET-
TEK THAN GOLD.

silver or gold. The bees were just booming;
hives were being filled, and preparations were
being made to swarm; and the examination
was jnade just in time to prevent bad results.
This examination was our first experience with
the Hoffman frame, and we were surprised to
see the ease with which they wrre handled.
The Rambler has handled the Heddon hive for
the past three years, and !iad many times
thought that a deeper frame would be more
suitable; but after manipulating these frames,
we mentally asked the question why, and could
get no satisfactory answer. While the Hoffman
frame has its merits, and allows the handling
of hives to a certain degree, it does not attain
to the point secured in the Heddon hive. We
hope to have more to say about these hives in
the future. While manipulating the bees our
Clark smoker-spring gave out; and Ernest (or
the Rambler) said, '• Oh for a Bingham!" We
guess it was Ernest who said so; but we took
the smoker in hand. and. with both hands, sent
the smoke where wanted.
Evei'y colony was examined; and after our

arduous laboi's we retired to the shade of a tree
where the ladies had spread a bountiful I'epast
from that mystei'ious basket. We all did justice
to it while the baby kicked and crowed content-
edly on a corner of our blanket.

It was at a late hour that night when we
sought our respective couches.

Bro. Root has a complete stock of lumber,
and, being determined to keep the lead on sec-
tions, 40 carloads of basswood were rolling in

from the north. Some of Mi'. Root's workmen
have been with him for 25 years. Some have
one or more lingers off', and all we conversed
with seem to be very genial people. We said
good-by, and left the busy reality behind, while
the vision of it is still with the Ramiu.ei!.

[E. R. R. does not now drive the same horses
that used to make such strides over the road.
One of "em, you remember, got stung and broke
the thill, and pushed the sharp end into his

side, piercing his heart. That ended our i-ecord-

breaking with horse No. 1. We could not be
content, and so we had to have another high-
flyer. After this one had run away with us,
and cut up several other undesirable capers^
well, we—.so/(7 her! and from that time were
cured of the horse hobby. Th(>n we got on to
the bicycle hobby, and you know the rest.

When Ramblf'i" came, the two big horses were
out teaming, so we secured a livery. (Mrs.
Root has since ordered E. R. never to get that
slow i)oke " again, and we never did.) That

is why we did not make our old record.
On arriving at the Shane yai'd we were very

much" flustrated '" to think we had not thought
of matches. After saying so much about gen-
eral preparation, and looMng (Oiead, to have a
distinguished bee-keeper find us at an out-yard
without a mdtcli to light a smokei-, was morti-
fying indeed. We thought we had told the boys
to take down a whole box. and leave them there
for use; but the box could not be found. The
next time we went down to the yard, the first

thing we put into the wagon was matches—

a

" hul " box.
As if to add to oui' further embarrassment,

when we got further along and smoker lighted,
the staple to the smoker-spring pulled out, as
Rambler says; and it so happened, too, that we
were on to the crossest hive in the whole apia-
ry. That Bingham smoker? Well, yes, it is

better for some emergencies, and one is when a
Clark smoker-spring pulls out. This is the sec-
ond time in our experience that this happened;
but we are now at work on a spring that won't
behave so badly. Rambler did not see our lat-

est improved smokers; and since he has been
here. It has been still further improved, so that
the blast is almost as dense and killing as that
from a Bingham or Quinby.] E. R. R.

PUNIC BEES.

A WOKD ABOUT THAT AUTOMATIC SWAKMEI!

Friend Root:—You must know that we fel-

lows who have the Punic bees have occasion to
laugh, and as often, too, as those people who
never have seen these bees give their opinion of
them. You gave in Gleanings of October 15

what you considered pretty strong testimony
for the new race of bees. The strong testimony
was given by parties who have the Punic bees;
but as these' parties have this new race of bees
for sale, their statements were of little account,
as. in order to offset their statements, you gave
what iiou. considered the other side of th(^ ques-
tion. The other side was sl,o\\ n in an extract
taken from the liritixli Bee Jtjxriiol. nud this

notwithstanding the fact that the editor of that
journal states that he knows nothing about
these bees and has not even seen one. Now.
friend Root, do you consider that a fair way to

give both sides of a question? I have seen
these bees, and have tested their qualities in all

respects but that of wintering. Having had
several months' experience with the Punics,
and found them as good as was claimed, what
am I expected to say of them ? Do my friends
exi)ect me to give any thing but truthful state-
ments concerning their qualities?
You say you could see no difference between

the Punic and black bees. This is no evidence
that the bees you bought are not Punics.
A man came into my apiary a few weeks ago,

and. of course, was shown the Punic bees.
" Why." said he." they look like black bees."
" Do they?" said I. " let's see."
I went and got a black bee, or what you and

others call bjack bees, and compared it with
the Punic. He readily saw that the Punic bee
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was black, wliile the common bee was blown in

color. Now, our native bees are not black

—

they are brown. When yon have had the Punic
bees one season, or long enough to have them
fly out and work, you will find that their true
color is as black as the ink used to print these
words. Not only will you see the difference in

color, but in all other characteristics peculiar
to the honey-bee.
While speaking of one race of bees being

marked like another, let me say that there are
hundreds of old bee-keepers who can not tell the
difference by their markings between the Ital-

ians, Holy-Lands, and Cyprians. Only an ex-
pert can distinguish any difference in their col-

or and general markings. Now, does any one
pretend to say there are no such bees as Cyp-
rians and Holy-Lands because they are marked
so much like the Italians? Why doesn't some
one who never saw any of the yellow races get
up and say he does not believe there aiv any
such bees? Would not such a person be as
consistent, and his evidence as good as that of
the editors of the Brltisli Bee Journal respect-
ing the Punic bees?

Well, friend Root, I can show you one of the
best colonies of bees to be found in America.
Their hive is so full of bees that it I'equires 14

L. frames to accommodate them with all the
room they actually need. The bees in this col-

ony are as gentle as flies, and their color is as
black as the blackest thing you ever saw. This
colony has stored L'.") more pounds of honey than
it needs to winter on, all of which was gathered
since September 1st. Very few of the bees in

this colony were old enough to fly till the last

week in August. These bees I call Punics.
The quren came from Africa. I believe this, as
1 know the importer of these queens, Mr. Hew-
itt, is honest and fair.

So far as my expei'ience has gone with the
new races, I unhesitatingly pronounce the Pu-
nics best of all. They seem to possess the most
desirable points and the fewest undesirable
features of any bees I ever saw. If, after a fair
test of this new race they do not maintain their
reputation as now established on short ac-
quaintance, then I will cry them down as I did
the Cyprians. Holy- Lands, dark Carniolans, and
albinos.

THE AUTOMATIC SVPARMER.
One of your writers, wh6se article appeared

in a recent issue of (jI-eanings, gave a very un-
favorable report of this new device for self-

hiving a swarm of bees. Now, I am free to say
that the swarmei' was not a success in the
hands of all who tried them, while in the apia-
ries of others they were a perfect success.
When the unfavorable reports are all in, I will
try to so explain matters that all can make the
swarmer work successfully. Hexry Alley.
Wenham, Mass., Oct. 34.

[Although Mr. Cowan did say he knew noth-
ing of such a race, yet if you will read over his
footnote again you will observe that he referred
more particularly to bees of that name; and yet
it is pretty evident that ha has a good general
knowledge of all the bees from Africa. He de-
*icribes quite minutely those kept by the Kaby-
les. bees small and black, and great propolizei's.

The inference was, that these were the same
race as the Punics, and these, Mr. Cowan says,
were discarded. Still, tliese may not be tlie

same bees, and we await with interest the fur-
ther development of the Punics.
Mr. Alley evidently does not have in his

locality the small black bees that we have in
Ohio. It is generally understood that there are
two kiiuls of common bees, although they ai'e

quite alike in general characteristics. One is

described as a large brown bee, and the other

as a small black bee. The latter do resemble
very much the bees from ourselect tested Punic.
It is too early for us. however, to judge of the
general characteristics of the new bees, espe-
cially from their g(Mieral appearance. As de-
scribed in our editorial, in the issue for Nov. 1st,

they seemed to be quiet on the combs, like Ital-
ians.

In regard to the automatic swarmers. we
have seen only two good rejjorts of their use.
Although we do not doubt but they have work-
ed well, as you say, it rather strikes us that
Mr. Dibbei'u has made an improv<'m(>nt. See
his article elsewhei'e, on this subject in this is-

sue.! E. R.

THE HOFFMAN FRAME, ETC.

THEIR POINTS OP MERIT REHEARSED.

I have been taking quite an interest in the
discussion pro and con lately, relative to the
Hoffman fi'ame. I notice there is quite an in-
terest shown among the bee-keepers in regard
to which is the best frame to use. I for one am
willing, and not only willing but glad, to put
in my testimony in favor of the Hoffman frame,
although I have had but two years' experience
with it; but I think it far surpasses the old
style of hanging frames in more than one way.
In the first place we are sure that our frames
are spaced evenly through the hive; but with
the hanging frame we have to use the forefin-
ger as a spacer: and in pressing one frame up
to the other we sometimes crowd the last-

placed frame up closer to the other one. and
then where is our bee-space gone ? But with
the Hoffman frame we can put one frame
up as tight to the other as possible, and
we are still sure of the bee-space being there.
Then, too, when we want to move some of
our colonies to an out-apiary, or return them
home again, we do not have to lose half a day
in getting the frames in shape so vve can be
safe in loading them on to a wagon; for all

there is to do is to be sure to take enough en-
trance screens with us to close the entrances of

the colonies we wish to move, and drive two
wire nails into the covei- to be sur(^ the bees
will not get out that way. and then we are
ready to put them on to the wagon or in the
cars, and feel safe that the bees will not get
crushed between the frames, for there is no
way for them to get loose unless the hive should
g(>t broken open.
Then there is a great advantage in handling

them in the apiary. As you can take out as
many frames as you like at a time, if you want
to lift one of the frames it is a very easy mat-
ter; or if you want to lift three or more it is just
as easy; so we find that, in manipulation, they
are just the frame we want, for we can divide a
colony (if we practice this way for increase)
without tearing it all to pieces as we would
have to in the old-style hanging frames. We
can also leave them in a compact cluster. You
see. I am in favor of the Hoffman frame.
The next question of importance with me is

hives; but I can not make up my mind just
what kind of hive I want. I have tried the
Simplicity, but I find that they are not quite
the hive to winter safely in. so I have now
about fifty of the Root chaff' hives in my home
apiary. This hive seems to be about the one
for wintering in; but they are so very large
and heavy that it needs two good strong men to
handle them; or, if one has a small farm and a
good yoke of oxen, he might get along all right;
but I think they are just about right for Mich-
igan weather.

I have 5.") of the one-story chaff hives, after
the M. H. Hunt pattern, which I think are very
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good hives for all purijoses, although they too

are quite heavy to handle; but then, if we wish

to combine a summer and winter hive together

we must expect to have a heavy hive to handle;

so you see we shall have to take the bitter with
the sweet.
My bees have not done as well this season as

I expected. Although there was a profusion of

blossoms thev did not seem to yield any honey
whatever, aiid they seemed to, gather only

enough honey to live on: but when basswood
commenced to bloom they just rolled in the

honey for five or six days; then there was a

little honey brought in from the white clover.

All of the bee-keepers around here looked for a

good How of fall honey, but there we are disap-

pointed, for the fall flowers do not secrete any
nectar to speak of. The goldenrod does not

bloom out as bright this fall as it has in former
years; for as soon as it starts to bloom it turns

brown and does not come out with the blight

golden color. Can you tell what causes this?

This year I worked my home apiary for both

comb and extracted honey: but next year I

shall work for comb honey, for I think there is

more real profit in it for the bee-keeper than
there is in extracted. Geokge N. Cokneli..
Northville, Mich.. Oct. 1.

THE ADVANTAGES OF CLOSED-END FRAMES
IN WINTERING.

HOW BEES BUILD CUMB.S IX BOX HIVES.

I took Gleanings out of the mail this morn-
ing, and find Mr. A. N. Draper says, on page
841, "One of the greatest advantages of the

closed-end frames you don't seem to appreciate;

and that is, in wintering and breeding up in the

spring, as the closed-end frames prevent all

circulation around the edges of the frames."
On page 317, April 1.5, Mr. P. H. Elwood says:

" Mr. Quinby observed, soon after the introduc-

tion of the Langstroth hive, that bees did not
winter as well in them as in box hives, on ac-

count of the open frame, and he remedied it by
making his frames closed-end." "Abbott, late

editor of the British Bee Journal, says: ' There
is nothing more unnatural in hive arrangement
than the practice of making or leaving spaces

around the frame-ends.' liees usually close

up the space between the combs and frame-
ends or side-walls of the hives, as far down as

honey extends.'"
Last May. soon after this last quotation ap-

peared, I took a trip out to Mr. Elijah Inman's
place, where he keeps about .30 colonies of bees

in box hives. About a dozen were examined,
in some of which the bees had died during the
winter, and as many that contained rousing

live colonies, to see how the combs were attach-

ed; and it was found that they were attached
at the top. and a considerable distance at the

side, while at the upper corners of the hives,

almost without exception, there remained a

hole through each comb, an inch or mon; across.

Mr. Inman has kept bees 20 years or more; and
when I pointed out these apertures to him he
said, "Why. the bees always leave those to go
along."
One season I ran short of hives for the swarms.

and about 20 were hived in hive-caps. The
caps were 7-inch, and were set down on a board
with a ^^ striu under thi' edge, to provide an
entrance. The inside measure of the caps was
7x14x28 inches, and the bees usually occupied
one end and left the rest vacant.

wintering in 7-inch caps.

For winter they were taken up from the bot-

tom-boards and set upon scantlings in the cel-

lar, and I never knew bees to winter so well;
and it was in the following May, in transferring,
that I noticed the combs were not attached at
the upper corners. Nearly all know that it

retains heat far more to have the combs at-
tached all along the top and upper corners than
at the side; and unless the bees can be taught
to modify their instincts this advantage can
not be claimed.
On the contrary, it is really an advantage to

have a space around the frames in winter, and
we want a circulation of the kind meniioned,
and the closed-end frames afford it in one of the
best possible ways. The reason my bees win-
tered so well in the caps was because the air
that circulated among the combs and around
the cluster of bees took up moisture and impu-
rity, and passed on into the vacant part, away
from the bees. There must be a circulation of
air in the hive. Put six inches of chaff over
the colony out of doors in cold weather, and
there will be a forced circulation of air upward
through it. Put the same colony in the cellar
and there will not be a circulation through it,

but the moisture and impurity will pass from
the cluster of bees just the same, and lodge in

some part of the brood -chamber, to the destruc-
tion of the colony. We can provide a draft
that is equivalent to that through the chaff by
raising the honey-board a little at one edge.
The amount of ventilation a colony needs de-
pends upon the temperature of the outside air.

The lower the temperature, the more chaff and
less other ventilation.

VENTILATION WITH CLOSED-END FRAMES.

W. A. Boynton, on page 847, describes how
frames and hives swell when subjected to dif-

ferent atmospheres. Propolis isn't soft and
pliable in winter; so if a frame changes in the
least there will come cracks between every one
of the closed ends, so that air can get out slowly
on all sides. I have known hundreds of combs
to crack on account of a change of temperature,
and sometimes they dropped entirely out of the
frames, and that when they were not moved at
all. Propolis breaks sooner than wax.
Dewitt Miller is a bee-keeper living near

Bassett. la. I went to look at his bees in May.
18SI0. There were 34 colonies. I ivanted to buy
the strongest ones. Some racks of sections
were left on all that winter, and he told me I

might have my choice out of those not having
sections on. for '?.5.00 each. Upon closer exami-
nation I found there were 1.5 which were very
strong, and 19 very weak, and that every strong
colony had sections on. The bees had not
clustered in the sections—it was simply vacant
space. In the weak colonies, enameled cloth

was laid directly upon the brood-frames, and
with the other colonies the enameled cloth

was spread upon the top of the rack of sections.

The drafts that did not circulate around the
sides of the combs circulated into these racks of
sections, and saved the bees by conducting
away impurity and moisture. Mr. Millers cel-

lar is a rather warm one. and the bees could
endure considerable ventilation; had it been
colder they would have done as wi^ll with less

ventilation—about as much as is furnished by
the cracks and empty space that accompany
the closed -end frames.

TESTING MOISTURE AND VENTILATION.

The reason most bee-keepers do not appreci-

ate th(> effects of moisture and ventilation is

because the wood of the hives runs in a hori-

zontal direction. Take a ten-frame Langstroth
hive, and nail the bottom and cover-boards on

solid; then turn the hive up on one end and
subject a colony in it to five months' confine-

ment, where the temperature is below 40°. and
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the moisture will collect on the inside of this
hive and split the sides open. I have had them
split open so that the hive fell into two parts,
and in Febriiar}- there were cracks, in the pre-
viously solid wood, }i inch wide. Sometimes
colonies would make a great fuss until the hive
split open, when they would become quiet. At
other times, when the hives were in the usual
position, with tight cover-boards, the colonies
became uneasy: and on raising the edge of the
boards a little "they became quiet, and wintered
well.

CLOSED-END FRAMES ARE A REGULATOI!.

The more the moisture accumulates in the
closed-end frames, the more they swell and
widen the cracks until there is just the right
amount of ventilation; then when the ventila-
tion is too much they dry out and approach
their former state. Henry Alley said in the
Revieir. that we can lointer bees all right, but
the difficulty is in sprmging them.
Now. I believe if bees are wintered properly

they will take care of themselves thi'ough the
spring; but with poor wintering, when the col-

onies come out weak and sickly, there is the
difference which was evident in the wintering
of Mr. Miller's bees. It is as much trouble to
nurse up a sickly colony as a good colony is

woi'th. and .50 well -wintered colonies are worth
more than 100 which must be springed. It is

no trouble to "breed up" well-wintered colo-
nies. Closed-end frames regulate the ventila-
tion without the aid, and probably without the
knowledge, of the apiarist. C. W. Dayton.
Clinton, Wis., Nov. 2.

[You have produced some good arguments
for the closed-end frame, and we have been
wondering \\hether you were using them or not.

In one of your articles which appeared in the
American Bee Jmirnal we h&d concluded that
you were opposed to the use of fixed frames of
all kinds: but it seems you are an advocate of
the closed ends. There is no denying the fact
that they have many decided points of advan-
tage over many others. If we could adapt them
with any degree of satisfaction to an eight-
frame L. hive, or to the hives already in use,
we would use them in preference to all others;
but so far the Hoffman seems to be the nearest
approach we can make to them. They are part-
ly closed -end, you know.

' In reference to the box hive, it is quite likely
you have touched upon one or two of the es-
sential conditions for its good wintering. After
all. of late years we have had no trouble in

wintering in eight-frame or ten-fi'ame L. hives,
with open-end or loose frames, either in or out
of doors. The last ten or twelve years our per-
centage of loss has not been above three per
cent: but almost every spring we have a few
weak ones to nurse up.
This topic is seasonable and timely: and in-

stead of being all in a maze on the wintering
question, light from a multitude of testimonies
is surely coming, if, indeed, it is not already
here. What we need to do now is to compare
notes, and sift out the truth.] E. R.

WHERE TO KEEP HONEY.

GOOD ADVICE.

A correspondent writes that his "honey has
all turned watery, apparently, as the comb
looks transparent, and thei'e ai'e drops of water
or thin sweet standing in many places on the
combs." After thus saying he asks whether I

can explain to the readers of Gleanings and
himself what the trouble is. This question has

been asked and answered so often it would al-
most seem that all should know the trouble,
without any thing further being said on the
subject: but as he is evidently trying to keep
his honey late in the season, perhaps a few
words on the subject may not be amiss, espe-
cially to those who, like him, wish to keep hon-
ey till into the winter.

Some seem to think that the cause of honey
becoming watery is because the bees do not
thoroughly ripen it before sealing it; but if

they used a little more thought on the subject
it would seem that they must see the fallacy of
such an idea; for. whether ripened or not, the
honey can only ooze from the cells after being
capped, on account of a larger bulk of liquid
being in the cell afterward than there was at
the time the bees sealed the cell. This can
come from only one source, which is always
brought about by either cold damp weather or
a non-circulation of air. or both. Honey swells
only as it becomes damp: and the first that will
be seen of that dampness will be in the unsealed
cells where the honey will have become so
thin that it will stand out beyond the cells, or.
in other words, the cells will be heaping full.

If the dampness remains, the sealed honey will
soon become transparent, while the honey from
the unsealed cells will commence to run out,
daubing every thing below it: and eventually,
if the cause is not removed, the capping of the
cells will burst, and the whole will become a
souring mass. In one or two instances I have
seen honey left in such cold rooms, where the
moisture was also very apparent, that it became
so very thin that it ran down from the combs
so it stood in puddles on the floor all around the
bottom of the nice white cases in which it was
stored. It was evident that this honey had
once been of the very best quality, from the
nice appearance of the cases; but the grocer
had put it in the cellar when it arrived at his
store, and there it had been left till it had thus
become very nearly good for nothing.
When I first commenced to keep bees I stored

my honey in a tight room on the north side of
the house, where it usually remained from four
to six weeks before crating for market. In
crating this honey I always found the center
and back side of the pile watery and transpai'-
ent in appearance. As that which was stored
first was always the worst. I thought it must
be owing to tliat being the poorest or least
ripened, until one year I chanced to place this
early honey by itself in a warm, dry, airy room,
when, to my surpi'ise, I found, upon crating it.

that this first honey had kept perfectly, while
the later honey stored in the old rooni was as
watery as ever. This gave me the clew to the
whole matter: so. when I built my present
honey-room I located it in the southwest corner
of the building I call •"my shop." and painted
the south and west sides a dark color to absorb
the heat of the midday and afternoon sun. On
two sides of this room I fixed platforms for the
honey, as has been illustrated in one of the
back volumes of Gleanings. The sections
were so piled on these platforms that the air
could cii'cujatc all through the whole pile, even
if it reached the top of tlu' room. Dui'ing the
afternoons of August and September the teni-
pei'ature of the i-oom would often be raised to
nearly or quite 100 degrees, which would warm
the pile of honey to nearly that degree of heat:
and as this laige body of honey once heated
retained the same for some length of time, the
temperature of the room would often be from
80 to 90° in the morning aftei- a warm day.
when it was as low as from 40 to 60° outside at
6 o'clock A.M. By this means the honey was
being ripened each day. and that in the unseal-
ed cells became thicker and thicker, when, by
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September 15 or :.'(). or after being in the room
from four to seven weeks, the sections could be
tipped over, or handled in any way desired,
without any honey running from even the un-
sealed cells that might happen to he around
the outside of the section. Hy having the dooi-
and window open on hot windy days the air
was caused to ciiculate freely through the pile,
when I found that it took less time to thorough-
ly ripen the honey than it did where all was
kept closed. In doing this, of course it is neces-
sary to provide screens, so as to keep flies and
bees out of thf^ honey-room. If I wish to keep
honey .so late in the "fall that the rays of the
sun fail to keep the room sufficiently hot, or
should I desire to keep it into the winter, or
at any time when the temperatui-e of the room
falls below 70° while the honey is in the room,
I build a fire in the room, or use an oil-stove to
heat it up to tiie proper temperature of from 90
to 10u°. In this way honey can be kept perfect-
ly for an indefinite pei-iod. and can always be
put upon the market in the very best condition.
Having once obtained our honey, it seems

very foolish to me to neglect it so that it dete-
riorates to the condition of a second or third
class article. We should all strive, not only to
see how large a quantity we can produce, but
also to have it of good quality, keep it looking
well at all times, and put it upon the market in
enticing shape. G. M. Dooijttle.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 4.

[Doolittle's advice is sound ; and we espe-
cially commend the point he makes, that, after
having secured a good crop, we do not want to
spoil it all by a piece of ignorance or foolish-
ness.!

TIME OF CELLARING BEES.

WKITING FROM HP:ARSAY EVIDEXCE.

This year my bees were taken into the cellar
Nov. 5 and 6. Practically, their confinement
began some time the last of Octobei-. for they
had not flown any since that time. The weath-
er seemed pleasant enough for them to fly. but
they appeared to have sense enough to know
that there was nothing for them to do outside,
and so stayed at home. If I had not been hin-
dered by other things, I should have taken them
in sooner. The question may be raised why I

took them in so early, and why I \\ould even
take them into the cellar in October. Well, I'll

tell you. I don't know what the weather will
be, and ifs likely to rain any day and turn off
cold, and I don't like the idea of taking them in
wet and frozen. I suspect it's hardei' on them
than two or three weeks of longer confinement.
In a milder climate, of course they would be
brought in later.

If I knew the weather would continue all win-
ter as it is now, they would not go into the cel-
lar at all. But just because I don't know what
weather may come any day, I can't take the
risk to leave them out, even in mild fall weather.
Why. sometimes the mercury runs away below
zei-o i n November. Even before they were taken
in, it went down to 24° above. Now, if they
could stay out two or thiee weeks later, and
then have a good fly.it might be better: but
I'm not sure of flying weather again before
spring.

If they were in the cellar, and every night
the temperature should go down to about freez-
ing, as it does the last of October and first of
November, we would talk about the danger-
point: but wt" don't say any thing about it

when they are out of doors, probablv because
we expect them to have a fly siiortly. The

cellar-doors are left open day and night, the
temperature being about 45°, so that the bees
are the same as outdoors, only they have more
even and milder weather. I said my bees were
all in. I should have said except a dozen that
I want to try with the new uintei- cases.

DO BEES HEA.SOX?
The Query-box of the A. B. J. has been

wrestling with this question, the replies vary-
ing from a blunt "'no" to that which credits
them with using more reason than some mem-
bers of the human family. The repliers would
doubtless have been more in accord in their re-
plies if they had first had a full agreement as to
what constitutes reason and instinct.
Any one who has carefully watched bees for

some years can cite enough facts to make out
a pretty strong case in favor of their using rea-
son, or something very nearly akin to it, and
he can also cite actions that clearly indicate an
entire lack of any thing like reason. On an-
other page of the same journal is an article
copied from the Phrenological Journal, written
by M. L. Hoi brook, M. D.. taking very positive
ground that bees do reason. Without debating
the correctness of his ground. I suspect that any
one familiar with bees would not be very much
strengthened in his belief in their reasoning
powers by the arguments given. According to
Dr. Holbrook, the reasoning power is shown in
the fact that bees use the right kind of food to
produce queens or workers: that the queen
knows enough not to lay too many eggs, espe-
cially drone eggs: "that, when carried to coun-
tries where they find supplies of food all the
year round, they cease to store it up:" that-
they pursue and sting one who robs them of
their honey: that they have a knowledge of
human nature, and know their friends from
theii' enemies reasonably well: that they know
how to build combs in new and difficult places,
and that they station ventilators at the hive-
entrance. Other facts the doctor says he might
mention, but these seven he thinks sufficient
for his purpose.
However good some of these arguments may

be, so much of error is mixed up with them that
the strength of the whole fabric is badly im-
paired. For instance. "In Australia, where
food is abundant most of the year, in order to
have honey it is necessary to import new queens
that will produce workers which have not had
experience in that country." "Why do bees
pursue and sting one who robs thern of their
honey, if they do not know its value? " (As if

they wouldn't sting one who l^rings them honey
or does them any other favor I) "It has been
stated on very good authority, that the Italian
bees will sometimes attack in mass a man who
has robbed their hive, days after the occur-
rence, as if to destroy him." (How thankful
that so many of us have escaped through all

these years!) In ventilating, "to be able to
remain in their places, they seal their feet to
the floor, otherwise they would fly away."
Seal their feet! Why is it that, when people
want to write about something of which they
are ignorant, the poor bee is so often selected as
the victim?

NUCLEI SWARMING OUT.

Complaint is riiade that nuclei in small hives
swai'm out. Years ago I used hives for nuclei
by dividing up a ten-frame hive into six apart-
ments, putting a full-sized frame in each apart-
ment. The plan worked well, and I don't re-
member more than a single case of swarming
out, and that was from exceeding heat. If I

remember rightly, the nucleus had just been
placed and had no queen. But the apartments
being 2)^ inches wide, they were very roomy for

a single frame, and there was some annoyance
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from bits of comb being built on the walls. A
year or two ago T thought I would make a nu-
cleus hive that would not be objectionable, and
made the apartments 1''4 wide. hoi)ing that
this closer spacing would prevent building of
fins on the side-walls, and thus make it easier
to handle the combs. It was a success in that
direction. The frames came out beautifully,
but so did the nuclei, much too often. I can
not say positively what made the difference,

but I can only think of that half-inch nar-
rower space. So I think I can recommend the
(tid nucleus hives that I first made, as being on
the whole quite satisfactory. (

'. C Mii-t.kr.
Marengo. 111.. Nov. S.

[Although your locality, doctoi', is a good
deal colder than ours, some things have turned
up recently that make us wish that oiu' bees
were in the cellar. For the sake of expeiimen-
tal purposes we winter both in and out of doors,
in permanent chaff' hives, and in single-walled
hives having winter cases. During our cool
days, when the bees bunched up pretty close in

the hives, we took occasion to examine the
clusters of every colony of our over 'M). Those
in the large chaff hives and small Dovetailed
chaff' hives, and in the single-walled hives in

outside winter cases, had nice clusters, and the
winter case colonies were in as nice condition
as those in the large chaff' hives. In the single-
walled hives the clusters were drawn up tight-
er, and. what is more, there were small knots
of bees that were left on the outside combs
dead, the cluster having contracted so as to

leave them, as it were, high and dry. It is evi-
dent, then,- that the cool days on colonies with-
out protection were detrimental, and that any-
where from 5 to 10 per cent of the bees had died
prematurely in the unprotected hives, because
they were left high and dry. as was explained.
This argues strongly for protection, even dur-
ing the months of October and November and
up until the time the bees are put into the
cellar. From this, if future observations shall
substantiate it. we shall conclude that we shall
do better to carry the colonies that are to be
wintered indoors into the cellar early, or put on
the outside winter cases temporarily, until the
same are put into the cellar: or. what may be
better for our locality, leave them with the win-
ter cases on all winter outdoors.]

Ud/es' Conversazione.

BEE-STINGS FOE RHEUMATISM.

MRS. AXTELI, SUGGESTS ALSO A KIXI) OF SUIi-
GERY AS A RE.MEDY.

For four years or moi'e I had been troubled
with rheumatism in early spi'ing. Sometimes
it would begin in the fall, and bother me all

winter, more or less. Sometimes it laid me up
so I could not work, so severe was the pain in
my right hip-joint. Often the pain was so se-
vere I could scarcely keep from screaming if I

happened to twist the limb out of its accustom-
ed positions. I did not have faith or nerve
enough in the sting cure to go to the cellar for
bees to sting me. I sent to John Linden, of
Cleveland. O.. and procured his "little black
doctor," the little instrument that holds thirty
golden-pointed needles, and the oleum, or ii'ri-

tating oil, and book of instructions called the
" Exanthematic treatment." I inserted the
golden needles by a spi'ing that jerked them
into the flesh so quickly they hurt but a trifle;

then I covered all with the oil and a heavy
coating of cotton batting. The above helped

me more than any thing the physician could
prescribe; in fact, he said I could not use any
thing better. The price of instrument and med-
icine was but i?6.0<).

That was about five years ago. I was almost
wholly i-elieved for the five years, except a
slight lameness occasionally, caused by work-
ing on the damp cold ground early in the
spring or late in the fall, that yielded readily to

a little kerosene on a heavy woolen cloth, and
laid on.
This winter, again, I had a very severe at-

tack caused by riding out without sufficient

wrappings. On coming home and getting
warm, rheumatism took me in my left shoulder.
It was a very severe pain. I could hardly get a
breath without feeling as if a knife were pierc-
ing mv shoiilder. Again I used that needling
process, and was wholly relieved in ten min-
ut(>s. The application was so powerful that
the veins looked swollen in my hand; and
great heat ran through the arm, but the pain
was gone. This was before time to work with
the bees much in the spring: but as warm
weather advanced I had plenty of opportunity
to prove that bee-stings would not prevent
rheumatism, as that same arm seemed to carry,
after a few weeks, a continual dull pain which
increased from time to time. I consulted three
different physicians, and they all pronounced
it rheumatism and neuralgia. I used the little

needling instrument, but it did not relieve me
as before, and I began to fear I should lose the
use of my arm, as I could scarcely bear the
pain at night, and in the day time I carried it

much of the time in a sling.
I went to my physician and told him that I

believed what ailed ray arm was inaction of the
liver, and indigestion. He questioned me. and
said he thought so too, and prepared medicine
to arouse the liver, which helped me wonder-
fully. Then peaches and grapes ripened, and
he wished me to use them very freely, which
has almost wholly relieved me.

I write the above as so many of our bee-keep-
ing friends from time to time write of having
rheumatism that I believe many who are trou-
bled in that way might find I'elief, not in apply-
ing remedies to the arm, but in arousing the
liver, and using pi'aches and grapes very,freely
—not only a sauce-dishful at meals, but eat
freely of them just before meal time, both cook-
ed and uncooked. Probably not every one
would he tiius benefited, but I am sure many
would be. The peaches and grapes are a cheaj)
medicine, even if we had to buy them canned.
I think they did me the most good when eaten
ripe, without sugar or cream, and uncooked.

I haven't much faith in the sting cure for
rheumatism, either to prevent it or cure it.

Po.ssibly it might cure some kinds of rheuma-
tism. Doctor called mine bilious rheumatism
when he saw what helned me.
Mr. Axtell has had seveial very severe at-

tacks of I'heumatism in years past, which have
readily yielded to that exanthematic treatment,
or needling process, which our home physician
greatly recommends for many kinds of rheuma-
tism.

I believe one should not neglect pain, but in
some way change the mode of living, or apply
an irritating plaster or the exanthematic treat-
ment before the disease becomes settled. Kero-
sene, poured upon a cloth, and the cloth laid
upon a hot stove until as hot as can be borne,
and bound on. will often drive rheumatism
away, and it is also good in threatening pneu-
monia or pleurisy; but. better than all, is not
to needlessly expose one's self to cold or damp
weather, as an ounce of prevention is bettei'
than a pound of cure. Mrs. L. C. Axtei.i.-

Roseville, 111.. Nov. 1.
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[My good friend, I should call your I'eniedy,
in one sense, a surgical treatment: and, by the
way, I forgot to notice, in our last issue, that
surgeons are enumerated in the list when our
friend said that the world would be better off
without doctors. Surgeiy very often gives re-
lief as surely as the wagonniaker mends a bro-
ken wheel. And this reminds me that some-
body has invented a machine to cure bee-stings
by means of hypodermic injections. I suppose
the philosophy of your remedy is. that the
needles puncture holes so the medicine can
reach the point where the disease is located;
and I am very glad to know that your family
physician indorses and recommends the reme-
dy. I am very glad, also, for the suggestion
that plenty of good ripe fruit will often of itself
take the place of medicine. This, you know,
supports and indorses Terry's suggestion of
strawberries taking the place of medicine: and
because he recommended it, a whole quart at a
meal, the great public came down on him al-
most fiercely. Why. whenever I feel a little

out of sorts I go and try a real hearty meal of
fruit, almost the fii'st thing: and I am so much
in the habit of finding relief, as you do, that I

can heartily indorse all you have said.]

A. I. R.

Our Question - Box,
WITH REPLIES FROM OUR BEST AUTHORITIES.

Question 190. Some tluiik it better, in order
to have bees winter well, to raise no yonny bees
after August, while others think it better'to en-
courage the queen to lay as late as possible.
What do you think about it f

I want bees raised late in autumn.
Illinois. N. VV. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

We prefer to have our colonies strong for
winter.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

I think it best to have them breed as late as
they will.

California. S. R. Wilkin.

I think we better leave it to the bees. They
are wise in such matters.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

I think I should prefer the young bees, pro-
vided they hatch some little time before really
cold weather comes.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

I have had the veiy best success with young
bees for wintering, notwithstanding the many
plausible theories in regard to the matter.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

I like them raised as late as possible, but not
so late but they can have plenty of outdoor ex-
ercise before going into winter quarters. I have
had some experience in that line.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

I think it best to let the bees do as they please
in the matter: i. e., sufficient is not gained to
pay the apiarist for trying to make them do
other than what their own inclination prompts
them to do.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

I have had them winter well when brood-
rearing ceased early in the season, and also
when it extended late in autumn. I have lost
heavily under both above conditions, but pre-

fer to take my chances when we have a late
crop of honey, if it is all gathered from flowers.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

I think queens usually know their business
by instinct better than the bee-keeper by rea-
soning. When bees ai-e wearing out fast, or
becoming aged, by gathering honey, it seems to
be a provision of nature that others should be
reared to take their places. I have observed
no unpleasant results from young bees in the
fall.

New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

I think I'd rather have no very young nor
very old bees. If we knew just what bees are
to die in the hive in the winter, might it not be
best to kill them in the fall, and save the honey
they would eat, as well as the feelings of their
mourning sisters? Or was that Hosmer's
theory '?

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

So many printed it. that I once supposed it

was a fact that young bees wintered better
than old ones. Experiment on a large scale,
and many times repeated, proves to me that it

is not so. Old bees are less apt to have diarrhea
for physiological reasons which you have all
observed, and some of you understood, no doubt.
I do not care to have my queens lay eggs at all
after the last of August.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

I don't see as it makes any difference. I have
had 8 swarms winter well with very old bees.
The only advantage with young bees will per-
haps be visible in the spring. If the weather is

unfavorable, like the present, the old bees
might drop out quicker. As to wintering from
November until the 1st of April, it isn't much
of a trick to do that successfully: but from
April 1st to June 1st is where my losses come in.

New York. E. Rambler.

Before melilot was gi'owing so bountifully
around Cincinnati as it does now. which keeps
our bees breeding late in the fall, bees would
cease breeding in July, and I found often not a
sign of brood in August, in some of my hives.
In September they would commence again to
breed: and in some hives there could be found
five or six sheets of brood at the beginning of
October. My bees wintered just as safe then as
they do now.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MiTTH.

W^e never try to conti'ol the bees about breed-
ing late. They do as they please, and I think
they will manage that part of the business safer
than I can. In fact, we seldom see our out-
apiaries from the last of July until the first of
November, when we prepare them for winter,
and all we have seen of the out-apiaries this
spring so far (May 10) was ong visit in April,
to count them and just look into five or six in
each yard, to see whether there was enough
honey.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

My experience teaches me that bees hatched
the latter part of August and during September
are better to winter than bees hatched the last
of October or in November. Very young bees
are not as hardy as those of middle age. Bees
too old or too young are not desirable for win-
tering. If our bees could have occasional flights
in winter the young bees might winter well;
but when they are confined to the hive from
November to April they are not as good. So
says my experience.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manu.m.
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Both are wrong. Let the bees settle that
matter themselves, and they will settle it right.

Here we sometimes have swarming in Septem-
ber—how shall we stop their breeding in Au-
gust? Very likely if you persistently tinker a
colony into an unnatural condition, so that
most "of the population are young bees that
have never flown, while the old bees are mostly
worn out and gone, the result will be bad; but
no danger need be feared from young bees nat-
urally raised in September and October.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

[We are surprised to know how many of the
respondents above favor late breeding, when it

comes about naturally on the part of the bees.
We have had excellent results in winter with
•only old bees to go into winter quarters. The
year that we wintered so well neai'ly 200 colo-

nies was just following the season when we
were having such ravages of foul brood. At
least half of the colonies had had their brood
destroyed in order to cure the disease, the bees,

of course, having been put into clean hives on
frames of foundation. All these were old bees,
and yet, so far as we could discover, they win-
tered just as well as those that didn't have
foul brood, and among which brood-rearing
continued clear up into October, in some cases.
Taking it all in all. we rather prefer to have a
lot of young bees go into winter quarters—not
the real young fuzzy kind, but those that are
sufficiently mature to wear off the downy ap-
pearance, and to perform the labors of the
hive.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT F I E U D S

THE LEACH .SECTION-FORMER AND FOUNDA-
TION-FASTENER COMBINED.

Friend Root:—Since receiving Gleanings.
Oct. 1.5, and reading your note on the combined
section and foundation fastener. I have receiv-
•ed one of the machines direct from Mr. Leach,
with the improved pressure, and I felt anxious
to test it at once. I have done so: and I must
say, in justice to the machine. I have thorough-
ly tested it on sections very difficult to close,
and tind it works with perfect ease on any sec-
tion, as the pressure is sufficient to even break
them. This machine works easily without a
hitch or jerk, and it would be hard to imagine
-any thing more complete to work, either by
hand or foot power. I consider it a most val-
uable device in the saving of time. wax. and
labor. I understand from Mr. Leach that he is

now arranging to have the whole machine con-
structed of iron, so as to have all parts perfect,
and to weigh only about 8 lbs. If so. it can not
fail to give perfect satisfaction. When you re-
ceive one of the improved machines you will
indorse what I have stated here. R. E. Smith.
Tilbury Center, Ont., Can., Oct. 22.

[We are very glad to get this report, as the
machine will "be indeed a great labor-saver if

successful. We shall be pleased to report on
the merits of the new machine when it is per-
fected and received.]

COLORADO. AND ITS IMPORTANCE AS A HONEY
STATE.

Friend Root:—A» winter is fast approaching,
and the bees have all gone into their homes. I

will now try to give some reports. There will

be, as nearly as I can find out. about 2000 colo-

nies of bees put up to winter in Larimer and
Weld Go's, Col., and I have learned from relia-

ble sources that the yield has been reckoned at

from .50.000 to .5o.(X)0 lbs. I also send a report of

the shipment of honey, as reported in TJie &ree-
ley Tribune of Oct. 14. It reads as follows:
A carload of honey, weighing 30.000 lbs., was

shipped from this city Monday to Hamblin &
Bearss. of Kansas City. This vast amount of
sweetness was purchased in Weld and Lar-
imer Counties, and represented about 83000.

Greeley. Col., Oct. 26. Theo. V. Jessvp.

HOTEL BATES AT ALBANY.
Inclosed I send you names of hotels for the

accommodation of those attending the N. A. B.
K. A. to be held in Agricultural Hall. Albany,
N. Y.

:

Globe Hotel. 82.00 per day.
American Hotel. 82.00 per day.
Cox Brotht-rs, No. 4 Williams St., 81.00 per

dav (temperance house).
W. H. Keeler. 4SS Broadway, European plan.

Rooms, .50. 75 cents. 81.00.

Kimball House. (39 Washington St.. 81.00.

Merchants" Hotel. 497 Broadway, 82.00.

I. Keeler. Restaurant. 56 State St.

Odel Restaurant. 94 State St.

Thos. Pierce. Committee.
Gansevoort, N. Y., Oct. 31.

CLEOMELLA ANGUSTIFOLIA.
I have a pretty plant from W. Z. Frazier,

Carrizo Springs. Texas, that interests me. Mr.
F. says this is a very valuable bee-plant. It

blooms in May and continues till frost. The
bees, he states, are wild after it. He adds that
they have had a very dry year, so that all oth-
er plants have failed to produce honey; but
this has done admirably w<^ll. He thinks it

does best in a drouth. He thinks that, but for

this plant, the bees would have starved. This
pretty plant is CleomcUa (imixtstifolia. We
see that the very name is suggestive. Cieome
and mella make us think of Rocky Mountain
bee-plant and honey at same breath. This
plant belongs to the same small family that
contains spider-plant and Cleoine integrifoUu,
or Rocky Mountain bee-plant; caper family;
capparidnce<r. The name, the family, the fact

that it gives a good honey crop when all else

falls, and that it seems to do best in a drouth,
are all points of interest. Will it grow north?
Will It hold its own? Will it bloom so long?
Will it yield nectar in any and every season?
We have arranged to trv it here at the station.

Ag"l College, Mich., Oct. 14. A. J. Cook.

PUTTING CANDY IN THE WRONG ENT) OF THE
BENTON cage; THE PROPER WAY TO^

PUT BEES IN THE CAGE. C=)

::I have received two queens from different

parties in the Benton cage, and the candy was
in the opposite end from the hole with the cork,

and I had to lift the wire and put candy in that
end to introduce by your plan. Should not the
shipper put the candy in that end? if not, what
is the use of the directions as they are?
Stark, Mich. Ben.j. Passage.

[Most assuredly the candy should be in the
cork end of the cage. That end is paraffined,

as explained in Gleanings, to prevent the
candy from hardening. The directions on. the
cover specify which end the candy is to be.

The parties mentioned probably did not know
how to get bees in the cage except through the
small hole through which the bees eat out the
candy. We always tack the wire cloth down
except over the end hole opposite from the
candy end. To put the bees in we simply turn
the wire cloth over in such a way that the fold

covers half ot the hole. The thumb then acts
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as a stopper w hilc putting in tlu' boes and
queen. When all are in, the wire cloth is fold-
ed back and tacked. It is a little awkward at
first, but is very easily done after a few trials.
Please tell us who the parties are that made
the mistake, and we will send them a marked
copy of this.]

SECTION box; size of nuci.eus hives and
FRAMES.

During the eai'ly part of the season I started
a nucleus stock by means of sections instead of
using frames, and I was surprised to find how
well this method worked. In a few weeks the
empty comb that I used was one mass of brood
all ovei'; and on placing a second tier of sections
on these they were worked as quickly as those
below. I took this idea of using sections from
Rambler, but I have since used a frame of such
dimensions that two will just fit inside a Sim-
plicity frame. Having put foundation starters
into these small frames I place them in the
brood-nest of a strong colony, and. on their be-
coming full of capped brood, I take the small
frames out of the large one, with plenty of bees
with them, and put them into a Simplicity hive,
between division-boards. I pi-efer placing four
of these small frames of brood side by side. 14
from center to center, and support them onT
strips placed crosswise, covering the frames
with a quilt or board, leaving space between
the frames and the board. In course of time I

add a second tier of frames; and when these
are fully capped ovei- 1 return the whole set of
frames to Simplicity frames, adding full-sized
frames of brood to bring the colony up to full
strength.
We are not well situated for bringing forward

nuclei, on account of the cold nights, and the
fact that we are 400 feet above sea-level: but
still I have noticed the same difficulty in regard
lousing full-sized frames in other "places. A
two-frame nucleus seldom does well by itself.

No doubt a cubical chamber of the same ca-
pacity as the two-frame space would give the
best results: but from actual experiment I find
that the contracted frame, as described above,
increases the working capacity of the swarm in
a marked degree. .]. T. Siiujee.
Nashville, Or., Aug. lit.

tkansfekring; fuel vs. narroav sheets of
foundation for wired frames;

questions by a beo inner.
I have, after reading Gleanings, decided to

transfei- my bees, which are in frames 9K x 11.

to the L. frame. Having them wired, as I un-
derstand that the combs in L. frames require
wiring to prevent them fi'ora sagging, I should
be glad to have you instruct me how to trans-
fei' them to the wii'ed fi'amc^s.

Can I use half or third sheets of comb founda-
tion on wired frames? Will bees build combs
down when whole sheets are not used?
Chelsea, Mich.. Oct. 3i B. Parker.

[To transfer, use any of the methods recom-
menaed in the standard bee-books; in a word,
cut the comb out from your old fiames, and
size one or more pieces so they will (it in an L.
frame. Set the latter over until the wires lie

on the comb: with a knife di'aw a gash along
the • line of each wire. *o the septum of the
comb. Press the frame down, and crowd the
wires into the gashes made in the coinb. Wind
a string around a couple of times; tie. and hang
the frame in the hive. If you do not get around
to take the strings off. the bees will. They will
very quickly heal up, as it were, the gashes
made along the line of the wire, though they
do in some cases, particulaily when they have
nothing el.se to do. eat around the wire. You

can use nari'ow sheets, but we would recom-
mend wide full sheets of foundation. The bees
will make full combs off from narrow starters
of foundation, but there may be some of it drone
comb.]

SMALL BEE-SPACE AND THICK TOP-FRAMES AS
A PREVENTIVE OF BUKK-COMBS.

There has been much discussion of late in
reference to burr-combs. Some very good sug-
gestions have been made, and numerous theo-
ries advanced, explaining the cause of their be-
ing built, as well as offering a means whereby
we may overcome them, or at least reduce them
to a minimum. Our expei'ience has proved
clearly to our minds, that, by using a top-bar %
inch thick, and allowing not more than ^4 inch
between the top of brood -frames and the bot-
tom of super, we have not been bothered much
with burr-combs. We come to this conclusion
from actual observation, where we had >?« inch
between the fiames and super; we had a good
supply of burr-combs, and by reducing the
space we found that burr-combs had become al-
most a thing of the i)ast.

Another feather in regard to burr-combs,
which is of very great importance, is. never
place a brood-frame in the hive without being
sure that the top is perfectly clean. This will
tend, to a great extent, to lessen their forma-
tion.—77ie Bee Journal, Winona, Wis.

THAT FIRST BEE-ESCAPE.
As there is some controversy of late as to who-

is the inventor of the 'bee-escape," I hope
none of these claimants will get too hot if I put
in my say, always recollecting the best stories
are told last. I am not going to claim the pre-
mium myself, but—not long since an old Ger-
man came into our office, and, on seeing a Por-
ter bee- escape, when told its use he said:
"Mine uncle in der fadder land, more as forty
yeai' ago. nuike him bee-escape mit stick like
elder und hog-hrusscis. Hi- fdke stick so long"
(about three inches as he measured oft), "clean
him middle out. then make him pointed like
pencil, then tie him round mit hog-brussel. then
stick other end in hole in hive. De bees come
out between de hairs and could no go back
again."
In explanation of its use he said that some

people killed their bees to get th(> honey; but
by using this they could nearly all be gotten
out into a box or other hive; then by care to
get the " king " bee he could still have a hive
of bees.

Here, gentlemen, is, I think, a claim prior to
any of yours, patented in the " sixties." and you
may be compelled to yield the honor to " Der
fadder land."

—

Nebraska Bee-keeper.

HOW SOLDIERS WERE POISONED BY EATING
HONEY TWENTY-THREE CENTURIES AGO.

I append here a little account of an occurrence
that happened Feb. 3—6, 400 B.C., in Asia Minor,
some 20 miles south of Trebizond, on the Black
Sea. While the translation may not be exactly
as scholarly as some might prefer, yet it is for

the story I send it. It is from Xenophon's Anab-
asis. Book IV.. Chap. VIII., U)—31.

Atlantic, Iowa, Nov. 3. W. C. Frazier.

" Having passed the summit, the Greeks en-
camped in a number of villages containing an
abundance of provisi(m. As to other things
here, there was nothing at which they wore
surprised; but the number of bee-hives was ex-
traordinary, and all the soldiers that ate of the
combs lost their reason, vomited, and were
much purged, and none of them were able to

stand perpendicular. Such as had eaten a little

were like men greatly intoxicated, and such as
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had eaten iniR-h were like insane men. and some
like pfi-sons dying. They lay upon the ground
in consequence in great numbers, as if there had
been a defeat, and there was great dejection.
The next day no one was found dead, and they
recovered their reason about the same hour that
they had lost it on the ju'eceding day. and on
the" third and fourth days they rose up as if

they had taken physic."

[We have had this account before: but as it

isjof more than general interest, occurring so
many centuries ago, we ai'e glad to give place to
it.]

,

ARE THE yUEEXS FKOM FOUL-HKOODY STOCKS
DISEASED ?

I have always been under the impression that
the fonl-brood bacilli were to be. and have been,
found in the reproductive oi-gans, etc.. of some
ijueens taken from diseased stocks; but the fol-

lowing fi'oin a lettei' of Dr. Lortet's. in the May
number of the Revue Internationale^ shows me
tliat this is not his opinion:

During the latter montlis of the past year and
this spring- I liave received from some of your
courteous suliscril)ers six queens taken from uii-

<loubtedly foul-ljroody liives. I have been able, on
these females, tt> veritly tliat which I liave abeady
stated Ijefove; viz., tliat tlie e^rgs are liealtliy;

neither tlie ovaries nor ovules contain bacilli. I

believe, then, to be able to state once more that
foul brood is not transmitted by inheritance, but
•only liy direct contact with the infected animal, or
by injecting' nutriiive suiistances containing foul-
brood liacteria.—Or. Lnrtet.

I think your opinion on the above, which is of
so much imjjortance in the treatment of foul
brood, would be of interest to bee-keepers.—T.
D. Schofleld. Alderly Edge.

The editors of the British Bee Journal reply:

The quotation our correspondent gives luis not
escaped our observation, but we have not thought
it necessarj- to notice it, because we do not think
it is conclusive tnat (jueens do not sometimes
become diseased. It only shows that the six
<iueens examined liy Dr. Lortet were healthy.
Although it is lielievcd that (lueens may be dis-
ea.sed, it liy no means follows that evei-y queen is

so. Hilbert found, out of twenty -five queens,
only three diseased. He also found that sucli
queens given to healthy stocks i)rt)duced the disease
in these stocks, and that it was very difficult and
almost impossible to cure the disease while such
queens were present. Ju.st as every bee does not
become disiased in a foul-broody hive, and as
every human being does not contract cholera
although exposed to its Intluence, so, we take it,

there is immunity from the disease with some
queens. Strictl.v speaking, we can not say that
every queen of a foid-bi'oody hive is necessarily
diseased, nor can we say that every queen is exempt
from the disease. The great hope of stamping out
foul brood exists in the fact that it is not heredi-
tary, and, in cases where foul brood is difficult to
cure, the queen may reasonably be suspected to be
diseased, and should be destroyed, as it is hopeless
to effect a perfect cure while such a queen is pres-
ent.

—

British Bee Journal.

[Of the 7.5 or 80 cases of foul brood that we
had in our apiary some three or four years ago.
nearly all of which were treated on the starva-
tion plan, and in all which the queen was re-
tained the disease never reappeared, where we
had observed due caution, putting the bees into
clean hives, on frames of foundation. On about
a dozen, for the sake of experiment we put the
bees back into old hives, on frames of founda-
tion, but did not scald them. In all of these the
disease reappeared, showing that the spores of
foul brood must have resided in the old hive,
and hence the reappearance of the dreaded
malady. Now, the singular point here is. that,
in all of these foul-brood cases, where treated
right, not one of the queens had the disease, or,

at least, her colony long after treatment was
perfectly healthy. In the United States we
would conclude that, if the fatal germs were
ever present in the ovary of the queen, the
cases where this may occilr are very rare in-

deed.]

BIG MODEL OF A HONEY-BEE.

The model of a honey-bee, measuring AV.. feet
from head to sting, and 6 feet across the wings,
has been received jfrom Paris by the Biological
Department of the University of Pennsylvania.
It is intended for the instruction of the students.
The insect is perfectly articulated, and the

wings, head, thorax, and abdomen can be taken
apart with the lingers. Moreover, the head
may be opened so as to display the brain with-
in. Every organ, artery, sinew, and tissue has
been delicately reproduced, and the bee is to be
dissected at lectures, by Prof. Charles S. DoUey,
for the information of the students. Emlle
Deyrolle is the maker of this singular model.

—

American Bee Journal.

HOW CAX WE DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF STOCK.S
IX 60 DAYS IN EARLY SPRING AND

SUMMER?
I have 4.T hives of bees, mostly in Root Sim-

plicity hives, and I want to double that number
at the beginning of the honey season next year,
which usually commences about the 10th of

;May, and oui' bees commence to raise brood
largely about (iO days before that time, and I

have brood-combs for only what bees I have.
Now, would it be cheaper for me to buy bees at
about four dollars per colony, or divide and use
full frames of foundation, and feed sugar syrup,
to have it drawn out and stimulate breeding by
the time the surplus season commences? Is 60

days too short a time to double both bees and
combs in, and have ihem very strong ? I run
them mostly for extracted honey.

Smithfield, Texas, Oct. 30. A. C. Brown.

[If you lived in a northern locality we should
say that you could not make double the in-

crease; but as you live in Texas we can not say
what you might do. Much depends upon pol-

len sources, and what weather you had during
the 60 days. Having good weather, plenty of

natural pollen, and a little honey coming in, it

might be possible for you to double the number
of your stocks by spreading the brood, provid-
ing you had good queens. We would suggest
that a better policy would be to increase the
strength of the individual colonies as much as

you can without increasing the number. A
rousing big colony will do far better than a cou-
ple having just half the strength. The problem
that bee-keepers should try to solve is, not to

see what they can do with a large number of

colonies, but to see what they can accomplish
with as sinall a number as possible of rousing
heavy ones.] E. R.

TOBACCO S.VIOKE FOR INTRODUCING.

How do you load your smoker with tobacco,
for smoking bees to prevent the recently intro-

duced queen from being balled ?

Osage. HI., Oct. 13. C. M. Thornton.

[We have on hand tobacco dust that we use
for killing lice on plants. We i)ut about a
handful of this dust into a Clark, along with
the other fuel; light, and we are ready for

smoking. After all the queens are caged in the
hives we go around toward night and blow-

about a dozen good whiffs of smoke in at each
entrance. Don't do this during the middle of

the day or you will be likely to start robbing,
for the smoked bees are temporarily drugged.]
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THE LOS ANGELES CONVENTION, .JAN. 6 AND 7.

Friend Root;—Since reading Prof. Cook's and
A. I. Root's program for this State, in Glean-
ings for Oct. 15, I have conversed with quite a
numbei' of the bee-keepers of this section in re-
gai'd to your coming, and the prospective con-
vention referred to. Tlie interest manifested is

very great, so I can assure you both a royal re-
ception by the bee-keepers of this whole sec-
tion. It has been ray good fortune to have
heard Prof. Cook at Indianapolis, and to have
met A. I. Root at the N. A. B. K. A. metiting at
the same place in October, 1886.

As I'eferred to in my letter of last week, the
S. C. B. K. A. will meet Jan. 20, and I know every
member of it is doubly anxious to meet A. I. Root
and Prof. Cook; .so, in conversing with the
members, they have suggested a change of date
for our meeting, to Jan. H and 7. I will consult
our president, Mr. Abbott, in regard to this,

and will inform you as to the result as soon as
possible. Mr. J. F. Mclntyre writes: '"Why
not take advantage of Prof. Cook's and A. I.

Root's presence, and organize a State associa-
tion in honor of them ?"

You are not trespassing at all, Bro. Root, in
your suggestions, as I consider it an honor to
aid in the least in presenting such men as your-
self and Prof. Cook to the bee-keepers of Cali-
fornia. I will see to securing a hall immediate-
ly. Geo. W. Bkodbeck.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 5.

SHIPPING COMIJ HONEY IN CRATES; .1. T. RIP-
LEY's RULING ALL RIGHT AS IT IS.

Friend Root:—After reading what you say
on page 865 about crating comb honey, I can't
help feeling that the shippers and not the rul-
ing are to Ijlanie. As for myself, I am grateful
to Mr. Ripley for making that niling, for I

think it is the only safe way to ship comb hon-
ey, provided it is done right. In former years,
whenever I shipped comb honey I always had
more or less complaint of the glass being bro-
ken and the honey spoiled. This year I shipped
nearly 3000 lbs., putting eighteen 13-lb. cases
into a crate similar to the one you described in

Gleanings, hauled it nine miles to the railroad
over very rough roads, such as we have in Ver-
non Co., Wis. It was reshipped once in Madison,
and arrived at destination, as one of the com-
mission men wiote me, with every box safe and
sound. The crates were made to hold three
tiers of six boxes each, and the boxes fitted it

very snug. I did not put in any hay and straw
at the bottom, as you recommended, as there
was no room for it. Each crate had four han-
dles nailed to the corners for handling, the
handles projecting about four inches. We
found that the crates were heavy enough to re-

quire two men to carry them, and on that ac-
c*ount they had to use more care. The handles
were useful foi' the further purpose of prevent-
ing the railroad men from rolling them ovei', as
they would be apt to do without them. It may
be that, where honey was injured, as J. T. Fish
says, the glass fronts had been covered by a
thin piece of board without crating. I had
thought of doing that myself when I read about
Mr. Ripley's ruling; but Gleanings came aft-

• erward, and gave me the better way of crating.
Milford. Wis., Nov. 9. (iUSTAVE Gross.

A big report from THE ALFALFA FIELDS.

About two and a half years ago I wrote to
Gleanings about the alfalfa fields of South-
west Kansas, and stated I thought bees would
do well here. As a result of that letter, a Mr.
Howard, of Illinois, and Mr. Colton, of Iowa,
each brought bees to Garden City in the spring

of 1800, to test their work on alfalfa. I here-
with report the result of their experiment:
They each have from .50 to 60 stands of bees.

They average 90 lbs. of comb honey to the
stand, and two swarms of be(>s per stand. Some
hives have made as high as 180 lbs. of comb
honey during the season. We no longer con-
sider this as an experiment, as tliis is the second
season they have done this. Bees begin work
on wild flowei'S and fruit-bloom about April 1st
to 10th. Alfalfa is ready for them about May
10th, and continues in bloom until Oct. 15th to
Nov. 1st. Many farmers are just now cutting
their last crop of alfalfa, and the weather is

like summer. Bees sell readily for *10 per
stand. Our bee-men can not supply the de-
mand. Extracted honey sells here atwholesale
from 123'^ to 15 cts. per pound, and comb honey
from 20 to 25. These gentlemen have given
their lives to bees, and say this is the best bee-
country they ever saw, and say they can han-
dle 100 stands of bees here as easily as they
could care for .50 stands in Iowa or Illinois. I

herewith send a clipping from a report made of
the bees here:

The new enterprise of raising bees and saving-
lioney lias proved a most remarkable success liere
at tliis time, the close of the second season. One
hive has produced not less than 180 lbs. of comb
lioney and two swarms of bees, which latter pay-
all the expense, lenvlng' tlie lioney clear profit at 20
cents a pt)uiid, or $:S6. The average yield has been
90 lbs., and the increase two swarms. Tlie little

honey and money makers have gathered all this
from the thousands of acres of alfalfa meadow
around here, and they could easily have gathered
one hundred times more if the bees hud been here
to pick it up. This alone otters an illimitable open-
ing for a big fortune to the painstaking man or
woman who chooses this pursuit for a li\ing in this
vicinity.

There is surely a fine opening here for pi'acti-

cal bee-men. There are thousands and tens of
thousands of acres of alfalfa bloom that go to
waste for want of bees to gather the honey;
and to any person desiring to enter this field we
should be glad to give all the information and
aid we can. A. C. McKeever.
Garden City, Kan., Nov. 5.

AN AVERAGE OF 100 LBS.

Our honey season is past and gone. My bees
averaged 100 lbs. of comb honey to the colony.
They made a very good honey, and a majority
of what they did make came from black-jack
acorns. Some insect would puncture the acorn,
and during the night a honey-like substance
wood ooze out. and the bees, by daylight, would
come in loaded down and fall "down all around
the entrance to their hives with the honey.

J. D. WlIITTENBURG.
Marshfield, Mo., Nov. 5.

DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE.

If you wish help for the small intestine, try
kneading the bowels. Dr. Kellogg says this will

aid digestion by Increasing the digestive juices
and muscular action. Count 400 or more strokes
each 24 hours. If it is too much trouble, go to

the Battle Creek Sanitarium. There a machine
will do the work for you. Couuter-irritants are
excellent for internal pains or aches.

Miss LiBBiE Williams.
Delavan, Wis., Oct. 3.

A LETTER FROM LUTHER W. GRAY.

I am sorry I am still unable to settle with my
creditors. My health is still improving, but it

is not yet advisable for me to go to work. I

hope, however, to wipe out some of thisj dis-

agreeableness next spring and summer. ^a
Zanesville, O., Oct. 23. L. W. Gray _..
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Our Homes and My Neighbors.

If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you. ye
sliali asli wliat ye will, and it shall be done unto
you.—John 1.5:7.

Although I profess to be a Christian, and to

believe in the Bible, the text "I have chosen to
talk about to-daj\ the one just above, is one
that has troubled me more or less all the years
of my Christian life. Now. you may think it is

a Htile singular when I tell you that, although
it has troubled me. it has, at the same time,
been a joy and comfort to me. It has troubled
me. because I do not exactly understand how
the promise can be fulfilled. Notwithstanding
this. I believe it is tmc: and every year I live I

see more and more verifications of its complete
truth. You may remember that the same
promise, or very similar promises, occur many
times in the Bible. In fact, we find the same
promise a little further along in the same chap-
ter: nay. more: ""Whatsoever ye shall ask my
Father in my name, he may give it you." When
I am called upon to read portions of the Bible
containing these promises, especially if skeptics
are present, there has always been a tempta-
tion to skip them: for I fear they may ask me
to explain them, and I could not do it. Of
course. I can explain them somewhat; but if an
unbeliever should press me closely, he would
get me into a tight place. \o my great surprise,
however, no one with whom I have ever talked
has asked me to explain such promises, nor
have the}' even alluded to them. .A^ll that Rob-
ert Ingersoll has ever directed against tlie Bible,
it seems to me, is lame' and trifling compared
with what almost any professing Christian
might point to in the Bible if he should choose.
Of course, I am aware of the light that com-

mentators and theologians have given us in

making the woi'ds plainer. Foremost is the
condition of the promise. If we afticZc in Christ
Jesus, and his woids abide in us. are the condi-
tions made in the outset: and who is there who
has fully complied with these conditions"? Mi\l-
ler has. perhaps, come as near to it as any one;
and God has honored him by giving him tenfold
—nay. we might say a hundred or a thousand
fold, more than he ever expected oi- dreamed of
when he began pi'aying his prayers of faith.

When Miillei' was converted he was straight-
way filled with intense longing to do something
for the orphans and outcasts of the great city of
Lon<lon. He wanted money to purchase food
for their bodies. But this was really only a
secondary thought with him. His very sou!
hiinied with a desire to bring these poor chll-
di'en to Jesus: therefore he was unconsciously
fulfilling the conditions in the fore part of our
text: therefore he had faith to ask: and the
whole world is standing in astonishment at
what God has done for and through him. He
did not ask rich men, nor did he ask miyhody
for what he wanted. He asked God only, and
the money came. After the work was well under
way. and people could see the fruit of it. it is

not so very strange that the money was forth-
coming fi'om the pockets of both believers and
unbelievers. But it seems next to a miracle
that he received sums of money for this work
at its outset, even before he had lifted a finger
to the work, in simple answer to prayer. The
whole point of the promise seems to rest on the
condition or state of heart of the one who prays
or asks. You may say. " Where, then, is the
trouble with the little text".'" I want to .say.

first, that I am very sure there is no trouble
with the text. The real trouble is not with the
text, hut with us poor doubting mortals. We get
in a hurry to see the answers come: and then
many good people are praying for things that

seem right and proper, and yet God does not see
fit to answer them—I mean, from a human
point of view. There are widows in our land
who are straining every nerve, and perhaps suf-
fering for food for themselves and their little
ones—widows whoseem devout and really faith-
ftil servants of Christ, and yet they are obliged
to suffer. Yes, and there are children who pray
in faith believing: and yet. according to human
sight and perception, their pi'ayers do not seem
to be answered. But while I say it, a glimpse
of light comes in here after all. "The children
that have for years pi'ayed and suffered have
many times become great and good men and
women: and may it not be that in this way
the prayer was answered? God knew what
was best for them, and answered their prayers
—yes. really answered by withholding that for
which they asked, and giving them something
better, may be years after. We are told that,
in foreign lands, people are now starving on
account of the scarcity of food. Of course, this
very scarcity of food brings us better prices for
our' products: and even though they suffer,
their suffering, in an indirect way. or, per-
haps, I should say. the very thing that causes
their suffering, brings prosperity to us. Now,
many of these people are doubtles.* Jiving, to
the best of their ability, up to the light they
have. Why does God let them starve and die
if this be true"? Well, most of us have learned
that God permits many things to get very
wrong indeed ttnless we. his children, set to
work to right them. The world can not be
brought to the light of Christianity unless we
spring forward and help to do it. We must
work as well as pray. As we grow older we find
that God has honored us by placing the respon-
sibility upon our shoulders, of disseminating
Christianity and civilization.

Now, you may think my mind runs in a rath-
er singular channel when I tell you what I

have in mind. When my faith is brightest, and
when I have been prayiiig for the influences of
the Holy Spirit most earnestly, this little text
looks to me like a great unexplored region. You
remember with what wonderful faith and per-
sistence Columbus urged the reason of his be-
lief that there was another world across the
great seas. He saw away into the future, and,
with almost a prophetic eye, rose above the
rest of the civilized world about him. Even
when everybody else was discouraged and gave
up. he stood alone undaunted, and pushed on;
and what a rewai'd was his I His hopes were
realized and his prayers were answered. God
gave him a glimpse "of a new world, no doubt
brighter and grander than he in his highest
enthusiasm had ever dreamed of. And, dear
friends. I am firmly convinced that a new
world lies before us. just as great and won-
derful, and that it is to he found through this
little text, and other like wonderful promises
in God"s holy word. But I was moved to write
on this subject by an incident of a few weeks
ago. Ours is not a peach region around here.
Vei'y few nice peaches are raised in this sec-
tion of country, thei'efoi'e they have to come to
us. \\ hen we havo them, from a distance, say
from the lake shore, perhaps forty or fifty miles
away. A few weeks ago a carload of peaches
came to Medina. A man came with them, and,
with the help of teams, scattered them, not only
all over our touui, but all over the county.
Even in little towns, or at the cross - roads
\vhere nice peaches are tmknown. a fine assort-
ment, tastily arranged in a pretty wagon con-
structed for the pui'pose, was handed out to
those who could afford to pay for them. They
were assorted in regular sizes, as oranges are
assorted. The smallest were sold as low as .50

cents a bushel, and then went on up, according
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to size and Quality, to Js^.OO, or even more, a
bushel. As th<' car stood several days near our
store, I became pretty well acquainted with
the proprietor. I felt that he was doing good.

He came from a locality where peaches were so

plentiful they could not have been all disposed

of in any other way. He gathered enough to-

gether to load a car. then asked the railroad

companies how low they would place the car in

the town of Medina. Then he came with his

men and teams, and scattei'ed them all over the

country; and when one town was supplied he

went to another, and so on. About the same
time, a carload of beautiful Jersey sweet pota-

toes was dropped on the track near the peach-

car. This man, too, had horses and drays for

taking the potatoes around to neighboring
towns. He accosted • me as I stood on the walk
enjoying the sight (for I did enjoy it) in woids
something like these:

"Mr. Root, how much can you afford to give

per bushel for Jersey sweet potatoes like these

in my hand '?"

They were so exceedingly nice I was afraid

his stock might not come up to sample, and
I suggested something of the kind.

'•They are right here in the car, Mr. Root;

and if the whole carload is not just as good as

these I have in my hand, of course you will not

buy them."
I was a little prejudiced against him because

he looked something like a Jew. and I confess I

rather expected to be cheated in measure and
quality, or something of the sort. But he gave
good heaping measure—better than we a)e ac-

customed to get and give; and when I found

that his potatoes were, if any thing, better than
the samples he showed, I felt ashamed of my-
self. This man with his drays went all over

the town and adjoining towns, giving many of

the people perhaps their first taste oiarenlnice
Jersey sweet potato, and I felt that he was a

public benefactor. He was taking the surplus

product from one locality, and, at a great deal of

expense, scattering it about in a locality where
it was almost unknown. The sweet-potato-car

and the peach-car were to me a suggestion of

something pleasant—a glimpse of brighter days
in the future, for some who had toiled hard to

raise crops and couldn't sell them after they

were raised. The idea seemed to suggest to me
a remedy for the complaints that have been

made, to the effect that "farming does not

pay." and also for a remedy, perhaps, for the

present state of affairs when country people are

leaving their farms, and pushing into towns
and cities. What has been bringing this state

of affairs about ? You may say, perhaps, the

march of progress and intelligence. Yes, I

think that is right: and I think, too. that I see

through it all a plain fulfillment of the promise

in our text. You may think my conclusions are

far-fetched. Perhaps some of you may say. or

suggest, rather, that the peach-man and the

potato-man were probably not Christians at all,

and I really do not know whethei' they were

or not. I 'know only this: That, when we
bought nearly a wagonload of the peach-man.
and I suggested that perhaps he would retail

them around at the houses for less tlian we
paid, before he left town, he looked me full in

the face and said, " Mr. Root, I am trying to be

an honest man; and when I promise you that,

if I tind it necessary to lower my present prices

on peaches, you shall have the advantage of

the reduction as well as those who buy later, I

mean to keep that promise. I expect to bring

peaches to Medina again, and I know the value

of a good reputation for honesty and fair deal-

ing as well as you do."'

I watched the man narrowly after that; and
although he was bright and energetic, and

worked hard in getting off his peaches in every
way possible, so as to get away before they
spoiled on his hands, I did not detect a single
tiling in him that looked like unfairness; nei-
ther did I find any thing amiss with the man
who sold the potatoes. Now. the point is right
here: Whether ihey were Christians or not by
profession, they were in a Christian nation:
and I believe that Jesus meant the promise in

our text to include nations as well as individ-
uals. I think he meant we might read it thus:

' If any nation of people abide in me. and my
words abide in them, they in their prayers may
ask what they will, and it shall be done unto
them."
You will notice it is easier to believe this than

it is to believe it of individual Ijeings. In fact,

no one would think of disputing it when applied
to a nation.

It has often been said, and truly said, that
learning to raise fine crops is only a part of the
business ot farming or gardening. The other
part is in disposing of all you can raise on a
certain area; and perhaps as many blunders
are made in securing a crop that can not be
turned into cash as in failing to get any crop at
all. Many of us have had experience in pro-
ducing a crop when it was not wanted, or in pro-
ducing a crop so far from market that it could
not be disposed of profitably. Well, the little

sketch I have given you indicates the line in

which "these difticmt'ies are to be met and con-
quered. Yes, and the people who are starving
across the seas are to be rescued and sa ved at
the very same time we succeed in getting pay-
ing prices for our products. Those who are
suffering from a lack of food, probably sent up
earnest prayers to the great God above, if any
class of people ever did; and I hope that others
who raise; lai'ge crops also renK'inber to ask the
great Father above to help them in disposing
of their crops. I hope, too, that, in their pray-
ers, they remember the starving ones, and ask
God to iielp them in their desires to relieve the
suffering. Now. in answering these prayers
from two different classes of people, one of the
great agencies to be employed is the railroads:
and although some of you feel pained when I

call railroads a gift from God, it seems to me to
become; plainer and plainer every day that the
railroads are one of God's agencies. They may
not be managed by Christian men. and they
may, too. oftentimes be in the hands of unjust
men and extortioners: but for all that, our rail-

roads are through a Christian nation, and they
are doing a tremendous work in relieving suf-
fering and want in the ways I have indicated.
I know full well of the complaints that are
made about extortionate charges; but, dear
friends, you can almost always find out before-

hand what they are going to charge you. The
peach-man and the potato-man both doubtless
asked the (iU(>stion. " How low can you deliver
my carload in Medina, if I decide to go into it?"'

If the railroad companies named a price, and
the price was accepted, it seems to nw they
have not done so very badly. They are work-
ing hard to get something to do, just as you and
I are. We hardly ever, of late, have a full car-

load of stuff' sent anywhere unless two or more
railroad companies bid for the privilege of car-

rying it; and sometimes half a dozen different

railroads urge us by making low offers. Some-
times they carry freight so low that they do not
pay expenses. Our new east and west road is

in just that predicament, and I really feel sorry

for' them when I see how hard they are working
to get trade of some kind. Of course, they did

not get much if any sympathy when, in their

efforts to work up trade, they started Sunday
excursions; and I shouldn't wonder if they
have found out already that it does not pay.
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During the past two weeks I have been over
their road several times. 1 have talked with
the otheers about their contemplated improve-
ments, and they have told me, too. of their ci'amp-
ed financial condition. I have become acquainted
with iheir bosses, and with the men who shovel
the dirt. I know how many locomotives they
have on their whole line. In fact, I have
learned to feel so anxious for their success that
I feel a pleasure every time a loaded tiain pass-

es our place. I like to get a pleasant smile
from the engineer and from the fireman; and I

really believe I love the sight of the locomo-
tives, even if they do shriek in the dead of

night, and send smoke and grimy soot in the
•direction of our house when the wind is that
way. Oh I you do not know how much happier
we are when we become acquainted with men
and things, and through this acquaintance learn
to understand them and finally to love them.
Some of you who have heard the talk within the

last few years in regard to the hated middle-
men may think it a little funny oi' odd that I

should see in these same obnoxious middlemen
God"s messengers to bring about his promises.
But, dear friends, is it not true that the middle-
men are the ones who usually do the work of
saving people from starvation? I saw a little

clipping in a paper, that haunts me. In speak-
ing of the suffering in Russia, it mentioned a
poor widow who went on foot to a neighboring
town to see if it wei-e not possible to find food to
save her little ones from starving. But. alas!
when she returned they were all dead, having,
in their fierce hunger, filled their little stom-
achs with rags and dirti Oh what a sight,
and what a thought! My friend, imagine your
children—your little helpless ones—being driv-
en to such a pass as this, and you powerless to
aid them I I would this minute rather be a
messenger, or middleman, if you choose, to car-
ry food to such sufifei'ing ones, than to have the
most exalted position on earth; and I feel guilty,
almost every hour, when I see the gi'eat waste
that goes on here in this God-fearing land of
ours. A few days ago I was urged to buy pota-
toes by the carload at 18 cents a bushel; and
yet with this vei'y fact I'ight before our eyes,
children are starving, and filling their little

stomachs with i-ags and dii't, in the frenzy
caused by hunger. " Lord, helpl" wells up.
and yet I fear I am not doing what I can to
bring about an answer to my prayer.
You all know that I do not know very much

about politics; but of late I have been trying to
know more about the different political parties,
and, in short, to become acquainted with them;
and I believe I can say just now that I love
them all. Yes. I love them especially on this
election afternoon. I do not know how the
election will turn out, and, in fact. 1 do not
feel nearly as much anxiety as some do. My
greatest anxiety is. that all of us may be abid-
ing in Christ Jesus, and his woi'ds abiding in
us. Therein one kind of infidelity and unbe-
lief, however, that I have seen manifesting it-

self through one or two of the great political
parties. This infidelity comes in line with the
expression that " farming does not pay." The
people who quote this seem to have lost faith,
not only in farming, but in the affairs of our
nation. They have lost faith in our finances;
and some of the speakers have even said we
have the worst and most dishonest state of
finances on the face of the earth. Now, are
you much surprised when I tell you that some
of these same people are in debt,' and blame our
government and our finances because they do
not get out of debt? At least two individuals
have said, to my knowledge, that they knew
they were deeply in debt, and did not expect to
•ever get out of debt, intimating, at the same

time, that there is no use of trying to get out
with such a condition of affairs in the govern-
ment as we have in the United .States. They
not only said they had lost hope, but intimated,
if they did not say so outi'ight, that they were
not going to try any more. Oh what a state of
heart for any one to be in I Suppose somebody
owed you a hundred dollars, and when you
talked to him about it he should say that he
could not pay it then, and that he had given up
all hope of his ever being able to pay it at all.

Then if he should add that he was not going to
try any more to pay it, what would you think
of him ? Or suppose he should, by his actions
as well as by his words, put it like this: '"I

know you loaned me a hundred dollars when I

was needy, and that you loaned it with full

faith and belief that I would work hard to pay
it back again. It was a great accommodation
to me at the time, and I fully expected to pay it.

But I have become discouraged, and have giv-
en up trying. I know it is not a very comforta-
ble feeling to think that I have taken your
hard earnings and can not pay you back; but
it is no woi'se than hundreds of others are do-
ing who have their homes and fai'ms mortgag-
ed, and we must all give up, and all go down
together. The crash has got to come sooner or
later, and for my part I do not care very much
how soon it does come."
Dear friends. I have never yet heard any per-

son give utterance to any thing quite as bad
and hopeless and sad as the above; but I have
heard different persons make speeches that al-
together amounted to it. It comes from losing
faith in your fellow-men, from losing faith in
your country, from losing faith in yourself; and
finally from losing faith in God and in his
promises through the Bible. Just think for a
moment how fai'. how very far away, a person's
attitude of heart is who gives way to such
thoughts as I have expressed, from the brief
little promise in our text! " If ye abide in me,
and my words abide in you. ye shall ask what
ye will, and it shall be done unto you." The
Bible text is Iji'ight and joyous wi:.h hope; the
other has the sadness of despair and ruin and
death.

High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

A TRIP THKOUGII .MICHIC4AN; GRAND RAPIDS
I.ETTUCK, ETC.

Business matters and other things took me
on a week's trip through Michigan; and I want
to tell you some of the things I saw and found
out. In the first place. I wish to emphasize
again what I have spoken of so many times
before—the importance of being sociable and of
getting acqiuiinted while traveling. Of course,
I do not mean by this that we shall bore every-
body indiscriminately whom we come near.
Many traveling jjeople have, with good reason,
learned to really feel a disgust for the individ-
ual who is constantly talking to everybody,
and intruding his private affairs, without hav-
ing di.seri mi nation enough to know who wants
to talk and who does not. Taking it for grant-
ed, however, that you are at least reasonably
well informed in regaid to men and things, I

most earnestly urge the importance of being
cheerful, and taking an interest in things gen-
erally, being ready to lend a iielping hand, and
that you listen to what is going on. As an il-

lustration: Almost at the very outset I discov-
ered that I wished to get off' at a certain station
near my destination, as it would save me con-
siderable delay and travel. Now, I did not
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even know the name of this station, nor on
what road it was located. While having my
hair trimmed, as the barber seemed to be so-

ciable, and a well-informed man, I told him my
pi'edicament. and was greatly pleased to find

that he once carried on business in that very
locality, and therefore he could tell me all I

wanted to know.
My first point was the lettuce-greenhouses at

Grand Rapids, Mich. I found our good friend

Eugene Davis as busy as ever, and as full of

enthusiasm in his chosen industry. He was
just completing two new greenhouses. In fact,

when I found him he was building the chimney
to one of them with his own hands. He insist-

ed, however, on taking otf his mortar-covered
apparel, and hitching up so as to take me
around to see the new houses just going up.
Eugene Davis was not only the introducer of

the Grand Rapids lettuce, but he is the pioneer
lettuce-growei'. It seems a little funny, but
nowhere else on the face of the earth do they
grow lettuce equal to the product of Grand
Rapids. Even away down in Cincinnati they
must send to Grand Rapids for their choice
lettuce. Now. it can not be in the soil and
climate, as it is with the Kalamazoo celery, for

the lettuce is all gi'own under glass, or neai'ly

all. Friend Davis found out how to do it, and
his neighbors all around are copying him. He
took me around to so many different places
where new greenhouses have recently been put
up, or just going up. that I was really bewilder-
ed. Although it was a cool November day,
quite a few were- handling putty and setting

glass. Perhaps there are now something like a
hundred houses, solely for lettuce-growing, in

the vicinity of Grand Rapids. These houses
are usually 100 feet long by 20 or more broad.

(See full description in our book. " What to Do,
and How to be Happy while Doing it.") Some
men have one house, others three or four, some
half a dozen. Friend Davis has now nine

houses in all. I made the visit principally to

satisfy myself on several puzzling points in

greenhouses. For instance, shall we lap the
glass, or butt the ends together? Friend Davis
tries both, and does not see much difference.

If I am correct, howevei', he. with what experi-

ence he has had, would butt them together in-

stead of lapping them. Shall houses stand
north and south, with the slope alike on both
sides, or shall they face the south, with a long

slope fronting the sun. Peter Henderson fashion?

Friend Davis favors the latter plan, although a
great many new houses are north and south.

Where one has two or more houses, shall he
place them close together or leave a driveway
between them? Of course, there is economy in

having them close together, and still more
economy in having the middle wall omitted, so

the two houses are virtually one. This will

do for houses standing north and south on level

ground. With the Henderson style, however,
they must either be on a side-hill, or leave a

roadway between them; otherwise the house
further south will shade the ow. behind it.

This may be remedied, however, by using a
side-hill with a gentle slope. In this case, how-
ever, the two houses must not communicate; for

if they do, the hot air, being lightest, will push
into the house standing highest.

Shall we warm our lettuce- houses with
steam, hot water, or fine? Friend Davis pre-

f(MS the flue, and burns wood. A good many
who have steam and hot water in some of the

houses, and flues in others, give the preference

to the flues. Friend Davis tells us that a flue is

much the cheaper; and in winter time, when
the houses are inclined to be damp, the flue

seems to dry it out more effectually than either

hot water or steam; and this enables lettuce to

receive with safety more fi'equent waterings..
Another objection to having the houses stand
close together is the snow that comes down in
the gutter. Unless the houses are made un-
necessarily strong, the great weight may break
in the sash. Of course, it can be shoveled out.
but this is a cold and disagreeable job, and
somewhat dangerous, both to the glass and
to the operator.
Friend Davis gave me the real history of the

origin of the Grand Rapids lettuce. It is not,
as it has been said, a selection from the Black-
seeded Simpson, but it is pi'obably a cross be-
tween the old Hanson lettuce and a strain,
name unknown, brought, by an old friend of
his, from the old country, sixteen or seventeen
years ago.
Now, we have here a wonderful illustration

of what one comparatively obscure person may
do in developing and opening up a new industry.
Friend Davis first placed on the market a sort
of greenhouse lettuce that does not make heads.
By experimenting he developed a greenhouse
specially for its growth, and also in the same
way selected tiie very best soil and fertilizer.
What do you think they are? vSimply sandy
loam and horse manure! Four or five inches
of sandy loam, such as is found anywhere
around Grand Rapids, and two inches of fresh
clean horse manure, spread over it and forked
in as described in our book. What to Do, is all.

This gives rank, white, crisp lettuce, superior
to that raised in any other soil manured by
compost. Fermented manure has been tried
again and again, but it does not do as well.
Chemical fertilizers have also been tried, but
they are "no good." The stables in the city
save expressly for him fresh manure with-
out straw. VVhen it is spread over the beds, it

is beaten or pounded up fine with a stick a lit-

tle heavier than a piece of lath, having some
short nails driven into it. No matter how
many greenhouses his neighbors put up, for the
last fifteen years the demand has been, most of
the time, beyond the supply. Of course, this
may not always continue; but where the qual-
ity produced is equal to that raised by friend
Davis and his neighbors, there seems to be no
lack of a market. Even at the date of my visit,

Nov. 4, the grocers of Grand Rai)ids were offer-
ing 20 cts. a pound; and the proprietor of the
only lettuce that was fit for market would not
let it go. I asked him why; and he said that,
in two or three weeks, it would make such a
growth as to make nearly double the number
of pounds per square yard, therefore he prefer-
red to let it stand in the way I'ather than to sell

it as it was at 20 cts. per pound. Just one man,
with enthusiasm, and a love for work, both
with brain and muscle, has built up this great
industry. Dear reader, this world is not over-
stocked with such as he. Does not this little

story stir in you a determination to wake up
and do likewise—not in raising lettuce neces-
sarily, but in a thousand and one ways that God
has provided for those who love him through
his works?

I now want to give you another illustration
right along in this same line. When I arrived
at Manistee my brother-in-law said I must go>
and see his friend Mr. Johnson. When he told
me he was a man who made clocks, I remarked
it had been so many years since I had had any
thing to do with clock - making, perhaps I

should not be well enough posted to appreciate
him. He remarked with a smile. "OhI you
wait and see. I guess there will be no trouble
but that you will find something interesting."

While I was trying to imagine how a single
man could build clocks away up there in Man-
istee, we were ushered into a little square build-
ing standing by itself out in the dooryard. -Al-
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though this building was plain, it was a rather
pretty piece of architecture after all. and seemed
to have been built for some special purpose.
Let me explain. Mr. Johnson is building
tower-clocks. He owns a rather pretty machine-
shop: and when they did not have orders for
other machinery he amused himself by making
these. When he puts them up in a church or
court-house he is expected to regulate them
and warrant them; and although he is tolera-
bly well along in years, he began almost in his
old age, as it were, to study horology and the
matter of time. A sun-dial did not satisfy him.
He wanted something that would enable him
to set his clocks to a tenth of a second; and be-
cause he loved the work, he built this little

room I have mentioned, for an observatory.
The instrument in the center of the room,
in the first place, must be absolutely solid;
and one would smile at the piece of engineering
that held it firm and true and still. Then you
would smile again when you saw the expensive
apparatus he used to get it exactly level. Out
through a comparatively small window his tel-

escope pointed, and on the blackboard were the
names of fixed stars, and rows of figures to indi-
cate astronomical calculations. He told me
more about latitude and longitude during our
visit than I ever knew before. Then he told
me about the latitude and longitude of the
heavens as well as of the earth; and he turned
his books over and showed me the way in which
columns of logarithmic figures were used in their
computations. Then he discoursed about time
on our earth, and the recent arrangement the
railroads had been compelled to adopt, dividing
off this continent into hours as well as degrees.
When I suggested that his window should have
been larger so he could see the planets, and es-
pecially get a glimpse of the rings of Saturn,
which are now. as we are told, staggering like
a drunken man, so that astronomers are watch-
ing day by day to see them split to pieces and
turn into moons, or something of that sort

—

when I told about this planet Saturn he at first

did not say any thing, but finally turned to me
with something like this:
" Mr. Root. I have never seen Saturn through

that telescope, and I do not want to see it. I

haven't time to look at Saturn. More stars
pass before that little window of mine than I

can ever look at and get acquainted with dur-
ing all my life."

Here was a home-made scientist and a home-
made astronomer who found joy and happiness
in studying, day after day and year after year,
one little side-show, or side-light, perhaps, of
astronomy—that part of astronomy which per-
tains to taking the latitude and longitude, and
getting correct time. If I do not myself quite
understand what I am talking about, perhaps
some of you do. Well, this man. in his investi-
gations, had visited many prominent scientific

men who were working right in his line. Yes,
more than that; as he climbed up into the stars
and looked about him, these great professors,
with their piles of books and long columns of
figures, recognized him as a comrade and reach-
ed down to him a helping hand. They helped
him to step up over the topmost round of the
ladder on which he had so painfully and slowly
climbed up. and gave him assistance; for, you
see, he was just prepared to grasp ideas, as a
hungry man grasps for food; and when he met
with somebody who. like your humble servant,
could • catch on " now and then to what he had
been working out about the stars, he felt re-
joiced. OhI didn't we have a pleasant visit for
an hour or two? My brother-in-law smiled
and looked happy too. when he saw with what
enthusiasm we two compared notes.

I very soon tried to interrupt him by asking

him if he could go through all this and not
come out a Christian, full of love for, and faith
in. the gieat God above. At first I thought he
rather evaded the subject: but when he got to
the right point he satisfied me fully. He finds
great joy in treading the paths, 'as someone
has said, that the Almighty had trodden before
him, and finally ended in a speech something
like this:
" Mr. Root, if Robert Ingersoll were to get a

telescope like mine, and study God's works as I
have done, for just one month, the next month
after that he would be going around starting
prayer-meetings." He may not be the author
of the above thought. In fact. I think he said
as much. He showed me a pile of books. Said
he. " Mr. Root, when it comes Christmas or
Fourth of July, the rest have some money to
spend, and that is all right: but here "—and he
took up several books in his hands— '• these
are my Christmas and my Fourth of July; and
when somebody talks about going on an excur-
sion to have a good time, I just take my excur-
sion here in this little room, with my telescope,
transit instruments, and books."
My companion told me afterward that Mr.

Johnson's daughter was the one who kept the
room and apparatus looking so neat and tidy;
and he had also a son who took charge of the
machine-shop in order to enable his father to
pursue his beloved studies j)ertaining to terres-
ti-ial and celestial meridians and parallels.

It just now strikes me that this part of my
visit does not belong to gardening; but I think
I will let it remain in this department, after
all, for it shows so well what one single human
being may do in the way of acquiring an edu-
cation in the line of the higher mathematics,
even after he is fifty years old. Yes. and he
too. like Eugene Davis, worked it all out at
home, in his o«n garden and dooryard, with
the assistance of his own family. How does it
strike you, my friend ? Are you too old to study
the works of God? His beautiful apparatus
and observatory cost quite a lot of money, of
course, and he told me had prayed for means
to go on with his studies in a way he had never
prayed for any thing before in his life, and God
had blessed him in his finances, and had blessed
him with a son and daughter who loved to help
him, and had blessed him, too, with a loving
wife vvho shared his enthusiasm, and listened
to his outbursts of joy when he had solved a
difficult problem; but. alas! his dear Mife is
entirely blind. Through his eyes she must see.
and know of these wonderful things above; and
before I left the city he called to me, saying he
was very anxious to have his wife see Mr. Root
—said seeing being accomplished by a shake of
the hand and the expression of a few words of
faith, hope, and thanksgiving. So you see,
dear fi'iends, that eyes <done do not always
make us happy: neither does the loss of sight
alii-ays make us unhappy.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Michigan State Bee-keepers' A.ssociation wiU meet in
Grand Rapids, Mich., on Thursday, Dec. 31st. 1891, and Friday
'»" '"" ^""^ G. E. Hilton. Sec, Fremont, MichJan. 1st, 1892.

The Eastern Iowa Bee-keepers' Association will meet in De
Witt, la.. Dec. 8 and 3, 1891. Bring in your report. There will
be a tine place to exhibit every thing pertaining to the apiai-y.

Frank Coverdale. Sec, Welton, la.

The ^orthwestern Bee-keepers' Society will hold its annual
convention at the Commercial Hotel, corner of Lake and Dear-
born Sts., Chicago, on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 19 and •'0 at
9 A.M. Arrangements have been made with the hotel lur back
room, one bed, two persons, 81.75 per day each; front room
82.0U per day for each person. This date occurs during the ex-
position, when excursion rates on the railroads will be one faie
tor the round trip. W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Flint, Mich
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Ill honor ot the visit ot Prof, A. J. Cook and A. I. Root. Mr. C.

W \hli<itt President of llie Southern California Bee-keepers'

Association, will call a special se^sion. to be held in Los Aniye-
,

les at the Ch.iniber of t'oniineice. January 6 and 1. 1892. Ihc

Chamber of Commerce is a Kood location, and the California

uermanent exhiliit in an ad.ioining room will no doubt be of

nterest to all, as it is one of the best exhibits of the products

of this section in the State. G. W. Broadbeck. Sec.

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.

As previously stated, the meetine of the North .\mcrican

Bee keepers' Association vfill take place at Albany. N. Y., Dec.

8 to 11 (Hir president has been working hard, and has secured

reduced railroad rates from Chicago and.the Mississippi Riv-

er and from the Smith. The meeting promises to be the best

in the history of the association, and we hope the West will

send a good delegation. Besides personal members' attend-

ance we expect everv local and State association to send one

or more delegates, this will be a good occasion for Western
bee-men to become acquainted with the noted bee-keepers of

the East, nearly all of whom will attend this meeting. Bee-

keepers de-iring to attend will jilcase send their names either

to the president, Mr. P. H. Ehvood Starkville, N. Y. or to the

undersigned, as we intend to publish a full list ot those who
are expected to be present. 0. P. Dadant. Sec, Hamilton, 111.

PRO(iRAM
of the North American Bee-keepers' Association, to be held in

Agricultural Hall, Albany, N. Y.. Dec. 8 to 11.

DECEMBER 8—INFORMAL MEETING.

FIRST DAY—WEDNESDAY. DEC. 9.

9 A. M.-Presldent's Address.—P. H. Elwood. Starkville, N. Y.

Appointment of Committees, and routine business. Ques-

tion-box.

8 p. M.— The Prevention of Swarming.—W. F. Clarke, Guelph,
.Ontario, Canada. Discussion. Question-box.

7-30 p. M.—The Outlook for Apiculture at the Columbian Ex-

position.—A. B. Mason, .\uburndale, O. Discussion.

SECOND DAY—THURSDAY, DEC. 10.

9 A M.—Election of Officers. Selection of next place of meet-

ing. Business of the Association. Volunteer contributions.

Discussion. " Prices of Honey and Sugar."

2 p M.—Can we settle upon two sizes of sections as standard >

—C. C. Miller. Marengo. 111. Discussion. Question-box.

7:aip. M.—The Bees, the Location, and the .Apiarist.-G. M.

Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y. Discussion.

THIRD DAY—FRIDAY, DEC. 11.

9 A. M.—The Italian Bees. Wliat are the principal points of

excellence, and to which (pialities should we give the prefer-

ence!—G. H. Knickerbocker, Pine Plains, N. Y. Discussion.

Question-box.

2 P.M.—Some facts not generally known about icndering

beeswax.—R. F. Holterraann, Brantford, Canada.

ADJOURNMENT.

_ '.36 "Pages? -/-.lO

549° PEnYEAi'j

REDUCED RATES ON RAILROADS.

One and one-third regular fare for round trip. The conces-

sion is for delegates and others going to Albany to attend the
North American Bee-keepers' Convention. Dec. 8—11. 1891, from
the following described trunk-line territory.

Bv the Central Traffic Association from all points in Ohio.
Indiana Illinois. Pennsylvania, as far east as Pittsburg; New
York as far east as Salamanca ; and Ontario. Canada, as far

north as Toronto. Trunk Line .\s>nriatioii of N.w Y'ork. Penn-
sylvania, and New Jersey, ami I he Souihevn l'a>si-nger Associ-

ation, which includes all the principal roads of the Southern
States.

INSTRUCTIONS TO PERSONS ATTENDING THB MEETING.

1 The concession is for delegates and others going to Al-

bany from any of the above described trunk-line territory.

2. "It the sfartingpoint is located on some small road, or one
not in either one of the three liunk-line associations making
the concession, tickets should Iw )iurchased only to the most
convenient place where a trunk-line certificate can be obtain-

ed, and thence by direct routes only, through to iilace of

meeting.
, , , .^, . ., ,

3 The going ticket must be purchased within three days
before or not ni'jre than three days after, the opening date of

the meeting, (.therwise no reduction in fare will be made on
the return passage.

.

i Each pei-son availing himself ot the concession will pay
full tariff fare going to the meeting, and get a certificate filled

in on one side by the agent of whom the ticket is purchased.
(The agents keep the cerliticates in stock.)

.i Present the certificate to the secretary at the meeting,
that the other side may be filled in. Certificates are not trans-

ferable. .„ ^ , , „., J . I, »,,
6 On presentation of the ccrtihcate. duly filled in on both

side^ within three dn\s i=niid.iv excepted i after the adjourn-
ment' of the meeting tbe ticket agi'iit at Albany will return

the person to his starting-point at one-third regular fare. The
return ticket will be issued over the nuite used m going to

meeting, and will be available for continuous passage only.

VERY' IMPORTANT.

7 It is absolutely necesary for each passenger, before start-

ing to obtain a certificate from the ticket agent at the point

at which the going ticket is purchased, otherwise said passen-

ger will be unable to obtain special rate for return journey,

and will be obliged to pay full larilf rates m bcjth directions.

8 Delegates, and others .ivailing themselves of the conces-

sion should present themselves a,i the office for certificates

and tickets at least thirty minutes before the departure of

'9^ Every person attending the meeting should get a certifi-

cate uo matter how short the distance, as. the more certifi-

cates are signed at the meeting, the easier it will be to secure

reduced rates another year.

1 I)ray not that thou shouldest take them out of the world.
but that thou shouldest keep them from the evil.: John 17; l.i.

Do not fail to hear Dr. Miller sing some gen-
uine bee-keepers' songs at the North American
convention at Albany. The words were com-
posed by the vice-president, Eugene Secor. and
the music by the doctor himself.

Kro. Newman, of the Ameriran Bee Journal,
has just written us that the condition of his
health is such that he probably will not be able
to attend the next convention of the N. A. B.
K. A., at Albany. No one has worked more
earnestly or faithfully for the success of this
organization than he, and we shall all regret
his enforced absence.

When we attend conventions, whether it be
the North American or that of any other asso-
ciation, let us lay aside, at least for the time,
all personalities and personal flings. Some con-
ventions which we have attended in the past
year have been marred a little by some un-
pleasant things said of those in attendance.
We come to love and to learn, not to give and
receive personal attacks.

The lirst number of TJie Bee Journal, pub-
lished at Winona, Minn., puts in a creditable
appearance. The articles and editorials are
good, and we wish it success. We regret to see
it take a name so similar to the "Old Reliable,"'
published at Chicago. T}ie American. Bee Jour-
nal. In another column will be found an ex-
cellent clipping from the new paper; but for
the life of us we hardly knew how to credit it

in such a way that it would be known from the
Chicago bee-journal. There are lots of good
names: for instance. The Noi-t]tH^ester)i Apia-
rist. It is not too late to change now.

This journal will probably be in your hands
about the time—possibly a little before—the
convention in Chicago meets. I expect to go
home with Dr. Miller. Marengo. 111., and stay
a couple of days: then I shall be a couple of
days in Mitchell. South Dakota. From that
point I shall go to Denver, Col., about Nov. 30.

On the morning of Dec. 1 we leave Denver for
Salt Lake City, to attend the convention there
Dec. 3d and -ith. Letters may lie addressed to
me at any of tiie above points. Then I expect
to visit li. A. March. Fidalgo. Wash. Return-
ing. I shall be present at the convention in

Sacramento. Dec. 1I5 and 17. Descriptive notes
of travel will appear in each issue, commencing
with our next.

Uncle Amos has become a second time a
gi'andpa. May be some of you would like to re-

joice with us in the advent of a little stranger
that arrived at the home of our son-in-law
John, on the morning of Nov. 13. John, you
know, is the husband of our eldest daughter,
Maud. The young mother is as happy and
smart as can be, and th(> inhabitants of Root-
ville ar(^ all talking about the two boys. Howard
Root Calvert and Leland Ives Root, who are to
take charge of and keep up the name and repu-
tation of the Home of the Honey-bees when
their fathers become old and burdened under
the load of business. May God's blessing rest

on the boys I and while they build on earth,
may they also have the spirit that will enable
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them to build for eternal life on the solid rook.
Christ Jesus.

I-OOK OUT FOH HI.mI

Do not send money or any tiling else to a man
who lias recently headed his stationery as fol-

lows:
JOHN A. BHIGGMAN,

General Comniissioii Mei'chimt and Broker.
Melons, Potatoes, Apples, and Cabbage, in Cai' Lots

a Specialty.
P. O. Bo.\-, 1.51.] [Teleplione 751.

Columbus, ()., 1S9

And, by the way, do not send honey to (iny-
hody unless you have first found out from some
bank or reliable person that he is trustworthy.
After some further investigation we found that
he was in Columbus; but when last heard of he
was in Pittsburg, probably starting a commis-
sion house there.

WHO WILL BE AT AI>BAXY.

Since the announcement elsewhere, we have
learned that, in addition to the ocher distin-
guislied bee-keepers mentioned, there will be
present, at Albany. J. E. Crane. Julius Hoffman
(the inventor of the Hoffman frame). George
H. Ashby. E. L. Pratt, John Vandervort, Frank
Benton, Thomas Pierce, and last, but not least,

Capt. J. E. Hetherington, the most extensive
bee-keeper in the world. Verily, this promises
to be the best attended convention in many
years: and never before in the history of the
association, if we are correct, have we had the
assurance that so many eminent bee-keepers
would be present. Program, railroad rates,
etc.. will be found in another column. We are
told that some of the most interesting topics
which ai'e expected to be brought np are not
mentioned in the program, for the reason that
it was not possible to learn whether the parties
assigned to them could take them.

ANOTHER SAFE AKIUVAL OF IMPOKTED QUEENS
AT HONOLULU.

We have just been advised of the safe arrival
of three untested queens at Honolulu, mailed
here Sept. 11. They were successfully intro
duced, and are doing nicely. Our customer
writes: "They are little beauties, and it does
one's eyes good to look at them. They were as
lively as crickets when they arrived." He
further tells us that, out of the seven we have
already mailed him, six were received alive.
This, for a distance of nearly 6000 miles, is good
enough; and if the dozen or so we have mailed
to Australia do as well, we will try sending a
queen around the world by mail. It looks al-
most impossible, but we believe it is among the
possibilities now. Say! why don't you who
import Punic queens have them sent by mail
direct from the coast of Africa, and thus save
you a very great expense. We hope, in a future
issue, to give an engraving, with complete in-
structions on the foreign mailing of queens.

HOW TO SHARPEN SHEARS.
Dr. Mu.ler says he does not know how,

therefore I will tell you as well as I can; and
as it is quite likely some of our readers can give
us some additional hints, we invite them to
send along their contributions: and, all togeth-
er, it will be strange if we can not furnish our
wives and daughters with shears that will cut
beautifully—yes, clear to the point. Somehow
it seems as if every time I ask Mrs. Root for a
pair of shears, they are in such l)ad order that
I pronounce them a disgrace to the household.

First, see to the rivet. You will almost al-
ways find it loose. Most shears nowadays have
a screw that can be turned up with a screw-
driver. Turn it up so as to be just right and
not too tight: then, unless it turns verv hard.

you will need to take a light hammer and head
down the rivet until the screw can not turn of
itself. To do a good job you must lay the head
of the screw on something very solid—the liead
of an ax or flat-iron, or an iron wedge, for in-
stance. After you have got the screw just
right, take the oil -can that belongs to the sew-
ing-machine and lubricate the joint so it will
work easily, even if it is close. Now see wheth-
er the edges of the blades strike each other, and
hug clo.se at every point in clo.sing. Some-
times when the handles are shut clear together
the points of the blades are open a little, croco-
dile fashion. Now, it is very shiftless to have
shears around in this predicament. If you look
at the picture, inside first cover, last issue, you
will notice a little projection on one of the
handles where it strikes the other. This pro-
jection is to be filed or ground off until the
points just pass each other and no more. If
the blades are bent, go to work skillfully with
your hammer and anvil, and you can get the
bend out. After having done so you can sharp-
en with grindstone or whetstone; but I prefer
a very fine, hard-tempered, flat file, such as
you can buy at the jewelers or at most city
hardware stores. Fasten the blade of the
shears in the vise, and with the file you can give
it just the shape you want; then finish off' with
an oilstone. Do not file or grind the blades on
the inside unless there has been a ciook, and
you wish to dress out the crook. This is a lit-

tle difficult, but it can be done if you take
pains. The grinding should be done as you
grind a chisel or plane-bit—all on one side.
When the shears are held on the grindstone
they should be held steady, and at an exact an-
gle. If very dull, keep grinding until the round
dull corner disappears. Then with a whetstone
dress off' the feather edge, and. with a drawing
motion, make a keen sharp corner the whole
length of the blade. You can improve shears
made of chilled iron in this same way: but as
a rule it does not pay to waste much time on
them when you can get good steel -blade shears
for from 20 to .50 cts. With a file you can easily
tell whether your shears are too soft. If so. the
cheapest way is to get a new pair. In fact, I

believe a new pair is very often about as cheap
as you can fix a pair of old ones that have al-
ways been poor.

A CALIFORNIA STATf; BEE-KEEPERS ASSOCIA-
TION; A CA,SE OF "BAMFUZZLING."'

The Southern California Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation met in convention Oct. 23, at Los Ange-
les. By reading the accounts in the California
papers, it is evident that they had a stormy
session. A majority of the members, it seems,
and with some show of reason, desired to merge
the organization into a State association. Jn
order to accomplish this an amendment was of-
fered: but as it required a two-thiids vote.it
was lost after some wrangling within just one
vote, much to the displeasure of the majority.
The president and some others opposed the
amendment with all their might and main.
The report goes on to say that " the eloquence
grew vituperative, and the sacred walls re-
echoed with expressions sometimes inconsistent
with the Christian doctrine of love." At the
election of officers which followed, the majority
seized the opportunity and elected a new presi-
dent. When a I'eporter approached one of the
members, the latter said that their former pres-
ident had been bamfuzzling the members long
enough. " Bamfuzzling," said the reporter
droUy, " is probably a technical expression re-
ferring to the honey business." Joking aside,
we very much regret the turn that affairs took,
and we must admit that we are on the side of
the majority, because, if the great State of Cal-
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ifornia with its tliousands and perliaps its mil-

lions of colonies and unlimited honey resources,

does not already have a State bee-keepers' or-

ganization, it surely ought to have one, and
mere technicalities in the constitution or in

parliamentary law ought not to stand in the
way or give rise to ill feeling. We trust that a

State organization may yet be perfected.

THE NORTH AMERICAN AT ALBANY.
The time of the convention 'of the North

American Bee-keepers' Association is Dec. 8 to

11. at Albany, N. Y. The president and secre-

tary have been working hard on the program,
which will be announced soon. Reduced rail-

road rates have been Secured. Just what they
are. and over what roads they extend, we are

at present not informed. We presume they ap-
ply to the Lake Shore it Michigan Southern,
New York Central. West Shore lines, and oth-

ers leading into Albany, at one and one-third
fare for round trip. Leading bee-men will be
present. We already have authority for an-
nouncing that, among other distinguished bee-

keepers, there will be present Dr. Miller, of

Illinois; Dr. A. B. Mason, of Ohio; W. P. Clarke,

of Canada: G. M. Doolittle, of New York; Geo.

H. Knickerbocker, of New York; R. F. Holter-

mann, of Canada; A. E. Manum. of Vermont;
W. Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan; Hon. J. M.
Hambaugh, of Illinois; S. Cornell, of Canada;
Vice-President Secor. of Iowa; President El-
wood. of New York; Secretary C. P. Dadant, of

Illinois. Of coui'se, we expect to be present our-
selves, and to see a good many notables besides

those mentioned. With such a coterie of bee-

keepers, especially when we can have the two
doctors, A. B. Mason and C. C. Miller, we are

bound to have a good and profitable time. It

can not be otherwise; because when so many
from a distance have signitiod their intention of

being present at this early date, it mea,ns a
musing big attendance. So, be sure to come,
whether you have received a special invitation

or not. and bring your wives, your sisters, and
your sweethearts. All ladies are specially in-

vited. Albany is a pleasant city, has good ho-
tel accommodations (see notice elsewhere), and
is located among some of the largest and best
bee-keepers in the world.
Later. — The program and reduced R. R.

rates are at hand and is published elsewhere.

Spec/al Notices.

THE LAST CALL.

Remember, only two weeks remain in which to
receive the largest discount for early orders; name-
ly, 6 per cent. A good many have written, expect-
ing to take advantage of the discount before Dec. 1,

and we are prepared to meet the wants of a much
lai'ger uumlX'r. Send on youi- orders.

POTATOES AT A LOW PRICE.

We have not yet managed to buy any at 25c yet,

hut we can sell very fine luee White Star potatoes
at only 4uc per bushel, if you can't rto any better at

your home. The above, however, does not Include
package; a sack to hold tliem will cost 10c for 2

l)ushels; or a Imrrel, 15c for 3 l)ushels. If you want
them in new slatted potato boxes, 15i; for each bush.

SOMETHING TO SELL.

Almost all perit)dicals, especially at this season of
the year, are offering something for sale, or some-
thing for premiums, etc., and this is all right if

honestly managed; but instead of continually ask-

ing for your money, I liave wondered how it would
seem to turn about and let ymi sell w.s scmiething;

so, here goes. We want alsike, buckwheat, honey,
wax, etc., and we are gt)ing to try to see how many
more tilings we can manage to buy of you.

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.
We are selling ciioice white comb honej', in 12 and

24 lb. cases, at 17c per lb. In lots of about 2ti(l lbs.,
in cases packed in large crates for safe carriage by
freight, 16c per lb.

Extracted basswood and clover, mixed, in 60-lb.
cans, at 9c. Texas basswood, in 6ii-lb. cans, at 8c;
or In barrels of about 400 lbs., at 7j^c." Samples to
intending buyers on application.

MOSS FOR PACKING STRAWBEKKY AND VEGETABLE
PLANTS, OR FOR GENERAL GREENHt)USE

PURPOSES.
By taking a very large stock during the recent

dry weather, so the men could go into the swamps
to gather it, we have been enabled to otter the
nicest mt)ss I have ever got hold of, at the extreme-
ly low price of 25 cents per bushel. If wanted b.v
mail, we can send it to you in quantities of one
peck for only 20 c, postage and all. Moss is a ratli-
er difficult sulistance to measure or weigh, as its
weight depends ahnost entirely on the amount of
moisture it contains; and if measui'ed l)y the bush-
el, it depends, likewise, uii how hard It is packed
into the busliel l)asket. We will, however, tr.y to
give you fair measure. As a mulch for starting-
plants in seed-boxes and seed-beds, there is nothing
in the world equal to it.

THICK-TOP BROOD-FRAMES WITH DIVIDED TOP.

In making up thick-top frames we get on many
boards a piece not Wide enough for a top-bar, but
which will make lialf of one. Two of these halves
make what we call a dixided top-bar, which many
use and prefer. In putting tlie Irames togetlier, a
piece of foundation can be placed between the two
halves, to fasten It. Many go to tlie expei se of
having top-bars split from one end nearly through
tlie other for the purpose of inserting the sheet of
foundation when these divided toiis would answer
just as well, and can be furnished much (•heai>er.

Since we began saving the pieces as above we have
an acctunulation of several thousand thick -top
frames with these divided tops more than we have
had calls for. Our regular thick-top frames sell for
$l..50 per lOJ; but to close the.se out we otter them
at $1.20 per IOC, or $2.75 per box of 25J; .500 or more at
$1.00 per 100, in the flat, without comb-guides. If

you want wooden comb-guides, add 10c per 100.

Most of them ai-e packed 250 in a box.

SOME TYPEWRITERS AT A BARGAIN.
We have, for the last two or three years, been

using exclusively the Remington typewriters in our
office, for we believed them, all things considered, the
most durable. Besides, there is an advantage in

having machines all of one kind, so that any of our
operators can use any of them without learning a
new keyboard. Something over a year ago the
Hanunoiid typewriter came out with what they
called the Universal keyboard, by means of which a
person who was accustomed to operating the Re:n-
ington, for instance, could have a Hammond with
keys arranged in the same way, and use it without
learning over again. After examining the Ham-
mond machine we were so much pleased with it

that we have secured one for our use. Dr. Miller
andG. M. Dooliitle both use the Hammond, decid-

ing on that afler a careful examination of other
makes The regular price of a new Hammond is

$10'; but we have got track of two machine.s, one
with the Ideal and the other with the Universal
keyboard, both practically new, and in flrst-class

order, that we can sell for $75 each cash, if unsold
on receipt of order. Here is a rare chance for some
one. We have also an old-style Remington No. 1,

which writes all small caps, like THIS, which we
otter for $25. There is probably more wear in one
of these old No. 1 machines than in any other type-
writer ever made. We liave had this one in use
almo.st ten years, yet it does good work, and, with
proper cai-e, "will do good work for years to come.
We prefer a machine with both caps and small let-

ters, hence we otter this for sale at the above price,

which makes it a bai'gain.
We have also on hand three of the old-style single-

case World typewriters in good condititni, that we
will close out at $5.00 eacli. Regular price is $10.00,

and these are practically new machines, although
they have been in stock for some time. Further
particulars, and samples of woik, furnished to in-

tending purchasers on application, if not previou.s-

ly sold. We apprehend that, at these prices, they
will be snapped up quick.
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ONE GOLOf4Y Saved ivotn Death the CominiJ
CUintep UXould J^epay the eost ot

aeopy of " HDVAflCED BEH COliTURH " ten Times OveP. In 5 of its 32
Chaptefs may be Found the Best That is Knoian upon Wintering Bees.
It eosts SO eents but its Perusal tnay make you $SO I^i«het< next Spring.
The " l^EVIEW " and this Book tov $1.25. If not Acquainted uuith the
"REVIEW," send for Samples. W. Z. HUTCHlNSOfl, Flint, JWiehigan.

Job Lot of Wire Netting.
CUT PIECES AT A LOWER PRICE THAN FULL ROLLS.

Having- bouglit from the factory, at our own price,
five or six hundred remnants, as listed below, we are
able to give you the choice of a great variety of
pieces at the price of a full roll or lower. Full rolls

of netting are 150 ft. long, and when they are cut we
have to charge nearlj- double the full-roll rate, be-
cause it is so much trouble to unroll, measure, and
cut, and run the risk of having a lot of remnants on
hand. No doubt it is in this way that the following
remnants have accumulated.- It costs a good deal
to get all this in shape so we can easily pick out from
the lot the piece you want. But to move it off quick-
ly, we put the price down so you can all have a
chance at it. Kemember, first come, first served.
In ordering, therefore, name a second or third choice,
or say that we may send tiie nearest we can if the
piece selected is gone. On 5 pieces deduct 5 per cent,
on HI pieces 10 per cent. Tliese remnants are shipped
only from here. If any of you want to secure some,
and don't want tliem shipped till later, when you
will order something else, so as to save freight, pick
out the pieces you want, send remittance with the
order, with request to lay by till called for, and we
will mark them as belonging- to you. We prefer to
ship them right out, however.

LIST OF POULTRY-METTING RKMXANTS.

y
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SOME CHOICE BOOKS TVHICS OXTGIIT TO
BE IIT EVEHY HOUSEHOLiD.

We do not, as a rule, take much stock in bot)ii-

ag-ents; but very often some of our best books are

sold only througli agents. We have so much conti-

dence in tlie sterling- worth of the following books
in every household, that we do not hesitate to say

that you would be doing your ncigrhbors a real kind-

ness hi showing them sami)les and pei'suading them
to buy and read one or more. Thei'e isn't one on the
list, unless it be the last one, that the children will

not be delig-hted with, and they coulci have no bet-

ter books to read and amuse themselves with than
just such as these. By observing' the condensed
price list below, you will see that, even thoug-h you
g-et no more than our price tor a single book, with
postage added, if you sell several you will save mar-
gin enough to pay you for your trouble.

PILGEIM'S PEOGEESS, ILLUSTBATEI). The following-,

written a year ago, desc-ribes this wuik so well we
reproduce it here: A few Sundays Hgo T took a no-

tion to read the Pilgrim's Progress over again. I got
it down and ti-ied to see how many of the references
to Bible texts I could repeat from the knowledge of

the Bible I have gained since I read the Pilgrim's
j

Progress when I was a child. I was very much pleas-

ed to find out, with a Bible right at hand, that I could
[

repeat most of them—at least in substance. The
book I was using had perhaps half a dozen illustra-

tions in it. I finally said aloud to my wife, "Oh, I do
wish that somebody would give us a Pilgrim's Prog-
ress full of pictures from beginning to end! I want
a nice large book that would be full of attraction to

every child, and with pictui-cs of such a iiatuie that

they would encourage wholesome truth and Bible
precepts, even to those wlu) can't read." Well, now,
it is a little funnv, that, almost the very next day,

the book I had been longing for was put into my
hands. It is from the Charles Foster Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, where the Story of the Bible comes
from. The book is 9X inches long, 7.^ wide, and IJi

thick. It has 425 pages and 175 illustrations. Ever
so many, to win mi I have shown it, pronounce it a
$2.00 or a $3.50 book; but by buying a very large
number of them at n time we can sell them to you
for onlv 75 cents. The book is so heavy, however,
that it can not be sent by mail for less than 20 cents,

making 95 cents by mail postpaid. The covers are
most beautifully embellished in scarlet and gold,

and many of the i)ictuies are worth to me alone the
price of the book. Among them I would mention
Christian and Pliiible in the Slough of Despond; Mr.
Worldly Wiseman; Giant Despair, etc. But the
sweetest and best ot them all to me is Prudence
talking to the boys. A single glance ;it the book by
anybody, when you mention the iiisigniticant price

for so beautiful" a volume, will make him hold up
his Inuuls in astonishment. We send a book as a
premium tor tjiree subscriptions at fl.CO each; or
send us $1.75 and we will send y<m Gleanings for a

year, and the book postpaid. If you want something-
extra nice for a present, we can send you one with
gilt edges for 25 cents more.

THE STOEY OF THE BIBLE This wonderful book is

i=g,^ tin jnoduction of Rev. Charles

l^^TTi-v^fV^ Fo^-ter, of PhiladelpluM, lately

decc <ised. It is the whole Bi-

ble reproduced in simple l-.in-

gu.ige, making a book of 700

p.iu-es, illustrati'd with 274

( ngravings. It is so plainly
md jileasantly written that
Lirown people, as well as
ihikben, will hardly want

. ,
to lay itdown. Inthehard

^^ ""'

iia^sages in the Bible, dif-

ficult to uiuU ist.ind. It makes a commentary that
will be tnankiuLiy received by some others besides
childien. Indeed, it has proven so simple, reliable,

and helpful, that it has been reprinted in many
foreign languages. Over 4(10,000 volumes have been
sold since it was first issued. It is a well-made book,
printed on fine paper. Regular agent's price is $1.50.

Our price is $1.00; 15 cents extra if sent by mail, or
given free for 3 new names and one renewal, with
$3.00, and 1.5c extra to i)ay postage.

ST0E7 OF BIBLE ANIMALS. This is another book,
same size and style as Story of the Bible—704 pages.

300 illustrations. It is a description of the habits,
and uses of every living t-reature mentioned in the
Scriptures, with exiilaiiation of passages in the Old
and New Testaments in whi(-h refei-ence is made to-

them; bj' J. G. Wood, author ot "Illusti-ated Natu-
ral History." If you are interested in natuial history
you will be delighted with this work. Children
should read it to arouse their interest, and make
tliem more familiar with the Book of books, by be-
coming more familiar with its animals. Regular
agent's price, $1.50. Our price is $1.00. By mail, 15-

cents extra, or given free for two new subsci-iptions
and your own renewal, with $3.00, and 15 cts.

FABLES AND ALLEGOEIES; or. New Lights on Old
Paths. This is a most magnificent book by Chas.
Foster, the author of the Story of the Bible. It
measui'es 8 by 9i4 inches, by 1% inches thick, and
weighs 4 lbs. It is printed on very heavy toned pa-
per, with heavy gilt edges; is bound in light-blue
cloth, embossed in blackandgold; ('ontains513 pages
and313 original illustrations. The sub.ii'ct-matter is

a series of fables and allegories, each giving a most
wholesome moral lesson that very few of us, old or
young, do not need. This book would be an orna-
ment on the center-table in any home; and if read
and pondered, and its lessons put into practice,
many hearts would become more lovely, and many
liomes more pleasant and beautiful. The lessons
taught are macle much more pungent by the pic-
tures accompanying, as in many cases the story is
more than half told in the pictures. So large and
nice-looking a book is rarely sold by iigents for less
than $4.00. Our price is $1..50. By mail, 33 cts. extra,
or given for 6 subscrijitions, with $6.00, and 33 cts. to
pay postage, if sent by mail.

BIBLE PIOTUEES, and What They Teach Us. Thisi.s
a very handsome book by the same author, Charles
Fo.ster. It contains 315 large illustrations from the
()ld ;ind New Testaments, with brief descriptions.
It contains 333 pages, 8x10, with embossed cloth cov-
er, title in gilt, printed on heavy pajier. The book
weighs 2>^ lbs., and takes 30 cents to mail it. It will
make an excellent Christmas or birthday present
foi- a child. It is written chiefly to instruct the
children, and should be in every home. Regular
agent's price, $1.50. Our prii-e, $1.00. By mail, 30
cents extra, or given fiee for two new names and
your own renewal for Gleanings, with |3.0U, and 30
"cts. to pay ixistage, if sent by mail.

FIEST STEPS F03 LITTLE FEET This is by the same
author, and is a collection of simple Bible .stories in-
tended more especially for younger learners. Every
child sliould have one of these to lead; 338 pages,
and 140 illustrations. Very nicely i)rinted, and
bound in cloth, title in gilt. Piice 50 cents each ; 2

for 75 cts. Given free postpaid for 3 subscriptions.

THE CHEISTIAN'S SEOEET OF A HAPPY LIFE. This book
should be in the hands of every one who desires to
live a liappy life, and who does not':' It is so popu-
lar that over .50,00(1 lia^e been sold since its publica-
tion a few years ;igo. We received from the i)ub-
ILshers as many ;is 1350in one shipment. This edition
was revised and enlarged, so that the book now
contains oAerS.iO pages. Price, cloth bound, 50 cts.

In paper, 35 cents. Postage exti-a, 8 cents for the
cloth and cents for paper bound. The cloth book
given postpaid for 2 sul)s<'riptions, or the paper for
one new subscription.

CONDENSED PRICE LIST.
Price of

NAME. Postage on each. 1 2 1 3
j

5

1 .50 2 75! 4 00!6 00
1 00 1 75J3 50!3 75

Fables and Allegories, gilt edge
Story of the Bible.
Story of Bible Animals
Bible Pictures
Pilgrim's Pi-ogress, gilt edge...

" plain edge
First Steps for Little Feet
Christian's Secret, in cloth

" " in paper . >

.

Larger quantities quoted on application.
Five or more assorted books will be sold at the

rate we charge for three of one kind, and three as-

wn-ted at the rate for two of a kind.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. OHIO.

1 00,1 7513 .50

1 00:1 75;3 50

1 00 1 753 50
75 1 30i 1 80
.50

i

7511 10
50! 8511 30
351 45 1 60

3 75
3 75
3 75
3 75
1 75
1 80
90
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Albany.—Ho?i6!/.—Tlieie is a slight falling' off in

deniand, and prices are somewhat easier on comb
honey, and we think the height r)f tlie season is

about over. The demand for extracted, however, is

impro\aiiK, ns larffe (inautities are now I)eing- used
by confectioners and manufartiii-ers of coufi'h syr-
ups. We (jiiote: l'"ani'\' white-clov(.'r, H; medium,
13@13; mixed, lOfflll. Buckwheat, OfSlO. Extracted,
6@8. Chas. ISfCCULLOCH & Co.,

Oct. 20. 393, 395, 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Minneapolis.—iJo/ie;/.—Honey in this section of
the country is very scarce; in fact, nuich more so
than last year, Prices are rang-ing, for fancy white
comb honej' in 1-lb. sections, from JS@£d; dark hon-
ey is slow sale at from U@lti. We think the de-
mand will hold up, and the probabilities are that
fancy honey will go much higher in the next 30
days. J. A. Shea & Co.,
Nov. 13. 14 &16 Hennepin Ave.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

New YOF{K.—ff()7iei/.—Demand for comb and ex-
tracted honey is not what it should be this time of
the year. Trade is not healthy, and tlie only tiling
we can account for its being' so is the abundance of
fruit the past season, and the cheapness of sugar.
We quote to-day as follows: Fancy white-clover,
Mb., 14@15; 2-lb., 12. Fair white-clover, Mb., 12; 2-lb.,

10; buckwheat, Mb.. 10; 3-lb,, 9. Extracted, clover,
7; buckwheat, 5^. Btcsicaic, 26@2H.

Chas. Israel & Bros.,
Nov. 20, New York.

Chicac.o.—Hodpt/.—Good demand for fancy white
honey in Mb. sections at 16c. Other grades white,
14®1.5. Extracted honey selling slow, owing to
warm weather. Quote selling- C'/4@7/^. Beeswax,
Mght supply, good demand at 2B@27.

S. T. Fish & Co..
Nov. 20. 189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Kansas City.— TJoucy.—Supply large. We quote:
1-lb. white, 1.5@16; 1-lb. dark, 12; extracted, white,
7@7i4: dark, 5@6>^. Beeswaj;. mjne on the -market.

Hamblin & Beakss,
Nov. 20. .514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

New York. — HoMcy. — Honey remains quiet.
Comb, 1-lb. white, imw/z; 2-lb., 11. Extracted,
light amber, Cal., 7@7i4 : basswood, 7@7;4; buck-
wheat, 5i@6Ji'; Southern. 6.5@7.5 per gallon. Bees-
wax, 26@27X. F. G. Strohmeyer Ac Co.,
Nov. 20. New York.

Chicago.— Hofifj/. —The demand for white comb
honey is quite good, and sales are made at Ific, wlien
in good order. D;irk comb is slow, and sells in an
uncertain way ;it 9®13. Exti-acted, 6@S, chietiy sell-

ing at 7. R. A. Burnett,
Nov. 19. 161 S. Water St.. Chicago, 111.

St. Louis.—ilijnev.—There is little of an encour-
Jiging nature to reiH)rt in regard to tlie honey mar-
ket. The trade is very quiet, and i)rices unchanged.

D. G. TuTT Gro. Co.,
Nov. 20. St. Louis, Mo.

Philadelphia.—Hodej/.—Choice 1-lb., li)@16; me-
dium 1-lb., 14. BeesiyaiE.—Choice yellow, 25; medi-
um, 23@24. Shoemaker & Schultz.,
Nov. 20. No. 30 S. Water St., Philadelpliia, Pa.

Portland.—Honey.—There has been one or two
lots of honey ottered here, but the Oregon bee-man
wants more money than the dealer can i)ay. This
market is entirely su])))lied with the California
pi'oduct. Another great misfortune with the Ore-
gon farmer is, that he does not put his honey in a
merchantable shajie. and sends it into market in a
broken condition. Prices are about as our last.

Levy, Spiegl & Co.,
Nov. 19. Portland, Oregon.

San Francisco.—Honey.—Honey sells quite freely
and .stocks are getting reduced. We quote extract-
ed honey, 5)^@fiHc; comb, 10@14c, according to
()uality. Beeswax scarce, and in gO(xl demand at 23
®34c. Schacht, Lemcke & Steiner,
Nov. 11.

. San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati.—Ho»ifi/.—There is a good demand for
extractefl honey from jobbers and manufacturers.
It brings .5®8c on arrival. Demand for comb honey
is good at 12@16c for I)est white in a jobbing way.
Beeswax, dema.nd is fair at 33@,2.ic for good to choice
yellow on arrival. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Nov. 26. Cincinnati, O.

Boston.—Ho77cj/,—Our market is well supplied
with honey. Selling from 14@16c for 1-lb. sections.
Extracted, 7@8c. Beeswax, none on hand. Demand
good. Blake & Ripley,
Nov. 24. Bo.ston, Mass.

Kansas City.— Hwiej/.—Receipts and demand are
fair. 1-11). white comb, 15@16; dark, lu@12. Ex-
tracted, white, 7®7K; dark, .5@9. Beeswax, receipts
ligiit, 23@26. Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Nov. 2(1. Kan.sas City, Mo.

Detroit.—Ho?i6,i/.—White comb honey is selling
atl2@13; a very nice article would possiljly bring
14. Extracted, 7@8. Beeswax, 2.i@26.
Nov. 21. M. H. Hunt,

Bell Branch, Mich.

For Sale.—Ext lacted honey, basswood, mesquite,
alfalfa, sage, and other varieties. Lowest prices.
Correspond with us. 22-2db

S. T. Fish & Co., 189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. Stokdock, Durand, Winnebago Co., 111.

For Sale.—25,000 lbs. of buckwheat extracted
honey, in 200, 3.')0, and .500 lb. packages, f. o. b., at
6)ic. W. L. Cogoshall,

West Groton, Tompkins Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—Honey, In 3-lb. tin fruit-cans, at 25c
per can—100 of these, and 50 7-lb. pails, at .50c per
pail. This honey was gathered finmi alfalfa. Will
mail .sample if wished, or deliver honey boxed at
above pi'ice at depot.

J. B. Colton, Garden City, Kansas.

For Sale Cheap.— K) blils. extracted honey mixed
with honey-dew. Quality good. Will sell in anj'
quantity desired. Price on application. Sample
sent for a two-cent stamj).
Will some of your siibsci'ibeis please give me,

through the columns of (4r,EAMNGS, some informa-
tion of the honey resources of the Piedmont region
of Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia? Whicli
of these States do you consider the best for the pro-
duction of honeyV Does Vii-ginia produce much
white-c'iover oi' basswood honey';' Would especially
like inforinalion regard in-;- that region of Virginia
from Basic Cit.v and Charlottes, south'west along the
Shenandoah Valle.y R. R., and the Virginia Midland
R. R., also of Haralson Co.,Ga., and adjoining coun-
ties. Any information you can give me will l)e

thankfully received.
Emil J. Baxter, Nauvoo, Hancock Co., 111.

^'OR SA1.E.—Barnes foot-jjower saw, has J inch* cut-ott' saw, ,', in. rip. H in. rip. H in. cut off, J^
in. mite)', M in- very thin for perforated zinc slots,
all in first-class order, f. o. b., 125.00.

E. D. Keeney, Arcade, N. Y.
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FLORIDA ORANGES,
And here is where you can ruise them.
v I A finiAF in 5 and 10 acre lots.

A I / rnlllt. *<>! cash or on long-Ml I fc I IllWk) tiu^e^ one-third of a

300-aore tract of one of the clioicest pieces of natu-
ral (n-anRe land there is in tlie State, being Rich,

Heavy, Hig-h, Gray Hammocli; 2}i miles from rail-

road, healthy sei't'ii)n, ])ui'e water, g-ood roads clear

title. For parlicuhii-s. address
.

•^'3-24d

A. F. BROWN, HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO., FLA.
Plea.se mention this paper.

EARLY QUEENS.
In March and April, from apiary in Te.xas, the

choicest 5-banded stocli, warranted purely mated.
One, $1.25; 6 for $6. Oil.

BREEDING QUEENS.
$3.00 tofF.'>.OOeacli. Ali orders tilled promptly. Send
your name NOW for full particulars. S.ife arrival

and f)itirr xotisfactian guarcuiteed or money refund-
ed. Orders Ixxiked now, pay when you want the
queens. l-34db

S. F. <£ I. TREGO, Swedona, III.

In writing: t.. ailveriiseiK please iii.'ntii.n i.liis paper

BEE-HIUES, SECTIONS, ETC.
We malie the best g-oods and sell tliem elieap.

Our Sections are far the best OQ the market.
Our Woiks turn out tlie most goods of any facto-

ry in the world.
Our goods are known as the best througliout tlie

United States and Eur.)pe.
Write for free, illustrated catalogue and price list.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Please mention this pa|)>T. Itldb

Hatch Chickens by Steam.
IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

iWill do it. Thousands in successful oper-
ation. Simple, Perfect and Srlf-Hegulating.
Lowest-priced first-class Hatcher made.
Guaranteed to hatch a larger percentage
of fertile eggs at less cost than any other.

Bend 6c. for Dins. Catalog. GKO. H. STAHL, tininoy, Hi.

Please mention this paper.

Casli for Beeswax

!

Will pay 3.5c per lb. cash, or 28c in trade for any
quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
wlio wish to purchase, at 31c per lb., or 35c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name i>n the h >x, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as ag-en-
eral thing to send wax by exp- e.s.s.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

THIN DOUBLE-WALL HIVE
Is the best summer and winter hive yet devised.
Takes regular "iv furniture. Is ligher than %
single-wall hive; may be stoiitied to any extent,
etc., et ;. Send for descriptive liicular. Special
low pii es for 1891 to introduce it. A full line of
bee-keepers' supplies always in stock. Cata'ogues
free.

C. W. CosTELLow. Watertoro, York Co.. Me.
Please mention tins p 15- 19-23J

EVERY THING
USED BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB,

Pleasant Valley, H. Y.

^^^ T

%
ntion this paper.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

Catalogue fiee for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO..
14tfdb HiGGINSVILLE, Mo.

please mention this paper.

Pniil TRV C'oice Fowls and Egg-s for sale atUUU I n I . all times Fii.elv illustrated circu-
lar tree. GEER BROS., St. Marys, Mo. 21tfdb

A Four>Color Label for Only 75
Cts. Per Thousand.

Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat
fiiur-colitr label, with your name and address, with
the choice of liaving- either " comb " or " extracted "

liefore the word "honey," for only 75 cts per thou-
sand ; .50 cts. per .500, or 30 cts. for 250, postpaid. The
size of the label is 2)4x1 inch—just right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a h(jney-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs in label work.

A. 1. ROOT, Priedina. O.

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to lie the best escape known, .iiid l.ii

superior to all otliers. If, on trial of from one to a doz-
en, you do not find them so, or if they do not prove sat-

isfactory in every way, return them by mail withni 9J
days after receipt, and we will refund your mone>
PRICES:—Each, by mail, postpaid, with full (hiec-

tions. 20c; per dozen, $2.25. Send for cii'cular and testi-

monials. Supjilj' dealers, send for wholesale pi'ices

lOtfdb R. <& E. C. PORTER, LEWiSTOWN, ILL.
lintt to this advertisement mention Glkaninh.s

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed

Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives,

Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.

We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of practical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Send for oui' New Catalogue. 51 illustrated pages,

free to all. -"db

E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa .

t^ln responding to this advertisement mention Olkanings.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

On to Albany 1

The Chicago convention was a grand one.

The Missouri State Society has lOfi mem-
bers. Pietty good for Missouri.

In tkansfekking, is it, really worth while to

have wires in the frames at all?

" New beginners " are spoken of a great
deal. When do they get to be old beginners?

Electricity, Henry K. Staley thinks (A. B.
./.), should be used to turn extractors, and to

announce the issuing of swarms.

Competition wiih California honey is spoken
of on page 878. Please, sir. Mr. Editor, why do
you speak of that any more than competition
with New York honey or Illinois honey? Why,
bless you. Califoi'nia is j)art of ».s.

Emma is ti-ying an experiment. When I was
away from home she fed one colony bug-juice
only, to see how they would winter. I don't
know which colony it was, and I have my sus-
picions as to her knowing any thing more about
it than I do.

After m\' bees were put in the cellar, it set

in immediately for a long rainy spell, turning
cold: and when. Nov. 17, the mercury stood 7°

above zero, with a steady wind, it was no little

comfort to think my bees had gone into the cel-

lar dry and warm.
B. Taylor, in Review, pokes fun at me for

taking a rope to carry bees into the cellar. All
right, friend Taylor: you can take the hardest
way if you want to, but not I. "No, sir: I am
not going to plow my ground with a forked
stick when I can "—do better.

Naphthaline has a new use for bee-keepers.
Dr. Rose, in Centrid Blatt. says it is a success
in introducing queens and uniting colonies.
Simply put a little naphthaline in each hive
over night, and the next day there will be no
trouble uniting. It smells horribly enough to
unite any thing.

•
I notice." says Doolittle in A. B. J.. " that

the advocates of natural swarming are increas-
ing, and others diminishing, as the years go by."'

I don't know, but I doubt. I doubt. At any rate,
I think he will agree with me that the number
is on the increase, of those who would like to
prevent all swarming.

It's comical to read how Hutchinson took
such exceeding pains in hauling a load of bees
Nov. 1. He put two eiapty supers on top of
each hive so they wouldn't smother for want of
room. Why. bless your heart, W. Z., I haul
mine every fall earlier than tha.t, and never
think of giving them extra room or any venti-
lation except the regular entrance.

"Brother" and "friend." G. W. Dema-
ree. in Missouri Bee-Keeper. says he has " wait-
ed and hoped long to see less of this thing in
our bee-periodicals. The terms are too sacred
to see them profaned to utter disgust." And
then the editor very innocently commences
his footnote. " Well, Brother D." Evidently,
Brother Quigley is incorrigible.

"A DEEP CLOSED-END FRAME Is cold and bad,"
says B. Taylor, in Revieiv. "just because it cuts
the brood-chamber into many small rooms hav-
ing no convenient connection with each other."
I suppose he keeps the inside doors of his house
all open so as to make the house warmer. Still,
he makes a good point in saying that outside
clusters caught away from the main cluster are
easily chilled.

A colony of bees—what is it? The answer-
ing of this question raised some feeling at a
fair, where a premium to "best colony" ^as
awarded to a three-frame affair. The Missouri
Bee-keepers' Association decides that a "colo-
ny of bees" is "a regular-sized hive, full of
combs, bees, and a queen." But what is a
"regular-sized hive"? And is the hive a part
of the colony ? What is a colony of bees, any-
how?
Naphthaline is so strongly urged by the B.

B. J. as a sure preventive (not a cure) of foul
brood that I wonder we have no report of any
one trying it in this country. In an apiary
where the disease prevails, put some naphtha-
line in a sound colony, and see whether it re-
mains healthy. If it pro^-es effectual, it will
prove a great help in eradicating the disease.
It has at least the merit of great cheapness and
simplicity of application.

Salt has been recommended for some of the
ills that bee-flesh is heir to, and some are v^ery
earnest in the recommendation. Now, I don't
know that salt ever cured a single sick bee;
but I do know that bees seem quite eager for
it, and that's some proof they need it, and I
don't think any one has ever suggested that
harm came from its use. So it seems a good
plan to have a place specially prepared to salt
the bees, and thus save them the trouble of
frequenting tilthy places to obtain it.

A correspondent wants me to tell my ex-
perience with Punic bees. I think I have told
all there is to tell. I got two virgin Punic
queens by mail from England. The workers
accompanying them were decidedly blacker
than any black bees I had ever seen. One of
them was fertilized, and her workers were
nearly all three-banded. It was .so late in the
season that I couldn't judge of their working
qualities: and, the queen being lost, they now
have a queen whose workers are only one-fourth
Punic, so I can't judge much next year.

J. H. Larrabee is reported in Eevieir as
saying that " he shall experiment no more with
planting for honey, and he should be verv glad
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if boe-keep(>rs would write and tell him what
experiments they would like tried." Look
hei(% friend L., try the experiment of getting

out of your shell and letting us know what you
are doing. We have lots of confidence in you,

and are interested in your successes and your
failures. Those government chaps will be just

as well satislied with your annual report if it

has all been given beforehand in the bee-jour-

nals.

POLLEN AND LARVAL BEES.

BROOD FOOD ; WHAT IS IT '?

A correspondent writes. "Is that true, which
scientists claim, that the young bee in the larval

state does not eat pollen, but that its food con-

sists of a purely animal secretion?"'

Well, in the light looked at it by our corres-

pondent I do not think it true, and I can not

help thinking that they who thus argue are

making a mistake; for, from the many careful

observations regarding the food of larval bees,

I have been led to believe that such food was
composed of about two parts honey or saccha-

rine matter, four parts pollen, or flour, when
such is used in early spring as a substitute, and
one part water, the whole being taken into the

stomach of the bee and formed into chyme, aft-

er which it was given to the larval bees in the

creamlike form as we see it in the cells.

Right here I wish to digress a little and give

some further observations as bearing on the eat-

ing of pollen by the old bees. Sometimes old bees

eat pollen for the purpose of bridging ovei- a

time of scarcity, and at others they do not. the

same being conditioned on whether there is

brood in the hive or not. One year my bees

had hardly a cell of honey in their hives during

the fore part of June, at which time of year we
have a scarcity of honey, but always plenty of

pollen. By way of experiment I fed a part of

my colonies, and let the rest go without feeding,

to see if the bees in those hives, having scarcely

a cell of honey in them, but plenty of brood in

all stages, would live if provided with pollen,

which was given in abundance. As the weath-
er at that time was so unfavorable that the

bees did not fly for several days. I anxiously

watched them to see what they would do as

soon as the few cells of honey were gone. The
first thing noted was, that, as soon as all the

honey was gone, the larvte were scrimped of

food, and the eggs were removed from the cells

(probably eaten by the bees, as I have seen bees

eat eggs' dropped by the queen), while, during

the next day. there was a general eating of the

larviB. The next day after, the sealed di'one brood

was taken from the cells and sucked dry. while

the harder parts were scattered about the en-

trance and bottom-board of the hive. At this

time I noticed the bees putting their tongues
together as they do when young bees take a

load of nectar from the field-bees in time of

plenty, which thing was continued till nearly

all of the pollen was used up in the hive, which
lasted for several days, when it came good
weather again so new supplies were gathered.

Since then I have noticed the same thing sev-

eral times under like circumstances, but always
when there was brood in the hive. Remember-
ing these facts I tried the same experiment in

the fall when there was no brood in the hive,

at two different times, but in each case I suc-

ceeded in starving the colonies with not a cell

of pollen touched, so far as I could discover.

From these observations and experiments I

have formed the opini(m that old bees partake
of pollen only in the form of chyme, and that

this chyme is prepared only when there is o)-

has been brood lately in the hive. But, to re-
turn:
That the larval bee subsists wholly on this

creamy food, or chyme, I think no one will
deny: and if, from my personal observations. I

am correct, the largest element in the food is

pollen. As the larva absorbs this food, the
grosser part of the pollen forms into the yellow
streak seen in all larvte when taken out of the
comb, but most plainly in the drone larva^
which streak is finally inclosed by the intes-
tines of the newly hatched bee, and evacuated
on its first flight. To show that I am not alone
in the belief that pollen enters largely into the
food of the larval bee, I wish to give the testi-
mony of others who incline to a like belief.
(Jundelach says:

•" The larva is immediately fed by the work-
ers with a pellucid jelly prepared in the chyle-
stomachs by the digestion of honey and pollen
mixed with water."
Neighbour says:
" A portion of this pollen is taken at once by

the " nursing bees,' which are supposed to sub-
ject it to some change before offering it to the
larvae."
Kirby says:
" With this pollen, after it has undergone a

conversion into a sort of whitish jelly by being
received into the bee's stomach, where it is mix-
ed with honey and regurgitated, the young
brood, immediately upon their exclusion, and
until their change into nymphs, are diligently
fed by other bees, which anxiously attend them,
and several times a day afford a fresh supply."
(Jallup says:
" Every bee-keeper ought to know that bees

do not feed pollen directly to their young; but
it is elaborated in the stomach of the bees into
chyme to feed the young on."
Quinliy says:
" How this food is prepared is mere conjec-

ture. The supposition is, that it is chiefly com-
posed of pollen. This is strongly indicated by
the quantity which accumulates in colonies
that lose their queens and rear no brood."

Prof. Cook says:
" The food is composed of pollen and honey

—

certainly of pollen, for, as I have repeatedly
jjroven. without pollen no brood will be
reared." Again, " The function of bee-bread is

to help furnish the brood with proper food. In
fact, brood-rearing would be impossible with-
out it."

A. 1. Root says:
" It is supposed that this larval food is pollen

and honey, partially digested by the ' nursing
bees.' Bees of this age, or a little older, supply
the royal jelly for the queen-cells, which is the
same, I think", as the food given to the very
small larva. .Fust before the larvii? of the work-
er bees and di ones are sealed up, they are fed
on a coarser and less perfectly digested mixture
of honey and pollen."

In the above all agree that pollen enters
largely into the food of the larval bee. and I

think that it must be conclusive to the reader
that tliis is right. Facts are what we want;
and if any of our scientific brethren can give
facts to overcome this testimony, we should be
pleased to hear from them. (t. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 10.

[We are a little surprised that you did not
quote from Cheshire and Cowan. The former
insists that royal jelly is a .secce/^/o/i from one
of the glands, and not a product of the chyle-
stomach. Mr. Cowan, as well as Prof. Cook,
with a long array of good authority to sustain
them, hold that this food is produced in the
chyle-stomach, and that the worker larvte are
fed on this concentrated food for three day.s.
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after which thej- are weaned and given a

coarser food. For further particulars in regard
to these views, see Cheshire, Vol. I., page 81,

and Cowan on the Honey-bee, page 131. After
carefully reading and weighing the arguments
of both, we favor the view that royal jelly is

the product of the chyle-stomach—that is, a
mixture of honey, pollen, and water, digested in

the stomach of young worker bees, and. by
them after regurgitation, dispensed to the

larva?.J

RAMBLE NO. 48.

WITH DK. MASON AND E. E. HASTY.

From Medina I pi-oposed to go to Michigan.
In looking up the best way with E. R. Root he
advised the Toledo route and a call upon Dr.

A. B. Mason. The advice struck the Rambler
as eminently agreeable, and a few hours after-

ward found me inspecting the streets of the
lively city of Toledo. Auburndale is a suburb
of the city, and readily reached by street-car.

This little town has long been known the coun-
try over as Wagonworks. Tiiis is a very com-
mon and homely name, and very suggestive as

to how and why the place was founded, the
wagon-business having grown to immense pro-
portions, and having drawn much other busi-
ness to its side. The inhabitants have become
very refined and poetical. They could no
longer endure the idea that a cart was the
foundation of all their prosperity, and the name
has therefore been changed to Auburndale.

DR. MASON BEHIND THE BARS OF A HEXAGON
POSTOFFICE.

If an old resident is asked the name of the
town he will unthinkingly commence with a
loud coarse Wa— ; but the sound warns him,
and. giving his lips a poetical twist, he says in a
subdued tone. "This is Auburndale." It is

evident that this place will soon be absorbed
by the rapid growth of Toledo, and then Au-
burndale too will have to go.

Dr. Mason is at present serving his country
by regulating the Auburndale postoffice at a
salary almost any bee-keeper would be willing
to receive. I found him, at the time of my call,

a close prisoner to his duties. I stepped into
the office, and, putting my nose up to the deliv-
ery window, says I. " Is there any mail here for
John Doe or Richard Roe?"
He gave a brief look at the nose, and said.

"Come around, Mr. Rambler, and sit down."
As this was our first meeting it is an enigma

to the Rambler to know how Dr. Mason so
quickly recognized me. I spent a very pleasant
afternoon in the postoffice. Dr. M. was busy a
good share of the time, dispensing mail, knowl-
edge, and jokes to his numerous callers. He

DR. MASON S APIARY.

seemed to be on the best of terms with every
man, woman, and child, and especially the girls,

and they all went away well pleased and smil-
ing, and some smiled till they crossed the street,
whether they received any mail or not. Dr. M.
had quite a trade in miscellaneous letters, or to
those who had no box. He would carefully look
over the pile under the letter called for every
time.

" Why," Dr. M., said I, " that's the eleventh
time you have looked that pile over, and you
knew that man had no letter. Why didn't you
tell him so, and let him go about his business?"

" But," said he, " that would not satisfy the
man. He sees me shuffle the letters over, and
goes away perfectly satisfied: whereas if I had
merely said ' No letter,' the fellow would have
gone off muttering hard things against the
government. The honor of this great nation
has to be defended. Her fiag must not trail in
the dust; so I make it my duty to send every-
body away feeling happy toward Uncle Sam.'"'

Any person would readily observe that a bee-
keeper was running this ofifice, for the boxes
are all put in hexagonally,as will be seen. The
advantage, as explained by the doctor, is, that
the letters can not get down flat, and are always
in sight, and easily grasped and delivered; so
" hexagony" is not only a fine thing for an api-
ary but also for the government.
At the time of my call. Dr. Mason was con-

fined to his duties with unusual severity. His
son, who is deputy, was east on a vacation trip:

and from early morn until late at night the doc-
tor was at his post, relieved occasionally by his
wife and daughter, and a lunch - basket, of
which we all partook more or less. Dr. M. has
a very pleasant home in the suburbs of Wa

—

Auburndale, and in the rear we found his apia-
ry, the lawn surrounding them being very
smooth and pretty. Dr. M. has reduced his
number of colonies, and is not making honey
production so much of a specialty as formerly.
In the early morning, after witnessing the

doctor milk his Jersey cow, the camera was
brought to bear on the apiary and Dr. M., and I

give you the result. He appears to be perfectly
at home in the midst of his portico L. hives.
That morning he said. " You must go out and
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see Mr. Hasty, who lives only a few miles
away."
The doctor's postoffice duties prevented his

taking the outing; but a way was provided by
Miss Slason becoming the driver. Besides her
various other accomplishments, Miss M. is an
expert horse-driver, and we were soon getting
over the road at a lively gait behind the Mason
horse in the Mason carriage, and beside the
Mason girl. The half-dozen miles were covered
in what seemed a very short time.

"

|t }Mr. Hasty was at home and in his apiary, and
1 found him picking strawberries. His apiary
differed somewhat from other apiaries I had
visited. The hives were shaded with clumps
of asparagus. It makes an excellent shade, but
requires much trimming, and gives the apiary
a dressy appearance. The ground is kept free

from weeds, and the hives seemed, from exter-

Our photo shows about half of the apiary with
Bro. Hasty arranging a ladder (Hasty's, not
Jacob's), from which the Rambler tried to get
a photo. Our photo gives you an idea, however,
of the beauties of the place. Around the apia-
ry and the house are many noble sliade-trees,
and, taking it all together, it is a desirable
place in which to live. Mr. H. lives in single
blessedness with an aged mother and his breth-
ren. He conducts his apiary, not for the dol-
lars supremely, but as a means of serving God,
believing, with Paul, that all things should be
done with that end in view. Mr. H. has been
an active Christian worker, maintaining a Sun-
day-school and other services in his neighbor-
hood for a long time; but, his health failing,

the services are at present not held. I felt

that a longer conversation would have been
both pleasant and proti table: but the waning

AI'IAKV OF K. E. HASTY, KICIIAKDS, OHIO.

nal appearances, to be of various patterns, but
I believe they all take the L. frame. At one
side I noticed several holes with covers. In
these Mr. H. suspends swarms that have issued
and clustered. If another s^arm issues and is

about to cluster upon No. 1, No. 1 is promptly
cut down and put into the hole in the ground,
the cover put down, and it remains in darkness
until the apiarist finds time to attend to it.

Several of these holes are provided, showing
that much natural swarming is indulged in in

the Hasty apiary. The apiary shows that ex-
periments are often tried, and I have no doubt
that bee-keepers would be much instructed if

Mr. H. would give the results to the public.

The camera was brought to bear upon the
apiary from various points, but a good photo of

the whole hundred hives did not materialize.

hours demanded haste, and we were soon again
in Toledo.
After leaving all of these good friends, reflec-

tions reminded me that in Dr. Mason we have a
man who has done much for the bee-keeping
fraternity, not only in Ohio, but in the whole
country. His greatest field of usefulness is,

perhaps, now before him as our leader at the
World's P'air; and that there is so much una-
nimity over his selection, again rejoices the
heart of the Rambler.

[Not all of our readers have seen Dr. Mason,
and consequently can not know how natural
the picture of him is, even if "behind the bars."
Rambler and our artist seem to have a knack
of getting things and persons pretty nearly as
they are. The picture of Mr. Hasty's apiary is
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made directly from the Hawkeye photo. We
had supposed, until recently, that our friend

kept only a few colonies—only just enough for

exi)erim< ntal purposes; but we are agreeably
pleased to leai-n that he has 100. Mr. Hasty is

a remarkably bright writer. He is a keen ob-
server in the apiary, and knows i)retty well
whereof he speaks. We wish he might let his

ai)icnltural light siiine a little more.]

MOVING BEES HOME.

HOW MUCH VENTILATION I.S NEEDED.

Octobei- 10th I began to mov^e my bees home
again. We moved three loads with eighteen
hives to the load. In the tirsr, place I was very
busy with other work, and got started too late

in the day. It was nearly sundown when we
arrived at the lake where the bees were. As
all of the bees were in large Dadant hives that
I intended to move that night, and as the night
was cool, and all of the Dadant hives have a
little ventilation in the roof to allow the mois-
ture to escape. I took no ventilators along. I

was satisfied that there was enough ventilation

in the roof. The surplus cases were all left in

their places. Some of the cases had honey in,

and others did not. As we came right by the
scales, we vveighed our loads. The first load
weighed, gross. 3650; wagon. 1410; net, 2240 lbs.

Second load. 3490; wagon, 1280: net. 2210. Third
load. 349.5; wagon, 13U0; net. 21S).5. We had our
wagons loaded, and got started away from the
lake about 8 i>. m. We reached home at about
10:30. and found a nice hot supper ready for us.

After eating we had four miles further to go.

as I wanted this lot at the Ballinger apiary.
Some of these hives leaked bees. 1 find that, if

bees get out of the hives at night, and the hives
are moved, some bees are veiy likely to get on
to any one handling them. Then they begin to

crawl and sing; and there is nothing that will

make a man nervous so quickly as to hear a bee
or two singing somewhere on his clothing, es-

pecially if they can get under his clothing. I

take particular pains to see that my help are
properly dressed for the occasion. First, each
of them needs a pair of old cotton socks with
the toe of the sock cut off so as to allow the
four fingers to slip through. A hole is cut into
the side of the foot of the sock for the thumb,
so that th'' heel of the sock will come over the
back of the wrist. The leg of the sock is to be
drawn over the sleeve of the coat. Now a pair
of buckskin gloves can be drawn over the socks
on the hands. This fixes the hands and sleeves.

A cloth or a lai'ge handkerchief is folded and
wrapped around the neck to keep the bees
away from the neck, and fiom getting under
the veil. The shirt-collar should be turned up
before putting the cloth around the neck. The
opening in the shii't front should be so secured
that no bee can get through. The opening in

the pants legs should be put inside of the boots,
or otherwise secui'ed. A man so di-essed will
handle tiie hives, no matter how badly they
leak, with impunity.
After loading, take the horse-blankets and

spread them over the front of the front hives.
If it is a dark night, a lantern should be hung
under each wagon. I have tried it. Though
we liad nice moonlight nights this fall, we
unloaded our hives and got back home at about
4 A. M.

Wednesday night, Oct. 14th. we made our sec-
ond trip. This trip we made to the Hamilton
yard, which is al)out three and a half miles
east of where I live; and as we did not go by
the scales I did not weigh them. Part of these
hives were eight-frame Simplicity, two stories

high, and had telescope roofs on them. I sent
a couple of men down early in the day to nail

them up and have the bees all ready by the time
we would get there with the wagons. Through
a misunderstanding they took no ventilators;
and when I got there about 30 Simplicity hives
were nailed up without any ventilation what-
ever, except what little could get through the
cracks at the entrance and at the roof. These
were all strong hives.- Now, what was I to do
—open all of these hives and go home with an
empty wagon and another only partly loaded,
or run the risk of smothering a lot of bees'?

Anothei- thing, my teams had all the work they
ought to do outside of hauling bees all night,
I immediately made up my mind to risk it as
the night was frosty. I drove the lead team
myself, and. to save a long drive, I went over a
road tha t I had not been over for some time.
In one place I got off the road about a quarter
of a mile, and had to turn around and hunt up
the right one. We got these bees off the wagon,
and got home at about 2:30 a. m. Closing up
these bees without any ventilation did not hurt
any of them a particle, and we hauled them
over eight miles on a straw-rack with no
springs under them.
My conclusion is this: If bees are kept cool

they need but very little air, though they are
closed up tight and thumped around with im-
punity. It is the heat that kills them, and not
vitiated air. As we moved nS hives to the
Hamilton yard I had only 20 hives left at the
upper yard at the lake, and a lot of supplies, so
that Friday night, the 16th, I took only two
wagons, and took the bees and supplies to my
home yard. We got home this time by 9:30.

This left 63 hives at the lower yard to come to
the home apiary, which was about a mile and a
half lower down the lake. As I believe I have
found out as good a way as there is to load bees
on a wagon. I will describe it.

The side rails of the rack are 8 inches high.
Across these, four cross-pieces are laid; on top
of these, a floor of inch stuff' is laid, and slight-
ly nailed to prevent slipping out of place. The
hives are set on this floor, with the entrance of
the hive towai'd the outside of the wagon, and
the back of the hive to the center of the wagon,
and to the back of another hive with its en-
trance on the other side of the wagon. A rope
is fastened on one side of a wagon, and brought
around the back end of the wagon, and fasten-
ed loosely on the other side. Then it is raised
into place near the top of the two back hives;
then with a stout stick I twist the rope tight
and tie the end of the stick to the rope. Now
place a six-inch fence-board, 16 feet long, on
the alighting-boai-ds, on each side of the wag-
on; now pass a rope over the side rails of the
rack under the iioor the hives sit on: fasten
each end of the rope to one of these fence-
boards, near the center of the board, so that
the rope will pulldown between two hives. Now
with another stick twist this rope up tight, and
tie the end of your stick, and your load is se-

cure.
Saturday night, the 17th. we made our last

trip for the 63 hives. As one of my horses had
got hurt I had to put my buggy horse into one
of the teams; and as we had on a little too
much for him, and a new driver, he got stuck
with his load. I promptly unhitched him and
put on one of the heavy teams to pull his load
up. The first load had on 26 hives, a driver,
and a man to help see that nothing lost off the
load, as there were several empty cases and a
water-barrel. It weighed, gross, with both
men on, 41.50 lbs. As we had had a little rain
during the day. this wagon weighed 1495. With
the drivers ott\ this load weighed 3850 lbs,, or a
net of 2355. The next load had on 3680 lbs., and
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the wagon weighed 1490 lbs., or a net of 2190.

The tliird load weighed ST.'iO, but I did not get
the weight of the wagon. VVe got home about
11 p. M., and got our loads oflf by 12:30. All of
them, except one or two hives that had been
disturbed by some unknown pai'ties, got home
in good order with more than enough honey to
winter on, and carry those through the winter
that had not been to the lake. A. N. Draper.
Upper Alton, 111., Nov. 18.

[Well, now, friend Draper, your loads are not
so very much lighter than our last load of
Shane bees, that you criticised as being too
heavy for two horses; nay, rather, they are
heavier. After all, I do not suppose that you
overloaded your horses. . It is evident that you
are in the habit of looking ahead, as well as we
folks at Medina.
Your experiments go to show pretty well that

bees need very little ventilation when hauling,
provided it is cool enough. This explains why
it was not necessary for us to put on the screen
tops, and why our 57 hives of bees, with only
entrance-screens, were hauled home at night,
without a bee smothering. In hauling bees
home for the wintei', rather than take off the
covers and put on the wire-cloth screen tops, it

is cheaper to select a cool day (or else a moon-
light night), when all that is necessary at most
is to put on only entrance-screens.]

COVEKIKG PACKAGES OF COMB HONEY.

J. T. RIPLEY, OF THE WESTERN CLASSIFICATION
COMMITTEE, INTERVIEWED BY A BEE-

KEEPER—ANOTHER CONCESSION.

Having had quite a good deal of experience
in shipping comb honey, 1 have been much in-
terested in the discusssion in Gleanings in
regard to crating or boxing it for shipment. I

went up to No. 7.3.3 Rookery Building to inter-
view Mr. J. T. Ripley, Chairman of the West-
ern Classification Committee, on the subject. I

represented that bee-keepers in general con-
sidered this a vital matter, this having a small
amount of glass in a comb-honey crate so
freight- handlers can see that comb honey is in
the package. I explained that, as comb honey
is always shipped at owner's risk of breakage
and leakage (O. R. B. or L.). we as bee-keepers
preferred to run the risk of the glass being
broken rather than risk the contents of the
package when said contents are unseen by the
freight-men. Mr. Ripley explained that the
reason they ruled that glass must be covered,
was, that the companies are nearly always held
responsible when any outside glass in a pack-
age is broken, but not foi- the breakage of the
contents of the box or crate. However, Mr.
Ripley said he wished to treat the honey-pro-
ducers in as liberal a manner as possibfe, and
he would make a ruling that a small piece of
glass might be visible in packakes of comb
honey; but he would have to insist on the (O.
R. B. or L.) clause in the transportation con-
tract.

I think some of the readers of Gleanings
have thought Mr. Ripley's jurisdiction extend-
ed east of Chicago as well as west. The fact is.

the Official Class Committee—C. E. Gill, chair-
man—143 Liberty St., New York, has control of
rulings and classitications east of Chicago, and
Mr. Ripley's committee only west; so, as I
understand the decision, " comb honey in boxes
crated with a small portion of glass exposed"
will be received.
The writer thanked Mr. Ripley in behalf of

the bee-keepers for his kindness, and for the

courtesy shown them in these negotiations,
and extended a hearty invitation to him to
attend the meeting of the N. W. B. K. Associa-
tion in Chicago, Nov. 19 and 30.

Chicago, 111., Nov. .5. Herman F. Moore.

[Yes, we have been well pleased in the way
we have been treated by Mr. Ripley. In the
back numbers of the current volume it will be
seen that he has endeavored to be fair and lib-

eral with bee-keepers. We are very glad that
you invited him to attend the meeting of the
Noi'thvvestern Association, as we are sure he
will be welcomed by its members at their next
convention. It is a big thing to be on the right
side of railroad officials; and it is not a pleasant
thing to be on t'other side of 'em. Hellol here
is soinetliing more on the same subject. It
must be tiro have had their fingers in the pie.

If so we are under obligations to both the par-
ties.]

COMB HONEY ; HOW TO CRATE IT.

A RECENT RULING BY WHICH BEE-KEEPEKS
ARE FAVORED AGAIN BY MR. lilPLEY.

Friend Root:—You will see from the inclosed
correspondence that I have secured from the
Western Classification Committee a ruling al-

lowing comb honey in glassed cases to be ship-
ped in crates. I called on J. H. Ripley three
times in relation to the matter, and finally, at
his request, laid the facts in the case before the
committee in writing, having previously sent
Mr. R. one of my crates filled ready for ship-
ment. The ruling takes immediate effect. Tlie
crate I use is made, with the exception of ends,
almost entirely of lath, which work up without
waste in crating small single-tier cases. A
crate that will hold a hundred pounds costs only
about l.T cents, at the outside. If you think
it worth while, you are at liberty to make use
of the correspondence for publication.

Byron Walker.
Glen Haven, Wis., Nov. 10.

We take pleasure in reproducing tlie corres-

pondence.

Mr. J. H. Ripley:—Agreeable to request I

write you in relation to a recent ruling of the
committee of which you are chairman, requir-
ing comb honey in cases with glass fronts to be
boxed where received for shipment. I have de-
livered to you one of my small crates of honey
as prepared for shipment, and wish to call your
attention to several reasons, suggested by my
experience, why such crates are preferable to
boxes for the safe carriage of these goods.

1. Comb honey in glassed cases always has
the glassed side or sides parallel with the comb
surfaces.

3. The attachment of the combs to the small
sections that fill the case are alioays of such a
nature that a comparatively slight jar in a di-
rection at right angles to these comb surfaces
will cause the combs to break loose from these
attachments. Hence the necessity of these
goods being at all times so handled as to forbid
such jarring.

3. The only way of readily showing the direc-
tion of the combs in a package of honey offered
for shipment is to make use of a strip of glass.
Now, while it is admitted that it is desirable to
have the glass protected, I venture to say that,
even where the glass is fully exposed in such
packages, not one glass is broken where a hun-
dred combs are broken in handling as freight.
It is a matter of common remark among honey-
shippers, that nearly all the cases of breakage
of combs occur where no glass is used.
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4. The protection of the glass (see the sample
crate) can be practically secured, and still the
direction of ihe combs (which, I repeat, is al-
ways parallel with the glass) can be seen at a
glance. But it is suggested that a caution-
maj'k on the top of boxed packages is all that
is required to secure the right handling of these
goods: but there is abundant proof that this is

not the case. Inability to obtain suitable boxes
in the country often leads to the use of old soap
and other store boxes, upon which it is difficult

to make a caution-mark conspicuous: and such
packages are very apt to be roughly iiandled
before the nature of the contents is noticed.
Again, it is a matter of common occurrence, as
every shipper knows, for truckmen, in spite of
the caution. " This vSide Up."' to turn boxes
down on the side, trundle them across rough
places (for instance, the bridge between the
platform and car), and carelessly dump them.
If any attention in such cases is paid to the
caution-mark, the box is only left not kept right
side up. Boxes of honey treated in this way
are, of necessity, well nigh ruined.

.5. In order to secure the safe carriage of these
goods it is absolutely necessary, for the reason
already given (the second one), that the pack-
ages be liHided on the cars so that the combs
run parallel with the ti'ack; but it is evident
that this can not be readily done, as the combs
are as often parallel with the ends as sides of
cases, unless a glass is visible, when a glance
shows how they should be loaded.
Now, then, if I am coirect in making the

above statements (and, indeed, it is not with
me simply a matter of opinion, but rather of
knowledge, gained by seventeen years of costly
experience in shipping these goods). I submit
whether the rule you have adopted in this case
is either a just or expedient one. While you re-
quire the shipper to send his goods at O. R.. you
at the same time compel him to pack them in
such packages as will well nigh insure their de-
struction. If this has not been the result in
many instances already, it is either a matter of
pure luck or else because of the negligence of
railway employes in enforcing the rule in ques-
tion.

These being the facts in the case, I can not
believe that, when your committee fully under-
stands the same, the rule will be allowed to
stand, even for an hour.
As this is the season of the year when the

chief part of the honey crop is marketed, an im-
mediate change would be a great favor to the
bee-keepers of the West, especially as the risk
of shipping, whei-e refrigerators are not availa-
ble, is more than doubled with freezing weath-
er.

Allow me to suggest that, if the rule wei'e
amended so as to forbid the shipment of honey
in cases not glassed (except in car lots), and re-
quiring the glassed cases to be crated so as to
protect yet not entirely conceal the glass and
packages to be provided with suitable caution-
marks, the change ought to be satisfactory to
all concerned, and would result in saving rail-

road companies not a little annoyance and ex-
pense, especially if their employes, having
charge of such goods, were to understand that
they would be held responsible for right handl-
ing when ottered for shipment in proper shape.

If your committee should see fit to decide that
these goods should not be received forshipment,
unless packed in straw or other suitable mate-
rial, shiijpers would have no cause for com-
plaint. If the change herein suggested is

adopted, I will hereafter make use of very con-
spicuous caution-labels reading about as fol-

lows:
" caution!

•• This package contains comb honey, and

must be kept ctmnUintly this xide up without
jolting, or the contents will be ruined. Load
with glassed side toward side of cars or the
goods will be smashed."

I do not claim it is impossible to improve the
crate submitted for your inspection. Of course,

the thickness and width of the slats protecting
theglass coi-i'espond with thesizeof the package
and width of glass used, respectively. We have
shipped honey in these ci-ates from Michigan to

the seaboard, and north as far as St. Paul, and
have yet to hear of the first instance of loss in

the past four years. Byron Wai.kek.
Glen Haven, Wis., Nov. 10.

Mr. Ripley replies:

THE WESTERN CLASSIFICATION COM-
MITTEE.

•• The Rookery," Room 733.

J. T. Ripi.Ev, Chairman.
HONEY IN BOXES.

Chicago, Til., Nov. 3.

Mr. Wdlker:—Answering your favor of the
2d inst.. since inspecting your sample package I

have decided to allow first class upon the same,
as will appear from a copy of rulings inclosed,

which I presume will be satisfactory.
J. T. RiPI.EY.

WHITE CHILEAN CLOVEE.

IS IT THE SAME THING AS OUH MELILOTUS
ALIiA. OR SWEET CLOVER?

A correspondent sends us the following clip-

ping from the Greensborough. Ala., News:

Twenty-five vears or more ago a pretty little emi-
grant came from South America to Alabama. The
little emigrant first found standingr-room on one of

the plantations of Hale County, just above tlie

county - seat, Greeiisboroug-h. Not mucli atten-

tion w"as paid the little strang-er. for the pretty one
had found, in truth, merely standIng--ground—not a
spreading-place—for it came from u lime-soil coun-
try, and now it found itself in a sandy region, and
wasn't overmuch pleased with the change. The
little emigrant is called the melilotus, or white
Chilean clover. It is by far the best forage plant
known to the farming world. It is, as its name in-

dicates, one of the clover family, but one that has
certainly outgrown all its kith and kin; for in the
lime land that it loves it has been known to reach
the height of ten ortwelve feet. Its fibers, e^-en when
it reaches this great heig-ht, are always most nounsh-
ingto stock, are never too rough or coarse to be eaten

readily and with g-reat enjoyment by the pasturing
herds. Often, when corn is scarce and high-priced,

this supplemental crop feeds the workhorse and
keeps up, as no other pasturage or hay will, the full

strength of the animals. For pasturage for milch
It Is Invaluable, producing a great flow of milk, and
giving to the products of tlie dairy, so say .some

planters, a most pleasant taste, a sort of reproduc-
tion of the plant's perfume. The perfume of the
growth is delicious, an odor of vanilla. The dry
hot winds of summer that blow over our Alabama
prairies carry the delicious odors far afield, and
even more delightful is the perfume when beaten
from the snowv blooms by one of our .swift-falling,

pelting summer rains. The pasturage taste for tlie

pUnt is an acquired taste with stock, hut the hay is

eaten greedilv from the first mouthful. The yield

of hay to the acre is immense, for the plant will

hear several cuttings a season. The most marvel-
ous work of the plant is its renewal of worn lime
lands. It is Itself fertilization entire for the barest
of " baldhead " that will crop out on otherwise rich

lime lands. Right up from these spots, white as

dry bones, the plant springs to its fullest height.

Its roots are as long and a.s strong as its stems, :uid

have soon netted the bald earth beneath with a
thousand full roots and rootlets. The growth being
biennial, these roots die every two years, and these
leave in the ground an amount of djdng vegetable
matter. Besides this, the plant full-leaved, vigor-

ous, giving shade to the earth abundantly, has
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drawn into the lime lands just the air fertilization
that they need. Manj- of our planters, who only
within the last few years have learned the truth of
this gi-owth, plant every year, or every two years,
acres of this clover. They leave the acres to its

work of fertilization foi' two years, perhaps four
years, and their corn, lands have in that time be-
come whoUj' renovated. But when I say leave the
acres to its work of fertilization, I ought to say that
in all that time he pastures herds and stock thereon.
In the second year's g-rowth he e\en gives to the
acres several close cutting-s for liaj', leaving' only a
long enough growing season in late summer for the
plant to sow its own seed. If he chooses he has also
the most magnificent pasturage possilile for bees,
for no honey made the world over is purei' or more
delicately flavored than is the honey made from
these white flowers. Since the value of the plant is

beginning, merely beginning, to be known to the
agricultural world, there has sprung up in this
county where it grows so lu.xuriantlj- a new indvis-
try—seed gathering. Demands for the seed come in
from all parts of tlie Union. Some of the leading
seedsmen of Texas seem to be taking an especially
great.interest in the industry, recognizing, as one
must, the great value of the plant to tlie agricultu-
ral world. Eli Shepperd.

[Now the question is. Is the clover described
above the same thing as our well-known sweet
clover? From the fact that the writer calls it
' raelilotus," and says it is a white clover.it
would seem that it must be; for our common
sweet ' clover—that is, the white variety—is

Melilotus alba. And, again, he speaks of the
fact that the plant performs the office of reno-
vating and making fertile the lime lands of Ala-
bama, and this just exactly agrees with the
way in which sweet clover grows on the alka-
line lands around Salt Lake City, Utah; and,
finally, it fits sterile ground for farming pur-
poses. The description of the honey obtained
from it also agrees. We should be glad to hear
sotnething more in regard to this matter from
our correspondents in the Southern States.

THE NORTH AMERICAN AT ALBANY.

WHAT IT IS TO BE, AND WHO WILL BE
PKESENT.

By Ernest B. Root.

Never, since we can i-emember, have the
prospects been brighter for a grand representa-
tive international convention than for the one
which is to be held at Albany Dec. 8-11. Rep-
resentative—that is just what this meeting is

to be, emphatically. Delegates from affiliated

societies from all parts of the United States
and Canada have signified their intention of
being present; and, besides this, we believe
there was never a convention where there was
a promise of the attendance of so many distin-
guished, practical, and brilliant bee-keepers.
The one great difficulty in securing a good
attendance has been a failure to get reduced
railroad rates. But this year the committee,
G. H. Knickerbocker, succeeded admirably, so
that nearly every one who expects to be present
will be able to secure one and a third fare,
round trip. For particulars, see elsewhere.
Whether it is the reduced rates or whether it is

due to the earnest solicitation on the part of
the officers, we can not say; but up to the pres-
ent date we are authorized to announce that
the following bee-keepers will be present.
Among them are some of the most extensive
and distinguished apiarists in the world:
Capt. J. E. Hetherington, of New York;

Frank Benton, of Washington, D. C; Julius
Hoffman, of New York; J. E.Crane, of Ver-
mont; Pres. Elwood, of New York; Sec. C. P.
Dadant, of Illinois; Vice-President Secor, of
Iowa; Dr. C. C. Miller, of Illinois; Dr. A. B.

Mason, of Ohio; W. F. Clarke, of Canada; G. M.
Doolittle. of New York; A. E. Manum, of Ver-
mont; Hon. J. M. Hambaugh. of Illinois; W.
Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan: S. Cornell, of
Canada; R. F. Hoitermann. of Canada: Geo. H.
Knickerbocker, of New York: C. H. Greeley, of
Maine: Jonathan Pike, of Maine; J. H. M.
Cook, of New York City; W. H. Norton, of
Maine; V. V. Blackmer, of Vermont; E. R.
Root, of Ohio; Geo. H. Ash by, of New York; J.
Vandei'vort. of Pennsylvania; E. L. Pratt, of
Massachusetts; A. N. Draper, of Illinois: A. A.
Byard, of New Hampshire; H. Reynolds, New
Hatnpshire; Frank and Chester Olmstead, of
New York.
This is by no means the total number that

will be present. Many others hope to be pres-
ent, and doubtless will be, to say nothing of the
large local attendance that will be sure to come
to see and hear the '• big guns." The bee-keeper
who can attend, but fails to do so, will miss the
opportunity of a lifetime to see together so
many eminent men of our chosen pursuit.
The president and secretary—well, you know

who they are. Mr. Elwood has some 1300 or
14CX) colonies distributed in ten or twelve api-
aries, all on closed-end Quinby frames. He is

a practical and successful bee-keeper—a schol-
arly gentleman of a quiet and dignified reserve,
rather modest and retiring in his way. He
makes a good presiding officer, however, and
has a happy faculty of turning all discussions
into a practJical vein, and holding them there.
The secretary, Mr. Dudant. is also another

extensive bee-keeper, as well as a representa-
tive of the largest f(mndation establishment in
the world. The f)adants own some 400 or .500

PKESIDENT ELW^OOD.

colonies, distributed in four or five out-apiaries.
The secretary is a hustler and thorough-going
business man and practical bee-keeper.
York State, outside of California, is the larg-

est honey State in the Union, and its capital

jS right in the midst of the honey-producers.
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Albany is rather pleasantly situated, and easy
of access. The convention will be held in Ag-
ricultural Hall, in a largr and commodious room.
Suspended fiom the ceiling above is tht; mam-
moth skeleton of a whale, and on all .'•ides are
the implements of agricultui-e.

The heaifquai-ters will be at the Globe Hotel,

a two-dollar temperance house. Mr. Thomas

SECRETARY DADANT.

Pierce, president of the Albany County Bee-
keepers' Association, will be at the hotel to
give all the information that may be desired in
refei'ence to cheaper or other accommodations
for bee-keepers who attend. That you may be

able to recognize him we
would remark that he is

over six feet tall, perhaps
sixty years old, and genial
and affable. We submit
his picture herewith.
When you see this man
just say, "How do you do,

Mr. Pierce?" He will give
you all the information
you may desire.

Come to the convention

TwoMA^ PTFKfF '' ^^^ possibly cau, and
THOMA.S PIERCE.

j^^.j^^^ g^,^,^g ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^_

man who has toiled along with you in life's

journey. If vou haven't any "better half."

bring along the one that is to be. We always
have better conventions when there is a large

attendance of ladies.

SOME WISE AND HELPFUL WORDS IN RE-
GARD TO THE FAMILY PHYSICIAN.

NATURE AND ART.

Mr. Root:—I was glad to see you stand by
the family physician in your footnotes to the
letter of " Droit et Avant," in Nov. 1st journal,
though the caution of the latter against the use

of sleep- producing drugs is, I dare say, well

timed.
I have heard the " medicos " maligned by

people—I make no reference hei'e to yotir cor-

respondent above—who, after all, had they re-

flected a little, would surely have found that,

in the past, they had reason to be exceedingly
thankful that the medical profession existed,

and that some one skilled in the healing art
had been at hand with the advice which was
invaluable when the life of a wife or child or
other dear one hung in the balance. How little

thought was there then of belittling the profes-
sion of medicine! It reminds me of those who
set the pleadings of the Great Physician at

naught till something serious threatens their

existence, and then they are willing, /or the

time heiiuj, to lend an ear to him.
I know that perfection has not been attained

in this line; that the doctors seem to be to blame
for not knowing some things we wish they did
know, and that there is, perhaps, something in

the remark, that " the reason why medicine has
advanced so slowly is because physicians have
studied the writings of their predecessors in-

stead of nature." This kind of misfortune is

not confined to that profession; but the dispo-
sition giving rise to it seems to belong to nature
—human nature. Take, for example, that oth-
er very prominent line of cure, " the cure of the
soul." See how, by tenaciously clinging to the
writings of their denominational predecessors,
men, even men of great learning and ability,

fail to break away from the old sectarian bonds
assumed in childhood, to work after the more
consistent methods of simple primitive Christi-
anity. I speak as a simple Christian, disciple

of the Lord Jesus, or such other Scriptural
name as you care to apply. Yet. what sensible

man will'say that the man who has for years
made a specialty of the study of disease and the
means of cure is not to be trusted more than
one's own gradually collected and possibly very
meager ideas of nature's laws for the mainte-
nance of health or cure of sickness? Or, on the
other hand, what wise man will say that he
who has studied for the pastorate, in whatever
denomination it may be, will fail to be as effi-

cient a comforter and help, and applierof the
consolations of Scripture, in the hour of be-
reavement or distress, as the ordinary layman?
To take another phase of the question: Na-

ture, like appetite, is a very uncertain guide
under the circumstances in which civilized

—

yes, and even uncivilized—human beings live;

as witness the cruelties and superstitious ex-
cesses of the latter, their peculiar " medicine-
men, "etc.; and of the former, their departure
from nature, and by following a higher law,

how much it has elevated and advanced them
in the scale of humanity!

I have a little girl just recovering from ty-

phoid fever. Now. what did nature do for her?
Insisted on sleep, sleep, sleep, all the time. So
far, good. But what of nourishment to supply
the wasting system? No appetite, no desire

for food of any kind, and exhaustion going on
apace, till liquid nourishment had to be forced

upon her in spite of the littles one's strongest
protests and evasions, in order that nature's
sleep might be prevented from verging into the
sleep of death. Again, after the fever had
abated and recovery commenced, nature call-

ed for food as eagerly as she formerly protested
against it, when, to gratify this natural appe-
tite with a morsel of solid food would almost
certainly have resulted in death from puncture
or hemorrhage of the bowels.

Suppose I am afflicted with eczema, or some
such skin disease; what does nature say about
it? Absolutely nothing, further than that you
can see she has been sinned against some way
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and some time, perhaps away back in the days
of my ancestors: but as to suggesting a cure,

she is absolutely silent.

To my mind, we live, and are intended to live,

by a happy combination of nature and art. It

is the glory of manhood and of intellect to go
into the domain of Nature, and make her boun-
teous storehouse tributary to his wants and
wishes, in order that the race may be elevated
to the highest possible point of attainment in

God-likeness of stature. Our eyes must he cvci'

toward our Father in heaven. Division of labor
is called for as a consequence, and thus arise

such occupations as that of the forester and the
gardener, from whose skill, where the forest had
stood in its uncouth grandeur, there now stands
the beautiful park with its well - appointed
walks, its flower-beds and tastefully arranged
shady trees and evergreens; the beautiful lawn
in front of the mansion, with the garden and
orchard close by, etc. So the physician, the
farmer, the merchant, and others of occupation
inniimerable. among whom, and last, but not
least, the keeper of bees, and he who supplies
him with hives, sections, and frames.
Let us never decry any honorable occupation,

nor put the faultsof individuals as black marks
against a peculiar calling. When we defame
our fellow-men we besmirch ourselves: and
there is something that lies under the old prov-
erb, " Give a dog a bad name and hang him.'"

which suggests that, to speak evil of our fellows.

we exert upon them a hurtful influence, though
it may be indirectlv. R. W. McDonneli-.
Gait, Ont.. Can.. Nov. 13.

[Thank you, good friend M. A few days ago.
while spending an evening with Prof. Cook and
his good wife, the latter gave me an additional
fact in regard to the bromide of potassium. A
lady at an evening party was asked to take an-
other cup of excellent coffee. Slie declined,
saying that, although she would like it. it

would keep her awake at night. After that she
said it was so exceedingly good she would take
another cup. after all, for she could get to sleep
by taking bromide. Now. if that is one of the
uses of bromide of potassium, a caution is sure-
ly needed. A drug that will assist us to evade
the consequences of letting appetite induce us
to take a hurtful amount of stimulant would be
no blessing to mankind.]

THE FALLACY THAT BEES REASON.

THK COXVENIENCE OF THE ALLEY THAT DUJ!-
ING SWARMING.

and the human mind naturally grasps at novel-
ties until they wear it so hard it won't hold
water any longer.
Perhaps our friend ]Mr. Holbrook would want

us to believe tbat bees use reason when they
build their combs. We shall see how his theory
is now. Man, of all creation, is endowed with
reason in its purest sense, and I am inclined to
think that man is the only creature who pos-
sesses that article; and man himself can not
make and .cap a honey-comb—no. not with all

the light of the experience of ages, and all their
reasoning power to-day. In fact, I have read
of an offer of one thousand dollars to prove the
fact that any one makes comb honey.
On first thought one is led to believe that

bees do reason when we have seen them do
something out of the ordinary, as they often do.
One might say with propriety, following Mr.
Holbrook's idea, that plants have reason. You
put a board on the sproiiting root of a plant,
then see it make a turn and reach the light.

Now. that plant reasons thus: '"Tliis plank is

right on my head, and it looks as though my jig
were up: but I'll try to follow this plank across
the grain, and I'll reach the light sooner than
if I follow lengthwise of the grain on the
plank.'" How's that for reason ? But do they
have reason ? I guess the answer most of us
would give would be a laugh. The Creator
endows the bees with—well, we call it instinct;
but we can never call it reason.

I have noticed now and then something about
the Alley queen and drone trap. My experience
with it has been good. It is impossible for me
to attend the bees in the day time: but when I

go home late in the afternoon I can tell which
ones liave swarmed by their clinging to the
cage part of the trap. I just change the loca-
tion of the parent hive, and put the new hive in

its place, release the queen and what workers
are clustering on the cage. The result is, in a
few days I have a rousing colony, where, if it

were not for the queen-trap. I should run a big
risk of losing the swarm. But as it is now. I

am satisfied with them for my use.
Olean. N. Y., Nov. 20. Geo. Shiher.

THE DOVETAILED HIVE.

A BIT OF MY EXPERIENCE WITH THICK-TOI"
FRAMES.

On page 888 of Gleanings we read a very in-

teresting article bv C. C. Miller. It is his quo-
tation fro7n Mr. M. L. Holbrook. M. D.. that
particularly struck me as something peculiarly
interesting by reason of tlie fact that a doctor
would advocate the idea tliat bees reason.
Why! he must be a very devoted follower, even
to the furthest limits of the Darwinian theory,
even to insects. Perhaps if we should give the
doctor a little encouragement lie might even go
further and try to make us ignorant people
believe that clams use I'eason. What are you
laughing at? When they are hungry, don't
they know it. and absorb more nourishment?
and when you put them in prepared salt water,
don't they open their shells and live in peace?
Who dares say this is not reason ?

Mr. Darwin, if I am right, found only very
slight traces of reason in the ape and dog; but
he never went any lower in the scale of animal
life. But here we have a gentleman whose
balance-wheel has got a start, and it has car-
ried him out of sight. Such things sound novel:

Frioul Root:—Will you give me space in

your columns to give my views to friend Baird,
of Florida? I see by his letter that he is in

quite a maze as regards the proper kind of hive
to use. Brave fellow for coming out and asking
the questions he has in his letterl How I ad-
mire his pluck I I find that I, too, need consid-
erable advice on some subjects; and having
had some experience in selecting hives. I feel

like giving my own experience and trying to
give him my ideas and advice.
When I started in the boe-business I lived in

Missouri, and my hives were the kind our
grandfathers used; viz.. tall, square box hives;
and after two years of worry and work, my bees
all died one winter, not having sufficient stores:

and. strange to say. I never took one pound of
honey fi'om them.' This was in 188.5 and '8().

In 1887 I learned foi- the first time there were
movable-frame hives, and my brothei- in Iowa
sent me a small model of one; but being dis-

couraged with my former attempts I allowed it

to be destroyed. I have seen nothing like it

since. In 1888 I came to Colorado, and for two
years I worked by the month for a living. Then
I got a place, and, finding bee-keeping profit-

able, I got some bees and started in the busi-

ness. Having them in old-fashioned hives that
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•were too big and ungainly for any thing. I

began to looiv around for a suitable hive; and,
.as I stated in Gleanings of Oct. 1, I ran across
an eight- frame portico hive, sold by a Western
manufacturer, and thought it all right when I

got them: but the frames being very light and
nari'ow it giv<s too much room between the
top-bars. and I have as miserable a lot of combs
in my hives now as you ever saw. All braced
together as they are, I can hardly lift one with-
out lifting all together. After getting these
hives I found that Koofs Dovetailed hives with
thick top-bars were sold in tny city—a fact I

had not found out before I purchased. I went
•and examined them, and Thompson >t Neill

showed me the points of advantage in them,
and cited me to some of my neighbors who were
using them. I immediately went to examine
them, and found all combs made as true and
regular as if a division-tin had been between
all the frames. There were no burr nor brace
combs to be found in the hives; no queen-
excluders had been used, and no brood was in

the supers, either in the sections or extracting-
super.
So now. friend Baird, I don't see why you

should look any further for a hive when Root's
Dovetailed hive has gained such a reputation
as it has. For my part I have not heard one
word of dissatisfaction in regard to it here in

this country. I am going to use it in my Platte
Valley apiary hereafter. My opinion is. that
any one can use them, and not live in ft^ar of
any one hinting kindling-wood after a use of
five or six years. And I have an opiuion. also,

that the best results are gained by putting
nearly full sheets of foundation in both sections
and brood-frames, and using the Keeney meth-
od of wiring.
Now. I may be a little enthusiastic over the

question of "bee culture; but I, too. have got
far enough on in the business to know it has a
lasting fascination foi' me. Theo. V. Jessup.

Greeley, Col., Nov. 2.

[The above may sound like a big pufT for the
Dovetailed hive: but we can only say that it

came unsolicited. The thick-top frame, on
account of its freeness from burr-combs, can
not help being liked. Friend Jessup's experi-
ence with them is quite in line with that of
hundreds of others who have tried them.]

THE AUTOMATIC SWARM-HIVER.

:mk alley explains: the dibbern swarmek.

I have just finished reading Mr. Dibbern's
interesting article descriptive of his self-hiver
•and method of using the same. His article has
been a long time in coming since first promised.
1 have tried in every way I could think of to
get Bro. D. to send me one of his swarmers, but
have not succeeded up to date. I am now glad
he did not comply with my request. Well, if

the bee-keepers of this country have an idea
that I have tested but one style and but one
way of using the swarmer, they are mistaken.
Now I will surprise Bro. D. by telling him that
the first time the swarmer was tried it was
arranged above the hive as he now uses them;
and, what is more, the drone and queen trap
did the business in fine shape. The trap was
placed on a hive in the usual way; a decoy hive
was placed on the top of the hive from which
the bees were expected to swarm, and the two
hives connected by a wire-cloth tube. Two
hives were so arranged, and two swai'ms were
successfully hived when they issued.
You will now want to know why I abandoned

a successful self-hiver for one that has proved

unsuccessful. My reasons are these: I did not
consider placing one hive above another, as
described by Mr. I)., in order to catch a swarm,
at all practical; and I still hold to that idea.
I have found, by actual experiment and experi-
ence, that a self-hiver will work successfully
when the bees are obliged to run to the right
or to the left of the entrance when they swarm.
This arrangement seems a good deal better
than the one of Mr. Dibbern.
With the present arrangement as now used

in the Bay State apiary we have hut little

trouble in glutting the -^ueen and all (or nearly
all) the bees, that issue with the swarm. If

catching a few drones and qneen is considered
successful automatic swarming, our swarmer
has long been a success. I will say to those
who purchased the swarmers sent out last sea-
son (IS(il). that the only thing to make them
perfect, so that the queen is sure to be trapped
without a failure in any case, i.s to make as
large a hole as possible directly over the tube
which conducts the queen into the long box B.
The queen could not seem to find her way out
of box A till the light was let in as described.
Since this improvement was made, the swarmer
has not failed to catch a queen in every case
when a swarm issued. The more bees, espe-
cially young bees, that can be induced to go up
into and out through the metal in box B. the
more successfully the hiver is likely to work.
When the bees that pass out through the metal
in box B return in search of their queen, they
generally try to enter the hive by the same
passageway they went out. When they do this
they find theii- way to the old hive blocked by
the cone tube, and are obliged to stay with the
queen, and other bees are sure to join the queen.
There is no doubt that the swarmer not only

retards but actually breaks up the swarming
fever in huudreds of cases. It i-educes the
number of drones, and this is one of the princi-
pal things that discourage swarming.
Some people have entertained an idea that,

where the drone and queen trap is used, the
bees gather and store less honey. Experience
has proved the fallacy of this belief. I am sure
that, instead of being a detriment to a colony,
the trap greatly aids the bees in all their work.
Speaking of the success of the swarmer as

now used, I will give one testimonial that came
to hand to-day:

Friend AUcy:^lM i-egnrd to my experience with
tiie swarmer, I will say I don't think j'nu need liave
any fears but that It will worli wlien treated and
made as I have mine. Tlie actual number of swarms
it has hived was nine, without counting tlie one. It
didn't hive all the swarms I had after g-etting- tlie

sample from vou. E. A. Bool.
Hinchman,"]\ticli., Nov. 1.5, 1891.

Mr. Bool gave a description of his way of
using the swarmer in Gleanings, p. 706.

The first ideas of an automatic swarmer were
suggested to me by an experiment I tried with
the drone and queen trap. One day when a
swarm issued through the trap. I saw the queen
had been caught. I then put an empty hive at
the side of the colony the bees came from, and
placed the trap with the queen at the entrance
of the new hive. In a few minutes the bees
returned and entered the new hive—not a part
of the new swarm, but all of the bees that were
on the wing. Now, it was not the queen alto-

gether that attracted the bees to the new hive.
It was taking the trap from the old hive and
placing it on the new one, thus giving the front
of the new hive the same appearance that the
bees had been accustomed to when returning
from the field.

No one has ever questioned the practicability
of the trap as a swarm -catcher, and soon the
reputation of the automatic self-hiver will be
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found as practicable as the drone and queen
trap. Henry Alley.
Wenham, Mass.

[We do not yet quite see why you abandoned
the upright swarmer as proposed by Mr. Dib-
bern. With your arrangement, hives must be
arranged in horizontal pairs, and this would
necessitate leveling both hives alike. It is

more economical to have both empty hive and
" uuswarmed " colony on tlie same stand ; and
then, too, a queen will crawl upminl sooner
than she would to the right or left into an un-
explored hole.

If the swarmers will discourage swarming by
restraining the drones, the trap or even a strip

of perforated zinc will do it more cheaply. For
the automatic swarmer to be a practical work-
ing success, it must hive at least 75 per cent of

the swarms in the hands of every bee-keeper.
It has hardly done this yet: at least, reports

don't show it. We are not prejudiced against
the swarmer, but earnestly hope for its success.

and therefore welcome all repoi'ts regarding it.]

OUR SHANE APIARY AT HOME.

PHOTOGRAPHY, EVERGKEEXS. WINDBREAKS,
ETC.

By Ernest R. RixA.

As our readers doubtless know by this time.
I have not only used the bicycle as an aid to

my apicultural studies and investigations, but
have brought into play the camera. Both of

these hobbies were taken up for mere pastime.

that, while I was holding the bulb by which i
regulated the exposure, the camera took in

your humble servant—at least the upper part
of him. Mr. Spaftord, our apiarist, had just
removed the cover from a Dovetailed hive, and
was sending two or three whi tfs of smoke over the
frames to drive the bees down. The hives are
arranged on the S. E. Miller plan of group-
ing— live in a group. This arrangement not
only affords convenience, but the greatest econ-
omy of space. The apiarist has always a con-
venient seat, and his basket of tools for tive

hives is within an arm's reach. If grapevine
or other shade is needed, one tree or vine will

answer for tive hives; whereas, by the single-

hive plan there must be some sort of shrub for

each stand. Besides this, there is an alleyway
for the bees and one for the apiarist: and there
is plenty of room for a tw o-horse wagon. Un-
less it is at night I do not advocate or practice
the plan of driving horses in an apiary; but an
empty wagon may be pushed among the hives,

loaded up. and then the wagon can be drawn
out by means of a long rope hitched to a team,
at a safe distance from the Dees.

When we brought home our Shane apiary at
night, as before mentioned in Gleanings, the
horses were driven up one of these alleyways.
and the wagon unloaded on either side. All

the hives shown in the picture were hauled in

two loads

—

'u in one and 27 in another. The
former were hauled on our heavy lumber-
wagon, and the latter on our light platform
spring.
The plan of the apiary in the photograph is

shown more exactly in the accompanying dia-
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THE S. E. MILLER PLAN OF AN APIARY.

and as a recreation froin my regular every-day
duties. While they fulfilled this purpose ad-
mirably. I have been enabled to turn them to
practical account. As I have told our readers
heretofore, photographs of apiaries should not
be taken when the sun shijies. but. rather, on a
cloudy day. One afternoon in October oui'

yard was illuminated just to suit my fancy,
and I accordingly poised the camera, and took
a shot, while the apiarist was at work, of one
corner of our home yard. The result shows

gram. The circles at the ends of the hives

indicate the entrances. The groups are Kj feet

apart, and the hives are 18 inches from each
other. This leaves plenty of room for a lawn-
mower to I'un in between, thus keeping the

grass down. Eighty colonies ari-anged on this

plan can be accommodated on a plot of ground
80 X «)0 feet; or, better. 80 feet square if laid out
in 24-ft. squares. It may be urged, that land is

usually cheap where out-apiaries are located.

Yes; but the larger the area for a certain num-
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ber of coloiiios. iln^ more ti'aveliiig to and fi'om
the different hives, and the more space of grass
to mow down.
As will be noticed, the hives are all of the

new dovetailed type, and every one of them
contains Hott'man IVames. They are ready at
almost any moment, aft(M' closing the entrances
and securing the cover and bottom, to be load-
ed on to a wagon like cord wood, or to be car-
ried into the cellar without handling with care
or right side up.
Every hive is elevated on a Heddon hive-

stand, and this contributes in no small degree
to one's comfort in working over the hivi^s, and
in the preservation of the bottom-board and

.

the consequent dryness on the inside of the
hive for either summer or winter. But of these
I shall have occasion to speak in another article.

Perhaps the most conspicuous feature are the
<^vergreens, which were set out in 1879; and
now they have grown to such a size that they
form an admirable windbi'eak. In a few years
more we expect to cut oft' the tops, and then, of
course, the limbs will intertwine closer than
they do now. As it is. it is not pleasant for
either man or beast to crowd by their branches,
if, foi'sooth, he can. During some of our I'ecent
cold windy days I noticed a marked contrast be-
tween the amount of air circulating inside and
that outside of the inclosure. While the ever-
greens waved and roared with the wind from
without, inside it was comparatively quiet.
When A. I. Root desired something better than
a high board fence he builded (oi', rather, set
out) better than he knew.
Two or three weeks before this picture was

taken, our hives had not been leveled up, and
some visitors who had called seemed to be very
much surprised that they were not in straight
rows, and square with each othei'. We tried to
explain to them that the hives had just been
unloaded, and that we had not had time to

draw them to a line. The explanation did not
satisfy them. However, I determined, befoVe
more visitors came, that the hives should be
lined up, and they were. As to how well the
work was done may be evidenced by a look up
the first row at the right. They are all "'level-

ed"—that is to say, the front end of the hives
is a trifle lower than the back, so as to shed
water from the entrances. Yes, our whole
apiary, even including the hexagonal part of
it (only a very small portion of which shows in
the picture), had been brought to a line.

1 presume some of you have been asking,
"Whose brick house is that just beyond the
trees?" Well, that is the paternal mansion'of
Rootville. We do not all live there—oh, no!
While it is a large and comfortable dwelling, it

is not big enough for more than one family.
My mother has always said that she loves her
<laughter and daughter-in-law too much to in-
cur the risk of having them with their families
under the same roof. This may account in no
small degree for the fact that there have never
been any " family rows " in Rootville. We all

live under (mr own roofs, within about a stone's
throw from eacli other.

NOTES FROM THE CHICAGO CONVENTION.

AS KKPORTKD BY I)K. MUA.VM.

The Chicago convention was good. It always
is. Nine states were represented, and a crowd
of good workers were there. I think a little

more solid work than usual was done. A busi-
ness trip to the North by O. O. Poppleton gave
US a representative from as far away as Florida.
A. I. Root, who formerly did not favor conven-
tions, has been converted from his eri'ors: and

as he never does things by halves, he is now a
convention man all over, and was a faithful
worker through every session.

I saw there for the first time J. H. Larrabee,
the representative of the United States govern-
ment. I like him. He is modest enough not to
think he knows every thing, and I don't see
any reason why he should not be a real help to

the fraternity. He was ui'ged to communicate
more frequently and more directly with bee-
keepers, and he expressed himself as d(>sirous to
hear from them, and especially to know upon
what subjects they wanted experiments made.
I think he has doiie this before, but. strange to
say. I believe he reported that only one man
had sent in any request as to experiments. This
should not continue.
The convention tackled the very important

item of grading honey. I think no convention
has ever had the hardihood to undertake it

before. A committee of seven, with Dr. Mason
as chairman, were insti'ucted to report a scheme
for grading. Several times the report of the
committee was called for, but each time the
reply was, "Not ready." At last the report was
that they couldn't agree. Then the convention
resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
and "rassled " with the pioblem in dead ear-
nest. But the problem "downed" the conven-
tion, and dinner time found them without an
agreement. "Too bad that we couldn't agree
upon something, and at least make some kind of

a start." was the comment of more than one
during the noon hour.
After dinner, with perhaps a little feeling of

desperation, the subject was renewed, in the
attempt to see how far there could be any
agreement. Then the good sense and the good
spirit of the convention showed itself, and each
one seemed willing to make any reasonable
concession to the views of others. So a system
of gi'ading was agreed upon, subject to the
revisional judgment of the assembled Albany
wisdom. I think it is far from a perfect system;
but it is a sUirt, and that is at least something.
Among other things, the ubiquitous question

as to Sunday closing of the World's Fair came
up. Two to one were in favor of Sunday clos-

ing, but in the interest of harmony the majori-
ty yielded. It is not entirely clear to me why
it would not have be(>n just as graceful and
proper for the minority to yield to the majority.
Although no action was taken, there was

considerable discussion as to honey being en-
titled to the same bounty from the government
as maple sugar. It was argued that the Mc-
Kiiili'V bill had so lowered the price of sugar
impoited, that the home product could not
compete. To this it was replied that the same
action had brought down the price of honey to

meet sauces made with cheap sugar.
The convention, backed by two commission

men, recommended the shipping of comb honey
in single-tier cases holding 13 or 24 sections
each. The weight of opinion seemed to favor,

for extracted hon(>.y, square 60-lb. tin cans
packed in wooden cases, two in a case, but some
were quite earnest for cheap barrels.

Publication of honey quotations had some at-

tention. The practice of publishing above or

below what could be actually obtained was
deprecated, and it was urged that those pub-
lishing quotations should give them somewhat
as they were given of staples such as butter
and wheat. That is, a man who sells on com-
mission should say at what price honey is

actually selling; and if he is a cash buyer he
should say what price he is paying.

Action was taken toward allowing the society

in future to be part and parcel of the State so-

ciety organized last winter. It was the general
opinion that this would be a good thing for both
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sides, with no disadvantage to either. In any
case, the same members will attend at Chicago,
and, with low rates so frequently available, and
such a central location, surrounded on all sides
by live bee-keepers, thei'e seems no good reason
to suppose that there will be any failure in al-

ways having a good convention in Chicago.
That prince of secretaries and bee-reporters,

W. Z. Hutchinson, was busily engaged through-
out the session in pushing liis pencil, and we
shall undoubtedly have a full report in the
proper time and place. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., Nov. r.'4.

AN OPEN LETTER TO A SUPPLY-DEALER.

DK. MILLKK URGES THE IMPORTANCE OF SMALL-
ER PACKAGES FOR SHIPMENT.

My Dear Friend— (for I consider the whole
multitude of supply-dealers as friends to bee-
keepers), you have shown yourself so accom-
modating, and have so carefully studied the
wants of your custoTuers, that I feel quite free
to suggest what I think might be still further
appreciated by your patrons. I don't mean to
say that I know more about running your busi-
ness than you do, but I know how it seems at
my end of the line better than you, and it will
do no harm anyhow for me to make sugges-
tions, and then yon can follow them or not. It
just occurs to me that you might profitably do
the same thing; that is. make suggestions to,

your customers, and, as I think more about it,

I believe that has been done to a considerable
extent.
Your advertisements and price lists leave

nothing to be desired in that line; and when an
order is sent to you it is generally acknowledg-
ed by return mail, with some hint as to when
the order will be tilled, unless it can be tilled at
once. This prompt acknowledgment of the
receipt of our orders is appreciated by us bee-
keepers.
But when the goods are received from the

railroad station, then the trouble begins. You
have plenty of hands to handle witli ease a lot
of large boxes as well as a large lot of boxes;
and, to make as little expense as possible in the
way of packing, you very often pack goods in
such large boxes that the bee-keeper who has
no extra help is almost unable to handle them
at all. You know that bee-keepers are very
likely to live out in the country, where they
can not readily get help on a lift; and a box
weighing some 300 pounds is rather a stumper
to be lifted out of a wagon and cari'ied into a
shop. I'm glad that sections have settled down
into packages of .500, even if 10,000 be sent at a
time.

I know that it co.sts a little more to pack in
two or three small boxes than it does to pack in
one large one; and I know, too, very well, that
the extra expense, first or last, comes out of the
bee-keeper's pocket; but then, I'd rather pay a
little more, directly or indirectly, and have tlie

goods in shape so I can handle them. Some-
times I have had a drayman haul out a load of
supplies for me from the station just because
they were in too large packages for me to han-
dle alone, when the amount I paid the dray-
man would have more than paid the extra ex-
pense of putting up the goods in packages small
enough to be easily handled.
Another thing that I would not lay so much

stress upon may still be woi'th considering. It
is, giving some little thought to what the pack-
ing-box may be good for after it is emptied.
Some goods are so packed as to need no box of
any sort, as hives are often packed. When
possible, that is decidedly the best plan. But

sometimes a box is put together in such a way
that, when emptied, it is of no possible use but
for kindling-wood, when a mere trifle more
would have made it a good serviceable box.
Your customer will appreciate the box on the
same principle that extracted honey sells best
in packages that can be used otlierwise when
the honey is used out of them.
Occasionally I have had goods so insecurely

packed that the railroad handling had broken
them open. That's bad, and it's almost as bad
to have them crossnailed oi" put togethei" in
such a fashion that the whole thing has to be
nearly dug to pieces in getting it ai)art. Fasten
them up just as you would if you had to open
them yourself on arrival.
Sometimes I have studied over a package no

little to know the right side to open up, and
then perhaps opened it upside down. Possibly
it didn't make any material difference, and
possibly it did. The beginner who gets his first

box of ifoundation packed as I have often seen
them will be utterly in the dark as to where to
commence opening. Some word written or
stenciled on the right side to be opened, as,

'_^)pen here " would make all clear sailing.

There is a still worse trouble, and I'm not
sure that there is any easy remedy. When s(^v-

eral packages are sent at a time, there being a
variety of articles, you study how to pack them
to the best advantage, and I often admire your
care and the ingenuity displayed in packing.
But I'd like to have you at the other end of the
line sometimes help to open. It may be that I

am in a hurry foi' some one tiling, and don't
need the others for days, perhaps not for weeks,
for it is getting more and more that bee-keepers
order in advance of their needs, and you en-
courage this by offering discounts for early or-
ders. But there is no way to know which box
contains the thing I want. I open one box at
random, and it may be that I have guessed
right; but the chance is one out of ten. If I

don't find it on top I must go to tlie bottom, so I

must empty every box till I come to what I

want.
Once I got a lot of stuff for shipping-cases pack-

ed in nine boxes weighing about 200 lbs. each.
They were all piled up in one end of the room
of the shop where they were to be made. The
first box opened did not contain a full variety of
pieces to make a shipping-case, neither did the
second, third, or fourth, although I lacked only
tlie small strips for the fi'ont, or. rather, one
kind of them. I am stating a literal fact when
I say to you that I had to open every one of
those boxes, and found in the last one the pieces
I wanted. When opened, the boxes could not
well be piled up again, and so the floor was
nearly all taken up with them, and one by one
they were emptied as the stuff was used out of
them.
I'm telling you a,bout this, not because I know

just liow to remedy it. but because I think the
difficulty at my end of the line has never occur-
red to you. and hoping that you may see some
way out. In the last case I mentioned, tlie

very best thing for me would be to have each
box contain all the kinds of pieces to make a
shipping-case, and the right number of each, so
that a certain number of complete shipping-
cases could be made before the second box
should be opened. I don't know just how diffi-

cult it would be for you to do that. Possibly
the remedy would be worse than the disease.
Perhaps you could mark on each liox what it

contained, or number the boxes, and then tell

in a letter what was in each box.

Now, don't think that I am utterly unreason-
able, and that I don't appreciate the efforts you
have made in the past to study the convenience
of your customers. If none of the things I have
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mentioned can be easily remedied, I can get
along in the future as well as in the past; and
if you can see an easy remedy I feel sure you
will apply it. C. C. Mii.lek.
Marengo. 111., Nov. 11.

[Why, doctor, yon have been studying on the
same problem we have, and we were just " get-
ting a good ready " to tell what we had done or
were about to do, in the line you suggest. Well,
perhaps we had better tell some of it now. In the
first place, our Dovetailed hives per package of
five hives require only a few ounces of crating,
and this crating is for the sides and ends. The
rest of the stuff is all boxed inside of itself; that
is, inside of the bottom -boards, in such a way
as not to mar or injure any portion of the hive.
Since rubber stamps have become so cheap we
are stenciling the contents of nearly every box
we put up. in plain letters. The object of this
is twofold: To avoid mistakes on the part of
our packers in selecting the packages; and,
second, to inform our customers, when goods
are received, what the package is and what its

contents are. Again, we have been reducing
the size of many of our boxes. Our new goods
are nearly all put up in small packages. You
say you would like to have a box or crate that
would be useful for something after it has sub-
served its purpose of protecting the goods dur-
ing shipment. Well, we are about to do some-
thing in this line. Our 12 and 24 lb. shipping-
cases are to be put up in crates with convenient
handles holding 100 and .50 cases in a crate re-
spectively, in the flat. After these are received
by the consignee, the crate is made of such size
and shape that it will hold either nine 24-lb.
cases put up, or eighteen 12-lb. cases filled with
honey. These crates are so made as to conform
to the rulings of the Western Classification
Committee: therefore bee-keepers who receive
our shipping-cases will need to preserve the
crates in which they come.
Some six or eight years ago, when the writer

was at Oberlin, studying, he used to order goods
from the Home of the Honey-bees, for local bee-
keepers. When the goods were received he was
greatly chagrined and surprised on one or two
occasions to observe that some of the small
packages had to be literally " dug open." as you
say. One of the employes had evidently driven
nails because he did not have any thing else to
do, and they were long wire nails at that. Half
the nails and half the size would have answered
just as well for ten times the distance the pack-
ages had to travel. It did not take E. R. long
to sit down and write home a genuine old-fash-
ioned " growl." Even now, when he is peram-
bulating through the packing-rooms, and finds
some new hand putting a suiplus of nails into a
box, he hears from him, because he knows what
it means to pull those same nails out again.
We have learned that it is much better, where
goods are very heavy and bulky, to bind the
boxes with band iron, and use fi-wer nails, than
to use a great lot of wire nails without the
binding.
Some customers in the South have requested

to have all their goods packed in one large box.
These cases are very rare indeed where a lower
rate of freight is obtained thereby. But even
if a lower rate were obtained, many bee-keepers
would prefer to pay more and have smaller
packages.
This will doubtless be read by all supp-ly-

dealers. and we have no doubt that they have
been making impiovements in the line indicat-
ed. When bee-keepers and supply-dealers can
get right down and consult each other's con-
venience, it will be dollars and cents in the
pockets of all parties concei'ucd.]

Ud/es' Conversazione.

INTRODUCING QUEENS IN THE FALL.

UUTDOOK FEEDINC; VS. FEEDING IN THE HIVE
FOR WINTER.

I have often seen it advised in the bee-
journals to purchase queens in the fall, as they
can be bought cheaper then, and we have more
time to see to improving our bees; but it is so
much more uncertain about their being intro-
duced safely that I would not advise purchas-
ing high-priced queens in the fall unless there
is an almost sure prospect of a honey-flow. If
the queen is killed it takes time to send for
another; or if they are left to raise one for
themselves, the colony is apt to run down, and
it is quite a risk to run—that of the young
queen becoming fertile—because, if there is no
honey-flow, there are but few drones. Tinker-
ing with bees to keep them built up in time of
a honey-dearth, and no queen, is more than
likely to prove an injury to them, even in the
hands of veteran bee-keepers. I did not, in
past years, think so: but I have come to the
conclusion that, in times when there is no
honey coming in, the fewer bees that can be
handled, if they have a queen and plenty of
honey, the better it is for that colony. In fact,
about all a colony of bees needs is a good queen,
a continuous honey-flow, and plenty of room to
store honey: but it does not seem a detriment
to them to be handled frequently, provided the
queen is not injured; but in time of a honey-
dearth, if they have even a fair queen, I would
let them alone and give them an occasional
feed out of doors, of sugar syrup in a shallow
wooden feedei', with wooden floats, made by
nailing strips of boards together, with bee-
spaces between, set up edgewise. Ours is

about 4 inches deep, 6 feet long, and 1 foot wide.
It ought not to be too heavy for a woman to
handle, as, very likely, she will have much of
the occasional feeding to do: neither should it

be small, because it takes more time to feed in
small feeders and keep them clean. The little

boards that the floats are made of should not be
of too thin lumber, because they will give out
too soon: nor of too heavy lumber, because
they should float readily on top of the syrup,
and sink when the syrup is taken out. For 100
colonies there should be at least three such
feeders, to give sufficient room for all, that
they may take it up quickly and not alight
upon each other. It makes the colonies in
much better heart, this occasional feeding
when no nectar is secreted in the flowers.
We found that 100 colonies would take up 12

quarts, which would be about half a teacupful
to the hive, in about 1.5 minutes after they had
been fed several times. It was surprising to
see how quickly the news would spread over
the apiary that the syrup was coming. We
feed at all times of the day, just when most
convenient, but when warm so the bees could
fly readily. If the neighbors' bees got any it

did them good. So much time is saved in thus
feeding outdoors, that it more than pays our
loss of a little syrup. If bees are two miles
away they get but little of the syrup, as it is

taken up so quickly, and the feeder is aban-
doned very soon after the feed is taken up. As
oui' bees are mostly Italians, and the neighbors'
are nearly all blacks, we can tell when their
bees come.
You say in your footnotes to my article in

Gleanings of Oct. 15. that one objection to

feeding sweetened water is, that it sours so

soon. I would not feed it so weak that the bees
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would not take it up readily, nor so much at a
time that it would have time to sour before
they work it all. Sometimes, when I would
take a pailful down to replenish the feeder, it

would not all be gone then. If it is poured in

slowly in one spot, as the feed causes the feeder-
float to rise it carries the bees up with it. and the
bees back out as the syrup rises: and if the
weather is not too cold it will not hurt them if

a little syrup gets on them, if not too thick.
Last spring they seemed to get daubed, and
some would not get back to their hives when
the syrup was rich: but this fall we fed syrup
jtist as rich with no such ti'ouble. I think it

was because we gave them more room, and the
wind was not so chilly when we fed. This fall

we fed out of doors in a sunny place, the ground
covered with leaves, and with room for all to
work. After feeding up for winter (we fed
about 4Vj barrels to 22.t colonies, and some colo-
nies had enough to winter) there was about
half a barrel of sugar left: and as the bees were
short of feed we fed the half-barrel outdoors,
and also quite a large number of brood-combs
that had just a littlehoney in them, some more
and some less. They did not quarrel over the
honey in combs nor in the feeders. Because
there" was i-oom for all. I think, was the reason
there was scarcely any loss of bees.
Those feeders make good watering-troughs

for bees when not needed for feeding. The
only objection is. they become foul when used
for watering, and are hardly clean enough un-
less they are thoroughly scraped and scalded.
If left dry they may leak: but I heated rosin
and lard (just enough lard so that the rosin
would not be too brittle, and not enough to
make the rosin soft. .>^o that the bees would
stick to it), then poured in the rosin, a little at
a time, very hot. and let it run down one side,

and a little more for the ends, holding up the
trough so that the rosin run along the cracks
only where joined together, being careful not
to miss any place.
We had quite a number of supers with just a

little black honey in the sections. We tried
piling them up out of doors with just room
enough for half a dozen bees or so to get in at
a time: but they would kill each other so badly
that we carried them back to the honey-house.
"When we fed in feeders or brood-combs we
could take out those sections and set around on
top of hives, and there was no fighting: but
they soil the sections too much. If caps are
unsealed, and then removed just as quickly as
the honey is all gone, they are not injured
much. The cappings are wasted if not shaved
off or put on a broad board.

Roseville, 111., Nov. 10. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

[We have read your article with considerable
interest. It would be a great saving of time if

we could manage to feed outdoors, and yet over-
come all the ditticulties. To many of us the
feeding of so many bees belonging to neighbors
would render the practice unprofitable: and
even if the neighbors were of the kind and gen-
tler sort, willing to pay their share, it would be
hard to decide what would be fair for all ijarties
concerned. One difficulty that we experienced
years ago was. that the stronger colonies would
get a good deal more than their proportionate
amount of feed, while the weaker ones would
have a great deal less than they ought to have.
In other words, it would cost us more to feed up
outdoors on account of the unequal distribution
of stores than it would to feed each colony the
exact amount it required in the hive. Outdoor
feeding is a splendid thing to keep the bees out
of mischief, during a dearth of honey. If we
could buy up all the neighbors' bees, and equal-
ize the strength of the colonies throughout the

apiary, perhaps we could feed quite satisfacto-
rily outdoors for winter. But feeding is a very
small job with us. We have about two dozen
large Miller feeders. The amount required for

each hive is marked on each cover or each slate,

and the feeders are put on during the day. To-
ward evening, with our large feeding-cans we
go around and pour out by measui'e the amount
each colony will need, and the feeding with the
colony is done for the whole year. We do it all

at once. Two hours' time every day toward
evening for a week will feed up a hundred col-

onies.
In regard to introducing queens in the fall,

there is a little more danger if vou leave the
colony to its own sweet will. We recommend
feeding the colony a little if it is during a hon-
ey-dearth, before introducing. The condition
of the hive then, although artificially brought
about, is nearly the same as during the honey-
flow. Mr. Hutchinson, in his " Advanced Bee
Culture."' makes this a strong point for success-
ful introducing.]

ORDER IN THE APIARY.

A PLACK FOR EVERY THING. AXD EVERY
THING IN ITS PLACE.

I wonder if it troubles other bee-keepers as
much as it does us to keep things picked up
and put in place. Our out-apiaries are gener-
ally in good shape, for we think we must
straighten things up there before we leave. It

is the home apiary that suffers. It is -so easy
to think we must rest a little before putting
things straight, and we are too tired to do
another bit of work that night, and as it's at
home we can easily fix thinss up in the morn-
ingl In the moi'uing something else is very apt
to interfere with the cleaning-up. and it goes
until a more convenient time, and sometimes
things get pretty well stirred up before that
convenient time comes.

I don't mean to say that we never pick things
up the same day. but that .sometimes they are
left, and I believe we are almost always sorry
for it. Jk)ioic I am. It doesn't take such a
great amount of time or strength either to do it

at once, and the amount of comfort it gives to
know that everv thing is in good shape more
than pavs. Aside from the comfort, there is a
great deal wasted by leaving things lying
around, and a great deal of time wasted in look-
ing for them.

It is a great deal better to drive our work
than to let it drive us. If we once get behind
it is extremely hard to catch up. I know there
are times when a certain amount of work must
be done in a day. and by the time that is done
we are so utterly worn out that it would
scarcely be wise to attempt any thing else. In
that case the straightenins-up would better be
postponed—but that doesn't often happen.
Perhaps some bee-keepers don't do any

stirring-up in their apiaries, consequently don't
need to do any straightening-up at night. But
ours often looks as though a cyclone had struck
it. only perhaps the cyclone would have swept
things cleaner. I have often looked around our
apiary at night, after a busy day. with genuine
dismay, and wondered if it ever would be re-
duced to any thing like order. But it always
came out all right in a short time, if we only
went to work at it right away.

It's a good deal the same with our shop. We
have our ''clarin' up" times, as Dinah had.
and every thing is put in apple-pie order. Then
we firmly resolve that every thing shall be
kept so. For a time all goes on swimmingly.
Then some one gets in a hurry, drops a tool
where it doesn't belong, or perhaps a lot of stuflf
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conies in boxes that must be opened, making a
big muss, which, in the hurry of the moment,
is left, and so it goes, one thing after another,
until any one might easily imagine that things
never were in order and never would be.

A bee-keeper always has many odds and ends
as well as regular tools and fixtures to store
away until needed. They are sure to be needed
some time, but the problem is to keep them all

in plain sight so they can be readily found
when wanted without having to spend more
time looking for them than they are worth.
We sometimes nail boxes against the wall,
forming little cupboards in which the odds and
ends are placed, or any thing we wish to store,

such as T tins, wire stoppers for hives, etc.

Then by glancing around the room we can
usually find what we want, without much
trouble. Emma Wilson.
Marengo, 111.

[Your remarks on order ai'e excellent. From
what w(> saw on our visit to Dr. Miller's we
have no doubt that you practice what you
preach. It is a good deal easier to keep things
in order every day than it is to have a general
" clarin" up " once a month; but we suspect
that, if you were to visit the ajiiary at the
Home of "the Honey-bees during the busy sea-
son, you might wonder whether we ever had a
' clarin' up." While we are dictating, we cast
our eyes over our office desk. It looks decidedly
neglected—books, pajjers, manuscripts, electro-
types, bee-traps—well, ^^e won't say any more,
because we ai'e ashamed already. We have de-
cided to have a clarin' up before Dr. Miller and
W. Z. Hutchinson give us a call. If folks
would only let us ?fj(0ir when they are coming,
we would try to have the grass cut down from
our entrances, hives all leveled up, tools all i)ut

away, and our desk in apple-jjie order.]

Our Quest/on - Box,

WITH REPLIES FROM OUR BEST AUTHORITIES.

Question 197. After <i swarm has issued
wo}Ud you advise introducing a laying queen
to the parent hive, or let them raise a queen of
their own f

I introduce a laving queen.
Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

For general practice I think It better to let

them rear their queen.
Michigan. C. A.J.Cook.

Where one has skill and time to rear and in-
troduce queens, introduce them; otherwse, let

them develop their own.
California. S. R. Wilkin.

If they are No. 1 bees, I would ; if they are not,
I would improve the opportunity of introduc-
ing a good one.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Hakrison.

I don't know. I haven't had experience. I

rather think if I let them swarm I'd follow in
the same line and let them raise a queen.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

Let them develop their own queen, which is

'already half developed at the time the swarm
issues. Do not introduce any queen.
Michigan. S. W. James Heddon.

Yes; for by so doing I gain time, prevent
second swarms, and run no risk of having a

queenless hive by the young queen getting lost

on her bridal tour.
Louisiana. E. C. P. L. Viai,lox.

That would depend much upon locality. If
you -have a fall flow of honey, and need the
bees, introduce a queen to the parent colony.
If not. let them raise a queen.
Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

With our honey resources I should prefer to
have them raise a queen of their own. With
present prices of honey, the bee-keeper should
avoid labor that does not pay.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

My practice is, to let them raise their own.
Eggs require about six weeks to eventuate in

honey-gatherers; and six weeks after swai'ining
time, the harvest, in many localities, is over.
Ohio. N. W. E. E. Hasty.

It will be the most profitable to let the par-
ent colony raise a queen of their own, because
such queens count among the healthiest and
best queens raised. But all after-swarms should
be prevented.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

If I had good laying queens, with no other
use for them, I would introduce them at this
time. Usually I prefer to introduce a virgin
queen that I know has been raised from good
stock.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

We should prefer introducing a laying queen
of choice stock, if we had one; and we would
then destroy all the queen-cells to prevent fur-
ther swarming. If, however, the colony thus
swarming was a choice one, we would not hesi-
tate to let them raise their own queen.

Illinois. N. W. Dadant & Son.

If it is an early swarm I should prefer to in-
troduce a queen. A later swarm toward the
close of the honey-flow might be allowed to
raise their own queen. I want egg-laying to
go on briskly when there is a pj'ospect of those
eggs hatching bees that will gather honey.
New York. E. Rambler.

With us, Avith our short honey season, I would
rather let them raise their own queen. If we
should introduce a laying queen after the sea-
son was so far advanced, bees hatched from her
eggs would never gather any surplus honey for
us, as the season would be over before they
would hatch out. I would much rather not
feed brood at that time. Let the bees put all

their force to gathering honey.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

I would let them raise their own queen. In
this locality the giving of a laying queen causes
the parent hive to swarm again right in the
midst of the honey-harvest, which is a great
detriment; while the bees produced from the
eggs laid by this queen during the first two
weeks of her stay in the hive become consumers
at the end of the harvest, so here again it is

a disadvantage without any recompense, as
these bees all die before winter, so are of no
advantage, even for this purpose.
New York. C. G. M. Doolttti>e.

I would say to most people, let them raise a
queen of their own if the stock is desirable; if

not, cut out all queen-cells and give them a cell

from a choice colony. But my method is. to cut
out all queen-cells the fourth day after they is-

sue, and again in 8 days; and in two or three
days after. I run in a virgin queen raised from
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a choice stock. My experience is, that, if a
laying queen is introduced too soon, another
swarm is liable to issue, as they also are if al-

lowed to hatched a queen; but by keeping them
queeuless 14 or 1.5 days they are then iiope-

iessiy queenless, and will accept a vii'gin queen,
and will not swarm.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

Give th(^m a laying queen if you have one to

spare; but every one does not have laying
queens waiting ai'ound for that purpose. In
my plan of management I so reduce the num-
bers in the old colony that it does not matter so
much if they do not have a laying queen for a
few days till they can rear one from some of

the most advanced queen-cells. My plan is, to

give all combs and adhering bees but two
frames to the new c-olony, removing to a new
stand whei'e. with swarming impulses satisfied,

they work with a will, and gather more honey
than they would if they had not swarmed at
all; and the few left on the old stand will

build up into a good colony for next year.
Wisconsin. S. W. S.' I. Fkeekorn.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

PATENTS ON BEE- HIVES.

Another patent has just been issued on a bee-
hive. It is dated Nov. 10, 1891, and was given
to Reuben H. Ewing, of Iowa. It is the old
story—a moth-proof hive—worthless and use-
less, with not a new feature in it. Here is the
claim of the so-called invention:

^ The bee-hive A, having- a borizoutal bottom B,
with tlie central hole h, just largre enougli to allow
the bees to pass through it, and an upwardly con-
vex bottom C, whose oiiposltely inclined sides meet
in a vertex c, diiectly under the said hole, and just
far enough tlterefioni to jjermit the bees to reach
the hole, the said hive being provided witli opposite
entrances c' c' for the bees and moths between said
bottoms, as shown and described.

DThe inventor does not even know the sex of
worker bees, as will be seen by the follow-
ing from specifications, where it is called he
every time.

The tendency of the bee is to move upwardly;
•and as soon as lie readies the vertex c he will make
for the- entrance b, while tlie moth will travel up
one side of the bottom O, and down the other,
thereby failing to get into the honey or bee-cham-
bers at all, not being able to reach the hole b, even
if inclined to do so.

taWhat a pity it is to fool away good money for
such a worthless patent!
What stupidity it is to maintain a lot of use-

less "examiners" to apjirove of inventions, the
practical workings of which they know nothing
about!
What dishonesty it is to grant patents, over

and over again, to different persons on precisely
the same thing!
What rohhery it is to take the money of the

credulous inventor and render no equivalent for
it!

In this case the patentee has sold one-half of
the" invention " in advance to secure the money
to get a patent, which, for practical purposes,
is not worth the paper it is printed upon! Bah!
— AmericAin Bee Journal.

BLACK BEES SUPERIOK TO ITALIANS.

The Italians are doomed in this section—too
much swarming and too little honey, and too
much stinging. Now, when my native brown
bees were booming on buckwheat and storing

beautiful amber honey in supers, one-pound
boxes, the Italians were gathering honey-dew
and using it all up in raising brood, and in
swarming and clustering, five or six swarms
together; and they balled all tln^ queens, and
then all the bees would go to one hive that is-

sued one swarm, and pile on so you could not
see any thing but a pile of bees. VVell, I learn-
ed how to separate them, but it's a muss and
bother. I have five brown (or native) colonies
that did not swarm this year noi' last. One
queen is two years old; but the other four
queens superseded young queens, and one colo-
ny has the second young queen this year, and
hasn't swarmed out for two years, and has filled

eighty one-pound boxes of the whitest honey
you ever looked at, and 8 Langstroth frames of
buckwheat honey, and two frames, half of hon-
ey and lialf of bi'ood, at this date, Oct. .5. Said
hive is a Chautauqua double-walled hive with
two supers and one top. Seth Nelson.
Wistar, Pa., Oct. 0.

A STKONG testimonial FOR THE IMPORTED
ITALIANS.

You have given brood-frames a good, long,
and thorough discussion; now if you would give
the queen subject as good an overhauling it

would be very interesting to me, but may be
not to the majority of the readers of Glean-
ings. I have been studying, and putting to
practical test this subject of queen-breeding
for about ten years, and I have never been able
to buy more than one queen that came up to
my own raising for honey, and that was an
untested one I got of A. I. Root in August, 18tK).

I told him I wanted a daughter of an imported
mother, and I suppose that was what I got;
but she was so dark that I was ashamed to
show her to a bee-man who happened to be at
the office when I got her. But I am not asham-
ed of her bees nor of the pile of honey they
put up the past summer; and, besides, the
queen led off a fine swarm and made .5(5 sections
of honey after filling a new hive of 10 Simplicity
frames. I then divided the old colony, and
made two out of that, and got a crate of 28
sections partly filled from one of them, and got
38 sections before they swarmed. Of course,
that is not big for some localities; but for this
one I do not think it can be surpassed. I have
bought several fine queens, and then would
have to discard them and then stock up after-
ward on account of their poor qualities. I like
extra fine bees, such as five-banded, to look at
as well as any one; and if I can find those that
will come up to the three-banded, such as the
daughters of imported mothers produce, I want
them, and will willingly pay .fo.OO apiece for
queens that will produce strictly five-banded
bees, and come up to what I have for honey.
Poplar Flat, Ky., Oct. 26. L. C. Calvert.

[Your letter seems to argue that we have
been giving some attention to the matter of
good queens. It is hard to get a strain of bees
that will invariably duplicate certain qualities;
but our imported stock come the nearest to it.

Our dark bees generally do little the best in
honey, and so far are the hardiest in winter.]

YELLOW OCHER VS. WHITE-LEAD PAINT.

We note what you say on page 864 about
white lead for a body paint to hives. Having
had a number of years experience along this
line, we several years ago tried yellow ocher
instead of white, and have nearly half of our
hives painted a light straw color We find it

lasts much better than white, as the hives thus
painted two years ago still have a bright ap-
pearance, while those painted wiiite turn quite
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dark in color after a few years' exposure to the
weather, and appear more weather-beaten than
those in which yellow ocher was used. A very
good grade of ocher at 3 cts. per lb. will answer;
and if a dainty light yellow is wanted, chrome
yellow can be used in the second coat instead
of the ocher. Our hives thus treated show no
more discomfort to their inmates than the ones
painted white. Jno. Neijel & Son.
High Hill, Mo.

[Yes, sir; there is no disputing,the fact about
the sticking qualities of yellow ocher. We
somewhat question the advisability of using
chrome yellow. It lacks permanence, and
thereforore ought not to be mixed with a hive
paint.]

AN UNFAVOKABI-E REPORT FROI THE FIVE-
BANDED BEES.

You do not seem to be booming the tive-band-
ed bees for gentleness as you did a while back
in your c>dvertisements. I purcliased 14 In
August. ISiK), and have wished all summer that
some one else had them. I will not have them
after next spring. Jam going to give them to
a friend who has th(> rheumatism. If there is

any thing in the theory that bee-stings are good
for rheumatism they will cure him. I do not
expect to be troubled with it; for if there were
any rheumatic microbes in my system the five-
banded doctors thoroughly paralyzed them dur-
ing the past season. Wm. L. Ewing.
Vincennes, Ind., Nov. 2.

[We never boomed the five-banded bees in
any pai'ticular. You must have some other
fellow in mind. It is but fair to remark, that
not all five-banded bees are bad stingers. Those
we saw at Mr. Doolittle's were very gentle.
Those extra yellow bees bred from Cyprian
stock are vicious, or apt to be so.] E. R.

SPARE THE BIRDS.

I have taken quite an interest in the king-
bird talk, and must say that, in our country,
they don't seem to make* bee-killing an especial
business. They are mostly abroad in the fields,

intent on picking up bugs, crickets, etc.. like
other birds. Other birds, too, seem to prey
upon the bee-hive. The cat-bird is evidently
as active an enemy of the bee, for I have seen
them fly about my hives even more than the
king-bird. I think we ought to spare the birds,
for it is plain to be seen that they are becoming
scai'cer every year; and before we pass the sen-
tence of death on any species we should ask
ourselves which are of more consequence, the
birds or the bees.
Preston, Minn. F. A. Cummings.

"done splendidly;" closed-end frames.
I have done splendidly with my bees this

year, and I attribute my success to Gleanings
and your A B C. I am using the closed-end
standing frame with the Bristol bottom-board.
and several other parts of hives that I have
combined together for a double or single walled
hive and cheapness combined. The old bee-men
of this section say they have not seen any thing
to surpass it for comb honey; of course, it would
be nothing new to you, as it was mostly taken
from Gleanings. Chas. Howell.
Hackettstown, X. J., Nov. .5.

A PRACTICAL TEMPERANCE SERMON ESPECIAL-
LY FOR FARMERS AND MARKET-GAR-

DENERS.
A man in this city, located next door to a liq-

uor-saloon, sells over 1.50 quarts of milk every
day, by the glass. We know that many men
drink this ice-cold milk who would otherwise

drink beer. The sale of milk by the glass has
largely increased during the past few years,
and this increased trade is about the healthiest
temperance sign we know of. Any one who
knows tfie life of our large cities must under-
stand that a harmless substitute for the saloon is

necessary if real tempei-ance progress is to be ex-
pected. Theoiy is one thing, an actual factis an-
other. There are thousands of men who drink liq-

uors, even to excess, because they do not find a
non-intoxicant that they like. Pui'e cold milk
suits them, and they will drink it in place of beer.
Let the temperance organizations spend some
of their money in locating these milk-saloons
close by the door of every rnm-shop in the city.
They will thus do practical work for temper-
ance, and at the same time provide a new mar-
ket for mUk.—Rural New-Yorker.

A NOVEL METHOD OF FORMING SEED-BOXES.

The inclosed was received rather too late last

year to be seasonable. Our friends who raise

plants on a small scale will probably find it con-

venient.

Mr. Root:—Inclosed find a rough sketch of a
novel little hoibed kept warm with hot bricks
—soapstone would he best—I am using in my
window to force a few tomato-plants. Shallow
cigar-boxes are very convenient for holding the
soil: and as they are about .5 inches wide and
S}4 long. I would suggest that the inside of the
main box be 16x9x(i deep, so a 10x18 window-
glass can be laid over the top of all, to retain
the heat and moisture until the seed have
sprouted through the ground. We can readily
see that most of the heat must pass up through
the shallow boxes of dirt if they are fitted close.

AVINDOW HOTBED, TO BE KEPT \\^ARM BY
THREE HOT BRICKS UNDER THE PLANT-

BOXES.

or raw cotton can be pushed down between and
around the boxes to close the vent. The bricks
can be warmed easily on top of the stove, and
will retain the heat some time. All seed-beds
should be kept quite moist until the delicate
little plants have straightened themselves up
through the soil. .L S. Reese.
Winchester, Ky.

EPILOBIUM, OR GREAT WILLOW HERB.

From my front door, looking over the valley
of the Jordan River. I see 100 acres, a solid pur-
ple sea of the beautiful Indian pink, purple fire-

weed, or. correctly speaking, Epilohlum (OH/h.s-
tifoUxin. or great willow herb. It is not only a
feast of beauty to the eye, but a flow of lioney
to the greedy bees, who neglect even the loaded
linden bloom for the delicious white nectar of
this grand honey-producer. Happy indeed is

the apiarist who lives in the land where this
plant reigns supreme among weeds.

—

Rural
New-Vorlier.
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THE GARDEN CITY ALFALFA FIELDS PAINTED
IN TOO HIGH colors; SEE PAGE 894.

Almost too flattering are the reports from
Southwest Kansas, in Gleanings for Nov. 15,

page 894. Mr. McKeever gives this country a
pretty good pufi': and although he is a preach-
er, he is also a boomer for this section of coun-
try. Now, I do not want to be hard on Mr.
McKeever; I only want the facts stated. I will
give my report for 1891.

I received from ;35 stands, spring count, 800
lbs. of comb honey in 1-lb. sections; 1200 lbs. of
extracted honey—about .55 lbs. per stand—and
increased to 40 colonies in fair condition for
winter. Mr. McKeever says, on page 894, that
we have from .50 to (50 stands apiece. I have 35
stands, and Mr. Colton has (55. They came far
from an average of 90 lbs. of comb honey. It
will worry them to make that much extracted
honey on an average. One hive made 180 lbs.,

but it was not all comb honey; neither were
the bees from one of Doolittle's tested queens,
and they did not swarm.

Alfalfa does not yield honey all the season

—

only at certain times. This season our flow
was from the 15th of July to the last of August.
Last season the surplus flow was in June. He
says we can't supply the demand for bees at i'lO

a stand. A person can not sell 20 stands of bees
in this country. There are not so many thou-
sand acres of alfalfa here. It is diminishing.
We get fair crops of honey because our apiaries
are small. The country will be overstocked
with bees just like Arizona in a very few years.
This section is not like the Eastern States, be-
cause there is nothing to furnish honey except
the alfalfa. Wild flowers amount to nothing;
fruit-bloom helps to build up in spring some.

I only wish to give the public the facts about
this country. There would be a good many
disappointed in coming out here after reading
his letter. In this market we have not sold 200
lbs. of honey this season. We have to ship
most of our honey east or west, and we do not
get over 15 cts. for comb honey after the high
freight is paid.

I would not advise people to leave a fair lo-

cation and come here to better themselves. I

made the move and am here, and, of course,
will stay. We can not make moves every day.
It is a great expense to move.

Frank H. Howard.
Garden City, Kan., Nov. 20.

[What we desire to have are the facts in the
case. Perhaps our friend McKeever has seen
or heard only the bright side.]

GETTING DISCOURAGED WITH HEES.

There are a few reasons why I can not make
a success canvassing for Gleanings. I can
find but few men who care for their bees.
When I find a good bee-keeper he is posted.
The three years past have been so poor that
many have gone out of the business. Many
farmers are satisfied with the knowledge they
get from their agricultural papers, and will not
take a bee-paper. I wish the Home talks could
be introduced into every home in our land, and
their teachings heeded and practiced. Like
many others I would have destroyed my bees
if it had not been for you. You say, " Hold on
one year longer." I mean to try one year longer.
Bancroft, Mich., Nov. 11. Luther Pratt.

TWO PUNIC VIRGIN QUEENS THAT " TURNED UP
MISSING."

I see Dr. Miller says in Stray Straws, that,
after his Punic queen had commenced to lay in

fine shape, she suddenly disappeared. I re-
ceived two virgin Punic queens from friend
Pratt. They were safely introduced, and in 25

days I found young bees hatching out. One
was mated to an Italian drone, the other Car-
niolan. Two or three weeks ago I found both
colonies queenless. My Punics. like Dr. Miller's,
had suddenly and mysteriously disappeared.

T. K. Massie.
Concord Church, W. Va., Oct. 20.

THE AVAY IN WHICH LIME ACTS AS A FERTIL-
IZER.

The effect of lime to render stiff soils less ad-
hesive is well shown by an experiment of Prof.
Hilgard. Let any clay or tough clay soil, he
says, be worked into a plastic mass with water
and then dried; the result will be a mass of al-
most stony hardness. But add to some of the
same paste half a per cent of caustic lime and a
diminuation of plasticity will be obvious at
once, even in the wet condition; and, on drying,
the mass will fall into a pile of crumbs at a
mere touch. In this way clay soils may be
made "warmer" or '-mellower"' by adding
caustic lime.

—

Rural New-Yorker.

DR. MILLER AND PROF. COOK AS CONTRIBUTORS
TO GLEANINGS.

Please continue Gleanings for another year.
I had thought of doing without it; but, come
to think of it, I can not. I would rather go to
bed without my supper twice each month than
to miss Gleanings. I never had a book so in-
teresting: and the more Dr. C. C. Miller and
Prof. Cook have to say, the more interesting it
is. Mr. Miller writes nothing in Gleanings
that I miss. James Pratt.
Corning. la.. Oct. 27.

BEES DID POORLy.
Bees did poorly in this part of the State.

Many got no swarms, no surplus, and have to
feed for winter. One of my neighbors with 40
colonics, spi-ing count, will have to feed 800 lbs.
of sugar or let his bees starve. I got 800 boxes
from 30 colonies, spring count. My other yards
I haven't counted up yet.

^ , ^
Rev. James Andrews.

Red House. N. Y., Nov. 16.

'done nobly."'

Bees have done nobly this season. From 25
stocks I secured 20f)0 lbs. of honey, mostly of fine
flavor. The flow from aster was not as profuse
this fall as usual, on account of excessive dry-
ness. However, I secured about 300 lbs. from
that source. R. E. Beauchamp
Adairville, Ky., Nov. 13.

bee-keepers getting thick.
One year ago there were scarcely any bees

here; but now you can hardly throw a rock
without hitting a bee-keeper. It begins to look
as if this section would be overstocked soon
with bees. Nearly all who are here are inex-
perienced; but the success of most the past
season has been good. Logan K. Rayburn.
Acton. Cal., Nov. 4.

BEES PAYING BETTER THAN FARMING.
I had 70 stands of bees, spring count; increas-

ed to 102, and got .56.50 lbs. of comb honey, all in
sections, all nice and white, except about 125
lbs. It pays better than farming.
Dover, Mich., Nov. 21. A. N. Whitlock.

THE ORIGIN of BAMFUZZLE AND BUMFUZZLE.
In reading the proceedings of the California

Bee - keepers' Association I was somewhat
amused at the u.se of the word "bamfuzzle." I
had almost forgotten it. I had heard it used
many times when a boy, only it was called bum
instead of bamfuzzle. Who the originator of
the word was, I am not able to tell; but it was
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used in this way: When the old farmers got
their, cider made in the fall, and put into the
barrels tliey would let it stand, and would say,

"Let it bumfuzzle:" that is. let it work a little,

and throw out and off the impurities. Some
would let it bumfuzzle longer than others. Tlie
longer it bumfuzzled, the harder and stronger
would be the cider. When it had bumfuzzled
to suit the man's taste it was racked off, put
into a clean cask, and tightly bunged up for

winter; so tiie meaning of tlie word seems to be
tocleanfic ov lopu.rifii; and perhaps tlu> presi-

dent was only doing his duty when he was try-

ing to bumfuzzle them. There is a great deal
of bumfuzzling needed in many places.
Atwood. 111., Nov. 23. J. W. C. Gray.

Our Homes and My Neighbors.

Lord, remember me wlien tliou coraest into thy
kingdom. Luke 33:42.

While spending Sunday in the city of Lan-
sing. Mich.. I, of course, as is my habit, attend-
ed as many religions meetings as possible.

During the afternoon I met some pleasant-
looking young men on the streets, who were
passing out cards. One of the cards read as
follows:

"THE DETECTIVE."

A TALK FOR MEN

CHAS. E. THOMAS.
SUNDAY, AT 4 O'CLOCK P. M.,

at the Young Men's Christian Association Rooms

YOV ARE INVITED.—Social fionu fsei-vicc.

and short talks every night diuiim the
week at 7:30.

At four o'clock I was promptly on hand for

the address. The speaker was a converted
lawyer. He handled his subject much as law-
yers" do in pleading a case. There is something
wonderfully interesting to me in hearing a
lawyer plead Christ's cause. They are accus-
tomed to give their subject a certain kind of
intense thought and study that we seldom meet
among the clergy. His hearers were mostly
young men. Toward the close of his discourse
he gave us a thought that was new to me—at
least he presented it so as to give one side of it

I had never thought of before. I wish I could
present it to you, deal' friends, as he presented
it to us on that Sunday afternoon: and may
the Holy Spirit guide me as I undertake the
task.
The theme was the crucifixion, as you will

gather fiom the text. He called onr attention
especially to the two thieves on the cro.ss. They
were botJi sinners. In fact, one of them said as
much; and Mark tells us that "they that were
crucified with him reviled him;" Matthew tells

us that the people were reviling him, and say-
ing, "He trusted in God; let him have him now
if he will: for he said. I am the Son of God."
And then Matthew goes on to say further,
"The thieves also which were crucified with
him cast the same in his teeth." Finally one
of the thieves, beholding the Son of God, and
perhaps being impressed with his demeanor
and his meekness under all his sufferings and
cruel taunts, seemed to notice him more closely:

and when his companion said. "If thou be the
Christ, sas'e thyself and us," he rebuked him, say-
ing, " Dost thou not fear God, seeing thou art in

the same condemnation?" And then he adds,
"And ire indeed J»sf?i/, for we receive the due

reward of our deeds; but this man hath done-
nothing amiss." You see, he acknowledged
that their punishment was just; and this par-
ticular one. instead of railing at his persecutors
—instead of finding fault witii the laws of the
land, and Instead of blaming the Son of God for
their cruel tortiu'e, he acknowledges the justice,
and in the same breath confesses that Jesus,
unlike him and his c(mip(tni(>n, is innocent.
Finally, as he approaches death, in a very few
simple words he makes a faint and feeble con-
fession of Christ Jesus, acknowledging his
power, and shows a glimpse of a feeble sort of
faith. Hebelieves in the Savior, and he trusts
him, at least a little. At the same time he
seems to have such a glimpse of his own griev-
ously sinful life that he evidently does not
expect i'e7^y much nor seem to have very much
hope. He turns and speaks to the suffering
Redeemer, and says, simply, " Lord, remember
me when thou comest into thy kingdom." He
does not ask for pardon: perhaps he does not
deem it possible that such a thing can happen;
but he ventures to ask the Savior to remember
him. He evidently has heard something of
Jesus' kingdom; possibly he has heard others
talk about this kingdom, even if he has not at
some pi'evious time heard Jesus himself speak.
The I'eply of the Savior was as simple and brief
as the confession of the penitent thief: but, oh
what a promise was summed up in those few
words—"Verily I say unto you. To-day shalt
thou be with me in pdradise''!

For many long years I have ti'ied to think
what a wonderful privilege it would be to be
with the Savior, as the disciples once went with
him here on earth. When I I'ead of how Jesus
called to the blind man, it has seemed to me as if

I would rather hear his voice calling me than to
have any other wish granted that this world or
this (Uiii'ej'se has to offer. And this poor thief
was honored with a promise of the privilege of
being with Christ Jesus. Yes. and he was
cheered amid his deathly agony by the promise
that it should be done "to-day.'' And, finally,

he was to be with him in paradise. All this

was his reward for just those few words of
recognition and of acceptance, and as a reward
for that simple prayer, "Lord, remember me."
" Now." said the speaker. " we come to the

point of this illustration. These two thieves
were sinners—yes. hardened ci'iminals. They
confessed it. and did not dispute it. When one
continued to I'all and taunt the Savior, the
other turned and defended him while he rebuk-
ed his companion. He turned from crime and
sin to Jesus and justice. The two thieves had
gone thus far through life side />{/ side, but now
they separate. A sharp dividing line comes
between them. One confesses Christ, and asks
to be remembered by him; the other one dies
as he had lived." The speaker went on to say,
"Dear brothers, the line that separated the two
thieves separates us hei'e to-night; and part of

you. in your own hearts, decline to recognize
the claims of the Son of God. You decline to

ask him to be your help, your intercessor, your
friend, your spokesman. Those of you on the
other side of the line have chosen him—have
believed in him, and are resting in his promises
and in his willingness to save. Oh will you not
—at least one of you—come 'over the line'*'

* oil ! tender and sweet was tlie Master's voice
As he loving'ly called to me,

" Come over the line—it is only a step—
I am waiting, my child, for thee."

"Over the line," hear the sweet refrain;
Anttels are chanting the heavenly strain :

" Over the line!" wlij' should 1 remain
With a step between me and Jesus'^
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to-night?" Then h« startlod me by the
thought tliat this very dividing line separates
not only tlie andience embraced in one little

room, but it separates and divides the wliole
wide world; and since that meeting 1 have had
the thought in mind as I meet friends and ac-
quaintances; and it seems to me I can pick
them out one by one. Dear friends, is it nqt
true? and are we not all on one side or the
other? The »Sun of God has invited us all. He
has said, "'Come unto nie, all ye that labor and
are heavy laden." He has said, also, " Him that
Cometh unto me I will in no wise cast out." He
attested his divine commission by the miracles
In the olden time, and by more recent miracles
•of modern date. 1 mean these miracles that
we see all round about us—these spectacles of
penitent thieves and reformed men in every
walk in life. A part of the world come to him,
believe in him, and live and die trusting in him.
Anothei' part reject and scoff and ridicule, and
find fault. Dear reader, can yuu not. as your
«yes rest on this printed page, relent enough to

say as did that poor thief on the cross, "Lord,
remember lae when thou comest into thy king-
dom"? Oil how e<isy it seems to me, as 1 go
about through the world, and meet men and
women—yes, and little children—why should
they object? why should anybody object to
such a choice? There is something so inspir-
ing in the thought of leaving the world with
Its trials and burdens, and coming to Jesus,
that it animates me and wakes me up at just
the thought of it. Oh how I do long—how I do
hunger and thirst to hear people say, in the
language of our text, "Lord, remember ine" !

One has to humble himself, I know; one has to
acknowledge that he needs a Savior—that he is

not all-sufficient in himself. Sometimes I think
one needs to be in trouble. Again and again
have I seen men and boys in jail. During the
first few days they would lean back in their
chairs with proud indifference, and say, " Well,
they can keep me here just as long as they
have a mind to. I think 1 can stand it to be
boarded and lodged free of chai'ge. just as long
us they Hud any comfort and satisfaction- in
keeping me here." But as the days and the
weeks and the iiiontlts pass by, this proud spirit
becomes suljdued. I do not think that I have
ever known one who did not sooner or later give
up and beg piteously to lie restored to liberty.
One of these friends once said to-rae, " Mr. Eoot.
I do not believe any human being ought under
any circumstances to lie punislied as / have
been punished here, by being kept in this pris-
on with nothing to do." He was restless and
wild, and he was stubborn and unyielding; but
he was kept in close continement with nothing
to do and nothing to work at, and it finally

broke his stubborn will. And so I think some-
times it needs great trials, great losses, and
perhaps great .SKjf'c/'Ing, to subdue us, to bring
us to the point where we are willing to ash for

help. V(fry likely it was a great trial to this

poor thief; but his sufferings and anguish came
and subdued him. Death was before him.
There was no promise or hope of relief except
i?).ro(/-(7/(. Christ Jesus. Is there any promise or

hope for ijou, dear friend, outside of this "God-
man " ? Are you not iveary of all that unbelief
and skepticism have to offer? and are you not
ready to accept that refuge? and can you not
say, with the penitent thief, " Lord, remember
nie when thou comest into thy kingdom "?

Help me, dear Savior, thee to own,
And ever faithful be;

And when thou sittest on thy throne,

Dear- Lord, I'emember me.

Notes of Travel
FROM A. I. ROOT.

ON THE -WAy TO CAI.IFOKNIA.

To-day is the 18th of November, and I have
bidden the dear friends at home adieu, and am
well on my way. God bless the children! When
I kissed them good-by the tears began to come
in their eyes: and when I got round to Maud,
with the new baby, I had tohuiryout of the
house for fear I should cry too, and then there
would have been tlirce babies, and one of them
almost .>;! years old. Perhaps Maud, as she lay
propped up with pillows, shut out from the
busy world, had been wondering whether her
busy pa would tind time to just drop in and bid
the new baby (just Hve days old) good-by. Shut
oat from the world, did I say? No, no; for, on
the contrary, a new world is just opening to
her through that baby boy; and may God give
her grac(% faith, hope, and charity, to guide the
little frail bark aright. Dear rendn; whatever
you do, don't forget the daughter, wife, or sis-
tei-, when she becomes a mother for the first
time.

PURE WATER TO DRINK.
A lady on the cars gave me a thought which

I wish to give you. Speaking of avoiding
fevers, she remarked they had two cisterns.
One was used only to catch the water after the
roof had been well washed off, and it was filled
entirely and only with the water that fell in
the winter. No warm summer showers were
allowed to go in to warm it up. Then the
drinking-watei- all comes fj'om this cistern, and
it is di'awn by a chain-pump with little buckets
that aerate the water. Will Mrs. Root take
notice?—NT ai-e going to have just such an ar-
rangement. The water from this cistern is not
only beautifully pure, but so cold that no ice is
needed clear on until July. The other cistern
furnishes water for washing and other similar
purposes.

The Northwestern Conventvm at Chicago.

Our attention was first called to some sections
of most lieautiful white honey brought by Hil-
ton, gathered from the

GREAT WILLOW HERB, OR PURPLE FIREWEED,
that covers acres upon acres in different parts
of Michigan where the timber has been burned
off. This plant seems always to yield honey.
Tons upon tons of it go to waste every year!
No whiter or pi-ettier honey comes from any
source in the world; and the"onlv fault any one
can find with it is, that it is "a pure simple
sweet, without any very distinct flavor of any
kind.

BREAKING DOWN THE MARKETS BY RETAILING
HONEY AT WHOLESAI^E PRICES.

Friend H. illustrated very forcibly the way
in which honey-producers often spoil the mar-
kets. They I'eason thus: If they ship it to the
city commission men, even if it sells for 1(5 or 18
cents after deducting f(n- commission, freights,
breakage, etc., th(>y often get only about 13
cents, net cash, therefore they let it go to their
neai-est merchant or grocer for the same price.
This establishes a price that commission mer-
chants find it out of the question to compete
with, and makes it very difficult for large honey-
producers to get what they miglit otherwise,
and to get, also, a good paying price for their
product. When tons of lioney are being sold in
the cities for about Ki or 18 cents at i^/iofescjie,
the bee-keeper should read tlie market reports,
and charge his local grocer at least something
near that. A remedy foi- this is to have a hon-
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ey-buyer to look up the honey of good localities,

and pay a proper pi'ice for it. Friend Hilton is

at work at this very thing: and. while he pays
producers all they ask. he gets a very fair mar-
gin for the trouble and risk in moving it into

the cities, and at the same time keeps the price

about where it belongs.

GETTING RAILROAD MEN TO UNLOAD HONEY
WITH CAKE.

Following close on the above comes the above.
Many times, when the honey producer or buyer
loads his honey on the car with the utmost care,

packing it with straw, etc.. after it has reached
its destination in perfect order it is smashed up
by being pulled out of the car in a hurry by the
average railroad hands. On this account, many
who send honey by the carload go along with
it and superintend taking it off. This is. of

course, expen^^ive, and. in some cases, commis-
sion men will agree to be on hand when the car
arrives, and look after the safe unloading.
Byron Walker says the failure of a Chicago

commission house to look after three carloads
of comb honey that he had shipped them
cost him over ?3iK). I know of at least one case
where a railroad company paid damages for

honey that was damag(^d during a transfer. Two
comriiission men were with us at the convention,
and gave us very material aid during our dis-

cussions. They were especially helpful in our
discussions in regard to having some establish-
ed and generally rt^cognized rules for grading
honey. Considerable lime was spent on the
matter, and the result was a set of rules which
we hope to give in another issue. I believe

our old friend M. M. Baldridge first outlined
them, and the convention then argued and dis-

cussed them. R. A. Burnett and a representa-
tive of S. T. Fish & Co. gave material aid.

Quite a few reported honey-dew during the
past season, very black and very poor. Some
of it was sold as low as r, cents per lb., and one
lot went at only 2}4 cents to a man who used it

for making cochrrxich poison. There was some
joking in regard to this new use for poor
grades of honey. Friend Larrabee, of the Mich-
igan Agricultural Collegi". was present and
gave us some account of hi'< experimental work
during the past season. Rape was tested to the
extent of S acres: but. although it gave a pro-
fusion of blossoms, covered with bees, no honey,
to be perceptible, could be found in the hives:
but the bees gathered immense quantities of
pollen from it. A large field of sweet clover is

growing finely, but will not bloom until another
year. An experiment to determine how many
pounds of honey ai"e required for one pound of

wax seemed to indicate about 11 pounds.

DOE.S IT PAY TO CONTK.\rT THE BROODNEST
FOR AVXNTERING?

The general testimony seemed to be that it

did not; and especially was this thought to be
the case where a hive containing only eight
frames is used.
Division-boards for contracting the brood-

nest during winter are now but seldom used,
especifdhj with eight-frame hives.

AN EXPERIENCE MEETING.
Perhaps no one feature of the convention

ct)Mtributed so much to the general inter-
est as an exercise in which all took part.

Our worthy president. Dr. Miller, suggested, on
the afternoon of the first day. as soon as we had
a pr 'tty good general attendance, that we
wanted to get acquainted with every bee-man
present: and to accomplish this, each in his
turn stood up, gave his name. State. postofiSce
address, then told us how many bees he kept,
and what his crop of honey had been. There
were to be no excuses nor exceptions: and be-

fore we got through, the merriment and friend-
ly bantering got to be so general that every one
present knew everybody else; and the result
was, we were like a great family during a gen-
eral reunion during the remainder of the ses-

sion: and I take great pleasure in recommend-
ing this method of getting acquainted to con-
ventions in general.

PREVENTION OF SWARMING.
This was. by universal consent, called as yet

an unsolved problem.

A NOVEL METHOD OF FINDING QUEENS.
This was given by M. M. Baldridge. Have a

light shallow cover, say two inches deep, that
can be put over the frames of any hive; and a
little drumming while this cover is on will get
the queen with a few bees, upon the under side.

By drumming one hive, then the next, and so
on. and then going back to the one drummed
first, you may secure a dozen queens in a very
short time, w'ithout taking a comb out of the
hive. This will work equally well with box
hives having a hole or holes in the top. If you
drive up only a teacupful of bees, the queen is

pretty sure to be among them.

SHALL HONEY, LIKE MAPLE SUGAR, RECEIVE
A BOUNTY.

This was discussed considerably. If the low-

price of cane sugar affects the maple-sugar indus-
try, will it not also affect our industry? With a
large yield of honey it miglit: but during the
past season the price has kept up pretty well.

riTRiNG COMB HONEY.
B.Taylor gave us an account of the way he

ripens liis comb honey by the heat of the sun,
and the heat of a stove when the sun doesn't
shine. Doolittle, vou may reinembei', works in

a similar way. When comb honey is taken
from the hive when first capped, unless it is

ripened, and the water well evaporated out of
it in some such way. it is very apt to get watery
and sour, and is not nearly equal in quality to
honey that has had its looks injured by being
left on the hive too long.
The presence of Mrs. Harrison. Miss Emma

Wilson. Dr. Mason. Hon. J. M. Hambaugh,
A. N. Draper. Mr. Abbott, of St. Joseph. Mo.,
O. O. Poppleton, of Florida, and a good many
others, added much to the interest and pi'ofit of

the convention.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN.

My country, 'tis of thee.
Sweet land of liberty.

The above lines come to me as I gaze over the
prairies of Iowa. In Chamberlain's new book
on tile draining he computes how many acres it

took to sustain one tnan before civilization.

Then he takes up the march of progress step by
step, until now. when even a single acre may.
bv rajric((?fu re. give many people the necessa-
ries of life. If I forget, and he did not make
qnitc the last statement, / am going to make it

in my part of the book. With this thought in

mind, how many people might live where my
eyes are looking so hopefully now I I do love
these broad acres, and this land of liberty. I

almost feel ashamed of myself for being so hap-
py this morning. If I am tempted to feel that I

am away off (done, some little incident reveals
that my next neighbor among the passengers
has read (tLeanings. and feels it a pleasure to

meet me. When I opened my eyes I knew we
were ;n the land of snows, because of the great
board fences on the north side of the ti-ack. A
few miles further and we began to see snow on
the ground, and now every thing is white.
Snow-fences are seen only when the bank on
the north side is higher than the track: and as
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there are here two great fences instead of one. I

think we must be in a great region for snow.
We are approaching the line between Iowa and
South Dakota. Now all the trees are white
with frost and snow, as well as the fields.

Beautiful wintcrl
Within an hour the snow-belt was passed,

and now we have bare ground again. So it

seems that snows, like summer showers, may
be more or less local in their character.

i'i(bi/fwty

^^£Pages7x10
loo PEHYEARj

In the multitude of counsellors there is safety.—PR. 11: 14.

Don't fail to take in the North American at
Albany, Dec. 8 to 11, you bee-keepers of the
East.

The York State Bee-keepers" Association
will meet in joint convention at Albany with
the North American.

The junior editor expects, in the near future,
a visit from Dr. C. C. Miller, and W. Z. Hutch-
inson, of the Rcvicir; that is. they will stop off

at Medina on their way to the Albany conven-
tion.

Letters and reports at hand indicate that
the Northwestern at Chicago was a grand con-
vention. Many important and vital subjects
were discussed. See Dr. Miller's letter, and
Notes of Travel, elsewhere, on this point.

The family temper usually takes its tone
from the parents: and if the father be harsh,
grumbling, unappreciative. and the mother
peevish, lault-tinding, or discontented, how can
the children be expected to regard home as the
dearest spot on earth '?

—

Rural Xeir-Vorker.

If there is any one of the new things in bee-
keeping that is surely working its way into fa-

vor it is the bee-escape. We can not remember
to have had an adverse report in regai'd to
them. To be able to take off comb and extract-
ed honey without shaking or brushing a bee is

a great thing.

Bro. Newman, of the Aniericdii Bee Journal.
in commenting on the concessions granted to
bee-keepers by Mr. J. T. Ripley, of the Western
Classitication Committee, says:

Beekeepers cat! generally g-et what they unite In
asking- for lii the line of rulings of postoffice and
railroad ofBcials. etc., because the.v act like bees,
and make sucli a '"buzzing' " about their ears that
they are glad to accede to the demands.

We regret to notice that Bro. Newman, of the
American Bee Journ(il,\s " enjoying "' rather
poor health. We know it's no joking matter,
and hope for hisspeedy recovery to good health.
It is a tremendous task to get out a weekly bee-
journal year after year, and on time. One of
the best tonics for a sick man is to let him
know that his efforts to please his patrons are
appreciated. If that's the case, tell him so
when you renew.

A coRREspoxDEXT in one of the bee-journals
is very much disgusted with the practice cur-
rent among apicultural writers of addressing
each other " IJrother '' or ••friend.'' and urges
that we are profaning the sacred use of the
terms. Well, it may be the terms arc used too

indiscriminately, but we ask. Where will you
find a more •• brotherly " or "• friendly '' lot of
people than among bee-keepers"? Our bee-
jouinals generally are conspicuous for the
brotherly feeling, even toward rivals, tliat per-
vades them; and the times when sti"ife used to
be rife among them has gone by. "Brother"
and •" friend." when used bv bee-keepers, me/ms
something.

The following has been received from Secre-
tary Dadant:
Friend Ernest : — The Northwestern convention

urg-es upon the North American convention tlie
folhjwiiig discussions

:

Besidvcd, That, if tlie corn, beet, and raaple-sug-ar
grrowers are rig-htly entitled to a bounty of 2ceuts^
per pound, the bee-keepers are entitled to the same,
as ail grades of sugar are in direct competition witli
honey.

A1.SO the resolutions passed by the Northwestern
on grading lioney, and sizes of packag-es.

The topics given in the program are not the
only ones that will be discussed; but there is
much to be done that is not down on the pro-
gram.

Dr. Miller asks, in Straws, whv we speak
any more of the competition of California hon-
ey than we do of the New York or Illinois prod-
uct. The honey of the Eastern States—that is.

east of the Mississippi—of the same grade does
not differ very much in price: but Califoi-nia
honey is cheaper. While it is equal in bodv
and color, and by some is said to be superior, it
sells for a little less money, and hence it must
necessarily compete with Eastern honey: and
the effect, probably, is to reduce a small trifle
the market price of it. Corn is produced more
cheaply on the immense prairies than the same
can be raised on smaller farms in the East:
hence western corn competes with the eastern
product—that is. it crowds the latter down to a
lower price.

One of the things we ought to discuss at the
North American at Albany is the securing of
an appropriation from the national government
so that our national organization may be a lit-
tle better able to grant substantial benefits to
its members, and to further the interests of
apiculture in general throughout the United
Slates. The Ontario Bee-keepers' Association,
of Canada, as well as the Illinois State Bee-
keepers' Association, has an appropriation. If
any organization needs it. it is tlie North Amer-
ican. We throw the hint out now. so that we
may be thinking it over and be ready to discuss
the matter at Albany. Our treasury is not
empty by any means; but its resources are so
liimied that the association can not do the good
it might do with larger funds to back it from
the pockets of Uncle Sam. We are to have the
presence of Hon. J. M. Hambaugh. the one who
secured an appropriation of §.500 for the Illinois
State Bee-keepers' Association. Doubtless he
can outline the course for us to pursue.

The products of the hive are commonly con-
sidered to be wax and honey: but the bee-sting
poison is beginning to be another product. For
one large establishment in pharmacy we filled
an order for ten thousand bee-stings—yes, ten
thoui^and bce-stiuyf! pulled out one bv one.
Tliese were then thrown into a bottle contain-
ing sugar of milk. ""Cruel:" you say. But it
was for the cause of humanity; and. besides,
the bees were immediately crushed out of exist-
ence after the removal of the sting, with a
pair of forceps. We have also, on former occa-
sions, filled several orders for the same concern,
for 10 lljs. of live bees to be immersed in alco-
hol. We were instructed to pour the bees into a
large bottle, shake them up. so as to arouse
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their ire. then poui' alcohol over them. From
both stings and fi'oni the bees is extracted a

(jowerful medicine called " ajjis mellitica,"

though that from the stings must be more con-
centrated. Within the last few days we have
had a call for royal jelly. The party who or-

dered it was willing to pay any price for two
ounces of the ptire article. We replied that it

would be impossible for us to fill the order at

this time of yeai- so far north, and referred him
to one of our queen-bi'eeders in the Sotith—Mr.
.1. D. Fooshe, Coronaca, S. C. who has under-
taken to till the order. Well, the products of

the hive are three—possibly four: honey, wax,
stings, and royal .jelly, the two last being for

medicinal purposes.

Our subscription list at this date is 10.30.5.

TiiK '.'<'ith annual meeting of the Michigan
State Ilcc-kcciicrs' Assdciation will be held in

Grand Rapids, Dec. HI and .Ian. 1 next. We ex-

pect to be present at this convention. See pro-

gram in next column. It promises to be a good
one.

MAKE YOUR WII-I>.

Yes, everybody should make one as soon
as he is of legal age. If you haven't any
thing to will, after you have made a will you
will be more likely to scratch around and
have something: and especially should every
married couple make their wills. You can
not begin too early, and you can begin too late,

for hardly a day passes but that we see some
sad consequences just because " he didn't make
a will." You may think that you haven't prop-
erty enough to bother with: but, my dear
friend, everybody is liable to have property.

Funny, isn't it? Well, if you do not make a
will, the courts and the lawyers will take quite

a slice of your property, and what there is left

will likely be tied up in such a way that your
wife can have the benefit of but a small part of

it. no matter how badly she nt^eds it. Every
Christian should make a will: but I am afraid

that Christians are as careless and unfeeling in

this matter, oftentimes, as other people. I sup-
pose that, in the majority of cases, you would
prefer to have your wife take charge of every
thing, and stand in your place: and she can do
this-without lawyers or courts if you just leave
a little scrap of paper, saying. " I leave every
thing to my dear wife." If more children are
likely to come to your home, some mention or

provision should be made for them in the will.

Your lawyer can tell you just how to do it. vSo

you see I am beginning to feel friendly toward
the family lawyer as well as toward the family
physician. It is a little funny, is it not? But
don't you thinkit indicates that lam beginning
to be a broader and better man than I have
been? Never mind: get right at it and make
your will this minute, if it is not done already.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Eastern New York Bee-keepers' AssociaUon wiU meet
with the North American, at Albany. Dec. 8 to 11.

Fuller's Station , N. Y. W. S. Ward. Sec.

The Illinois State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its an-
nual convention at SpringtieUl, 111., Dec 16 and 17. at the Capi
tol buildinp. We have the promise of reduced rates on the
Chicago. Alton & St. L. K. R., and expect low rates on all the
roads lun'iintfinto Springfield. We have special rates at the
St. Nicholas Hotel, of $\.M per day, where two occupy one bed.
A good program is expected. .1. A. Sto.ne, Shc.

Bradfordton, 111.

The Michigan State Bee-keepers' Association will meet in
(Jiand Ranids, Mich., on Thursday. Dec. 31st. 1891, and Friday,
Jan. 1st. 1892. O. E. Hilton. Sec, Fremont, Mich.

PROGRAM.
Morning session, Dec. .'il, 1(1 a.m. Secretary's report of last

meeting. Appointment of committees. Reception of mem-
liers. Ad.iournment.
.Afternoon session. Annual address, by Pres. R. L. Taylor.

The Best All-purijose Brood-frame. J. H. Larrabce, Agricniltu-
ral College, Mich. The Bicycle vs. the Horse, for Out-:ipiary
Trips. E. R. Root, Medina, O. (Juestion-box. Reception of
members. Adjournment.
Evening session, 7 o'clock. Bees. Poultr.y, and Vrult. .J. A.

Pearce. Grand Rapi<ls. Michigan. Trying New Things. W. Z.
Hutchinson. Flint. Mich. Question-box. Adjournment.
Jan. 1, 9 A.M. Cellar vs. Ouldoor Wintering. A. J. Acker,

Martiney, Mich. What l;u-iness can be profitably combined
with Bee-keeping? Wm. E. (Jould, Fremont, Mich. Cause and
Cure of Foul Brood. Dr. A. B. Mason. Auburndule, O. Ques-
tion-liox. Reception of members Adjournment.
Afternoon session. 2 o'clock. The Uses and .Abuses of Foun-

dation. M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. Mich. Carniolan Bees. H.
D Cutting, Clinton, Mich. Deciding place of next meeting.
Election of officers. Reports of committees, Financial re-

port of secretary. Miscellaneous business, .\djournment.

PROGRAM
of the North American Bee-keepers' .\ssociation, to be held in
AgricnUural Hall, Albany, N. Y., Dec. 8 to 11.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, DEC. 8.

Informal meeting in the evening.

SECOND DAY^—WEDNESDAY', DEC. 9.

9 A, M,—President's Address.—P. H. Elwood, Starkville, N, Y.

Appointment of Committees, and routine business,

10:3(1 A. M.—Some of the Newer Races of Bees. -Frank Benton,
Washington, D. C, Discussion. Question-box,

2 P. M.— The Prevention of Swarming,—AV. F, Clarke. Guelph,
Ontario, Canada. Discussion: The Prevention and Control of
Swarming.
3:30 p. M.~ The Italian Bee. What are the principal points of

excellence, and to which qualities should we give the prefer-
ence with a scale of markings as for neat stock ?—G. H. Knick-
erbocker, Pine Plains. N. Y. Discussion. Question-box.

7:30p. M.—The Outlook for Apiculture at the Columbian Ex-
position.— .\. B. Mason, .\uburiidale, O. Discussion.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY-, DEC. 10,

9 A, M,—Election of Officeis, Selection of next place of meet^
ing. Business of the .Association, Volunteer contributions,

. 10:30 A, M,—Discussion: Prices and uses of Honey and Sugar.
Question-box,

2 p. M—Can we settle upon two sizes of sections as standard !

—C. C. Miller Marengo, 111. Discussion: What the Market de-
mands for Packages and Grading. To be participated in by
honey-merchants and bee-keepers.

3:.30 p. M.—Discussion : What ought the Department of Agri-
culture to do in Apiculture ! Question-box.

7 ::?0 p. M.—The Bees, the Location, and the Apiarist.-G. M.
Doolittle, Borodino, N, Y. Discussion: Should Bee-keeping
be made a Specialty !

FOURTH D.\Y—FRIDAY, DEC. 11.

9 A. M.—Some facts not generally known about rendering
beeswax.—R, F. Holtermann, Brantford, Canada, Discussion:
Rendering and Purifying Beeswax, and Making Comb foun<la-
tion Sheets.

10:30 A. M.—Report of Committees, and unfinished business.
.\djournment.

HOTEL RATES.

Globe Hotel, $2.iHi per day, American Hotel, 82,00 per day.
Cox Bros., No. 4 Williams St,. 81.00 per da.y i temperance hotlsei.
W. H. K"eler. 488 Broadway. European plan Rooms. .50. 75 cts.,

$1.00. Kimball House. 09 Washington St., ?1,(K), Merchant's
Hotel, -ig? Bioadw.av. $2.0(1. I. Keeler, Kestaurant, .56 State St.,

Odel Restauiant. 94 State St.

REDUCED RATES ON RAILROADS.

One and one-third regular fare for round trip. The conces-
sion is for delegates and others going to .Albany to attend the
North .Vme- ic:in Bee keepers' Convention, Dec. 8—11. 1891, from
the followiir.; de-i rib' d trunk-line territory:
By theCentnl Traltie .\ssociation from St. Louis, and nearly

,•1 11 points in Illinois. Indiana, Ohio, Pennsvlvania, as far east
as Pitt^bmg; New York, as far east as Salamanca; and On-
tario. Canada, as far north as Toronto. By the Trunk Line As-
sociation, which includes the rem:iiiidei- of New York, Penn-
sylvania, and New Jersey: and the Southern Passenger As-
sociation, which includes all the principal roads in the South-
ern Slates.
Bee-keefiers from Vermont can obtain reduced rates over

the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. R. R., which can be conven-
iently taken at Addison Junction or Ticonderoga, N. Y.,or at
Rutland, Vt,

INSTRUCTIONS TO PERSONS ATTENDING THE MEETING.

1. The concession is for delegates and others going to Al-

bany from any of the above described trunk-line territory,

2. If the startingpoint is located on some small road, or one
not in either one of the three trunk-line :issociations making
the coueessioii, tickets should be pinchased only to the most
convenient place where a trunk-line eertilieate can be obtain-
ed, and thence by direct routes only, through to i>lace of
meeting,

3. The going ticket must be purchased within three days
before, or not more than three days after, the opening date of
the meeting, otherwise no reduction in fare will be made on
the return passage,

i. Each person availing himself of the concession will pay
full (aritr fare going to the meeting, and get a certificate tilled

in on one side by the agent of whom the ticket is purchased,
(The agents keep llie eertitieates in stock,)

.5. Present the eerlitie;ite to the secretary at the meeting,
that the other side may be filled in. Certificates are not trans-
ferable.
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6. On prestMitation of the ceititicate. duly filled in nn both
sides, within three days (Sunday excepted! after the a'l.iourn-
nient of the meetinfr the ticket agrent at Albany will return
the persiin to his starting-point at one-third regular fare. The
return ticket will be issued over the route useil in going to
meeting, and will be available for continuous passage only.

VERY IMrORTANT.

7. It is absolutely necesary for eaf'h passenger, before start-
ing, to obtain a oertiticate from the ticket agent at the point
at which the going ticket is purchased, otherwise said passen-
ger will be unable to obtain special rate for n.'tiirn joinnev,
and will be oliliged to pa.v full tariff rates in both directions.

8. De egates, and others availing themselves of the conei-s-
.sion, should present themselves at the office tor certificates
and tickets at least thirty minutes before the departure of
trains.

9. Every person attending the meeting should get a certifi-
cate, no matter ho" short the distance, as. the more ct'rtifl-

cates are signed at the meeting, the easier it will Ije to secure
reduced rates another year.

BEE-KEEPERS, NOTICE!
Oil aecuunt (if not jivttins' .suitable sitiiatiuii tt)

build a factory at Thornton,! luive lo(.'ated 5 miles
ea.st of tliat place, at IiideiieiKlencc, Preston Co.,
W. Va., wliere I liHve just completed a new factor.^,
at wliioh place I can furnish l)ee-supplies on shoit
notice. Illustrated catalog:ue and price list free.

E. J. Shay, Independence, Preston Co., W. Va.
Please mention this paper. 2,'5ttdb

JfiOR S.ILE <;HEAI'.—A second-hand Barnes" saw. Ja.s. E. Hekshbf:rger,
GrantsvlUe, Garret Co., Md.

yi' ANTED.—To excliang-e a g-ood paying- job foi-

VV some of j^our siiare time this winter; also a
Goodspeed & Wymaii grange lathe, for a pony plan-
er, or " Our Domestic " clothes-drier (see page 800,

Oct. 1.5), for extracted honey.
D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—1.50 half-depth closed-
eud-frame hives, with followei- and wedge aud

.starters ready for tlie bees; aLst) a lot of bee books
and papers, for extracted honey, or otters.

Philip H. Hamilton, Paris, Out.

Special Notices.

HARMONY OF THE G(^SPELS.

You can not imag-ine what a help this is in study-
ing the Sunday-si:hool lessons, or in any study of
the life of Christ. The four gospels of Mattliew,
Mark, Luke, and John, are arran.ued in iiarallel col-
umns, so that you can see on the s;inie page, with-
(mt hunting it up, just what each writer has to say
on a given event. It is neatly hound in cloth, and
quite full of explanatorj- notes. Pri(„e 35 cents. By
mail, 5 cts. extra. Given fi'ee postpaid for one new
subscription with your own renewal.

ful, we trust .vou will help spread its influence and
reward us with a goodly addition of \ww readers.

NOTES OF TRAVEL.
Three years ago, when Uncle Amos went west,

many became .so interested in his notes of travel
that they subscribed for Gleanings mainly for
these notes, although not interested in bees or bee-
matters. The notes of travel which begin in this
number bid fair to be still more interesting than
the former series. He will be gone longer, and will
make many more stoiis by the way; will visit many
places not included in the first trip. Moreover, he
has taken the Kodak along', and some views will be
given later on. This attractive feature of Glean-
ings, that will doubtless continue for the ne.xt four
or five months, ought to help make it easy to obtain
new subscribers among your neighbor bee-keepers.
If there are those wlu') would like to have Gle.\n-
INGS simply for the notes of travel, we will make a
special otter of this last month of this j'oar and the
first four months of next year—that is, from now
until May first, for 40 cents. If you wish the jour-
nfil stopped at the end of that time, please so re-
quest in making the order; otherwise it will be con-
tinued till ordered stopped and arrearages paid.
We will send a club of three five-months' subscrip-
tions for $1.00, or five for $1..50. No premiums al-

lowed on any but lull-year stibscriptions. The
above club rates will give club-raisers a nice mar-
gin for their trouble. If j'ou appreciate our efforts
in trying to make Gleanings interesting and help-

DOVETAILED HIVES, 1890 PATTERN.
We still luue on hand nearly a thousand hives of

last year's pattern that we had made up and packed
ready foi- shipment liefore we decided on the
changes in the hive. There are some 41111 No. 1e
and tiO I No. 2e. All of them, with the exception of
about half of the No. 1e, are just like those we
have been sending out the past sea.son, with thick
top-fi-ames, except that they are X inch narrower,
leaving no room for the follower and wedge in the
super or division -boai-d in the brood-chamber.
There are many who do not care for the.se extras
who would nt)t bother with them for the extra con-
venience they attord. We have been using, in oui'
aiiiaiy, side by side, some of these hives, together
with the new ones }i inch wider, and have experi-
enced very little inconvenience. We don't like to
have these in our way, with danger of their ffet-
ting mixed with the new hives in filling orders.
To make an extra inducement to clean them out
quickly, we otter them at the following inices.
which are 25 per cent lower than (iresent prices of
the regular pattern. We would rather .sell them
below co.st than keep tliem any longer. We will
allow the .same (luantity discounts and early-order
discounts and dealers' discounts on these' prices
that we do on our regular list.

5 No. Ik, 1890 Dovetailed hives in Hal $3 25
11' ; .," :;

" " " 6 00
o No. 2e, " " " 4.00
10 " " " ".'.'.".'.

T 50
Complete with sections, separators, and founda-

tion starters for sections, add 1.5c each to No. 1e,
and 30c each to No. 2b;. This will include wood (not
tin) separators. Tin separators, 5c extra on each
super. There surely was never as good a hive
ottered for any thing like such a price, and they
ought not to remain here long at this rate. It is
needless to say we will make no more when these
are used up.

DODECAHEDRON P.iPER-WEIGHTS.

A year ago we made a special importation from
Germany of 1000 of the beautiful glass paper-weights
of which the above is a very poor representation.
Nothing would be more appropriate for a bee-keep-
ei-, as it illustrates the mathematics of the honey-
cell to perfection. It is such a beauty that any-
body will be pleased and delighted with it. No
matter which way you turn it, you will be charmed
by new beauties. The above cut gives the actual
size. When we found it in < hicago it was retailing
at .50 cents; but buying lOUO of them we ,a-ot them at
a figure that enables us to .sell them at 20 cents
each, or 6 for $1.00; one dozen for $1.80. By mail, 3
cts. extra on one; 12 cts. extra on 6, or 20 cts. extra
per dozen for postage, and packiTig to prevent in-
jury. We will send one free postpaid for a new
subscription to Gleanings with W.oO; or for a new
subscriiition, with your own renewal, with $2.00,
and 5 cts. for postage, we will .send two; or, if you
prefer, we will send one and a copy of any of the
following books, you iiaying postage (5 c.): Merry-
banks and His Neighbur; Stepjiing Heavenward;
Christian's Secret of a hajjpy Life, paper; R(jbinson
Crusoe, papei ; or any of the following, and we will
pay ijostage; Revi.sed New TestamiMit; Ten-cent
Dictionary; Child's One-syllable Primei-.
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LITTLE PINE BOARDS.
We still have a plentiful supply of those little

pine boards, about Vx3x8 or 9 inolieslonfr- We otter
them at 20c per Il.0, or fi for $1.00.

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT.
Keniembei' tliiit. during- this montli, tlie discount

for early orders is 4 per cent, and applies to pajres
10 to 2"

'of Our catalogue. Business has l)een (juite

brisk the past two or three weeks, with ordeis from
those who took advantage of the 5 per cent allowed
before tliis date.

POSTAL GUIDE FOR ISfe.

We u.se half a dozen Postal Guides in our otfice;

and by taking- so many we can offer them clubl)ed
with Gleani.nos at a reduction. The cloth-bound
Guide sells ft)r $3. .50. We will fui-nisli one prepaid,
with Gleanings one year, for $3. Oil, or the papei--
bound book for $2. .50. Send your ordeis in at once,
to avoid delay in delivery. We can furnish a limit-

ed (luantity of old Guides that have been used one
year, at $1.00 each. Postage 15 cents extra.

are your catalogues printed yet ?

Our facilities were nevei- better for doing- apiarian
catalogue work. We probably have the largest as-

sortment of cuts, illustrating- liec-supplies, of any
establisliment in the world. Before you send youi-
catalog-ue out to be printed, vviite to us for samples
and prices. Those who sell our own goods have the
free use of all our cuts. Don't put off your cata-
log-ue printing- till it is too late. It is the early bird
that catches the worm. We are in position now to
g-lve you prompt service.

CHRIST BEFORE PILATE.

This is the subject we have all been studying- in

our Sunday-schools the pa.st week. It is also the
subject of a very tine painting- by Munch;iski, which
has created a world-wide sensation, and of which
there have l)een many copies made. You will re-

member that, two years ago, we ottered in our pre-
mium list one of the best of these reprodu<-tions.
We still have a few of these left, which we otter, as
long- as they last, at 40 cents each, postpaid, or with
other g-oods, or given' free, postpaid, for one new
subscription to Gleanings sent with your own re-

newal and $3.00. It is a wonderfully suggestive
help to the study of the Sunday-school lessons we
are now having.

thick-top brood-frames with divided TOP.

In making- up thick-top frames we get on many
lH)ards a piece not wide enough for a top-bar, but
which will make half of one. Two of the.se halves
make what we call a divided top-bar. which many
use and prefer. In imtting- the f)-ames togetlier, a
l)iece of foundation can be placed between tlie two
halves, to fasten it. Many go to the expense of
Inning top-bars split from one end nearly through to
the other for the pui-i)ose of insei-ting- the sheet of
foundation when these divided tops would answei-
just as well, and can be furnished much cheaper.
Since we began saving the pieces as above we have
an accumulation of several thousand thick -top
frames with these divided tops mni'e than we have
had calls for. Our regular thiok-toi) fi-ames sell foi-

$1..50 per lOti; but to close these out we otter them
at $1.20 per 100, or $3.75 per I)ox of 250; .500 or more at
$1.00 per 100, in the flat, without comb-guides. If

you want wooden comb-guides, add luc per 100.

Mo.st of them are packed 3.50 in a box.

SOME TYPEWRITERS AT A BARGAIN.
We have, for the last two or tliree years, been

using- exclusively the Remington typewriters in our
office, for we believed them, all things considered, the
most durable. Besides, there is an advantage in

having machines all of one kind, so that any of our
operators can use any of them wlthotit learning- a
new keyboard. Something over a year ago the
Hammond typewriter came out with what they
called the Universal keyboard, by means of which a
per.son who was accustomed to opeiating- the Kem-
ington, for instance, could have a Hammond with
keys arranged in the same way. and use it without
learning over again. After examining the. Ham-
mond machine we were so much ideased with it

that we have secured one for our use. Dr. Miller
and G. M. Doolittle both use the Hammond, decid-
ing on that after a careful examination of otlier

makes. The reg-ular pi-ice of a new Hammond is

$100; but we have got track of two madiines, one
with the Ideal and the other with the Universal
keyboard, both practically new, and in flrst-class
order, that we can sell for $75 each cash, if unsold
on receipt of order. Hei-e is a rai-e chance for some
one. We i-ave also an old-style Remington No. 1,

which writes all small caps, tike THIS, ^'hich we
otter for $2.'. There is probably more wear in one
of these old No. 1 machines than in any other type-
writer ever made. We have had this one in use
almost ten years, yet it does good work, and, with
proper cai-e, will do good work for years to come.
We prefer a machine with both cai)s and small let-
tei-s, hence we otter this for sale at the above price,
which niiikes it a bargain. i

We have also on hand three of the old-style single-
case World typewriters in good condition, that we
will close out at $5.0 ) each. Regular pi-ice is $10.00,
and these are practic-ally new machines, although
they have been in stock for some time. Further
Iiaiticnlars, and samples of work, furnished to in-
tending purchasers on application, if not pievious-
ly sold. We" appi-ehend that, at these prices, they
will be snapped up quick.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.

We have the following- second-hand foundation-
mills in stock that some may rather have at the
price than a new one. Of course, we'd rather sell
you a new machine than one of these, and tJiink,
also, that it would give letter satisfaction usually;
still, for those who wish to make only for their own
use. or in limitrd (piantities. one of these machines
will probahly do you as well as a new one. We have
<iuite an assoitnient to choose from, and the li.st will
be conected as they are sold. The earliest orders
will have the best choice.
One 6-incli mill, latest pattern, for thin or extra

thill surplus foundation, hexagonal cell. This has
been used in our wax-room till the rolls have be-
come pitted with little boles and imperfections that
show slightly in tin- foundation, so it does not look
quite as well as that from a new machine, but is just
as good foi- use in the hive. A new machine this
size sells for $15.00. We otter this for $7.00.
Oiie 6-inch that ;iikswei-s to same description as

above, but in slightly better condition. We offer
this for $8,011.

< ine new 10-inch Pelham mill, latest pattei-n for
heavy l)rood foundation. We tot)k tliis in exchange
for otlier g-oods fi-om a customer who changed his
mind liefore he had used it at all. It is new, and in
perfect condition. Regular price, $15.00. We offer
it for $11.0^1.

One old-style 10-inch, out- make, with round cell,
for medium brood foundation; has been used very
little, and is as good now as a new mill at the time
this was made, although not to be compared with
our present make. A new mill of this size sells for
$20.0.1. We otter this for $12.00.

One lo-inch. which answei-s tothesamedescriiJtion
as above. b\it made later, and is a little better
machine. Will sell for $14.00.

One 12-inch, hexagonal cell, light-bi-ood mill ot
recent make that we have used in our wax-room for
light brood, and which will make thin surj^lus about
In ft. to the pound. It is the same styje and build
as out- regular 1' -inch machine, except that it is two
inches wider. We otter this for $15.ii0.

OiU' 12 inch hexagonal cell, medium or heavy
brood mill of the original Washburn make, and in
excellent condition. If wax is dipped the right
thickness this will make excellent foundation. I be-
lieve it originally sold for $5J.OO. We ottei- it now
for $17.00.

One 13-inch Duiduim round-cell heavy-brood mill.
This was originally used by the Dadants, and will
make good foundation yet. We offer it for $18.00.

One 12-inch Dunham round-cell heavy-brood mill,
in excellent condition. Wetook this from E. Prance
& Son. in exchange for a new mill to make lighter
foundation more feet to the pound. Their onlj' ob-
jection was that it made foundation heavier than
they wished to use. Its condition is practically as
gortd as new, although it makes foundation about 4
feet to the pound unless the sheets are dipped thin
enough to make it lighter. We otter tins foi- $20.00,
which is two-thirds tlie price of a new machine this
size.

If any preferwe can submit samples of foundation
from any of these machines before you buy. We
shall be pleased to send samples fi-om new macliines
if you would rather have that kind.
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FLORIDA ORINGES,
And heif is wli

AT 1-2 PRICE,

)U can raise tliem.

in 5 and 10 acre lots,

for cash or on long'

time, one-tliii'd of a
300-acre tract of one of tlie ciioicest pieces of natu-
ral orang'e land tlieie is in tiie State, being: Kich,
Heav.v, Higli, Gray Hammock; 2)^ miles from rail-

road, "liealtliy section, piiie water, good roads, clear
title. J<\)r i)ar(icula is, address 23-24d

A. F. BROWN, HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO., FLA.
Plea.se mention this paper.

Hatch Chickens by Steam.
IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

^ayWill do it. Thousands in successful oper-
^fejatinn Simple, Perfect aixd S'lf-Keguliiiinq.
T^Lowest-priced first-class Hatcher made.

S"free.!
Guaranteed to hatch a larger percent.^ge

' of fertile eggs at less cost than any other.
Send 6c. for Illus. Catalog. GEO. H. STAHL, <juine7, 111.

Please mention this paper.

BEE -HIVES! SECTIONS!
And All Apiarian Appliances.

Our Motto : Good Goods and Low Prices.

Catalogue free for your name on a postal card.

LEAHY M'F'G CO.,
Utfdb HiGGINSVILLE, Mo.

Please mention this paper.

BEE-KEEPERS, NOTICE!
On account of not gretting- suitable situation to

build a factory at Tliornton, T have located .5 miles
east of that place, at Independence. Preston Co.,
W. Va., where I hnve just completed a new factory,
at which place I can furnish bee-suiiplies on short
notice. Illustrated catalogue and price list free.

E. J. Shay, Independence, Preston Co., W. Va.
Please mention this paper. 23tfdb

I MAKE THE

Benton Shipping and Introducing Cage
in two styles, at $10.00 and $30.00 per 1000. I am
sending them all over the country. The largest
•queen-ljreeders are using them, and are enthusiastic
in their praise. Send your order now, and get 5 per
cent discount from above prices. A full line of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPUES
always in stock. Catalogues free. ]7-21dC W. COSTELLOW, WATERBORO, YORK CO., ME.
l^"lll resiK.M.iiriu I. I III- iiil>-eili ., ii- .iTiiill (4ij-:anings.

THl AMERICAN Y
BeejourhaL

32 pages—$1.00 a year—Sample Free.

The oldest, largest and cheapest Weekly bee-paper

THOMAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
CHICAGO. ILL.

rj^ t'afl .It nes- Mdi

Western Bee-Keepers' Supply House
Roof !» CoOtJS 41 b^ tafl .1

iowa It Root's Pruces.
r>^*' larcrefit supply bUK'ness
"15 the "W ^Et Estab'jshed 18S6
Oave'.aiied Hives. Sei>
tlons, Koundatloh Ex-
Wactbrs smokers, veils
Crates, Feeders. Clover
Seeds, etc. Imported
Italian Queens Queens
Bees Sample copy of
Bee Jonmai, "The Westem Bee - Keeper."^ and Latest
Catalogue mailed Free to Bee-keepers.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDEE. DES MOINES, IOWA.,

t^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Murray e<HEiss.'=':"^'.^|'^°V OLINS
GUITARS

MANDOLINS
r>puiiaiug^ Lu iliis a»iverti?>fiiifat mention Gi>EAMN(i

]VIUTH'S

Honey - E:>^ttifactotT^.

Squafe Glass J^oney-Japs,
Tin Buckets, Bee-Hives

Honey-Sections, &e., &c.
Perfection Cold-Blast Snaokcfs.

APPLY TO
^^ v.^^-^v,^^^^^r.^

CH^^S. p. IVIUTH St SOfl, Cincinnati, O.

p. S.—Send 10-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

For Sale, Portable Engine on Wheels
8 H. P., in good repair. Will sell AT A BARGAIN

if taken at once. Address

LowRY Johnson, Masontown, Pa.
t^"In responUintj to tlu.s uclverti.xeiiient uientiun (iLKANlNGS.

N. /\. KNAPP, Rochester, Lorain Co., 0.,
HAS FOR SALE

SO Strong Colonies of Pure Italian Bees,
500 White and Black Perrets.

Also a fine lot of Scotch collie and coon-dog pups.
Prices sent on application. ITtfdb

Please mention this paper.

^BSST OXT ZAUTZI-I^
ELEVEN YEARS
WITHOUT A

PARALLEL, AND
THE STAND-

ARD IN EVERY
CIVILIZED
COUNTRY.

Bingham & Hetherington

Patent Uncapping-Knife,
Standard Size.

Bingham's Patent Smokers,
Six Sizes and Prices.

Doctor Smoker, 3X in., postpaid ...fS.OO
Conqueror " 3 " "

. . 1.75

Large " 2% " " ... 1.60

Extra (wide shield) 2 " " ... 1.35

Plain (narrow " )2 " " ... 100
Little Wonder, IM " " ... 65
Uncapping Knife 115
Sent promptly on receipt of price. To

sell again, send for dozen and half-dozen rates.

Milledgeville, 111., March 8, 1890.
Sirs:-Smokers received to-day. and count cor-

rectly. Am ready for orders. If others feel as I do
your trade will boom. Truly, P. A. Snell.

Vermillion, S. Dak., Feb. 17, 1890.
Sirs:— I consider your smokers the best made for

any purpose. I have had 16 years' experience with
300 or 400 swarms of bees, and know whereof I speak.

Very truly^ R. A. Morgan.

Sarahsville. Ohio, March 13, 1890.
Sirs:—The smoker 1 have has done good service

since 1883. Yours truly, Daniel Brothers.

Send for descriptive circular and testimonials to

itfdb BuTQEAM St HETEEBnraTOiT, Abronia, Mich.
t^lii responding; to llii.s advertisement mention Glka.mnos.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be int-ertpd under this head at one halt our usu-

al rates. All advertisemeuts intended lor this department
must not exceed live lines, and you must say you want your

adv't In this department, or we will not be responsible tor er-

rors You can have the notice as many lines as you please;

but all over Ave lines will cost you according to our regular

rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-

changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices ot-

fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.

For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line willbe charged, and
thev will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not

be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these •swaps.

rANTED.—To exchange standard ai>iarian sup-

plies, Dadaiit's foundation, etc., for 2 FOUK-
liorse-power STEAM-BOlIiERJS. Must he m
splendid ciinditinn. Also would like light power
BAND-SAW or JIG-SAW. Write quick.

Chas J. Goodrich, Box 1156, Pittsfaeld, Ma.ss.

ANTED.—To excliange 3 saw-tables, shafting-,

and belting, for liees on L. frames.
Geo, H. Kirkpatrick, Union City, Ind,

W

W
WANTED—To exchange wall paper, from 5c a roll

and up, for honey. J.S. Scoven,
IStfdb Kokomo, Ind.

WANTED.—A good Christian housekeeper with-

out incumbrance, to keep hou.se for a family of

three adult persons.
, ,. ^,

33-33d

J. L. Clark, Apalachicola, Franklin Co., Fla.

WANTED.—To exchange a good paying job for

some of your spare time this winter; also a

Goodspeed & Wyman gauge lathe, for a pony plan-

er, or " Our Domestic " clothes-drier (see page 800,

Oct. 15), for extracted honey. ^ , . -,..
D. S. Hall. So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED at once. A lady to assist witli liouse-

work, and bees in tlie summei'. Steady em-
ployment to the right party. Kesidence in village.

Address with ref ., Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis. 24-ld

WANTED.—To exchange for honey or otters, Vic-

tor Safety bicycle, in No. 1 condition, Barnes
foot-power saw, Stanley automatic honey extractor,

new; No. 5 Novice extractor, 4i4X'''V2 photographic
outfit; queens, to be sent next season.

24tfdb J. A. GRtEN, Dayton, 111.

HAT will vou give in exchange for a new foot-

power bu'zz-sawV Home-made but well made.
H. L. Hutchinson, Mayville, Tuscola Co., Mich.
W
WANTED.—To correspond with parties having

R. C. W. or B. Leghorns for sale.

F. E. Price, Nokomis, Mont. Co., III.

VITANTED.—A po.sition in an apiary. Or to run an
VV apiary on shares. South preferred. Eight
years" experience. J. E. Henderson,

Roney's Point, Ohio Co., W. Va.

WANTED.—To exchange nursery stock for any
thing useful.

Geo. Gouid & Son, Villa Ridge, 111.

Spec/al Notices.

dealers in bee-keepers' supplies.
Those who handle bee-keepers' supplies, buying to

sell again in their vicinity, or who issue a catalogue
and fill orders from a distance, will do well to write
to us for our inducements before closing arrange-
ments with any one for the sale of their goods.
We liave in preparation some things to help you
make it known to the bee-keepers in ytmr vicinity
that .you can sup)ily lliem, and thus add to your
sales "as well as tt) tlie convenience of those who
look to some one to order for them from the man-
ufacturer. These things in preparation are not yet
completed, but we give you notice, so you can
write; and when they are ready you can be notified.

WANTED.—Situation in apiary for season of '92,

with an experienced apiarist, to leain more of
apiculture. Have handled l)ees in Ohio for two sea-

sons back, Howard W, Auld, Newburgh, Oregon,
References, Hill Mfg. Co., Dennison, Oliio; P. M.,

Tippecanoe, Olii(\

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14trdb New London, Wis.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

Syracuse, New York,
FOR ALL OF A. I. ROOT'S APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

FOUNDATION is Our Owu ITIake.

F. A. SALISBURY.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper. 4tfdb

OUR NEW PRICE LIST FOR JAN. 1, 1892.

Beft)re the next issue of Gleanings is mailed we
liope to send to each of of our readers a copy of tlie
74th edition of our price list. Among other changes
tliat will be noted we mention the following. Tlie
matter on bees and queens has been rewiitten, and
a new table of prices is given, (juoting lower prices
in many cases. The new shippiiig-l)o.\i'S for bees
deserve iu)ti('e. In queen-cages we have thrown out
the Peet entirely, and list only tlie iminoved Ben-
ttni. The West queen-cell jirotector and Miller's
introducing-cage are given for tiie fiist time in our
list. We call especial attention to Coggshall's bee-
brush, which far suri)asses any thing before used
for the purpose. It is an extra long, broad, and
very thin wliisk-broom made of selected broom-
corn, and will take the bees ott' tlie side of a comb
at one sweep.
We catalogue the Porter bee-escape, as we believe it

to be the best so far produced. We are iii(]>are(l to
furnish these to dealers at the manufactuiei's
wholesale prices, wliich we will (juote on aiiplica-
tion. Bushel boxes have been included in the list.

The price of bee-veils and material has been quite a
little reduced. The improvements in liives and
frames are noted elsewhere in this issue. You will
find the price of wire nails vei'y much reduced.
The old series, E long-wind Waterbury watch, has
been dropped out of our price list, as we no longer
furnish it. Instead you will find Root's hou.sehold
repairing outfit, wliich is proving a great money-
saver in tlie ]K)mes of many wlio liave more time to
do their own mending than mone.v to pay for liav-
ing it done. The price of lawn-mowers is also re-
duced. You will note other changes in our list.

DO YOU WANT GLEANINGS CONTINUED?
With this number, the paid subscriptions of a

great many of our readers expire. Tlie date on the
label on the wrapper of the journal tells you when
the time paid ftir is u]). Tliose whose subscription
expires with tlie present number should receive, in
their copy of Gleanings, a in'inted notice of expi-
ration, and an order-sheet and addressed envelope
for renewal. If you wish Gleanings continued we
shall l)e pleased to receive your renewals; or if it

isn't convenient to send the amount now, please flU
out the blank, stating when you will send it, and
we will know what yt)ur wishes are. If you do not
want it continued, please do not fail to notify us,
for we continue the journal until we receive orders
to discontinue. We adopt this method because the
majority seem to prefer it. There are a few who do
not like it, and have written some rather severe
things about such a practice. Now, our plan is

such that we can please every one. 11 you do not
want your subscription to continue after the time
paid for, all you have to do is to say so when you
send .vour order and it will be marked with a "D,"
and will be dropped when the time paid for is up.
Inasmuch as the majority prefer to have it contin-
ued, it doesn't seem fair to put the majority to incon-
venience to please the minority wlien they can so
easily have their wish complied with. If an.v of our
readers, even though their subscription has not run
out, prefer to have it stop when the time paid for
is up, write us a postal card, saying so, and we will
mark your name, that there may be no room for
misunderstanding or hard feelings; and remember,
If you allow the matter to run along without noti-
f.ving us until you get in arrears, we are entitled to
all arrearages before the journal may be stopped.
We have no desire .whatever to .send Gleanings to
any one who does not want it, but we do want to
continue sending it to those who do want it ; and we
ask .vou to be careful in sending in your subscrip-
tions and renewals, to make known what .^'ou wish.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Portland.—//(^nejy.—Pi iff of comb rang-es from

13@14V4 and 15c, as to culor. Extracted rang-es from
hy«&o%. The bulk Of our supply comes from Cali-

fornia. We lack practical l)ee-men in Orcg-on. We
need apiarists in the fullest sense of the word. Or-
egon ought to be one of tlie finest honey-producing
localities in the world. It rains considerably here
in winter; yet here it is Dec. 8, and roses are in

bloom out if doors; and on Sunday, Dec. 6, we saw
cultivated blackberries and straw^berries in bloom.

Levy, Spiegl & Co.,

Dec. 8. Portland, Oregon.

Cincinnati.—Hoiigy.—Demand for honey is fair

only; supply is good of all kinds but choice comb
honey, wliich brings 14@16c in the jobbing- way.
Extracted honey brings .^©Sc on arrival. Beexwax,
demand is fair at 23@2.5c on arrival for good to

choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Dec. 8. Cincinnati, O.

Chicago.—Hodfy.—Trade has been active, and
sales of best white comb readily made at 16c. Ex-
tracted is also selling- freely at 7c. Stocks are light,

and we look for steady market. R. A. Burnett,
Dec. 8. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Kansas City.—Honew- —Demand poor. Supply
large of comb; 1-lb. fancy wliite, 15@16; dark, 12®
13. Extracted, light demand; sup))ly light; white,

7@7H; dark, 5@6. Beeswax, none on the market.
Weather mild, with ligiit trade.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Dec. 11. 514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

New York. — Honey.—Ot comb honey, we have
only odds and ends left for which there is a very
slow sale, and low prices must be accepted now, in

order to dispose of these lots. Extracted light am-
ber California, IKc; Floi-ida, best grades, 7@7^c;
buckwheat, 6!/2@6>4. Beeswax, 27@28>^c.

F. G. Strohmeyer & Co..
Dec. 9. New York.

Albany.—HoTiej/.-There is a large falling ott' in
the demand for comb honey, and prices less firm.
Extracted in good demand with prices unchanged.
We quote fancy white 1-lb. section.s, 13@14c; fair to
good, Hj@13c; buckwheat, 9@10. Extracted, 6@8c.
Beeswax, 24@26. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Dec. 11. Albany, N. Y.

Milwaukee.—Honey.—The demand for honey is

very fair and the supply is g-ood yet; of the finest
section, not enougJi. Ajnarists should remember
that choice qualities aie appreciated in this mar-
ket. Common and poor goods always move slowly.
Will quote choice 1-lb. sections, l.")(g,16; dark and off

qualities, 10@12y2. Extracted, white, in bbls. and
kegs. 7X@8c; dark, 6@6)^. Beeswax, 23@-i8.

A. V. Bishop,
Nov. 35. Milwaukee, Wis.

New York.— Ho?i6y.—Market is dull, with a suffi-

cient supply to meet all demands. We quoie honey
this day as follows : 1-lb. sections, fancy white, 14c;
2-lb., 12c; 1-lb., fair, 11@12; 3-lb., 10@11; 1-lb. sec-
tions, buckwheat, 10@lUi/^; 3-lb., 9. Extracted hon-
ey, basswood and clover, 7@7i4; buckwheat, 5>^@6.
Beeswax, fine, 36@37c. Chas. Israel & Bros.,
Dec. 9. New York.

Detroit.—Honey.—The supply of comb honey is

not large, but sales are slow and prices are not what
they should be; it is selling at ll^@13c, with occa-
sionally a choice lot at 14. Extracted, 8c. Beeswax,
25@26c. M. H. Hunt,
Dec. 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.— Hone?/.—Receipts and demand are
fair. 1-lb. white comb, 1.5@16; dark, li;@12. Ex-
tracted, white, 7@7>^ ; dark, .5@6. Beeswax, receipts
light, 23®26. Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Dec. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Honey.—Good demand for fancy white
honey at 16c. Other grsides slow sale, 12@14c. Ex-
tracted selling 6^@7>^, with as yet light demand.
Be^.swrx selling 26@27c. S. T. Fish & Co., .—i:
Dec. 8. 189 So. Water St., Chicago, HI.

Boston.—Hojiey.-Our market is well supplied
with honey. Selling from 14@16c for 1-lb. sections.
Extracted, 7@8c. Beeswax, none on hand. Demand
good. Blake & Ripley,
Dec. 9. Boston, Mass.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Tliere is little of an encour-
aging nature to report in regard to the honey mar-
ket. The trade is very quiet, and prii-cs unchanged.

D. G. TuTT Gro. Co.,
Dec. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

San Francisco.—Ho/iey.—Extracted honey is get-
ting very scarce, and, in consequence, tirra'ly held.
We quote 6@,6>^c. Comb honey also not so plentiful,
and tirmly held at 11@13. Beeswax scarce at 24@35.
@24c. SCHACHT, LeMCKE & StEINER,
Nov. 27. San Francisco, Cal.

For Sale.—6000 lbs. extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans.
C. H. Stordock, Durand, Winnebago Co., 111.

For Sale Cheap.—10 bbls. extracted honey mixed
with lioney-dew. Quality good. Will sell in any
quantity desired. Price on application. Sample
sent for a two-cent stamp.

Emil J. Baxter, Nauvoo, Hancock Co., 111.

For Sale.—Extracted honey, bas.swood, mesquite,
alfalfa, sage, and other varieties. Lowest prices.
Correspond with us. 32-2db

S. T. Fish & Co., 169 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—3000 lbs. choice extracted honey, in
60-lb. cans. Walter S. Pouder,

Indianapolis, Ind,

Wanted.—Comb and exti-ai-ted lR)ney, about 800
lbs. Address Charles Sullivan,

7 Worcester Square, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE. CLOSING OUT.
50 new Simiilicity hives painted two coats white.

I will put in 3 cases of sections to each hive. I mil
furnish these hives complete at $1.15 each. This
will close March first. For a quantity price.

Address J. E. HENDERSON,
Roney's Point, Ohio Co., W. Va.

il^"lrvres|ii>'i.iiii.- ' .ais a(lverti.-.Kiiient mention GLKANINOa.

MONEY
IN RABBITS, TRUE,
Belgium Hares. From
Imported Parents.

N. BOOMHOWER. Gallupville, N. Y.
t^In responding to this aUveitlKenient mention Gleanings.

BARGiiZlTS.
For fl.50 we will send American Agriculturist

and Gleanings or any other dollar paper in U. S.
For $3.1.0. Youtlis' Companion and any dollar paper
published. For $1.21, Albany Weekly Press and any
dollar paper. Cosmopolitan, American Agricultu-
rist, New York Tribune, Arthur's Home Magazine,
and your choice of any of the bee-papers, all full
year for $5.00. In above offers American Agricultu-
rist and Youths' Companion must be new subscrib-
ers. Papers may go to same or different addresses.
Samples of above, 3 cts. each, except Cosmopolitan,
which Is 25 cts. Full catalogue of 1500 papers free.
Address C. M. GOODSPEED (Am. Club List),

Thorn Hill, N. Y.
(Win responding to this advertisement mention GLEANlNGa.

Bee-Mive Machinery For Sale.
A complete set, in flrst-class condition, and for

sale at a bargain. Other business tlie reason for
selling. 24-ld C. A. GRAVES, Shelby, Ohio.

OC2 COLONIES Black Bees in a pattern of Sim-"^ plicity hive, for $1.00.

J. M. Ovenshire, D. D.8., Dundee, Yates Co., N.Y.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per m. Bee-Hives and Fix-

tures cheap. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
(Win responding to this advertisement mention Gle.\nings.
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Three Back Numbers of the

REVIEOI
FOt^ 10 CEBITS.

One of the numbers is tliat of Dec, 1891, contain-
ing- St'xtni pag-es (76 ill alb 7 half-tone portraits of

h'adinji- bi'c-kcepers, illustrated description of the
best si'lf-hiver known, choice bits of information
tiatliered at tlie Chicag'o and Albany conventions,
and a most instructive and interesting discussion
of '-Remedies for Poor Seasons." It is the largest

and best number of the Revie-w yet issued. These
nunibcrs aie sent out at this low price tliat bee-
keepers mav be induced to send for them, and thus
become acquainted witli the Review, its editor

knowina- full well that sucli acquaintance will

prove of mutual benefit. With the numbers will be
sent a list of the special topics that have been dis-

cussed, the issues in which they appeared, and the
piice at whicli they may be obtained. The Review
is $1.00 a year. The hook, "Advanced Bee Culture,"
is 50 cts.' Both for $1.25. The Review for 1892 will

be better, brighter, and more " crispy " than ever.

All new subscribers for 1893 will receive the Dec,
1891, issue, free. Address

BEE-KEEPERS' REVIEW,
Flint, Mich.

(l^"ln responding to this advei-tiseiiient nieiitluii Ui.kanings.

POULTRY Choice Fowls and Eggs for sale at
all times. Finely illustrated circu-

lar free. GEER BROS., St. Marys, Mo. 21tfdb

I^ln respondint? to Diis .•ulverri^enu-iit iiit- i.ticin HI.KAN1NG3,

SEND for my 24-i)age RESTRICTOK circu-
lar. It tells just how to i)revent swarms and

biacecombs; how to get the bees into the surplus,
and rear queens in lull colonies, etc.

24 23db C. VV. DAYTON, Clinton. Wisconsin.
V^\n i-es))ondin(r to this advertisement mention GLE-A.NINGS.

EARLY QUEENS.
In March and April, fi-ora ai>iary in Texas, the

choicest 5-banded Italian stock, warranted purel.v
mated. ' One, $1.25: 6 for $6.00.

BREEDING QUEENS.
$3.0lUo$').00cacli. Al. ordcis tilled promptly. Send
your nann' X( >\V for full ijartlculars. Safe arrival
and entire xatisfoctinii (jiiarantnd or money refund-
ed. Orders booked now, pay when you want the
queens. ]-24db

S. F. £ I. TREGO, Swedona. III.
In writing to advertisers please inentioii tliis paper.

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS, ETC.
We make the best goods and sell them cheap.
Our Sections are far the best on the market.
Our Wt)rks turn out the most goods of any facto-

ry in the world.
Our goods are known as the best througliout the

United States and Europe.
Write for free, illustrated catalogue and price list.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
Please mention this paiier. Itldb

EVERY THING
U.SEn BY

BEE-KEEPERS.
EDWAED E. NEWCOMB.

Pleasant Valley. N. 7.

C
A
T

k A
V L

mention this paper.

npRAY am fruit trees t vines

&
Wormy Fruit and Leaf Blight of Apples, Pears, Oherries, CVPCI ClflD SPRATrNO
Grape and Potato Rot. Plum Cnrculia prevented by using LAuCLOIUii OUTFITS.
PERFECT FRUIT ALWAYS SELLS AT GOOD PRICES. Catalogue shoir.

ing all injurious insects to Fruits mailed free. Lnrge stock of Fruit Trees, Vines,
and Berry Plants at Bottom Prices. Address WM. MTAIILi, Quincy, Ills.

larin respoiuUiii; l,/ i.no iidvui listinent mention GLEANINGS.

PATENT WIRED FOUNDATION.
The Greatest FOLLY of MODERN BEE-KEEPING WIRING BROOD-FRAMES.

—Dr. G. L. Tinlcer.

OUR "WIRED BROOD FOUNDATION is BETTER, CHEAPER, and not HALF the trouble
to use that it is to "WIRE FRAMES Many may confound the two, but they are ENTIRELY
dfferent. J. VAIN I»Etr»iEN& SONS, Sole Manufacturers. Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

C^Iii ri-siiondintr to this advertisement mention GT.wiVTv-'a 6-4d

Porter's Spring Bee-Escape.
We guarantee it to be the best escape known, and far

superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a doz-
en, you do not And them so, or if they do not prove sat-
isfactory in every way, return them by mail within 91)

days after receipt, and we will refund your money.
PRICES:—Each, by mail, postpaid, with full direc-

tions, 20c; per dozen, $2.25. Send for circular and testi-
monials. Supply dealers, send for wholesale prices.

lOtfdb R. t& E. C. PORTER, LEWISTOWN, ILL.
1 Sr 1 .1 ri.».Hi?\riinn to this advertisement mention Gleanings

A glimpse of our Factory, now making carloads of Dovetailed

Hives, Lang. Simp, hives, plain Lang, hives. Alternating hives,

Chaff hives, sections, etc. Many articles not made by others.

We can furnish, at wholesale or retail. Every thing of ijiractical

construction needed in the apiary, and at Lowest Prices. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Send for our New Catalogue. •'SI illustrated pages,

free to all. -itfdb

E. KRETCHMER, Red Oak, Iowa.
t:^"In responding to tills advei-tlsement mention Gleanings.
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^r/pyjr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MIUUER.

I'm not so vpry rich, but I have more than I

want—of the grip.

That pictuke on page 937 is a libel. The
real thing is a beauty.

Not what a man has, but what he doesn't
want, makes him rich.

The Colorado State society is to have an
annual "honey day." What's a "honey day"?
At Colorado State convention, Mr. Collins

was reported as losing 35 colonies by yellow-
jackets.

This year there seem to be plenty ready to
buy honey outright. In years of plenty they
want it on commission.

Vaseline is recommended in B. B. J. to drive
robbers away by painting on the cracks where
the robbers are trying to force entrance.

The importance of a space of about two
inches under the bottom -bars for winter is more
and more believed in, whether for in cellar or
out.

Dr. Mason told us at Chicago that each State
would have only about ten square feet for its

apiarian exhibit at the World's Pair. Rather
cramped quarters.

White Chilean clover, mentioned on page
917, is Melllotiis allxi. as I know from another
article I saw in a Southern paper from the pen
of the same writer.

Order supplies noiv. The discount is as
good as 8 to 16 per cent interest per annum on
the money, to say nothing of the comfort and
convenience of having every thing ahead of
time.

I wanted to go to Albany ever so much-
wanted to see a number of those good friends
in the East, whom I've never met, but I got
the grip—I mean the grip got me-^and 1 had to
stay at home.

Enough thermometers to hang one in each
room might help to keep peace in the family.
One says, "This room is too cold;'' another
says, "It's too hot;" and one of Root's 1.5-cent
thermometers would be a good umpire to settle
the case.

A. N. Draper tells in last Gleanings about
being up all night hauling bees. When he has
had a little more more e.xperience he'll give up
that nonsense, and use broad daylight. I want
light enough to make sure there are no leaks
before I start with a load.

Heddon, in A. B. J., gives as cardinal points
in bee-keeping: "1. Select a good field, and
keep it all to yourself; 3. Get bees enough to
stock it." Now will Bro. H. please arise and

tell us /ioir to keep the field all to one's self?
Getting bees enough has not succeeded: what
will? In the second place, will he tell us how
to find out how many bees are "enough to stock
it"?
The Minnesota publication has changed its

name from "Tlic Bee Journal"'' to "The North-
western Bee Jourmil.'" That's right; now we
know which bee-journal is meant: but the sim-
ple name, ''the bee -journal," might mean
Gleanings or any other bee-journal. Succe.ss
to the A". W. B. J'.!

S. CoRNEiL is a formidable opponent. He
was killed dead, metaphorically speaking, in
the foul-brood matter, but now he's up and at
it again in t\w A. B. J., with some arguments
that I am very anxious to see met. Friend Cor-
neil, the "decided improvement in my respira-
tion " has suffered a relapse.

When Newman, of the A. B. J., changes his
mind he makes no bones of saying so. Formerly
he ai'gued that essays at a convention were es-
sential. Now he says, in the most unreserved
manner, "The Northwestern was a convention
without essays, and it was a charming success.
There was no want of subject-matter to discuss,
and no lack of enthusiasm.

John Hewitt (A Hallamshire Bee-keeper),
in an article in A. B. J., is after Doolittle, Root,
and others, with a sharp stick, for saying old
virgin queens can not be safely introduced. He
uses the knock-down argument, that, for three
years, he has been selling virgin queens, safe
delivery and introduction guaranteed. He
sends out no queen under six days old.

" We airways have better conventions when
there is a large attendance of ladies," p. 919. I

don't know that I ever heard it put just that
way; but. come to think of it, I'm sure it's so.
The presence of one or more good women in a
convention, even if not a feminine voice is heard,
seems to have a livening and purifying influence.
Oh, yes I let's have the women at conventions.

Gambling has a pretty strong hold on this
nation. The Louisiana lottery openly debauches
its thousands, and in many insidious ways the
young are trained to become gamblers. The
latest comes from a religious newspaper. It
gives a rebus that any child of 13 might de-
cipher, and then offers prizes to the first 30 who
send in subscriptions with the correct solution.
The money is sent for the chance of being
among the first twenty, and that's the soul of
gambling.

"In hauling bees home for the winter,
rather than take off the covers and put on the
wire-cloth screen tops, it is cheaper to select a
cool day (or else a moonlight night), when all

that is necessary at most is to put on only
entrance-screens." That's what you say, Mr.
Editor, on page 916. Now look here. It's not
necessary to select either a cool day or a light
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niglit. In spring and fall I've hauled load after

load, year after year, in broad daylight, with
only entrance-screens for ventilation: and the
onlv objection I have to shutting them up in

the'middle of the day to be hauled, is the loss

of the bees out flying. But I've often shut up
an extra load early in the morning, or the night
before, and then "put them on the wagon when
other hives were in full flight.

ITALIANS IN ITALY.

CHAS. BIANCONCINI. THE EXPOKTER OF THESE
BEES, BEFUTES THE STATEMICNT THAT BEES
GENERALLY ON THE ITALIAN PENINSU-

LA ARE NOT PURE.

I see that a tourist. Arthur T. Goldsborough
(Gleanings, page 842), asserts in an article to

have been all through Italy, and that he saw
no pure Italian bees in the counti-y, and there

were only one or two banded bees at the best,

and that he doesn't believe that pure bees are

found on this peninsula.
There are some assertions which are so er-

roneous as to need no refutation; but the arti-

cle in question appears in an American bee-

paper. Americans do not travel much in Italy,

and, in consequence, they do not read our api-

cultural journals. This is why I would ask of

you to give room for this answer. I shall

content myself by simply asking the gentleman
to refer, as a basis for our ai'gument, to Messrs.

T. W. Cowan and S. Simmins, of England; Mr.
Frank Benton, lately of Germany, now of

Washington, U. S.; E. Bertrand, of Switzer-

land, and to many others in Europe. Although
the bee can be bred in all parts of Italy, we are

situated in a section of country where apicul-

ture is but little cared for. The efforts put
forth for the propagation of rational methods
have succeeded for a number of years in quite

a number of provinces; but in the most of them
modern apiculture is actively discouraged, and
only a small number of the "faithful" have
continued in the right way.

I should like very much to know in what
parts of Italy that gentleman has been; what
large establishments he has visited; the names
of the best known Italian bee-keepers with
whom he has conversed. Several, of whom I

inquired, have told me that they knew nothing
about him. Certainly in some parts of Italy

the black bee is to be foiuid, but very rarely.

There are also here and there some apiaries,

perhaps, of the third class, the bees of which
show the three yellow bands but feebly marked;
but to deduce from this the idea that the race

does not exist here in its purity is absurd. The
gentleman will permit me to say one thing to

him seriously—note, I do not speak hastily or

unadvisedly: In order to secure the crop of wax
and honey we very frequently buy colonies of

bees in the provinces surrounding us; and we
almost invariably find that the queens are very'

well marked. All this, however, does not in-

terest the American importer of Italian queens.

He will ask of this tourist whether he visited

those establishments which export bees; wheth-
er he observed closely the race of bees in the

yards of Messrs. Mona, Fiorini, Rauschenfeld,

and Mr. Paglia (my partner), the largest and
perhaps the finest in Italy.

Now. as this gentleman will probably reply

that he does not know these people, I would
suggest that he probably found some Italian

peasants who have black bees in very small
apiaries, where the bees were not very strongly

marked. I have not seen all the establishments
which export queens; but I am happy to be-

lieve that my colleagues are as careful as we

are to preserve their good name, and to preserve
the purity of their bees. The choice of colonies,
the selection of (jueens, and suppressing with-
out mercy all that do not show the presence of
desirable qualities on the part of European.
American, and Australian buyers, have led to
the enviable reputation which our house now
enjoys. I can, if desired, show to this gentle-
man letters which prove how well people are
satisfied with our bees; but out of them all I

need mention only the unquestionable name of
A. I. Root.

I would say to that tourist that we are so
scrupulous in regard to the purity of our bees,
for fear of hybridization, that we have entirely
abandoned the culture of Carniolans, Cyprians,
and Syrians, although we often receive orders
for those races. And now I should like to
know. Mr. Ernest, whether we may not have
the happiness of seeing you in Italy, now that
excursions are so easily undertaken. If so. you
can judge for yourself whether we are right or
not. Charles Bianconcini.
Bologna, Italy.

[The article above, coming from a native horn
citizen of Italy, and citing such eminent author-
ity as Cowan, Simmins, Benton, and Bertrand,
to back the statements, ought to satisfy any
one that the bees of Italy, as a general rule, are
pure Italians. No one could possibly suppose
that there were absolutely no other bees in that
country, because it is natural enough that
there should be a few bee-keepers who would
want to see the Carniolans, Funics, and German
bees, and therefore would have queens of these
races mailed to them: but that pure Italians
are not to be found in Italy, as averred by Mr.
Goidsboro, on page 843. is far from the facts in

the case. We inserted the article, because,
above all things. Gleanings desires that the
full truth shall come out, cut which way it

may. Mr. Bianconcini is a gentleman with
whom we have had the pleasanU'St of business
relations, and one \\hose statements can be
safely relied on: and while we do not for a
moment think that Mr. Goidsboro desired to
misrepresent, we feel sure that he must have
examined the bees very carelessly, or else visit-

ed but very few localities. All the queens that
we have imported from Italy exhibit in their
progeny quite a fixed type of bees. They are
leather-colored, the third band being often
quite indistinct. They are generally good hon-
ey-gatherers, rather better than our home-bred
stocks, we think; and it is only in very rare
instances when we find that they are cross.

These exceptions, of course, can not disprove
the rule.

We know it has been somewhat questioned
whether it is desirable or even necessary to go
to Italy for our strains of bees, in view of the
high perfection of queen-rearing in this country.
But as we have said before, Mr. Charles Bian-
concini and his colleagues are expert queen-
breeders. They know how to develop the val-

uable traits in the bees. Besides this, they
have one very great advantage over American
breeders—at least in the Northern States—and
that is. a beautiful climate. There is something
in that southern clime that produces bees of

marked qualities, whatever else we may say of

the breeders. It may look as though we were
interested parties; but. dear friends, we could
make more money by putting high prices on
home-bred stock than we could to import from
Italy; and this home-bred stock would sell.

We do have high-priced home-bred queens;
but we can not make these queens duplicate
themselves as do those we import direct from
Italy.]
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HANDLING HIVES INSTEAD OF FRAMES.

G. M. DOOLITTLE SIFTS THE MATTER.

I have been somewhat amused over some of

the ideas advanced by the advocates of the
• short-cut" plan of handling hives instead of

frames, in order that we may in the future pro-
duce honey more cheaply than in the past. If

I am correct. Gleanings has never advocated
the handling of hives instead of frames, but.

rather, advocated " handling hives more and
frames less." This will do very well: yet. as a
whole, it has. in my opinion, the element in it

of impressing the beginner that a careless style

of bee-keeping will accomplish as good results

as will one of push and energy, which is incor-
porated in the handling of frames. '"Old
heads " can be trusted better to (/ut'.s.s at the
inside conditions of a colony from the outside
appearances of the same; but I contend that,

in order for any person to become an accom-
plished apiarist, he must, in his initiatory steps,

become thoroughly acquainted with the inside
workings of a colony of bees by actiuil inspec-
tion of the frames of brood, honey, and combs.
Handling hives, in the abstract, admits of no
suitable knowledge of the inside workings of a
colony equal to even a fair guess: hence I claim
that the ideas advanced along that line are
only a step toward the " dark ages " of the past,

when our beloved pursuit was pretty much
shrouded in mystery. I find the following in

one of our bee-papers:
We have lost sight of the advantages of

judging from outside appearances in our use of

the frames. If an experienced bee-keeper places
his ear against the side of the hive, and raps or
jars, he can tell by the sound, pretty well, the
condition of the colony inside of the hive. Dur-
ing the early spring, in cold storms, when there
are colonies in the apiary that are liable to

starve, if the apiarist will go from hive to hive
every day and place his ear on the side of the
hive, and rap, he can tell by the sound whether
all are fed. If the response is weak, a little syrup
given immediately will soon restore the strong,
vigorous response to the rap," etc., on to the end
of the chapter. And what is all this for?
Simply to forward on the craze which has
stolen the heads of somc^ of our bee-keekers, so

that no amount of work is considered too menial
so long as the handling of frames can be avoid-
ed, in tills great strife in producing honey
cheaply, so that apiarists can live by raising
honey at the present and fast becoming de-
pressed prices of the same. Just think of a
sleek, high-toned apiarist going out every day
in slush and cold storms, getting down on his
knees in the mud and snow, placing his ear to

the side of the hives, and rapping on the same
to know whether any of the colonies are going
to starve, when once handling of the fi'ames dur-
ing the first flight of the bees in the spring
would place them where the apiarist would
positively know that no colony need starve dui"-

ing the next month or six weeks to come I

Think of a woman going out every week, turn-
ing a hive bottom side up, and, with smoke,
driving the bees down among the combs, peer-

ing in as best she can. setting the hive back on
its stand again, removing the covering from
the top. smoking again, and looking down into
the hive that way, all for the sake of gnessiwi
at what is inside, when once handling of the
frames the fore part of June would give this

lady bee-keeper a perfect knowledge regarding
all that would be necessary to know about that
colony for the next six weeks to comel If this

is to be the advancement (?) of the future decade
of our bee-keeping history, I am heartily glad
that my apicultural life was cast among those

of the past decade. Gentlemen, the whole
thing is a step in the wrong direction. Teach
the beginner that it is an <iI>solute necessity

that he fully understand all of the minutia? of
the inside workings of a colony of bees: and,
after he has this fully learned, frames are to be
handled only where a" gain can be made by han-
dling them. "Work in the apiary is re(juired only
where a profit is to come from that work: and
that this handling and work must be done at
the right time, in the right manner, and in the
right place, if he or she would become a suc-
cessful apiarist.

It is with pride that I look at our achieve-
ments in apiculture during the past quarter of
a century: and shall we disgrace ourselves and
our nation now by going back to the guesswork
of our forefathers? No! a thousand times no'.

Let us keep climbing the hill of scientific api-
culture till we shall have reached the loftiest

tablelands of the highest peak, and from there
shout forth the victory which a thorough un-
derstanding of the inside of a bee-hive, ac-
companied with a moderate use of the same,
has led u-; to. Let the watchword be ever on-
ward, onward, till the unfathomable depths of
the present are reached in the future: till the
human mind has grasped all that the mind of

the Infinite has intended that we should take in

of this our beloved pursuit. If any one sees
only /un in handling frames, and playing with
and searching out the marvelous things which
are seen on the inside of a colony of bees, as
does your humble servant, then let him set
apart one or two colonies for this purpose, and
consider the fun as the profit from these: but
only work or play with the rest of the apiary,
where it is seen that an actual profit in dollars
and cents is to come fi-om such work. In this

wav. neither "all work" nor "all play" will

"make Jack a dull boy." G. M. Dooijtti.e.
Borodino, N. Y., Nov. 28.

[If you will follow carefully all that has been
said, you will see that Gleanings does not dif-

fer very much from your views. It has never
advocated that beginners should diagnose colo-
nies without handling frames. The policy that
it has and does advocate is that, after the
beginner, by much handling of frames, has
grown to be almost a veteran, he should no
longer handle frames separately, but learn to
diagnose and almost get along with handling
only one frame to a colony. A beginner must
go "all through a colony. But it would be bad
policy for him to continue this practice all his

life a"s a bee-keeper, as you yourself would quite
likely admit. We quite agree with you that
we could not depend upon the hum or z-z-z-p of

a colony, nor would we care to get down on our
knees in the wet to do it. There are othei'

cheaper and more reliable methods.]

BEES AT THE BIG FAIB.

DR. MASON AND THE OHIO EXHIBIT.

Dr. A. B. ^lason. of this city, who is probably
one of the best-known bee-keepers of America,
has just returned from Chicago, where he has
been to confer with Mr. W. S. Buchanan, the
chief of the departmeiit of agriculture for the
Columbian exposition, in regard to the prepara-
tion of an exhibit of bees and honey, and every
thing used by the bee-keepers in increasiag the
number of colonies of bees, and securing the
products of the labors of the bees that " work
all day and never sleep nights."
The doctor has been recommended for ap-

pointment as superintendent of the apiarian
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d<"!'in'tnient at the World's Fair in 1893, by the
Nortii American Bee-keepers' Association, and
his selection for that position would give uni-
versal satisfaction to the bee-keepers.
Mr. Buchanan, having been quite an exten-

sive bee-keeper himself, takes a deep interest

in the apiarian exhibit, and assured Di'. ISIason

that he would do all he could to aid the bee-
keepers in making a creditable 'exhibit of their

industry, and suggested a plan for an exhibit of

bees that was just in accord with the method
that had been devised for their exhibition, and
the doctor feels quite elated over the prospects
for a grand exhibit.

In a paper read by Di-. Mason at the last

m(!eting of the North American Bee-keepers'
Association, he outlined a phin for the exhibits

that has received the indorsement of the bee-
keepers, and been adopted by all the State so-

cieties that have taken action in the matter.
He says that the Illinois bee-keepers tried

last winter to get an appropriation of .S5000 from
the legislature with which to make their State
exhibit, and at the recent meeting of the North-
western bee-keepers at Chicago he said he
thought that was not the way to do. His idea
is to let the State bee-keepers' associations of
the diff(>rent States have charge of the apiarian
exhibit from their State, under the direction of

the State Board of Commissioners, and let the
State board pay the expenses, which he thinks
ought not to exceed one-half that sum, and
perhaps even less.

The bee-journals of the country aie in favor
of the doctor's appointment, and the Canadian
Bee Journal fiajs: " If the apiarian exhibit at
the World's Fair is not a success it will not be
Dr. Mason's fault."
The space for the exhibit will, like many oth-

er departments, probably be somewhat limited,
occupying not more than 300 or 400 feet in

length.
There will probably be a honey exhibit from

fifteen or twenty States, so the space for each
will be very small indeed.

In a letter to the doctor, Mr. Buchanan says:
" I would suggest that, in considering the ques-
tion of space, it be borne in mind, that, in all

probability, demands will be made in all de-
partments of the exposition for vastly more
space than can be assigned: and in my judg-
ment the most careful thought should be given
to the question of how best to fully illustrate

an industry in the most attractive and thorough
manner, in a limited space."
At the Ohio centennial one party occupied .50

feet in length and full width of the allotted

space, and the doctor thinks bee-keepers \yill

be very much disappointed in not being allow-
ed to " spread themselves."

It is intended to have houses in all sorts of
fanciful shapes, and in all kinds of attractive
and beautiful receptacles, so as to call forth
from the visitors all the "sweet" expressions of

amazement that all the languages of the world
are capable of furnishing.
An effort will be made to have a large variety

of honey-producing plants growing and in

bloom on the grounds.—TofecZo Blade, Nov. 21.

RAMBLE NO. 49.

FLINT AND I.APEER, MICH.

Leaving the soil of the fertile and sovereign
State of Ohio, we entered Michigan. A rapid
journey of a few hours brought us into Living-
ston Co. We found but few bee-keepers in

this portion of the State, but spent a week very
pleasantly with kinsmen, and watched the
progress of Michigan farming in its midsummer

phases. The mowing-machine was doing its
work, and the harvesting- machines were being
put in order for the fields of golden wheat that
dotted the landscape. In this county white
beans are raised extensively: and from the
hundreds of acres visible, beans seemed to be
the staple crop. Every thing in the farming
line looked favorable, and the people seemed
happy and contented. A few days' looking
into the faces of kindred who had experienced
the ups and downs incident to settling a new
country, and establishing good government and
fostering moral and religious ideas, and we
bade them farewell, and the rumbling train
was again our home.

Flint, Mich., has a pleasant sound to th(^ bee-
keeping fraternity, and is a pleasantly located
little city of some 13.000 pleasant people. This
being the home of Bro. Hutchinson and the
Review, the Ramblei- could not pass through
the town without making a call. In fact, we
went out of our regular route a little in order to
pass through Flint. We nad planned to reach
there before dark : but it was 8 o'clock before we
dropped from tlu^ train.
" Do you know where Mr. Hutchinson lives?"

said we, to tiie first hackman.
He seemed to be uncertain about it, but made

sure of us by tucking us into his hack, and,
receiving directions fi'om what seemed to be the
boss hackman. started ofl' on a lively trot for
somewhere. He finally stopped on a street-
corner, and musingly said "bee-hives."

" Yes." says we, " that's him."
A few steps more and the outlines of a house

in the shadow of a few noble shade-trees were
revealed: but all was dark and silent. It was
8:30; and. concluding that Bro. H. was off on a
vacation, we were about to seek a hotel when
the door opened and Mrs. H. appeared. It was a
charming voice that said "come in." The
voice further said, " Mr. H. is in bed. but I will

call him."

W. Z. HUTCHINSON ROUSTED FKOM SWP^ET
SEUMBEK BY THE RA.MBLER.

The Rambler protested; but Bro. H. had one
eye and ear open, and soon emerged fi'om the
land of Morpheus, and gave us the right hand
of fellowship, and we visited until ten o'clock.

In the morning we saw visible signs why Bro.
H. had retired early. The windows from the
room in which the Review is made received
light from under the branches of those afore-
said shade-trees. A larger and better room,
with more light, was in the rear of the house,
and this had been fitted up, and moving into it

was in progress. I was pleased to witness the
visible signs of the continued prosperity of the
Review. The Review's clean bright make-up
and kindly disposition is strongly suggestive of
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a ladies" boudoir: and. with wife and those
twins, who are now almost young ladies" and so

near alike that you want to put a distinguish-
ing mark on one. the Hutchinson home has a
certain atmosphere of retinenient: and we cer-

tainly think that the Reviciv's success is, in a
measure, due to the wife's fair hands and twins"
nimble lingers. Reader of the Rerieu", remem-
ber, when you look at its pages, that it comes
from a humble but beautiful American home,
and should receive your hearty support. The
i?ei,iicir thus occupies a unique position among
our bee-periodicals. It was started with the
avowed purpose of the editor to publish a jour-
nal that would stand upon its own merits, and
not depend upon a large supply-business for its

successful continuance. There have been very
many predictions as to its failure; but we believe
it has not skipped a number since it was started.

result in better work for the fraternity. The
Review, however, is an established success with
Bro. H. in the editorial chair. With a growing
subscription list his efforts will also grow to
meet the demands of the hour.
In the morning Bro. H. suggested that we go

to Lapeer and see the Hon. R. L. Taylor and
his apiary. Our journey of 30 miles was quick-
ly made by rail. After reaching the station we
had an opportunity to stretch our legs a whole
mile by walking. As it was not near dinner
time we took our time, and sauntered along,
and inspected a stone -eater on the way—of
course, it was a stone-eater. There were the
jaws and the stone. Feed the jaws and the
stone came out just right to make roads with.
That"s the kind of roads they make in Lapeer.
We fee! like writing a whole ramble on this
very subject, but will not at this time inflict

^^^'^*-"~|^

W. Z. HUTCHINSON AND R. L. TAYLOR S APIARY, LAPEER, MICH.

Bro. H. is a prolific writer in his chosen pursuit,
and has a faculty for touching upon those
points that are of vital interest to the practical
bee - keeper. Bro. Root staited Gleaning.s
amid the busy whir of a few buzz-saws. The
whir and Gleanings have had a steady
growth, and. being co-workers, a separation of
them would probably be a damage if not ruin
to both. Gleanings would not be Gleanings
without that whir, and we want it as it is.

The American Bee Journal also fills and im-
portant niche, being the only weekly. We are
often posted on the progress of apiculture, and
would certainly miss its frequent visits. These
three publications seem to take the lead in our
literature. Our'other papers are no doubt giv-
ing moi'e than the small subscription price; but
it has been our opinion that a concentration of
subscriptions upon a few publications would

our observation upon you, and will only say
that the stone-crusher is, in many portions of
the country, lifting the disgrace from our coun-
try roads and making them delightful to travel
upon.
Upon our arrival at the ueatTaylor residence

we were disappointed to find that R. L. had not
I'eturned from his arduous duties at the State
capital, of law-making and looking out for the
interests of bee-keepers. Bro. H. seemed per-
fectly at home in the Taylor family, and a
pleasant hour was passed. Mrs. T. trying to
make amends for the absence of her husband,
she succeeded admirably, especially at the lat-

ter end of the hour when we sat down to a
bountiful dinner. We know R. L. Taylor is a
happy man. The queen of his home is a visible
demonstration of it. After dinner we were
given full liberty to examine the apiary. Mr.
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Taylor's honey-house and shop are a continua-
tion of his barn, and we here found all of the

paraphernalia of an old and extensive bee-

keeper. Mr. T. manufactures a portion of his

own supplies, and runs his circular saws with a
horse-power of his own invention. This is a
very convenient arraugement, and can beta-
ken up or put down upon his barn flour when
desired. This horse-power was illustrated in

Gleanings some years ago.
Foundation-machines and wax.-rendering ap-

paratus showed that there were busy times here

on occasions. We pass from the shop to the

apiary, and tind nearly if not quite 200 swarms
of bees, nearly all in Heddon hives, arranged in

the shade of apple-trees. Mr. T. is a believer

in and is successful with the new-fangled hive.

In fact, he is an advanced bee-keeper. Even
that dread disease foul brood has no terrors for

him. as he has complete mastery of it, as we
understood from Bro. H.
Our camera secured a very good view of the

apiary: but in our operations an accident hap-
pened'. In order to get a better view we were
in a precarious position on a picket fence. Bro.

H. seemed interested in our skill as a trapeze
performer: and while he was thus absorbed,
our camera had an accidental " snap shot:" and
when we developed the negative there was a
very good-looking head in the corner. We hope
the half-tone engraving will retain it. Bro. H.
seemed to enjoy the day's outing; and though
we had rousted him from sweet slumber the
previous evening, we hope our day's outing
gave him a little needi'd change. We journey-
ed back to Flint: and as our ticket was to Lan-
sing, our farewell shake was given on the train,

and we were speeding away to Lansing.
Rambler.

[We should like to know, Rambler, if this is

the way you surprise bee-keepers. Even the

cat seems to be horribly amazed: and while
Mrs. H. is delightfully amused. W. Z. H. evi-

dently does not propose to stop for ceremonies
in his hearty welcome. We have watched with
interest the apparent prosperity of the Review.
It certainly has gi'own on its merits, and
Gleanings is glad to welcome it as a colaborer.
We have wondered sometimes whether Mrs. W.
Z. H. and the twins didn't have something to

do with it, as it is always so neat and tasty.

We are glad to get a view of R. L. Taylor's
apiary, even though you did have to perform
an acrobatic feat in order to secure it. So this

is an apiary of all the new Heddon hives. Its

general neatness and orderly arrangement,
considering that it was not fixed up for the
occasion, reflects credit upon the owner. The
small picture of Mr. Hutchinson is very good.
The next ramble is at the Michigan Agricul-
tural College. Rambler's impressions there are
realistic]

THE WINTEE PROBLEM IN BEE-KEEPING.

A IJEVIEAV OF A NEW BOOK.

By Ernest R. Root.

Before us lies a 77-page book entitled "The
Winter Problem in Bee - keeping. By G. R.
Pierce." The book is exceedingly well written,
and the writer is evidently a scholar, scientist.

and a close observer. We do not i-emembei- to

have seen his name in print before, in connec-
tion with bee-literature: but he appears to be
fully conversant with it. He starts out by say-
ing that bee-keeping might in some instances
be made profitable if it were not for heavy losses

in winter, and thinks that the avei'age losses

would not be far from 40 per cent per annum;

and concludes that if bee - keepers can be
taught to winter their bees, the business would
be made a success where it otherwise would be
a failure. The author has evidently placed the
percentage of loss beyond what it really is.

Twenty-five per cent would be nearer correct:
and among intelligent bee-keepers, 10 per cent,

THE POLLEN THEORY SET ASIDE.

Mr. Pierce is against the pollen theory: that
is, he does not believe that pollen is the oa?<.sc

of dial rhea. He argues that cold and lack of
stores is the real cause; that diarrhea among
bees is nothing more than intestinal catarrh,
and that pollen only aggravates the disease al-
ready present, rather than gives rise to it.

OPPOSED TO ABSORBENTS IN OUR COLONIES
DURING WINTER.

He is decidedly against absorbents to take up
the moisture from the colony. By quite a long
series of experiments he concludes that they
are a positive detriment to the well-being of the
colony. Chafl" cushions or other porous materi-
al over a sealed cover are all right, and serve a
good purpose; but th)? tiouble is. he urges,
when the cushions are iie.rt to the bees they al-
low the escape of warm air. which, being heavi-
ly charged with moisture, and coming in con-
tact with the colder atmosphere, precipitates
said moisture, making the cushions damp. In
this condition the cushions are good conductors
of heat, and are a positive injury to the bees
below. He is a thorough advocate of protec-
tion, and of packing around the bees; but the
cover must be so .s-ea fed down that no heat can
escape into the packing material above, which,
unless kept dry. is worse than nothing.
For several years back we have advocated

the use of absorbents in outdoor winteiiiig; and
only a few months ago we decided again that
we must have them. But in the last few weeks
we have been watching the matter very nar-
rowly; and before the above work came to
hand we had begun to form conclusions some-
what as expressed above. It is needless to say,
that, when the book came to hand, we read it

with unusual interest. We then handed it to
, our apiarist. Mi'. Spaff'ord, who, after carefully
reading it through, was captivated, and gave it

as his opinion that the author was sound, and,
so far as he had observed, the statements were
correct in reference to the use of absorbents.
We have since reread it, and are now making
some experiments, all of which up to date .sce»i

to argue against absorbents—but, mind you.
not against packing material over a sealed
cover.

PIERCE'S method of PACKING BEES FOR WIN-
TER.

He uses the Laugstroth hive, so his plan can
be readily tested by nearly all. even at this late

date. He would have a floor-board, or at least

a board under the bottom -boai-d. wide enough
and long enough to project two inches on all

sides. He would then have a box. without top
or bottom. 20 inches deep, and lai'ge enough to

leave two inches of packing space all around the
liive. the same to be set down on the lai'ge bot-

tom-board. The inside hive should have a
flat board that had been sealed down early in

the fall by the bees, so that it would be air-

tight. Above this cover-board he would place
several folded newspapers, paper being one of

the best non-conductors. Over this he would
place three or four newspapers (r/i/o?(7tY7. with
the edges folded and tucked around the sides of

the hive. Around the whole he would then
pour packing material, such as leaves crammed
in solid. When the box is full, put the cover of

the outside winter case on. In this condition

he would not be afraid to insure them against
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loss. The packing matei'ial would uover be-
come moist, neither would the cover-board in-

side of the hive preeipitate moisture, on account
of the thorough packing above and aiound it.

THE PLAN NOT NEW.

As already intimated, this plan of outdoor
wintering is not new. Several jn'ominent api-
arists have urged it. and at different times,
though perhaps not so clearly and forcibly, nor
so thoroughly substantiated it by a series of ex-
perim(>nts extending over so many years. We
believe it was J. A. Green (if it was not. it was
the other fellow ") who claimed that he could

winter bees in a large-mouthed bottle—the bot-
tle being, of course, thoroughly protected by
several inches of packing, and the mouth be-
ing wide open.

SOME EXPERIMENTS ON WINTERING AT THE
HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES.

Quite in line with Mr. Pierce's statements,
the absorbents in our winter cases have been
getting too moist to please us: and we have
therefore put over a number of our colonies
thin boards to tit tight on top of the hive. We
have even gonesofar as toimbed some of them in

white-lead paste, being so cold now the bees
would not seal them down with propolis. Over
these we have poured the packing material and
replaced the cover. Nay. we have gone fur-
ther. We have taken sheets of glass, just the
size of the top of the hive, and imbedded them
in white-lead paste. Under the three glass cov-
ers were previously put creamery thermome-
ters. Over one of these we poured chaff pack-
ing: over another, coarse planer-shavings: and
on the remaining we laid a chaff cushion.
When the thermometer was 10 degrees above
zero outdoors under the glass it registered from
4.T to .50 degrees. These glass sheets were put
on the hives about a month ago. We notice
anothei- thing—that their clustei-s of bees were
the last ones to contract up for winter, while
those under the (ibsorhent^ were balled up a
week or so before—the cushions being a little

moist. Now. the inside of this glass, even with
only a two-inch chaff packing, never precipi-
tates moisture: in fact, the glass feels warm to
the hand, and the hive is perfectly dry inside.

On the very coldest days the bees are clustered
pretty well down toward the entrance, showing
that they are not suffering from want of heat.

WHAT TO DO, AND HOW TO BE HAPPY, ETC.

Next summei', if we can procure a large glass
bottle we will put some bees into it. let them
build their natural combs, and then prepare
them ft hi Green. Winter? Of course they
will. But then it will be lots of fun to pull the
packing away from the sides, to witness how
the ball of bees is and where it migrates from
week to week. etc. By the way. if you wish to
have lots of fun. and wish to learn more about
wintering than you ever knew before, procure a
sheet of glass and imbed it in white-lead paste
over the top of one of your average colonies. Pro-
tect it thoroughly with packing, and then every
few days during winter ''paw" the packing
away, take a peep at the thermometer, and see
where the bees are. If you work quickly and
carefully enough, you need not disturb the bees
in the least.

WHY WE HAVE HAD SUCH GOOD RESULTS WITH
ABSORBING CUSHIONS.

Of course, before spring we may be very
much less enthusiastic over non-absorbents.
But we have this to say about absoibing cush-
ions: Very few bee-keepers—in fact, no one

—

can show better results in winter for the last

ten years than we have had. During this time,
with absorbing cushions we have lost less than

three per cent, and that with anywhere from 150
to 2{X) colonies. But as we look back now. the
three per cent died from some unknown cause:
and, as nearly as we can recollect, their cush-
ions were very wet. One colony in particular
last winter—the best one in the whole apiary

—

" went up before March, and its cushion was
soaking wet. We were quite loath to believe at
the time that the wet cushion had any deleteri-
ous effect: but in the light of recent develop-
ments it is suggestive. Now. why is it that we
had such a low percentage of loss? Peihaps
this is the solution: Our cushions were about
eight inches deep: and, being packed solidly in
the upper story, it atnounted, almost, to mo up-
ward ventilation. In a sense, then, they ap-
proximated toward the condition of a sealed
cover. If we are correct in our own observa-
tions, two inches of packing and a sealed cover
is as good as eight or ten inches of packing next
to the bees. Where we have used absorbing
cushions over two inches thick next to the bees,
many of them have been soaked through, even
after being on the hives for only a month. Over
against this is the fact that packing material
of the same thickness, above the sealed cover,
was perfectly dry. .so also ti'a.5 the hive inside;
and the thermometer registered 45 to 50 when
the outside temperature under a high wind
was only 10 degrees above zero. This is a fruit-
ful and timely subject, and we should like to
have it thoroughly discussed.
By the way. we should mention that the book,
Winter Problem." can.be obtained of the au-

thor. G. R. Pierce. Blairstown, Benton Co.. la. :

price .50 cents. It is not a very large book,
but it represents, evidently, a great amount of
study and experimentation: and although you
may not find any thing new in it. you will find
it beautifully written and interesting.

JULIUS HOFFMAN.

THE INVENTOR OF THE HOFFMAN FRAME.

The subject of this sketch was born in the
town of Grottkan. province of Silesia. Prussia,
Germany, on the 25th of October. 1838. His
birthplace is but a few miles from where Rev.
Dr. DzierzoD spent most of his lifetime among
his bees, and from whence he spread his knowl-
edge and discoveries over Germany and the
world. When young Hoffman was a little over
13 years old he visited Dr. Dzierzon. and was
imbued with such enthusiasm for the bees that
he at once bought a colony of blacks into which
he introduced one of Dzierzon's best Italian
queens. With the exception of about three
years he has handled and kept bees ever since.

In 1862 Mr. Hoffman left Germany and took
up his abode in London, England. He moved
with him a colony of Italian bees and kept
them on a shelf outside his bedroom window
for four years, during which time they never
tried to swarm. They gatherered considerable
honey from mignonette, which grew in the
small gardens of the city.

In 18()(j Mr. Hoffman came to America. He
could not part with his pets, hence they crossed
the ocean with him. He settled in the city of
Brooklyn, and accepted employment in the or-
gan and piano business. During the next four
years he increased his bees to 3<5 colonies. But
he soon realized that so many bees in a crowded
city lead to trouble and become a nuisance. At
that time honey was bringing a good price: and
as he loved the bees he decided to move into
the country and engage in honey production as
a business. The next spring he moved to Rock-
land Co., N. Y., 35 miles from New York, and
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in the fall he had 65 colonies. This place did
not suit him, and he cast about for a better
location.
L The writer, at a meeting of bee-keepers in
Albany, N. Y., eai'ly in the winter of 1873, read
an essay which led Mr. Hoffman, who was in
attendance, to seek acquaintance. A mutual
and lasting friendship sprang up; and, by the
advice of the writer. Mr. Hoffman was induced
to move to Fort Plain, N. Y., where he settled
in the spi-ing of 1873.

There in a few years he increased his stock
of bees to about 4()() colonies, selling off the
increase, 50 to 100 colonies, each spring. Dur-
ing this peiiod many of the renowned bee-
keepers in various parts of New York were
each winter losing hundreds of dollars' worth
of bees, and were buying heavily to keep up
their stocks. Thus while other bee-keepers
were losing their capital, and were discussing
the subject of wintering, at conventions and

.TUI-IUS HOFFMAN.

through the papers, and were experimenting
with new methods and expensive cellars, Mr.
Hoffman was prospering and selling to them
his increase. Never shall we forget the aston-
ishment and admiration that filled us when,
after Mr. Hoffman had lived at Fort Plain some
months, we called and beheld his large apiary
and stirring enterprise. Then indeed we
thanked our stars that we had been instrumen-
tal, in part at least, for the presence among us
of a real, live bee-master.
From that time on, for some years, we visited

him often and studied the conditions, methods,
and surroundings, in order to learn the secrets
of his great success. Without pointing out at
this time the various elements that led to this

success, we will state that not the least among
them is the brood-frame that bears his name,
and which we had the pleasure to first describe
and recommend in the Bee-keepers' Exchange,
page .52, 1879. This gratification is more com-
plete, as, when once adopted, we have never

known a bee-keeper to discard them, and near-
ly all who use them are prosperous.
uBut Mr. Hoffman desired more land, and a
location where more buckwheat is gi'own;
hence in 1884 he sold his place and bought 75
acres of new land four miles east of Canajo-
harie, and seven miles from his former home.
On this he erected suitable buildings, and has
each fall for the last five years put into winter
quarters about (i.50 colonies. By sale and
shrinkage these are generally reduced to about
.500 colonies each spring. This number, kept in
five or six different places, is. about all that he
can, with one assistant, conveniently handle,
especially as the assistant has to do chores and
attend to three horses and a few cows, besides
doing considerable farm work. He has no other
ji>-sistance except two daughtei'S, who help to
extract the honey and prepare sections of comb
honey for market.
The extracting is all done at home. Mr.

Hoffman has always produced comb honey
principally, except for the last three years, dur-
ing which time the crop has been nearly all

extracted.
Seventeen years ago Mr. Hoffman devised the

brood-frame that bears his name. It was the
outgrowth of a desire to improve existing meth-
ods and facilitate manipulation.
Mr. Hoffman's best average crop of comb hon-

ey was 80 pounds per colony, and the poorest
(season of 18i»0) was 20 pounds.
Mr. Hoffman is medium in stature, slight of

build, and is unassuming and quiet in manner.
He has a vigorous mental-motive temperament,
and is never idle. A piano and organ builder
by trade, he is ingenious and a good mechanic,
able to construct his hives in a thorough and
perfect manner. He is a great reader, and has
frequently translated and condensed articles
from the German periodicals.
Aside from his duties as an apiarist, he

travels considerably over the adjacent territory
and repairs and tunes musical instruments. He
is still in the prime of a vigorous manhood; and
may he live long to enjoy the fruits of his
labors, bless his family, and instruct the bee-
keeping fraternity, is the wish of
Canajoharie, N Y'^. J. H. Nellis.

[Our older readers will remember J. H. Nellis
as the editor of the Bee-keepers' Exchange—

a

very sprightly bee-journal under his manage-
ment. He was also at one time secretary and
at another time president of the North Ameri-
can Bee-keepers' Association. He not only
published a bee-journal, but he was quite an
extensive manufacturer of apiarian supplies.
In later years, however, the publishing and
apiarian-supply business has given place to
other interests, although he has all along kept
bees. Mr. Nellis was the first one to make pub-
lic the Hoffman frame and its merits. The
files of his old bee-journal show that he was
enthu.siastic in its praise; and the fact that he
has used this frame all these years, and still

likes it, shows that it wears well. He has
promised to favor us with two or three more
articles, not only in regard to further facts con-
cerning Mr. Hoffman and his methods, but also
some facts from his own experience.
When we visited Mr. Hotrman we saw all the

evidences of material prosperity; and, if we
were not mistaken, this prosperity came mainly
from the bees. He has a pleasant and beautiful
home by the side of a deep ravine. We desire

to indorse all that Mr. Nellis has said of its

owner; and although he has been wonderfully
successful he is very modest in regard to his

attainments. He has none of that show and
bluster of some bee-keepers who, having ob-
tained moderate success, would have us believe
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that theirs is the only method that is certain to

arrive at success. By their fruits ye shall know
them; and so let the Hoffman frame be judged.]

OUTDOOR WINTERING.

HOW DR. MILLER IIA.S PACKED SOME OF HIS.

Last winter I wintered a few colonies of bees
outdoors, the first I wintered out for years. It

was a successful experiment, although the win-
ter was a mild one. Usually the winters are
very severe here, and Fm not sure that any way
•of wintering out would prove better than cellar-
ing. Still, on some accounts I'd like to be able
to winter out. and this winter I will try the
winter cases on a few colonies. If they do not
prove satisfactory, I will repeat' on a larger
scale. I think, the experiment of last winter.
Partly because I should like suggestions con-

cerning it. and partly because I feel sure the
plan is a good one for some whose winters are
not too severe, I will describe it.

Two hives were placed back to back, then
two beside these, back to back, and this
might be continued so that there would be
two long rows of hives, the backs of the hives
of one row standing against the backs of the
other row. Thei'e was nothing particularly
new in the manner of packing, and a glance at
the cut showing a transverse section will make
it easily understood. A strip was laid across
the front part of the deep bottom-board, mak-
ing a winter passage for the bees under it. with-
out allowing the packing to choke up the en-
trance. Then a board was set in front, its low-
er edge resting on the front ends of the bottom-
boards. The board was set in a slanting posi-
tion, so that the upper edge was much further
from the hive than the lower, and stakes driv-
en in the ground supported the board. Then
the whole was covered with straw taken from
the hoi'ses' bedding. Perhaps clean straw or
prairie hay would be better. It is much easier
packing, as well as warmer, to have a number

HOW DR. MILLER PACKS HIS HIVES FOR WIN-
TER.

of hives standing together; but the trouble is,

that you don't want them to stand that way
during the summer, and it makes trouble, fall

and spring, for the bees if you change their po-
sition. I think it can be managed to make lit-

tle or no trouble. If you want to try my plq,n

I'll tell you how I'll do if I try it again on a
larger scale. Next spring I'll set the hives in
one of the out-apiaries, in the way you see
them in the picture of the summer arrange-
ment. Of course, only a small section of the
apiary is there shown; and through the middle
you see the hives placed in groups of four, the
entrances facing in opposite directions, one pair
of hives standing back to back to the other pair.
Between each two groups is a vacancy lai'ge

enough to admit another group, and in front of
this vacancy at each side stands a pair of hives
with the entrances facing outward.

Throughout the summer they remain in this
position, but for the winter they must be got in

position as shown in the cut of winter arrange-
ment. You will see at a glance that all that is

necessary is merely to move back the two out-
side rows to till up the vacancies between the
center groups. Foi' example, 5 and G will be
moved back into the space between 4 and 7.

When moved back into the two solid rows
shown in the winter arrangement, they are
ready for packing as previously described. The
position of the hives is such that changing from
summer to winter arrangement will not greatly
disturb the bees. You may move a hive direct-
ly backward quite a distance, and the bees will

readily find it. for it is directly in the line of
their flight, requiring them to go only a little

further in the same direction. But if a hive is

moved forward it troubles them a great deal
more, so that in moving them out in the spring
it can not be done at a single operation. It will
be necessary to move them perhaps only a few
inches the first time, and after a few days a few
inches more, and so on.

i 1 ; -i

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

o o o
o o ^ ? ^ ^ o o n o ^ * o o

WINTEB AKRA.NGEMENT.

It is pretty well agreed that large entrances
should be allowed for winter, but it is not well
to have strong winds blow, without any hin-
drance, directly into the entrance. So I would
have in winter a close board fence two or three
feet high on each side, in front of the hives.
The round O's in front of the hives in the cen-
tral groups show where the fence-posts will be
set. If eight-frame single-walled hives are
used, these posts will be about five feet apart.
The nails in these boards will not, be driven en-
tirely in, and then in the spring a claw-ham-
mer will easily draw them out. Would such a
fence make trouble in some places by making
snowdrifts over the hives'?
The boards of this fence must be put out of
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the way during tlie siimmor, and, with a little

extra trouble, they can be made to serve a good
purpose. Let the posts stand .5J.j or 6 feet out
of the ground, all sawed off to the same height.
From a post on one side to the post on the op-
posite side puta piece of 3x4 scantling edgewise,
fastening it there. On this the boards can be
lightly tacked, making a good shade for the
central groups of hives. If this is not contem-
plated it will not be necessary to put the posts
so close together.
What are the objections to this plan, and

what improvements arc suggested '?

Marengo. 111., Dec. 4. C. C. Millek.

[The only objection to your plan, friend M..
is, that it is a great deal of work to move the
hives back and forth, put up a temporary board
fence, and put on and remove the straw.
Wouldn't your straw become wet when exposed
to the weather ? You might thatch it as they
do straw roofs, but that which comes from the
stable would be rathei' too brolien, would it

not ?J

Recent Developments.

BKOOD-FRAMES FOR 1892.

By Erneftt R. Root.

For the past two or three months we have
been studying on general improvements on
apiarian supplies—improvements that are real,
and that have been suggested by experience,
rather than those that have been evolved from
theory or fancy. Among the first is something
in the line of top-bars, with the loose and Hoff-
man frame. The thick top-bars have given
very general satisfaction, and have sustained
all the claims of its advocates, when used in
connection with the proper bee-spaces— i. e.. a
scant V4 inch. In experimenting this summer,
and comparing reports carefully, we found it

was not necessary to have the top-bar any
thicker tlian would be required to pi'event any
possible sagging that would change the bee-
space—the essential features for the preven-
tion of burr-combs being rather in the width of
the bar, depth of bee-space, and exact spacing.
With these conditions pi'operly met. we can
reduce, a small trifle, the thickness of the top-
bar. The following cut shows our last thick-
top brood -frame.

IMPROVED THICK-TOP FRAME. WITH MOLDED
COMB-OUIDE.

Fig. 1 in the cut shows the new top-bar, and
how the comb-guide is left in relief, as it weie,
by a set of molding-knives. The cut hardly
does justice to it. however. The bead of the
comb-guide projects down 3^ inch, so as to leave
room for fastening foundation, and for guiding
the bees. Such a comb-guide is always perma-
nent, and never gets " left out"' in tilling orders;
and while the side of the top-bar is only ?< deep,
the molded guide gives it the stillness of a bar
X deep. In a word, the new top-bar is 1^ scant

in width, J4 deep to the comb-guide, and H
deep at the sides.

It seems almost a wonder that somebody did
not think of this before; and, even if he did,
why he did not put it into practical operation.
We stumbled on to it accidentally. A party
ordered some sections with this style of top-bar;
and while we were contemplating this feature,
the thought struck us. " Why not adapt it to
brood-frames?"
Another featui'e of the new frame is the

bottom-bar. It is % thick, and only ^^ inch
wide, the end-bar being mortised to receive it.

Wliy so narrow a bottom-bar? For the simple
reason that bees build combs down to them
better. We have always noticed that the Har-
bison sections, having a very narrow bottom-
bar, the comb was almost invariably built clear
down and on it; while in ordinary sections
there is pretty apt to be a bee-space under the
comb. This fact did not lead us to adopt or
recommend that style of section—oh. nol using
a nari-ow starter, (i la Dr. Miller, at the top
and bottom of an ordinary section accomplishes
the same result more cheaply; but it dicZ in-
fluence us to adopt a similar bottom-bar for
brood-frames. D. A. Jones and other promi-
nent bee-keepers have long advocated and used
a narrow bar, for this very reason.

THE NEW HOFFMAN FRAME.

The cut above shows that we have adapted
the same top-bar to the Hoffman frames. This,
in view of the fact of what we have said against
the straight top-bar for this frame, may appear
like a retrograde step, even if it does not show
that we have changed our views. Now, if you
will listen just a minute we will try to make
the whole thing plain. We would not change
the Hoffman top-bar as he uses it in /lis hive,
one iota; but when the same is adapted to a
Langstroth frame in a Langstroth hive, a cer-
tain insurmountable difficulty comes in the
way. It is this: The projection on the Hoff-
man frame—that is, that part which rests on
the rabbet is ^^ inch long. This would leave,
after the bee-space is taken out back of the
frames, only 34 inch to rest on the hive-rabbet;
and this space is so very narrow that there is

very little danger of killing any bees; but the
standard Langstroth top-bar leaves ^4 inch
between the end-bar and the end of the top-bar
—that is, ?4 inch projection. After taking out
a 34-inch bee-space this leaves a bearing sur-
face of 3i inch on the wood rabbet. With pro-
jecting fop-bar 1^8 wide and ^^ inch deep, the
chance of killing bees is quite considerable, as
experience told us last year. Now. then, this
problem confronted us: The Hoffman frame is

a good thing, and bee-keepers want it. But to
make it entirely satisfactory the standard L.
top- bar must ,be shortened ^i inch or else we
must use a straight top- bar on a tin rabbet.
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Now, when we come to change the length of
the standard top-bar, we confront a big difficul-

ty. The new fi'ames would drop down at one
end in the old hives with the wide rabbet; and
old frames already in use would not go into the
new hives with the narrow rabbet. Such a
change would make "everlasting rows" with
bee-keepers. In fact, it is utterly out of the
question to shorten the Ijangstroth top-bar in
order to get the advantage of a Hoffman top-
bar. Well, as hinted, thfre was another way
in which we could get around the difficulty,

and that was to leave the top- bar the same
length as it is, and use a tin rabbet, the purpose
of the latter being to prevent the killing of bees
and at the same time secure a more perfect
lateral movement of the frames. The only
purpose of having the Hoffman top-bar wider
at the top is to prevent bees from putting
chunks of propolis between the straight top-
bars ill wood I'abljets: but by using the tin

rabbet of the improved pattern, we solved the
dilticulty.

The improved Hoffman frame will therefore
go in old L. hives as well as in new ones; and
while it can be used on old wood rabbets, it is

very much better to use it on tin bearings.
The new top-l)ar is more cheaply made; and,
besides, it is exactly like the top-bar used in
the loose frame previously described. The bot-
tom-bar is likewise made the same. The end-
bar is a true Hoffman, the top lieing mortised
out to I'eceive the top-bar, and the t-dge being
brought to a V point. This renders compres-
sion unnecessary, and at the same time reduces
bee-killing, even by careless bee-keefjers, to a
number hardly worth considering. How the
end-bars come in contact is shown more exactly
in the accompanying engraving.

something that will not bend over and be
creasing into the top-bars, thus preventing
smooth and easy lateral movement of the

"ENI.AKGED VIIOW OF THE NEW HOFFMAN
FRAME.

One side, it is to be observed, is square, while
the other is brought to a V point. In nailing
these frames together, if you will always observe
to put them up the same way—that is. the V
edge toward you, and next to your left hand
while you are holding the frame—you will
never have any trouble by the V edges coming
together. The following diagram shows just
how they should be. This is the way we nail
our frames, and the way everybody else should
do, in order to avoid confusion.
The improved Hoffman can also be made for

less money. While the old one sold for the L.
hive for *2.00 per 100 at retail, the new ones cost
•only $1.70, or :-'0 cts. more than the loose frames.
You will notice that we have dispensed with

the old knife-edge finger-cutting tin rabbet.
We have made one a great deal stronger

—

L>IAUKAM SHOWING A TOP VIEW OF HOFFMAN
FRAMES.

frames. The next cut is self-explanatory. Now
there are some very bad propolizers that will
hll a rabbet level full of propolis in eight or ten
years. Well, this is a rabbet that can lie clean-
ed out with a sharp instrument and not bend
Its edges over; but with most bees—certainly
with all pure Italians—there will be no trouble
froni propolis being accumulated to any extent
in the rabbet, even in years.

OUR IMPROVED TIN RAI5BET.

The new HofPman frame has all the stability
and convenience for moving that the old one
does; and. besides, it has some features peculiar
to itself. In fact, the frame is so much ahead
of the old loose frame that we have decided,
even though it costs a little more, to put it in
all otir hives. It is certainly better for begin-
ners, because it will give them straight combs,
and show just how far to space the frames.
Old bee-keepers—in fact, all—have the option
of choosing the loose or any other frame. This
decision has been further strengthened by the
fact that the Hoffman frame seems to be gent'.r-

ally elected in the orders a few weeks back for
next season's goods.

HASTY' S APIARY.

AN EXPLANATION OF THE CUT ON P. U14. DEC. 1.

]Many thanks to Rambler and Gi.f.anings for
dealing so kindly with my apiary. The camera,
although sometimes provokingly truthful, will
occasionally tell little fibs in the interest of po-
liteness, just the sami^ as other folks. When it

feels like it, it will report a misc<'ilaneous h<'ap
of traps and rubbish, which really looks " like
sin." as nu-rely picturesque, and almost "' a
thing of beauty." Witness the right foreground
in this photo.
When we look at apiary views we almost al-

ways feel vexed more or les^s because we can not
be informed what this. that, and the other
thing is, and what it is for. Although the ex-
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planation can not now appear with the picture,
I will rnn over the scene a little.

The first thing in the center foreground is a
light case that goes with me from hive to hive
when I am at work. The Clark smoker, like a
fat captain, is perched on the tin hurricane-
deck over all; and the different decks and mid-
ships of the case proper are supposed to con-
tain all the small tools and "calamities" that
can be wanted when at a hive. Two comb-
holders cling to one end of the concern. The
disadvantages of this case are so great that I

never recommend it to others: but it looks as if

I should never be able to tear myself loose from
it unless I invent something better.

Next to the right is my solar wax-extractor.
Not being in use at the time.it has a muslin
cover drawn over it. Next comes a low object
occupying considerable space. This is my hon-
ey-ripener, for ripening extracted honey. Pos-
sibly this may be worth a description some time
—at least I think no one else has any thing like
it. The top Is encumbered with hive-covers
and rubbish. Beyond it is a pile of board
frames covered with poultry-netting, such as I

use to keep the chickens from scratching up my
posies and things.

Scattered about " permiscus " through the
apiary are patches of my pet flowers, of which
the phlox is my especial "ladye love." No
flowers appear in the view, except some masses
of portulacca—shut up close as a miser's fist,

under the hot sun of mid day.
The trees in which I am climbing are chest-

nuts. I planted the nuts with my own hand
when I was nearly a man grown, and now they
stand and preach to me how old I am. One
would think so many swarms would alight in
the tops as to be annoying. Rather curiously,
few swarms alight in them, either high or low:
while a solitary apple-tree, a little out of view
to the left, gets something like one-half of the
entire grist of swarms. The last tree-top seen
in the left background is a North Carolina
basswood, sent me as an August bloomer. It

F
roves to bloom earlier than our Ohio trees,

ts mate (just out of view) was sent me from
the same place, and is evidently of a different
variety. It refuses to bloom at all so far, only
a few buds appearing and dropping oft'. Prob-
ably this represents the August bloomers. The
foliage seen in the left foreground is a large
trumpet-vine of our native species. Planted
beside a tall post it is unable to get up 60 or 80
feet, as it would like to do, and so it makes a
low tree of itself, because it can't do any thing
else. As it blooms most of the summer it an-
swers very well as an ornamental tree when so
treated. The disadvantages are, that such
quantities of such large flowers keep the
ground unpleasantly littered in falling off. It

also sprouts up so persistently at long distances
away as to make a good deal of work.
The apiary itself is laid off in 16 groups of 9

places each, with wide streets between groups.
The view shows five groups. As we look
cornerwise across them the streets in both direc-
tions are scarcely to be discerned. The plan thus
admits of 144 hives: but there were enough va-
cancies at the time the view was taken to re-
duce the number to something less than a hun-
dred.
Rambler has done up the asparagus, so we

will proceed to do up the hives. The open
space to the left of the center front is the east
end of the center street, running east and west.
This divides the apiary into halves, the south
division being wholly out of view. The first

hive we come to is of the type most prevalent
in the apiary—an ordinary Langstroth hive,
made for ten frames, but contracted to seven
by a dummy and inside board. It has a heavy

slant roof telescoped on; and for bottom it has
whatever comes handy. The upper story con-
tains wide frames with sections. About the
only peculiarity visible is the shading. You
see it is shaded with a piece of cotton cloth
tacked on the south and west edges of the roof.
'Spects there ought to be a shade-board on the
top too; but there isn't. If yotir eyes are sharp
enough you can see one more peculiarity, and
that is a big letter A on the front. This means
that the queen is a relative of all the other
queens who have A over their portal. The
next hive bears F, as the queen is of another
family. As a means of developing and under-
standing one's bees I consider this •' wrinkle

'"

important. I would recommend it to all who
are willing to strive for improvement in strains
and families of bees. The third hive as we pass
along the street to the west is a big chaff' hive,
not varying very much from the Root pattern.
This, you see, has a heavy shade-board on. It

took me many years t,o find out that these hives
needed a shade-board; but they do need it bad-
ly, partly owing to the fact that the roofs are of
very thin lumber. Another thing that it took
me a ridiculous number of years to find out is

the nice, clean, convenient shelf to lay things
on, which I have by most of the hives. Why!
just lay your things down on the level, smooth-
clipped tops of my bunches of asparagus. Even
a frame of brood with bees adhering can be
laid down there without harm: and dripping
honey leaves no inconvenient daub. If we
should pass clear through this street, all the
hives in the range next to it on the north are
like the one we inspected last. They are placed
here because there is no asparagus to shade
this range of places. There used to be a row of
asparagus here also; but I laboriously destroy-
ed it because I wanted to widen the street, and
because I wanted a freer range of vision into
the middle of the groups, and (shall I be asham-
ed to confess it or not?) because I wanted a
nice vantage ground for some posy-beds.

I was lucky in having the ground actually
pretty well hoed when Rambler arrived. It
isn't always so—moie's the pity. How weeds
do grow when one is busy, and can't get time to
sail into them I And how, when they are get-
ting the worst of it, they seem to take counsel
together, and send in some new kind that knows
how to take the disadvantage of a fellow!
There is a little, soft, innocent-looking weed
that makes me almost furious. Its tactics are
to come up late in the fall, after I am done hoe-
ing, and make its growth under the snow, or
during the odd warm spells in winter and
spring, till it has the ground covered like a
buffalo-robe. About that time the ground gets
peeled about an inch deep with a sharp shovel,
and whipped bottom side upward—and I guess
that must do for description, unless some of the
comrades see something they want to question
about. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, O., Dec. 7.

THE SHANE APIARY AT HOME, AGAIN.

heddon's hive - stand; hive - gkouping ix
apiakies, etc.

By Ernest R. Root.

As I promised in our last issue, I will now tell

you something more about putting five hives in

a group; but before I proceed I hardly know
whether to use the personal pronoun I or the
editorial ire. As this article is to be exceeding-
ly personal and egotistical, I believe I will say
I, even if it should please my friend Dr. Miller.
The picture opposite shows what I did after I
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had taken a view of the whole apiarj-. such as
was shown in our last issue. You see, I station-
ed the camera, drew the slide, set the piieninat-
ic shutter, and then poised myself on one of the
hives, the onl.v connection between mi' and ilie

camera being a rubber tube. Attached to said
tube was a rubber bulb which I held in my
hand. I thonght I wouldn't wear any veil, so
folks would think I worked with bees without
one: and then, striking an attitu(^e as nearly
natural as I could over the hive, I squeezed the
little bulb. The camera gave a click, opened
its eye. stared lor a few moments: and, after the
signal from the bulb, closed its eye and the pic-
ture " was took." But, oh dear! I didn't let
the thing look at me long enough, for I see the
picture is a little dark in the shades.

Well, now, don't pay any more attention to
photography. I just want you to notice how
convenient it is to have five hives in a group

—

sit on one and look into the other. Why. it is

just fun compared with the old way. When I
wish to look at the next hive, all I have to do is

caught me with these thoughts in mind: and
if you look sharp you will see cross-lines
over the frames that indicate transferring-
clasps. Somebody has said that a string wound
around the combs would be better than any
thing else, because, if you forget it, the bees
will gnaw the strings in two. and remove them:
but not so with the tin clasps.
There is another thing in tlie engraving

which perhaps you did not notice. The hives
are all on Heddon hive-stands, and are elevated
out of the grass, and are up to convenient work-
ing distance, and. of course, they will be nice
and dry the year round. To give you a little

better idea of the stand in detail, I made the
camera stare at one of the hives by itself, and
you will see it on the next page.
The stand proper is simply a shallow box

without top or bottom, the sides and ends o
which are i% inches deep and X inch thick.
The ends are nailed on to the sides. The lum-
ber is simply the culls from supers—that is,

pieces that are too poor to be used for supers to

THE .lUXIOE EDITOR EN.JOYIXG THE CONVENIENCE OF THE HEDDON HIVE-STAND AND THE
SCHEME OF FIVE HIVES IN A GROUP.

to turn around and sit down. May be I diag-
nose the condition of the colony by looking
over the top of the frames. Perhaps I am not
satisfied, and I pull out one frame, and that will

give me a clew to the whole condition. It so
happened I was not doing either in the picture.
You will remember that we transferred the
combs from some old loose frames into the
Hoffman. To hold the combs secure in the
frames we used the old-fashioned transferring-
clasps. You may think it very shiftless: but
both the boys and I were too busy to think of
pulling out the clasps after the combs were se-
curely fastened, and I am ashamed to confess
that they are on the frames yet. The camera

the Dovetailed hive. The front and back
boards are dropped down ^4 inch, so as to leave
room for the cleats of the bottom-board, which
project down a little.

This idea I obtained from Heddon's old orig-
inal eight-frame hive. I happened to be look-
ing over some of our old castaway hives in our
museum, and my eyes ran across this. The
same thing is illustrated in connection with the
old style Heddon hive in February Gleanings.
188.5. page 8.5. This stand is about as cheap and
convenient as any thing I know of. I like it be-
cause it raises the hive up six inches above the
ground, while most of the other stands leave
them pretty well in the grass.
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There is one thing more in the picture which
perhaps you did not notice. Although showing
a little dimly, there are little slates arranged in
different positions on the hives. The position
of the first slate on the right means that the
colony has an untested queen. On the next
hive, at right angles to and just back of it, the
slate indicates a virgin. In the cut, just above
the slate in the center of the hive, it shows that
there is a tested queen inside. We use, with a
great deal of satisfaction, a code which I repro-
duce herewith. The key shows the meaning of
each position, in small type below.
The apiarist and I have been delighted with

this arrangement. Whenever he is sick or
away, I can almost tell from the office just
what is in every hive; and if an order comes

Lad/es' Conversazione.

MISS WILSON AT CHICAGO.

DOVETAILED HIVE ON A HEDDON IIIVE-STAND.

in by telegram, in the absence of tlie apiarist I

take a birdseye view, from the office window,
spot the hive I want, rush downstairs, and pro-
ceed directly to the place. It makes me feel al-

most provoked to think that we did not use it

years before we did; and I am sure that no
queen- breeder or honey-producer can afford to
get along without some similar arrangement.
It may be very easily varied to suit the require-
ments of every bee-keeper, whether it be the
rearing of queens or the production of honey,

HER VIEWS ON THE NORTHWESTERN CONVEN-
TION.

I attended the convention at Chicago, and
enjoyed it very much. The attendance was
large, and every one seemed happy. Quite a
number of ladies were present. I wish there
had been more. Among the many weighty
subjects discussed was the grading of comb
honey, in which I was specially interested, Dr.
Miller and I having had frequent little skir-
mishes on this very subject.

All seemed quite anxious to have some system
of grading adopted, including the commission
men present— Mi'. R. A. Burnett and Mr. ]Man-
delbaum, of S. T. Fish & Co. But the great
difficulty seemed to be to find any two of the
same opinion as to what constitutes first-grade
honey, second-grade, etc.
After a great deal of discussion the following

system of grading was adopted, as nearly as I
can remember:
First grade. The sections to be perfectly

filled, all the cells capped, the combs straight,
and securely fastened to all four sides of the
section; section and comb white, and free from
])n)|)olis and travel-stain, and the honey of
uniform color.
Second grade. Sections and comb white, and

free from propolis and travel -stain; but the
comb may be uneven, although it must be per-
fectly tilled and capped, and may contain as
many as three cells of pollen to the section.
Third grade. Sections must be two-thirds

filled, whether capped or otherwise, and may
be much travel -stained, and of two or more
colors in a case.

I will not vouch for these being correct, as I

did not take any notes. Slightly travel-stained
sections were not put in any grade: but the
omission was allowed to pass, in the hope of a
revision and straightening-up of things at Al-
bany, as so much ti'ouble was experienced in

arriving at any conclusion.

1 1

-
1

-1 ^
1 1 •? 1 3 4 •> fi
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in their locality. Spanisli needle, an amber-
colored honey, which forms; a large part of their
crop. is. in their estimation, just as good as the
best white honey.
There were quite a number at the convention

who expressed it as their opinion that, accord-
ing to the first grade adopted, there would be
very little first-grade honey put on the market.
I would not grade as closely as Dr. ^Filler does.
Personally, I can see no reason for throwing a
section out as second class simply because the
comb is not sti'aight. I also believe that a sec-
tion that is only slightly travel-stained, say
just tinted on the lower edge, ought to be al-

lowed as first class. Neither would I rule one
out that has only three or four cells uncapped
in one corner of one side, if all the rest of the
section were perfect. Nor would I rule out a
section if the wood were somewhat stained with
propolis, providing it was carefully scraped.
Suppose you receive an order from a man for

a lot of first-class honey, and you send him
buckwheat. Do you suppose he would be sat-
isfied with it? I don't. We have no fault
found with the way in which we gi'ade our
honey, but I am not sure how long we could
say that if we were to send dark honey as first-

chiss, and that is allowable providing we .send a
whole case of it. You may say it is to go as
first-class buckwheat. I am afraid we are go-
ing to get into hot water if we undertake to
have so many different kinds graded, and that
it will be much more ditificult to tell first-class
honey than it is at present when each one is

allowed to grade according to his own notion.
Still. I believe it would be an excellent thing to
have a standard system of grading.
Marengo. 111.. Nov. M. Emma Wilson.

MRS. AXTELL'S LETTER.

CURES FOR BEE-STINGS.

Nearly every one has his or her cure for bee-
stings. May it not be tliat none of them amount
to much, as the poison is injected into the flesh
so far that remedies on the outside do not reach
the poison ? It looks reasonable that, the soon-
er tlie sting can be withdrawn, the less poison
is thrown into the system. I have noticed the
little sting working away for some moments
after the bee had left it when thrust into my
clothes, still injecting poison. If my hands are
not full I always quickly scrape the sting off
with a finger-nail, but more often I rub the
sting off by rubbing my hand down my side
rather than wait to free ray hands to scrape it

off witli my nail, as each moment of delay
makes much difference in the amount of poison
tlirown into the system: therefore a person who
is quick in his movements does not get so much
poison as one who is more deliberate in his move-
ments: yet, because one moves quickly he .will

be -Stung more often. Once at a bee-convention
near Oquawka, this State, an old man. an ed-
itor, came in: and when an opportunity for him
to speak was given he told of a preventive for
bee-stings, as practiced by a friend of his, and
that was to catch a pig or hog and rub his
hands all over on the pig. thus leaving the
scent of the pig on the hands. I never had
faith enough in the preventive to try it, but I

have sometimes wondered why bees were more
inclined to sting one person than another, es-
pecially when the one stung the least was the
grosser in his make-up. often having a rank
smell to his breath. Possibly the breath was a
repellant, like the fumes of tobacco blown from
a smoker. Some of the antidotes to bee-stings
are soda moistened with vinegar, and applied
as a poultice. Mashed onion, moistened clay

or black earth, crushed plantain-leaves, a slice
of fresh meat, are good. Scrape the wound
with a sharp knife two or three times, then rub
it as little as possible thereafter. The more
it is rubbed the more will it swell.
As the poi-son is formic acid, it looks reasona-

ble to use an alkali as a remedy, if any thing is

used. After any or all the alwve remedies are
applied, the pain will cease, and so it would,
perhaps, just as soon if nothing is used, espe-
cially if tlie person keeps right on with his
work .so as to forget the sting. The latter rem-
edy is what I use: and the harder the sting
pains, the more rapidly I try to work; but with
timid peisons, especially new helpers at bee-
work, they are ijetter satisfied to apply some
remedy.

TO KEEP GRAPES.

Bee-keepers and their families are generally-
great lovers of fruit, and I notice that, as a
class generally, they have fruit upon their ta-
bles when it is to be had. I will mention how
we found grapes to keep well for a long time,
even until near Cliristmas. Pick them careful-
ly, so as not to bruise them or rub off the bloom
(that is. the thin white floury substance upon
the outside). If any are nuished. pick those off.

but do not handle them much. Lay a layer of
cotton batting in a shallow box. then, as picked
from the vines and looked over bunch by
bunch, lay them upon the batting so as not to
handle over twice. Now cover over with bat-
ting. Lay on top a thin Ijoard (our honey-
boards are what we use), and cover over with
batting: then lay on grapes close together, but
not to pile up. Now cover these with batting
and tuck up carefully so as to exclude the flies

and the air as much as possible. This will
cause them to keep sound and plump for a long
time—much more so than if hung up. or with
paper between them, as some recommend.
Some use bran, but we prefer the batting. Set
the box or boards away in a cool place where
there are no mice to work in the batting. The
cellar would be preferable, some say, but we
kept ours tipstairs where there are no mice.
They should not be jostled or handled much
after being thus prepared. They will spoil
soon after being taken from the "batting, as
they fall from the stems if jostled.
Another way to put up grapes is to prepare a

syrup rich enough to sweeten them well, ac-
cording as one pi'efers. Pick over tlie grapes
and put into a jar: heat the syrup to boiling,
and poui- over the grapes: let cool, and heat
again. This time the syrup will have increased
enough to cover them. Pour off three times,
and scald before getting quite cool the last two
times: then seal it up in a can or jar. This
treatment will preserve the grapes whole. They
look beautiful, and taste very nice. The Niag-
ara, a white grape, looks well thus treated, as it

has a tough skin that is not easily liroken.

Grape butter is nice made from half grape
and half apple. Press the grapes through a
colander: stew to a rich sauce, all the while
stitTing if on the top of the stove. When near-
ly done, add nearly as much sugar by weight,
if to be very sweet: less sugar will make good
sauce, or it may be cooked in the oven in a
crock with but little stirring.

Roseville. 111., Nov. 10. Mrs. L. C. Axtei.l.

TAN BEES BITE ?

Womanlike. I should like to have the last
word. D)-. Miller says. "Bees have a biter."
and I say that tiiey have not : and I'll keep on
saying it until I have the last word, until I am
convinced that they have a " biter." Thev
have a picker but no biter. They will pick
away at the fuzz on muslin until they make a
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hole; and if they get hold of a raveling they
will take a long pull and a strong pull, and a
pull all together until they get it out of the
hive. Why don't they bite it oft? They will
pick away at the entrance of a hive, if it is too
small, until they raise a fuzz, or nap, upon the
wood, so they can grip hold of it and pull off the
tine fibers. The bee can not tear open the skin
of fruit, or it would do it and feast on the rich
juice within. Look at the skin of 'a grape. It

is so smooth that a, bee can not get a grip upon
it to tear it open. Why are they never diowned
inwooden feeders when they would be in tin?
Because they can not grip hold of tin or eai'th-
en ware as they can of wood.

Peoria. 111.. Nov. 25. Mks. L. Harrisox.

Our Question - Box,

WITH REPUES FROM OUR BEST AUTHORITIES.

Question 198. What becomes of the greater
portion of eggs and newly hatched larvce in
breaking up a colony of bees to form nuclei ?

I think the bees eat them.
Wisconsin. S. W. E. France.

Gone where the woodbine tvvineth.
Vermont. N. W. A. E. Manum.

I don't know. I think the bees throw them
away.

Illinois. N. C. J. A. Green.

I suspect the bees eat what they can not care
for.

Ohio. N. W. H. R. Boardman.

I am just as ignorant as "darkest Afiica" on
that subject.
New York. E. Rambler.

I always thought it was eaten up; but I am
not sure of it. It certainlv soon disappears.

Illinois. N. W. C. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Whenever thei-e are not enough bees to pro-
tect or care for the unsealed brood, it dies and
Is removed.
New York. C. P. H. Elwood.

They are usually fed, and develop. There
are usually enough nurse-bees to care for them,
and ought always to be.
Michigan. C. A. J. Cook.

If the nuclei can not take care of the eggs
and newly hatched larvte. why, the bees eat it

up and that is what becomes of it.

Michigan. S. W. James Heduon.

I think they are eaten by the bees, as it seems
to me they do usually when seriously discon-
certed in their plans of brood-rearing.

California. 8. R. Wilkin.

I give it up. Tradition says bees eat eggs;
but I've had colonies starve, leaving eggs in
the hive. I think likely they suck the larvteout.

Illinois. N. C. C. Miller.

If eggs or larvte perish by chilling they are
pulled out of the cell by the worker bees. How-
ever, if enough bees are given to the nuclei but
very little brood will be chilled.
Ohio. S. W. C. F. MuTH.

"I don't know." and "I don't know" that I

care. The eggs are not large enough to sell at

the grocery, and the larva is not a merchant-
able commodity. The bees may eat both eggs
and larva? for all I care, and may be they do. I
have thought they did, but never caught them
at it.

Ohio. N. W. A. B. Mason.

The bees are accused of eating them up; but
until somebody gives us positive evidence on
the point, perhaps we should not be too sure.
The confusion, and lack of home feeling inci-
dent to dividing, may cause them to be neglect-
ed till the eggs are worthless and the small
larva? dead.
Ohio. N. W\ E. E. Ha.sty.

My idea is, that what are not presei'ved are
eateu up by the bees. I have often seen bees
eating eggs, and. in times of scarcity, larvie are
eaten; while, if the colony is reduced to starva-
tion, or nearly so. the pup« are taken from the
sealed cells, sucked dry, and thrown out of the
hive.
New York. C. G. M. Doolittle.

I am not positive as to the manner of their
departure, whether they mostly die from neg-
lect or whether, canniballike, the workers de-
vour them; but when nuclei have been deprived
of their queen their strongest instinct seems to
be to provide themselves with another. Their
interests are liable to sufter till this is accom-
plished.
Wisconsin. S. W. S. I. Freeborn.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS

THE VALUE OF FRENCH YELLOW-QCHER PAINT;
BY A PRACTICAL PAINTER.

Friend Root:—I want to say, as a practical
paintei' of 27 years' observation, I never found
any paint to bear exposuie to the weather bet-
ter than g(niuine French yellow ocher mixed
with pure linseed oil and japan, prepared for
outside work, in proportion of six to one. Ap-
ply two thin coats, dry thoroughly, and cover
with another, coloi'ed to suit you". I prefer a
pale straw color as being the most durable. I

used to think paint applied in autumn lasted
one-sixth longer than if applied in the spring,
or one-third longer than if applied in the sum-
mer. I still think so. Paint fence-posts where
they come six or eight inches above, and also
below the surface, with two coats of linseed oil

and finely pulverized charcoal, and you will
find any sound timber makes a durable post.
Posts should be well seasoned.
Allegan, Mich.. Dec. .5. W. H. Gardner.

SENDING QUEENS TO AUSTRALIA.

In reply to my advertisement in Gleanings,
August 1 and 15, I have this month received
three queen-cages— two from J. F. Michael,
German. Darke Co.. O., and one from Walter S.

Ponder, Indianapolis, Ind.; but, I regret to say,
with the exception of one of Mr. Michael's
cages, where there were four living workers,
every thing was dead. Still, the unfortunate
bees had not had a fair chance, as Mr. Michael
sent his first cage on Sept. 2, and the other on
Sept. 8. and both, of course, arrived hei'e on the
same day (Oct. 16), thus making theii' passages
38 and 44 days respectively. Mr. Ponder sent
his in a small cage, 2%^xlXxM, with only one
13'2-inch opening M inch deep— a very neat
pretty cage, certainfy. but I think hardly suited
for such a long journey. Mr. G. M. Doolittle has
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succeeded in sending me three of his extra select
tested queens, witli which I am very much
pleased indeed. ^Eneas Walkek.
Redland Bay, Queensland, Australia, Oct. SO.

[A part of Mr. Michael's failure was due to
the fact that he did not send the queens so as
to be just in time to go on the steamer that
sailed direct. Those who send queens to the
islands of the sea should endeavor to deliver
their queens to the port on the day or day be-
fore the steamer is to sail. If you have no
means of ascertaining this, write and we will

let you know. INIi-. Doolittle's queens were sent
in our kind of cage, as per our instructions, and
went through in good order. It simply shows
that, if any one follows faithfully our method,
he will be "pretty apt to have success.]

FOR THE FIVE-BANDED BEES.

Ewing's experience with the five-banded bees.
as given in Gleanings, page 930, is just the re-
verse of mine. About two years ago I bought a
fine yellow queen of Mr. Hearn, and in due time
had a colony of the brightest yellow bees I had
•ever seen, and the only one among 100 that I

had the courage to open without smoke or veil.

I was so well pleased with these beauties that
it has been my qufeen-rearing colony ever since.
I do not really think there is any Cyprian blood
in this gentle mother. A. B. Baird.

Belle Vernon. Pa., Dec. .5.

[We are glad to get this testimony, friend B.
Although some of the five-banded bees have
been pretty strongly tinctured with Cyprian
blood, as we know by experience, not all of
them have been so. Those bred by Mr. G. M.
Doolittle and Mr. Hearn we know were bred by
selection from pure Italian blood.]

BEE-KEEPING NOT ALL GOLD.
I tell you, Mr. Root, bee-keeping is not all

gold. I had 6, spring count; increased, by buy-
ing one, to 11 stands. Honey I received was
about 30 lbs.—an average of 5 lbs. to a stand,
spring count. I have laid out between 50 and
60 dollars in cash. Will that pay to keep bees?
I look lorward for brighter days in bee-keeping.

John Slaubaugh.
Eglon, W. Va.. Nov. 36.

[Your bees will probably pay you better if

you give them more of a chance. No, indeed,
bee-keeping is not all gold; but it pays in gen-
eral as well as farming. There is a hue and
cry among certain classes that farming does not
pay, and the same may also be said of a great
many other rural industries; but that does not
prove that none of them ever pays.]

TO sharpen shears.

Friend Root:—Your directions for sharpen-
ing shears are excellent, and will put the shears
in first-class order, I know. The only trouble
with it is, that not more than one person in

fifty will take the trouble to fix them in that
way, but will use dull shears as before. To
sharpen shears in three minutes, put them in a
vise, and file the edge until the edge is wired
the whole length. This do to both blades. Now
carefully shut the shears, which will take the
wire off both blades, and leave them in the best
possible condition for cutting. Of course, the
rivet must be right, and the edges should touch
the whole length. C. W. Costellow.
Waterboro, Me., Nov. 25.

.JONES'S AVERAGES.

Friend Root:—As you made a request some
time ago through Gleanings for me to make a

report as to the daily average of my scale hive
during the basswood flow, and the average
amount taken per colony during the season,
also the number of colonies kept in the vicinity,
I herewith take the liberty of sending you the
amount gatluM'ed by my scale hive the past
three years, showing the daily gain, as well as
average gain, per day. and averagi^ amount per
colony, and the number of colonies kept in the
vicinity during each year.

1891.

Julv 12 12 lbs.
'• 13 19

"

' 14, too wet "
" 15 12

"

'• 16 24
"

" 17 15
"

" 18 21 "
'• 19 16

"

•• 20 17 "
" 21 13

"

Total for 9 days. 149

Daily average. 16 lbs. This was not the end
of the flow, but I failed to keep the tally; 130
colonies in my yard, and over 200 within one
mile. Amount tJaken per colony, 83 lbs., all ex-
tracted. In each year my scale hive has con-
tained the much-abused hybrids. Score one for
the hybrids, even if they do sting.

18i)0.

July 12 14 lbs.
'• 13 16

"

" 14, full 8
'•

" 15 15
"

'• 16 20
"

" 17 16
"

" 18 15
"

" 19 16
"

'' 20 16
"

" 21, full 8
"

144 lbs.

This colony swarmed; after, I kept no ac-
count of it. Daily average, 14^% lbs. per day;
100 colonies in my own yard, and 100 more with-
in one mile. Amount taken per colony, mostly
extracted, 80 lbs. These amounts were taken in

the time of basswood only.

1889.

The following daily record shows the amount
of honey gathered per day by one colony during
the basswood flow of honey for the year 1889:

July 11 7 lbs.
"

12 16
"

"
13, too damp 4

"
" 14 19

"
"

15 203^
"

"
16, lack of room... 10 "

" 17 19
"

• " 18 19
"

" 19 26
"

" 20 19
"

" 21.. . . 22 "
"

22'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'a^}4
"

" 23 21
'•

" 24 25 "
" 26 9

"
" 27 "

Total, 250 lbs.

Average. 16-^ lbs. per day. There were 275
colonies within half a mile of my bees; with
our own average amount taken per colony,
mostly comb honey. .52 lbs. F. B. Jones.
Howard Lake, Minn., Dec. 4.
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Notes of Travel
FROM A. I. ROOT.

But tlie fruit of the Spiiit is love, joy, peace, loug'-
sutt'ering:, geatleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance: ag'ainst sucli there is no law.

—

Gal.
5:22,23.

MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA.
Nov. 22.—Inconsequence of delayed trains I

reached here Sunday morning, just before day-
light. Of course, I do not propose to travel on
Sunday: but when a train is late, we sometimes
have to travel a little. I confess I was tired,
and somewhat homesick. The latter was caus-
ed, probably, by the profanity and blasphemy
of some of my fellow-travelers who seemed to
think it a fitting way to usher in God's holy
day. As it is bleak winter here, I got a room
with a fire in it, slept two hours, then took a
bath, and dressed for church. I was almost the
first comer at the bright new Congregational
church, and the pleasant "good - morning"
from the janitor made me feel at home and
among friends. Dear reader, are you looking
out for the stranger when you attend your place
of worship? Oh what a nice lot of people came
there that morning to worship! How their
faces and their ways contrasted with those I
had met with the day before! I had decided
this time not to push myself forward, but to
wait and see whether the Holy Spirit would
make it plainly manifest that I was wanted
among these people who were all entire stran-
gers. In the Bible-class, a lady who sat oppo-
site looked hard at me several times, and her
face seemed in some strange way more or less
familiar. After meeting I found that she and
her husband, C. M. Peck, were from Medina Co.,
O. He is in the employ of the American Sun-
day-school Union, and goes all over South Da-
kota, starting Sunday-schools, holding meetings
in schoolhouses, reviving the weak schools,
starting them when they have run down and
been stopped, and, when destitution prevails in
winter time, he distributes clothing, shoes, etc.,
and sometimes food as well. He is, in fact, a
general missionary, going everywhere in his
field doing good, and finding out the general
condition of affairs. Is it at all strange that he
Is a man generally loved and respected ?—one
of God's anointed ones, is the way I should tell
it. While eating my dinner after our pleasant
Sunday-school, the genial young proprietor of
the Mitchell Hotel laid his hand on my shoul-
der in a homelike way, and whispered that I

was asked to address the 4 o'clock meeting at
the Y. M. C. A. rooms. I talked 40 minutes,
mainly in regard to the damaging effects of
profanity and blasphemy on any town or com-
munity, and upon its ruinous results to both
soul and body. Some of my hearers told me
afterward I had not been doing quite justice to
Mitchell, and Dakota in general. Like Iowa,
the State is under prohibition, and there is not
only no saloon in their pretty town, but not
even an indication of one. and no sort of bar
anywhere about any of the principal hotels.
Years ago a pleasant-looking man came to

me one Sunday morning and asked permission
to go with me to jail. Of course. I gladly as-
sented, and, when there, I asked him to talk to
my class of prisoners. I shall never forget that
talk; and when I found that this brother held
an important govei-nment office here in the city
I felt glad again. R. N. Kratz is a "twin
brother." if I may be allowed the expression, of
brother Peck. As there is nobody in jail in
Mitchell, and, for that matter, in the country
round about, friend K. talks to the boys who
are not in jail. Come to think of it, I giiess he

gets them heforc the jail does, and takes them
to the Y. M. C. A. rooms instead. Everybody
around Mitchell seems to delight in speaking
well of him; and although the government gives
him quite a large salary, it was whispered to

me that he uses nearly if not quite half of it in
working for Christ Jesus. Will some of the
good brothers who read Gi.eaxixgs make a
note of the fact that not all the men who hold
offices that give good salaries are b«((?men'?
Well, a revival is going on now at the Method-
ist church here. It really does seem as if these
Methodist people were aiivays having a revival.
Well, what do you think? Why, the minister
sent word to me that he would like to have me
conduct the work in the vnquiry room in the
Methodist chui'ch. toward the close of the ser-
vice that evening. I don't know whether he
knew I was a Congregationalist or not—may be
he thought it didn't matter. Well, brother
Peck got into that I'oora in some way, and he is

a Congregationalist too. mind you, and a good
one, and he followed my exhortation with the
most earnest pei'sonal work, first with one
of the seekers and then another; and then
bi'other Kratz, who is a real Methodist, backed
us both up. Well, I tell you it was a grand
Methodist revival. A young man who was
near me said he could not", fully surrender,"
and I told him to surrender all he could, and
trust Christ Jesus for the rest. His pastor
came up behind me and indorsed what I said,
and our young brother was soon happy, and
smiling through his tears. Almost every one
who came into the room gave their names to
the minister, to be taken into the church.
When we disbanded I was astonished to find it

was 10 o'clock; but the pastor had 20 names of
young people on his paper, but I believe it in-
cluded a few who received baptism in the morn-
ing. It seems a little funny, but my last Sun-
day evening in Medina was spent in a Meth-
odist revival meeting.
When I awoke this morning my next-door

neighbor in the hotel was singing softly to him-
self. "Other refuge have I none." I found a
young lawyer sitting by the stove i-eading " Ben
Hur," and Mrs. Peck says every Sunday morn-
ing he goes through the hotel office and invites
all to come to church; and he "gets them " too.

frequently a whole long seat full. Now, dear
reader, if one were inclined, and in the mood,
he might hnd fault—yes, a good cZeat of fault
with several things around here—yes, even
with the Methodist revival, and with a good
many things your humble servant said and did;
but people here are not in a fault-finding mood
just now, for don't you hiunv—"the fruit of
the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering. gen-
tleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temper-
ance "?

GETTING TURNED AROUND.
I came into Mitchell in the night, and all day

Sunday was cloudy, so it is not strange that I

got north south, and vice versa. Everybody
told me my mistake, but it did no good, and I

went all over the city, and took " landmarks,"
as we say of the bees when they take their first

flight. Monday moi'ning friend Peck took his
Sunday-school horse, '" Maud," and carried me
out in the country. When the sun came up.
that straightened me. I believed the sun, when
I couldn't believe anybody else. Well, we
came into the town from a new direction, and
I took new " landmarks" with the sun in the
east, where it should be. I visited many peo-
ple, and stores and offices, and learned location;
but, alas! when I crossed the territory I had ex-
plored on Sunday, there seemed to be two
Mitchells, or two A. I. Roots, and I couldn't ex-
actly say which. The depot is at the end of the
street; but as I sit here writing I can not ac-
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tually say whether it is up street or down street.
I suggested to a friend that my mind was mixed
up in the matter, but he corre*,'ted me by saying:

• No, Mr. Root, your mind is all right, but it

is your fcelimjs that are misleading."
Now. here is a great truth. Our feelings—or,

if you choose, our animal instincts—are often
very powerful, but they must not be trusted.
Reason and rh/ht should direct and manage
feelings, for feelings are only like the dumb
brutes around us: they are to be taught and
led, and should never be allowed to obtain the
mastery.

THE ARTESIAN WELLS OF SOrTH DAKOTA.
You know I have been all my life interested

in every thing pertaining to wells and springs.
Well. I knew there were some wonderful arte-
sian wells somewhere in this locality: but it

was an agreeable surprise when I learned there
were two in Mitchell that supplied the city
with water, and IS in the county, in actual
operation. Besides this they are now at work
on a large one which they hope will run a dyna-
mo for their electric-light plant. I became ac-
quainted with tiie workmen, and found the boss
was present at my talk to the Y. M. C. A., so
we were old friends at once. Now. don't think
me visionary when I say there really seems to
be a sort of connecting link between the revival
meetings I have spoken of and these wonderful
artesian wells. You know what I said in our
last issue about the promise. "If ye abide in

me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask
what ye »ri"fZ, and it shall be done unto you.'"

The wonderful fertility of Dakota's vast acres
has only needed water at the right time: but
the past has shown that the needed rain is

often lacking. Just in the nick of time the dis-
covery of these wells came in. Already has
over (JO hushels of wheat per acre been obtained
by means of irrigation with water from these
artesian wells. This 34th of November I am
writing in the town of Woonsocket, famous on
account of having, at least at one time, the
largest artesian well in the world. It is six-inch
bore. 72.T feet deep, and gives 4000 gallons per
minute. A steam-gauge shows 153 lbs. per
square inch, and it will throw a two - inch
stream 200 feet high. The force has been esti-

mated equal to a 3rK)-horse-power engine. I

have just had a real pleasant visit with the
proprietor. The town has had a noted well for

about two years. Our friend, who owned a
steam flouring-mill. offered them SIOOO a year
for the use of it for power; but as they refused
he put down the well I have described, at his
own expense, near the mill. It cost him alto-

gether about •*.50(X), but the mill is now running
night and day, entirely without engineer or
fireman, and he will save almost the cost in one
year. With natural gas we need an engineer;
but this is power direct—yes. dii'ect from the
hand of Him who said. "Ye shall ask what ye
will, and it shall be done unto you.'" After the
water has carried the mill it is just as good
for irrigation: in fact, one of the problems has
been to get rid of the surplus water. As I write,

the boys are shouting and laughing while they
skate on a beautiful lake formed by the surplus
artesian water. It seems almost ridiculous to

think that little water-motor can move the pul-
ley that carries the great driving-belt of the
ponderous machinery of that grist-mill.

There are some other wonderful things about
Dakota. It is never muddy anywhere. The
roads, even off acioss the prairies, after they
are just a little traveled become almost as hard
as an asphalt pavement. Even when the water
from the wells comes over the road, the bottom
remains hard and solid. Now. you smile in-

credulously when I tell you that the same black

soil, when plowed, becomes fine and smooth,
with just a little harrowing. Much of the
plowing is done in the fall, because the ground
never packs. It is always too loose, if any
thing; it is also never too wet: and I judge
they are right in saying that tile drainage is

not needed. Wheat is 68 cents: corn, 2.5 cents
for tiro tntshels: 28 cents for 70 lbs. of shelled
corn. Eggs are, however, 20 cents a dozen.
You see this just " fits " poor people. Potatoes
are 20 to 25 cents. It looks odd and lonesome to
see no forests. The bare ground touches the
sky in every direction. There are few if any
fruit-trees, except plums, yet small fruits all do
finely. With irrigation, and the large amount
of sunshine that Dakota has the year round, it

should do wonders, and has done wonders al-

ready.
While I write, a lady tells me that, when the

town well was first drilled, they had trouble in
controlling it. and it came near flooding the
town. It was near Chiistmas. and the water
kept freezing and piling up until it began to

look as if they would all be driven from their
homes. Many of the cellars were filled with
water. Just think, reader, if you can. of over
200 liarrels per minute on a comparatively level

country, and no means for it to get awayl You
can get a vei-y good idea of one of these wells
by looking at the picture I have already refer-

red to. The water is too hard for washing, but
many of the hotels use it in the rooms. In
winter they cut cakes of ice and melt it. and
this water is soft enough for any purpose. The
mineial seems to separate and flow away by
freezing.
Now, then, I am going to astonish you still

more. See this, from a neighboring town, which
I clip from a special issue of xhe Dakota Farmer
for May, 1891:

Innumerable fish are tin-own up hi tlie water
from the well. These are usually from an inch to
two inches in leugtli, having eyes, and, to all ap-
pearance, are the same as are found in fresli-water
streams. In the pond of water formed t)y the well
these tlsh have grown to tie eight or ten Indies long.

Witli oi'duiaiy care they tlirive in aquariums; and
should any oiie doubt this, by paying tor a fruit-jar

and the e.xpifss charges, 1 will send him samples of
the hourly installments from 1274 feet below the
surface. Where do they come from';' Certainly not
from surface water in tliis or any adjoining coun-
ties. Possibly from the Missouri near Fort Yates,
where large (iuantiiies of water disappear in coarse
sand between strata of fossiliferous rock of the Ju-
rassic formation. J. W. Parmley.
Ipswich. Edmonds County.

W^oonsocket is another nice pleasant Dakota
town. How very kind and friendly everybody
seemsl and how ready and willing to drop their

own work to assist me in hunting up every
thing in regard to artesian wells I

Has the world so changed, or is it myself that
is changing? O my dear friend, please believe

me when I try to tell you that it is our own
selves and not the world that iiecdK changing.
When He abides in us, and we in Him. niarvel-

ou.s- things shall come to pass. I love this nice

pretty room where I am. and I love tliese peo-
ple who are trying hard to keep a nice good ho-
tel. An ungodly and profane runner said the
Dakota towns were full of empty buildings.
Well, I have found some of them. They are

the buildings that have .s-crec/i.s before the win-
dows so you can not look in and -see what they
have to "sell, and what they are doing inside.

And there is another building that is empty too.

It is the one with iro)i har>< across the win-
dows—iron bars to keep our boys from getting
out—boys reared in this land of liberty! May
God be praised for tliese eminy rooms in the
I)akota towns I As I go up one street and down
the other, large, clean, and clear glass windows
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let the full light of day into every shop and
store, and tell to the passerby, as plainly as
possible, all the propnetor has for sale.
Good-night, dear reader. I am going to pray

for you: yes, for every one who cares to read
these words I am writing. The waters of the
artesian well are hissing and babbling and bub-
bling near my window; and would it be strange
if I dreamed of this new and great gift, right
from the Father's hand ?
Nov. 25.—I have just visited the farm of C. E.

Hinds, 1>2 miles from Woonsocket. On the
highest point of his land he has a three-inch
well that gives .500 gallons of water per minute.
Around the well is a resei-voir holding a million
of gallons. His men and teams did it at odd
spells, at a cost not exceeding $80.00. A series
of ditches and flumes, when needed, take the
water to every part of his farm. A man ap-
pointed by the government visited him, and
gave him instruction in managing the water.
He secured about 2.50 bushels per acre of pota-
toes, by running water between the rows,
and 60 bushels of oats per acre. He is full of
enthusiasm, and is pi-eparing for wheat next
season. Only spring wheat is raised here.
Quite early in the morning I was down by the

outlet of the fiouring-mill. The water was
steaming at such a rate I knelt down and put
my hand in it. I then procured a thermometer,
and found it 61 degrees. I told the people that
if this water were led around their rooms in
coils of pipe, it would warm them enough for
all ordinary work; but no one had any faith in
it. It would cool off. they said. I looked over
the town a little; and as the sun came up and
it began to thaw, I pointed triumphantly to
where the snow was all thawed off from the
black ground, wherever a water-pipe ran, and
these pipes are as much as a foot under ground
in places. Our readers will remember that wa-
ter is always running in these, and so no pro-
tection from frost is needed. As the water is

always running, one of the problems is to get
rid of the surplus. The mill men have been
obliged to construct over three miles of ditch to
get the water into the river; and at one time
the artesian wells came very near flooding the
town. When the well was first opened it threw
out 40 or 50 carloads of sand and stones. This
sand was carried away by the townspeople and
railroad folks for building purposes. It throws
sand and stones now whenever the pipe is open-
ed full width; thei'efore they do not like to do
it. lest the stones should injure the water-mo-
tor. If this surplus water were run in pipes
under the beds of greenhouses and cold-frames
it would warm them up enough for lettuce,
radish, spinach, onions, and a great variety of
hardy vegetables. For poultry-houses I be-
lieve 60 degrees would bo better for the fowls
than a warmer temperature. What a field for
the egg business I

While investigating the matter of the tem-
perature of the water I must have become
somewhat enthusiastic. I found I could not
get the thermometer down into the steaming,
rushing water, where it came from the mill,
without getting down on my knees. A light
snow was on the ground, but I felt sure it would
brush off readily. Imagine myconfusion, when
I had passed clear thiough the town, to hear
Mr. Hinds, the banker, say:

" Mr. Root, I think you must have been down
on your knees somewhere this morning." And
when I looked down, thei'e was a great patch of
snow and grass on each knee.
Nobody knows just how many artesian wells

there are now in this region—certainly more
than 100 deep wells, with high pressure, and
more being drilled every day. After the well is

once drilled, no power on earth can compete

with them for cheapness and regularity of
speed. Speed-testers show that the rate is al-
most exactly the same, day after day: and for
flouring-mills this is a very important feature.

All through Dakota, at the hotels and rail-
road ticket-offices, I found very pretty framed
notices of the various Sunday services, and also
pi'ayer or Endeavor meetings, during the week.
This is of very great convenience to the travel-
er, as I know by experience, for he may inquire
of many individuals, and then not find what he
wants. Dakota people are very loyal to their
State, and quite sensitive in regard to any
thing reflecting on their climate, resources,
people, or intelligence. They don't like to talk
about the blizzard of some years ago; but when
a storm or cyclone does damage in the East,
they comment quite freely on the fact that the
older States are really more unsafe than new
Dakota. A disastrous storm has just been re-
ported over many of the Eastern States, and
special damage is reported in New York city.
While in Woonsocket on the evening of the 33,
I heard some one going about and inquiring the
name of the mayor of New York. I, with the
rest, pleaded ignorance; but the next day I
found the following in a Dakota daily:

TO AID SUFFERERS.
woonsocket's mayor tenders sympathy of a

practical nature to storm sufferers.
Special to The Daily Presn.

Woonsocket, Nov. 24.—The mayor of Woonsock-
et 1ms wired tlie mayor of the city of New ^ork as
follows:
"The council luis vott'd J^IOOO for tlie aid of storm

sufferers. Indian summer out here."

The magnitude of this joke becomes more ap-
parent when we remember that Woonsocket is

only a little village, comparatively. That about
the Indian summer is put in because Eastern
papers have so much to say about the intense
cold and great winds of the west.

SIOUX FALLS—THE CITY OF JASPER.
Thanli.'^Uiving Jy(i/.—While waiting for a

train I visited Col. Drake's springs, where two
millions of gallons of the brightest, purest,
clean soft water flow from the jasper rock
every 24 hours. At some former time a good
deal of money was expended here; but just now
the place shows much evidence of decay and
neglect. A large circular stone reservoir is

around tht^ iron pipe, and the water stands per-
haps a foot above it; yet it is so clear the pipe
is plainly visible while its volumes of crystal
coolness gush forth. In many parts of Dakota,
even out on the prairies, great rocks are seen of
jasper. This is a very hard reddish stone,
much like the carnelian that was so fashiona-
ble for finger-rings years ago. At Sioux Falls
the river flows over these jasper rocks, and has,
in ages past, worn them down in many wonder-
ful shapes. The falls is a succession of irregu-
lar steps, 90 feet in all; and the flinty quarry
furnishes the most beautiful building-stone
without limit. Many fine buildings (including
the magnificent new court-house) ornament the
city, made entirely of jasper. The Illinois Cen-
tral R. R. depot is such a gem of stone architec-
ture, all of jasper, that I took it with my Ko-
dak. It will appear in a future issue. Right
near the falls an immense flouring-mill, all of
jasper (as well as the milldam too), startles
the passerby. The flume that carries the water
to the wheel is of boiler iron, and large enough
to drive a horse through. The capacity is

something like 500 barrels of flour a day; and
yet, after this abundant harvest it is standing
idlel When I inquired why this was, the an-
swer came, liUgaUon! Does any one know
what sin costs us as a people, in )Kird c.ashf
Very few farmers make any use of manure in
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Dakota. It is either banked about the houses,
used to 111! sinkholes, or earted out on the com-
mons to waste. One obstacle is that it makes
this dry light soil still dryer: but artesian wells
and irrigation will remedy that. Or lettfng it

rot in properly constructed piles will lix it.

Those who have taki'u the trouble to use it

have found that it increases the yield almost if

not (juite as tuuch as in the Eastern States.
The tendency is to farm such very large areas
that they can't take time to spread manure.
The same with keeping grass and weeds out of
these immense cornfields. I feel sure it is a
mistake, just as it is in the older States. Many
are husking corn as our train passes. The wag-
on is taken into the tield, and the corn thrown
in as it is husked from the standing stalks. To
prevent the ears from flying over, a light panel,
or fence, is attached to the box on the opposite
side. After the corn is off, cattle ai'e turned in.

and they seem to greatly enjoy twisting the
small ears that are left, and taking what they
choose of the fodder. This is. of course, a
wasteful way, but it is cheap. In many fields

the furrows are so long one can hardly see
where the end is. In some localities the ground
is already plowed almost as far as we can see.

The coal-black soil makes it look almost as if the
land had been burned over. Sioux flails is called
the largest city in South Dakota, and, if I am
correct. Mitchell next.
Timber-planting has l3een rather a failure, ex-

cept in favored localities. The dry summers are
probably too iiard on the trees; and the cotton-
wood and elm, that were used mostly, are trees
that seem to demand rather damp low ground. I

have seen some very fine timlier-bel ts where some
of the trees are nearly if not quite a foot through.
The railroad company have planted trees ex-
tensively for snow-breaks; but as these are
needed only on ground higher than the track,
the location is unfavorable for the cottonwood
and elm. Firewood is §9.00 a cord; and the
coal principally used, $10.00 per ton. Dakota is

at present rather lacking in fuel. The number
of great fur coats, looking almost like huge
buffalo-robes, seems to indicate the severity of
the winters usually.

When the sun comes out through the clouds
so as to light up the prairie in the far distance,
the effect is very striking, especially when it

strikes the great fields of corn. Once I saw
some like the mirage on the desert—glittering
sheets of water, with islands and trees, and the
conductor told me such appearances were not
uncommon. None of the passengers seemed to
see it except myself, and I fear it is because
they are not, as I am, in love witli nature and
nature's God.
Nov. 26.—At Sioux City I saw the wonderful

corn palace; but it was during a snowstorm,
and after dark, or I should have taken a Kodak
picture. It is a structure of magnificent pro-
portions, and a gem of architectural beauty, the
ornamentation all being done with corn—yes,
corn—red. white, and yellow ears of corn, whole
and cut up in thin slices. It looks something
like the handsome Indian beadwork; but the
corn gives it a tinge suggestive of autumn and
home on the old farm. I inquired for religious
meetings, thinking there would be some on
Thanksgiving night. At length I heard a band
playing, and thought it must be to call people
to the theater; but the tune seemed strangely
familiar. Yes, it was one of our revival Meth-
odist hymns. Why shouldn't they play on
horns at a theater, any way ? Alas, dear
friends, our theaters are not. at least yet. for

Christ Jesus, and they dare not play a gospel
hymn. It was the Salvation Army, and I felt

glad to be one of the crowd that gathered round
them, out in a snowstorm on Thanksgiving

night. The music alternated with testimonies
from those win) had been saved; and although
I once enjoyed the music of tiie theatei's. never
was anxj music before so inspiring as this from
these humble people who sang praises to the
Lord of all. A bystander told me they were do-
ing a great work among the Swedes "and Nor-
wegians, and many wlio would doubtless never
have heard of the gospel otherwise. Many
testiinonies came from those who had been
saved from drink. A quiet humble woman told
of a painter who could not i)aint \wv house
without his freci^uent drinks. She talked with
him and he confessed his bondage, and said he
would give any thing to be freed from it. She
told him. as well as she could, of the " Lamb of
God that taketh away the sin of the world,"
and now he has passed his second Thanksgiv-
ing, a redeemed sinner.
Thrashing-machine men are having a bonan-

za through the wheat regions, and it will be
kept up all winter when the weather permits.
In these regions of little rain, all kinds of grain,
and even hay, are damaged comparatively lit-

tle, even if left uncovered.
Between Sioux City and Council Bluffs we

had our cars lighted with gas, and the light is

sufficient to read even fine print with the great-
est ease. We .see the same arrangement over-
head between Omaha and Denver. Near Co-
lumbus, Neb., we see the corn-cribs full to over-
flowing, and great heaps piled outside up
against the crib. There are also rnifcs of hay-
stacks, and no fences to show where one man's
farm ends and another one's begins. The con-
ductor says it is wild grass, but about as good
as timothy. The only farming that has ever
been done on it is to cut the grass and bale and
ship it. Baling-machines are now at work, and
teams are drawing it to the stations on the good
hard roads.

GRAND ISLAND. NEB.

Did anybody ei)er see so much corn? Every
field is a cornfield, and every Held is dotted with
wagons, picking and drawing corn, and near
every farmhouse, almost, are great stacks of
ears. Surely no one on the face of the earth
should starve if the corn can be carried to them.
It is raining now; and were it my corn I should
worry about its getting icet; but it doesn't seem
to worry the people here. There is considera-
ble timber here, that was planted out years ago,
and it seems to have done considerably better
tlian that in Dakota; but I don't believe any
has been planted of late years. Very few bee-
hives were seen tlirough Dakota, probably be-
cause of lack of both clover and timlier; but I
am told bees do quite well through here.
We just passed a mill with bags of grain

piled around the door clear up to the windows
of the second story, and (it is raining) out in
the rain too. People didn't stop hauling, and a
thrashing-machine kept going. These people
must be '• hustlers."

GREELEY, COL.

Again, the second time in my life. I am per-
mitted to gaze on the snow-capped peaks as
they pierce the very clouds. Oh how I wish all

the readers of Gleanings could be with me as
I stand here alone and gaze spellbound! So
near do they seem. I can hardly believe I could
not reach them on foot before sundown; yet
they all tell me it is 30 or 40 miles, even to say
nothing of climbing to the summits, which are
more than a mile above the level land.
Did you ever I The bee-keepers round about

Greeley had called a convention, to be held
this Saturday afternoon, before any one
thought of seeing me here. It was quite a sur-
prise to all of us, and we had a very pleasant
time. Quite a number of ladies were present.
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and a permanent organization was formed. I

came into the place an utter stranger, but found
a host of friends to say good-by to in only a
few hours. In a couple of houi's more I was in

the great city of Denver. I registered at one of

tlieir tine hotels: but before bed time our good
friend J. L. Peabody (whom some of our read-
ers may remember as the maker of the Peabody
honey-extractor years ago) insisted I should get
my things and make M.s home /;ii/ home. One
would think, from the welcome I i-eceived, we
had been acquainted for years.
Dec. 1.—Before I forget it I want to speak of

the region around Greeley as being the potato-
field of the world. To get the crop safely out
of the way of the frost, they build great pits, or

caves, that will hold, say. lO.OUO bushels each.
They are large enough so a team can drive
right in and out. The top is covered with poles,

tlien brush, then weeds and straw; over this

they put a foot oi- more of dirt. The great body
of air inside keeps it from freezing. I saw per-

haps a dozen or more of these pits vvliile travel-

ing four or five miles with my good friend Chas.
Adams. I'riend A. has a pretty home away
out among the alfalfa- fields, and round about
him are something like 300 colonies of bees.

Last yeai' he had 17.000 lbs. of honey: but the
past season has been comparatively poor. Hon-
ey sells here entirely by the section. At whole-
sale they get from 10 to Vl^o cents: but it is re-

tailed by the grocer at 15, 20, and :.'5 cents.

They do not stop to weigh, and, as a rule, they
do not split a nickel.

Not only the air but the soil is dry and clean
the year round—no mud. A little two-year
old was running all around bareheaded, rolling

on the ground, and playing with the kitten,

even when the snow lay in patches here and
there. If they rolled in the snow it didn't seem
to be cold, and sevei'al times I was really

tempted to think that it was dry snow, even
when melting. The dry prairie soil takes up
the moistni'e very quickly.

I could hardly think it possible I should spend
another such a Sunday as the one in Mitchell:
but I found the great city of Denver not a whit
behind in spirituality. I weut to the jail and
talked to about 200 prisoners. They had evi-

dently been preached and prayed to. for a great
part of them lounged carelessly away, even
during the talk, as much as to say they had no
particular interest in the matter. I wondered
if it were not possible to reach these boys and
liold their attention by some plain talk in their

own language. I prayed for grace to win them,
and at least get their full attention. I succeeded
fairly well: and when I closed they were so
neai' me I could easily shake hands with them.
A great part of them were not hai'd-looking
boys at all; and some of the faces I shall re-

member for a long time. Denvei' is a great city

of 140,000 inhabitants, and something like 50

miles of street railways—cable and electric.

Horse-cars are now almost unknown, and all

new lines are electric.

Rev. K. A. Burnett is one of the most live

and energetic evangelists I ever knew. It was
my good fortune to make his acquaintance at
friend Peabody's. He not only labors in all the
churches. Y. M. C. A.'s, Endeavor meetings,
etc., but he works all day long wherever he
is. As an illustration, he heard a man swear-
ing on the street and accosted him something
like this: " O my dear friend ! where did you
learn to use such awful words? Surely your
mother did not teach them to you. did she?"
The man stopped, stared at him. and said,

'' My mother ! what do you mean? I want to

tell you, sir, my mother was a good woman.'"
The man was set to thinking, and was not of-

fended. Well, now, I have a good point for

millionaires, at least one of them. John Wan-
namaker is one of two wealthy people who keep
good brothers at work laboring hard every day
to reprove sin and to lessen crime.

I have just got hold of a good point for mar-
ket-gardeners. A man whom we visited
bought five acres in the suburbs of Denver, for
S.500. This was 14 years ago. He improved it

and raised good paying crops on it year after
year, near to mai'ket. Two years ago he sold
half of the five acres for f27,.50O. The lesson is

this: A market-gardenei' can purchase land in

the suburbs of any growing city: and if he is

active, and has purchased wisely, he can surehj
pay the interest on the investment; and if the
land does not advance he is not like the specu-
lator—dependent on advance.

<36"PAGiES7v<I0
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In the multitude of CDUUSflors there is safety.—PR. U: U.

Mii. DooLiTTLE has succeeded in sending^
queens to Australia in our cages.

There is one thing that bee-keepers should
remember— that choice comb honey always
finds ready sale at a good price: but a poor ar-
ticle has to go begging for a customer.

We wish our bees outdoors would stay in
their hives on bright days, but too cold for
flight. Many of them are lost, and unable to
get back. There is this advantage in cellar
wintering: Changes of weather do not lure the
bees out on days that seem warm and pleasant.

A RUMOK is afloat that Mr. Frank Benton,
now in the employ of the government at Wash-
ington. D. C, is about to start on another ex-
pedition under the auspices of Uncle Sam, to
hunt up the Apis dorsaUi and other races of
bees. If expeiience in this line of work is any
requisite, Benton is the man.

Just as the last forms of this issue are going
to press we have only room to state that the
North American at Albany was an interesting
and profitable convention. We will have more
to say regarding it in another issue, and also of
the visit of W. Z. Hutchinson, C. P. Dadant,
and Hon. J. M. Hambaugh. at the Home of the
Honey-bees.

It will be remembered that, in the beginnings
of the current year, there was quite a crop of
bee-journals—some five or six. At least four,
says the Amerlc<1)1 Bee -Keeper, have dropped
out of the struggle. We are glad to know that
the latter has been a financial success from the
start. It is the old. old story of the survival of
the fittest—the best on top.

The senior editor, while at Salt Lake City^
had another attack of his old sickness. While
we were a little worried for fear he might have
another run of fever, we are glad to say that,
from last accounts, he was so far improved that
he was able to resume his journey. The folks

at home desire, above all things, that he hus-
band his strength—that is, let a good many
things go unseen if need be.

OuK readers are of such a class that it is

almost unnecessarv to caution them against
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'green-goods" circulars that are being sent
through the mails. The blackmailers pretend
to be your friend, and that, if you keep the
thing a secret, they will give you a pile of

counterfeit bills that can not be told from the
genuine, for about a tenth of their donomina-
tional value, in t/oofZ money. If you are fool

enough to be " taken in " they will meet you at
a certain point, show you the "'green goods,"
wliich you would say look like the genuine.
You purchase a box of them, and before you
get away they manipulate the box and you get
one of sawdust. This you discover, too late,

and your good money is gone. Several of these
schemers have been arrested; and their plans,
which are essentially the same, have been ex-
posed through the great dailies of the country.

Our friend J. M. Jenkins, our Southern sup-
ply-dealer at Wetumpka. Ala., has been passing
through deep waters. It is only recently that
he lost a child; and now the companion of his
home, his wife, is taken aw'ay by that dread
disease, consumption. A letter just at hand
tells its own sad tale:

Friend Rant :~Aftvv n years sufTering-, my belov-
ed wife passfd from flcatli unto life tliis morning-.
She died as she liad lived—liappy, and full of faitli

and love and peace. " Blessed are the pure in heart,
for they shall see God." J. M. Jenkins.
Wetumpka, Ala., Dec. 2.

The brotherhood of feeling is so strong among
bee-keepers that we are sure that we voice the
sympathy of them all. Friend Jenkins is an
earnest Christian, and kno\\'S how to take these
trials.

It was intimated, at the Northwestern con-
vention, at Chicago, Nov. 19 and 20, that com-
mission men—at least some of them—are in the
habit of quoting a lower i)rice in their market
reports on honey than that at which it is actu-
ally sold. There is a chance and a temptation
here for a little dirty business, we know; and
while we are sure that most of our commission
men would be fai' above such deception or theft,
there may be a few who are guilty of it. This
is something that bee-keepers themselves
can determine without very much trouble, if

they have a mind to. If there are any such
(and we hope there are none who do it), and we
get the proof of it, we will give them a little

free advertising—not of the agreeable sort,

however. We have cai'efully looked into the
responsibility of every one of our honey-mer-
chants (those who report in Gleaxings), and
we do not b(^lieve that any of them are guilty of
any such disreputable piece of business. If
there are any such, however, let the facts be
known. Of course, wiiere a honey-merchant
buys the honey outright, that is a different
matter altogether. Our remarks apply only to
those who sell on commission.

FOUNDATION AND FOUL BROOD. AGAIN; IS

THt:RE DANGER OF INFECTION?
In the American Bee Journal, page 713. Mr.

S. Corneil, of Canada, a gentleman for whom
we have a very high personal i-egard, both as a
scholar, scientist, and bee-keeper, still insists
that foul brood may be spread by foundation,
although the whole bee-keeping fraternity
seems to be against him. Prof. Cook has often
said that, when science is at vai'iance with
practice and experience, we should reject science
and accept practice; but experience says, " No,
no!" If we understand the matter, science is

not at variance with practice in the case in
question. The long-continued heat to which
the wax is subjected in the process of clarifying
in making foundation is sufficient to sterilize

the most resistant germs, as Mr. Newman
shows. INIr. Corneil, however, in commenting
on this point, thinks we are liable to dip out
infected wax that has been put in as a supply,
that may have been subjected to a high tem-
perature for only a short time. In reply to this
we would say that this contingency is exceed-
ingly improbable. All the wax, before we re-
ceive it. is supposed to be sterilized; and the
chances that it should be diseased in the first

place are not as one to a thousand. Another
thing, the fresh supplies of wax are usuallv put
in the night before, and there kept at atem-
perature of 180 all night. Seldom is wax added
during the day to our large melting-vats, unless
it be foundation clippings that are already
clarified from dirt and impurities, and these
clippings are certainly sterilized. The reason
we put the wax in at night is to allow the dirt
that may be in the cake to settle, and not be-
cause we fear the germs of foul brood. Mr.
Corneil also thinks that the disease originated
in our apiary, not from purchased honey, but
from foundation which we had put in the
apiary, said foundation having been previously
made from infected combs. Friend C. misun-
derstands us. We never put foundation made
from known diseased combs in the apiary until
after we had had foul brood; so it is improbable
that the disea.se could have originated in the
way he suggests, in our apiary. The founda-
tion under discussion was put in another por-
tion of the apiary, in clean hives; and to-day
those hives—every one of them—are perfectly
healthy.

Ml'. Corneil further argues that, inasmuch as
the disease starts up in different parts of the
country, and for which the source of infection
is unknown, therefore the disease might come
from foundation. We know of quite a number
of apiaries where the foul brood originally
started whei-e foundation was unknown. It
started in the apiaries of Moses Quinby and G.
M. Doolittle before the days of foundation.
Again, foundation is being used more and

more, and yet, in the United States at least, foul
brood is becoming less and less frequent. If
foundation carried infection, the disease would
be on the increase; but. on the contrary, it is on
the decrease.

THE DEATH OF A BEE-KEEPER AND A HERO

—

GEORGE H. ASHBY.

A VERY neat and tasty card has just come to
hand, which reads as follows: "In loving re-
membrance of G. H. Ashby. died Nov. 1(3, 1891."
Mr. Ashby was quite a prominent G. A. R.
man, a bee-keeper, and a fun-raaker at conven-
tions. That his death was rather sudden is

evidenced by the fact that he was one among
the number who wrote they would be pi-esent
at the North American at Albany. His name
appears among the list of other bee-keepers, as
published in our last issue. He was not only a
bee-keeper of some note, but he was also a
brilliant soldier in the late "irrepressible con-
flict." He bore in his side a bullet, and the ef-
fects of the war showed only too plainly upon
his constitution. We all admire acts of bravery,
no matter whether we are of the North or of
the South; and just at this time it might be
proper to give one little incident illustrating
his life as a soldier.
While before Vicksburg, under Gen. Grant,

he was captain of a company of artillerymen.
But before this city was captured the besieged
made one desperate attempt to route the Union
forces. In this battle. Captain Ashby took a
conspicuous part. The enemy wei-e approach-
ing, and it looked as if they were about to carry
the day. While his company of men were
shelling an advance column, word came to
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Ashby that the shells were giving out. He
promptly ordered a detail of soldiers to go to

the cave where the shells were kept for safety,
and bring out more. ''But,"' said they, "the
shells are all boxed up, and the screwdriver can
not be found." It seems that the covers to the
boxes of shells were screwed down, for it would
never do to piy open or knock off the covers
with a hammer, because of the liability of the
shells to explode. Captain Ashby at once or-
dered the lieutenant, with a couple of men, to

go and break the boxes open, as the enemy were
fast approaching. They flatly refused to go,

urging as an excuse that the thing was fool-

hardy, and that they would never come out of
the cave alive. Quick as thought, Ashby or-

dered the lieutenant to take charge of the men,
while he himself proceeded to the cave. He
ordered a darkey, who stood near, to hold a
candle.
"No, sah, boss: y' doan get dis yeah niggah

in dat yer place, if you's gwine ter break open
dem boxes wid dat yer pickax."
Captain Ashby would take no parley. At the

muzzle of a revolver he bade the colored man
obey. He held the candle; but his white teeth
chattered with nervous fear like a pair of
castanets. Then with pickax Ashby com-
menced breaking open the covers. As ill luck
would have it, the pick struck a screw, and a
quantity of sparks flew into an open keg of

giant powder near by. The grains were so large
that the powder did not ignite; but the colored
man nearly swooned, and tried to escape. The
revolver was again pointed at him, and again
he was made to stand. Although the sparks
flew right and left, Ashby, trembling and pale
as death himself, continued his perilous work,
and the shells were taken out and distributed

to the artillerymen; and the result was, the
enemy at that quarter were driven back. We
believe this incident has never been made pub-
lic. It was told to the writer on the cars, and
he now gladly makes it public. The cool bravery
of our departed friend will be applauded on
both sides of Mason and Dixon's line.

HOW TO SEXD QXTEENS SUCCE.SSFUT.LY ACROSS
THE OCEAN. TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES, AND

TO DIFFICULT AND INACCESSIBLE
POINTS IN THE UNITED

STATES.

Some time ago we gave some instructions on
the subject as above. The wonderful success
we have been having during the past year, and
the inquiries that are coming in from various
sources, show that another article is required,
covering more in detail some of the points al-

ready given as well as the later developments.
To save the reader the trouble of turning to

our back numbers, we will repeat that our ex-
port Benton cage is 4% inches long, li^s deep,

and IK wide. In this block are bored three
holes. 1^ inches deep, through the shallowest
way, and near enough together to leave a 1^-
inch opening. One end is lined with paraffine.

This is done by dipping a small sash-brush into
paraffine, and painting the inside of the hole.

The compartment on the opposite end is per-
forated on the two sides and end by 13 brad-awl
holes. 4 holes being on a side. To prepare the
candy we knead together the finest quality of

thick extracted honey, mixed at a temperature
of about H)0°, with pulverized sugar, till quite a
stiff dough is obtained. This should be allowed
to stand for two or three days. During hot
weather it will become soft and "run." What
we mean by candy that will run is, a lump or
ball of Good (Scholz) candy, freshly mixed,
which, after two or three days, flattens out and
becomes soft; i. e., " it runs." We do not find it

practicable to mix the dough stiff enough at

the first mixing so as not to become soft and
daub the bees. Well, when the candy has been
standing two or three days, and runs, instead
of mixing in more imlvcrizcd sugar we knead in
what is called "confectioners" sugai'." This is

a grade that is pulverized to a much finer state
of division; and although we can stiffen up the
dough with more pulverized sugar, unless the
confectioners' grade is put in at the second
mixing, the bees, as they eat out the candy, will
leave fine granules to rattle out all over the
cage. The admixture of the confectioners'
sugar seems to make the dough a homogeneous
mass.
After the second mixing, the candy is allowed

to stand for a day or two more, and will then
become soft, mealy, and moist, yet sufficiently
firm not to run. Before putting the candy into
the cages, if the weather is very hot we fre-
quently knead in a little more confectioners'
sugar, because we do not want the candy toa
moist. If it is made just right there is but little

difficulty in delivering queens to almost any
part of the globe—at least, our expei-ience so
far says so. Sometimes, for I'easons we can not
conjecture.theCxOod candy, even when made just
right, becomes as hard as a brick, and then, of
course, the bees will die of starvation.
Having made the candy just right, we fill the

cages. If the cage is to go" to the opposite side
of the globe, we fill a hole and a half with
candy. If it has to go only to England, Italy, or
some othei' of the Eurojjean countries, one hole
of candy is sufficient: but when we put in a
hole and a half of candy, it will be necessary to
put a division in the hole that is half full, so
as to prevent the candy from falling down.
The division should have a large opening so the \

bees can readily get through.
The cage- is now ready to receive the bees. It

is useless to try to send queens a year old across
the water, that have borne the labors of egg-
laying through the season. Queens should be
selected that are not over two months old, that
are perfect in every way. There should be
from 30 to 35 attendants, from two to three
weeks old: that is. they should be young field

bees— bees that are old enough to gather honey,
but which have not yet borne the toil of gath-
ering nectar. In putting the bees into a cage,
select those that have their heads in cells of
honey, apparently taking a drink, by the looks
of their podded-out abdomens. Thirty-five bees
well filled will carry enough supplies to last

them quite a little way on the journey. The
cover is nailed on with wire nails. This is a
strip of section stuff, V thick, large enough to-

cover the cage.

For postage, put on anywhere from 95 cts. to

a dollars' worth, in stamps of large denomina-
tion, when the cage is to be sent to Australia
or New Zealand. In sending queens to the
Sandwich Islands, only 3 cts. will be necessary;
to Italy, 2 cts.; to any point in the United
States, 4 cts. After you have put up your bees,

take the cage to your postmaster, and let liim

attach the necessary postage. Be sure to put
on the full address given by the customer, and
print it in ink in plain Roman letters—don't
write it. Sandpaper off' the bottom of the cage,
and then be careful not to use a fine-pointed
pen, and you can make very neat and pretty
work. If you are not very good at printing,

get some bright boy or girl who is something
of an artist in that line.

Now. there may be some who would rather
buy these cages than to make them. We will,

furnish them complete, without candy, par-
affined and with paraffine paper, for 10 cts.

each; or when candy is included, 15 cts. post-

paid. We would advise you to make your own.
candy, because in that way you get it fresh.
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